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Announcements and News
Database Management Solutions for IMS Digital Badge

We are excited to announce the availability of the new IMS Digital Badge. Are you familiar with the foundational
aspects of the Database Management Solutions for IMS, including how to manage, tune, and maintain your IMS
databases? We invite you to earn this badge and showcase your IMS Tools skills! Click the following link to learn
more about other Broadcom Product Badges.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions and product compatibility details.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

Database Management Solutions for IMS are designed to greatly ease the management of IMS™ Full Function, Fast
Path and High Availability Large Database (HALDB) structures. These mainframe solutions address the needs of
database administrators (DBAs) across three crucial management areas: database performance management, database
administration and database backup and recovery. With robust capabilities designed to help organizations conserve CPU
resources, create and rebuild indexes quickly and enhance database performance, Database Management Solutions for
IMS can improve administrative efficiency—and reduce costs—across your enterprise.

Database Performance Management

This suite contains the following products:

Compress Data Compression

• Provides software compression of IMS databases to reduce storage requirements for IMS data.

Database Analyzer

• Scans IMS databases and indexes, collects statistics and analyzes the information for quick, complete pointer
checking and space management.

• Displays and allows you to easily modify records and blocks in IMS databases to correct bad pointers and other
integrity errors.

• Tests the performance and reliability of PHDAM, HDAM and DEDB randomizers.
• Allows you to verify database integrity, prevent data loss, anticipate and correct space and pointer issues and tune

randomizers before they impact IMS data availability.

Database Organizer

• Provides high-speed prefix resolution, data extraction, unloading, loading and reorganization of IMS databases, both
offline and online, improving database availability and performance.

• Provides greater control over the segments in a database, offering the ability to examine, modify and delete segments.
• Helps you to more easily and safely make structural changes, improving database performance.

Database Backup and Recovery

This suite contains the following products:

Database Copier

• Provides an efficient method of generating high-speed backups of IMS databases.
• Creates offline, online and incremental image copies, providing fast, secure and efficient backups.

High Performance Recovery

• Creates change accumulation files, provides recovery analysis, builds recovery jobs, recovers IMS databases and
rapidly restores access to critical IMS data.

• Quickly recovers data by accessing image copies, change accumulations and logs, and automatically rebuilds indexes.
• Allows DBAs to recover IMS databases to any point in time, minimizing the impact on production systems.
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Database Administration

This suite contains the following products:

Secondary Index

• Makes it easy to define Fast Path DEDB secondary indexes and provides Fast Path DEDBs with the same functions
and facilities as IMS Full Function secondary indexes. The secondary indexes are built and automatically maintained
without application program changes. The index databases can be implemented using any IMS database access
method.

Secondary Index Builder

• Provides faster processing and increased data availability (a replacement for the standard IMS index utilities).
• Helps you create new secondary indexes and rebuild a corrupted HIDAM or PHIDAM primary index without the outage

standard utilities need to reorganize the database.
• Builds HIDAM and PHIDAM primary indexes through primary index support.
• Supports the IMS secondary index options, including sparse indexes, non-unique secondary indexes and shared

secondary indexes.

IMS Information Repository

• Helps you monitor the state of database objects and resources and recognize trends based on historical data collected
by Database Management Solutions for IMS.

• The collected information helps with performance tuning, problem determination, and resource planning.

Transaction Management

This suite contains the following products:

Mainframe Configuration Manager

• Dynamically updates IMS database, application, transaction and route codes without restarting your IMS system.
• Provides the functionality to manage your IMS system and provides a familiar infrastructure for input specification,

process verification and implementation with appropriate auditing capabilities.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager

• Provides dynamic creation of IMS terminals, printers and LTERMS without time-consuming and error-prone manual
configuration with IMS Extended Terminal Option (ETO), without the writing of IMS user exits and without requiring an
IMS outage.

Mainframe Program Restart Manager

• Helps save time and lower risk, and prevents the delays and possible errors that can occur when restarting certain IMS
jobs.

• Enhances database performance and application management.

Command Control Manager

• Facilitates entering and issuing IMS commands and interpreting their results and helps reduce the downtime of
databases.

GA Continuous Delivery Release
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Database
Management Solutions for IMS. We enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product
fixes to you faster with easier deployment.
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In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to https://
validate.broadcom.com or contact your product manager.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
The following list provides a summary of the new features and enhancements that have been released in Version 20.0 of
the Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS (IMS Tools):

TIP

• To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that your products are current on maintenance. To
download and receive maintenance automatically, Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. To view the
available solutions, go to Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance solution list on the Broadcom Support
portal and search by product name.

• To request product enhancements, contact a product manager or log in to the IMS Tools community, and
post your request in the "Ideas" section at the top of the page.

Extract Function Supports Multiple Conditions (LU09682)

The EXTRACT function of the Database Organizer for IMS for z/OS (DBO) now supports multiple conditions. A new
control statement, CONDOPERATOR, lets you specify the Boolean operation between CONDITION statements.
Database administrators can use longer condition statements to simplify the management of databases.

For more information, see CONDOPERATOR (DBO) -- Define Operator Between Extract Conditions.

Segment Overflow Information for UNLOAD and RELOAD (LU09424)

The Segment Frequency Statistics report of the Database Organizer now includes segment overflow information for
UNLOAD and RELOAD functions.

New metrics allow you to make better decisions about the maintenance of IMS databases. The number of segments in
overflow for the UNLOAD function helps you determine whether a database reorganization is required. The number of
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segments in overflow for the RELOAD function helps you decide whether the database reorganization was successful, or
another reorganization is required, along with database layout changes.

For more information, see Segment Frequency Statistics Report (DBO).

One Step Batch Reorg of non-HALDBs (LU09082, LU09083)

The One Step Batch Reorg function of the Database Organizer now supports the reorganization of non-HALDB databases
with logical relationships. To enable the new functionality, specify HPOBATCHLR=YES in ITKOPTS.

This feature allows you to build and run UNLOAD, RELOAD, PREFIX RESOLUTION AND UPDATE, and COPY for
databases with logical relationships in a single step.

For more information, see Executing One-Step Batch Reorg.

Version String Update to Panels and Batch Jobs (LU08243 through LU08253)

The Database Management Solutions for IMS ISPF panels and batch jobs now display the currently installed Level Set in
the vv.rr.mm format:
vv

Indicates the version level of the product.
rr

Indicates the release level of the product.
mm

Indicates the maintenance level of the product.
The maintenance level of the product allows you to easily identify the features that are available for use at your site.

New Level Set 20.0.01 Now Available (LU06539)

Database Management Solutions for IMS introduce a Level Set module. A new Level Set 20.0.01 is now available. This
level set PREREQs all previously published PTFs. The Level Set makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and
feature PTFs up to a specific modification level. These levels help you know what features are installed at your site.

IMS 15.3 Support

Version 20.0 of the IMS Tools supports IBM IMS 15.3.

Online Reorg of HALDBs with Logical Relationships (LU04703, LU04704, LU04705, LU04706)

The Online Reorg function of Database Organizer now supports the reorganization of HALDBs with logical relationships.
For more information, see Reorganize Logically Related HALDB Databases Online.

High Performance Recovery JCL Generator now Supports COPY=Y (LU03649)

A new ISPF panel enables generation of the High Performance Recovery JCL when you specify COPY=Y on the Specify
Recovery Options panel. When you specify COPY=Y, a new ISPF panel displays where the mandatory parameters
(ICPREF and ICUNIT) and optional parameters can be entered. The entered parameters are used to generate the JCL.

Reorg JCL Generator now Supports IMS-Managed ACB Environments and Automatic Creation of Shadow Data
Sets (LU03229, LU03230)

For more information, see Generating Reorg JCL Using ISPF Interface.
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The DBO Largest Database Records Report now Supports Key of Root Values of Unlimited Length (LU02386)

The full key of root value is now displayed in the report. If the length exceeds the column width, the value wraps onto a
new line. For more information, see Largest Database Records Report (DBO).

FFOR now Supports Wildcard Value with the PSB Keyword in an IMS-managed ACB Environment

You no longer have to use the PSB control statement to specify the exact DOPT PSB name when using FFOR in a
managed ACB environment. If the PSB control statement is present, FFOR uses the specified PSB. If the PSB control
statement is not present, FFOR selects a free PSB from the current DOPT ACBLIB or IMS Catalog.

For more information, see PSB (DBO) -- Define the PSB.

New IMS Catalog Report for Verifying the Integrity of an IMS-managed ACB Environment

A new IMS Catalog Report allows you to check whether the resources in your IMS catalog database are consistent with
resources in your IMS directory and in ACBLIB. You can also check whether directory resources are consistent with
ACBLIB resources.

For more information, see Using the IMS Catalog Report.

New CASPACE Keyword for Dynamic Allocation of Output Data Sets

The Change Accumulation utility now supports user-defined output data sets. A new keyword, CASPACE, allows you to
specify the size of the allocated output data set as number of cylinders or tracks.

For more information, see CASPACE (HPR) -- Allocate Change Accumulation Data Sets.

z/OS Pervasive Encryption for Basic and Large Format Data Sets

IMS Tools now support processing of basic and large format data sets that are encrypted by z/OS Pervasive Encryption
(delivered in IBM APAR OA56622).

For more information, see Pervasive Encryption.

New REPLAYSSIDIMS Control Statement for Full Function Online Reorganization (FFOR) Component

A new control statement, REPLAYSSIDIMS, allows you to choose the value of the SSID parameter of the primary log
entry created by the FFOR call replay process in DBRC.

For more information, see REPLAYSSIDIMS(DBO) - Use IMSID as Call Replay Log SSID.

IMS 15.1 and 15.2 Support

Version 20.0 of the IMS Tools supports IBM IMS 15.1 and 15.2.

z/OSMF Post-Install Configuration Workflows
A new set of nine z/OSMF workflows enables easier post-installation configuration tasks. The following new workflows are
now available in the CIMTXML dataset:
ITKWFL01 - Create library dataset aliases

Enables reuse of your existing JCL from an earlier release of Database Management Solutions for IMS. You can
create aliases relating the old library names to the new library names that now exist.

ITKWFL02 - Create Compress library
Copies modules that are required exclusively for release 20 of Compress Data Compression to run standalone.
You can concatenate this library in your STEPLIB in online IMS system region.
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ITKWFL03 - Create load library containing only specified products
Creates usable library containing only specified products.

ITKWFL04 - Create DBAICE USERMOD
Applies a user modification (USERMOD) to DFSUDMP0 to invoke Database Analyzer for z/OS as a user exit to
gather statistics, perform integrity checks, and verify pointers of the database data set.

ITKWFL05 - Create PRMRESL library
Creates updated IMS modules in the PRMRESL library so you can test PRM without applying the PRM
USERMODs.

ITKWFL06 - Install IMS Information Repository
Allocates database areas and creates IIR tables. Tables are then immediately ready for use.

ITKWFL07 - Migrate IMS Information Repository (IIR)
Migrates Datacom/AD database schema of your existing IIR for Database Management Solutions for IMS release
19 installation to Database Management Solutions for IMS release 20.

ITKWFL08 - Configure Conditional REORG
Configures Conditional Reorg (CREORG) by writing properties file on USS.

ITKWFL09 - Customize and Start ITK Started Task
Guides you through ITK Started Task installation.

FFOR Automatic Shadow Data Set Creation

The One-Step Batch Reorg and Online Reorg functions of Database Organizer now require creation and allocation of
shadow data sets before performing the Reorg function.

This enhancement allows both function=BATCHREORG and function=REORG to create and allocate shadow data
sets, when not specified in the job. Data sets are created with the same parameters as the current database data sets,
including storage, data, and management classes. The new name is generated by appending '.N' to the current database
data set name.

This functionality is turned off by default. To enable it, specify HPODSCREATE=YES in ITKOPTS.

NOTE
HPODSCREATE=NO: function=BATCHREORG and function=REORG need shadow data sets preallocated.
Preallocate in JCL or enable in HPODSCREATE=YES.

IC Keywords Added to HPR to Invoke Database Copier After Recovery

The Database Copier image copy (IC) keywords are now valid for High Performance Recovery and allow you to invoke
the dynamic allocation of output data sets post recovery. You now have greater flexibility in integrating the dynamic
allocation of image copy output data sets when you specify FUNCTION=RECOVER and COPY=YES. You can also
specify the IC keywords in the DBCCOPY global PARMLIB member.

HPOBATCH Global Parmlib Member for Batch Reorgs

The One-Step Batch Reorg feature in Database Organizer now includes a new global parmlib member (HPOBATCH)
in the hlq.CIMTPARM library that is read when you specify FUNCTION=BATCHREORG. You can use HPOBATCH to
specify global parameters for batch reorgs and use HPOREORG to specify global parameters for online reorgs.

This functionality is enabled through the ITKOPTN macro when you specify HPOBATCHPARM=Y. Otherwise, the
HPOREORG member is read when you specify FUNCTION=BATCHREORG.

For more information, see Enabling Environment Specific Product Customizations.
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IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support

Several products and components of Database Management Solutions for IMS are now compatible with IMS-managed
ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. You can submit your database and
program view definitions using SQL DDL statements.

The following products and components support IMS management of ACBs:

• Database Analyzer and the following components:
– Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP)
– Database Surgeon
– Control Block Validity Manager

• Database Copier
• Database Organizer and the following components:

– One-Step Batch Reorg and Online Reorg
– Database Extractor
– Batch Log Tracker (BLT)

• High Performance Recovery and the following component:
– Change Accumulation

• Secondary Index Builder
• Mainframe Program Restart Manager

For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Specify MACLIB Data Set Name in IMS Configuration Member

The Recovery Analyzer component in High Performance Recovery now lets you specify the MACLIB data set name in the
IMS configuration member. The specified MACLIB data set name is used to generate JCL for FFOR reorg jobs.

Datacom/AD Version 15.1 Support

Version 20.0 of the IMS Tools is certified for Datacom/AD Version 15.1.

One-Step Batch Reorg of HALDB databases with logical relationships

The One-Step Batch Reorg feature in Database Organizer now supports the reorganization of HALDB databases with
logical relationships.

HALDB Support for 8-GB OSAM Data Sets

• High Performance Recovery now supports 8GB OSAM data sets in HALDB databases. This enhancement adds
support for RECOVER function for HPR and CHACCUM function for the Change Accumulation component.

• Database Analyzer now supports 8GB OSAM data sets in HALDB databases for the following functions:
ANALYZE and ANALYZEALL

Allows you to check database integrity and related indexes.
DISPLAY and ZAP

Allows you to display and update blocks in the Database Surgeon component.
• Database Organizer now supports 8-GB OSAM data sets in HALDB databases for the following functions:
UNLOAD and RELOAD

Allows you to unload and reload the database that is specified on the DBDNAME control statement from the input
file.
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BATCHREORG and REORG
Allows you to perform One Step Batch Reorg or Full Function Online Reorg of the specified database.

• Secondary Index Builder now supports 8-GB OSAM data sets in HALDB databases.
• Database Copier now supports 8-GB OSAM data sets in HALDB databases for the following functions:

– COPY
– COPYIC
– ACOPY
– IICOPY

IMS Catalog Support

IMS Tools now support the IMS Catalog database and allow you to perform regular maintenance activities, such as
analysis of database data sets, image copy creation, database unload and reload, and database reorganization.

For more information, see IMS Catalog Database Support.

Conditional Reorg Installed as Part of Common Components

The Conditional Reorg utility is now a part of the additional common components that are installed with Database
Management Solutions for IMS.

Post-Install Tailoring Tool

The new Post-Install Tailoring Tool enables you to configure Datacom, IIR, and Conditional Reorg and runs all required
jobs in the correct sequence.

Full Function Online Reorg

The Full Function Online Reorg (FFOR) component now allows an index database to be reorganized without also
reorganizing the related primary database. The Online Index Reorg feature significantly reduces the time needed for
reorganizations, when an index database is disorganized while the primary database is not. To learn more about Online
Index Reorg, see the following video:

For more detailed information, see the heading Reorganizing an Index Database Online in Processing Full Function and
HALDB Databases Online.

KEY of ROOT Segment Added to IIR Reports

IMS Information Repository (IIR) for UNLOAD/RELOAD now displays the KEY of ROOT segment for created reports.

Pervasive Encryption Support

IMS Tools now support pervasive encryption on IBM z/OS.

Online Pointer Checking

A new keyword, ONLINE, enables Database Analyzer to be run in online mode against a database that is still online, to
minimize the impact on business processes. To learn more about Online Pointer Checking, see the following video:

When running in online mode, DBA can also now automatically pause all IMS applications that execute batch message
processing. For more information, see Online Considerations.
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Improved Performance of Snapshot General Services

The performance of Snapshot General Services has been improved and CPU time has been reduced when using z/OS
DFSMSdss services as the copy method. Snapshot General Services also now use Extended TIOTs (XTIOT) to allow
more data sets to be processed in a single run. To enable the DFSMSdss copy method, specify USEDFDSS(YES) in the
TG10INIT subsystem initialization job.

For more information, see Customize Snapshot General Services.

VTAM Terminal Sign on Passphrase Support

Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS (Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager) now supports passphrases of up
to 50 characters during sign-on from a VTAM terminal.

IMS Version Support
The following table lists the IMS versions and IMS function levels that are supported for each active version of the
Database Management Solutions for IMS:

WARNING
Not every IMS function level may be fully supported; in such case, the IMS function level is tolerated. This
means that our products are usable on IMS systems with a function level activated, but you may not be able
to use the new features of this particular level. For feature support in each IMS function level, see the product-
specific enhancement documentation.

TIP
To determine the IMS function level on your subsystems, use the QUERY IMSFUNC command.

Product Version IMS 15 IMS 14

20.0 15.1
15.2
15.3

Yes

19.0 No Yes
18.0 No No

Support for zIIP Processors
The Database Management Solutions for IMS provide support for IBM System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP).

zIIP processors can help you expand the use of your mainframe for new workloads while lowering cost of ownership by
moving workloads from a general processor to specialty engines like zIIP. Broadcom provides many solutions that use the
features and functionality of zIIP processors to help you further reduce costs and optimize your z Systems environment.

The following Database Management Solutions for IMS products currently use zIIP features and functionality:

NOTE

Percentages of zIIP offloading are provided in parentheses with the product information. These percentages are
provided "as-is" based on benchmarks ran in our labs and as guidance only. Benchmarks can vary depending
on the z/OS environment and application workload.

• Database Analyzer (up to 80 percent)
• Database Copier (up to 60 percent)
• The UNLOAD function of Database Organizer (up to 60 percent)
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To enable this feature, add the keyword ZIIP=YES into the control statements for the particular product. To avoid changing
too many jobs and steps, apply the keyword globally using a Global Parameters member. For more information, see
(Optional) Enabling Global Parameters Processing.

zIIP processing is automatically disabled when there are no zIIP processors in the configuration. zIIP processing is also
disabled when it is not beneficial for the DBD configuration, such as when exits are called.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• IMS Tools Community

Product Accessibility Features
Product accessibility features help all users use this product.

Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Accessibility Features Within the Product

Database Management Solutions for IMS offers the following accessibility and compatibility features:

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
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– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.

NOTE
To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, refer to your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating
system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Database Management Solutions for IMS for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for IMS, IMS Tools)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Compress™ Data Compression for IMS (Compress Data Compression)
• Command Control Manager (CCM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (CCS)
• Database Analyzer™ for IMS for z/OS (Database Analyzer, DBA)
• Database Copier™ for IMS for z/OS (Database Copier, DBC)
• Database Organizer™ for IMS for z/OS (Database Organizer, DBO)
• Datacom™ (Datacom)
• Datacom™/AD (Datacom/AD)
• Datacom™ Datadictionary (Datacom Datadictionary)
• Datacom™/DB (Datacom/DB)
• Datacom™ Dataquery (Dataquery)
• High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS (High Performance Recovery, HPR)
• IMS Information Repository (IIR)
• License Management Program (LMP)
• Mainframe Configuration Manager for IMS for z/OS (Mainframe Configuration Manager)
• Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS for z/OS (Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager)
• Mainframe Program Restart Manager for IMS for z/OS (Mainframe Program Restart Manager)
• PDSMAN® PDS Library Management (PDSMAN)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)
• Secondary Index for IMS for z/OS (Secondary Index)
• Secondary Index Builder for IMS for z/OS (Secondary Index Builder, SIB)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret, TSS)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Product List
The following products are included in the installation and implementation of Database Management Solutions for IMS:

NOTE
FMIDs are shown in parentheses in the Cpppx00 format, where:

• C is a constant,
• ppp is the product code,
• x is the release of the product ("J" for release 19 or "K" for release 20).

• Database Analyzer (CIDAx00) and the following components:
– Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP)
– Database Surgeon

• Database Copier (CICPx00)
• Database Organizer (CIDOx00) and the following components:

– Database Extractor
– Batch Log Tracker (BLT)

• High Performance Recovery (CHPRx00) and the following component:
– Change Accumulation

• Secondary Index Builder (CIXBx00)
• Secondary Index (CIXEx00)
• Mainframe Configuration Manager (CEW6x00)
• Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager (CEW5x00)
• Mainframe Program Restart Manager (CEW2x00)
• Compress Data Compression (CASTx00)

Other common and product components are also installed with these products, for example:

• IMS Toolkit Common Component (CITKx00)
• IMS Toolkit Started Task Component (CITSx00)

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal
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Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance
model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom
z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You can follow the same
schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.
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Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Software Requirements
The following software is required for the Database Management Solutions for IMS:

• For the supported IMS versions and IBM z/OS versions, see Database Management Solutions for IMS Compatibility on
Broadcom Support Online.

• Datacom/AD Release 15.1 for the IMS Information Repository (IIR) component.
• Common Components and Services at one of the following release levels with the components CAMASTER and

CAIRIM (LMP and zIIP Enablement Services):
– Version 15.0
– Version 14.1
The service components are delivered and installed with Common Components and Services. If other Broadcom
products are installed at your site, these services and others could be installed. If these services have not been
installed, do so now. For more information, see Common Components and Services Requirements. For more
information about the CCS component FMIDs and the installation and configuration of these components, see the
Common Components and Services documentation.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Software Requirement

If you perform Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager setup and customization by using the online transaction (EMTRAN)
or the batch update utility (ETMUD1U0), the 3270 emulator on your PC must be set to use the US code page. This
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emulator setting is necessary because the hex values that the other code pages use for wildcards are different from the
hex values that the US code page uses.

Common Components and Services Requirements
Each product requires Broadcom License Management Program services (LMP), one of the Common Components and
Services, to initialize correctly.

Database Management Solutions for IMS uses the following Common Components and Services:

Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)
Prepares your operating system environment for all of your Broadcom products and starts them.

License Management Program (LMP)
A subcomponent of CAIRIM that tracks licensed software.

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, these services might already be installed.

LMP Key Requirements

The Execution Monitor control statements are as follows:

• LMP tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way.
• LMP uses common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration.
• LMP reports on activities that are related to the license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products.

LMP is provided as an integral part of CAIRIM. If CAIRIM has not already been installed, you must do so now.

Once CAIRIM has been installed or maintained at the appropriate service level, LMP support is available for all LMP
supported products.

Your product is licensed with an LMP key. You must complete the LMP licensing steps or no parmlib members are
available for editing. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With Pax ESD
• From Broadcom Support

NOTE
For more information about LMP and CAIRIM, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Security Requirements
To complete installation and configuration tasks, you need the following security privileges:

APF Authorization Requirements

The Database Management Solutions for IMS require APF authorization to run. The Database Management Solutions
for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD) and all other libraries concatenated in STEPLIB must also be APF-authorized. The only
exception is the Application Program Interface (API) mode in Database Organizer.

UNIX System Services (USS) Security Requirements

To download pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, you must have write authority
to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the ESD process.
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Storage Requirements

Storage Requirements for Database Management Solutions for IMS

Ensure that you have the following storage available for the Database Management Solutions for IMS:

• If installing with CSM or ESD, 27,530 tracks or 1838 cylinders with the following allocations:
– 206 cylinders for the downloaded files
– 206 cylinders to create the REL files
– 1426 cylinders for target, distribution, and SMP/E files

NOTE
This total does not include the data sets that are created as part of post-install processing. 6,152 tracks of
data will be deleted after the install completes.

Storage Requirements for Mainframe Transaction Management Solutions for IMS

Verify that the following storage is available for installation and setup of the Mainframe Transaction Management Solutions
for IMS:

• Installation (Target/Dlib) -- 43 cylinders
• SMP/E libraries -- 684 cylinders
• Download files -- 10 cylinders
• Temporary SMP/E files -- 30 cylinders

Storage Requirements for Snapshot General Services

The Snapshot General Services component requires approximately 275 KB in 31-bit CSA.

Target and Distribution Libraries
The target and distribution libraries have changed to conform to new Broadcom packaging standards with CSM.

Use the INSALIAS job provided in high-level.CIMTSAMP to create library data set name aliases. This job creates
aliases relating the old and new library names that have changed in this release to conform to new Broadcom packaging
standards.

The lowest data set level qualifier of the installed data sets has changed as noted in the following table:

Old Target Old Distribution New Target New Distribution
CLIST ACLIST CIMTCLS0 AIMTCLS0
LOADLIB n/a CIMTLOAD n/a
n/a AOBJLIB n/a AIMTMOD0
PARMLIB APARMLIB CIMTPARM AIMTPARM
SAMPLIB ASAMPLIB CIMTSAMP AIMTSAMP
SPFHLIB ASPFHLIB CIMTPNL0 AIMTPNL0
SPFMLIB ASPFMLIB CIMTMSG0 AIMTMSG0
SPFPLIB ASPFPLIB CIMTPNL0 AIMTPNL0
SPFSLIB ASPFSLIB CIMTSKL0 AIMTSKL0
LINKLIB n/a CIMTLMDL n/a
  CDBALOAD n/a
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  n/a ADBAMOD0
  CDBAPARM ADBAPARM
  CDBASRC ADBASRC
  CDBAXMSG ADBAXMSG
  CIMTTBL0 AIMTTBL0
  CIMTXML AIMTXML

Other Requirements
Review the following requirements:

Health Checks

Database Organizer and Snapshot General Services are now integrated with the IBM Health Checker for z/OS through
the Broadcom Health Checker Common Service, and automatically check for the following potential problems:

ITK_STC_ABEND@jobname
The ITK started task attaches many tasks on which work can be dispatched. It is critical that all tasks are available
and running normally. This health check verifies that each subtask is running normally and that there are no
abending tasks. When all subtasks are operating, the health check generates a message that indicates the ITK
STC is operating normally and that there are no abending tasks.

DB2_TGR_CHECK_FCII_DEVS@xmanxxxx
The Snapshot General Services check looks for FlashCopy II-capable devices that are defined to Snapshot
General Services as FlashCopy I devices. Redefining them as FlashCopy II devices can greatly reduce the
number of needed disk volumes.
This check runs when XManager is initialized, and every time a Snapshot General Services subsystem is
initialized or reinitialized.

Data Set Naming Conventions

During product installation, the term high-level denotes the node-names concatenated to the low-level data set name
qualifier library name as shown in the following examples:

• Single high-level node-name (PROD concatenated to a load library):

PROD.CIMTLOAD

• Multiple high-level node-names (PROD.R12SP1.SMPE concatenated to a load library):

PROD.R12SP1.SMPE.CIMTLOAD

Use the following rules for assigning these values:

• SDM DATALVL and EXECLVL data sets can share the same high-level, but must be different from the SMP/E TARGET
and TEMP high-level.

• SMP/E TARGET data sets high-level must be different than the SMP/E TEMP data sets high-level.

The following data set names reflect this convention:

PROD.R12SP1.SDM             SDM DATALVL and EXECLVL high-level

PROD.R12SP1.SMPE            SMP/E TARGET high-level

PROD.R12SP1.SMPE.TEMP       SMP/E TEMP high-level
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NOTE
We recommend that you use the same high-level as SDM DATALVL and EXECLVL for the SAMPJCL data set.

IMS Physical Logger Replacement

A replacement for the IMS Physical Logger is now provided. This replacement improves batch performance of IMS jobs
writing to the IEFRDER and IEFRDER2 data sets to buffered tape devices.

The following message appears when the replacement activates:

ITK9800I PHYSICAL LOGGER IS ACTIVE

If you do not want to use the IMS Physical Logger replacement, include a DD card for NOPLOG and set it to DUMMY in
all affected JCL.

Requirements for Snapshot General Services and IBM FlashCopy

Snapshot General Services is a high-performance access method for the utility products. Snapshot General Services lets
you exploit the point-in-time copy hardware features available on DASD subsystems from various vendors.

To use Snapshot General Services, your DASD devices must be defined to use IBM FlashCopy II or a compatible
technology. FlashCopy I is no longer supported. Specialized software might also be required. See the documentation for
your devices for information regarding FlashCopy II compatibility and required software.

For information about initializing Snapshot General Services, see the section Customize Snapshot General Services.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance (PSWI) in z/OSMF. GIMZIP is the preferred download option.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:
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• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you have created the software instance in z/OSMF. You are ready to install
maintenance and complete configuration tasks manually or using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary source
of information about how to configure z/OSMF. This document also describes
how to configure z/OSMF plug-ins. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources and to
configure z/OSMF plug-in security. To prevent SSL handshake failures when
importing product information into z/OSMF, make sure that you have added the
Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF keyring. For information, see
Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator
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Task Description Role

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.
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Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACCESS(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.
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Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

NOTE
Mainframe Essentials components like the Software Toolkit plug-in for z/OSMF are available from any
product release that you are licensed to use.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. For example, you can download the Software Toolkit PSWI under Mainframe
Essentials. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. GIMZIP is the preferred download
option. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/
OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 
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 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

Use this option to generate access credentials for the FTP job instead of using your Broadcom Support Portal
username and password.
To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) for the FTP job into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + 

    ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

//STDPARM  DD *

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.
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USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.
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Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
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• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.
You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.

• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount
points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
Post SMP/E Workflow

Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.
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As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)
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CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

locsite WRAPRECORD FALSE

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.
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The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.
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WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:
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– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
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b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.
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The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.
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Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
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b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.
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Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.
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When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.
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• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:

• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.
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Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.
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2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.
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Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.
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NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.
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An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. You will use this
directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
2. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
3. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*
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//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, submit the JCL to allocate the zFS.

4. Mount the file system by customizing and submitting the following sample JCL:
//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before continuing to Acquire the Product
Pax Files.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133
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2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, copy the following JCL sample and edit as indicated:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *
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//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for pax file downloads.          *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Save your changes, type SUBMIT on the command line, and press Enter to execute the job.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to Copy the Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the AREADME (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
created. This file lists the required data set members to complete the installation process.
The product-specific installation details are available.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO OMVS:
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set. Use a unique HLQ for each

expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.
– Change YOUR USS DIRECTORY to the product-specific directory that was created by the pax command, where the

pax file resides.
– Set HASH to YES or NO to indicate whether GIMUNZIP performs SHA-1 hash checking for the archive files that

were specified in the SYSIN data set. If HASH=YES, GIMZIP requires Integrated Cryptographic Services (ICSF) or
Java to compute an SHA-1 hash value. If HASH=NO, no hash value checking is performed.

3. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter to execute the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job reads the downloaded files and directories and creates the SAMPJCL data set. Return code zero
is expected. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The
SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Perform the installation using the
members in this data set.

You are now ready to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS
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For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro IMTSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type IMTSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the IMTSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
IMTAREAD member, and submit the IMTEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT00ALL in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.
IMT00ALL is customized.

3. Submit IMT00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT03ALU in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command
line.
IMT03ALU is customized.

b. Submit IMT03ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT06MKD in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command
line.
IMT06MKD is customized.

d. Submit IMT06MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT10CSI in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.
IMT10CSI is customized.

6. Submit IMT10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
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WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT15CSU in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command
line.
IMT15CSU is customized.

b. Submit IMT15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the IMTSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
IMTAREAD member, and submit the IMTEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT20RCB in an edit session, and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command
line.
IMT20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit IMT20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT30APB in an edit session, and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.
IMT30APB is customized.

4. Submit IMT30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT40ACB in an edit session, and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command
line.
IMT40ACB is customized.

6. Submit IMT40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.
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To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
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without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.
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CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
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Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.
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To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
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FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.
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2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.
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WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:
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• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File
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If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.
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Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.
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Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.
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Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.
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NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.
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As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.

To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.
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7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the IMTSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT60RCH in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.
NOTE
Update IMT60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

IMT60RCH is customized.
12. Submit IMT60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT70RCM in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.

IMT70RCM is customized.
14. Submit IMT70RCM.

The job receives the external HOLDDATA file.
15. (Optional) Apply CARS Maintenance.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT80APM in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.
IMT80APM is customized.
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2. Submit IMT80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member IMT90ACM in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the
command line.
IMT90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit IMT90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT50CAR in an edit session, update IMT50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.
IMT50CAR is customized.

2. Submit IMT50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.
IMT70RCM is customized.

4. Submit IMT70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member IMT80APM in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the command line.
IMT80APM is customized.

6. Submit IMT80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member IMT90ACM in an edit session and execute the IMTSEDIT macro from the
command line.
IMT90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit IMT90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Level Set PTF Maintenance
This section explains how to apply Level Set PTF maintenance and how to retrieve Level Set value using the batch utility.
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Apply Level Set PTF Maintenance

As part of our Continuous Delivery maintenance strategy, Broadcom provides a Level Set PTF. This PTF helps you
identify your current level of maintenance and features that have been installed.

The Level Set PTF includes a requisite list of all published PTFs in the release stream and supersedes previous Level Set
PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance. The Level Set PTF:

• Makes it easier to determine the current maintenance level for your products or minimum level of maintenance that has
been applied for your products, separate from SMP/E reporting.

• Provides an easy method to receive and apply all maintenance up to a specific modification level. You can use this
information to determine the last modification level that has been installed. However, additional maintenance may have
been installed on top of the modification level.

• Helps you to understand what features are installed and available for use at your site.

The Level Set PTFs are documented with New Features using the following format:
New Level Set vv.rr.mm PTF (SOnnnnn) Now Available

The Level Set value (vv.rr.mm) is represented in the standard product numbering version string as the modification level
(mm).

NOTE
The Level Set PTF may not include all available maintenance. Additional maintenance may have been published
after the Level Set PTF is published. This maintenance would be included in the next Level Set PTF. We
recommend that you use CARS to implement a preventive maintenance strategy at your site.

You can download the Level Set PTFs from Broadcom Support just like any other PTF. Use SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval to download and receive PTFs. To apply and optionally accept maintenance, see Apply and Accept
Maintenance.

Retrieve the Current Level Set Value

As a system programmer, use the batch utility to easily obtain the installed Level Set value.

Database Management Solutions for IMS (IMS Tools) provides the sample member ITKREL in high-level.CIMTSAMP.

Use the following sample job to view the active Level Set for IMS Tools. The Level Set value (vv.rr.mm) is written to the
ITKRELTX DD.
//ITKREL   JOB (JOBACCT),CAI,NOTIFY=&SYSUID.,

//             CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=R

//         SET CLOADLIB=

//ITKREL   EXEC PGM=ITKREL00,REGION=0M

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CLOADLIB

//ITKRELTX DD SYSOUT=*

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
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AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the
message.

DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the

message compiler for each language.
MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:
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• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Verify the Installation
You can use the ITKIVP01 job or ITKIVP02 job in hlq.CIMTSAMP to verify the installation of Database Management
Solutions for IMS depending on whether you use DBDLIBs or IMS-managed ACBs.

NOTE
For more information on IMS-managed ACBs, see IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

To verify the installation:

• If you are using DBDLIBs (instead of IMS-managed ACBs), edit ITKIVP01 in hlq.CIMTSAMP as described in the
member, save your changes, and submit the job. The job performs the following tasks:
– Assembles and links all DBDs and PSBs, and loads the database. The following libraries are created:

- hlq.IVP.DBDLIB (all DBDs are placed here)
- hlq.IVP.PSBLIB (all PSBs are placed here)

– Creates a secondary index with Secondary Index Builder and runs Database Analyzer.
– Unloads and image copies the database. The unload file is used in a reload step, and the image copy is used in a

database recovery.
– Deletes all data sets at the end of the job. All tasks should end with RC=0.

• If you are using IMS-managed ACBs, edit ITKIVP02 in hlq.CIMTSAMP as described in the member, save your
changes, and submit the job. The job performs the following tasks:
– Assembles and links all DBDs and PSBs, generates ACBs, populates the catalog, and loads the database. The IMS

PROCLIB library and DFSDFxxx members are created.
– Creates a secondary index with Secondary Index Builder and runs Database Analyzer.
– Unloads and image copies the database. The unload file is used in a reload step, and the image copy is used in a

database recovery.
– Deletes all data sets at the end of the job. All tasks should end with RC=0.

Uninstall Considerations
If you do not have a particular Broadcom product licensed, uninstall or delete the following modules that can interfere with
other vendors' products:

• Database Analyzer
– PCPCHECK
– DFS#FPU0

• Database Copier
– DFSUDMP0
– DFSUICP0
– ICPUMAIN

• Database Organizer
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– DFFUMDR0
– DFSURG10
– DFSURGL0
– DFSURGS0
– DFSURGU0
– PRPURG10
– PRPURGP0
– ULPDBSEL
In addition, we recommend that you also uninstall or delete the BMCVTOC utility program module. However, its use is
functionally compatible with the other vendors' utilities.

• High Performance Recovery
– DFSURDB0

• Secondary Index Builder
– BMCSIU

• Secondary Index
– DFSPRRC0
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Complete Configuration Tasks
After installation and maintenance tasks are complete, deploy and configure your product for execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and
isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of the
product. Subsequent maintenance activities will update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product
runtime environments. For maintenance to take affect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your
runtime environments.

The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system.

You can configure and deploy your product using CSM, manually, or using z/OSMF workflows.

Configure Your Products Using z/OSMF Workflows
After you install your product on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure the product software
instance. z/OSMF workflows help automate the deployment and configuration of a product instance. z/OSMF helps
system programmers with minimum mainframe experience perform these tasks. Using z/OSMF workflows significantly
reduces the time that is required to perform these tasks.

This topic describes the tasks that you are required to complete to configure your product with z/OSMF workflows. The
following videos are also available:

• Download and Register z/OSMF Workflows
• Create and Execute z/OSMF Workflows

Address z/OSMF Prerequisites

Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center and addressed the z/OSMF
security requirements for ACF2, , or IBM RACF as applicable. Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance to ensure
that the workflows are available for use.

Register the Workflow

If you installed a workflow from acquired maintenance, you must register it in z/OSMF before it can be executed.

NOTE
If you installed portable software instances, workflows are already registered.

Follow these steps

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select Software Management tile.
3. Select Software Instances.
4. Right-click your software instance.
5. Click Modify.
6. Select Workflows tab.
7. In Actions dropdown menu, select Add.
8. Fill the Name field.
9. In Is definition file SMP/E managed, select Yes.
10. Input PRODXML in SMPE/E element type field.
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11. Input ITKWFLxx in SMPE/E element name.
12. Click Ok.

Create the Workflow

The following procedure describes how to create the workflow that is ready for execution.

Follow these steps

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select Software Management tile.
3. Select Software Instances.
4. Right-click your software instance.
5. Click Perform.
6. Right-click the body of the window, select Create Workflow.
7. Select your product.

Execute the Workflows

The following procedure describes how to execute the steps in the workflow.

WARNING
Before you execute the workflow steps, you must provide a valid JOB statement that includes your
ACCOUNTINFO and MSGCLASS information. Do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select your product workflow that you registered from the workflow list.

The required steps for execution are listed.
4. Execute the steps in order. Perform the following steps to execute each step individually:

a. Double-click the title of the step.
b. Select the Perform tab.
c. Review the step contents and update the input values as required.
d. Select Next.
e. Repeat step c and step d to complete all items until the option Finish is available.
f. Select Finish.

After you execute each step, the step is marked as Complete.

The workflow is executed and your product is configured.

Next Step

After you complete configuration of your product with z/OSMF workflows, start and verify the instance.

z/OSMF Post-install Configuration Workflows
New set of 9 z/OSMF workflows enables easier post-installation configuration tasks.

Create library dataset aliases (ITKWFL01)
This workflow enables reuse of your existing JCL from an earlier release of Database Management Solutions
for IMS, you can create aliases relating the old library names to the new library names that now exist. Refer to
Creating Library Set Name Aliases for more information.
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NOTE
You can locate workflows in hlq.CIMTXML dataset.

Create Compress Data Compression library (ITKWFL02)
This workflow copies modules that are required exclusively for release 20 of Compress Data Compression to run
standalone. You can concatenate this library in your STEPLIB in online IMS system region.

Create load library containing only specified products (ITKWFL03)
This workflow creates usable library containing only specified products.

NOTE
Usable – necessary FMIDs are included to ensure that the load library can run.

Create DBAICE USERMOD (ITKWFL04
)
This workflow applies a user modification (USERMOD) to DFSUDMP0 to invoke Database Analyzer as a user
exit to gather statistics, perform integrity checks, and verify pointers of the database data set. Refer to Analyze
Database During Backup and Recovery for more information.

Create PRMRESL library (ITKWFL05)
This workflow creates updated IMS modules in the PRMRESL library so you can test PRM without applying the
PRM USERMODs. Refer to Create Test Libraries for more information.

Install IMS Information Repository (IIR) – (ITKWFL06
)
This workflow installs IMS Information Repository (IIR) - allocates database areas and creates IIR tables. Tables
are then immediately ready for use. Refer to Configure Datacom for IIR for more information.

Migrate IIR from R19 (ITKWFL07)
This workflow migrates Datacom/AD database schema of your existing IIR for IMS tools release 19 installation to
IMS tools release 20. Refer to Migrate IIR for PTFs or from a Previous Version for more information.

Configure Conditional REORG (ITKWFL08)
This workflow configures Conditional Reorg (CREORG) by writing properties file to USS. Refer to Configuring
Conditional Reorg for more information.

Customize and Start ITK Started Task (ITKWFL09)
This workflow guides you through ITK Started Task installation. Refer to Setting up ITK Started Task for more
information.

Configure Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

The following diagram shows the configuration process:
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1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration. If you are targeting a staging system, see Configure to a Staging System.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration and view the step and action details.

NOTE
Validation is optional, but recommended before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation is successful, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
The product configuration process completes.

If any implementation failures occur, follow these guidelines to address them.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.
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Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration. If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close
the wizard. You can build it later.

Configure to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation are local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:
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• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.

After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).
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Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used
when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so,
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.
NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.
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NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:

– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:
Set Automatic

Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, if there are incomplete prerequisite

steps, the steps do not execute. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, if there are incomplete

prerequisite steps, the step do not execute. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm manual
and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.
You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.
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7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select
the link for the step you want to view details. Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

4. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
5. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

6. Review the steps.
7. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
8. Close the dialog.
9. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Complete the following steps to address implementation failures.

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
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3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed
configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Configure Products Manually
Review the following best practices to facilitate product configuration and improve performance:

•  Customize Sample JCL Members.
•  Enable Global Parameters Processing. 
•  Setting Up ITK Started Task 
•  Generate a Dump when An Abend Occurs.
•  Turn off collecting data for largest records. 
•  Use large block interface (LBI) for output tape data set 
•  Increase sort work file size for index build.
•  Use IMS Information Repository to collect data.

(Optional) Enabling Global Parameters Processing
Database Management Solutions for IMS support a function known as global parameter processing.

Global parameters let you establish site-specific defaults in a PDS member (or sequential data set) for each utility and
simplify the preparation of JCL for individual jobs. Once defined, you can use these definitions to supplement the keyword
parameters coded in the JCL control statements. Parameters that are not provided in the JCL are found in the global
parameter data set for the function being performed.

We recommend that you use global parameters to set installation-wide defaults and simplify JCL preparation. Using global
parameter defaults simplifies the preparation of JCL for individual jobs and helps eliminate duplicate statements. This
saves you time setting up new jobs in your environment, and lets you establish installation-specific standards that let you
reuse common data as needed. Any parameters that are not provided in the JCL will be found in the global parameter
data set for the function being performed.

If you do not update these members, the provided global defaults match the documented defaults for each product.

For more information, see Activate Global Parameter Processing.

After you activate global parameter processing, the following processing occurs:

• An attempt is always made to allocate the global parameter data set, and to read the control statements for the
function being performed.
The global parameters are not read until all keyword parameters in the coded JCL for a function have been processed.
At that point, the global parameters are read, and any keywords that were not specified in the JCL are used to
supplement the parameter set for the current execution. These keywords control the processing of the current function
just as if they had been entered in the JCL.
Any keywords found that have already been specified in the JCL for the job step are ignored.
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NOTE
For example, if the global parameter data set contains ABENDDUMP=NO, but the JCL contains
ABENDDUMP=YES, the final setting is ABENDDUMP=YES. If the global parameter data set contains
ABENDDUMP=YES and the JCL does not specify a value for ABENDDUMP, the final setting is
ABENDDUMP=YES.

• After all control statements for a function have been processed, the global parameter processing proceeds as follows
based on whether a DD statement is present for IDIPARM and the type of data set:
– If a DD statement exists for IDIPARM and the data set is a sequential file (including "DD *" in-stream data), the data

set is opened and the control statements within it are processed as global parameters. The requested function is
performed with the parameter set including the JCL and global parameters.

– If a DD statement exists for IDIPARM and the data set is fully qualified PDS with a member name, the data set
is opened and the control statements within it are processed as global parameters. The requested function is
performed with the parameter set including the JCL and global parameters.

– If a DD statement exists for IDIPARM and the data set is a PDS with no member name, the data set is opened
using a standard member name for the function being performed. The control statements within it are processed
as global parameters, and the requested function is performed with the parameter set including the JCL and global
parameters.

– If there is no DD statement for IDIPARM, the utility looks in STEPLIB for a DFSMDA load module named IDIPARM.
If this is not found, no global parameter processing is done.
If the load module is found, the data set name it defines is dynamically allocated. If the data set defined is a PDS,
the utility opens it using a member name based on the requested function and the control statements within it are
processed as global parameters. The requested function is performed with the parameters set including the JCL
and global parameters. An informational message is printed when the data set is allocated, which shows the data
set name and the member name that were used.
If the load module is not found, global parameter processing is not done.

NOTE
To prevent abends from occurring when you execute a product that invokes another product, do not include
the member name with the IDIPARM DD. This causes the default members names to be selected for each
product.

• In all cases, before attempting to open a partitioned data set, an internal check is performed to ensure that the required
member is present in the library. If not, a message is issued. This helps prevent S013 abends. If the job step contained
a DD statement for a fully qualified PDS with a member name, and that member is not found, the job step terminates.
However, if the member name is determined based on the function being performed, global parameter processing is
bypassed.

• All control statements found in the global parameter data set are clearly identified and printed on the output MSGS file,
following the listing of the JCL control statements. This provides a list of the values that were used for a function in the
job.

Any serious errors encountered during processing of the global parameters results in error messages and termination of
the job step.

How To Activate Global Parameter Processing
Global parameter processing is not activated during installation and is optional.

The hlq.CIMTPARM library contains sample global parameter members. After you have renamed the parmlib data set
and modified the global parameter members, you must assemble and link a DFSMDA load module for the parmlib.

Activate Global Parameter Processing

Global parameter processing is not activated during installation and is optional.
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No JCL changes are required to implement global parameter processing; however, you can add a DD statement to
any JOBSTEP for IDIPARM to override the standard data set name. IDIPARM points to a data set containing global
parameters. These parameters supplement the keyword definitions coded in the JCL only for that JOBSTEP.

To activate global parameter processing, follow these steps:

1. Customize global parameter members
2. Modify, assemble, and link the DFSMDA dynamic allocation load module into the load library that contains the

products

Customize Global Parameter Members

WARNING
Use caution when setting up global parameter members. Any serious errors that are found during processing
cause the termination of all job steps that use them. Familiarize yourself completely with the affected function
before changing its global parameter library member.

The hlq.CIMTPARM library contains sample global parameter members. We recommend that you create your production
library because new versions of the products create a library that can overwrite your changes.

The sample members contain only some of the parameters for each function. You can modify these members so that
selected keyword parameters are in effect for all executions of the products. If you do not change these members, the
provided global parameters match the documented defaults. If a sample member is not provided for a particular function,
create a member with the standard member name that is defined for the function.

Follow these steps:

1. Rename or copy the provided global parameter library (parmlib) data set. You can use any valid data set name;
however, we recommend that the lowest-level qualifier is PARMLIB to clearly identify what the data set is used for.

2. Add any defined keyword parameter to the global parameter member for the desired function.
NOTE
Some keywords do not logically apply to all functions or executions and we recommend not adding them. For
example, DBDNAME is typically different for each execution.

3. Move or copy the modified global parameter members from the sample library to the production library that the utilities
use.

Syntax Rules

You can code global parameters in Broadcom or AMS syntax, regardless of the format used in the JCL. The utility
recognizes and correctly processes the global parameters. Continue using one syntax type for all control statements in the
JCL and one syntax type for all control statements in the global parameter data set.

All other syntax rules remain the same, as for normal JCL control statements.

Sample Parameter Library Member Names

The following standard member names are used during global parameter processing. Each of the products reads these
members after the function to be performed has been determined. If the standard member name is not found for the
function being performed, the affected utility executes without global parameter processing, and an informational message
appears. This lets you install and activate global parameter processing only for selected products as needed.

NOTE
If you define the global parameter data set as a sequential data set, this list of member names does not apply.
Instead, define and create the named data set, and verify that any control statements the data set contains are
valid for all functions performed.
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• FUNCTION=CHACCUM reads the CHACCUM member
• FUNCTION=ANALYZE reads the DBAANALZ member
• FUNCTION=COPY, COPIC, and IICOPY reads the DBCCOPY member
• FUNCTION=EXTRACT reads the DBEEXTR member
• FUNCTION=UNLOAD reads the DBOUNLD member
• FUNCTION=RELOAD or FORMAT reads the DBORELD member
• FUNCTION=REORG reads the HPOS1, HPOS2, HPOS4, HPOS5, HPOS6, HPOS7, HPOS8, and HPOREORG

members
• FUNCTION=BATCHREORG reads the following members:

– HPOS1, HPOS2, HPOS4, HPOS5, HPOS6, HPOS7, HPOS8, and HPOS10
– HPOREORG or HPOBATCH

NOTE
The HPOBATCH member is only read when you specify HPOBATCHPARM=Y through the ITKOPTN macro.
Otherwise, the HPOREORG member is read when you specify FUNCTION=BATCHREORG.

• FUNCTION=RECOVER reads the HPRRECOV member
• FUNCTION=ANALYZE for the Randomizer Analysis Program reads the RAPANALZ member
• FUNCTION=ALLOCHECK or THRESHBUILD for the Database Space Analyzer reads the DSAPARMS member
• FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD reads the SIBIBLD member
• FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE reads the SIBICRE member
• FUNCTION=INDEXEXTRACT reads the SIBIEXTR member
• FUNCTION=SIXBUILD reads the SIXIBLD member
• FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT reads the SIXIEXTR member

Assemble the DFSMDA for the Parmlib

After you have renamed the parmlib data set and modified the global parameter members, you must assemble and link a
DFSMDA load module for the parmlib. This has the form of a standard IMS dynamic allocation control block (DFSMDA),
and defines the data set name that is used to access the library during execution.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the IDIPARM sample job in hlq.CIMTSAMP as follows:
a. Change the JOB statement to meet local requirements.
b. Rename the data set name for SYSLIB in STPASM to define IMS GENLIB.

NOTE
If you rename the data set name for the parmlib, you must also change it on the DFSMDA macro in
the SYSIN for STPASM so that the utilities are able to access it. This name can point to a PDS or to a
standard 80-byte sequential file.

c. Change the data set name for SYSLMOD in STPIEWL to define the load library that contains the utilities.
d. Change any required parameters of the work data sets (SYSUT1, SYSUT2, SYSPUNCH) to meet local

requirements.
Save your changes.

2. Submit the job for execution.
The installation parmlib is defined and global parameter processing is activated.

Initialize the IMS Configuration Library
Create the following members in the data set for global parameters processing:

$VERSION
Specifies the version or release of the product (nnn) in the following format:
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“VERSION (Rnnn)  -  “

NOTE
This version number is not the level set version. You must specify the base product version. For
example, for Database Management Solutions for IMS version 20.0, the value is R200.

membername
Contains keywords to describe the IMS system libraries. Include the member in the batch EOD processor through
the //IDIPARM DD specification.

NOTE
For more information about how to specify global installation and configuration parameters, see IDIPARMS,
RMGCTRL, and RMGSIN DD statements.

Example: Initialize the IMS Configuration Library

This example shows the keywords contained in a member (xxxx) to describe the configuration of the IMS subsystem
(xxxx).

IMSID      (xxxx)                 +             IMSID   

RECON1     (**.RECON1)            +        DSN of RECON01

RECON2     (**.RECON2)            +        DSN of RECON02

RECON3     (**.RECON3)            +        DSN of RECON03 

DBDLIB     (**.DBDLIB)            +        DSN of DBDLIB 

PSBLIB     (**.PSBLIB)            +        DSN of PSBLIB

DFSRESLB   (**.SDFSRESL)          +        DSN of the IMS RESLIB

GENLIB     (hlq.DEV.TEMP)             Any PDS  -  will not be used at this stage.

Enable Environment Specific Product New Features
Use the ITKOPTN macro to enable new features and maintain an environment-specific product customization.

The ITKOPTN macro lets you enable the newly installed features for Database Management Solutions for IMS. All
features are delivered disabled. The ITKOPTN macro also replaces the special ZAPs that have been previously
provided to customize product environments. These ZAPs had to be reapplied often or they regressed during additional
maintenance.

The sample library hlq.CIMTSAMP provides the following files to customize this special option processing:

• ITKOPTN macro
• ITKOPTN0 source member
• JCLOPTNA JCL member

To maintain environment-specific product customizations:

1. Copy members ITKOPTN0 and ITKOPTN from CIMTSAMP to a new source library.
2. Modify ITKOPTN0 by setting the options that you want to make active to Y.

NOTE
You can also directly update the ITKOPTN source member to turn on defaults.

3. Modify JCLOPTNA to reference the source library where you copied ITKOPTN0 and ITKOPTN and to specify a load
library.

4. Execute JCLOPTNA to assemble and link ITKOPTN0.
5. Copy the module to your runtime library.

If the ITKOPTN0 load module is present during execution, specific settings are interpreted and optional processing is used
as requested. The processing logic produces a message with the active options found.
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Version validation is also a part of this process. If a change of options is required and maintenance introduced a need for
a new version, message ITKO000W appears indicating verification failure.

Creating Library Data Set Name Aliases
Due to packaging changes with CSM, new names are now used for installation libraries. For example, high-level.LOADLIB
is now high-level.CIMTLOAD. To enable reuse of your existing JCL from an earlier release of Database Management
Solutions for IMS, you can create aliases relating the old library names to the new library names that now exist.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the INSALIAS job located in high-level.CIMTSAMP to change the prefixes of the old libraries (following) as they
exist at your site and save your changes:
– CLIST
– LOADLIB
– PARMLIB
– SAMPLIB
– SPFHLIB
– SPFMLIB
– SPFPLIB
– SPFSLIB
– SRCLIB
The JCL is customized.

2. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter.
A job is generated that creates aliases for the old library names:
– CLIST to CIMTCLS0
– LOADLIB to CIMTLOAD
– PARMLIB to CIMTPARM
– SAMPLIB to CIMTSAMP
– SPFHLIB to CIMTPNL0
– SPFMLIB to CIMTMSG0
– SPFPLIB to CIMTPNL0
– SPFSLIB to CIMTSKL0
– SRCLIB to CIMTSRC

Implementing the ISPF Interface
To implement ISPF Interface for Database Management Solutions for IMS, you must customize the $ITK CLIST.
Optionally, you can update the ISPF primary menu.

Several of the products and components of the Database Management Solutions for IMS contain ISPF interfaces. An
ISPF panel is available to set up the environment required for accessing these ISPF interfaces. You can customize the
ISPF environment for the following products and components:
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• Database Copier
• Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer for IMS
• Control Block Validity Manager component of Database Analyzer for IMS
• Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery
• Mainframe Configuration Manager
• Mainframe Program Restart Manager
• Compress Data Compression
• IMS Information Repository (IIR) Historical Reporting
• Command Control Manager
• Reorg JCL Generator

Customize the $ITK CLIST

Setting up the Database Management Solutions for IMS CLIST lets you access the Database Management Solutions for
IMS products and components through the ISPF interface.

1. Specify the following parameters in the CLIST:
HILVLQ

Specifies the high-level qualifier of target or deployment libraries for Database Management Solutions for IMS.
CONFIGDS

Specifies the Config PDS that is used by ISPF interfaces of Database Copier or the Recovery Analyzer
component of High Performance Recovery.

RESLIB
Specifies the IMS RESLIB data set name that is used by the Command Control Manager ISPF interface when
accessing IMS regions using the OM/SCI interface.

DCOMCAI
Specifies your Datacom/AD common load library.
Example: hlq.CAAXLOAD

DCOMCUS
Specifies your Datacom/AD custom load library.
Example: hlq.CUSLIB

IIRMUF
Specifies your Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF) name. Typically this is the Datacom/AD started task name.
Example: AD15MUF

2. (Optional) To invoke the CLIST, do any of the following:
– Copy the CLIST from hlq.CIMTSL0($ITK) to a CLIST library available to your TSO session.
– Execute the following TSO command from ISPF option 6:

EX  ‘hlq.CIMTCLS0($ITK)’ ‘CONFIGDS(CAIMS.CFGDS) RESLIB(IMSSYS.SDFSRESL)’

(Optional) Update the ISPF Primary Menu

Update the ISPF primary menu to provide quick and convenient access to the products and components of Database
Management Solutions for IMS.

1. Add the following line in the )BODY section:
%  TK  +IMS Toolkit -      Database Management Solutions for IMS

2. Add the following line in the )PROC section:
TK,’CMD($ITK)’
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IRX0159E Message

If the REXX runtime library is not available when you execute one of the Database Management Solutions for IMS using
the ISPF interface, the IRX0159E message occurs.

NOTE
For more information about this message and how to prevent it from occurring, see the QI81814 published
solution under Download Center on Broadcom Support.

Using the Post-Install Tailoring Tool
The Post-Install Tailoring Tool enables you to configure Datacom, IIR, and Conditional Reorg and runs all of the required
jobs in the correct sequence.

To use the IMS Information Repository and Conditional Reorg tools, it is a prerequisite to install and properly configure
Datacom. To install Datacom, refer to the Datacom/AD documentation.

Once Datacom is installed, use the Post-Install Tailoring Tool to perform the Datacom, IIR, and Conditional Reorg
configuration. All customized Datacom libraries are saved at:

{your IMS Tools HLQ}.DCM

You can use the customized Datacom libraries to create an instance of Datacom for each set of deployed Database
Management Solutions for IMS libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the main ISPF menu and select option 12 – “Post-Install Tailoring”, or locate the ITKCTSU routine in the
CIMTCLS0 library and type “exec”. Either option takes you to the first configuration panel.

2. Select from the following options:
– New Customization
– Upgrade Existing Customization
– Configure Conditional Reorg
– Change Defaults

New Customization
Use this option to customize IIR and the Datacom MUF. Optionally, you can also customize Conditional Reorg.

When you select this option, you proceed through a series of four ISPF panels where you enter the configuration
parameters. Some parameters are pre-filled by default, but you can change any of the default values. 

After you exit the final panel, all the necessary jobs are run in the correct sequence. 

NOTE

• One of the jobs establishes APF-authorization for all the required libraries. Another job Runs CAIRIM to
install the PC calls that are needed for Datacom. Ensure that you have all the necessary rights before you
proceed.

• The job AD15STRT starts the Datacom MUF and changes the name of the Datacom MUF startup job. The
last letter of the MUF startup job is changed to either "M" or "D". The last letter of the Server startup job is
changed to either "S" or "U". For example, if the job name in the jobcard is JOBDATCM, the MUF startup job
name will be JOBDATCD and the Server startup job will be JOBDATCS. 

Dataset Definitions Panel

In the Dataset definitions panel, you specify how to create the new datasets and where to store the configuration jobs:
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• Provide the UNIT name for the new datasets. 
Default value: hlq .CIMTLOAD

• Edit the jobcard as necessary and replace all lowercase terms with actual values.
• Specify the dataset that will be used to store the configuration jobs. All customized jobs are stored here.

Default value: hlq.INSTJCL

----------------------------- Dataset definitions  ----------------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Parameters for the datasets to be created:                                   

  UNIT name    ===> SYSALLDA                                                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Jobcard:                                                                     

  //Jobname JOB (AccountNum),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                 

  /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=LPARname                                      

  //*                                                                          

  //*                                                                          

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Dataset to store configuration jobs:                                         

  ===> IMSTOOLS.HLQ.INSTJCL    ___                                            

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

The configuration dataset contains all the jobs that are used to perform the customization, and also contains the
#DCMCONF member. The #DCMCONF member contains the current configuration parameters.

Both the configuration dataset and the #DCMCONF member are required if you upgrade any jobs later.

Product Locations Panel

In the Product locations panel, specify the location of your Datacom libraries, the location of Common Components and
Services, and the name of the Datacom MUF.

 

-----------------------------  Product locations  -----------------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Datacom high level qualifier:                                                

   ===>                                                                        
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  High level qualifier for Common Component Services:                          

   ===>                                                                        

                                                                               

                                                                               

  MUF name     ===> AD15IMS                                                    

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Next screen is the Conditional Reorg customization screen                    

  If you wish to skip it, put '*' in the following field:                      

  Skip CRG ===>                                                                

                                                                               

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

 

Parameters:

Datacom high level qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier of your installed Datacom libraries. For example, if CAAXLOAD is located at
CAIPROD.DCM15.PRD.CAAXLOAD, the high-level qualifier is CAIPROD.DCM15.PRD.
Default: None.

High level qualifier for Common Component Services
Specifies the location of CAIRIM, which is part of the Common Component Services.
Default: None.

MUF name
Specifies the name of the Datacom MUF. The name must start with a letter and contain only alphanumeric
characters. The required length is seven characters.
Default value: AD15IMS

Conditional Reorg Customization Panel

To configure Conditional Reorg, define the name of the dataset that contains the TCP/IP definitions and the values for the
required keywords in the properties file. 

 

NOTE

As the 'system.properties' file is updated on USS, ensure that the customization tool is installed on the same
LPAR where Conditional Reorg is mounted.

----------------------  Conditional reorg customization  ----------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

  IBM TCPIP dataset                                                            

  ===> VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA                                                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Number of users   ===> 50                                                    

  Server name       ===> IMS_DCM_IIR                                           

  Port number       ===>                                                       
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  Host name         ===>                                                       

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Conditional Reorg USS path ===>                                              

                                                                                

  Java libraries USS path    ===>                                              

  /usr/lpp/java/J8.0/bin/j9vm                                                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

Parameters:

IBM TCPIP dataset
Defines the name of the dataset that contains the TCP/IP definitions.
Default value: VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA

Number of users
Defines the number of users that are able to connect simultaneously.Default value: 50

Server name
Defines the Server name and the APPLID for the started-up Datacom Server.Default value: IMS_DCM_IIR

Port number
Defines the TCP/IP port.
Default value: None

Host name
Defines the TCP/IP host. The name is the IP address or the name of the LPAR where the Datacom Server is
located. You might find it in also in the configuration of your terminal emulator. To verify the host name from a
desktop computer, run the command: ping host_name.

Conditional Reorg US path
Defines the USS path where the Conditional Reorg libraries were mounted during installation.
Default value: none

Java libraries USS path
Defines the USS path where the IBM Java libraries reside.Default value: The tool searches the default
locations for Java libraries and sets the location of the latest found version as the default. Default
locations are '/usr/lpp/java/J<java version>.0/bin/j9vm', where <java version> is a number from 7 to 9.

Summary Panel

The Summary panel gives you an overview of all the configuration parameters. Scroll down to view the full list.

----------------------------------  Summary  ----------------------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           
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  Datacom customized libraries will be deployed to:                            

   ===>                                                      

                                                                               

                                                                               

  IMS tools high level qualifier:                                              

   ===>                                                          

                                                                               

  Datacom high level qualifier:                                                

   ===>                                                             

                                                                               

  High level qualifier for Common Component Services:                          

   ===>                                                          

                                                                               

  MUF name     ===> AD15IMS                                                    

                                                                               

  Parameters for the datasets to be created:                                   

  UNIT name    ===> SYSALLDA                                                  

                                                                               

  Jobcard:                                                                     

  //Jobname JOB (AccountNum),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                

  /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CA11                                                        

  //*                                                                         

  //*                                                                         

                                                                               

                                                                               

  IBM TCPIP dataset                                                            

  ===> VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA                                                   

                                                                               

  Number of users ===> 50                                                      

  Server name     ===> IMS_DCM_IIR                                             

  Port number     ===>                                                  

  Host name       ===>                                              

                                                                               

  USS path to Conditional Reorg ===>                                           

                                                               

  USS path to Java              ===>                                           

  /usr/lpp/java/J8.0/bin/j9vm                                                  

                                                                               

  Configuration dataset location:                                              

  ===> IMSTOOLS.HLQ.INSTJCL                                                   

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

 

After you leave the Summary panel, all the necessary jobs are run automatically. The following diagram shows the
sequence in which the configuration jobs are run.
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Figure 1: Post-Install_configuration_job_flow

The jobs and their expected return codes are described in the following list:

AXCUS00
Allocates and populates Datacom customized libraries
Return Code: 0

AXCUSNEW
Assembles and links all the custom Datacom libraries and modules.
Return Code: 0

AXAPFADD
APF-authorizes all the needed libraries.
Return Code: 0

AXRIM01
Runs CAIRIM to install the PC calls that are needed for Datacom.
Return Code: 0

AXNEW01
Allocates all the MUF databases and datasets
Return Code: 0

AD15STRT
Starts the Datacom MUF
Return code: 0

IIRINS1
Creates the IIR database in the MUF
Return Code: 1

IIRINS2
Catalogs the IIR database
Return Code: 0
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IIRINS3
Initializes and loads the IIR database
Return Code: 0

IIRPLNIN
Inserts the SQL plan in the IIR to enable any external apps to run SQL queries against IIR.
Return Code: 0

AD15STOP
Stops the Datacom MUF
Return code: 0

The configuration tool uses the provided values to customize each job. Most of the values are validated and the help
panel provides a description of any error messages.

If all jobs are customized successfully, the first job in the sequence is submitted, and the tool returns you to the main
screen. When each job terminates, it automatically starts the next job, so you will see a series of running jobs.

WARNING

To avoid corruption of your customization settings, do not run any jobs again manually if all jobs finish
successfully.

If you chose to perform the Conditional reorg customization, the following additional steps are performed:

• a properties file is created and stored in the proper location.
• a security exit for Datacom Server is copied from hlq.CIMTLOAD to the Datacom CUSLIB.

All the Datacom MUF custom libraries are stored in hlq.DCM.

Next steps:

1. Create Started Tasks for the Start and Stop jobs for the Datacom MUF and Datacom Server
AD15STRT

Starts the Datacom MUF
AD15STOP

Stops the Datacom MUF
ADYTSTRT

Starts the Datacom server
ADYTSTOP

Stops the Datacom server
2. Submit the IIRSQLPR job to check that IIR performs correctly.
3. Permanently APF-authorize the CUSLIB and CAAXLOAD.
4. Submit the AD15BKUP and IIRBKPDB jobs to backup the IIR and Datacom databases.

 

Upgrade Existing Customization
Use this option to upgrade a previous customization that was performed using the Post-Install Tailoring Tool. This option is
useful if you change the IIR table structure. For example, if you add a new column, you can use this option to rebuild the
tables.

You can also use this option to optimize the size of the IIR backup dataset. The dataset size is specified in the IIRBKPDB
DD statement in the job IIRMIG1/IIRBKPDB.

Prerequisite:
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The configuration dataset that was created by the previous customization jobs still exists, and the #DCMCONF member is
unchanged.

When you select this option, you proceed to a panel called Upgrade. Enter the following information:

• The name of the dataset that was created by the previous customization jobs.
• (Optional) If you want to recreate all IIR tables, enter * in the last field at the bottom of the panel.

----------------------------------  Upgrade  ----------------------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Configuration data set, created by Post-Install Tailoring tool              

  ===> IMSTOOLS.HLQ.INSTJCL                                                    

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Type '*' in the field below if you want to update all IIR tables.            

                                                                               

  ATTENTION                                                                    

  During IIR update all IIR tables will not be accessible.                     

  ===>                                                                         

                                                                               

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

The configuration tool uses the configuration that is saved in the #DCMCONF member and recreates all created jobs. 

NOTE

• All previously created jobs are over-written.
• To update the IIR tables, the Datacom MUF must be up and running.

From the Upgrade panel, you proceed to the Summary panel where you can review all the configuration parameters:

----------------------------------  Summary  ----------------------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Datacom customized libraries will be deployed to:                            

   ===>                                                      

                                                                               

                                                                               

  IMS tools high level qualifier:                                              

   ===>                                                          

                                                                               

  Datacom high level qualifier:                                                

   ===>                                                             

                                                                               

  High level qualifier for Common Component Services:                          

   ===>                                                          
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  MUF name     ===> AD15IMS                                                    

                                                                               

  Parameters for the datasets to be created:                                   

  UNIT name    ===> SYSALLDA                                                  

                                                                               

  Jobcard:                                                                     

  //Jobname JOB (AccountNum),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                

  /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CA11                                                        

  //*                                                                         

  //*                                                                         

                                                                               

                                                                               

  IBM TCPIP dataset                                                            

  ===> VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA                                                   

                                                                               

  Number of users ===> 50                                                      

  Server name     ===> IMS_DCM_IIR                                             

  Port number     ===>                                                  

  Host name       ===>                                              

                                                                               

  USS path to Conditional Reorg ===>                                           

                                                               

  USS path to Java              ===>                                           

  /usr/lpp/java/J8.0/bin/j9vm                                                  

                                                                               

  Configuration dataset location:                                              

  ===> IMSTOOLS.HLQ.INSTJCL                                                   

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

If you selected the option to recreate the IIR tables, when you leave the Summary panel the following sequence of jobs is
submitted:

Figure 2: Post-Install_Upgrade_job_flow

The jobs and their expected return codes are described in the following list:
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IIRMIG1
Backs up all the needed IIR data
Return Code: 0

IIRDEPR
Removes IIR tables definitions from Datacom
Return Code: 0

IIRINS1
Creates the IIR database in the MUF
Return Code: 1

IIRINS2
Catalogs the IIR database
Return Code: 0

IIRINS3
Initializes and loads the IIR database
Return Code: 0

IIRPLNIN
Inserts the SQL plan in the IIR to enable any external apps to run SQL queries against IIR.
Return Code: 0

IIRMIG2
Loads back all the IIR data
Return Code: 0

NOTE

• While the jobs are running the Datacom MUF is unable to process any transactions, so no updates are
applied.

• To avoid corruption of your customization settings, do not run any jobs again manually if all jobs finish
successfully.

Next steps:

• Submit the IIRSQLPR job to check that IIR performs correctly.
• Submit the AD15BKUP and IIRBKPDB jobs to backup the IIR and Datacom databases.

 

Configure Conditional Reorg
If you select this option, you proceed directly to the Conditional Reorg customization panel. Use this panel to
customize Conditional Reorg for the first time, or to reconfigure an existing customization. Reconfiguration of an
existing customization recreates the jobs to start and stop the Datacom Server. A reconfiguration also re-writes the
system.properties file and the #DCMCONF member.

------------------------  Configure Conditional Reorg  ------------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Configuration data set, created by Post-Install Tailoring tool              

  ===> IMSTOOLS.HLQ.INSTJCL                                                    
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----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

Parameters:

Configuration dataset
Defines the location of the dataset where the Datacom configuration jobs are stored. 

The next panel is the Conditional Reorg Customization panel. In this panel, you define the name of the dataset that
contains the TCP/IP definitions and the values for the required keywords in the properties file. 

NOTE

As the 'system.properties' file is updated on USS, ensure that you run the customization tool on the same LPAR
where Conditional Reorg is mounted.

----------------------  Conditional reorg customization  ----------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

  IBM TCPIP dataset                                                            

  ===> VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA                                                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Number of users   ===> 50                                                    

  Server name       ===> IMS_DCM_IIR                                           

  Port number       ===>                                                       

  Host name         ===>                                                       

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Conditional Reorg USS path ===>                                              

                                                                                

  Java libraries USS path    ===>                                              

  /usr/lpp/java/J8.0/bin/j9vm                                                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

Parameters:

IBM TCPIP dataset
Defines the name of the dataset that contains the TCP/IP definitions.
Default value: VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA

Number of users
Defines the number of users that are able to connect simultaneously.Default value: 50
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Server name
Defines the Server name and the APPLID for the started-up Datacom Server.Default value: IMS_DCM_IIR

Port number
Defines the TCP/IP port.
Default value: None

Host name
Defines the TCP/IP host. The name is the IP address or the name of the LPAR where the Datacom Server is
located. You might find it in also in the configuration of your terminal emulator. To verify the host name from a
desktop computer, run the command: ping host_name.

Conditional Reorg US path
Defines the USS path where the Conditional Reorg libraries were mounted during installation.
Default value: none

Java libraries USS path
Defines the USS path where the IBM Java libraries reside.Default value: The tool searches the default
locations for Java libraries and sets the location of the latest found version as the default. Default
locations are '/usr/lpp/java/J{java version}.0/bin/j9vm', where {java version} is a number from 7 to 9.

Summary Panel

The Summary panel gives you an overview of all the configuration parameters. Scroll down to view the full list.

----------------------------------  Summary  ----------------------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Datacom customized libraries will be deployed to:                            

   ===>                                                      

                                                                               

                                                                               

  IMS tools high level qualifier:                                              

   ===>                                                          

                                                                               

  Datacom high level qualifier:                                                

   ===>                                                             

                                                                               

  High level qualifier for Common Component Services:                          

   ===>                                                          

                                                                               

  MUF name     ===> AD15IMS                                                    

                                                                               

  Parameters for the datasets to be created:                                   

  UNIT name    ===> SYSALLDA                                                  

                                                                               

  Jobcard:                                                                     

  //Jobname JOB (AccountNum),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                

  /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CA11                                                        

  //*                                                                         

  //*                                                                         
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  IBM TCPIP dataset                                                            

  ===> VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA                                                   

                                                                               

  Number of users ===> 50                                                      

  Server name     ===> IMS_DCM_IIR                                             

  Port number     ===>                                                  

  Host name       ===>                                              

                                                                               

  USS path to Conditional Reorg ===>                                           

                                                               

  USS path to Java              ===>                                           

  /usr/lpp/java/J8.0/bin/j9vm                                                  

                                                                               

  Configuration dataset location:                                              

  ===> IMSTOOLS.HLQ.INSTJCL                                                   

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

When you leave the summary screen, the configuration tool performs the following actions:

• Updates the system.properties file on the USS.
• Customizes the Datacom Server jobs (ADYTSTRT and ADYTSTOP) and saves the customized jobs in the

configuration dataset.

Change Defaults
This panel enables you to change the dataset definitions:

• UNIT name for the new datasets
• Jobcard details
• The dataset that is used to store the configuration jobs. The configuration dataset contains all the jobs that are used to

perform the customization, and also contains the #DCMCONF member. The #DCMCONF member contains the current
configuration parameters. Both the configuration dataset and the #DCMCONF member are required if you upgrade any
jobs later.

----------------------------- Dataset definitions  ----------------------------

                                                                               

OPTION  ===> _______________________________________________________           

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Parameters for the datasets to be created:                                   

  UNIT name    ===> SYSALLDA                                                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Jobcard:                                                                     

  //Jobname JOB (AccountNum),CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)                 

  /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=LPARname                                      
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  //*                                                                          

  //*                                                                          

                                                                               

                                                                               

  Dataset to store configuration jobs:                                         

  ===> IMSTOOLS.HLQ.INSTJCL    ___                                            

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

----------------- COPYRIGHT (C) 2017 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. -----------------

The new definitions are saved in the user ISPF profile.

Post-Install Maintenance Jobs
You can run the following maintenance jobs at any time.

AD15BK02
Performs a backup of the Datacom MUF Directory on the disk. We recommend that you run this job after the
customization is completed.

AD15PXXR
Prints the Datacom MUF Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) that can be used for tuning or debugging
purposes.

AD15CXXR
Produces the Datacom MUF Directory report for Datacom databases.

IIRCLNUP
Deletes all reports more than 90 days old.

IIRSQLPR
Executes an SQL query. The default query is "SELECT * FROM DBA001;".

IIRBKPDB
Backs up the IIR database. We recommend that you run this job after the customization is completed.

IIRCXX
Produces the Datacom MUF Directory report for the IIR database.

IIREXTTB
Produces an extract of the selected table to output DSN.

(Optional) Customize Sample JCL Members
Sample JCL, that is provided in high-level.CIMTSAMP for you to edit and customize as needed, provides an easy method
to get started using the Database Management Solutions for IMS for specific functions.

By editing and customizing the sample JCL, you are able to quickly get started using the Database Management Solutions
for IMS at your site.

Setting values for globally used variables in sample JCLs that are provided in the hlq.CIMTSAMP sample library in a batch
saves you time when editing the samples before you use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the hlq.CIMTSAMP library to another library.
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2. Change globally used variables in the samplib members using a mass-change tool, such as PDSMAN. The following
table lists globally used variables and their values:

Change This JCL Value: To this Value:
(JOBACCT) Your JOB statement account value

CLASS=F Your preferred JOB class

MSGCLASS=R Your preferred JOB message class

ACBLIB= ACBLIB=Your ACBLIB data set name

DBDLIB= DBDLIB=Your DBDLIB data set name

MDALIB= MDALIB=Your MDALIB data set name

PSBLIB= PSBLIB=Your PSBLIB data set name

DFSMAC= DFSMAC=Data set name of the IMS maclib

DFSRESL= DFSRESL=Data set name of the IMS reslib

CIMTLOAD= CIMTLOAD=Data set name of the Database Management
Solutions for IMS loadlib

CIMTSAMP= CIMTSAMP=Data set name of the Database Management
Solutions for IMS samplib

NOTE
Follow the instructions in each samplib member to set values for the rest of the variables that are used in the
member.

Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets
Database Management Solutions for IMS can dynamically allocate work data sets during processing.

Dynamic allocation parameters specify volume serial numbers, general and esoteric unit names, and space type
information. You can override these values as needed.

Dynamic Allocation Parameters (ITKDYN)

Specify the dynamic work data set allocation parameters in the ITKDYN parmlib member using the following format.
ppp(ddname,unit,allocunit,prim,sec,#vols)

Where:

ppp Specifies the product code of the work data set to be overridden.

Limits: three characters

The following options specify particular products or components:

CHA
Overrides the work data set allocations for the Change Accumulation component of High
Performance Recovery.

DBA
Overrides the work file allocations for Database Analyzer.

DBC
Overrides the work file allocation for Database Copier.

DBS
Overrides the work file allocations for the Database Surgeon component of Database
Analyzer.
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DBE
Overrides the work file allocations for the Database Extractor component of Database
Organizer.

DBO
Override the work file allocations for Database Organizer.

HPO
Overrides the work file allocations for the batch and online reorg component of Database
Organizer.

HPR
Overrides the work data set allocations for High Performance Recovery.

IDI
Overrides the work data set allocations for the IDI common components for all products.

ITK
Overrides the work data set allocations for the ITK common components for all products.

NOTE
Only ITK can specify a global unit esoteric name default. This ITK card must
precede any other work data set dynamic allocation override card over which it
takes effect.

ITU
Overrides the work data set allocations for the ITU common components for all products.

PRU
Overrides the work file allocations for the Prefix Resolution component of Database
Organizer.

RAP
Overrides the work file allocations for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of
Database Analyzer.

SIB
Overrides the work file allocations for Secondary Index Builder.

SIX
Overrides the work file allocations for Secondary Index.

The following options are valid for all the Database Management Solutions for IMS:

ddname
Specifies the ddname of the work data set to be overridden.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

unit
Specifies the unit esoteric name to be used for allocation. If unit is omitted, the default ITK value is used if it has
been specified.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

allocunit
Specifies the three-character space unit type to be used. Valid values are:

• CYL (for cylinders)
• TRK (for tracks)
• BLK (for blocks)

prim
Specifies the primary space quantity to be allocated.
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Limits: 1 - 5 numerical characters

NOTE
To disable dynamic allocation of work data sets, specify 0 for the primary space.

sec
Specifies the secondary space quantity to be allocated.
Limits: 1 - 5 numerical characters

#vols
Specifies the maximum number of volumes to be used.
Default: 1
Limits: 1 - 255

NOTE
All parameters are positional. Separate them with commas. Use a comma alone to indicate omitted parameters
(,,). If parameters are omitted, the default values are used. For example, DBO(ILDSWRK,,,5) allocates five
tracks to ILDSWRK.

How Dynamic Work Data Set Allocation Processing is Validated

The dynamic work data set allocation processing is validated before any database processing. ITKDYN is called by
any module whose dynamically allocated work data set parameters can be overridden (for example, DBORHIBO or
SIBHRIBO).

To validate dynamic work data set allocation, perform the following step:

1. The following checks are made for verification:
– A partitioned data set with DDNAME=IDIPARM is allocated to the job (through the JCL or dynamically).
– LRECL=80 and RECFM=F or FB.
– A non-empty member ITKDYN is included.
If any of the previous checks fail, the job proceeds using the default work data set allocation parameters (if necessary).
No message is issued.

2. If member ITKDYN is found, its cards are read and verified:
– If an ITKDYN card is valid, its parameters are saved for later use.
– If an ITKDYN card is invalid, it appears with an error diagnostic message (in DBOMSGS), and job processing

terminates immediately with RC=08.
3. The stored ITKDYN parameter overrides are scanned for a matching DDNAME, before a work data set is allocated.

Any overrides from the ITKDYN replace the defaults. The work data set is allocated using the new parameters and any
non-overridden defaults.

Example: Override Dynamic Work Data Set Allocation

This example shows how you can override dynamic allocation for work data set ILDSWRK.

• To allocate the SYSALLDA unit to Database Organizer work data set ILDSWRK, specify:
ITK(,SYSALLDA)

DBO(ILDSWRK,,CYL,250,100,12)

• To allocate the SYSDA unit to the ILDSWRK work data set, specify:
ITK(,SYSALLDA)

DBO(ILDSWRK,SYSDA,CYL,250,100,12)

Setting Up ITK Started Task
The ITK started task is required for issuing IMS commands and using BMP Pause and Resume functionality.
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ITK started task can also be used to enable the option MMGRIO=YES (Media Manager) with an unauthorized Database
Management Solutions for IMS products load library.

The following functions require the ITK started task:

• Full Function and HALDB online and one-step reorg (FFOR) in Database Organizer
• Snapshot image copy processing in Database Copier (FLASHIC=YES) and in Database Analyzer when running in

online mode.
• Recovery Analyzer in High Performance Recovery

Customize and Start ITK Started Task

Customize and start ITK started task when you install the product. The ITK started task must be running on the
same system as the target IMS system and on every LPAR containing a member of the IMSplex in a data-sharing
environment. Defining the parameters first reduces the time required to get the ITK STC started and running.

WARNING
The ITK STC must be set to run at as high a dispatching priority as possible to allow it to keep pace with
updates coming in from IMS control regions.

1. Edit the sample member STCITK that is provided in hlq.CIMTSAMP. Change the loadlib and parmlib libraries to the
appropriate site-specific value.
When an ITK started task is started, it reads a parameter member from the parmlib data set identified by the
HPOPARM DD statement. By default, the name of the parameter member is the jobname assigned to the started task.
For example, if you use the started task procedure that is distributed in the CIMTSAMP library, the assigned jobname
and the name of the referenced HPOPARM member is also STCITK.
Alternatively, you can explicitly specify the parmlib member as follows:
//HPOPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CIMTPARM(member-name)

WARNING
We recommend that you use different job names to identify multiple ITK started tasks so that you can issue
commands to the started tasks independently.

2. Copy the STCITK procedure to SYS1.PROCLIB or another suitable procedure library.
3. Create an ITK started task parmlib member in the parameter library (hlq.CIMTPARM) and code the ITK STC control

statements in the member.
To run multiple ITK started tasks on one LPAR, create a separate member for each ITK started task. Specify the ITK
started task environment in the STCSSID and XCFID control statements.

NOTE
For a sample started task parmlib member, see the STCITK member in the parmlib (hlq.CIMTPARM). You
can copy and edit this member.

4. APF-authorize the loadlib.
5. Start the ITK started task using the following MVS START command:

S STCITK

If you run multiple ITK started tasks, specify the parmlib member in the start command:
S STCITK,PARMLIB=hlq.CIMTPARM(member-name),JOBNAME=jobname

The ITK started task is initialized. Messages HPO2001I and ITK6500I in the job log indicate that the initialization
completed.

6. On the first execution, the ITK started task interactively requests values for parameters that have not yet been coded.
Provide the missing values through the operator console:
– Any values that you supply are rewritten into the ITK started task parmlib member.
– If you choose to omit a value for a specific parameter, you can give a null reply.
You can include the startup parameters in the parmlib member with values or null values.
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7. If your ITK started task uses an STCSSID other than the default value (ITK0), link the IMS subsystem with the correct
ITK started task:
– Create an ITKIimsid member in the IMS proclib for each IMS subsystem.
– Specify the ITK started task environment that the IMS system connects to in the STCSSID control statement in the

ITKIimsid member.
The following example shows an IMS proclib member ITKIIMS1 for the IMS1 subsystem that links the ITK1 started
task with the subsystem:
* Establish connection to ITK started task with ssid ITK1.

STCSSID=ITK1

NOTE
You can enter comments in the ITKIimsid member by specifying an asterisk (*) in the first column.

Running Multiple Started Tasks

One ITK started task can service multiple IMS subsystems, even when each is running a different version of IMS.
However, you can execute multiple ITK started tasks on a single LPAR, for example, to run multiple online reorgs on two
distinct IMS subsystems that reside on this LPAR, using two different versions of Database Management Solutions for
IMS.

The following sample procedure shows how to set up and run two independent ITK started tasks to communicate with two
IMS subsystems. These ITK started tasks are used to support online reorgs occurring on two distinct IMS subsystems,
TEST and PROD, that are running on a single LPAR. The ITK started task with the subsystem name ITKT communicates
with the TEST IMS subsystem. The ITK started task with the subsystem name ITKP communicates with the PROD IMS
subsystem.

1. Create a single copy of the sample procedure STCITK from the hlq.CIMTSAMP, edit the procedure, and save the
copy into SYS1.PROCLIB or another suitable procedure library.

2. Create two started task parmlib members in the hlq.CIMTPARM, one for each started task (for example, SYSITKT
and SYSITKP). Code ITK started task control statements in each the parmlib members as follows:
– In the SYSITKT parmlib member, include STCSSID=ITKT to indicate that the started task communicates with the

TEST IMS subsystem.
– In the SYSITKP parmlib member, include STCSSID=ITKP to indicate that the started task communicates with the

PROD IMS subsystem.
NOTE
Specify the same XCFID value for the ITK started tasks that are linked to a data-sharing IMS system. If
you do not specify XCFID, it defaults to the STCSSID value. All ITK started tasks that are related to a data-
sharing IMS system must use the same XCFID specification.

3. Issue the following MVS commands to start the ITK started tasks:
S STCITK,PARMLIB=hlq.CIMTPARM(SYSITKT),JOBNAME=STCITKT

S STCITK,PARMLIB=hlq.CIMTPARM(SYSITKP),JOBNAME=STCITKP

4. Create an ITKIimsid member in the IMS proclib for each IMS subsystem: ITKITEST and ITKIPROD.
– In the ITKITEST member, specify STCSSID=ITKT.
– In the ITKIPROD member, specify STCSSID=ITKP.

5. Specify the IMS subsystem and ITK started task with which the online reorg jobs communicate by adding the
STCSSID=ITKT or STCSSID=ITKP control statement in the online reorg jobs.

The following diagram illustrates settings of two ITK started tasks on one LPAR:
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Figure 3: Setting Two ITK Started Tasks on One LPAR

Use Warm Start Options to Shut Down and Restart ITK STC and Pause Enabled IMS Control Regions

The ITK STC is shut down using the MVS STOP command (/P jobname). By default, a START of the ITK STC uses
the warm start options for both the STC and PAUSE features (TYPE=W,PAUSE=W). No restart options are associated
with the starting of a PAUSE enabled IMS control region. We recommend that you use the default options of TYPE=W,
PAUSE=W.

When a shutdown is requested, active work in STC is permitted to quiesce or complete before shutdown. However, a
shutdown of IMS with active FFOR or PAUSE activity causes an active FFOR job to fail. To determine if there is work
being processed before requesting a shutdown, complete the following steps:

1. Issue the MVS modify command to determine whether there is active work being processed:
/F stc_jobname,DISPLAY ACTIVE

2. Issue the DISABLE command to prevent any new FFOR job from starting:
/F stc_jobname,DISABLE
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NOTE
If the STC is not terminated, issue an /F stc_jobname,ENABLE to allow new FFOR jobs.

Business Value:

Using the default options, you can shut down and restart the STC and IMS regions in any order. This allows you to
minimize the impact on your current operational procedures and select different technologies for starting these regions.
For example, you can use the IBM Automatic Restart Manager (ARM) to start the ITK STC after an IPL.

Additional Considerations:

Situations that require a cold start of the STC or PAUSE (TYPE=C,PAUSE=C) can arise. For example:

• Applying Broadcom maintenance with ++HOLD information indicating that a cold start of the STC or PAUSE feature is
required.

• Errors in Subsystem communications or XCF that are not resolved by a warm start of the STC.

You can completely reload and reinitialize the STC PAUSE environment without an IPL, including the Subsystem
Communications Facilities of the STC:

1. Shut down all PAUSE enabled IMS control regions. Wait for completion.
2. STOP the ITK STC.
3. Restart ITK STC with option TYPE=C,PAUSE=C. Wait for completion.
4. Restart the IMS control regions.

When using cold start, the following considerations apply:

• PAUSE=C allows the refresh of PAUSE-specific modules in CSA without requiring a restart of the associated IMS (as
required for a TYPE=C restart).

• If the ITK STC is cold started (TYPE=C,PAUSE=any), it no longer communicates with PAUSE enabled IMS control
regions until they are restarted. TYPE=C refreshes the ITK STC modules and storage resident in CSA. This causes
the STC to lose the ability to support PAUSE enabled IMS control regions that were started before the COLD start
(TYPE=C) of the ITK STC. These IMS regions must be restarted before an FFOR job can be executed.

• You can cold start the PAUSE feature (TYPE=W,PAUSE=C) without restarting the IMS control regions, but the
Subsystem Communications Facilities of the STC is not refreshed.

Activate a SLIP Trap for Every Running ITK Started Task

To enable further analysis for any system abend, activate a SLIP trap for every running ITK started task. To activate a
SLIP trap, use the following command:

SLIP SET,C=xxx,J=jobname,SDATA=(CSA,PSA,SUM,RGN,SQA,TRT,ALLNUC,LPA),ML=#abends,A=SVCD,ID=sliptrapID,END

jobname
Specifies the name of the started task job.
Default: STCITK

#abends
Specifies the number of abends to catch before the SLIP trap is automatically disabled. Specification of the
maximum number of abends to catch ensures that the system disks are not flooded.
Recommended value: 3
Default value: 1

sliptrapID
Specifies the ID of the SLIP trap. The slip trap ID must be unique for the given z/OS subsystem.
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STC Control Statements
This section provides detailed information about each ITK started task (STC) control statement that you must code in a
parmlib member whose name matches the started task name.

ALLOC_PARMS (STC)—Create New VSAM Linear Data Sets

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The ALLOC_PARMS control statement sets other parameters to be used on the IDCAMS command to create new VSAM
linear data sets.

NOTE
Leave the ALLOC_PARMS blank if you have provided an SMS class value.

This control statement has the following format:

ALLOC_PARMS=VOLUME(IDI007)

VOLUME (IDI007)
Indicates the parameter that will be passed as the volume list to IDCAMS. Any operand of this control statement is
passed to IDCAMS when defining the ITK STC linear data sets.

COMPANY_NAME (STC)—Specify Company Name

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The COMPANY_NAME control statement specifies your company name. This information is used only in the creation of
the repository trace files that online reorg creates when specific errors occur.

These files can be requested by Broadcom Support to help with problem diagnosis.

This control statement has the following format:

COMPANY_NAME=companyname

companyname
Defines the company name.

DIV_PFCOUNT (STC)—Determine FFOR Data Space Pages

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The DIV_PFCOUNT control statement determines the number of virtual data space pages to be paged when a page fault
occurs. Online reorg stores data sequentially in its data spaces, and therefore, is helped if more than one virtual page is
paged in when a page fault occurs.

NOTE
Paging in more than one page at a time does not increase the real-storage use for online reorg. Strike a balance
between FFOR performance and real-storage that optimizes FFOR performance while not monopolizing real-
storage.

This control statement has the following format:

DIV_PFCOUNT=nnnnnnnn
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nnnnnnnnn
Indicates 8-digit decimal number left-padded with zeros that represents the size in kilobytes (KB). The padding
zeros are optional if the value is entered as an answer to a console message.
Limits: 00000008-00000255. We recommend that you initially set this value to 00000008.

DIV_PRIMARY (STC)—Set Primary VSAM Linear File FFOR Default Value

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The DIV_PRIMARY control statement sets the default value for the size (in kilobytes) of the primary VSAM linear file
allocated by online reorg to back its data-in-virtual data space.

NOTE
The data-in-virtual data spaces house IMS database updates made to your online databases while online reorg
runs. By using VSAM linear files to back the FFOR data spaces, online reorg protects your z/OS page data sets
and paging subsystem from being impacted by online reorgs.

DIV_PRIMARY determines the size of the first linear data set allocated by online reorg, and consequently determines the
size of the first FFOR data space.

• Tune this value as you run online reorg so that FFOR allocates as few data spaces as possible during your reorgs.
• One data space is the optimum number in terms of performance, so setting this value large enough to house all

database updates made during a typical reorg is suggested.

NOTE
In addition to this control statement, which sets the FFOR default, you can set this value on a job-by-job basis by
supplying an override value in your FFOR reorg jobs.

This control statement has the following format:

DIV_PRIMARY=nnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnn
Indicates 8-digit decimal number left-padded with zeros that represents the size in kilobytes (KB). The padding
zeros are optional if the value is entered as an answer to a console message.

DIV_SECONDARY (STC)—Set FFOR Default Value for the Size of Secondary Extents

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The DIV_SECONDARY control statement sets the default value for the size (in kilobytes) of secondary extents for an
FFOR data-in-virtual repository.

The first data space extent size is determined by the DIV_PRIMARY control statement and any subsequent data spaces
in a repository are allocated using this parameter to determine the size (in kilobytes) of each additional extent.

NOTE
In addition to this control statement, which sets the FFOR default, you can set this value on a job-by-job basis by
supplying an override value in your FFOR reorg jobs.

This control statement has the following format:

DIV_SECONDARY=nnnnnnnn
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nnnnnnnn
Indicates 8-digit decimal number left-padded with zeros that represents the size in kilobytes (KB). The padding
zeros are optional if the value is entered as an answer to a console message.

DSN_PREFIX (STC)—Add Data Set Name Prefix

Valid for the STC component of Database Organizer.

The DSN_PREFIX control statement sets the default value for the VSAM linear files dynamically allocated by HPO to back
its data-in-virtual data spaces. This prefix defines one or more high level qualifiers for the VSAM linear clusters. The final
data set name is determined by appending the IMS ID and an internally generated qualifier (Fxxxxxxx) to this value to
make each data set unique.

This control statement has the following format:

DSN_PREFIX=prefix

prefix
Specifies a default prefix for the VSAM linear files.
Limits: up to 26 characters

HPOALOG (STC)—Identify FFOR SYSOUT Class

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The HPOALOG control statement identifies the SYSOUT class for the FFOR activity log.

This control statement has the following format:

HPOALOG=A

A
Indicates a valid SYSOUT class.

HPOCLOG (STC)—Identify FFOR Command Log SYSOUT Class

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The HPOCLOG control statement identifies the SYSOUT class for the FFOR command log.

This control statement has the following format:

HPOCLOG=A

A
Indicates a valid SYSOUT class.

MAP_MODULE (STC)

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The MAP_MODULE control statement is used internally during FFOR processing. This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:
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MAP_MODULE=HPOMAP

PAUSE (STC)—Identify the Normal BMP PAUSE Start-up Type

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The PAUSE control statement identifies the normal BMP PAUSE startup type. We strongly recommend that you set
PAUSE to W (warm) and override it if necessary to C (cold).

This control statement has the following format:

PAUSE=W|C

W
Indicates that the normal BMP PAUSE startup type is warm. A warm start recovers all CSA areas and SSI
capabilities from previous HPO sessions since the last IPL.

C
Indicates that the normal BMP PAUSE startup type is cold. A cold start builds new CSA areas and establishes
a new SSI environment. A forced cold start (using this option) results in online reorg initialization attempting to
free any CSA previously acquired by online reorg before initializing new CSA areas (a forced cold start does not
recover the SSI areas).

NOTE
When the ITK STC is cold started (TYPE=C,PAUSE=any), it no longer communicates with PAUSE enabled
IMS control regions until they are restarted. Because cold start (TYPE=C) refreshes the ITK STC modules and
storage resident in CSA, the STC loses the ability to support PAUSE enabled IMS control regions that were
started before the cold start of the ITK STC. These IMS regions must be restarted before an FFOR job can be
executed.

REL_MODULE (STC)

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The REL_MODULE control statement is used internally during FFOR processing.

This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:

REL_MODULE=HPRELAT

SMS_DCLASS (STC)—Define VSAM Linear SMS Data Class

Valid for the STC component of Database Organizer.

The SMS_DCLASS control statement sets the default value for the VSAM linear Storage Management Subsystem (SMS)
DATACLAS value. The value determines the SMS DATACLAS value to be used on the allocation request.

You must specify SMS_DCLASS, or one of the following: ALLOC_PARMS, SMS_SCLASS, or SMS_MCLASS.

This control statement has the following format:

SMS_DCLASS=value
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value
Sets the default value for the VSAM linear Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) DATACLAS value.
Limits: It can be blank or 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters and is a valid SMS DATACLAS name, as defined by the
system administrator.
Default: If left blank, the data set will be allocated without a DATACLAS specification. The default is
SMS_DCLASS=blank.

SMS_MCLASS (STC)—Define VSAM Linear SMS Management Class

Valid for the STC component of Database Organizer.

The SMS_MCLASS control statement sets the default value for the VSAM linear SMS MGMTCLAS value. The value
determines the SMS MGMTCLAS to be used on the allocation request.

You must specify SMS_MCLASS, or one of the following: ALLOC_PARMS, SMS_DCLASS, or SMS_SCLASS.

This control statement has the following format:

SMS_MCLASS=value

value
Sets the default value for the VSAM linear SMS MGMTCLAS value.
Limits: It can be blank or 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters and is a valid SMS MGMTCLAS, as defined by the
system administrator.
Default: If left blank, the data set will be allocated without a STORCLAS specification. The default is
SMS_MCLASS=blank.

SMS_SCLASS (STC)—Define VSAM Linear SMS Storage Class

Valid for the STC component of Database Organizer.

The SMS_SCLASS control statement sets the default value for the VSAM linear SMS STORCLAS value. The value
determines the SMS STORCLAS to be used on the allocation request.

You must specify SMS_SCLASS, or one of the following: ALLOC_PARMS, SMS_DCLASS, or SMS_MCLASS.

This control statement has the following format:

SMS_SCLASS=value

value
Sets the default value for the VSAM linear SMS STORCLAS value.
Limits: It can be blank or 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters and is a valid SMS STORCLAS name, as defined by the
system administrator.
Default: If left blank, the data set will be allocated without a STORCLAS specification. The default is
SMS_SCLASS=blank.

SMS_TRACE_DCLASS (STC)—Define SMS Trace Default Data Class

Valid for the STC component of Database Organizer.

The SMS_TRACE_DCLASS control statement sets the default value for the trace file's SMS DATACLAS value. It
determines the SMS DATACLAS value to be used on the allocation request.
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You must specify SMS_TRACE_DCLASS, or one of the following to produce a trace file: TRACE_UNIT,
TRACE_VOLUME, SMS_TRACE_SCLASS, or SMS_TRACE_MCLASS.

This control statement has the following format:

SMS_TRACE_DCLASS=value

value
Sets the default value for the trace file's SMS DATACLAS value.
Limits: It can be blank or 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters and is a valid SMS DATACLAS name, as defined by the
system administrator.
Default: If left blank, the data set will be allocated without a DATACLAS specification. The default is
SMS_TRACE_DCLASS=blank.

SMS_TRACE_MCLASS (STC)—Define SMS Trace Default Management Class

Valid for the STC component of Database Organizer.

The SMS_TRACE_MCLASS control statement sets the default value for the trace file's SMS MGMTCLAS value. It
determines the SMS MGMTCLAS value to be used on the allocation request.

You must specify SMS_TRACE_MCLASS, or one of the following, to produce a trace file: TRACE_UNIT,
TRACE_VOLUME, SMS_TRACE_DCLASS, or SMS_TRACE_SCLASS.

This control statement has the following format:

SMS_TRACE_MCLASS=value

value
Sets the default value for the trace file's SMS MGMTCLAS value.
Limits: It can be blank or 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters and is a valid SMS MGMTCLAS, as defined by the
system administrator.
Default: If left blank, the data set will be allocated without a STORCLAS specification. The default is
SMS_TRACE_MCLASS=blank.

SMS_TRACE_SCLASS (STC)—Define SMS Trace Default Storage Class

Valid for the STC component of Database Organizer.

Sets the default value for the trace file's SMS MGMTCLAS value.

The SMS_TRACE_SCLASS control statement sets the default value for the trace files SMS STORCLAS value. It
determines the SMS STORCLAS value to be used on the allocation request.

You must specify SMS_TRACE_SCLASS, or one of the following, to produce a trace file: TRACE_UNIT,
TRACE_VOLUME, SMS_TRACE_DCLASS, or SMS_TRACE_MCLASS.

This control statement has the following format:

SMS_TRACE_SCLASS=value

value
Sets the default value for the trace file's SMS STORCLAS value.
Limits: It can be blank or 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters and is a valid SMS STORCLAS name, as defined by the
system administrator.
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Default: If left blank, the data set will be allocated without a STORCLAS specification. The default is
SMS_TRACE_ SCLASS=blank.

STCSSID (STC)—Define the ITK Started Task Environment

Valid for the STC component .

The STCSSID control statement identifies the environment for an ITK started task.

This control statement has the following format:

STCSSID=ssid

• ssid
Defines the ITK started task environment.
Limits: four characters
Default: ITK0. The default subsystem name is established in HPOPARM. You can override the default value when you
run multiple ITK started tasks on one LPAR. Specify the STCSSID in the following places:
– The ITKIimsid IMS proclib member
– The ITK started task parmlib member
– The jobs that communicate with the ITK started task and the IMS subsystem

 

NOTE

• STCSSID (DBA) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment
• STCSSID (DBO) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment
• STCSSID (HPR) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment

 

 

SYSPRINT (STC)—Identify the SYSOUT Class for the SYSPRINT DDname

Valid for the STC component of Database Organizer.

The SYSPRINT control statement identifies the SYSOUT class for the SYSPRINT ddname (used for IDCAMS output).

This control statement has the following format:

SYSPRINT=class

class
Indicates a valid SYSOUT class.

TRACE_MAX_KB (STC)—Define Maximum Trace File Size

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The TRACE_MAX_KB control statement sets the maximum size for each individual trace file created by the FFOR started
task. The online reorg does not exceed this size for any given trace file, but can allocate multiple files per trace if this
maximum is not large enough to house the needed trace data.

This control statement has the following format:
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TRACE_MAX_KB=n

n
Indicates the size of the trace file in kilobytes (KB).
Limits: 8-digit decimal number, left-padded with zeros. The padding zeros are optional if the value is entered as
an answer to a console message.

TRACE_PREFIX (STC)—Add Trace Data Set Name Prefix

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The TRACE_PREFIX control statement sets the default value for the trace files data set name prefix used to dynamically
allocate the online reorg trace files. The trace files are sequential data sets that Database Organizer creates when specific
errors occur and can help Technical Support with problem diagnosis.

This control statement has the following format:

TRACE_PREFIX=tprefix

tprefix
Specifies a valid data set name prefix.

TRACE_UNIT (STC)—Define Trace Unit Name

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The TRACE_UNIT control statement defines a specific, generic, or esoteric unit name for dynamic allocation requests of
an FFOR trace file.

NOTE
Leave the TRACE_UNIT blank if you have specified an SMS class value.

This control statement has the following format:

TRACE_UNIT=unitname

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters

TRACE_VOLUME (STC)—Specify Trace Volume Name

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The TRACE_VOLUME control statement identifies a specific DASD volume for dynamic allocation requests of an FFOR
trace file.

NOTE
Leave the TRACE_VOLUME blank if you have provided an SMS class value.

This control statement has the following format:

TRACE_VOLUME=tvolname
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tvolname
Indicates a valid DASD volume name.
Limits: 1—8 alphanumeric characters

TYPE (STC)—Identify FFOR Startup Type

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The TYPE control statement identifies the normal FFOR startup type. We strongly recommend that you set TYPE to W
(warm) and override it if necessary to C (cold).

This control statement has the following format:

TYPE=W|C

W
Specifies warm start.

C
Specifies cold start.

NOTE
When the ITK STC is cold started (TYPE=C,PAUSE=any), it no longer communicates with PAUSE enabled
IMS control regions until they are restarted. Because cold start (TYPE=C) refreshes the ITK STC modules and
storage resident in CSA, the STC loses the ability to support PAUSE enabled IMS control regions that were
started before the cold start of the ITK STC. These IMS regions must be restarted before an FFOR job can be
executed.

XCFID (STC)—Specify the XCF Group for ITK Started Task

Valid for the STC component.

The XCFID control statement defines the cross-system coupling facility (XCF) group that the ITK started task joins. In
IMS data-sharing environments, copies of ITK started tasks running on different LPARs communicate with each other
using SYSPLEX XCF services. By default, ITK started task joins an XCF group with the same name as the STCSSID
value, either implied (ITK0) or explicitly provided. Connecting other instances of ITK started task in separate XCF groups
supports additional, parallel data-sharing environments.

This control statement has the following format:

 XCFID=group-name

group-name
Defines the XCF group name.
Limits: 1-8 characters
Default: the STCSSID value

NOTE

• STCSSID (STC)—Define the ITK Started Task Environment

ITK STC Communication
You can communicate with ITK STC (started tasks) using the following modify (/F) commands:

NOTE
The STC name must also be used with the modify command. For example: /F stcname,KILL.
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• ABORT
• DISABLE
• DISPLAY ACTIVE|INTERNAL|LOCK|PAUSE|REP
• DUMP INTERNAL|REP
• ENABLE
• FREE LOCK
• KILL
• REFRESH
• RESUME
• SET TRACE

ABORT Command Abort a Currently Executing FFOR

The ABORT command forces a clean termination of a currently executing FFOR.

If this command is used, the relevant FFOR is marked as being in an error-state. This will be discovered at a point
between the major stages of the FFOR execution such as /DBR, Unload, Reload, and Call replay, and will cause the
FFOR to terminate and clean up in a controlled manner.

WARNING
If a DISPLAY ACTIVE command shows that a reorganization is running against a database but the FFOR job is
not actually running, then the KILL command should be used to perform the repository cleanup.

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,ABORT imsid dbdname

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC for the executing FFOR.

imsid
Must be the IMS system where the FFOR is being executed.

dbdname
Identifies the database whose FFOR is to be aborted.

DISABLE Command Prevent Start of New FFOR Jobs

The DISABLE command causes the ITK STC to enter a “draining” mode. In draining mode, no new FFOR reorg jobs are
allowed to start. However, existing FFOR reorg jobs are allowed to complete normally.

The following syntax is valid:

/F stcname,DISABLE

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC for the executing FFOR.

Use the ENABLE command to resume processing after a DISABLE.

DISPLAY ACTIVE Command--List Active and Idle HPO Sessions

The DISPLAY ACTIVE command displays a list of active and idle HPO sessions.

An IMS session is idle if it can support DL/I call data capture for an FFOR job, but no FFOR job is currently running.
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This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,DISPLAY ACTIVE

/F stcname,DISPLAY A

/F stcname,DIS ACTIVE

/F stcname,DIS A

/F stcname,D ACTIVE

/F stcname,D A

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

NOTE
When the ITK STC is cold started (TYPE=C,PAUSE=any), it no longer communicates with PAUSE enabled
IMS control regions until they are restarted. Because cold start (TYPE=C) refreshes the ITK STC modules and
storage resident in CSA, the STC loses the ability to support PAUSE enabled IMS control regions that were
started before the cold start of the ITK STC. These IMS regions must be restarted before an FFOR job can be
executed.

DISPLAY INTERNAL Command List HPCOM Control Blocks

The DISPLAY INTERNAL command produces a formatted display of the currently allocated HPCOM control blocks. The
displays are written to the ITK STC command log (HPOCLOG DD dynamically allocated as a SYSOUT data set).

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,DISPLAY INTERNAL

/F stcname,DISPLAY INT

/F stcname,DIS INTERNAL

/F stcname,DIS INT

/F stcname,D INTERNAL

/F stcname,D INT

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

 

 

DISPLAY LOCK Command List Current Lock Value

The DISPLAY LOCK command displays the current value of the main HPCOM spin lock, the module name, and offset of
the instruction that last obtained the spin lock.

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,DISPLAY LOCK

/F stcname,DISPLAY L

/F stcname,DIS LOCK

/F stcname,DIS L

/F stcname,D LOCK

/F stcname,D L
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stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

 

 

DISPLAY PAUSE Command List Paused BMPs

The DISPLAY PAUSE command lists all paused batch message programs (BMPs).

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,DISPLAY PAUSE

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

Use the RESUME command to resume paused BMPs.

DISPLAY REP Command List Allocated Repositories

The DISPLAY REP command produces a formatted display of the currently allocated repositories. The displays are written
to the ITK STC command log (HPOCLOG DD dynamically allocated as a SYSOUT data set).

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,DISPLAY REP

/F stcname,DIS REP

/F stcname,D REP

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

 

 

DUMP INTERNAL Command Create Dump of HPCOM Control Blocks

The DUMP INTERNAL command produces a formatted dump of the currently allocated HPCOM control blocks. The dump
is written to the ITK STC command log (HPOCLOG DD dynamically allocated as a SYSOUT data set).

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,DUMP INTERNAL

/F stcname,DUMP INT

/F stcname,DU INTERNAL

/F stcname,DU INT

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.
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DUMP REP Command Create Repository Dump

The DUMP REP command produces a formatted dump of the currently allocated repositories. This includes all in-memory
control blocks that describe the repository and the actual contents of the repository.

Use caution when issuing this command. The output can be voluminous. The dump is written to the ITK STC command
log (HPOCLOG DD dynamically allocated as a SYSOUT data set).

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,DUMP REP

/F stcname,DU REP

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

 

 

ENABLE Command Resume New FFOR Job Processing

The ENABLE command resumes processing of new FFOR reorg jobs following a DISABLE command.

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,ENABLE

/F stcname,ENA

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

FREE LOCK Command Free Lock Unconditionally

The FREE LOCK command unconditionally frees the main HPCOM spin lock.

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,FREE LOCK

/F stcname,FREE L

/F stcname,F LOCK

/F stcname,F L

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

NOTE
Issue this command only as directed by Technical Support.

KILL Command Destroy Existing FFOR Repository

The KILL command forces the destruction of an existing FFOR repository. If this command is used, all database updates
stored in the repository are lost.
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WARNING
Do not issue this command against an IMS ID or database name (dbdname) that is associated with a running
FFOR reorg job. If the database is associated with a running FFOR reorg job, the ABORT command should be
used.

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,KILL imsid dbdname

/F stcname,K imsid dbdname

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

REFRESH Command Refresh SYSOUT Data Sets

The REFRESH command causes the current SYSOUT data set for the FFOR activity log (ALOG) or command log
(CLOG) to be closed and freed. This makes these SYSOUT data sets available for printing or purging without having to
bring down the ITK STC. A new activity log or command log data set is dynamically allocated.

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,REFRESH ALOG|CLOG

/F stcname,REF ALOG | CLOG

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

ALOG
Refreshes and closes the FFOR activity log.

CLOG
Refreshes and closes the command log.

 

RESUME Command Resume STC ITK

The RESUME command causes the STC to resume any paused BMPs. This option requires that the target databases of
the BMP be started in the IMS regions first. We recommend using this option only after a previous failure.

Use the DISPLAY PAUSE command to list paused BMPs.

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,RESUME

Example: Resume STCITK

/F stcname,STCITK,RESUME

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.
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SECTRACE Command Set Trace Flags

The SECTRACE command turns on and off the ITK STC trace flags.

This command has the following syntax:

/F stcname,SET TRACE ON|OFF trace flag

/F stcname,SET TR ON|OFF trace flag

stcname
Must be a valid ITK STC.

ON
Turns on ITK STC trace flags.

OFF
Turns off ITK STC trace flags.

trace flag
Specifies the trace flag (TR1 or TR2). TR1 controls tracing of records as they are being written into the
repositories. TR2 controls the requests made of the ITK STC by batch reorg jobs.

Specifying Load Libraries
You must concatenate the IMS SDFSRESL to the STEPLIB DD and allocate it under the DFSRESLB DD to execute the
Database Management Solutions for IMS.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform the appropriate action:
– If you are using the products in batch with IMS, concatenate the load library ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL in

STEPLIB.
– If you are installing Compress Data Compression as a stand-alone product, concatenate the load library after the

IMS SDFSRESL in STEPLIB.
2. Define a DFSRESLB DD that points at IMS SDFSRESL.

NOTE
Ensure SDFSRESL is APF-authorized.
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Getting Started
Provides an overview of best practices, functionality considerations, and basic use of the product.

Review the following information before you start using the Database Management Solutions for IMS products:

• Best Practices
• Control Statement Syntax
• HALDB Database Considerations
• Support for Logical Relationships
• Support for IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB)
• IMS Catalog Database Support
• BMP Pause and Resume Functionality
• Pervasive Encryption
• Use Case Videos

Best Practices
This section collects pointers and tips for you to use Database Management Solutions for IMS tools. Tips that are specific
to a tool are documented with that tool.

Product Integration Points
The Database Management Solutions for IMS provide the advanced technology to proactively manage IMS environments.
Using our products, can help you maximize performance and minimize, or eliminate, database downtime. These
capabilities enhance the overall business value provided by IMS applications.

NOTE
Appropriate licensing is assumed to enable this integration.

This section describes the Database Management Solutions for IMS integrations that are currently available in support of
the Broadcom Enterprise IT Management Strategy (EITM).

Perform Pointer Checking During Backup
We recommend that you integrate Database Copier or the IMS Image Copy utility to call Database Analyzer for pointer
checking during the backup operation. This reduces the need for a separate analysis.

To enable this processing, set DETAILREPORT=YES in Database Copier. This will perform a simultaneous analysis.

Business Value:

Automatically executing Database Analyzer during database backup reduces the need for a separate analysis. This helps
ensure that any backup is valid and does not contain errors.

The database is read only by the image copy process and not during the analysis so the only cost of using Database
Analyzer is the CPU involved in its analysis. This also helps ensure that the backup you are creating is of a valid
database.

Additional Considerations:

The DETAILREPORT control statement executes Database Analyzer at the same time a database is being copied.

The simplest and most effective mode of execution for Database Analyzer is as follows:
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FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL,DBDNAME=anydbd,

INDEXKEYCHECK=Y,LPCKCHECK=Y

To reduce execution time and simplify reports, specify the following:

• For a database check:

FUNCTION=ANALYZE,DBDNAME=maindb,LPCKCHECK=Y[,PARTITION=partname]

• For an index check:

FUNCTION=ANALZYE,DBDNAME=indexdbd,

POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD,INDEXKEYCHECK=Y

NOTE
If you are processing multi-DSG databases, native mode Database Analyzer is a better performing option.

Perform Backup and Pointer Checking After Recovery
We recommend that you integrate High Performance Recovery, Database Copier, and Database Analyzer for backup and
pointer checking after the recovery operation. This reduces the need for separate steps.

To enable this processing, set COPY=YES in High Performance Recovery and DETAILREPORT=YES in the DBCCOPY
member of the parmlib data set. This will cause High Performance Recovery to invoke Database Copier after the recovery
is complete and cause Database Copier to invoke Database Analyzer during the image copy.

NOTE
Both the recovery and image copy processes work at the data set level, not the database level. If a full backup
and analysis of the database is required, we recommend that the processes be run as separate steps.

Business Value:

Automatically executing Database Copier and Database Analyzer during recovery obviates the need for separate
processes. It ensures that any recovered database is backed up, is valid, and does not contain errors.

Additional Considerations:

The COPY control statement executes Database Copier after the recovery has taken place. The DETAILREPORT control
statement executes Database Analyzer during the copy and makes it unnecessary to read the database twice, once
during the copy and once during the analysis.

Invoke HDSORT Dynamically
Database Organizer can dynamically invoke the HDSORT function in Database Analyzer to enhance database load
performance. To enable this processing, specify HDSORT=YES during Database Organizer reload.

Business Value:

The sorting capability reorders unload files so the records are in load sequence. This greatly increases the speed when
loading the database, resulting in less down time.

Additional Considerations:

The HDSORT control statement invokes the HDSORT processor for reload processing and sorts the unload file into a
sequence based on the DBD defined by DBDNAME. When set to YES, the HDSORT product is invoked and the output of
the sort is used to reload the database.

The input unload file is read from ddname DBORELD1 and the file is sorted into a sequence based on whether the DBD
specified by the DBDNAME keyword is HDAM, HIDAM, DEDB, HALDB, or HISAM.
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• For (P)HDAM, the file is sorted into randomized sequence based on the randomizer of the DBD.
• For (P)HIDAM and HISAM, the file is sorted based on root key sequence. Multiple unload files can be concatenated as

input to HDSORT.
• For DEDB databases, the file is sorted into AREA and randomized sequence based on the DBD.

HDSORT can be used to convert an HDAM file to HIDAM or to change the randomizer sequence.

When HDSORT=YES is specified, you can specify the AVGRLEN, DBDNAME, FILSZ, and SDEP control statements. No
other control statements are applicable.

NOTE
HDSORT=YES and SDEP=ALL cannot both be specified. HDSORT supports only NONE, ROOT, or SCAN
during reload for SDEP. The output unload file is written to SORTOUT and the RAPKEYS file is not used. There
can be multiple unload files concatenated as input to HDSORT.

The following sort work file DD statements can be used with HDSORT:

RAPXWKnn
Sorts unload data.
Default: See SORT utility documentation.

SORTWKnn
Sorts index/ILDS data.
Default: 100 cylinders

SRTxWKnn
Sorts files with different CAGRPs, where x=1 for the first CAGRP, x=2 for the second CAGRP, and so on.

Rebuild Indexes Automatically
We recommend that you integrate Database Organizer, Secondary Index Builder, and High Performance Recovery.
This integration automates primary and secondary index rebuilding after a reorganization or recovery. To enable this
processing, specify AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES during Database Organizer reload and AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES during
High Performance Recovery recovery.

Business Value:

Automating the index building process helps reduce errors and improves service by completing the reorganization or
recovery in less time.

Additional Considerations:

The AUTOINDEXBUILD control statement automatically rebuilds all secondary indexes of the database specified in the
DBDNAME statement during a reload.

Note the following aspects of AUTOINDEXBUILD:

• It applies only to Full Function and HALDB databases.
• If you use it to create index databases during reload of the main database by invoking Secondary Index Builder, three

sort work data sets per index are automatically allocated by Database Organizer under ddnames that use the following
convention:

SRTxWKyy

x
Equals 1-9, K-Z, 0, or $ based on consecutive number of secondary indexes.

yy
Equals 01, 02, or 03.
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Allocating these DDs in the JCL helps avoid sort capacity exceeded errors. For Full Function databases only, you can
use this statement with the Database Organizer reloaded API to increase performance when building a secondary index
database.

WARNING
See the description of the ALLPARTS control statement for its implications during a reload process. If the
complete HALDB database was not unloaded, using ALLPARTS leads to data loss.

The AUTOINDEXCREATE control statement indicates whether to automatically rebuild all primary and secondary indexes
in the same step as the recovery. Specify this control statement to create all primary and secondary indexes for all
databases recovered.

For HALDBs, only a subset of the HALDB is recovered if ALLPARTS=YES is not specified. In this case, High Performance
Recovery only populates the ILDS data sets for the recovered partitions instead of rebuilding the indexes.

NOTE
AUTOINDEXCREATE is a synonym for AUTOINDEXBUILD.

Evaluate Performance Profiles for Randomizers
Database Analyzer randomizer functionality uses the root keys file for modeling functions. Root keys can be obtained
during pointer checking or extracted from an existing database using Database Organizer and Secondary Index Builder.
To enable this processing, specify RAPKEYS=YES in Database Analyzer, Database Organizer, and Secondary Index
Builder. Also specify the applicable xxx KEYS DD statement (where xxx is an acronym for the product such as DBA for
Database Analyzer, DBO for Database Organizer).

Business Value:

The randomizer modelling function evaluates performance profiles for randomizers. By comparing the results obtained
with different parameter settings, the optimum configuration is determined for randomizer or partition selection parameter
specifications for more efficient data access.

Additional Considerations:

The RAPKEYS control statement generates the file of root keys for direct input into the Randomizer Analysis program.
This control statement is not currently supported for HALDB.

NOTE
The data set should be large enough to contain one record for each root key in the database. Do not specify any
DCB parameters for the file.

Use EXCP and MMGR for Reading Databases
Verify that EXCP (OSAM) and MMGR (VSAM) are used in Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer
for reading databases through EXCPIO=Y and MMGRIO=Y. The latter requires APF authorization or the presence of the
ITK STC. Also, unless I/O reports are required, setting MMSMFREPORT=N helps save a small amount of CPU.

Business Value:

Verifying that the database is read as efficiently as possible helps optimize the performance of Database Analyzer,
Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

Additional Considerations:

The EXCPIO control statement uses EXCP code for reading OSAM databases when set to YES.
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NOTE
If the database is allocated in cylinders, the I/O counts reported to SMF reflects the number of cylinders read.
If the database was allocated in tracks or blocks, the I/O counts reported to SMF reflects the number of tracks
read.

The MMGRIO control statement uses the IBM Media Manager interface to read VSAM databases.

NOTE
APF authorization is required to use the Media Manager interface. If APF authorization is not provided, you can
still use the Media Manager interface if the ITK STC is running.

The MMSMFREPORT control statement reports I/O counts for Media Manager access. The utility ignores the control
statement, unless you specify MMGRIO=YES. The I/O counts are for job accounting purposes. These counts will not
directly relate to the number of I/Os performed because they reflect the number of CIs read.

Control Statement Syntax
Control statements are processed using Broadcom and AMS syntax.

You can use either option; however, use each option exclusively within a job step:

• Broadcom syntax: free format, keyword=value
• AMS syntax: 80-character-fixed length records, keyword (value)

You can specify all keywords and keyword values in lowercase or uppercase. However, the keyword processor converts
all lowercase alphabetic characters to uppercase before processing. Therefore, if it is necessary to preserve lowercase
alphabetic values, code them as hex-type strings enclosed in quotation marks.

NOTE
Any differences from this control statement syntax are specified under a particular product section.

Broadcom Syntax

Enter the control statements in free format. You can place one or more keywords and the associated values on each
control statement.

• The first non-blank position in each record is considered the start of the specifications for that statement.
• The first blank following the start of the specifications on a record indicates that the rest of the statement is comments.

Indicate continuation records by entering any character in position 72 or by ending a statement specification with a trailing
comma. Each keyword and its associated value must be contained completely on a single control statement. You cannot
continue a keyword or a value on a subsequent statement.

Start comment statements by entering an asterisk (*) in column 1.

AMS Syntax

Make the control statement data set 80-character fixed-length records. Each control statement consists of a single
command whose syntax rules are similar to those of TSO or Access Method Services (AMS).

A command consists of a command with optional parameters and comments, separated where necessary with separators
and continued to the following line with continuation characters if necessary. You can enter commands anywhere in
positions 1 through 72 of the input statement (positions 73 through 80 are ignored).

The following example demonstrates the use of AMS syntax:

FUNCTION (xxxxxxx)  +

DBDNAME (dbdname)   +

DDNAME (ddname)     +
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LOGDDNAME (xxxLOG)  +

CADDNAME (xxxCA)    +

        DBRC (NO)

The following information applies to each control statement:

Command Verb
Begin the control statement with a command verb followed by a separator.

Command Parameters
All parameters are keyword parameters and never positional parameters. These parameters can be the keyword
by itself, the keyword with a value following it in parentheses, or the keyword with a list following it in parentheses.
If you do not specify a keyword, a default value for that keyword is used.
The keyword value can be any character string that can be contained on a single control statement, including any
required delimiters. All characters are allowed, but any character string that contains special characters must be
enclosed in quotation marks.
Separate keywords with a separator. You can only use a blank as the separator between a keyword and its
associated value.

Comments
Comments consist of an alphanumeric character string beginning with a slash-asterisk (/*) and ending with an
asterisk-slash (*/). Utilities assume that a comment has ended if it reaches the end of the statement before it
encounters the asterisk-slash (*/) and if the last character in the statement is not a continuation character.

Separators
Use a blank, a comma, or a comment interchangeably in a control statement wherever you need a separator.
More than one separator is allowed between parameters.

Continuation Characters
The two continuation characters are the minus sign (-) and the plus sign (+). Use them to continue commands and
comments that do not fit on a single line of input.
The continuation character must be the last non-blank character in the input statement.
You can enter a keyword on one control statement, and its associated value can be contained on the next
statement by using a continuation character. However, a keyword value must be completely contained on a single
control statement, and cannot be continued.

Character Strings

You can enter keyword values that are defined as character strings in one of following formats:

value
No embedded blanks allowed.

'value'
Bound by single quotation marks. The value must not contain any single quotation marks.

“value”
Bound by double quotation marks. The value must not contain any double quotation marks.

C'value'
Prefixed by the letter C and bound by single quotation marks. The value must not contain any single quotation
marks.

C“value”
Prefixed by the letter C and bound by double quotation marks. The value must not contain any double quotation
marks.

X'hexadecimal value'
Prefixed by the letter X and bound by single quotation marks. The value must contain an even number of digits
each having a value of 0-9 or A-F.
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X“hexadecimal value”
Prefixed by the letter X and bound by double quotation marks. The value must contain an even number of digits
each having a value of 0-9 or A-F.

Yes/No Values

You can enter keyword values that are defined as accepting a value of YES or NO as ON or OFF. In fact, any of the
following forms can be used:

• ON: Same as YES
• YE: Same as YES
• Y: Same as YES
• OFF: Same as NO
• OF: Same as NO
• N: Same as NO

Timestamp Format

The timestamp format that is used in control statements specifies the date and time as follows:

yydddhhmm(ssthmiju(+|-offset))

Special characters can be used for clarity, but no embedded blanks are allowed.

yy
Specifies the year (two digits).

ddd
Specifies the day.

hh
Specifies the hour.

mm
Specifies the minutes.

ss
Specifies the seconds.

t
Specifies the tenths of a second.

hmiju
(Optional) Specifies microseconds.

offset
Defaults to the current operating system time zone offset.

You can specify the timestamp using any of the following formats:

yyyydddhhmmsst

yydddhhmmsst+hhmm

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.t

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju+hh:mm

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju+UTC

        yyddd.hh:mm
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HALDB Database Considerations
To run High Availability Large Databases (HALDB), make the following JCL changes, if necessary:

1. Use IMS DD to point to DBDLIB.
2. Add RECON DDs or dynamically allocate them.

Support for Logical Relationships
Version 20.0 of the Database Management Solutions for IMS supports High Availability Large Databases (HALDB) and
Non-HALDB databases with logical relationships.

External logical relationships are established between segments in separate databases. Internal logical relationships
are established between segments of one particular database when these segments are not in hierarchical order. The
following types of logical relationships are established between segments:

• Unidirectional
• Bidirectional Virtually Paired
• Bidirectional Physically Paired

The stated support applies to all three types of external and internal logical relationships.

Logical relationships impact the following products:

• Database Analyzer
• Database Organizer

Other Database Management Solutions for IMS products are not impacted.

The following table shows which Database Analyzer and Database Organizer functions support non-HALDB and HALDB
databases with logical relationships (LR):

NOTE
To ensure that the same support is available in your environment, ensure that your products are current on
maintenance. For more information about recent releases and updates, see New Features.

Product Name Function Non-HALDB with LR HALDB with LR

Database Analyzer Analyze Supported Does not support the LR
pointers checking (processing
continues).

Database Organizer Unload Supported Supported

Database Organizer Reload Supported Supported

Database Organizer Prefix Resolution and Update Supported Supported

Database Organizer One Step Batch Reorg Supported Supported

Database Organizer Full Function Online Reorg Not supported Supported

Support for IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB)
Several products and components of Database Management Solutions for IMS support IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD,
PSB, and ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs.

You can submit your database and program view definitions using SQL DDL statements.

NOTE
Before you use IMS-managed ACBs, ensure that the prerequisites are met.
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The following products and components support the IMS management of ACBs:

• Database Analyzer and the following components:
– Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP)
– Database Surgeon
– Control Block Validity Manager

• Database Copier
• Database Organizer and the following components:

– Online Reorg and Batch Reorg
– Database Extractor
– Batch Log Tracker (BLT)

• High Performance Recovery and the following component:
– Change Accumulation

• Secondary Index Builder
• Mainframe Program Restart Manager

Review the following considerations before you start using IMS-managed ACBs:

• For HALDB databases, the Online Reorg (FFOR) function of Database Organizer supports processing of the entire
HALDB database at once when ALLPARTS=Y is specified in HPOCTLR. The PARTITION and NUMBEROFPARTS
keywords are not supported.

• Compress Data Compression is not supported for compression of IMS-managed ACBs except for the Express
component.

• The Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer supports IMS-managed ACBs through the ISPF panels. The
other products and components that use IMS-managed ACBs do not offer support through the ISPF panels.

• Only the disassemble (decode) function of the Control Block Validity Manager (ICB) component of Database Analyzer
supports IMS-managed ACBs. The other ICB functions are not supported.

• The DBDCHANGE keyword is not supported for Database Organizer. Unpredictable results can occur.

• Migrating a non-HALDB database to a HALDB type is not supported for Database Organizer.

• The incremental image copy function of Database Copier is not supported.

• Only one level of multi-tasking (MAXSORT=1) is allowed when you use the Change Accumulation component of High
Performance Recovery because the IMS Catalog is in use. If you specify a different value, MAXSORT is automatically
set to 1.

• The Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery is not supported.

• Processing resources defined in the staging data sets (pending activation) are not supported. Database Management
Solutions for IMS products can only read resource definitions (DBDs, PSBs, and ACBs) that are active from the IMS
Catalog directory when you use IMS-managed ACBs.

Prerequisites

To use IMS-managed ACBs with Database Management Solutions for IMS products, complete the following tasks:

• Enable the IMS catalog and IMS management of ACBs by specifying ACBMGMT=CATALOG in the catalog section of
the DFSDFxxx member. For more information, see the IBM documentation on Installing IMS.

• Ensure your PROCLIB DD Statement points to the correct IMS PROCLIB data set.
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NOTE
DBDLIB and IMS DD statements in the JCL of the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer cause
the job to fail.

• For the Online Reorg (FFOR) function, use the PSB control statement to specify the name of a DOPT PSB that is
stored in the IMS Catalog.

NOTE
The IMS Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU) must be at least RSU2012.

• Perform the corresponding product and component-specific customizations that are described in the following table.

WARNING

• If you enable IMS-managed ACBs, we recommend that you do so for all supported Database Management
Solutions for IMS products and components to avoid serious conflicts.

• You cannot use IMS-managed ACBs and DBDLIBs in the same job step for multiple functions.

Broadcom Product or Component Customization for IMS-Managed ACBs
• Database Analyzer
• Database Copier
• The Database Extractor component of Database Organizer.
• The Change Accumulation component of High Performance

Recovery.
• Secondary Index Builder

Specify DBRC=Y to invoke the DBRC facility.
Then perform one of the following tasks for each product or
component:

• Use the IMS Catalog Definition exit routine (DFS3CDX0) to
modify the STEPLIB DD statement. For more information, see
the IBM documentation on Installing IMS.

• Use the DFSDF control statement to identify the IMS
PROCLIB DFSDFxxx member where you have enabled IMS-
managed ACBs. For more information, refer to the product
and component-specific documentation for the DFSDF control
statement.

• The Online Reorg and Batch Reorg components of Database
Organizer.

Do not specify DBRC=Y. DBRC is needed but is hardcoded. If
DBRC=Y is specified in the JCL, the job might fail.
Perform one of the following tasks for each product or component:

• Use the IMS Catalog Definition exit routine (DFS3CDX0) to
modify the STEPLIB DD statement. For more information, see
the IBM documentation on Installing IMS.

• Use the DFSDF control statement to identify the IMS
PROCLIB DFSDFxxx member where you have enabled IMS-
managed ACBs. For more information, refer to the product
and component-specific documentation for the DFSDF control
statement.

• The Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP) component of
Database Analyzer

• The Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer
• The Control Block Validity Manager component of Database

Analyzer
• The Batch Log Tracker (BLT) component of Database

Organizer

• Use the BSDSHLQ control statement to identify the high-level
qualifier of the boot strap data set (BSDS) that points to the
IMS directory data sets used by the IMS catalog. For more
information, refer to the component-specific documentation for
the BSDSHLQ control statement.
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• Mainframe Program Restart Manager Enable DBRC, and perform one of the following tasks:
• Use the IMS Catalog Definition exit routine (DFS3CDX0) to

modify the STEPLIB DD statement. For more information, see
the IBM documentation on Installing IMS.

• Use the DFSDF control statement in the IBM utility to identify
the IMS PROCLIB DFSDFxxx member where you have
enabled IMS-managed ACBs. For more information, see the
IBM documentation on Installing IMS.

IMS Catalog Database Support
The Database Management Solutions for IMS provide you with tools to maintain the IMS Catalog.

The IMS Catalog database is a critical part of your IMS environment that stores the metadata for your IMS databases and
program views. As a database administrator, you are responsible that your IMS Catalog database is well maintained so
that performance is optimized and database recoverability is ensured. To maintain the IMS Catalog, use the Database
Management Solutions for IMS to analyze the integrity of database data sets, take image copies, to unload, reload and
recover the database, and to perform database reorganization.

The Database Management Solutions for IMS allow you to process the entire database (identified by the Master DBD), or
specific partitions. For easier maintenance, the Database Management Solutions for IMS provide functionality to allocate
data sets automatically, and utilities to rebuild secondary indexes.

NOTE
As the IMS Catalog is designed as a HALDB database and the Database Management Solutions for IMS access
the IMS Catalog as a regular HALDB database, it is a prerequisite that the IMS Catalog is registered in DBRC. 

Database Identification

To specify an IMS Catalog in batch, use the generic keyword DBD= and specify the particular database name. You can
use either the default database names DFSCD000 and DFSCX000, or if you use multiple IMS Catalogs, specify the
database alias name, for example, CATAD000 for the main database or CATAX000 for the secondary index.

As the Catalog name is specified directly in the DBD= statement, the Database Management Solutions for IMS do not use
the CATALOG section of the IMS PROCLIB DFSDFxxx member to retrieve or check the Catalog name.

Restrictions and Limitations

• The Database Management Solutions for IMS cannot run against the IMS Catalog database if it is not registered in
DBRC.

• BMP Pause and Resume functionality is not supported. Any utility that is run against the IMS Catalog database with
the keyword BMPPAUSE=YES or ONLINE=YES terminates with Return Code 8.

• Online reorganization of an IMS Catalog using the Full Function Online Reorg utility is not supported.

BMP Pause and Resume Functionality
The BMP Pause and Resume provides the automated operator interface (AOI) to stop and start the database
automatically.

BMP Pause and Resume functionality is handled on behalf of the caller by the ITK STC started task. To use AOI, the ITK
started task (STC) must be running on the same system as the target IMS systems. In a data sharing environment, all
systems that are involved in the data sharing must have an ITK STC running. The ITK STC procedure is provided in the
STCITK member in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP).
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• In Full Function and HALDB online reorganization in Database Organizer, this functionality is defaulted to
BMPPAUSE=YES.

• In Database Copier and High Performance Recovery, the default is BMPPAUSE=NO.
• In Database Analyzer this functionality is turned on automatically when using ONLINE=YES.

WARNING
To prevent an LXCF - SOC4 abend through LXCFMAIN, verify that all current LXCFMAIN-related APARs are
applied. Related APARs are accessible from the Broadcom Support website.

NOTE
DEDBs must be registered as preopen to DBRC. Otherwise, FH status codes can occur on resume of the
BMPs. For more information about changing DEDBs to preopen, see the IBM IMS DBRC documentation.

Resume Suspended BMPs

BMPs running in the system influence IMS system shutdown, which means that the BMPs must be canceled or you must
wait until they finish processing. The BMP Pause and Resume facility detects IMS shutdowns and notifies you about
suspended BMPs. These suspended BMPs can be resumed (taken out of pause mode) so that shutdown procedures can
occur.

Ensure that the paused databases can be resumed. Otherwise, the BMPs must be canceled to preserve database
integrity of the current maintenance task (online reorganization, snapshot copy, or establishing a point of consistency).

Batch Pause and Resume Extension
The BMP Pause and Resume facility enables you to pause and resume a set of databases defined in a DBRC DATAGRP.
For example, you can define a database group for end-of-day (EOD) processing.

By understanding how the batch BMP Pause and Resume functionality works, you can properly specify databases for
processing and avoid errors.

The batch pause and resume process executes the following tasks:

1. The batch job requests /DBR of all databases in a DBRC DATAGRP:
a. The process suspends the BMPs associated with databases in the DATAGRP.
b. The process stops the databases in the DATAGRP.

2. A /STA database group request resumes paused BMPs and starts databases within the DATAGRP for processing.

When you use the batch BMP Pause and Resume functionality the following rules apply:

• All databases that you want to process must be registered to DBRC as a database group (DATAGRP).

WARNING
Database groups cannot contain HALDB masters.

• You can define as many requests to pause a database group as you need, but no duplicate database names are
allowed between groups.

• A failure of a pause or /DBR request aborts the entire operation. BMPs and databases in pause mode are reset to their
original status.

• New pause and /DBR requests for a database that is being processed under a DATAGRP are rejected.
• Do not change the contents of a DATAGRP while it is in /DBR state. Pause request handles the situation, but

unnecessary warnings appear.
• The DATAGRP pause function does not support a data-sharing environment at this stage.
• This function requires that the High Performance Recovery utility be available.
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ITKBMP90 Batch Resume Utility—Detect and Recover Suspended Resources
The ITKBMP90 utility helps you detect and recover suspended resources. Use the ITKBMP90 utility to discover and
resume paused BMP regions if the HPO STC has failed or abended and cannot be restarted to recover failed pause
actions.

To identify paused regions, do either of the following:

• Display the status of active pause requests 
• Review the JESMSGLG log. If there are any regions that have been paused but not restarted, message ITK6800I is

displayed without an accompanying ITK6801 message to indicate a successful resume.

Before execution, create JCL to include an EXEC statement with the appropriate parameter indicating the IMS ID under
which the BMPs are executing. The HPO STC must not be active during the execution of this task.

Use the following sample JCL for the ITKBMP90 utility:

//S010     EXEC PGM=ITKBMP90,PARM='IMS ID',REGION=0M     

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ca-loadlib

 Example: Output Produced by the ITKBMP90 Utility 

This example shows a sample output produced by the ITKBMP90 utility.

ITK7401I  PAUS CLEANUP UTILITY - RUN: 20100730 1040

ITK7600I  SYSTEM  STATUS:

ITK7601I  LOCK: ITKBMP2I-00020C (NOT HELD)

ITK7603I  001 DATABASE(S) AND 001 REGIONS SELECTED

ITK7604I  DATABASE SUMMARY:

ITK7604I  IMS  DATABASE #BMPs #PAUS *#WAIT*  #RESU  #WARN  JOBNAME   DATAGRP   STATUS

ITK7604I  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

ITK7604I  xxxx D32       01     01     00     00      00   jobname   TESTGRP1  /DBR

ITK7604I

ITK7606I  REGION   SUMMARY:

ITK7606I  IMS  BMPREGN   PSBNAME   CHKPTID   DATABASE      JOBNAME   DATAGRP   STATUS

ITK7606I  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

ITK7606I  xxxx bmpregn   P32G      CHKPT234  D32           jobname   TESTGRP1  PAUSED

ITK7606I

ITK7402I  RESETTING IMS PAUSED REGIONS

ITK7200I  AUTO RESUME IN PROGRESS FOR   1 DATABASES AND   1 PAUSE REQUESTS

ITK7201I  DATABASES CURRENTLY IN PAUS MODE:

ITK7202I  xxxx  D32       #BMPS=01  #WAIT=00  #PAUS=01  #WARN=00  #TIME=00  #RESU=00  jobname  STARTED=N

ITK7203I  STATUS OF IMS REGIONS UNDER PAUS CONTROL

ITK7204I  xxxx  D32       P32G       *SYNC*   bmpregn  jobname  STATUS: REGION PAUSED

ITK6901I  SEARCHING FOR REMAINING PAUSED REGIONS

ITK6903I  bmpregn REGION SELECTED FOR AUTO RESUME, PSB: P32G, DBD: D32

ITK6907A  DATABASE D32      STOPPED, PLEASE ISSUE A /STA DATABASE OPEN TO PERFORM AUTO RESUME

090 ITK6907A  REPLY "Y" WHEN DONE

R 90,Y

ITK6904I  bmpregn SUCCESSFULLY RESUMED

ITK6905I  SEARCH PHASE COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

ITK7403I  PAUS CLEANUP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

The output contains the following information:
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• A BMP region with the job (jobname) on the IMS subsystem (xxxx) has been discovered and will be resumed.
• The name of the paused database is D32.
• The name of the paused PSB is P32G.
• The checkpoint ID last issued by the job is CHKPT234.
• The status of the database is /DBR, and the BMP is in paused mode.

The database belongs to the TESTGRP1 database group (DBRC DATAGRP).

Sample JCLs for Batch BMPPAUSE Process
The following sections contain sample JCL to execute tasks for the batch BMP Pause and Resume functionality in EOD
processing.

Define a DBRC DATAGRP

Use the following sample JCL to define one or more DATAGRPS and register the names of all databases to a DATAGRP:

//S010     EXEC PGM=DSPURX00,REGION=4096K          

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ims-loadlib     

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dbdlib       

//JCLPDS    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBRC.JCLPDS 

//JCLOUT    DD  SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)                  

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*                           

//SYSIN     DD  *                                  

  INIT.DBDSGRP    GRPNAME(EODDBGR1)   -                            

       DBGRP(DBABC001,DBABC002,DBABC003,DBABC004,DBABC005)         

  LIST.DBDSGRP    GRPNAME(EODDBGR1)                                

 

  INIT.DBDSGRP    GRPNAME(EODDBGR2)   -                            

                  DBGRP(DBXYZ001,DBXYZ002,DBXYZ003,DBXYZ004)       

  LIST.DBDSGRP    GRPNAME(EODDBGR2)

Stop Databases in a DATAGRP

Use the following sample JCL to /DBR databases in a DATAGRP in batch mode:

//S010     EXEC PGM=ITKRMG,REGION=6144K,TIME=1440                  EOD PROCESSOR   

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ca-loadlib                               load library 

//IDIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ca-parmlib(ims-id)                 Refer to Appndix B 

//ITKMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                                

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                                

//CAVTRACE DD DUMMY                                   

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                       

   SETRP             +                                LEAVE as is

   IMSCMD   (R)      +                                R: - DBR Request        

   FEOV     (Y)      +                                Force EOV on IMS LOG Y/N

   DATAGRP  (Y)      +                                Process data group 

   BMPPAUSE (Y)      +                                PAUSE BMPs must be Y

   GLOBCMD  (N)      +                                 IMSPLEX -  must be N       

   TIMEOUT  (320)                                     Wait for sync in BMP (sec) 

//RMGSIN   DD *                                       

EODDBGR1 *  *                                         Name of DATAGRP to DBR
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NOTE

• The databases to be /DBRed must be defined as a DATAGRP to DBRC, and the name of the DATAGRP
must be supplied by the //RMGSIN DD statement.

• The IMSCMD R keyword in the RMGCTRL DD statement indicates the /DBR request.

The databases remain in a DBR state until a next job requests the paused BMPs and databases to be resumed.

Example: Expected Output

This example shows the expected output generated by the S101 job step (ITKRMG).

RMG0F01I CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.                      

   SETRP             +                                            

   IMSCMD   (R)      +                                            

   FEOV     (Y)      +                                            

   DATAGRP  (Y)      +                                            

   BMPPAUSE (Y)      +                                            

   GLOBCMD  (N)      +                                            

   TIMEOUT  (320)                                                 

                                                                  

IDI1126I JCL DD STATEMENT FOR IDIPARM HAS BEEN FOUND.             

IDI1128I USING GLOBAL PARAMETER DATASET "hlq.RMG.PARMLIB".    

IDI1129I USING GLOBAL PARAMETER MEMBER "xxxx     ".               

IDI1121I GLOBAL PARAMETER PROCESSING STARTED.                     

IMSID    (xxxx)                   +                               

RECON1   (**.RECON1)              +                               

RECON2   (**.RECON2)              +                               

RECON3   (**.RECON3)              +                               

DBDLIB   (hlq.xxxx.DBDLIB)       +                               

PSBLIB   (hlq.xxxx.PSBLIB)       +                               

DFSRESLB (hlq.xxxx.SDFSRESL)     +                               

GENLIB   (hlq.DEV.TEMP)                                       

                                                                  

IDI1122I GLOBAL PARAMETER PROCESSING ENDED.                       

                                                                  

RMG0F02I CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.                    

RMG1600I EODDBGR1 *  *                                            

ITK8205I XCF REPORTS THE FOLLOWING USERS OF IDIIRLMXCF1           

ITK8204I SYSTEM=system, JOB=jobname, STATE=0A000000                

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC001                 

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC002                 

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC003                 

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC004                 

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC005                         

ITK8B00I LOC  SENT; DEST=system, DBD=       , T=13035754, DETS=400000       

ITK8605I LOC  RECD; SRCE=system, DBD=       , T=13035754, RSP=GOOD(0000)    

ITK8502I xxxx FOUND RUNNING ON system                                        

ITK8F00I ISSUING /DBR DATAGRP FOR EODDBGR1 NOFEOV                           

ITK8B00I DBRG SENT; DEST=system, DBD=EODDBGR1, T=12533362, DETS=180000        

ITK8605I DBRG RECD; SRCE=system, DBD=EODDBGR1, T=12533772, RSP=GOOD(0000)     

IDI7600I FUNCTION RETURN CODE = 0000.                                      

IDI7602I CUMULATIVE RETURN CODE = 0000.                                    

RMG1611I IMS COMMAND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.
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Example: Expected Activity Recorded by HPO STC

HPO2405I  CAVE  JOB22203 HAS STARTED ON system (01000384)

HPO6025I  DATAGRP EODDBGR1 ENQUEUED - 3AD02030         

HPO6029I  DATAGRP PAUSE IN PROGRESS FOR EODDBGR1                                

ITK7600I  SYSTEM  STATUS:                                                       

ITK7601I  LOCK: ITKBMP00-00072C (NOT HELD)                                      

ITK7603I  001 DATABASE(S) AND 003 REGIONS SELECTED                              

ITK7604I  DATABASE SUMMARY:                                                     

ITK7604I  IMS   DATABASE #BMPs #PAUS *#WAIT*  #RESU  #WARN  JOBNAME   DATAGRP   S

ITK7604I  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

ITK7604I  xxxx  DBABC001   03     00     03     00      00   jobname  EODDBGR1  O

ITK7604I                                                                        

ITK7606I  REGION   SUMMARY:                                                     

ITK7606I  IMS   BMPREGN   PSBNAME   CHKPTID   DATABASE      JOBNAME   DATAGRP   S

ITK7606I  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

ITK7606I  xxxx  xxxxBMP3  PAUSBMP3  00006066  D11           jobname  EODDBGR1  W

ITK7606I  xxxx  xxxxBMP2  PAUSBMP2  CHKPT017  D11           jobname  EODDBGR1  W

ITK7606I  xxxx  xxxxBMP1  PAUSBMP1  00000475  D11           jobname  EODDBGR1  W

HPO6048I  PAUSE  OF DBABC002 NO BMPs FOUND             

HPO6048I  PAUSE  OF DBABC003 NO BMPs FOUND             

HPO6048I  PAUSE  OF DBABC004 NO BMPs FOUND             

HPO6048I  PAUSE  OF DBABC005 NO BMPs FOUND             

HPO6030I  DATAGRP BMP PAUSE CHECK                      

HPO6027I  DATAGRP DBRECOVERY IN PROGRESS FOR EODDBGR1  

R 184,/DBR DATAGRP  EODDBGR1 NOFEOV              .     

HPO6028I  DATAGRP DBRECOVERY CHECK                     

HPO6035I  DBR CHECK OF DBABC001 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

HPO6035I  DBR CHECK OF DBABC002 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

HPO6035I  DBR CHECK OF DBABC003 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

HPO6035I  DBR CHECK OF DBABC004 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

HPO6035I  DBR CHECK OF DBABC005 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

HPO2405I  CAVE  JOB22203 HAS ENDED   ON system (01030084)

Example: Expected Activity Recorded In the IMS Control Region

R 184,/DBR DATAGRP  EODDBGR1 NOFEOV              .        

DFS058I 12:53:33 DBRECOVERY COMMAND IN PROGRESS   xxxx    

189 DFS996I *IMS READY*  xxxx                             

DFS0488I  DBR COMMAND COMPLETED. DATAGROUP(EODDBGR1) xxxx

Example: Expected activity recorded in the PAUSED regions

$HASP373  xxxxBMP2 STARTED - INIT 27   - CLASS C - SYS system  

IEF403I   xxxxBMP2 - STARTED - TIME=11.12.36                  

ITK6800I  xxxxBMP2 - PAUSBMP2 QUIESCED FOR D11       CHKPT017- 001015 (jobname)

Start Paused Databases in a DATAGRP

Use the following sample JCL to start paused databases and BMPs in batch mode:

//S010     EXEC PGM=ITKRMG,REGION=6144K,TIME=1440                  EOD PROCESSOR   

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ca-loadlib                          BETA load library 

//IDIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ca-parmlib(xxxx)                   Refer to Appndix B 

//ITKMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                                
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//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                                

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                                

//CAVTRACE DD DUMMY                                   

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                       

   SETRP             +                                LEAVE as is

   IMSCMD   (S)      +                                S: - START Request                        

   FEOV     (Y)      +                                Force EOV on IMS LOG Y/N

   DATAGRP  (Y)      +                                Process data group 

   BMPPAUSE (Y)      +                                PAUSE BMPs must be Y

   GLOBCMD  (N)      +                                IMSPLEX -  must be N       

   TIMEOUT  (320)                                     Wait for sync in BMP (sec) 

//RMGSIN   DD *                                       

EODDBGR1 *  *                                         Name of DATAGRP to DBR

NOTE

• The databases to be started must be defined as a DATAGRP to DBRC, and the name of the DATAGRP must
be supplied by the //RMGSIN DD statement.

• The IMSCMD (S) keyword in the RMGCTRL DD statement indicates the /STA request.

The databases remain in a /DBR state until a start request is issued.

Example: Expected Output Generated By the Job Step

RMG0F01I CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.                      

   SETRP             +                                            

   IMSCMD   (S)      +                                            

   FEOV     (Y)      +                                            

   DATAGRP  (Y)      +                                            

   BMPPAUSE (Y)      +                                            

   GLOBCMD  (N)      +                                            

   TIMEOUT  (320)                                                 

                                                                  

IDI1126I JCL DD STATEMENT FOR IDIPARM HAS BEEN FOUND.             

IDI1128I USING GLOBAL PARAMETER DATASET "parmlib".             

IDI1129I USING GLOBAL PARAMETER MEMBER "xxxx"     ".               

IDI1121I GLOBAL PARAMETER PROCESSING STARTED.                     

IMSID    (xxxx)                   +                               

RECON1   (**.RECON1)              +                               

RECON2   (**.RECON2)              +                               

RECON3   (**.RECON3)              +                               

DBDLIB   (hlq.xxxx.DBDLIB)        +                               

PSBLIB   (hlq.xxxx.PSBLIB)        +                               

DFSRESLB (hlq.xxxx.SDFSRESL)      +                               

GENLIB   (hlq.DEV.TEMP)                                       

                                                                  

IDI1122I GLOBAL PARAMETER PROCESSING ENDED.                       

                                                                  

RMG0F02I CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.                    

RMG1600I EODDBGR1 *  *                                            

ITK8205I XCF REPORTS THE FOLLOWING USERS OF IDIIRLMXCF1           

ITK8204I SYSTEM=system, JOB=jobname, STATE=0A000000                

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC001                 

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC002                 
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ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC003                 

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC004

ITK8405I DBRC REPORTS NO ACTIVE USERS OF DBABC005                          

ITK8B00I LOC  SENT; DEST=system, DBD=       , T=13035754, DETS=400000       

ITK8605I LOC  RECD; SRCE=system, DBD=       , T=13035754, RSP=GOOD(0000)    

ITK8502I xxxx FOUND RUNNING ON system                                        

ITK8804I ISSUING /STA DATAGRP FOR EODDBGR1                                 

ITK8B00I STAG SENT; DEST=system, DBD=EODDBGR1,T=13035754, DETS=080000       

ITK8605I STAG RECD; SRCE=system, DBD=EODDBGR1,T=13040164, RSP=GOOD(0000)    

IDI7600I FUNCTION RETURN CODE = 0000.                                      

IDI7602I CUMULATIVE RETURN CODE = 0000.                                    

RMG1611I IMS COMMAND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.

Example: Expected Activity Recorded By the HPO STC

 HPO2405I  CAVE  JOB22335 HAS STARTED ON system (01000384)  

 HPO6045I  DATAGRP START IN PROGRESS FOR EODDBGR1         

 R 189,/STA DATAGRP  EODDBGR1 DBALLOC   .                 

 HPO6046I  DATAGRP START CHECK                            

 HPO6036I  STA CHECK OF DBABC001 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED   

 HPO6036I  STA CHECK OF DBABC002 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED   

 HPO6036I  STA CHECK OF DBABC003 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED   

 HPO6036I  STA CHECK OF DBABC004 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED   

 HPO6036I  STA CHECK OF DBABC005 SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED   

 HPO6047I  DATAGRP RESUME IN PROGRESS FOR EODDBGR1        

 HPO6026I  DATAGRP EODDBGR1 DEQUEUED                      

 HPO2405I  CAVE  JOB22335 HAS ENDED   ON system (01030084)  

 HPO2405I  STC   STC12506 HAS ENDED   ON system (01030084)  

 HPO2405I  STC   STC24612 HAS STARTED ON system (01000384)  

Example: Expected Activity Recorded in the IMS Control Region

R 189,/STA DATAGRP  EODDBGR1 DBALLOC   .                     

 DFS058I 13:03:57 START COMMAND IN PROGRESS   xxxx            

*191 DFS996I *IMS READY*  xxxx                                

 DFS0488I  STA COMMAND COMPLETED. DATAGROUP(EODDBGR1) xxxx

Example: Expected Activity Recorded in the PAUSED Regions

*ITK6800I  xxxxBMP2 - PAUSBMP2 QUIESCED FOR D11       CHKPT017- 001015 (jobname)

 ITK6801I  xxxxBMP2 - PAUSBMP2 RESUMED  FOR D11                        (jobname)

BMP Pause ITK STC PPT Entry
The BMP Pause component of the ITK STC has hooks in all IMS systems on which it is requested to operate. Therefore,
the STC must have as much protection as possible from outside intervention. Canceling it can lead to ABENDs in IMS
control and dependent regions.

Instead of canceling the ITK STC, use the z/OS STOP command as follows:

/P stcname

If dependent regions are left in a paused state, use the following z/OS MODIFY command to resume them:
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/F stcname,RES

We strongly recommend that the ITK STC be protected through the setting up of a PPT entry as follows that marks its
jobstep program as noncancelable:

PPT PGMNAME(HPOINIT)

       NOCANCEL

       KEY(8)

       NOSWAP

       NOPRIV

       SYST

       DSI

       PASS

       AFF(NONE)

       NOPREF

Cold Start the System
You must cold start the system to reload new versions of the server modules or clean up storage when required.

Before any attempt to cold start the system, the following conditions must be met:

• All IMS systems under control of the pause feature must be recycled.
• The ITK STC must be active to record the shutdown of the IMS systems where possible.

To cold start the system, execute the following command:

/STA HPO,PAUSE=C

The system is cold started.

NOTE

• Before the ITK STC is cold started (TYPE=C,PAUSE=any), any IMS systems which can participate in
updates during Full Function Online Reorganization (FFOR) must be stopped. After ITK STC cold start, the
systems can be restarted.

• When the ITK STC is cold started (TYPE=C,PAUSE=any), it no longer communicates with PAUSE enabled
IMS control regions until they are restarted. Because cold start (TYPE=C) refreshes the ITK STC modules
and storage resident in CSA, the STC loses the ability to support PAUSE enabled IMS control regions that
were started before the cold start of the ITK STC.

Administering Paused Regions (BMPs)
This section describes how to administrate paused regions by manually interacting with the BMP Pause and Resume
facility.

Contents:

Display the Status of Active Pause Requests

You can display the status of all active pause requests.

To display the status of active pause requests, execute the following command:
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/F HPO,D P

The results of the command are routed to the HPO JESMSGLG data set of the ITK STC.

Example: Output of the Display Status Command

ITK7603I 006 DATABASE(S) AND 007 REGIONS SELECTED

ITK7604I DATABASE SUMMARY:

ITK7604I IMS  DATABASE #BMPs #PAUS *#WAIT* #RESU #WARN JOBNAME  DATAGRP  STATUS

ITK7604I ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

ITK7604I xxxx DBABC001 02    02     00     00    00    jobname  EODDBGR1 /DBR

ITK7604I xxxx DBABC002 01    01     00     00    00    jobname  EODDBGR1 /DBR

ITK7604I xxxx DBABC003 01    01     00     00    00    jobname  EODDBGR1 /DBR

ITK7604I xxxx DBABC004 01    00     01     00    00    jobname  EODDBGR2 OPEN

ITK7604I xxxx DBABC005 01    00     01     00    00    jobname  EODDBGR2 OPEN

ITK7604I xxxx DBABC006 01    00     01     00    00    jobname  EODDBGR2 STOP

ITK7604I

 

ITK7606I REGION SUMMARY:

ITK7606I IMS  BMPREGN  PSBNAME  CHKPTID  DATABASE JOBNAME  DATAGRP  STATUS

ITK7606I ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

ITK7606I xxxx xxxxBMP3 DSAPSB11 CHKPT003 DBABC001 jobname  EODDBGR1 PAUSED

ITK7606I xxxx xxxxBMP1 PAUSBMP1 00000230 DBABC001 jobname  EODDBGR1 PAUSED

ITK7606I xxxx xxxxBMP3 DSAPSB11 CHKPT002 DBABC002 jobname  EODDBGR1 PAUSED

ITK7606I xxxx xxxxBMP3 DSAPSB11 CHKPT002 DBABC003 jobname  EODDBGR1 PAUSED

ITK7606I xxxx xxxxBMP2 DSAPSB10 CHKPT009 DBABC004 jobname  EODDBGR2 WAIT SYNC

ITK7606I xxxx xxxxBMP2 DSAPSB10 CHKPT009 DBABC005 jobname  EODDBGR2 WAIT SYNC

ITK7606I xxxx xxxxBMP2 DSAPSB10 CHKPT009 DBABC006 jobname  EODDBGR2 WAIT SYNC

Example: Output of the Display Status Command with Batch Pause Facility

This example shows the results of the display status command when the batch pause and resume facility was used to /
DBR databases. The report shows the status of databases in the database group.

ITKD803I

ITKD801I EODDBGR1 ------------- JOB:jobname T:10.221 18:11:13.66

ITKD802I DATABASE--DBR-STA--BMP-----#BMPs-#PAUS-#WAIT-#RESU-#WARN

ITKD803I DBABC001  OK  NA   NO BMPs 0000  0000  0000  0000  0000

ITKD803I DBABC002  OK  NA   PAUSED  0002  0002  0000  0000  0000

ITKD803I DBABC003  OK  NA   NO BMPs 0000  0000  0000  0000  0000

ITKD803I DBABC004  OK  NA   NO BMPs 0000  0000  0000  0000  0000

ITKD803I DBABC005  OK  NA   PAUSED  0001  0001  0000  0000  0000

ITKD803I DBABC006  OK  NA   PAUSED  0001  0001  0000  0000  0000

ITKD804I IMS--BMPREGN--PSBNAME--CHKPTID--DATABASE-JOBNAME--STATUS

ITKD805I xxxx xxxxBMP3 DSAPSB11 CHKPT003 DBABC002 jobname  PAUSED

ITKD805I xxxx xxxxBMP1 PAUSBMP1 00000230 DBABC002 jobname  PAUSED

ITKD805I xxxx xxxxBMP3 DSAPSB11 CHKPT002 DBABC005 jobname  PAUSED

ITKD805I xxxx xxxxBMP3 DSAPSB11 CHKPT002 DBABC006 jobname  PAUSED

Resume Paused Regions

If the BMP Pause and Resume facility has failed to resume paused regions, you can manually resume the regions.

To manually resume paused regions, execute the following command:
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/F HPO,RES

Paused regions are resumed.

Cancel Paused Regions

If automatic or manual resumption of a paused region fails, you can cancel the paused region.

NOTE
BMP restart procedures must be executed to restart the canceled regions.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute the following command:

/STO REG ABEND

The IMS region is abended.
2. Execute the following command if the region has still not abended:

/STO REG CANCEL

The IMS region is canceled.

Pervasive Encryption
Database Management Solutions for IMS now supports pervasive encryption (PE) on IBM z/OS.

IBM z/OS systems support Pervasive Encryption of Extended Format (EF) data sets and when IBM APAR OA56622 is
installed, Large and Basic Format data sets are also supported.

NOTE
As Pervasive Encryption requires the use of DFSMS, new features such as Data Labels should be handled
by an SMS DataClas (DC). Where dynamic allocation is used, DFSMS ACS routines should handle all PE
requirements, including the required data set format. .

Pervasive Encryption and Extended Format is supported for the following IMS data sets:

• Full Function Non-HALDB VSAM database
• Full Function HALDB VSAM database
• Fast Path VSAM database
• Recon data sets
• Database Organizer Extract File
• Root keys file created and/or processed by Database Analyzer, Database Organizer and Secondary Index Builder
• Database Organizer unload file
• IMS working data sets DFSURWF1 and DFSURCDS
• Image copies
• Change Accumulation files
• System Log Data Sets (SLDS)
• Recovery Log Data Sets (RLDS)

If IBM APAR OA56622 is installed, Pervasive Encryption also supports the use of Large and Basic Format for the
following sequential data sets:
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• Database Organizer Extract File
• Root keys file created and/or processed by Database Analyzer, Database Organizer and Secondary Index Builder
• Database Organizer unload file
• IMS working data sets DFSURWF1 and DFSURCDS
• Image copies
• Change Accumulation files
• System Log Data Sets (SLDS)
• Recovery Log Data Sets (RLDS)

NOTE

• Pervasive Encryption is not supported for Full Function OSAM (both non-HALDB and HALDB) database data
sets.

• When accessing System Log Data Sets or Recovery Log Data Sets from High Performance Recovery, the
control statement LOGRDRS must be set to 1.

Use Case Videos
Use case videos demonstrate how to implement and use product features.

The following Database Management Solutions for IMS use case videos complement the documentation:

Download the Database Management Solutions for IMS

Learn how to download the product.

Learn how to create the product directories.

Conditional Reorg Utility

This video provides an overview of the Conditional Reorg feature.

Learn more about the JCL generator.

High Performance Recovery

Learn how to use the Recon Extract utility.

Database Organizer for z/OS

Learn about DBO UNLOAD and RELOAD Optimization.

Learn about migrating a database to a HALDB database.

Learn about online index reorganization.

Database Analyzer for z/OS

Learn about the Database Analyzer reports.

Learn about how to use online pointer checking to maintain the integrity of your database without the need to take it
offline.
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Learn how to use the DISASSEMBLE function to convert a non-HALDB database to a HALDB.

Learn how to use the MFS DISASSEMBLE utility to restore MFS source files.

Database Copier for z/OS

Learn how to backup and recover your IMS databases.
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Managing Database Performance
Products included in Database Management Solutions for IMS to help you manage your database performance.

Compress Data Compression

• Provides software compression of IMS databases to reduce storage requirements for IMS data.

Database Analyzer

• Scans IMS databases and indexes, collects statistics and analyzes the information for quick, complete pointer
checking and space management.

• Displays and allows you to easily modify records and blocks in IMS databases to correct bad pointers and other
integrity errors.

• Tests the performance and reliability of PHDAM, HDAM, and DEDB randomizers.

• Allows you to verify database integrity, prevent data loss, anticipate and correct space and pointer issues and tune
randomizers before they impact IMS data availability.

Database Organizer

• Provides high-speed prefix resolution, data extraction, unloading, loading and reorganization of IMS databases, both
offline and online, improving database availability and performance.

• Provides greater control over the segments in a database, offering the ability to examine, modify, and delete segments.
• Helps you to more easily and safely make structural changes, improving database performance.

Compress Data Compression
Contents

Compress Data Compression Overview

Compress Data Compression transparently compresses selected segment information for an IMS database before storing
it on DASD. When IMS reads the information back from DASD, it automatically decompresses the information, while the
application programs and IMS utilities all function normally.

Compress Data Compression lets you analyze the space savings and the required overhead for existing databases before
deciding whether to implement compression. The Record Definition Language (RDL) is used to specify the types of data
fields and their layout within a segment to allow optimum compression for each data element.

Compress Data Compression interfaces contain unique features, but provide performance capabilities comparable to
other available data compression products. The interfaces that use Huffman compression routines can consistently realize
compression rates of 50 to 60 percent. Compression yields can be as high as 70 to 80 percent.

Compress Data Compression uses a check byte comparison to help ensure complete data integrity.

Compress Data Compression operates under control of the IBM z/OS operating system. Compress Data Compression
is implemented as an IMS Segment Edit/Compression exit routine and is completely transparent to IMS application
programs while providing:

• Compression for both fixed-length and variable-length segments
• Data compression only (key sequence fields remain uncompressed)
• Compression of one or more segment types of a physical database
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NOTE

• The Compress/2 subroutines (SHRINK, EXPAND, and CLOSE) and utilities (SHRINK and EXPAND) are
currently supported. However, this support will be deprecated in a future release. For more information
about how to use these subroutines and utilities, see the Compress Data Compression 5.5 documentation
bookshelf.

• Compress Data Compression is not supported for compression of IMS-managed ACBs with the exception of
the Express component.

Express Overview

The Express component provides data compression and expansion facilities for IMS users. The program operates under
control of the IBM z/OS without application program modification. In a z/OS environment, Express can be used with the
IMS Parallel DL/I mode of database control.

The Express component offers lower compression rates while limiting CPU overhead. Express uses a check byte
comparison to help ensure complete data integrity.

Express is implemented as an IMS Edit/Compression User Exit and is transparent to IMS application programs while
providing the following:

• Compression for both fixed-length and variable-length segments
• Data compression only; key fields (sequence fields) remain uncompressed
• Compression of one or more segment types of a physical database
• No JCL changes are required when using Express

You can implement Express using the facilities of the Interactive Dialog, an ISPF interface, or by a simple modification of
the IMS DBD source macros.

NOTE
If your facility does not use ISPF version 2.0 or higher, see How to Compress a Database without the Interactive
Dialog.

Configuring Compress Data Compression
You can perform the following customization of Compress Data Compression after installation:

•  Configure the interactive dialog.
•  Enable compression support for a non-IMS environment.
• (Optional) Set the active file descriptor table (FDT) parameter 

NOTE
 The Compress/2 subroutines (SHRINK, EXPAND, and CLOSE) and utilities (SHRINK and EXPAND) are
currently supported. However, this support will be deprecated in a future release. For more information about
how to use these subroutines and utilities, see the Compress Data Compression 5.5 documentation bookshelf.

How to Configure the Interactive Dialogs
Complete the following steps to configure the interactive dialogs:

Note the following additional considerations:
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• If you also have Compress Data Compression for z/OS installed, you must have separate dialog control files and ISPF
libraries for the dialog component to maintain independent release levels for each product.

• The control word ENQ has been changed to RESERVE throughout the interactive dialog JCL procedures. This change
prevents multiple CPU updates from causing problems with the interactive dialog control file.

• Users in installations that use a global shared resource control product (like, MSX and GRS), must make the following
modifications to these products:
– Add the SHRINKFE QNAME.
– Add the RNAME of the data set name that was chosen for the interactive dialog control file.
If these changes are not made, you might have reserve contention problems (“deadly embrace”).

Allocate GENLIB and FDTLIB Libraries

The first step in configuring the interactive dialogs is to create the required libraries for GENLIB and FDTLIB:

• GENLIB is a PDS library with a RECFM of FB and a LRECL of 80. The BLKSIZE is determined by the installer. This
data set contains all generated JCL and access method control blocks (DBDs, clusters, and so on) generated by the
interactive dialog.

• FDTLIB is a normal PDS library whose DCB information should conform to the standards in your environment.

These libraries are allocated by running the SHRINS02 member of the JCL library after modifying the data set names to
conform to the requirements at your site.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit SHRINS02 in high-level.CIMTSAMP as described in the member and save your changes.
SHRINS02 is updated.

2. Submit SHRINS02 for execution.
The GENLIB and FDTLIB libraries are allocated.

Allocate and Initialize the Interactive Dialog Control File

You must allocate and initialize the interactive dialog control file after you allocate the required libraries for the interactive
dialogs.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify SHRINS03 in high-level.CIMTSAMP as follows and save your changes:
a. Update the ALLOC step to modify the IDCAMS control statements in the SYSIN data set to specify the correct data

set names at your site.
b. Update the INIT step to modify the input control statements.
SHRINS03 is updated.

2. Submit SHRINS03 for execution.
The interactive dialog control file is allocated and initialized.

Example: Input Control Statements

The format of the first input control statement follows:

C
Indicates that this is company data (a constant).

y (controlled) or n (open to general use)
Defines the access to various interface support services.

O
Reserved.
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deftdasd
Specifies the default DASD device type.

name
Specifies the name of the installation site. the company name.
Limits: 50 characters (including spaces).

The format of the second input control statement follows:

A
Indicates a constant for the authority code.

tsoid
Specifies the TSO logon ID of the primary authorized user to install and implement the interactive dialog.

lastname, firstname mi
Specifies the name of the primary authorized user. Include the comma to separate the last name from the first
name.
Limits: 25 characters

username
Specifies the authorized user. This is the name the interactive dialog addresses during processing and can
represent user name or user code developed at your site.
Limits: 15 characters

Modify Selected ISPF Members

Before you can logon to the interactive dialog, modify the CIMTPNL0, CIMTSKL0, and CIMTPARM libraries to conform to
the standard naming conventions of your site.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the member SFEP$UUI in the CIMTPNL0 library. This panel must contain the name or position title, or both, of
the person that has been assigned the responsibility of identifying authorized users of the product.

2. Modify the CIMTSKL0 as follows:
a. Supply the correct data set name for the SORTLIB DD statement in the SFESSORT skeleton. If the SORTLIB data

set is part of the installation LINKLST, delete the SORTLIB DD statement.
b. (Optional) Update the SFEEXSCD skeleton member if your processing environment uses a sort facility other

than DFSORT. The SFEEXSCD member contains the SORT control statements necessary for the SORT JCL in
SFESSORT.

c. Update the skeleton SFEVSAMP to conform to your VSAM buffer pool requirements. SFEVSAMP is used within
data sample extract JCL generated for an IMS database using the batch DL/I batch method.

3. Modify the member SHRISPF in the CIMTPARM library as follows:
– Change the CONTROL variable to reflect the actual data set name of the Interactive Dialog control file.
– Change the FDTLIB variable to reflect the actual data set name of the FDTLIB you allocated.
– Change the GENLIB variable to reflect the actual data set name of the GENLIB you allocated.
– Change the SYSOUT variable to specify the default SYSOUT class that is used by the interactive dialog.

NOTE
Valid SYSOUT class values are A-Z or 0-9.

Activate the Interactive Dialog

After set up the ISPF application for Compress Data Compression, activate the Interactive Dialog.
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WARNING
The primary authorized user, established earlier by the execution of the SHRINS03 job, must activate the
system.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu and select Compress Data Compression.
The Primary Services Menu appears.

2. Select Option 9 to perform control maintenance.
The Control Maintenance Menu appears.

3. Select Option 1.
The Maintain Installation Control Parameters panel appears.

4. Verify and modify the following fields:
INSTALLATION NAME

Specifies the name used on all interactive dialog reports and in various dialog panels.
SECURED CA-COMPRESS SERVICES

Indicates whether services are to be protected from unauthorized use.
CA-COMPRESS LEVEL

Indicates whether you have installed the full (F) or the Express (E) product.
DEFAULT DASD UNIT

Specifies the default DASD unit. You can change the value in this field when the control file is initialized. You can
also modify it on the panel. The value should be the unit specification used for any DASD device when work files
are allocated or JCL is generated.
Default: SYSDA

DEFAULT TAPE UNIT
Specifies the normal tape unit is TAPE. You can change the default value on this panel.

CURRENT DFP LEVEL
Specifies the current DFP level. This field has no initial default value. It must be specified during the dialog
initialization process, and must be changed whenever the installation upgrades its DFP level. This value must be
current because it affects the space and cost calculations performed by the test compression program.

CURRENCY UNIT
Specifies the currency type that you want to appear in your costing reports (For example, dollars, pounds). Enter
the name of the currency unit, not the symbol.

DASD PURCHASE COST
Specifies the amount that you spend to acquire new DASD devices, calculated for 1 MB. Enter the amount to the
hundredth of the currency unit.

DASD CHARGE/MO
Specifies the amount that your company charges its users for the use of 1 MB of DASD space for one month.
Specify the amount in hundredths of the currency unit.

PRIME BATCH CPU CHARGE
Specifies the amount that your company charges for one hour of CPU time to run batch jobs during prime time.

PRIME ON-LINE CPU CHARGE
Specifies the amount that your company charges for one hour of CPU time to run online applications during prime
time hours.

PRIME TIME EXCP CHARGE
Specifies the amount that your company charges for one thousand EXCPs during prime time.
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NIGHT BATCH CPU CHARGE
Specifies the amount that your company charges for one hour of CPU time to run batch jobs during non-prime
time hours.

NIGHT ON-LINE CPU CHARGE
Specifies the amount that your company charges for one hour of CPU time to run online applications during non-
prime time hours.

NIGHT TIME EXCP CHARGE
Specifies the amount that your company charges for one thousand EXCPs during non-prime time hours.

PROCESSOR SPEED
Specifies the speed of one of the processors in your CPU. The processor speed is entered in millions of
instructions per second (MIPs). For example, if you have a 32 MIP CPU and the CPU has two processors, you
calculate 32 MIP divided by 2 processors; the processor speed would be 16. If you have a 32 MIP CPU and the
CPU has 4 processors, you calculate 32 MIP divided by 4 processors; the processor speed would be 8.

Press Enter.
The installation control parameters are updated.

5. Select Option 2.
The User Maintenance Menu appears.

6. Select Option C, enter your own TSO ID, and press Enter.
The User Data Maintenance panel appears.

7. Indicate which Interactive Dialog Services you are using by placing Y in the appropriate fields and pressing Enter. 
The User Maintenance Menu reappears.

8. Exit the User Maintenance Menu to return to the Control Maintenance Menu.
9. Select Option 3.

The Maintain Default Data Set Name panel appears.
10. Complete both sections of the panel.

The interactive dialog is ready for use by authorized users.

Authorize a User for the Interactive Dialog

Each user of the interactive dialog must be identified as an authorized user to the system. You can also update the user
data and delete authorized users in the control file.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Primary Services Menu and select Option 9 (Maintain CA-Compress Interactive Dialog Control Data). 
The Control Maintenance Menu appears.

2. Select Option 2.

NOTE
Select Option L to select from a list of authorized users. Press the END key to print.

The User Maintenance Menu appears.
3. Enter the new user’s TSO ID, A for the type of maintenance desired, and press Enter.

The User Data Maintenance panel appears.

NOTE
Select Option C first to update an existing user or D to delete an authorized user from the control file.

4. Complete the following fields:
– Enter the name of the new user (last, first, middle initial) in the FULL NAME field.
– Enter the name by which the user prefers to be called in the MESSAGE NAME field.
– Enter Y after each basic service the user is to be authorized to use.
When the maintenance is complete, press Enter to save the changes.
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Enable Compression Support for the Non-IMS Environment
You can enable Compress Data Compression compression when executing a utility where a valid IMS environment
does not exist. This support is provided by a unique load library (IMSUT.LOAD) that contains the special version of the
IMSHRINK program.

To install the IMSUT.LOAD library, execute the JCL that is provided in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(SHRINS04) member.

Specify the IMSUT.LOAD library first in the STEPLIB concatenation in any unload or reload utility jobs for databases that
also use Compress Data Compression.

NOTE
The IMSUT load library is required when using Compress Data Compression with the BMC MAXM® Reorg/
Online parallel processing.

Additional Setup for Users of SHEXMODS and SHRKEXPD
When using modules with historical names of SHEXMODS or SHRKEXPD, you can keep referencing them in your
environment by creating additional setup.

The support is provided via ALIASes pointing to new modules. To create ALIASes for either of these modules, execute the
JCL that is provided in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(SHRCIN05) member.

Increase Maximum Number of Active File Descriptor Tables
Each segment type to be compressed has an associated file description table (FDT), which can be shared between
segment types. However, if the number of shared FDTs in use during the period in which the system is up exceeds 350
(the default maximum), IMS terminates with a user abend and a message. To prevent this error, increase the default
SHRINKCB CSECT. You can set the active file descriptor table parameter during the initial configuration or at any time.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the hlq.CIMTSAMP(SHRMAXN) member to increase the default maximum number of different FDTs.
SHRMAXN is updated.

2. Assemble and linkedit the SHRINKCB load module using the JCL in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(SHRINS01).
The maximum number of different FDTs is updated.

Using Compress Data Compression

How Database Compression Works

To compress a database using Compress Data Compression, follow these steps:

1.  Select a database for compression.
2.  Test database compression.

The compression ratio depends on the data stored in the database and on the accuracy of RDL that describes the
characteristics of the data. Compress Data Compression lets you test the compression on a data sample before you
compress the database.
Perform a series of test compressions and tailor RDL to achieve the best compression ratio.

3.  Create DBD for database compression.
Based on the results of the test compressions, select segments to compress and create a compression DBD.

4.  Unload and reload the database.
Unload the database using the old DBD and then reload the database using the newly created compression DBD.
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Preparing for Database Compression
Contents

Database Compression Considerations

Databases are not automatically good candidates for compression. Consider the following when choosing databases for
compression:

• Databases with random primary access are better candidates, because random access corresponds better with normal
online operation.

• Consider carefully a database whose primary access is sequential. The run time of the program may increase to what
could be considered an unacceptable level.

• A database is compressed on a segment-by-segment basis, not a whole. Segments containing fewer than 20 bytes
of compressible area may cost more in compression and expansion overhead than the amount of DASD space would
justify.

JCL Requirements

To access compressed records in an online environment or when executing batch programs that access compressed
segment data, the Compress Data Compression load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD) requires APF-authorization. Include the
hlq.CIMTLOAD load library and the FDT library in the STEPLIB concatenation.

When executing a utility where a valid IMS environment does not exist for databases that also use Compress Data
Compression, specify the IMSUT.LOAD library first in the STEPLIB concatenation. This library contains the special version
of the IMSHRINK program that enables compression support for this environment.

NOTE
For more information, see Enable Compression Support for the Non-IMS Environment.

Database Compression Controls

We recommend that you consider the following information before specifying compression controls:

• Sharing an FDT between two or more segments
• Using an RDL for a database segment
• Controlling the size of a compressed segment

Share an FDT between Two or More Segments

You can use single FDT by multiple segments to conserve resources. In the shared FDT environment, the base segment
uses its own RDL; the sharing segments use the RDL of the base segment. Therefore, when you modify the RDL of a
base segment, the RDL of every segment that shares the FDT changes too.

To find whether a segment shares the FDT of another segment, see the Stored Data Report for a database. If the report
indicates that a segment shares the FDT of another segment, the report identifies the base segment of the FDT and the
database where it is found. If the report indicates that the segment is the base for a shared FDT, the report lists all of the
segments sharing the FDT.

Typically, an FDT is shared only between segments in the same database. We recommend that you do not share an FDT
between databases, though it is possible to share an FDT created for a segment in another database.

The following methods are available for FDT sharing:

• Method SHR=SFS -- This method is valid for the segments that have the same field structure.
• Method SHR=YES -- This method is valid for the segments that have the same basic characteristics, but the structure

may be different.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Option 3, Modify User Parameters, from the IMS Support Services Menu.
The User Parameter Maintenance Menu panel appears.

2. Select Option 4, FDT User Parameters.
The IMS User FDT Parameter Maintenance panel appears, displaying a list of the FDT control parameters for each
segment in the database.

3. Specify FDT sharing settings in the following fields:
– FDT NAME
– SHR
– SRCE DBD
– SRCE SEG
Press Enter each time after you change a segment to save your update and continue.
Press the End PF key after you updated all segments to leave the FDT parameter maintenance panel.
The FDT share settings are saved.

Method 1 -- SHR=SFS

For segments that have the same field structure, specify the following FDT sharing parameters:

• Specify an SHR=SFS for all segments that share the FDT.
• For base segment:

– Enter the name of the FDT to be shared in the FDT NAME field.
– Enter the name of the segment (SEG NAME) in the SRCE SEG field.
– If the segment is in another database, enter the name of the DBD in the SRCE DBD field. Otherwise, the field is

blank.
• For other segments:

– Enter the name of the FDT to be shared in the FDT NAME field.
– Enter the name of the base segment in the SRCE SEG field.
– If the base segment is in another database, enter the name of the DBD in the SRCE DBD field. Otherwise, the field

is blank.

Method 2 -- SHR=YES

Use the SHR=YES for segments that have the same basic characteristics but different field structure. The segments must
have the same length noncompressible key area, and the remainder of the RDL for the segment is defined as C1VER. If
these two conditions exist, the segments can share the RDL:

Nx,C1VER

x
Specifies the noncompressible key area.

When using the SHR=YES method, specify the following FDT sharing parameters:

• Specify SHR=YES for all segments.
• For the base segment, do not change the value of the fields SRCE DBD and SRCE SEG.
• For other segments:

– Enter the name of FDT in the FDT name field.
– Enter the name of the base segment in the SRCE SEG field.
– If the base segment is in another database, enter the name of the DBD in the SRCE DBD field. Otherwise, this field

is blank.
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Enter or Update the RDL for a Database Segment

You can enter a prepared custom RDL for a database segment.

WARNING
Do not change the RDL for a database segment until you have verified that the segment does not share an FDT
with another segment.

Follow these steps:

1. From the IMS Support Services Menu, select Option 3, User Parameters Maintenance.
The IMS User Parameter Maintenance Menu appears.

2. Enter the name of DBD you want to process in the DBD NAME field and press Enter.

NOTE
If this is the first function you have selected for this session, the DBD name field is blank. If other functions
have been performed, this field shows the name of the last DBD referenced.

The DBD name is set up.
3. Select Option 3, RDL User Parameters.

The IMS User RDL Maintenance Selection panel displays a list of the compressible segments in the database,
together with the information about the segment key and the number of compressible bytes the segment contains.

4. Enter S in the select field in front of the segment you want to modify and press Enter.
The IMS User RDL Parameter Maintenance panel appears, displaying the current RDL for the segment.

NOTE
The RDL for the segment key is protected and cannot be altered. The remaining RDL is for the compressible
area.

5. Enter or modify the RDL for the compressible area. You can use up to 11 lines of 78 bytes each for the segment RDL.

NOTE
To discard the changes, press End PF key before you save the changes.

6. Press Enter.
The new RDL is saved, and the list of segments appears again. The select field in front of the segment contains
an asterisk (*) if the segment has been selected during this session. You can select segments multiple times for
RDL maintenance in the same session. You can select another segment for RDL maintenance or can end the RDL
maintenance task.

NOTE
If you have made any errors in specifying the RDL, an error message appears in the upper right-hand corner
of the screen and the cursor appears at the location of the error. To obtain more information about the error,
press Help PF key. Correct the error in the RDL and press Enter.

Control the Size of a Compressed Segment

You can control the size of a compressed segment using the PAD facility or by specifying a minimum size for the segment,
or both. The PAD is applied first and then checked against the MIN SIZE specification.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Option 3 from the Support Services Menu.
The IMS User Parameter Maintenance Menu appears.

2. Select Option 4, FDT User Parameters.
The IMS User FDT Parameter Maintenance panel appears, displaying a list of segments in the database.

3. Specify the segment size in the following fields:
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– PAD LEN
– PAD TYPE
– MIN SIZE
Press End PF key.
The segment size settings are stored and the IMS User Parameter Maintenance panel appears.

Padding Facility for Compressed Segments

The padding facility tells Compress Data Compression to add padding to the segment after it has been compressed to the
smallest possible size. The padding is done only for segment insert. Padding helps reduce VSAM CI splits. You can use
any of the following padding types:

• By adding a specific number of bytes to the compressed segment.
To use this type, specify the following values:
– PAD TYP = N
– PAD LEN = number (1 through 255 bytes)

• By padding the compressed segment by a percentage of the number of bytes saved during compression. The following
formula is used to calculate the percentage:

A+(((B-A)*P)/100),

A
Specifies the length of the compressed segment.

B
Specifies the length of the uncompressed segment.

P
Specifies the percentage.

To use this type, specify the following values:
– PAD TYP = P
– PAD LEN = number (1 through 99)

 

MINSIZE
Specifies the minimum length of a compressed segment, beyond which the routines do not compress segments.
Using the MINSIZE specifications helps reduce the probability of VSAM CI splits during replacement operations
and the variation in length of compressed segments. During replacement operations, the segments are less likely
to increase in length. You can change the MINSIZE value any time without reloading the database.
Specify 0 to compress the segment to its smallest possible size. A non-zero MINSIZE should be greater than the
number of bytes from the beginning of the segment through the end of the segment key, if any, plus 5 bytes.
If omitted, MINSIZE defaults to 0 and no lower limit is imposed on the length of compressed segments.

First-use Recommendation

For the first-time use, we recommend the following:

• Specify one database to compress, rather than trying to compress several databases at one time.
• Use the default values for most steps.
• Use the data sample that contains 10 percent of the total occurrences of each segment to compress.

Maintaining File Description Table
Contents
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About File Description Table

A File Description Table (FDT) contains complete information that is needed to change the form of the file from
uncompressed to compressed and conversely. FDT is a short 1- through 8-KB sequential data set.

Each file processed must have an FDT. FDT stores information such as code tables, edited record definitions, or file
characteristics.

After a file is compressed, the data contained in the file appears unintelligible because its coding structure is modified
during file compression. The FDT contains the information required to return the file or individual records from the file to its
original uncompressed form. Control of the FDT is equivalent to control of the file. You can use the FDT control as a part
of the security system to limit access to compressed, and thus, encrypted files.

You can convert FDT to a load module stored as a member of a load library PDS with the FDTLOADR Utility. Converting
FDTs to load modules can reduce JCL coding in application programs.

Refresh FDTs without Bringing IMS Down

Refreshing FDTs while IMS is still running can help you when adding actual data to a segment that was defined but had
no occurrences in the database.

WARNING
Perform this procedure with extreme care. Using the wrong FDT can cause data loss.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop all the databases that use the FDT.
2. Restart all the databases that use the FDT. This causes a fresh copy of the FDT to be loaded from the FDT library.

Recreate a Lost or Damaged FDT

FDTs are generated into the Interactive Dialog FDTLIB. The information used to create FDTs and a copy of the FDT are
stored in the Interactive Dialog Control File.

As each FDT is created, it is assigned a control number that is created and maintained by the Dialog. The control number,
more commonly referred to as the Integrity Check Block (ICB), identifies a specific version of the FDT, no matter how
many times that FDT is created. Each FDT has a unique ICB which becomes part of each segment or record compressed.
The ICB contains a 14-bit binary number; given the length of this binary number, the Dialog can generate and identify
16,383 unique FDTs.

The Production FDT Services of the Interactive Dialog let you list all FDTs and regenerate any FDTs that the original load
module has been destroyed for.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 8 from the Primary Services Menu of the Interactive Dialog.
2. Select option I to Generate a Stored FDT Index List.
3. Determine the FDT ID of the FDT by finding the name of the FDT on the list. Because several versions of an FDT

might exist, verify the following:
– The DBD name of the file code
– The date of creation
– The name of the creator

4. Select option 1 from the Primary Services Menu.
5. Enter the FDT ID.

The information regarding the FDT displays.
6. Enter Y or N as appropriate to confirm that the FDT is correct.

The FDT is now generated and placed in the Interactive Dialog FDTLIB.
7. Move the new FDT to the library where your production FDTs reside.
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How to Test an IMS Database Compression
Before you attempt a database compression using Compress Data Compression, test the database compression
settings using a data sample. Testing database compression on a data sample helps you judge the effectiveness of the
compression settings for each database segment and customize the compression settings.

This procedure does not compress the actual database, but simulates the compression process on the extracted sample.
The results of the database compression test are printed to your default SYSOUT class. A Test Compression report
indicates the compression percentage that you can expect using the current compression controls.

Typical compression results using default Record Definition Language (RDL) range from about 30 to 50 percent, and may
vary even further, due to the nature of the specific database. If your compression test results are in or near this range, and
you find the total compression results acceptable, take the next step, and compress your database. If the compression
test results are unacceptable, do any of the following:

• Specify another database for testing compression.
• Customize the RDL to improve compression.

We recommend that you first gain experience on a few databases using the default values before you attempt any
fine-tuning. All results of the definition process to date are saved in the Interactive Dialog Control File, and you can
fine-tune and implement compression on the database later. Remember that fine-tuning the RDL for a segment can
increase compression, but can also increase the CPU overhead.

To test a database compression, follow these steps:

1. (Optional) View results of previous compression tests
2. Analyze the database
3. View results of database analysis
4. Specify parameters for data sample extraction
5. Generate JCL for database compression test
6. Run database compression test
7. (Optional) Refine RDL for segments

View Results of Previous Compression Tests

Before you run a database compression test, determine if the database has already been analyzed and tested, so
that you can compare results of the previous and current test runs. The Index List report lists all of the databases that
are currently defined to the Interactive Dialog Control File with the information about database analysis and results of
compression tests.

To view results of previous compression tests, select option I from the IMS Support Services Menu.

A list of the recorded databases appears. To produce a printed copy of the list, press the End PF key.

Analyze the Database

Database analysis introduces a database to Compress Data Compression and provides you with detail information about
the structure and content of a database. Use this information to specify proper parameters for data sample extraction.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Option 1, Support, from the Interactive Dialog Primary Services Menu.
The IMS Support Services Menu appears.

2. Select Option 1, Analyze a Database, from the IMS Support Services Menu.
The Database Analysis panel appears.

3. Provide the following information and press Enter:
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– The name of the DBD to be analyzed.
– The name of the DBDLIB that contains the DBD load module. The standard DBDLIB name or the name of the last

DBDLIB that you used displays initially. If the DBDLIB name is the same, scroll down to the database title field.
– The title of the IMS database. We recommend that you provide a meaningful title for the database.
The Interactive Dialog obtains and analyzes the DBD load module and stores the results in the Interactive Dialog
Control File.

NOTE
When the analysis is complete, a message appears in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, notifying
you on the successful completion or an error. If the meaning of the message is not clear, press the Help PF
key and a complete message appears. If the complete message requires more space than is available on
one screen, a second message directs you to press the Help PF key again to display subsequent panels.

View Results of Database Analysis

When the database analysis is performed, the information about the database is stored in the Interactive Dialog Control
File. The Stored Data report shows the results of the database analysis.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Option 1, Support, from the Interactive Dialog Primary Services Menu.
The IMS Support Services Menu appears.

2. Select Option 2, Generate a Database Report, from the IMS Support Services Menu.
3. Enter the DBD name of the IMS database that is the base for the report and press Enter.

The Stored Data Report appears.
4. Press the End PF key.

The Report Printing Options panel appears.
5. Specify the report printing options as follows and press Enter:

– Enter YES in the HARDCOPY OPTION field.
– Enter any valid SYSOUT class in the SYSOUT CLASS field.
– Enter the number of copies that you want to print in the NUMBER OF COPIES field.
The Stored Data report is printed to the specified SYSOUT print class.

Specify Parameters for Data Sample Extraction

Based on the database information provided in the Stored Data Report and the SMUII or reorganization report, you can
specify criteria for data sample extraction. The following criteria determine the data sample:

• The beginning and end of the area in the database from where you extract the sample
• The quantity of occurrences to select for the sample

The following extraction parameters specify the data to include in the sample:

BYPASS
Specifies the number of database records (in thousands) to bypass before the extraction of the data sample
begins.
Default: 0
Example: Enter 10 to start the extraction after 10,000 occurrences of the segment have been bypassed.

EXTRACT
Specifies the number of database records to extract to form the data sample. The following values are available:
ALL

Specifies that the extraction progresses all the way through the database after the extraction has begun.
This is the default.
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number
Specifies the number of database records (in thousands) to be extracted to form the data sample.

Example: Enter 10 to stop the extraction after 10,000 occurrences of the segment have been extracted.
SKIP

Specifies the number of database records to skip between each database record that is extracted.
Default: 0
Examples:

• Enter 0 to extract all records once extraction has begun.
• Enter 1 to extract half of the segments (skips every other record).
• Enter 3 to extract 25 percent of the segments (skips three records between each extracted record).

NOTE

The percentage values are based on the segments between the beginning and ending boundaries
specified for the extract. Only if you use the default values for the BYPASS and EXTRACT parameters
the percentage reflects the entire database. Increasing the value of the SKIP parameter decreases the
quantity of segments extracted.

To receive valid and useful data sample for compression test with a reasonable use of resources, consider the following
when you specify the data sample extraction parameters:

• The data sample should contain 10,000 occurrences of a segment.
• If a segment has fewer than 20 bytes of compressible data, specify the EXTRACT parameter with a value of 000.
• If a segment has fewer than 10,000 occurrences, specify the EXTRACT parameter with a value of ALL.
• If a segment has from 10,000 through 20,000 occurrences, extract at least 10,000 by specifying the EXTRACT

parameter with a value of ALL, and the SKIP parameter with a value of 1. You can also extract ALL occurrences by
leaving the SKIP parameter at its default value of 0.

• If a segment has more than 20,000 occurrences, extract at least 10,000 occurrences and use the SKIP or BYPASS
parameters to spread the extraction across the entire database.

• If a segment has more than 50,000 occurrences, limit the extraction to 20 percent of the occurrences.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1, Support, from the Interactive Dialog Primary Services Menu.
The IMS Support Services Menu appears.

2. Select option 3 from the IMS Support Services Menu.
The IMS User Parameter Maintenance Menu panel appears.

3. Enter the name of the database and option 2 and press Enter.
The IMS Data Sample Extract Parameter Maintenance panel appears, displaying the root segment name.

4. Specify the extraction parameters and press the End PF key.
For the first-time use, we recommend that you specify the default values as follows:
– Specify 0 for BYPASS or SKIP.
– Specify ALL for EXTRACT.
The IMS User Parameter Maintenance Menu appears.

5. Select option 5, Data Set Names.
A list of required ddnames that were recorded when the DBD was first analyzed appears. All of the DBDs that were
directly or indirectly associated with the current DBD were examined.

6. Enter or correct the data set names for each ddname to extract the sample data directly from the database using DL/I
or HSSR calls, and press the End PF key. You can enter one or more data set names.
The database is identified, and the IMS User Parameter Maintenance Menu panel appears.
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Generate JCL for Database Compression Test

The database compression test is performed by executing the following JCL members:

• Extract JCL–Extracts the data sample.
• Byte distribution and test compression JCL–Examines byte distribution and database compression controls.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 4, Generate JCL for Testing, from the IMS Support Services Menu.
The IMS JCL Generation Menu panel appears.

2. Enter the DBD name and press Enter.
The IMS JCL Generation Menu for the specified database type appears.

3. Enter the database identification information, specify parameters for JCL generation as follows and press Enter:
JOB CARDS

Specifies the JOB statement to use with the test jobs.
Limits: four lines

MBR NAME PREFIX
Specifies the prefix to use when creating the JCL members in the GENLIB. The first member is the extract JCL,
the second member contains the byte distribution and the test compression JCL. Generating the JCL for both
members is done only once for each extraction selection.
Limits: seven characters

JCL TYPE
Specifies the type of the data sample extraction. The following values are available:
1

Extracts data sample from database using batch DL/I calls.
2

Extracts data sample from database using BMP DL/I calls.
3

Extracts data sample from database using batch HSSR calls.
Note: You can select this option only if your installation has installed the HSSR facility.

X
Exits JCL generation session without generating any JCL.

An IMS Data Extraction JCL Generation panel for the specified database type and extract option appears.
4. Enter or verify the information required for each selection.

– For option 1, Extract using Batch DLI calls, enter the following:
• PSB name and PCB number
• Library (PSBLIB or ACBLIB) to retrieve the PSB from
• Correct PSBLIB, ACBLIB, and RESLIB data set names

NOTE
PSB language must be COBOL or Assembler. PL/I is not supported. The PCB must have sensitivity to
every segment in the database.

– For option 2, Extract using BMP DLI calls, enter:
• PSB name and PCB number
• IMS Control Region ID
• Correct RESLIB data set name

Press Enter.
The second IMS Data Extraction JCL Generation panel appears.

5. Enter the required allocation information for the extracted sample data set and press Enter.
Two JCL members are generated.
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Run Database Compression Test

To run database compression test, execute the two JCL members you created in the previous step as follows:

1. Execute the extraction JCL.
2. Execute the byte distribution and test compression JCL.

The results of the database compression test are printed to your default SYSOUT class.

NOTE
You can rerun byte distribution and test compression JCL after modifying the RDL to obtain better compression
results. In this case, resubmit the JCL from the second member only.

Now that you have tested compression settings on a data sample, you can analyze the test results. If your compression
test results are not acceptable, you can specify another database for compression test or customize the compression
settings. If you find the total compression results acceptable, you can implement compression on your production
database.

How to Refine RDL for Segments

When you run a compression test, Compress Data Compression builds a record of compressions achieved, compares the
compression record to other test runs, and stores the RDL information in the Control File. You can view the results of test
compression in the Test Compression report.

Retain these reports when you perform repeated testing. When the Best Test field on the Test Compression Report does
not reflect the current test number, refer to the report for the best test to re-enter the RDL producing the best results for
the segment.

You can respecify RDL for various segments and perform the testing procedure again. If you change the RDL for a
segment, the Byte Distribution Analysis (BDA) for the segment is invalidated and the procedure must be re-executed. The
process can be repeated as often as needed until you have obtained the compression that you want to achieve for the
database.

As you fine-tune the RDL for the segments in the database, follow these steps:

1. Specify the RDL you have devised for each segment. Choose Option 3, RDL User Parameters, from the User
Parameter Maintenance Menu.

2. Specify any FDT sharing to be used. Choose Option 4, FDT User Parameters, from the User Parameter Maintenance
Menu. 

3. Execute the JCL to calculate byte distribution and perform test compression.
4. Evaluate the results of the test compression.

Implement an IMS Database for Compression

Implement a Database under Compress Data Compression Controls:

1. Select Option 5, Implement Database Under Compress Data Compression Controls from the IMS Support Services
Menu.
The IMS Database Implementation Menu appears.

2. Enter the DBD of the database and press Enter.
The IMS Database Implementation Menu appears.

3. Select Option 1, Select Segments for Compression.
The IMS Segment Selection panel appears, displaying the FDT SHARE status (a default value of NO displays for each
segment for a given database), and an area for comments.

4. For each segment in the list, enter one of the following options:
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F
Compress using an FDT compression.

E
Compress using Express compression.

C
Cancel any previous compression for a given segment.

Press End PF key.
The segment selection is saved and the IMS Database Implementation Menu appears.

5. Select Option 2, Generate Modified DBD Source Macros.
The DBD Generation panel appears.

6. Specify the following information and press Enter:
– Source DBDLIB
– Source DBD Name
– CA-Compress DBD Name
– (Optional) Reorganization DBD Name

NOTE
The purpose of the optional Reorganization DBD Name macros is to permit the reorganization of the
database without having to expand and compress the segments.

The SEGM macro is modified for each flagged segment. For an FDT compression, SEGCC macros are created and
inserted for each segment for which an FDT was generated. The modified DBD macros are stored in GENLIB.

7. Exit the Interactive Dialog.
8. Assemble the DBD macros for the database.

NOTE
To make the SEGCC macro accessible to assemble the new DBD, concatenate the Compress Data
Compression sample library to the SYSLIB DD statement of your DBD Assembly proc.

9. Unload the database specifying the old DBD.
10. Move the new sources to the Production Library as follows:

– For the FDT compression, move the new FDTs and DBD macros into the Production Library.
a. Move the FDT modules and Compress Data Compression load modules into IMSVS.RESLIB or into a separate

library of your choice. If you do not place them in the IMSVS.RESLIB, modify the JCL of every job that accesses
the database. The modification consists of concatenating the libraries that contain the FDTs and load modules
to a STEPLIB or JOBLIB DD statement.

b. Move the new DBD module into the appropriate DBD libraries and perform an ACB GEN to do a DBD BUILD.
– For the Express compression, move the new DBD module into the appropriate DBD libraries and perform an ACB

GEN to do a DBD BUILD.
11. Reload the database using the new DBD macros and FDTs.

NOTE
If the necessary FDTs are not accessible to the compressed database, a 3997 ABEND occurs.

When the reorganization is complete, the database is under the control of Compress Data Compression or Express.

NOTE
The actual compression is performed during the reload procedure.

Delete an IMS Database From the Control File

If compressing is not desirable, there are two possible follow-up steps. You can leave the database information in the
Control File for reference purposes, or you can delete the database from the Control File.
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NOTE
You can delete information about a database that has already been compressed. However, we recommend
that you do not delete the test results for the data sets that have been or are about to be compressed using
Compress Data Compression.

1. Select Option 8, Delete Obsolete Database Information, from the IMS Support Services Menu.
The Delete Database from Compress Control File panel appears.

2. Enter the DBD name of the database to delete, and press Enter.
The IMS DBD Data Deletion Confirmation panel appears.

3. Enter Y in the Confirm Delete field and press Enter.
The information about the database is erased from the control file.

NOTE
If you entered the wrong DBD name, enter N in the Confirm Delete field and press Enter or the End PF key
to cancel the delete.

How to Change a Database Controlled by Compress Data Compression

When changes are made to the structure of an IMS database that has been already compressed and under the control
of Compress Data Compression, adjust the compression control parameters. The process of adjusting the compression
control parameters depends on the nature of the changes.

When the changes to the database affect the Compress Data Compression-controlled segments or the physical structure
of the database changes, follow these steps:

1. Generate a Stored Data report with the information about the database that is currently stored in the Control File.
2. Create an uncompressed test version of the database in its new structure. This can be accomplished with a database

reorganization or restructure which used the normal Compress Data Compression DBD to unload the data and the
new structure DBD without any Compress Data Compression controls to do the restructure or restore.

3. Delete the information about the database from the Control File after the Stored Data Report has been generated.
4. Analyze the new database structure as if it has never been processed previously.

For the following kinds of changes, modify the Compress Data Compression version of the DBD for the macro:

• For changes in the length of a segment under the control of Compress Data Compression, correct the bytes parameter
in the SEGM macro for the segment:
– For variable-length non-DEDB segments, the maximum length required is 12 bytes larger than the defined length.
– For fixed-length segments compressed with a variable RDL, such as C1VER, or DEDB segments, the length

remains the same.
NOTE
For fixed-length segments compressed with a fixed RDL, such as C1Fxx, execute the previous four steps to
build a new FDT.

• For changes to any of the segments not under the control of Compress Data Compression, regenerate the DBD using
the Interactive Dialog DBD generation service.

Remove Compression from an IMS Database
You can remove undesirable compression from the database.

After you remove compression, you can leave the database information in the Control File for reference purposes, or you
can delete the database from the Control File.

1. Select Option 5 Implement Database Under Compress Data Compression Controls from the IMS Support
Services menu. The IMS Database Implementation menu appears.

2. Enter the DBD of the database and press Enter. The IMS Database Implementation menu appears.
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3. Select Option 1 Select Segments for Compression. The IMS Segment Selection panel appears, displaying the FDT
SHARE status (a default value of NO displays for each segment for a given database), and an area for comments.

4. For each segment in the list, enter one of the following characters (use C for this scenario):
F

Compress using an FDT compression.
E

Compress using Express compression.
C

Cancel any previous compression for a given segment.

Press the End PF key. The segment selection is saved and the IMS Database Implementation  menu appears:

1. Select Option 2 Generate Modified DBD Source Macros.
The DBD Generation panel appears.

2. Specify the following information and press Enter:
– Source DBDLIB
– Source DBD Name
– CA-Compress DBD Name
– (Optional) Reorganization DBD Name

NOTE
The purpose of the optional Reorganization DBD Name macros is to permit the reorganization of the
database without having to expand and compress the segments.

The SEGM macro is modified for each flagged segment. The modified DBD macros are stored in GENLIB.
3. Exit the Interactive Dialog.
4. Assemble the DBD macros for the database.
5. Unload the database in expanded format (parameter EXPAND=YES), specifying the old DBD.
6. Move the new sources to the Production Library as follows:

– Move the new DBD module into the appropriate DBD libraries
– Perform an ACB GEN to do a DBD BUILD.

7. Reload the database using the new DBD macros.

When the reorganization is complete, the database is no longer under the control of Compress Data Compression or
Express.

Delete an IMS Database From the Control File

After you remove compression from a database, you can delete the database from the Control File.

NOTE
You can delete information about a database that has already been compressed. However, we recommend that
you do not delete the test results for the data sets that have been or will be compressed using Compress Data
Compression.

1. Select Option 8 Delete Obsolete Database Information, from the IMS Support Services menu.
The Delete Database from Compress Control File panel appears.

2. Enter the DBD name of the database to delete, and press Enter. The IMS DBD Data Deletion Confirmation panel
appears.

3. Enter Y in the Confirm Delete field and press Enter. The information about the database is erased from the control
file.

NOTE
If you entered the wrong DBD name, enter N in the Confirm Delete field and press Enter or the End PF key
to cancel the delete.
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How to Compress a Database without the Interactive Dialog
The applications programs require only minor JCL additions (for example, STEPLIB DD statements to FDT library and
IMS modules) to access compressed database segments.

The whole process of implementing Compress Data Compression without the Interactive Dialog comprises the following
phases:

1. Database Prepass -- The database segments to compress are defined with the standard Record Description
Language (RDL). The IMSPASS utility executes as an IMS application program to generate a File Descriptor Table
(FDT) for each segment type. See How to Describe Segments with RDL for more information.

2. Database Compression -- The database to compress is unloaded, the IMSHRINK interface is specified as the
compression routine in a DBD generation and the database is reloaded. Database reload invokes the user IMSHRINK
exit, resulting in a database with compressed segments. IMS execution invokes IMSHRINK (based on DBD
specification) for retrieve, insert, replace, or load operations, as shown in the following illustration.
Figure 4: How IMS Retrieves Compressed Data
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Figure 5: How IMS Loads Compressed Data

User Constraints

General constraints are as follows:

• The PSB referenced in IMSPASS cannot show PL/I as the program language.
• Compressed segments cannot be processed by a user-supplied edit exit. Only one COMPRTN is allowed per SEGM

macro. This is an IMS constraint.
• The entire segment sequence field, from the start of the segment through the end of the key, must be left

uncompressed. This is done through the type N RDL specification.

Database Integrity

Compress Data Compression helps minimize the loss of database integrity or the possibility of abnormal termination in a
production environment by performing the following:

• Self-checking and error analysis features to trap specification errors during execution of the IMSPASS utility, DBD
generation, or the IMS reorganization or reload utility.

• Including redundancy-checking logic to verify that each expanded record (segment) is identical to the record before
compression.

Assuming initial database integrity and error-free application programs, further errors should not occur.
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How to Define a Database to Compress Data Compression

To define a database, perform the following actions for each segment type to be compressed:

1. Specify the characteristics of the segment type using the Record Definition Language (RDL).
Each segment type can be defined in fine detail, to the field level or less. The level of detail depends on the knowledge
of segment content and an evaluation of the trade-off between compression and overhead. The segment key fields are
described as fields that are not compressed. The remainder of the segment type is described to whatever extent you
need to balance compression obtained and execution performance.
For more information, see How to Describe Segments with RDL.

2. Execute the IMSPASS utility.
This utility creates the File Descriptor Table (FDT) for the segment type. The FDT contains compression and
expansion data that Compress Data Compression uses to encode or decode a segment. If a segment shares an FDT,
do not execute IMSPASS for the segment.
IMSPASS is executed once for each segment type to be compressed. Trial compression statistics are then analyzed,
and a determination is made regarding whether coding RDL compression specifications in finer detail is required to
obtain better compression.
For more information, see IMSPASS Utility.

3. (Optional) Review the RDL to improve compression. To permit efficient experimentation, the prepassed segments
read by IMSPASS can be written to a sequential data set (OUTDB). The File Prepass Utility then reads this data set to
evaluate the effectiveness of the revised segment description and to create the FDT for the segment.

4. Convert the FDT to load module format on the FDT library using the FDTLOADR utility.
When the compression is satisfactory, the FDT is loaded onto the FDT library with the FDTLOADR Utility.
For more information, see FDTLOADR Utility.

The following diagram illustrates the process of defining a database to Compress Data Compression:
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Figure 6: Database Definition to Compress Data Compression

 

IMSPASS Utility

The IMSPASS utility provides the following execution capacity:

• Reads and edits the RDL statements describing the segment type.
• Validates the RDL specifications by a prepass of a user-specified sample of segments.
• Performs trial compression (optional) and calculate compression statistics for a user-specified sample of segments.

Compression is performed, but the database is not altered.
• Generates the File Descriptor Table (FDT) for the segment type.

A separate IMSPASS step must be executed for each segment type to be compressed. The utility executes as a batch
IMS application program. IMSPASS execution is controlled by an input file with keyword parameters, most likely an input
stream data set:

imsnames
I/O: both
Specifies standard IMS JCL requirements for batch program execution, defining the database to DFSLI000.
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PARMFL
I/O: I
Specifies the IMSPASS Parameter File specifying execution options.

RECDEF
I/O: I
Specifies the RDL statements describing the segment type.

TABL00
I/O: O
Specifies the FDT for the segment type prepassed. A sequential data set.

OUTDB
I/O: O
Specifies the sequential output data set (optional) of prepassed segments. This file can be input to the File
Prepass Utility with different RDL specifications to determine the optimal compression method.
IMSPASS forces the following DCB specifications for this data set:

• RECFM=U is used for both fixed-length and variable-length segments. The RDL input to the File Prepass
Utility specifies the actual record (segment type) format.

• BLKSIZE reflects the largest segment length of the data set. The IMSPASS output indicates the actual
maximum length.

OUTFILE
I/O: O
(Optional) Specifies a dummy data set required only if trial compression statistics are accepted (you specify the
C= parameter). The DD statement is as follows:
//OUTFILE DD DUMMY, DCB=(LRECL=x,BLKSIZE=y)

x
Specifies the maximum segment size + 8.

y
x + 4

PRINT
I/O: O
Specifies a print data set (SYSOUT) to record RDL input, prepass and compression statistics, and error
messages.
DCB=(LRECL=121,RECFM=FB, ... )

SYSUDUMP
I/O: O
Specifies a print data set (SYSOUT).

IMSPASS Parameters

The IMSPASS Parameter File (PARMFL) is an 80-character input record with the following characteristics:

• Keyword parameters separated by commas appearing in columns 1-71.
• More than one record may be input. Continuation is indicated by a comma following the last parameter on the record.
• The last record is recognized by the presence of data in column 71 (except for a comma), or the lack of a comma

following the last parameter of the card. The BEGIN parameter is an exception.

SEG=segname
(Required) Specifies the name of the segment. The name of the segment must correspond to the SEGM macro
segname specification.
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P=nn|ALL
(Required) Specifies the number of records (in thousands) to be prepassed. The following values are available:
ALL

Prepasses the entire database.
nn

Prepasses the specified number (in thousands).
Example: P=003 prepasses 3000 records or the entire database, whichever occurs first.

C=nn|ALL
(Optional) Specifies the number of records (in thousands) to be subjected to trial compression. We recommend
that you use this parameter to obtain compression statistics and verify RDL specifications beyond syntax check.
The following values are available:
ALL

Specifies the entire database.
nn

Specifies the number of records (in thousands).
Example: C=002 prepasses 2000 records or the entire database, whichever occurs first.

PCBNAME=dbdname | PCB=n (mutually exclusive)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the DBD from the PCB.
Specify the relative number of the PCB in the PSB. If omitted, PCB=1 is assumed.

NOTE
If the PSB was generated with CMPAT=YES, a dummy PCB is the first PCB in the PSB and must be
accounted for when using PCB=n.

OUT=P | C
(Optional) Specifies the number of records to write to the OUTDB data set. If omitted, no records are written.
P

Writes the number of records corresponding to the number of records prepassed (OUT=P).
C

Writes the number of records corresponding to the number of records "trial" compressed (OUT=C).
SKIP=nnnn

(Optional) Specifies the number of input records to skip during IMSPASS execution to obtain a better cross-
section of the segment type.
Limits: decimal value from 1 to 9999.
Example: SKIP=1 specifies the processing of records 2, 4, 6, and so on. SKIP=2 specifies processing of records
3, 6, 9, and so on.

SKIPTO=nnnn | BEGIN=key (mutually exclusive)
(Optional) Specifies where to start prepass.
SKIPTO=nnnn

Specifies the number of input records to skip before beginning prepass.
Limits: decimal value from 1 to 99999
Example: SKIPTO=1000 indicates start prepass at record 1001.

BEGIN=key
Specifies the key at which prepass is to begin. Verify that the following rules apply:

• This parameter follows the PCB or PCBNAME parameter.
• The key specified has the same length as the segment key.
• Code the key in character format (use multipunch for packed decimal representations). IMSPASS

obtains the key length from IMS control blocks.
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If coding of the key requires use of column 71 of the input record, continuation is automatic. Do not
code a comma to indicate continuation.

Example IMSPASS Execution JCL

The following example shows the IMSPASS execution JCL:

//SHRCPASS JOB (JOBACCT),CAI,NOTIFY=&SYSUID.,CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=R       

//********************************************************************

//* Allocation size in this example is rather small. Increase the     

//*   allocation space for a larger database.                           

//*                                                                   

//* Please set the following variables before submitting the job:         

//*        #DBDDNAME#                                                 

//         SET CLOADLIB=               IMS Tools loadlib           

//         SET SDFSRESL=               Data set name of IMS reslib    

//         SET DBDLIB=                 Your DBDLIB data set name      

//         SET PSBLIB=                 Your PSBLIB data set name      

//         SET DBDSN=                  Your database dataset          

//         SET PSB=                    PSB name with read access to DB

//         SET FDTFILE=                File Descriptor Table dataset  

//         SET OUTDB=                  Output DS of prepassed segments

//********************************************************************

//IMSPASS EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='DLI,IMSPASS,&PSB,,,,,,,,,,N,N,N',   

//             REGION=2M                                              

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SDFSRESL                                  

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CLOADLIB                                  

//* Other private libraries DD statements                             

//DFSRESLB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SDFSRESL                                  

//IMS      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&PSBLIB                                    

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&DBDLIB                                    

//PRINT    DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//DFSVSAMP  DD *                                                      

 8192,8                                         

IOBF=(1024,8,N,N)                               

//IEFRDER  DD DUMMY                             

//TABL00   DD DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DSN=&FDTFILE,

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(2,1))      

//* RDL specification below:                    

//RECDEF   DD *                                 

Nx,C1Fy                                         

//*                                             

//OUTDB    DD DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DSN=&OUTDB,  

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(2,2))      

//OUTFILE  DD DUMMY,DCB=(LRECL=16,BLKSIZE=16)   

//#DBDDNAME# DD DISP=OLD,DSN=&DBDSN             

//* IMSPASS parameter statements below:         

//PARMFL   DD *                                 

SEG=segname,P=xxx, ... , ...                    

//*

You can find this JCL in the member SHRCPASS in the SAMPLIB library.
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NOTE

(1) The DSN assigned to the Compress Data Compression load library

(2) RDL specification

(3) The DDNAME and DSN of the DBD library for the specified segment

(4) The IMSPASS parameter statement

How to Share an FDT

Sharing the File Description Table (FDT) between segment types helps you save CSA storage (5 KB to 24 KB per
segment type):

• For RDL statements associated with an FDT that apply to several segment types and their data characteristics are
similar, specify the following parameter in their SEGCC macros:
FN=fdtname

fdtname
Specifies the name of the common FDT.

This technique is often employed when a large database has been partitioned into smaller, more manageable
databases, each with essentially the same segment types. For example, if there were seven compressed segment
types in each of 20 similar databases, we require only seven FDTs instead of 140.

• For RDL statements associated with an FDT that applies to segments with different structure (for example, fixed and
variable, different lengths, key lengths), specify the following parameter in the SEGCC macro:
FN=(fdtname,SHR)

The FDT must contain a type C1 field in its associated RDL. Only the type C1 data characteristics are extracted from
the FDT, and these characteristics approximately matches the nonkey portion of the sharing segment.
For example, if the FDT describes fields containing a mix of packed-decimal and character data, the current segment
should have more or less the same mix. If the segment contained binary data, expansion rather than compression
might result.

A shared FDT need not correspond to any single segment type, but may be a merge of several segment types. To
construct such an FDT, follow these steps:

1. Collect a representative data sampling from the various segments by running the IMSPASS utility for each:
OUT=P specified in PARMFL

DISP=(MOD,KEEP) on the OUTDB DD statement

2. Run the File Prepass Utility using the OUTDB data set from step 1 as the input data set INFILE. Specify the RDL
statement, Nx,ClVER, for the RECDEF, where x is the approximate average sequence field length. The average rather
than the maximum sequence field length can be used, because for shared FDTs the RDL is not used to determine
where compression starts.

3. Run the FDTLOADR Utility.
4. Unload the databases with the old DBD and old FDTs if any.
5. For each segment type, code the SEGCC parameter

FN=(fdtname,SHR).

6. Reload the databases with the new DBD and FDT.

Review RDL with the OUTDB Data Set (Optional)

You can review and tailor your RDL specifications as needed using the OUTDB option in the IMSPASS utility. The revision
of RDL with the OUTDB data set helps save the overhead of repeated accesses of the database.

The OUTDB sequential data set becomes the input data set (INFILE) to the File Prepass Utility. Descriptions for the P
and C values of the PARM field are the same as described for the PARMFL DD statement of the IMSPASS Utility. After
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determining the proper RDL to use, execute IMSPASS again to create an FDT. Do not use the TABL00 file from the File
Prepass Utility. For this reason, TABL00 is defined as a temporary data set.

To review RDL with the OUTDB data set, specify the following in the IMSPREPASS utility:

• The OUTDB DD statement
• The OUT parameter of the IMSPASS PARMFL

Example File Prepass Utility JCL for RDL Revision

The following example shows the File Prepass Utility JCL for the RDL revision:

//SHRCPAS2 JOB (JOBACCT),CAI,CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=R,NOTIFY=&SYSUID.       

//********************************************************************

//* Please set the following variables before submitting the job:         

//         SET CLOADLIB=           IMS Tools loadlib               

//         SET INFILE=             Dataset with prepassed segments    

//********************************************************************

//PREPASS EXEC PGM=SHRINK,PARM='P=ALL,C=ALL'                          

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&CLOADLIB                                 

//PRINT    DD  SYSOUT=*                                               

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                               

//INFILE   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=&INFILE                                   

//OUTFILE  DD  DUMMY                                                  

//TABL00   DD  DISP=(,PASS),DSN=&&FDTFILE,  

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(2048,(3,1))

//* RDL specification below:                

//RECDEF   DD  *                            

Nx,C1Fy                                     

//*

You can find this JCL in the member SHRCPAS2 in the SAMPLIB library.

NOTE
(1) The DSN assigned to the Compress Data Compression load library

FDTLOADR Utility

The FDTLOADR utility converts the File Description Table (FDT) sequential data sets to a load module format.

This conversion lets you group FDTs within a partitioned data set (PDS), where each FDT is a separately named PDS
member.

Conversion of FDTs to load module format offers the following advantages:

• Eliminates the need for a separate TABLxx DD statement for each FDT used in an application program.
• Requires only a single STEPLIB DD statement identifying the PDS containing all FDTs used in a job step.

Thus, JCL coding is reduced in application programs processing more than one compressed data set, and the storage of
FDTs is centralized for ease of control and maintenance.

FDTs in load module format are accessed from application programs in a slightly different manner than FDTs in sequential
data set format. Converting existing FDTs to load module format requires minor modifications to application programs that
are already coded to process FDTs in sequential data set format.

When executing the FDTLOADR utility, consider the following rules:
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• The IMSPASS TABL00 data set corresponds to the TABL00 data set of the FDTLOADR Utility.
• The FDT load modules must be stored in a special FDT load module library (SYSLMOD), that is required when

executing Compress Data Compression.
• The module name fdtname must match the fdtname defined in the FN field of the SEGCC macro.
• In MVS, this load module is loaded into Common Storage Area Example (CSA). The names assigned to FDTs must be

unique among all possible occupants of CSA.

FDTLOADR Utility Syntax

This utility has the following syntax:

//SHRCFDTL JOB (JOBACCT),CAI,CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=R,NOTIFY=&SYSUID.       

//********************************************************************

//* Allocation size in this example is rather small. Increase the     

//* allocation space for a larger database.                             

//*                                                                   

//* Please set the following variables before submitting the job:         

//         SET CLOADLIB=           IMS Tools loadlib               

//         SET FDTFILE=            File Descriptor Table sequential   

//         SET FDTLIB=             FDT load module PDS library        

//         SET FDTLMEM=            FDT load module member             

//********************************************************************

//CONVFDT EXEC PGM=FDTLOADR                      

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CLOADLIB             

//SYSLIN   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(2,1))       

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))    

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                           

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                           

//SYSLMOD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&FDTLIB(&FDTLMEM)     

//TABL00   DD DISP=(OLD,DELETE,KEEP),DSN=&FDTFILE

You can find this JCL in the member SHRCFDTL in the SAMPLIB library. The following DD statements are used:

SYSLIN
Specifies the linkage editor primary input data. The FDTLOADR utility populates the data set and passes it to the
linkage editor.

SYSUT1
Specifies the optional temporary work data set.

SYSPRINT
Specifies the data set where the utility prints messages.

SYSDUMP
Specifies the dump data set.

SYSLMOD
Specifies the PDS library and the member name where the FDT is stored in load module format. The example
presumes that the PDS exists and is cataloged.
user.FDT.LOAD

Specifies the PDS library where the FDT is stored in load module format. Substitute the name of the PDS
with your value.
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fdtname
Specifies the member name for the FDT. Substitute the member name of the FDT in load module format
with your value.

NOTE
FDT member names must be unique within a PDS library containing FDTs. However, we
recommend that FDT member names be unique throughout all PDS libraries containing FDTs.

NOTE
The TABL00 DD statement defines the FDT in sequential data set format for conversion to load module format.
Substitute the correct data set name that was specified in the execution of the File Prepass Utility that created
the FDT. The example presumes that the FDT in sequential data set format was cataloged when created and
should be deleted on conversion to load module format.

How to Perform Database Compression

Contents

To perform database compression, execute the following steps for each database to be compressed:

1. Unload the database using the IMS reorganization or unload utility, DFSURGU0, using the current DBD with no
COMPRTN defined.
Standard IMS procedures are used to unload the database to be compressed.

2. Generate DBD using an expanded SEGM macro and a Compress Data Compression SEGCC macro for each
segment type to be compressed.
Use standard IMS procedures to assemble the DBD control statements. Verify that the library containing the Compress
Data Compression SEGCC macro is referenced at assembly time.

3. Reload the database using the IMS reorganization or reload utility, DFSURGL0, and the new DBD. IMSHRINK is
invoked as the compression exit to produce compressed segments.
Execution of the database reorganization or reload utility, DFSURGL0, follows standard IMS procedures with
additional DD statements. The STEPLIB that contains the IMSHRINK and FDT load modules must be in the
concatenation.

The following diagram illustrates the process of database compression.
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Figure 7: Database Compression Process by IMSHRINK

SEGM Macro

The SEGM macro defines the segment type to be compressed. Code the SEGM macro with the COMPRTN parameter for
each segment type to be compressed exactly as follows:

(symbol) SEGM NAME=segname,COMPRTN=(IMSHRINK,DATA,INIT),BYTES=[(max,min)],...

NOTE

If a segment is of variable length, alter the BYTES parameter as follows:

max
Add 12 to the maximum value.
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min
Set to the length of the sequence field plus 4.

Coding the SEGCC Macro

The SEGCC indicates Compress Data Compression parameters to be used. Code one SEGCC macro for each SEGM
macro that specifies IMSHRINK as the compression routine.

The SEGCC macro has the following syntax:

segname SEGCC FN=fdtname      ,MINSIZE=n,STAT=YES,PAD=(N,xxx) 

                 (fdtname,SHR)         0      NO      (P,xx)

segname
Specifies the SEGM macro. The value corresponds to the NAME=segname parameter of a SEGM macro.

FN
(Optional) Specifies whether to override the default FDT load module name to be associated with this segment.
If omitted, the FDT load module name is assumed to be the same as the segname. When the default name is
unacceptable due to name conflicts, FN must be coded. Code the SHR subparameter if this segment is to use an
FDT created for a different segment type by the IMSPASS utility. In this case, it is not necessary to run IMSPASS
for this current segment.

MINSIZE
Specifies the minimum length of a compressed segment. Though it is not required, you can specify MINSIZE to
reduce the probability of VSAM control interval splits during replacement operations. A MINSIZE specification can
reduce the variation in length of compressed segments; during replacement operations, the segments are less
likely to increase in length. A starting value for MINSIZE can be chosen from the trial compression statistics: a
value between the minimum and average compressed segment length could be used. MINSIZE may be changed
at any time without reloading the database. If omitted, MINSIZE defaults to zero and no lower limit is imposed on
the length of compressed segments. If a MINSIZE other than 0 is specified, it should be larger than the number of
bytes from the beginning of the segment to the end of the segment key plus 5 bytes.

STAT
Specifies whether compression statistics are to be written to the system output writer at the time of the first IMS
"close" for each segment type.
YES

Writes the compression statistics to the system output writer at the time of the first IMS close. This is the
default.

NO
Does not write the compression statistics.

PAD
Specifies how much padding should be added to the end of a segment on segment insert only. This can be used
to help reduce VSAM CI splits.
N,xxx

Specifies a fixed number of bytes.
Limits: 1 through 255

P,xx
Specifies a percentage. The percentage is calculated as follows:
A+(((B-A)*P)/100)
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• A -- Specifies compressed segment length.
• B -- Specifies uncompressed segment length.
• P -- Specifies the required percentage.

Padding is not automatically included. If you omit it, no padding is added.
Limits: 1 through 99

Example DBD Control Statements

       DBD NAME=filename,ACCESS=VSAM, ...

       SEGM NAME=SEGX,COMPRTN=(IMSHRINK,DATA,INIT), ...

       SEGM NAME=SEGY,COMPRTN=(IMSHRINK,DATA,INIT), ...

       .

       .

       (Additional SEGM macros. Not all segments need to be compressed.) .

       DBDGEN 

       .

       .

       .

       FINISH 

SEGX   SEGCC STAT=NO (1) 

SEGY   SEGCC FN=FDT2 (2)

       .

       (Additional SEGCC macros)

       END

NOTE

(1) FDT name is the same as segment name.

(2) FDT name is given explicitly.

How to Remove Database Compression

To remove database compression, execute the following steps for each database to be no longer compressed:

1. Unload the database in expanded format (parameter EXPAND=YES), using the current DBD with the COMPRTN
defined.

2. Generate DBD using an updated SEGM macro. Remove the Compress Data Compression SEGCC macro for each
segment type to be no longer compressed.Use standard IMS procedures to assemble the DBD control statements.

3. Reload the database using the IMS reorganization or reload utility, DFSURGL0, and the new DBD. IMSHRINK is
no longer invoked as the compression exit. Execution of the database reorganization or reload utility, DFSURGL0,
follows standard IMS procedures. The STEPLIB that contains the IMSHRINK and FDT load modules can be optionally
removed from the concatenation.

Updating the SEGM Macro

The SEGM macro defines the segment type to be compressed. For a segment type to be no longer compressed, remove
the COMPRTN parameter from the SEGM macro for each relevant segment type that specified IMSHRINK as the
compression routine. Code the SEGM macro without COMPRTN exactly as follows:

(symbol) SEGM NAME=segname,BYTES=[(max,min)],...

The SEGM macro with the COMPRTN looks like the following segment:
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(symbol) SEGM NAME=segname,COMPRTN=(IMSHRINK,DATA,INIT),BYTES=[(max,min)],...

Note: If a segment is of variable length, alter the BYTES parameter as follows:

max
Remove 12 from the current maximum value.

min
Remove 4 from the current minimum value.

Removing the SEGCC Macro

The SEGCC macro indicates that Compress Data Compression parameters are to be used. Remove the SEGCC macro
for each SEGM macro that specified IMSHRINK as the compression routine.
The SEGCC macro has the following syntax:

segname SEGCC FN=fdtname      ,MINSIZE=n,STAT=YES,PAD=(N,xxx) 

segname
Specifies the SEGM macro. The value corresponds to the NAME=segname parameter of a SEGM macro.

How to Describe Segments with RDL

Contents:

Use the Record Definition Language (RDL) to describe the segment types of the database to be compressed. RDL lets
you describe various data field types within a segment to indicate explicitly the compression technique to use. The RDL
specification for the segment type is input to the IMSPASS utility as the data set with DDNAME RECDEF.

The following basic characteristics of the segment must be defined with RDL:

• The location and length of the segment key (sequence field) that is not to be compressed. The segment key is defined
as a type N field.

• The length of the data portion of the segment that is to be compressed using the Huffman encoding technique. The
remainder of the segment is defined as a type C field.

NOTE
RDL lets you define more detailed description of the segment type. All field type compression specifications are
permitted by Compress Data Compression, except pattern matching (codes MA, MB).

Fixed-Length Segment Definition

To define fixed-length segments, specify the following:

Nx,C1Fy

x
Specifies the key length.
Limits: up to four digits

y
Specifies the data length.
Limits: 1 through 16,384

If the segment is not keyed, omit the "N" value.

Example: Fixed-length Segment
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Consider the following segment:

   key      data

|______|___________|

<--x--> <-----y---->

 120       136

 bytes     bytes

To define this segment with RDL, specify the following:

N120,C1F136

The previous syntax specifies no compression for 120 bytes and character encoding for a fixed length of 136 bytes.

Variable-Length Segments Definition

The RDL specification for variable-length segments includes definition of the 2 - byte length indicator (LL), using the
value in the length indicator to calculate the length of the data portion. To define variable - length segments, specify the
following:

V2-f,Nx,C1FVS.

f
Specifies the offset of the first position beyond the key (x+2).

x
Specifies the key length.
Limits: up to four digits

If the segment is not keyed, omit f=2 and the "N" values.

Example: Variable - length Segment

Consider the following segment:

LL key data

|       |      |            |

<------100----> <-----Y---->

To define this segment with RDL, specify the following:

V2-102,N100,C1FVS

The previous syntax specifies a 2-byte length field, no compression for 100 bytes, and character encoding for variable
length (calculated as segment length minus 102).

How to Compress a Database without the Interactive Dialog using Express
The applications programs require only minor JCL additions (STEPLIB DD statements to Compress Data Compression
Express modules) to access compressed database segments. Express does not use FDTs and therefore does not have a
SEGCC macro.

To implement Express without the Interactive Dialog, add the COMPRTN parameter to the segment macro that defines a
segment to be compressed.
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The COMPRTN parameter has the following format:

,COMPRTN=(IMEXPRES,DATA,INIT)

Contents:

Add the COMPRTN Parameter by Editing Existing DBD Source Macros

To activate the compression routine for a segment, edit the DBD source macro and add the ,COMPRTN= parameter to
each SEGM to be compressed.

Add the COMPRTN Parameter Using a Data Dictionary to Generate DBD Source Macros

If you are using a data dictionary to generate DBD source macros, follow this procedure to add the COMPRTN parameter
to DBD.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the procedure called for by the dictionary to modify a segment definition.
2. Add the ,COMPRTN= name (IMEXPRES) to the segment definition following the appropriate parameter.

The data dictionary is updated, and the new DBD source macros for the desired segments are generated from the
data dictionary.

3. Assemble the new DBD source macros and reorganize the database (REORG).
During the REORG, use the current DBD macro to unload the database, and the new DBD macro to load the
database.

How to Remove Express Compression from a Database without the Interactive Dialog
The application programs do not require any JCL changes to access previously compressed database segments.
To remove Express compression without the Interactive Dialog, remove the COMPRTN parameter from the relevant
segment macro .
Express does not use FDTs. Therefore, Express does not have a SEGCC macro to be removed.
The COMPRTN parameter has the following format:

,COMPRTN=(IMEXPRES,DATA,INIT)

Remove the COMPRTN Parameter by Editing Existing DBD Source Macros

To remove the compression routine from a segment, edit the DBD source macro and remove the ,COMPRTN= parameter
from each SEGM that is no longer to be compressed.

Remove the COMPRTN Parameter Using a Data Dictionary to Generate DBD Source Macros

If you are using a data dictionary to generate DBD source macros, follow this procedure to remove the COMPRTN
parameter from DBD.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the procedure called for by the dictionary to modify a segment definition.
2. Remove the ,COMPRTN= name(IMEXPRES) from the segment definition. The data dictionary is updated, and the new

DBD source macros for the desired segments are generated from the data dictionary.
3. Assemble the new DBD source macros and reorganize the database (REORG). During the REORG, use the current

DBD macro to unload the database in expanded format (parameter EXPAND=YES). Use the new DBD macro to load
the database.
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Understanding Compress Data Compression Reports
This section lists Compress Data Compression reports. Click the report title for a report sample and description.

Authorized User List Report
This report lists all persons authorized to use the Interactive Dialog Control File.

CA-COMPRESS DIALOG AUTHORIZED USER LIST AS OF: DATE: 01/25/02 TIME: 15:49 PAGE: 1 

company-name

                                                                           ---------  DIALOG USAGE ---------

TSO ID        USER’S FULL NAME            NICK NAME            IMS       MVS       IDMS      DB2       FDT       SEC

--------      ----------------------      ---------------      ----      ----      ----      ----      ----      ----

ISPAPT1       DOE, JOHN                   JOHN                 YES       NO        NO        NO        YES       YES

ISPDNP1       DOE, JANE                   JANE                 YES       NO        NO        NO        YES       YES

ISPAMM1       SMITH, JAMES                JAMES                YES       NO        NO        NO        YES       YES

ISPBAW1       SMITH, JOAN                 JOAN                 YES       NO        NO        NO        YES       YES

ISPKTS1       JONES, DAVID                DAVID                YES       NO        NO        NO        YES       YES

ISPELM1       JONES, DEEDEE               DEEDEE               YES       NO        NO        NO        YES       YES

ISPTXF1       TAYLOR, ROBERT              ROBERT               YES       NO        NO        NO        YES       YES

ISPWAS1       TAYLOR, ROBERTA             ROBERTA              YES       NO        NO        NO        YES       YES

*********************************************************************************************************************

The following fields appear on this report:

TSO ID
Identifies the TSO ID of the user.

NOTE
The Interactive Dialog is an ISPF dialog, and therefore it uses the TSO ID as the primary user identifier.

USER’S FULL NAME
Identifies the name of the user that is recorded on the Interactive Dialog Control File to identify the user.

NICK NAME
Identifies the user name used in the various HELP and TUTORIAL messages and panels.

DIALOG USAGE
Provides information about the various Dialog services that are available to the user:

• IMS – Compress Data Compression for IMS services
• MVS – Compress Data Compression for MVS services
• IDMS – Compress Data Compression for IDMS (not supported)
• DB2 – Compress Data Compression for DB2 services (not supported)
• FDT – FDT regenerate and delete services
• SEC – Modify installation control parameters, perform user maintenance, and set default data set names

Byte Distribution Analysis Report
The Byte Distribution Analysis Report is produced when the Byte Distribution Analysis program (SFEPBDA) is executed.
Execute this program for every extracted data sample before the Test Compression program. If you have modified any
RDL for a segment, execute the Byte Distribution Analysis program again.
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Heading Section

The heading section identifies the database, the installation, and the date and time the report was generated.

************************************************************************************************************ 

BYTE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS REPORT FOR IMS DBD SAMPLEDB -- MMM TEST 523 

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL, INC.                   AS OF 01/26/02 AT 14:46                   PAGE: 1 

DATA SAMPLE EXTRACT INFORMATION:

     ORGANIZATION IS HDAM -- DBD(SAMPLEDB)

     DSNAME OF EXTRACT DATA SET                   SOURCE OF DATA SAMPLE                     DATE     TIME

     -------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- -------- -----

 1. SHRINK.EXTRACT.FILE                           SHRINK.SAMPLE.DATABASE                    01/26/02 14:45 

************************************************************************************************************ 

 

The DATA SAMPLE EXTRACT INFORMATION provides information about the data set from which the data was
extracted:

ORGANIZATION IS
Identifies the organization type of the data set

DBD
Identifies the name of the DBD.

DSNAME OF EXTRACT DATA SET
Identifies the name of the data set that contains the extracted data.

SOURCE OF DATA SAMPLE
Identifies the name of the data set that was the source of the extracted data.

DATE
Identifies the date that the data was extracted.

TIME
Identifies the time that the data was extracted.

Detail Section

The detail section of the report appears once for each segment in an IMS database.

* EXTRACTED COMPONENT INFORMATION FOR SEGMENT ----   1  SEGMENTA ************************ 

* <------ SAMPLE SIZE ------>  <------ HUFFMAN FIELDS ------>  DIST CALCULATED          * 

* NUM OF SEGS   NUM OF BYTES   # C1 FLDS  # C2 FLDS # C3 FLDS    DATE   TIME            * 

* -----------   ------------   ---------  --------- ---------  -------------            * 

*           3            300           1          0         0 01/26/02 14:46            * 

* FDT DATA: SOURCE OF RDL(SAMPLEDB/SEGMENTA)   SHARE(NO  )  PAD( 0,N)  MIN SIZE(  0)    * 

*             +-------------------------------------------------------------+           * 

* EXTRACT RDL | N10,                                                        |           * 

*             |    C1F90.                                                   |           * 

*             +-------------------------------------------------------------+           * 

*****************************************************************************************

The following fields appear on this report:

EXTRACTED COMPONENT INFORMATION FOR SEGMENT
Identifies the number and name of the segment.
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SAMPLE SIZE
Provides information about the size of the sample.
NUM OF SEGS

Identifies the number of segments in the extracted data sample.
NUM OF BYTES

Identifies the number of bytes of data in the extracted sample.
HUFFMAN FIELDS

Identifies the number of C1 (# C1 FLDS), C2 (# C2 FLDS), and C3 (# C3 FLDS) fields in the RDL for the segment.
DIST CALCULATED

Provides information about byte distribution analysis. This information is calculated only when the program finds
that there are no BDA records in the Interactive Dialog Control File for a segment. The BDA records are erased
any time you execute the Data Sample Extract program or modify the RDL for a segment.

• DATE -- The date the byte distribution analysis was performed.
• TIME -- The time the byte distribution analysis was performed.

FDT DATA
Provides information about the FDT parameters for the specified segment area.
SOURCE OF RDL

Identifies the RDL source. When SHARE is NO, this field shows the name of the current database
and segment. When SHARE is YES or SFS, this field shows the name of the specified database and
segment.

SHARE
Identifies whether the segment shares an FDT:

• NO -- The segment uses its own RDL for data compression.
• SFS -- The segment uses the FDT of another segment that has the same field structure (SFS). The

base segment for the FDT has a SHARE value of NO.
• YES -- Two or more segments with the same segment format (fixed or variable) and the same key

length use the same FDT.

NOTE
When SHARE YES is used, the only RDL permitted for the compressible data is C1VER. When
SOURCE OF RDL field refers to the current segment, then this is the base segment used to
generate the FDT. When the SOURCE OF RDL field refers to another segment, then the current
segment cannot be used to generate an FDT but uses the FDT generated for the specified
segment.

PAD
Identifies the amount of free space, if any, to be left after the segment has been compressed.

MIN SIZE
Identifies the minimum size of the compressed segment.

EXTRACT RDL
Identifies the RDL used to calculate the byte distribution.

 

Extracted Data Sample Report
The Extracted Data Sample Report provides basic information about the data sample used to base the compression of the
segment. The report consists of the following sections:
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Heading Section

The heading section identifies the database, the installation, and the date and the time the report was generated.

***************************************************************************** 

* EXTRACTED DATA SAMPLE REPORT FOR IMS DATABASE -- SAMPLEDB -- MMM TEST 523 * 

* company-name PAGE: 1                                                      * 

* EXTRACT WAS FROM A HDAM DATABASE USING PCB 1 IN PSB SAMPLPSB              *

* EXTRACT DATA WRITTEN TO DATA SET SHRINK.EXTRACT.FILE                      *

*****************************************************************************

EXTRACTED FROM A
Identifies the type of data set from which the data was extracted.

USING
Identifies the PCB used during the data extraction.

IN PSB
Identifies the PSB used during the data extraction.

EXTRACT DATA WRITTEN TO
Identifies the name of the data set that contains the extracted data sample.

Data Section

The data section of the extract report provides information about database records and segments for IMS databases.

**************************************************************************************************************************

<------------- SEGMENT DATA -------------> <-  EXTRACT CNTLS  -

> <------------ DATA SAMPLE EXTRACT INFORMATION ---------->  

HIER   SEGMENT   SEG  PFX  SEGMENT LENGTH     BYPASS COUNT SKIP   SEGMENTS    SEGMENTS     SEGMENTS       BYTES 

POS    NAME      FMT  LEN      MIN    MAX      X1000 X1000   X1       READ    BYPASSED    EXTRACTED   EXTRACTED 

----  ---------  ---  ---  ------- ------     ------ ----- ----   ---------   ---------   ---------   --------- 

 

1     SEGMENTA    F    18             100         0   ALL     0          3           0            3         300  

2     SEGMENTB    V    10      100    312                                9           0            9       1,312  

3     SEGMENTC    F     6              80                                9           0            9         720  

4     SEGMENTD    V     6       50    200                                3           0            3         576  

5     SEGMENTE    V    10      100    212                                1           0            1         192  

6     SEGMENTF    F    10              80                                1           0            1          80 

7     SEGMENTG    F     6             100                                2           0            2         200  

                                                              ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------

 

                                              EXTRACT RUN TOTALS:       28           0           28       3,380  

THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF THE RECORDS READ WAS       1,127 BYTES. 

THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF THE RECORDS EXTRACTED WAS       1,127 BYTES. 

THIS IS A VARIATION IN AVERAGE RECORD LENGTHS OF       0.0000 PERCENT. 

THE PERCENT OF VARIATION BETWEEN THE AVG DATABASE RECORD LENGTHS CAN CAUSE A LIKE ERROR IN THE DASD SPACE NEEDED FOR

THE DATABASE 

****************************************************************************************************************************

The following fields appear on this report:

SEGMENT DATA
Provides the characteristics of the uncompressed data:
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HIER POS
Identifies the hierarchical position of the segment within an IMS database.

SEGMENT NAME
Identifies the name of the segment in an IMS database.

SEG FMT
Identifies the format of the segment (Fixed or Variable).

PFX LEN
Identifies the length of the IMS segment prefix in bytes.

SEGMENT LENGTH MIN
Identifies the minimum segment length. This field applies only to variable-length IMS database segments.

SEGMENT LENGTH MAX
The maximum length of the segment.

EXTRACT CNTLS
Provides the criteria for extracting the data sample in terms of database records or root segments.

• BYPASS -- The number of records bypassed before extracting the first record.
• COUNT -- The number of records extracted.
• SKIP -- The number of records skipped between each extracted record.

DATA SAMPLE EXTRACT INFORMATION
Provides information about the number of segments processed during the data extraction.

NOTE
The reading of the database terminates as soon as the desired number of records have been extracted.

THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF THE RECORDS READ WAS
Identifies the average length of all the records read.

THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF THE RECORDS EXTRACTED WAS
Identifies the average length of only the records extracted.

THIS IS A VARIATION IN AVERAGE RECORD LENGTHS OF
Identifies the variance between the average length of records read and records extracted.

All of the DASD space and cost calculations make the assumption that the data sample is representative of the entire
database. Average record length information helps you determine whether the extracted sample is representative of the
database as a whole. If the lengths of the database records read and of the database records extracted are not close to
each other, modify the data extraction parameters and extract another data sample.

 

FDT Index Listing Report
This report lists all FDTs currently in the Interactive Dialog Control file.

LIST OF FDTS IN THE CA-COMPRESS FOR IMS INTERACTIVE DIALOG CONTROL FILE    

  AS OF 01/25/02 AT 15:50                   PAGE: 1

company-name

                   INTER R <----------------- S T R U C T U R E ----------------

> <------------- FDT CREATION DATA ----------> 

FDT ID   FDT NAME  FACE  B NAME         TITLE                                    

 CREATED BY             DATE TIME       REL 
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FDT00054 SEGMENTA IMS    G SAMPLEDB     TEST MMM 523                            

  JOHN DOE               01/11/02 11:41  5.2.5 

FDT00055 SEGMENTB IMS    G SAMPLEDB     TEST MMM 523                            

  JOHN DOE               01/11/02 11:41  5.2.5 

FDT00056 SEGMENTC IMS    G SAMPLEDB     TEST MMM 523                            

  JOHN DOE               01/11/02 11:41  5.2.5 

FDT00057 SEGMENTD IMS    G SAMPLEDB     TEST MMM 523                            

  JOHN DOE               01/11/02 11:41  5.2.5 

FDT00058 SEGMENTE IMS    G SAMPLEDB     TEST MMM 523                            

  JOHN DOE               01/11/02 11:41  5.2.5 

FDT00059 SEGMENTF IMS    G SAMPLEDB     TEST MMM 523                            

  JOHN DOE               01/11/02 11:41  5.2.5 

****************************************************************************************************************************** 

The following fields appear on this report:

FDT ID
Identifies the control ID for the FDT. The numeric portion of the ID is the FDT number, and is used in any error
message.

FDT NAME
Identifies the load module name for the FDT

INTERFACE
Identifies the interface for which the FDT was generated. The following values are available:

• IMS
• MVS

RB
Identifies the recorded by (RB) column. The following values are available:
G

Indicates that the FDT was generated by the Interactive Dialog.
STRUCTURE

Provides the following information about the file or database:
NAME

Identifies the data set name or the DBD and segment names.
TITLE

Identifies the title of the entry.
FDT CREATION DATA

Provides the following information:
CREATED BY

Identifies the name of the person who generated the FDT.
DATE

Identifies the date the FDT was generated.
TIME

Identifies the time the FDT was generated.
REL

Identifies the release of the Interactive Dialog that was used to generate the FDT.
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Index List Report
This report lists all of the databases that are currently defined to the Interactive Dialog Control File.

LIST OF IMS DATABASES IN THE CA-COMPRESS INTERACTIVE DIALOG CONTROL FILE AS OF 01/25/02 AT 15:51             

   PAGE:     1

company-name

                                        <------ IMS DATA ------>       <---------- CA-

COMPRESS FOR IMS DATA ------------- >

DBD NAME     DATABASE NAME              GEN DATE     TIME     REL    

  ANALYZED BY              DATE        TIME      REL

--------     -----------------------    --------     -----    -----  

  --------------------     ------      -----     -----

SAMPLEDB     MMM TEST 523               01/05/02     10.29    5.2.5  

  JOHN DOE                 01/11/02    11:44     5.2.5 

TRAINDB      TEST                       01/22/02     15.01    5.2.5  

  JANE DOE                 01/22/02    15:19     5.2.5 

****************************************************************************************************************************

The following fields appear on this report:

DBD NAME
Identifies the name of the DBD.

DATA BASE NAME
Identifies the name of the database.

IMS DATA
Provides information about the DBD load module and the IMS release used:
GEN DATE

Identifies the date the DBD load module was assembled.
TIME

Identifies the time the DBD load module was assembled.
REL

Identifies the release of the IMS used to assemble the DBD.
CA-COMPRESS for IMS DATA

Provides information about the database analysis:
ANALYZED BY

Identifies the name of the person that performed the database structure analysis.
DATE

Identifies the date the database structure was analyzed.
TIME

Identifies the time the database structure was analyzed.
REL

Identifies the release of the Interactive Dialog that was used to analyze the database.

Stored Data Report
The IMS Stored Data report for a database displays most of the information that has been recorded about an IMS
database.
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The Stored Data Report includes the following information:

• For the entire database:
– Organization type (HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, DEDB)
– Number of data set groups
– Number of levels
– Number of segments
– Number of second indexes
– Names of other associated DBDs

• For each segment of the database:
– Segment name
– Segment level
– Segment hierarchical position
– Minimum and maximum length
– Prefix length
– Key field
– Key location
– Maximum compressible length
– Current RDL statement
– FDT data
– Data extract parameters
– Byte distribution analysis
– Best compression test results

• Control information regarding the database:
– DDNAME
– Device type
– DBD name
– Data set name

• Basic testing information:
– Description of JCL generated for this database
– Date and time of byte-distribution analysis
– Date and time of compression testing

Page Heading and Database Information Section

This section shows general information about the database and the report generation.

STORED DATA REPORT FOR IMS DBD -- HIDAMDB  --  HIDAM DATABASE

company-name                   AS OF 01/25/21 AT 16:03                                  PAGE: 1 

DATABASE INFORMATION:************************************************************************** 

* ANALYZED ON 06/03/21 AT 13:58 BY JOHN DOE                        FROM SHRINK.IMSEXP.DBDLIB  * 

* DBD WAS ASSEMBLED ON 06/03/21 AT 11:52 WITH RELEASE 1.5.1 OF IMS                            * 

* ORGANIZATION IS HIDAM DATABASE CONTAINS:                                                    * 

*                          1 DATA SET GROUPS                                                  * 

*                          3 LEVELS                                                           * 

*                          0 2ND INDEXES                                                      * 

*                          1 ASSOCIATED DBDS -- HIDAMNDX                                      * 

* PRODUCTION DBD WAS GENERATED ON 06/03/21 AT 14:06 BY JOHN DOE                               * 

***********************************************************************************************
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ANALYZED
Provides information about the database analysis:

• ON -- The date database structure was analyzed.
• AT -- The time the database structure was analyzed.
• BY -- The name of the person that performed the analysis.
• FROM -- Data set name of the DBD library from which analysis was performed.

DBD WAS ASSEMBLED
Provides information about the assembly of the DBD:

• ON -- The date and time the database DBD was assembled.
• AT -- The date and time the database DBD was assembled.
• WITH RELEASE -- The release of IMS used to perform the assembly.

ORGANIZATION IS
Identifies the database organization.

DATABASE CONTAINS
Provides information about the content of the database:

• DATA SET GROUPS -- The number of Data Set Groups (DSG) in the database.
• LEVELS -- The number of levels in the database.
• SEGMENTS -- The number of segments in the database.
• 2ND INDEXES -- The number of secondary indexes that point to the database.
• ASSOCIATED DBDS -- The number of other DBDs that are associated with this database. This number

includes:
– The primary and secondary indexes.
– Any logically related databases and their indexes.
– The DBD names of all the associated databases.

PRODUCTION DBD WAS GENERATED
Provides the Compress Data Compression DBD generation information, if the DBD has been processed through
the IMS implementation process.

• ON -- The date DBD was generated.
• AT -- The time the DBD was generated.
• BY -- The name of the person that generated the DBD.

Segment Section

The Segment section contains information about a specific segment that consists of a root segment and a dependent
segment. The two segment reports are nearly identical, except that they apply to the parent and child respectively.

Root segment

SEGMENT   1 IS CTROOTSG ON LEVEL 1 AND IS A CHILD OF          

 ********************************************************** 

* FORMAT(F)       MIN LENG(   0)     ,SC ;RMH(   40)       [GC ;RMH(   10)   SECONDARY INDEX SOURCE(NO )     

           * 

* KEY FIELD(ROOTKEY )       STARTS AT(   1)    LENGTH(   7)       OCCURRENCES(   3)                          

           * 

* MAXIMUM COMPRESSIBLE LENGTH(   33)  THE CURRENT RDL SOURCE STATEMENT IS:                                   

           * 

* +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+                            

           * 
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* |N7,                                                                          |                            

           * 

* | C1F33.                                                                      |                            

           * 

* +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+                            

           * 

* "FDT" NAME(CTROOTSG) SHARE(NO ) MINIMUM COMPRESSED SIZE( 0) COMPRESS STATS(YES) PADDING -- LENGTH( 0)

 TYPE(FIXED )    * 

*   "FDT" IS NOT SHARED                                                                                      

           * 

*   SEGMENT WAS SELECTED FOR EXPRESS COMPRESSION ON 06/03/21 AT 14:05 BY JOHN DOE                            

           * 

* DATA EXTRACT PARAMETERS ARE -- BYPASS(   0)   EXTRACT (ALL)     SKIP( 0)                                   

           * 

* DATA SAMPLE CONSISTS OF           3 SEGMENTS EXTRACTED ON 06/03/21 AT 14:04                                

           * 

* INPUT LENGTHS    SMALLEST =      40 AVERAGE =       40 LARGEST =       40                                  

           * 

* SAMPLE LENGTHS:  SMALLEST =      40 AVERAGE =       40 LARGEST =       40                                  

           * 

* BYTE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS WAS COMPLETED ON 06/03/21 AT 14:04                                              

           * 

* THE LAST COMPRESSION TEST WAS RUN ON 06/03/21 AT 14:04                                                     

           * 

* THE BEST COMPRESSION WAS ACHIEVED BY TEST NBR --        1 WHEN THE AVERAGE COMPRESSED SEGMENT SIZE WAS    46

 BYTES    * 

* BEST TEST LENGTHS: SMALLEST =      35 AVERAGE =      36 LARGEST =      36                                  

           * 

* LAST HUFF LENGTHS: SMALLEST =      35 AVERAGE =      36 LARGEST =      36                                  

           * 

* LAST EXPR LENGTHS: SMALLEST =      35 AVERAGE =      36 LARGEST =      40                                  

           * 

*************************************************************************************************************************

Dependent segment

SEGMENT   2 IS CTRTRSG ON LEVEL 2 AND IS A CHILD OF CTROOTSG   

 ********************************************************** 

* FORMAT(F)      MIN LENG(   3)    MAX LENG(   150)    PFX LENGTH(   14)   SECONDARY INDEX SOURCE(NO )       

            * 

* KEY FIELD(LEVEL2KF)      STARTS AT(   1)     LENGTH(   16)      OCCURRENCES(   9)                          

            * 

* MAXIMUM COMPRESSION LENGTH(   134)   THE CURRENT RDL SOURCE STATEMENT IS:                                  

            * 

* +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+                        

            * 

* |N16,                                                                             |                        

            * 

* |   C1F134.                                                                       |                        

            * 

* +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+                        

            * 

* "FDT" NAME(CTPRTRSG) SHARE(NO ) MINIMUM COMPRESSED SIZE(   0) COMPRESS STATS(YES) PADDING -- LENGTH(   0)

 TYPE(FIXED ) * 
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*   "FDT" IS NOT SHARED                                                                                      

            * 

*   "FDT" GENERATED ON 06/03/21 AT 14:05 AT 14:05 BY JOHN DOE                                                

            * 

* DATA SAMPLE CONSISTS OF            9 SEGMENTS EXTRACTED ON 06/03/21 AT 14:04                               

            * 

* INPUT LENGTHS: SMALLEST =       150 AVERAGE =      150 LARGEST =      150                                  

            * 

* SAMPLE LENGTHS: SMALESST =      150 AVERAGE =      150 LARGEST =      150                                  

            * 

* BYTE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS WAS COMPLETED ON 06/03/21 AT 14:04                                              

            * 

* THE LAST COMPRESSION TEST WAS RUN ON 06/03/21 AT 14:04                                                     

            * 

* THE BEST COMPRESSION WAS ACHIEVED BY TEST NBR --      1 WHEN THE AVERAGE COMPRESSED SEGMENT SIZE WAS   83

 BYTES        * 

* BEST TEST LENGTHS: SMALLEST =      59 AVERAGE =      69 LARGEST =      72                                  

            * 

* LAST HUFF LENGTHS: SMALLEST =      59 AVERAGE =      69 LARGEST =      72                                  

            * 

* LAST EXPR LENGTHS: SMALLEST =      95 AVERAGE =     116 LARGEST =     136                                  

            * 

**************************************************************************************************************************

The following fields appear on this report:

SEGMENT
Identifies the hierarchical position of the segment within the database.

IS
Identifies the name of the segment.

ON LEVEL
Identifies the level of the database that contains the segment.

AND IS A CHILD OF
Identifies the parent segment. This field is blank for the root segment.

FORMAT
Identifies the format of the segment: Fixed or Variable.

MIN LENG
Identifies the minimum length of the segment. The minimum length is 0 for fixed-length segments.

MAX LENG
Identifies the maximum length of the segment.

PFX LENG
Identifies the length of the IMS prefix for the segment.

SECONDARY INDEX SOURCE
Indicates whether the segment is the source of a secondary index.

KEY FIELD
Identifies the name of the key field of the segment. This field is blank for nonkeyed segments.

STARTS AT
Identifies the starting position of the segment key. This field is 0 for nonkeyed segments.
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LENGTH
Identifies the length of the segment key. This field is 0 for nonkeyed segments.

OCCURRENCES
Identifies the number of occurrences of the segment within the database. This number is based on the average
number of this segment per root segment read during the extraction of the data sample.

NOTE
Supply the number of root segments in the database after the data sample has been extracted but
before trying to test compress the data sample for the database.

MAXIMUM COMPRESSIBLE LENGTH
Identifies the number of compressible bytes of data in the segment.

THE CURRENT RDL SOURCE STATEMENT IS
Identifies the current RDL for the segment.

After the completion of the implementation process, a message appears. If full service compression was selected, the
message indicates that the FDT has been generated. If Express compression was selected, the message indicates the
use of Express.

"FDT" NAME
Identifies the current FDT parameters for the segment.

SHARE
Indicates whether the FDT is shared.

MINIMUM COMPRESSED SIZE
Identifies the minimum size of the compressed segment (MINSIZE value).

COMPRESS STATS
Indicates whether compression statistics are to be generated.

PADDING
Identifies the length and type of padding used.

LENGTH
Identifies the length of padding used.

TYPE
Identifies the type of padding used.

"FDT" IS NOT SHARED
Indicates whether the FDT is shared.

"FDT" GENERATED
Provides information about the generation of the FDT. For root segments, this line contains data extraction
parameters; for dependent segments, this line is omitted.

• ON -- The date the FDT was generated.
• AT -- The time the FDT was generated.
• BY -- The name of the person that performed the generation.

SEGMENT WAS SELECTED
Provides information about the selection of the segment.

• FOR -- The type of compression used for the segment
• ON -- The date the segment was selected
• AT -- The time the segment was selected
• BY -- The name of the person that performed the selection
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DATA EXTRACTION PARAMETERS ARE
Provides the data extraction parameters used to create the sample. This line is omitted for dependent segments.

• BYPASS -- The number of records to bypass before extracting the first record.
• EXTRACT -- The number of records to extract.
• SKIP -- The number of records to skip between each extracted record. The SKIP parameter spreads the

extraction across the database.

DATA SAMPLE CONSISTS OF
Identifies the number of segments in the sample after the extraction.

• ON -- The date the sample was extracted.
• AT -- The time the sample was extracted.

INPUT LENGTHS
Identifies the lengths of the smallest, the average, and the largest segments read.

SAMPLE LENGTHS
Identifies the lengths of the smallest, the average, and the largest segments extracted.

BYTE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS WAS COMPLETED
Identifies the date and time that the byte distribution was run. This field is blank if the Byte Distribution Analysis
has not yet been run.

LAST COMPRESSION TEST WAS RUN
Identifies the date and time of the most recent compression test.

BEST COMPRESSION WAS ACHIEVED BY TEST NBR
Identifies the number of the test that obtained the best compression for the segment. This field is blank if the Byte
Distribution Analysis has not yet been run.

WHEN THE AVERAGE COMPRESSED SEGMENT SIZE WAS
Identifies the average size in bytes of the segment that achieved the best compression.

BEST TEST LENGTHS
Identifies the smallest, average, and largest lengths that obtained the best test compression for the segment.

LAST HUFF LENGTHS
Identifies the smallest, average, and largest lengths of the most recent Huffman compression test for the
segment.

LAST EXPR LENGTHS
Identifies the smallest, average, and largest lengths of the most recent Express compression test for the segment.

Data Set Information Section

The Data Set Information section provides information about the data sets that are required for IMS to process the
database.

DATA SET

 INFORMATION:********************************************************************************************** 

* DDNAME(HIDAMDD ) DEV(3380) DBD(HIDAMDB ) DSN(SHRINK.HIDAM.DATABASE          ) TRACKS(   60) SEGS(       

  21)   * 

*   ‘DATA SET NAME’ ENTERED ON 06/03/21 AT 13:58 BY JOHN DOE                                                 

     * 

*     DSG         LENGTHS:       SMALLEST =      50 AVERAGE =     226 LARGEST =      345                     

     * 

*     SAMPLE      LENGTHS:       SMALLEST =      50 AVERAGE =     226 LARGEST =      345                     

     * 
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*     HUFFMAN     LENGTHS:       SMALLEST =      45 AVERAGE =      91 LARGEST =      117                     

     * 

*     EXPRESS     LENGTHS:       SMALLEST =      50 AVERAGE =     174 LARGEST =      253                     

     * 

* DDNAME(HIDAMNDX) DEV(3380) DBD(HIDAMNDX) DSN(SHRINK.HIDAM.DATABASE.INDEX    ) TRACKS(    1) SEGS(        

  0)   * 

* ‘DATA SET NAME’ ENTERED ON 06/03/21 AT 13:58 BY JOHN DOE                                                   

     * 

*******************************************************************************************************************

The following fields appear on this report:

DDNAME
Identifies the ddname for the data set.

DEV
Identifies the type of the device on which the data set is stored.

DBD
Identifies the name of the DBD in which the ddname was found.

DSN
Identifies the name of the data set.

TRACKS
Identifies the number of tracks allocated to the data set.

SEGS
Identifies the number of segments found in the data sets that correspond to the DSGs in the database.

‘DATA SET NAME’ ENTERED
Provides event information about the data set name:

• ON -- The date the data set name was entered.
• AT -- The time the data set name was entered.
• BY -- The name of the person that entered the data set name.

DSG LENGTHS
Identifies the length of the smallest, average, and largest DSG segments.

SAMPLE LENGTHS
Identifies the length of the smallest, average, and largest sample segments.

HUFFMAN LENGTHS
Identifies the length of the smallest, average, and largest segments using Huffman.

EXPRESS LENGTHS
Identifies the length of the smallest, average, and largest segments using Express.

DDNAME
Identifies the DDNAME for the index.

DEV
Identifies the type of device on which the index is stored.

DBD
Identifies the name of the DBD in which the ddname for the index was found.

DSN
Identifies the name of the index.

TRACKS
Identifies the number of tracks allocated to the index.
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SEGS
Identifies the number of segments found in the index that correspond to the DSGs in the database.

‘DATA SET NAME’ ENTERED
Provides the event information about the index name:

• ON -- The date the index name was entered.
• AT -- The time the index name was entered.
• BY -- The name of the person that entered the index name.

JCL Generation Information Section

The JCL Generation Information section provides the following information about what has transpired during the
compression testing for the database:

SAMPLE DATA EXTRACTION JCL WAS GENERATED
Provides information about JCL extraction:

• ON -- The date the extract JCL was generated.
• AT -- The time the extract JCL was generated.
• BY -- The name of the person who generated the extract JCL.

PSBLIB
Identifies the PSBLIB data set name used during the data sample extraction.

PSB NAME
Identifies the name of the PSB.

PCB NUMBER
Identifies the number of the PCB.

ACBLIB
Identifies the ACBLIB data set name used during the data sample extraction.

PSB NAME
Identifies the PSB name for the ACB.

PCB NUMBER
Identifies the PCB number for the ACB.

RESLIB
Identifies the RESLIB data set name used during the data sample extraction.

DBDLIB
Identifies the DBDLIB data set name used during the data sample extraction.

EXTRACT
Identifies the name of the data set to which the extracted data was written.

THE SAMPLE DATA FOR THE DATA BASE WAS EXTRACTED
Provides information about the extraction of the sample data:

• ON -- The date the sample data was extracted.
• AT -- The time the sample data was extracted.

BYTE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS WAS GENERATED
Provides information about the byte distribution analysis JCL generation:

• ON -- The date the byte distribution JCL was generated.
• AT -- The time the byte distribution JCL was generated.
• BY -- The name of the person who generated the byte distribution JCL.
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BYTE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS WAS LAST RUN
Provides information about the most recent byte distribution analysis JCL generation:

• ON -- The date of the most recent byte distribution run.
• AT -- The time of the most recent byte distribution run.

COMPRESSION TESTING JCL WAS GENERATED
Provides information about the compression testing JCL generation:

• ON -- The date the compression testing JCL was generated.
• AT -- The time the compression testing JCL was generated.
• BY -- The name of the person who generated the compression testing JCL.

COMPRESSION TESTING FOR THE DATA BASE WAS LAST RUN
Provides information about the most recent test compression run:

• ON -- The date of the most recent test compression run.
• AT -- The time of the most recent test compression run.

FOR COMPRESSION TEST NUMBER
Identifies the number of the last test compression run.

Test Compression Report

The Test Compression Report provides the information needed to determine for each segment in the database whether
that segment should be compressed, and, if so, what type of compression ratio can be expected from each type of
compression.

Heading Section

The heading section identifies the database, the installation, and the date and time the report was generated.

*************************************************************************************************************************

COMPRESSION TEST REPORT FOR IMS DBD       SAMPLES -- MMM TEST 523                        TEST NUMBER:       1

company-name                                                     AS OF 01/26/02 AT 14:46                     

    PAGE: 1

DATA SAMPLE EXTRACT INFORMATION:                          

     ORGANIZATION IS HDAM       -- DBD(SAMPLEDB)                          

     DSNAME OF EXTRACT DATA SET               SOURCE OF DATA SAMPLE                         DATE     TIME    

 SAMPLE SIZE

     ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------- -----   

 -----------

  1. SHRINK.EXTRACT.FILE                      SHRINK.SAMPLE.DATABASE                        01/26/02 14:45   

          28

**************************************************************************************************************************

************************************************************************************************************************** 

COMPRESSION TEST REPORT FOR IMS DBD   SAMPLEDM -- MMM TEST 523                                TEST NUMBER: 2 

company-name                                                     AS OF 01/26/02 AT 14:48                     

    PAGE: 1

DATA SAMPLE EXTRACT INFORMATION:

     ORGANIZATION IS HDAM -- DBD(SAMPLEDM) 

     DSNAME OF EXTRACT DATA SET               SOURCE OF DATA SAMPLE                         DATE     TIME  

 SAMPLE SIZE
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     ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------- ----  

 ------------

   1.                                         SHRINK.SAMPLE.DATABAS1

   2.                                         SHRINK.SAMPLE.DATABAS2 

**************************************************************************************************************************

The DATA SAMPLE EXTRACT INFORMATION provides information about the data set from which the data was
extracted:

ORGANIZATION IS
Identifies the organization type of the data set.

DBD
Identifies the name of the DBD.

DSNAME OF EXTRACT DATA SET
Identifies the name of the data set that contains the extracted data.

SOURCE OF DATA SAMPLE
Identifies the name of the data set that was the source of the extracted data.

DATE
Identifies the date that the data was extracted.

TIME
Identifies the date that the data was extracted.

SAMPLE SIZE
Identifies the number of segments in the sample.

Compression Test Information Section

The Compression Test Information section is reported for each segment type that was extracted into the data sample. It
indicates how effective the specified RDL and FDT control parameters were in compressing the segment.

* COMPRESSION TEST INFORMATION FOR SEGMENT       1   SEGMENTA

 **************************************************************** 

* NUM OF SEGS  <-- SEGMENT LENGTHS -->  NUM OF BYTES     TOTAL     AVERAGE   LENGTHS   <-- PERCENT OF

 COMPRESSION ->   BEST  * 

* IN SAMPLE     PREFIX  KEY  IC  DATA      IN SAMPLE  BYTES SAVED  UNCPRSD    CMPRSD   W/PREFIX    KEY+DATA  

  DATA    TEST  * 

* -----------   ------  ---  --  ----   ------------  -----------  -------  --------   --------   ---------  

 ------  -----  * 

*           3       18   10   3    90            300                   100                                   

                * 

*                           HUFFMAN COMPRESSION   --          168                 44       47.5        56.0  

   62.3      1  * 

*                           EXPRESS COMPRESSION   --          121                 60       33.9        40.0  

   44.5         * 

* FDT DATA: SOURCE OF RDL(SAMPLEDB/SEGMENTA) PADDING=(N,000) MINSIZE=000                                     

                * 

*            

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+       

   * 

* EXTRACT RDL | N10,                                                                                         

     |          * 
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*             |   C1F90.                                                                                     

     |          * 

*            

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+       

   * 

******************************************************************************************************************************

The following fields appear on this report:

COMPRESSION TEST INFORMATION
Provides the title of the report.

FOR SEGMENT
Identifies the segment.

NUM OF SEGS IN SAMPLE
Identifies the number of segments that comprised the data sample.

SEGMENT LENGTHS
Provides information about the length of the segment:
PREFIX

Identifies the length of the IMS segment prefix.
KEY

Identifies the number of bytes in the segment key. For an unkeyed segment, this field is blank.
IC

A control field that only appears in compressed segments. This field is always 3.
DATA

Identifies the number of bytes of compressible data in the segment.
NUM OF BYTES IN SAMPLE

Identifies the size of the data sample expressed in bytes of data.
TOTAL BYTES SAVED

Identifies the number of bytes saved by the specified compression process.
AVERAGE LENGTHS

Provides information about the average lengths:
UNCPRSD

Identifies the average length of the uncompressed segment.
CMPRSD

Identifies the average length of the segment after being compressed by the specified process.
PERCENT OF COMPRESSION

Provides information about the percent of compression achieved for the following types:
W/PREFIX

Identifies the true percent of compression that can be expected for the segment. This value is based on
the total IMS length of the segment and includes the IMS prefix length and the compressed segment
length.

KEY+DATA
Identifies the percent of compression that can be expected for the segment. This value includes the
noncompressible key, if any, and compressible data area.
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DATA
Identifies the possible compression of the compressible portion of the segment. For Huffman
compression, this value reflects how effective the RDL was in compressing the segment. Changing the
RDL changes the Huffman compression percent, but not the Express compression.

BEST TEST
Identifies the test number which gave the smallest average compressed segment length for Huffman
compression. The number is incremented each run where the average length is smaller than or equal to the
previous smallest average segment length.

HUFFMAN COMPRESSION
Identifies the expected compression of the segment using the RDL and FDT shown.

EXPRESS COMPRESSION
Identifies the expected compression of the segment using Express.

FDT DATA
Provides information about FDT data. This field applies only to Huffman compression.
SOURCE OF RDL

This field has meaning only if the segment uses RDL and byte distribution data of another segment for
compression.

PADDING
Identifies the type and amount of padding that has been applied to the compressed segment.

MINSIZE
Identifies the minimum size of the compressed segment that will be written.

EXTRACT RDL
(Huffman compression) The RDL information only applies to Huffman compression.

DASD Utilization Section

The DASD Utilization section describes the current characteristics of each data set in a database. ISAM/OSAM is not
supported. This section varies depending on the organization of the database and whether the access method is VSAM or
OSAM.

The following fields are common for all database types:

DATASET GROUP TOTALS
Provides total information about data sets:
THE LENGTH OF THE AVG UNCOMPRESSED DB RECORD IS

Identifies the average uncompressed record length for the database.
THE LENGTH OF THE AVG COMPRESSED DB RECORD IS

Identifies the average compressed record length for the database.
DATASET

Identifies the name of the data set.
PRIMARY DATASET

(VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the name of the primary data set.
OVERFLOW DATASET

(VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the name of the overflow data set.
DDNAME

Identifies the type and DDNAME of the data set.
RAPS PER BLK

Identifies the number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block.
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RAP BLOCKS
(OSAM) Identifies the number of RAP blocks.

RAP BYTES
(OSAM) Identifies the number of RAP bytes.

DEVICE
Identifies the type of device on which the data set is stored.

RECD LENGTH
(OSAM) Identifies the length of the physical database record.

RECDS/TRACK
(OSAM, VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the number of physical records per track.

FREE BLOCK PCT
(OSAM) Identifies the free block percentage factor for the data set.

FREE BLK FREQ
(OSAM) Identifies the free block frequency factor for the data set.

DCB IS
(OSAM) Provides information about the DCB of the data set:
RECFM

Identifies the record format of the data set.
LRECL

Identifies the logical record length of the data set.
BLKSIZE

Identifies the block size of the data set.
CI SIZE

(VSAM) Identifies the size of the control interval (CI) for the data set.
CIs/TRACK

(VSAM) Identifies the number of CIs per track for the data set.
MAX LRECL

(VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the maximum LRECL size of the specified data set.
RECDS/CI

(VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the number of records per CI for the specified data set.
CURRENT DASD UTILIZATION IS

(VSAM) Identifies the percent of DASD that is currently used by the specified data set.
CURRENT FREE SPACE PCT

(VSAM-HIDAM) Identifies the percent of free space currently specified.
CURRENT FREE CI FREQ

(VSAM-HIDAM) Identifies the frequency of free CIs currently specified.
TRACKS

Provides information about the current DASD allocation, current DASD utilization, DASD utilization and savings
based on current data set characteristics and allocations. For databases with multiple DSGs, a summary
information for the preceding data sets is provided for the total database at the bottom of the report.
CURR ALLOCATED

Identifies the number of tracks or blocks currently allocated for the data set or database.
SEGMENTS

Identifies the number of segments.
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CURR USED
Identifies the number of tracks or blocks currently used for the data set or database.

UNCOMPRESSED DATA BYTES
Identifies the number of uncompressed data bytes for the data set or database.

COMPRESS USES
Identifies the number of tracks or blocks used by Compress Data Compression for the data set or
database.

COMPRESSED DATA BYTES
Identifies the number of compressed data bytes for the data set or database.

COMPRESS SAVES
Identifies the number of tracks or blocks saved by Compress Data Compression for the data set or
database.

COMPRESS -- BYTES SAVED
Identifies the number of bytes saved by Compress Data Compression for the data set or database.

Multiple DSG Database -- OSAM

DATASET GROUP TOTALS:

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG UNCOMPRESSED DB RECORD IS                         8,819 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT

 PREFIXES.

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG COMPRESSED DB RECORD IS                           5,968 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT

 PREFIXES.

  1. DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDD031                         

     DDNAME:  PRIMARY --- INDD031                         

     RAPS PER BLK -    4       RAP BLOCKS        10       RAP BYTES -      1,020 

     DEVICE ------- 3380       RECD LENGTH -- 1,690       RECDS/TRACK ---     21 

                               FREE BLOCK PCT --  0       FREE BLK FREQ -      0 

     DCB IS:    RECFM -- FBS   LRECL -------- 1,690       BLKSIZE ----     1,690 

                TRACKS                         

     ________________________                         

     CURR ALLOCATED --     30              SEGMENTS -----------------      1,379 

     CURR USED -------      1              UNCOMPRESSED DATA BYTES --     44,325 

     COMPRESS USES ---      1              COMPRESSED DATA BYTES ----     28,211 

     COMPRESS SAVES --      0              COMPRESS -- BYTES SAVED --     16,114 

 

  2. DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDD032 

     DDNAME:  PRIMARY --- INDD032 

     RAPS PER BLK -    4       RAP BLOCKS        10       RAP BYTES -      1,020 

     DEVICE ------- 3380       RECD LENGTH -- 1,690       RECDS/TRACK ---     21 

                               FREE BLOCK PCT --  0       FREE BLK FREQ -      0 

     DCB IS:     RECFM -- FBS  LRECL -------- 1,690       BLKSIZE ----     1,690 

                 TRACKS 

     ________________________ 

     CURR ALLOCATED --     30              SEGMENTS -----------------      8,668 

     CURR USED -------     10              UNCOMPRESSED DATA BYTES --    294,712 

     COMPRESS USES ---      7              COMPRESSED DATA BYTES ----    160,161 

     COMPRESS SAVES --      3              COMPRESS -- BYTES SAVED --    134,551 

 

  3. DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDD033 

     DDNAME:  PRIMARY --- INDD033 
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     RAPS PER BLK -    4       RAP BLOCKS        10        RAP BYTES -     1,020 

     DEVICE --------3380       RECD LENGTH -- 1,690        RECDS/TRACK ---    21 

                               FREE BLOCK PCT --  0        FREE BLK FREQ -     0 

     DCB IS:     RECFM -- FBS  LRECL -------- 1,690        BLKSIZE ----    1,690 

                 TRACKS 

     ________________________ 

     CURR ALLOCATED --     60              SEGMENTS -----------------     35,657 

     CURR USED -------     38              UNCOMPRESSED DATA BYTES --  1,105,958 

     COMPRESS USES ---     27              COMPRESSED DATA BYTES ----    694,819 

     COMPRESS SAVES --     11              COMPRESS -- BYTES SAVED --    411,139 

 

  DATABASE TOTALS:

                 TRACKS 

     ________________________ 

     CURR ALLOCATED --    120              SEGMENTS -----------------     45,704 

     CURR USED -------     49              UNCOMPRESSED DATA BYTES --  1,444,995 

     COMPRESS USES ---     35              COMPRESSED DATA BYTES ----    883,191 

     COMPRESS SAVES --     14              COMPRESS -- BYTES SAVED --    561,804 

**************************************************************************************************************

Single DSG HIDAM Database -- VSAM

DATASET GROUP TOTALS:

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG UNCOMPRESSED DB RECORD IS      8,820 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT PREFIXES.

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG COMPRESSED DB RECORD IS        8,966 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT PREFIXES.

  1. DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDIV11             

      DDNAME: PRIMARY --- INDIV11             

      DEVICE -------  3380       CI SIZE ------    4,096       CIs/TRACK ---- 10 

      CURRENT -------------      FREE SPACE PCT --     0       FREE CI FREQ -  0 

      DASD UTILIZATION IS     86 PERCENT.             

               TRACKS             

      ________________________             

      CURR ALLOCATED --     60               SEGMENTS -----------------   45,705 

      CURR USED -------     44               UNCOMPRESSED DATA BYTES --1,445,045 

      COMPRESS USES ---     29               COMPRESSED DATA BYTES ----  882,904 

      COMPRESS SAVES --     15               COMPRESS -- BYTES SAVED --  562,141

HISAM Database -- VSAM (DASD Utilization)

DATASET GROUP TOTALS: 

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG UNCOMPRESSED DB RECORD IS    5,043 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT PREFIXES. 

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG COMPRESSED DB RECORD IS      3,217 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT PREFIXES. 

  1. PRIMARY DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INSV1P 

      DDNAME:      -- INDIV1P 

      DEVICE ------- 3380  CI SIZE ------ 4,096  CIs/TRACK ---  10 

      MAX LRECL ----  110  RECDS/CI -----    37  RECDS/TRK --- 370 

      DASD UTILIZATION IS 86 PERCENT. 

 

      OVERFLOW DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDSV1O 

      DDNAME:  OVERFLOW -- INDSV1O 

      DEVICE ------- 3380  CI SIZE ------ 4,096  CIs/TRACK ---  10 

      MAX LRECL ----  110  RECDS/CI -----    37  RECDS/TRK --- 370 
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      DASD UTILIZATION IS 86 PERCENT. 

      ________________________ 

      CURR ALLOCATED --     90  SEGMENTS -----------------  29,551 

      CURR USED -------     41  UNCOMPRESSED DATA BYTES -- 934,307 

      COMPRESS USES ---     21  COMPRESSED DATA BYTES ---- 574,537 

      COMPRESS SAVES --     20  COMPRESS -- BYTES SAVED -- 359,770 

DASD Allocation Recommendations Section

The DASD Allocation Recommendations section reflects changes to the DASD allocations characteristics of the database.
It also contains other recommendations for databases.

• HDAM randomization parameters.
• Free space percent and free record/CI frequency
• The amount of space to allocate in both tracks and cylinders.
• THE LENGTH OF THE AVG COMPRESSED DB RECORD IS

Identifies the average compressed record length for the database.
• DATASET

Identifies the name of the data set.
• PRIMARY DATASET

(VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the name of the primary data set.
• OVERFLOW DATASET

(VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the name of the overflow data set.
• DDNAME

Identifies the type and DDNAME of the data set.
• RAPS PER BLK

Identifies the number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block.
• RAP BLOCKS

(OSAM) Identifies the number of RAP blocks.
• RAP BYTES

(OSAM) Identifies the number of RAP bytes.
• DEVICE

Identifies the type of device on which the data set is stored.
• RECD LENGTH

(OSAM) Identifies the length of the physical database record.
• RECDS/TRACK

(OSAM, VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the number of physical records per track.
• CI SIZE

(VSAM) Identifies the size of the control interval (CI) for the data set.
• CIs/TRACK

(VSAM) Identifies the number of CIs per track for the data set.
• MAX LRECL

(VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the maximum LRECL size of the specified data set.
• RECDS/CI

(VSAM-HISAM) Identifies the number of records per CI for the specified data set.
• FREE SPACE PCT

(VSAM-HIDAM) Identifies the percent of free space currently specified.
• FREE CI FREQ

(VSAM-HIDAM) Identifies the frequency of free CIs currently specified.
• RECOMMENDED

(OSAM) Provides information about the recommended allocation:
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FREE BLOCK PCT
Identifies the recommended free block percent.

FREE BLK FREQ
Identifies the recommended free block frequency.

DCB IS
Identifies the recommended DCB for the data set.

RECFM
The recommended logical record length.

LRECL
Identifies the recommended logical record length.

BLKSIZE
The recommended block size.

• DASD UTILIZATION IS
Identifies the percent of DASD utilization.

• RECOMMENDED DATA SET SIZE IS
Identifies the recommended amount of DASD space for the data set in bytes.

• ALLOCATION IN TRACKS
Identifies the recommended allocation for the data set in tracks.

• ALLOCATION IN CYLINDERS
Identifies the recommended allocation for the data set in cylinders.

• BLKFACT1
(HISAM-VSAM) Identifies the recommended primary data set blocking factor.

• BLKFACT2
(HISAM-VSAM) Identifies the recommended overflow data set blocking factor.

• RECLEN1
(HISAM-VSAM) Identifies the recommended logical record length of the primary data set.

• RECLEN2
(HISAM-VSAM) Identifies the recommended logical record length of the overflow data set.

Multiple DSG HDAM Database -- OSAM

DATASET GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS:

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG UNCOMPRESSED DB RECORD IS       5,968 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT PREFIXES.

 

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS WILL MAXIMIZE THE USE OF DASD SPACE. 

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS MAY BE INAPPROPRIATE FOR ON-LINE APPLICATIONS. 

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS ARE BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT ICF CATALOGS ARE 

BEING USED. THEY ARE NOT VALID FOR VSAM USER CATALOGS.\

 

  1. DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDIV31 

     DDNAME:  PRIMARY --- INDIV31 

     RAPS PER BLK -     82  RAP BLOCKS          3  RAP BYTES -----   267 

     DEVICE -------   3380  RECD LENGTH -- 22,528  RECDS/TRACK ---     2 

     RECOMMENDED _________  FREE BLOCK PCT --   0  FREE BLK FREQ -     0 

     DCB IS: RECFM --  FBS  LRECL -------- 22,528  BLKSIZE -------22,528 

     DASD UTILIZATION IS 95 PERCENT. 

     RECOMMENDED DATA SET SIZE IS 22,528 

     ALLOCATION IN TRACKS --      4   IN CYLINDERS --1
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  2. DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDIV32 

     DDNAME:  PRIMARY --- INDIV32 

     RAPS PER BLK -     20  RAP BLOCKS         12  RAP BYTES ----- 1,110 

     DEVICE -------   3380  RECD LENGTH -- 22,528  RECDS/TRACK ---     2 

     RECOMMENDED _________  FREE BLOCK PCT --   0  FREE BLK FREQ -    10 

     DCB IS: RECFM --  FBS  LRECL -------- 22,528  BLKSIZE -------22,528 

     DASD UTILIZATION IS 95 PERCENT. 

     RECOMMENDED DATA SET SIZE IS 22,528 

     ALLOCATION IN TRACKS --      7   IN CYLINDERS --1

 

  3. DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDIV33 

     DDNAME:  PRIMARY --- INDIV33 

     RAPS PER BLK -      4  RAP BLOCKS         60  RAP BYTES ----- 5,569 

     DEVICE -------   3380  RECD LENGTH -- 22,528  RECDS/TRACK ---     2 

     RECOMMENDED _________  FREE BLOCK PCT --   0  FREE BLK FREQ -    10 

     DCB IS: RECFM --  FBS  LRECL -------- 22,528  BLKSIZE -------22,528 

     DASD UTILIZATION IS 95 PERCENT. 

     RECOMMENDED DATA SET SIZE IS 22,528 

     ALLOCATION IN TRACKS --      26    IN CYLINDERS --2

Single DSG HIDAM Database -- VSAM

DATASET GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS:

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG UNCOMPRESSED DB RECORD IS      5,966 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT PREFIXES.

 

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS WILL MAXIMIZE THE USE OF DASD SPACE.

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS MAY BE INAPPROPRIATE FOR ON-LINE APPLICATIONS.

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS ARE BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT ICF CATALOGS ARE

BEING USED.      THEY ARE NOT VALID FOR VSAM USER CATALOGS.

   1. DATASET: INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDIV11

      DDNAME:  PRIMARY --- INDIV11

      DEVICE -------     3380      CI SIZE ------   22,528      CIs/TRACK -----      2

      CI SIZE ------   22,528      FREE SPACE PCT --     1      FREE CI FREQ --     10

      DASD UTILIZATION IS      95 PERCENT.      

      RECOMMENDED DATA SET SIZE IS 22,528      

      ALLOCATION IN TRACKS --      34      IN CYLINDERS --     3      

HISAM Database -- VSAM

NOTE
The HISAM database using VSAM can only have a single DSG.

DATASET GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS: 

THE LENGTH OF THE AVG UNCOMPRESSED DB RECORD IS 3,217 BYTES INCLUDING SEGMENT PREFIXES.

 

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS WILL MAXIMIZE THE USE OF DASD SPACE.

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS MAY BE INAPPROPRIATE FOR ON-LINE APPLICATIONS.

THESE RECOMMENDATIONS ARE BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION THAT ICF CATALOGS ARE

BEING USED.      THEY ARE NOT VALID FOR VSAM USER CATALOGS.

 

   1. PRIMARY DATASET:      INFVSAM1.SHRINK.TESTDB.INDSV10

      DDNAME:      PRIMARY --- INDIV1P
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      DEVICE -------     3,380      CI  SIZE ----- 22,528      CIs/TRACK -----      2

      MAX LRECL ----     3,752      RECDS/CI -----      6      RECDS/TRK -----     12

      DASD UTILIZATION IS      95 PERCENT.      

      ALLOCATION IN TRACKS --     19      IN CYLINDERS --     2      

 

      OVERFLOW DATASET:      

      DDNAME:      OVERFLOW -- INDSV10      

      DEVICE ------      3,380      CI  SIZE ----- 22,582      CIs/TRACK -----      2

      MAX LRECL ----     3,752      RECDS/CI -----      6      RECDS/TRK -----     12

      DASD UTILIZATION IS      95 PERCENT.      

      ALLOCATION IN TRACKS --     3      IN CYLINDERS --     1      

      MODIFY THE ‘DATASET’ MACRO PARMS FOR THE DATA SET GROUP AS SHOWN:       

      BLOCK PARAMETER -- BLKFACT1 =          6      BLKFACT2 =         6      

      RECORD PARAMETER -- RECLEN1 =      3,752      RECLEN2 =      3,752      

Management Summary Section

The Management Summary section consists of the following subsections:

• DASD Usage and Savings
• CPU Performance
• Installation Computation Factors

DASD Usage and Savings Subsection

This subsection compares two DASD usages and the unused DASD or DASD savings. Unused DASD indicates the
amount of space available for growth. The allocations, usage and unused or savings are shown in tracks of DASD,
percent, megabytes of DASD, cost of procuring that amount of DASD space and the amount charged for that amount
of DASD each month. These values are reflected in the following horizontal headings: DASD TRACKS, %, DASD
MEGABYTES, and COST IN DOLLARS - PURCHASE MNTHLY OPER.

                         DASD       DASD      -- COSTS IN DOLLARS --

                        TRACKS  %  MEGABYTES  PURCHASE  MONTHLY OPER 

                        ______ ___ _________ _________________________ 

ORIGINAL ALLOCATION:

______________________________________________________________________ 

 CURRENT ALLOCATION:        60 100         3         72              4 

       CURRENT USED:        10  16         0          0              0 

                       ------- --- --------- ----------- ------------- 

   AVAIL FOR GROWTH:        50  84         3         72              4 

USED SPACE SAVINGS -- FULL COMPRESSION BASED ON CURRENT ALLOCATION

______________________________________________________________________ 

       CURRENT USED:        10 100         0          0              0 

     ESTIMATED USED:        10 100         0          0              0 

                       ------- --- --------- ----------- ------------- 

  ESTIMATED SAVINGS:         0   0         0          0              0 

SUGGESTED ALLOCATION BASED UPON FULL COMPRESSION

______________________________________________________________________ 

  SUGG’D ALLOCATION:         2 100         0          0              0 

  COMP’D DATA NEEDS:         1  50         0          0              0 

                       ------- --- --------- ----------- ------------- 

   AVAIL FOR GROWTH:         1  50         0          0              0 

TOTAL SAVINGS:
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______________________________________________________________________ 

 CURRENT ALLOCATION:        60 100         3         72              4 

  SUGG’D ALLOCATION:         2   3         0          0              0 

                       ------- --- --------- ----------- ------------- 

 EST’D DASD SAVINGS:        58  97         3         72              4 

The following fields appear on this report:

ORIGINAL ALLOCATION
Provides information about current DASD allocation compared to current DASD needs for the uncompressed data
giving the amount of DASD available for growth.
CURRENT ALLOCATION

Identifies the amount of DASD currently allocated.
CURRENT USED

Identifies the amount of DASD currently used.
AVAIL FOR GROWTH

Identifies the amount of DASD available for growth.
USED SPACE SAVINGS - FULL COMPRESSION BASED ON CURRENT ALLOCATION

Provides information about current DASD needs for the uncompressed data compared to the DASD needs for the
compressed data giving the amount of space that Compress Data Compression can save.
CURRENT USED

Identifies the amount of DASD currently used. This value is the same as CURRENT USED under
ORIGINAL ALLOCATION.

ESTIMATED USED
Identifies the amount of DASD used when full compression is implemented.

ESTIMATED SAVINGS
Identifies the amount of DASD that can be saved.

SUGGESTED ALLOCATION BASED ON FULL COMPRESSION
Provides information about suggested DASD allocations compared to the DASD needed by Compress Data
Compression compressed data, when using the Compress Data Compression recommendations, and giving the
amount of DASD available for growth.
SUGG’D ALLOCATION

Identifies the suggested allocation based on full compression.
COMP’D DATA NEEDS

Identifies the amount of DASD needed by the data at full compression.
AVAIL FOR GROWTH

Identifies the amount of DASD available for growth at full compression.
TOTAL SAVINGS

Provides information about current DASD allocation compared to the recommended DASD allocation and giving
the total DASD savings that may be realized.
CURRENT ALLOCATION

Identifies the amount of DASD currently allocated.
SUGG’D ALLOCATION

Identifies the suggested allocation based on full compression.
EST’D DASD SAVINGS

Identifies the estimated DASD savings, arrived at by subtracting SUGG’D ALLOCATION from CURRENT
ALLOCATION.
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CPU Performance Subsection

COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE (COSTS ARE IN DOLLARS):

____________________________________________

MEGABYTES COMPRESSED PER CPU SECOND        =      3.3 

CPU SECONDS FOR COMPRESSING TOTAL DATABASE =      0 

COST FOR COMPRESSING TOTAL DATABASE        =      0.00 

CPU SECONDS FOR SEQNTL PROCS OF DATABASE   =      0 

COST FOR SEQNTL PROCS OF DATABASE          =      0.00 

AVERAGE SEGMENT LENGTH FOR DATABASE        =    121 

SEGMENTS PROCESSED IN ONE CPU SECOND       = 28,740 

CPU COST TO PROCESS 10,000 SEGMENTS --  PRIME TIME   OFF SHIFT 

 

                                        ---------- ----------- 

                           BATCH:             0.12        0.01 

                           ON-LINE:           0.28        0.03

The following fields appear on this report:

COSTS ARE IN
Identifies the monetary unit used by the country where the installation is located.

MEGABYTES COMPRESSED PER CPU SECOND
Identifies the number of megabytes of data that can be compressed or expanded per CPU second based on the
processor speed provided by the installation.

CPU SECONDS FOR COMPRESSING TOTAL DATABASE
Identifies the amount of additional time in CPU seconds required to initially compress the data.

COST FOR COMPRESSING TOTAL DATABASE
Identifies the cost in CPU charges that incurred to initially compress the data. This cost is based on doing the
conversion at night in the batch environment.

CPU SECONDS FOR SEQNTL PROCS OF DATABASE
Identifies the amount of additional CPU time that a run will increase if the data is processed in its totality in a
sequential manner. This means reading and replacing every segment.

COST FOR SEQNTL PROCS OF DATABASE
Identifies the additional amount of CPU charges that a run will incur when the data is processed sequentially in its
totality.

AVERAGE SEGMENT LENGTH FOR DATABASE
Identifies the result of dividing the total number of bytes of data, including keys, in the database by the total
number of segments in the database.

SEGMENTS PROCESSED IN ONE CPU SECOND
Identifies the result of by dividing the number of bytes of data that can be processed in one CPU second by the
length of the average segment.

CPU COST TO PROCESS 10,000 SEGMENTS
Identifies the amount that you can expect processing cost to increase due to data compression. This reflects the
cost of the expansion/compression of 10,000 of the average segments. This increased cost is provided for each of
the following four environments.
BATCH/PRIME TIME

A batch job executed during primary operating hours.
BATCH/OFF SHIFT

A batch job executed during nonprimary operating hours.
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ON-LINE/PRIME TIME
An online transaction executed during primary operating hours.

ON-LINE/OFF SHIFT
An online transaction executed during nonprimary operating hours.

Installation Computation Factors Subsection

This subsection shows the CPU speed and monetary factors that you supplied and that were used during the DASD and
cost calculations.

INSTALLATION COMPUTATION FACTORS: (COSTS/CHARGES ARE IN DOLLARS)

______________________________________________________________ 

DFP (DATA FACILITY PRODUCT) LEVEL =       3.3 

PROCESSOR ‘MIPS’ RATING           =      16 

DASD PURCHASE COST/MEGABYTE       =      24.00 

DASD USAGE CHARGE/MEBYTE/MO       =       1.25 

ONE CPU HOUR - PRIME - BATCH      =     890.00 

ONE CPU HOUR - PRIME - ON-LINE    =   2,200.00 

ONE CPU HOUR - NIGHT - BATCH      =      89.00 

ONE CPU HOUR - NIGHT - ON-LINE    =     220.00 

CHARGE PER 1,000 EXCPS PRIME      =       0.50 

CHARGE PER 1,000 EXCPS NIGHT      =       0.05

The following fields appear on this report:

COSTS/CHARGES ARE IN
Identifies the monetary unit used in the country in which the installation is located.

DFP (DATA FACILITY PRODUCT) LEVEL
Identifies the Data Facility Product (DFP) level provided by the installation. The rules for this DFP level were used
in the DASD space calculations.

NOTE
DFP is responsible for storing and retrieving of the data. Different DFP levels have different capabilities.

PROCESSOR ‘MIPS’ RATING
Identifies the speed, in millions of instructions per second (MIPS), of the average processor for the installation.
The MIPS rate directly affects the cost of expanding and compressing the data. The average MIPS speed should
be rounded to the nearest MIPS.

DASD PURCHASE COST/MEGABYTE
Identifies the amount of money the installation spends when it acquires new DASD. This cost is expressed in
terms of the money spent per megabyte of DASD storage acquired.

DASD USAGE CHARGE/MGBYTE/MO
Identifies the amount of money the installation charges per MEGABYTE of DASD per month.

ONE CPU HOUR - PRIME - BATCH
Identifies the amount of money the installation charges for the use of one hour of CPU time during the prime
operating hours to run jobs in the batch environment.

ONE CPU HOUR - PRIME - ON-LINE
Identifies the amount of money the installation charges for the use of one hour of CPU time during the prime
operating hours to run transactions/jobs in the online environment.
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ONE CPU HOUR - NIGHT - BATCH
Identifies the amount of money the installation charges for the use of one hour of CPU time during the nonprime
operating hours to run jobs in the batch environment.

ONE CPU HOUR - NIGHT - ON-LINE
Identifies the amount of money the installation charges for the use of one hour of CPU time during the nonprime
operating hours to run transactions/jobs in the online environment.

CHARGE PER 1,000 EXCPS PRIME
Identifies the amount of money the installation charges for 1,000 I/O operations during the prime operating hours.

CHARGE PER 1,000 EXCPS NIGHT
Identifies the amount of money the installation charges for 1,000 I/O operations during the nonprime operating
hours.

Record Definition Language Reference
 Contents 

  

RDL General Overview

The Record Definition Language (RDL) provided by the Compress Data Compression system lets you describe
characteristics of data comprising a file that the Compress Data Compression system compresses and expands. The
more you know about the data, the more detailed and precise the RDL specifications can be.

 Compress Data Compression assumes default record definitions if you decide not to code RDL specifications. The
effectiveness in achieving impressive compression ratios using default record definitions (and corresponding low
processing overhead) is considerable. In the absence of other considerations, such as the need to exempt specific
nonkey fields from compression, for which user-coded RDL specifications are necessary, we recommend that the default
definitions assumed by the system be used in first attempts to compress any file. Then, if performance is satisfactory, no
further coding is necessary.

However, if you are interested in achieving the best possible trade-off between compression ratio and processing
overhead for a particular file, you can experiment with alternative RDL specifications. An indication of the potential impact
of coding a particular RDL specification on this trade-off can be found under individual RDL specification descriptions.

RDL Terminology

 RDL specification is a unit of RDL coding that defines one Compress Data Compression field within a record. Each RDL
specification defines one data field.

Field

A field is a series of consecutive byte locations within an uncompressed record that are defined with a single RDL
specification as having similar compression or expansion characteristics.

The boundaries of fields defined to Compress Data Compression need not correspond with actual field boundaries of
data elements. For example, the entire record can be defined to Compress Data Compression as a single Compress Data
Compression field. Unless otherwise noted, future references to the term field in this section denote a field as defined
to Compress Data Compression, not a record data element.

Field Type

Fields are differentiated by the type of data they contain, such as character data, packed decimal data, and so forth.
Consequently, each RDL specification consists, in part, of a field type code.
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A field type code is a portion of an RDL specification that indicates the algorithm that the system uses to compress and
expand the field currently defined.

Field Length

In addition to the type of data contained in a field, Compress Data Compression must know the boundaries of the field,
where it begins and ends. Thus, each RDL specification contains an indication of the length of the field, in bytes.

The location in the record where the field begins is implied by the sum of the lengths of fields previously
defined. Compress Data Compression evaluates user-coded RDL specifications left-to-right and maintains an internal
field pointer (IFP). The value in the IFP is initially zero, corresponding to the first position of the record being
defined. Compress Data Compression automatically adjusts the IFP value for each RDL specification, increasing it by the
length of the previous field definition.

In a few special cases, you may need to set the value of the IFP explicitly by coding a special RDL specification,
the Position Function.

Field lengths are not always fixed. The field length of a variable-length field must be determinable from information
contained in the record. A separate field typically contains the length of a variable-length field, or contains a value
indicating the number of times that a variably occurring fixed-length segment appears. Compress Data Compression lets
you perform arithmetic within a field definition to calculate a variable field length, using a special Variable Symbol (VS) to
represent the calculated value. VS can be coded in certain field definitions in lieu of an integer length.

You may need to repeat an RDL specification two or more times in succession. For example, the record might contain
20 successive packed decimal numbers of identical length. To reduce user-coding in such cases, the RDL provides for
specification of a repetition factor for a single RDL specification, or a group of RDL specifications coded consecutively.
This RDL specification structure has the same effect as coding the RDL specification or a group of RDL specifications
as many times, in sequence, as indicated by the repetition factor. This RDL specification structure is referred to as
a repetition group. The VS can be coded in cases where the repetition factor is variable and can be calculated from
information contained in the record. 

Files may contain multiple record formats, where the format of a particular record can be determined from the contents
of one (or more than one) individual field. Compress Data Compression allows alternative record definitions, which are
effective for particular records based on the contents of a field. Such an RDL coding structure is referred to as a condition
group, and is described later in this chapter.

Performance Considerations When Using RDL

There are two primary performance characteristics of the Compress Data Compression data compression system:

Compression Ratio
The amount of storage space saved by compressing a data set.
Maximizing the compression ratio represents a cost saving, because more data can be stored per unit of storage
available. The accompanying increase in processing overhead may or may not represent an increased cost,
depending on the unique circumstances.

Processing Overhead
The amount of additional CPU cycles required to transform record images from the compressed state to the
uncompressed state for processing by an application program, and to retransform records to the compressed
state for storage in the data set.
Many factors influence whether the increase in processing overhead results in a cost or a saving. Although it
seems that increased processing overhead to compress and expand records always costs more, more records
can be stored per block by compressing records, reducing the number of times that the IBM Operating System
File Access Method must be entered per program execution. This reduction represents a decrease in processing
overhead and may result in a net saving. The availability of CPU cycles during a typical job mix is also important.
The total number of CPU cycles available per unit of time is a fixed-cost, directly related to the computing power
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of the installed hardware. If there are CPU cycles available during a typical job mix, increased processing
overhead may result in no increased cost.

There is a trade-off relationship between compression ratio and processing overhead. As compression ratio approaches
the theoretical maximum (storing the greatest amount of data in the fewest number of bits), processing overhead tends to
increase. By benchmark testing you can determine the optimum trade-off for yourself based on your requirements.

General Restrictions on RDL Use

The Record Definition Language is employed to construct the File Descriptor Table (FDT). The FDT has a maximum
size and, as such, there is a corresponding upper limit on the maximum amount of RDL specifications permitted for any
one file. In the unlikely event that this maximum is reached, a user ABEND 4 occurs and the RDL specifications must be
reduced by combining adjacent field definitions to form group fields.

The space in the FDT required to contain the RDL specifications can be calculated using the following table:

RDL Field Type Space Requirement
GA PD ZL ZR 6 bytes
C1 C2 C3 18 bytes
MA 92 bytes for the first occurrence.
MB 54 bytes for each subsequent occurrence.
UN 14 bytes
N 20 bytes
V 48 bytes
VP, VZ 40 bytes
S, X 26 bytes
First "(" in a condition group series 72 bytes
Each remaining "(" in a condition group series 54 bytes
Fn(Where n < 128) 4 bytes
Fn(Where n > 128) 38 bytes
FVS 46 bytes
VER, Dc 88 bytes
P 12 bytes
P + n 18 bytes
P + VS 8 bytes
Fixed repetition group 16 bytes
Variable repetition group 30 bytes

The space required must be summed according to RDL specifications as coded, and the total may not exceed 2800. For
example, consider the following RDL specifications:

V2-4,GAF2,C1FVS.

Using the table, the space required for these RDL specifications is:
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• 48 bytes for V2-4
• 6 bytes for GA
• 4 bytes for F2
• 18 bytes for C1
• 46 bytes for FVS

The total is 122 bytes, which is well within the 2800-byte limit.

How the RDL Operates

The theoretical maximum compression ratio is different for each data set, because it depends on the actual data
contained in the data set. The Compress Data Compression system provides multiple algorithms for compressing data,
which you can selectively apply to individual fields within data records to maximize their compression.

This compression is accomplished by using RDL specifications that you code and supply as input to build the File
Description Table (FDT). The more complete and accurate description of the records that are compressed through RDL
specifications you provide, the closer the compression ratio approaches the theoretical maximum. However, each RDL
specification you code has an associated cost in processing overhead.

Consider two fields, customer name and customer address. Both fields contain textual data. However, unlike the customer
address field, the customer name field never contains numeric characters. You can use this characteristic to differentiate
these fields. Using two different RDL specifications to define these fields helps achieve a higher compression ratio for both
fields than if both fields are defined by the same RDL specification.

While it is often sufficient to know what data type is in a field, it is also helpful to know the distribution of values contained
in the field across the file. For example, one of the most efficient ways to define a field to Compress Data Compression is
as a small set of fixed expected values. A file may contain a warehouse name field, where there are only few warehouses
(assume eight) represented on the file. You can code an RDL specification that provides these names as a set of
expected values in a table.

RDL Position Function

 RDL Position Function lets you alter the internal field pointer (IFP). By default, Compress Data
Compression automatically adjusts an internal field pointer (IFP) to the current displacement within the record as fields are
processed.

For example, fields that are exempted from compression (defined with the field type-N RDL specification) must be
defined before any variable or condition group RDL specifications. If a field that is exempted from compression is located
at a higher displacement from the record origin than variable-length fields or conditionally present fields, the Position
Function must be used to set the IFP at the field that is exempted from compression, so that it can be defined first.
Then the Position Function must be used again to reset the IFP to the lower displacement so that the variable-length or
conditionally present fields can be defined.

The Position Function has the following format:

• To set IFP to n and reposition IFP to the n+1th byte in the record, specify the following:
Pn

• To add n to the IFP and reposition IFP forward n bytes, specify the following:
P+n

• To subtract n from the IFP and reposition IFP backward n bytes, specify the following:
P-n

• To reset IFP to its value immediately preceding the last Pn, P+n or P-n, specify the following:
P
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 If there were no previous Position Functions executed, P is ignored. P cannot be specified as the initial Position
Function.

•  P
Defines the IFP and is coded as shown.

•   n 
Specifies the displacement of the IFP. Displacements are computed relative to 0 that indicates the start (origin) of the
record.
Limits: one-to five-digit integer or the variable symbol (VS)

The following rules apply to the use of Position Function:

• The IFP must remain within the bounds of the record. This error is usually, but not always, caught during the prepass
or compression phase, because complete checking would involve substantial timing overhead during compression.

• The IFP must be at the byte following the last byte of the record after all fields are processed. Otherwise, a wrong
length record ABEND 15 occurs.

• If a field is bypassed, a check byte mismatch ABEND 10 can occur on re-expansion.
• Redefining through repositioning degrades performance, and we recommend that you specify it only when necessary.

 Example: RDL Position Function 

Consider a name and address file that contains three types of 80-byte records, shown in the following illustration:

NAME RECORD TYPE RECORD TYPE=A STREET ADDRESS RECORD TYPE=B

CITY,STATE  ZIP CODE        RECORD TYPE=C   

Field            Length  Type of Data    

-----            ------  ------------    

NAME             79      Character   

RECORD TYPE      1       Character   

STREET ADDRESS   79      Character   

CITY,STATE       74      Character   

ZIP CODE         5       Zoned Decimal   

The following RDL specifications define this file:

P79,(01A,P,C1F79)b(01B,P,C2F79)b(01C,P,C3F74,ZRF5),P+1.

• P79, -- Sets the IFP at the RECORD TYPE field. The IFP is relative to 0, thus IFP of 0 is the first record position, and
IFP of 79 is the 80th byte of the record)

• (01A,P,C1F79)b -- If the RECORD TYPE field contains A, resets the IFP to the beginning of the record, and defines the
NAME field.

• (01B,P,C2F79)b -- If the RECORD TYPE field contains B, resets the IFP to the beginning of the record, and defines the
STREET ADDRESS field.

• (01C,P,C3F74,ZRF5), -- If the RECORD TYPE field contains C, resets the IFP to the beginning of the record, and
defines the CITY, STATE and ZIP CODE fields.

• P+1 -- One of the condition groups has been applied to the record (if all records in the file contain A, B, or C in the
RECORD TYPE field). The IFP is pointing, once again, at the RECORD TYPE field. Coding P+1 is necessary to
position the IFP at the byte location following the last byte of the record. Failure to do so results in an ABEND with a
user code of 4 and the following message:
REC DEFS IMPLY WRONG LENGTH.

RDL Syntax Rules
Syntax rules for the Record Definition Language are:
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• Definitions appear within columns 1-72 of each card.
• Definitions can be continued onto any number of cards.
• Each field definition consists of a one- or two-character type code followed by a field length descriptor.
• Definitions are separated by commas or blanks or both.
• Groups of definitions may be enclosed within quotes and preceded by a repetition factor.
• Condition groups (definitions whose pertinence is dependent on record content) are enclosed in parentheses.
• Numbers appearing in the language, such as field lengths or arithmetic constants, must be from 1 through 32,767

(inclusive), unless otherwise specified.
• Definitions are terminated with a period or by end-of-file on the RECDEF data set. Information appearing after the

period is treated as a comment.

Record definitions are checked for syntactical validity, but not applicability to the data, and printed. If syntax errors
appear, each error is underscored by an alphanumeric character identifier that corresponds to the initial character of an
explanatory error message printed directly below the RDL statement in error.

RDL Specification Field Type Codes
 Contents 

  

Each RDL specification consists of a field type code and a field length descriptor. The processing efficiency is a relative
measure with 1 being the most efficient, and 6 being the least efficient.

Field Types C1, C2, and C3 -- Character Data

Field types C1, C2, and C3 indicate character data using internal frequency table 1, 2, or 3, as specified. Use type C to
define groups of fields whose byte values have similar frequency distributions. Up to three different frequency distributions
can be accommodated, one each for type C1, C2, and C3. If no other type code is clearly preferable, choose type C.

Compression is variable, depending on the skew of the distribution. The greater the skew of the distribution, the greater
the compression ratio. Processing overhead is minimal.

 Processing efficiency: 3

Fields that contain character data are compressed using the Huffman algorithm, coupled with elimination of successive
repetitions of the same byte value. The value in each byte is assigned a variable-length bit code, with the most-frequently
occurring value assigned the shortest bit code and the least-frequently occurring value assigned the longest bit code. The
frequency of occurrence of each value is determined during the prepass and is stored in one of three character frequency
tables. A separate character frequency table is associated with each of the character-type RDL field specifications C1, C2
and C3.

For example, you can define mostly alphabetic fields as type C1, numeric fields as C2, and fields with another type of
distribution as C3. The compression ratio thus obtained will be better, at no increase in processing overhead, than if all
fields are defined as the same type. With the exception that types C1, C2, and C3 have their own individual frequency
table, they are treated identically by Compress Data Compression.

 Example: Field Type C1, C2, and C3 

On a name and address file, suppose the name appears in the first 40 positions, the street address in the next 39, the
city and state in the next 28, and the ZIP Code in the final six positions. The code could be C1F113 but C1F40, C2F39,
C3F28, C2F6 gives better results.

After the prepass, the C1 table is heavily skewed toward alphabetics, with the letters M, R, S, blank and the vowels used
most frequently. The more frequently the character is used, the shorter is its bit code representation. The second field
is mostly alphabetics, numerics, and blank so that its compression can be improved using a separate frequency table,
C2. Because the last field is numeric, it can also be grouped in C2, although it probably is better for both fields to code it
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ZRF6. The city and state field can have the same approximate distribution as the first C1 field, but because there is one
more table to spare (C3), it should be used.

NOTE
 In the inconceivable event that all 256-byte values are equally represented in the file, each character translates
into an 8-bit code. But even in this case, some compression may be obtained through the type C automatic
elimination of successive duplicate byte values.

Field Type GA -- Garbage Data (Permanently Unused Fields)

Field type GA indicates garbage, filler, padding, alignment bytes, and so forth. Use this type to eliminate unneeded fields
from the compression record. Compression is 100 percent. Processing overhead is negligible.

 Processing efficiency: 1

Field type GA is specified when the content of a field is no longer of value in the file, such as permanently unused fields,
fillers, or alignment bytes. This content is deleted in the compressed record, but appear as binary zeros on re-expansion.

NOTE
 If these fields were not originally zeros, the expanded record is not an exact replica of the original. Redundancy
checking used by Compress Data Compression does not consider type GA fields.

 Example: GA Field Type 

Consider variable-length input records, where the two low-order bytes of the IBM standard Record Descriptor Word
(RDW) are always binary zeros. Those two bytes can conveniently be specified as GAF2.

All four bytes of the RDW are sometimes superfluous in defining variable-length records, because the length may
be implicit in the record content. The RDW can then be defined as GAF4. The File Expansion Utility fills in the length
automatically. The EXPAND subroutine supplies the length if the output record address (first parameter) and the record
length address (third parameter) are the same.

Field Type L -- Insert Tally of Actual Length

Field type L indicates insert binary length indication (for COBOL users). Use type L to insert a binary tally of the
compressed actual number of bytes comprising the compressed record as the first two bytes of the record following the
RDW. This field type actually increases the compressed record length by two bytes. Processing overhead is negligible.

 Processing efficiency: 1

The L field type must be the first specification of the record definition statements. In the compressed record it appears
as a two-byte binary number at the start of the record after the RDW, if any, and before the type N fields. The type L field
contains the number of bytes in the record which follow this field. It is coded in the record definitions as the letter L, with
no length descriptor.

 Example: Field Type L 

Type L is useful in reading and writing compressed records in COBOL.The COBOL record definition (or redefinition) for
records of maximum length 1000 can be specified as follows:

01 CMP-RCD SYNC.

02 LEN PIC 9(4) COMP.

02 CHARS PIC X OCCURS 1000 TIMES DEPENDING ON LEN.

Field Types MA and MB -- Pattern Matching

Field types MA and MB indicate pattern matching. Use type M when data in a field repeats partially or wholly from record
to record, such as in a file containing multiple consecutive records with the same name and address. The M field type is
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useful for print files, files that are transmitted, and seldom updated read-only files where the speed of compression, and
especially expansion, is more important than compression ratios.

This type involves substantial set-up timing overhead per field and should not be used for fields shorter than 10 bytes,
unless a considerable compression payoff is expected. The longer the field, the less processing overhead for setup is
required per byte. For fields smaller than 10 bytes in length, type C is preferable.

Compression is variable, depending on the degree of data repetition. Processing overhead is variable, decreasing as field
length increases.

 Processing efficiency: 3-5

Fields defined by this field type are compared with a pattern as follows:

• MA fields use the data in the first record as a pattern.
• MB fields use the data in the previous record as a pattern.

Matching characters and character repetitions are compressed. When your program calls SHRINK or EXPAND, these
patterns are set during the initial CALL. Type MB patterns are reset during each subsequent CALL.

The following restrictions apply to the M type fields:

• The M type fields must be of fixed length.
• The M type fields cannot be specified within condition groups.
• When the M type fields appear within a repetition group or a nest of repetition groups, none of the enclosing repetition

factors may be the variable symbol.
• The pattern used to compress and expand the field must be the same.

The compression obtained with type MB is better than with type MA, but its usage is more restrictive. MB can only be
conveniently used for sequential processing, such as old master updated by transaction file yields new master. The
following rules must be followed for this type of sequential update:

• Each old master record must be passed to the EXPAND subroutine in sequence. This requirement precludes the use
of MA or MB field definitions with ISAM files retrieved randomly.

• Each new master record must be passed to the SHRINK subroutine in sequence.

If FDTs are in sequential data set format, the old master file and the new master file must have separate TABLxx DD
statements. If the FDTs are in load module format, each master file must have its own SCB. However, the SCB can refer
to the same FDT.

NOTE
 The use of MA and MB pattern matching causes an 0C4 ABEND. (MA and MB pattern matching can be used
with the Compress/2 Data Compression System.) Because FDTs were converted from sequential to load
modules and linked as re-entrant, the additional storage address cannot be stored within the re-entrant FDT.
This problem occurs in Compress Data Compression for IMS. For this reason, we do not recommend that you
use pattern matching.

Field Type N -- Fields Exempted From Compression

The N field type indicates exempt from compression. Use type N to exempt a field from compression, for example
retrieval, match and sort keys, and any frequently processed field.

This field type yields no compression. Processing overhead is negligible.

 Processing efficiency: 1

Type N fields are placed at the front of each record (after the RDW, if any, and after the type L field, if any) in the same
order as they are defined. Type N fields can be used as control fields for sorting, retrieving, or updating the compressed
record.
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Type N fields are exempted from the redundancy check byte calculation. Thus, they can be modified within the
compressed record without a "Check Byte Mismatch" condition occurring on re-expansion.

The following requirements must be met:

• Type N fields cannot appear within condition groups or repetition groups.
• Type N fields must appear at fixed offsets from the start of the record, and their definition must apply to all records in

the file.
If such a field occurs in the record after variable-length fields, variable repetition groups or condition groups, use
a Position Function to define the type N field before these other fields.

• The total length of all type N fields must not exceed 4095 bytes.

When deciding whether to exempt a field from compression consider the following:

• Key fields used to retrieve records from the file must be exempted from compression to enable record retrieval.
• Sort key fields, on which the file is regularly sorted, should be exempted from compression.

When sort key fields are exempted from compression, you can invoke a sort utility program to sort the file in its
compressed state, avoiding all expansion overhead.

• Match key fields, for record matching applications, should be exempted from compression.
When match key fields are exempted from compression, you can avoid expansion overhead in application programs
until it is determined that compressed fields from the record require processing.

• Any field at a fixed offset from the record origin that appears in all records of the file can be considered for exemption
from compression.

• The field that is always or frequently operated on in application programs can be considered for exemption from
compression. Consideration must be given to the trade-off between compression ratio and processing overhead.
Where compression ratio is critical, the field should be compressed. Where minimum processing overhead is critical,
the field should be exempted from compression. Benchmark testing both ways helps you determine the optimal trade-
off.

Field Type PD -- Packed Decimal Data

The PD field type indicates packed decimal data (USAGE COMPUTATIONAL-3 for COBOL users). Use type PD for fields
containing packed decimal data, preferably with many high-order zero digits. If significant digits frequently fill the field or if
invalid data is frequently present in the field, choosing a type C specification is preferable.

Compression is excellent when the value is zero, and variable, increasing as the proportion of significant digits to total
digits decreases. Processing overhead is moderate.

 Processing efficiency: 5-6

The following requirements must be met:

• The field length must be less than nine bytes.
• The number is between -2147483647 and 2147483647.
• The sign is a hexadecimal C, D, E, or F.
• Only decimal digits (0-9) occur. (For efficiency, type PD should not be specified for fields of lengths 1 or 2. Types C1,

C2, C3, UN, X, or S may be used in these cases.)

 Compress Data Compression treats invalid fields automatically as type UN. Instead of being compressed, a field defined
as type PD which contains invalid data is enlarged by one bit. No data is lost, and on expansion, field content is the
same as it was before compression. If, across the file, a field is thought to contain invalid data a substantial number of
times, greater compression and reduced processing overhead results from defining the field as a type C instead of PD. A
message is printed with the statistics produced by the File Compression Utility indicating the number of times invalid data
was encountered in a PD field during compression.

 Compress Data Compression converts packed decimal numbers to binary, bit aligned, variable-length "floating point".
If the packed decimal numbers are large in magnitude and fill their fields with significant digits (for example, the packed
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date 76 36 5C in a three-byte field), then defining the field as type PD performs poorly in both average time per byte and
compression. It is better to specify a type C dedicated to these packed decimal fields. However, if the numbers rarely
come close to filling the field with significant digits, specifying type PD yields improved performance over alternative
specifications.

Specifically, fields with value 0 compress to 6 bits, while fields with value between 16n-1 and 16n-1 compress to 6+4n bits,
regardless of sign or field width.

Consider a file where each record consists of 20 four-byte packed fields, written as PDF4, PDF4, ..., 20 times, or
abbreviated as a repetition group

20’PDF4’.

If the average number of significant digits is five or greater, then it is better to define the record as

C1F80.

If compression is more important than speed, then specifying

20’C1F3,C2F1’

separately defining the low-order sign bytes gives better results for the same record.

Field Types S and X -- Set of Expected Values

The S or X field types indicate a set of expected values. Use type S or X when the number of values occurring in a field is
small, 16 or fewer, and these values are known in advance.

Compression is excellent, and the processing overhead is minimal.

 Processing efficiency: 3

A table reference compression technique can be used where the set of expected values contained in a field across
the file is small, and these values are known. It is not necessary to include all values that occur in the field in the table
of expected values. If data is encountered in the field for which no matching table entry is specified, the data is not
compressed; instead, it grows by one bit. No data is lost in this case, and the expanded field is identical to the field before
compression. A message is printed with the statistics produced by the File Compression Utility, indicating the number of
times a value was encountered in a type S or X field that was not specified in the table of expected values. To achieve
efficient compression, it is important that most values occurring in a field defined as type S or X are specified in the table
of expected values.

Field types S and X are functionally equivalent. The only difference is in the method of specifying the table of expected
values. The table for type S is coded in EBCDIC characters. Any of the 256 possible byte values can be coded, but
nongraphic data must be multipunched. The table for type X is coded in hexadecimal format. Each byte value in the table
is coded as two hexadecimal digits.

RDL specifications for field types S and X are coded in a special format:

tmnv

t
Specifies the field type, S or X.

m
Specifies the field length.
Limits: a two-digit number 01 through 99 (code the leading zero for values from 01 through 09)

n
Specifies the number of entries in the table of expected values.
Limits: a two-digit number 01 through 16 (code the leading zero for values from 01 through 09)
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v
Specifies the table of expected values. Table entries of expected values are coded consecutively until n values
are specified. For type S, no space can be left between consecutive entries. The table must occupy exactly m*n
positions in the field definition. If the table specification continues past column 72 of the current RDL statement, it
must be continued starting in column 1 of the next RDL statement. For type X, spaces may appear between pairs
of hexadecimal digits for readability, but the table must contain exactly 2*m*n hexadecimal digits.

 Compress Data Compression uses a sequential search algorithm to determine if a field value in the record appears in
the table of expected values. For maximum efficiency in processing overhead, the entries of the table should be coded in
decreasing order of probability of occurrence. The expected value most likely to occur should be coded first; the expected
value least likely to occur should be coded last.

The only limit on the size of an expected value table, other than 99 entries maximum, is the total space available in the
FDT. Where applicable, this is the most efficient method, both in terms of compression ratio and processing overhead.

To illustrate correctly coded type S and X field definitions, and to illustrate the difference in the way expected values are
coded between types S and X, consider the following definitions, which are equivalent:

S0103AB1

X0103C1C2F1

Suppose a file has a four-byte field containing DOGb/, CATb/, FISH, BIRD, FROG, or "other", where "other" occurs
infrequently. If this field is specified as:

S0405DOGbCATbFISHBIRDFROG

The 32-bit (four-byte) field compresses to four bits, one bit as an error flag and three bits to represent which of the five
values occur. An "other" field cannot be compressed, but grows by one bit to 33 bits.

Field Type UN -- Undefined Fields

The UN field type indicates undefined field. Use the UN type for fields that fall into none of the other categories and
cannot readily be compressed, such as bit switches or floating-point numbers. This type is useful when all three type C
specifications are already in use. Type UN fields are not compressed, but neither do they grow in length.

This field type yields no compression. Processing overhead is minimal.

 Processing efficiency: 2

 Example: Field Type UN 

Consider defining a floating-point field when types C1, C2, and C3 are already in use. Defining the floating-point field as
one of the C types alters the distribution of values in the corresponding character frequency table. Defining a floating-
point field as a type C has a detrimental effect on the compression ratio for all of the other fields defined by the type C
specification. To avoid this effect, define the floating-point field as type UN.

Field Types V, VP, and VZ -- Calculating a Value for the Variable Symbol

The V, VP, and VZ field types indicate variable-length fields. Use one of these field types to define a field that contains the
actual length of a variable-length portion of the record or whose content is used to calculate the actual length of a variable-
length portion of the record.

Field types V, VP and VZ are functionally equivalent. The only difference is in the format of the data contained in the type
V, VP or VZ field:

• Use type V to define fields that contain binary integer data.
• Use type VP to define fields which contain packed decimal data.
• Use type VZ for fields which contain right-justified zoned decimal data.
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RDL provides the capability for defining variable-length fields, and fields which occur a variable number of times, if the
length of the variable-length field, or the number of times a variably occurring field is present, is stored within the record or
can be calculated from information stored within the record. This capability is implemented using the Variable Symbol (VS)
that that is coded in RDL specifications.

Field types V, VP, and VZ provide the means to calculate and store a value in the VS. VS is then coded in subsequent
RDL specifications as a field length, a position reference, or a repetition factor. The value stored in the VS during file
processing is substituted in the RDL specification where it appears for each record that the specification applies to. The
VS can be referenced multiple times within the definition of the record. The value stored in the VS is changed every time a
type V, VP or VZ field is processed.

Type V is not compressed. Type VP is compressed as PD. Type VZ compressed as ZR. Processing overhead is minimal
to moderate.

 Processing efficiency: V=2, VP=4, VZ=6

NOTE
 If invalid data is encountered in a VP or VZ field, Compress Data Compression abends with a user code of 20,
and the following error message in the system output writer:

VP

INVALID TYPE VZ FIELD

NOTE
To suppress the abend, code the RC parameter when calling the SHRINK or EXPAND subroutine, as shown
with the messages:

REC DEFS IMPLY WRONG LENGTH

NOTE
and

CHECK BYTE MISMATCH

The following special formats are available for RDL specifications for field types V, VP and VZ:

tn

tno

tno1i1o2i

•   t 
Specifies the field type. The following values are available:
– V
– VP
– VZ

•   n 
Specifies the length of the V, VP, or VZ field, in bytes.
Limits: 

• For type V: 1 through 4
– For types VP and VZ: 1 through 8

•   o1, o2 
Specify the operator. The following values are available:
– + -- Addition
– - -- Subtraction
– * -- Multiplication
– / -- Division

•   i1, i2 
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Specify the values for calculating the result that is stored in VS.
Limits: integers 0 through 32767

NOTE
 Any remainder resulting from a division operation is dropped. Arithmetic operations are evaluated left to right.

 Examples: Special Formats 

• The following example means that the currently defined four-byte field contains a binary integer whose value is to be
stored in the VS. Use of the VS in a subsequent RDL specification refers to the value of the binary integer.
V4

• The following example means that 500 is added to the binary integer, and the result is stored in the VS.
V4+500

• The following example means that the currently defined three-byte field contains a packed decimal number. Three is
subtracted from the number, and the result is divided by 20, and the result is stored in the VS.
VP3-3/20

• The following example shows the record definition for a variable-length record that is treated as a single type C1 field:
V2-4,GAF2,C1FVS

The record length is picked up from the first two bytes of the RDW, from which the RDW length, 4, is subtracted. The
next two unused bytes of the RDW are treated as a garbage field, while the remainder of the record is character data.

• The following example shows a variable-length record made up of the four-byte RDW, followed by a fixed 80-byte
field that is followed by a variable number of 40-byte appendages. The fixed portion is treated as type C1, while each
appendage contains 10 four-byte packed decimal numbers. The record is defined as follows:
V2-84/40,GAF2,C1F80,VS’10’PDF4’’

Field Types ZL and ZR -- Zoned Decimal Data

The ZL and ZR field types indicate zoned decimal, left- or right-justified fields. Use field types ZL and ZR to define fields
that contain zoned decimal data:

• Type ZL defines a field containing left-justified zoned numeric data, possibly followed by one or more filler characters.
• Type ZR defines a field containing right-justified zoned numeric data, possibly preceded by one or more filler

characters.

ZL and ZR specifications are most useful when a separate type C specification cannot be dedicated to zoned numeric
fields, or when the record contains multiple noncontiguous zoned numeric fields. For zoned decimal fields of nine bytes or
less, a definition using type ZR or ZL is preferable to using a type C specification. Valid fields must meet these conditions:

• The numeric portion must contain only digits (0-9). Commas and decimal points are not permitted.
• The value in the numeric portion must be less than 2,147,483,648. Negative numbers are not permitted.
• The length of the field must not exceed 128 bytes.
• For ZL fields, the filler character, if any, must be blank. All-blank fields are valid, as is a field containing a single, left-

justified zero, followed by all blanks.
• For ZR fields, the filler character can be blank or zero, but not both. All-blank and all-zero fields are valid. A field

containing a single, right-justified zero preceded by all blanks is valid.

Data contained in fields defined as ZL or ZR are converted to binary, bit aligned, variable-length floating-point. Blank or
zero fields compress to five bits, while fields with value between 16n-1 compress to 5+4n bits, regardless of field length.

Compression is excellent when value is zero, variable, increasing as the magnitude of the value increases. Processing
overhead is moderate.

 Processing efficiency: 3-6
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NOTE
 If invalid data is encountered in a field defined as ZL or ZR, the field is not compressed. Instead, it grows by
one bit in the compressed record. No data is lost in this event; the expanded field contains the same data as it
did before compression. A message with the statistics is printed indicating the number of times invalid data was
encountered in a ZL or ZR field during compression.

 Example: Field Types Zl and ZR 

Consider an 80-byte record containing all numeric digits. The most efficient specification is C1F80. However, if 80
contiguous bytes containing zoned numerics occurred within a record for which all type C definitions were already in use,
the best definition for the numeric data is:

8’ZRF9’,ZRF8.

RDL Specification Field Length Descriptors
The following forms for coding field length descriptors are valid:

Fn
Indicates fixed-length field of length n, where 1 < n < 16384; n may have leading zeros but may not exceed eight
decimal digits.

FVS
Indicates length determined by the previous type V field. This descriptor is valid only for types C1, C2, C3, UN,
and GA.

VER
Indicates variable-length field extending to the end of the record. This descriptor is valid only for types C1, C2, C3,
UN, and GA.

Dc
Indicates variable-length field delimited by an EBCDIC character, "c," or end of input record, whichever comes
first. The length must be less than 128 bytes. This descriptor is valid only for types C1, C2, C3, UN, and GA. The
field definition, if any, begins beyond the delimiter.

Example: Field Definitions with Length Specifications

This example shows how you can specify field length using the descriptors:

ZRF8, C1F100, PDF4, PDF4, C1VER

ZRF8
Specifies that the first eight-byte field is a right-justified, zoned decimal number.

C1F100
Specifies that the next 100-byte field is character data.

PDF4, PDF4
Specify that the next two fields are four-byte packed decimal numbers.

C1VER
Specifies that the remainder of the record is treated as character data.

RDL Defaults
Contents

If the RECDEF DD statement is not present in the execution JCL for the File Prepass Utility or by the Interactive Dialog,
or if it specifies a null data set (with no records), default RDL specifications are generated based on characteristics of
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the data set defined by the INFILE DD statement. The defaults are also generated if the only RDL specification that you
supply is a single type L field.

In the default RDL specification formulas shown in the previous section, the following variables are substituted with
appropriate values, obtained from the data set label or JCL specifications:

• x -- The number of bytes before the key, excluding the RDW (if present)
• x’ -- x-1
• y -- The number of bytes following the key; if there is no key, then y is the record length (LRECL)
• k -- The number of bytes in the key (KEYLEN)
• k’ -- k+1
• j -- k + the relative key position (RKP)

The generated defaults are printed on the PRINT data set by the File Prepass Utility or the Interactive Dialog.

RDL Default Specifications for Sequential Files

Files Formulas for Default RDL Specifications
Fixed-length C1Fy
Variable-length V2-4

GAF2
C1FVS

RDL Default Specifications for ISAM Files

File Formulas for Default RDL Specifications
Fixed-length,key at beginning of record Nk,C1Fy
Fixed-length,RKP=1* Nk’,C2Fy
Fixed-length,RKP>1 N1,C1Fx’,Nk,C2Fy
Fixed-length,key at end of record* N1,C1Fx’,Nk
Variable-length,relative key position=4 V2-j,GAF2,Nk,C2FVS
Variable-length,RKP=5* V2-j,GAF2,Nk’,C2FVS

NOTE
* Default definition permits record deletion when the DCB parameter OPTCD=L is specified. If "L." is specified,
all defaults begin with "L,...".

RDL Default Specifications for VSAM Files

Files Formulas for Default RDL Specifications
Fixed-length,key at beginning of record Nk,C1Fy
Fixed-length,key within the record N1,C1Fx’,Nk,C2Fy
Fixed-length,key at end of record N1,C1Fx’,Nk
Variable-length,key at beginning of record Nk,C2VER
Variable-length,RKP=1* Nk’,C2VER
Variable-length,RKP>1 N1,C1Fx’,Nk,C2VER
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NOTE
* Default definition permits record deletion when the DCB parameter OPTCD=L is specified. If "L." is specified,
all defaults begin with "L,...".

RDL Repetition Groups
A repetition group represents one or more RDL specifications, enclosed by single quotes and preceded by a repetition
factor. If a sequence of one or more field definitions is repeated, you can code it once with a repetition factor by enclosing
the sequence within single quotes and preceding the initial single quote with a two-digit number as follows:

n'field-sequence'

n
Specifies how many times the field sequence repeats.
Limits: 02 through 99 (inclusively)

field-sequence
Specifies the repeating field sequence.

Repetition groups may be completely, but not partially, contained in conditional groups and conversely. Thus:

...(...03’...)...’

and

03’...(...’...)

are syntactical errors.

The symbol VS can be used instead of the two-digit repetition factor to indicate that the value used is specified in a
previous type V definition. VS is useful when the actual number of times that a field or a series of fields occurs within the
record is variable and is contained in a separate field. For example, an invoice file consisting of variable-length records
has a variably occurring series of three fields:

• Line item description, 20 bytes of character data
• Line item quantity, four bytes packed decimal data
• Line item amount, seven bytes packed decimal data

A separate field in the record contains a value indicating the number of line items represented in the record. This 2-byte
field is zoned decimal format. The following is coded to define these fields:

...,VZ2,...,VS’C1F20,PDF4,PDF7’ and so forth

Where:

• VZ2 is the field containing the actual number of occurrences.
• VS is the Variable Symbol reference used to refer to the value (contained in the previously defined V-type field) which

contains the actual number of occurrences.
• The characters enclosed in single quotes represent the line item fields.

Example: Repetition Group

This example shows how you can use repetition groups. Following is the original field sequence:

ZRF2,PDF4,C1F25,PDF4,C1F25,PDF4,C1F25,
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ZRF2,PDF4,C1F25,PDF4,C1F25,PDF4,C1F25.

You can code this sequence with a repetition group as follows:

02’ZRF2,03’PDF4,C1F25’’

RDL Condition Groups
Contents

A condition group is a group of RDL specifications, enclosed in parentheses, that applies to a particular record if the value
contained in a field of the record equals the value coded within the condition group.

 Condition group lets you define multiple record formats for a file. The format of an individual record can be determined
from the contents of a field within the record. You can specify multiple condition group. Use comma to separator the last
condition group in a series from any RDL specifications (for example, another condition group) that follow.

If the condition specified in a condition group is met, the value specified in the condition group and found in the record
is compressed to four bits, regardless of the length of the value. No separate RDL specification is used to compress the
value. The lengths of the values may differ within a condition group series.

Condition group has the following format:

(nv,f,...,f)

n
Specifies the length of the field that is tested.
Limits: two-digit number

v
Specifies a value for comparison, n bytes in length.
Limits: Any of the 256 possible byte values. Nongraphic values must be multipunched.

f
Specifies any RDL specification or repetition group.

If the current n bytes in the input record being processed are equal to the value v, the remaining definitions within the
parentheses apply to the record; otherwise, they are skipped.

NOTE
To avoid excessive multipunching, code the value v in hexadecimal format as follows:

(03XYZ,C1F80)

(X03E7 E8 E9,C1F80)

• Code an X preceding the length specification n.
• Code the value v as pairs of hexadecimal digits. For readability, you can leave the spaces between pairs of

hexadecimal digits.

Alternative Condition Groups

You can define alternative condition groups by coding a series of consecutive condition groups that are not separated by a
comma, but by one or more blanks instead. The following rules apply:

• The first condition group in the series whose condition is met applies to the record being processed.
• The remaining condition groups in the series are skipped.
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The maximum number of condition groups in a series is 16, including the final default condition group, whether user-
specified or automatically provided. The maximum number of condition group series which can be coded is limited only by
the amount of space available in the FDT.

Example: Alternative Condition Groups

This example describes how to use alternative condition groups. Consider an elementary invoicing file. This file consists of
sets of records, where each set of records represents one invoice. Each set of records consists of a header record, one or
more detail records, and a trailer record.

The following example illustrates these records and the fields contained in them.

INVOICE#   RECORD    INVOICE                  filler                RECORD 

           TYPE      DATE                                           TYPE=H 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

"          "         ITEM                     ITEM       ITEM       RECORD 

                     DESCRIPTION              QTY        AMOUNT     TYPE=D 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

"          "         "                        "          "          RECORD 

                                                                    TYPE=D 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

"          "         filler                   TOTAL      TOTAL      RECORD 

                                              QTY        AMOUNT     TYPE=T 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Field                Length                   DATA TYPE                    

-----                ------                   ---------                    

INVOICE#              8                       Zoned Decimal                

RECORD TYPE           1                       Character (H, D, or T)       

INVOICE DATE          8                       Alphanumeric                 

ITEM DESCRIPTION     20                       Characters                   

ITEM QUANTITY         4                       Packed Decimal               

ITEM AMOUNT           7                       Packed Decimal               

TOTAL QUANTITY        4                       Packed Decimal               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TOTAL AMOUNT          7                       Packed Decimal               

The following RDL specifications define these records using condition groups:

ZRF8,(01H,C1F8,GAF23)b/(01D,C2F20,PDF4,PDF7)b(01T,GAF20,PDF4,PDF7)

NOTE
To illustrate the importance of using correct separator, consider the sample RDL specifications in the previous
code example modified as follows:

ZRF8,(01H,C1F8,GAF23),(01D,C2F20,PDF4,PDF7)b(01T,GAF20,PDF4,PDF7)

NOTE
The first and the second condition groups are separated by comma. When a record whose RECORD TYPE field
contained an "H" is encountered, the first condition group applies. But after processing the C1F8,GAF23 RDL
specifications, the following condition groups are not skipped. Compress Data Compression expects more data
beyond the filler at the end of the record, looking to compare for a "D," according to the next condition group.
Because the record definitions do not accurately define the record that is processed, unpredictable results can
occur.
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NOTE
If the file contains a record whose record type is not H, D or T, Compress Data Compression abends with a user
code of 15. This is because no record definitions are specified past the invoice number for any record whose
record type is not H, D, or T. To avoid this situation, code a default condition group at the end of the condition
group series.

Default Condition Group

Default condition group supplies a set of record definitions if none of the preceding condition group tests are met, and
the actual content of the bytes in the record is not known. The RDL specifications in the default condition group apply
regardless of the contents of the current byte in the record.

Default condition group (00) is automatically supplied if you omit to code your default condition group. If none of the
preceding condition groups apply for a particular record, any RDL specifications following the condition group series apply
beginning at the current byte location in the record. This is the same byte location within the record which the preceding
series of condition groups tested.

Default condition group must be coded as the last in the series.

Default condition group has the following format:

(00,f,...,f)

00
Indicates a default condition group.

f
Specifies any RDL specification or repetition group.

Example: Default Condition Group

The following definition describes the records shown in the RDL Condition Groups section:

ZRF8,(01H,C1F8,GAF23)b(01D,C2F20,PDF4,PDF7)b(01T,GAF20,PDF4,PDF7)b

(00,C3F32)

Without default conditions group, the definition would look as follows:

ZRF8,(01H,C1F8,GAF23)b(01D,C2F20,PDF4,PDF7,)b(01T,GAF20,PDF4,PDF7),

C3F32

Database Analyzer
Contents:

Database Analyzer provides the database administrator, IMS systems programmer, and IMS application programmer
with a set of utilities to help with management, control, and performance measurement of IMS DB/DC systems. These
utilities help improve system performance and plan database space requirements. Database Analyzer is designed to scan
a database and provide pertinent information about the physical and logical structure of the database. This information
can be used to predict the need for additional disk space and to give insight into possible database redesigns to achieve
performance improvements.

Database Analyzer scans IMS databases and indexes, collects statistics and analyzes the information for quick, complete
pointer checking and space management. Block, control interval (CI) and pointer integrity are checked and any errors
are reported. You can easily display and modify records and blocks in IMS databases to correct bad pointers and other
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integrity errors. Database Analyzer also tests the performance and reliability of PHDAM, HDAM, and DEDB randomizers.
You can verify database integrity, help prevent data loss, anticipate and correct space and pointer issues and tune
randomizers before they impact IMS data availability.

Database Analyzer accepts multiple input formats including offline databases, online databases, and image copies.

Use Database Analyzer to perform the following tasks:

• Analyze the physical and logical structure of IMS databases. Database Analyzer scans the entire database data set or
cluster.

• Check the integrity of the associated OSAM data sets or VSAM clusters on each block or control interval (CI) and
image copy headers.

• Verify the integrity of IMS control blocks.
• Perform various levels of pointer checking (pointers within database, pointers to different data set groups (DSG), and

pointers to different databases).
• Check the thresholds on certain database parameters to determine if they are within reasonable bounds.
• Scan blocks or control intervals (CIs or CIS) containing variable length segments and reports them.
• Validate index keys and relative byte addresses (RBA). Checks the key of an index record whose target segment has a

compressed key.
• Create a file of root keys (DBAKEYS) for automatic input to Randomizer Analysis Program.
• Check the DEDB root anchor points (RAP) (checking that the root segments are in the correct area and CI, as directed

by the randomizer).
• Report on orphaned sequential dependent segments (SDEPs) in a DEDB using the SDEPORPHANMSG control

statement to control the level of orphan SDEP reporting when full checking of SDEP is enabled.
• Monitor the condition of IMS database data sets for pending space management issues.
• Reorder unload files so that the records are in load sequence and improve performance

Database Analyzer provides the following means of reporting and messaging:

• Writes messages for each database block in error to the DBAERROR file and snaps the block itself to the DBASNAP
file as they are found.

• Writes chronological messages relating to execution to the DBAMSGS file.
• Accumulates and writes a set of statistical reports to the DBARPTS file.
• Stores results that can be evaluated to determine trends, compare threshold values to trigger actions, and do historical

reporting. These results are available via the IMS Information Repository (IIR).

Database Analyzer also provides the following features:

• Improved DBRC interface.
• Extended 31-bit addressing support.
• Levels of analysis (statistical and full).
• Compatibility mode permits the use of existing JCL and control statements with minimal or no changes.
• Integration with other products like Database Copier to perform simultaneous pointer checking and Database

Organizer to enhance database load performance.

Objectives of Data Management

Database Analyzer provides powerful analysis information, enabling the database administrator to ensure data integrity to
maximize database availability, to optimize database performance, and make effective use of system resources.

Protecting Data Integrity

Data integrity and accuracy are important because hardware and software errors can result in the corruption of a
database. The errors must be detected early, then analyzed and corrected as soon as possible. The use of the database
validation function can ensure the integrity of the data.
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You can run Database Analyzer with copy or recovery functions to validate the database. Invoking Database Analyzer
during a copy or recovery uses minimal resources. This feature allows the database validation procedure to be run more
often and ensures that the database can be recovered. Because broken database pointers are easier to fix when detected
early, the integrity of the database can be further enhanced.

Ensuring Data Availability

As IMS databases increasingly need to be available on a 24-hour, 7-day-a-week basis, it is becoming more and more
difficult to take databases offline to perform valuable database validation processes. Database Analyzer can be run with
the database still online, to minimize the impact on business processes. Use of the ONLINE keyword triggers a procedure
that stops the database momentarily, takes a copy using Snapshot General Services, then restarts the databases and
runs Database Analyzer against the copy. The result is timely detection of pointer errors with minimal database downtime.

Efficiently Using System Resources

Unlimited CPU cycles, EXCPs, and programmer or database administrator time are luxuries we can no longer afford.
Databases must be validated and monitored. Data integrity requirements must be weighed against the availability of
resources at hand.

When Database Analyzer runs concurrently with the copy or recovery functions, I/O operations are performed on the
database data sets one time only rather than twice as is required when run after the copy or recovery. I/O is a costly
operation, so running concurrently substantially reduces the number of CPU cycles and EXCPs.

Database Analyzer gathers statistics regarding IMS and space usage during pointer validation. It does not require a
separate step be run to obtain the information. Notification is also provided when primary statistics differ from accepted
thresholds, providing additional monitoring of the state of the database.

Database Analyzer Components

Database Analyzer involves the following components:

• Randomizer Analysis Program
• Database Space Analyzer
• Database Surgeon
• Control Block Validity Manager

Operational Considerations for Database Analyzer
Review these considerations before you start using Database Analyzer.

This section describes operational considerations that apply to Database Analyzer.

IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support

Version 20.0 of Database Analyzer is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are not
required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in the documentation
for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

IMS Database Support

Database Analyzer supports all commonly used IMS databases in your environment. This support includes the following:

• Support of the following database types:
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– Databases created by all IBM-supported releases of IMS.
– DEDB databases (by area, for all areas, and a list of areas). Complete online analysis of Fast Path data entry

databases (DEDB) databases is supported.
– Full Function (HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, and SHISAM) and index databases.

NOTE
HSAM, SHSAM, GSAM, and MSDB database types are not supported. PDF partitioning of Full Function
databases is not supported. Use HALDB databases for partitioning.

– HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases. One partition is analyzed per request. HALDB index checking included.
– Databases that participate in logical relationships (logical databases).
– Databases with multiple data set groups (DSG).
– Shared secondary indexes. Secondary index databases are supported for unique and nonuniqe keys.

• Support for VSAM (up to 4 GB) and OSAM (up to 8 GB) access methods. This support includes support for VSAM and
OSAM data sets in the extended addressing space on Extended Address Volumes (EAV).

NOTE
Databases with ACCESS=LOGICAL specified as the access method in the DBD are not directly supported.
To analyze these types of databases, specify the DBD name of the physical DBD.

• Support for all IMS index formats.
• Analysis of shared databases.

HALDB Database Considerations

To run High Availability Large Databases (HALDB), make the following JCL changes, if necessary:

1. Use IMS DD to point to DBDLIB.
2. Add RECON DDs or dynamically allocate them.

For HALDB checking, the SMDSPACE and MULTISPACE options only apply to intra-partition checking. Database
Analyzer allocates a data space for indirect list data set (ILDS) checking. A data space is also used for partitioned
secondary index (PSINDEX) checking. Each PSINDEX to be checked also has its own data space that is used for both
pointer checking and index key checking.

HALDB Logical Relationships Pointers Not Checked

Database Analyzer does not check the logical relationship pointers for HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases. The
other pointers in HALDB databases with logical relationships are checked.

HALDB PSINDEX Partition Check

After a database reorganization, Database Analyzer uses the ILDS to locate the correct segment RBA for pointer
checking. If the database reorganization remapped the partitions, Database Analyzer might check the wrong partition for
the index target and can generate errors. To avoid these errors, ensure that all PSINDEXes are rebuilt after a database
reorganization that remaps partitions.

Library Authorization

We recommend that the product libraries always be APF-authorized before running.

APF authorization is required in the following situations:

• For the ITK started task program library (hlq.CIMTLOAD).
• To use the Media Manager interface to read VSAM databases.

If you are not running APF authorized for your API mode programs in Database Organizer, you can still use the Media
Manager interface if the ITK STC is running.
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Global Parameter Processing

Global parameter processing lets you specify installation standard keyword definitions in a PDS member (or sequential
data set). Once defined, you can use these definitions to supplement the keyword parameters coded in the JCL control
statements.

The following members are read by functions:

• FUNCTION=ANALYZE reads the DBAANALZ member.
• FUNCTION=ANALYZE for the Randomizer Analysis Program reads the RAPANALZ member.
• FUNCTION=ALLOCHECK or THRESHBUILD for the Database Space Analyzer reads the DSAPARMS member.

For more information, see Enabling Global Parameters Processing.

Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets

Database Analyzer supports dynamic allocation of work data sets. For more information, see Implementing Dynamic
Allocation of Work Data Sets.

User-Provided Data Areas and Modules

Database Analyzer relies on the availability and use of several user-provided data areas and modules during an analysis:

DBD
Before analyzing the database, the DBD is scanned to set some basic parameters for the analysis.

DMAC
DMAC is a control block where IMS Fast Path keeps track of pertinent information concerning an area. The
DMAC is saved in the second CI of the area. Some of the data in the DMAC is used to control the analysis of the
area.

Diagnostic Reports

The following diagnostic reports are produced in separate files:

• DBAMSGS, DBSMSGS, and RAPMSGS-All execution-related messages are entered in this file.
• DBAERROR and RAPERROR-All database integrity errors are listed in the DBAERROR file. All randomizer errors are

listed in the RAPERROR file.
For RAP, a separate report is generated for each individual analysis within one execution of Randomizer Analysis
Program. A separator page precedes each report. The separator page contains the analysis number and identifies the
report as an error report.

• DBASNAP-All blocks with errors are written to this file in a readable format.

All these files are written with printer control characters and a page length maximum of 60 lines.

Each page of these files contains common page title information

• The top left corner contains the name of the utility, the name of the vendor, the DBD name, the database organization,
access method, ddname, data set name, and volume serial numbers where the database data set resides.

NOTE
If an image copy of the database is being analyzed, the volume serial numbers of the database are not
available and so the caption IMAGE COPY is shown instead. This information appears on each page to let
you easily identify the database that the report data applies too.

• In the top entry of each page is the report title.
• The top right corner contains a sequential page number and the date and time the report was produced.
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Messages File

The xxxMSGS file contains all the generated messages that relate to the execution of the utility itself. The messages are
written chronologically to the file.

All messages related to the parsing of control statements are written to this file. A summary of the number of database
errors is generated at the end of the analysis.

The xxxMSGS file should be reviewed to determine the results of the analysis.

Database Errors (DBAERROR File)

The DBAERROR file contains all the generated messages that relate to errors found in the database itself.

There are two types of error messages written to the DBAERROR file:

• While scanning the database data set or cluster, integrity errors may be detected in the blocks themselves. For each of
the errors found, three messages are written to the DBAERROR file.
– The first message identifies the block number in error.
– The second identifies the block offset where the error was found.
– The third message actually gives the explanation of the corruption.
These messages are grouped together.

• After the data set is scanned, the statistics are cross-checked to ensure that there are no missing segments, free
space, and so on. Any discrepancies found will be reported as errors in the DBAERROR file.

Randomizer Errors (RAPERROR File)

The RAPERROR file contains all the generated messages that relate to errors found in the randomizer itself.

The following types of error messages are written to the RAPERROR file:

• If the randomizer abends, the following messages are written to the RAPERROR file:
– The first message identifies the abend code, the randomizer CSECT name and the offset in the CSECT where the

abend occurred.
– The second message indicates whether RAP can recover from the abend.
– The third message indicates what values RAP set for the block, RAP, or area number.
– The fourth message provides the actual key that caused the randomizer to abend.

• If the randomizer returns an invalid set of values, the following messages are written to the RAPERROR file:
– The first message identifies the block, RAP, or area number that were returned by the randomizer.
– The second message indicates what values RAP set for the block, RAP, or area number.
– The third message provides the actual key that caused the randomizer to return invalid values.

Snap File (DBASNAP File)

The DBASNAP file contains a readable dump of all the database blocks or CIs that were found to contain errors.
Whenever a block in error is found, a set of three messages is written to the DBAERROR file. The first message contains
a reference to the ID of the snap of the block in the DBASNAP file.

The snap of the blocks and CIs are identical in format to that found in z/OS storage dumps. The offset is shown along the
left and the character translation is along the right.

Uninstall Considerations

If Database Analyzer is not licensed, uninstall or delete the following modules that interfere with other vendors' products:

• PCPCHECK
• DFS#FPU0
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Online Considerations
When Database Analyzer (DBA) is run against an online database, first the BMPs are paused and the databases are
stopped.

While the databases are stopped, Snapshot General Services takes an image copy of all the data sets. The databases
then receive a /STA command to restart them, the BMPs are resumed, and DBA processing continues against the image
copies.

Prerequisites:

1. Set up and configure Snapshot General Services. For more information, see the section Customize Snapshot General
Services.

2. Select an active Snapshot General Services subsystem. For more information, see Making a Flash Image Copy.
3. Ensure that an ITK started task is running. For more information, see Setting up ITK Started Task.
4. In DBACTRL set ONLINE=YES and set IMSID to a valid IMSID.
5. (Optional) set up TGRMSGS DDname to receive the output from Snapshot General Services.

NOTE

• Only full-function non-HALDB databases, and HALDB databases without logically related databases are
supported.

• We recommend that you set the USEDFDSS=YES in the Snapshot General Services parameter file.
• DBRC is required for online processing.

Database Downtime

To ensure consistent image copies of all data sets, the BMP Pause and Resume is invoked to quiesce all BMPs that are
active against the target database. If a BMP fails to be paused (for example, if the application has no checkpoints and
cannot be paused), all the paused BMPs are resumed, and the DBA ends with RC 8. After all the BMPs are successfully
paused, the /DBRECOVER or /DBR command is used to take the database briefly offline. The downtime for the database is
minimal, but during this time DBA performs the following processes:

1. Allocates data sets for the image copies.
2. Invokes Snapshot General Services.

Database Data Set Naming Conventions

During an online analysis, Database Analyzer allocates new database data sets for the image copies. The new data
set names are the same as the existing data set names with the suffix ".F" appended. When the analysis finishes
successfully, the copies are deleted.

NOTE
The original DBRC-defined data set names must be 42 characters or less.

Recovery

If DBA abends before the copies are deleted, the next execution of the job also fails. The job fails again because DBA
tries to allocate new data sets with the same name as the previously allocated data sets. To prevent failure of subsequent
jobs, delete copies manually.

Sample JCL

To run Database Analyzer against an online database, edit and submit the following JCL according to the comments:

 //JCLDBAO  JOB (JOBACCT),CAI,NOTIFY=&SYSUID.,                        

 //             class=F,MSGCLASS=R                                   
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 //**|*****************************************************************

 //* |                                                                 

 //*                                                                  

 //* IMS ToolKit DBA Sample Execution JCL.                            

 //*                                                                  

 //* Before submitting this job, make sure the Snapshot General    

 //* Services task is up and running on the same LPAR where you submit

 //* this job.                                                        

 //*                                                                   

 //* In order to check all databases ANALYZEALL must be specified.    

 //* Only the primary DB needs to be specified.DBDNAME=               

 //* INDEXKEYCHECK=YES is necessary for index key checking when       

 //* compression exists (It is safe to specify all the time)          

 //* If compression/exits exist make sure that they are               

 //* available somewhere in STEPLIB.                                  

 //* If DBRC=YES or MDA members exist the DDnames need not be JCL     

 //* allocated.                                                       

 //* If ONLINE=YES and IMSID=#IMSID# is specified, the databases are  

 //* /DBRed by DBA. You do not need to stop them manually.            

 //*                                                                  

 //*                                                                  

 //* Set following variables before submitting the job:               

 //*        #DBDNAME#                                                 

 //*        #IMSID#                                                   

 //         SET CLOADLIB=                                              

 //*        - YOUR IMStools Load library                           

 //         SET DBDLIB=                                               

 //*        - YOUR DBDLIB dataset name                                

 //         SET SDFSRESL=                                             

 //*        - Dataset name of IMS reslib                              

 //         SET TIGERVER=                                            

 //*        - Tiger subsystem ID                                       

 //*                                                                  

 //********************************************************************

 //*                                                                  

 //*                                                                   

 //STPDBA EXEC PGM=IDIDBA,REGION=4096K                                

 //*                                                                  

 //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CLOADLIB                                 

 //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SDFSRESL                                 

 //*                                                                  

 //DFSRESLB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SDFSRESL                                 

 //IMS      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&DBDLIB                                    

 //DBAMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                                               

 //DBARPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                                               

 //DBAERROR DD SYSOUT=*                                               

 //DBASNAP  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

 //*                                                                  

 //TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=&TIGERVER                                      

 //*                                                                   

 //DBACTRL  DD *                                                      

 FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL,                                                 

 DBDNAME=#DBDNAME#,                                                   
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 DBRC=YES,                                                             

 ONLINE=YES,                                                          

 IMSID=#IMSID#                                                        

 *

Optimizing Performance in Database Analyzer
Contents:

Best Practices to Improve Performance

To improve performance in Database Analyzer, we recommend implementation of the following best practices:

• Use EXCP and MMGR for reading databases
• Use IIR reporting functions
• Perform pointer checking during backup
• Evaluate performance profiles for randomizers
• Invoke HDSORT dynamically

Sequential File DD Statements

During an analysis, Database Analyzer optionally creates a DBAKEYS file.

To achieve optimum performance, the various DCB parameters are set for this file. It is important for you to understand
how the values are determined and the possible effects of changing them.

BLKSIZE

The product calculates the optimum block size and sets BLKSIZE to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

Use caution when overriding BLKSIZE because you can negatively affect performance.

• Specifying too small a BLKSIZE can result in more I/O and therefore longer run times.
• Specifying too large a BLKSIZE may not reduce the number of I/O but may increase paging and therefore extend run

times.

BUFNO

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets BUFNO to this value. The calculation is based on the
device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors. These buffers
are acquired above the 16MB line if the machine and operating system support virtual memory above the line.

Use caution when overriding BUFNO because you can negatively affect performance.

• Specifying too few buffers may result in more I/O and therefore longer run times.
• Specifying too many buffers may not reduce the number of I/O but may increase paging and therefore extend run

times.

LRECL

The product calculates the optimum record size and sets LRECL to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

If you specify an LRECL in the JCL, Database Analyzer will use this LRECL in its internal calculations, but does not honor
it exactly as you specified. To see the actual LRECL generated, see the unload file report section of DBARPTS.
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NCP

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets NCP to the same value. The product always wants NCP
to equal BUFNO. The calculation is based on the device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or
update), and other performance factors.

Use caution when overriding NCP because you can negatively affect performance.

• Specifying too small an NCP value can result in the program failing.

DD DUMMY and NULLFILE

When the file is allocated as DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE, the following settings are used by the program unless
overridden:

• BLKSIZE: Set to 32K to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.
• BUFNO: Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will

increase virtual storage requirements and may decrease performance depending on system load.
• LRECL: Set to 32K to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.
• NCP: Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase

virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

• Specifying too large an NCP value might not reduce the number of I/O, but can increase paging and therefore extend
run times.

 

Customizing Database Analyzer JCL
You can execute Database Analyzer as a batch job using JCL. Modify the sample execution JCL to include:

• An EXEC statement
• DD statements
• Control statements

NOTE
Database Analyzer does not interact or invoke any IMS modules.

Contents:

EXEC Statement

Specify the EXEC statement to invoke required program with the appropriate parameters. Adjust the EXEC statement and
the STEPLIB concatenation to the execution mode. For more information about execution modes, see Execution Modes
for Database Analyzer.

NOTE
You do not need an EXEC statement for Database Analyzer when it is invoked as an exit of the image copy
utility.

EXEC Statement for Offline Databases

You can specify the following EXEC statements in Database Analyzer for offline databases:

• In native mode with native Database Analyzer JCL and control statements, specify the following:
//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBA,REGION=4096K      * No PARM value is needed or used

Specify native Database Analyzer control statements under DBACTRL.
//DBACTRL   DD  * control statements
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FUNCTION=ANALYZE, ...

• In compatibility mode using third party vendor JCL and control statements, specify the following:
//stepname EXEC PGM=PCPCHECK,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DFPDEP05,DBF#FPU0,...)

Specify control statements under PFPSYSIN.
//PFPSYSIN   DD *

ANALYZE DBD(dbdname)

EXEC Statement for Online Databases

You can specify the following EXEC statements for online databases in Database Analyzer:

• In native mode using native Database Analyzer JCL and control statements, specify the following:
//stepname EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DFPDEP05,DBF#FPU0,...)

Specify native Database Analyzer control statements under ITKCTRL.
//ITKCTRL   DD  * control statements

FUNCTION=ANALYZE,DBDNAME=dbdname

• In compatibility mode using third party vendor JCL and control statements, specify the following:
//stepname EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DFPDEP05,DBF#FPU0,...)

Specify control statements under PFPSYSIN.
//PFPSYSIN   DD *

DD Statements

For the list of DD statements that are valid with Database Analyzer, see the Database Analyzer DD Statements Reference
section.

Control Statements

Specify control statements for Database Analyzer in the xxxCTRL files (DBACTRL, DBSCTRL, and RAPCTRL) to pass
requests to the product and its components.

You can perform multiple operations each time you invoke Database Analyzer. This means that the control statements are
read in sets wherein each set describes each operation to be performed.

• The first control statement and all its continuations are read and then the requested function is performed.
• Upon completion of the execution of the first function, the next control statement and its continuations are read and the

requested function is performed.
• This process continues until all of the control statements have been processed.

Because the control statements are processed in sets, statement continuation characters indicate the continuation of a
set. The lack of a statement continuation character indicates the end of the set.

With Database Surgeon, only one operation is executed per invocation (that is, you can perform only one function each
time you run Database Surgeon in batch).

• All control statements in the control file are read before the requested function is executed, regardless of whether you
use continuation records.

• All of the control statements in the control file are considered to describe the single function to be performed by
Database Surgeon.

For the list of control statements that are valid with Database Analyzer, see the Database Analyzer Control Statements
Reference section.

Sample JCL

You can find the following Database Analyzer sample JCL in hlq.CIMTSAMP:
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JCLDBA
Shows how to execute with a database that has a single DSG and no logical relationships.

JCLDBA1
Shows how to execute when the database has multiple DSGs but no logical relationships.

JCLDBA2
Shows how to execute when the database has a single DSG and logical relationships.

JCLDBA4
Shows how to execute with multiple databases or multiple DBDs.

JCLDBA5
Shows to pefrorm a DEDB online analysis.

JCLDBS
Shows how to execute Database Surgeon.

JCLRAP
Shows how to execute Randomizer Analysis Program.

The JCL needed for execution depends on the pointer checking to be done and the configuration of the database.

Return Codes

Several different return codes are generated based on the analysis, execution, and testing results. The return code
generated for each error condition is given with each message. The highest return code encountered in the run is the one
passed to z/OS at step end.

The return codes and their meanings are:

0
Indicates successful execution with no warnings or errors.

4
Indicates execution with warning messages generated in the xxxMSGS file (for example, DBAMSGS, DBSMSGS,
or RAPMSGS).

8
Indicates execution with errors found in the database. See the xxxERROR file (for example, DBAERROR or
RAPERROR).

12
Indicates that errors were detected in the JCL or control statements. The function requested might have been
performed depending upon the error encountered.

16
Indicates that logic errors occurred. For the Database Surgeon component or Database Analyzer, this return code
indicates that errors were detected during OSAM processing that could not be handled in a normal manner and
the function has been terminated. See the xxxMSGS file for details.

When executed as an exit of the image copy utility, the return code is not affected. The image copy utility determines the
return code that will be set.

NOTE
Online functions are provided for Database Surgeon.

Execution Modes for Database Analyzer
You can execute Database Analyzer as follows:
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• Native mode (batch mode)
• Compatibility mode
• As an image copy exit:

– As a Database Copier exit. You can invoke Database Analyzer as an exit of Database Copier to gather statistics,
perform integrity checks, and verify pointers of the database data set. Executing in image copy exit mode improves
performance because the database is read only once for both copying and analyzing. The data set is not read
directly; instead, the blocks of data read by the image copy utility are used directly for the analysis.

– As an IMS Image Copy utility exit
– As a High Performance Recovery exit. You can invoke Database Analyzer as an exit of High Performance Recovery

to verify the recovered data sets and validate the integrity of the recovered database.
For more information about executing Database Analyzer as an image copy exit, see Analyzing Databases During
Backup And Recovery.

In each case, you provide control statements that are read from the Database Analyzer input file, DBACTRL, to determine
the database to be analyzed and to set user-defined parameters.

Database Analyzer input can be one of the following:

• The actual database data set or cluster.
• An image copy created by the batch or online image copy utilities, Database Copier or IMS Image Copy utility

(DFSUDMP0).

NOTE
Because of the nature of an online image copy (OLIC) or a concurrent image copy (CIC), database integrity
checking is bypassed when they are used as input. The use of an OLIC or CIC copy is automatically detected.

Broadcom Native Mode (Batch Mode)

In native mode (also referred to as batch mode), you execute the utility as a stand-alone batch job. The database is
allocated to the batch job using JCL DD statements in the batch run. The database cannot be shared with other users,
IMS or otherwise.

You can use any supported database in this mode.

In this mode, the utility requires a DBD that accurately describes the database. A PSB is not used or required in this
mode.

Using JCL from the supplied sample library (hlq.CIMSAMP), you can submit a single job step to JES for execution. A
native mode sample job step follows:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBA,REGION=6M

//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=xxxxxx.PRDnnns.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//dbddname1 DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=database_dsn

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dbdlib_dsn

//DNN       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DDnames

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBACTRL   DD  *

 FUNCTION=ANALYZE,

 DBDNAME=dbdname1,

 DDNAME=dbd-ddname1,

 DBRC=NO

/*

//
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Compatibility Mode

You can execute Database Analyzer using other vendors products' JCL and control statements.

Replace the other vendor's product load library with the high-level.CIMTLOAD library or add the product load library as the
first data set in the STEPLIB. Other than this change, the JCL is accepted without change.

You can use any supported database in this mode.

NOTE
For improved compatibility, enable DBAREPORTS through the ITKOPTN macro by specifying
DBAREPORTS=Y. For more information see Enabling Environment Specific Product Customizations.

Program Information

In third party compatibility mode, Database Analyzer is given control by z/OS because the load module has been linked
into the load library under the alias name PCPCHECK. Since the Database Analyzer load library is concatenated ahead of
others, the product module is invoked by z/OS.

In third party compatibility mode, Database Analyzer uses DBDs, but never uses ACBs or PSBs.

Control Statements and Synonyms

WARNING
Use of any keyword not in this table will be ignored, flagged in error, or not fully supported.

Command Verb Synonyms

DBA Command Verbs Maps to Synonym

FUNCTION=ANALYZE CHECK
FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL CHECKALL
AREA IAREA
POINTERCHECK

Note: If the parameter is not supported, an error message
is issued. The job terminates immediately with RC=12.
POINTER_VALIDATION and its synonyms PTR and FPA are
accepted for the Database Analyzer keyword POINTERCHECK.

POINTER_VALIDATION

DEDBRAPCHECK
Note: You can use RAP_VALIDATION in third party control
statements for compatibility. The first value is ignored, the second
value (PLACEMENT or NOPLACEMENT) is used to set the value
for DEDBRAPCHECK.
The parameter mapping (POINTERCHECK equivalent) is FULL to
LOCAL, QUICK to STATISTICAL, and OFF to NONE.

RAP_VALIDATION

Command Parameter Synonyms

DBA Command Parameters Maps to Synonym
BITMAP FREESPACESTATS
CHK INDEXKEYCHECK
DBD DBDNAME
DSG DDNAME
FSEDIST FREESPACEPLOT
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HIDMROOT INDEXKEYCHECK
IOSTATS SEGMENTACCSTATS
KEYSOUT RAPKEYS
PART PARTITION
PINDEX INDEXKEYCHECK
RAPCHAIN ANCHORPOINTTABLE
ROOTDIST ROOTPLACEMENT and ROOTDISPLACEMENT
SNAPBLK SNAPBLOCK
THC THRESHOLDCHECK
TYPE POINTERCHECK
VLSDIST SEGMENTPTRSTATS

The control statements used in compatibility mode will be read from the corresponding compatibility’s control DD.

We can process our control statements from any valid DD’s, including PCPSYSIN and PCPCHECK.

Example: Compatibility Mode Image Copy Options

This example shows how to make an image copy in compatibility mode:

//stepname EXEC PGM=PCPCHECK,REGION=6M

//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=xxxxxx.PRDnnns.load-lib,DISP=SHR

//dbddname  DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=database_dsn

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dbdlib_dsn

//REPORTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//PLUSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//pfile     DD  DSN=pfiledsn,DISP=SHR

//ctrlname  DD  *

 CHECK            -

 DBD(dbdname)     -

 DDN(dbd-ddname)   -

 DBRC(N)

/*

//

In the example, DBRC is not used.

Database Analyzer DD Statements Reference
When you execute Database Analyzer, use the following JCL DD statements. The DD statements are listed in
alphabetical order.

NOTE
When you execute Database Analyzer as an image copy exit, you can optionally specify the same DD
statements as if you executed Database Analyzer in batch mode except for the database data set to process
(dbdddname).

dbdddname
Defines the database data sets in the DBD on the DATASET or AREA statement.
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• The data set name is the database data set or cluster name itself.
• If the database data set DDs are not provided and DBALLOC=YES is specified, the data sets are dynamically

allocated using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation block.

For the database data set defined by the DDNAME control statement, the data set can be the actual database data set or
an image copy. Database Analyzer automatically determines which has been provided. If related database data sets are
needed for pointer checking, the data sets must be from a consistent point in time. If you specify image copies, use image
copies for the related databases from the same time.

At least one of these DD statements is needed.

When you specify POINTERCHECK=CROSSDSG or POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD, a separate DD statement is
required for each data set group in the DBD (CROSSDSG) and for each data set in every related DBD (CROSSDBD).

DCB=BUFNO or AMP='BUFND' is used if specified. Otherwise, you can set using the BUF4SEQ control statement. The
default BUF4SEQ values are used if neither is specified. We recommend that you let the tool choose buffer values.

DBACTRL

Defines the Database Analyzer input control statement data set.

• This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.

DBAERROR

Defines the Database Analyzer database error report data set. All messages related to database errors are listed here.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

SYSOUT=* is dynamically allocated if this DD is not specified.

DBAKEYS

Defines the Database Analyzer data set containing the keys for each root in the database that are passed to the
randomizer. The data set should be large enough to hold all the root keys for the database. This data set is only used if
you specify the RAPKEYS=YES control statement. No DCB parameters are needed. Performance may be impacted if you
modify these settings.

DBAMSGS

Defines the output message data set and lists the informational and product-related messages.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

If you do not provide this DD statement, the utility dynamically allocates the data set with a specification of SYSOUT=*

DBAPRTS

Defines the output report data set for all generated reports.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including a disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced. If the data set resides on a disk device, you can code the

DCB BLKSIZE parameter as a multiple of 133. If BLKSIZE is not coded, the operating system calculates a block size
based on the device characteristics.

If this DD is not specified, the report data set is dynamically allocated with a specification of SYSOUT=*.

DBASNAP
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Defines the output database snap data set. Some of the errors that are detected in the database block are written to this
file. The remaining blocks must be snapped through use of the SNAPBLOCK control statement.

• The snapped data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

Specify DD DUMMY or leave out this DD statement if snapped data blocks are not needed. If you do not provide the DD
statements and Database Analyzer is executing under DFSUDMP0 or Database Copier, Database Analyzer dynamically
allocates the data set with a specification of SYSOUT=*.

DBASUMM

Provides a summary report for all analyzed HALDB partitions. The report includes both main databases and related
secondary indexes. For every partition, the report prints the return code from the scan, the number of scanned segments
and the number of root segments.

• The output data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DBDLIB

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Analyzer is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries
are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained
in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product. For more
information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed.

• The DBD is used to determine the database specifications needed for the requested function.
• DBDLIB is not needed if IMS is available.

The DBDs in the library associated with ddname IMS are looked at first. If IMS is not available or the DBD is not found
there, DBDLIB is searched if it is available.

Note: If you specify POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD in the Database Analyzer control statements, IMS or DBDLIB must
contain all the DBDs referenced by the primary DBD even if the given DBD is not needed for pointer checking. The data
set must be a valid DBD library or errors may occur. Use this DD statement for all Database Surgeon runs.

DBDLIB2

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed. The The Execution Monitor control statements are as follows:
product searches the DBDLIB for the associated DBD and uses it to determine the database specifications needed for the
appropriate type of function such as testing, analysis, or copying. The data set must be a valid DBD library or errors may
occur.

If you specify POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD in the control statements, IMS or DBDLIB must contain all the DBDs
referenced by the primary DBD even if the given DBD is not needed for pointer checking.

NOTE
DBDLIB is not needed if IMS is available.The DBDs in the library associated with ddname IMS are looked at
first. If IMS is not available or the DBD is not found there, DBDLIB is searched. Use this DD statement for all
Database Surgeon runs.

DBSCTRL

Defines the input control statement data set for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.
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• This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of the RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.

DBSMSGS

Defines the output message data set for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer and lists the
informational and product-related messages.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

If this DD is not provided, the utility dynamically allocates the data set with a specification of SYSOUT=*

DBSRPTS

Defines the output report data set for Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer. Whenever you use a display
function, Database Surgeon writes the control interval in a readable format to this file.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including a disk or tape, but it is usually the JES output stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DBSRZAP

Defines the database data set for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

• The ddname is always DBSRZAP regardless of the ddnames associated with the database itself.
• If the access method is VSAM, the data set name is the VSAM cluster name for VSAM databases or the cluster name

of the area for DEDB databases.
• If the access method is OSAM, the data set name is used.

NOTE
Use this DD statement for all Database Surgeon runs.

DFSMDA

Defines the library containing the MDA members to be processed for the Control Block Validity Manager. The data set
must be a valid MDA library or errors can occur.

DFSRESLB

Defines the IMS SDFSRESL data set.

• This data set must be concatenated to the STEPLIB DD and allocated under DFSRESLB.
• Verify that this data set is APF-authorized.

EXITLIB

Defines the data set containing any type of exit routine defined to IMS through the DBD.

FORMAT

Defines the format library containing the Message Format Services (MFS) objects. This DD statement is valid with the
DISASSEMBLE function of Control Block Validity Manager.

ICBCTRL

Defines the input control data set for the control block validity manager. All control statements are built in this data set. It
contains the input control statements for mapping, decoding, searching, comparing, cross referencing, or auditing.

• This data set can reside on any input device including disk or tape but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are set.

ICBMSGS
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Specifies the data set for the control block validity manager in which all the messages are built. It contains the output from
any failures during the program execution.

ICBRPTS

Defines the report data set that contains the output of map, compare, search, cross-reference, and audit for the control
block validity manager.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including a disk or tape, but is usually a JES output stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced. If the data set resides on a disk device, you can code the

DCB BLKSIZE parameter as a multiple of 133. If you do not code BLKSIZE, the operating system calculates a block
size based on the device characteristics.

ICBSIN

Specifies the data set in which all search criteria must be coded for the control block validity manager.

ICBSRC

Specifies the data set for the Control Block Validity Manager where all decode source statements are built. This data set
contains the decoded source of MFS objects.

IDIPARM

(Optional) Defines a data set for global parameter processing. This can be a standard 80-byte PDS or a sequential file
(including "DD *" in-stream data) with fixed 80-byte records. If the data set is a PDS, you can optionally fully qualify the
member name. However, if the member name is not specified, standard member names are used based on the function
being performed.

This DD must be specified to enable global parameter processing. However, if you specify this DD and an installation
standard IDIPARM has not been defined, global parameter processing is not performed.

If you specify this DD and an installation standard IDIPARM exists, the installation standard is overridden for this job step
only.

NOTE
You can code IDIPARM as in-stream data in a jobstep through //IDIPARM DD *. Global parameters supplied this
way apply to all functions invoked by the job step, including any subtasks. If the supplied global parameters do
not apply to all such functions, errors can occur.

WARNING
To avoid job failures when you invoke Database Analyzer from Database Copier, omit the member name from
the DSN in the IDIPARM DD statement. The default member names (DBAANALZ for Database Analyzer and
DBCCOPY for Database Copier) from the global options data set are selected.

IMS

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Analyzer is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries
are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained
in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product. For more
information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed. This DD statement does not use the DBDLIB DD file, so IMS
must be included for DBRC and segment edit compression routines. If IMS is required, do not use DBDLIB or specify the
same data set name on both.

For Database Analyzer, this library contains the DBD or PSB (or both) for the target database. If
POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD is specified in the control statements, IMS or DBDLIB must contain all the DBDs that are
referenced by the primary DBD even if a given DBD is not needed for pointer checking.

IMSDALIB
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Defines the library containing the DFSMDA members that are used for dynamic allocation of data sets. The dynamic
allocation (MDA) libraries that are specified by the IMSDALIB DD statement do not require APF authorization. You
can also remove the MDA libraries from the STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation, and allow the utilities to retain their APF
authorization.

ITKCTRL

Describes the input control statement data set. The data set must have a logical record length of 80 bytes and have fixed-
length blocks.

MODBLKS

Defines the online IMS control block library.

PROCLIB

Defines the IMS PROCLIB data set.

PSBLIB

Defines the library containing the PSBs to be processed. The data set must be a valid PSB library or errors can occur.

PSBLIB2

Defines the library containing the PSBs to be processed. The data set must be a valid PSB library or errors can occur.

RAPCTRL

Defines the input control statement data set for the random analysis program component of Database Analyzer.

• This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.

RAPERROR

Defines the database error report data set for the random analysis program component of Database Analyzer, which lists
all messages to database errors.

• This data set resides on any input device, including disk or tape but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

If you do not provide this DD statement, the utility dynamically allocates the data set with a specification of SYSOUT=*.

RAPKEYS

Defines the data set containing the keys that are passed to the random analysis component of Database Analyzer. The
data set associated with this file can be created manually or automatically by Database Analyzer and Database Organizer
and its Database Extractor component. This data set must be RECFM=F or RECFM=FB and the LRECL must be greater
than or equal to the largest key length that will be used for all analysis within one execution.

RAPLOAD

Defines a load module library where randomizer analysis program component of Database Analyzer finds the randomizer
and user defined HALDB partition selection exit routines. RAP must be able to load the randomizer or HALDB partition
selection exits from RAPLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list. If the randomizer or partition selection is not found in
RAPLOAD or if the RAPLOAD DD statement does not exist, Randomizer Analysis Program attempts to load these
routines from STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list.

RAPMSGS

Defines the output message data set for the RAP component of Database Analyzer and lists the informational and
product-related messages.
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• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

If you do not provide this DD statement, the utility dynamically allocates the data set with a specification of SYSOUT=*.

RAPRPTS

Defines the output report data set. The RAP component of Database Analyzer generates all reports in this file.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including a disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced. If the data set resides on a disk device, you can code the

DCB BLKSIZE parameter as a multiple of 133. If you do not code BLKSIZE, the operating system calculates a block
size based on the characteristics of the device.

If you do not provide this DD statement, Database Analyzer dynamically allocates the data set with a specification of
SYSOUT=*.

RECONx

Defines the first, second, or third DBRC RECON data set (where x is 1, 2, or 3, respectively). These DD statements are
required if the RECON is not dynamically allocated.

For more information about the RECON DD statements, see the IBM IMS Utilities Reference.

SORTIN

Defines the work file that RAP creates to be used as input to the sort program. It usually is a temporary data set of size
equal to the RAPKEYS data set size. RAP specifies all DCB parameters internally so do not specify any DCB values in
the JCL.

If HDSORT=YES is specified, this refers to the input UNLOAD file or files.

SORTLIB

Defines the library that contains the sort program modules. This DD statement is only required if the modules are not
accessible through STEPLIB, JOBLIB or link list.

SORTOUT

Specifies the output unload file. SORTOUT is used only if HDSORT=YES is specified. For HDSORT=YES, this file is
required.

SORTPRT

Defines the sort print file. Usually this file is allocated as DD DUMMY because the messages generated by the sort
program are not needed. No DCB parameters are needed in any case.

SORTWKxx

Defines the sort work data sets, where nn is the number supported by the SORT product installed.

These are only needed if the number of keys used during an analysis causes the SORT program to require auxiliary
storage to perform the sort.

SRCLIB

Specifies the data set for the control block validity manager in which all decode source statements are built. It contains the
decoded source of PSBs, DBDs, ACBs, or MDAs.

The SRCLIB= parameter is not valid with DISASSEMBLE MFS. Use the ICBSRC DD statement instead.

STEPLIB
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Defines the utility load module in the high-level.LOAD library. A JOBLIB DD can be used instead, but one or the other is
required for proper execution.

If SORT=YES or you are reloading an HALDB partition, the system SORTLIB must be available in linklist or added to
STEPLIB.

If the Randomizer Analysis Program cannot find the randomizer in RAPLOAD or if there is no RAPLOAD DD statement,
the STEPLIB or JOBLIB must contain the randomizer.

For an HDAM or DEDB reload in OS batch mode, the utility must be able to load the randomizer from DBOLOAD,
STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or linklist.

SYSABEND

Defines the data set where to write the dumps. If a dump is needed, set ABENDDUMP=YES.

SYSUDUMP

Defines the data set where dumps are to be written.

• If a dump is needed set ABENDDUMP=YES.
• This DD statement is optional because it can be dynamically allocated as SYSOUT=* if it or SYSABEND are not

present in the JCL.

To direct the dump output to a disk file, code the needed DD parameters, and the dynamic allocation will not be done.

The utility will also dynamically allocate the ABNLIGNR data set (as DD DUMMY). This is done to prevent the ABEND
AID product from intercepting abends and producing its specially formatted dump, because that dump does not provide
enough information for complete problem resolution. If the ABEND AID product is not in use, this dummy allocation will
have no effect.

Database Analyzer Control Statements Reference
This section provides detailed information about each control statement that you can specify with Database Analyzer and
its components in the xxxCTRL files.

The control statements appear in alphabetical order and the default values are underlined.

ABENDDUMP (DBA) -- Generate an Abend Dump

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and  Secondary Index
Builder .

The ABENDDUMP control statement generates a dump from the operating system when an abend occurs. The dump
provides information about your system when the ABEND occurred. This helps save time in determining the cause of the
ABEND and resolving the issue.

Typically, if an abend occurs, the Extended Specific Task Abnormal Exit (ESTAE) recovery routine of the product formats
the information in the Program Status Word (PSW) and various registers and also writes it to the messages file. So a
dump is not necessary. However, occasionally, you may need to generate a dump when a user exit fails or to debug a
problem if requested by Broadcom Support.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDDUMP=YES|NO

• YES
Generates a dump to SYSABEND or SYSUDUMP when an operating system abend occurs. This option is the default.

• NO
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Does not generate a dump when an abend occurs.

ABENDRC (DBA) -- Define Abend Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The ABENDRC control statement defines the lowest return code with which the job terminates with an abend. Use this
control statement to force an abend during typical error situations.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDRC=return-code

return-code
Defines the return code number.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 17

Example: Force Abend after a Return Code of 12 Occurs

The following specification terminates a job with an abend when a return code of 12 or higher occurs:

ABENDRC=12

Example: Suppress Abends Regardless of Return Code

The following specification suppresses abends regardless of the return code:

ABENDRC=4095

ANCHORPOINTTABLE (DBA) -- Generate Anchor Point Statistics

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The ANCHORPOINTTABLE control statement generates the Anchor Point Usage Statistics report. For DEDB or HDAM
databases or an HIDAM or HALDB database with root anchor points (RAPs), this report gives the following information:

• Number of blocks/CIs
• Total number of RAPs
• Total number of used RAPs
• Percentage of RAPs used
• Average number of roots per used RAP

This control statement has the following format:

ANCHORPOINTTABLE=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Anchor Point Usage Statistics report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Anchor Point Usage Statistics report.

AREA (DBA) -- Define Areas

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.
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The AREA control statement specifies whether to process a specific area, a list of areas, or all areas during Fast Path
DEDB database processing.

This statement or DDNAME is required for Fast Path DEDB database processing. If you specify AREA, do not specify
DDNAME. AREA and DDNAME are mutually exclusive.

If AREA is specified, you must include an AREA statement for each area in a DEDB. If DBDNAME is specified without an
AREA, the identified DBD is loaded and the database characteristics are taken from it.

If you do not provide a DD statement for the area, DBRC is used (if available) to determine the data set name of the DD
and to dynamically allocate it. Use a DBRC control statement to indicate DBRC use. When DBRC is active, area selection
is used to dynamically allocate the DEDB areas if they are not included in the JCL. If the DEDB areas are provided in the
JCL, the utility verifies them against the DBRC registered data sets.

The AREA control statement is not valid with the ANALYZEALL function.

This control statement has the following formats:

 AREA=(area-name1,area-name2,area-name3,…)
 AREA=* or AREA=ALL
 

area-name
Specifies the unique DEDB area name to process.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters. You can specify up to 73 areas, but only one area with the COPY function.

* | ALL
Includes all areas and processes the complete database.

Example: Define One DEDB Area

The following example specifies the area by name:

AREA=A or DDNAME=A

Example: Define All DEDB Areas

The following example includes all areas in the processing:

AREA=(*) or AREA=(ALL)

For compatibility with previous releases, you can also select all areas by specifying only the DBD name with the
DBDNAME control statement. If DBDNAME is specified, do not specify AREA.

Example: Define Multiple DEDB Areas

The following example assumes that a DBD defines four areas, A, B, C, and DH.

• To process the first area, specify as follows:
AREA=A

• To process the last area, specify as follows:
AREA=DH 

• To process areas B and DH, specify as follows:
AREA=(B,DH) 

• To process areas B, C, and DH, specify as follows:
AREA=(DH,C,B) 

Although the areas are listed in a specific order, they may be processed in any order. To process the areas in a specific
order, use multiple commands, each specifying a single area.

Example: Invalid AREA Statements
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• The following example is invalid because the asterisk must be the only area that is listed when specified:
AREA=(A,*)

• The following example is invalid because D* is not a valid area name:
AREA=D*

• The following example is invalid because the same area is listed twice:
AREA=(B,B)

AREARANGE (DBA) -- Limit Number of Areas

Valid for the Random Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer.

The AREARANGE control statement limits the number of areas in a DEDB to process. This statement applies only to
DEDB databases.

If this statement is not specified, all areas are processed.

This control statement has the following format:

AREARANGE=(ii,jj)

ii
Specifies the first area number to be processed.
Limits: 1 to 3 digit positive decimal number
Range: 1 to 255

jj
Specifies the last area number to be processed.
Limits: 1 to 3 digit positive decimal number
Range: 1 to 255
If only one area is to be processed, both values must be specified and should be the same.

Example: Process Specific Areas

To process areas 4 through 6, specify as follows:

AREARANGE=(4,6)

To process only area 4, specify as follows:

AREARANGE=(4,4)

AUTH (DBA) -- Bypass Database Authorization

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index Builder, and the
Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The AUTH control statement lets you bypass DBRC database authorization for database recovery, reorganization,
or analysis when DBRC is active. Authorization consists of DBRC notify, signon and signoff, and database data set
validation. Bypassing database authorization prevents processing interruptions because of an authorization failure.

Note the following limitations:
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• For Database Analyzer, this processing occurs when DBRC is active, by default or explicit request. Specifying
AUTH=NO does not bypass database signon.

• For Recovery Analyzer, this processing is only valid for recovery with the GENJCL function option.
• For the UNLOAD component of  Database Organizer , use the UNLAUTH keyword.

The AUTH control statement has the following format:

 AUTH=YES|NO
 

• YES
Performs DBRC database authorization. This is the default.

• NO
Does not perform DBRC database authorization.

NOTE
We recommend that you specify AUTH=NO in Database Analyzer when analyzing a database that is online
to IMS to avoid an authorization failure.

AVGRLEN (DBA) -- Specify Average Length

Valid for the Random Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer and Database Organizer.

The AVGRLEN control statement specifies the average length of the records in the unload file, which is calculated from
the average segment length plus 50 bytes control information and overhead. This value is used by SORT to calculate the
space used for sort work files.

This control statement has the following format:

AVGRLEN=nnnnn

nnnnn
Indicates the average length of the records.
Limits: 1 to 5 digits decimal positive number
Range: 4 to 32767

BLKS/CYL (DBA) -- Define Number of Blocks per Cylinder

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The BLKS/CYL control statement defines the number of blocks per cylinder in the database data set. This value overrides
the automatic calculation by Database Analyzer, of the number of database blocks that fit on one cylinder of the device.
Use this control statement to determine the effects of moving a database to another device type that has a different
cylinder capacity.

BLKS/CYL is a synonym for CIS/CYL (control intervals per cylinder).

During image copy analysis, Database Analyzer cannot determine the device capacity where the database resides
because the image copy does not provide this information. In this case, Database Analyzer uses a default of 250 for the
BLKS/CYL value. If the value for an image copy, whether by default or user specification, is different from the actual value
that applies to the device the database resides on, the locality of reference numbers in the Segment Pointer Statistics
report will not match with those generated for an analysis of the actual database.

This control statement has the following format:
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BLKS/CYL=n

n
Defines the number of blocks per cylinder.
Limits: Specify a positive, non-zero value from 1 to 5 decimal digits long.

BLKS/TRK (DBA) -- Define Number of Blocks per Track

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The BLKS/TRK control statement specifies the number of blocks per track in the database data set. BLKS/TRK is a
synonym for CIS/TRK (control intervals per track).

Database Analyzer automatically calculates the number of database blocks that fit on one track of the device.

• If you specify this statement, it overrides the calculation.
• Use this statement to determine the effects of moving the database to another device type that has a different track

capacity.

When an image copy is being analyzed, Database Analyzer cannot determine the capacity of the device where the
database resides because the image copy does not provide this information. In this case, Database Analyzer uses a
default of 25 for the BLKS/TRK value.

NOTE
If the value used for an image copy, whether by default or user specification, is different from the actual value
that applies to the device the database resides on, the locality of reference numbers in the Segment Pointer
Statistics report will not match those generated for an analysis of the actual database.

This control statement has the following format:

BLKS/TRK=n

n
Indicates the number of blocks per track. Specify a positive, non-zero value from 1 to 4 decimal digits long.
Limits: Specify a positive, non-zero value from 1 to 4 decimal digits long.

BLOCK (DBA) -- Define Block Number

Valid for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

The BLOCK control statement specifies the number of the block to be displayed. It is a synonym for the CI statement.

When you set FUNCTION=ZAP, specify the BLOCK and OFFSET control statement values in combination. The BLOCK
control statement is mutually exclusive with RBA.

This control statement has the following format:

BLOCK=n

BLOCK=X'y'

n
Specifies the number of the block to be displayed.
Limits: 1 to 10 digit positive decimal number.

y
Specifies the number of the block to be displayed.
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Limits: A positive hexadecimal number, 1 to 7 positions long.

Example: Define Block Number with Decimal and Hexadecimal Values

The following example indicates that the block to be displayed, verified, or altered is 1,018 decimal from the beginning of
the data set:

BLOCK=1018

The following example indicates that the block to be displayed, verified, or altered is 3Fa hex from the beginning of the
data set:

BLOCK=X'3FA'

BSDSHLQ (DBA) -- Use IMS-managed ACBs

Valid for Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP) component of Database Analyzer, Database Surgeon component
of Database Analyzer, Control Block Validity Manager component of Database Analyzer, and Batch Log Tracker
(BLT) component of Database Organizer.

The BSDSHLQ control statement lets you use IMS-managed (Application Control Blocks) ACBs by identifying the high-
level qualifier of the boot strap data set (BSDS) that points to the IMS directory data sets used by the IMS catalog. Use
this keyword if you want to use IMS-managed ACBs instead of DBDLIBs for this component.

Before you use IMS-managed ACBs, you must enable the IMS catalog and IMS management of ACBs by specifying
ACBMGMT=CATALOG in the catalog section of the DFSDFxxx member.

WARNING

• If you enable IMS-managed ACBs, we recommend that you do so for all supported Database Management
Solutions for IMS products and components to avoid serious conflicts.

• You cannot use IMS-managed ACBs and DBDLIBs in the same job step for multiple functions.

This control statement has the following syntax:

BSDSHLQ=bsdshlq

• bsdshlq
Identifies the high-level qualifier of the boot strap data set (BSDS) that points to the IMS directory data sets used by
the IMS catalog.
Limits: 1 to 44 characters

BUF4SEQ (DBA) -- Allocate Sequential Processing Buffers

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The BUF4SEQ control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential processing of the database
data sets.

If you specify DCB=BUFNO= or AMP='BUFND=' on the DD statement for the database data set, the BUF4SEQ control
statement is ignored. The DD value takes precedence.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4SEQ=n
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n
Defines the number of buffers to allocate. This value is used for all data sets. An optimum value for one database
may be a poor choice for another. It is usually best to take the default.
Default: If the input database data set is on disk, the default is the number or control intervals (CIs) that fit in
256000 bytes, with a maximum value of 255. If the input is on tape, the default is 50.

CI (DBA) -- Define CI Number

Valid for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

The CI control statement specifies the number of the control interval to be displayed. It is a synonym for the BLOCK
statement and applies only to the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

CIS/CYL (DBA) -- Define Number of CIs per Cylinder

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The CIS/CYL statement specifies the number of control intervals (CIS) per cylinder in the database data set. CIS/CYL is a
synonym for BLKS/CYL (blocks per cylinder).

This control statement is optional. Database Analyzer automatically calculates the number of database control intervals
(CIs) that fit on one cylinder of the device.

• If you specify this control statement, it overrides the calculation.
• Use this statement to determine the effects of moving the database to another device type that has a different cylinder

capacity.

When an image copy is being analyzed, Database Analyzer cannot determine the capacity of the device where the
database resides because the image copy does not provide this information. In this case, Database Analyzer uses a
default of 250 for the CIS/CYL value.

If the value used for an image copy, whether by default or user specification, is different from the actual value that applies
to the device the database resides on, the locality of reference numbers in the Segment Pointer Statistics report will not
match those generated for an analysis of the actual database.

This control statement has the following format:

CIS/CYL=n

n
Define the number of CIs per cylinder.
Limits: Specify a value from 1 to 4 decimal digits long.

CIS/TRK (DBA) -- Define Number of CIs per Track

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The CIS/TRK control statement specifies the number of control intervals per track in the database data set. CIS/TRK is a
synonym for BLKS/TRK (blocks per track).

Database Analyzer automatically calculates the number of database CIs that fit on one track of the device.

• If you specify this control statement, it overrides the calculation.
• Use this control statement to determine the effects of moving the database to another device type that has a different

track capacity.
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If an image copy is being analyzed, Database Analyzer cannot determine the capacity of the device where the database
resides because the image copy does not provide this information. In this case, Database Analyzer uses a default of 25
for the CIS/TRK value. If the value used for an image copy, whether by default or user specification, is different from the
actual value that applies to the device the database resides on, the locality of reference numbers in the Segment Pointer
Statistics report will not match those generated for an analysis of the actual database.

This control statement has the following format:

CIS/TRK=n

n
Indicates the number of CIs per track. Specify a value from 1 to 4 decimal digits long.

COPYFROM (DBA) -- Specify Model Member for Setting Thresholds

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer.

The COPYFROM control statement specifies the model threshold library member to be used as a base when populating
the threshold library.

This control statement has the following format:

COPYFROM=(database-type-access=member,database-type-access=member,...)

database-type-access
Defines the type of database access. The following values are valid:

• HDAMOSAM
• HIDAMOSAM
• HDAMVSAM
• HIDAMVSAM
• PHDAMOSAM
• PHIDAMOSAM
• PHDAMVSAM
• PHIDAMVSAM
• HISAM
• INDEX
• PSINDEX

member
Defines the existing threshold library member that is used as a template to create threshold library members for
the database type.

Example: Specify Model Member

This example creates new members in the threshold library, based on the following existing members:

• THIRSTY member for HDAM/VSAM databases
• THRIFTY member for HISAM databases
• SPIFFY member for indexes

COPYFROM=(HDAMVSAM=THIRSTY,HISAM=THRIFTY,INDEX=SPIFFY)
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DBALLOC (DBA) -- Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBALLOC control statement specifies whether to allocate database data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA
members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB. The DBALLOC control statement lets you dynamically allocate database data
sets when the DBRC facility is not available.

With DBRC=YES, the utility always attempts dynamic allocation using the RECON data sets first, regardless of the
DBALLOC value. If this processing fails, the utility attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA members.

This control statement has the following format:

 DBALLOC=YES|NO
 

YES
Attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This is the default processing with DBRC=YES.
Dynamic allocation using DFSMDA is not supported for HALDBs and DBALLOC=YES is ignored.

NO
Does not attempt the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This option is valid only with DBRC=NO.
The database data sets must be allocated statically using the JCL DD statements.

Example: Allocate Database Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members specified in the STEPLIB
concatenation.
The MDA library must be APF-authorized. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in JCL.
//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB
 //          DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB
 //*
 //DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN
 //IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*
 //*
 //DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*
 //DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*
 //*
 //DBOCTRL   DD  *
 FUNCTION=function,
 DBALLOC=YES,
 [DBRC=NO]
 other parameters
 

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members specified in the IMSDALIB DD
statement:
The MDA library does not require APF authorization. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in the JCL.
 //STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB
 //*
 //IMSDALIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB
 //DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN
 //IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*
 //*
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 //DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*
 //DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*
 //*
 //DBOCTRL   DD  *
 FUNCTION=function,
 DBALLOC=YES,
 other parameters
 

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:
DDnames are not specified in JCL.

 // *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options
 [DBALLOC=YES/NO],
 DBRC=YES
 

Example: Allocate Data Sets Statically

The following example allocates data sets statically using the JCL DD statements:

 // ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options
 [DBALLOC=YES/NO],
 [DBRC=YES/NO]
 

DBD (DBA) -- Include DBD for Threshold Monitoring

Valid for Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer.

The DBD statement specifies the databases to include for threshold monitoring by Database Space Analyzer. Threshold
definitions are stored in a PDS library where the DBD name of the monitored database is also the name of the PDS
member.

The DBD statement has the following format:

DBD=(dbdname1,dbdname2,...,dbdnameN)

dbdname
Specifies the name of the database (threshold library member) to include in processing. You can use wildcard and
placeholder characters to specify multiple members.
Default: The default is asterisk (*) to include all members.

Example: Specify Databases for Database Space Analyzer Processing

To process particular databases (members from the threshold library), specify the following:

DBD=(A*,DB?B*,DBXYZ001)

This syntax indicates that the Database Space Analyzer processes thresholds for all of the following databases:
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• Database names starting with A
• Database names starting with DB and with the B letter in the fourth position
• Database DBXYZ001

DBDNAME (DBA) -- Define DBD Name

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Database
Space Analyzer components of Database Analyzer.

The DBDNAME control statement specifies the name of the database definition (DBD) describing the database to
process.

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Analyzer is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries
are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in
the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

This control statement has the following format:

DBDNAME=dbdname

dbdname
Specifies the name of the DBD to be used for processing.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters; dbdname must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB (or be defined in the
catalog if you are using IMS-managed ACBs)

DBDPRINT (DBA) -- Decode the DBD

Valid for Database Analyzer and Database Organizer.

The DBDPRINT control statement decodes the DBD when a function is executed.

NOTE

A DBD is always decoded if a function return code is 8 or greater.

This control statement has the following format:

DBDPRINT=YES|NO

YES
Decodes a DBD when a function is executed.

NO
Does not decode a DBD when a function is executed. This is the default.

DBMAP (DBA) -- Generate DEDB Area Physical Structure Statistics

 Valid for Database Analyzer. 

The DBMAP control statement generates the DEDB Area Physical Structure Map report.

The DBMAP keyword is ignored for any database type other than DEDB. No action is taken and no message is issued.

This control statement has the following format:

DBMAP=YES|NO
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YES
Generates the DEDB Area Physical Structure Map report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the DEDB Area Physical Structure Map report.

DBSUMMARY (DBA) -- Generate Database Summary Statistics

 Valid for Database Analyzer. 

The DBSUMMARY control statement generates the Database Summary report.

This control statement has the following format:

DBSUMMARY=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Database Summary report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Database Summary report.

DBRC (DBA) -- Invoke the DBRC Facility

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBRC control statement specifies whether to invoke the DBRC facility of IMS. This control statement applies to the
DBRC recovery and share control levels.

This control statement has the following format:

DBRC=YES|NO

YES
Calls DBRC for database authorization in a share control environment. Additionally, the utility uses the RECON
information to attempt dynamic allocation of the required database data sets, if their ddnames are not found in the
jobs JCL.

NOTE
DBRC=YES is forced when operating on HALDB. Authorization calls are not made when LASTIC=YES
is specified.

NO
Does not call DBRC.
Default: If the IMS modules can be accessed (using STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list), the default is the value
defined in the IMS SYSGEN. Otherwise the default is NO. A specification of NO when IMS was defined to force
the use of DBRC generates an error message and terminates the program. If the utility cannot access the IMS
modules, DBRC=NO is the only valid value.

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:

NOTE
ddnames are not specified in JCL.

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],
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DBRC=YES

Example: Allocate Data Sets Statically

The following example allocates data sets statically using the JCL DD statements:

// ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

[DBRC=YES/NO]

DDNAME (DBA) -- Define the Database Data Set

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Randomizer
Analysis Program components of Database Analyzer.

The DDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the database data set to process. The ddname must exist in a
DATASET parameter macro of the DBD itself.

DDNAME and AREA are mutually exclusive. If you specify DDNAME, do not specify AREA.

For HALDB databases, DDNAME is mutually exclusive with DDSUFFIX and PARTITION. In addition, DDNAME is ignored
when the DBD specified is for HISAM or a non-unique index. In these cases, Database Analyzer reads the primary
and overflow data sets to be able to do pointer checking. Since FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL indicates that all DDs of all
interrelated DBDs should be processed, do not specify DDNAME with FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL.

This control statement is optional. It limits pointer checking to the ddname specified. Note that the POINTERCHECK
option may include other DBDs and DDs.

This control statement has the following format:

DDNAME=ddname 

ddname
Defines the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

The name you specify must exist in the DATASET or AREA macro of the DBD. For HALDB, the specified name is split
internally into a PARTITION specification and DDSUFFIX.

The data set you specify on the actual DD statement can be the database data set itself or an image copy. Database
Analyzer automatically determines which it is.

DDSUFFIX (DBA) -- Define the DDname Suffix

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The DDSUFFIX control statement specifies the ddname suffix. When you specify the suffix, Database Analyzer executes
only against that ddname.

To execute against one or more partitions, specify values for the PARTITION and DBDNAME control statements.

DDSUFFIX is only used with HALDBs. The DDSUFFIX control statement is not valid with the ANALYZEALL function.

This control statement has the following format:

DDSUFFIX=A|B|C|D|E|F|G|H|I|J|L|X
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A-J, L, or X
Indicates a ddname suffix.

DEDBRAPCHECK (DBA) -- Define the Level of RAP Checking

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The DEDBRAPCHECK control statement checks if the root segments are in the correct area and control interval (CI), as
directed by the randomizer. The statement specifies the level of root anchor point (RAP) checking.

NOTE
For compatibility mode, you can use RAP_VALIDATION in your control statements. The utility ignores the first
value, but uses the second value -- PLACEMENT or NOPLACEMENT -- to set DEDBRAPCHECK.

This control statement has the following format:

DEDBRAPCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Checks if the root segments are in the correct area and CI.

NO
Does not check the location of the root segments. This is the default.

DEDBSCAN (DBA) -- Control DEDB Inspection Level

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer.

The DEDBSCAN control statement sets the level of inspection by the database space analyzer (DSA) utility for DEDB
databases.

This control statement has the following format:

DEDBSCAN=IOVF|NONE

IOVF
Analyzes IOVF space maps for selected DEDB databases (as controlled by the DBD and EXCLUDEDBD control
statements). The results are checked against the SMUSED threshold. DSA allocates the database and opens it to
read the space maps.

NONE
Does not perform additional processing on DEDB databases. The SM Used field in the DSA reports will be blank
and the SMUSED threshold will not be applied.

DFSDF (DBA) -- Use IMS-managed ACBs

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, Database Extractor component of Database
Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary Index Builder.

The DFSDF control statement lets you use IMS-managed (Application Control Blocks) ACBs by identifying the DFSDFxxx
member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of ACBs. Use this keyword if you want to
use IMS-managed ACBs instead of DBDLIBs for this product or component.

Before you use IMS-managed ACBs, you must enable the IMS catalog and IMS management of ACBs by specifying
ACBMGMT=CATALOG in the catalog section of the DFSDFxxx member. Your PROCLIB DD Statement must also point
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to the correct IMS PROCLIB data set. For more information, see the IBM documentation on Installing IMS. You must also
specify DBRC=Y to invoke the DBRC facility.

WARNING

• If you enable IMS-managed ACBs, we recommend that you do so for all supported Database Management
Solutions for IMS products and components to avoid serious conflicts.

• You cannot use IMS-managed ACBs and DBDLIBs in the same job step for multiple functions.

This control statement has the following syntax:

DFSDF=xxx

• xxx
Identifies the suffix of the DFSDF member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of
ACBs.
Limits: 1 to 3 alphanumeric characters

DSNAME (DBA) -- Define DSN Name

Valid for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

The DSNAME control statement specifies the name of the DSN describing the database to be displayed or altered. This
control statement is required by the Database Surgeon component.

This control statement has the following format:

DSNAME=abc

abc
Defines the name of the DSN. The value specified must be a valid data set name.
Limits: up to 44 characters

DSPBLKS (DBA) -- Allocate Data Space Blocks

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer, and High
Performance Recovery.

The DSPBLKS control statement specifies the number of 4 KB blocks to be allocated for data spaces used to hold
intermediate data.

This control statement has the following format:

 DSPBLKS=n
 

n
Specifies the number of 4 KB blocks to be allocated for the data spaces if needed.
Default: 0 (allocates the operating system default number of blocks or 2 GB - 524288 blocks, whichever is
smaller)
Limits: 0 to 524288 (2 GB). If you specify a value that exceeds the maximum value, the larger number is ignored
and 524288 is used.

Example: Allocate Additional Data Space Blocks

To allocate the data spaces using 1024 4 KB blocks, specify as follows:

 DSPBLKS=1024
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Additional data spaces are allocated as required using the specified number of blocks.

ERROR (DBA) -- Define Number of Errors to Print

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The ERROR control statement specifies the number of error messages to print.

This control statement has the following format:

ERROR=n

n
Specifies the number of errors to print.
Default: 100
Limits: 0 - 9999

EXCLUDEDBD (DBA) -- Exclude DBD from Threshold Monitoring

Valid for Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer.

The EXCLUDEDBD statement specifies databases and threshold library members to exclude from threshold monitoring
by Database Space Analyzer. Threshold definitions are stored in a PDS library where the DBD name of the monitored
database is also the name of the PDS member.

This statement has the following format:

EXCLUDEDBD=(dsn-high,dsn-low)

dsn-high, dsn-low
Specify the names of the first and last data set from the range of threshold library members to exclude from
processing.
You can use an asterisk (*) to specify multiple data set names.
Default: The default is an asterisk (*) to exclude all members.

Example: Exclude DBD from Threshold Monitoring

To exclude the threshold PDS members starting from DBABC001 to DBXYZ001 from being processed by Database
Space Analyzer specify as follows:

EXCLUDEDBD=(DBA*,DBXYZ001)

EXCLUDEREPORT (DBA) -- Exclude Analysis Information from RAP Report

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer.

The EXCLUDEREPORT control statement specifies whether to exclude analysis information (block usage, performance,
RAP usage, root distribution, statistics, and synonym chain) from the Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP) report.

This control statement has the following format:

EXCLUDEREPORT=(parameter1[,parameter2 ...])
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(parameter1[,parameter2 ...])
Specifies whether to exclude any or all of the following analysis information from the RAP report when it is
generated. These parameters can be listed in any order.
BLOCKUSAGE

Excludes block usage information from the RAP report.
PERFORMANCE

Excludes performance information from the RAP report.
RAPUSAGE

Excludes RAP usage information from the RAP report.
ROOTDISTRIBUTION

Excludes root distribution information from the RAP report.
STATISTICS

Excludes statistics information from the RAP report.
SYNONYMCHAIN

Excludes synonym chain information from the RAP report.

Example: Exclude ROOTDISTRIBUTION and SYNONYMCHAIN from the RAP Report

To ensure that RAP should not produce the ROOTDISTRIBUTION and SYNONYMCHAIN reports, specify as follows:

EXCLUDEREPORT=(ROOTDISTRIBUTION,SYNONYMCHAIN)

EXCPIO (DBA) -- Use EXCP Code to Read OSAM Data Sets

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The EXCPIO control statement uses EXCP code for reading OSAM databases.

NOTE
If the database was allocated in cylinders, the I/O counts reported to SMF will reflect the number of cylinders
read. If the database was allocated in tracks or blocks the I/O counts reported to SMF will reflect the number of
tracks read.

This control statement has the following format:

EXCPIO=YES|NO
 

YES
Uses EXCP code for reading OSAM databases. This is the default.

NO
Uses a combination of QSAM, BSAM, and BDAM.

FILSZ (DBA) -- Estimate Number of Records

Valid for Database Organizer and the RAP component of Database Analyzer.

The FILSZ control statement estimates the number of records in the unload file. This value is issued by SORT to calculate
space usage for sort work files. This control statement is valid when HDSORT=YES is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

 FILSZ=nnnnnnnnn
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nnnnnnnnn
Indicates the estimated number of records.
Limits: 1 to 9 decimal digits
Range: 1 to 999999999

FREESPACEPLOT (DBA) -- Generate Free Space Plot Report

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The FREESPACEPLOT control statement generates a Free Space Plot report.

To specify the block or CI number where the plot is to start in the report, specify the PLOTSTART control statement. To
specify the number of blocks or CIs to be summarized in each line of the report, specify the PLOTINCR control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

FREESPACEPLOT=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Free Space Plot report.

NO
Does not generate the Free Space Plot report. This is the default.

FREESPACESTATS (DBA) -- Generate Free Space Statistics

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The FREESPACESTATS control statement generates the Free Space Statistics report.

This control statement has the following format:

FREESPACESTATS=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Free Space Statistics report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Free Space Statistics report.

FREESPACETABLE (DBA) -- Include Base, DOVF, and IOVF Data

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The FREESPACETABLE control statement generates the following three sections of the Free Space Statistics report:

• Base section
• DOVF section (dependent overflow)
• IOVF section (independent overflow)

This control statement has the following format:

FREESPACETABLE=YES|NO
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YES
Generates the base, DOVF, and IOVF sections of the Free Space Statistics report. This is the default..

NO
Does not generate the base, DOVF, and IOVF sections of the Free Space Statistics report.

FUNCTION (DBA) -- Define Function Type

The FUNCTION control statement specifies the type of function to be performed. This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:

FUNCTION=type

type
Identifies the function to be performed.

The following functions are available for Database Analyzer:

ANALYZE
Analyzes the database defined by the DBDNAME control statement.

ANALYZEALL
Analyzes all DBDs related to the database defined by the DBDNAME control statements.

NOTE
The AREA, DDNAME, and DDSUFFIX control statements are not valid with the ANALYZEALL function.

For more information about using ANALYZE and ANALYZEALL functions, see Analyzing Databases.

The following functions are available for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer:

DISPLAY
Displays a block or CI in a readable format.

ZAP
Verifies and alters data at a specific location.

The following functions are available for the Control Block Validity Manager component of Database Analyzer:

COMPARE
Compares two control blocks for PSBs, DBDs, and ACBLIB members. This option is not valid in compatibility
mode.

CROSSREFERENCE
Generates reports about the relationships between PSBs, DBDs, ACB members, and exit routines. This option is
not valid in compatibility mode.

DBDVERIFY
Verifies that all desired aspects of database generation have been (correctly) done or audited.

DISASSEMBLE
Disassembles a control block for PSBs, DBDs, ACBs, MDA members, and MFS.
Every depiction contains a header such that if the SAVE command is executed there will be a record of the origin
of the source.

MAP
Creates a depiction of a control block for PSBs, DBDs, and ACBs. This option is not valid in compatibility mode.
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REPORT
Displays the DBD report. This option requires that you specify DBD or ACB (DBD-type) entity using DBD or ACB
control statements, and allocate appropriate data sets for //DBD, //ACB, or both DD statements. PSB or PSB-type
ACBs are not supported.

SEARCH
Produces a list of members against DBD and PSB libraries. Patterns can be specified using the asterisk (*) and
plus sign (+). This option is not valid in compatibility mode.

The following functions are available for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer:

ALLOCHECK
Collects data set statistics for the specified databases and compares them to the thresholds.

THRESHBUILD
Populates the threshold library using the COPYFROM databases as a model for Database Space Analyzer
(DSA).

GLOBAL (DBA) -- Set Defaults

Valid for the Control Block Validity Manager component of Database Analyzer and the Uberutility component of
Database Organizer.

The GLOBAL control statement sets default values process in:

• For Control Block Validity Manager, the GLOBAL control statement sets default values for MAP, DISASSEMBLE,
COMPARE, CROSSREFERENCE, SEARCH, and DBDVERIFY functions globally. You can specify DBD and PSB
search values and use patterns to locate information.

• For Uberutility, the GLOBAL control statement indicates that the global (default) dynamic allocation model records
are to be displayed, updated, or deleted. For each log (primary and secondary), there can be zero, one, or many
system dynamic allocation model records, but there is only one global dynamic allocation model record. This
control statement is optional for FUNCTION=LTDYNOPTDISPLAY. For FUNCTION=LTDYNOPTUPDATE or
FUNCTION=LTDYNOPTDELETE, this control statement or IMSID is required.

There is no default.

HDAMRAPCHECK (DBA) -- Check HDAM Root Segments

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP) component of Database Analyzer.

The HDAMRAPCHECK control statement checks if the HDAM root segments are anchored off the correct RAP, as
directed by the randomizer. By relying on the randomizer-chosen RAP, Database Analyzer easily resolves root twin
chains.

This control statement has the following format:

HDAMRAPCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Checks if the root segments are anchored off the correct RAP. This is the default.

NO
Does not perform the check.

NOTE
Specify HDAMRAPCHECK=NO only for databases that have a randomizer, which does not consistently
resolve a root key into a block and RAP combination.
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HDSORT (DBA) -- Sort the Unload File

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer and Database Organizer.

The HDSORT control statement invokes the HDSORT processor for reload processing and sorts the unload file into a
sequence based on the DBD defined by DBDNAME.

This control statement has the following format:

HDSORT=YES|NO

YES
Invokes the HDSORT product and the output of the sort is used to reload the database.
The input unload file is read from ddname DBORELD1 and the file is sorted into a sequence based on whether
the DBD specified by the DBDNAME keyword is HDAM, HIDAM, DEDB, HALDB, or HISAM.

• For PHDAM, the file is sorted into randomized sequence based on the randomizer of the DBD.
• For PHIDAM and HISAM, the file is sorted based on root key sequence. Multiple unload files can be

concatenated as input to HDSORT.
• For DEDB databases, the file is sorted into AREA and Randomized sequence based on the DBD.
• If the DBD specified is HDAM, the utility sorts the file into randomized sequence based on the randomizer of

the DBD.
• If the DBD specified is HIDAM, the utility sorts the file based on root key sequence.

HDSORT can be used to convert an HDAM file to HIDAM or to change the randomizer sequence.
When HDSORT=YES is specified, you can specify the AVGRLEN, DBDNAME, FILSZ, and SDEP control
statements.
HDSORT=YES and SDEP=ALL cannot both be specified. HDSORT supports only NONE, ROOT, or SCAN during
reload for SDEP. The output unload file is written to SORTOUT and the RAPKEYS file is not used. There can be
multiple unload files concatenated as input to HDSORT.
The following sort work file DD statements can be used with HDSORT:
RAPXWKnn

Sorts unload data.
Default: See SORT utility documentation.

SORTWKnn
Sorts index/ILDS data.
Default size: 100 cylinders

SRTxWKnn
Sorts files with different CAGRPs, where x=1 for the first CAGRP, x=2 for the second CAGRP.

NO
Does not sort the unload file. This is the default.

IIRRECORD (DBA) -- Create Rows in IIR Tables

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The IIRRECORD control statement creates one or more rows in the corresponding IMS Information Repository (IIR)
tables at job completion. The columns in each of these tables correspond to the informational fields on the output report
for the executed utility.

This control statement has the following format:
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 IIRRECORD=YES|NO 
 

YES
Generates rows in the corresponding IIR table.
Note: Ensure that you have installed IIR and enabled IIR reporting. See Using IMS Information Repository.

NO
Does not generate rows in the corresponding IIR table. This option is the default.

IMSID (DBA) -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem ID

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer, Database Copier, the Online Reorg
component of Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The IMSID control statement specifies the subsystem ID of the IMS control region owning the database to be processed.
In a data sharing environment, specify the name of one IMS subsystem only that is sharing the database.

This control statement is required if you specify AOI=Y, BMPPAUSE=Y, DBR=Y or STA=Y; otherwise, it is optional. If you
do not specify this control statement, the value is extracted from the DFSVC000 load module.

The image copy job must run on the same subsystem as the IMS specified in the IMSID control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

IMSID=subsystem-ID

subsystem-ID
Specifies the subsystem ID of the IMS control region for the database to be processed.

NOTE
We recommend that you specify the subsystem ID.

INDEXKEYCHECK (DBA) -- Check Key Value

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The INDEXKEYCHECK control statement checks the key value in a primary or secondary index against the key in the
target segment during database analysis.

NOTE
By default, Database Analyzer does not expand compressed database records to perform index key checking.
Explicitly specify YES for this keyword to invoke the additional processing required.

This control statement has the following format:

INDEXKEYCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Checks the index key values and whether index records or source segments pointed to, are missing. This is the
default.

NO
Does not check the index key values.
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INTEGRITYCHECK (DBA) -- Check Database Integrity

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The INTEGRITYCHECK control statement checks the database integrity during database analysis and performs
exhaustive integrity checks on each block or CI and the image copy headers.

This control statement is optional.

This control statement has the following format:

INTEGRITYCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Performs a database integrity check when analyzing the database. This option is the default for database data
sets and clusters and for offline image copies.

NO
Does not perform a database integrity check. This option is the default for online image copies (OLIC) and for
concurrent image copies (CIC).

For an image copy, integrity checks are performed on the header of each block in the image copy file.

• If you specify INTEGRITYCHECK=YES, any integrity error in the image copy headers is reported and the analysis is
terminated.

• If you specify INTEGRITYCHECK=NO, any integrity error in the image copy headers is reported but the analysis
continues.

NOTE
If you specify YES for OLIC or CIC image copies, the errors reported might not exist after the log tapes are used
with the image copy to recover the database.

KEYDETAIL (DBA) -- Include Key Details in Randomization Reports

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer.

The KEYDETAIL control statement produces detailed randomization reports showing each key that was randomized.

This control statement has the following format:

KEYDETAIL=YES|NO

YES
Generates key detail reports. This results in several additional reports in the RAPRPTS file. There are
approximately 2 printed lines per key randomized. In addition, the sort utility is invoked and this requires the
inclusion of the SORTLIB, SORTIN, SORTPRT and SORTWKxx ddnames in the RAP JCL.

NO
Does not generate key detail reports. This is the default.

KEYLENGTH (DBA) -- Define Key Length

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer.

The KEYLENGTH control statement defines the length of the key for the root segment.

This statement applies to both HDAM and DEDB randomizers.
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If you do not specify this statement, RAP attempts to load the DBD defined by the DBDNAME keyword and obtain the key
length from the DBD.

This control statement has the following format:

KEYLENGTH=n

n
Indicates the length of root segment key.
Limits: 1 to 3 digit decimal number. The value must be the full length of the key, not the executable length of the
key.

KEYREPORTS (DBA) -- Generate the DBAKEYS I/O Statistics

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The KEYREPORTS control statement generates the DBAKEYS I/O Statistics report.

Generate reports with this statement only if you set RAPKEYS=YES. If you set RAPKEYS=NO, the utility ignores this
control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

KEYREPORTS=YES|NO

YES
Generates the DBAKEYS I/O Statistics report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the DBAKEYS I/O Statistics report.

Example: Generate DBAKEYS I/O Statistics Report

To generate DBAKEYS I/O Statistics report, specify as follows:

RAPKEYS=YES, KEYREPORTS=YES

You must also specify RAPKEYS=YES.

LASTIC (DBA) -- Use Last Image Copy Data Set from DBRC

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The LASTIC control statement specifies whether the utility dynamically allocates input image copies using information
from DBRC.

This control statement has the following format:

LASTIC=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that the utility dynamically allocates the last batch image copy data set for the input DBD and ddname
based on DBRC definitions.
For High Performance Recovery, the batch image copy is restored. Updates made to the database after the batch
image copy was taken are not applied. If RECOVERTIME= is specified with LASTIC=Y, then the last batch image
copy taken before the RECOVERTIME= value is selected.
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NOTE
The utility fails if one of the following conditions is true:

• A batch image copy cannot be located for the DBD or ddname.
• The last image copy registered is not a batch image copy.
• The image copies do not have a consistent timestamp.

NO
Does not allocate the data set. This value is the default.

LPCKCHECK (DBA) -- Verify LPCK

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The LPCKCHECK control statement verifies the logical parent concatenated key (LPCK) in the logical child. This
verification occurs only in the following situations:

• The logical parent is a root
• Both the logical parent and logical child segments are of fixed length and not compressed
• The logical child carries the LPCK physically in the segment

This control statement has the following format:

LPCKCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Verifies the LPCK in the logical child.

NO
Does not verify the LPCK in the logical child. This is the default.

NOTE
When verifiable symbolic LP pointers are related to a counter, they are verified as part of the counter check and
are therefore reported (when bad) regardless of the LPCKCHECK value.

MMGRIO (DBA) -- Use the Media Manager Interface

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The MMGRIO control statement uses the IBM Media Manager interface to read VSAM databases.

NOTE
APF authorization is required to use the Media Manager interface. However, if APF authorization is not provided,
you can still use the Media Manager interface if the ITK STC is running.

This control statement has the following format:

MMGRIO=YES|NO

YES
Uses the Media Manager interface for reading VSAM databases. This is the default if APF-authorization is
provided or if the ITK STC is running.

NO
Uses the standard VSAM API. Media Manager is not used.
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MMSMFREPORT (DBA) -- Report I/O Counts

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The MMSMFREPORT control statement reports I/O counts for Media Manager access. The utility ignores the control
statement, unless you specify MMGRIO=YES. The I/O counts are for job accounting purposes. These counts will not
directly relate to the number of I/Os performed because they reflect the number of CIs read.

This control statement has the following format:

MMSMFREPORT=YES|NO

YES
Reports Media Manager I/O counts to SMF for job accounting purposes.

NO
Indicates that Media Manager I/O counts are not reported and job accounting statistics show zero I/Os for Media
Manager accessed databases.

MONITOR (DBA) -- Generate Progress Reports

Valid for Database Analyzer and Database Organizer.

The MONITOR control statement defines whether and how often to generate progress reports and send updates to the
console.

The WTO macro is used to send a progress report to the OS console in the console message format.

This control statement has the following format:

MONITOR=(YES,i)|i|NO

(YES, i)
Generates progress reports to the console in the specified interval (i).

i
Specifies the interval (in seconds) for generating progress reports to the console.
Limits: 1- to 9-digit positive number

NO
Specifies not to generate progress reports. This option is the default.

Example: Generate Progress Report Every 30 Seconds

To generate progress report and send updates to the console every 30 seconds, specify either of the following:

MONITOR=30

MONITOR=(YES,30)

 

WTO Macro Usage

The WTO macro enables you to send a progress report in console message format to the OS console.

Routing codes 2 and 11 route the message to the master console and programmer as an informational message, as
follows:
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ROUTCDE=2,11

Descriptor code 7 describes the message as an application program message, as follows:

DESCP=7

MULTISPACE (DBA) -- Define Separate Data Space

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The MULTISPACE control statement uses a separate data space for each unique DD pair with pointers. This may be
necessary if you have large multi-DSG databases with many secondary indexes, logical relationships, or both. Database
Analyzer still checks local pointers in the utility data space and logical parent pointers to their associated counter.

This control statement is optional.

NOTE
For backward compatibility, KEYDSPACE is a synonym for MULTISPACE.

This control statement has the following format:

MULTISPACE=YES|NO

YES
Uses a separate data space for unique DD pairs with pointers.

NOTE
You must specify SMDSPACE=YES with MULTISPACE=YES.

NO
Does not use a separate data space for unique DD pairs with pointers. This is the default.

NUMBEROFPARTS (DBA) -- Define Number of Partitions

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, and Secondary Index Builder.

The NUMBEROFPARTS control statement specifies the number of HALDB partitions to be processed in batch mode or
during an online reorganization (FFOR). One or more partitions per FUNCTION request are processed. Use this control
statement to process a subset of the database starting at the partition that you specify in the PARTITION (batch) or
STARTINGPART (online) control statement.

This statement is required if the utility has to process a large part of the database and more than one partition of an
HALDB database.

This control statement has the following format:

NUMBEROFPARTS=n

n
Specifies the number of partitions to process starting with the partition you specify in the PARTITION or
STARTINGPART control statement.
Default: The default is to process all partitions. The default is 1 when you specify a partition name with the
PARTITION or STARTINGPART control statement.
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NOTE
For online reorganization, you cannot specify PARTITION if NUMBEROFPARTS is specified.

Example: Process Ten Partitions Starting at a Specific Partition

This example shows how to process ten partitions starting at the specified partition:

• For batch processing, specify the following:

NUMBEROFPARTS=10, PARTITION=partition-dbdname

• For online reorganization (FFOR), specify the following:

NUMBEROFPARTS=10, STARTINGPART=partition-dbdname

OFFSET (DBA) -- Define the Offset

Valid for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

The OFFSET control statement specifies the offset within a block or control interval to be verified or altered.

When you perform a zap (FUNCTION=ZAP), specify OFFSET and BLOCK control statement values in combination. The
OFFSET control statement is mutually exclusive with RBA.

This control statement has the following format:

OFFSET=n

OFFSET=X'y'

n
Specifies the offset to be verified or altered.
Limits: 1 to 5 digit positive decimal number.

y
Specifies the offset to be verified or altered.
Limits: 1 to 4 digit positive hexadecimal number.

Example: Define the Offset as a Decimal Number

The following example indicates that the offset to be verified or altered is 16 decimal from the beginning of the block or CI:

OFFSET=16

Example: Define the Offset as a Hexadecimal Number

The following example indicates that the offset to be verified or altered is 10 hex from the beginning of the block or CI:

OFFSET=X'10'

ONLINE -- Run Database Analyzer in Online Mode

Valid for Database Analyzer.

Use the ONLINE control statement to run  Database Analyzer  (DBA) against a database that is still online.

The ONLINE control statement has the following format:

 ONLINE=YES|NO 
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YES
Runs DBA in online mode against a database that is online. When ONLINE=Y is specified, Snapshot General
Services is invoked to create a temporary image copy data set that contains a copy of the target database or
databases. The copy is then analyzed.

NO
This is the default. DBA will run against a database that is online or offline, but if ONLINE=NO, DBA does not run
in online mode.

NOTE

• If you specify ONLINE=YES, ensure that you also specify DBRC=YES and the IMSID.
• The Snapshot General Services subsystem must be running on the same system as the IMS that is specified

in the IMSID. The batch image copy job must run on this same system.

PARTITION (DBA) -- Define Partition Name

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, and  Secondary
Index Builder .

The PARTITION control statement specifies the name of the HALDB partition to be processed in batch mode or during an
online reorganization (FFOR). A DBDNAME control statement must accompany this control statement.

This statement is required only when a partition or a subset of the partitions of a HALDB are to be processed.

The NUMBEROFPARTS control statement determines the number of partitions processed.

• PARTITION is mutually exclusive with DDNAME.
• PARTITION is a synonym for PART.

This control statement has the following format:

PARTITION=partition-dbdname

partition-dbdname
Defines the partition DBD name of the HALDB partition to be processed or the starting partition name if multiple
partitions are to be processed.

Limits: Must be a registered partition DBD name or DBD of a HALDB master DBD.

PLOTINCR (DBA) -- Define Plot Increments

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The PLOTINCR control statement summarizes the number of blocks or control intervals (CIs) in each line of the Free
Space Plot report.

The default is to summarize one cylinder per plot line for the Free Space Plot.

Specify the PLOTINCR control statement when you set the FREESPACEPLOT control statement that generates the Free
Space Plot.

This control statement has the following format:

PLOTINCR=n

n
Defines the number of blocks or CIs to summarize per plot line.
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Limits: 1- to 4-digit positive decimal number.
The larger the value, the shorter the Free Space Plot report. We do not recommend specifying too small a
value. For example, a value of PLOTINCR=1 generates one line to be in the plot for each database block. If the
database contains 100,000 blocks, the statement generates 100,000 lines of print.

PLOTSTART (DBA) -- Define Plot Start Block or CI Number

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The PLOTSTART control statement specifies the block number or control interval (CI) number where the Free Space Plot
report is to start.

Specify the PLOTSTART control statement when you set the FREESPACEPLOT control statement that generates the
Free Space Plot report.

The PLOTSTART statement is optional; the default is to start the plot at the first data block in the database.

This control statement has the following format:

PLOTSTART=n

n
Indicates the relative-to-one block number or CI number where the plot is to start.
Limits: 1 to 7 digit positive decimal number.

POINTERCHECK (DBA) -- Define Level of Pointer Checking

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The POINTERCHECK control statement specifies the level of pointer checking to be performed.

The following pointer checking types are not supported:

• Checking of hierarchical pointers.
• Checking of logical relationship pointers for HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases.

This control statement has the following format:

POINTERCHECK=NONE|STATISTICAL|LOCAL|CROSSDSG|CROSSDBD

NONE
Does not check any pointers.

STATISTICAL
Uses statistical methods to check pointers. This option provides pointer checking capabilities with the least
overhead. Instead of checking specific pointers, mathematical methods are used to determine if any pointer errors
exist.
If errors exist, they are reported, but not the location of the errors. To find the specific occurrences of pointer
errors, rerun Database Analyzer with LOCAL, CROSSDSG, or CROSSDBD.
This option is the default when executing Database Analyzer as an image copy exit.

LOCAL
Checks only those pointers that point within the data sets being scanned. This option includes STATISTICAL.
This option is the default for FUNCTION=ANALYZE in native mode.
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CROSSDSG
Checks all local pointers and those that point to another data set group (DSG) within the same DBD. Each DSG
that contains a target of a pointer in the data set being scanned must be defined in the JCL using the ddname
defined in the DBD. CROSSDSG includes LOCAL and STATISTICAL.
CROSSDSG is not valid when executing Database Analyzer as an image copy exit.

CROSSDBD
Checks all local and cross-DSG pointers. Additionally, CROSSDBD checks all pointers that point to a logically
related database. Each DBD/DSG that contains a target of a pointer in the data set being scanned must be
defined in the JCL using the ddname defined in the DBD. CROSSDBD includes CROSSDSG, LOCAL, and
STATISTICAL.
This option is the default for FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL. If possible, Database Analyzer dynamically allocates any
DD that is not defined in the JCL.
CROSSDBD is not valid when executing Database Analyzer as an image copy exit.

When you specify POINTERCHECK=CROSSDSG or POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD, a separate DD statement is
required for each data set group in the DBD (CROSSDSG) and for each data set in every related DBD (CROSSDBD).
Direct I/O is performed as needed to verify the cross-DSG and cross-DBD pointers. The library associated with ddname
IMS or DBDLIB must contain all the DBDs that are referenced by the primary DBD even if a given DBD is not needed for
pointer checking.

CROSSDBD and CROSSDSG options are not valid when executing Database Analyzer as an image copy exit and if
specified, LOCAL is forced. To perform a full cross-data set pointer checking, perform the image copy first, then run
Database Analyzer in native mode, pointing the database DDs to the image copy data sets. Cross-data set statistical
pointer checking is performed for all DDs that are copied in a single job step with Database Analyzer called as an image
copy exit mode.

PROGRESSREPORT (DBA) -- Define Progress Report Record Number

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and 
Secondary Index Builder .

The PROGRESSREPORT control statement indicates how often to generate Progress reports.

The default is to not generate a progress report.

This control statement has the following format:

PROGRESSREPORT=i

i
Indicates a non-negative, 1-to 10-digit number specifying the database record count. It refers to the number of
records to be processed before a progress report is sent to the console.

The WTO (Write to Operator) macro is used to send a progress report, in console message format, to the OS console.

• Routing codes 2 and 11 are used (ROUTCDE=(2,11)) which routes the message to the master console and
programmer as informational.

• Descriptor code 7 is used (DESC=(7)) which describes the message as an application program message.

RANDOMIZER (DBA) -- Define Randomizer Load Module Name

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer.

The RANDOMIZER control statement specifies the name of the randomizer load module.

It applies to both HDAM and DEDB randomizers.
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If you do not specify this statement, RAP attempts to load the DBD defined by the DBDNAME control statement and
obtain the randomizer name from the DBD.

This control statement has the following format:

RANDOMIZER=abc

abc
Specifies the name of the randomizer load module.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

RAPS/BLOCK (DBA) -- Define Number of RAPs per Block

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer.

The #RAPS/BLOCK control statement specifies the number of RAPs in each block of the root addressable area.

This statement applies to HDAM randomizers only.

If this statement is not specified and the randomizer is for HDAM, the DBD defined by the DBDNAME keyword is loaded
and used.

This control statement has the following format:

#RAPS/BLOCK=n

n
Specifies the number of RAPs in each block.
Limits: 1 to 3 digit positive decimal number.
Range: 1 to 255.

Example: Define Number of RAPs per Block

To indicate that each block in the root addressable area contains 5 RAPs, specify the following:

#RAPS/BLOCK=5

RAPBLOCKS (DBA) -- Define Number of Root Addressable Blocks

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer.

The #RAPBLOCKS control statement specifies the number of root addressable blocks there are in the database.

This statement applies to HDAM randomizers only.

If this statement is not specified and the randomizer is for HDAM, the DBD defined by the DBDNAME keyword is loaded
and used.

This control statement has the following format:

#RAPBLOCKS=n

n
Specifies the number of blocks that contain RAPs.
Limits: 1 to 16777215

Example: #RAPBLOCKS Control Statement
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To indicate that the root addressable area contains 2000 blocks, specify as follows:

#RAPBLOCKS=2000

RAPKEYS (DBA) -- Generate Root Keys Input to RAP

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer, the Database Extractor component of
Database Organizer, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The RAPKEYS control statement generates the file of root keys for direct input into the Randomizer Analysis Program
(RAP). RAPKEYS=YES is required if you specify KEYREPORTS=YES.

This control statement is not currently supported for HALDB.

This control statement has the following format:

 RAPKEYS=YES|NO 
 

YES
Generates a file of root keys for input to the RAP.
You must also specify the applicable DD statement (DBAKEYS or DBOKEYS). The data set should be large
enough to contain one record for each root key in the database. Do not specify any DCB parameters for the file.

NO
Does not generate a file of root keys. This is the default.

RBA (DBA) -- Define RBA

Valid for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

The RBA control statement specifies the RBA for displaying or altering a block or control interval.

The BLOCK, CI, OFFSET, and RBA control statements are mutually exclusive. If you specify the BLOCK and OFFSET
combination or CI, do not specify RBA.

When RBA is specified, the entire block is shown. You must scroll forward to the needed RBA.

This control statement has the following format:

RBA=n

RBA=X'y'

n
Specifies the relative byte address to be used.
Limits: 1 to 10 digit positive decimal number. The maximum value cannot exceed 4,294,967,295.

y
Specifies the relative byte address to be used.
Limits: 1 to 8 positions long positive hexadecimal number. The maximum value cannot exceed X'FFFFFFFF'.

Example: Define RBA as a Decimal Number

The following example indicates that the RBA to be displayed, verified, or altered is 1018 decimal from the beginning of
the data set or VSAM cluster:

RBA=1018
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Example: Define RBA as a Hexadecimal Number

The following example indicates that the RBA to be displayed, verified, or altered is 3FA hex from the beginning of the
data set or VSAM cluster:

RBA=X'3FA'

RCDSNEXCP (DBA) -- Set Return Code for Data Set Exceptions

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer.

The RCDSNEXCP control statement specifies the value of the return code for data set exceptions in the Space Monitor
execution. Use the RCDSNEXCP control statement to override the default value of the return code when thresholds are
exceeded.

This control statement has the following format:

RCDSNEXCP=nnnn

nnnn
Specifies the required return code value.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 8

RCNOINFO (DBA) -- Set Return Code for Missing DBD or DSN Information

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer.

The RCNOINFO control statement specifies the value of the return code for situations, when a DBD is not found in the
RECON, or the DSN is not cataloged or is migrated. Use the RCNOINFO control statement to override the default value of
the return code in the Space Monitor execution.

This control statement has the following format:

RCNOINFO=nnnn

nnnn
Specifies the required return code value.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 4

RCVOLEXCP (DBA) -- Set Return Code for Space Simulation Exceptions

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer.

The RCVOLEXCP control statement specifies the value of the return code for space simulation exceptions in the Space
Monitor execution. Use the RCVOLEXCP control statement to override the default value of the return code when space
simulation reveals a volume exception.

This control statement has the following format:

RCVOLEXCP=nnnn
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nnnn
Specifies the required return code.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 8

REP (DBA) -- Define Overwrite Data for ZAP

Valid for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

The REP control statement specifies the data that will be written into the OSAM block or control interval.

This control statement has the following format:

REP=data

data
Specifies the data written into the block or CI. This is support for FUNCTION=ZAP.
Limit: 44 characters or 22 bytes in hex format

Example: Overwrite Data in Character Format

The following example for a character FUNCTION=ZAP overrides the data that is located at the RBA or the BLOCK and
OFFSET statements with the data that is specified in the REP control statement.

REP=CUSTNAME

Example: Overwrite Data in Hexadecimal Format

The following example for a hexadecimal FUNCTION=ZAP overrides the data that is located at the RBA or the BLOCK
and OFFSET statements with the data that is specified in the REP control statement.

REP=X'4BFF12'

REPORTS (DBA) -- Define Reports To Generate

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The Database Analyzer reports can be used to maintain and improve the performance of your HALDB databases. The
following video provides an overview of the available reports:
Database Management Solutions for IMS: Database Analyzer Reports

The REPORTS control statement generates the different types of reports.

This control statement has the following format:

REPORTS=(ALL|YES|NONE|NO|repotname1,reportname2,...,reportnameX)

NOTE
By default, all reports are generated except the Free Space Plot report. You can suppress report generation by
specifying NO in individual report generating control statements.

ALL|YES
Generates all reports.

NONE|NO
Does not generate any reports.
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reportname
Specifies the report to be displayed or omitted. The following values are available:
ANCHORPOINTTABLE

Generates the Anchor Point Usage Statistics report.
DBMAP

Generates the DEDB Area Physical Structure Map.
DBSUMMARY

Generates the Database Summary report.
FREESPACEPLOT

Generates the Free Space Plot.
FREESPACESTATS

Generates the Free Space Statistics report.
FREESPACETABLE

Generates the Base, DOVF, and IOVF sections of Free Space Statistics.
KEYREPORTS

Generates DBAKEYS I/O Statistics report for the DBAKEYS file (you must specify the DBAKEYS DD
statement and RAPKEYS=YES to create the DBAKEYS file).

ROOTPLACEMENT
Generates the Root Placement report.

SEGMENTACCSTATS
Generates the Segment Access Statistics report.

SEGMENTDISTSTATS
Generates the Segment Distribution Statistics report.

SEGMENTFREQSTATS
Generate the Segment Frequency Statistics report.

SEGMENTPTRSTATS
Generates the Segment Pointer Statistics report containing the Variable Length Segment Plot.

SUMMARYREPORT
Generates the Partition Summary report. This report is created (by default) when more than one partition
is processed.

TWINCHAINREPORTS
Generates the Twin Chain reports. This includes the following reports: Root Physical Synonym Chain
Analysis, Physical Twin Chain Analysis, and Logical Twin Chain Analysis.

Example: Generate Specified Reports

• This example generates all reports:

REPORTS=(ALL)

• This example generates the specified reports:

REPORTS=(reportname1,reportname2,...,reportnameN)

• This example generates no reports:

REPORTS=(NO)
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ROOTDISPLACEMENT (DBA) -- Track Roots Between Blocks

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The ROOTDISPLACEMENT control statement specifies the number of blocks before and after the home block to be
reported on the Root Placement report. The “home block” is the block chosen by the randomizer.

NOTE
You must set ROOTPLACEMENT=YES to generate the Root Placement report with specific “home block”
values shown. Otherwise, the default range is used.

This control statement has the following format:

ROOTDISPLACEMENT=(before,after)

ROOTDISPLACEMENT=foreandaft

before
Indicates a negative number.

after
Indicates a positive number.

foreandaft
Specifies a single value and, it is interpreted as the range -foreandaft to +foreandaft.
Range: -999 to +999.
Default: -10 to +10

Example: Track Roots in the range -5 to +5

To track how many roots were found between five blocks before and five blocks after the block chosen by the randomizer,
specify as follows:

ROOTDISPLACEMENT=(-5,+5)

The following statements are equivalent:

ROOTDISPLACEMENT=(+5,-5)

ROOTDISPLACEMENT=5

ROOTDISTPLOTINCR (DBA) -- Define Root Distribution Plot Increments

Valid for the Random Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer.

The ROOTDISTPLOTINCR control statement summarizes the number of blocks on each line of the Root Distribution Plot
report.

This statement applies to both HDAM and DEDB randomizers.

If you do not specify this statement, RAP calculates an increment to fit the entire plot on one printed page.

This control statement has the following format:

ROOTDISTPLOTINCR=n

n
Indicates the number of blocks to summarize on each line.
Limits: 1 to 10 digit positive decimal number
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ROOTPLACEMENT (DBA) -- Generate Root Placement Statistics

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The ROOTPLACEMENT control statement generates the Root Placement report.

NOTE
To specify the number of blocks before and after the home block, use the ROOTDISPLACEMENT control
statement with the ROOTPLACEMENT control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

ROOTPLACEMENT=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Root Placement report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Root Placement report.

SDEPORPHANMSG (DBA) -- Define How SDEP Orphans Are Reported

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SDEPORPHANMSG control statement performs a level of pointer checking on the sequential-dependent (SDEP)
segments and reports SDEP orphans according to the parameters that you specify.

An SDEP is a segment of a data entry database (DEDB) that is chained off the root segment and inserted into the last part
of the DEDB area. An SDEP orphan is one whose parent has been deleted.

By default, Database Analyzer reports SDEP orphans as errors.

NOTE
Sequential dependent segments (SDEPs) are not checked during online analysis.

This control statement has the following format:

SDEPORPHANMSG=NONE|INFORMATIONAL|WARNING|ERROR

NONE or N
Produces no individual message, but still counts the number of orphan segment dependents (SDEPs).

INFORMATIONAL or I
Issues informational messages. The number of statistical or pointer errors is incremented for SDEP errors.

WARNING or W
Issues warning messages. The number of statistical or pointer errors is incremented for SDEP errors.

ERROR or E
Issues error messages. The number of statistical or pointer errors is incremented for SDEP errors.

Example: Indicate SDEP Reporting and Incrementing of Errors

To indicate SDEP reporting and incrementing of statistical or pointer errors when warning messages are issued, specify as
follows:

SDEPORPHANMSG=W
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SEGMENT (DBA) -- Define Segment Length and Plot Increments

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SEGMENT control statement specifies the length of certain segments in the database and the plot increment for the
Variable Length Segment Plot (in the Segment Pointer Statistics report).

You can specify up to 10 different SEGMENT statements in the same execution of Database Analyzer.

Use SEGMENT with the following control statements:

• SEGMENTFREQSTATS=YES or REPORTS=(SEGMENTFREQSTATS|ALL|YES) when you generate a Segment
Frequency Statistics report.

• SEGMENTPTRSTATS=YES or REPORTS=(SEGMENTPTRSTATS|ALL|YES) when you generate a Segment Pointer
Statistics report.

This control statement has the following format:

SEGMENT=(NAME=segmname,VCHILDLENGTH=length,VLINCREMENT=increment)

NAME=segmname
Indicates the name of the segment found in the DBD.
Limit: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters in length.

VCHILDLENGTH=length
Indicates the segment data length to use for the defined segment when deblocking database blocks instead of the
value in the DBD.
Limit: 1 to 4 digit positive decimal number.

VLINCREMENT=increment
Indicates the number of blocks or CIs to summarize per variable length segment plot line.
Limit: Use a positive, non-zero value, 1 to 4 decimal digits long.

• Because segment lengths are tracked in even multiples, the range shown on the VL segment length plot is
actually twice the value specified for VLINCREMENT.

• Database Analyzer calculates the default value for VLINCREMENT so that the segment data fits on one
printed page.

Example: Summarize a Range of 20 in Each Plot Print Line

To summarize a length range of 20 (2 times 10) in each plot print line (for a variable length segment) in the Segment
Pointer Statistics: Variable Length Segment Plot of the part segment named partsegm, specify as follows:

SEGMENT=(NAME=PARTSEGM,VLINCREMENT=10)

To indicate that partsegm has a data length of 132 bytes on disk, specify as follows:

SEGMENT=(NAME=PARTSEGM,VCHILDLENGTH=132)

Use the VCHILDLENGTH keyword when scanning logical databases.

Note the additional considerations:
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• For a real logical child segment with a virtual logical parent concatenated key (LPCK), the real length of the segment,
as it exists on disk, is calculated by looking at the DBD of the related database to determine the LPCK length and
reducing the true segment data length by that amount.

• This calculation can be overridden by using VCHILDLENGTH.
• Use caution because block and pointer errors can be generated if the length specified is not equal to the true length on

disk.

SEGMENTACCSTATS (DBA) -- Generate Segment Access Statistics

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SEGMENTACCSTATS statement generates the Segment Access Statistics report.

This control statement has the following format:

SEGMENTACCSTATS=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Segment Access Statistics report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Segment Access Statistics report.

SEGMENTDISTSTATS (DBA) -- Generate Segment Distribution Statistics

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SEGMENTDISTSTATS control statement generates the Segment Distribution Statistics report.

This control statement has the following format:

SEGMENTDISTSTATS=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Segment Distribution Statistics report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Segment Distribution Statistics report.

SEGMENTFREQSTATS (DBA) -- Generate Segment Frequency Statistics

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SEGMENTFREQSTATS control statement generates the Segment Frequency Statistics report.

This control statement has the following format:

SEGMENTFREQSTATS=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Segment Frequency Statistics report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Segment Frequency Statistics report.
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SEGMENTPTRSTATS (DBA) -- Generate Segment Pointer Statistics and Variable Length Plots

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SEGMENTPTRSTATS control statement generates the following reports:

• The Segment Pointer Statistics report
• The Variable Length Segment Plot.

Use the SEGMENT control statement VLINCREMENT parameter to specify the number of blocks or control intervals.

This control statement has the following format:

SEGMENTPTRSTATS=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Segment Pointer Statistics report and the Variable Length Segment Plot. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Segment Pointer Statistics report and the Variable Length Segment Plot.

SLACKINITCHECK (DBA) -- Check Slack Bytes

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SLACKINITCHECK control statement checks the value of slack bytes and determines whether the slack bytes
are initialized to X'00' or X'FF'. Because IMS seldom initializes slack bytes, SLACKINITCHECK=NO is the preferred
specification.

This control statement has the following format:

SLACKINITCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Indicates that every non-hex-zero slack byte found is reported as a database error.

NO
Indicates that slack bytes not set to hexadecimal zero or ones are not to be reported as database errors. This is
the default.

NOTE

• SLACKLENGTHCHECK (DBA) -- Check Contiguous Slack Bytes

SLACKLENGTHCHECK (DBA) -- Check Contiguous Slack Bytes

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SLACKLENGTHCHECK control statement checks the length of contiguous slack bytes during the database analysis.

• If an area of slack bytes begins on an odd boundary, the slack area can be 8 bytes long.
• If an area of slack bytes begins on an even boundary, the slack area can be 7 bytes long.

Typically, slack areas longer than 7 or 8 can mean the database is corrupt. In a database that has frequent update
activity, where segment lengths are changing, slack byte areas greater than 7 or 8 can occur and is a correct state in the
database. We recommend that you start with SLACKLENGTHCHECK=NO, which is the default.

This control statement has the following format:
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SLACKLENGTHCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Reports every slack area longer than 7 or 8 bytes found as a database error.

NO
Does not report slack areas longer than 7 or 8 bytes as database errors. This option is the default.

NOTE

• SLACKINITCHECK (DBA) -- Check Slack Bytes

SMDSPACE (DBA) -- Define Data Space

Valid for Database Analyzer and the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The SMDSPACE control statement uses a data space during analysis. A data space can hold more data for pointer
checking than the available region storage after the system-used storage is taken away. When a data space is used,
Database Analyzer or the PRU component of Database Organizer check databases larger than those checked with
REGION=0M.

NOTE
For HALDB checking, SMDSPACE only applies to intra-partition checking.

This control statement has the following format:

SMDSPACE=YES|NO

YES
Uses data spaces, if possible. This is the default.
To use a separate data space for each unique pair of DDs with pointers, specify MULTISPACE=YES with
SMDSPACE=YES.

NO
Does not use data spaces.

SNAPBLOCK (DBA) -- Define Blocks to Snap

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SNAPBLOCK control statement snaps the block numbers of blocks or CIs to the DBASNAP file even if no errors are
found in the block. There is no limit to the number of blocks that you can specify. You can use one or more SNAPBLOCK
statements.

Use this statement when you need a dump of a block or CI. This may help in pointer reconstruction and in understanding
the database contents and format.

If no SNAPBLOCK statements are provided then no blocks are snapped.

The control statement has one of the following formats:

SNAPBLOCK=n

SNAPBLOCK=(i,j,k,...)

n, I, j, k, …
Indicates the block numbers to be snapped.
Limits: Specify any 1 to 7 digit positive decimal number.
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Example: Snap Block Number 3

This example shows how to snap block number 3 even if no errors exist in the block:

SNAPBLOCK=3

Example: Snap Multiple Block Numbers

This example shows how to snap block number 1, 2, and 476,889 even if no errors exist in the blocks:

SNAPBLOCK=(1,2,476889)

Example: Snap Blocks 1, 2, and 3

You can use any of the following formats to indicate to snap blocks 1, 2, and 3. The results are identical:

SNAPBLOCK=(1,2,3)

SNAPBLOCK=(1,2)

SNAPBLOCK=3

SNAPBLOCK=1

SNAPBLOCK=2

SNAPBLOCK=3

SSID (DBA) -- Use z/OS Jobname to Sign on to DBRC

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The SSID control statement lets you use the z/OS jobname as the subsystem ID with which the IMS tools sign on to
DBRC. This control statement eliminates duplicate subsystem IDs during DBRC signon and lets you use site-specific
jobnames.

This control statement can be specified with the following functions: ANALYZE, ANALYZEALL, UNLOAD, RELOAD,
COPY, INDEXBUILD, INDEXCREATE, and INDEXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:

SSID=JOBNAME

SSID=JOBNAMES

JOBNAME
Uses the jobname as the subsystem ID. This option is the default.

JOBNAMES
Uses a suffixed jobname as the subsystem ID.
This value is generated automatically using the following format:
jjjjjnnn

jjjjj
Specifies the first five characters of the jobname.

nnn
Specifies a numerical suffix.
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STCSSID (DBA) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment

Valid for the Database Organizer, Database Analyzer, and High Performance Recovery.

The STCSSID control statement identifies the environment for an ITK started task. This control statement lets you
override the default value when you run multiple ITK started tasks on one LPAR. Specify the STCSSID in the following
places:

• The ITKIimsid IMS proclib member
• The ITK started task parmlib member
• The jobs that communicate with the ITK started task and the IMS subsystem

This control statement has the following format:

STCSSID=ssid

• ssid
Defines the ITK started task environment.
Limits: four characters
Default: ITK0

Example: Define Two ITK Started Tasks

The following example shows how to define two ITK started tasks (ITKT and ITKP) that communicate with two IMS
subsystems that run on the same LPAR (TEST and PROD).

• Create the following members in the IMS proclib:
– ITKITEST member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:

STCSSID=ITKT

– ITKIPROD member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:
STCSSID=ITKP

• Create the following members in the hlq.CIMTPARM member:
– SYSITKT member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:

STCSSID=ITKT

– SYSITKP member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:
STCSSID=ITKP

• Add the STCSSID=ITKT control statement to the online reorg job that runs on the TEST IMS subsystem.
• Add the STCSSID=ITKP control statement to the online reorg job that runs on the PROC IMS subsystem.

For more information, see Setting Up ITK Started Task.

STOPRC (DBA) -- Define Stop Processing Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The STOPRC control statement identifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can
generate before all subsequent processing is bypassed.

Use this statement only when you do not want processing to stop in typical error situations. For example, if the input
control statements define two separate functions that are to be performed and the first one fails with a return code of 8. In
such a case, the second request is not processed

This control statement has the following format:

STOPRC=return-code
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return-code
Specifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can generate before all
subsequent processing is bypassed.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 9

Example: Stop Processing after a Return Code of 12 Is Generated

To stop processing when the return code generated is greater than or equal to 12, specify the following:

STOPRC=12

Example: Continue Processing Regardless of the Return Code

To continue processing regardless of the return code generated, specify the following:

STOPRC=4095

SUMMARYREPORT (DBA) -- Generate Partition Summary Report

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The SUMMARYREPORT control statement generates the Partition Summary report. The Partition Summary report is
produced only for HALDB databases. The report is produced by default when more than one partition is processed.

This control statement has the following format:

SUMMARYREPORT=YES|NO

YES
Generates the Partition Summary report. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate the Partition Summary report.

THCBITMAPAVAIL (DBA) -- Set the Minimum Threshold for Bit Map Free Space

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The THCBITMAPAVAIL control statement sets the bit-map free space threshold percentage. If an HD database's
percentage of CIs with available space, as indicated in the bit maps, is below the threshold value, a threshold warning is
issued. This control statement is relevant only if you set THRESHOLDCHECK=YES or if it defaults to YES.

The control statement has the following format:

THCBITMAPAVAIL=p

p
Indicates the bit-map free space percentage threshold. The value specified should be between 0 and 100. A value
of 0, in effect, turns off the checking of this threshold.
Default: 50
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THCBLKOVERFLOW (DBA) -- Set the Maximum Threshold for Block Overflow

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The THCBLKOVERFLOW control statement sets the segment block-overflow threshold percentage. If a segment's block
overflow percentage exceeds the threshold value, Database Analyzer issues a threshold warning. This control statement
is relevant only if you set THRESHOLDCHECK=YES or it defaults to YES.

The control statement has the following format:

THCBLKOVERFLOW=p

p
Indicates the block overflow percentage threshold.
Default: 40
Limits: 0 to 100

NOTE
A value of 100, in effect, turns off the checking of this threshold.

THCCYLOVERFLOW (DBA) -- Set the Maximum Threshold for Cylinder Overflow

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The THCCYLOVERFLOW control statement sets the segment cylinder-overflow threshold percentage. If a segment's
cylinder overflow percentage exceeds the threshold value, Database Analyzer issues a threshold warning. This control
statement is relevant only if you set THRESHOLDCHECK=YES or if it defaults to YES.

The control statement has the following format:

THCCYLOVERFLOW=p

p
Indicates the cylinder overflow percentage threshold.
Default: 20
Limits: 0 to 100

NOTE
A value of 100, in effect, turns off the checking of this threshold.

THRESHOLDCHECK (DBA) -- Check Database Thresholds

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The THRESHOLDCHECK control statement checks the database thresholds during database analysis.

This statement is optional.

This control statement has the following format:

THRESHOLDCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Performs threshold checking during database analysis. This option is the default for native execution of Database
Analyzer.
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NO
Does not perform threshold checking. This option is the default when executed under Database Copier or the IMS
image copy utility (DFSUDMP0).

THRESHOLDPDS (DBA) -- Define the PDS Data Set

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer.

The THRESHOLDPDS statement defines the data set name of the threshold library (PDS) that contains threshold
definitions for Database Space Analyzer.

This statement has the following format:

THRESHOLDPDS=threshold-lib-dsn

threshold-lib-dsn
Defines the data set name of the PDS that contains the threshold definitions.

TWINCHAINREPORTS (DBA) -- Generate Twin Chain Statistics

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The TWINCHAINREPORTS control statement specifies whether to generate the Twin Chain reports.

A twin chain in an IMS database consists of an "anchor" pointer and a "chainer". For the Physical Synonym report, the
anchor is a RAP (Root Anchor Point) and the chainer is a PTF. For the Physical Twin report, the anchor is a physical child
first pointer (PCF) and the chainer is a physical twin forward pointer (PTF). For the Logical Twin report, the anchor is a
logical child first pointer (LCF) and the chainer is a logical twin forward pointer (LTF).

This control statement has the following format:

TWINCHAINREPORTS=YES|NO

VER (DBA) -- Verify Data in OSAM Block

Valid for the Database Surgeon component of Database Analyzer.

The VER control statement verifies the data in the OSAM block or control interval.

NOTE
This statement is required for FUNCTION=ZAP.

This control statement has the following format:

VER=data

data
Verifies the data the OSAM block or CI when you perform a zap (FUNCTION). This statement supports
FUNCTION=ZAP.
Limits: 1 to 44 characters in the command. If the hex format is used, the actual length of the data is limited to 22
bytes.

Example: Verify Character Data
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The following example for a character FUNCTION=ZAP compares the data that is located at the RBA or the BLOCK and
OFFSET statements with the data that is specified in the REP control statement.

VER=LOANOFCR

Example: Verify Hexadecimal Data

The following example for a hexadecimal FUNCTION=ZAP compares the data that is located at the RBA or the BLOCK
and OFFSET statements with the data that is specified in the REP control statement.

VER=X'8333FF'

VLLENGTHCHECK (DBA) -- Check Variable Length Segment Length

Valid for Database Analyzer.

The VLLENGTHCHECK control statement checks the length of a Variable Length Segment against the DBD defined
lengths. If the segment is too short or long, it is flagged as an error provided that the segment is not also compressed.
Compressed segments are not checked for the too short condition because they are not expanded during analysis unless
they are needed for index key checking. This condition is expected when segments are compressed.

The utility flags compressed segments, fixed-length segments, and segments with 10 bytes greater than their defined
length as an error.

NOTE
Compression can extend beyond that of segments with fixed-length, but not more than 10 bytes.

The error totals are reported by segment type in the Segment Frequency Statistics report.

This control statement has the following format:

VLLENGTHCHECK=YES|NO

YES
Flags the length of a Variable Length segment as an error if it is excessively short or long.

NO
Does not report the lengths as errors. This is the default.

WARNING (DBA) -- Define Warning Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The WARNING control statement issues a return code value at job step termination when the utility detects error
conditions or warnings.

This control statement has the following format:

WARNING=return-code

return-code
Indicates the return code value for warning returns.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 4

Example: Set Warning Return Code Value
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To set the return code value for warnings to 0, specify the following:

WARNING=0

ZIIP (DBA) -- Enable zIIP Processing

Valid for the UNLOAD function of Database Organizer, Database Analyzer, and Database Copier.

The ZIIP control statement enables the IBM System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) processing for the specified
function. Use this control statement to decrease your CPU costs by offloading as much CPU-intensive processing onto a
zIIP processor as possible.

NOTE
zIIP processing is disabled when there are no zIIP processors in the configuration or when zIIP processing is not
beneficial for the DBD configuration. For example, when exits are called.

When Database Analyzer is executed from Database Copier, it inherits the ZIIP value from the Database Copier if omitted
from its control statements. If Database Analyzer finds that the environment is not suitable for zIIP processing, zIIP
processor offloading is disabled for both utilities for the current function.

This control statement has the following syntax:

ZIIP=YES|NO 

YES
Uses zIIP processing as much as possible. Performance statistics messages notify you about the zIIP usage.
APF-authorization is required.

NO
Does not use zIIP processing. This option is the default.

Analyzing Databases
Contents:

Using ANALYZEALL

You can execute Database Analyzer by the single function, ANALYZEALL. This method of execution provides the highest
level of integrity for checker and pointer validation. This is the simplest and recommended method for running Database
Analyzer.

Most sites run ANALYZEALL only after the statistical checking technique discovers an error or a pointer-related IMS
abend occurs. ANALYZEALL executes as a simple, one-step job with free-form control statement syntax. The DD
statements can also be omitted for many of the data sets to allow Database Analyzer to dynamically allocate them.

• ANALYZEALL support is very similar to CHECKALL.
• The ANALYZEALL pointer checking technique provides intensive diagnostic information about pointer errors. It

executes as a stand-alone utility.
• The ANALYZEALL pointer checking technique can identify actual pointers in error. By validating each pointer against

its target and performing other structural checks, this pointer checking technique reports the exact location of the
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element in error. If the block that contains the error is available at the moment when it is identified, the block can be
dumped to help further analyze and repair the error.

• ANALYZEALL checks all related databases, regardless of the database you point to. For example, if you run
ANALYZEALL against the main database or against a secondary index database, it automatically checks all related
databases. Running against the main database is the recommended method of execution.

NOTE
When you run multiple ANALYZEALL statements against related databases in one job step, all databases
are processed only once and any duplicate processing is suppressed.

Analyze Databases with Multiple Data Sets Groups

You can analyze databases that consist of multiple data set groups (DSG) using FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL. If
ANALYZEALL is not used, one job step is required for each data set group.

Use POINTERCHECK=CROSSDSG to perform pointer checking for all pointers that point to another data set in the same
database.

You must include DD statements for all the data sets in the target database that are related to the database data set being
analyzed.

Sample JCL is provided in member JCLDBA1 in the sample library.

Check Databases with Logical Relationships

You can use FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL to analyze databases that participate in logical relationships. If ANALYZEALL is
not used, one job step is required for each database that is logically related.

Use POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD to perform pointer checking for all pointers that point to another data set or
database.

You must include DD statements for all the data sets in all databases that are related to the database data set being
analyzed.

NOTE
Database Analyzer does not check the logical relationship pointers for HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM)
databases. The other pointers in HALDB databases with logical relationships are checked.

Sample JCL is provided in member JCLDBA2 in the sample library.

Analyzing Online DEDB Areas and Databases 

You can analyze an area, selected areas, or a complete DEDB database while the database is online. To perform online
analysis, Database Analyzer uses the DEDB IMS locking and buffer management called UOW locking. Since the added
overhead of interfacing with IMS (for UOW locking and block attainment) degrades performance, you must specifically
request analysis of online databases.

Sequential dependent segments (SDEPs) are not checked during online analysis.

NOTE
We recommend that you specify AUTH=NO when analyzing a database that is online to IMS to avoid an
authorization failure.

To analyze online databases in native or compatibility modes, use FUNCTION=ANALYZE. You can specify all areas, an
area, or a selected subset of areas using the AREA control statement.

AREA and DDNAME are mutually exclusive.

• If you specify AREA, do not specify the DDNAME control statement.
• If you specify DDNAME, do not specify the AREA control statement.
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If you do not provide a DD for the area, Database Analyzer uses DBRC (if available) to determine the data set name of
the DD and dynamically allocates it. Use the DBRC keyword to tell Database Analyzer whether it should use DBRC.

For compatibility mode, Database Analyzer accepts IAREA as a synonym for AREA.

Example: Analyze an Online Database in Native Mode

This example shows how to analyze the complete database in native mode:

PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DEDBdbdname,DBF#FPU0,...)

...

//ITKCTRL   DD  *  

FUNCTION=ANALYZE

Example: Analyze a Specific Area of an Online Database in Native Mode

This example shows how to analyze a specific area in native mode:

PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DEDBdbdname,DBF#FPU0,...)

...

//ITKCTRL   DD  *  

FUNCTION=ANALYZE,AREA=area_name

For compatibility with previous releases, you can continue to select a single area by specifying the area name with the
DDNAME keyword. For example:

DDNAME=area_name

Example: Analyze All Areas in Native Mode

This example shows how to select all areas using the AREA control statement:

AREA=*

An asterisk (*) can be used as the only area in the list.

For compatibility with previous releases, you can continue to select all partitions by specifying only the DBD name.

Example: Analyze a List of Areas of an Online Database in Native Mode

This example shows how to analyze list of areas in native mode:

PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DEDBdbdname,DBF#FPU0,...)

...

//ITKCTRL   DD  *  

FUNCTION=ANALYZE,AREA=(area_name1,area_name2)

Areas may be processed in random order.  To process areas in a particular order, use multiple commands, each
specifying a single area statement.

Example: Analyze an Online Database in Compatibility Mode

This example shows how to analyze a complete database in compatibility mode:

PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DEDBdbdname,DBF#FPU0,...)

//PFPSYSIN
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ANALYZE

Example: Analyze a Specific Area of an Online Database in Compatibility Mode

This example shows how to analyze a specific area in compatibility mode, specify the following:

PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DEDBdbdname,DBF#FPU0,...)

//PFPSYSIN

ANALYZE IAREA(area_name)

Example: Analyze a List of Areas of an Online Database in Compatibility Mode

This example shows how to analyze a list of areas in compatibility mode, specify the following:

PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DEDBdbdname,DBF#FPU0,...)

//PFPSYSIN

ANALYZE IAREA(area_name1,area_name2)

Integrity Checks

You can request integrity checks by including the INTEGRITYCHECK keyword.

Checking Partitions and Indexes
To provide the highest level of checking for all partitions, secondary indexes, primary indexes, indirect list data sets, and
logical relationships specify the following:

FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL,DBDNAME=Master dbdname

NOTE
Ensure that all partitions are offline, or use the ONLINE keyword to run Database Analyzer against an online
database.

You can also specify the following:

• To check all data sets of all partitions, but not the partitioned secondary indexes (PSINDEXs):

FUNCTION=ANALYZE,DBDNAME=dbdname

NOTE
This checks all partitions, primary indexes, and ILDS, but not secondary indexes.

• To check one partition, all data sets (for example, ILDS, DSGROUP A, and primary index):

FUNCTION=ANALYZE,DBDNAME=dbdname,

PARTITION=partnam,NUMBEROFPARTS=1

• To check one partition (all data sets) and their corresponding PSINDEXs:

FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL,DBDNAME=dbdname,

PARTITION=partnam,NUMBEROFPARTS=1

NOTE
The PSINDEX records to other partitions are ignored, but the ones to the named partitions are checked.

• To check only the DSGROUP A of all partitions:

FUNCTION=ANALYZE,DBDNAME=dbdname,
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DDSUFFIX=A

• To check only the DSGROUP A of one partition:

FUNCTION=ANALYZE,DBDNAME=dbdname,

PARTITION=partnam,NUMBEROFPARTS=1,

DDSUFFIX=A

Pointer Checking
You can perform full pointer checking against a live online database.

Database Analyzer can be run against against an image copy of the database, or against a database that is still online.
Use of the ONLINE keyword triggers a procedure that stops the database momentarily, takes a copy using Snapshot
General Services, then restarts the database and runs Database Analyzer against the copy.

See the following video for an overview and a demonstration of how to run the online pointer checking utility:

NOTE

• Database Analyzer does not support checking of hierarchical pointers or checking of logical relationship
pointers for HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases.

• Any attempt to run Database Analyzer against an online database without use of the ONLINE keyword, might
result in pointer error messages.

Pointer Checking Defaults

The default levels of pointer checking depend on the mode in which Database Analyzer is executed:

• In a native mode, Database Analyzer is executed against the actual database or an image copy that has already
been made. The level of pointer checking defaults to LOCAL for FUNCTION=ANALYZE and CROSSDBD for
FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL.
To perform more detailed checking, override the default value with the POINTERCHECK control statement.

• In an image copy exit mode, when executing pointer checking under Database Copier or the IMS Image Copy utility
(DFSUDMP0), the default level is STATISTICAL.

NOTE
CROSSDBD and CROSSDSG options are not valid and if specified, LOCAL is forced.

Types of Pointers to Check

The pointer checking that is performed depends on the value of the POINTERCHECK control statement and the mode of
execution. Multiple-data set group databases and logically related databases are pointer-checked as follows:

Twin chains
A twin chain in an IMS database consists of an anchor pointer (for example, a physical child first (PCF) pointer)
and a chainer (a physical twin forward (PTF) pointer). Other twin chains that can be checked are the RAP/ROOT
PTF chain, the logical child first (LCF)/logical twin forward (LTF) chain, and the next logical record chain found
in HISAM databases with overflow and nonunique secondary indexes. Physical twin backward (PTB) and logical
twin backward (LTB) pointers, if used, are checked as part of the forward chaining checks. These chains can be
checked both using statistical checking methods and full pointer checking. Based on the POINTERCHECK control
statement, the twin chain pointers are checked if both reside in the same data set for LOCAL checking.
If the database consists of multiple data set groups and the anchor pointer and chainer pointer reside in different
data sets, the pointers are checked only if POINTERCHECK=CROSSDSG or POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD is
specified.
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Hierarchic pointers
Since hierarchic pointers cannot cross data set group boundaries, no cross-data set pointer checking is performed
for hierarchic pointers.
Database Analyzer does not support pointer checking of hierarchical pointers.

Counters
When a logical child is not pointed to directly by IMS, a counter is used in the logical parent (LP) to track the
existence of a logical child. Database Analyzer verifies the logical parent count against the number of logical
children actually found. The check can be performed only when all logical children use an LP pointer to the logical
parent and the data set containing the logical parent and all logical children are processed.
To perform this check, we recommend using FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL rather than trying to specify one of the
DBD names and using POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD.
Database Analyzer does not support checking the counter in a HALDB.

Index pointers
To pointer check an index, specify the index database name in the DBDNAME control statement, include a
DD statement for the main database, and specify POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD. Alternately, you can use
FUNCTION=ANALYZEALL and specify any index DBD name or the main database name. Additionally, the
index keys can be checked when the source and target segments are the same. The INDEXKEYCHECK control
statement controls this checking.

Pointer Checking During Image Copy

You can perform pointer checking as part of the image copy process using either Database Copier or IMS Image Copy
utility (DFSUDMP0). Pointers are checked and an image copy is made in one pass of the database.

The POINTERCHECK control statement specifies the level of pointer checking. POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL is the
default and preferred level because of low overhead and the least performance impact on the image copy process.

NOTE
CROSSDBD and CROSSDSG options are not valid when executing Database Analyzer as an image copy exit
and if specified, LOCAL is forced. To perform a full cross-data set pointer checking, perform the image copy first,
then run Database Analyzer in native mode, pointing the database DDs to the image copy data sets. Cross-
data set statistical pointer checking is performed for all DDs that are copied in a single job step with Database
Analyzer called as an image copy exit mode.

When invoked from Database Copier, Database Analyzer cannot check for a pointer that points past the physical end of
the data set.

When Database Analyzer is executed directly against a database, the high-allocated and high-used relative byte address
(RBA) is available at the start of the analysis. If a pointer value is found that points past the end of the data set, the
following message is issued:

DBA0039I THE POINTER POINTS PAST THE PHYSICAL END OF THE DATA SET.

However, when Database Analyzer is invoked from Database Copier, the high-allocated and high-used RBA are not
available, and therefore pointers cannot be tested for being too large. The DBA0039I message will not be issued.

NOTE

• Analyzing Database During Backup and Recovery

Threshold Checking
Certain database parameters are checked to ensure that they are within reasonable bounds. If not, they can be reported
as warnings so that corrective action can be taken before a problem exists. An example would be a database data set that
is close to being full.
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The THRESHOLDCHECK control statement indicates whether database thresholds are to be checked during the
database analysis.

The following threshold checks are flagged when threshold checking is active:

• The percentage of blocks with free space (based on the bit map of an HD database) is less than the
THCBITMAPAVAIL threshold.

• The percentage of a segment's pointers that point outside the block where they exist, exceeds the
THCBLKOVERFLOW threshold.

• The percentage of a segment's pointers that point outside the cylinder where they exist exceeds the
THCCYLOVERFLOW threshold.

• The total amount of DEDB IOVF space available is less than 15%.
• The total percentage of available IOVF CIs is less than 5%.

For calculating block and cylinder pointer overflow for a segment, DBA might look at only a subset of the pointers in the
segment. The pointer-locality totals for calculating the percentages are those of the PCF, PTF, SPTF, RAP, and HEIR
pointers. Once the overflow percentages are calculated, they are compared to the relevant threshold keyword values.
The segment's block overflow percentage is compared to the THCBLKOVERFLOW threshold value and if the segment
percentage is higher, a threshold exception is flagged. Then the segment's cylinder overflow percentage is compared
to the THCCYLOVERFLOW threshold value and if the segment percentage is higher, a threshold exception is flagged.
Processing continues until all segments are checked for these threshold exceptions.

NOTE
For pointer checking and threshold checking purposes, DBA creates a RAP pseudo-segment under which it
anchors the RAP pointers. Threshold exception messages will show the segment name as "THE RAPS" when
there are pointer-overflow problems.

Validating Control Field Contents
Several validation options are provided to validate the contents of the control fields in a database. The following two slack
byte check control statements are provided to tailor the conditions under which errors are reported:

The SLACKINITCHECK control statement determines whether the slack bytes are initialized to X'00' or X'FF'.

The SLACKLENGTHCHECK control statement determines whether to report contiguous areas of slack bytes that are
longer than 7 or 8 bytes.

Accumulating and Processing the Dummy Root Segment
Accumulation and processing of the dummy root segment in VSAM KSDS database is different from a normal root
segment.

IMS inserts a dummy root segment into any database whose access method is VSAM KSDS. The key field of this dummy
root contains high values (like X'FF').

This dummy root is included in some statistics but omitted from others. Note the following:
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• The dummy root is not included in the root segment count. This allows comparison of the root count with the value
provided by other utilities.

• The dummy root is not included in the database record count. This allows comparison of the record count with the
value provided by other utilities.

• The pointers in the prefix of the dummy root are accumulated in the segment pointer statistics because these pointers
participate in the overall pointer scheme of the database.

• The pointers in the prefix of the dummy root are pointer-checked because pointers participate in the overall pointer
scheme of the database.

• The entire dummy segment (prefix and data portion) is accumulated in the block overhead statistics and not in the
segment length accumulators.

Scanning for Variable Length Segments
IMS processes variable length segments that are too short or too long in different ways depending upon the database
access method.

When an application program attempts to insert a variable length segment into a database, IMS performs certain checks
on the LL field at the front of the segment data.

• If the LL value is larger than that defined as maxbytes in the DBD, IMS disallows the insert and sets a V1 status code
in the PCB.

• If the LL value is smaller than that defined as minbytes in the DBD, the action IMS takes depends on the database
access method.

Contents:

Specifying Variable Length Segments in HISAM, HIDAM, and HDAM Databases

For HISAM, HIDAM, and HDAM databases, the insert call is accepted as valid.

• The space allocated to the segment in the block or CI is equal to the minbytes value in the DBD.
• The LL value is used to determine the number of bytes actually moved from the application's I/O area to the block or

CI.

In this way, the database designer can ensure that IMS always sets aside a minimum amount of storage for a given
segment type even when the LL value is smaller. If an application program should subsequently replace the short
segment with a longer version, there is less likelihood of a split occurring.

Specifying Variable Length Segments in DEDB Databases

For DEDB databases, if you attempt to insert a DEDB segment with an LL value that is smaller than minbytes or larger
than maxbytes, IMS issues a V1 status code.

Recording and Reporting Variable Length Segments

As Database Analyzer scans the blocks or CIs containing variable length segments, it:

• Checks LL fields against the DBD minbytes and maxbytes values.
• Maintains accumulators to keep track of the number of times the LL value was shorter and longer than the DBD

definition.
• Reports these accumulators in the Segment Frequency Statistics report if you specify SEGMENTFREQSTATS=YES or

REPORTS=(SEGMENTFREQSTATS|ALL|YES).
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Using VLLENGTHCHECK

If you specify VLLENGTHCHECK=YES control statement, the segments that are too short or too long are also considered
to be integrity errors. They are reported as such and the block or CI is snapped to the DBASNAP file.

It is usually best to specify VLLENGTHCHECK=NO (the default) unless it is the specific goal to find these segments in the
database.

Regardless of the value specified for VLLENGTHCHECK, the reports that describe the space used by segments will
include the actual space allocated regardless of the LL value and the reports that describe the segment lengths will use
the LL values.

For any given report, the section Understanding Reports indicates whether the space allocated or the LL value was used
to produce a specific number on a report.

Validating Index Key Values and Relative Byte Addresses
When you are not using statistical methods to check pointers, Database Analyzer will verify that the relative byte address
(RBA) in an index record points at the correct segment code. To validate the key values that are found in an index
database and in addition to the RBA, specify INDEXKEYCHECK=YES.

NOTE
INDEXKEYCHECK=YES is the default. However, Database Analyzer does not expand compressed segments,
check for field null values, or invoke the index maintenance routine (sparsing exit) using the INDEXKEYCHECK
default value or if set to NO. Specify explicitly INDEXKEYCHECK=YES to have Database Analyzer perform this
extra processing.

Dynamically Allocating Database Data Sets
Dynamic allocation of database data sets is attempted when the ddnames cannot be found in the JCL and DBRC=YES or
DBALLOC=YES is specified:

• With DBRC=YES, the utility attempts to locate the database data sets by DBDNAME in the RECON data sets. If the
requested data sets cannot be found in the RECON data sets and DBRC is not specified as FORCER, the utility
attempts to use DFSMDA members located in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB data sets to dynamically allocate the
required database data sets.

• With DBALLOC=YES, the utility attempts to locate the DFSMDA members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB data sets.
If the requested DFSMDA members cannot be found, the utility does not attempt to locate the data set names from
DBRC.

NOTE
DBRC=YES receives precedence over DBALLOC=YES.

Analyzing Database During Backup and Recovery

Execute as an Exit from IBM IMS Image Copy Utility

During execution of the IBM IMS Image Copy utility (DFSUDMP0), you can invoke Database Analyzer as an exit to gather
statistics, perform integrity checks, and verify pointers of the database data set.

To execute as an exit of the IMS Image Copy utility (DFSUDMP0), you must apply a user modification (USERMOD) to
the IMS system where DFSUDMP0 is located. This USERMOD is contained in the DBAICE samplib member (high-
level.CIMTSAMP). Ensure that your product installer has used SMP/E to RECEIVE and APPLY this USERMOD. This
performs a complete analysis, including pointer checking. At the same time, a regularly scheduled image copy is
performed.
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NOTE
DBAICE applies across many releases of IMS, so there are no ++PRE or ++REQ statements. If you receive
SMP/E messages GIM41902I and GIM31902I, you can ignore them.

When the image copy utility is executed after the USERMOD has been applied, DFSUDMP0 attempts to locate a load
module IDIDBA. The search order is STEPLIB, JOBLIB, link list, and link pack.

• If the load module is not found, DFSUDMP0 assumes that Database Analyzer is not to be invoked for this image copy
and processing continues as though the standard version of DFSUDMP0 was in use.

• If the load module is found, it is invoked at various points within the copy process.
If, during the copy process, the Database Analyzer program abends or if the Database Analyzer generates an
error message with a return code of 8, the Database Analyzer disables itself for the remainder of the copy process.
Database Analyzer has been designed to not interfere or interrupt the normal image copy process.

When Database Analyzer is executed as an exit, you can optionally add any Database Analyzer DD statements to the
image copy JCL except for the database DD being copied.

• The DBACTRL file is optional. If used, it should contain the control statements needed by Database Analyzer for the
analysis just as though it was being executed as a batch job.

• The FUNCTION, DBDNAME, and DDNAME control statements are not needed. If specified, they override the DBD
and ddname passed to Database Analyzer in the image copy header record.

• When Database Analyzer is first called by the image copy utility, its control statements are processed. After all the
control statements are processed, the analysis begins.

Executing as a Database Copier Exit

To execute Database Analyzer as an exit of Database Copier in an image copy exit mode, include the
DETAILREPORT=YES control statement in the input stream. Database Copier invokes the Database Analyzer program at
the appropriate points in the copy process.

WARNING
To avoid job failures when you invoke Database Analyzer from Database Copier, omit the member name from
the DSN in the IDIPARM DD statement. The default member names (DBAANALZ for Database Analyzer and
DBCCOPY for Database Copier) from the global options data set are selected.

When you execute Database Analyzer as an image copy exit, you can optionally specify the same DD statements as if
you executed Database Analyzer in batch, except for the database data set to process (dbdddname).

• If you specify the DBACTRL DD statement to override any Database Analyzer defaults, include the control statements
that Database Analyzer needs for the analysis just as though it was being executed as a batch job.

• Do not specify the FUNCTION, PARTITION, NUMBEROFPARTS, DDSUFFIX, DBDNAME, and DDNAME control
statements. The information for these parameters is inferred from the image copy header.

• When first called by the image copy utility, the Database Analyzer control statements are processed. After all the
control statements are processed, the analysis begins.

Comparing Stand-alone Mode to Image Copy Exit Mode

In stand-alone batch mode, Database Analyzer opens the file that is defined by the DDNAME control statement and
reads the blocks or CIs of data for analysis. The dbdddname DD statement is required for the DDNAME control statement
specification.

In image copy exit mode, the data set is not read directly. Instead, the blocks of data that are read by the image copy
utility are used directly for the analysis. The database is only read once for both, copying and analyzing, improving the
performance.
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• Because only one set of buffers and control blocks is needed for both functions, the total address space size is not the
exact sum of independent image copy and Database Analyzer region sizes.

• A DD statement for the copied database data set (dbdddname) is not required or used when Database Analyzer is
executed in image copy exit mode.

Database analysis is automatically optimized to prevent significant delays in the image copy process. The following
limitations prevent overhead of reading additional databases or data set groups at the end of the image copy process:

• Database and data set cross-checking options POINTERCHECK=CROSSDBD and CROSSDSG are not allowed in
this mode. If specified, pointer checking is lowered to LOCAL. If not specified, the default option STATISTICAL is used.

• ANALYZEALL requests are treated as ANALYZE.

Database and data set statistical cross-checking is automatically enabled when multiple databases and data set groups
are copied. The statistical checking is performed without additional database I/O.

Execution Considerations

When Database Analyzer is run as an exit of Database Copier, the following considerations apply:

Multiple Copies
When multiple copies are made in one step, the same set of Database Analyzer control statements are used for
each data set copied.

Increasing Region Size
As an exit of the image copy utility, Database Analyzer executes in the same address space as Database
Copier. Therefore, the region size of the address space should be increased by the amount needed by Database
Analyzer when it is run against the same database data set in batch mode.
For example, if the image copy utility job step has REGION=2048K and a batch Database Analyzer job step
requires a 2048-KB address space, you should change the Database Copier job step to REGION=4096K.
Database Analyzer will be executed as an image copy exit.

Optional Data Sets
The DBAERROR, DBAMSGS, DBARPTS, and DBASNAP data sets are optional. These data sets
are dynamically allocated to the default SYSOUT class if not specified.

8-GB RBA Interpretations
If the database is HIDAM/OSAM or HDAM/OSAM with an even LRECL, Database Analyzer must also assume
that any RBAs encountered could be 8-GB RBAs. During 8-GB RBA interpretations, the following message is
issued:
DBA3800I THE RBAS IN THIS DATA SET ARE BEING PROCESSED AS 8 GB VALUES.

Utility Control Facility
You can also execute Database Analyzer in image copy exit mode when the Database Copier runs under the
control of Utility Control Facility (UCF). However, incorrect results will be produced if the image copy process is
restarted under UCF after a failure.

Using Global Parameters
Specify global parameters.

Handling Return Code

Any return code that Database Analyzer generates when executing as a job step by itself, is passed back to Database
Copier instead when run as an image copy exit. For example:

• If the Database Analyzer return code is 4, the Database Copier return code is set to 4.
• If the Database Analyzer return code is greater than 4, the Database Copier return code is set to 8.

Database Copier continues with the current image copy and all subsequent image copy requests in that job step.
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If the return code from Database Analyzer is such that Database Copier cannot continue processing for the current
database data set, Database Copier stops calling Database Analyzer for that database data set and resumes Database
Analyzer invocation for the next image copy request in that job step. Use the ABENDRC and STOPRC control statements
of Database Copier to override how these return codes are handled when Database Analyzer is invoked.

Using the Randomizer Analysis Program
The Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP) analyzes and tests HDAM and DEDB randomizers for accuracy, distribution,
and reliability to help you evaluate and maintain IMS databases and programs. It also aids in the conversion of one
database access method to another. Finally, RAP provides sort and modeling functions.

RAP also aids in the conversion of one database access method to another. Finally, RAP provides sort and modeling
functions.

The Randomizer Analysis Program supports:

• HDAM and DEDB randomizers
• Randomizers that take advantage of MVS/ESA and MVS/XA (HDAM and DEDB randomizers can be written in

AMODE=24 or AMODE=31)
• HALDB databases
• Multiple analyses within one invocation of RAP. You can change parameters from one analysis to the next.
• Optimized buffering of files

No IMS modules are ever called. Therefore there are no IMS release dependencies.

Sort Function

The HD sort function is a functional alternative to the IMS physical sequence sort/reload utility. HALDB and Fast Path
DEDBs are also supported. The HD sort option should be used before or during a reload step when changing:

• The length or start position of a root segment key
• HALDB partition specifications
• The DEDB randomizer parameters, such as RMNAME, BLOCK, SIZE, SCAN, and FRSPC.
• HDAM to HIDAM or HISAM
• HIDAM or HISAM database to HDAM
• HD access method to DEDB
• DEDB to an HD access method
• HD to HALDB partitions
• DEDB areas to HALDB partitions

Modeling Function

The modeling function can be used to evaluate performance profiles for HDAM and DEDB randomizers. Randomizer
parameters can be changed using input control statements during an evaluation cycle to predict critical HD performance
factors before reorganizing the database, such as utilization, synonym chains, records in overflow, record placement, and
record cascading.

By comparing the results obtained with the different parameter settings, the most optimum configuration can be used to
adjust randomizer or partition parameter specifications. For HALDBs, the effectiveness of a partition selection exit can be
evaluated for record distribution across HALDB partitions.

The modeling function is ideally suited to model and evaluate:
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• HDAM or DEDB randomizer specifications
• HALDB partition selection exits
• HALDB partition definitions
• Record distribution profiles in DEDB or HALDB partitions

How To Work with Randomizer Analysis Program
The following steps describe actions in the RAP processing:

1. User specifies control statements in the RAPCTRL file.
2. RAP reads the RAPCTRL file to determine the DBD that defines the randomizer to be tested.

If the randomizer test is not to be based on a DBD, the randomizer name and the root addressable area parameters
are defined by control statements in the RAPCTRL file.

3. After loading and analyzing the DBD, if needed, RAP loads randomizer and passes a set of keys to it. RAP loads
and invokes the specific randomizer defined for the analysis. It interfaces to the randomizer in such a way that the
randomizer "believes" it is being invoked by IMS.
Keys for each analysis are accepted from several different sources. These keys are passed to the randomizer one
by one and this constitutes a single analysis. RAP can perform multiple analyses within one invocation. A set of
parameters can be set up, an analysis performed, some of the parameters overridden and a new analysis performed.
The primary source of keys for use during an analysis is the records in the RAPKEYS file. RAP opens the file, reads all
the records, and closes the file for each analysis. The same set of keys is used for each analysis.

4. After all the keys have been randomized, RAP generates a set of reports and writes them to the RAPRPTS file.

Messages relating to the execution are written to the RAPMSGS file chronologically.

Contents:

Performing Multiple Analysis

The following examples show how to perform multiple analysis in one RAP invocation and explain the details.

Example: Perform Two Separate Analyses

To perform two separate analyses, specify the following:

* ANALYSIS #1

*

DBDNAME=dbdname,

ROOTDISTPLOTINCR=5,KEYDETAIL=YES

*

* ANALYSIS #2

*

RANDOMIZER=DFSHDC10

The trailing comma on the DBDNAME statement indicates that the next statement is part of the same request.
The second statement does not have a trailing comma indicating the end of the definition. The DBDNAME,
ROOTDISTPLOTINCR, and KEYDETAIL control statements form a set that Randomizer Analysis Program uses. The rest
of the parameters are defaulted and an analysis is performed.

After the first analysis, the RANDOMIZER statement is used to override the randomizer defined in the DBD and another
analysis is performed. For the second analysis, all the same parameters as the first analysis are used except for the new
randomizer name.
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Example: Perform Five Separate Analyses

This example demonstrates several other capabilities of multiple Randomizer Analysis Program analyses. The following
sample code causes Randomizer Analysis Program to perform five separate analyses:

* ANALYSIS #1

*

DBDNAME=dbdname,KEYDETAIL=NO

*

* ANALYSIS #2

*

ROOTDISTPLOTINCR=5,

KEYDETAIL=YES,

#RAPS/BLOCK=2,

#RAPBLOCKS=500,

KEYLENGTH=6,

RANDOMIZER=DFSHDC30

*

* ANALYSIS #3

*

#RAPS/BLOCK=4,

#RAPBLOCKS=8,

KEYLENGTH=14,

RANDOMIZER=DFSHDC20

*

* ANALYSIS #4

*

DBDNAME=dbdname,

KEYLENGTH=14 

* 

* ANALYSIS #5

* 

AREA=(NUMBER=1,#RAPS=100),

AREA=(NUMBER=2,#RAPS=100),

AREA=(NUMBER=3,#RAPS=100),

RANDOMIZER=DBFHDC40

Database Analyzer performs the analysis as follows:

1. The first analysis is performed using the definition in the specified DBD (dbdname) and a key detail report will not be
produced.

2. For the second analysis, the keywords specified under ANALYSIS #2 override the values from the DBD (dbdname).
3. For the third analysis, the keywords specified under ANALYSIS #3 override the values from ANALYSIS #2.
4. For the fourth analysis, the DBDNAME keyword discards all overridden parameters from the second and third

analyses and restores the definitions in DBD dbdname as defaults. KEYLENGTH=14 then overrides the default value.
These four analyses are all for HDAM randomizers.

How to Create the RAPKEYS File

You can create the RAPKEYS filemanually or automatically from the following products:

Database Analyzer
: Use the RAPKEYS=YES control statement and provide a DBAKEYS DD statement. The records are
automatically generated from any supported database type.
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Database Extractor
: Use the RAPKEYS=YES control statement and provide a DBOKEYS DD statement. The records are
automatically generated from any supported database type.

Database Organizer
: Use the RAPKEYS=YES control statement and provide a DBOKEYS DD statement. The records are
automatically generated from any supported database type.

The RAPKEYS file must be defined as RECFM=F or RECFM=FB.

Each record of the file is considered to contain a single key with the first position of key being in record position one and
continue to record position n where n is the key length. The record size (that is, LRECL) of the file must be at least equal
to the largest key size used for all the analyses. If the record size is smaller than the key size, the analysis is terminated
with an error message. If the record size is larger than the key size, a message is generated indicating that the extra bytes
at the end of each record will be ignored.

Any time a key value is displayed in a report, if the key consists of all printable characters, it is enclosed within the string
C'....'. Otherwise, it is enclosed within the string X'....'.

A key with a value of all X'FF' is automated generated and passed to the randomizer for each analysis. This is done to
permit certain randomizers, such as DFSHDC40 and DBFHDC40, to generate the largest block number and RAP or area
number defined in the DBD. For HDAM, this would cause IMS to format the entire root addressable area (that is, RAA)
when such a key is randomized. The Unsorted Randomization Report, generated when KEYDETAIL=YES is specified,
shows this internally generated key and follows it with the designation THE PREVIOUS KEY WAS INTERNALLY
GENERATED to clearly identify this key in the report.

Randomizer Analysis Program Considerations
Review the following considerations before using the Randomizer Analysis Program:

Use of Sort

The sort utility is conditionally invoked based on the KEYDETAIL control statement setting. If KEYDETAIL=NO is specified
in the control statements, the sort utility is not invoked. If KEYDETAIL=YES is specified, the sort utility is invoked.

When the sort utility is invoked, the SORTIN, SORTLIB, SORTPRT, and SORTWKxx files must be allocated. A SORTOUT
DD statement is not needed because an E35 exit is used to access the sorted records.

Randomizer Interface

The Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP) branches to the randomizer in the AMODE that the randomizer was linked
with. When the randomizer is loaded from the RAPLOAD or STEPLIB library, the operating system tells RAP whether
the randomizer was link edited with AMODE=24 or AMODE=31. The AMODE is used to set the correct addressing mode
before calling the randomizer. RAP unconditionally resets the addressing mode when the randomizer returns control.

The parameters passed to an HDAM randomizer differ from those passed by IMS in the following minor ways:

• Register 0: When a DBDNAME= keyword is provided by the user, the named DBD is passed to the randomizer.
Otherwise, RAP builds a skeleton DBD and passes it to the randomizer. The skeleton DBD contains a single segment
table entry and a single field table entry.

• Register 1: When a DBDNAME= keyword is provided by the user, the DMBDACS area contained in the DBD is passed
to the randomizer. Otherwise, RAP builds a DMBDACS area and passes it to the randomizer. This DMBDACS area
contains the values from the KEYLENGTH=, #RAPS/BLOCK, #RAPBLOCKS and RANDOMIZER= keywords.

• Register 7: A skeleton PST is built and passed to the randomizer.

The parameters passed to a DEDB randomizer differ from those passed by IMS in the following minor ways:
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• Register 1: The DMAC addresses in the MRMB contain the area number and not a real DMAC address.
• Register 10: A skeleton EPST is built and passed to the randomizer.
• Register 11: A skeleton ESCD is built and passed to the randomizer.

Key Field

IMS does not require that an HDAM database have a key field defined for the root segment. If a key field is defined, it may
be unique or non-unique. IMS requires that a DEDB database have a root key field defined and it must be unique.

RAP does not understand the notion of uniqueness as it applies to the root key field. The keys presented to RAP in any of
the input files are not checked for uniqueness. The skeleton DBD passed to the randomizer, when no DBD is provided by
the user, defines the key field as non-unique. Even if the user provides a DBD and it defines the key field as unique, RAP
will not check the uniqueness of the keys.

If the root segment of an HDAM database does not have a key field defined, then the input data is passed to the
randomizer by RAP as an I/O area as specified in the IMS/VS System Programming Reference Manual. In this case, the
KEYLENGTH control statement is still required and the length value defines the length of the I/O area and is placed in the
length field of the DMBDACS area.

REGION Size Default

If no REGION parameter is specified, the system uses an installation default specified at JES initialization.

If installation does not change the IBM-supplied default limits in the IEALIMIT or IEFUSI exit routine modules, then
specifying various values for the region size have the following results:

• A value equal to 0 KB or 0 MB
Gives the job step all the storage available below and above the 16 MB line. The resulting size of the region below and
above 16 MB is unpredictable.

• A value greater than 0 KB or 0 MB and less than or equal to 16384 KB or 16 MB
Establishes the size of the private area below 16 MB. If the region size specified is not available below 16 MB, the job
step abnormally terminates. The extended region size is the default value of 32 MB.

• A value greater than 16384 KB or 16 MB and less than or equal to 32768 KB or 32 MB.
Gives the job step all the storage available below 16 MB. The resulting size of the region below 16 MB is
unpredictable. The extended region size is the default value of 32 MB.

• A value greater than 32768 KB or 32 MB and less than or equal to 2096128 KB or 2047 MB.
Gives the job step all the storage available below 16 MB. The resulting size of the region below 16 MB is
unpredictable. The extended region size is the specified value. If the region size specified is not available above 16
MB, the job step abnormally terminates.

Customizing the Randomizer Analysis Program JCL
Execute the Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP) component as a batch job using JCL. The RAP component runs in a
batch region using standard JCL. It does not interact or invoke any IMS modules.

A sample JCL for RAP execution is provided in the JCLRAP member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP.

Contents

Randomizer Analysis Program EXEC Statement

To execute Randomizer Analysis Program, specify the following EXEC statement:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIRAP,REGION=4096K

No PARM value is needed or used.
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Randomizer Analysis Program DD Statements

The following DD statements can be specified with the Randomizer Analysis Program:

• DBDLIB (optional if DBDNAME does not appear in the RAPCTRL file)
• IDIPARM
• RAPCTRL (required)
• RAPERROR
• RAPKEYS
• RAPLOAD
• RAPMSGS (required)
• RAPRPTS (required)
• SORTIN
• SORTLIB
• SORTOUT
• SORTPRT
• SORTWKxx
• STEPLIB or JOBLIB
• SYSABEND
• SYSUDUMP

Randomizer Analysis Program Control Statements

You can include the following control statements in your Randomizer Analysis Program jobs:

• ABENDRC (DBA) -- Define Abend Return Code
• AREA (DBA) -- Define Areas
• AREARANGE (DBA) -- Limit Number of Areas
• AVGRLEN (DBA) -- Specify Average Length
• DBDNAME (DBA) -- Define DBD Name
• EXCLUDEREPORT (DBA) -- Exclude Analysis Information from RAP Report
• FILSZ (DBA) -- Estimate Number of Records
• HDAMRAPCHECK (DBA) -- Check HDAM Root Segments
• HDSORT (DBA) -- Sort the Unload File
• KEYDETAIL (DBA) -- Include Key Details in Randomization Reports
• KEYLENGTH (DBA) -- Define Key Length
• RANDOMIZER (DBA) -- Define Randomizer Load Module Name
• RAPKEYS (DBA) -- Generate Root Keys Input to RAP
• ROOTDISTPLOTINCR (DBA) -- Define Root Distribution Plot Increments
• RAPBLOCKS (DBA) -- Define Number of Root Addressable Blocks
• RAPS/BLOCK (DBA) -- Define Number of RAPs per Block

If the DBDNAME control statement is not specified for the Randomizer Analysis Program component, note the following
additional considerations:
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• All databases defined to any of this group will be processed as a single unit.
• #RAPBLOCKS, #RAPS/BLOCK, KEYLENGTH and RANDOMIZER must be specified for HDAM randomizers.
• AREA, KEYLENGTH and RANDOMIZER must be specified for DEDB randomizers.
• Register 1 on entry to the randomizer points at a skeleton DBD containing a prefix, a single segment table entry for the

root segment and a single field table entry for the key field of the root.
• When the randomizer is invoked, register 1 points at the DMBDACS area contained in the DBD named by the

DBDNAME keyword. If the DBDNAME keyword is not specified, a skeleton DACS is passed to the randomizer. The
skeleton area will contain the #RAPBLOCKS, #RAPS/BLOCK, KEYLENGTH and RANDOMIZER values. No user
extension of the DMBDACS area can be specified without the use of the DBDNAME keyword.

• During a reload of an HDAM or DEDB database, access is required to the randomizer defined in the DBD. DBOLOAD,
STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or linklist must contain the randomizer.

Understanding Randomizer Analysis Program Reports
A separate set of reports is generated for each individual analysis within one execution of RAP. Each set of reports is
preceded by a separator page. The separator page contains the analysis number and identifies the report as a set of
statistics reports.

Any time RAP displays a key value in a report, if the key consists of all printable characters, it is enclosed within the string
C'....'. Otherwise, it is enclosed within the string X'....'.

RAP automatically generates a key with a value of all X'FF' and passes it to the randomizer for each analysis. This is
done to permit certain randomizers, such as DFSHDC40 and DBFHDC40, to generate the largest block number and
RAP or area number defined in the DBD. For HDAM, this would cause IMS to format the entire root addressable area
(that is, RAA) when such a key is randomized. The Unsorted Randomization Report, generated when KEYDETAIL=YES
is specified, shows this internally generated key and follows it with the designation “THE PREVIOUS KEY WAS
INTERNALLY GENERATED.” to clearly identify this key in the report.

RAP uses double word arithmetic for all calculations needed to generate the statistics in each report. If any calculation
should fail due to overflow, the failure will be recovered from and the character sequence ARITH ERROR will be placed in
the report instead of a numerical value. These errors should be reported to Broadcom for correction.

The following sections further explain these reports:

• Unsorted Randomization
• Synonym Analysis
• Root Distribution Plot
• Synonym Chain Occurrences
• Block Usage Analysis
• RAP Usage Analysis
• Area Usage Analysis
• Root Distribution Statistics
• Randomizer Performance Statistics Report

Unsorted Randomization

The first report generated is the Unsorted Randomization report. This report is only generated if the KEYDETAIL=YES
control statement is specified.

This report is a simple list, in the same order as the keys were found in the RAPKEYS file, showing the CPU time used by
the randomizer, the block (RBN) and RAP number or block and area number that the randomizer generated for the given
key.
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For every key in the RAPKEYS file, the CPU time, RBN, RAP or area and the key itself are provided. The CPU time
value is given in the form seconds.milliseconds.microseconds (sec.mil.mic). The RBN, RAP and area number are given
in decimal. The key value is enclosed in the string C'....' if it contains all printable characters. Otherwise the key value is
enclosed in the string X'....' for hexadecimal format.

The internally generated high-values key (that is, X'FF') is identified in the report by the string (THE PREVIOUS KEY WAS
INTERNALLY GENERATED.).

Synonym Analysis

The second report generated is the Synonym Analysis report. This report is only generated if the KEYDETAIL=YES
control statement is specified.

This report is a simple list of all the synonyms, in block (RBN) and RAP order or block and area order, showing the CPU
time, the block and RAP number or block and area number that the randomizer generated for the given key. All the keys
that randomized to the same values are grouped together with the values. Within one set of randomizer values, the
RBN and RAP or area number are not duplicated in the report and the keys are listed in the order they were found in the
RAPKEYS file.

The CPU time value is given in the form seconds.milliseconds.microseconds (sec.mil.mic). The RBN, RAP and area
number are provided in decimal. The key value is enclosed in the string C'....' if it contains all printable characters.
Otherwise the key value is enclosed in the string X'....' for hexadecimal format.

Root Distribution Plot

For HDAM randomizers, several root distribution plots are generated. The first plot shows the distribution of roots without
regard for the RAP number. Then a separate plot is produced for each individual RAP. The RAP represented by a given
plot is identified in both the heading and in a note at the beginning of the plot.

ROOT DISTRIBUTION PLOT FOR ALL AREAS

THE HORIZONTAL AXIS IS THE PERCENTAGE OF ROOTS WHICH RANDOMIZED TO THE BLOCK RAN

THE VERTICAL AXIS IS THE ENTIRE SET OF ROOTS BROKEN INTO RANGES - THE LOW AND HI

 

    BLOCK NUMBER RANGE              1         2         3         4         5

       LOW      HIGH       12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

                          +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---

     0000001 - 0000069    ¦

     0000070 - 0000138    ¦

     0000139 - 0000207    ¦

     0000208 - 0000276    ¦

     0000277 - 0000345    ¦

     0000346 - 0000414    ¦

     0000415 - 0000483    ¦

     0000484 - 0000552    ¦

     0000553 - 0000621    ¦

     0000622 - 0000690    ¦

     0000691 - 0000759    ¦

     0000760 - 0000828    ¦

     0000829 - 0000897    ¦

     0000898 - 0000966    ¦

     0000967 - 0001035    ¦

     0001036 - 0001104    ¦*********

     0001105 - 0001173    ¦
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     0001174 - 0001242    ¦

     0001243 - 0001311    ¦

     0001312 - 0001380    ¦*********

     0001381 - 0001449    ¦

     0001450 - 0001518    ¦

     0001519 - 0001587    ¦*********

     0001588 - 0001656    ¦*********

     0001657 - 0001725    ¦*********

     0001726 - 0001794    ¦

     0001795 - 0001863    ¦*********

     0001864 - 0001932    ¦

     0001933 - 0002001    ¦

     0002002 - 0002070    ¦

     0002071 - 0002139    ¦

     0002140 - 0002208    ¦*********

     0002209 - 0002277    ¦*********

     0002278 - 0002346    ¦*********

     0002347 - 0002415    ¦

     0002416 - 0002484    ¦

     0002485 - 0002553    ¦

     0002554 - 0002622    ¦*********

     0002623 - 0002691    ¦

     0002692 - 0002760    ¦

     0002761 - 0002829    ¦

     0002830 - 0002898    ¦

     0002899 - 0002967    ¦

     0002968 - 0003036    ¦

                          +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---

The second plot shows the distribution of roots for area #5.

ROOT DISTRIBUTION PLOT FOR AREA #  5

THE HORIZONTAL AXIS IS THE PERCENTAGE OF ROOTS WHICH RANDOMIZED TO THE BLOCK RAN

THE VERTICAL AXIS IS THE ENTIRE SET OF ROOTS BROKEN INTO RANGES - THE LOW AND HI

 

    BLOCK NUMBER RANGE              1         2         3         4         5

       LOW      HIGH       12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123

                          +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---

     0000001 - 0000069    ¦

     0000070 - 0000138    ¦

     0000139 - 0000207    ¦

     0000208 - 0000276    ¦

     0000277 - 0000345    ¦

     0000346 - 0000414    ¦

     0000415 - 0000483    ¦

     0000484 - 0000552    ¦

     0000553 - 0000621    ¦

     0000622 - 0000690    ¦

     0000691 - 0000759    ¦

     0000760 - 0000828    ¦

     0000829 - 0000897    ¦

     0000898 - 0000966    ¦

     0000967 - 0001035    ¦
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     0001036 - 0001104    ¦

     0001105 - 0001173    ¦

     0001174 - 0001242    ¦

     0001243 - 0001311    ¦

     0001312 - 0001380    ¦

     0001381 - 0001449    ¦

     0001450 - 0001518    ¦

     0001519 - 0001587    ¦

     0001588 - 0001656    ¦

     0001657 - 0001725    ¦

     0001726 - 0001794    ¦

     0001795 - 0001863    ¦

     0001864 - 0001932    ¦

     0001933 - 0002001    ¦

     0002002 - 0002070    ¦

     0002071 - 0002139    ¦

     0002140 - 0002208    ¦

     0002209 - 0002277    ¦*********

     0002278 - 0002346    ¦

     0002347 - 0002415    ¦

     0002416 - 0002484    ¦

     0002485 - 0002553    ¦

     0002554 - 0002622    ¦

     0002623 - 0002691    ¦

     0002692 - 0002760    ¦

     0002761 - 0002829    ¦

     0002830 - 0002898    ¦

     0002899 - 0002967    ¦

     0002968 - 0003036    ¦

                          +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---

For DEDB randomizers, several root distribution plots are generated. The first plot shows the distribution of roots without
regard for the area number. Then a separate plot is produced for each individual area. The area represented by a given
plot is identified in both the heading and in a note at the beginning of the plot.

Each plot shows, in graphic form, the block number range represented and the number of roots that randomized to
that block number range. The percentage of roots represented by that block number range is shown numerically
on the extreme right of each plot line. The block number range covered by each line of the plot is controlled by the
ROOTDISTPLOTINCR= control statement.

Synonym Chain Occurrences

For HDAM randomizers, the following three synonym chain occurrences reports are generated:

Synonym Chain Occurrences by Block
Shows the number of times a given synonym chain length occurred in a block irrespective of which RAP was used
within the block.

Synonym Chain Occurrences by RAP
Shows the number of times a given synonym chain length occurred on a RAP irrespective of which block the RAP
was in.

Synonym Chain Occurrences by Block and RAP
Shows the number of times a given synonym chain length occurred with respect to both the block and RAP where
the synonym chain occurred.
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For DEDB randomizers, the following three synonym chain occurrences reports are generated:

Synonym Chain Occurrences by Block
Shows the number of times a given synonym chain length occurred in a block irrespective of which area the chain
was in.

Synonym Chain Occurrences by Area
Shows the number of times a given synonym chain length occurred in an area irrespective of which block was
used in the area.

Synonym Chain Occurrences by Block and Area
Shows the number of times a given synonym chain length occurred with respect to both the block and area where
the synonym chain occurred.

Each report in this set consists of two columns of values. The first column shows the synonym chain length and the
second column shows the number of times that length occurred. The first column values may show a range on one line.
The range is represented in this form: FROM x TO y. The range form is used to reduce the number of lines in a given
report and it indicates that all the lengths in the range had an identical number of occurrences.

Block Usage Analysis

For HDAM randomizers, a Block Usage Analysis report is generated. This report shows the number of times each block
was used regardless of which RAP was used within the block.

For DEDB randomizers, a Block Usage Analysis report is generated. This report shows the number of times each block
was used regardless of which area the block existed in.

THIS REPORT IS INDEPENDENT OF THE ACTUAL AREA USED.

                                      BLOCK NUMBER           # OF TIMES USED

                                      ____________          ________________

                       FROM        1 TO    1,035                        0

                                           1,036                      501

                       FROM    1,037 TO    1,366                        0

                                           1,367                      501

                       FROM    1,368 TO    1,573                        0

                                           1,574                      501

                       FROM    1,575 TO    1,613                        0

                                           1,614                      501

                       FROM    1,615 TO    1,706                        0

                                           1,707                      501

                       FROM    1,708 TO    1,835                        0

                                           1,836                      501

                       FROM    1,837 TO    2,172                        0

                                           2,173                      501

                       FROM    2,174 TO    2,267                        0

                                           2,268                      501

                       FROM    2,269 TO    2,305                        0

                                           2,306                      501

                       FROM    2,307 TO    2,557                        0

                                           2,558                      501

                       FROM    2,559 TO    2,999                        0

                                           3,000                        1

Each Block Usage Analysis report consists of two columns of values. The first column shows the block number and the
second column shows the number of times that block number was used. The first column values may show a range on
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one line. The range is represented in this form: FROM x TO y. The range form is used to reduce the number of lines in a
given report and it indicates that all the blocks in the range had an identical number of keys randomized to them.

RAP Usage Analysis

For HDAM randomizers, a RAP Usage Analysis report is generated. This report shows the number of times each RAP
was used regardless of which block the RAP existed in.

The RAP Usage Analysis report is not generated for DEDB randomizers.

Each RAP Usage Analysis report consists of two columns of values. The first column shows the RAP number and the
second column shows the number of times that RAP number was used. The first column values may show a range on one
line. The range will be represented in this form: FROM x TO y. The range form is used to reduce the number of lines in a
given report and it indicates that all the RAPs in the range had an identical number of keys randomized to them.

Area Usage Analysis

For DEDB randomizers, an Area Usage Analysis report is generated. This report shows the number of times each area
was used regardless of which block was used within the area.

THIS REPORT IS INDEPENDENT OF THE ACTUAL BLOCK USED.

                                       AREA NUMBER           # OF TIMES USED

                                       ___________          ________________

                                               1                        0

                                               2                    1,503

                                               3                        0

                                               4                        0

                                               5                    1,002

                                               6                      501

                                               7                        0

                                               8                    1,002

                                               9                      501

                                              10                      502

The Area Usage Analysis report is not generated for HDAM randomizers.

Each Area Usage Analysis report consists of two columns of values. The first column shows the area number and the
second column shows the number of times that area number was used. The first column values may show a range on one
line. The range is represented in this form: FROM x TO y. The range form is used to reduce the number of lines in a given
report and it indicates that all the areas in the range had an identical number of keys randomized to them.

Root Distribution Statistics

The following sample shows a root distribution statistics report that is generated for each analysis:

BLOCK-ONLY ANALYSIS - ALL BLOCKS

________________________________

  MEAN                     :       1.670

  VARIANCE                 :     834.158

  WEIGHTED MEAN            :   3,080.313

  WEIGHTED MEAN IF BALANCED:   2,506.335

  TOTAL NUMBER OF BLOCKS   :       3,000 (SAMPLE SIZE)
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  NUMBER OF USED BLOCKS    :          11

  NUMBER OF UNUSED BLOCKS  :       2,989

  BLOCK-ONLY ANALYSIS - USED BLOCKS

________________________________

  MEAN                     :     455.545

  VARIANCE                 :  22,727.272

  NUMBER OF USED BLOCKS    :          11 (SAMPLE SIZE)

  MINIMUM # ROOTS IN BLOCK :           1

  MAXIMUM # ROOTS IN BLOCK :         501

BLOCK/AREA ANALYSIS - ALL BLOCKS AND AREAS

__________________________________________

  MEAN                     :       0.000

  VARIANCE                 :       0.000

  TOTAL # OF BLOCK/AREAS   :      18,000 (SAMPLE SIZE)

  # OF USED BLOCK/AREAS    :      12,000

  # OF UNUSED BLOCK/AREAS  :      30,000

BLOCK/AREA ANALYSIS - USED BLOCKS AND AREAS

___________________________________________

  MEAN                     :       0.000

  VARIANCE                 :       0.000

  # OF BLOCK/AREAS USED    :      12,000 (SAMPLE SIZE)

  MINIMUM # BLK/AREA ROOTS : 147,483,647

  MAXIMUM # BLK/AREA ROOTS :           0

AREA-ONLY ANALYSIS - ALL AREAS

______________________________

  MEAN                     :     501.100

  VARIANCE                 : 278,890.100

  WEIGHTED MEAN            :   2,856.700

  WEIGHTED MEAN IF BALANCED:   2,756.050

  TOTAL # OF AREAS PER DB  :          10 (SAMPLE SIZE)

  NUMBER OF USED AREAS     :           6

  NUMBER OF UNUSED AREAS   :           4

For descriptions of fields, click the report section title:

Block-Only Analysis - All Blocks

This section of the report provides statistics that were calculated using the total number of blocks that can be randomized
to regardless of which RAP or area was used and regardless of whether a block was used at all. The individual statistics
presented are:

Mean
Identifies the average number of keys randomized to a block. It is equal to the number of keys divided by the total
number of root addressable blocks.

Variance
Identifies a measure of how well the mean represents the true distribution of keys across all the blocks.

Weighted Mean
Identifies a measure of how well the keys were equally distributed across the set of root addressable blocks. The
equation used is:
(SUM OF (xi * yi)) / z

for all i = 1 to the number of root addressable blocks.
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x
Identifies the block number.

y
Identifies the number of roots that randomized to block x.

z
Identifies the number of root addressable blocks.

Weighted Mean If Balanced
The target weighted mean for the number of keys randomized and the number of blocks. If the randomizer
distributed the keys evenly across the set of root addressable blocks, the “weighted mean” equals the “weighted
mean if balanced.” The equation used is:
k (z + 1) / 2Z

k
Identifies the number of keys that were randomized.

z
Identifies the number of root addressable blocks.

Total Number of Blocks
The total number of blocks that can be randomized to. For HDAM, it is the size of the root addressable area in
blocks. For a DEDB, it is the sum of the number of base CIs in all areas. This value is the sample size used for all
the statistical calculations in this section of the report.

Number of Used Blocks
The number of blocks that were randomized to.

Number of Unused Blocks
The number of blocks that were not randomized to. This value plus the previous is the total number of blocks that
could be possibly randomized to.

Block-Only Analysis - Used Blocks

This section of the report provides statistics that were calculated using only the blocks that were randomized to regardless
of which RAP or area was used. The individual statistics presented are:

Mean
The average number of keys that randomized to a block. It is equal to the number keys divided by the number of
used root addressable blocks.

Variance
A measure of how well the mean represents the true distribution of keys across all the used blocks.

Number of Used Blocks
The number of blocks that were randomized to. This value is the sample size used for all the statistical
calculations in this section of the report.

Minimum # of roots in block
The minimum number of keys found in any used block.

Maximum # of roots in block
The maximum number of keys found in any used block.

Block/RAP Analysis - All Blocks and RAPs

This section of the report is provided for HDAM only. It provides statistics that were calculated using the total number of
blocks and RAPs that can be randomized to regardless of whether a block or RAP was used at all. The individual statistics
presented are:
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Mean
The average number of keys that randomized to a block and RAP. It is equal to the number keys divided by the
total number of RAPs.

Variance
A measure of how well the mean represents the true distribution of keys across all the blocks and RAPs.

Total # of Block/RAPs
The total number of RAPs that can be randomized to. This value is the sample size used for all the statistical
calculations in this section of the report.

# of Used Block/RAPs
The number of RAPs that were randomized to.

# of Unused Block/RAPs
The number of RAPs that were not randomized to. This value plus the previous is the total number of RAPs that
could be possibly randomized to.

Block/RAP Analysis - Used Blocks and RAPs

This section of the report is provided for HDAM only. It provides statistics that were calculated using the total number of
blocks that can be randomized to regardless of which RAP or area was used and regardless of whether a block was used
at all. The individual statistics presented are:

Mean
The average number of keys that randomized to a used RAP. It is equal to the number keys divided by the total
number of used RAPs.

Variance
A measure of how well the mean represents the true distribution of keys across all the RAPs.

# of block/RAPs used
The total number of RAPs that were randomized to. This value is the sample size used for all the statistical
calculations in this section of the report.

Minimum # of Blk/RAP roots
The minimum number of keys found on any used RAP.

Maximum # of Blk/RAP roots
The maximum number of keys found on any used RAP.

RAP-Only Analysis - All RAPs

This section of the report is provided for HDAM only. It provides statistics that were calculated using the total number of
RAPs that can be randomized to regardless of which block was used and regardless of whether a RAP was used at all.
The individual statistics presented are:

Mean
Identifies the average number of keys that randomized to a RAP irrespective of the block actually used. It is equal
to the number of keys divided by the number of RAPs in a block.

Variance
Identifies a measure of how well the mean represents the true distribution of keys across the RAPs irrespective of
block.

Weighted Mean
Identifies a measure of how well the keys were equally distributed across the set of RAPs irrespective of the
block. The equation used is:
(SUM OF (xi * yi)) / z

for all i = 1 to the number of RAPs.
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x
Identifies the RAP number.

y
Identifies the number of roots that randomized to RAP x.

z
Identifies the number of RAPs within a block.

Weighted Mean If Balanced
Identifies the target weighted mean for the number of keys randomized and the number of RAPs. If the
randomizer distributed the keys evenly across the set of RAPs, the “weighted mean” equals the “weighted mean if
balanced.” The equation used is:
k (z + 1) / 2Z

k
Identifies the number of keys that were randomized.

z
Identifies the number of RAPs within a block.

Total # of RAPs Per Blk
Identifies the number of RAPs in a block. This value is the sample size used for all the statistical calculations in
this section of the report.

Number of Used RAPs
Identifies the number of RAPs that were randomized to irrespective of block.

Number of Unused RAPs
Identifies the number of RAPs that were not randomized to. This value plus the previous is the total number of
RAPs that could be possibly randomized to irrespective of block.

Block/Area Analysis - All Blocks and Areas

This section of the report is provided for DEDB only. It provides statistics that were calculated using the total number
of blocks and areas that can be randomized to regardless of whether an area and block was used at all. The individual
statistics presented are:

Mean
The average number of keys that randomized to an area and block. It is equal to the number keys divided by the
total number of blocks in all areas.

Variance
A measure of how well the mean represents the true distribution of keys across all the areas and blocks.

Total # of Block/Areas
The total number of blocks that can be randomized to. This value is the sample size used for all the statistical
calculations in this section of the report.

# of Used Block/Areas
The number of blocks that were randomized to in all areas.

# of Unused Block/Areas
The number of blocks that were not randomized to in all areas. This value plus the previous is the total number of
blocks that could be possibly randomized to in all areas.

Block/Area Analysis - Used Blocks and Areas

This section of the report is provided for DEDB only. It provides statistics that were calculated using the total number of
blocks that can be randomized to regardless of which RAP or area was used and regardless of whether a block was used
at all. The individual statistics presented are:
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Mean
The average number of keys that randomized to a used block. It is equal to the number keys divided by the total
number of blocks in all areas.

Variance
A measure of how well the mean represents the true distribution of keys across all the blocks in all the areas.

# of block/Areas used
The total number of blocks that were randomized to. This value is the sample size used for all the statistical
calculations in this section of the report.

Minimum # of Blk/Area roots
The minimum number of keys found on any used block in any area.

Maximum # of Blk/Area roots
The maximum number of keys found on any used block in any area.

Area-Only Analysis - All Areas

This section of the report is provided for DEDB only. It provides statistics that were calculated using the total number of
blocks that can be randomized to regardless of which RAP or area was used and regardless of whether a block was used
at all. The individual statistics presented are:

Mean
Identifies the average number of keys that randomized to an area irrespective of the block actually used. It is
equal to the number of keys divided by the number of areas in the database.

Variance
Identifies a measure of how well the mean represents the true distribution of keys across the areas irrespective of
block.

Weighted Mean
Identifies a measure of how well the keys were equally distributed across the set of areas irrespective of the
block. The equation used is:
(SUM OF (xi * yi)) / z

for all i = 1 to the number of areas
x

Identifies the area number.
y

Identifies the number of roots that randomized to area x.

z
Identifies the number of areas within a database.

Weighted Mean If Balanced
Identifies the target weighted mean for the number of keys randomized and the number of areas. If the
randomizer distributed the keys evenly across the set of areas, the “weighted mean” equals the “weighted mean if
balanced.” The equation used is:
k (z + 1) / 2z

k
Identifies the number of keys that were randomized.

z
Identifies the number of areas within the database.

Total # of Areas Per DB
Identifies the number of areas in the database. This value is the sample size used for all the statistical calculations
in this section of the report.
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Number of Used Areas
Identifies the number of areas that were randomized to irrespective of block.

Number of Unused Areas
Identifies the number of areas that were not randomized to. This value plus the previous is the total number of
areas that could be possibly randomized to irrespective of block.

Randomizer Performance Statistics Report

The following sample shows the Randomizer Performance Statistics report that is generated for each analysis.

CPU TIME PER KEY

________________

  MEAN   :            738

  MINIMUM:            208    KEY=X'FF'

  MAXIMUM:        156.864    KEY=C'B'

ELAPSED TIME PER KEY

____________________

  MEAN   :            738

  MINIMUM:            208    KEY=X'FF'

  MAXIMUM:        156.864    KEY=C'B'

NOTES

_____

 1. ALL TIMES ARE IN SECONDS.MILLISECONDS.MICROSECONDS (SEC.MIL.MIC).

 2. THE CPU TIMES WILL BE IDENTICAL (OR VERY CLOSE) TO THE ELAPSED TIMES IF THE

RANDOMIZER DID NOTHING WHICH CAUSED A WAIT STATE.

For the description of fields, click the section title:

CPU Time Per Key

This section of the report provides statistics that were calculated using the actual CPU time consumed by the randomizer.
The individual statistics presented are:

Mean
The average amount of CPU time used by the randomizer per key that was randomized. The value is given in the
form seconds.milliseconds.microseconds (sec.mil.mic).

Minimum
The minimum amount of CPU time used to randomize one key. The value is given in the form
seconds.milliseconds.microseconds (sec.mil.mic). The key that took the least CPU time to randomize is shown
directly to the right of the CPU time value.

Maximum
The maximum amount of CPU time used to randomize one key. The value is given in the form
seconds.milliseconds.microseconds (sec.mil.mic). The key that took the most CPU time to randomize is shown
directly to the right of the CPU time value.

Elapsed Time Per Key

This section of the report provides statistics that were calculated using the actual elapsed time consumed by the
randomizer. If the randomizer does no I/O or other actions that cause a wait state, the elapsed time values shown in this
section of the report are identical to the CPU times shown in the previous section. The individual statistics presented are:
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Mean
The average elapsed time used by the randomizer per key that was randomized. The value is given in the form
seconds.milliseconds.microseconds (sec.mil.mic).

Minimum
The minimum elapsed time used to randomize one key. The value is given in the form
seconds.milliseconds.microseconds (sec.mil.mic). The key that took the least elapsed time to randomize is shown
directly to the right of the elapsed time value.

Maximum
The maximum elapsed time used to randomize one key. The value is given in the form
seconds.milliseconds.microseconds (sec.mil.mic). The key that took the most elapsed time to randomize is shown
directly to the right of the elapsed time value.

HALDB Partition Summary

This section of the report provides statistics that were calculated during the execution of the HD sort component.

RAP1001I     PARTITION STATISTICS (HA1P0050)

RAP1003I     (1) DATABASE NAME: HA1P001  DDNAME: HA1P001A

             DSNAME: IMS.DATABASE.HA1P0050.HA1P001.A00001

RAP1004I     HIGH KEY VALUE ON FILE: ( 8) F0F0F0F0F1F0D4C9

RAP1005I     HIGH KEY VALUE DEFINED: ( 8) FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

RAP1006I     NUMBER OF ROOT KEYS   :10,340      NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS: 134,500

The following describes the fields in the report.

Partition statistics (HA1P0050)
The name of the master HALDB.

(aa) Database name: (bb) ddname: (cc) dsn: (dd)
The database data set information for each partition found on the input unload file, where (aa) is the partition
number, (bb) is the name of the database partition, (cc) is the name of the ddname, and (dd) is the data set name.

High key value on file: (xx) yyyyyyyy
The length of the partition key (xx) and the highest key value (yyyyyyyy) found in the input file for a specific
partition.

Number of Root keys: (xx) number of dependents: (yy)
Provides statistical information regarding the number of root (xx) and dependent (yy) segments processed by the
RAP pre-processor for a specific partition.

Using Database Surgeon
The Database Surgeon provides the database administrator, IMS systems programmer, and IMS application programmer
with a set of utilities to assist in the management, control, and performance measurement of IMS DB/DC systems.

Use the Database Surgeon to perform the following tasks:

• Verify and correct system and data fields in an IMS database
• View and alter data in an IMS database

Database Surgeon does not invoke IMS in any way. There are no dependencies on IMS software during execution.

Database Surgeon supports:

• Full Function (HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, and SHISAM), Fast Path DEDB (Data Entry Database), and index databases.
• HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases.
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One partition is processed per request. To process a complete database in a single step, use the CAGRP control
statement.

• OSAM (up to 8 GB) and VSAM (up to 4 GB) access methods.
• IMS data sharing.
• ISPF panels, tutorials, skeletons, and messages for both foreground execution and batch submission.

You can execute the Database Surgeon using JCL or the online interface (under ISPF).

• Using JCL, specify the parameter information as control statements in the DBSCTRL file.
• Using the online interface, enter parameters to determine the database to use and then view the block or CI and

update from the panel.

Accessing the Database Surgeon Online Interface
The Database Surgeon online interface includes a set of ISPF panels, tutorials, skeletons, CLISTs and messages so that
you can operate Database Surgeon under ISPF. ISPF support includes both foreground execution and generation of JCL
for submission to the batch environment.

Using the Database Surgeon in foreground, you can enter data on interactive panels.

Contents:

Access the Database Surgeon Online Interface

You can invoke the online interface using the $ITK CLIST provided in the CAI.TOOLKIT.CIMTCLS0 library or by modifying
the TSO logon procedure and ISPF primary menu to concatenate the Database Surgeon libraries to other ISPF libraries. If
you use the CLIST IDITKIT, no changes are required to the ISPF or TSO environments.

Follow these steps:

1. Invoke the Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu.
To invoke this menu from the ISPF command shell, execute the $ITK CLIST as follows:

EX 'hlq.CIMTCLSO($ITK)' 'HILVLQ(hlq)'

hlq
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the installed library name. The default name can be customized for your site
during installation.
Default: CAI.TOOLKIT

The main menu appears.
2. Select the Database Surgeon option and press Enter.

The Database Surgeon panel appears.

Notes:

• Do not attach the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library data set to the ISPLLIB DD with LIBDEF.
P0006 errors will occur when you try to use Database Surgeon.

• You can attach the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library to ISPLLIB or STEPLIB in the ISPF logon
PROC.

• You can also make it part of the LINK LIST.

In all cases, consider carefully the concatenation order. If there are any questions, contact Broadcom Support for
assistance.
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Default Values

Defaults are provided for various panel variables to run under ISPF. You can customize the panels for each user by
changing these defaults as each panel displays and saving them in the user ISPF profile as defaults for subsequent use.

Tutorial

We highly recommend that you access the Database Surgeon online tutorial using the:

• Database Management Solutions for IMS for IMS for z/OS menu (through PF1)
• Database Surgeon panel (through PF1)
• Standard ISPF Tutorial menu (user option)

Customizing Database Surgeon JCL
You can execute the Database Surgeon as a batch job using JCL.

The Database Surgeon runs in a batch region using standard JCL. It does not interact or invoke any IMS modules.

A sample JCL for Database Surgeon execution is provided in the JCLDBS member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP.

Contents:

EXEC Statement

To execute in batch mode with Database Surgeon, specify the following EXEC statement:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBS,REGION=2048K

NOTE
No PARM value is needed or used.

Database Surgeon DD Statements

The following DD statements can be specified with the Database Surgeon:

• DBDLIB
• DBSCTRL
• DBSMSGS
• DBSRPTS
• DBSRZAP
• STEPLIB or JOBLIB

Database Surgeon Control Statements

You can include the following control statements in your Database Surgeon jobs:
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• BLOCK
• CI
• DBDNAME
• DSNAME
• FUNCTION (DISPLAY or ZAP)
• OFFSET
• RBA
• REP
• VER

Viewing and Altering Data Online
Contents:

Display Database Block or Control Interval Data

You can view and alter data in an IMS database interactively.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Database Surgeon online interface.
2. Complete the required and optional parameters to view a database block or control interval (CI), and press Enter. If

you specify a block, you must also specify the offset parameter.

NOTE
When RBA is specified, the entire block is shown. Scroll forward to the needed RBA.

The requested block or CI appears. The offset parameter is ignored.
If you make an entry in the Verify Data field, the display function is bypassed.

The following example shows Database Surgeon basic syntax to display a block or CI:

{FUNCTION=DISPLAY},

{DBDNAME},

{(BLOCK,{OFFSET})|RBA},

{DSNAME}

The data in readable format is provided in the Database Surgeon Display report in the DBSRPTS DD data set.

Example: Display a Block or CI

This example shows a sample JCL to display a block:

//STPDBS   EXEC PGM=IDIDBS,REGION=1024K 

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.CIMTLOAD

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=high-level.DBDLIB 

//DBSMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=* 

//DBSRPTS   DD  SYSOUT=* 

//DBSRZAP   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBV.DBORELD.SAVINGS 

//DBSCTRL   DD  * 

  FUNCTION=DISPLAY, 

  DBDNAME=DBFSAMD3, 

  BLOCK=2, 

  OFFSET=12, 
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  DSNAME=DBV.DBORELD.SAVINGS

/* 

Altering Data Online

After you display data in an online mode, you can perform the following tasks:

• Scroll the data portion of the display using standard PF keys or ISPF commands.
• Alter the data by positioning the cursor over the hex data that is to be changed and typing new data directly over the

data to be changed.
• Enter the SAVE command to write the changes to the database.

Notes:

• If you use ISPF Version 2, any data you change will be checked to ensure that the new data contains valid
hexadecimal data.

• If you use ISPF Version 1, the data is not checked and any invalid hexadecimal data is written as X'00'.

Online Display Description

The online display is divided into two sections:

• The heading area remains on the panel until you end the display. This section contains the information that was
entered at the time of the request. This includes data set name, the block/CI number, and the beginning RBA (hex and
decimal).

• This lower portion of the display is the actual data, which is scrollable. This section consists of the following columns:
OFFSET

The hexadecimal offset from the beginning of the block/CI.
HEX RBA

The hexadecimal RBA of the block/CI being displayed.
HEX DATA

The data contained in the block/CI requested. This data is provided in a dump format of four full words across.
CHAR DATA

This is the block/CI data in character format.

Online Display Commands

You can use the following commands with the Database Surgeon display:

CANCEL or CAN
Ignores all updates entered on the display during this session or since the last SAVE command. Previously saved
data is not affected.

FIND or F
Searches and locates a specific string of data from the beginning of the currently displayed block/CI. Make all
search strings hexadecimal.
You can repeatedly find search for a string using PF5 and PF17 until you reach the bottom of the display. (You can
define any PF key as repeat find by using the ISPF KEYS command and setting the key to IDIRFIND.)
An example of the FIND command is:
FIND F4F5F640

The hexadecimal string F4F5F640 will be searched for in the current display. The search begins at the beginning
of the display regardless of where you scroll to on the display. For ISPF Version 1, the cursor will be positioned at
the beginning of the full word containing the string.
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LOCATE or L or *
Positions the display at a particular offset. This command accepts and treats all numbers as if they were
hexadecimal.
An example of the LOCATE command is:
LOCATE 1A3E

This command scrolls the displayable portion to the line representing offset 1A30-1A3F and positions the cursor
on the fourth word of the line.
If you enter an offset greater than the length of the block/CI, the cursor is positioned at the last line that is
displayable and on the corresponding word within the line for the offset specified.

SAVE
Writes all updates entered to the database block/CI that is currently displayed.
You must use this command to SAVE any data. There is no automatic saving of data when you end the display.
Upon successful execution of the SAVE command, the block or CI remains displayed on the panel for further
updates. To exit to the previous ISPF panel after a save, enter END (PF3).

Database Surgeon Control Interval Display Report

The Control Interval Display is a readable display of the specified OSAM block or VSAM control interval consisting of
display headings, column headings, and data in Database Surgeon.

Display Headings

This section of the report provides information about the block/CI displayed.

DATASET NAME
Indicates the data set name of the block or CI from where it was displayed.

BLOCK/CI NUMBER
Indicates the sequence number of the block or CI currently being displayed.

RBA
Indicates the relative byte address of the first byte of the currently displayed control interval. This value is
specified both in decimal and Hex.

Column Headings

Column headings are immediately below the display headings. They supply subheadings for the block or CI data that
follows:

OFFSET
Indicates the hexadecimal value of the line from the beginning of the displayed control interval.

HEX RBA
Indicates the hexadecimal relative byte address of the line from the beginning of the block or CI being displayed.

HEX DATA
Indicates four complete words of hexadecimal data. This data is the actual data from the block or CI.

CHARACTER DATA
Indicates the character conversion of the hex data. The unprintable characters are represented by a '.'.

Control Interval Data

This section of the report displays the actual data from the block or CI.
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Verifying and Replacing Data without Display
You can directly verify and update a database, bypassing the display function.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Database Surgeon online interface.
2. Complete the required and optional parameters to view a database block or control interval (CI), and press Enter.

Enter data in one or more of the following fields on the product entry panel. These fields correspond to the OFFSET,
VER, and REP control statements respectively.

OFFSET
Specifies the offset within the block/CI where the operation is to be performed.

• Use OFFSET only if you specify BLOCK.
• Do not use OFFSET, if you specify RBA.

VERIFY DATA
Shows the data that is expected at the specified offset.

REPLACE DATA
Shows the data that is to be placed at the specified offset.

Entering data in these fields verifies and updates the database directly.

Contents:

Verify Data JCL Example

The following example shows a Database Surgeon basic syntax to verify data in a block:

{FUNCTION=ZAP},

{DBDNAME},

{(BLOCK,{OFFSET})|RBA},

{DSNAME},

{VER}

 

Example: Verify the Data

This example shows a sample JCL to verify data in the OSAM block:

//STPDBS   EXEC PGM=IDIDBS,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.CIMTLOAD 

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=high-level.DBDLIB 

//DBSMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBSRPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBSRZAP   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBV.DBORELD.SAVINGS

//DBSCTRL   DD  *   

  FUNCTION=ZAP, 

  DBDNAME=DBFSAMD3, 

  BLOCK=2, 

  OFFSET=12, 

  DSNAME=DBV.DBORELD.SAVINGS, 

  VER=WASDATA 

/*  
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Replace Data JCL Example

The following example shows a Database Surgeon basic syntax to replace data in a block:

{FUNCTION=ZAP},

{DBDNAME},

{(BLOCK,{OFFSET})|RBA},

{DSNAME},

[VER],

{REP}

 

Example: Replace Data

This example shows a sample JCL to verify and replace data in the OSAM block:

//STPDBS   EXEC PGM=IDIDBS,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.CIMTLOAD 

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=high-level.DBDLIB 

//DBSMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBSRPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBSRZAP   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBV.DBORELD.SAVINGS

//DBSCTRL   DD  *   

  FUNCTION=ZAP, 

  DBDNAME=DBFSAMD3, 

  BLOCK=2, 

  OFFSET=12, 

  DSNAME=DBV.DBORELD.SAVINGS, 

  VER=WASDATA, 

  REP=NEWDATA 

/*  

Example: Replace the Data (Hex)

This example shows a sample JCL to verify and replace hexadecimal data in the OSAM block:

//STPDBS   EXEC PGM=IDIDBS,REGION=1024K

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.CIMTLOAD 

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=high-level.DBDLIB 

//DBSMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBSRPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBSRZAP   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBV.DBORELD.SAVINGS

//DBSCTRL   DD  *   

  FUNCTION=ZAP, 

  DBDNAME=DBFSAMD3, 

  BLOCK=2, 

  OFFSET=12, 

  DSNAME=DBV.DBORELD.SAVINGS, 

  VER=X'8333', 

  REP=X'FFFF' 

/*  
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Using the Control Block Validity Manager
The Control Block Validity Manager (ICB) lets you verify the integrity of IMS control blocks. Using the ICB you can:

• Print DBD report to get detail analysis of a database definition.
• Map DBDs, PSBs, and ACBs to create an easy-to-understand depiction of the entity being mapped (the IMS-produced

load module).
• Disassemble (decode) DBDs, PSBs, ACBs, MDAs, and Message Format Services (MFS) objects and produce

Assembler source for the disassembled entity (the source used to create the IMS-produced load module).
• Compare DBDs, PSBs, and ACBs, from two different libraries to make the following comparisons:

– DBD to a DBD-type ACB or another DBD, and conversely.
– PSB to a PSB-type ACB or another PSB, and conversely.

• Search DBD and PSB libraries using a predefined list of keywords.
• Verify that all desired aspects of database generation have been (correctly) done or audited. This verification ensures

that DBD-related control blocks are available to IMS.
• Produce cross-reference reports, which let you see such things as the DBDs referenced by a set of PSBs.

Control Block Validity Manager Operational Considerations
Contents:

Main storage databases (MSDBs) are not supported. Other restrictions exist depending on whether you are processing
DBD-type or PSB-type ACBs.

NOTE

• To use IMS-managed ACBs with ICB, you must specify the BSDSHLQ keyword. For more information, see
IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

• The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB,
and ACB libraries are maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs
with this component.

• Only the disassemble (decode) function of the Control Block Validity Manager (ICB) component of Database
Analyzer supports IMS-managed ACBs. The other ICB functions are not supported.

DBD-Type ACBs

For DBD-type ACBs, note the following:

• For logical relationships, indexes, and IMS 6.1, the segment name is unavailable and reported as SEGnnn, where nnn
is the hierarchical sequence number.

• The following parameters are reported as zero (0):
– For VSAM full-function databases, the SIZE parameter.
– For HSAM and SHSAM databases, the RECORD parameter.

• The following parameters are missing:
– For full-function databases, the DEVICE parameter.
– For virtual logical relationships, the PAIR and SOURCE parameters.
– For DEDBs, the VERSION and EXIT parameters.

• For HIDAM databases or XDFLD entries, the INDEX parameter, when used to describe an index database, is reported
as the field name of the root.

PSB-Type ACBs

For PSB-type ACBs, note the following:
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• Parameter information for DEDBs:
– KEYLEN is reported as zero (0).
– SENFLD statements are not reported.
– INDICES are not reported.
– For PCBs representing DEDBs, POS can be reported differently.

• The REPORT function is not supported for PSB-type ACBs and for PSB.

Compare Processing

When DBDs and PSBs are the subject of an ACBGEN, some information is dropped or altered. To prevent generated
errors, the following control statements are not considered to be part of the comparison:

• SIZE, FREQ, SOURCE, and LCHILD when comparing a DBD to a DBD-type ACB or a DBD-type ACB to a DBD.
• IOASIZE and SSASIZE when comparing a PSB to a PSB-type ACB or a PSB-type ACB to a PSB.

Executing Control Block Validity Manager
Contents:

Execute ICB in the ISPF Interface

The online interface consists of a set of panels that let you execute the Control Block Validity Manager under ISPF.

NOTE

• You must install the IBM REXX alternate library if you do not already have REXX installed.
• We recommend that you issue the command TSO PROFILE PREFIX before you proceed, so that ICB uses

PREFIX as the high level qualifier. If TSO PROFILE NOPREFIX is active, ICB will use the TSO USERID as
the high level qualifier.

You can invoke the ISPF interface using the following CLISTs:

• $ITK -- Front-end for all ITK ISPF-based applications.
• $ICB -- Executes Control Block Validity Manager (ICB) directly.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the ISPF menu either of the following ways:
– Select option 3 Control Block Validity Manager (Database Analyzer) from the Database Management Solutions for

IMS main menu.
– To start ICB directly, specify the following:

EX 'xxx.yyy.CIMTCLS0($ICB)' 'HILVLQ(xxx.yyy)'

xxx.yyy
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the ITK libraries.

– To start ICB with the trace option, specify the following:

EX 'xxx.yyy.CIMTCLS0($ICB)' 'HILVLQ(xxx.yyy)' 'DEBUG(Y)'

Where DEBUG(Y) enables full tracing.
The Control Block Validity Manager Options panel appears displaying options for control block types.

2. Specify the type of control blocks to process and press Enter.
The list of functions available for the control block type appears.

3. Specify the function to execute and press Enter.
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The function panel appears, displaying input fields.
You can access this panel from any Control Block Validity Manager panel by specifying =entity-option.function-option.
For example, to invoke the ACB Compare Function panel, specify =A.C.

4. Enter parameters for the function to perform and press Enter.
For more information about fields and the values you can specify, press F1.On successful completion, you are placed
in ISPF BROWSE on the ICBRPTS data set and can, optionally, print the output.

Specifying Member Names in ISPF Panels

For many PSB, DBD, ACB, and MDA functions, you specify a member name to process. You can specify a member
name, a pattern, or omit the member name.

• If a member name is specified, the specified member name is used as input.
• If a pattern is specified, a pattern list is displayed. You can select one or more members from this list.
• If you omit the member name, a member list is displayed. You can select one or more members from this list.

Any exceptions from this processing are described in individual procedures.

Execute ICB in a Batch Region

To execute ICB in a batch region using standard JCL, specify the following:

• An EXEC statement with the appropriate parameters
– In online native batch mode, specify the following:

//stepname EXEC PGM=ITKICB,REGION=4096K

The control statements are read from ICBCTRL. You can specify ICB control statements in the ICBCTRL data set.
– In online compatibility mode, specify the following:

//stepname EXEC PGM=DBIUBC00,REGION=4096K

This causes ICB to run as an OS job step using standard JCL and control statements. Specify control statements
under DBISYSIN:

//DBISYSIN  DD *

The control statements are read from DBISYSIN. 
Insert the ICB loadlib at the top of STEPLIB.

Data Set Name Specification

You can specify data set names for ICB processing as an explicit or global parameter, or as a DD in your JCL. The order
of precedence for data set names is explicit parameter followed by global parameter followed by JCL allocation. For
example:

• Explicit parameter:

MAP PSB(BUBBA11) PSBLIB(CAI.IMSS.PSBLIB)

• Global parameter:

GLOBAL PSBLIB(CAI.IMSS.PSBLIB)

• JCL allocation:

//PSBLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.IMSS.PSBLIB
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Patterns

Many DBD and PSB search parameters permit a value specification in a patterned format using the asterisk (*) and +
(plus sign) as follows:

* (asterisk)
Matches all values starting at the specified location for any length. For example, specify the following to select all
DBD names beginning with H.
DBDNAME=H*

+ (plus sign)
Matches all values starting at the specified location for only one character. For example, specify the following to
select all dbdnames where H is the first character and DB01 is the third through sixth characters:
DBDNAME=H+DB01

Analyzing Program Specification Blocks (PSB)
Program specification block (PSB) defines the scope of database access permitted to the application program. You can
map, disassemble (decode), compare, search, and cross-reference PSBs.

Contents:

Access PSB Functions

You can access the PSB functions panels from any Control Block Validity Manager panel by specifying the following:

• =P.M - Map PSBs
• =P.D - Disassemble PSBs
• =P.C - Compare PSBs
• =P.S - Search PSBs
• =P.X - Create PSB cross-reference reports

Generate a PSB Map

PSB map displays the PSB name, library data set name, and PCB types that are defined in the specified control block
(PSB or a PSB-type ACB).

To map PSBs, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple PSB member names
• PSB library
• (Optional) RELATED

Example: Map PSBs

The following examples create map reports for PSB control blocks:

• Native mode JCL

//STEP 1   EXEC PGM=ITKICB,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//ICBCTRL   DD *

FUNCTION=MAP,PSB=psbname,PSBLIB=psblib.dsname

• Compatibility mode JCL

//STEP 1 EXEC PGM=DBIUCBC00,REGION=4096K
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//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//DBISYSIN  DD *

MAP PSB(psbname) PSBLIB(psblib.dsname)

Disassemble (Decode) a PSB

The Disassemble PSB option creates Assembler source for the PSB that provides a depiction of the source used to create
the IMS-produced load module.

The decoded data display the control block name, library data set name, date and time generated, IMS release, user ID,
and the disassembled PSB statements.

To decode a PSB, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple PSB member names
• PSB library
• (Optional) RELATED

If you specified Related Y, specify also a DBD library.

Compare PSBs

The Compare report provides an overview of the two compared entities and highlights the differences. You can compare a
PSB and a PSB-type ACB, or a PSB-type ACB and a PSB. The differences are marked up in the output as follows:

• A> -- Added
• C> -- Changed
• D> -- Deleted

To compare PSBs, specify the following parameters:

• PSB member name and library name
• ACB member name and library name

Search PSBs

You can search PSB libraries for the specified PSB or for all PSBs that meet the specified search criteria.

To search PSBs, specify the following parameters:

• PSB member name

NOTE
If you specify a member name or pattern, the member name or pattern is used as input. If you omit the
member name, a member list is displayed. You can select only one member from this list.

• PSB library name
• Search fields

Create PSB Cross-Reference Reports

PSB Cross-Reference reports display cross references between PSBs and DBDs based on a PSB library.

To create a PSB cross-reference report, specify the following parameters:

• Type of the report:
1 (PSB to DBD Cross Reference in PSB sequence)

Provides a report of PSBs that contain DBDs in PSB sequence. The PSB Cross Reference Function (PSB to
DBD) panel is displayed.
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2 (Referencing DBDs Cross Reference Report)
Provides a report of DBDs that contain PSBs in DBD sequence. The PSB Cross Reference Function (DBD to
PSB) panel is displayed.

• Range of the PSBs and DBDs to include in the report (low and high member names) and the PSB library.

Analyzing Database Description Blocks (DBD)
A database description block (DBD) contains database descriptors and is the definition of a database.

 Contents: 

  

Access DBD Functions

You can access the DBD functions ISPF panels from any Control Block Validity Manager panel by specifying the following:

=D.R
- Print DBD report

=D.M
- Map DBDs

=D.D
- Disassemble DBDs

=D.C
- Compare DBDs

=D.S
- Search DBDs

=D.A
- Audit DBDs

=D.X
- Create DBD cross-reference reports

Print DBD Report

The DBD report helps you quickly and easily understand the structure of a database and its relationships. The DBD report
decodes input DBD and provides detail analysis of a database definition (database name, organization, number of data
sets and segments, randomizer details), list of used data set groups (or areas for DEDB), and segments in the database.

To display the DBD report, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple DBD members
• DBD library
• (Optional) RELATED
• (Optional) SHOWMAP

 Example: Print DBD Report JCL 

The following JCL examples print DBD report:

• Native mode:
//STEP 1   EXEC PGM=ITKICB,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//ICBCTRL   DD *
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FUNCTION=REPORT,

DBD=dbdname,

DBDLIB=dbdlib.dsname

• Compatibility mode JCL:
//STEP 1 EXEC PGM=DBIUCBC00,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//DBISYSIN  DD *

REPORT DBD(dbdname) DBDLIB(dbdlib.dsname)

Generate DBD Map

DBD map displays the DBD name, segment names, codes and levels and any related external databases and exit names
of the specified DBD or DBD-type ACB.

To generate a DBD map, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple DBD member names
• DBD library
• (Optional) RELATED

NOTE
 For a detailed analysis of a database, print the DBD report.

Disassemble (Decode) a DBD

The decode option creates the Assembler source for the specified DBD that provides a depiction of the source used to
create the IMS-produced load module.

To disassemble a DBD, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple DBD member names
• DBD library
• (Optional) RELATED

 Example: Disassemble (Decode) Control Blocks 

The following examples decode DBD control blocks:

• Native mode JCL
//STEP 1   EXEC PGM=ITKICB,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//ICBCTRL   DD *

FUNCTION=DISASSEMBLE,DBD=dbdname,DBDLIB=dbdlib.dsname

• Compatibility mode JCL
//STEP 1 EXEC PGM=DBIUBC00,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//DBISYSIN  DD *         

DECODE DBD(dbdname) DBDLIB(dbdlib.dsname)

Compare DBDs

The Compare report provides an overview of the two compared entities and highlights the differences. You can compare
two DBD entities, a DBD and a DBD-type ACB, or a DBD-type ACB and a DBD. The differences are marked up in the
output as follows:
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• A> -- Added
• C> -- Changed
• D> -- Deleted

To compare DBD entities, specify the following parameters:

• Primary DBD member name and DBD library
• Secondary DBD member name and DBD library or ACB member name and library

NOTE
 If you specify a member name or pattern, the member name or pattern is used as input. If you omit the
member name, a member list is displayed. You can select only one member from this list.

 Example: Compare Control Blocks 

The following examples compare control blocks:

• Native mode JCL
//STEP 1   EXEC PGM=ITKICB,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//ICBCTRL   DD *

FUNCTION=COMPARE,DBDSTART=dbdname1,DBDEND=dbdname2,

DBDLIB=dbdlib.dsname,DBDLIB2=dbdlib2.dsname

• Compatibility mode JCL
//STEP 1 EXEC PGM=DBIUBC00,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//DBISYSIN  DD *         

COMPARE DBD(dbdname1) DBD2(dbdname2) -

DBDLIB(dbdlib.dsname) DBDLIB2(dbdlib2.dsname)

Search DBDs

You can search DBD libraries for the specified DBD or for all DBDs that meet the specified search criteria.

To search DBDs, specify the following parameters:

• DBD member name and library
Specify an asterisk (*) to search all members in the library.

NOTE
 If you specify a member name or pattern, the member name or pattern is used as input. If you omit the
member name, a member list is displayed. You can select only one member from this list.

• Search criteria

 Example: Search DBDs 

This example searches all DBDs in the DBD library for secondary indexes with the specified characteristics, /CK or /SX.

//STEP 1   EXEC PGM=ITKICB,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//ICBCTRL   DD *

FUNCTION=SEARCH,DBD=*,DBDLIB=dbdlib.dsname

//ICBSIN    DD *

SECINDEX  EQ   /CK  OR SECINDEX EQ /SX

//*
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Audit DBDs

The audit function verifies that all aspects of database generation have been correctly done, and answers the following
questions:

• Was the ACB generated after the DBD?
• Is the IMS release consistent between the SDFSRESL (RESLIB) and the ACB generation?
• If there is both an MDA and RECON present, are they consistent?
• Is the DISP= value in the DFSMDA member compatible with the DBRC share level specification?
• Does the MDA or RECON information properly reflect all DBDSs?
• Do DBDSs detailed in MDA or RECON exist on disk?
• Is the access method detailed in the DBD consistent with the implemented access method?
• Is the block size detailed in the DBD consistent with the implemented block size (OSAM databases)?
• Do the DBD and the DMB compare?
• Is the DBD generated in the IMS online system?
• Are the exit routines defined in the DBD present in the EXITLIB DSN?

To audit DBDs, specify the following parameters:

• DBD member name and DBD library.
To audit a range of DBDs, specify both low and high DBD member names.

NOTE
 If you specify a member name or pattern, the member name or pattern is used as input. If you omit the
member name, a member list is displayed. You can select only one member from this list.

• Audit parameters:
– RESlib
– ACBlib
– MDAlib
– RECON
– MODBLKS
– EXITlib

NOTE
 Specify at least one of the fields RESlib, ACBlib, MDAlib, RECON, and MODBLKS.

 Example: Verify DBD Libraries 

The following examples audit DBDs from the range of dbdname1 through dbdname2 for the specified parameters:

• Native mode JCL
//STEP 1   EXEC PGM=ITKICB,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib

//ICBCTRL   DD *

FUNCTION=DBDVERIFY,DBDLIB=dbdlib.dsname,

LODBD=dbdname1,HIDBD=dbdname2,

RESLIB=ims.sdfsresl,

MODBLKS=ims.modblks,

DFSMDA=mdalib.dsname,

ACBLIB=acblib.dsname,

EXITLIB=exitlib.dsname,

DDIRSFX=1

• Compatibility mode JCL
//STEP 1 EXEC PGM=DBIUBC00,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.load-lib
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//DBISYSIN  DD *         

DBDVERIFY DBDLIB(dbdlib.dsname) -

LODBD(dbdname1) HIDBD(dbdname2) -

RESLIB(ims.sdfsresl) -

MODBLKS(ims.modblks)  - 

DFSMDA(mdalib.dsname)  - 

ACBLIB(acblib.dsname) -

EXITLIB(exitlib.dsname) -

DDIRSFX(1)

Create DBD Cross-Reference Reports

DBD cross-reference reports display cross-references between DBDs and other DBD's, exit routines, exit names, and
DBD groups.

To create a DBD cross reference report, specify the following parameters:

• Type of the report:
1 (DBDs Referenced Cross Reference Report)

Provides a report of selected DBDs that reference other DBDs through an index or logical relationship. The DBD
Cross Reference (Referenced DBDs) panel appears.

2 (Referencing DBDs Cross Reference Report)
Provides a report of selected DBDs that are referenced by an index or logical relationship. The DBD Cross
Reference (Referencing DBDs) screen appears.

3 (DBD to Routine Cross Reference Report)
Provides a report of DBDs that contain DBD exit routines that are referenced by selected DBDs. For example,
compression, randomizer, data capture, and sparsing exits. The DBD Cross Reference (DBD to Routine) screen
appears.

4 (Routine to DBD Cross Reference Report)
Provides a report of DBD exit names that contain select DBDs. The DBD Cross Reference (Routine to DB2) panel
appears.

5 (DBD to DBD Group Reference Report)
Provides a report of indexes and logical relationships that are referenced by selected DBDs. The DBD Cross
Reference (DBD to DBD Group) panel appears.

• DBD member name to report on.
To report on a range of DBDs, specify both low and high DBD member names.

NOTE
 If you specify a member name or pattern, the member name or pattern is used as input. If you omit the
member name, a member list is displayed. You can select only one member from this list.

Convert DBDs to a HALDB Type

After you have unloaded the databases, convert the database definitions to a HALDB type. During this conversion, virtual
pairing is converted to physical pairing and direct logical parent pointers to symbolic. HALDB logical children always
carry the key of their logical parent physically. The actual database also has an extended pointer set (EPS) that can point
directly to the logical parent or paired logical child.

You can convert DBDs only in a batch region. ISPF panel for converting DBDs is not available.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Execute a Control Block Validity Manager job as follows:
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– Specify the input DBD library in the DBDLIB DD statement.
– Specify the DISASSEMBLE function.
– Specify the MIGRATETOHALDB=YES parameter.

The MIGRATETOHALDB parameter applies only to HDAM, HIDAM, and INDEX databases. 
– Specify the output data set in the SRCLIB parameter.
– (Optional) To overwrite existing content with the converted, specify REPLACE=YES.
– Specify the DBDs to process in the DBD parameter. To process all DBDs in the input DBD library, specify DBD=*.

2. Assemble and bind the DBD blocks using the DBDGEN utility.
 

 Example: Convert a DBD to a HALDB Type 

This example shows how to convert a non-HALDB database description (DBD) to a HALDB type:

//ICBCTRL  DD *

FUNCTION=DISASSEMBLE,

MIGRATETOHALDB=YES,

SRCLIB=hlq.MGRTHLDB.SRCLIB.MIG,                 <- output PDS

DBD=*                                           <- process all DBDs

Analyzing Application Control Blocks (ACB)
You can map, disassemble (decode), compare, and cross-reference ACBs. The generation processing uses DBDs and
PSBs as input and creates the following types of ACB members for online application processing:

• DBD-type ACBs (also known as data management blocks (DMB)). A DMB is an IMS control block used to define and
control online access to an IMS database.

• PSB-type ACBs. A PSB is a program specification block that defines the scope of database access permitted to the
application program.

Contents:

Access ACB Functions

You can access the PSB functions panels from any Control Block Validity Manager panel by specifying the following:

=A.R
- Print DBD-type ACB report

=A.M
- Map ACBs

=A.D
- Disassemble ACBs

=A.C
- Compare ACBs

=A.X
- Cross-reference PSB libraries

Print DBD-type ACB Reports

The DBD report helps you quickly and easily understand the structure of a database and its relationships. The DBD report
decodes input DBD and provides detail analysis of a database definition (database name, organization, number of data
sets and segments, randomizer details), list of used data set groups (or areas for DEDB), and segments in the database.
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To display a DBD report for ACBs, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple ACB members
• ACB library

Generate ACB Map

An ACB map provides a depiction of the specified ACB or a PSB-type ACB.

To print an ACB map, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple ACB members
• ACB library

Disassemble (Decode) ACBs

The decode option creates the Assembler source of the specified ACBs and provides a depiction of the source used to
create the IMS-produced load module.

To decode ACBs, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple ACB members
• ACB library

NOTE
The source that is produced by the ACB DISASSEMBLE feature is not complete because certain pieces of
information are dropped from the resulting load module when an ACBGEN is done. The produced source
includes a deliberate error that prevents it from being used in an attempt at recreating the ACB in question.

Comparing ACBs

The Compare report provides an overview of the two compared entities and highlights the differences. You can compare
two ACB entities, an ACB and a PSB-type ACB, or a PSB-type ACB and a PSB. The differences are highlighted as
follows:

• A> -- Added
• C> -- Changed
• D> -- Deleted

To compare ACB entities, specify the following parameters:

• Primary ACB member name and ACB library
• Secondary ACB member name and ACB library to compare or DBD member name and library or PSB member name

and library

NOTE
If you specify a member name or pattern, the member name or pattern is used as input. If you omit the
member name, a member list is displayed. You can select only one member from this list.

Create ACB Cross-Reference Reports

You can create a cross-reference report of an ACB to DMB or DMB to ACB libraries.

To create an ACB cross-reference report, specify the following parameters:

• Type of the report
1 (ACB to DBD Cross Reference in ACB sequence)

Provides a report of ACBs that contain DBDs in ACB sequence. The ACB Cross Reference Function (ACB to
DMB) panel appears.
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2 (Referencing DBDs Cross Reference Report)
Provides a report of DBDs that contain ACBs in DBD sequence. The ACB Cross Reference Function (DMB to
ACB) panel appears.

• Range of ACB members (low and high ACB name) and the ACB library

NOTE
To restrict the report to certain DMBs, specify their value in the low/high DMB names fields.

If a pattern is specified, a pattern list is displayed. If you omit the member name, a member list is displayed. You can
select only one member name from this list.

• IMS Reslib

Disassembling (Decode) MDAs
An MDA is a load module created by the IMS macro, DFSMDA, which defines dynamic allocation parameters to be used
for a particular database.

You can access the disassemble MDA function panel from any Control Block Validity Manager panel by specifying =M.D.

To decode MDAs, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple MDA members to decode
• MDA library

Disassembling (Decode) MFS Objects
As a database administrator, you may need to change IMS panels whose source code, Message Format Service (MFS)
source files has been lost or damaged. The Control Block Validity Manager helps you recreate a copy of the MFS source
code that matches the running panel so that you can change the MFS statements and modify the panel.

You can access the disassemble MFS objects function panel from any Control Block Validity Manager panel by specifying
=F.D.

To decode MFS objects, specify the following parameters:

• One or multiple MFS objects to decode
• MFS library (FORMAT)
• (Optional) Device characteristics table suffix (DVCTBL)

The decoded MFS objects have the following attributes in the output:

• MID has TYPE=INPUT
• MOD has TYPE=OUTPUT
• DOF only has TYPE=OUTPUT
• DIF only has TYPE=INPUT
• DIFDOF has type=INOUT

Watch the following short video to learn how to decode MFS source files.

Example: Disassemble (Decode) MFS Objects

A sample JCL to disassemble MFS objects in native mode is provided in the JCLMFS member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP.

The following example shows a compatibility mode JCL to decode MFS source files:

//STEP 1    EXEC PGM=DBIUBC00,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ca-loadlib
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//ICBMSGs   DD SYSOUT=*

//ICBRPTS   DD SYSOUT=*

//DFSRESLB  DD DSN=ims-reslib,DISP=SHR

//FORMAT    DD DSN=format-library,DISP=SHR

//IMS       DD DSN=dbdlib,DISP=SHR,

//*

//DBISYSIN   DD *

  DECODE MFS(modname) 

  DVCTBL(x)

//ICBSRC    DD SYSOUT=*

NOTE
The FORMAT DD statement specifies the MFS library and is mandatory. The ICBSRC DD statement is optional.

Customizing Control Block Validity Manager JCL
To create or customize JCL for the Control Block Validity Manager component, perform the following tasks:

• Specify valid DD statements.
• Specify valid control statements with appropriate parameters.

All messages are built in the ICBMSGS data set, which contains the output of any failures during program execution.

 Contents: 

  

Control Block Validity Manager DD Statements

You can specify the following ddnames in the Control Block Validity Manager JCL:

• ACBLIB
• ACBLIB2
• DBDLIB
• DBDLIB2
• DFSMDA
• DFSRESLB
• EXITLIB
• FORMAT
• ICBCTRL
• ICBMSGS
• ICBRPTS
• ICBSIN
• ICBSRC
• MODBLKS
• PSBLIB
• PSBLIB2
• RECONx
• SRCLIB
• STEPLIB
• SYSUDUMP
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Control Block Validity Manager Control Statements

You can specify the following control statements in your JCL when you execute the Control Block Validity Manager:

FUNCTION Control Statement

The following function types are available for Control Block Validity Manager:

COMPARE Function Type

Compares two control blocks for PSBs, DBDs, and ACBLIB members. This option is not valid in compatibility mode.

The following parameters can be specified with the COMPARE function type:

• ACB2 or ACBEND
• ACBLIB
• ACBLIB2
• ACBSTART
• DBD2 or DBDEND
• DBDLIB
• DBDLIB2
• DBDSTART
• DELTAONLY
• MISMATCHONLY or MMONLY
• PSB2 or PSBEND
• PSBLIB
• PSBLIB2
• PSBSTART

CROSSREFERENCE Function Type

Generates reports about the relationships between PSBs, DBDs, ACB members, and exit routines. This option is not valid
in compatibility mode.

The following parameters can be specified with the CROSSREFERENCE function type:

• ACBLIB
• DBDLIB
• HIACB
• HIDBD
• HIDMB
• HIPSB
• LOACB
• LODBD
• LODMB
• LOPSB
• PSBLIB
• REPORTS

DBDVERIFY Function Type

Verifies that all desired aspects of database generation have been (correctly) done or audited.

The following parameters can be specified with the DBDVERIFY function type:
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• ACBLIB
• DBDLIB
• DDIRSFX
• DFSMDA
• HIDBD
• LODBD
• MISMATCHONLY or MMONLY
• MODBLKS
• RECON
• RESLIB

DISASSEMBLE Function Type

Disassembles a control block for PSBs, DBDs, ACBs, MDA members, and MFS.

Every depiction contains a header such that if the SAVE command is executed there will be a record of the origin of the
source. 

The following parameters can be specified with the DISASSEMBLE function type:

• ACB
• ACBLIB
• DBD
• DBDLIB
• DFSMDA
• DVCTBL
• MDA
• MFS
• MIGRATETOHALDB
• PRINT
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• RELATED
• REPLACE
• SHOWMAP
• SRCLIB

MAP Function Type

Creates a depiction of a control block for PSBs, DBDs, and ACBs. This option is not valid in compatibility mode.

The following parameters can be specified with the MAP function type:

• ACB
• ACBLIB 
• DBD
• DBDLIB
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• RELATED
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REPORT Function Type

Displays the DBD report. This option requires that you specify DBD or ACB (DBD-type) entity using DBD or ACB control
statements, and allocate appropriate data sets for //DBD, //ACB, or both DD statements. PSB or PSB-type ACBs are not
supported.

The following parameters can be specified with the REPORT function type:

• ACB
• ACBLIB
• DBD
• DBDLIB
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• RELATED
• SHOWMAP

SEARCH Function Type

Produces a list of members against DBD and PSB libraries. Patterns can be specified using the asterisk (*) and plus sign
(+). This option is not valid in compatibility mode.

The following parameters can be specified with the SEARCH function type:

• DBD
• DBDLIB
• PSB
• PSBLIB
• Valid search criteria; see the section SEARCH Syntax in the ICBSIN Data Set.

All function types provide a return code.

GLOBAL Control Statement

The following parameters can be specified with the GLOBAL control statement:

• ACBLIB
• DBDLIB
• DDIRSFX
• DFSMDA
• MODBLKS
• PSBLIB
• RECON
• RESLIB

NOTE

• For more detailed information, see Control Block Validity Manager Parameters.

Control Block Validity Manager Parameters

You can specify the following parameters with the Control Block Validity Manager (ICB) control statement commands:

• ACB=acbname or ACBSTART=acbname
ACB is valid with DISASSEMBLE, REPORT, MAP.
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ACBSTART is valid with COMPARE.
Specifies one or more ACB names to process.

acbname
Specifies the name of an ACB or a pattern to use to select more than one ACB name from the library identified by
the ACBLIB parameter or ACBLIB DD statement.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

Example: Map ACBs
This example shows how to map ACBs that start with TEST in the CAIP library:
MAP ACBSTART(TEST*)

ACBLIB(CAIP.ACBLIB)

• ACB2=acbname or ACBEND=acbname
Valid with COMPARE.
Specifies the secondary ACB name or names for a comparison. If specified, you must also set a value for ACBLIB2.

acbname
Specifies the name of the ACB or a pattern to use to select more than one ACB name from the library identified by
the ACBLIB2 parameter or ACBLIB2 DD statement.

• ACBLIB=datasetname|NULLFILE
Valid with REPORT, MAP, DBDVERIFY, DISASSEMBLE, COMPARE, CROSSREFERENCE, and GLOBAL.
Specifies the name of the library that contains the ACB identified by the ACB or ACBSTART parameter. If specified,
specify also the ACB or ACBSTART parameter.

datasetname
Specifies the name of the library.

NULLFILE
Uses the library identified by the ACBLIB DD statement. This option is the default.

• ACBLIB2=datasetname|NULLFILE
Valid with COMPARE.
Specifies the secondary ACBLIB data set name for a comparison.

datasetname
Specifies the name of the library.

NULLFILE
Uses the library identified by the ACBLIB2 DD statement. This option is the default.

• DBD=dbname or DBDSTART=dbname
DBD is valid with REPORT, MAP, and DISASSEMBLE.
DBDSTART is valid with COMPARE.
Specifies the database name to process.

dbname
Specifies the name of a DBD or a pattern to use to select more than one DBD name from the library identified by
the DBDLIB parameter or DBDLIB DD statement.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

• DBD2=dbname or DBDEND=dbname
Valid with COMPARE.
Specifies the secondary DBD name or names for a comparison. If specified, specify alsoa value for DBDLIB2.

dbname
Specifies the name of a DBD or a pattern to use to select a DBD name from the library identified by the DBDLIB2
parameter or DBDLIB2 DD statement.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

• DBDLIB=datasetname|NULLFILE
Valid with REPORT, MAP, DISASSEMBLE, COMPARE, CROSSREFERENCE, GLOBAL, and DBDVERIFY.
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Specifies the library that contains the DBD identified by the DBD or DBDSTART parameter. If specified, you must also
specify the DBD or DBDSTART parameter.

datasetname
Specifies the name of the library.

NULLFILE
Uses the library identified by the DBDLIB DD statement. This option is the default.

• DBDLIB2=datasetname|NULLFILE
Valid with COMPARE.
Specifies the secondary DBDLIB data set name for a comparison.

datasetname
Specifies the name of the library.

NULLFILE
Uses the library identified by the DBDLIB2 DD statement. This option is the default.

• DDIRSFX=x
Valid with GLOBAL and DBDVERIFY.
Specifies the suffix of the DFSDDIRx member in the MODBLKS data set for DBDVERIFY and GLOBAL. The
DFSDDIRx member identifies the member to use as input if you have defined multiple IMS configurations in the same
environment.

x
Specifies the suffix of the DFSDDIRx member.
Default: 0

• DELTAONLY=YES|NO
Valid with COMPARE.
Specifies whether to suppress equal statements of unequal members. Possible values are YES and NO.

• DFSMDA=datasetname
Valid with DISASSEMBLE, GLOBAL, and DBDVERIFY.
Defines the library containing the MDA members to be processed. The data set must be a valid MDA library or errors
can occur.

• DVCTBL=x
Valid with DISASSEMBLE.
Specifies the device characteristics table (DCT) for the DISASSEMBLE MFS function. The default DCT name is
provided in the RESLIB and is as follows: DFSUDT0x.

x
Specifies the suffix that is appended to the default DCT name DFSUDT0. If not specified, the default value 0 is
used and the DCT name is DFSUDT00.

• HIACB=acbname
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE.
Specifies a PSB-type ACB member name to stop the selection. You can specify a complete member name, a pattern,
or omit the member name.

• HIDMB=dmbname
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE.
Specifies the ending DMB name to use in the report selection. You can specify a complete member name, or omit the
member name.

• HIDBD=dbdname|*
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE and DBDVERIFY.
Specifies the database to use as the high-range DBD name for DBDVERIFY and the DBDREFD, DBDREG, and
DBDGRP CROSSREFERENCE reports.
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dbdname
Specifies the name of the DBD to use.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

*
Uses only the DBDs identified by the low-range parameter, LODBD. This option is the default.

• HIPSB=psbname|*
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE.
Specifies the high-range PSB name for the DBDPSB and PSBDBD CROSSREFERENCE reports.

psbname
Specifies the name of the PSB to use.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

*
Uses only the PSBs identified by the low-range parameter, LOPSB. This option is the default.

• LOACB=acbname
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE.
Specifies a PSB-type ACB member name to start the selection. You can specify a complete member name, a pattern,
or omit the member name.

• LODBD=dbdname|*
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE and DBDVERIFY.
Specifies the low-range database name for DBDVERIFY and the DBDREFD, DBDREG, and DBDGRP
CROSSREFERENCE reports. If you omit this value or specify an asterisk (*), all DBDs up to the high-range will be
processed.

dbdname
Specifies the name of the DBD to use.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

*
Starts the range at the first DBD in the library.

• LODMB=dmbname|*
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE.
Specifies the low-range DMB name for the ACBDMB and DMBACB cross reference reports. If you omit this value or
specify an asterisk (*), all DMBs up to the high-range will be processed.

dmbname
Specifies the name of the DMB to use.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

*
Starts the range at the first DMB in the library.

• LOPSB=psbname|*
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE.
Specifies the low-range PSB name for the DBDPSB and PSBDBD CROSSREFERENCE reports. If you omit this value
or specify an asterisk (*), all PSBs up to the high-range will be processed.

psbname
Specifies the name of the PSB to use.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

*
Starts the range at the first PSB in the library.

• MDA=mdaname
Valid with DISASSEMBLE.
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Specifies the MDA name to process. You can specify a complete member name, or specify a pattern to select multiple
members.

mdaname
Specifies the name of the MDA to use.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

• MFS=modname[,midname]
Valid with DISASSEMBLE.
Specifies the Message Format Services (MFS) objects to decode. You can specify as many objects as needed.
Separate multiple objects with a comma. The utility decodes the specified objects and looks up and decodes also
related device input or output descriptors (DIFs, DOFs).

modname
Specifies the message output descriptors (MODs) to decode.

midname
Specifies the message input descriptors (MIDs). You can specify only the MIDs that are dependent on the
specified MODs.

Example:
MFS=modname1,[midname1,][modname2,[midname2],]...[modnameN,[midnameN,]] MFS(modname1[,midname1]

[,modname2[,midname2]] ...[,modnameN[,midnameN]] )

• MIGRATETOHALDB=YES|NO
Valid with DISASSEMBLE.
Specifies whether to convert the provided DBD into a HALDB type.
The MIGRATETOHALDB parameter applies only to HDAM, HIDAM, and INDEX databases.

• MISMATCHONLY (MMONLY)=YES|NO
Valid with COMPARE and DBDVERIFY.
Specifies whether to only highlight exceptions in the audit report (YES) or include detail of each aspect of the audit.

• MODBLKS=datasetname
Valid with DBDVERIFY and GLOBAL.
Specifies the data set name of the library for the IMS runtime.

datasetname
Specifies the name of the IMS run time library to use.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

• PAGENUM =YES|NO
Valid with REPORT.
Specifies whether to print page numbers on reports.

• PAGESIZE=(x,y)
Valid with REPORT.
Specifies the report page size. Valid values are 24,80 for ISPF and 60,121 for batch.

• PRINT=(FIELD=YES|NO)
Valid with DISASSEMBLE.
Specifies whether to print field names during decode. The default is YES.

• PSB=psbname or PSBSTART=psbname
PSB is valid with MAP, DISASSEMBLE, and REPORT.
PSBSTART is valid with COMPARE.
Specifies the PSB member name to process.

psbname
Specifies the name of a PSB or a pattern to use to select more than one PSB name from the library identified by
the PSBLIB parameter or PSBLIB DD statement.
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Limits: 1 - 8 characters
• PSB2=psbname or PSBEND=psbname

Valid with COMPARE.
Specifies the secondary PSB name or names for a comparison. If specified, the PSBLIB2 parameter or PSBLIB2 DD
statement is required.

psbname
Specifies the name of a PSB member.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

• PSBLIB=datasetname|NULLFILE
Valid with MAP, DISASSEMBLE, COMPARE, CROSSREFERENCE, GLOBAL, and REPORT.
Specifies the name of the library that contains the PSB identified by the PSB or PSBSTART parameter. If specified, the
PSB or PSBSTART parameter is required.

datasetname
Specifies the name of the library.

NULLFILE
Uses the library identified by the PSBLIB DD statement. This option is the default.

• PSBLIB2=datasetname|NULLFILE
Valid with COMPARE.
Specifies the name of the library that contains the PSB identified by the PSB2 or PSBEND parameter.

datasetname
Specifies the name of the library.
NULLFILE
Uses the library identified by the PSBLIB2 DD statement. This option is the default.

• RECON=datasetname
Valid with GLOBAL and DBDVERIFY.
Specifies the RECON data set name.

datasetname
Specifies the name of the RECON data set to use. This should be the 'Copy 1' recon (the RECON currently in use
by DBRC).
Limits: 1 - 44 characters

• RELATED=Y|N
Valid with MAP, DISASSEMBLE, and REPORT.
Indicates whether to include related DBDs during processing.

Y
Includes the specified DBDs or PSBs and other DBDs logically related to the specified entity (DBD or PSB).
For DBDs, this includes detail about DBDs related through a primary index (PI), secondary index (SI), or logical
relationship (LR).
For PSBs, this includes all DBDs referenced in the PCB statements. You must also specify DBDLIB on the MAP
or DISASSEMBLE control statements.

N
Processes only the specified DBDs or PSBs. This option is the default.

• REPLACE=Y|N
Valid with DISASSEMBLE.
Specifies whether to replace the source member for decode.

• REPORTS=(null|ALL|reportname)
Valid with CROSSREFERENCE.
Specifies the reports to be produced. If you omit this value, no report is produced. The following values are available:
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null
Specifies that no reports are displayed.

ALL
Specifies that all reports are displayed.

reportname
Specifies the name of the report to be produced. The following values are available:
ACBDMB

Displays DMBs that are referenced by PSB-type ACBs in PSB-type ACB sequence.
DMBACB

Displays the DMBs that are referenced by PSB-type ACBs in DMB sequence.
DBDREFD

Displays the DBDs related to each input DBD by a logical relationship or index in input DBD sequence.
DBDREFG

Displays DBDs in the input library (in sequence) that are related by a logical relationship or index to the
input DBD.

DBDGRP
Displays DBDs in the input library (in sequence) that are related by a logical relationship or index, directly
or indirectly, to the input DBD.

DBDPSB
Displays the DBDs referenced by input PSBs in DBD sequence.

PSBDBD
Displays the DBDs referenced by input PSBs in PSB sequence.

DBDRTN
Displays the exit routines (compression, randomizer, data capture, and secondary index sparse exits) that
are referenced by input DBDs, in input DBD sequence.

RTNDBD
Displays the exit routines (compression, randomizer, data capture, and secondary index sparse exits) that
are referenced by input DBDs, in exit routine sequence.

Example: Generate CROSSREFERENCE Reports with the REPORTS Parameter
The following example generates all CROSSREFERENCE reports:
FUNCTION=CROSSREFERENCE,REPORTS=(ALL)

The following example generates no CROSSREFERENCE report:
FUNCTION=CROSSREFERENCE,REPORTS=()

The following example generates specific reports (RTNDBD, DBDPSB, ACBDBM):
FUNCTION=CROSSREFERENCE,REPORTS=(RTNDBD,DBDPSB,ACBDBM)

• RESLIB=datasetname
Valid with DBDVERIFY and GLOBAL.
Specifies the IMS SDFSRESL data set name.
Limits: 1 - 44 characters

• SHOWMAP=Y|N
Valid with REPORT and DISASSEMBLE.
Specifies whether to display the database structure and the hierarchy of segments (DBD map). When used in the DBD
report, this control statement prints the DBD map before printing the report.

Y
Displays the DBD map before the Assembler code.
To create a standalone DBD map, execute FUNCTION=MAP.
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N
Does not display the DBD map. This option is the default.

• SRCLIB=datasetname
Valid with DISASSEMBLE.
Specifies the source member data set name.
Limits: 1 - 44 characters
Note: The SRCLIB= parameter is not valid with DISASSEMBLE MFS. Use the ICBSRC DD statement instead.

Use Patterns to Select a Set of Resources

The following values can be replaced with patterns to select specific resources:

• acbname
• dbname
• mdaname
• psbname

To select a specific set of resources, use any of the following patterns:

• =(*)
selects all resources

• =(pref*)
selects a set of resources starting with the given prefix

• =(*suff)
selects a set of resources ending with the given suffix

• =(mem1,mem2,mem3,…)
selects all of the specified resources

• =(pref*,*suff,mem1,mem2,mem3...)
selects a set of resources based on a combination of pref*, suff*, or mem*

SEARCH Syntax in the ICBSIN Data Set

 The following is general search syntax:

keyword    relational operator    value    Boolean operator

keyword
Specifies any field listed in DBD Search Fields or PSB Search Fields.

relational operator
Modifies the value. The following values are available:

• EQ (Equal)
• NE (Not equal)
• GT (Greater than)
• GE (Greater than or equal)
• LT (Less than)
• LE (Less than or equal)

value
Identifies the value to be tested against.
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boolean operator
Specifies OR or AND.

PSB Search Fields

You can specify the following PSB search values:

Search Fields Description Search Criteria
ALTRESP TP PCB alternate response option YES or NO
CMPAT PSBGEN compatibility option YES or NO
DBNAME Database name CL8 with patterns
EXPRESS TP PCB express message option YES or NO
FLDNAME Field name specified in a SENFLD

statement
CL8 with patterns

GENDATE PSB generation date MM/DD/YY
IMSREL PSB IMS release V.R
INDICES Secondary index name specified in a

SENSEG statement
CL8 with patterns

INTENT Database processing intent READ,UPDTECSL,LOAD
IOASIZE PSBGEN maximum I/O area size

specification
0-256000

KEYLEN PCB maximum concatenated key length
specification

0-32767

LANG PSBGEN language specification ASSEM, COBOL, PL/I, PASCAL
LIST Named PCB LIST= specification YES or NO
LTERM Terminal name specified in TP PCB

statement
CL8 with patterns

MAXQ PSBGEN specification of maximum number
of Q command database calls allowed
between syncpoints

1-32767

MODIFY Modifiable TP PCB YES or NO
OLIC PSBGEN online database image copy utility

specification
YES or NO

PARENT Parent name specified in SENSEG
statement

CL8 with patterns

PCBNAME Name assigned to a named PCB CL8 with patterns
POS DB PCB positioning option SINGLE or MULTIPLE
PROCOPT SENSEG or PCB processing option G,I,R,D,A,P,O,NT,E,L,GS,LS,H
PROCSEQ Secondary index name specified in a PCB

statement
CL8 with patterns

PROCSEQD Secondary index name specified in a PCB
statement (for Fast Path database types)

CL8 with patterns

PSBNAME Name assigned to a PSB library member CL8 with patterns
REPLACE SENFLD REPLACE= specification YES or NO
SAMETRM TP PCB same terminal option YES or NO
SB DB PCB sequential buffering specification NO or COND
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SEGNAME Name specified in SENSEG statement CL8 with patterns
SSASIZE PSBGEN specification of maximum total

length of all SSAs
0-256000

START SENFLD START= specification 1-32767
TYPE PCB type TP,DB,GSAM

DBD Search Fields

You can specify the following DBD search values:

Search Field Description Search Criteria
AREAS Number of DEDB areas 1 to 2048
BLKSIZE Block size 8 to 32767
COMPRESS Segment compression YES or NO
COMPRTN Segment compression routine module

name
CL8 with patterns

CONST Shared index constant 0 to 255
DATASETS Number of DSGs 1 to 10
DBDNAME DBD name CL8 with patterns
DDNAME ddname CL8 with patterns
DLACCESS Data language access method HDAM, HIDAM, PHDAM, PHIDAM, DEDB,

GSAM, INDEX, LOGICAL, HSAM, HISAM,
SHSAM, SHISAM, DOSCOMP, SIMPLE,
MSDB

EXIT Name of data capture exit CL8 with patterns
EXTRTN Name of data capture exit CL8 with patterns
FBFF Free block frequency 0 to 100 (except 1)
FLDNAME Field name CL8 with patterns
FSPF Free space percentage factors 0 to 99
GENDATE DBD generation date MM/DD/YY
IMSREL IMS release V.R
KEYCOMP Key compression YES or NO
LEVELS Number of hierarchical levels 1 to 127
LOGICAL Logical relationship characteristics YES, NO, EXTERNAL, UNI, BI, PAIRED,

PARENT, CHILD
LRECL Logical record length 4 to 32763
NULLVAL Sparse index null value CL1, XL1
OSACCESS OS access method BSAM, ISAM, OSAM, VSAM
OVERFLOW Overflow data set YES or NO
PFXSIZE Segment prefix length length
POINTER Pointer type CTR, DBLE, HIER, HIERBWD, INDEX,

LCHILD, LCHILDL LPARNT, LTWIN,
LTWINBWD NONE, NOTWIN, PAIRED
PCHILD, PCHILDL, PPARNT SNGL,
SUBSET, SYMB
TWIN, TWINBWD
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PSENAME Partition selection exit name CL8 with patterns
PTR Pointer type Synonym for POINTER
RECORD Logical record length Synonym for LRECL
RMANCH Randomizer number of root anchor points 1 to 255
RMBYTES Randomizer maximum insert bytes 1 to 16777215
RMNAME Randomizer module name CL8 with patterns
RMRBN Randomizer maximum relative block

number
16777215

SCAN Scan limit 0 to 255
SEARCHA Search algorithm 0, 1, 2
SECINDEX Secondary index characteristics /CK,/CKDDATA,/CKSSEQ

/SX,DDATA,DIRECT,EXTRTN
SUBSEQ,SYMB,TGT=DEP
TGT=ROOT,TGT=SRC
MULTSRCH,MULTSSEQ
SHARED,SNGLSRCH
SNGLSSEQ,SPARSE
SRC=DEP,SRC=ROOT
SRC=TGT

SEGMENTS Number of segment types 1 to 255
SEGNAME Segment name CL8 with patterns
SEGSIZE Maximum segment data length 1 to 32767
SEGTYPE Segment type DEP, DIR, ROOT, SEQ
SEQFIELD Sequence field MULT, NONE, UNIQUE, YES
VARLSEG Variable length segment YES or NO

Using the DBD Report
The DBD report helps you quickly and easily understand the structure of a database and its relationships. The DBD report
decodes input DBD and provides detail analysis of a database definition (database name, organization, number of data
sets and segments, randomizer details), list of used data set groups (or areas for DEDB), and segments in the database.

You can print the DBD report in a batch mode or in online mode. The online mode lets you use the list of available DBDs
to select the requested DBD. For the instructions for how to print the DBD report in online mode, see the following:

•  Print DBD Report for DBDs 
•  Print DBD Report for ACBs 

The DBD report is produced with the following subsections:

•  DBD Specification 
•  Data Set Specification 
•  Area Specification 
•  Segment Specification 

For graphical depiction of a database, print a DBD map.
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Sample DBD Report

The DBD report helps you quickly and easily understand the structure of a database and its relationships. This section
shows a sample DBD report for H02.

********************************************************************************

*                             DBD report for H02                               *

********************************************************************************

 

 DBD SPECIFICATION       (DBD was generated on 04/05/22 at 07:36 under IMS 15.1)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DBD name     : H02                   Randomizer          : DFSHDC40

  Organization : HDAM                  # of RAPS/BLK       :          6

  Acc. method  : OSAM                  Max. RAA rel blk #  :        300

  Password     : No                    Max. RAA bytes/rec  :      2,200

  Num. datasets:   1                   Ext. call interface : No

  Num. segments:   2                   Partition selection :

  Max. level   :   2                   Two-stage randomizer: No

 

  Secondary indices: No                SDEP segment defined: No

  Logical relations: No                PROT        : No

  DBD exits    : No

  Call DFSDBUX1: No

  Segment exits: No

DATASET SPECIFICATION

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       Segs.     Length                              Free    Search

  DSG  count  Min. /  Max.  DSG name   Size   Scan   space   algorithm

  =======================================================================

    1     2      56/    64  H02DD1    10,795    3      /

SEGMENT SPECIFICATION

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Name  : SEGROOT           Code/Level:   1/  1       Compression name:

  DSG   : H02DD1            Type: Root

  Length: Fixed     54

 

  Physical parent:                Key length:   6

  Phys. children :   1            Concat. key length:   6

                                  Prefix: PTWIN

 

  Field    Bytes  Start T K X            Seg exit   Key  Path  Data  Cascade Log

  ===========================            =======================================

  ROOTKEY     6       1 C U

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Name  : SEGMENTA          Code/Level:   2/  2       Compression name:

  DSG   : H02DD1            Type: Dependent child

  Length: Fixed     50

 

  Physical parent: SEGROOT        Key length: N/A     Insert position: Last

  Phys. children :   0            Concat. key length:   6

                                  Prefix: PTWIN
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  Field    Bytes  Start T K X            Seg exit   Key  Path  Data  Cascade Log

  ===========================            =======================================

DBD Specification

The DBD Specification section of the DBD report provides information from the DBD statement in the DBD source plus
some statistical information. The following information is provided:

DBD Name
Identifies the DBD name as defined in the DBDNAME control statement and in the NAME= parameter of the DBD
statement in the DBDGEN.

Organization
Identifies the organization of the IMS database. It is the first value specified in the ACCESS= parameter of the
DBD statement in the DBDGEN. Possible values are HIDAM, HDAM, PHIDAM, PHDAM, or DEDB.

ACC. Method
Identifies the access method used to access the database. It is the second value specified in the ACCESS=
parameter of the DBD statement in the DBDGEN. Possible values are OSAM or VSAM.

Password
Indicates if a password is required for accessing a VSAM data set.

Num. datasets
Identifies the number of data sets specified for this DBD.

Num. segments
Identifies the number of segments specified for this DBD.

Max. level
Identifies the maximum level of all segments in DBD.

Randomizer
(HDAM, PHDAM, and DEDB databases)
Identifies the name of the randomizer module. It is the first value of the RMNAME= parameter of the DBD
statement in the DBDGEN.

# Of Raps/Blk
(HIDAM, HDAM, PHIDAM, and PHDAM databases)
Identifies the number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root
addressable area (RAA) only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group.

Max. RAA rel blk #
Identifies the maximum value of the number of relative blocks that the randomizing module is allowed to produce
for this database.

Max RAA Bytes/Rec
(HDAM and PHDAM databases)
Identifies the maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the root addressable area
(RAA) of an HDAM database by IMS before additional segments are placed in the Overflow Area. It is the fourth
value of the RMNAME= parameter in the DBD statement in the DBDGEN.

Ext. call interface
Indicates if the extended call interface (ECI) for DEDB will be used.

Partition selection
Identifies the module that selects HALDB partitions for PSINDEX, PHDAM or PHIDAM databases.
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Two-stage randomizer
Indicates if the DBD uses a two-stage randomizer.

Secondary indices
Identifies the number of secondary indexes in this database.

Logical relations
Indicates if the database is involved in logical relations.

DBD exits
Provides information about exit routines specified for the database. If the database has some exit routines
specified, the DBD report shows a table with all exits and their parameters.

Call DFSDBUX1
Indicates if the user exit DFSDBUX1 is called in the beginning and end of each database call.

Segment exits
Indicates if exits for segments are present. The description of segment exits is provided for each segment in the
Segment Specification section of the DBD report.

SDEP segment defined
Indicates if a sequential dependent segment (SDEP) was defined in DEDB database.

PROT
Indicates if the PROT parameter was specified in DBD statement.

Data Set Specification

The Data Set Specification section of the DBD report is produced for all types of database except DEDB and LOGICAL
database.

NOTE
If specified, the overflow data set is displayed below the primary data set.

The following information is provided:

DSG
Identifies the number or order of data set groups.
For HALDB, the DSG is a letter (A, B, C, …), not a number.

Segs. count
Identifies the number of physical segments stored in the data set.

Min. length
Identifies the smallest length of a segment in the data set.

Max. length
Identifies the largest length of a segment in the data set.

DSG name
Identifies the ddname for the data set.

Size
Identifies the block or control interval (Cl) size of the data set.

Scan
Identifies the number of cylinders to be scanned when searching for available storage during the insertion of a
segment.

Free space
(HDAM, HIDAM database types)
Identifies how free space is distributed in a database (parameter FRSP= in DBD statement).
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Search algorithm
Identifies the type of the HD space search algorithm.

Record format
(GSAM, HSAM database types)
Identifies the format of records in the data set.

Record length
(GSAM, HSAM database types)
Identifies the logical record length in the data set.

Area Specification

The Area Specification section of the DBD report is produced only for DEDB databases. The following information is
provided:

Number
Identifies the number of the area.

Name
Identifies the name of the area.

Size
Identifies the size of the control interval.

#CI RAA
Identifies the number of control intervals in the unit of work (UOW).

#CI DOVF
Identifies the number of control intervals in the dependant overflow (DOVF) of a UOW.

#UOW BASE
Identifies the number of UOWs for the root addressable area (RAA) plus independent overflow area (IOVF).

#UOW OVF
Identifies the number of UOWs for independent overflow area (IOVF).

Segments count
Identifies the number of segments in the area.

Segments min. length
Identifies the minimum length of segments in the area.

Segments max. length
Identifies the maximum length of segments in the area.

Segment Specification

The Segment Specification section of the DBD report lists all segments, fields, indexed fields, and logical relationships
that are defined in the DBD. This section contains the following subsections:

Segment Description

Provides general information about a segment. The segment description subsection shows the parameters that are
specified in the SEGM statement of the DBDGEN.

Name
Identifies the name of the segment.
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DSG
Identifies the data set group where the segment belongs to.

Length
Identifies the length of the segment.

Code/Level
Identifies the code and level of the segment.

Type
Identifies the type of the segment. This helps to identify significant segments and their purpose.

Compression name
Identifies the compression routine that is used for the segment, if any.

Call init/term
Indicates if a compression routine is called when the database is opened and closed.

NOTE
Suppressed when no segment compression.

Physical parent
Identifies the name of the physical parent of the segment. If blank, the segment is root.

Phys. children
Identifies the number of physical children segments.

Frequency
(HSAM, HISAM, INDEX, and PSINDEX)
Identifies the number of times that this segment is likely to occur for each occurrence of its physical parent.

Key length
Identifies the length of the key in the segment.

Concat. key length
Identifies the length of the concatenated key for the segment.

Prefix
Identifies the pointers (types) that are stored in the prefix of the segment:

• CTR -- Counter field in prefix
• PTWIN -- Physical twin pointer
• PTWINBWD -- Physical backward twin pointer
• PPARNT -- Physical parent pointer
• LTWIN -- Logical twin pointer
• LTWINBWD -- Logical backward twin pointer
• LPARNT -- Logical parent pointer
• HIER -- Hierarchical pointer

Insert position
Identifies where the segment is placed in the database.

NOTE
Suppressed for unique keyed segments.

Paired segment
(Physically or Virtually paired logical child segments)
Identifies the pair segment if this segment is paired.

Source segment
(Physically or virtually paired logical child segments)
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Identifies the name of the paired segment.
Source DBD

(Physically or virtually paired logical child segments)
Identifies the name of the database where the paired segment is located.

Source 1, Source 2
(LOGICAL database type)
Provide the following information:

• Segment
• DBD
• Portion

NOTE
When the Source 1 and Source 2 items are included, the Segment fields and exits and Segment
relations and indexes sections are not printed.

Segment Relations and Indexes

Provides information about all logical relations and indexes defined for the segment. This section is valid only for logical
relationships. If the section is empty, it is not printed.

Log DBD
Identifies the name of the related DBD.

Segment
Identifies the segname1 specified by the NAME= parameter in the LCHILD statement.

Pair/Indx
For logical DBDs, identifies the segname2 specified by the PAIR= parameter in the LCHILD statement.
For indexes, identifies field specified by the INDEX= parameter of the LCHILD statement.

R
Identifies the rule that controls the sequence of the occurrences of real logical child as specified by the RULES=
parameter in the LCHILD statement.

P
Indicates the pointer used in logical or index relationship as specified by the POINTER= parameter in the LCHILD
statement. Possible values are:

• S -- Single
• D -- Double
• N -- None
• Y -- Symbolic
• I -- Index

Xfield
Identifies the name of the indexed field of an index target segment as specified by the NAME= parameter in the
XDFLD statement.

Segment
Identifies the index source segment type for this secondary index relationship as specified by the SEGMENT=
parameter in the XDFLD statement.

Search
Identifies the field or fields of the index source segment that you must use as the search field of a secondary
index.
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SubSeq
Identifies the fields of the index source segment that you must use as the subsequence field of a secondary index.

Ddata
Identifies the fields of the index source segment that you must use as the duplicate data field of a secondary
index.

Exit routine
Identifies the name of a user-supplied index maintenance exit routine that is used to suppress the creation of
selected index pointer segments.

Null
Shows the hexadecimal value of the NULLVAL= parameter specified in the XDFLD statement.

Const
Shows the hexadecimal value of the CONST= parameter specified in the XDFLD statement.

Segment Fields and Exits

Provides information about all fields (including indexed ones) and exits defined for the segment. The segment fields and
exit subsections shows parameters specified in the FIELD statement of the DBDGEN.

Field
Identifies the name of the field.

Bytes
Identifies the length of the field.

Start
Identifies the start position of the field in the segment.

T
Indicates the type of the field.

K
Indicates if the field has a key. Possible values are:

• U -- Unique values
• M -- Duplicate values

X
Indicates if the field is used in an XDFLD in any segment as a SRCH, SUBSEQ, or DDATA argument.

Seg. exit
Identifies the name of the segment exit routine. The following fields in the report indicate if the attribute is
specified for the user exit:

• Key
• Path
• Data
• Cascade
• Log

Generating Application Control Blocks Using Rapid ACBGEN
The Rapid Application Control Block Generator provides quick generation of application control blocks (ACB). This
utility improves the current standard ACB generation process by increasing the speed of ACB generation. Significant
improvements in processing can be achieved when generating numerous PSBs that are attached to a lower number of
DBDs.
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A sample JCL is provided in the sample library member ITKACB in hlq.CIMTSAMP.

Contents

Prerequisites

Before you start using this utility, ensure that you have the IBM ACB Maintenance utility available on your system. We
recommend reviewing carefully the ACB generator documentation to understand the process and requirements.

Generate Application Control Blocks

To generate application control blocks, follow these steps:

1. Prepare a standard IBM ACBGEN utility JCL.
For more information about the IBM ACBGEN utility JCL requirements and control statements, see the IBM
documentation.

2. Add the Database Management Solutions for IMS loadlib at the first position in the STEPLIB concatenation. Ensure
that all items in the STEPLIB are APF-authorized.

3. Submit the job.
Review the job output in the JESMSGLG. Messages ITKE700I and ITKE701I indicate successful execution of the
utility.

Using the Database Space Analyzer
Database Space Analyzer (DSA) monitors the condition of IMS database data sets for pending space management
issues. DSA detects the following space management issues:

• When all extents are full
• When space is limited
• When there is not enough space on a volume to enable the data set to allocate another extent.

DSA can also check for performance problems that can occur because of fragmentation and control interval (CI) and
control area (CA) splits.

DSA runs concurrently with the execution of an IMS system while the databases remain online and available to application
processing. This processing promotes continuous availability and allows for real-time space management information. You
can also execute DSA as a time schedule request under control of the IMS Time-Controlled Operations (TCO) exit.

DSA collects information about the database data sets in real-time mode from internal control blocks, DASD volume table
of contents (VTOCs), and VSAM catalog information. DSA also monitors DASD volumes on which monitored data sets
reside.

Because DEDB databases are preformatted, the allocation information is not useful. For DEDB databases, DSA can
analyze the IOVF space maps to detect pending IOVF out of space conditions.

DSA executes independently of pointer checker cycles and can be run whenever you want without impacting database
availability. Other than setting threshold definitions, no other maintenance is required. Database characteristics are
dynamically obtained, which means you do not have to update threshold definitions manually when the block size of a
database has changed.

DSA can also update the IMS Information Repository (IIR). The results can be evaluated to determine trends, compare
threshold values to trigger actions, and do historical reporting.

Implementing Database Space Analyzer
Space monitoring is implemented by applying thresholds to the current value of a statistic that the DSA collection run
extracts. When a statistic exceeds the specified limit (threshold), the condition is described in a report. DASD volumes
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where the monitored data sets reside are examined to determine whether there is enough space to accommodate
growth to their space thresholds. If the volume does not have enough free space available, a threshold exceeded limit is
recognized.

To enable DSA processing, perform the following steps:

1. Set Up Threshold Definitions.
2. Execute the Space Monitor.

The DSA space monitor requires that all libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation be APF authorized. In addition, all
monitored databases must be registered in DBRC and the data sets cataloged.

3. Review the generated reports and results and adjust threshold definitions as needed.
4. When you are satisfied with the options used, use the THRESHBUILD function to populating the rest of the threshold

library.

After you have enabled this processing, you can manually change options of particular databases as necessary.

Set Up Threshold Definitions

Threshold definitions are stored in a PDS library where the DBD name of the monitored database is also the name of
the PDS member. Therefore, space monitoring is specified at the database level instead of the DD level. Thresholds for
multiple data set groups or partitioned databases are assumed from their database threshold definitions.

Normal ISPF editing services are used to define and to maintain threshold information initially. You can use the DSA
THRESHBUILD function to populate the threshold library.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the threshold library for the monitored database using a PDS or PDSE with LRECL=80 and RECFM=FB.
The threshold library is created.

2. Add the following threshold keywords to the threshold library member for the database types (like HDAM+VSAM,
HIDAM+OSAM, indexes) you want to monitor. Add one keyword per line starting in column 1 using normal ISPF edit
services.
Note: You can specify the values and keywords using an equal sign or by enclosing the value in parentheses following
the keyword.

ALCUSED=nn
Controls the monitoring of used and allocated space. An exception is flagged when the used space exceeds nn%
of the allocated space.
Limits: 1 - 99
This keyword also guides space allocation simulation. If a data set (OSAM, VSAM ESDS, or either component of
the KSDS cluster) exceeds its ALCUSED threshold, space allocation simulation takes extents from the end volser
to try to bring the ALCUSED back into range, as long as the secondary allocation of the data set is not zero.
Space simulation continues taking extents until the following occurs:

• Simulated used allocation is brought in range
• Too many extents would be taken (on the volume or in total)
• No space is available on the volume of the secondary allocation size
• The data set would exceed its theoretical maximum size (4 or 8 GB)

The simulation keeps looping after an exception, up to 128 times, in an attempt to calculate how many extents
need to be taken, even if they cannot be taken. Once an exception has occurred, no more space is taken from the
volume for that data set (same as IMS).
Exceptions are noted in the Volume Summary Report. The data sets that hit exceptions are noted in the Volume
Detail Report.
Note: This value is not applied to DEDB databases because they are preformatted and the allocation is always
shown at 100 percent.
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CASPLIT=nn
Controls the monitoring of control area (CA) splits. An exception is flagged when the number of CA splits exceeds
nn%.
Limits: 1 - 99

CISPLIT=nn
Controls the monitoring of control interval (CI) splits. An exception is flagged when the number of CI splits
exceeds nn%.
Limits: 1 - 99

PCTMAX=nn
Controls the monitoring of used space. An exception is flagged when the percentage of used space exceeds nn%
of the maximum theoretical usable (by IMS) size of the data set. The maximum size is 4 GB for VSAM and OSAM
with an odd block size, and 8 GB for OSAM with an even block size.
Limits: 1 - 99

XTAVAIL=nn
Controls the monitoring of available extents and flags an exception when extents cannot be taken because the
limit would be reached on the end volser (16 for OSAM) or in total (123). The threshold can also be triggered if the
secondary allocation is zero or if there is not enough available space on the end volser.
Note: The space used to test this threshold is not held. You can do that type of space simulation using the
ALCUSED threshold. For example, if a data set ends on volser VBR549 and the volume has 5 free extents of size
30, 50, 80, 400, and 800 cylinders; if the secondary allocation is 500 cylinders and XTAVAIL=2, the threshold is
exceeded because only one 500 cylinder extent can be taken from the end volser, VBR549.
Limits: 1 - 25

XTOSAM=nn
Controls the monitoring of extents in use for an OSAM data set and flags an exception when the number of used
extents for the data is greater than the threshold specified by nn.
Limits: 1 - 51

XTVSAM=nn
Controls the monitoring of extents in use for a VSAM data set and flags an exception when the number of used
extents for the data is greater than the threshold specified by nn.
Limits: 1 - 122

SMUSED=nn
Controls the monitoring of used DEDB IOVF space and flags an exception when the used space exceeds nn%
of the allocated space. This value is calculated by analyzing the DEDB IOVF space maps as controlled by the
DEDBSCAN control statement.
Limits: 1 - 99

Save your changes.
The threshold definition for the monitored database is complete.

3. Repeat these steps for the database types you want to monitor.
The threshold definitions are defined and the space monitor can be executed.

Execute the Space Monitor

After you set up threshold definitions for several databases, execute the Space Monitor against those databases, review
the generated reports, and adjust thresholds as needed.

The Space Monitor executes as a single batch job step. The IMS TCO service can also be scheduled to execute at
predefined intervals to provide unattended space monitoring features.

To execute the Space Monitor, create a JCL as shown in the following sample, and submit it for execution:

//DSAMON  EXEC PGM=ITKDSA
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//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ca-loadlib

//        DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ims-reslib

//DSACTRL DD *

FUNCTION=ALLOCHECK,

THRESHOLDPDS=threshold-lib-dsn,

IMSID=xxxx,

ABENDDUMP=Y

NOTE
The Space Monitor requires that all libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation be APF authorized. In addition,
all databases to be monitored must be registered in DBRC and the data sets must also be cataloged. The
recommended region size is 4096 KB.

Review the Generated Reports

After you set up threshold definitions and execute the space monitor, the following reports are generated for your review:

• Database Exception Summary Report
• Database Space Utilization Report
• Database Threshold Summary Report
• Data Set Threshold Exception Report
• Volume Detail Report
• Volume Summary Report

Review the results and make adjustments to the threshold definitions as needed.

System totals display at the end of the space monitor job through the DSAMSGS data set.

Populate the Thresholds Library

When you are satisfied with the results of the space monitoring you have defined for a few of your databases, create the
threshold library members for the rest of your databases.

The THRESHBUILD function searches the RECONs for registered databases and creates new threshold library members
as appropriate by copying the specified COPYFROM members.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following with the DSACTRL DD:
FUNCTION=THRESHBUILD,

THRESHOLDPDS=threshold-lib-dsn,

COPYFROM=(database_type_access=member,database_type_access=member,...),

[DBD=(dbdname),]

[EXCLUDEDBD=(dbdname),]

Save your edits.
The JCL to execute the THRESHBUILD function is created.

2. Submit the JCL for execution.
The Database Threshold Summary report is generated. This report shows the threshold PDS members that were built
by the function, their threshold values, and the source member from which each created member was copied.

Database Exception Summary Report

The Database Exception Summary Report displays the flagged thresholds and space simulation exceptions for database
data sets that had exceptions.
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Database Space Utilization Report

The Database Space Utilization Report provides a high-level summary of critical space management elements for
monitored databases. This includes the total number of allocated cylinders and tracks, the percentage of space used
within the current total allocation as derived from the HI-USED and HI-ALLOCATED RBA’s, the percentage of split CI’s
and CA’s for a VSAM KSDS and for the high-level index of a VSAM KSDS component.

If the data set cannot be processed, a reason for the failure is noted.

Database Threshold Summary Report

The Database Threshold Summary Report displays the threshold PDS members that were built by the THRESHBUILD
function, their threshold values, and the source member from which each created member was copied.

NOTE
This report is not generated until the JCL is executed using the THRESHBUILD function.

Data Set Threshold Exception Report

The Data Set Threshold Exception report displays the data set thresholds that have been exceeded. Thresholds appear in
decreasing order by the number of cluster thresholds, ascending by database name. If there are no data set exceptions,
this report is not printed.

NOTE
OSAMXT and VSAMXT thresholds are displayed as “extents”.

Volume Detail Report

The Volume Detail Report displays detailed information about free space on the volumes on which the databases reside.
The database data sets that “end” on the volume also appear in the report. This report also displays the fragmentation
index, which indicates the relative size and distribution of free space on the volume. A higher fragmentation index number
means a greater level of fragmentation. The free space at collection time and after simulation displays the number of free
extents, total free space, and largest free extent in cylinders.

If space allocation simulation was performed, the Volume Space Simulation section shows how many cylinders and
extents were taken to bring the (simulated) percent used below the threshold value. Exceptions are also noted.

Volume Summary Report

The Volume Summary Report displays the available free space on a volume before and, if needed, after space allocation
simulation. The number of data sets with space simulations is also shown.

If a data set (OSAM, VSAM ESDS, or either component of the KSDS cluster) exceeds its ALCUSED threshold, Space
Allocation Simulation takes extents from the end volser to try to bring the ALCUSED back into range, as long as the
secondary allocation of the data set is not zero. Space Simulation continues taking extents until the following occurs:

• Simulated used allocation is brought in range
• Too many extents would be taken (either on the volume or in total)
• No space is available on the volume of the secondary allocation size
• The data set would exceed its theoretical maximum size (4 or 8 GB)

The simulation keeps looping after an exception, up to 128 times, in an attempt to calculate how many extents need to be
taken, even if they cannot be taken. Once an exception has occurred, no more space is taken from the volume for that
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data set. Any exceptions noted from space simulation are summarized in the Volume Summary Report. The particular
data sets that hit exceptions are noted in the Volume Detail Report.

Customizing the Database Space Analyzer JCL
The following DD statements can be specified for space monitor execution:

• STEPLIB

NOTE
If dynamic allocation of the DBRC RECON data sets is required, specify the library name that contains the
dynamic allocation members for the RECON data sets.

• DSACTRL
• RECONx

The following control statements can be specified for space monitor execution:

• FUNCTION=ALLOCHECK or THRESHBUILD
• THRESHOLDPDS (DBA) -- Define the PDS Data Set
• COPYFROM (DBA) -- Specify Model Member for Setting Thresholds
• DEDBSCAN (DBA) -- Control DEDB Inspection Level
• IMSID (DBA) -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem ID
• ABENDDUMP (DBA) -- Generate an Abend Dump
• DBD (DBA) -- Include DBD for Threshold Monitoring
• EXCLUDEDBD (DBA) -- Exclude DBD from Threshold Monitoring
• RCDSNEXCP (DBA) -- Set Return Code for Data Set Exceptions
• RCNOINFO (DBA) -- Set Return Code for Missing DBD or DSN Information
• RCVOLEXCP (DBA) -- Set Return Code for Space Simulation Exceptions
• IIRRECORD (DBA) -- Create Rows in IIR Tables

NOTE
You can define any Database Space Analyzer statement in the global parmlib member DSAPARMS.
For example, to define a default set of threshold definitions for all Space Monitor functions, specify the
THRESHOLDPDS control statement in the DSAPARMS member. For more information, see Enabling Global
Parameters Processing.

Understanding Database Analyzer Reports
This section describes how to generate various reports, which reports are valid for each database type, and the common
report header that appears on each page of the report file.

Report Generation Control Statements

You can produce the Database Analyzer reports using a report-generating control statement or using a report-generating
keyword in the REPORTS control statement. The report titles are used for the documentation purposes and might not
appear on the actual reports.

The descriptions for all the report elements follow each sample report. Elements in any given report are appropriate to the
type of database and your specifications to Database Analyzer. Therefore, the number of descriptions may not match the
number of sample report elements.

Terminology, for example, block or control interval, is appropriate to the access method or database type.

For an overview of the available reports, see the following video:
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The following table maps control statements to report titles in alphabetical order. To see a description of the control
statements, click the control statement. For a detail description of a report, click the report title.

Control Statements REPORTS Control Statement (keyword) Report Title (Alphabetical Order)

ANCHORPOINTTABLE=YES ANCHORPOINTTABLE, RAPCHAIN, ALL,
or YES

Anchor Point Usage Statistics

DBSUMMARY=YES DBSUMMARY, ALL, or YES Database Summary

KEYREPORTS=YES KEYREPORTS DBAKEYS I/O Statistics

DBMAP=YES DBMAP, ALL, or YES DEDB Area Physical Structure Map

FREESPACEPLOT=YES FREESPACEPLOT, FSEDIST, ALL, or YES Free Space Plot

FREESPACESTATS=YES FREESPACESTATS, BITMAP, ALL, or YES Free Space Statistics

FREESPACETABLE=YES FREESPACETABLE, ALL, or YES Base, DOVF, and IOVF sections of Free
Space Table

SUMMARYREPORT=YES SUMMARYREPORT, ALL, or YES Partition Summary (for HALDBs only)

PROGRESSREPORT=i n/a Progress

ROOTPLACEMENT=YES ROOTPLACEMENT, ROOTDIST, ALL, or
YES

Root Placement

SEGMENTACCSTATS=YES SEGMENTACCSTATS, IOSTATS, ALL, or
YES

Segment Access Statistics

SEGMENTDISTSTATS=YES SEGMENTDISTSTATS, ALL, or YES Segment Distribution Statistics

SEGMENTFREQSTATS=YES SEGMENTFREQSTATS, ALL, or YES Segment Frequency Statistics

SEGMENTPTRSTATS=YES SEGMENTPTRSTATS, VLSDIST, ALL, or
YES

Segment Pointer Statistics
Variable Length Segment Plot

TWINCHAINREPORTS=YES TWINCHAINREPORTS, ALL, or YES Twin Chain Reports (DBA)
Root Synonym Chain Analysis
Root Synonym Chain Histogram
Segment Twin Chain Analysis
Segment Twin Chain Histogram

Report Database Type Cross-Reference

You can generate many different reports, but some reports only apply to certain types of databases.

The following table is a cross-reference showing which reports are generated for each database type. The table is
alphabetical by report title.

Report Title HISAM HIDAM,PHIDAM HDAM,PHDAM INDEX,PSINDEX DEDB

Anchor Point Usage
Statistics

No See Note 1 Yes No Yes

Database Summary Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

DBAKEYS I/O
Statistics

Yes Yes Yes No Yes

DEDB Area Physical
Structure Map

No No No No Yes

Free Space Plot No Yes Yes No Yes
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Free Space Statistics No Yes Yes No Yes

Free Space Table No No No No Yes

Root Placement No No Yes No No

Segment Access
Statistics

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Segment Distribution
Statistics

No No See Note 2 No Yes

Segment Frequency
Statistics

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Segment Pointer
Statistics

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Twin Chain Reports No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Root Synonym Chain
Analysis

No See Note 1 See Note 3 No Yes

Root Synonym Chain
Histogram

No See Note 1 See Note 3 No Yes

Segment Twin Chain
Analysis

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Segment Twin Chain
Histogram

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

The Partition Summary report is generated for HALDB databases.

The following notes are referred to in the previous table:

• Note 1-Generated only if the HIDAM database has root anchor points (RAPs).
• Note 2-Generated only for the primary data set group that contains the root.
• Note 3-Generated only if the root in an HDAM database has a PTF defined.

Common Report Header

Each page of the report file contains a common report header as follows:

PRODUCT NAME (Vnn.n; ML 0)             PERFORMANCE REPORTS                        PAGE:   1

                                                                          DATE: dd mmm yyyy

                                                                          TIME: hh:mm:ss

DBD NAME: dbdname    HDAM/VSAM

DD NAME : ddname

DS NAME : CAI.SEQUENTIAL.FILE.NAME

The top-left corner contains the name of the utility, the name of the vendor, the DBD name, the database organization,
access method, ddname or randomizer name, data set name, and volume serial numbers where the data set resides.

This information appears on each page to let you easily identify the database that applies to the report data.

The report title appears in the top center of each page.

The top-right corner contains a sequential page number and the date and time that the report was produced.
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Anchor Point Usage Statistics Report (DBA)
The Anchor Point Usage Statistics report is produced for DEDB databases, HDAM databases, or for an HIDAM database
with root anchor points (RAPs). The report gives a breakdown of the number of blocks or CIs that have various numbers
of their RAPs used. This report helps you quickly determine the effectiveness of the randomizer in using all the RAPs in all
the root addressable blocks or CIs.

To generate the Anchor Point Usage Statistics report, specify one of the following:

• ANCHORPOINTTABLE=YES
• REPORTS=(ANCHORPOINTTABLE|RAPCHAIN|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless ANCHORPOINTTABLE=NO is specified or REPORTS=(list of report names) is
specified without specifying ANCHORPOINTTABLE, RAPCHAIN, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

The following is a sample Anchor Point Usage Statistics report:

NUMBER OF ROOT ADDRESSABLE BLKS WITH EACH POSSIBLE NUMBER OF ANCHOR POINTS USED.

         NUMBER OF BLKS    NUMBER OF ANCHOR POINTS USED                         

         ______________    ____________________________                         

                                                                                

                    73                  0                                       

                   185                  1                                       

                   193                  2                                       

                    49                  3                                       

 

TOTAL # OF RAPS         :         1,500

TOTAL # OF USED RAPS    :           718

PERCENTAGE OF RAPS USED :        47.87%                                    

AVG # ROOTS PER USED RAP:         1.392

The detail line with a Number of Anchor Points Used with a value of zero shows the number of blocks or CIs in the
database or area with none of their RAPs in use. A Number of Anchor Points Used with a value of one indicates the
number of blocks or CIs with only one of their RAPs in use.

• For a HIDAM and DEDB database that are limited to one RAP per CI, this report displays a maximum of two detail
lines.

• For an HDAM database, the maximum number of detail lines produced equals the number of RAPs in a block plus
one.

In addition to reporting the number of blocks and anchor points used for RAPs, this report shows the following information:

• Total number of RAPs in the database
• Total number of RAPs with pointers to root segments
• Percentage of RAPs that contain pointers to root segments
• Average (mean) number of root segments in used RAPs

Database Summary Report (DBA)
To generate the Database Summary report, specify one of the following:

• DBSUMMARY=YES
• REPORTS=(DBSUMMARY|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless DBSUMMARY=NO is specified or REPORTS=(list of report names) is specified
without specifying DBSUMMARY, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.
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For the description of report fields, click the section title:

 The following sample shows a database summary report:

DBD SPECIFICATIONS

__________________

  DBD NAME    : SAMD4T86

  ORGANIZATION: HDAM

  ACC. METHOD : VSAM

  DEVICE TYPE : 3350

  RECORD SIZE :  4,089

  CI SIZE     :  4,096

  RANDOMIZER  : IDIHDC00

  DBDGEN DATE : MM/DD/YY

  DBDGEN TIME : 11.35

   DBD IMS REL : 1.2.0

  FREE SPACE FACTOR:           0

  FREE BLOCK FACTOR:           0

  CYL SCAN FACTOR  :           3

  # OF RAPS/CI :               1

  MAX RAA REL CI  #:       1,500

  MAX RAA BYTES/REC:         250

 

DATA SET CHARACTERISTICS                                  DATA SET SPACE INFORMATION

________________________                                  __________________________

  DATA SET    : DARREL.LARGE.DSG1.SAVINGS                   ALLOCATED SPACE    :     17 CYL.

  VOLUME(S)   : IDID03                                      ALLOCATION USED    :     13 CYL.

  DSG. DD NAME: LOAN1                                       ALLOCATION NOT USED:      4 CYL. -  23.52%

  DSG. NUMBER :   1                                         NUMBER OF EXTENTS  :      3

  DEVICE TYPE : 3350                                        TOTAL SPACE UNUSED :   8,152,015 BYTES -  97.56%

  RECORD SIZE :  4,089

  CI SIZE     :  4,096

  BLOCKS PER TRACK   :         4 (ACTUAL)

  BLOCKS PER CYLINDER:       120 (ACTUAL)

 

DATABASE SPACE INFORMATION                                DATABASE OVERHEAD INFORMATION

___________________________                               ______________________________

  ALLOCATED BYTES    :      6,389,760                       TOTAL OVERHEAD     :      53,825

  BYTES OF DATA      :        150,000                       BLOCK OVERHEAD     :      27,245

  IMS OVERHEAD BYTES :         53,825                       SEGMENT OVERHEAD   :      21,000

  FREE SPACE BYTES   :      6,185,935 -  96.81%             SLACK BYTES        :       1,499

                                                            BIT MAP OVERHEAD   :       4,081

DATABASE RECORD STATISTICS

___________________________

  # OF DB RECORDS       :       1,500

  # OF SEGMENTS         :       1,500

  AVG # SEGMENTS/RECORD :         1.0

  AVG # BYTES/RECORD    :       114.0

 

DATABASE BLOCK INFORMATION

___________________________

  NUMBER OF CONTROL CIS            1
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  ROOT ADDRESSABLE AREA:

    # OF BIT MAP CIS               1

    # OF FULL RAP CIS              0

    RAP CIS  WITH SPACE        1,499

                             _______

  NUMBER OF RA AREA CIS        1,500

  OVERFLOW AREA:

    # OF BIT MAP CIS               0

    # OF FULL OVF CIS              0

    OVF CIS  WITH SPACE           59

                             _______

  NUMBER OF OVERFLOW CIS          59

                             _______

  TOTAL # OF CIS  IN DSG.      1,560

  BIT MAP FREE CIS             1,558 -  99.9%

DBD Specifications

The DBD Specifications section of the Database Summary report provides information found in the DBD itself. It does not
necessarily reflect the database if the DBD has not been kept current. For instance, the device type in the DBD may be
different from the actual device of database residency.

The following information is provided:

DBD Name
Identifies the DBD name found on the DBDNAME control statement and in the NAME keyword of the DBD macro
in the DBDGEN.

Organization
Identifies the IMS database organization. It can be HIDAM, HDAM, or DEDB. It is the first value specified in the
ACCESS keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

ACC. Method
Identifies the access method used to access the database and can be OSAM or VSAM. It is the second value
specified in the ACCESS keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

Device Type
Identifies the device type the database resides on according to the DBD. It is the DEVICE keyword on the
DATASET or AREA macro of the DBDGEN.

Record Size
Identifies the record size of the database data set or cluster. This entry is the value of the SIZE keyword on the
DATASET or AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

CI Size
Identifies the control interval (CI) size of the database. This entry is produced for VSAM databases only and is the
value of the SIZE keyword on the DATASET or AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

Block Size
Identifies the block size of the database. This entry is produced for OSAM databases only and is the value of the
SIZE keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN.

Randomizer
Identifies the randomizer module name and is produced for HDAM and DEDB databases only. It is the first value
of the RMNAME keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

DBDGEN Date
Identifies the date when the DBD was generated.
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DBDGEN Time
Identifies the time when the DBD was generated.

DBD IMS Rel
Identifies the release of the IMS MACLIB used to generate the DBD.

Free Space Factor
Identifies the percentage of free space to be left in each database block during a database load. This is the
second parameter of the FRSPC keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and
HDAM databases only.

Free Block Factor
Identifies the percentage of blocks in the database that are to be left free during a database load. This is the first
parameter of the FRSPC keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

CYL Scan Factor
Identifies the number of cylinders IMS is to scan looking for free space during a segment ISRT. This is the value
of the SCAN keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM databases
only.

# Of Raps/CI
Identifies the number of root anchor points in each CI. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root
addressable area only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

# Of Raps/Blk
Identifies the number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root
addressable area (RAA) only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group. It is produced for HIDAM and
HDAM databases only.

Max Raa Rel CI #
Identifies the maximum relative block number value that the randomizing module is allowed to produce for this
database.

Max Raa Bytes/Rec
Identifies the maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the root addressable area
(RAA) of an HDAM database by IMS before additional segments are placed in the Overflow Area. It is the fourth
value of the RMNAME keyword on the DBD macro in the DBDGEN. This entry is produced for HDAM databases
only.

DBD Area Configuration

The DBD Area Configuration section of the Database Summary report provides DEDB area information found in the DBD
itself. It must truly reflect the database format if IMS is to be able to access the area properly.

The following information is provided:

Uow
Identifies values specified on the UOW keyword of the AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

Root
Identifies values specified on the ROOT keyword of the AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

Data Set Characteristics

The Data Set Characteristics section of the Database Summary report provides information relating to the data set or
cluster where the database resides. This information is extracted from the system and actually reflects the characteristics
of the database data set.
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The following information is provided:

Data Set
Identifies the data set name of the primary database data set processed by Database Analyzer for this execution.

Volume(s)
Identifies the volume serial numbers where the database or image copy data set resides. Only the first 20
volumes are provided.

Dsg. DD Name
Identifies the data set group name (DSG) of the data set being analyzed.

Dsg. Number
Identifies the data set group number of the data set being analyzed.

Dsgroup
Identifies the HALDB data set type and order.

Area DD Name
Identifies the DEDB area name of the data set being analyzed.

Area Number
Identifies the DEDB area number of the data set being analyzed.

Device Type
Identifies the device type of the device where the database data set or cluster actually resides. This will be the
same as the DBD device type found earlier in this report only if the DBD reflects the correct device type.

Record Size
Identifies the record size of the database data set or cluster. This entry is the value returned to the utility by VSAM
or BSAM as the true record size of the cluster.

CI Size
Identifies the control interval size of the database. This entry is produced for VSAM databases only and is the
value returned to the utility by VSAM as the true CI size of the cluster.

Block Size
Identifies the block size of the database. This entry is produced for OSAM databases only and is the value found
in the VTOC of the pack where the data set resides.

Blocks Per Track
The number of blocks or CIs that can fit on one track of the device identified by the device type field.

• If ACTUAL is shown, the value is the actual track capacity of the device.
• If OVERRIDE is shown, a control statement overrode the device capacity.
• If DEFAULT is shown, Database Analyzer could not determine the database device capacity and no control

statement specification was found.

Blocks Per Cylinder
Identifies the number of blocks or CIs that can fit on one cylinder of the device identified by the device type field.

• If ACTUAL is shown, the value is the actual cylinder capacity of the device.
• If OVERRIDE is shown, a control statement overrode the device capacity.
• If DEFAULT is shown, Database Analyzer could not determine the database device capacity and no control

statement specification was found.

Data Set Space Information

The Data Set Space section of the Database Summary Report provides information describing the actual allocation of
space for the data set or cluster.
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• For VSAM databases, the data is provided by VSAM.
• For image copies, this section of the report is not produced.

The following information is provided:

Allocated Space
Identifies the amount of space allocated to the data set or cluster. It is given in tracks and cylinders.
For a KSDS where the space allocation for the index component was specified separately from the data
component in the DEFINE CLUSTER command, the value shown in the report will be for the data component
only.

Allocation Used
Identifies the amount of the allocation that is actually used by IMS. It is given in tracks and cylinders.
For a KSDS where the space allocation for the index component was specified separately from the data
component in the DEFINE CLUSTER command, the value shown in the report will be for the data component
only.

Allocation Not Used
Identifies the remaining part of the allocation that is not used by IMS. It is given in tracks. The percentage of the
total allocation that is not used is also given. For a KSDS where the space allocation for the index component was
specified separately from the data component in the DEFINE CLUSTER command, the value shown in the report
will be for the data component only.

Number Of Extents
Identifies the number of extents that form the allocation of the data set or cluster. For a KSDS where the space
allocation for the index component was specified separately from the data component in the DEFINE CLUSTER
command, the value shown in the report will be for the data component only.

Total Space Unused
Identifies the amount of free space in the allocated part of the data set plus the unused part of the allocation. The
sum is represented in bytes with a percentage of the total allocation also given.

Database Space Information

The Database Space Information section of the Database Summary Report gives a breakdown of the usage of the used
portion of the data set allocation.

The following information is provided:

Allocated Bytes
Identifies the total number of bytes that exists in the used portion of the data set allocation. It is equal to the block
size times the number of blocks in the database data set.

Bytes of Data
Identifies the portion of the allocated bytes that is used for storage of the data portion of the segments in the
database. For HISAM, HIDAM, and HDAM variable length segments with an LL value less than minbytes, the
amount included is the space allocated (the minbytes value) and not the LL value.

IMS Overhead Bytes
Identifies the portion of the allocated bytes that is used for control information by IMS. A breakdown of this value
is provided under the Database Overhead Information section of the Database Summary report.

Free Space Bytes
Identifies the portion of the allocated bytes that is identified by IMS as free space available for insertion of new
segments. If this is a DEDB database then this value does not include free space in the sequential dependent
segment (SDEP) part.

Reorg Area Bytes
Identifies the portion of the allocated bytes that is set aside by Fast Path as a work area for use during the DEDB
Reorganization utility.
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SDEP Free Space
Identifies the portion of the allocated bytes that is available for insertion of new DEDB SDEP segments.

Database Overhead Information

The Database Overhead Information section of the Database Summary report gives a breakdown of the IMS Overhead
Bytes value in the Database Space Information section of the Database Summary report.

The following information is provided:

Total Overhead
Identifies the total number of bytes used for control information by IMS. This value equals the IMS Overhead
Bytes value in the Database Space Information section of this report.
The items following this one give a breakdown of the overhead and they total to this value.

CI Overhead
Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is used by IMS for ESDS CI control information. RAPs and
FSEs (free space elements) are examples of block overhead.

Blk Overhead
Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is used by IMS for OSAM block control information. RAPs
and FSEs are examples of block overhead.

Rec Overhead
Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is used by IMS for record control information for databases
that are blocked. This includes OSAM overflow data sets and KSDS data sets.
This value also includes the prefix and data portion of the high-value key root segment inserted by IMS in
database data sets that use VSAM/KSDS as the access method. For KSDS indexes, the true length of the prefix
is included which is one byte less than found in the DBD.

Segment Overhead
Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is used by IMS for segment prefixes.
For HIDAM and HDAM databases with variable-length segments, the segment overhead value also includes the
separated segment pointer and the abbreviated prefix of the separated data for all separated segments that exist
in the database data set.

NOTE
The prefix of an index segment in a VSAM primary or secondary index KSDS cluster is only 5 bytes
long. No segment code exists on DASD even though the DBD defines the prefix to be 6 bytes long.

ILDS Overhead
Identifies the number of bytes found in the indirect list data set (ILDS). ILDS contains no user data and all of the
data found in the ILDS is considered overhead.

Slack Bytes
Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is unusable by IMS because the free space chunks were not
big enough to create an FSE (free space element).
This value includes what DEDBs call scrap bytes in the Root Addressable and the IOVF (independent overflow)
Parts but does not include free space at the end of used SDEP CIs that was too small to insert a new segment.
This free space at the end of used SDEP CIs is accumulated under the subheading SDEP Scrap Bytes later in
this section of the report.

Bit Map Overhead
(HIDAM and HDAM databases)
Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is reserved by IMS to manage lock allocation in a HIDAM or
HDAM database.

Used IOVF SM Bytes
(DEDB databases)
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Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is reserved by IMS to do space management (SM) in the
IOVF part of a DEDB.

Unused IOVF SM
(DEDB databases)
Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is unusable in the IOVF space management CIs by IMS or
the user.

SDEP Scrap Bytes
(DEDB databases)
Identifies the portion of the overhead bytes total that is unusable by IMS in the SDEP part of a DEDB because the
free space size was not large enough to hold the next SDEP to be inserted.

Record Statistics

The Record Statistics section of the Database Summary report provides statistics relating to the size of the typical record
in the database. Segment and byte information is given.

If this database data set is one of several data set groups comprising the database, the report is deferred until all data set
groups are processed.

NOTE
Depending on the type of the database for which the report is created, the title of the section differs as follows:

• Partition Record Statistics -- For HALDB databases.
• Data Set Record Statistics -- For indirect list data sets (ILDS) and primary indexes for PHIDAM databases.
• Database Record Statistics -- For all other types.

The following information is provided:

# Of DB Records
Identifies the number of database records that exist in the database. Essentially this is the number roots in the
database data set or DEDB area.
For database data sets that use VSAM/KSDS, the value does not include the high key root automatically inserted
by IMS.

# Of Segments
(Not produced for DEDB databases.)
Identifies the total number of segments, of all types, in the data set.
For HALDB ILDS and primary index, this is the only field that appears in this section.
For HIDAM and PHIDAM databases and the primary index, the value does not include the high key root that IMS
automatically inserts.

Number Of Segments
Indicates a subheading for the breakdown of segment types for DEDB databases. It is provided in lieu of the #
Of Segments caption used for other database types. Because SDEPs can invalidate the average values, values
including and excluding SDEP type segments are displayed separately.
All Segment Types

Identifies the total number of segments, of all types, found in the DEDB area.
Roots And DDeps Only

Identifies the total number of segments, of all types except the SDEP type, found in the DEDB area.
Sdeps Only

Identifies the total number of SDEP segments found in the DEDB area.
Avg # Of Segments/Record

Identifies the average number of segments per database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of
segments by the number of roots.
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For DEDB databases, this element is a caption only; a breakdown is provided in the following elements. Because
SDEPs can invalidate the average values, values including and excluding SDEP type segments are displayed
separately.
All Segment Types

Identifies the average number of segments, of all segment types, per DEDB database record. It is
calculated by dividing the total number of segments by the number of roots.

Roots And DDEPs Only
Identifies the average number of segments, of all segment types except SDEPs, per DEDB database
record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of root and direct dependent (DDEP) segments by the
number of roots.

SDEPs Only
Identifies the average number of sequential dependent (SDEP) segments per DEDB database record. It
is calculated by dividing the total number of SDEP segments by the number of roots.

Avg # Of Bytes/Record
Identifies the average length, in bytes, of a database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of bytes
of segment data and prefixes by the total number of root segments.

• For HISAM, HIDAM, and HDAM variable length segments with an LL value less than minbytes, the amount
included is the space allocated (the minbytes value) and not the LL value.

• For DEDB databases, this element is a caption only; a breakdown is provided in the following elements.
Because SDEPs can invalidate the average values, values including and excluding SDEP type segments are
displayed separately.

• All Segment Types
Identifies the average length, in bytes, of a DEDB database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number
of bytes of segment data and prefixes by the total number of root segments. DEDB root, DDEP and SDEP
byte counts are included in the calculation.

• Roots And DDEPs Only
Identifies the average length, in bytes, of a DEDB database record, excluding SDEP segments. It is calculated
by dividing the total number of bytes of segment data and prefixes for roots and DDEPs by the total number of
root segments. Only DEDB root and DDEP byte counts are included in the calculation.

• SDEPs Only
Identifies the average length, in bytes, of a DEDB database record, excluding root and DDEP segments. It is
calculated by dividing the total number of bytes of segment data and prefixes for SDEPs by the total number of
root segments. Only DEDB SDEP byte counts are included in the calculation.

Database Block Information

The Database Block Information section of the Database Summary report provides a count of the blocks, records, or CIs
of different types in the database.

Different elements are shown depending upon the database type.

• HIDAM, HISAM, and INDEX databases have only one block type unless VSAM is used which adds a control CI type.
• HDAM databases have root addressable blocks, overflow blocks, and a control CI if VSAM is used.
• DEDBs have control CIs, RAP CIs, dependent overflow CIs, independent overflow CIs, reorganization CIs, and

sequential dependent CIs.

The subheadings in this part of the report may contain the designation CI, BLK, REC, CIS, BLKS, or RECS depending on
the type of physical record in the database data set.

The elements in this section are ordered in the same sequence found in the database. In this way, it possible to see the
distribution of the database blocks across the various parts of the database.

The following information is provided:
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Number Of Control CIS
Identifies the number of control CIs in the cluster. This element is provided only for VSAM databases. OSAM
databases do not contain control CIs.

• For HIDAM and HDAM VSAM databases, there is one control CI.
• For DEDBs there are two control CIs.

Root Addressable Area
A subtitle given for HDAM databases.

The elements following this subtitle are a breakdown of the root addressable area of the HDAM database.

# Of Bit Map Blocks
Identifies the number of bit map blocks in the root addressable area of the HDAM database. Bit map blocks are
used by IMS to manage space in a data set or cluster.

# Of Full Rap CIS
Identifies the number of CIs in the RAA and therefore containing root anchor points, that are full. Full, in this
context, means that there are no FSEs (free space elements) in the CI large enough to hold the shortest segment
defined in the DBD.

Raps CIS With Space
Identifies the number of CIs in the RAA and therefore containing Root Anchor Points, which are not full. Full, in
this context, means that there are no FSEs in the CI large enough to hold the shortest segment defined in the
DBD.

Number Of RA Area CIS
Identifies the total number of CIs in the RAA of an HDAM database. It is the sum of the number of bit map CIs, full
RAP CIs, and RAP CIs with space.

Overflow Area
Identifies the subtitle given for HDAM databases.

The elements following this subtitle are a breakdown of the overflow area of the HDAM database.

# Of Bit Map Blocks
Identifies the number of bit map blocks in the overflow area of the HDAM database. Bit map blocks are used by
IMS to manage space in a data set or cluster.

# Of Full OVF CIS
Identifies the number of CIs in the overflow area that are full. Full, in this context, means that there are no FSEs in
the CI largest enough to hold the shortest segment defined in the DBD.

OVF CIS With Space
Identifies the number of CIs in the overflow area that are not full. Full, in this context, means that there are no
FSEs in the CI largest enough to hold the shortest segment defined in the DBD.

Number Of Overflow CIS
Identifies the total number of CIs in the overflow area of an HDAM database. It is the sum of the number of bit
map CIs, full OVF CIs, and OVF CIs with space.

Root Addressable Part
Identifies the subtitle given for DEDB databases.

The elements following this subtitle are a breakdown of the base and DOVF (dependent overflow) section of the DEDB
database.

# Of Full Rap CIS
Identifies the number of CIs in the base section and therefore containing Root Anchor Points, that are full. Full, in
this context, means that there are no FSEs in the CI largest enough to hold the shortest segment defined in the
DBD.
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Rap CIS With Space
Identifies the number of CIs in the base section and therefore containing root anchor points, which are not full.
Full, in this context, means that there are no FSEs in the CI large enough to hold the shortest segment defined in
the DBD.

# Of Full DOVF CIS
Identifies the number of CIs in the dependent overflow section that are full. Full, in this context, means that there
are no FSEs in the CI large enough to hold the shortest segment defined in the DBD.

Look-Here DOVF CIS
Identifies the number of dependent overflow CIs that are marked as “look-here” CIs.
The first DOVF CI in each unit of work (UOW) is used by Fast Path to anchor a chain of DOVF CIs, IOVF CIs,
or both that contain free space for insertion of new CIs into that UOW. Whenever Fast Path is inserting a new
segment that will be placed in an overflow CI, Fast Path reads in the first DOVF CI to get the RBA (relative byte
address) of the first DOVF or IOVF CI in the UOW that has free space.
If the “look-here” flag is on in the first DOVF CI then Fast Path checks the first DOVF CI for space first. Once the
first DOVF CI runs out of space, the “look-here” flag is turned off.
The number of DOVF CIs, with the “look-here” flag on, gives an indication then of the number of UOWs with room
in their first DOVF CI and therefore reduced I/Os will be required to insert a segment into the overflow.
A DOVF with the “look-here” flag on is also a DOVF CI with free space. The total number of DOVF CIs with free
space is the sum of LOOK-HERE DOVF CIS and DOVF CIS WITH SPACE.

DOVF CIS With Space
Identifies the number of CIs in the dependent overflow (DOVF) sections that are not full. Full, in this context,
means that there are no FSEs in the CI large enough to hold the shortest segment defined in the DBD.
DOVF CIs with the “look-here” flag on are not included in this value.
The DOVF CIS WITH SPACE value does not reflect the number of DOVF CIs that Fast Path thinks have free
space. Once a DOVF CI becomes full, Fast Path removes it from the chain of CIs with free space. The CI is not
placed back on the chain when free space becomes available in it. Instead it will only be made available for space
reuse when the entire CI is empty.

Number Of RA Part CIS
Identifies the sum of the number of full RAP CIs, RAP CIs with space, full DOVF CIs, “look-here” DOVF CIs, and
DOVF CIs with space.

Independent Overflow
Identifies the subtitle given for DEDB databases.

The elements following this subtitle are a breakdown of the IOVF part of the DEDB database.

SM CIS With Free CIS
Identifies the number of IOVF space management CIs that have IOVF CIs available for allocation to a UOW.
For each 120 CIs in the IOVF part, Fast Path sets aside a CI, called a Space Management (SM) CI, to track the
allocation status of the 120 CIs. The SM CIs that have CIs that can be allocated to UOWs are included in this
value in the report.

Full IOVF SM CIS
Identifies the number of IOVF space management CIs that do not have IOVF CIs available for allocation to a
UOW. For each 120 CIs in the IOVF part, Fast Path sets aside a CI, called a Space Management (SM) CI, to
track the allocation status of the 120 CIs. The SM CIs that do not have CIs that can be allocated to UOWs are
included in this value in the report.

Allocated IOVF CIS
Identifies the number of IOVF CIs allocated to UOWs. It does not include IOVF Space Management (SM) CIs.

Free IOVF CIS
Identifies the number of IOVF CIs not allocated to UOWs. It does not include IOVF Space Management (SM) CIs.
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Number Of IOVF CIS
Identifies the sum of the number of IOVF SM CIs with free CIs, full IOVF SM CIs, allocated IOVF CIs, and free
IOVF CIs.

Number Of Reorg CIS
Identifies the number of CIs in the reorganization part of the area. This value should be equal to the UOW size of
the area.

Seq. Dependent Part
Identifies the subtitle given for DEDB databases.

The elements following this subtitle are a breakdown of the SDEP part of the DEDB database.

# Of Used Sdep CIS
Identifies the number of SDEP CIs in the active portion of the SDEP part.

# Of Unused Sdep CIS
The number of SDEP CIs in the inactive portion of the SDEP part.

Number Of Sdep CIS
Identifies the sum of the number of used and unused SDEP CIs.

Total # Of CIS In Area
Identifies the sum of the number of control CIs, Root Addressable Part CIs, Independent Overflow Part CIs,
reorganization CIs, and Sequential Dependent Part CIs in the area.

Bit Map Free Blocks
Identifies the number of blocks with available free space according to the bit map blocks. This element is provided
for HIDAM and HDAM databases. The percentage of the total number of blocks in the database is also given.

Area Free Space Summary

This Area Free Space section of the Database Summary report provides information concerning the amount of free space
in each section and part of a DEDB area. The percentage of free space in a section of the database is the sum of the
unused space in a given section divided by the total space available in the section, multiplied by 100.

Base Section
Identifies the amount of free space in bytes and percentage in the base section of the root addressable part of the
area.

DOVF Section
Identifies the amount of free space in bytes and percentage in the DOVF section of the root addressable part of
the area.

IOVF Part
Identifies the amount of free space in bytes and percentage in the IOVF part of the area.

SDEP Part
Identifies the amount of free space in bytes and percentage in the SDEP part of the area.

DBAKEYS I/O Statistics Report (DBA)
The DBAKEYS I/O Statistics report is produced for DEDB, HDAM, HIDAM, and HISAM databases. The file activity by type
of I/O statistics are primarily used to tune the software and are of informational interest to the user.

This report requires that you specify the DBAKEYS DD statement and RAPKEYS=YES to generate the DBAKEYS file of
the root keys.

To generate the DBAKEYS I/O Statistics report, specify the following options:
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• DBAKEYS DD statement (generates the root keys file)
• RAPKEYS=YES
• KEYREPORTS=YES or REPORTS=(KEYREPORTS|ALL|YES)

The DBKEYS I/O Statistics report provides the following information:

RECORDS READ
Identifies the number of records read from the file.

RECORDS WRITTEN
Identifies the number of records written to the file.

READ BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks read from the file.

WRITE BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks written to the file.

REPOSITION I/O
Identifies the number of I/Os executed to position the file.

A/M BUFFERS
Identifies the number of access method buffers assigned to the file. This value is set by the software or overridden
by the user in the JCL using the BUFNO parameter. The number of buffers are set to 1 if the file is allocated as
DUMMY or NULLFILE, unless overridden by the user.

CHANNEL PROGRAMS
Identifies the number of concurrent channel programs that will be active for the file. This value is set by the
software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the NCP parameter.

BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the
BLKSIZE parameter.

RECORD SIZE
Identifies the record size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using
the LRECL parameter.

DEVICE TYPE
Identifies the type of device on which the file resides. If the file has been allocated as a dummy file or a null file
then “DUMMY” is shown in this field and the number of A/M buffers are set to 1.

DEDB Area Physical Structure Map Report (DBA)
The DEDB Area Physical Structure Map report is produced for DEDB databases.

This map report provides data representing the physical boundaries and size of each part and section of the area.

To generate the DEDB Area Physical Structure Map, specify one of the following:

• DBMAP=YES
• REPORTS=(DBMAP|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless DBMAP=NO is specified or REPORTS=(list of report names) is specified without
specifying DBMAP, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

Along the top of the report is a set of five relative byte addresses (RBA IN HEX) that represent the following:
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• Starting RBA of the Root Addressable Part.
• Starting RBA of the Independent Overflow Part (IOVF). This RBA also marks the end of the Root Addressable Part.
• Starting RBA of the REORG UOW. This RBA also marks the end of the IOVF.
• Starting RBA of the Sequential Dependent Part. This RBA also marks the end of the REORG UOW.
• The first invalid RBA of the area. This RBA also marks the end of the Sequential Dependent Part.

The following is a sample of the DEDB Area Physical Structure Map report:

            RBA IN HEX---

>  800                                   3C800               B4800     B7800                  E1000

                            

  .                                       .                   .         .                      .

                            

  .                                       .    INDEPENDENT    .  REORG  .      SEQUENTIAL      .

                              .<------- ROOT ADDRESSABLE PART ------->.<--- OVERFLOW ---->.<--UOW--

>.<---- DEPENDENT ----->.

                            

  .        (240 CIS OR    20 UOWS)        .       PART        .         .         PART         .

                            

  .         .                             .      (480 CIS)    . (12 CIS).        (166 CIS)     .

                            

  .   ONE   .                             .                   .         .                      .

                              .<- UOW -

>.                             .                   .         .                      .

                            

  .         .  ONE CI                     .                   .         .                      .

                                             ¦

............................. +---------+----¦----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+----------------------+

                              +---------+---- ----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

S----------------------+

      A              A        ¦         ¦    ¦    ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦---------+----V----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+----------------------+

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦         ¦/////////¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+----------------------+
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 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+----------------------+

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦                       ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |  DMAC:               |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦            BASE       ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦           SECTION     ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |   OLD RBA:   B7800   |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦        (10 CIS/UOW)   ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |     CYCLE:       1   |
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 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                              ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

    UNIT             ¦        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |  NEXT RBA:   B7804   |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

     OF              ¦        ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |     CYCLE:       1   |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

    WORK             ¦        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

(12 CIS/UOW)         ¦        ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            ¦

                             

 ¦                                                                                            ¦

                     ¦        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         | ACTUAL:              |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |
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      ¦              ¦        ¦                                       ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |   OLD RBA:   B7804   |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              V        ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦         ¦/////////

¦/////////|         |  NEXT RBA:   B7804   |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦       ............... ¦---------+---------+---------+---------¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              A        ¦///////////////////////////////////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦///////////////////////////////////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦          DEPENDENT    ¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦          OVERFLOW     ¦///////////////////////////////////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦           SECTION     ¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |
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 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦         (2 CIS/UOW)   ¦///////////////////////////////////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      ¦              ¦        ¦///////////////////////////////////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

      V              V        ¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////¦/////////

¦/////////|         |                      |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

                             

 ¦                                                                                            |

............................. +---------+---- ----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+----------------------+

                              +---------+---- ----+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+----------------------+

                            

  .                                                                                            .

                            

  .                                                                                            .

                            

  .<----------------------------------- AREA  #1 - BA1P0024----------------------------------->.

                            

  .                                             (900 CIS)                                      .

The RBAs in this map are useful when investigating corrupted CIs or pointers as they allow easy determination of the part
of an area where the CI resides or the target of a pointer resides.

Following the line of RBAs is a line indicating the size of each part of the area.

• The sizes are given in both number of CIs and the number of units of work (UOWs).
• The ONE UOW and ONE CI captions are intended to visually explain the dimensions used in the map.

Along the left side of the map are two vertical lines indicating the number of CIs in a unit of work (UOW), the number of
CIs in the base section of the root addressable part and the number of CIs in the DOVF section of the root addressable
part.

The area number and name are given in the line under the map. The total number of CIs in the area is also provided.

In the box that forms the Sequential Dependent Part, three SDEP control values are shown.
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• All 3 values come from the DMAC in the second CI.
• The OLD RBA is the RBA of the oldest active SDEP segment. This RBA is usually the RBA of the CI where the oldest

segment exists. IMS will scan the CI from this RBA to find the oldest segment.
• The NEXT RBA is the RBA where IMS will insert the next SDEP segment. Often it is the RBA of the next CI and IMS

will scan that CI looking for the next insertion point within the CI. The CYCLE is the current cycle value used for SDEP
wrap control.

The overflow CIs, DOVF, and IOVF, are shaded to allow them to be found more easily.

Free Space Plot Report (DBA)
The Free Space Plot report is produced as follows:

• For HIDAM databases, a single plot is created for the entire data set or cluster.
• For HDAM databases, one plot is produced for each of the following:

– Root Addressable Area (RAA)
– Overflow Area

• For DEDB databases, one plot is produced for each of the following:
– Root Addressable Part
– Independent Overflow (IOVF) Part
– Sequential Dependent Part

To generate the Free Space Plot report, specify one of the following:

• FREESPACEPLOT=YES
• REPORTS=(FREESPACEPLOT|FSEDIST|ALL|YES)

This report is not produced by default, so you must request the report using one of the preceding options.

The following is a sample Free Space Plot for the root addressable area.

               

  PLOT OF THE AVAILABLE FREE SPACE IN THE DATA SET.  EACH * REPRESENTS FREE SPACE (TRUNCATED TO THE LOWER *).

 CI    FSE'S BYTES-

FREE PERCENT  FREE SPACE       ONE * =  4,968 BYTES.   EACH LINE SUMMARIZES  114 CIS  OR    466,944 BYTES.

_____  _____ __________ _______                                                M

                               +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+---------+---------+----+

   

 1    113    448,044  95.95 ¦******************************************************************************************    ¦

 

 115    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

 

 229    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

 

 343    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

 

 457    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

 

 571    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

 

 685    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

 

 799    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦
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 913    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

1,027    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

1,141    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

1,255    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

1,369    114    452,124  96.83 ¦*******************************************************************************************   ¦

1,483     18     71,388  15.29 ¦**************                                                                                ¦

The vertical axis of the plot represents a range of contiguous blocks in the database while the horizontal axis indicates the
amount of free space in that range of blocks. The four columns of numbers on the vertical axis are:

Block, CI, or Record
Identifies the starting number of the range referred to by this line. The first data block, record, or CI in the data set
or cluster is called Number 1. The first one included in the plot is set by the PLOTSTART control statement, which
defaults to a value of 1. The number summarized in a given line of the plot is controlled by the PLOTINCR control
statement and defaults to the cylinder size of the device or the BLKS/CYL control statement value.

FSE'S
Identifies the number of free space elements found in this range.

Bytes-Free
Identifies the number of bytes free in this range. This value is represented in the graphic portion of the plot.

Percent
Indicates the percentage of the total space available in this range that is free space.

For the purposes of this plot, a dummy block or CI in an HDAM or HIDAM database is considered to be a block or CI with
a single FSE (free space element) describing the entire block or CI.

Free Space Statistics Report (DBA)
The Free Space Statistics report gives an overall picture of the free space in the database for DEDB, HDAM, and HIDAM
databases. The subtitles of this report contains the designation BLKS, CIS, or RECS depending on the physical record
type of the database data set.

To generate the Free Space Statistics report, specify one of the following:

• FREESPACESTATS=YES
• REPORTS=(FREESPACESTATS|BITMAP|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless FREESPACESTATS=NO is specified or REPORTS=(list of report names) is
specified without specifying FREESPACESTATS, BITMAP, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

The following is a sample Free Space Statistics report:

                      TOTAL NUMBER OF CIS  AND FSE'S WITH EACH POSSIBLE NUMBER OF BYTES FREE.

             #       TOTAL     PERCENT                                 #       TOTAL     PERCENT

     #     BYTES       #         OF                           #      BYTES       #         OF

    CIS     FREE     BYTES     DATASET                       FSE'S    FREE     BYTES     DATASET

_________  _____  ___________  _______                    _________  _____  ___________  _______

 

      240   1000      240,000   37.38                           240   1000      240,000   37.38

      126   1012      127,512   19.86                           126   1012      127,512   19.86

       90    920       82,800   12.90                            90    920       82,800   12.90

       34    898       30,532    4.76                            34    898       30,532    4.76

       30    690       20,700    3.22                            30    690       20,700    3.22

       22    840       18,480    2.88                            22    840       18,480    2.88
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       11    610        6,710    1.05                            11    610        6,710    1.05

        9    742        6,678    1.04                             9    742        6,678    1.04

        8    818        6,544    1.02                             8    818        6,544    1.02

        4    662        2,648    0.41                             4    662        2,648    0.41

        4    640        2,560    0.40                             4    640        2,560    0.40

        4    588        2,352    0.37                             4    588        2,352    0.37

        3    758        2,274    0.35                             3    758        2,274    0.35

        4    432        1,728    0.27                             4    432        1,728    0.27

        2    796        1,592    0.25                             2    796        1,592    0.25

        2    638        1,276    0.20                             2    638        1,276    0.20

        2    560        1,120    0.17                             2    560        1,120    0.17

        2    508        1,016    0.16                             2    508        1,016    0.16

        1    890          890    0.14                             1    890          890    0.14

        1    740          740    0.12                             1    740          740    0.12

        1    738          738    0.11                             1    738          738    0.11

        1    718          718    0.11                             1    718          718    0.11

        1    712          712    0.11                             1    712          712    0.11

        1    656          656    0.10                             1    656          656    0.10

        1    582          582    0.09                             1    582          582    0.09

        1    574          574    0.09                             1    574          574    0.09

        1    566          566    0.09                             1    566          566    0.09

        1    558          558    0.09                             1    558          558    0.09

        1    536          536    0.08                             1    536          536    0.08

        1    530          530    0.08                             1    530          530    0.08

        1    484          484    0.08                             1    484          484    0.08

        1    448          448    0.07                             1    448          448    0.07

        1    428          428    0.07                             1    428          428    0.07

        1    404          404    0.06                             1    404          404    0.06

        2    198          396    0.06                             2    198          396    0.06

        1    380          380    0.06                             1    380          380    0.06

        1    352          352    0.05                             1    352          352    0.05

        1    344          344    0.05                             1    344          344    0.05

        1    300          300    0.05                             1    300          300    0.05

        1    202          202    0.03                             1    202          202    0.03

        1    196          196    0.03                             1    196          196    0.03

        1    174          174    0.03                             1    174          174    0.03

        1    138          138    0.02                             1    138          138    0.02

        1    122          122    0.02                             1    122          122    0.02

        1     20           20    0.00                             1     20           20    0.00

      625 TOTALS      568,710   88.58                           625 TOTALS      568,710   88.58

Two separate free space tables are produced side-by-side:

• Blocks (# CIS, # Bytes Free, Total # Bytes, and Percent of Data set)
• Free Space (#FSE'S, # Bytes Free, Total # Bytes, and Percent of Data set)

On the left of the report is a 4-column table showing the number of blocks with a given number of bytes free, in
descending bytes-free size.
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• The first column is the number of blocks (# Blocks) with the number of bytes free shown in column 2 (# Bytes Free).
• The number of bytes free is shown in column 2 (# Bytes Free). The number of bytes free is always accumulated in

even byte counts with odd values included in the lower even value. That is, a block with 1,009 bytes free would be
accumulated as 1,008 bytes free.

• The third column is the product of column 1 and 2.
• Column 4 is column 3 as a percentage of the entire data set or cluster.

On the right of the report is a 4-column table showing the number of free space pieces or chunks with a given number of
bytes free, in descending bytes-free size.

• The first column is the number of chunks (# Chunks) (seen on the report as FSE's).
• The number of bytes free is shown in column 2 (# Bytes Free). The number of bytes free is always accumulated in

even byte counts with odd values included in the lower even value. That is, a block with 1,009 bytes free would be
accumulated as 1,008 bytes free.

• The third column is the product of column 1 and 2.
• Column 4 is column 3 as a percentage of the entire data set or cluster.

This report is limited to one page in length. If the number of entries in the table exceeds the page length, the second to
last detail line will summarize all other entries and is entitled Others. The Others line will only be printed if the page is full
and there are additional entries to be printed. The last line of the report in each table is the sum of all entries. It is entitled
Totals.

For the purposes of this report, a dummy block in an HDAM or HIDAM database is considered to be a block with a single
FSE describing the entire block.

Free Space Table Report (DBA)
The Free Space Table report contains the following sections:

• Base section of Free Space Statistics
• DOVF section of Free Space Statistics
• IOVF section of Free Space Statistics

To generate the Free Space Table report, specify one of the following:

• FREESPACETABLE=YES
• REPORTS=(FREESPACETABLE|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless FREESPACETABLE=NO is specified or REPORTS=(list of report names) is
specified without specifying FREESPACETABLE, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

For sample and description of fields, click the section title:

Base Section

The base section of the Free Space Table report is produced for DEDB databases. This report provides a distribution
of the number of CIs in the base section of the area with given amounts of free space percentages, the free space
fragmentation in each range, and the pointer locality of reference statistics to the various sections of the area.

The following sample shows a base section of the Free Space Table report.

        NUMBER       # OF FS CHUNKS     SIZE OF FS CHUNKS    # USING       PTRS TO BASE       PTRS TO DOVF   

    PTRS TO IOVF

 %FS    OF CI'S      AVG   MIN   MAX     AVG   MIN   MAX   DOVF/IOVF     AVG   MIN   MAX    AVG   MIN   MAX  

  AVG   MIN   MAX
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 ___    _______      ___   ___   ___     ___   ___   ___   _________     ___   ___   ___    ___   ___   ___  

  ___   ___   ___

 0-9          0

10-19         0

20-29         0

30-39         0

40-49         0

50-59         0

60-69         0

70-79        10      1.0     1     1   721.0   721   721           0     5.0     5     5    0.0     0     0  

  0.0     0     0

80-89         0

90-99         0

 100        190          NUMBER OF BASE CI'S USING DOVF AND/OR IOVF CI'S:         0 -  0.0%

The elements of the report are:

%FS
Indicates the range of free space percentages represented by the line of data; 0-9 is the line describing CIs with
from zero to nine percent free, 10-19 describes CIs with ten to nineteen percent free space, and so on. The CI
prefix and suffix are not included in the calculation of the amount of free space in a given CI.

NUMBER OF CI'S
Identifies the number of CIs in the base section with the percentage of free space indicated in the first column.

# OF FS CHUNKS
Indicates the number of discontinuous pieces of free space in a CI of the free space percentage range
represented. The average number of free space pieces per CI is shown as well as the minimum and maximum.

SIZE OF FS CHUNKS
Gives the size of the discontinuous pieces of free space in a CI of the free space percentage range represented.
The average size of a free space chunk is shown as well as the minimum and maximum.

# USING DOVF/IOVF
Indicates the number of base section CIs in this free space range that contain database records which extend into
CIs in the DOVF section, IOVF part, or both.

PTRS TO BASE
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the base section CIs in this range that point to segments that also
reside in the base section. The average number of pointers within one CI, which point within the base section, is
given as well as the minimum and maximum cases.

PTRS TO DOVF
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the base section CIs in this range that point to segments that reside
in the DOVF section. The average number of pointers within one CI, which point to the DOVF section, is given as
well as the minimum and maximum cases.

PTRS TO IOVF
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the base section CIs in this range that point to segments that reside
in the IOVF part. The average number of pointers within one CI, which point to the IOVF part, is given as well as
the minimum and maximum cases.

NUMBER OF BASE CI'S USING DOVF AND/OR IOVF CI'S
Indicates the total number of CIs in the entire base section that contain database records which extend into CIs in
the DOVF section and/or IOVF part. Both a CI count and percentage of base CIs is given.
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DOVF Section

The DOVF section of the Free Space Table report is produced for DEDB databases. This report provides a distribution
of the number of CIs in the DOVF section of the area with given amounts of free space percentages, the free space
fragmentation in each range, and the pointer locality of reference statistics to the various sections of the area.

The following sample shows a DOVF section of the Free Space Table report.

                      # OF FS CHUNKS      SIZE OF FS CHUNKS        PTRS TO BASE          PTRS TO DOVF          PTRS TO IOVF

 %FS   NO. CI'S       AVG   MIN   MAX       AVG   MIN   MAX       AVG   MIN   MAX       AVG   MIN   MAX       AVG   MIN   MAX

 ___   ________       ___   ___   ___       ___   ___   ___       ___   ___   ___       ___   ___   ___       ___   ___   ___

 

 0-9          0

10-19         0

20-29         0

30-39         0

40-49         0

50-59         0

60-69         0

70-79         0

80-89         0

90-99         0

 100         40

The elements of the report are:

%FS
Indicates the range of free space percentages represented by the line of data; 0-9 is the line describing CIs with
from zero to nine percent free, 10-19 describes CIs with ten to nineteen percent free space, and so on. The CI
prefix and suffix are not included in the calculation of the amount of free space in a given CI.

NO. CI'S
Identifies the number of CIs in the DOVF section with the percent free space indicated in the first column.

# OF FS CHUNKS
Indicates the number of discontinuous pieces of free space in a CI of the free space percentage range
represented. The minimum, maximum, and the average number of free space pieces per CI are shown.

SIZE OF FS CHUNKS
Gives the size of the discontinuous pieces of free space in a CI of the free space percentage range represented.
The minimum, maximum, and the average size of a free space chunk are shown.

PTRS TO BASE
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the DOVF section CIs in this range that point to segments that reside
in the base section. The minimum, maximum, and the average number of pointers within one CI, which point to
the base section, is given.

PTRS TO DOVF
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the DOVF section CIs in this range that point to segments that also
reside in the DOVF section. The minimum, maximum, and the average number of pointers within one CI, which
point within the DOVF section, is given.

PTRS TO IOVF
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the DOVF section CIs in this range that point to segments that reside
in the IOVF part. The minimum, maximum, and the average number of pointers within one CI, which point to the
IOVF part, is given.
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IOVF Section

The IOVF section of the Free Space Table report is produced for DEDB databases. This report provides a distribution
of the number of CIs in the IOVF section of the area with given amounts of free space percentages, the free space
fragmentation in each range, and the pointer locality of reference statistics to the various sections of the area.

The following sample shows an IOVF section of the Free Space Table report.

                      # OF FS CHUNKS      SIZE OF FS CHUNKS       PTRS TO BASEBASE      

  PTRS TO DOVF          PTRS TO IOVF

 %FS   NO. CI'S       AVG   MIN   MAX       AVG   MIN   MAX       AVG   MIN   MAX       AVG   MIN   MAX       AVG   MIN   MAX

 ___   ________       ___   ___   ___       ___   ___   ___       ___   ___   ___       ___   ___   ___       ___   ___   ___

 

 0-9          0

10-19         0

20-29         0

30-39         0

40-49         0

50-59         0

60-69         0

70-79         0

80-89         0

90-99         0

 100        476

The elements of the report are:

%FS
Indicates the range of free space percentages represented by the line of data; 0-9 is the line describing CIs with
from zero to nine percent free, 10-19 describes CIs with ten to nineteen percent free space, and so on. The CI
prefix and suffix are not included in the calculation of the amount of free space in a given CI.

NO. CI'S
Identifies the number of CIs in the IOVF section with the percent free space indicated in the first column.

# OF FS CHUNKS
Indicates the number of discontinuous pieces of free space in a CI of the free space percentage range
represented. The minimum, maximum, and the average number of free space pieces per CI are shown.

SIZE OF FS CHUNKS
Gives the size of the discontinuous pieces of free space in a CI of the free space percentage range represented.
The minimum, maximum, and the average size of a free space chunk are shown.

PTRS TO BASE
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the IOVF part CIs in this range that point to segments that reside in
the base section. The minimum, maximum, and the average number of pointers within one CI, which point to the
base section, is given.

PTRS TO DOVF
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the IOVF part CIs in this range that point to segments that reside in
the DOVF section. The minimum, maximum, and the average number of pointers within one CI, which point to the
DOVF section, is given.

PTRS TO IOVF
Specifies the number of segment pointers in the IOVF part CIs in this range that point to segments that also
reside in the IOVF part. The minimum, maximum, and the average number of pointers within one CI, which point
within the IOVF part, is given.
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Partition Summary Report (DBA)
The Partition Summary report is produced for HALDB databases when more than one partition is processed. This report
provides the following information about the analyzed partitions:

• The highest return code encountered
• The highest return code for each partition
• Partition names
• Partition ID
• Root and segment counts
• Bytes of data
• Percentages

To generate the Partition Summary report, specify REPORTS=(SUMMARYREPORT|ALL|YES).

This report is always produced for HALDB databases when more than one partition is processed unless REPORTS=(list
of report names) is specified without specifying SUMMARYREPORT, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

The following sample shows a Partition Summary report:

DBD HAMD4T60 PARTITION SCAN RESULTS.  HIGHEST RC   0.

 

  PARTITION   SCAN   -ROOT STATISTICS-   ----- SEGMENT   STATISTICS ----- 

   NAME   ID     RC       COUNT PERCENT         COUNT  DATA BYTES  PERCENT

_______ _____  ___   _________ _______   ___________  __________  _______

HDBHD01     3    0           6     0.4         1,656           8K     0.4

HDBHD02     6    0       1,494    99.6        40,344       1,970K    99.6

_______ _____  ___   _________ _______   ___________  __________  _______

TOTALS:     2    0       1,500                42,000       1,978K

Root Placement Report (DBA)
The Root Placement report is produced for HDAM databases.

The report shows how close to the block chosen by the randomizer (the “home” block) database roots were placed.

• The ROOTPLACEMENT control statement generates the Root Placement report.
• Set POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL to specify the level of pointer checking.
• Use the related control statement, ROOTDISPLACEMENT to specify the number of blocks before and after the home

block on which Database Analyzer gathers statistics.

To generate the Root Placement report, specify POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL and one of the following settings:

• ROOTPLACEMENT=YES
• REPORTS=(ROOTPLACEMENT|ROOTDIST|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless ROOTPLACEMENT=NO is specified, or REPORTS=(list of report names)
is specified without specifying ROOTPLACEMENT, ROOTDIST, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

The following sample report is produced by specifying ROOTPLACEMENT=YES to generate the report and using
ROOTDISPLACEMENT=(-5,+5) to specify the number of blocks before and after the home block:

DATABASE ANALYZER Release 20.0.01                               ROOT PLACEMENT REPORT                        

      PAGE:     4    

                                                                                                             

      DATE: 22 NOV 20
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      TIME: 09.00.36

DBD NAME: D080OI0    PHDAM/OSAM                                                                              

                    

DD NAME : D1P1A                                                                                              

                    

DS NAME : IDI.D080OI0.DB.D080OI0.A00001 - IDI003                                                             

                     

DISPLACEMENT, IN BLOCKS, OF DATABASE ROOTS FROM THE HOME BLOCK CHOSEN BY RANDOMIZER IDIHDC01                 

                     

OFFSET                                                                                                       

                     

 FROM     NUMBER            0        10        20        30        40        50        60        70        80

        90       100

 HOME    OF ROOTS   PERCENT +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------

+---------+---------+

______ ___________  _______                                                                                  

                    

  -10            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -9            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -8            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -7            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -6            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -5            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -4            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -3            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -2            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   -1            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

    0            6    100.0 |

****************************************************************************************************

   +1            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   +2            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   +3            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   +4            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   +5            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   +6            0      0.0 |                                                                                
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   +7            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   +8            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

   +9            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

  +10            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

OTHER            0      0.0 |                                                                                

                    

                                                                                                             

                    

    TOTAL # OF RAPS           :            18                                                                

                    

    TOTAL # OF USED RAPS      :             5                                                                

                    

    PERCENTAGE OF RAPS USED   :        27.78%                                                                

                    

    AVG # ROOTS PER USED RAP  :         1.200

This report includes the following elements:

OFFSET FROM HOME
Identifies the displacement of a root from the home block (the block that is chosen by the randomizer).

• A negative number is used when the root is found before the home block.
• A positive number means it was found after the home block.
• Zero indicates that the root was on its home block.
• OTHER is used for the line showing the roots, which were outside the tracked range.

NUMBER OF ROOTS
Identifies the number of roots found at the Offset From Home displacement.

PERCENT
Identifies the percentage that Number of Roots represents of the total number of roots. That percentage is
displayed graphically on the right.
When a large percentage of blocks are not placed on their home block, it can mean that the database must be
reorganized. If many blocks are not placed on their home block after reorganization, increase the number of RAPs
and reorganize the database again.

For information about how many RAPS were used across the RAP blocks, see the Anchor Point Usage Statistics report.

Segment Access Statistics Report (DBA)
The Segment Access Statistics report provides information about accessing segment physical chains.

The report can only be generated when full pointer checking is performed.

To generate the Segment Access Statistics report, use one of the following specifications:

• SEGMENTACCSTATS=YES
• REPORTS=(SEGMENTACCSTATS|IOSTATS|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless any of the following conditions apply:
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• SEGMENTACCSTATS=NO is specified.
• REPORTS=(list of report names) is specified without specifying SEGMENTACCSTATS, IOSTATS, ALL, or YES

as one of the values in the list.

The following example shows the Segment Access Statistics report:

-------- SEGMENT --------    -- AVERAGE PER --      AVG   MAX LONGEST                                        

NAME    CODE LVL PRNT DSG     RECORD    PARENT      I/O   I/O   CHAIN                                        

________ ___ ___ ____ ___    _______   _______    _____  ____   _____                                        

 

TBA        1   1        1        1.0                                                         

TBP        2   2    1   2      846.8     846.8    0.011   163  21,906                                        

TBS        3   2    1   3        6.6       6.6    0.062     5      71                                        

TBH        4   2    1   3

NOTE
If POINTERCHECK=NONE or POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL is specified, the report displays the AVG
I/O, MAX I/O, and LONGEST CHAIN values as N/A. If values are needed, rerun the report and specify
POINTERCHECK=LOCAL.

The elements of the report are as follows:

SEGMENT NAME
Specifies the segment name, from the DBD, that the detail line describes.

NOTE
The report contains virtual logical children to provide a complete picture of the DBD. Therefore,
the report may differ from reports generated by other products that process the DBD and do not
include virtual logical children in their reports. The example of such reports are IMS HD Unload utility
(DFSURGU0) and Reload utility (DFSURGL0).

SEGMENT CODE
Specifies the segment code IMS has associated with the segment name.

SEGMENT LVL
Specifies the hierarchic level of the segment in the database. Level 1 indicates the root segment.

SEGMENT PRNT
Specifies the segment code of the segment parent. This field is left blank for the root segment.

SEGMENT DSG
Specifies the data set group where the segment is located. The following values are available:

• 1-10 for the HDAM/HIDAM database DSG.
• A-J for PHDAM and PHIDAM database DSG.
• Blank for other database types.

AVERAGE PER RECORD
Specifies the average number of segments of this type in each database record.

AVERAGE PER PARENT
Specifies the average number of segments of this type under each parent segment.

AVG I/O
Specifies the probability of I/O to a particular segment of that type. The value is calculated by dividing the total
number of I/O to read all segments of that type by the total number of segments. The values for HDAM and DEDB
root segments account for following the root PTF chain, but not the initial I/O to read the first root block. The
values for HIDAM roots are blank because the access is through the primary index.
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MAX I/O
Specifies the maximum number of I/O that must follow any physical twin chain. The values for HDAM and DEDB
root segments account for following the root PTF chain, but not the initial I/O to read the first root block.

NOTE

• The maximum I/O count is not necessarily found on the longest twin chain. For more information
about the twin chain, see Twin Chain Reports.

• If the value of MAX I/O exceeds 65535, the report displays the value as >64K. In this case, the
average I/O cannot be calculated and the report displays AVG I/O as N/A.

LONGEST CHAIN
Identifies the maximum number of segments that are found on any physical twin chain.

NOTE
A Longest Chain value of >64K indicates that the longest chain consists of 65535 twins or more.

Segment Distribution Statistics Report (DBA)
The Segment Distribution Statistics report is produced for HDAM and DEDB databases. This report provides a
distribution, by segment type, of the physical placement of the segments in the data set or cluster.

To generate the Segment Distribution Statistics report, specify one of the following:

• SEGMENTDISTSTATS=YES
• REPORTS=(SEGMENTDISTSTATS|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless SEGMENTDISTSTATS=NO is specified or REPORTS=(list of report names) is
specified without specifying SEGMENTDISTSTATS, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

The following is a sample Segment Distribution Statistics report.

   ---- SEGMENT ----       # OF      -- IN RA AREA ---   -- IN OVERFLOW

      NAME   CODE LVL     SEGMENTS    # SEGMENTS     %    # SEGMENTS

      ____   ____ ___    __________   __________  _____   __________  ___

 

    CUSTROOT    1   1           370          370  100.0            0    0

    LOANSEGM    2   2           195          195  100.0            0    0

    LEVEL3      3   3           126          126  100.0            0    0

    LEVEL2      4   2           127          127  100.0            0    0

The elements of the report are:

SEGMENT NAME
Identifies the segment name, from the DBD, that the detail line describes.

NOTE
The report contains virtual logical children to provide a complete picture of the DBD. Therefore the
report can differ from reports generated by other products that process the DBD and do not include
virtual logical children in their reports, such as the IMS HD Unload utility (DFSURGU0) and Reload utility
(DFSURGL0).

SEGMENT CODE
Identifies the segment code IMS has associated with the segment name.

SEGMENT LVL
Identifies the hierarchic level of the segment in the database. Level 1 indicates the root segment.
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TOTAL # SEGMENTS
Identifies the actual number of segments of this type that are found in the database or area.

IN RA AREA
Identifies the number of the segments of this type that reside in the root addressable area of an HDAM database.
A percentage of the total for this segment type is also given.

IN OVERFLOW
Identifies the number of the segments of this type that reside in the overflow area of an HDAM database. A
percentage of the total for this segment type is also given.

IN BASE
Identifies the number of the segments of this type that reside in the base section of the area. A percentage of the
total for this segment type is also given.

IN DOVF
Identifies the number of the segments of this type that reside in the DOVF section of the area. A percentage of the
total for this segment type is also given.

IN IOVF
Identifies the number of the segments of this type that reside in the IOVF part of the area. A percentage of the
total for this segment type is also given.

Segment Frequency Statistics Report (DBA)
The Segment Frequency Statistics report is produced for all database types. This report provides the following
information:

• A breakdown, by segment type, of segment frequency per database record and per parent.
• Length information from the DBD and the database.
• The total number of segments and their accumulated prefix bytes and data bytes.

The report is written after all DSGs of the database have been processed.

To generate the Segment Frequency Statistics report, specify one of the following:

• SEGMENTFREQSTATS=YES
• REPORTS=(SEGMENTFREQSTATS|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless SEGMENTFREQSTATS=NO is specified or REPORTS=(list of report names) is
specified without specifying SEGMENTFREQSTATS, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

The Segment Frequency Statistics report contains the following fields:

SEGMENT NAME
Identifies the segment name, from the DBD, that the detail line describes.

NOTE
The report contains virtual logical children to provide a complete picture of the DBD. Therefore the
report can differ from reports generated by other products that process the DBD and do not include
virtual logical children in their reports, such as the IMS HD Unload utility (DFSURGU0) and Reload utility
(DFSURGL0).

SEGMENT CODE
Identifies the segment code IMS has associated with the segment name.

SEGMENT LVL
Identifies the hierarchic level of the segment in the database. Level 1 indicates the root segment.

SEGMENT PRNT
Identifies the segment code of the segment parent. This field is left blank for the root segment.
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SEGMENT DSG
Identifies the data set group where the segment is located. The following values are available:

• 1-10 for the HDAM/HIDAM database DSG.
• A-J for PHDAM and PHIDAM database DSG.
• Blank for other database types.

# OF SEGMENTS
Indicates the actual number of segments of this type that are found in the database or area.

AVERAGE PER RECORD
Identifies the average number of segments of this type in each database record.

AVERAGE PER PARENT
Identifies the average number of segments of this type under each parent segment.

DBD LENGTHS
Identifies the prefix length, key field length, the minimum, and maximum lengths that the segment can have as
specified in the BYTES keyword of the SEGM macro of the DBDGEN.
For a real logical child with a virtual logical parent concatenated key (LPCK), the length value shown in the report
is the actual length of the data portion of the segment, as it exists on the disk. In other words, the length value is
the length of the intersection data only and does not include the LPCK length.
If the VCHILDLENGTH keyword of the SEGMENT control statement was specified, the report shows the length
value from the control statement.
For DEDBs defined with fixed-length segments, the displayed value is two greater than the value on the BYTES
parameter in the DBD definition. This is because there is always a length field in a DEDB segment, even when it
is defined as fixed length.
The key field length is blank for segments with no key field. Fixed-length segments note "FIXED" in the MIN
column and have the segment length in the MAX column.

LENGTHS IN DB
Shows the actual segment lengths found in the database or area for segments with a length field, the average
length (AVG), the minimum length (MIN), and the maximum length (MAX). These values are based on the LL field
and do not take into account any segments in a HISAM, HIDAM, or HDAM database that have been allocated
larger space than the LL value because the LL value is shorter than the minbytes value.
The EXP field represents the expanded length of a compressed segment. If Database Analyzer expands the
segment, this value is the average uncompressed length.

NOTE
Fixed-length compressed segments are listed as FIXED in the DBD LENGTHS section, but have MIN
and MAX values in this section. This is because IMS stores the segments as variable length. Fixed
length, not compressed, segments have their defined length repeated in the AVG column and the MIN,
MAX, and EXP columns are blank.

WRONG LENGTH COUNTS
Shows the number of segments found in the database that were shorter than the minimum or longer than the
maximum length defined in the DBD.
These values are always zero for fixed-length segments. For variable length segments, expected values are zero.
A nonzero value indicates that segments of the wrong size exist. An exceptional situation is when a database
designer has purposely specified a minbytes value that is larger than some LL values to force IMS to set aside a
larger space than is needed. See Scan for Variable Length Segments.

SEGMENT TOTALS
Identifies the total number of segments found in the database, the average number of segments per database
record (root), the total number of segment prefix bytes, and the total number of data bytes.
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Segment Pointer Statistics Reports (DBA)
The Segment Pointer Statistics report is produced for all database types. This report provides the following items and
information:

• Variable-length segment plot
• Details about each segment type in the DBD and its pointers, including segments in the HALDB ILDS and its pointers

To generate the Segment Frequency Statistics report, specify one of the following:

• SEGMENTPTRSTATS==YES
• REPORTS=(SEGMENTPTRSTATS=|VLSDIST|ALL|YES)

This report is always produced unless SEGMENTPTRSTATS=NO is specified or REPORTS=(list of report names) is
specified without specifying SEGMENTPTRSTATS, VLSDIST, ALL, or YES as one of the values in the list.

The Segment Pointer Statistics report provides the following information:

ANCHOR POINT AREA
Indicates that this entry in the Segment Pointer Statistics report reflects the anchor point area of the root
addressable part of the data set. HDAM and DEDB databases contain anchor point areas.

NUMBER OF BLOCKS WITH ANCHOR POINT AREA
Identifies the number of blocks or CIs with an anchor point area.

• For HDAM databases, this value is the number of blocks or CIs in the root addressable area.
• For DEDB areas, this value is the number of CIs in all the base sections.

RANDOMIZER NAME
Identifies the name of the randomizer that is used for HDAM or DEDB databases.

SYSTEM AREA
Indicates that this entry in the Segment Pointer Statistics report reflects the system pointers in each block, record,
or CI. HISAM and INDEX databases contain system area pointers.

NUMBER OF BLOCKS WITH SYSTEM POINTERS
Identifies the number of blocks, records, or CIs with system pointers.

VARIABLE LENGTH SEGMENT
Shows segment length data for variable length segments. This line is only produced for variable length segments.
The dummy root segment in a VSAM/KSDS data set is not included.

MAXIMUM LENGTH FOUND IN DATASET
Identifies the longest segment, exclusive of prefix, of this type found in the database. The dummy root segment
in a VSAM/KSDS data set is not included. The LL value is used, not the space allocated. Therefore, for a HISAM,
HIDAM, or HDAM database, when IMS has allocated a space equal to the minbytes value instead of the LL value,
the LL value is still used to determine the maximum for the report. See Scan for Variable Length Segments.

AVERAGE LENGTH
Identifies the average length, exclusive of prefix, of this segment type found in the database. The dummy root
segment in a VSAM/KSDS data set is not included. The LL value is used, not the space allocated. Therefore,
for a HISAM, HIDAM, or HDAM database, when IMS has allocated a space equal to the minbytes value instead
of the LL value, the LL value is still used to determine the average for the report. See Scan for Variable Length
Segments.

MINIMUM LENGTH
Identifies the shortest segment, exclusive of prefix, of this type found in the database. The dummy root segment
in a VSAM/KSDS data set is not included. The LL value is used, not the space allocated. Therefore, for a HISAM,
HIDAM, or HDAM database, when IMS has allocated a space equal to the minbytes value instead of the LL value,
the LL value is still used to determine the minimum for the report. See Scan for Variable Length Segments.
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SEGMENT NAME
Identifies the segment name, from the DBD, described by this part of the report.
For the HALDB ILDS and primary index, the segment names are not part of the DBD. Database
Analyzer generates segment names as follows:

NOTE
Database Analyzer generates segment names in lowercase to avoid confusion with segments in the
DBD.

The report contains virtual logical children to provide a complete picture of the DBD. Therefore the
report can differ from reports generated by other products that process the DBD and do not include
virtual logical children in their reports, such as the IMS HD Unload utility (DFSURGU0) and Reload utility
(DFSURGL0).

CODE
Identifies the segment code, from the DBD, for the named segment.

LEVEL
Identifies the segment level, from the DBD, for the named segment.
The LEVEL value for ILDS is 1.

NUMBER
Identifies the actual number of segments of this type found in the database or area. The dummy root segment in a
VSAM/KSDS data set is included.

PREFIX LENGTH
Identifies the length of the prefix for this segment type.

NOTE
The prefix of an index segment in a VSAM primary or secondary index KSDS cluster is only 5 bytes
long. No segment code exists on DASD even though the DBD defines the prefix to be 6 bytes long.

DATA LENGTH
Identifies the length of the data portion of this segment type. For variable-length segments, this is the maximum
segment data length.
For a real logical child with a virtual logical parent concatenated key (LPCK), the length value is the actual length
of the data portion of the segment, as it exists on a disk. In other words, the length value is the length of the
intersection data only and does not include the LPCK length.
If the VCHILDLENGTH keyword of the SEGMENT control statement was specified, the length value is the value
from the control statement.

DELETE BYTE ZERO
Identifies the number of segments of this type for which no physical or logical deletion had occurred (the delete
bits in the delete byte of the segment prefix were off). Only the bits in the delete byte that refer to the deletion
status of the segment are taken into account for this value. The bits in the delete byte that relate to separated
prefix and data for an HD database are not interrogated to determine if the delete byte is zero.
The dummy root segment in a VSAM/KSDS data set is included.
This caption and value is not shown for DEDB segments, which do not contain a delete byte, and for the HALDB
ILDS and primary index.

COUNTER FIELD ZERO
Identifies the number of segments of this type that contained a counter field in the segment prefix that had a value
of zero. The caption and value appear only for segments with a counter field defined.

VARIABLE LENGTH SEGMENT ANALYSIS
Identifies the plot of the actual lengths of the segments found in the database. The LL value is used, not the
space allocated. Therefore, for a HISAM, HIDAM, or HDAM database, when IMS has allocated a space equal
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to the minbytes value instead of the LL value, the LL value is still used in this plot. See Scan for Variable Length
Segments.
The default vertical scaling for the plot is calculated so that the entire set of data for one segment type fits on one
page of output. You can adjust the vertical scaling by using the SEGMENT=(NAME=x,VLINCREMENT=y) control
statement. The dummy root segment in a VSAM/KSDS data set is not included.

PTR TYPES PRESENT
Identifies the actual pointer types that exist in the segment prefix. Even though it is common for HISAM databases
to contain no pointers at all, each segment in a HISAM database is still listed in this report in case there are
logical relationship pointers. The pointers in the prefix of the dummy root segment in a VSAM/KSDS data set are
included in this report.
The following values are available:

• COUNTER -- Counter field for logical relationships.
• EPS/INDX -- Extended pointer set. In a HALDB, indicates a pointer structure that points from a PSINDEX to its

target segment.
• EPS/PAIR -- Extended pointer set. In a HALDB, indicates a pointer structure that points from one physically

paired logical child to the other.
• EPS/LP -- Extended pointer set. In a HALDB, indicates a pointer structure that points from a logical child to its

logical parent.
• HIER -- Hierarchic forward pointer.
• HIERBWD -- Hierarchic backward pointer.
• ILE -- Indirect list entry. A pointer from the HALDB ILDS to the main database. This pointer resolves PSINDEX

and logical relationship EPSs after a reorganization of the main database.
• LCF -- Logical child first pointer.
• LCL -- Logical child last pointer.
• LP -- Logical parent pointer.
• LTB -- Logical twin backward pointer.
• LTF -- Logical twin forward pointer.
• NEXT DBR -- Next database record. This pointer exists in each record of an INDEX and HISAM OSAM data

set.
It points at the next database record with a root key value higher (for OSAM) than the root key value of this
record. The target of this pointer is always in the overflow data set.

• NEXT L/R -- Next logical record. This pointer exists in each record of a HISAM/OSAM, HISAM/VSAM/KSDS,
and HISAM/VSAM/ESDA data set. 
It points at the next record in the overflow data set that belongs to the same database record.

• NO PTRS -- The segment has no pointers in its prefix.
• PCF -- Physical child first pointer.
• PCL -- Physical child last pointer.
• PP -- Physical parent pointer.
• PTB -- Physical twin backward pointer.
• PTF -- Physical twin forward pointer.
• RAP # -- A root anchor point in the block prefix.
• SPCF -- Sequential physical child first pointer.
• SPTF -- Sequential physical twin forward pointer.
• SSP -- Subset pointer.
• VL SEP -- Variable-length segment separated data pointer.

POINTS AT SEGMENT
Identifies the target segment name of the pointer.
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IN DBD/SEQ/RULE
Indicates the DBD name of the target segment in a logical relationship, the sequence field name, or the insert rule
for twin pointer types as follows:

• Displays the DBD name where the target segment resides if the target of an LP, LCF, or LCL pointer is in a
different physical database.

• Displays the sequence field for twin pointers (HIER, HIERBWD, LTF, LTB, PTF, and PTB).
• Displays the insert rules in parenthetical form if the segment in the twin chain does not have a sequence field.
• Displays -N/AP-, for not applicable, if the target segment is in the same database as the pointer or if the

pointer is not a HIER, HIERBWD, LP, LCF, LCL, LTF, LTB, PTF, or PTB pointer.

IN DS GROUP
Identifies the ddname of the data set group where the target segment resides. If the target of the pointer is in
another physical database, as part of a logical relationship, thegiven DS GROUP name exists in the target DBD.

PTR VALUE EQUAL TO 0
Identifies the number of times this pointer had a value of zero.

POINTS TO SAME BLK
Identifies the number of times the pointer points at a segment that is within the same block/CI as the segment
containing the pointer. The value as a percentage of the total number of nonzero pointer values is also shown.
Pointers of this type indicate that IMS requires no additional I/O to follow the pointer.

POINTS TO SAME TRK
Identifies the number of times the pointer points at a segment that is in a block/CI that is on the same track but
not in the same block/CI as the segment containing the pointer. The value as a percentage of the total number of
nonzero pointer values is also shown. Pointers of this type indicate that IMS requires no additional seeks to follow
the pointer, but read/write I/O may be required.

NOTE
If Database Analyzer is executed against a database data set and the image copy of the same database
data set, the POINTS TO SAME TRK values can differ. Database Analyzer determines the number of
blocks /CIs that fit on a track by using the value that is specified on the BLKS/TRK or CIS/TRK control
statement. If none of the statements is specified, Database Analyzer calculates the track capacity for
actual database data sets or defaults the value to 25 for image copies.To ensure that the POINTS TO
SAME TRK values are the same for a database and its image copy, let Database Analyzer determine
the blocks per track value for the actual database data set, but for the image copy, specify a BLKS/
TRK or CIS/TRK control statement with a value equal to the one that Database Analyzer used for the
database data set.

POINTS TO SAME CYL
Identifies the number of times the pointer points at a segment that is in a block/CI that is in the same cylinder but
not in the same block/CI or on the same track as the segment containing the pointer. The value as a percentage
of the total number of nonzero pointer values is also shown. Pointers of this type indicate that IMS requires no
additional seeks to follow the pointer, but read/write I/O may be required.

NOTE
If Database Analyzer is executed against a database data set and the image copy of the same database
data set, the POINTS TO SAME CYL values can differ. Database Analyzer determines the number of
blocks /CIs that fit on a cylinder by using the value that is specified on the BLKS/CYL or CIS/CYL control
statement. If none of the statements is specified, Database Analyzer calculates the cylinder capacity for
actual database data sets or defaults the value to 250 for image copies.To ensure that the POINTS TO
SAME CYL values are the same for a database and its image copy, let Database Analyzer determine
the blocks per cylinder value for the actual database data set, but for the image copy, specify a BLKS/
CYL or CIS/CYL control statement with a value equal to the one that Database Analyzer used for the
database data set.
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OTHER
Identifies the number of times the pointer points at a segment that is in a block/CI that is on a different cylinder
than the segment containing the pointer. The pointed-at segment may be within the same data set or in another
data set group. The value as a percentage of the total number of nonzero pointer values is also shown. Pointers
of this type indicate that IMS require additional I/O seeks follow the pointer.

NOTE
If Database Analyzer is executed against a database data set and the image copy of the same database
data set, the OTHER values can differ. Database Analyzer determines the number of blocks /CIs that
fit on a track and cylinder by using the value that is specified on the BLKS/TRK, BLKS/CYL, CIS/TRK,
or CIS/CYL control statement. If none of the statements is specified, Database Analyzer calculates
the cylinder capacity for actual database data sets or defaults the value to 25 (per track) and 250 (per
cylinder) for image copies.To ensure that the OTHER values are the same for a database and its image
copy, let Database Analyzer determine the value for the actual database data set, but for the image
copy, specify a BLKS/TRK, BLKS/CYL, CIS/TRK, or CIS/CYL control statement with a value equal to the
one that Database Analyzer used for the database data set.

SEGMENT TOTALS
Identifies the sums of the corresponding pointer for a given segment type. Segment totals are only printed for a
given segment if more than one pointer type exists for the segment.

GRAND TOTALS
Identifies the sums of the corresponding pointer for all segment types.

Twin Chain Reports (DBA)
The Twin Chain reports include Root Physical Synonym Chain Analysis, Physical Twin Chain Analysis, and Logical Twin
Chain Analysis.

A twin chain in an IMS database consists of an "anchor" pointer and a "chainer". For the Physical Synonym report, the
anchor is a RAP (Root Anchor Point) and the chainer is a PTF. For the Physical Twin report, the anchor is a physical child
first pointer (PCF) and the chainer is a physical twin forward pointer (PTF). For the Logical Twin report, the anchor is a
logical child first pointer (LCF) and the chainer is a logical twin forward pointer (LTF).

The anchor and chainer distinctions set the report title, but the report fields are the same. The reports have statistical
information on the left side of the report and a histogram on the right.

To generate Twin Chain Reports (Root Synonym Chain Analysis, Root Synonym Chain Histogram, Segment Twin Chain
Analysis, and Segment Twin Chain Histogram), specify one of the following values:

• TWINCHAINREPORTS=YES
• REPORTS=(TWINCHAINREPORTS|ALL|YES)

NOTE
This report is always produced unless:

• TWINCHAINREPORTS=NO is specified
• REPORTS=(list of report names) is specified without specifying TWINCHAINREPORTS, ALL, or YES

as one of the values in the list
• POINTERCHECK=NONE or STATISTICAL is specified

The Twin Chain reports include the following information:

Chain Length Range
Indicates the chain length (if a single number shown) or chain length range for which detail is given on that line. A
zero indicates an unused RAP, PCF, or LCF pointer. After the first few lines, the chain lengths are grouped. The
grouping ensures that reasonable chain detail can be shown without an unreasonable amount of storage being
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used to track the chains, or an unreasonable amount of data printed. For the Physical Twin Chain Analysis report
only, the high bound of the last detail line is changed to reflect the longest chain found.

NOTE
A chain length range of 64080 - >64K indicates that at least one chain in this range consists of 65535
twins or more.

I/O Statistics
Indicates three statistics: the average, the minimum, and the maximum number of i/o's to read chains in the
indicated chain length range. The average is calculated by taking the total number of i/o required to read all
chains (in that range) and dividing by the number of chains. The minimum and maximum columns give the
fewest and most i/o required to read a chain. The I/O possibly required to read the anchor-containing block is not
counted, so a minimum of 0 is possible when the anchor and all twins are on the same block.

NOTE
If the value of MIN I/O or MAX I/O exceeds 65535, the report displays the value as >64K. In this case,
the average I/O cannot be calculated and the report displays AVG I/O as N/A.

Number of Chains
Indicates the number of chains found which fell into the chain length range for that report line.

Percent
Indicates the percentage of chains, including chains of zero length, which fell into the indicated chain length
range.

Histogram
Indicates that the histogram shows graphically the percentage whose number is under the Percent column.

Sample Root Physical Synonym Chain Analysis Report

This twin chain report is only produced if the database uses Root Anchor Points (RAPs). The report provides details about
the roots chained off from particular RAPs. The RAP number being detailed is shown in the report title, except when the
database is HIDAM, which has only 1 RAP, and only the root segment name is shown in the following Root Physical
Synonym Chain Analysis report.

DATA BASE ANALYZER (rel;ML 5)                "DMA01A  -RAP #4  " PHYSICAL SYNONYM CHAIN ANALYSIS

      

DBD NAME: MASTER      HDAM/OSAM

DD NAME : MASTER1

DS NAME : IMS.DATABASES.DBA1.MASTER1 - IDI100                                                                

     

  CHAIN LENGTH   - I/O STATISTICS -     NUMBER                                                               

     

     RANGE         AVG    MIN   MAX   OF CHAINS  PERCENT  0        20        40        60        80       100

     

  ____________   ______  ____  ____   _________  _______  +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

     

             0                           75,339    47.68  |************************                          

     

             1      0.2     0     1      55,645    35.22  |******************                                

     

             2      0.4     0     2      20,776    13.15  |*******                                           

     

             3      0.7     0     3       5,096     3.23  |**                                                

     

             4      1.0     0     3         960     0.61  |                                                  
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       5-    7      1.3     0     3         183     0.12  |                                                  

     

      8-   11      2.0     2     2           1     0.00  |

Sample Physical Twin Chain Analysis Report

This twin chain report provides details about PCF/PTF twin chains. The report appears only after the DSG containing the
PTF has been processed. The Physical Twin Chain Analysis report is as follows:

DATA BASE ANALYZER (rel;ML 5)                      "DMA28A  " PHYSICAL TWIN CHAIN ANALYSIS

                                                                                                             

    

DBD NAME: MASTER      HDAM/OSAM

DD NAME : MASTER1

DS NAME : IMS.DATABASES.DBA1.MASTER1 - IDI100

  CHAIN LENGTH   - I/O STATISTICS -     NUMBER

     RANGE         AVG    MIN   MAX   OF CHAINS  PERCENT  0        20        40        60        80       100

     

  ____________   ______  ____  ____   _________  _______  +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

     

             0                          369,926    78.72  |***************************************           

     

             1      0.3     0     1       3,081     0.66  |                                                  

     

             2      0.5     0     2      15,962     3.40  |**                                                

     

             3      0.5     0     3       6,968     1.48  |*                                                 

     

             4      0.6     0     3       7,505     1.60  |*                                                 

     

       5-    7      0.7     0     4      15,182     3.23  |**                                                

     

       8-   11      0.9     0     4      14,746     3.14  |**                                                

     

      12-   18      1.1     0     4      15,018     3.20  |**                                                

     

      19-   29      1.3     0     5      12,787     2.72  |*                                                 

     

      30-   47      1.5     1     6       5,192     1.10  |*                                                 

     

      48-   76      1.8     1     5       2,119     0.45  |                                                  

     

      77-  123      2.2     1     5         946     0.20  |                                                  

     

     124-  199      2.9     2     7         339     0.07  |                                                  

     

     200-  322      4.1     3     6         137     0.03  |                                                  

     

     323-  521                                0     0.00  |                                                  

  

     522-  843                                0     0.00  |  

     844- 1364                                0     0.00  |  

    1365- 2207                                0     0.00  |
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    2208- 3571                                0     0.00  |

    3572- 5778                                0     0.00  |

    5779- 9349                                0     0.00  |

    9350-15127                                0     0.00  |

   15128-24476                                0     0.00  |

   24477-39603                                0     0.00  |

   39604-64079                                0     0.00  |

      64080- >64K   1545.0  1545  1545           1     0.00  |

Sample Logical Twin Chain Analysis Report

This twin chain report provides details about LCF/LTF twin chains. The report appears only after both the data sets (if
different) containing the LCF and LTF pointers have been processed. The Logical Twin Chain Analysis report is as follows:

CHAIN LENGTH   - I/O STATISTICS -     NUMBER                                                                 

     RANGE         AVG    MIN   MAX   OF CHAINS  PERCENT  0        20        40        60        80       100

  

  ____________   ______  ____  ____   _________  _______  +---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

  

             0                          125,809    77.35  |***************************************           

  

             1      1.0     1     1      30,141    18.53  |*********                                         

  

             2      2.0     2     2       4,099     2.52  |*                                                 

  

             3      3.0     3     3       1,025     0.63  |                                                  

  

             4      4.0     4     4         470     0.29  |                                                  

  

       5-    7      5.7     5     7         536     0.33  |                                                  

  

       8-   11      9.2     8    11         267     0.16  |                                                  

  

      12-   18     14.4    12    18         165     0.10  |                                                  

  

      19-   29     23.4    19    29          66     0.04  |                                                  

  

      30-   47     36.6    30    44          35     0.02  |                                                  

  

      48-   76     58.0    48    76          20     0.01  |                                                  

  

      77-  123     92.6    77   121           8     0.00  |                                                  

  

     124-  199    144.5   143   146           2     0.00  |                                                  

  

     200-  322                                0     0.00  |                                                  

  

     323-  521                                0     0.00  |                                                  

  

     522-  843                                0     0.00  |  

     844- 1364                                0     0.00  |  

    1365- 2207                                0     0.00  |

    2208- 3571                                0     0.00  |
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    3572- 5778                                0     0.00  |

    5779- 9349                                0     0.00  |

    9350-15127                                0     0.00  |

   15128-24476                                0     0.00  |

   24477-39603                                0     0.00  |

   39604-64079                                0     0.00  |

      64080- >64K   1545.0  1545  1545           1     0.00  |

Using the IMS Catalog Report
You can use the IMS catalog report to verify the integrity of your IMS-managed ACB environment.

The IMS catalog report checks whether resources in the IMS catalog database are consistent with the DBDs in the
IMS directory and in the ACBLIB. The report can also check whether directory resources are consistent with ACBLIB
resources. Access to the catalog database is possible in either a DL/I or a BMP region.

You can use standard JCL to execute the IMS catalog report as a batch job. For more information, see Customize the IMS
Catalog Report JCL.

Customize the IMS Catalog Report JCL
The IMS catalog report runs in a batch region with standard JCL.

A sample JCL to execute the IMS catalog report is provided in the ITKCTLV member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP data set.

To execute the IMS catalog report in batch mode, specify the following EXEC statement:
//stepname EXEC PGM=ITKCATLG,REGION=4096K

NOTE
No PARM value is required.

You can validate Directory and ACBLIB resources against a resource in the Catalog, or you can validate Directory
resources against ACBLIB resources. In the CATCTRL DD statement, specify the DBD that you want to validate and use
the VALIDATE function together with the INPUT1, INPUT2, and INPUT3 keywords to specify the location of the resources
that you want to validate:

• Use one of the following examples to specify the location of a resource in the IMS catalog:
INPUTx=(CATALOG,IMSID=imsid)

INPUTx=(CATALOG,DFSDF=dfsdf_suffix)

• Use the following example to specify the location of a resource in the IMS directory:
INPUTx=(DIRECTORY,BSDSHLQ=bsdshlq)

• Use the following example to specify the location of a resource in the IMS directory:
INPUTx=(ACBLIB,ACBLIBNAME=acblib_dsname)

Note the following keyword values:
INPUTx

x = 1, 2 or 3.

NOTE
INPUT1 and INPUT2 are required. INPUT3 is optional.

imsid
Specifies the IMS system identifier.
When you specify IMSID in the input, the resource is retrieved from the IMS catalog in a BMP region that is
attached under the IMS catalog report utility. The JCL must be executed on the same LPAR where the specified
IMS region runs.
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NOTE
If the utility detects IMS Catalog Definition exit routine DFS3CDX0 in the STEPLIB concatenation of the
IMS catalog report JCL, the exit routine is ignored.

dfsdf_suffix
Specifies the 1-3 character suffix of a DFSDF member in the IMS proclib.
When you specify DFSDF in the input, the resource is retrieved from the IMS catalog in a DL/I region that is
attached under the IMS catalog report utility.

NOTE
If the utility detects IMS Catalog Definition exit routine DFS3CDX0 in the STEPLIB concatenation of the
IMS catalog report JCL, the utility terminates.

bsdshlq
Specifies the high level qualifier of the BSDS data set.

acblib_dsname
Specifies the name of the ACBLIB data set that contains the required resource.

Example
The following example shows how to use the IMS catalog report control statements in your IMS catalog report jobs:
//CATCTRL  DD  *

DBDNAME=dbdname,

FUNCTION=VALIDATE,

INPUT1=(CATALOG,IMSID=imsid),

INPUT2=(DIRECTORY,BSDSHLQ=bsdshlq),

INPUT3=(ACBLIB,ACBLIBNAME=acblib_dsname)

For information about the DD statements that can be specified with the IMS catalog report, see IMS Catalog Report DD
Statements.

NOTE
The DD statements that are required in the JCL are different for BMP and DL/I execution modes.

IMS Catalog Report DD Statements
This topic describes the DD statements that can be specified with the IMS catalog report:

The following DD statements can be specified with the IMS catalog report:
CATCTRL

Specify the input control statement data set for the IMS catalog report component of Database Analyzer. This
data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES input stream. DCB attributes
of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.

CATMSGS
Specify the output message data set for the IMS catalog report component of Database Analyzer that contains the
informational and product-related messages.

NOTE

• The data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output
stream (SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

If you do not provide this DD statement, the utility dynamically allocates the data set with a specification of
SYSOUT=*.
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CATRPTS
Specify the output report data set. The IMS catalog report component of Database Analyzer generates all reports
into this file.

NOTE

• The data set can reside on any output device, including a disk or tape, but is usually the JES output
stream.

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced. If the data set resides on a disk device,
you can code the DCB BLKSIZE parameter as a multiple of 133. If you do not code BLKSIZE, the
operating system calculates a block size that is based on the characteristics of the device.

If you do not provide this DD statement, the utility dynamically allocates the data set with a specification of
SYSOUT=*.

DFSRESLB
Specify the IMS SDFSRESL data set.

NOTE

• The IMS SDFSRESL data set must be concatenated to the STEPLIB DD.
• Verify that the IMS SDFSRESL data set is APF-authorized.

DFSVSAMP
Specify the data set that contains the buffer pool specifications that are required by the DL/I buffer handler.
The DFSVSAMP data set is required when INPUTx=(CATALOG,DFSDF=xxx) is specified (when the catalog is
accessed in a DL/I region). The following example shows the required values:
//DFSVSAMP DD *

24576,16

4096,16

IOBF=(4096,16)

IMS
Specify the library that contains the catalog DBD DFSCD000 and PSB DFSCP000. This dataset is required to
access the catalog database in an ACBLIB-managed ACB environment.

PROCLIB
Specify the IMS PROCLIB dataset. This data set is required when INPUTx=(CATALOG,DFSDF=xxx) is specified
(when the catalog is accessed in a DL/I region).

RECONx
Specify the first, second, or third DBRC RECON data set (where x is 1, 2, or 3). These DD statements are
required if one of the inputs is CATALOG, access is in a DL/I region, and the RECON data set is not dynamically
allocated. For more information about the RECON DD statements, see the IBM IMS Utilities Reference.

STEPLIB or JOBLIB
Specify the utility load module in the hlq.CIMTPLD library. A JOBLIB DD can be used instead, but one or the other
is required for proper execution. Both CIMTPLD and CIMTLOAD are required in the concatenation, as well as the
IMS SDFSRESL.

Review the IMS Catalog Report
A validation report is produced when at least one instance of a resource is retrieved from any of the input sources.

A resource instance has a unique combination of timestamp and database version. In the report, each instance of a
resource appears on a separate line. The following information is provided:
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DBD NAME
The value in this column identifies the resource. The name is displayed for the first instance of a resource. For all
subsequent instances of the same resource, the DBD name is blank.

RESULT
The value in this column indicates whether an instance of a resource is valid. An instance is valid if it exists in all
required sources with a corresponding timestamp. The result can be VALID, INVALID, or blank. Blank displays for
instances with an INACTIVE STATUS. When there are one or more INVALID results, the return code of the utility
is set to 8.

DBD VERSION
The value in this column corresponds to the DBVER statement of the DBDGEN utility and specifies the version of
a DBD instance.

STATUS
The STATUS column contains one of the following values:

• ACTIVE
An instance of a resource is actively used by IMS.

• STAGING
An instance of a resource was generated with the ACB Generation and Catalog Populate utility (DFS3UACB)
with MANAGEDACBS=(STAGE). The resource is waiting to be activated with the IMPORT DEFN
SOURCE(CATALOG) command.

• INACTIVE
An old instance of a resource that exists in the catalog database.

• N/A
The utility was unable to determine the status of the instance.

CATALOG TIMESTAMP
This column displays the timestamp that is produced by the ACB Generation and Catalog Populate utility
(DFS3UACB) in the catalog database. The precision is in hundredths of a second.

DIRECTORY TIMESTAMP
This column displays the timestamp that is produced by the ACB Generation and Catalog Populate utility
(DFS3UACB) in the directory dataset. The precision is in seconds.

ACBLIB TIMESTAMP
This column displays the timestamp that is produced by the ACB Generation and Catalog Populate utility
(DFS3UACB) in the ACBLIB dataset. The precision is in seconds.

Example

The following example shows the output from the IMS catalog report utility.
                                                 ------ CATALOG -------   ----- DIRECTORY ------    ------

 ACBLIB --------

 DBD NAME      RESULT    DBD VERSION  STATUS           TIMESTAMP                TIMESTAMP                

 TIMESTAMP

 --------      -------   -----------  --------   ----------------------   ----------------------   

 ----------------------

 D197                    0000000000   INACTIVE   2021/06/15 07:46:07.89   N/A                       N/A

                         0000000001   INACTIVE   2021/06/15 09:29:15.44   N/A                       N/A

                         0000000002   INACTIVE   2021/06/30 05:43:35.45   N/A                       N/A

               VALID     0000000003   ACTIVE     2021/06/30 05:54:32.36   2021/06/30 05:54:32       N/A

               VALID     0000000003   STAGING    2021/06/30 05:55:31.48   2021/06/30 05:55:31       2021/06/30

 05:55:31
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Database Organizer
Reorganize your IMS database with Database Organizer to improve system performance and reduce database space
requirements.

As a database administrator (DBA), you are responsible for improving system performance. Use Database Organizer to
reorganize your IMS database with the following outcomes:

• Removes the fragmentation in a database.
• Brings pointers and the segments they point at physically closer.
• Allows structural changes to be made to a database.
• Assists the database administrator in managing IMS databases.

Database Organizer is also designed to create an empty database for subsequent use by IMS or another IMS product
component. In doing so, performance and elapsed time of subsequent functions can be improved.

Database Organizer is a replacement for the IMS HD unload and reload utilities. A compatibility mode is provided, which
permits the use of the exact JCL as used for DFSURGU0 and DFSURGL0; by that, simplifying the conversion process. In
compatibility mode, the same results are produced as the IMS utilities but with substantially better performance and lower
clock times. Database Organizer makes it easier to perform database reorganizations within limited batch windows.

Features and Benefits

Database Organizer is easy to install and use and contains features that allow the database administrator to decrease
run time and database reorganization time. Additional benefits are reduced CPU usage and greater control over both the
unload and reload processes.

Because many databases are complex or very large, running a reorganization program may become too time-consuming
to do on a regular basis. With Database Organizer, databases can be restructured, often with no need for application
programming; segments can be moved around in the hierarchy; fields can be moved around; fields can be added, and so
on.

The following video demonstrates the advanced control statements that can be used with the UNLOAD and RELOAD
functions:

Advanced Database Functions

Database Organizer provides the following advanced functionality for restructuring a database:

• Redistribute HIDAM, HDAM, HISAM, or SHISAM segments into different data set groups with different characteristics.
• Add or remove segment types anywhere in the database record hierarchy including a DEDB SDEP segment type.
• Add or remove any pointer types from any segment type.
• Extend or reduce the size of any segment including DEDB SDEP segments.
• Redistribute the roots in a DEDB database into a new and different set of areas.
• Break up a DEDB area into multiple areas.
• Scan the database forward and backward to locate space.
• Supports IOVF and SDEP dynamic online extensions.

Product Execution

Database Organizer executes in two steps as follows:

• The first step unloads the target database to a sequential file.
• The second step reloads the sequential file to a new database allocation.

When used to create an empty database, execution occurs in a single step.
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In the most optimum mode of operation, IMS is not used but rather high-performance z/OS access methods are used.

During the unload of the database, you can optionally create a keys file for subsequent input to the Randomizer Analysis
Program functionality.

Online Reorg

The online reorganization process uses two distinct and different methodologies. The methodology that is used for
reorganization depends on the type of database being reorganized.

• For Full Function (HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, and SHISAM) and HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases, a shadow
database methodology is used called High Performance Online Reorg (HPO) or Full Function Online Reorganization
(FFOR).

• For Fast Path DEDB databases, a “reorganization-in-place” using a Unit of Work (UOW) locking methodology is used.
This methodology is referred to as Fast Path Online Reorganization (FPOR).

The BMP Pause and Resume facility eliminates the need for shutting down or restarting applications during online
reorganization.

Operational Considerations for Database Organizer
Review the following operational considerations before using Database Organizer.

IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support

Version 20.0 of Database Organizer is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are not
required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in the documentation
for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Database Support

• HSAM, SHSAM, GSAM, and MSDB database types are not supported.
• PDF partitioning of Full Function databases is not supported.
• HALDB databases cannot be unloaded in BMP mode.
• Databases with logical relationships cannot be unloaded in BMP mode.

HALDB Database Considerations

To run High Availability Large Databases (HALDB), make the following JCL changes, if necessary:

• Use IMS DD to point to DBDLIB.
• Add RECON DDs or dynamically allocate them.

Library Authorization

We recommend that you always APF-authorize product libraries before running them. APF authorization is required in the
following situations:

• For the ITK started task program library hlq.CIMTLOAD.
• To use the Media Manager interface to read VSAM databases.

If you are not running APF authorized for your API mode programs in Database Organizer, you can still use the Media
Manager interface if the ITK STC is running.
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Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets

Database Management Solutions for IMS can dynamically allocate work data sets during processing. Dynamic allocation
parameters specify volume serial numbers, general and esoteric unit names, and space type information. You can
override these values as needed.

For more information, see Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets.

Dynamic Allocation of Database Data Sets

Dynamic allocation of database data sets is attempted when the ddnames cannot be found in the JCL and DBRC=YES or
DBALLOC=YES is specified:

• With DBRC=YES, the utility attempts to locate the database data sets by DBDNAME in the RECON data sets. If
requested data sets cannot be found in RECON data sets and DBRC is not specified as FORCER, the utility attempts
to use DFSMDA members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB data sets to dynamically allocate the required database data
sets.

• With DBALLOC=YES, the utility attempts to locate the DFSMDA members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB data sets.
If the requested DFSMDA members cannot be found, the utility does not attempt to locate the data set names from
DBRC.

DBRC=YES receives precedence over DBALLOC=YES.

ITK Started Task for Database Organizer

The ITK started task (STC) enables Full Function and HALDB online and one-step reorg in Database Organizer. The ITK
started task is required to issue IMS commands and to use BMP pause and resume functionality. The ITK started task
can also be used to enable the option MMGRIO=YES (Media Manager) with an unauthorized Database Management
Solutions for IMS products load library.

The ITK started task must be running on the same system as the target IMS system and on every LPAR containing a
member of the IMSplex in a data-sharing environment.

One ITK started task can service multiple IMS subsystems, even when each is running a different version of IMS.
However, you can execute multiple ITK started tasks on a single LPAR, for example, to run multiple online reorgs on two
distinct IMS subsystems that reside on this LPAR, using two different versions of Database Management Solutions for
IMS.

For more information, see Setting Up ITK Started Task.

Reloading DEDBs

When you reload DEDBs, you can:

• Process a complete DEDB database during unload and reload.
• Distinguish between ddnames, area names, and area data set names.

This processing does not let you reload a DEDB database that is not already in a randomized sequence. To address this
issue, you can use the HDSORT support that sorts the unload file during the reload step (before reloading the database).

OLR Considerations

Database Organizer can perform an UNLOAD and RELOAD to finish a HALDB Online Reorganization (OLR) that has
been stopped, terminated, or both, and is in cursor-active status. UNLOAD uses the cursor value to unload the relevant
records from both the A-J and M-V data sets. RELOAD always loads into the A-J datasets and updates the RECON
accordingly. After an image copy is taken of the reorganized database, the database can be used by IMS again, including
being processed by an IMS OLR.
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NOTE
A /DBR request to the databases before execution of the UNLOAD and RELOAD functions is necessary.

Using an Application Program
You can use the UNLOAD and RELOAD functions with an application program to rapidly load or retrieve segments
using high-performance database access. The API can significantly reduce CPU and elapsed time when compared to
equivalent processing using IMS. The application program issues standard DL/I calls, with certain restrictions. The calls
are received by the Call Interceptor and routed to the utility for processing. We recommend the Database Organizer API
for those situations in which the entire database, or a very large portion of it, is to be processed sequentially.

Preparation of application programs for use with the API is straightforward. An existing application program does not need
to be recompiled if it is already compatible with the utility API restrictions and status codes. It does not need to be relinked
unless the IMS DL/I language interface is statically linked to it.

You can also install the utility to load dynamically even when the IMS DL/I language interface is statically linked to the
application program.

A thorough understanding of the API restrictions and capabilities can be obtained by reviewing the information within this
section. We recommend that each application program be studied to determine how best to use the features of the utility
API.

Processing

The UNLOAD and RELOAD functions, when used in API mode, process a database in their usual manner, except that the
utility does not create or read an unload file.

• With UNLOAD, the application receives the segments being read from the database.
• With RELOAD, the application program provides the segments being inserted into the database.

Segments are always processed in the order they are stored in the database. Generally, the application program cannot
cause Database Organizer to change this order (for example, by moving “backward”). However, an UNLOAD API program
can use segment search arguments to move “forward” in the database; Database Organizer will process the request by
reading and ignoring the intervening segments.

DL/I calls for a DBD that does not match the DBDNAME control statement will be passed to IMS for processing.

DL/I calls for IMS services, other than those explicitly provided by the API feature will not be processed.

After installation of the API, specify PCB=0 to ensure that the utility passes all API calls to IMS.

DL/I calls for the following logical relationship types will be passed to IMS for processing:

• Logical relationship between different databases (External Logical Relationship)
• Bidirectional Virtually Paired Logical Relationship

DL/I Restrictions

The API accepts DL/I calls coded according to standard IMS conventions, with the following restrictions:

• For FUNCTION=RELOAD, only ISRT calls are accepted. You can specify multiple SSAs on each call.
• For FUNCTION=UNLOAD, only GU, GN, GNP and STAT calls are accepted. No qualification of any kind, including

segment name, is allowed on any call except for GU calls.
For GU calls, the following command codes are allowed:
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– D (path call)
– P (set parentage)
– “-“ (reserve command code byte position)
A restricted form of the SSA qualification statement is also allowed. You can specify multiple SSA statements on each
GU call.

SSA qualification statements must be of the form:

(kkkkkkkkopvvvvvv)

kkkkkkkk
Specifies the segment's key field name (which must be a sequence field).

op
Specifies one of the following relational operators defined by IMS:
=b     b=     EQ     Equal to (“b” represents a blank space)

 >=     =>     GE     Greater than or equal to

<=     =<     LE     Less than or equal to

>b     b>     GT     Greater than

<b     b<     LT     Less than

Ø=     =Ø     NE     Not equal to

yyyyyy
Specifies the value to be compared. The Boolean operators (AND, &., *, #, OR, ¦, +) are not supported.

The following example illustrates the SSA features supported by the API:

SEGNAME1*-D-P-(KEYFLDNM>=A01065)

NOTE
You cannot run Database Organizer in API mode in a DB2 environment. We do not support a DB2 connection to
IMS through the API job.

Status Codes

The API returns a subset of the IMS-defined status codes using the DB PCB.

The following table shows the IMS-defined status codes and the API-defined status code $3. If an application program
logic depends on status codes that are not listed in the table, modify the application program logic for use with the API.

NOTE
When BMCDLICOMPAT=YES is specified, status codes GA or GK are changed to ' ' (space) on segment type
and hierarchy level changes. This replacement lets you leave application programs unchanged even if status
codes GA and GK are considered in the program logic. If the API replaces the ULP/LDP API, we recommend
that BMCDLICOMPAT=YES is always used.

Status Code IMS Meaning Returned by Database Organizer if:
AB Segment I/O area required; none specified

in call.
A GUI, GN, or GNP call was issued with
less than three parameters. The DBO
API requires an I/O area for every call;
its address must be provided as the third
parameter.

AC Hierarchic error in SSA. The segment name specified in the SSA is
not present in the DBD.
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AD Function parameter invalid. For FUNCTION=RELOAD, the call type is
not ISRT or STAT.
For FUNCTION=UNLOAD, the call type is
not GU, GN, GNP, or STAT.
The DBOCTRL control statements do
not contain FUNCTION=RELOAD or
FUNCTION=UNLOAD specification.

AH Required SSA missing. On an ISRT call, there are not exactly four
parameters.

AJ Invalid SSA format. An invalid or unsupported command code
was found in the SSA. The DBO API
supports only D (path call) and P (set
parentage) command codes.
An invalid relational operator was found in
the qualification statement of an SSA.
No right parenthesis was found at the byte
position immediately following the value
in the SSA qualification statement. (This
may be due to inadvertent use of a Boolean
operator, which DBO API does not support.)

AK Invalid SSA field name. The field name in the SSA qualification
statement is not the key (sequence) field
defined for that segment in the DBD.

GB End of database. For FUNCTION=UNLOAD, the end of
the database was encountered while
attempting to satisfy a GU, GN, or GNP
call.

GE Segment not found. While attempting to satisfy a GNP call, a
database segment was encountered at
a hierarchic level equal to or above that
of the established parent. The previously
established parentage is canceled. No data
is returned to the application program. (The
segment that triggered the GE status can
be retrieved by a subsequent GN.)
While processing a GU, GN, or GNP
call with one or more SSA(s), the DBO
API determined that the call could not
be satisfied. (The UNLOAD process
has, at some hierarchic level, gone
past the database position at which the
corresponding SSA should have been
satisfied.)

GP No parentage established. A GNP call was issued but no parentage
is currently established. The DBO API
establishes parentage on successful
completion of a GU or GN call, or on
successful completion of any get-type
call when command code P is specified.
Parentage is canceled whenever DBO
reads a database segment at or above the
hierarchic level of the established parent.
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$3 Defined by DBO API. The DBD named in the PCB is not in the
PSB.
The DBO API failed to initialize properly.
See DBOMSGS and JESMSG for details.

Compiling and Linking the Application Program

Compilation of application programs for use with the Database Organizer API is identical to compilation for use with IMS.

Link edit JCL for the application load module might need to be modified. The IMS DL/I language interface DFSLI000
should not be statically linked into the application load module. Database Organizer API requires that the Call Interceptor,
which is also named DFSLI000, be invoked in place of the IMS version.

You can invoke the Call Interceptor as follows:

• Statically linked into the application load module. Concatenate the Database Organizer load library ahead of IMS
SDFSRESL in the link edit JCL.

• Dynamically loaded at execution time. This is possible even if the IMS DL/I language interface is statically linked into it.
Dynamic loading is accomplished by concatenating the Database Organizer load library ahead of IMS SDFSRESL in
the execution JCL. No relink is necessary.

The Database Organizer load library was downloaded during installation and during that process its data set name and
location were defined.

Executing the Application Program with Database Organizer API

The application program is invoked through DFSRRC00, the IMS region controller. Database Organizer will be
automatically initialized when the first DL/I call is issued.

DD Statements
In addition to the DD statements required by IMS and the application, the following DD statements are required:

• DBORPTS
• DBOMSGS
• DBOCTRL
• DBDLIB

NOTE
If DBB mode is used in the IMS batch execution procedure, DD statement DBDLIB must be present in
the job control. PSBLIB is required in the DBDLIB DD. If DLI mode is used instead, DD statement IMS
must be present in the job control.

Control Statements
DBOCTRL refers to a file of control statements that must include at least FUNCTION and DBDNAME as follows:

• For FUNCTION, only UNLOAD and RELOAD are allowed. (FUNCTION=FORMAT cannot be used with the
Database Organizer API.)

• DBDNAME must refer to the same DBD that is referenced by the PSB.

You can include other Database Organizer control statements if appropriate. For example, you can use:

• AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES with SPLITOUTPUT=YES to increase performance compared to using the standard
IMS utilities to build secondary index databases.

• BMCDLICOMPAT=YES in API load executions.

For a sample JCL to invoke the Database Organizer API, see the following members in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library:
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• JCLAPI1 -- Sample API unload JCL
• JCLAPI2 -- Sample API reload JCL

Note the following in the sample JCL:

• The IMS DL/I test program DFSDDLT2 is the application program. The program uses the DD statements for SYSIN
and PRINTDD.
DFSDDLT2 is a special version of DFSDDLT0 created by relinking IMS DFSDDLT0 to remove the IMS DL/I language
interface. You can use the standard DFSDDLT0 when the dynamic load option is implemented during installation, and
the Database Organizer load library is concatenated ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL.

• For a sample JCL to create DFSDDLT2, see the IVPSIX01 member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP library.
• The Database Management Solutions for IMS load library is ahead of the ims-reslib (IMSVS.SDFSRESL) in the

STEPLIB concatenation. With this arrangement, the Call Interceptor will be dynamically loaded.

Trace Facility

The Database Organizer API provides optional trace information that may be useful for debugging application programs.
To enable this facility, include a DD statement for IDIDEBUG, such as:

//IDIDEBUG DD SYSOUT=*

NOTE
The output might also be directed to a disk file.

WARNING
To reduce CPU and elapsed time, we strongly recommend that the trace facility be disabled (by removing the
IDIDEBUG DD statement) once the application has been fully debugged.

Sample Output
Sample output from the trace facility is provided in the IDIDEBUG file. For each DL/I call, the trace output contains
several lines describing:

• The call parameters; including all SSA statements.
• Errors encountered while analyzing and processing the call. These lines begin with API.
• Final results, including status code, segment name and level, key values, and data returned to the application.

Exception Reporting
The following is a complete list of exceptions that can be reported in the trace output:

API Explanation
GNP issued but no parentage established. A GNP (Get Next under Parent) call was issued, but parentage

is not currently established. Parentage is established based on
successful completion of a GU or GN call, or when the P (set
parentage) command code is used.
Parentage is canceled whenever the unload process retrieves a
database segment at the same or a higher hierarchic level as the
established parent segment.
Status code GP is returned.

SSA segment name not found in DBD. The SSA specified a segment name that could not be found in the
DBD.
Status code AC is returned.
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Invalid command code in SSA. Unsupported command code in
SSA.

A command code was found that was not defined by IMS (invalid)
or not supported by Database Organizer API. Valid IMS command
codes are C, D, F, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, U, V, W, and Z. Database
Organizer API supports command codes D (path call) and P (set
parentage).
Status code AJ is returned.

SSA field name not sequence field. The key field name in the SSA qualification statement is not
defined as a sequence field in the DBD. (Search fields are not
supported.)
Status code AK is returned.

SSA has invalid relational operator. The relational operator in the SSA qualification statement is
not one of the eighteen IMS-defined relational operators. (The
operator is expected in the two-byte positions immediately
following the key field name.)
Status code AJ is returned.

Right parenthesis not found immediately following field value in
SSA.

The SSA qualification statement is not properly terminated by a
right parenthesis. (This may be due to the presence of a Boolean
operator, which Database Organizer API does not support.)
Status code AJ is returned.

Call has fewer than 3 parameters. A GU, GN or GNP call was issued, but no I/O area was provided.
Status code AB is returned.

Enable Dump Formatting for User Exits

By default, Database Management Solutions for IMS products suppress dump formatting to let the Extended Specific Task
Abnormal Exit (ESTAE) capture a dump that is suitable for debugging a problem. When you are debugging a user exit and
prefer the formatted dump from a local diagnostic tool, you can switch off the dump formatting suppression.

To enable dump formatting, specify the following DD statement in the JOBSTEP of a Database Management Solutions for
IMS utility:

//ITKNODBG DD DUMMY

Database Management Solutions for IMS products allocate the dump formatting suppression DD statements by default.
When you allow dump formatting by specifying //ITKNODBG DD DUMMY, these DD statements are not allocated. The
following are the dump suppression DD statements:

//ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY

//ESPYIBM  DD DUMMY

//ESPYIGNR DD DUMMY

//CAOESTOP DD DUMMY

//DMBENAN  DD DUMMY

//IDIOFF   DD DUMMY

//PSPOFF   DD DUMMY

Loading a Database

You can load any database using our API interface by statically linking to our DFSLI000 interface, using our version of
DFSDDLT0 through the DDLT2 Linkage, or dynamically by renaming IDIPR to DFSPR000 and concatenating us ahead of
IMS in STEPLIB.
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Database Organizer will automatically add the ILK into the database segments so that no conversion to HALDB is
necessary.

Whether in API or conversion mode, at the end of a reload of a HALDB database, Database Organizer will automatically
format any partitions not loaded by the application program and will rebuild all secondary indexes so that the database
can then be immediately placed online and used without the need for subsequent steps.

User Exits for Unload and Reload
Use user exits during database unload and reload to perform custom processing on database segments. The USEREXIT
control statement specifies which user program to call during unload or reload.

When the user program receives control for an unload, register 1 (R1) points at the following parameter list of five words:

word 1 ==>  A(segment name & code)   

word 2 ==>  A(segment data)   

word 3 ==>  A(work area)   

word 4 ==>  A(PCB area)   

word 5 ==>  A(LPCK area)

When the user program receives control for a reload, register 1 (R1) points at the following parameter list of three words:

word 1 ==>  A(segment name & code)   

word 2 ==>  A(segment data)   

word 3 ==>  A(work area)

word 1
Points to a 9-byte area. The first 8 bytes are the eight-character segment name as defined in the DBD. This field
is left justified. The last byte is the segment code as defined in the DBD.

NOTE
For a termination call, the segment name is all blanks (X'40') and the segment code is set to 0.

word 2
Points to the segment data.

NOTE
For a termination call, the address of the segment data is a placeholder that must not be used.

word 3
Points to an alternate area. The user exit can use this work area to return a modified version of the same
segment.

NOTE
For a termination call, the address of the work area is a placeholder that must not be used.

word 4
Points to a PCB. The user exit can use this PCB in the same way as DL/I application programs.

NOTE
For a termination call, the DL/I status code in the PCB is set to GB.

word 5
Points to an LPCK.

When the user exit program returns control back to the caller (DBO UNLOAD or RELOAD function), register 15 (R15)
must have a valid return code.

The following list describes possible return codes:
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0
The user exit did not modify the segment. The segment is processed as is. Parameter 2 points at the segment
data.

4
The user exit modified the segment. The segment is processed in its modified form. Parameter 3 points at the
segment data.

8
The user exit deleted the segment.

12
The user exit deleted the segment and all the following segments from this database record.

16
The user exit placed the segment in the overflow area of an HDAM database and did not modify it. The segment
is processed as is. Parameter 2 points at the segment data.

20
The user exit placed the segment into a new block of an HIDAM database and did not modify it. The segment is
processed as is. Parameter 2 points at the segment data.

100+
The user exit terminated processing.

When a user exit is written in COBOL and the exit uses the DISPLAY statement, we recommend that you compile the exit
with the ENDJOB statement to avoid S80A abends.

When a user exit is written using COBOL II or Enterprise COBOL, the following considerations apply:

• The user exit is called from the Database Organizer.
• Database Organizer is not a COBOL II environment or Enterprise COBOL environment. For more information about

COBOL II and Enterprise COBOL subroutines, see the IBM VS COBOL II and Enterprise COBOL manuals. To execute
the COBOL API in a LE environment, use the USEREXITLE control statement.

• The compile options of RESIDENT and RENT should be used.
• Override the run-time options by link-editing the COBOL program with either:

– A version of IGZEOPT assembled with RTEREUS=YES.
– A version of CEEUOPT assembled with RTEREUS=YES.

Unloading Database Samples
You can create database samples that contain a subset of database records and can use these samples instead of
the entire database for testing and tuning. Using samples quickens processing and facilitates the maintenance of large
databases.

To create a database sample, unload a subset of database records using FUNCTION=UNLOAD or
FUNCTION=EXTRACT with the following control statements or their combination:

• EXTRACTBEGIN
• EXCTRACTCOUNT
• EXTRACTSKIP

The unload file can be used as an input to the RELOAD function to create a smaller sample database.

Example: Unload a Subset of Database Records

The following example unloads ten records, starting at the record number 1 and continuing with every third record:

EXTRACTBEGIN=1,
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EXTRACTSKIP=2,

EXTRACTCOUNT=10

The unload file contains ten records as follows: 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28.

NOTE

• EXTRACTBEGIN (DBO) -- Define the Starting Record for the Unload Sample
• EXTRACTCOUNT (DBO) -- Define the Number of Records for the Unload Sample
• EXTRACTSKIP (DBO) -- Define the Record Frequency for the Unload Sample

Optimize Database Unload
Unload is a logical process that writes out segments by following pointers from each root segment down through the
database hierarchy.

When the database is well organized, these segments are adjacent to each other. This allows a sequential read of the
database to retrieve most of the segments, and sequential reads are efficient.

However, a database can become disorganized over time when its logical and physical storage allocations contain many
scattered areas that are too small, not physically contiguous, or too disorganized to be used productively. When the
database becomes disorganized, optimizing the I/O can be a challenge. A sequential read will still probably retrieve most
of the segments but the remainder will have to be retrieved using random reads, which are inefficient.

To optimize the database unload processing, specify the following control statements in your JCL as applicable:

BUF4SEQINIT
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential thread (processing) of the database.

BUF4RANDSEQ
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the random thread (processing) of the database.

To achieve optimal performance, most of the database I/O should be done on the sequential thread. In most cases, the
default values for BUF4SEQINIT and BUF4RANDSEQ work well; however, they may need adjustment if the database is
highly disorganized.

Typically, increasing the number of buffers causes more segments to be read from a block cached in storage rather than
having to read the block again from the database. The cost of this will be greater CPU in managing the increased number
of buffers and for Database Organizer, more storage will be used (the storage is above the line (31 bit)). Conversely,
decreasing the number of buffers causes more blocks to be read from the database again, but less CPU will be used in
managing the buffers and for Database Organizer, less storage will be used. Usually the benefit of less I/O is more than
the cost of additional storage and processing overhead.

BUFFEREDDSG

If you have a highly disorganized data set group (DSG) that causes performance performance to increase during unload,
consider using the BUFFEREDDSG control statement with Database Organizer. When specified, Database Organizer
uses a highly tuned, sequential I/O to read the DSG into storage (hiperspace). This enables all pointers to be resolved
from storage rather than DASD and helps avoid the destructive random I/O that tends to slow down the unload process.
  By default for UNLOAD, Database Organizer automatically buffers the overflow portion of a (P)HDAM or (P)HIDAM
database.  For a (P)HIDAM, the overflow is defined as the portion of the database beyond the high-keys root.

Business Value:

Optimizing the database unload processing helps improve system performance for Database Organizer (UNLOAD,
EXTRACT, and API mode) and Secondary Index Builder (INDEXCREATE and INDEXEXTRACT).

Additional Considerations:
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The Database I/O Statistics section from the DBORPTS data set is especially useful in optimizing the I/O side of unload.
Here is an example of this data:

DDNAME: ddname      DATA SET NAME: database.dataset.name 

                           SEQUENTIAL         RANDOM      

                           ----------         ------      

           BUFFER HITS        565,618        363,918         

          PHYSICAL I/O          1,506        110,423         

                 READS        158,000        110,423         

                WRITES              0              0         

                ERASES              0              0         

                CHECKS              0        110,423         

             POSITIONS              0              0         

               ENDREQS              0              0         

            BH BUFFERS            210             42         

       DBO A/M BUFFERS            105              0         

    ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS            105              0         

         LOAD MODE I/O              0                        

         FORMAT WRITES              0                        

            FORMAT I/O              0                         

  

This data will be reported for each DSG of the database/partition.  Remembering that the unload process unloads
segments in hierarchical sequence but must read database blocks to do so, here is an explanation of the salient terms:

SEQUENTIAL
Shows the values related to the sequential processing thread.

RANDOM
Shows the values related to the random processing thread.

BUFFER HITS
Specifies the number of times a segment has been found in a database block that was cached as a result of a
prior read.

PHYSICAL I/O
Specifies the number of EXCPs issued against the data set.

READS
Specifies the number of GETs or READs issued against the data set.

POSITIONS
Specifies the number of points issued against the data set. On the sequential thread, this number should always
be zero. On the random thread, if RANDOMTRACKIO=N is set, this number should be the same as the number of
READS. If RANDOMTRACKIO=Y is set, the number of POSITIONS is a fraction of the number of READs. (If you
have 15 blocks per track, the number of POSITIONs is 1/15th the number of READs).

BH BUFFERS
Specifies the BUF4SEQINIT and BUF4RANDSEQ specifications, or their equivalent if specified via BUFSPACE or
SEQBFRS.
If the report shows a significant number of READs on the random thread, an increase in the number of buffers
allocated to the sequential thread might improve the situation. This can be achieved by setting BUF4SEQINIT
to a value higher than the value shown under BH BUFFERS. If, however, the number of BUFFER HITS on the
sequential thread does not increase, you will most likely have incurred more CPU for no result. If so, consider
further increasing the BUF4SEQINIT specification. However, if again, no improvement is seen, we recommend
that you revert to the original value.
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You can specify the number of BH buffers in Database Organizer as follows (these keywords are shown in order
from highest precedence to lowest):
BUFSPACE

Specifies a numerical value denoting a maximum number of MB. If BUFSPACE=n is set, the number of
sequential buffers is as follows:
(n*1048576)/block size

BUF4SEQINIT
Specifies a numerical value explicitly stating the number of sequential buffers.

SEQBFRS
Specifies a numerical value that, when multiplied by the database blocks per track, determines the
number of sequential buffers.

If none of these values is specified, the following defaults are used:

• For single-DSG databases:
(database blocks per track)*15*4

• For multi-DSG databases:
(database blocks per track)*15*2

NOTE
For more information about the BUFSPACE and SEQBFRS statementes, see the appropriate vendor's
documentation.

Example: Determine Number of Sequential Buffers and Above-the-Line Storage Requirements

For a single-DSG database with a block size of 4096 bytes, the number of sequential buffers is 12 * 15 * 4, or 720. The
corresponding (above-the-line) storage requirement in bytes is (4096+160) * 720 bytes, or 3,064,320 bytes.

For a multi-DSG database with a block size of 4096 bytes, the number of sequential buffers is 12 * 15 * 2, or 360. The
corresponding (above-the-line) storage requirement in bytes is (4096+160) * 360 bytes, or 1,532,160 bytes for every DSG.

 

NOTE

BUF4SEQINIT (DBO) -- Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

BUF4RANDSEQ (DBO) -- Allocate Random Sequential Thread Buffers

BUFFEREDDSG (DBO) -- Allocate Buffered Data Set Groups

RANDOMTRACKIO (DBO) -- Read Tracks For Random I/O

Compatibility Mode Control Statements for Database Organizer

Enable Online Reorg Processing in Database Organizer
Online reorg support is provided for Full Function HALDB databases (FFOR) and Fast Path DEDB databases (FPOR).
Online reorg contains a data collector and executes in an IMS control region and in an IMS DBCTL region.

WARNING
To prevent database corruption and an LXCF - SOC4 abend through LXCFMAIN, verify that all current Resource
Initialization Manager (Comm - CAIRIM) and LXCFMAIN-related APARs are applied before you begin. These
APARs are accessible from https://www.broadcom.com/support.

Follow these steps:

1. APF-authorize the online reorg load library (using the operator command, SETPROG, or by updating IEAAPFxx).
2. Add one ITK started task (STC) to a JES-accessible proclib.
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NOTE
See a sample ITK started task JCL in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(STCITK) member. Code the ITK STC control
statements in a member of the CIMTPARM data set whose name matches the STC name. For example, if
the STC name is FFOR, make the member name FFOR. When you first execute the ITK STC, it interactively
requests values for parameters that have not yet been coded. Null replies are accepted.

3. Verify that your security package lets the online reorg batch job copy a member into the active ACBLIB data set and
then delete that member.

4. Add the Broadcom product load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD) to the STEPLIB concatenation of the IMS/DC control region,
before the SDFSRESL data set.

NOTE
The product load library must also be APF-authorized.

Online Reorg Upgrade Considerations
Review the following upgrade considerations before you upgrade online reorg from an earlier release to the current
release:

• You no longer need to specify INTRMICx, and ICWHILEOFFLINE is no longer supported because all image copy
activities occur while the database is online.

• To recover a database to its state immediately prior to having been placed online after the reorganization, recover to
the time stamp in DBRC that is after the creation of the replay log (IEFRDER) and before the /STA that placed the
database online.

• BMPPAUSE=YES is the default, which causes Database Organizer online reorganization to automatically pause and
resume BMPs that are active against the target database when exclusive control of the database is needed.

• The ITK STC started task is required for Full Function and HALDB online reorganization along with the installation of
call intercept code into the IMS systems. Only one ITK STC should be run on a given z/OS image. A single ITK STC
per z/OS image where IMS systems reside will work for all functions that use it.

NOTE
The started task sample is provided in the parmlib member STCITK.

Optimizing Performance in Database Organizer
This section describes options for optimizing performance:

Execution Mode
Select the appropriate execution mode; see the section Execution Modes for Database Organizer.

DFSURWF1 Work File Data Set
The DFSURWF1 file defines the work file data set where records are written to build secondary indexes and
resolve pointers in logical relationships. This file is used as an input to Prefix Resolution and Update.
When reloading a non-HALDB database that is involved in logical relationships or has secondary indexes, or
both, Database Organizer creates a DFSURWF1 file.
To reduce the time it takes to rebuild the secondary indexes and to perform the prefix resolution after the reload,
specify SPLITOUTPUT=YES during the reload and include a DD statement for each index. Separate work file
records are created for each index. The subsequent index build operations can be done in parallel. In addition,
each index build operation reads a much smaller file containing only the records for that index.
For a HALDB, the DFSURWF1 file is used only during the initial load when the database is being migrated
to HALDB (MIGRATETOHALDB=YES). The file contains only information that is required to resolve
logical relationships. To optimize also the index build for HALDB databases, use the ALLPARTS=YES and
AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES options.

Reload Process Mode
Select the appropriate mode for reloading a database; see the section Reload Process Mode.
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Sequential File DD Statements
Customize the DCB parameters of sequential file DD statements to achieve optimum performance; see the
section Sequential File DD Statements for Database Organizer.

Sort Considerations
When sorting the ILDS records, Database Organizer invokes the sort program with certain parameters to
maximize the performance of DFSORT and SYNCSORT. These parameters cause the sort product to use main
storage, expanded storage, hiperspaces, data spaces, and sort work files as needed to achieve the maximum
sort performance based on system workload and resource usage. In one instance, the sort might be done all in
memory using a hiperspace and the same job might be sorted using work files (SORTWKnn) if executed at a
different time of the day. This is normal.
To ensure that the sort program is free to use the maximum performance sort parameters regardless of system
load, specify sort work files that are large enough to perform the largest sort on the assumption that no hiperspace
is available. Then the sort program will not fail due to sort work area shortages.
See also the section Improve Sort Performance when Building Indexes.

To improve performance in Database Organizer, we also recommend implementation of the following best practices:

•  Use EXCP and MMGR for reading databases 
•  Turn off largest records 
•  Use expand and compress defaults during unload and reload 
•  Evaluate use of DBDCHANGE keyword 
•  Use LBI For an output tape data set 
•  Optimize database unload 
•  Rebuild indexes during reorganization 
•  Using IMS Information Repository 
•  Evaluate performance profiles for randomizers 
•  Invoke HDSORT dynamically 
•  Rebuild indexes automatically 

 

Performance Tuning for Database Organizer

In any discussion about performance it is best to start out with a firm understanding of what can be expected.
Fundamental to the success of optimizing the utilities are the size, dimension, device capabilities, and database allocation.

Minimize Changes
Several factors can have an impact on database utility performance. When tuning utilities, we recommend
that you minimize the number of changes made at any one time. The effects of changes to our utilities can be
significant and you should use caution when making these changes.

Buffering Parameters
In addition to the external JCL changes that can significantly impact the performance of our database utilities,
there are buffering parameters that you can override to increase the number of buffers available to the
utility. Buffering is an important factor in performance and should be considered carefully.

External JCL Changes
The external JCL changes that impact utility performance are the LRECL, BLKSIZE, BUFND, BUFNI, and BUFNO
parameters.

• These JCL parameters have the same effect on our utilities as on other utilities.
• If you are using these parameters with current vendor products, you can continue to do so in compatibility

mode.
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Optimum parameter values to be used during execution are calculated automatically, so it is not necessary for you to add
them to existing jobs if they currently do not exist. We recommend that you use extreme caution when making changes to
these parameters.

 Contents: 

  

Performance Characteristics

The utilities internally set optimal values on the buffering values to provide the best performance for a given database
type.

There are exceptions where you can override the values of the buffers to further enhance the elapsed time of a particular
utility step.

Setting a Point of Reference
Before you make any changes, set a point of reference to develop a measure of how the changes will impact the
end result.
Notes:

• Broadcom utilities are designed and written to provide optimum elapsed time execution.
• The utilities are not designed to be tuned for CPU performance. In general, changing the buffer parameters

results in minimal CPU improvement.

Minimizing Environment Differences
When establishing the point of reference or when comparing database utility performance, you want to minimize
the differences in the external environment.

• Run the utility when it can be isolated and not impeded by system constraints. This isolation will allow the most
accurate measure of a tuning change.

• When comparing the performance of two or more utilities on a particular database, run them one-right-after-
the-other at similar times of the day, on a similarly-loaded system.

Reviewing Reports
Before getting into a detailed discussion of changing buffers schemes, review the reports generated from a
“vanilla” run or those with no changes at all. We use three reports in this discussion of tuning:

• The first two reports to review for changes on a job step are the I/O Statistics and the Database I/O Statistics.
These reports are generated from every execution of a utility.
These reports provide information about the database copy file and the I/O statistics on the sequential access
of each of the ddnames within the database. The database I/O statistics will be displayed in an initial or a
random thread.
The objective is to minimize the occurrence of Physical I/O in the Random thread and to increase the amount
of I/O in the Initial thread. It is not always possible to get all I/O as such, but the majority is the objective.
You can see the current buffering scheme as the line items: BH Buffers, DBO A/M Buffers, and Actual Buffers.

• In the Database Summary report (generated by Database Analyzer), the data set characteristics have
important detail that is necessary to understand before consideration of buffer changes can be made.
Note the following line items to understand how our utilities arrive at the current buffer values: CI Size, Blocks/
Track, and Blocks/Cylinder.
Another piece of information needed is the Largest Database Record from the database record statistics
portion of the Database Summary report.

Occasions where the database has unusually large records or times when the database is highly disorganized or
combinations of both can lead to requirements for buffer changes to make a batch window. Understanding, the Broadcom
reports is paramount in knowing how to tune for improved elapsed times.
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Buffering Scheme

Database management utilities supplied by Broadcom determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and
intent, device type, parameter values, and JCL overrides.

• The utility always opens the database with a default set of buffers to capture SHOWCB attributes and determine the
access intent.

• Based on the database type and access method, the utility modifies the default values to enhance the elapsed time
during the function to be performed.

Both the random and sequential buffers are modified according to an algorithm that is determined by the presence of the
buffering parameters: BUF4SEQINIT, BUF4RANDSEQ, BUF4RANDOVR, BUF4SDEP, and BUF4OVRINIT. The number
of blocks per track and the number of blocks per cylinder are also factors.

Tuning Buffers for Unload and Reload

This section describes the buffering scheme defaults for unload and reload for HD databases.

 Unload 

For HD databases, the buffering scheme defaults as follows, assuming that no control statement overrides are present in
the execution JCL of the utility.

BH BUFFERS              #BLKS/CYL        #BLKS/TRK

DBO A/M BUFFERS         #BLKS/CYL + 1    #BLKS/TRK + 1

ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS      #BLKS/CYL + 1    #BLKS/TRK + 1

In general, a cylinder's worth of buffers is allocated to the Sequential thread I/O and a track's worth of buffers for the
Random thread. The BUF4SEQINIT control statement overrides the number of buffers allocated to the Sequential Initial
thread of BH buffers.

The value of BUF4RANDSEQ is used as a multiplier of the #BLKS/TRK to arrive at the number of buffers to use for the
Random Sequential thread of BH buffers.

The DBO A/M buffers and Actual A/M buffers are restricted by the number of buffers that VSAM can address. The
BUF4nnnnnnn control statement does not affect the DBO A/M buffers and Actual A/M buffers.

The objective is to have the Physical I/O performed under the Initial thread and not the Random thread. This can
sometimes be accomplished by increasing the number of sequential and random buffers but it depends on the size of the
records and how the segments are spread across the database.

 Reload 

For HD databases, the default buffering scheme is similar to that used in unload. However, Database
Organizer determines the minimum number of buffers needed to reload the largest database record and adjusts
accordingly.

The objective is to have most of the Physical I/O performed in LOAD MODE. If this is accomplished by Database
Organizer the IO counts in LOAD mode approximates the I/O in the Physical I/O under the INITIAL thread. If Database
Organizer does not accomplish this during a reload, you can use the BUF4SEQINIT control statement to improve IO
performance. The BUF4SEQINIT control statement lets you increase the number of sequential buffers allocated to the
reload process. Increasing the number of buffers helps improve the IO performance in LOAD mode and reduce the
elapsed time of the reload.

NOTE
 The LOAD mode I/O values in reports apply to VSAM ESDS database clusters only.

Once the buffers are established that accomplishes the Database Organizer load reload in LOAD MODE, the elapsed
time will closely approximate the time calculated with the formula mentioned earlier in the Estimated Run Time section.
Note that the LOAD MODE I/O values in the reports apply to VSAM ESDS database clusters only.
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Buffering Considerations

In most cases, the default values will work well. However for particularly large records, or if there are storage limitations,
the allocation must be adjusted. The I/O Statistics report and the Database Summary reports are especially useful to help
with this determination. 

• The I/O Statistics report contains a report for each DD from which Database Organizer read or to which it wrote. When
FUNCTION=RELOAD is specified for a VSAM ESDS database, the values in physical I/O and load mode I/O should
be nearly equal. This indicates most of the I/O was done in the fastest mode possible. If the values are not close,
adjust the buffer allocation using the BUF4SEQINIT and BUF4RANDSEQ control statements.

• If the UNLOAD function is in use, the last two lines of the Database Record Statistics section of the Database
Summary report will indicate the largest record in the database and the minimum number of buffers that should be
specified in BUF4SEQINIT. If another method to unload the file is used, determine the size of the largest record and
divide that number by the database block size to calculate the minimum number of buffers. It is a good idea to always
round up, and if storage is not a major constraint, allow some room for growth.

Since allocating more buffers will increase virtual storage requirements, the allocation in the REGION parameter of a job
may need to be increased if it is running close to the region maximum. It may be possible to offset the increased space
requirement by reducing the allocation of other buffers. Only a person with a solid understanding of buffering should work
on the system. For assistance, contact Broadcom Support.

Reload Process Mode

Reload Process Modes

When a database is reloaded, the data sets that constitute the database are processed in one of the following modes:

Formatted Mode
In formatted mode, the data sets are formatted, closed, and then reopened before the reload is started. The
formatting process includes:

• For a VSAM ESDS cluster, CI 0 is written.
• For an HDAM primary data set group, empty root addressable area (RAA) blocks or CIs are written.
• For a DEDB area data set, empty root addressable part, independent overflow part, and SDEP part CIs are

written.

After the data sets are closed and reopened, the reload is performed in update mode. Each block or CI to be
updated is read, updated, and rewritten. Database Organizer knows that the reload should operate in formatted
mode because FORMAT=YES is specified in the control statement file. For VSAM clusters, the use of SPEED
ensures that the formatting process executes as quickly as possible. After the cluster is closed and reopened,
both SPEED and RECOVERY have no effect because VSAM always performs updates in using RECOVERY.

Preformatted Mode
In preformatted mode, Database Organizer assumes that the formatting process described for formatted mode
has already been done before the utility is executed. Formatting can be done for DEDBs by the DBFUMIN0
utility. The PREFORMAT=YES control statement that is specified in the control statement file indicates that
reload should operate in preformatted mode.

Unformatted Mode
In unformatted mode, Database Organizer expects all the database data sets to be empty. The data sets are
opened in load mode and sequential writes are done. CIs or blocks only need to be read when the state of the
database requires the utility to do random updates. Both PREFORMAT=NO and FORMAT=NO control statements
that are specified in the control statement file indicate that the reload should operate in unformatted mode. This
combination is the default. For VSAM clusters, the use of SPEED ensures that the reload process executes as
quickly as possible.
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From a performance point of view, unformatted mode provides, by far, the best performance. Unformatted mode
should always be used when performance is the most important consideration.

Using the DBOOVER DD Statement

In unformatted mode, the provided database data sets must be empty and the reload executes in load mode with no
preformatting.

If the database to be reloaded is HDAM or DEDB, Database Organizer may have to place segments in the HDAM
overflow or DEDB-independent overflow. If this happens, Database Organizer is forced to format the rest of the root
addressable area or root addressable part to insert the overflow segments. Once this formatting is done, all further
segment inserts by Database Organizer into the root addressable area or root addressable part require random read and
write I/O resulting in longer run times for the reload.

Database Organizer solves this performance problem by using a temporary work file with a ddname of DBOOVER. When
Database Organizer determines that it is about to insert the first segment into the overflow, it attempts to open and use the
DBOOVER file instead. In this way, the formatting process is not done and the reload continues in load mode. Both the
database primary data set and the DBOOVER data set are processed in high-speed load mode. If Database Organizer
never attempts to load segments in the overflow or IOVF, the DBOOVER file is never used.

Database Organizer attempts to open the DBOOVER file using the following sequence. First the JCL is checked to see
if a DBOOVER DD statement has been defined. If not, Database Organizer issues a dynamic allocation to allocate the
work file. If this fails, the DBOOVER file is not used and Database Organizer executes in its lower performance mode
of formatting the remainder of the RAA or RAP and using random I/O. If Database Organizer finds that the DBOOVER
DD statement is defined as DUMMY, the file is not used and the lower performance mode is used. Dataspace is issued if
DBOOVER DD statements are not present in the JCL (instead of slowly inserting the segments directly into the database).

The use of the DBOOVER work file is mandatory to achieve the best performance Database Organizer can deliver on an
HDAM or DEDB reload.

Specifying the DD statement in the JCL allows for complete control over where the data set is placed. However, specifying
the DD statement requires that modification of all existing JCL in use.

If the DD statement is not specified in the JCL, the existing JCL can be used without change. However, control is lost over
where the work file is placed because Database Organizer allocates the file using UNIT=SYSALLDA.

When Database Organizer dynamically allocates the DBOOVER file, the following parameters are used:

DISP=(NEW,DELETE)

 SPACE=(CYL,(10,10))

 UNIT=SYSALLDA

NOTE
The DBOOVER DD statement is synonymous with the OVERFLOW DD statement.

Using the DBOSDEP DD Statement

In the unformatted mode, the provided database data sets must be empty and the reload executes in load mode with
no preformatting. If the database to be reloaded is a DEDB, Database Organizer may have to place segments in the
DEDB SDEP part. If this happens, Database Organizer is forced to format the rest of the root addressable part and
independent overflow part to insert the SDEP segments. Once this formatting is done, all further segment inserts by
Database Organizer into the root addressable part or independent overflow part require random read and write I/O
resulting in longer run times for the reload.

Database Organizer solves this performance problem by using a temporary work file with a DD name of DBOSDEP. When
Database Organizer determines that it is about to insert the first segment into the SDEP part, it attempts to open and use
the DBOSDEP file instead. In this way, the formatting process is not done and the reload continues in load mode. Both the
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database primary data set and the DBOSDEP data set are processed in high-speed load mode. If Database Organizer
never attempts to load segments in the SDEP part, the DBOSDEP file is never used.

Database Organizer attempts to open the DBOSDEP file using the following sequence. First the JCL is checked to see
if a DBOSDEP DD statement has been defined. If not, Database Organizer issues a dynamic allocation to allocate the
work file. If this fails, the DBOSDEP file is not used and Database Organizer executes in its lower performance mode of
formatting the remainder of the RAP and IOVF and uses random I/O. If Database Organizer finds that the DBOSDEP DD
statement is defined as DUMMY, the file is not used and the lower performance mode is used.

The use of the DBOSDEP work file is mandatory to achieve the best performance Database Organizer can deliver on a
DEDB reload.

Specifying the DD statement in the JCL allows for complete control over where the data set is placed. By not specifying
the DD statement in the JCL, control is lost over where the work file is placed because Database Organizer allocates the
file using UNIT=SYSALLDA.

When Database Organizer dynamically allocates the DBOSDEP file, the following parameters are in use:

DISP=(NEW,DELETE)

 SPACE=(CYL,(10,10))

 UNIT=SYSALLDA

Sequential File DD Statements for Database Organizer

Depending on the execution mode and function, Database Organizer uses the following files for the output:

• During an unload:
– In native mode, DBOUNLD1 and optional DBOUNLD2 are used.
– In compatibility mode, DFSURGU1 is used.

• During a reload:
– In native mode, DBORELD1 is used.
– In compatibility mode, DFSUINPT is used.

• During an extract, a ddname of DBEEXTR1 and optionally DBEEXTR2 is used for the extract file.

Optionally, a DBOKEYS file can be created.

To achieve optimum performance, various DCB parameters are set for these files. It is important to understand the way
these values are determined and the affect on changing them.

BLKSIZE

The product calculates the optimum block size and sets BLKSIZE to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

Use caution when overriding BLKSIZE because you can negatively affect performance.

• Specifying too small a BLKSIZE can result in more I/O and therefore longer run times.
• Specifying too large a BLKSIZE may not reduce the number of I/O but may increase paging and therefore extend run

times.

BUFNO

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets BUFNO to this value. The calculation is based on the
device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors. These buffers
are acquired above the 16MB line if the machine and operating system support virtual memory above the line.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding BUFNO:
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• Specifying too few buffers may result in more I/O and therefore longer runtimes.
• Specifying too many buffers may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore elongate

runtimes.

LRECL

The product calculates the optimum record size and sets LRECL to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

If you specify an LRECL in the JCL, the utility uses this LRECL in its internal calculations, but does not honor it exactly as
you specified. To see the actual LRECL generated, see the appropriate section of the report file.

NCP

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets NCP to the same value. The product always wants NCP
to equal BUFNO. The calculation is based on the device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or
update), and other performance factors.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding NCP:

• Specifying too small an NCP value may result in the program failing.
• Specifying too large an NCP value may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore extend

runtimes.

DD DUMMY and NULLFILE

When the file is allocated as DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE, the following settings are used by the program unless
overridden:

BLKSIZE
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.

BUFNO
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

LRECL
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.

NCP
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

Improve Sort Performance when Building Indexes

When you are sorting large numbers of records, you may experience poor sort performance when building indexes. For
example, you see many messages related to DASD allocation and use of additional extents because sort uses more
SORTWKxx space in the JES job log. The messages also show that the sort is taking a long time.

When sort performance is affected, do the following to improve sort efficiency:

• Add SORTWKnn DDs to the job step JCL if they are not specified. If the SORTWKnn DDs are not specified, the
installation default is used and this value is often less than adequate for sorting large numbers of records.

• Override the default sort record length and specify the number of records to be sorted as follows:
– For LENGTH on the RECORD card, change the default value from 1000 to between 60 and 100 bytes.
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NOTE
The sum of the prefix and index key is the length of the record being sorted. The prefix length can be up to
49 bytes and the rest is index key length. When multiple indexes are being created, determine the longest
key length.

– For FILSZ on the OPTION card, specify a value that reflects the existing index record counts for all indexes being
created.

NOTE
If these values describe the actual records and number of records to be sorted, sort initializes and uses
space better.

When you have determined the new values for LENGTH and FILSZ, add the DFSPARM DD to the job step with the
control cards as follows:

//DFSPARM   DD  *

 RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(90)

 OPTION FILSZ=E75000000

In this example, the sort record length is about 90 bytes and the number of records to sort is about 75,000,000.

Customizing Database Organizer JCL
You can execute Database Organizer as a batch job using JCL.

Modify the sample execution JCL to include:

• An EXEC statement
• DD statements
• Control statements

EXEC Statement

For information about the EXEC statement, see the section Execution Modes for Database Organizer.

Sample EXEC statements are provided in specific component section.

DD Statements

For the list of DD statements that are valid with Database Organizer, see the section DD Statements for Database
Organizer.

Control Statements

You can perform multiple operations each time you invoke Database Organizer. This means that the product reads
control statements in sets wherein each set describes each operation to be performed. Statement continuation characters
indicate the continuation of a set. The lack of a statement continuation character indicates the end of the set.

Database Organizer reads and process control statements as follows:

1. Reads the first control statement and its continuation.
2. Performs the requested function.
3. On completion of the execution of the first function, reads the next control statement and its continuations and

performs the requested function.
This process continues until all control statement sets have been processed.

For the list of control statements that are valid with Database Organizer, see the section Database Organizer Control
Statements Reference.
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Sample JCL

The following members in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP) provide a complete set of execution JCL and control
statements that you can customize for your site:

JCLDBO
Provides JCL for executing Database Organizer.

JCLDBE
Provides JCL for executing Database Extractor.

JCLDBF
Provides JCL for creating an empty database.

NOTE
In compatibility mode, control statements can be used to supplement the operational parameters. Add a
DBOCTRL DD statement with any appropriate control statements and the control statements will be used to
supplement and override the default compatibility mode settings.

Execution Modes for Database Organizer
You can run Database Organizer as a batch job in an IMS batch region, an IMS BMP region, or an OS batch region. In
addition, you can run the utility in compatibility mode.

The selection of which mode to use is based on operational considerations and performance issues as follows:

• Compatibility mode provides the best performance with no JCL changes at all.
• Batch mode provides equivalent performance to compatibility mode, but requires utility-specific JCL.
• IMS batch mode would be used otherwise.

Compatibility mode and batch mode typically provide identical and the best performance.

NOTE
Sometimes, the utility must raise an ULU environment. When this occurs, the STEPLIB concatenation must be
APF-authorized or the IMS SDFSRESL must be allocated to the DFSRESLB DD. These circumstances include
when DBRC permission is required to access the database, when segment/edit compression routines must be
driven, and when the database being processed is a DEDB.

Compatibility Mode with Other Vendor's Products

Compatibility mode lets you execute Database Organizer unload or reload using the same JCL as the IMS DFSURGU0 or
DFSURGL0 utilities.

In compatibility mode:

• Database Organizer is given control by the IMS region controller, DFSRRC00. The program name in the EXEC PARM
field contains DFSURGU0 or DFSURGL0.
Database Organizer gets control because the product load module has been linked into the load library under alias
names DFSURGU0 and DFSURGL0. Since the product load library is concatenated ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL, the
Database Organizer module is invoked by IMS, not the standard IMS utility.
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NOTE
As long as STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list cause the product load module library to precede IMS SDFSRESL,
the same JCL can be used without change.

• The Database Organizer control statements can be used to supplement the operational parameters by adding a
DBOCTRL DD statement with any appropriate control statement. The control statements are used to supplement and
override the default compatibility mode settings.

• The DBDCHANGE control statement is not needed. Since the IMS HD reload utility allows unrestricted changes to the
DBD, so does Database Organizer reload. The DBDCHANGE control statement is ignored if specified in compatibility
mode.

• Database Organizer uses DBDs the same as DFSURGU0 and DFSURGL0. ACBs or PSBs are never used.
• The reload function can create an empty database.

NOTE
For more information about the JCL used to execute in compatibility mode, see the IBM IMS Utilities Manual.

Broadcom Native Mode or Batch Mode

Using batch mode (also referred to as native mode), you execute the utility as a stand-alone batch job. The database is
allocated to the batch job using JCL DD statements in the batch run. The database cannot be shared with other users,
IMS or otherwise.

In batch mode, the utility requires a DBD that accurately describes the database. A PSB is not used or required in this
mode.

A sample JCL for execution in batch mode is provided in the JCLDBO member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP.

NOTE
You can use any supported database in this mode.

IMS Batch Mode

With IMS batch mode, the utility is executed as a stand-alone IMS batch job. The database is allocated to the batch job
using JCL DD statements in the batch run. The database cannot be shared with other users, IMS, or otherwise. Since an
IMS batch region cannot gain access to a DEDB, Database Organizer cannot reorganize DEDBs in this mode.

In IMS batch mode:

• Database Organizer requires a DBD that accurately describes the database and a PSB that contains a DB PCB for the
database. For an unload, the DB PCB must include a PROCOPT specification that includes G (get).

• A reload can be performed in IMS load mode or in non-load-mode.
– In load mode, the database data set clusters must be allocated but not initialized and the PROCOPT must be L

(load).
– In non-load-mode, the database data set clusters must be allocated and initialized, and the PROCOPT specification

must include I (insert).

A sample JCL for execution in IMS batch mode is provided in the JCLDBO1 member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP. A sample
JCL for execution in IMS BMP mode is provided in the JCLDBO2 member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP.

Configure Database Organizer to Run in API Mode
You can execute Database Organizer in API mode without statically linking the call interceptor.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the API processing jobs as follows and save your edits:
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– Place the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL library in the
STEPLIB concatenation.

– Add the necessary DD statements and control statements to the jobs.
The API processing jobs are updated.

2. Submit the jobs for execution.
Database Organizer processing occurs in API mode.

DD Statements for Database Organizer
When you execute Database Organizer, you can specify the following DD statements.

The DD statements are in alphabetical order.

NOTE
For more information about the DD statements that are required for compatibility mode, see the IBM IMS Utilities
Manual.

AMSPDS Defines the AMSPDS data set that is required for IDCAMS processing and use of the IDCAMS control
statement. The AMSPDS data set contains the following members:

• (optional) DELETE
• DEFINE

NOTE
For more information about the IDCAMS DD statements, see the IBM IDCAMS Reference
Manual.

Database Defines new, reorganized, or processed database data sets. For HIDAM databases, this includes the
primary index. For HISAM databases, this includes the overflow data set, if used.

dbdddname Defines the database data sets in the DBD on the DATASET or AREA statement.

• The data set name is the database data set or cluster name itself.
• If the database data set DDs are not provided and DBALLOC=YES is specified, the data sets are

dynamically allocated using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation block.

Use this statement only when the utility is executed in IMS or batch mode.

NOTE

• For a HIDAM database, the index DD statements must also be provided.
• If the database is a DEDB, it cannot be accessed by DBO in IMS batch mode. In batch

mode, multiple area data set DEDBs may have some or all the duplicate area copies
allocated to the DBO batch JCL.

DBDLIB NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Organizer is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB,
and ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB,
and ACB libraries are maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-
managed ACBs with this product. For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control
Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed.

• The DBD is used to determine the database specifications needed for the requested function.
• DBDLIB is not needed if IMS is available.

The DBDs in the library associated with ddname IMS are looked at first. If IMS is not available or the DBD
is not found there, DBDLIB is searched if it is available.

DBEEXTR1 Defines the primary copy of the extracted data from the database. This DD statement must always be
included to execute the Database Extractor component. It can reside on tape or disk but due to the size of
the file, tape is typically used. All DCB attributes are specified in the program.
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DBEEXTR2 Defines the secondary copy of the extracted data from the database. This DD statement is optional when
executing the Database Extractor. It may reside on tape or disk but due to the size of the file, tape is
typically used. All DCB attributes are specified in the program.

DBOCTRL Defines the input control statement data set.

• This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.

In compatibility mode, you can use the utility control statements to supplement the operational parameters.
Add a DBOCTRL DD statement with any appropriate control statements and they supplement and override
the default compatibility mode settings.

DBOKEYS Defines the data set that contains the keys for each root in the database that are passed to the randomizer.
DBOLOAD Defines a load module library where the utility is to find the randomizer and user exits. During a reload, the

utility must be able to load the randomizers for an HDAM or DEDB database from DBOLOAD, STEPLIB,
JOBLIB, or link list.

• If the randomizer is not found in DBOLOAD or if the DBOLOAD DD statement does not exist, the utility
attempts to load the randomizer from STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list.

• If user exits are processed (USEREXIT control statements), the utility also searches DBOLOAD first,
and then STEPLIB, JOBLIB, and linklist.

DBOMSGS Defines the output message data set and lists the informational and product-related messages.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output
stream (SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DBOOVER Defines a work file for the utility.

• All DCB attributes are specified in the utility.

This data set is used during a reload of an HDAM or DEDB database and is optional for the reload function
(it is never used by the unload function).

If this data set is not provided for a reload, a 2 GB data space is allocated if supported by the operating
system. If the operating system cannot support this allocation, an attempt is made to dynamically allocate it
to UNIT=SYSALLDA.

This file cannot reside on tape; therefore, only disk should be used.

DBORELD1 Defines the input to the reload function, which must be output of the unload function. The DD statement is
required for the reload function and is never used by the unload function. It can reside on tape or disk, but
due to the size of the file, tape is typically used. All DCB attributes are specified in the program.

This file would be in one of the following formats:

• If the IMS HD unload utility created the unload file, the file is in DFSURGU0 format.
• If the utility unload created the file in compatibility mode, the file is also in DFSURGU0 format.

If DUMMY is specified, an empty database is created.

DBORPTS Defines the output report data set.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES output
stream (SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DBOSCAN Defines the input file that contains the DEDB SDEP segments to be used by the RELOAD function. This
DD statement is ignored by the unload function. The file reference must be the output file created by the
IMS Sequential Dependent Scan utility. For more information, see the SDEP control statements.

DBOSDEP Defines a work file that is used during a reload of a DEDB database.
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• This DD statement is optional for the reload function and is never used by the unload function. If it is not
provided for a reload, the utility attempts to dynamically allocate it to UNIT=SYSALLDA.

• This file can reside on tape or disk but, for disk should be used for performance reasons.
• All DCB attributes are specified within the utility.

DBOUNLD1 Defines the primary unloaded copy of the database that is being reorganized.

This DD statement is required for the unload function if the reorganized database has segmented routines,
compression routines, or both. This statement is never used by the reload function.

The target DSN of this DD statement can reside on tape or disk. Due to the size of the file, tape is typically
used.

All DCB attributes are specified in the program.

This DD statement is optional for FFOR and BATCHREORG functions. If this DD statement is not specified,
the values provided in the HPO(DBOUNLD1, , , , , ) record of the ITKDYN parmlib member are used. The
default ITKDYN values are as follows:

 HPO(DBOUNLD1,SYSALLDA,CYL,50,100,1)

If you specify UNLOADFILE=Y, the DBOUNLD1 DD statement is required in your JCL. For more
information, see Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets.

DBOUNLD2 Defines the secondary unloaded copy of the database that is being reorganized.

• This DD statement is optional for the unload function and is never used by the reload function.
• It can reside on tape or disk but due to the size of the file, tape is typically used.
• All DCB attributes are specified in the program.

DELPDS (Optional) Defines the DELPDS data set containing DELETE members. This data set is used during
IDCAMS processing if specified.

DFSRESLB Defines the IMS SDFSRESL data set.

• This data set must be concatenated to the STEPLIB DD and allocated under DFSRESLB.
• Verify that this data set is APF-authorized.

DFSURCDS Defines the CDS data set created by the pre-reorganization utility.

The Database Organizer reload function requires the DFSURCDS data set if the database to be
reloaded participates in logical relationships or has one or more secondary indexes. The IMS Database
Prereorganization utility creates the DFSURCDS data set. The Database Organizer reload function does
not require the DFSURCDS data set if the database to be reloaded has secondary indexes but no logical
relationships exist and Secondary Index Builder is used to build the indexes.

DFSURWF1 Defines the work file data set where records are written to build secondary indexes and to resolve pointers
in logical relationships.

• For a HALDB database with logical relationships, this DD statement is relevant only for the initial load
of the database. You can load the database initially using the API mode or the MIGRATETOHALDB
conversion.
This DD statement is not used when a HALDB with logical relationships is subsequently reorganized.

• Optionally, the work file records for secondary indexes can be split into separate files by index
name. The output is in a special, short, high-speed format and can be requested using the
SPLITOUTPUT=YES control statement. Output using this option results in a separate file for each
secondary index that needs to be built after a reload.

• The ddname for each index for the output file must be the DBD name of the secondary index.
• If the database does not participate in logical relationships and SPLITOUTPUT=YES, this DD statement

is not needed because no work file records are written to this file.
• This file can also be used in the One Step Batch Reorg (IDIHPO program) component of Database

Organizer when reorganizing a non-HALDB database with logical relationships.
• You can also override dynamic allocation options using the ITKDYN member for HPO for DFSURWF1

data set. For more information, see the description of index@nn.
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DFSURWF2
and DFSURWF3

Defines the work file data sets when HISAM records are processed the in Prefix Resolution component to
resolve pointers for logical relationships. When the files are not allocated within the JCL, PRU can allocate
them dynamically. The default size is 100 cylinders for primary and secondary allocations. You can also
override dynamic allocation options using the ITKDYN member for PRU for DFSURWF2 and DFSURWF3
data sets. For more information, see Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets.

DFSVSAMP Defines the data set that contains the buffer pool specifications required by the DL/I Buffer Handler. This
data set is not used by the utility. However, in compatibility mode, the data set must be provided to satisfy
IMS. The minimum number of 5 buffers that are as large as the largest block size in the database is
sufficient.

FINALICx Defines the final database image copy. The ddname is derived from a fixed prefix of FINALIC and a
variable suffix, which starts at A and is incremented for each data set to be reorganized. For example, a
multi-DSG database consisting of three data set groups requires three ddnames, FINALICA, FINALICB,
and FINALICC. The data sets must be permanently allocated and cataloged. You can also use dynamic
allocation to create the output image copy data sets. See HPOICIN for more information. For HALDB
databases if allocated, this specifies the image copy data set name and allocation for the first partition
reorganized. The second and subsequent partition image copies are modeled after the FINALICx with
names constructed as follows:
DSNPREFIX+HALDB partition name+FINALICx

HPOCMDS Defines the output DBRC commands list data set. This lists the DBRC commands that are or should have
been issued during the FUNCTION=REORG or FUNCTION=BATCHREORG. If RENAME=N is specified
in the control statements, then certain DBRC commands are not issued. Users can utilize this dataset to
manually issue the DBRC commands if necessary. This data set can reside on any output device, including
disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream (SYSOUT=*).  Tape is not recommended, as FFOR
appends data to the file through the reorg process and the tape is mounted several times, causing delays in
the reorganization process.

HPOCTRL Defines the data set containing the input FFOR control statements. This data set can reside on any input
device including disk, tape, or the JES input stream. The utility sets the attributes of RECFM=FB and
LREC=80.

HPODBRC Indicates the DBRC output. If you do not allocate this data set, it is allocated by FFOR.
HPOICIN (Optional) Defines an input data set that contains dynamic allocation control statements for output image

copies. If this DD is not specified, FINALICx must be JCL-allocated.
HPOMSGS Defines the output message data set and lists the informational and product-related messages. This

data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape, but it is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A). We force DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133. If you do not provide this DD for
Database Analyzer, the utility dynamically allocates the data set with a specification of SYSOUT=*.

HPORPTS Defines the output report data set for the Call Replay function of the Full Function Online Reorg (FFOR)
utility.

IDIPARM (Optional) Defines a data set for global parameter processing. This data set can be a standard 80-byte PDS
or a sequential file (including "DD *" in-stream data) with fixed 80-byte records. If the data set is a PDS,
you can optionally fully qualify the member name. However, if the member name is not specified, standard
member names are used based on the function being performed.

This DD must be specified to enable global parameter processing. However, if you specify this DD and an
installation standard IDIPARM has not been defined, global parameter processing is not performed.

If you specify this DD and an installation standard IDIPARM exists, the installation standard is overridden
for this job step only.

NOTE
You can code IDIPARM as in-stream data in a jobstep through //IDIPARM DD *. Global
parameters supplied this way apply to all functions invoked by the job step, including any
subtasks. If the supplied global parameters do not apply to all such functions, errors can occur.

IEFRDER Defines the IMS log data set created during the interim update apply process. The data set must be
permanently allocated and cataloged. The data set must be allocated to a DASD. For HALDB databases
with multiple partitions, the second and subsequent IEFRDR is modified after first using a DSN defined as
follows:
 DSNPREFIX+HALDB partition name + IEFREDER
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IMS NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Organizer is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB,
and ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB,
and ACB libraries are maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-
managed ACBs with this product. For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control
Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed. This DD statement does not use the DBDLIB DD
file, so IMS must be included for DBRC and segment edit compression routines. If IMS is required, do not
use DBDLIB or specify the same data set name on both.

IMSACB Defines the IMS ACBLIB data set. If the DBD describes a DEDB database that uses Data Packer in the
COMPRTN field, this DD statement and SYSIN are required.

IMSDALIB Defines the library containing the DFSMDA members that are used for dynamic allocation of data sets. The
dynamic allocation (MDA) libraries that are specified by the IMSDALIB DD statement do not require APF
authorization. You can also remove the MDA libraries from the STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation, and allow
the utilities to retain their APF authorization.

index@nn Defines the secondary index work data sets.

• The ddname comes from the first 5 bytes of the primary ddname, followed by the at sign (@), and a
numerical suffix. For example, a database with a primary ddname of CUSB that has two secondary
indexes requires two ddnames of CUSDB@01 and CUSDB@02.

• This DD is not always required. The secondary index work data sets are used for example, when
AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES is specified during reload.

If these DDs are not defined in the JCL of the jobstep, the work data sets are dynamically allocated, if
required, with the following defaults:

• DASD esoteric unit = SYSALLDA
• Space allocation unit = CYL
• Primary space allocation = 100
• Secondary space allocation = 100
• Maximum number of DASD volumes = 25

You can override these defaults by specifying values for generic ddname DFSURWF1 in IDIPARM member
ITKDYN. For example, add the following card to member ITKDYN to dynamically allocate work data sets on
DASD esoteric unit SYSDA, using up to 500 cylinders of primary and 250 cylinders of secondary space, on
up to 32 DASD volumes for each secondary index work data set:

 DBO(DFSURWF1,SYSDA,CYL,0500,0250,32)

For more information, see Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets.
ITKCTRL Describes the input control statement data set. The data set must have a logical record length of 80 bytes

and have fixed-length blocks.
LUSYSPRT Prints various outputs from IMS.
PROCLIB Defines the IMS PROCLIB data set.
RECONx Defines the first, second, or third DBRC RECON data set (where x is 1, 2, or 3, respectively). These DD

statements are required if the RECON is not dynamically allocated.

We recommend specifying RECONx DD statements in one-step batch reorg JCL to avoid accidentally
specifying a production DFSRESLB and MDALIB and renaming the reorganized databases to production
database names.

NOTE
For more information about the RECON DD statements, see the IBM IMS Utilities Reference.

Sindex Defines the secondary index reorganized data sets.
SORTWKnn Defines the sort work data sets, where nn is the number supported by the sort product installed.
SOUPDAT1 Specifies a temporary data set to hold the sorted database updates for a Full Function Online Reorg

(FFOR). This DD is not required if the SORTUPDATES keyword value is NO.

You can allocate this data set dynamically through an entry in the IDIPARM parmlib member ITKDYN. For
example:
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 HPO(SOUPDAT1,SYSDA,CYL,200,100,6)

For more information, see Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets.

You can also specify this DD in the JCL as follows:

 //SOUPDAT1 DD DSN=&&SDAT1,DISP=(,DELETE),

 //            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(200,100),RLSE)

SOUPWKnn Defines the sort work data sets for the FFOR transaction sorting subtask, where nn is the number
supported by the SORT product installed. The SORT product usually allocates these data sets dynamically.

STEPLIB Defines the utility load module in the high-level.LOAD library. A JOBLIB DD can be used instead, but
one or the other is required for proper execution.

NOTE

• For an HDAM or DEDB reload in OS batch mode, the utility must be able to load the
randomizer from DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or linklist.

• For an OS batch mode reload of a database that has secondary indexes or participates in
logical relationships or if DBRC is invoked during an unload or reload operation, the IMS
SDFSRESL containing the DBRC, DL/I, and associated modules must be in STEPLIB too.
The order of concatenation for high-level.LOADLIB with other libraries that might have
same-named members is important. Improper sequencing can cause unpredictable results.

• For the reload of an HALDB partition, the system SORTLIB must be available in linklist or
added to STEPLIB.

SYSABEND Defines the data set where to write the dumps. If a dump is needed, set ABENDDUMP=YES.
SYSIN or RVPSYSIN Defines an input file that contains DBDNAME=x. Usually SYSIN is defined as:

 //SYSIN DD *

DBDNAME=x

Where:

x

Defines the DBD name involved in the operation.

SYSLIB Defines the IMS MACLIB.
SYSPRINT Prints various outputs from IDCAMS and IMS.

SYSUDUMP Defines the data set where dumps are to be written.

• If a dump is needed, set ABENDDUMP=YES.
• This DD statement is optional because it can be dynamically allocated as SYSOUT=* if it or

SYSABEND are not present in the JCL.

To direct the dump output to a disk file, code the needed DD parameters, and the dynamic allocation will
not be done.

NOTE
The utility also dynamically allocates the ABNLIGNR data set (as DD DUMMY). This allocation
prevents the ABEND AID product from intercepting abends and producing its specially
formatted dump, because that dump does not provide enough information for complete problem
resolution. If the ABEND AID product is not in use, this dummy allocation has no effect.

Database Organizer Control Statements Reference
This section provides detailed information about each control statement that you can specify with Database Organizer and
its components in the xxxCTRL files.

The control statements appear in alphabetical order and the default values are underlined.
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ABENDAID (DBO) -- Generate ABENDAID Dump

Valid for Database Organizer.

The ABENDAID control statement generates an ABENDAID dump that provides information about COBOL program
abends.

NOTE
Technical Support requires any dumps for debugging purposes to be in our SYSUDUMP format. ABENDAID
dumps will not be debugged.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDAID=YES|NO

YES
Generates an ABENDAID dump.

NO
Does not generate an ABENDAID dump. This is the default.

ABENDDUMP (DBO) -- Generate an Abend Dump

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The ABENDDUMP control statement generates a dump from the operating system when an abend occurs. The dump
provides information about your system when the ABEND occurred. This helps save time in determining the cause of the
ABEND and resolving the issue.

Typically, if an abend occurs, the Extended Specific Task Abnormal Exit (ESTAE) recovery routine of the product formats
the information in the Program Status Word (PSW) and various registers and also writes it to the messages file. So a
dump is not necessary. However, occasionally, you may need to generate a dump when a user exit fails or to debug a
problem if requested by Broadcom Support.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDDUMP=YES|NO

• YES
Generates a dump to SYSABEND or SYSUDUMP when an operating system abend occurs. This option is the default.

• NO
Does not generate a dump when an abend occurs.

ABENDNOOUTPUT (DBO) -- Abend When No Output is Generated

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The ABENDNOOUTPUT statement specifies whether the utility should abend if no output is generated by Prefix
Resolution.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDNOOUTPUT= YES|NO
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YES
Abends if no index or WF3 records are generated by Prefix Resolution. This is the default.

NO
Processing continues when no output is generated. Return code is 0.

ABENDRC (DBO) -- Define Abend Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The ABENDRC control statement defines the lowest return code with which the job terminates with an abend. Use this
control statement to force an abend during typical error situations.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDRC=return-code

return-code
Defines the return code number.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 17

Example: Force Abend after a Return Code of 12 Occurs

The following specification terminates a job with an abend when a return code of 12 or higher occurs:

ABENDRC=12

Example: Suppress Abends Regardless of Return Code

The following specification suppresses abends regardless of the return code:

ABENDRC=4095

ACCEPTPTRERROR (DBO) -- Accept Pointer Errors

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The ACCEPTPTRERROR control statement specifies whether to continue processing when a pointer error is detected.

This control statement has the following format:

ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES|NO 

YES
Accepts pointer errors and continues processing. This is the default when NATIVEMODE=YES is specified.

NOTE

• The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement is ignored when you specify ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES.
• ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES  is valid only for PHDAM, PHIDAM, HDAM, HIDAM, DEDB and

PSINDEX/INDEX databases.

NO
Terminates processing. This is the default.

ADDN (DBO) -- Define Area DDnames

Valid for Database Organizer and High Performance Recovery.
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The ADDN control statement specifies the ddnames for the DEDB multiple area data sets (MADS) to be recovered or
replicated after the reload for the area is complete. Specifying area ddnames ensures that all ADDNs are consistent after
a recovery.

Using the ADDN control statement depends on the type of recovery and whether you are using DBRC.

Consider the following when you specify areas:

• Do not use specific ddnames when reloading multiple DEDB areas (AREA=(*) or AREA=(areaname1,areaname2,...)).
• ADDN=(*) replicates all MADS defined to DBRC. If DBRC=NO, you must specify ADDN and a DD statement in the

JCL.
• The first ddname you specify must indicate the DEDB AREA that you want to recover. Subsequent ddnames indicate

MADS to be replicated.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

ADDN=(ddname1[,ddname2,...,ddname7])|(*)

ddname
Defines the ddnames of one or more area data sets (ADS) to be processed.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. You can specify up to seven ddnames.

*
Indicates that all MADS defined to DBRC will be processed.

Example: Define Specific MADS DDnames

To replicate MADS ddnames DBXY19A and DBXY19B after the reload for the area is complete, specify as follows:

ADDN=(DBXY10A,DBXY19B)

Example: Define All MADS DDnames

To replicate all MADS ddnames, specify as follows:

ADDN=(*)

AGN (DBO) -- Define the Application Group Name

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The AGN control statement specifies the application group name (AGN) to be supplied in the DFSRRC00 EXEC PARM of
the unload BMP (8 byte maximum) program.

This control statement is required if IMS security has been implemented using application group names. Otherwise, the
statement is optional.

This control statement has the following format:

AGN=agnname

agnname

Indicates the application group name representing a defined group of IMS resources.

• Specify a value from 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters.
• The default value is blanks.
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ALLOWORPHANLC (DBO) -- Permit Logical Child Orphans

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The ALLOWORPHANLC control statement specifies whether to permit a logical child to not have a logical parent. Usually,
this situation is not acceptable.

This control statement has the following format:

ALLOWORPHANLC=YES|NO

YES
Permits logical children without logical parents.

NO
Does not permit logical children without logical parents.

ALLOWORPHANLP (DBO) -- Permit Logical Parent Orphans

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The ALLOWORPHANLP statement specifies whether to permit a logical parent to not have any logical children. Usually,
this situation is acceptable.

This control statement has the following format:

ALLOWORPHANLP=YES|NO

YES
Permits orphaned logical parents. The logical parent does not have to have any logical children.

NO
Does not permit logical parents without logical children.

ALLOWORPHANPAIR (DBO) -- Permit HALDB Physically Paired Logical Child Orphans

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The ALLOWORPHANPAIR control statement specifies whether to permit a HALDB physically paired logical child not to
have its pair. Usually, this situation is not acceptable. Allowing orphan logical children pairs helps facilitate and speed up
the processing when you expect there are only a few of such segments and it is easier to fix the problem in the reloaded
database rather than in the original database.

This control statement has the following format:

ALLOWORPHANPAIR=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that unpaired HALDB physically paired logical children are allowed. The database that is created
contains incomplete logical relationships.

NO
Specifies that unpaired HALDB physically paired logical children are not allowed. This option is the default.
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ALLPARTS (DBO) -- Reload an HALDB Database

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components and the batch RELOAD function of Database Organizer.

The ALLPARTS control statement determines whether to process all partitions of an HALDB. Use this control statement to
ensure that any partitions that were not reloaded based on segments in the unload file are formatted as empty.

For FFOR, this control statement reorganizes all partitions of the HALDB database. The default for FFOR processing is
YES. Otherwise, the default is NO.

WARNING
The ALLPARTS control statement can cause data loss. For example, if you have an HALDB database with four
parts (PART1, PART2, PART3, and PART4): PART1 and PART2 are unloaded; the unload file is supplied to
reload; PART1 and PART2 will be reloaded with the data unloaded; PART3 and PART4 will be formatted as
empty (losing all data in PART3 and PART4).

This control statement has the following format:

ALLPARTS=YES|NO

YES
Reloads the HALDB database using a supplied unload file. During the reload process, Database Organizer tracks
the reloaded partitions. Before termination, reload checks for any partitions within the range of unloaded partitions
that were not reloaded and formats as empty any partitions that were not reloaded based on segments in the
unload file.
For FFOR, all partitions are reorganized in one step, with a DBR and START at the beginning and end of the
process. This processing is similar to the execution of a Full Function database. A single unload file is used.
This is the default for FFOR.
ALLPARTS=YES is mutually exclusive with PARTITION and NUMBEROFPARTS. FFOR uses IDCAMS=*
processing to allocate the shadow databases or partitions for a reorganized HALDB database based on existing
database data set information within DBRC (data sets must be cataloged or SMS-managed).

NO
Processes partitions based on the records found in the unload file. Partitions that are not reloaded are not
processed. They remain the same as before the reorganization.
This is the default for the batch RELOAD function.

For FFOR examples of ALLPARTS, REORGSI, and IDCAMS specifications, see members JCLFFOR6, JCLFFOR7, and
JCLFFOR8 in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library. 

 

AREA (DBO) -- Define Areas

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The AREA control statement specifies whether to process a specific area, a list of areas, or all areas during Fast Path
DEDB database processing.

This statement or DDNAME is required for Fast Path DEDB database processing. If you specify AREA, do not specify
DDNAME. AREA and DDNAME are mutually exclusive.

If AREA is specified, you must include an AREA statement for each area in a DEDB. If DBDNAME is specified without an
AREA, the identified DBD is loaded and the database characteristics are taken from it.

If you do not provide a DD statement for the area, DBRC is used (if available) to determine the data set name of the DD
and to dynamically allocate it. Use a DBRC control statement to indicate DBRC use. When DBRC is active, area selection
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is used to dynamically allocate the DEDB areas if they are not included in the JCL. If the DEDB areas are provided in the
JCL, the utility verifies them against the DBRC registered data sets.

The AREA control statement is not valid with the ANALYZEALL function.

This control statement has the following formats:

AREA=(area-name1,area-name2,area-name3,…)

AREA=* or AREA=ALL

area-name
Specifies the unique DEDB area name to process.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters. You can specify up to 73 areas, but only one area with the COPY function.

* | ALL
Includes all areas and processes the complete database.

Example: Define One DEDB Area

The following example specifies the area by name:

AREA=A or DDNAME=A

Example: Define All DEDB Areas

The following example includes all areas in the processing:

AREA=(*) or AREA=(ALL)

For compatibility with previous releases, you can also select all areas by specifying only the DBD name with the
DBDNAME control statement. If DBDNAME is specified, do not specify AREA.

Example: Define Multiple DEDB Areas

The following example assumes that a DBD defines four areas, A, B, C, and DH.

• To process the first area, specify as follows:

AREA=A

• To process the last area, specify as follows:

AREA=DH 

• To process areas B and DH, specify as follows:

AREA=(B,DH) 

• To process areas B, C, and DH, specify as follows:

AREA=(DH,C,B) 

Although the areas are listed in a specific order, they may be processed in any order. To process the areas in a specific
order, use multiple commands, each specifying a single area.

Example: Invalid AREA Statements

• The following example is invalid because the asterisk must be the only area that is listed when specified:
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AREA=(A,*)

• The following example is invalid because D* is not a valid area name:

AREA=D*

• The following example is invalid because the same area is listed twice:

AREA=(B,B)

AUTH (DBO) -- Bypass Database Authorization

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Batch Reorg (FUNCTION=BATCHREORG) component of Database Organizer,
High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index Builder, and the Recovery Analyzer component of High
Performance Recovery.

The AUTH control statement lets you bypass DBRC database authorization for database recovery, reorganization,
or analysis when DBRC is active. Authorization consists of DBRC notify, signon and signoff, and database data set
validation. Bypassing database authorization prevents processing interruptions because of an authorization failure.

Note the following limitations:

• For Database Analyzer, this processing occurs when DBRC is active, by default or explicit request. Specifying
AUTH=NO does not bypass database signon.

• For Recovery Analyzer, this processing is only valid for recovery with the GENJCL function option.
• For the UNLOAD component of Database Organizer, use the UNLAUTH keyword.

The AUTH control statement has the following format:

AUTH=YES|NO

• YES
Performs DBRC database authorization. This is the default.

• NO
Does not perform DBRC database authorization.

NOTE
We recommend that you specify AUTH=NO in Database Analyzer when analyzing a database that is online
to IMS to avoid an authorization failure.

AUTOBUFFEREDDSG (DBO)--Use Hiperspace for Unload Processing

Valid for Database Organizer.

The AUTOBUFFEREDDSG control statement specifies whether the UNLOAD function can allocate and copy a portion
of the primary data set group (DSG) into hiperspaces during the unload processing. This functionality helps improve
performance by retrieving segments from the hiperspace, thus reducing random I/O against the database.

• When specified for a (P)HDAM database, if overflow accounts for over 5 percent of the DSG then that overflow portion
is buffered into a hiperspace.

• When specified for a (P)HIDAM database, the RBA of the High Values Root record is used to calculate and identify
a ‘pseudo-overflow’ portion of the primary DSG. Any segments beyond the High Values Root RBA are buffered into
hiperspaces, with the maximum limit being 60 percent of the primary DSG.

This control statement is valid only during unload processing.

The BUFFEREDDSG control statement overrides AUTOBUFFEREDDSG; the BUFFEREDDSG value is used regardless
of the AUTOBUFFEREDDSG setting.
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NOTE
Depending on the DSG characteristics, use of this control statement can increase the amount of auxiliary
storage used.

This control statement has the following format:

AUTOBUFFEREDDSG=YES|NO

• YES
Specifies that Database Organizer automatically attempts to buffer a portion of the primary DSG into hiperspaces. This
option is the default.

• NO
Specifies that Database Organizer  does not automatically attempt any hiperspace buffering.

NOTE

• BUFFEREDDSG (DBO) -- Allocate Buffered Data Set Groups

AUTOINDEXBUILD (DBO) -- Rebuild Indexes Automatically

Valid for Database Organizer.

The AUTOINDEXBUILD control statement automatically rebuilds all secondary indexes of the database that is specified
in the DBDNAME statement during a reload. Creating index work files during the reload process and using those work
files to rebuild the indexes helps eliminate the need to completely reread the database in a subsequent Secondary Index
Builder step.

The AUTOINDEXBUILD control statement applies only to Full Function and HALDB databases. For Full Function
databases, use this statement with the Database Organizer reloaded API to increase performance when building a
secondary index database.

We recommend specifying SPLITOUTPUT=YES with AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES to make the database reload and index
build faster.

If you use AUTOINDEXBUILD to create index databases when reloading the main database by invoking Secondary Index
Builder, Database Organizer dynamically allocates three sort work data sets per index. However, to avoid sort capacity
exceeded errors, we recommend that you allocate these DD in the JCL. The ddnames are as follows:

SRTxWKyy

x
Equals 1-9, K-Z, 0, or $ based on consecutive number of secondary indexes.

yy
Equals 01, 02, or 03.

This control statement has the following format:

AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES|NO

YES
Rebuilds all secondary indexes of the database during reload processing. The index data is extracted from
the database segments into temporary records (data sets), the records are sorted into index and index key
orders, and the indexes are built. The temporary data sets can be JCL-allocated (index@nn DD statement) or
dynamically allocated by Database Organizer. When dynamically allocated, the DFSURWF1 ddname in the
ITKDYN parmlib member specifies the temporary data set size. The ddnames of the temporary data sets are
different depending on the database type (HALDB, non-HALDB).
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AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES is the default when MIGRATETOHALDB=YES is specified.
For Full Function databases, note the following:

• SPLITOUTPUT=YES is automatically specified.
• The ddnames of the temporary data sets are generated using at most the first five characters of the ddname

for the first data set group (DSG) of the database and appending @nn, where nn increments for each index.
For example, if the first DSG ddname is INDX, the ddnames that are used for indexes are INDX@01,
INDX@02, and so on. If the first DSG ddname is DINDEX, the ddnames that are used for indexes are
DINDE@01, DINDE@02, and so on.

For HALDB databases note the following:

• SPLITOUTPUT=YES is assumed and can be specified. You cannot specify SPLITOUTPUT=NO.
• ALLPARTS=YES is required.

WARNING
Using ALLPARTS leads to data loss if the complete HALDB database was not unloaded. Read the
description of the ALLPARTS control statement carefully.

• The ddnames of the temporary data sets are generated using at most the first five characters of the index DBD
name related to the database and appending @nn, where nn increments for each index.
For example, if the database has two indexes, INDEX and INDEX1, the ddnames that are used for indexes are
INDEX@01 and INDEX@02.

NO
Specifies not to rebuild secondary indexes during the reload process. This option is the default.

Examples: Rebuild Indexes Automatically

• This example automatically rebuilds all secondary indexes of the Full Function database that is specified in the
DBDNAME statement during the reload:

AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES

• This example automatically rebuilds all secondary indexes of the HALDB database that is specified in the DBDNAME
statement during the reload:

AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES

ALLPARTS=YES

Additional Considerations:

For full function database reorganizations with AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES, you can write the index records to DFSURWF1
(SPLITOUTPUT=NO) or to separate work files (SPLITOUTPUT=YES, the default) to make the database reload faster.
Allocate these work files through the JCL using ddnames DDNAM@nn, where DDNAM represents the first 5 characters of
the ddname of the primary database, and nn is a numerical suffix from 01 to 99.

For example, if the DBD has a DATASET macro with a specification of DD1=ABCDEFGH, specify the work files as
follows:

//ABCDE@01  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)

//ABCDE@02  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)

//ABCDE@03  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)

//ABCDE@04  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)

For HALDB database reorganizations with AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES, note the following:

• SPLITOUTPUT=YES is defaulted and required.
• ALLPARTS=YES must be specified.
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Allocate the HALDB work files through the JCL using ddnames PSNAM@nn, where PSNAM represents the first five
characters of the PSINDEX DBNAME and nn is a numerical suffix from 01 to 99.

For example, if HALDB=MASTERH has three PSINDEXes DBD=PSIN1DX, DBD=PSIN2DX and DBD=PSIN3DX, with
two, three, and four partitions respectively, specify the work files as follows:

//PSIN1@01  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN1DX, partition 1

//PSIN1@02  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN1DX, partition 2

//PSIN2@01  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN2DX, partition 1

//PSIN2@02  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN2DX, partition 2

//PSIN2@03  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN2DX, partition 3

//PSIN3@01  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN3DX, partition 1

//PSIN3@02  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN3DX, partition 2

//PSIN3@03  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN3DX, partition 3

//PSIN3@04  DD SPACE=(CYL,500)  * DBD=PSIN3DX, partition 4

AVGRLEN (DBO) -- Specify Average Length

Valid for the Random Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer and Database Organizer.

The AVGRLEN control statement specifies the average length of the records in the unload file, which is calculated from
the average segment length plus 50 bytes control information and overhead. This value is used by SORT to calculate the
space used for sort work files.

This control statement has the following format:

AVGRLEN=nnnnn

nnnnn
Indicates the average length of the records.
Limits: 1 to 5 digits decimal positive number
Range: 4 to 32767

WARNING
This control statement is valid only if you set HDSORT=YES.

BLOCKTHRESHOLD (DBO) -- Specify Free Space Block Threshold

Valid for Database Organizer.

The BLOCKTHRESHOLD control statement specifies a threshold for setting whether a particular database block contains
free space.

This option can only be used with FUNCTION=RESETBITMAP.

This control statement has the following format:

BLOCKTHRESHOLD=number_of_bytes

number_of_bytes
Specifies the minimum number of bytes of free space in a database block that should cause the bitmap to be
updated to reflect that the block contains free space.
Limits: The value must be within the database block size
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BLTBYPASS (DBO) -- Bypass Batch Log Processing

Valid for Execution Monitor component of Database Organizer.

The BLTBYPASS control statement specifies that this step should bypass batch log tracking.

This control statement has the following format:

BLTBYPASS=YES|NO

YES
Bypasses batch log tracking.

NO
Does not bypass batch log tracking. This is the default.

BMCDLICOMPAT (DBO) -- Use Compatible Status Codes

Valid for Database Organizer.

The BMCDLICOMPAT control statement modifies the GA and GK PCB status codes to blanks for compatibility with other
vendors' API mode. This control statement can be used in API unload (read) processing.

This control statement has the following format:

BMCDLICOMPAT=YES|NO

YES
Changes the GA and GK PCB status codes to blanks.

NO
Does not change the GA and GK PCB status codes to blanks. This is the default.

BMPCHECKINTERVAL (DBO) -- Define BMP Check Interval

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The BMPCHECKINTERVAL control statement specifies the interval in seconds at which online reorg will recheck for
outstanding database access by a BMP when BMPPAUSE=NO is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

BMPCHECKINTERVAL=10|n

n
Specifies the number of seconds.
Range: 5 to 3600
Default: 10

BMPPAUSE (DBO) -- Invoke BMP Pause and Resume Facility

 Valid for Database Copier, the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, and the Recovery Analyzer
SETRP function of High Performance Recovery. 

The BMPPAUSE control statement invokes BMP Pause and Resume to pause automatically all BMPs executing against
the target databases after all applications accessing the database have reached their current syncpoint processing.

This control statement has the following format:
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BMPPAUSE=YES|NO

YES
Pauses all BMPs executing against the target databases to allow /DBR commands to complete. Paused BMPs
are automatically resumed after the PAUSE routines start the target databases.
This is the default for online reorg (FFOR).

NOTE
This option is mutually exclusive with REORGACCESS=READ. When REORGACCESS=READ is
specified, BMPPAUSE defaults to NO.

NO
Waits for all executing BMPs to finish or until the specified timeout value is reached before executing the DBR
of the database. If BMPs are still active at the conclusion of the specified timeout value, the function attempt
terminates.
During online reorganization, this occurs at the beginning and end of the reorganization process. If
BMPPAUSE=NO, FFOR issues WTORs to indicate that it is waiting for BMPs to complete to stop the database.
BMPs that are paused have messages ITK6800I and ITK6801I placed into their JESMSGS.
If a BMP does not resume after a failure, resume it manually using the following command:
/F STCITK,RESUME

STCITK specifies the name of the started task (STC) on the target system where the BMP resides. If an STCITK
failure occurs, restart the STC with a WARM start and then use this command to resume the BMP if it does not
resume automatically. If a failure occurs before the restart of the database and auto-restart of the database fails,
the database must be started first, before the resumption of the BMP.
For more information, see Processing Full Function and HALDB Databases Online and REORGACCESS (DBO)
-- Define the Reorg Access Mode.

BSDSHLQ (DBO) -- Use IMS-managed ACBs

Valid for Randomizer Analysis Program (RAP) component of Database Analyzer, Database Surgeon component
of Database Analyzer, Control Block Validity Manager component of Database Analyzer, and Batch Log Tracker
(BLT) component of Database Organizer.

The BSDSHLQ control statement lets you use IMS-managed (Application Control Blocks) ACBs by identifying the high-
level qualifier of the boot strap data set (BSDS) that points to the IMS directory data sets used by the IMS catalog. Use
this keyword if you want to use IMS-managed ACBs instead of DBDLIBs for this component.

Before you use IMS-managed ACBs, you must enable the IMS catalog and IMS management of ACBs by specifying
ACBMGMT=CATALOG in the catalog section of the DFSDFxxx member.

WARNING

• If you enable IMS-managed ACBs, we recommend that you do so for all supported Database Management
Solutions for IMS products and components to avoid serious conflicts.

• You cannot use IMS-managed ACBs and DBDLIBs in the same job step for multiple functions.

This control statement has the following syntax:

BSDSHLQ=bsdshlq

• bsdshlq
Identifies the high-level qualifier of the boot strap data set (BSDS) that points to the IMS directory data sets used by
the IMS catalog.
Limits: 1 to 44 characters
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BUF4OVRINIT (DBO) -- Allocate Initial Overflow Thread Buffers

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4OVRINIT control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the overflow initial thread. By default,
the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type, parameter
values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4OVRINIT control statement to improve
performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use the statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4OVRINIT=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

Example: Allocate Overflow Thread Buffers

This example shows how to allocate six buffers initially for the overflow thread:

BUF4OVRINIT=6

BUF4RANDOVR (DBO) -- Define Random Overflow Thread Buffer Number

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4RANDOVR control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the random overflow thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4RANDOVR control statement to
improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use the statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4RANDOVR=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

BUF4RANDSEQ (DBO) -- Allocate Random Sequential Thread Buffers

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4RANDSEQ control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the random sequential thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
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parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4RANDSEQ control statement to
improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use this statement.

You can also modify the number of buffers allocated for random sequential thread with the RANDOMTRACKIO control
statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4RANDSEQ=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

BUF4SDEP (DBO) -- Allocate Sequential Dependent Thread Buffer Number

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The BUF4SDEP control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential dependent thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4SDEP control statement to improve
performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement and its parameters can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom
Support before you use this statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4SDEP=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

BUF4SEQINIT (DBO) -- Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

Valid for Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The BUF4SEQINIT control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential processing of the
first part of the database data set. By default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type,
access method and intent, device type, parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the
BUF4SEQINIT control statement to improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use this statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4SEQINIT=n
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n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate. The default depends on the database type.

Example: Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

To allocate six buffers to the sequential processing of the first part of the database data set, specify as follows:

BUF4SEQINIT=6

BUFFEREDDSG (DBO) -- Allocate Buffered Data Set Groups

Valid for Database Organizer.

The BUFFEREDDSG control statement specifies whether to allocate and copy into hiperspaces one or more specific data
set groups (DSG). When the primary DSG of an HDAM database is specified, only the overflow areas of that DSG are
buffered. Use this statement when processing is not performing as expected and many buffer hits are registering under
Random in the Database I/O Statistics report.

When specified during unload, Database Organizer copies the specified DSGs into one or more hiperspaces and unloads
them from there instead of dropping into random I/O when the database segments get too far apart to remain in the
sequential buffers.

For database DSGs that are disorganized, this processing can significantly improve performance.

NOTE
The size of the DSGs determines the amount of storage that is needed for buffering. If DSGs are too large,
auxiliary storage may be impacted to the point that the system can no longer function properly until the job is
canceled. A DSG cannot be larger than 4 GB (VSAM) or 8 GB (OSAM).

The BUFFEREDDSG control statement is valid only during unload processing.

The BUFFEREDDSG value overrides the AUTOBUFFEREDDSG setting. For example, if you specify BUFFEREDDSG=2
with AUTOBUFFEREDDSG=YES, only the second DSG gets buffered.

The BUFFEREDDSG control statement has the following format:

BUFFEREDDSG=dd1|n|(n1[,n2],...[,n10])

dd1
Specifies the ddname of the data set to be buffered, as defined in the DD1 statement in the DBD. The problematic
DSGs are usually HDAM overflow and secondary DSGs that are large. If specified, RANDOMTRACKIO is turned
off for the DSG being buffered.

NOTE
If DD1 is the HDAM DSG#1, only the overflow is buffered.

n
Specifies a DSG number to be buffered. If HALDB, the DSG number applies to all partitions.
Limits: 1 through 10

(n1[,n2],...[,n10])
Specifies multiple DSG numbers to be buffered. If HALDB, the DSG numbers apply to all partitions.
Limits: 1 through 10. You can specify up to 10 DSG numbers.

Examples: Allocate Buffered Secondary DSGs

• The following example buffers the secondary DSG of a DBD, where the first DATASET statement of the DBD specifies
DD1=CUSTROOT and the second DATASET statement of the DBD specifies DD2=CUSTDATA.
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BUFFEREDDSG=CUSTDATA

• The following example also buffers the secondary DSG of a given DBD. For a HALDB, this setting applies to the
DSGROUP=B of all partitions processed:
BUFFEREDDSG=2

NOTE

• AUTOBUFFEREDDSG (DBO)--Use Hiperspace for Unload Processing
• RANDOMTRACKIO (DBO) -- Read Tracks For Random I/O

BUFND (DBO) -- Specify Output Buffer Number

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The BUFND statement specifies the number of output buffers.

This statement has the following format:

BUFND=number

number
Specifies the number of output buffers.
Limits: 1 - 99 for OSAM and ESDS
Default: 2 if not specified and 99, if specified.

CHANGESEGMENT (DBO) -- Use Changed Segment Value

Valid for Database Organizer.

The CHANGESEGMENT control statement lets you specify whether to reload the LL field of a segment. When a segment
is unloaded as fixed-length and then reloaded as variable-length, an LL field is automatically added during the reload
without the need of any control statement. Use this control statement only when restructuring a database where a
segment is unloaded as a variable-length segment and during the reload it is defined as fixed-length.

This control statement is valid only with the RELOAD function.

Note: Use this control statement only when your unload file was created by Database Organizer. If the input to the reload
is an unload file created by the IMS HD unload utility (DFSURGU0), Database Organizer RELOAD cannot determine if a
segment was unloaded as variable or fixed length and the CHANGESEGMENT control statement is ignored. When the
segment involved is the root of an HDAM database, the CHANGESEGMENT request is performed before the randomizer
is called.

This control statement has the following format:

CHANGESEGMENT=(NAME=seg-name,DROPLL=YES|NO)

seg-name
Identifies the name of the segment in the DBD used during the reload operation. Verify that the segment is
unloaded as a variable-length segment and defined as fixed-length in the reload DBD.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

DROPLL=YES|NO

Specifies whether to drop the LL (length) field from the segment during the reload.
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YES
Removes the LL field from the unloaded variable-length segment before reloading it as fixed length.
Note: Specify YES when a segment had a variable length when it was unloaded and is reloaded as a fixed-
length, compressed segment. The compression routine is responsible for adding the LL field.

NO
Leave the LL field in the segment as is even though it is a fixed-length segment during the reload. This is the
default.

Example: Reload Segment without an LL Field

To reload the segment named PARTROOT without an LL field, specify as follows:

CHANGESEGMENT=(NAME=PARTROOT,DROPLL=YES)

CKUPDATE (DBO) -- Check RECON Data Sets for Allocation Records

Valid for Database Organizer.

The CKUPDATE control statement specifies whether to check the RECON data sets for allocation records that have
an allocation date later than the date in the unload file header record. This control statement helps prevent database
regression. A reload can regress the database if it was updated subsequent to the creation of the unload file and RECON
allocation records are a good indicator of this possibility.

Note: This control statement is valid only during RELOAD and applies only when DBRC is active and the database is
registered to DBRC.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=RELOAD.

This control statement has the following format:

CKUPDATE=(YES,STOP4094|OKAYnnnnn)|(NO)

YES,STOP4094
Checks the RECON data sets for allocation records that have an allocation date later than the date in the unload
file header record. If any such records exist, processing terminates with user abend U4094. This is the default.

YES,OKAYnnnn
Checks the RECON data sets for allocation records that have an allocation date later than the date in the unload
file header record. If any such records exist, processing continues with return code nnnn.

NO
Does not check the RECON data sets for allocation records.

Example: Continue Processing With Return Code 4 When Allocation Records Occur in the RECON Data Sets

This example shows how to continue the job but issue return code 4 when allocation records occur in the RECON data
sets with a later allocation date:

CKUPDATE=(YES,OKAY0004)

COMPRESS (DBO) -- Compress Segments during Reload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The COMPRESS control statement calls the DBD-defined segment edit/compression exit during a reload. The
COMPRESS control statement lets you suspend segment data compression for the reload input file that already contains
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compressed segments but Database Organizer cannot determine the same. This happens for example when the unload
file was created by HSSR or another non-Database Organizer utility that did not mark each record as expanded or
compressed. The RELOAD function always compresses segment data in the unload file created by Database Organizer,
regardless of the value of the COMPRESS control statement.

If you have a database whose data is compressed and you have no requirement for the unload file to contain
uncompressed data, the unload and reload process runs faster if the data is not expanded during unload and compressed
during reload. This can be achieved by using the default settings of EXPAND=N for unload and COMPRESS=N for reload.

This control statement is valid only with the RELOAD function.

This control statement has the following format:

COMPRESS=YES|NO

YES
Calls the DBD-defined segment edit/compression exit during a reload. The COMPRTN keyword specifies the
routine to call.
If the database was unloaded using a third-party utility, COMPRESS YES is honored and all segments with
compression defined are compressed on reload.
If the database was unloaded and compressed by Database Organizer, COMPRESS=YES is ignored during
reload.
If the DBD was changed to add a new compressed segment and COMPRESS=YES was specified, Database
Organizer compresses the new segments that are reloaded.

NO
Does not call the DBD-defined segment edit/compression exit during a reload. This is the default.

NOTE

• EXPAND (DBO) -- Expand Segments during Unload

COMPRESSOUTPUT (DBO) -- Compress Output Data

Valid for Database Copier and Database Organizer.

The COMPRESSOUTPUT control statement invokes sequential file compression during an image copy of a database in
Database Copier or unload of a database in Database Organizer.

The use of the sequential file compression function is a trade-off. The compression/expansion process requires more CPU
time but the elapsed time is significantly reduced because the amount of data written to the output file is much less. We
recommend that you run tests to determine if it is advantageous to use sequential file compression.

This control statement has the following format:

COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES|NO

YES
Compresses the resulting image copy or unload output file.

NO
Does not compress the resulting image copy or unload output file. This is the default.

Example: Compress the Output File

To compress the resulting output file, specify as follows:

COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES
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CONDITION (DBO) -- Define Extract Conditions

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer.

The CONDITION control statement defines the tests to be performed before a database record or segment is eligible for
extraction. Use this control statement to only retrieve the data that match the specified conditions. You can specify one
condition for each independent test or multiple conditions for multiple independent tests. The tests are performed in the
order in which the statements are written.

NOTE
To define Boolean operation between multiple CONDITION statements, use the CONDOPERATOR (DBO) --
Define Multiple Extract Conditions control statement.

If the DBOCTRL file does not contain any CONDITION statements, the function extracts all segments and fields defined in
the SELECT control statements.

NOTE
See ITKIVP1 and ITKIVP2 jobs in hlq.CIMTSAMP for sample EXTRACT steps that demonstrate how the
CONDITION statement is working.

The CONDITION control statement has the following format:

CONDITION=(segment.field=value

and

segment.field=value)

segment.field
Specifies a field within a segment that is to be tested. The segment and field name must be defined in the DBD.
Do not specify the segment name, if the field name is unique within the DBD.

=
Specifies the operation to be performed. The acceptable values and their equivalents are as follows:

• = or .EQ
• > or .GT
• < or .LT
• >= or => or .GE
• <= or =< or .LE
• ^= or =^ or .NE

value
Specifies a constant or field to be compared. The following forms of constants are supported:
n

Indicates any full word, half word, or packed value. The following maximum lengths apply:

• Full word values must be 10 characters or less.
• Half word values must be 5 characters or less.
• Packed fields must be 16 characters or less.

'c'
Indicates any character string from 1 to 24 characters long.

X'hh'
Indicates any hexadecimal string from 1 to 24 characters long.

and
Specifies a Boolean operator to connect one test with another. The following Boolean operators and their
equivalents are supported:
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• .AND. or * or &
• .OR. or ¦

These definitions can be in free format, else they match the definitions that are supported by IMS for SSA
construction. Any number of tests can be concatenated with Boolean operators.

Example: CONDITION Control Statement

For example, the following CONDITION statement causes Database Extractor to accept to select only those database
records that meet the conditions following the statement:

CONDITION=(PART.NUMBER=1511.AND.QTY>10¦QTY=MAX)

• The field named NUMBER in the segment named PART must have a value of 1511. The field named QTY must be
greater than 10 or the field named QTY must equal the field named MAX.

• The segment name of PART is concatenated in front of the field name NUMBER for easier understanding or because
of several fields defined in the DBD with the name NUMBER. No segment name is in front of the field name QTY and
the field name MAX because they are unique within the DBD (only one segment has a field named QTY and only one
segment has a field named MAX).

CONDOPERATOR (DBO) -- Define Operator Between Extract Conditions

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer.

The CONDOPERATOR control statement defines Boolean operation between multiple CONDITION statements in the
EXTRACT function. The CONDITION control statement defines the tests to be performed before a database record or
segment is eligible for extraction. For more information, see CONDITION (DBO) -- Define Extract Conditions.

If the EXTRACT function contains multiple CONDITION statements and you did not specify CONDOPERATOR, the
extract function uses a default value of CONDOPERATOR=OR.

The CONDOPERATOR control statement has the following format:

CONDOPERATOR=AND|OR

AND
Specifies that multiple CONDITION statements are connected with operator AND.

OR
Specifies that multiple CONDITION statements are connected with operator OR. This value is the default.

You can only specify one CONDOPERATOR value for each EXTRACT function. This value applies to all conditions in the
function.

CONFIRMSWITCH (DBO) -- Issue WTOR Confirmation Before New Database

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The CONFIRMSWITCH control statement confirms if a WTOR is issued and acted on before the database is presented to
IMS.

This control statement has the following format:

CONFIRMSWITCH=YES|NO
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YES
Issues the confirmation WTOR. The user is given an option at the end of the reorg through a WTOR. If the switch
is confirmed, the new database is placed online. If the switch is denied, the old database is left online and the
reorg is abandoned.

NO
Does not issue the confirmation WTOR. This is the default.

COPYUNLOAD (DBO) -- Create Image Copy for Unload

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The COPYUNLOAD control statement determines whether to create an image copy of the database under online
reorganization and use it as input to the unload process to improve performance.

NOTE
A valid DSNPREFIX is required to enable dynamic allocation of the output image copy data sets. DELETEIC
indicates whether to register or delete the copy.

This control statement has the following format:

COPYUNLOAD=YES|NO

YES
Creates an image copy as input to the unload process.

• This value is mutually exclusive with FLASHUNLOAD=YES.
• For HALDB databases, ALLPARTS=NO must be specified.

NO
Does not create an image copy for input to the unload process. This is the default.
If FLASHUNLOAD=YES, the unload process uses a flash copy as input.
If FLASHUNLOAD=NO, the unload process uses IMS GN processing.

CREATEWF1 (DBO) -- Create a WF1 File

Valid for Database Organizer.

The CREATEWF1 control statement creates a WF1 file for subsequent steps of input for an index build or logical
relationships. CREATEWF1 is only valid on a reload.

This control statement has the following format:

CREATEWF1=YES|NO

YES
Creates a WF1 file during reload for subsequent steps of input for an index build or logical relationships. This is
the default.

NO
Does not create a WF1 file.
Note: Set CREATEWF1=NO only when you know that a WF1 file is not needed because alternative methods will
be used to build indexes or resolve logical relationships. For example, if SPLITOUTPUT=YES during reload or
index create to create a secondary index where no logical relationships exist.

Example: CREATEWF1 Control Statement
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To indicate that a WF1 file will not be created, specify as follows:

CREATEWF1=NO

DATASPACEOVF (DBO) -- Create Overflow Data Space

Valid for Database Organizer.

The DATASPACEOVF control statement creates Database Organizer data space for any segments in overflow of an
HDAM database until the reload is almost complete and records are added to the end.

This control statement is only valid during a reload.

This control statement has the following format:

DATASPACEOVF=YES|NO

YES
Creates data space. This is the default.

NO
Does not create data space.

NOTE
You should only override this control statement if you are sure that you cannot get the resources for data
space. The default value is optimal for performance.

Example: Do Not Create Data Space

To indicate not to create data space, specify as follows:

DATASPACEOVF=NO

DATASPACESDEP (DBO) -- Create Overflow Data Space for SDEP Segments

Valid for Database Organizer.

The DATASPACESDEP control statement creates Database Organizer data space for any SDEP segments in overflow of
a DEDB database until the reload is almost complete and records are added to the end.

This control statement is only valid during a reload.

This control statement has the following format:

DATASPACESDEP=YES|NO

YES
Creates Database Organizer data space for SDEP segments. This is the default.

NO
Does not create Database Organizer data space. This control statement is optional.

NOTE
You should only override this control statement if you are sure that you cannot get the resources for data
space. The default value is optimal for performance.

Example: Do Not Create Data Space
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To indicate not to create data space, specify as follows:

DATASPACESDEP=NO

DATASPACESIZE (DBO) -- Specify Primary And Secondary Data Space Sizes

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The DATASPACESIZE control statement specifies the primary and secondary allocation sizes for the data space used by
the ITK STC to hold call reply data.

This control statement is required for an online reorg. You can set the default value for data spaces using the
DIV_PRIMARY and DIV_SECONDARY control statements.

This control statement has the following format:

DATASPACESIZE=(primary,secondary)

primary
Indicates the primary value.

secondary
Indicates the secondary value.

NOTE
Limits: Valid values of primary and secondary are from 44 to 2097152 KB. Default:
DATASPACESIZE=(0,0), which tells the STC to select the values.

DBALLOC (DBO) -- Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBALLOC control statement specifies whether to allocate database data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA
members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB. The DBALLOC control statement lets you dynamically allocate database data
sets when the DBRC facility is not available.

NOTE
With DBRC=YES, the utility always attempts dynamic allocation using the RECON data sets first, regardless
of the DBALLOC value. If this processing fails, the utility attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA
members.

This control statement has the following format:

DBALLOC=YES|NO

YES
Attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This is the default processing with DBRC=YES.
Note: Dynamic allocation using DFSMDA is not supported for HALDBs and DBALLOC=YES is ignored.

NO
Does not attempt the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This option is valid only with DBRC=NO.
The database data sets must be allocated statically using the JCL DD statements.

Example: Allocate Database Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members specified in the STEPLIB
concatenation:
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NOTE
The MDA library must be APF-authorized. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in JCL.

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//          DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB

//*

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

[DBRC=NO]

other parameters

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members specified in the IMSDALIB DD
statement:

NOTE
The MDA library does not require APF authorization. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in the
JCL.

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//*

//IMSDALIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

other parameters

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:

NOTE
ddnames are not specified in JCL.

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

Example: Allocate Data Sets Statically

The following example allocates data sets statically using the JCL DD statements:
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// ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

[DBRC=YES/NO]

DBDCHANGE (DBO) -- Use Changed DBD

Valid for Database Organizer.

The DBDCHANGE control statement indicates that you can use a different DBD name during reload and during unload.
Identify the changed DBD name using the DBDNAME control statement and specify FILEFORMAT=LONG or
DFSURGU0.

WARNING
You should not specify this keyword when you use IMS-managed ACBs. Unpredictable results can occur.

The DBDCHANGE control statement applies only to the RELOAD function and imposes significant overhead on the
reload process. Use DBDCHANGE=YES only when you know that the DBD has changed.

This control statement has the following format:

 DBDCHANGE=YES|NO

YES
Indicates that the DBD used during reload is different from the DBD used during unload. Specify the new DBD
name using the DBDNAME control statement and specify FILEFORMAT=LONG or DFSURGU0. With an IMS
compatible DFSURGU0 file format, DBDCHANGE is not needed. DBDCHANGE is ignored if specified because
unrestricted changes to the DBD are allowed. DBD changes of any type are allowed and processed correctly with
a return code of 0.

WARNING
If changes are made to the DBD between unload and reload, you must also specify EXPAND=YES.

If a compressed segment is unloaded in a compressed format (EXPAND=NO) and reloaded with a DBD that
defines the segment as not compressed, an error occurs and reload terminates. To unload the segment in a
compressed format and reload the compressed data using a DBD that says that the segment is not compressed,
specify DBDCHANGE=YES in the reload. DBDCHANGE=YES only works with FILEFORMAT=LONG or
DFSURGU0.

NO
Does not permit the use of a different DBD during reload. Any mismatch of parameters during reload generates
an error message with a return code of 8. This setting is the default.

Example: Use Changed DBD During Reload

To indicate that Database Organizer should bypass the enforcement of the same DBD during reload as was used during
unload, specify as follows:

 DBDCHANGE=YES

DBDNAME (DBO) -- Define DBD Name

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Database
Space Analyzer components of Database Analyzer.

The DBDNAME control statement specifies the name of the database definition (DBD) describing the database to
process.
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NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Organizer is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries
are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in
the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

This control statement has the following format:

DBDNAME=dbdname

dbdname
Specifies the name of the DBD to be used for processing.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters; dbdname must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB (or be defined in the
catalog if you are using IMS-managed ACBs)

Example: Unload All Partitions of a HALDB into a Single Unload File

To unload all the partitions into a single unload file, specify the following:

 //DBOCTRL DD *

 FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

 DBDNAME=master-dbd-name

DBDPRINT (DBO) -- Decode the DBD

Valid for Database Analyzer and Database Organizer.

The DBDPRINT control statement decodes the DBD when a function is executed.

NOTE
A DBD is always decoded if a function return code is 8 or greater.

This control statement has the following format:

DBDPRINT=YES|NO

YES
Decodes a DBD when a function is executed.

NO
Does not decode a DBD when a function is executed. This is the default.

DBRC (DBO) -- Invoke the DBRC Facility

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBRC control statement specifies whether to invoke the DBRC facility of IMS. This control statement applies to the
DBRC recovery and share control levels.

This control statement has the following format:

DBRC=YES|NO

YES
Calls DBRC for database authorization in a share control environment and tracks image copy files or a build in a
recovery control environment. Additionally, the utility uses the RECON information to attempt dynamic allocation
of the required database data sets, if their ddnames are not found in the jobs JCL.
If VIC=YES, you must specify DBRC=YES.
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NOTE
DBRC=YES is forced when operating on HALDB.

NO
Does not call DBRC.
Default: If the IMS modules can be accessed (using STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list), the default is the value
defined in the IMS SYSGEN. Otherwise the default is NO. A specification of NO when IMS was defined to force
the use of DBRC generates an error message and terminates the program. If the utility cannot access the IMS
modules, DBRC=NO is the only valid value.

You can override this parameter by the JCL DBRC parameter if the utility executes in the PGM=DFSRRC00 compatibility
mode.

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:

NOTE
ddnames are not specified in JCL.

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

DBR (DBO) -- Stop the Database

Valid for the online reorg component of Database Organizer.

The DBR control statement specifies whether to issue a /DBR instead of /DBD command for the first outage of the FFOR
job step. This outage is usually less than 2 seconds and is necessary to establish a synchronization point for the online
reorganization process.

This control statement has the following format:

DBR=YES|NO

YES
Issues a /DBR command against the database specified in the DBDNAME at the beginning of the FFOR process.

NO
Issues a /DBD command, instead of /DBR, against the target database at the beginning of the FFOR process.
This option is the default.

NOTE
To verify the differences between the /DBR and /DBD commands, see the IMS commands documentation.

DDNAME (DBO) -- Define the Database Data Set

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Randomizer
Analysis Program components of Database Analyzer.

The DDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the database data set to process. The ddname must exist in a
DATASET parameter macro of the DBD itself.

DDNAME and AREA are mutually exclusive. If you specify DDNAME, do not specify AREA. This control statement
specifies the ddname of the DEDB area or the ADDN to be unloaded or reloaded in batch mode.
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This control statement has the following format:

DDNAME=ddname or ADDN

ddname
Defines the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
Note: For the uberutility of Database Organizer, the ddname indicates which dynamic allocation model records
are to be displayed, updated, or deleted. For each log (primary and secondary), there may be zero, one, or many
system dynamic allocation model records, but there is only one global dynamic allocation model record. IEFRDER
is the primary log and IEFRDER2 is the secondary log.
Database Extractor executes against the complete database by default unless otherwise instructed.

ADDN
Specifies the ddname for the DEDB multiple area data sets (MADS) to be used. When an ADDN of a MADS data
set is specified,  will use the specific ADDN in this control statement rather than use the first available according to
DBRC.

Example: Define the DDname of the Database Data Set

This example shows how to process the database data set whose ddname is DI21PART:

DDNAME=DI21PART 

DELETEIC (DBO) -- Delete Database Image Copy

Valid for the Online Reorg component in Database Organizer.

The DELETEIC control statement deletes or registers the image copy or flash copy taken by the COPYUNLOAD or
FLASHUNLOAD process at the end of the unload step.

This control statement has the following format:

DELETEIC=YES|NO

YES
Deletes the image copy or flash copy. This is the default.

NO
Registers the image copy or flash copy.

DELETEOLD (DBO) -- Delete Old Database Data Sets Automatically

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The DELETEOLD control statement determines whether old database data sets are deleted automatically after the reorg
has completed.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=REORG.

This control statement has the following format:

DELETEOLD=Y|N
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Y
Deletes old database data sets after the reorg completes.

N
Does not delete old database data sets after the reorg completes. If omitted or set to N, the database data sets
remain cataloged after the reorg completes.

DFSDF (DBO) -- Use IMS-managed ACBs

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The DFSDF control statement lets you use IMS-managed (Application Control Blocks) ACBs by identifying the DFSDFxxx
member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of ACBs. Use this keyword if you want to
use IMS-managed ACBs instead of DBDLIBs for this product or component.

Before you use IMS-managed ACBs, check the prerequisites in IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

The DFSDF control statement has the following syntax:

DFSDF=xxx

• xxx
Identifies the suffix of the DFSDF member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of
ACBs.
Limits: 1 to 3 alphanumeric characters

DISCARDLOGGING (DBO) -- Discards All Log Records

Valid for Execution Monitor component of Database Organizer.

The DISCARDLOGGING control statement specifies whether all log records for that step should be discarded. This
control statement is optional.

If the application program abends, databases can be left in a non-recoverable state. We recommend that you perform an
image copy of any updated databases before and after the step that uses discard logging. When DISCARDLOGGING is
in effect, any existing IEFRDER and IEFRDER2 log specification will be unallocated and IEFRDER will be dynamically
allocated to DUMMY.

This control statement has the following format:

DISCARDLOGGING=YES|NO

YES
Discards all log records for a step.

NO
Does not discard log records This is that default.

DLICOMP (DBO) -- Invoke DLI Segment Edit/Compression Routine

Valid for the FABEUR6 component of Database Organizer.

The DLICOMP statement indicates whether the DLI segment edit/compression routine will be invoked with a COMPRESS
call (entry code 0) for candidate segments.

You can optionally set this statement with FABEUR6.
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This statement has the following format:

DLICOMP=NO|CMP

CMP
Indicates that the DLI segment edit/compression routine will be invoked with a COMPRESS call (entry code 0) for
candidate segments.

NO
Does not invoke the DLI segment edit/compression routine.

DROPSEGMENT (DBO) -- Drop Specific Segments

Valid for Database Organizer.

The DROPSEGMENT control statement specifies the names of segments to be dropped during an unload or reload. If not
specified, no segments are dropped.

During an unload, this control statement indicates that the named segment types are not to be written to the unload output
files. In this way, the named segment types are not unloaded and are effectively dropped during the unload.

During a reload, this control statement indicates that the named segment types, if they exist on the unload files, are not
to be placed in the database, but are to be ignored. In this way, the named segment types are not reloaded and are
effectively dropped during the reload.

NOTE
DROPSEGMENT and SELECTSEGMENT are mutually exclusive. If DROPSEGMENT is specified, you cannot
specify SELECTSEGMENT.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

DROPSEGMENT=seg-name

DROPSEGMENT=(seg-name1,seg-name2,seg-name3,...,seg-nameN)

seg-name
Identifies the segment names to be dropped. You can specify as many segments as needed.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

Example: Drop the BACKORDR Segment

To drop the segment named BACKORDR from the unload or reload, specify the following:

DROPSEGMENT=BACKORDR

Example: Drop the BACKORDR and STOKSTAT Segments

To drop the segments named BACKORDR and STOKSTAT from the unload or reload, specify the following:

DROPSEGMENT=(BACKORDER,STOKSTAT)

or:

DROPSEGMENT=BACKORDR

DROPSEGMENT=STOKSTAT
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DSNPREFIX (DBO) -- Add Data Set Name Prefix

Valid for the and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The DSNPREFIX control statement is used during the online reorganization of a HALDB database when multiple
partitions are to be reorganized in a single job step using PARTITION or NUMBEROFPARTS. The value specified is used
to build the data set names for DD statements IEFRDER and FINALICx starting with the second partition.

NOTE
A valid DSNPREFIX is required with COPYUNLOAD to enable dynamic allocation of the output image copy data
sets. DELETEIC indicates whether to register or delete the copy.

This control statement has the following format:

DSNPREFIX=prefix

prefix
Specifies a prefix for the data set name when multiple partitions are reorganized in a single job step.

• For the first partition, the data sets provided in the JCL is used.
• For the second and subsequent partitions, the required data sets are dynamically allocated using the value

specified as a prefix for the data set name. The attributes of the dynamically allocated data sets are the same
as those of the originally allocated JCL data sets.

Example: Add Data Set Name Prefix

In this example, the data set name is prefixed with HLQ.DSNPREF:

PARTITION=MARKHI1,

DSNPREFIX=HLQ.DSNPREF

The following data set names will be generated when the previous values are specified:

HLQ.DSNPREF.MARKHI1.FINALICA

HLQ.DSNPREF.MARKHI1.IEFRDER

DSPBLKS (DBO) -- Allocate Data Space Blocks

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer, and High
Performance Recovery.

The DSPBLKS control statement specifies the number of 4 KB blocks to be allocated for data spaces used to hold
intermediate data.

This control statement has the following format:

DSPBLKS=n

n
Specifies the number of 4 KB blocks to be allocated for the data spaces if needed.
Default: 0 (allocates the operating system default number of blocks or 2 GB - 524288 blocks, whichever is
smaller)
Limits: 0 to 524288 (2 GB). If you specify a value that exceeds the maximum value, the larger number is ignored
and 524288 is used.

Example: Allocate Additional Data Space Blocks
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To allocate the data spaces using 1024 4 KB blocks, specify as follows:

DSPBLKS=1024

Additional data spaces are allocated as required using the specified number of blocks.

ERROR (DBO) -- Define Number of Errors to Print

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) component of Database Organizer.

The ERROR control statement specifies the number of Prefix Resolution error messages to print per logical relationship.

This control statement has the following format:

ERROR=n

n
Specifies the number of errors to print.
Default: 100
Limits: 0 - 9999

EXCLUSIVEREAD (DBO) -- Request Exclusive READ Database Access

Valid for Database Organizer.

The EXCLUSIVEREAD control statement indicates whether to ensure that no updates can be executed against a
database during execution of an extract or unload.

This statement is optional for an extract or unload and not allowed otherwise.

This control statement has the following format:

EXCLUSIVEREAD=YES|NO

YES
Requests exclusive read access of the database during execution. This ensures that no updates are executing
against the database at the time the extract or unload occurs. This is the default.

NO
Requests non-exclusive read access of the database during extract or unload execution. This means that updates
can execute against the database while the extract or unload occurs.

Example: Request Exclusive READ Database Access

To prevent updates from occurring to the database during an extract or unload, specify the following:

EXCLUSIVEREAD=YES

EXCPIO (DBO) -- Use EXCP Code to Read OSAM Data Sets

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The EXCPIO control statement uses EXCP code for reading OSAM databases.
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NOTE
If the database was allocated in cylinders, the I/O counts reported to SMF will reflect the number of cylinders
read. If the database was allocated in tracks or blocks the I/O counts reported to SMF will reflect the number of
tracks read.

This control statement has the following format:

EXCPIO=YES|NO

YES
Uses EXCP code for reading OSAM databases. This is the default.

NO
Uses a combination of QSAM, BSAM, and BDAM.

EXPAND (DBO) -- Expand Segments during Unload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The EXPAND control statement indicates whether to call the DBD-defined segment edit/compression exit during an
unload.

To successfully restructure a database, Database Organizer records additional information in the unload output file. This
information is then used during the reload. Because of the additional information, the unload file is incompatible with
other utilities such as the HD reorganization reload utility, DFSURGL0. The EXPAND control statement lets you change
segment length in compressed databases and lets you create an unload file that can be reloaded by any utility that
accepts IBM DFSURGU0 unload files as input.

If you have a database whose data is compressed and you have no requirement for the unload file to contain
uncompressed data, the unload and reload process runs faster if the data is not expanded during unload and compressed
during reload. This can be achieved by using the default settings of EXPAND=N for unload and COMPRESS=N for reload.

This statement is valid with the UNLOAD function.

This control statement has the following format:

EXPAND=YES|NO

YES
Calls the DBD-defined segment edit/compression exit. This is the default when a user exit is specified.
Specify EXPAND=YES to ensure that the unload file can be reloaded by any utility that accepts IBM DFSURGU0
unload files as input and when you plan to change the DBD between unload and reload.

• In native JCL mode, add EXPAND=YES to the other control statements in DBOCTRL.
• In IMS compatibility mode, add a DBOCTRL DD to the standard IMS JCL and specify EXPAND=YES with any

other overrides wanted for the run.

NO
Does not call the DBD-defined edit/compression exit. This is the default, regardless of the mode that Database
Organizer runs in.

NOTE
DBOSUFXT does not support for the DEC control statement, which activates the decompress option,
as an input. To pass a compressed segment to the FSU exit program, specify EXPAND=NO in the
DBOCTRL control statements.
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If Database Organizer encounters a compressed segment in the input file during reload, the segment is inserted into the
database without calling the segment edit/compression exit. If the segment in the input file is in expanded form but is
defined as compressed in the DBD, the segment edit/compression routine is called.

Using IBM-Compatible Unload File

To use an IBM compatible unload file, specify EXPAND=YES on the unload to verify that the unload file can be reloaded
by any utility that accepts IBM DFSURGU0 unload files as input.

During a Database Organizer reload, the EXPAND control statement is not meaningful. If Database Organizer finds
a compressed segment in the input file during a reload, the segment is inserted into the database without calling the
exit. If the segment in the input file is in expanded form but it is defined as compressed in the DBD, the segment edit/
compression routine is called.

NOTE

• COMPRESS (DBO) -- Compress Segments during Reload

 

 

EXPANDSEGMENT (DBO) -- Increase Segment Size during Reload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The EXPANDSEGMENT control statement increases the size of a segment during a reload from what it was during the
unload operation. Use this control statement when you are restructuring a database and you want to expand some or all
of the segment types.

This control statement is valid with the RELOAD function.

NOTE
Specify this control statement only for segments that exist in expanded form in the unload file. If RELOAD
encounters a compressed segment in the input file and the segment is object to an EXPANDSEGMENT,
INITSEGMENTDATA, or MOVESEGMENTDATA control statement, an error is issued and the reload terminates.

Duplicate EXPANDSEGMENT statements are processed in the "last in, first out" (LIFO) order.

This control statement has the following format:

EXPANDSEGMENT=(NAME=seg-name,POSITION=position,LENGTH=length,FILL=fill)

seg-name
Specifies the name of the segment to expand. The segment name must be defined in the DBD that is used during
the reload.
Specify only one segment name per statement. To expand multiple segments, specify as many
EXPANDSEGMENT statements as needed.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

position
Specifies the position in the segment where the expansion is to occur. The expansion character strings are always
added from the specified position onwards.
Always specify the POSITION value according to the segment format as defined during the unload operation.
When you specify multiple EXPANDSEGMENT statements for one segment, the POSITION values must all relate
to the original unloaded segment format. For one segment, never include the effects of one expansion in the
POSITION value of a separate expansion.
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When you change a fixed-length segment to a variable-length segment in the DBD between unload and reload,
an LL field is added to the segment during the reload. Do not consider this new field when determining the
POSITION value on the EXPANDSEGMENT statement.
When you expand a variable-length segment during a reload, the LL field increases automatically to account for
the expansion.
Limits: 1 - 5 digits, non-negative
Example: To expand a segment at the beginning of the segment, specify POSITION=1.

length
Specifies the size of the segment expansion.
Limits: 1 - 5 digits, non-negative
When you specify multiple EXPANDSEGMENT statements for one segment, the sum of all the LENGTH values
must not exceed the segment size that the DBD allows. If this occurs, the segment is truncated before it is
inserted into the database. The number of truncations that occurred for each segment is reported in the database
statistics report.

NOTE
EXPANDSEGMENT LENGTH always takes priority over any INITSEGMENTDATA and
MOVESEGMENTDATA LENGTH, and also over any MOVESEGMENTDATA TOPOSITION parameter
values.

fill
Specifies the character string to place in the expanded area.
Limits: 1 - 62 characters or 2 - 62 hexadecimal digits (31 characters) in any of the valid formats for character
strings. The string length must not exceed the value specified for LENGTH. If the FILL value is less than the
LENGTH, the value is repeated until the specified LENGTH is reached.

Example: EXPANDSEGMENT Control Statement

This example expands all PARTROOT segments during reload by adding 10 bytes from the fifth position onwards. The
FILL value initializes the expanded area to asterisks (hex 5C):

EXPANDSEGMENT=(NAME=PARTROOT,POSITION=5,LENGTH=10,FILL=X'5C')

If the PARTROOT segment contained 'ABCDEFGH' before reload, after the reload the PARTROOT segment contains the
following:

'ABCD**********EFGH'

Example: Duplicate EXPANDSEGMENT Control Statement

This example uses two EXPANDSEGMENT statements to increase segment size during reload as follows:

1. Adds 10 bytes from the fifth position onwards and initializes the expanded area to question mark (?).
2. Adds 6 bytes initialized to number sign (#).

EXPANDSEGMENT=(NAME=PARTROOT,POSITION=5,LENGTH=6,FILL='#'),

EXPANDSEGMENT=(NAME=PARTROOT,POSITION=5,LENGTH=10,FILL='?')

If the PARTROOT segment contained 'ABCDEFGH' before reload, after the reload the PARTROOT segment contains the
following:

'ABCD??????????######EFGH'
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NOTE

• Restructuring a Database
• Changing Segment Lengths

EXTRACTBEGIN (DBO) -- Define the Starting Record for the Unload Sample

Valid with Database Organizer.

The EXTRACTBEGIN control statement defines the starting number of the record range to be extracted for unload.
Use this control statement with the EXTRACTCOUNT and EXTRACTSKIP control statements to create an unload file
containing a subset of database records.

This control statement is valid with the UNLOAD and EXTRACT functions.

This control statement has the following format:

EXTRACTBEGIN=n

n
Defines starting number of the record range.
Limits: one- to ten-digit positive number

Example: Specify the Starting Record for Sample

This example starts extracting database records at the record number 100:

EXTRACTBEGIN=100

EXTRACTCOUNT (DBO) -- Define the Number of Records for the Unload Sample

Valid with Database Organizer.

The EXTRACTCOUNT control statement defines the number of database records to include in the unload sample.
Use this control statement with the EXTRACTBEGIN and EXTRACTSKIP control statements to create an unload file
containing a subset of database records.

This control statement is valid with the UNLOAD and EXTRACT functions.

This control statement has the following format:

EXTRACTCOUNT=n

n
Defines the number of database records to include in the unlaod sample.
Limits: one- to ten-digit positive number

Example: Define the Number of Records to Process

This example includes 100 records in the unload file:

EXTRACTCOUNT=100
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EXTRACTDUP (DBO) -- Discard Duplicate Output Records

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer.

The EXTRACTDUP control statement lets you discard duplicate records for selected segments in the Database Extractor
output.

This control statement is valid only when the SELECT control statement is specified for FUNCTION=EXTRACT, because
this is the only situation when duplicate records can be generated.

An output record is assembled from data that belong to selected segments identified when the Database Extractor
component searches through the database, traversing through each hierarchical path. All the selected segments and
fields are appended together for each traversal through the path of the hierarchy in the same output record. Consequently,
the output file can contain duplicate records for segments that are included in multiple paths. When an output record is
only made up of previously selected segments data, it can be discarded by specifying EXTRACTDUP=NO.

If the EXTRACTDUP control statement is omitted in JCL, Database Organizer does not discard duplicate records.

This control statement has the following format:

EXTRACTDUP=YES|NO

YES
Generates duplicate output records. This is the default.

NO
Does not generate duplicate output records for the selected segments.

NOTE

• Discarding Duplicate Records for Segments in Database Extractor Output

EXTRACTSKIP (DBO) -- Define the Record Frequency for the Unload Sample

Valid with Database Organizer.

The EXTRACTSKIP control statement defines the number of database records to skip between the records that are
extracted for processing. Use this control statement with the EXTRACTBEGIN and EXTRACTCOUNT control statements
to create an unload file containing a subset of database records.

This control statement is valid with the UNLOAD and EXTRACT functions.

This control statement has the following format:

EXTRACTSKIP=n

n
Defines the number of database records to skip between the records to extract.
Limits: one- to ten-digit positive number

Example: Process Every Fourth Record

This example creates an unload file that contains 25 percent of all database records. The utility skips three database
records between each record and includes every fourth record.

EXTRACTSKIP=3
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FILECTL (DBO) -- Specify Output File Number

Valid for the FABEUR6 component of Database Organizer.

The FILECTL statement indicates, for the selected area or areas, the output file number to be specified on the output
ddnames, DURDxxxO, where xxx is the output file number.

This statement has the following format:

FILECTL= xx,ALL All areas use output file no xx (DURDxxxO).

xx,n Area n.

xx,(n,n,n) Selected areas.

xx,(x-x) Group of areas.

xx,(*) All 'not yet selected' areas.

FILEFORMAT (DBO) -- Define the File Format

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The FILEFORMAT control statement specifies the format to use for extract and unload records or the format of the index
build input records.

NOTE
This statement is optional for the UNLOAD function. If not specified, the default is DFSURGU0 if in compatibility
mode. In native mode, the default is XSHORT. This setting is important if you want to change the DBD after
unloading the database adding new segment types. In this case, use DFSURGU0 instead of XSHORT to
prevent abends in reload execution. Use FILEFORMAT=DFSURGU0 if new segment types will be added to the
DBD after unloading the database.

This control statement does not apply to the RELOAD function in Database Organizer. Database Organizer reload
automatically determines the format of the input file.

For the INDEXCREATE function in Secondary Index Builder, this control statement applies only when INDD is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

FILEFORMAT=type

type
Specifies one of the following file formats to use for extract, build, and unload records:
DFSURGU0

Uses a file format that is compatible with the HD reorganization unload utility. Specify this option for an
extract function where the output file is provided to the HD reload utility or some other utility that uses the
HD unload format. For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the file
first.
Default: DFSURGU0 is the default if Database Organizer unload is executed in compatibility mode, or not
specified.
For Database Organizer, use DFSURGU0 or LONG when DBDCHANGE is used to change the DBD
between the unload and reload executions.

DFSURWF1
Uses a file format that is compatible with the IMS work file format. Specify this option for the following
functions:
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• An extract function where the output file is used by other utilities such as prefix resolution.
• A build function where the input file was created during the initial load or reorganization reload of the

indexes database. For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the
file first.

DFSURIDX
Uses a file format that is compatible with the IMS work file format and has been sorted into key sequence.
Specify this option for the following functions:

• An extract function where the output file is used by other utilities such as HS reorganization reload.
• A build function where the input file was created by the prefix resolution utility. A value of DFSURIDX

implies a sorted DFSURWF1 file. For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=NO,
which does not sort the file first.

DFSUINXX
Uses a file format that is compatible with the format that is produced by the HS reorganization unload
utility. However, this type is not currently supported. If specified, an error message is generated and the
function request is terminated. For an index extract, the output file is used by other utilities such as HS
reorganization reload.
Specify this option for a build function where the input file was created by the HS unload utility. For a build
operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the file first.

LONG
This specification is the same as DFSURGU0.

SHORT
Indicates that the header on each data record must be 20 fewer bytes than the standard DFSURGU0
format because the database is not involved in logical relationships. This file can only be used with
Database Organizer reload and cannot be used as input to the HD reload utility (DFSURGL0).
SHORT is not supported for HALDB and is normally not used.

XSHORT
Indicates that the header on each data record must be 30 fewer bytes than the standard DFSURGU0
format because the database is not involved in logical relationships. This file can only be used with
Database Organizer reload and cannot be used as input to the HD reload utility (DFSURGL0).
XSHORT cannot be specified with DBDCHANGE=YES and is not supported for HALDB.

FRMT1
Indicates that the header on each data record must be the same format as HSSR format 1. No header
or trailer records are to be created. A file in format 1 cannot be used as input to DFSURGL0 or Database
Organizer reload.
FRMT1, FRMT2, and FRMT3 are used when the file is to be passed to an existing application program
that expects an HSSR-defined user record and is not supported for HALDB databases.

FRMT2
Indicates that the header on each data record must be the same format as HSSR format 2. No header
or trailer records are to be created. A file in format 2 cannot be used as input to DFSURGL0 or Database
Organizer reload.
FRMT1, FRMT2, and FRMT3 are used when the file is to be passed to an existing application program
that expects an HSSR-defined user record and is not supported for HALDB databases.

FRMT3
Indicates that the header on each data record must be the same format as HSSR format 3. No header
or trailer records are to be created. A file in format 3 cannot be used as input to DFSURGL0 or Database
Organizer reload.
FRMT1, FRMT2, and FRMT3 are used when the file is to be passed to an existing application program
that expects an HSSR-defined user record and is not supported for HALDB databases.
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FRMT4
Uses a file format that is identical to the file format of the HD reorganization unload utility (DFSURGU0).
You cannot use the unload file with FRMT4 during reload with DBDCHANGE=YES.

SIB
Indicates that the file format is the short, high-speed format that is used internally. Specify this option
for an extract function that is followed by a build function where compatibility is not needed with any
other utility. This option produces the smallest output file records and therefore uses the least amount of
auxiliary storage and the records can be sorted much faster. This setting is the default if a value is not
specified.
For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the file first.
FILEFORMAT=SIX is a synonym for FILEFORMAT=SIB.

SIX
Synonym for SIB.

Example: Define the Unload File Format

To indicate that the unload file is to be created in a format identical to the IMS unload file format except that the 30 bytes
of unneeded header information is not to be included, specify as follows:

FILEFORMAT=XSHORT

This specification results in a much smaller unload file.

FILSZ (DBO) -- Estimate Number of Records

Valid for Database Organizer and the RAP component of Database Analyzer.

The FILSZ control statement estimates the number of records in the unload file. This value is issued by SORT to calculate
space usage for sort work files. This control statement is valid when HDSORT=YES is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

FILSZ=nnnnnnnnn

nnnnnnnnn
Indicates the estimated number of records.
Limits: 1 to 9 decimal digits
Range: 1 to 999999999

FINALIZETIME (DBO) -- Define Specific Database Finalization Time

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The FINALIZETIME control statement specifies the time when the database finalization process can begin for Full
Function Online Reorg (FFOR). The database finalization begins with the final /DBR of the database. This control
statement lets you defer the final online reorg processing until a time that is more convenient to invoke the associated
database outage. Without this control statement, it is difficult to predict when an outage occurs.

You can commence or abort the reorganization before the specified time has been reached by replying GO or CANCEL to
the message HPO4411I respectively. To hold on the database finalization until the FINALIZETIME has been reached, do
not reply to the message.

When FINALIZETIME is specified, online database updates are trapped and applied to the reorganized database until
the time specified is reached. Then normal FFOR processing continues: any last updates are applied to the database
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and database rename processing is performed (controlled by the RENAME control statement). The use of SAFETYNET
prolongs the database outage.

NOTE
To use FINALIZETIME with HALDB databases, specify also ALLPARTS=Y or limit processing to only one
partition as specified with PARTITION or NUMBEROFPARTS.

This control statement has the following format:

FINALIZETIME=hh:mm

hh:mm
Specifies the local time (up to 23 hours in the future) when the final database processing begins. The following
values are available:
hh

Specifies the hour of the day.
mm

Specifies the minute of the hour.
Limits: 00:00 to 23:59. If the time specified is less than the current time, the time is assumed to apply to the next
day.

NOTE
Daylight saving time (DST) changes are not considered. The current local time is periodically compared
to the specified value to determine when to begin final database processing.

FINDSPACE (DBO) -- Define the Space Search Method

Valid for Database Organizer and Secondary Index.

The FINDSPACE control statement specifies the space search method to be used during a reload of the HDAM database
or during an index build of an HDAM or HIDAM index executed in OS batch mode.

This control statement has the following format:

FINDSPACE=BIDIRECT|FLIPFLOP|OVERFLOW

BIDIRECT
Indicates that n blocks should be searched first before the home block, then n blocks past the home block, and
then the overflow area. n is the number specified in the SPACEBLOCKCOUNT parameter and the home block is
the block the segment's parents reside in or, for a root, the rap block.

FLIPFLOP
Indicates that 1 block should be searched before the home block, then 1 block past the home block, then 2 blocks
before the home block, then 2 blocks past the home block, and so on until the n blocks are reached, then go to
overflow area. n is the number specified in the SPACEBLOCKCOUNT parameter and the home block is the block
the segment's parents reside in or, for a root, the rap block. This is the default.

OVERFLOW
Indicates that you should go directly to the overflow area when additional space is needed. This is equivalent to
SPACEBLOCKCOUNT=0.

NOTE

When you run the FINDSPACE control statement during a reload of a HIDAM database, the following warning
message appears:
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DBOE200W THE "FINDSPACE " KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

FLASHUNLOAD (DBO) -- Create Flash Copy for Unload

Valid for the Online Reorg component in Database Organizer.

The FLASHUNLOAD control statement determines whether to create a flash copy of the database under reorganization
and use it as input to the unload process to improve performance. DELETEIC indicates whether to register or delete the
copy.

This control statement has the following format:

FLASHUNLOAD=YES|NO

YES
Creates a flash copy as input to the unload process.
This value is mutually exclusive with COPYUNLOAD=Y.

NO
Does not create a flash copy for input to the unload process. This is the default.
If COPYUNLOAD=YES, the unload process uses an image copy as input.
If COPYUNLOAD=NO, the unload uses IMS GN processing.

NOTE

If you set FLASHUNLOAD=Y, the TARGETMASK control statement is also required.

FORMAT (DBO) -- Format Database Data Sets

Valid for Database Organizer.

The FORMAT control statement formats the database data sets completely before starting a reload.

This statement applies only to an database implemented using HDAM or DEDB reload in OS batch mode. When a
database is reloaded, the new data sets that the database will occupy can be initialized before the actual loading process
as follows:

• Specify FORMAT=YES, PREFORMAT=NO to initialize new data sets.
• Specify FORMAT=NO, PREFORMAT=YES to use existing database data sets that are already initialized.

The combinations of the FORMAT and PREFORMAT values affect the utility as follows:

• If FORMAT=NO and PREFORMAT=NO, the data sets are not formatted before reload. This combination is the default
and yields the best performance.

• If FORMAT=NO and PREFORMAT=YES, the data sets are already formatted by DBF or some other formatting utility.
This combination indicates that the data sets were formatted before the reload execution.

• If FORMAT=YES and PREFORMAT=NO, the data sets are formatted before the reload is started.
• If FORMAT=YES and PREFORMAT=YES, an error message is generated. This is an invalid combination.

This control statement has the following format:

FORMAT=YES|NO

YES
Formats the database data sets before a reload.
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NO
Does not format the database data sets. This is the default.

FORMATRAA (DBO) -- Format Root Addressable Area

Valid for Database Organizer.

The FORMATRAA control statement formats the remainder of the root addressable area (RAA) of an HDAM database
after all the segments have been loaded during a reload.

This control statement has the following format:

FORMATRAA=YES|NO

YES
Formats the remainder of the HIDAM root addressable area during reload. This is the default.

NO
Does not format the remainder of the HIDAM root addressable area.

When a database is built, the new data sets that the database will occupy may be initialized before the actual build
process. The data sets can be initialized by specifying FORMATRAA=YES, PREFORMAT=NO or by using existing
database data sets that are already initialized and specifying FORMATRAA=NO, PREFORMAT=YES. The best
performance is achieved by specifying FORMATRAA=NO, PREFORMAT=NO.

Example: FORMATRAA Control Statement:

To prevent formatting the remainder of the HDAM root addressable area during the index build of an index implemented
with HDAM, specify as follows:

FORMATRAA=NO

The root addressable area is always formatted when FORMAT=YES is specified.

FUNCTION (DBO) -- Define Function Type

Valid for Database Organizer.

The FUNCTION control statement specifies the type of function to be performed. This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:

FUNCTION=type

type
Identifies the function to be performed.

The following options are available for Database Organizer:

BATCHREORG
Performs a reorganization of the specified IMS database in one step. The batch one-step reorg executes without
any knowledge or accommodation of online IMS regions that may or may not have access to the database being
reorganized. Use this function when database is unavailable to any online IMS subsystem.
Some options specific for online processing are not available for batch one-step reorganization.
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FORMAT
Formats the data sets associated with the database specified on the DBDNAME control statement to create an
empty database.

RELOAD
Reloads the database specified on the DBDNAME control statement from an input file.
The DBORELD1 JCL DD statement defines the input file for FUNCTION=RELOAD.For HALDB database batch
processing, a specific partition or number of partitions will be processed. The partitions are specified in the
UNLOAD step, and defined in the unload data set.
For DEDB database processing, the unload or reload of only the SDEP portion is not supported.

REORG
Performs an online reorganization of a Full Function, HALDB, or DEDB database specified on the DBDNAME
control statement.

• For HALDB databases, the initially allocated data sets must relate to the first partition to be processed. Specify
values for the NUMBEROFPARTS and PARTITION control statements to start the reorganization at a specific
partition or number of partitions.

• For DEDB databases, the database is specified in the PARM parameter on the EXEC statement. The
database is reorganized online using the UOW locking mechanism.

RESETBITMAP
Updates the HD database bitmap using the block threshold value as a free space indicator.
IMS marks a block as free in the bitmap if the block has enough free space to contain the largest segment
of the database. However, if a DBD contains a very large segment and other segments are much smaller or
compressed, this method can waste a large amount of space. This option addresses this problem.
To use this option, you must also specify the block threshold value in the BLOCKTHRESHOLD control statement.

UNLOAD
Unloads the database specified on the DBDNAME control statement to an output file.
The DBOUNLD1 and DBOUNLD2 DD statements define the output files for FUNCTION=UNLOAD.For HALDB
database batch processing, specify the PARTITION and NUMBEROFPARTS control statements to process a
specific partition or number of partitions.The DEDB database processing, the unload or reload of only the SDEP
portion is not supported.

EXTRACT
Extracts the data in the database specified on the DBDNAME control statement to an output file.
The DBEEXTR1 and DBEEXTR2 JCL DD statements define the output files for FUNCTION=EXTRACT.

The following options are available for the Batch Log Tracker component of Database Organizer:

LTDYNOPTDELETE
Invokes the batch log tracker to delete dynamic allocation model records from the OLE (options, log, and
execution database).
This function type requires that you specify DDNAME and IMS or GLOBAL. Do not specify both IMS and
GLOBAL. These control statements are mutually exclusive.

LTDYNOPTDISPLAY
Invokes the batch log tracker to display dynamic allocation model records from the OLE (options, log, and
execution database). You can optionally specify DDNAME, and IMSID or GLOBAL to clarify the operation to be
performed.

LTDYNOPTUPDATE
Invokes the batch log tracker to update dynamically allocated model records from the OLE (options, log, and
execution database).
This function type requires that you specify DDNAME, MODEL, and IMS or GLOBAL. Do not specify both IMS
and GLOBAL. These control statements are mutually exclusive.
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LTEXECDELETE
Invokes the batch log tracker to delete an execution record.
This function type requires that you specify IMSID, JOBNAME, and PSBNAME to clarify the operation to be
performed.

LTEXECDISPLAY
Invokes the batch log tracker to display execution records. You can optionally specify IMSID, JOBNAME, and
PSBNAME with this function type to clarify the operation to be performed.

The following options are available for the Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update component of Database Organizer:

PFXRES
Performs prefix resolution for the Prefix Resolution and Prefix update (PRU) component of Database Organizer.

PFXRESUPD
Performs prefix resolution and update in a single step for the Prefix Resolution and Prefix update (PRU)
component of Database Organizer.

PFXUPD
Performs prefix update for the Prefix Resolution and Prefix update (PRU) component of Database Organizer.

The following options are available for the DEDB Extension Utility of Database Organizer:

EXTEND
Invokes the DEDB extension utility to extend the independent overflow (IOVF) and sequential dependent (SDEP)
section of one ore more areas of a DEDB.

GLBL (DBO) -- Define Global Options

Valid for Database Organizer and Database Analyzer.

The GLBL control statement lets you specify other control statements which apply to other upcoming utility functions
specified further in the stream. This specification removes the need to continuously repeat options for every function,
which makes control statements more readable.

NOTE
In comparison with IDIPARM Global Parameters processing, the scope of global control statements only covers
a particular job step.

This control statement has the following format:
GLBL

You cannot specify any value with this control statement. You can specify other parameters as a continuation of this
statement. However, you can only globalize regular options and cannot specify any particular function that is used
globally.

Example: Call COPY Function Twice

The following example calls COPY function twice to copy databases DB1 and DB2:

GLBL,DBRC=YES,NOTIFY=YES

FUNCTION=COPY,DBD=DB1

FUNCTION=COPY,DBD=DB2

GLOBAL (DBO) -- Set Defaults

Valid for the Control Block Validity Manager component of Database Analyzer and the Uberutility component of
Database Organizer.

Use the GLOBAL control statement to perform the following actions:
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• For Control Block Validity Manager, the GLOBAL control statement sets default values for MAP, DISASSEMBLE,
COMPARE, CROSSREFERENCE, SEARCH, and DBDVERIFY functions globally. You can specify DBD and PSB
search values and use patterns to locate information.

• For Uberutility, the GLOBAL control statement indicates that the global (default) dynamic allocation model records
are to be displayed, updated, or deleted. For each log (primary and secondary), there can be zero, one, or many
system dynamic allocation model records, but there is only one global dynamic allocation model record. This
control statement is optional for FUNCTION=LTDYNOPTDISPLAY. For FUNCTION=LTDYNOPTUPDATE or
FUNCTION=LTDYNOPTDELETE, this control statement or IMSID is required.

There is no default.

HDAMFSPF (DBO) -- Ignore FSPF

Valid for Database Organizer.

The HDAMFSPF control statement specifies whether the free space percentage factor (FSPF) will be ignored when
segments are reloaded into the root addressable area (RAA) of an HDAM database.

This control statement has the following format:

HDAMFSPF=NO|IGNORE

NO
Indicates that the FSPF is not ignored. This is the default.

IGNORE
Ignores FSPF.

HDSORT (DBO) -- Sort the Unload File

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer and Database Organizer.

The HDSORT control statement invokes the HDSORT processor for reload processing and sorts the unload file into a
sequence based on the DBD defined by DBDNAME.

This control statement has the following format:

HDSORT=YES|NO

YES
Invokes the HDSORT product and the output of the sort is used to reload the database.
The input unload file is read from ddname DBORELD1 and the file is sorted into a sequence based on whether
the DBD specified by the DBDNAME keyword is HDAM, HIDAM, DEDB, HALDB, or HISAM.

• For PHDAM, the file is sorted into randomized sequence based on the randomizer of the DBD.
• For PHIDAM and HISAM, the file is sorted based on root key sequence. Multiple unload files can be

concatenated as input to HDSORT.
• For DEDB databases, the file is sorted into AREA and Randomized sequence based on the DBD.
• If the DBD specified is HDAM, the utility sorts the file into randomized sequence based on the randomizer of

the DBD.
• If the DBD specified is HIDAM, the utility sorts the file based on root key sequence.

HDSORT can be used to convert an HDAM file to HIDAM or to change the randomizer sequence.
When HDSORT=YES is specified, you can specify the AVGRLEN, DBDNAME, FILSZ, and SDEP control
statements.
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Note: HDSORT=YES and SDEP=ALL cannot both be specified. HDSORT supports only NONE, ROOT, or SCAN
during reload for SDEP. The output unload file is written to SORTOUT and the RAPKEYS file is not used. There
can be multiple unload files concatenated as input to HDSORT.
The following sort work file DD statements can be used with HDSORT:
RAPXWKnn

Sorts unload data.
Default: See SORT utility documentation.

SORTWKnn
Sorts index/ILDS data.
Default size: 100 cylinders

SRTxWKnn
Sorts files with different CAGRPs, where x=1 for the first CAGRP, x=2 for the second CAGRP.

NO
Does not sort the unload file. This is the default.

ICNEEDED (DBO) -- Activate the DBRC Image Copy Needed Flag

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The ICNEEDED control statement specifies whether to turn on the DBRC image copy needed flag in the database data
set records in the RECON. This control statement only applies to the index build and index create functions. It is ignored if
DBRC is not active.

NOTE
If a secondary index is registered with DBRC and no override card is supplied (that is, DBRC=NO, DBRC(N),
ICNEEDED=NO, or ICNEEDED(N) have not been specified), the same DBRC rules as IMS are followed.
Therefore, DBRC recording of the REORG is always done and switching on the ICNEEDED flag is bypassed
only if the secondary index is defined to DBRC as both NONRECOV and NOICREQ. The ICNEEDED default
also applies when Secondary Index Builder is invoked by Database Organizer using AUTOINDEXBUILD or by
High Performance Recovery using AUTOINDEXCREATE but may be overridden by specification in the global
parameters.

This control statement has the following format:

ICNEEDED=YES|NO

YES
Turns on the DBRC image-copy-needed flag in the database data set records in the RECON. The default is YES
for indexes that are registered as recoverable to DBRC.

NOTE
Indexes that are marked as non-recoverable are not marked with the ICNEEDED flag. To rebuild the
index and not set this flag, you must code ICNEEDED=NO.

NO
Does not turn on the DBRC image-copy-needed flag in the database data set records in the RECON. Specify
ICNEEDED=NO in the following cases:

• If a disk pack backup utility (like DFDSS or other non-IMS recovery utility) is used to back up and recover the
index.

• When an image copy is not used to recover the index. This occurs if the recovery strategy rebuilds the index
instead of recovering it.

• To rebuild the index and not set the ICNEEDED flag for non-recoverable indexes.
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Example: Rebuild an Index Without an Image Copy

To rebuild an index from scratch instead of recovering the index from an image copy, specify:

ICNEEDED=NO

Example: Update RECONs to Indicate that an Image Copy is Needed

To ensure the RECONs are updated to indicate that an image copy is needed for this data, specify:

ICNEEDED=YES

IDCAMS (DBO) -- Invoke IDCAMS Processing

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The IDCAMS control statement invokes the IDCAMS program to delete and redefine IMS databases.

Notes:

• This processing requires dynamic allocation for the database data sets.
• The IDCAMS processing uses the following DD statements:

– AMSPDS -- This DD statement is required. If an AMSPDS member is not found, all IDCAMS processing is
bypassed for that ddname.

– DELPDS -- This DD statement is optional.
• IDCAMS executes the DELETE and DEFINE functions only on the data sets where ddnames have been specified. The

PDS member names for the IDCAMS DELETE and DEFINE statements correspond to the ddnames for the databases
being processed. The ALLOCATE function is used for OSAM instead of DEFINE.

This control statement has the following format:

IDCAMS=YES|*|NO 

YES or *
Invokes the IDCAMS program and processes AMS DELETE and DEFINE members for all ddnames. The utility
reads from the data set allocated under the required AMSPDS DD and optional DELPDS DD.

NO
Does not invoke the IDCAMS program. This is the default.

The processing can be further altered by the ITKOPTS option HPODSCREATE.

Both FUNCTION=BATCHREORG and FUNCTION=REORG can create and allocate shadow data sets automatically,
when not specified in the job or AMSPDS. Data sets are created with the same parameters as the current database data
sets, including storage, data, and management classes. The new name is generated by appending '.N' to the current
database data set name. This functionality is turned off by default. To enable it, specify HPODSCREATE=YES option
in ITKOPTS.

• HPODSCREATE=YES and IDCAMS=NO
Shadow data sets will be created and allocated automatically based on database data sets.

NOTE
AMSPDS data will be ignored

• HPODSCREATE=YES and IDCAMS=YES
Shadow data sets will be created and preallocated based on AMSPDS content.
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NOTE
If any DDNAME is missing in the AMSPDS data set then the missing data set will be created and
preallocated automatically.

For FFOR examples of ALLPARTS, REORGSI, and IDCAMS specifications, see members JCLFFOR6, JCLFFOR7, and
JCLFFOR8 in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library.

IEFRDER2 (DBO) -- Provide Secondary Log File Dynamic Allocation Model Information

The IEFRDER2 control statement provides dynamic allocation model information for the secondary log file. Any
information provided will override any system or global dynamic allocation model records in the OLE.

The information provided on the IEFRDER2 statement will only be used if BLT needs to dynamically allocate the
secondary log, as indicated by the values of the DISCARDLOGGING and LOGEXCHANGE control statements. If
DISCARDLOGGING=YES or LOGEXCHANGE=NO, the IEFRDER2 specification is irrelevant.

This control statement has the following format:

IEFRDER2=(dynamic allocation parameters)

IEFRDER (DBO) -- Provide Dynamic Allocation for Primary Log File

Valid for the Batch Log Tracker component of Database Organizer.

The IEFRDER control statement provides dynamic allocation model information for the primary log file. Any information
provided will override any system or global dynamic allocation model records in the OLE. The information provided
on the IEFRDER statement will only be used if BLT needs to dynamically allocate the primary log, as indicated by the
values of the DISCARDLOGGING control statement, LOGEXCHANGE control statement, or both. In other words, if
DISCARDLOGGING=YES or LOGEXCHANGE=NO, the IEFRDER specification is irrelevant.

This control statement has the following format:

IEFRDER=(dynamic allocation parameters)

IIRRECORD (DBO) -- Create Rows in IIR Tables

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The IIRRECORD control statement creates one or more rows in the corresponding IMS Information Repository (IIR)
tables at job completion. The columns in each of these tables correspond to the informational fields on the output report
for the executed utility.

This control statement has the following format:

IIRRECORD=YES|NO

YES
Generates rows in the corresponding IIR table.
Note: Ensure that you have installed IIR and enabled IIR reporting. See Using IMS Information Repository.

NO
Does not generate rows in the corresponding IIR table. This option is the default.
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IMSFORMAT (DBO) -- Set WF3 Record Type

Valid for Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The IMSFORMAT statement determines the WF3 record type.

This statement has the following format:

IMSFORMAT=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that Prefix Resolution and Update creates IMS-format WF3 records. This option is the default when
invoked as DFSURG10.
This option is not valid for HALDB.

NO
Specifies that Prefix Resolution and Update creates and uses PRU-format WF3 records.
This option is the default.
When SPLITWF3OUTPUT=NO, the output of Prefix Resolution is directed to ddname PRUWF3 when
IMSFORMAT=NO or to DFSURWF3 if IMSFORMAT=YES.

IMSID (DBO) -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem ID

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer, Database Copier, the Online Reorg
component of Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The IMSID control statement specifies the subsystem ID or the IMSGROUP name of the IMS control region owning the
database to be processed. In a data sharing environment, specify the name of one IMS subsystem only that is sharing the
database.

An IMSGROUP name is only allowed for Database Copier and the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer. If an
IMSGROUP name is specified on the IMSID control statement, the job will find an active IMS subsystem belonging to that
IMSGROUP.

The image copy job must run on the same subsystem as the IMS specified in the IMSID control statement.

This control statement is required if you specify AOI=Y, BMPPAUSE=Y, DBR=Y or STA=Y; otherwise, it is optional. If you
do not specify this control statement, the value is extracted from the DFSVC000 load module.

NOTE

We recommend that you specify this control statement using one of the values that follows.

This control statement has the following format:

IMSID=subsystem-ID|imsgroup-name

subsystem-ID
Specifies the subsystem ID of the IMS control region for the database to be processed.

imsgroup-name
Specifies an IMSGROUP of which one or more IMS control regions are a part. If an IMS control region with a
matching IMS version is active on the same system and contains the specified IMSGROUP in its DFSPBxxx
proclib member, its IMSID will be chosen for the job execution.
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IMSPLEX (DBO) -- Specify IMSplex Name

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The IMSPLEX control statement specifies the name of the data-sharing environment where the IMS control region is
registered. This region is defined by the IMSID control statement.

If the IMSplex name is not provided, DBO obtains it from the IMSID.

NOTE
This control statement is valid only during online reorganization of logically related HALDB databases.

This control statement has the following format:

IMSPLEX=imsplex-name

IMSRCCOMPATIBLE (DBO) -- Set Prefix Resolution RC to MVS

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The IMSRCCOMPATIBLE statement specifies the final Prefix Resolution return code to MVS.

This control statement has the following format:

IMSRCCOMPATIBLE=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that Prefix Resolution adjusts the final return code to be compatible with DFSURG10. The return code
adjustments are as follows:
4

Indicates that an orphan logical parent was found; therefore, a logical parent without a logical child.
8

Indicates that an orphan logical child was found.
12

Indicates that an orphan logical child and an orphan logical parent were found.
16

Indicates a return code of 12 that is rolled up.
This options is ignored when processing a HALDB.

NO
Specifies that the final Prefix Resolution return code is as described in Return Codes. This is the default.

INDEXDBD (DBO) -- Define Index DBD

Valid for the Online Reorg and One-Step Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The INDEXDBD control statement specifies the name of index DBD (primary, secondary, or PSINDEX) whose records are
to be reorganized in an online reorg (FUNCTION=REORG).

NOTE
Ensure that the HPOS8 member of parmlib is available in the data set name that is allocated to the IDIPARM
DD.

This control statement has the following format:

INDEXDBD=dbdname
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dbdname
Specifies the name of the index DBD to be reorganized.
Range: 1 to 8 characters in length and must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB.

NOTE
If INDEXDBD points at a PSINDEX, you must also specify the ALLPARTS=YES keyword.

Example: Reorganize Online an Index DBD

Specify the following statement to perform an online reorg of a primary or secondary index:

INDEXDBD=primary-idx-dbdname or secondary-idx-dbdname

Example: Reorganize Online a PSINDEX

Specify the following statement to perform an online reorg of a PSINDEX:

INDEXDBD=psindex-dbdname,ALLPARTS=YES

INITSEGMENTDATA (DBO) -- Initialize Segment Data during Reload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The INITSEGMENTDATA control statement initializes the fields in one or more segments during a reload.

This control statement is valid only with the RELOAD function.

NOTE
Specify this control statement only for segments that exist in expanded form in the unload file. If RELOAD
encounters a compressed segment in the input file and the segment is object to an EXPANDSEGMENT,
INITSEGMENTDATA, or MOVESEGMENTDATA control statement, an error is issued and the reload terminates.

This control statement has the following format:

INITSEGMENTDATA=(NAME=seg-name,POSITION=position,LENGTH=length,FILL=fill)

seg-name
Identifies the name of the segment to initialize. The segment name must be defined in the DBD used during the
reload.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

position
Specifies the position in the segment (the same as START= in a DBD) where the initialization occurs.
The POSITION value relates to the segment format as defined during the reload operation. When you change a
fixed-length segment to a variable-length segment in DBD between unload and reload, Database Organizer adds
an LL field to the segment during a reload. Considered this new field when determining the POSITION value on
the INITSEGMENTDATA statement.
When you specify multiple INITSEGMENTDATA control statements for one segment, the POSITION values must
all relate to the new segment format that is reloaded.
Limits: positive 1 - 5-digit-long value
Example: To initialize a segment at the beginning of the segment, specify POSITION=1.

length
Specifies the size of the initialization.

NOTE
When you increase the segment size (BYTES= in a DBD) between the unload and reload, the LENGTH
automatically applies up to the DBD increased segment size, unless an EXPANDSEGMENT control
statement has been specified for the segment. If you specify an EXPANDSEGMENT control statement
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for the segment, the EXPANDSEGMENT LENGTH applies to the segment regardless of the DBD-
increased segment size.

Limits: positive 1 - 5-digit-long value
fill

Specifies the character string to place in the expanded area.
Limits: 1 - 62 characters or 2 - 62 hexadecimal digits (31 characters) in any of the valid formats for character
strings. Cannot exceed the LENGTH value.
If the length of the FILL value is less than the value specified for LENGTH, the value is repeated until the specified
LENGTH is satisfied.

IOVFUOWS (DBO) -- Specify the Number of UOWs

Valid for the DEDB Extension utility of Database Organizer.

The IOVFUOWS statement specifies the number (1 to 5 digits) of UOWs to extend the current IOVF allocation. Use
this statement with the SDEPUOWS statement in batch mode only. Database Organizer rejects the request for online
extension if the area is defined with a sequential dependent segment type. The total number of blocks selected for the
extension request must be greater than the value of the data blocks within an overflow unit (119).

This statement has the following format:

IOVFUOWS=number

number
Indicates the number of UOWs to be used.
Limit: 1 to 5 characters in length
Range: 1 to 99999

To calculate the minimum value needed for IOVFUOWS, use the following rule:

IOVFUOWS x CIs/UOW > 119

CIs/UOW
Indicates the first value of the UOW parm in the DBD.

IRLMCFNAME (DBO) -- Specify the Coupling Facility Name

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The IRLMCFNAME control statement specifies the coupling facility name defined to the IRLM that manages the data
sharing environment.

NOTE
This control statement is required when a data sharing reorg is done.

This control statement has the following format:

IRLMCFNAME=coupling-facility-name

coupling-facility-name
Specifies the name of the coupling facility structure defined to IRLM in the CFNAMES control statement.
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JOBNAME (DBO) -- Indicate Execution Records of the DLIBATCH Job

Valid for the Uberutility component of Database Organizer.

The JOBNAME control statement indicates which execution records are to be displayed or deleted.

This control statement is optional for FUNCTION=LTEXECDISPLAY, but is required for FUNCTION=LTEXECDELETE.

This control statement has the following format:

JOBNAME=jobname

jobname
Indicates the one-to-eight-character jobname of the DLIBATCH job which abended. There is no default.

LARGEBLKS (DBO) -- Use LBI For an Output Tape Data Set

Valid for Database Copier, the Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update component of Database Organizer, and
Secondary Index Builder.

The LARGEBLKS control statement uses the IBM Large Block Interface (LBI) for an output tape data set. Maximizing the
database block size helps optimize the performance. This is useful with cartridge devices because the data set block size
can be larger than the standard z/OS default maximum block size of 32 KB. A larger block size should result in fewer I/O's
and potentially reduced elapsed times.

For 3480s and 3490s, the maximum block size is 64 KB. For 3590s, the maximum block size is 256 KB.

Input tape data sets created using the LBI are automatically detected and no keyword is required.

This control statement has the following format:

LARGEBLKS=YES|NO

YES
Indicates that the Large Block Interface may be used if supported by the output device type. If the device type
does not support the Large Block Interface, it is ignored.

NO
Indicates that the Large Block interface should not be used. This is the default.

LARGESTRECORDS (DBO) -- Generate Largest Records Report

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The LARGESTRECORDS control statement defines the number of the largest records that are to be tracked and reported
on using the Largest Database Records report during the processing of the database.

If the largest records data is not needed, we recommend that you turn off the largest records data collection to save CPU
resources (LARGESTRECORDS=0).

For Secondary Index, this control statement is valid only for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:

LARGESTRECORDS=i
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i
Defines the largest number of records to be tracked for subsequent reporting and generates the Largest Database
Records report.
Limits: A positive, 1 to 10 digit number. If you specify LARGESTRECORDS=0, no records are tracked. This
results in no CPU time being consumed to track large records.
Default: 10

Example: Keep the Five Largest Records and Generate the Largest Records Report

To keep track of the 5 largest records in the database and report on their location at the conclusion of processing, specify
the following:

LARGESTRECORDS=5

LASTIC (DBO) -- Use Last Image Copy Data Set from DBRC

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The LASTIC control statement specifies whether the utility dynamically allocates input image copies using information
from DBRC.

This control statement has the following format:

LASTIC=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that the utility dynamically allocates the last batch image copy data set for the input DBD and ddname
based on DBRC definitions.
For High Performance Recovery, the batch image copy is restored. Updates made to the database after the batch
image copy was taken are not applied. If RECOVERTIME= is specified with LASTIC=Y, then the last batch image
copy taken before the RECOVERTIME= value is selected.

NOTE
The utility fails if one of the following conditions is true:

• A batch image copy cannot be located for the DBD or ddname.
• The last image copy registered is not a batch image copy.
• The image copies do not have a consistent timestamp.

NO
Does not allocate the data set. This value is the default.

LIMITS (DBO) -- Process a Limited Number of Database Records

Valid for Database Organizer.

The LIMITS control statement specifies one or more ranges of database records to be processed. The result is that only a
subset of the database records is processed.

This statement is valid only for an unload of a HIDAM or HDAM database.

This control statement has the following format:

LIMITS=(startvalue,endvalue,ddname,...)
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startvalue
Specifies the starting value of the range of records to be processed. For a HIDAM database, this value is the
key of the root segment. The value can be a character string or hexadecimal string. The specified value can be
a generic key meaning that the value is shorter than the key of the root. In this case, the value is extended out to
the full key length with low-values (X'00'). The default is the first root in the database.
For HDAM it is the starting block number in the root addressable area (RAA). The value must be a positive, 1 to
10 digit number. The default is the first RAA block in the database.

endvalue
Specifies the ending value of the range of records to process. For a HIDAM database, the ending value is the
key of the root segment. The value can be a character string or hexadecimal string. The specified value can be
a generic key meaning that the value is shorter than the key of the root. In this case, the value is extended out to
the full key length with high-values (X'FF'). The default is the last root in the database.
For HDAM it is the ending block number in the root addressable area (RAA). The value must be a positive, 1 to 10
digit number. The default is the last RAA block in the database.

ddname
Specifies the ddname of the file where the records are to be written. The default ddname is DBOUNLD1 through
DBOUNLD9 when Database Organizer is executed in native mode. The default ddname is DFSURGU1 through
DFSURGU9 when Database Organizer is executed in compatibility mode. Multiple copies of the output file cannot
be created.

Up to 9 sets of the 3 values may be specified.

An unload data set will be created for every record range defined. When reloading the database, concatenate all the
unload data sets together. The concatenated set would look like a single unload file to Database Organizer reload or the
IMS Reload utility, DFSURGL0.

Example: LIMITS Control Statement

To specify that HDAM RAA blocks 1 through 500 are to be processed and written to the file with ddname OUT1, specify as
follows:

LIMITS=(1,500,OUT1,2000,5001,OUT2)

RAA blocks 2000 through 5,001 are to be processed and written to the file with ddname OUT2.

To specify that HDAM RAA blocks 0 through 500 are to be processed to ddname OUTPUT1, specify as follows:

LIMITS=(0,500,OUTPUT1)

To specify that HDAM RAA blocks 500 through to the end of the RAA are to be processed to ddname OUTPUT1, specify
as follows:

LIMITS=(500,,OUTPUT1)

To specify that the HIDAM root with a key equal to or greater than X'00001000' through the key less than or equal to
X'00100000' will be processed to the file with ddname DFSURGU1 or DBOUNLD1 (depending on the execution mode),
specify as follows:

LIMITS=(X'00001000',X'00100000',)

To specify that the first HIDAM root through the key less than or equal to ABCD will be processed to the file with ddname
OUTPUT2, specify as follows:
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LIMITS=(,C'ABCD',OUTPUT2)

LOGEXCHANGE (DBO) -- Dynamically Allocate Logs

Valid for the Execution Monitor of Database Organizer.

The LOGEXCHANGE control statement tells the Batch Log Tracker when it should deallocate any existing log allocations
and dynamically allocate the logs. The statement is ignored if discard logging is active.

This control statement has the following format:

LOGEXCHANGE=YES|NO|DBRC|UPDATE

YES or UPDATE
Indicates that BLT should deallocate any existing log allocations and dynamically allocate the logs.

NO
Indicates that BLT should leave the log allocations as they are.

DBRC
Indicates that BLT should only deallocate any existing log allocations and dynamically allocate the logs if the
existing allocations are to DUMMY or NULLFILE. This is the default.

LOGSWITCH (DBO) -- Force a Log Switch

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The LOGSWITCH control statement specifies whether a log switch is forced immediately before giving the reorganized
database to IMS. Log switch helps verify that all required logs are available when a database recovery immediately
follows an online reorg.

This control statement has the following format:

LOGSWITCH=YES|NO

YES
Forces a log switch immediately before giving the reorganized database to IMS. This option is the default.

NO
Does not force a log switch.

LPCKRETRIEVE (DBO) -- Retrieve the Virtual Logical Parent Concatenated Key

Valid for Database Organizer.

The LPCKRETRIEVE control statement retrieves the virtual logical parent concatenated key (LPCK) for a logically related
database. This control statement is optional.

This statement applies to the UNLOAD and EXTRACT functions. A warning message is issued and the statement is
ignored if specified for any other function.

This control statement has the following format:

LPCKRETRIEVE=YES|NO
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YES
Retrieves the virtual logical parent concatenated key. LPCKRETRIEVE=YES changes the unload process
when external or internal virtual logical relationships exist such that the LPCKs are unloaded as part of the
unloaded segment (stored at the beginning of the segment data portion). Otherwise, all other unload processing
is completed as usual. Specify LPCKRETRIEVE=YES when using DBIL during a prereorganization with logical
relationships.

WARNING
DBR and DBIL are both supported, but LPCKRETRIEVE=YES is required on the unload step when
DBIL=YES is used during the reorganization process.

NO
Does not retrieve the virtual LPCK. For example, specify LPCKRETRIEVE=NO to indicate that the logical parent
concatenated key is not built in the output records. The LPCK field is filled in the output record with low-values
(X'00'). This is the default.

MIGRATETOHALDB (DBO) -- Migrate to an HALDB Database

Valid for the Unload, Reload, and Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) components of Database Organizer.

The MIGRATETOHALDB control statement indicates whether to convert the database from non-HALDB to HALDB.

This control statement has the following format:

MIGRATETOHALDB=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that the database is being migrated to a HALDB type and specific processing is needed. This control
statement affects the processing for the components as follows:

• For FUNCTION=UNLOAD, the unload output file contains additional information that is required to reload the
file as a HALDB. If a database contains logical children, the information about virtual logical children is written
to the output unload file. This information enables reloading virtual logical children as physically paired logical
children.
LPCKRETRIEVE=YES is the default option with MIGRATETOHALDB=YES. This setting ensures that the
segment information in the unload file is complete and contains a logical parent concatenated key (LPCK) also
for logical children that do not carry LPCK physically.

• For FUNCTION=RELOAD, this control statement indicates that the unload file was not a HALDB database.
The Reload program must insert additional information in OS batch mode.
This statement is required if the unload file did not originate from a HALDB unload. Otherwise, this statement
is optional.

WARNING
If the unload file originated from a HALDB database, do not specify MIGRATETOHALDB=YES. The
results are unpredictable.

The unload file must be in the correct sequence to avoid errors and time-consuming sequence correction. Use
HDSORT=YES to ensure that the unload file is in the correct sorted sequence for the new HALDB database.
If the DBDNAME changes, specify also DBDCHANGE=YES and optionally HDSORT=YES.
AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES is the default when MIGRATETOHALDB=YES is specified.

• For PRU, this control statement indicates that the work files (WF1) are created by the RELOAD function with
MIGRATETOHALDB=YES and are not in IMS format. Use this statement with PRU when you initially load a
database that is converted to a HALDB.
DBRC=Y is required.
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NO
Specifies that the processing to migrate the database to a HALDB type does not occur. This option is the default.

MMGRIO (DBO) -- Use the Media Manager Interface

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The MMGRIO control statement uses the IBM Media Manager interface to read VSAM databases.

NOTE
APF authorization is required to use the Media Manager interface. However, if APF authorization is not provided,
you can still use the Media Manager interface if the ITK STC is running.

This control statement has the following format:

MMGRIO=YES|NO

YES
Uses the Media Manager interface for reading VSAM databases. This is the default if APF-authorization is
provided or if the ITK STC is running.

NO
Uses the standard VSAM API. Media Manager is not used.

MMSMFREPORT (DBO) -- Report I/O Counts

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The MMSMFREPORT control statement reports I/O counts for Media Manager access. The utility ignores the control
statement, unless you specify MMGRIO=YES. The I/O counts are for job accounting purposes. These counts will not
directly relate to the number of I/Os performed because they reflect the number of CIs read.

This control statement has the following format:

MMSMFREPORT=YES|NO

YES
Reports Media Manager I/O counts to SMF for job accounting purposes.

NO
Indicates that Media Manager I/O counts are not reported and job accounting statistics show zero I/Os for Media
Manager accessed databases.

MODEL (DBO) -- Provides Dynamic Allocation For Log File

Valid for the Uberutility component of Database Organizer.

The MODEL control statement provides dynamic allocation information for the log file whose information is being inserted
or replaced. The information provided on the MODEL statement will only be used if BLT needs to dynamically allocate the
primary log and that dynamic allocation model record is selected.

This control statement has the following format:

MODEL=(dynamic allocation parameters)
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MONITOR (DBO) -- Generate Progress Reports

Valid for Database Analyzer and Database Organizer.

The MONITOR control statement defines whether and how often to generate progress reports and send updates to the
console.

NOTE
The WTO macro is used to send a progress report to the OS console in the console message format.

This control statement has the following format:

MONITOR=(YES,i)|i|NO

(YES, i)
Generates progress reports to the console in the specified interval (i).

i
Specifies the interval (in seconds) for generating progress reports to the console.
Limits: 1- to 9-digit positive number

NO
Specifies not to generate progress reports. This option is the default.

Example: Generate Progress Report Every 30 Seconds

To generate progress report and send updates to the console every 30 seconds, specify either of the following:

MONITOR=30

MONITOR=(YES,30)

MOVESEGMENTDATA (DBO) -- Move Segment Data during Reload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The MOVESEGMENTDATA control statement moves data from one position to another within the same segment during
a reload operation. You can also use this control statement to reduce the segment size. Use this control statement only
when restructuring a database where the data in some or all of the segments in the database are to be rearranged.

This control statement is valid only with the RELOAD function.

The MOVESEGMENTDATA statement does not change the length of a segment. A combination of FROMPOSITION plus
LENGTH that exceeds the length of an unloaded segment is flagged as an error. A combination of TOPOSITION plus
LENGTH that exceeds the length allowed by the reload DBD is flagged as an error. Use the EXPANDSEGMENT control
statement to increase a segment size.

You can specify multiple MOVESEGMENTDATA statements. Database Organizer processes the moves in the order of the
MOVESEGMENTDATA control statements in the input stream. If you specify multiple MOVESEGMENTDATA statements
for one segment, the FROMPOSITION data is always retrieved from the original segment data as unloaded. Therefore,
one MOVESEGMENTDATA cannot affect the source data for a subsequent MOVESEGMENTDATA. Destructive overlap
will not occur.

NOTE
Specify this control statement only for segments that exist in expanded form in the unload file. If RELOAD
encounters a compressed segment in the input file and the segment is object to an EXPANDSEGMENT,
INITSEGMENTDATA, or MOVESEGMENTDATA control statement, an error is issued and the reload terminates.

This control statement has the following format:
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MOVESEGMENTDATA=(NAME=seg-name,FROMPOSITION=from-position,TOPOSITION=to-position,LENGTH=length)

seg-name
Identifies the name of the segment where data is to be moved. The segment name must be defined in the DBD
used during the reload.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

from-position
Specifies the position (the same as START= in a DBD) in the segment for the source of the move. The
FROMPOSITION value relates to the segment definition as it was when unloaded.
Limits: positive 1 - 5-digit-long value

to-position
Specifies the position (the same as START= in a DBD) in the segment for the target of the move.
The TOPOSITION value relates to the segment format as defined during the reload operation. The results of any
EXPANDSEGMENT statements must be accounted for in the TOPOSITION values.
If you change a fixed-length segment to variable-length segment between unload and reload, Database Organizer
adds an LL field to the segment during a reload. Do not consider this new field when determining the value for
the TOPOSITION value. Always use the segment definition as it appears in the DBD used during the reload
operation.

NOTE
Database Organizer does not ensure that multiple MOVESEGMENTDATA TOPOSITION plus
LENGTH values do not overlap. If multiple TOPOSITION plus LENGTH values overlap, the last
MOVESEGMENTDATA control statement specified for a given position in the segment will prevail.

Limits: positive 1 - 5-digit-long value
length

Specifies the length of the data to be moved.

NOTE
When you increase the segment size (BYTES= in a DBD) between the unload and reload, the LENGTH
automatically applies up to the DBD increased segment size, unless an EXPANDSEGMENT control
statement has been specified for the segment. If you specify an EXPANDSEGMENT control statement
for the segment, the EXPANDSEGMENT LENGTH applies to the segment regardless of the DBD-
increased segment size.

Limits: positive 1 - 5-digit-long value

Example: MOVESEGMENTDATA Control Statement

This example moves data in the PART segment during the reload as follows:

• 3 bytes at position 6 are copied to positions 1 through 3 of the new segment.
• The data that occupied positions 1-3 of the unloaded segment are copied to positions 5 through 7 of the new segment.

MOVESEGMENTDATA=(NAME=PART,FROMPOSITION=1,TOPOSITION=5,LENGTH=3),

MOVESEGMENTDATA=(NAME=PART,FROMPOSITION=6,TOPOSITION=1,LENGTH=3)

If the original PART segment contained 'ABCDEFGH' before reload, after the reload the PART segment contains the
following:

'FGHDABCH'

Example: Invalid MOVESEGMENTDATA Specification
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This example shows an invalid second MOVESEGMENTDATA statement, where the ‘FROMPOSITION=’ of the second
MOVESEGMENTDATA duplicates the ‘TOPOSITION=’ of the first MOVESEGMENTDATA statement for the same
segment name. A warning message DBO6502W is issued.

MOVESEGMENTDATA=(NAME=PART,FROMPOSITION=1,TOPOSITION=5,LENGTH=3), 

MOVESEGMENTDATA=(NAME=PART,FROMPOSITION=5,TOPOSITION=1,LENGTH=3)  * invalid FROMPOSITION=

If no comma (",") is coded after the first MOVESEGMENTDATA statement in the above example, the 3 bytes at position
1 are first copied to positions 5 through 7 and then copied back by the second MOVESEGMENTDATA to positions 1
through 3.

MOVESEGMENTDATA=(NAME=PART,FROMPOSITION=1,TOPOSITION=5,LENGTH=3)

MOVESEGMENTDATA=(NAME=PART,FROMPOSITION=5,TOPOSITION=1,LENGTH=3)

If the original PART segment contained 'ABCDEFGH' before reload, after the reload the PART segment contains the
following:

'ABCDABCH'

NATIVEMODE (DBO) -- Use Native Mode Processing

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer.

The NATIVEMODE control statement determines the access method for processing the database.

This control statement has the following format:

NATIVEMODE=YES|NO

YES
Determines the access method to process the database.
If NATIVEMODE=YES, Database Extractor processes the database using its own access methods instead of the
IMS access methods. Pointer errors may be encountered during processing due to database changes; therefore,
if NATIVEMODE=YES is specified, the ACCEPTPTRERROR control statement must also be set to YES.
You can also specify the DDNAME control statement with NATIVEMODE=YES to process a specific DEDB area.

NO
Does not determine the access method.

NOTE
If you need data integrity during the extract, specify NATIVEMODE=NO.

NUMBEROFPARTS (DBO) -- Define Number of Partitions

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The NUMBEROFPARTS control statement specifies the number of HALDB partitions to be processed in batch mode
or during an online reorganization (FFOR). One or more partitions per FUNCTION request are processed. Use this
control statement to process a subset of the database starting at the partition that you specify in the PARTITION control
statement.

This statement is required if the utility has to process a large part of the database and more than one partition of an
HALDB database.
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This control statement has the following format:

NUMBEROFPARTS=n

n
Specifies the number of partitions to process starting with the partition you specify in the PARTITION control
statement. If you do not specify NUMBEROFPARTS, only one partition is reorganized.
Default: The default is to process all partitions. The default is 1 when you specify a partition name with the
PARTITION control statement.

Example: Process Ten Partitions Starting at a Specific Partition

This example shows how to process ten partitions starting at the specified partition:

PARTITION=partition-dbd-name,

NUMBEROFPARTS=10

Example: Unload Multiple Consecutive Partitions of a HALDB

To unload multiple consecutive partitions of a HALDB database, specify the following:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=master-dbd-name,

PARTITION=partition-dbd-name,

NUMBEROFPARTS=x

OLDDBD (DBO) -- Define DDname Containing Old DBD

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The OLDDBD control statement specifies the ddname that references the data set name that contains the old DBD
(database definition) to be processed during an online reorganization. You can use this control statement to make limited
changes during an online reorganization to the following DBD-related parameters for the RMNAME keyword of the DBD
macro in the DBDGEN:

• Randomizer name (mod)
• Number of root anchor points (anch)
• Maximum relative block number (rbn)
• Maximum number of bytes that can be stored into the RAA with insert calls unbroken by a call to another database

record (bytes)

This control statement is valid only when used for FFOR execution (FUNCTION=REORG) on an HDAM database.

WARNING
An IMS online change is required to change the format of a database while IMS is up and running. Online
change is an extensive process and FFOR makes no attempt to perform this activity. Instead, it is your
responsibility to perform the online change and restart the databases manually.

This control statement has the following syntax:

OLDDBD=ddname

ddname
Specifies the JCL-coded ddname that references the data set name containing the old DBD.
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Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters and must be coded in JCL as a DD statement.

NOTE

• Make Limited DBD Changes during FFOR Execution

OLRRATE (DBO) -- Set the Rate of HALDB Online Reorg

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

NOTE
This control statement is valid only during online reorganization of logically related HALDB databases.

The OLRRATE control statement sets the rate at which the integrated HALDB Online Reorganization function runs.

When the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer is running against HALDBs with logical relationships, it uses
the integrated HALDB Online Reorganization function.

OLRRATE specifies the percentage of the elapsed time that is spent on copying database records. The rest is an artificial
delay.

This option impacts the IMS system. Values below 100 decrease the OLR copy performance. Such values also increase
the reorg overall elapsed time while decreasing the immediate usage of system resources and its utilization.

This statement has the following format:

OLRRATE=nnn

nnn
Indicates the OLR rate.
Default: 100
Range: 1 to 100

PARMSUFFIX (DBO) -- Define Global PARMLIB Name

Valid for Database Organizer.

The PARMSUFFIX statement changes the global parmlib member name to 'PRUP' followed by a suffix that you specify.

This statement has the following format:

PARMSUFFIX=suffix

suffix
Defines the suffix for the global parmlib member name.
Limits: up to four characters

PARTITION (DBO) -- Define Partition Name

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer,
and Secondary Index Builder.

The PARTITION control statement specifies the name of the HALDB partition to be processed in batch mode or during an
online reorganization (FFOR). A DBDNAME control statement must accompany this control statement.

This statement is required only when a partition or a subset of the partitions of a HALDB are to be processed.

The NUMBEROFPARTS control statement determines the number of partitions processed. If you do not specify
NUMBEROFPARTS, only one partition is reorganized.
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NOTE
PARTITION is mutually exclusive with DDNAME.

This control statement has the following format:

PARTITION=partition-dbd-name

partition-dbd-name
Defines the partition DBD name of the HALDB partition to be processed or the starting partition name if multiple
partitions are to be processed.

Limits: Must be a registered partition DBD name or DBD of a HALDB master DBD.

Example: Process a Specific Partition

This example shows how to indicate that partition DBD HALDBP1 is to be processed:

PARTITION=HALDBP1

Example: Process Ten Partitions Starting at a Specific Partition

This example shows how to process ten partitions starting at the specified partition:

PARTITION=partition-dbd-name,

NUMBEROFPARTS=10

Example: Unload Selected Partitions of a HALDB

To unload selected partitions, specify the following:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=master-dbd-name,

PARTITION=partition-dbd-name

PAUSETIMEOUT (DBO) -- Define FFOR Wait Time Limit

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The PAUSETIMEOUT control statement specifies the number of seconds that FFOR will wait for the BMPs active against
the target database to be paused.

This control statement has the following format:

PAUSETIMEOUT=n

n
Indicates the number of seconds. A value less than 40 is not recommended.
Default: 60
Range: 0 to 999

PCB (DBO) -- Define a PCB

Valid for Database Organizer.
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The PCB control statement specifies one PCB within the PSB to be used for Database Organizer API processing. This
value can be a number or a DBDNAME.

NOTE
PCB and PCBNAME are mutually exclusive.

For compatibility purposes, the utility can accept more than one value. When you specify more than one value, the utility
uses only the first specified PCB in the list for Database Organizer API processing. The utility ignores other PCBs. These
names are handled by IMS DLI API. You can specify up to 40 PCBs in a list.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

PCB=dbdname

PCB=pcbnumber

PCB=([dbdname1|pcbnumber1],[dbdname2|pcbnumber2],[dbdname3|pcbnumber3]...)

dbdname
Defines the name of the DBD in the PCB to be used.
Limit: 1 to 8 characters long.

pcbnumber
Defines the relative decimal number within the PSB of the PCB to be used. This value must exist as a PCB in the
PSB.
Range: 0 to 255.

NOTE
If you specify PCB(0), all calls are passed to IMS.

Example: PCB Control Statement

To indicate to choose the 12th PCB in the PSB specified for unload API purposes, specify as follows:

PCB=12

PCBNAME (DBO) -- Define a PCB

Valid for Database Organizer.

The PCBNAME control statement specifies the name of the PCB within the PSB to be used for Database Organizer API
processing.

NOTE
PCBNAME and PCB are mutually exclusive.

For compatibility purposes, the utility can accept more than one value. When you specify more than one value, the utility
uses only the first specified PCB name in the list for Database Organizer API processing. The utility ignores other PCB
names. These names are handled by IMS DLI API. You can specify up to 40 PCB names in a list.

This control statement has the following formats:

PCBNAME=pcbname

PCBNAME=(pcbname1,pcbname2,pcbname3...)

pcbname
Specifies the name of a PCB in the PSB to be used.
Limit: 1 to 8 characters long and must exist in the PSB.

Example: PCBNAME Control Statement

To indicate that the PCB in the PSB with name PCBNUM12 describes the database to be processed, specify as follows:
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PCBNAME=PCBNUM12

PRECHECKDBRC (DBO) -- Query DBRC

Valid for the Execution Monitor component of Database Organizer.

The PRECHECKDBRC control statement tells the BLT under what conditions it should query DBRC for the status of each
database before starting the application program. If a database is not available for some reason, such as it is marked
as “image copy needed,” Database Organizer does not run the application program. Database Organizer ignores this
statement if the DBRC value in the DLIBATCH parms is N. This control statement is optional.

This control statement has the following format:

PRECHECKDBRC=YES|NO|PSB

YES
Indicates that BLT should query DBRC the status of each database.

NO
Indicates that BLT should not query DBRC for database status.

PSB
Indicates that BLT should only query DBRC if it finds an execution record in the OLE which has a matching PSB
name. This is the default.

PREFORMAT (DBO) -- Preformat Database Data Sets

Valid for Database Organizer.

The PREFORMAT control statement declares to the reload function whether or not the database data sets have already
been formatted.

This control statement applies only to an HDAM or DEDB reload in OS batch mode.

During a reload, Database Organizer can initialize the new data sets that the database will occupy before the actual
loading process:

• Specify FORMAT=YES, PREFORMAT=NO to initialize new data sets.
• Specify FORMAT=NO, PREFORMAT=YES to use existing database data sets that are already initialized.

The combinations of the FORMAT and PREFORMAT values affect the utility as follows:

• If FORMAT=NO and PREFORMAT=NO, the data sets are not formatted before reload. This combination is the default
and yields the best performance.

• If FORMAT=NO and PREFORMAT=YES, the data sets are already formatted by DBF or some other formatting utility.
This combination indicates that the data sets were formatted before the reload execution.

• If FORMAT=YES and PREFORMAT=NO, the data sets are formatted before the reload is started.
• If FORMAT=YES and PREFORMAT=YES, an error message is generated. This is an invalid combination.

This control statement has the following format:

PREFORMAT=YES|NO

YES
Uses the existing preformatted database data sets.
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NO
The database data sets were not preformatted before the reload. This is the default.

Example: Reload the Database Without Formatting

To indicate to reload the database without formatting it first, specify as follows:

PREFORMAT=YES

PRINTORPHANLC (DBO) -- Print Orphan Children

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The PRINTORPHANLC statement specifies whether orphan logical children (those children without a logical parent)
should be printed. Because these types of children are not typically accepted, the default is Yes so that the orphan
children can be identified.

This statement has the following format:

PRINTORPHANLC=YES|NO

YES
Identifies orphan children and prints them. This is the default.

NO
Does not identify orphan children.

PRINTORPHANLP (DBO) -- Print Orphan Logical Parents

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The PRINTORPHANLP statement specifies whether orphan logical parents (those parents without any logical children)
should be printed. Because these type of parents are typically acceptable, the default is NO.

This statement has the following format:

PRINTORPHANLP=YES|NO

YES
Prints orphan logical parents.

NO
Does not print orphan logical parents because they are not identified.

PRINTORPHANPAIR (DBO) -- Print Orphan HALDB Physically Paired Logical Children

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The PRINTORPHANPAIR statement specifies whether to print HALDB physically paired logical children whose paired
segment was not found when a database has been converted to HALDB. Orphan logical children are typically not
accepted. Printing orphan logical children pairs helps you identify broken relationships in a HALDB and troubleshoot
problems.

This statement has the following format:
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PRINTORPHANPAIR=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that orphan HALDB physically paired logical children are identified and printed. This is the default.

NO
Specifies that orphan logical children are not identified.

PROGRESSREPORT (DBO) -- Define Progress Report Record Number

Valid for Database Analyzer,the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and 
Secondary Index Builder .

The PROGRESSREPORT control statement indicates how often to generate Progress reports.

The default is to not generate a progress report.

This control statement has the following format:

PROGRESSREPORT=i

i
Indicates a non-negative, 1-to 10-digit number specifying the database record count. It refers to the number of
records to be processed before a progress report is sent to the console.

The WTO (Write to Operator) macro is used to send a progress report, in console message format, to the OS console.

• Routing codes 2 and 11 are used (ROUTCDE=(2,11)) which routes the message to the master console and
programmer as informational.

• Descriptor code 7 is used (DESC=(7)) which describes the message as an application program message.

PSB (DBO) -- Define the PSB

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The PSB control statement defines the name of the DOPT PSB during online reorg processing.

NOTE

• The PSB control statement is no longer required, but if the PSB control statement is present, FFOR uses the
specified PSB. If the PSB control statement is not present, FFOR selects a free PSB from the current DOPT
ACBLIB or IMS Catalog.

This control statement has the following format:

PSB=psbname

psbname

• Defines the name of a DOPT PSB in the IMS DOPT ACB library or IMS Catalog.
NOTE
If PSB=* is specified, any member from the DOPT ACBLIB or IMS Catalog is selected. If
PSB=psbname* is specified, any member that starts with the value specified for psbname is
selected. The maximum length of psbname with * is 7 characters.
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PSBNAME (DBO) -- Define PSB Name in the DLIBATCH Step

Valid for the Uberutility component of Database Organizer.

The PSBNAME control statement indicates which execution records are to be displayed or deleted. This control statement
is optional for FUNCTION=LTEXECDISPLAY, but is required for FUNCTION=LTEXECDELETE.

This control statement has the following format:

PSBNAME=psbname

psbname
Indicates the one-to-eight-character PSB name used in the DLIBATCH step which abended. There is no default.

RANDOMTRACKIO (DBO) -- Read Tracks For Random I/O

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement specifies whether to read entire tracks or single CIs/blocks when random I/O is
needed. If a database does not have significant random I/O counts in DBORPTS, the control statement is irrelevant.

This processing was originally introduced to improve the unload performance on CKD devices. Consecutive READs
for the number of blocks per track were an efficient way of reading data from a CKD device. Further, if those data
blocks contained a significant number of related segments, you would see a benefit compared to reading each block
individually, perhaps in a random sequence. However, with the newer DASD architectures, this argument is often no
longer valid. Therefore the default value is NO and we recommend that you always set RANDOMTRACKIO=N. Only
through experimentation you can determine if this statement helps for a particular database. Greater benefit is obtained by
using BUFFEREDDSG, BUF4SEQINIT, or BUF4RANDSEQ.

We do not recommend specifying this keyword with YES in the global parmlib member.

NOTE
The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement is ignored when you specify ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES.

This control statement has the following format:

RANDOMTRACKIO=YES|NO

YES
Reads entire tracks when random I/O is needed. The number of buffers that are allocated for the random
sequential thread is proportionally increased to fit more data. The value of BUF4RANDSEQ is used as a multiplier
of the number of blocks per track to arrive at the number of buffers to use.

NO
Reads CIs/blocks instead of tracks. The default number of buffers is allocated for the random sequential thread.
The value of BUF4RANDSEQ overrides the default value.
This is the default.

RAPKEYS (DBO) -- Generate Root Keys Input to RAP

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer, the Database Extractor component of
Database Organizer, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The RAPKEYS control statement generates the file of root keys for direct input into the Randomizer Analysis Program
(RAP). RAPKEYS=YES is required if you specify KEYREPORTS=YES.

This control statement is not currently supported for HALDB.
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This control statement has the following format:

RAPKEYS=YES|NO

YES
Generates a file of root keys for input to the RAP.
You must also specify the applicable DD statement (DBAKEYS or DBOKEYS). The data set should be large
enough to contain one record for each root key in the database. Do not specify any DCB parameters for the file.

NO
Does not generate a file of root keys. This is the default.

RECORDDIST (DBO) -- Define Database Record Distribution Ranges

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The RECORDDIST control statement defines the distribution ranges for tracking the size of database records in the
database.

For Secondary Index, this control statement is valid only for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

RECORDDIST=n

RECORDDIST=(i,j,k,.......)

(n, i, j, k,....)

Indicates up to 19, non-negative, 1 to 10 digit numbers specifying the high end of the size ranges to be used to record and
report record sizes in the database.

Default: RECORDDIST=(100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000,
9000, 10000)

Note: RECORDIST=0 means that no record sizes are to be tracked. This results in no CPU time being consumed to track
record sizes

Example: Define Database Record Distribution in Four Ranges

Specify the following to cause the utility to keep track and report on database record sizes in four ranges: 1-10000,
10001-20000, 20001-30000, 30001 and greater:

RECORDDIST=(10000,20000,30000)

RENAME (DBO) -- Rename Database Data Sets

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The RENAME control statement indicates whether to rename database data sets at the end of an online reorganization.

This control statement has the following format:

RENAME=YES|NO
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YES
Renames the database data sets. This option is the default.

NO
Does not rename the database data sets. This value is typically used with the OLDDBD keyword to bypass the
renaming process.

RENAMESEGMENT (DBO) -- Rename Segment during Reload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The RENAMESEGMENT control statement maps the segment names in DBD used during the unload operation to the
segment names in the DBD used during a reload operation. This statement is used only during a reload function. This
statement is only used when restructuring a database wherein some or all of the segment names change between the
unload and the reload or one segment type is to be mapped to a different segment type.

During a reload, any segment type found in the input file that is not defined in the reload DBD is dropped.

This control statement has the following format:

RENAMESEGMENT=(UNLOADNAME=a,RELOADNAME=b)

UNLOADNAME=a
Specifies the segment name in the DBD used during the unload operation. The name must be from 1 to 8
positions long.

RELOADNAME=b
Specifies the segment name in the DBD used during the reload operation. The name must be from 1 to 8
positions long.

Example: Map PARTROOT to PART

To indicate Database Organizer that during the reload, the segment unloaded under the segment name PARTROOT
maps to the segment named PART, specify the following:

RENAMESEGMENT=(UNLOADNAME=PARTROOT,RELOADNAME=PART)

REORGACCESS (DBO) -- Define the Reorg Access Mode

 Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer. 

The REORGACCESS control statement determines the mode in which the database is available to IMS during the reorg.

This control statement has the following format:

REORGACCESS=READ|UPDATE

READ
Indicates that the database will be started with ACCESS=RD.
This option is mutually exclusive with BMPPAUSE=YES.

UPDATE
Indicates that the database will be started with ACCESS=UP. This is the default.

NOTE
FFOR will note the state of the database prior to the start of the reorg and at the end of the reorg will return the
database to IMS in that same state.
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For more information, see Processing Full Function and HALDB Databases Online and BMPPAUSE (DBO) -- Invoke BMP
Pause and Resume Facility.  

REORGSI (DBO) -- Include Secondary Indexes in the Reorg

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The REORGSI control statement determines whether to include secondary indexes in the full function online
reorganization (FFOR) of an HALDB.

This control statement has the following format:

REORGSI=YES|NO

YES
Specifies to include secondary indexes in the FFOR of an HALDB.
This option requires a unique data set DD for each index. The ddname naming convention is consistent with
AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES for an HALDB (index@01...@99), where index is the first five (or fewer) characters of
the secondary index ddname. For partitioned indexes, only one index@nn is needed for all partitions.
When you execute an FFOR specifying a DBD that has secondary indexes, REORGSI=YES and
ALLPARTS=YES are required explicitly or by default. REORGSI defaults to YES when the DBD has secondary
indexes and ALLPARTS=YES is specified.

NO
Specifies to omit secondary indexes from FFOR of an HALDB database or specific partitions. The ILDS is rebuilt
to reflect the necessary changes in pointer RBAs. This option is valid only with FUNCTION=BATCHREORG if the
specified DBD has secondary indexes.

For FFOR examples of ALLPARTS, REORGSI, and IDCAMS specifications, see members JCLFFOR6, JCLFFOR7, and
JCLFFOR8 in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library.

REPLAYSSIDIMS(DBO) - Use IMSID as Call Replay Log SSID

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer

You can use the REPLAYSSIDIMS control statement with the Full Function Online Reorganization (FFOR) component of
Database Organizer to choose the value of the SSID parameter of the primary log entry that the FFOR call replay process
creates in the DBRC.

The REPLAYSSIDIMS control statement has the following format:
REPLAYSSIDIMS=YES|NO

• YES
To use the IMS ID that is specified in the IMSID control statement when FFOR creates the PRILOG entry (DL/I call
replay log) in DBRC. This is the default behavior.

• NO
To use the online reorg jobname when FFOR creates the PRILOG entry in DBRC.

REPORTPTRERROR (DBO) -- Generate Pointer Error Messages

Valid for Database Organizer and Secondary Index Builder.

The REPORTPTRERROR control statement specifies whether to issue certain error messages when pointer errors are
detected.
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This control statement has the following format:

REPORTPTRERROR=YES|NO

YES
Does not suppress the pointer error messages and continue processing. This is the default.

NO
Suppress the pointer error messages and continues processing. This value can only be specified if
ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is also specified. Otherwise, it is ignored.

Example: Suppress Pointer Error Messages and Continue Processing

To suppress pointer error messages and continue processing, specify as follows:

REPORTPTRERROR=NO

The affected message numbers are DBO7700E through DBO7708E.

REPORTS (DBO) -- Generate Reports

Valid for the Batch Log Tracker component of Database Organizer and Mainframe Program Restart Manager.

The REPORTS control statement specifies whether to monitor batch execution and generate reports describing the
processing performed.

This control statement has the following format:

REPORTS=YES|NO

Default: YES

NOTE

• Generating Batch Log Tracker Reports

REPORTSEQERROR (DBO) -- Generate Sequence Warning Messages

Valid for Database Organizer.

The REPORTSEQERROR control statement is used to specify whether sequence warning messages are to be produced
during a reload of the database when SEQCHECK=VERIFY is in effect.

This statement only applies to a reload in OS batch mode. It affects all twin chains including RAP synonym chains.

This control statement has the following format:

REPORTSEQERROR=YES|NO

YES
Generates sequence warning messages. A value of REPORTSEQERROR=YES indicates that sequence warning
messages are to be produced. For each instance of a key sequence error, a set of warning messages gives the
segment name and key values that were in error. This is the default.

NO
Suppresses warning messages.
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REUSE (DBO) -- Reuse VSAM Database Cluster

Valid for Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary Index Builder .

The REUSE control statement specifies whether to reuse the VSAM database cluster on a reload or when building
indexes, or to use the VSAM data sets for recovery. This also applies to any DEDB multiple area data set (MADS)
replication. The database cluster must be defined for reuse.

NOTE
The REUSE control statement does not apply to OSAM, and is ignored when specified. OSAM data sets are
always reusable.

This control statement has the following format:

REUSE=YES|NO

YES
Specifies to reuse the VSAM database cluster on a reload or when building indexes.

NO
Specifies that the VSAM database cluster should not be reused on a reload.
Default: NO for non-HALDB databases and YES for HALDB databases.

 Example: Reuse a VSAM Database Cluster 

To indicate that the VSAM database cluster is to be reused, specify the REUSE control statement as follows:

REUSE=YES

 Example: Reuse Existing VSAM Data Set 

To reuse the existing VSAM data set for recovery during a DEDB MADS replication, define the VSAM data set with the
REUSE attribute and specify the REUSE control statement as follows:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,CAGRP=XIV101, ADDN=*, DBRC=YES, REUSE=YES

SAFETYNET (DBO) -- Compare New and Old Database

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The SAFETYNET control statement determines whether the newly built database is compared with the original
database using the SAFETYNET feature. This ensures the integrity of the reorganized database and that a successful
reorganization has occurred. However, during the comparison, the database is unavailable.

This control statement has the following format:

SAFETYNET=YES|NO

YES
Compares the new database with the old database to ensure the integrity of the reorganized database. The
comparison occurs before the new database is passed to IMS. If there is a difference between the old database
and the new database, the new database is not used. Instead, the old database is given back to IMS, and ITK
STC creates a trace file that contains information to help debug the build failure.

NO
Does not compare the new database with the old database. The default is NO.
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SCAN (DBO) -- Scan Blocks

Valid for Database Organizer and Secondary Index.

The SCAN control statement searches blocks before or after the home block for HDAM databases during Database
Organizer reload or during Secondary Index index build. When looking for space, this control statement identifies the
number of blocks to search before going to the overflow area.

You can specify different forward and backward values for a bidirectional search. Use the FINDSPACE control statement
to specify the type of search.

SPACEBLOCKCOUNT is a synonym for SCAN. Specifying SPACEBLOCKCOUNT=(xxx) is the same as specifying
SCAN=(xxx).

This control statement has the following formats:

SCAN=([+-]xxx)|(+xxx-xxx)|(-xxx+xxx)

+-
Specify the direction of the search, forward (+) and backward (-), and the order in which the direction search
occurs.

xxx
Specifies the number of blocks to search.
SCAN=(xxx) and FINDSPACE=BIDIRECT or FINDSPACE=FLIPFLOP causes a search for xxx blocks as defined
by the FINDSPACE control statement.

NOTE
SCAN=(NO) or SCAN=(0) causes any segments that do not fit into the home block to go to
OVERFLOW. SCAN=(NO) or SCAN=(0) are the same as FINDSPACE=OVERFLOW.

Limits: 1 - 32760
Default =(-+10).

-+xxx
Causes a FLIPFLOP search in the (-) backward direction and then in the (+) forward direction for xxx blocks on
either side of the home block. SCAN=(+-xxx) cause the opposite FLIPFLOP search to occur.

+xxx-xxx|-xxx+xxx
Specify the scan values for forward (+) or backward (-) search. The direction that is specified first determines
which direction is searched first.

Example: Initiate a FLIPFLOP Search

To initiate a FLIPFLOP search in the backward (-) direction for 270 blocks and then in the forward (+) direction for 270
blocks, specify the following:

SCAN=(-+270)

Example: Initiate Bidirect Search for Different Numbers of Blocks in Forward and Backward Direction

To initiate search for space for 33 blocks in the forward direction and then for 75 blocks in the backward direction, specify
the following:

SCAN=(+33-75)

Example: Initiate Search in Compatibility Mode

To initiate search for space for five blocks in compatibility mode, specify the following:
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SCAN(5)

SDEPCIS (DBO) -- Extend SDEP Allocation

Valid for the DEDB Extension utility of Database Organizer.

The SDEPCIS statement specifies the number (1 to 5 digits) of blocks (CIs) to be used to extend the current SDEP
allocation with. This keyword can be specified with the IOVFUOWS keyword when executing in batch mode only.

This statement has the following format:

SDEPCIS=number

number
Indicates the number of blocks to be used.
Limits: The value to be specified must be a valid numeric range between 1 and 5 characters in length. Valid
ranges are 1 to 99999.

SDEP (DBO) -- Define SDEP Processing

Valid for Database Organizer.

The SDEP control statement identifies how SDEP segments in a DEDB are to be handled.

This control statement has the following format:

SDEP=NONE|ROOT|SCAN|ALL

NONE
Indicates that the SDEP segments are not to be unloaded if this is a FUNCTION=UNLOAD or that the SDEPs
are not to be reloaded if this is a FUNCTION=RELOAD. SDEP=NONE is supported in all modes of operation of
Database Organizer. The default is SDEP=NONE.

ROOT
Indicates that the SDEP segments are to be unloaded or reloaded by Database Organizer as part of the hierarchy
of the DEDB. This option is used when orphaned SDEP segments are not to be unloaded or reloaded by
Database Organizer. The order of the SDEPs in the original area will not be maintained but rather a new order will
be created based on the physical order of the roots in the database. SDEP=ROOT is supported in all modes of
operation of Database Organizer.

SCAN
Indicates that the SDEP segments are not to be unloaded if this is a FUNCTION=UNLOAD or that the SDEPs
should be reloaded from the DBOSCAN file if this is a FUNCTION=RELOAD. Essentially this option is used when
the IMS SDEP scan utility is used to unload the SDEP instead of Database Organizer. A FUNCTION=RELOAD
uses the file created by the scan utility to create the SDEP part of the database. No root-to-SDEP associations will
be maintained. SDEP=SCAN is supported in all modes of operation.

ALL
Indicates that all SDEP segments are to be unloaded or reloaded by Database Organizer. All root to SDEP
associations will be maintained and orphaned SDEP segments will be unloaded or reloaded. The order of the
SDEPs in the original area will be fully maintained. SDEP=ALL is only supported in the OS/VS mode (native
VSAM) of operation of Database Organizer. While this option appears to be an obvious choice under many
circumstances, additional overhead is incurred during both the unload and the reload and therefore SDEP=ALL
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should only be used when all SDEPs must be carried forward to the reloaded area and SDEP order must be
maintained.
In addition, note the following:

• When SDEP=ALL is specified, the SDEP segments on Database Organizer reports are shown as zero. This is
not a valid number and should be ignored.

• SDEP=ALL is required on reload when the database unload file was created using the SDEP=ALL control
statement.

• SDEP=ALL cannot be specified with HDSORT=YES.

Example: Unload or Reload SDEP Segments Associated With a Root Segment

To cause Database Organizer to unload or reload only those SDEP segments that are associated with a root segment,
specify the following:

SDEP=ROOT

Orphan SDEP segments will not be unloaded or reloaded. The SDEPs will be unloaded or reloaded in physical root order
and therefore the physical sequence of the SDEPs in the original database area will not be maintained. The default is to
unload SDEPS in hierarchical sequence.

SEGMENTFREESPACE (DBO) -- Specify Free Space for Segments during Reload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The SEGMENTFREESPACE control statement specifies the amount of free space that is reserved for segments during
a database reload. Specifying free space for segments during a reload lets you reserve free space for future segment
expansion within a CI or block.

For each free space area that is 8 or more bytes in length, IMS automatically creates and maintains a free space element
(FSE). FSE occupies the first 8 bytes of the actual free space area and specifies the length of the free space.

This control statement has the following format:

SEGMENTFREESPACE=(seg-name1,size[,seg-name2,size]...[,seg-name255,size])

seg-name
Specifies the name of the segment for which to reserve free space.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters. You can specify up to 255 segments.

size
Specifies the size of the free space (in bytes) to create for the segment. Specify a numeric value or a percent rate
of the segment size.
Limits: one- to four-digit number, or 1 - 99%
Note: The free space length must be an even value. When you specify a percent value and the resulting free
space length is an odd number, the utility rounds up the final free space length to the next even value.

Examples: Specify Free Space for Segments

• This example creates a 212-byte free space area for segmentA and a 300-byte free space area for segmentB:

SEGMENTFREESPACE=(segmentA,212,segmentB,300)

• This example creates a free space area that is 10 percent of the segmentA size:
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SEGMENTFREESPACE=(segmentA,10%)

• This example creates a 40-byte free space area for segmentA, a 1000-byte free space area for segmentC, and a free
space area for segmentB that is 20 percent of segmentB size:

SEGMENTFREESPACE=(segmentA,40,segmentB,20%,segmentC,1000)

SEGMENTSINRAA (DBO) -- Define Segments in RAA

Valid for Database Organizer.

The SEGMENTSINRAA control statement specifies the segments to place in the RAA, with all other segments designated
to overflow.

During a database reload, the SEGMENTSINRAA control statement specifies which segment types to place next to the
root. Placing frequently accessed segment types next to the root can improve performance.

This control statement has the following format:

SEGMENTSINRAA=(seg-name1,#,seg-name2,#,...)

seg-name1,seg-name2,...
Specifies the segments that are placed during reload.

#
Specifies how many segments will be in the RAA.

SEGPOSO (DBO) -- Store Segments in Overflow Area

Valid for Database Organizer.

The SEGPOSO control statement specifies the names of segments that will be stored in the overflow area instead of
being stored closed to their root.

NOTE
This control statement applies only to HDAM databases with FUNCTION=RELOAD.

This control statement has the following format:

SEGPOSO=(seg-name1,seg-name2,...)

seg-name
Specifies the name of the segment or multiple segments to store in the overflow area.
Limits: up to 255 segment names

SELECT (DBO) -- Select Segments for Processing

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer.

The SELECT control statement indicates which segments and fields are to be extracted from the database. One SELECT
statement is used for each segment and field combination. The order of the SELECT statements determines the order of
the data in the output file.

If no SELECT control statements are found in the DBOCTRL file, Database Extractor extracts all the segments in the
database that match the CONDITION control statement specifications.
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All the selected segments and fields are appended together for each traversal through the path of the hierarchy in the
same output record. Consequently, the output file can contain duplicate records for segments that are included in multiple
paths.

This control statement has the following format:

SELECT=(SEGMENT=segname,FIELD=fldname)

SEGMENT=segname
Specifies a segment name from the DBD that is to be extracted.
If this keyword is omitted, the first occurrence in the DBD of the field named in the FIELD keyword (following) is
used.

FIELD=fldname
Specifies a field name for the segment from the DBD that is to be extracted.
If this keyword is omitted, all the fields in the named segment are extracted and included in the output record.

Example: Extract Segments

Following is an example of the use of the SELECT statement:

SELECT=(SEGMENT=CUSTROOT) 

SELECT=(SEGMENT=SAVESEGM,FIELD=ACCTNO) 

SELECT=(SEGMENT=SAVESEGM,FIELD=BALANCE) 

SELECT=(SEGMENT=LOANSEGM)

In this example, an output file is created wherein each record will contain the entire CUSTROOT segment, followed by
field ACCTNO and BALANCE from segment SAVESEGM, followed by the LOANSEGM segment. The order of the data in
the output file is determined by the order of the SELECT statements in the input control statement file, DBOCTRL. If there
are multiple occurrences of either the SAVESEGM segment or the LOANSEGM segment in a given database record,
multiple records will be written to the output file. There will be one output record per database hierarchical path.

SELECTSEGMENT (DBO) -- Select Segments for Unload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The SELECTSEGMENT control statement specifies that only the defined segments will be unloaded.

NOTE
SELECTSEGMENT and DROPSEGMENT are mutually exclusive. If SELECTSEGMENT is specified, you
cannot specify DROPSEGMENT.

This control statement has the following format:

SELECTSEGMENT=(seg-name1,seg-name2,...)

seg-name1,seg-name2,...
Identifies the segments to be unloaded by Database Organizer. The segments are written in hierarchical order,
not the order listed in the SELECTSEGMENT control statement.
Limits: up to 30 segment names

SEQCHECK (DBO) -- Define Sequence Checking

Valid for Database Organizer.
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The SEQCHECK control statement specifies the sequence checking options to be used during a database reload.

This control statement applies only to a reload in OS batch mode. It affects all twin chains including Randomizer Analysis
Program synonym chains.

This control statement has the following format:

SEQCHECK=IGNORE|VERIFY|TERMINATE|CORRECT

IGNORE
Indicates that sequence checking is not to be performed. The database is reloaded in the order found on the input
file.
Note: This is the lowest overhead option. Use IGNORE with caution because GE status codes can occur when
DL/I attempts to access segments that are out of order. As long as the DBD used during the unload is the same
as the one used during the reload, IGNORE should produce a properly sequenced database during the reload.
However, for example, if the number of root addressable area blocks or the number of RAPs per block changes
in an HDAM database between the unload and the reload, the randomizer will likely randomize roots to different
RAPs and blocks. Sequence errors will result if SEQCHECK=IGNORE is specified.

VERIFY
Indicates to perform sequence checking, but the database is to be reloaded in the order found on the input file. A
warning message will be issued if any segments are reloaded out-of-sequence and the return code will be set to
4.

TERMINATE
Indicates to perform sequence checking and if any are out of sequence then the reload is to be terminated with a
return code of 12.

CORRECT
Indicates to reload the segments in sequence field order and any out-of-sequence segments are to be re-ordered
before being inserted into the database. For an HDAM database, the sequence field order of root segments will
only be correct within a particular RAP. That is, only the roots randomizing to the same RAP will be correctly
sequenced. A count of the number of corrections will be provided. This is the default.

NOTE
The root segments for SHISAM, HISAM and HIDAM databases must be presented in correct root key
sequences. Sequence correction for the roots in these database types cannot be done.

Example: Reload the Database in the Same Order as on the Input File

To reload the database as the segments are read from the input, specify the following:

SEQCHECK=IGNORE

No check of the sequence fields will be performed.

SMDSPACE (DBO) -- Define Data Space

Valid for Database Analyzer and the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The SMDSPACE control statement uses a data space during analysis. A data space can hold more data for pointer
checking than the available region storage after the system-used storage is taken away. When a data space is used,
Database Analyzer or the PRU component of Database Organizer check databases larger than those checked with
REGION=0M.

NOTE
For HALDB checking, SMDSPACE only applies to intra-partition checking.
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This control statement has the following format:

SMDSPACE=YES|NO

YES
Uses data spaces, if possible. This is the default.
To use a separate data space for each unique pair of DDs with pointers, specify MULTISPACE=YES with
SMDSPACE=YES.

NO
Does not use data spaces.

SORTUPDATES (DBO) -- Sort Transactions

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The SORTUPDATES control statement specifies whether transactions should be sorted to improve call-replay
performance.

The sorted transactions are written to a temporary file pointed to by the SOUPDAT1 DD, which can be dynamically
allocated.

This control statement has the following format:

SORTUPDATES=YES|NO

YES
Sorts and writes the transactions to temporary files for input to the call replay subtask. This is the default.

NO
Does not sort the transactions.

SPACEBLOCKCOUNT (DBO) -- Scan Blocks

Valid for Database Organizer and Secondary Index.

SPACEBLOCKCOUNT is a synonym for SCAN. Specifying SPACEBLOCKCOUNT=(xxx) is the same as specifying
SCAN=(xxx).

SPLITOUTPUT (DBO) -- Split Extract Output Files

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The SPLITOUTPUT control statement specifies whether to write the records for secondary indexes that are necessary
to build the index entries into individual data sets. Use the SPLITOUTPUT control statement to accelerate the resolution
of logical relationships and the rebuilding of secondary indexes after database reload or reorganization. We recommend
using AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES with this control statement to detect and rebuild all of your indexes in the same step.

Even if no index entries exist for a given index, the DD statement must still be defined. It is opened and closed to create
an empty data set. No records can exist for a given index if no occurrences of the source segment exist in the DBD or if
there is a sparsing routine, NULLVAL, or both defined for the index and the processing indicates no index records are to
exist.

NOTE
DD statements are dynamically allocated if not already defined when AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES.
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This control statement is optional for a reload operation and is not valid for an unload operation. For Secondary Index, this
control statement is valid only for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:

SPLITOUTPUT=YES|NO

YES
Writes the records for secondary indexes in the separate work files instead of DFSURWF1. The reload output is
as follows:

• DFSURWF1 file -- Contains only logical relationship information.
• Index work files -- Contain secondary indexes information. One file is created per index.

If AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES, the extract files for the index build are written to temporary data sets. The temporary
data sets can be JCL-allocated (index@nn DD statement) or dynamically allocated by Database Organizer. When
dynamically allocated, the DFSURWF1 ddname in the ITKDYN parmlib member specifies the temporary data
set size. The ddnames of the temporary data sets are different depending on the database type (HALDB, non-
HALDB).
For Full Function databases, note the following:

• If you use this control statement without AUTOINDEXBUILD, pass the created files (one for each index) to a
separate FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD step, specify the DBD of the secondary index in the DBDNAME control
statement and the created file in the INDD control statement.

• The ddnames of the temporary data sets are generated using at most the first five characters of the ddname
for the first data set group (DSG) of the database and appending @nn, where nn increments for each index.
For example, if the first DSG ddname is INDX, the ddnames that are used for indexes are INDX@01,
INDX@02, and so on. If the first DSG ddname is DINDEX, the ddnames that are used for indexes are
DINDE@01, DINDE@02, and so on.

For HALDB databases, note the following:

• ALLPARTS=YES is required during a reload operation. If ALLPARTS=YES, SPLITOUTPUT can be used
separate from the AUTOINDEXBUILD control statement to rebuild the secondary indexes.
SPLITOUTPUT=NO is not valid with AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES. 

• The ddnames of the temporary data sets are generated using at most the first five characters of the index DBD
name related to the database and appending @nn, where nn increments for each index.
For example, if the database has two indexes, INDEX and INDEX1, the ddnames that are used for indexes are
INDEX@01 and INDEX@02.

NO
Writes records for secondary indexes and records for logical relationships into one work file. This option is the
default.
The Database Organizer RELOAD function creates the DFSURWF1 data set. This data set is fed into a database
prefix resolution utility. The output of the prefix resolution utility is then processed as follows:

• For logical relationships, the output (the DFSURWF3 file) is fed into the Prefix Update utility. When using
Database Organizer Prefix Update, you can accelerate the processing by specifying the PRUWF3 ddname
and IMSFORMAT=N.

• For secondary indexes, the output (the DFSURIDX file) is fed into Secondary Index Builder or the IMS HISAM
database reorganization unload utility.

Examples: Write Secondary Index Data into Separate Work Files

• This example creates one work file for each index that is defined in the DBD (Full Function or HALDB):

SPLITOUTPUT=YES
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The ddnames of the temporary data sets equal to DBD names of the indexes, if non-HALDB and
AUTOINDEXBUILD=NO.

• This example creates one work file for each index for a HALDB database and when AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES is
specified:

SPLITOUTPUT=YES

AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES

If a database has two indexes (FFIP0050 and FFIP0051), the ddnames of temporary index data sets are FFIP0@01
and FFIP0@02. The data sets are passed to separate INDEXBUILD steps that actually build the indexes.

SPLITWF3OUTPUT (DBO) -- Set Destination for Update Records

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The SPLITWF3OUTPUT control statement determines the destination of logical relationship update records.

This statement has the following format:

SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that the logical relationship update records are split by target destination as follows:

• When Prefix Resolution is run without Prefix Update in the same step, the SMDSPACE keyword is ignored,
and the output is written to the ddname that matches the target DSG of the database to be updated, or target
DBD for HALDB.

• When Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update run in the same step and SMDSPACE=YES is specified, the output
goes to the dataspace.
When SMDSPACE=NO is specified, the output is written to work files of the following format:

WF3xxxxx

– xxxxx
Indicates the number of the output file. The value starts at 00001 and is incremented for each output file.
In addition, multiple Prefix Update tasks can run concurrently according to the value specified for
TASKLIMIT.

• When Prefix Update is run by itself, without Prefix Resolution in the same step, SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES is
ignored.

NO
Specifies that the output of Prefix Resolution is directed to the DFSURWF3 ddname or the PRUWF3 ddname,
according to the IMSFORMAT control statement setting.

SSID (DBO) -- Use z/OS Jobname to Sign on to DBRC

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The SSID control statement lets you use the z/OS jobname as the subsystem ID with which the IMS tools sign on to
DBRC. This control statement eliminates duplicate subsystem IDs during DBRC signon and lets you use site-specific
jobnames.

This control statement can be specified with the following functions: ANALYZE, ANALYZEALL, UNLOAD, RELOAD,
COPY, INDEXBUILD, INDEXCREATE, and INDEXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:
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SSID=JOBNAME

SSID=JOBNAMES

JOBNAME
Uses the jobname as the subsystem ID. This option is the default.

JOBNAMES
Uses a suffixed jobname as the subsystem ID.
This value is generated automatically using the following format:
jjjjjnnn

jjjjj
Specifies the first five characters of the jobname.

nnn
Specifies a numerical suffix.

STCSSID (DBO) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment

Valid for Database Organizer, Database Analyzer, and High Performance Recovery.

The STCSSID control statement identifies the environment for an ITK started task. This control statement lets you
override the default value when you run multiple ITK started tasks on one LPAR. Specify the STCSSID in the following
places:

• The ITKIimsid IMS proclib member
• The ITK started task parmlib member
• The jobs that communicate with the ITK started task and the IMS subsystem

This control statement has the following format:

STCSSID=ssid

•   ssid 
Defines the ITK started task environment.
Limits: four characters
Default: ITK0

 Example: Define Two ITK Started Tasks 

The following example shows how to define two ITK started tasks (ITKT and ITKP) that communicate with two IMS
subsystems that run on the same LPAR (TEST and PROD).

• Create the following members in the IMS proclib:
– ITKITEST member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:

STCSSID=ITKT

– ITKIPROD member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:
STCSSID=ITKP

• Create the following members in the hlq.CIMTPARM member:
– SYSITKT member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:

STCSSID=ITKT

– SYSITKP member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:
STCSSID=ITKP

• Add the STCSSID=ITKT control statement to the online reorg job that runs on the TEST IMS subsystem.
• Add the STCSSID=ITKP control statement to the online reorg job that runs on the PROC IMS subsystem.
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For more information, see Setting Up ITK Started Task. 

STOPRC (DBO) -- Define Stop Processing Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The STOPRC control statement identifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can
generate before all subsequent processing is bypassed.

Use this statement only when you do not want processing to stop in typical error situations. For example, if the input
control statements define two separate functions that are to be performed and the first one fails with a return code of 8. In
such a case, the second request is not processed

This control statement has the following format:

STOPRC=return-code

return-code
Specifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can generate before all
subsequent processing is bypassed.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 9

Example: Stop Processing after a Return Code of 12 Is Generated

To stop processing when the return code generated is greater than or equal to 12, specify the following:

STOPRC=12

Example: Continue Processing Regardless of the Return Code

To continue processing regardless of the return code generated, specify the following:

STOPRC=4095

TARGETMASK (DBO) -- Specify Data Set Name Mask for Flash Copies

Valid for the Online Reorg (FFOR) component of Database Organizer.

The TARGETMASK control statement specifies a mask to be used to create data set names for the flash copy data sets
during online database reorganization execution. The target data set name map is specified like a data set name, but with
special characters for masking.

NOTE
This control statement is required with FLASHUNLOAD=Y.

This control statement has the following format:

TARGETMASK=target-data-set-name-map

target-data-set-name-map
Specifies a mask specification used for allocation of the flash copy data set.
Default: **.%F*, (the last qualifier has its second character changed to an F.
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The second character of the last qualifier is overwritten instead of the first character because in HALDB
databases, the first character has the potential to be the only unique data character in a multi-DSG HALDB
database partition. You can change the default with a different mask that affects any qualifier.
Wildcards **, *, and % are supported to establish position in the data set name as follows:
**

Represents all qualifiers up to or after the changed portion.
*

Represents a qualifier or the rest of a qualifier before or after a changed position.
%

Represents a single character in a qualifier before or after a changed position.

NOTE
The flash image copy is not in proper IMS batch image copy format, but it can be used as a user
image copy (UIC) by the recovery manager when it is registered in DBRC as a UIC. A specification of
DELETEIC=N will catalog it as UIC to DBRC.

Example: Specify a Data Set Name Mask for Flash Copies

For example, if you specify the following, the first character of the second qualifier is overwritten with an F:

TARGETMASK=*.F**

By default, if the data set name being copied is USER.TEST.DATABASE, the output flash data set that is used to create
the output image copy is called USER.TEST.DFTABASE.

TASKLIMIT (DBO) -- Define Task Limits

Valid for Database Copier and the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The TASKLIMIT control statement defines the maximum number of tasks that can be performed in the same job step.

NOTE
You can code REGION=0 M to make optimum use of the available memory.

This control statement has the following format:

TASKLIMIT=n

n
Specifies a maximum number of the tasks that can be performed in the same job step.

For the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer, this value specifies the maximum number
of Prefix Update tasks that Database Organizer can process concurrently in the same job step. Consequently, this
determines the maximum number of logical relationship pointers resolved in the same job step when reorg of multiple
databases occurs.

Default: 8

NOTE
The TASKLIMIT statement is valid for Database Organizer only if Prefix Resolution and Update run in the
same job step, and SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES is specified. TASKLIMIT is ignored if SPLITWF3OUTPUT=NO is
specified.
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TEMPUNIT (DBO) -- Specify Temporary Data Sets Unit Name

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery and its
Change Accumulation component, and Secondary Index Builder.

The TEMPUNIT control statement specifies the unit name for dynamic allocation of temporary data sets. The unit name
specified (or the default value) invokes Change Accumulation, recovery, and Secondary Index Builder.

This control statement has the following format:

TEMPUNIT=unitname

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters
Default: SYSALLDA

NOTE
The default is VIO or SYSALLDA depending on the verification of the esoteric name.

Example: Use SYSDA for Dynamic Allocation of Temporary Data Sets

This example uses the esoteric unit name SYSDA for dynamic allocation of temporary data sets:

TEMPUNIT=SYSDA

TOKENID (DBO) -- Clean Up Previous ABEND

Valid for the DEDB Extension Utility component of Database Organizer.

The TOKENID statement disposes of a preceding state of abnormal termination while extending an area. The statement is
required whenever a restart is necessary.

The message ITK4713I RESTART TOKEN INFORMATION (TOKEN-ID) indicates that the utility internally allocates
the initial value of the token ID. The format of the 13-digit keyword is YYYYMMDD-HHMM. When specified, the utility
compares this initial value with an internal value saved in CI0 of the area and with the entered value to gauge the absolute
necessity to restart a previously failed execution.

This control statement has the following format:

TOKENID=tokenid

TRUNC (DBO) -- Truncate HIDAM Root Segments

Valid for Database Organizer.

The TRUNC control statement reloads an HIDAM database so that each root segment loads at the beginning of the next
CI or block.

This control statement has the following format:

TRUNC=YES|NO

YES
Reload an HIDAM database.
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NO
Does not reload an HIDAM database. This is the default.

Database Organizer reloads an HIDAM database sequentially and hierarchically and either fills each CI or block, or leaves
it with the amount of freespace specified in the DBD.

When the utility reloads an HIDAM database and if TRUNC=YES, it loads each HIDAM root segment as the first segment
in the next block. Starting each new root in a new block or CI improves the performance of DL/I for subsequent access of
the database. But consequently, the database will require more space, than when TRUNC=NO.

The performance improvement of DL/I is because it will require less I/Os to retrieve the dependent segments.

When you set TRUNC=YES, the function must be reload and the database must be HIDAM. Otherwise the utility
generates a warning message and ignores the TRUNC statement.

Example: Truncate HIDAM Root Segments

To start each database record in a new block or CI, possibly leaving the previous block or CI with free space, specify as
follows:

TRUNC=YES

UCBITMAP (DBO) -- Specify Threshold Values for Bitmap Update

Valid for Database Organizer.

The UCBITMAP control statement specifies a threshold value for updating the bitmap of an HD database during reload.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=RELOAD.

This statement has the following format:

UCBITMAP=(threshold1,threshold2……..threshold10) 

thresholdn
Specifies the threshold value for updating the bitmap of an HD database during reload. You can specify threshold
values for up to 10 data set groups.
Default: The default threshold is the length of the longest segment defined in the DSG.
Limits: The value must be within the database block size.

Example: Specify Threshold Values for Two Data Set Groups

Specify the following to reflect sufficient free space for data set group 1 and data set group 2, if at least 512 bytes and 256
bytes of free space respectively exists in the block:

UCBITMAP=(512,256)

UGNU (DBO) -- Use Unqualified GN Processing

Valid for Database Organizer.

The UGNU control statement ensures that an application program efficiently reads a database using the equivalent of IMS
GN (Get Next) processing. This control statement is applicable only when you use API mode.

This control statement has the following format:
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UGNU=YES|NO

YES
Uses the equivalent of IMS GN (get next) processing to read the database in API mode only.

NOTE
When UGNU=YES, the utility treats all calls as unqualified GNs.

NO
Properly interprets and processes each incoming API call. This is the default.

Example: UGNU Control Statement

To specify that you want the application program to do an efficient GN read of a database, specify as follows:

UGNU=YES

UNLAUTH (DBO) -- Bypass DBRC Database Authorization for Unload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The UNLAUTH control statement bypasses DBRC database authorization for unload.

NOTE
If SDFSRESL is generated with DBRC=FORCE, this control statement is ignored.

This control statement has the following format:

UNLAUTH=YES|NO

YES
Performs DBRC database authorization for unload. This is the default.

NO
Does not perform DBRC database authorization for unload. This may be useful when the database to be
unloaded is authorized to another subsystem.

UNLOADFILE (DBO) -- Create an Unload File

Valid for the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The UNLOADFILE control statement determines whether an unload file is always created during the reorg process.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=REORG.

This control statement has the following format:

UNLOADFILE=Y|N

Y
Creates an unload file during the reorg process.

N
Does not create an unload file during the reorg process. If omitted or set to N, an unload file is only created when
the database being processed is a HALDB or contains segment edit/compression routines.
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UNLOADIC (DBO) -- Use Image Copy Data Sets for Unload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The UNLOADIC control statement lets the unload process use an image copy as input instead of the actual database
data sets. The image copy data sets are allocated under their associated database DDs or can be dynamically allocated
through DBRC using the LASTIC=YES control statement.

NOTE
To dynamically allocate the input image copies using information from DBRC, see the LASTIC control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

UNLOADIC=YES|NO

YES
Specifies to use the image copy data sets as input to the unload process.

NO
Specifies to use the database data sets as input to the unload process. This is the default.

UPDATE0COUNTER (DBO) -- Update Logical Parent Counter Field

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update component of Database Organizer.

The UPDATE0COUNTER statement updates the logical parent counter field.

By default, Prefix Resolution does not write WF3 records to update the logical parent counter field to 0, because the
counter field should have been zeroed by normal RELOAD processing. This control statement also applies to logical child
records where the LTF, LTB, and LP pointers are all 0.

This statement has the following format:

UPDATE0COUNTER=YES|NO

YES
Forces Prefix Resolution to create all WF3 records.

NO
Does not create WF3 records. This is the default.

USEFREQ (DBO) -- Use FREQ Value for Segment Placement

Valid for Database Organizer.

The USEFREQ control statement determines segment placement during a Database Organizer reload.

This control statement has the following format:

USEFREQ=YES|NO

YES
Determines Segment placement during a Database Organizer reload.

NO
Does not determine segment placement. This is the default.
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If you set USEFREQ=YES, Database Organizer Reload uses the FREQ value from the SEGM statement of the DBD
to determine segment placement. While inserting a new segment in the database, the utility compares the number of
segments of that segment type already introduced for that database record with the FREQ value. If the number is less
than or equal to the FREQ value, Database Organizer Reload attempts to place the segment in the RAA. If the number is
greater than the FREQ value, the utility places the segment in the OVF.

Even if the number is less than or equal to the FREQ value, the utility cannot ensure an RAA placement. The space
remaining in the block that contains the previous segment for the same database record and the FINDSPACE and
SPACEBLOCKCOUNT values determine if the segment can be placed in the RAA.

NOTE
The FREQ keyword has no meaning on the root segment and therefore Database Organizer Reload root
segment placement will not be affected by specifying USEFREQ=YES.

USEINDEX (DBO) -- Use Index to Unload

Valid for Database Organizer.

The USEINDEX control statement enables you to use a primary or secondary index to locate root segments during the
unload process. This control statement is not supported for HALDBs.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=UNLOAD.

This control statement has the following format:

USEINDEX=YES|NO|dbdname

YES
Uses the primary index to locate segments during the unload of an HIDAM database.

NO
Does not use an index to perform the unload. This is the default.

dbdname
Uses the specified primary or secondary index to locate root segments during the unload process.

USEREXIT (DBO) -- Define a User Program Name

Valid for the Database Extractor, UNLOAD, and RELOAD components of Database Organizer.

The USEREXIT control statement defines the name of a user program to be given control to modify the output segment
for an unload or the input segment for a reload.

The user program is given control when a segment is read or before a segment is to be written.

After the whole database is processed, Database Organizer performs a termination call to the user program, not passing
any segment data. You can use this termination call to free resources allocated by the user program or for a similar
purpose.

Database Organizer provides user exits that extend its functionality:

• The DBOFSUXT user exit lets the UNLOAD function in Database Organizer support the FSU II-type user exits.
• The EXTRSAMP program is provided to facilitate extracting records from a database.

The USEREXIT control statement has the following format:

USEREXIT=lmodname
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lmodname
Indicates the name of the program to be used. The program must exist as a member of the STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or
linklist.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

NOTE
For more information about the USEREXIT control statement, see User Exits for Unload and Reload.

USEREXITEXPAND (DBO) -- Control Segment Data Format Passed to UNLOAD User Exit

 Valid for Database Organizer. 

The USEREXITEXPAND control statement controls the format in which the segment data is passed to a user exit by the
UNLOAD function in Database Organizer.

This control statement has the following format:

USEREXITEXPAND=YES|NO

YES
A compressed segment is passed to the user exit in expanded format. This is the default.

NO
A compressed segment is passed to the user exit in compressed format.

 For more information, see USEREXIT (DBO) -- Define a User Program Name and User Exits for Unload and Reload.

USEREXITLE (DBO) -- Define the LE Program Name

Valid for Database Organizer.

The USEREXITLE control statement specifies the name of a language environment (LE) conforming user program to be
given control to modify the output or input on an unload or reload, respectively. Use of this control statement preinitializes
the language environment for LE conforming user exit programs and significantly improves performance.

This control statement has the following format:

USEREXITLE=lmodname

lmodname
Indicates the name of the LE conforming program to be used. The value specified must be from 1 to 8 positions in
length and must exist as a member of the STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list.

Example: Define MYPROG03 as the LE Program Name

To indicate that the LE conforming program to be called is named MYPROG03, specify as follows:

USEREXITLE=MYPROG03

It must exist in the PDS associated with the STEPLIB file.

NOTE
For more information, see User Exits for Unload and Reload.

USERHDR (DBO) -- Include User Header in Output

Valid for Database Organizer.
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The USERHDR control statement indicates that the UNLOAD function of Database Organizer creates output records with
a user-defined header in front of the segment data. This lets the RELOAD function read a user unload file, that was written
by Database Organizer UNLOAD using the identical USERHDR option.

Using the UNLOAD function, Database Organizer writes an output data set with the following characteristics:

• The data set does not contain IMS header or trailer records, such as those found in an HD unload data set.
• The data set does not contain any unload header or trailer records (X'00'), which are used to verify options used

between the unload and the reload.
• The data set contains one record per segment.
• Each record is of a variable-length, beginning with a 4-byte record descriptor word (RDW) consisting of LL and ZZ

fields.
• Each record consists of a header portion and a segment data portion.
• The format of the header portion is user-defined.
• The segment data immediately follows the header. The segment data appears as seen by an application program,

including the logical parent concatenated key in front of the segment data.

The following diagram shows the general format of the records that are created by USERHDR:

|LLZZ          |      user header      | segment data  |

|              |                       |               |

 

     4           variable length        variable length

 characters     (contents are

                 determined by the

                 order and presence

                 or absence of values)

This control statement has the following format:

USERHDR=(value,value,value,...)

value
Indicates one of the accepted values shown in the following table. The order of the values determines the order of
the fields in the user header.
Limits: Maximum 18 values

The following table describes the USERHDR values:

USERHDR Value Length in Bytes Format of Contents Description
BMCFLAGS 1 Binary Reserved. Do not modify.

Recommended field. If not
specified, verify that the
EXPAND option on the unload is
consistent with the COMPRESS
option on the reload.

DBDNAME 8 Character The DBD name.
FILLERnn 1-99 Integer The nn suffix defines the length

of the field. The field is filled with
low-values (binary zeros).
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HDRLEN 2 Binary Length of the user header
record. This field is required if
using SEGKEY, SEGCKEY, or
ROOTKEY. HDRLEN can only
exit once in the USERHDR list.

ROOTKEY Variable Varies Sequence field of the root
segment.

ROOTRBA 4 Binary Root segment database RBA.
SEGCKEY Variable Varies Fully concatenated key of the

segment.
SEGCKYSZ 2 Binary The length of the segments

concatenated key.
SEGCODE 1 Binary Segment code of the segment.

This keyword or SEGNAME is
required.

SEGDATASZ 2 Binary Length of the segment data.
SEGDBYTE 1 Binary The delete byte of the segment

as found in the database.
SEGKEY Variable Varies Sequence field of the segment.
SEGKEYOF 2 Binary Offset into the segment data

where the segment key is
located.

SEGKEYSZ 2 Binary Length of the segment key.
SEGLEV1 1 Binary Segment hierarchical level.
SEGLEV2 2 Character Segment hierarchical level.
SEGNAME 8 Character Segment name. This keyword or

SEGCODE is required.
SEGRBA 4 Binary Segment database RBA.

Example: Include User Header in Output

This example includes user-specified header in output:

USERHDR=(DBDNAME,SEGNAME,SEGCODE,SEGLEV1,SEGRBA,BMCFLAGS)

The output of the USERHDR specification is as follows:

| LLZZ | dbdname | segname | segcode | seglevel | segrba | bmcflags | ...... |

|      |         |         |         |          |        |          |        |

 

   4        8         8         1         1         4          1       data

 

                            (number of characters in record)

NOTE
Because the RBAs needed to resolve logical relationships are not in a user header, the reload must be
preceded by a Prereorganization utility (DFSURPR0) run with DBIL= or DBR= specified. To use DBIL= during
reorganization with logical relationships, specify LPCKRETRIEVE=YES on the unload.

Example: Unload a Database with No User Header Section
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This example shows how to unload segments with no user header section:

USERHDR=(FILLER00)

The output of the USERHDR specification is the LLZZ length field followed by the segment data.

Example: Unload a Database in the VB Format

This example shows how to specify a user header to unload a database in the VB format:

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

USEINDEX=ix-name,

USERHDR=(SEGCODE,SEGLEV1)

Example: Unload a Database in the VN Format

This example shows how to specify a user header to unload a database in the VN format:

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

USEINDEX=ix-name,

USERHDR=(SEGNAME,SEGCODE,SEGLEV1)

USERLOAD (DBO) -- Process the User Program in LOAD Mode

Valid for Database Organizer.

The USERLOAD control statement indicates whether API executes a load of the database specified in the PCB,
PCBNAME, or DBNAME control statements.

USERLOAD indicates that we will process the database in load mode.

USERREAD (DBO) -- Process the Database in UNLOAD Mode

Valid for Database Organizer.

The USERREAD control statement indicates whether API executes an unload of the database specified in the PCB,
PCBNAME, or DBNAME control statements.

USERREAD indicates that we will process the database in unload mode.

VIC (DBO) -- Create a Virtual Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier and the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The VIC control statement creates virtual image copies for the following database types:

• The dbdname defined by the DBDNAME control statement
• The primary and secondary index databases after the reorg is complete during FFOR

NOTE
The utility creates virtual copies for z/OS catalog data sets only.

The utility creates a virtual image copy and not an actual physical image copy. So it does not incur extra resource
consumption. This in turn helps in the smooth performance/operation of certain log and change accumulation processing.
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Before you set VIC, consider the following settings or possibilities:

• The Database Copier job control must contain the DD statement of the index database for which the utility creates the
virtual image copy in the RECON. The index database data set must also be registered to DBRC with the NOREUSE
parameter.

• The DD statement for the associated main database is not necessary if the DBCOPY step only contains execution
options for the index DB (to write the VIC entry).

• We will always register the reorg entry in the DBRC and turn off the ICNEEDED flag for primary and secondary
indexes, regardless of VIC's setting.

This control statement has the following format:

VIC=YES|NO

YES
Create a virtual image copy. If you are copying a group, the utility creates virtual copies of all index type
databases, and normal copies for the database data sets.
If VIC=YES, you must also specify DBRC=YES.

NOTE
You cannot register an index or database data set to DBRC as reusable (ICREUSE=Y) and then try to
create its image copy with VIC=YES.

NO
Does not create a virtual image copy. This is the default.

The following control statements are necessary to enter a VIC statement:

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=ddname,

VIC=YES,

DBRC=YES,

VICDSNAME=dsname

NOTE
A DD statement is not necessary for the dsname in the VICDSNAME option because it is allocated
automatically. But this allocation occurs only if the data set itself is present in the z/OS catalog. If you specify
VIC=YES but do not specify VICDSNAME, IDI.VICDUMMY.DSN is used as the data set name by default. The
job abends if this data set does not exist.

VICDSNAME (DBO) -- Specify Alternate Data Set Name for Virtual Image Copies

Valid for Database Copier and the Online and Batch Reorg components of Database Organizer.

The VICDSNAME control statement specifies an alternate virtual image copy name for a catalog data set when executing
virtual image copies or during FFOR.

This control statement has the following formats:

VICDSNAME=virtual-image-copy-data-set-name

virtual-image-copy-data-set-name
Indicates the data set name of the virtual image copy.
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NOTE
A DD statement is not necessary for the dsname in the VICDSNAME option because it is allocated
automatically. But this allocation occurs only if the data set itself is present in the z/OS catalog. If you specify
VIC=YES but do not specify VICDSNAME, IDI.VICDUMMY.DSN is used as the data set name by default. The
job abends if this data set does not exist.

VOLSER (DBO) -- Specify the DASD Volume Serial Number

Valid for the DEDB Extension component of Database Organizer.

The VOLSER control statement specifies the volume serial number of the DASD unit to be used for extension.

This control statement has the following format:

VOLSER=volume_serial_num

volume_serial_num
Specifies the volume serial number of the DASD unit to be used for extension. If omitted, the utility attempts to
use the last volume on which the data set resides.

ZIIP (DBO) -- Enable zIIP Processing

Valid for the UNLOAD function of Database Organizer, Database Analyzer, and Database Copier.

The ZIIP control statement enables IBM System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) processing for the specified
function. Use this control statement to decrease your CPU costs by offloading as much CPU-intensive processing onto a
zIIP processor as possible. For Database Organizer, this control statement applies only to the UNLOAD function.

NOTE

zIIP processing is disabled in the following circumstances:

• When there are no zIIP processors in the configuration
• When zIIP processing is not beneficial for the DBD configuration (for example, when segment compression

exits are called)
• When running certain unload scenarios (for example, using the USEINDEX or USEREXIT keywords)

This control statement has the following syntax:

ZIIP=YES|NO 

YES
Uses zIIP processing as much as possible. Performance statistics messages notify you about the zIIP usage.
APF-authorization is required.

NO
Does not use zIIP processing. This option is the default.

NOTE

To enable zIIP processing in the Online Reorg (FFOR) component of  Database Organizer , set ZIIP=Y in
the parmlib members HPOS1 and HPOS5 . See Customizing FFOR JCL - Online Reorg Skeleton Control
Statements.

Compatibility Mode Control Statements for Database Organizer
The following table shows how  Database Organizer control statements map to synonyms.
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WARNING
Use of any synonym keyword not in this table will be ignored, flagged in error, or not fully supported.

Database Organizer Control Statement Maps to Synonym
ABENDNOOUTPUT ABNDNO
ACCEPTPTRERROR PTRERROR
ALLOWORPHANLC ALLOWLC
ALLOWORPHANLP ALLOWLP
AREA IAREA
BUF4RANDSEQ DIRBFRS
BUF4SEQINIT SEQBFRS

Same as BUF4SEQINIT, but multiplied by number of tracks per
cylinder.

n/a BUFSPACE
COMPRESS COMPRESS
DBALLOC DYNALLOC

Same as DBALLOC. Uses DFSMDA member if DBRC=NO. Uses
DBRC if DBRC=YES.

DBDNAME or PCB PCB
DBDNAME or PCBNAME PCBNAME
DBRC DBRC
EXPAND EXPAND
EXTRACTBEGIN SKIP
EXTRACTCOUNT COUNT
EXTRACTSKIP SKIPFREQ
FILEFORMAT DFSURGU1
FINDSPACE SPACEBLOCKCOUNT SCAN
FORMATRAA FMTRAA
FUNCTION=PFXUPD UPDATE
FUNCTION=RELOAD RELOAD
FUNCTION=REORG REORGANIZE
FUNCTION=UNLOAD UNLOAD
HDAMFSPF HDAMFSPF
HDSORT HDSORT
LARGESTRECORDS KEYS
LIMITS LIMITS
LPCKRETRIEVE LPCK
MONITOR MONITOR
OSAMMAX OSAMMAX
PARMSUFFIX PARMBLK
PCB PCB
PCBNAME PCBNAME
PRINTORPHANLC PRTOLC
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PRINTORPHANLP PRTOLP
PROGRESSREPORT MONITOR
RECORDDIST RCDDIST
REUSE REUSE
SEGMENTSINRAA SEGPOS
SEGPOSO SEGPOSO
SELECTSEGMENT SEGSEL
SEQCHECK SEQERROR
SMDSPACE HIPO
SPLITOUTPUT XPART
SPLITWF3OUTPUT PART
TEMPUNIT UNIT
TRUNC TRUNC
UCBITMAP UCBITMAP
UPDATE0COUNTER FORCELP
USEREXIT USEREXIT
USERHDR USERHDR
USERLOAD USERLOAD
USERREAD USERREAD

 

 

NOTE
For the detail description of synonyms, see the appropriate vendor's documentation.

Executing Online Reorgs (FFOR) and One-Step Batch Reorgs of Full Function
and HALDB Databases
With an online reorganization of a Full Function or HALDB database, you can do the following:
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• Provide fast reliable online database reorganizations.
• Optionally only reorganizes a disorganized index database, when the related primary database does not need to be

reorganized.
• Provide online reorganization of databases in data sharing environments.
• Maximize data availability.
• Compare the new database with the old one to ensure the integrity of the reorganized database.
• Rebuild existing indexes of Full Function databases during the online reorganization. HALDB secondary indexes are

not rebuilt.
• Create backup copies of an IMS database when the database is used or updated concurrently by an online IMS

system during the reorganization. Two small outages are required.
• Optionally invoke Database Analyzer (DBA) to check pointers on the reorganized database (before the concurrent

online updates are applied).
• Reorganize a database in a single job step.
• Dynamically allocate the input database.
• Improved DBRC interface used for unload, reload, and image copy.
• Use the dynamic option PSBs (DOPT PSBs).
• Use parallel processing to minimize elapsed time.
• Perform all internal communications with Extended Recovery Facility (XCF) messages and cross memory posts.
• Communicate with IMS systems with WTOR (Write To Operator with Reply) processing.

Online reorganization of a Full Function or HALDB database also provides full data sharing support, which has the
following benefits:

• Allows concurrent read and update of the original database by other IMS transactions and BMP programs.
• Eliminates the need for database administrators to wait for a batch window before performing reorganizations.
• Nearly eliminates downtime during reorgs to provide 24x7 data availability.

NOTE

Full Function Online Reorg does not support some database structures, for example, a HISAM database without
keyed segments. When these database structures are detected, an error message is issued and processing
ends.

Non-HALDB databases that are logically related cannot be reorganized.

For recovery reasons, any image copy, change accumulation, or log data sets that are created during the online
reorg process must be permanent data sets.

We fully support online reorganization of a HALDB database using the IMS OLR utility provided that the reorganization
completes successfully.

Integration with Other Products

When an online reorg is executed, Database Organizer integrates with (but does not require additional licenses for) the
following products:

• Database Analyzer
• Database Copier
• High Performance Recovery using the Change Accumulation component
• Secondary Index Builder
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Processing Full Function and HALDB Databases Online
When you perform an online reorg of a Full Function or HALDB database, the existing database is left online while the
new, organized, database is built in the background. Once complete, the new database, which is also called 'shadow', is
swapped with the old database through a renaming process and then passed back to IMS.

Database Reorganization Process

When a database is reorganized, the following processing occurs:

1. A shadow reorganized version of the existing database is created.
2. An image copy is created of the shadow database for recovery purposes.
3. Optionally the pointers of the shadow database can be checked during image copy creation.
4. If they were not captured during the unload process, all updates that were applied to the existing database during the

creation of the shadow database are intercepted and applied to the shadow version.
5. The involved data sets are renamed so that the shadow database effectively becomes the existing database.

The following diagram provides an overview of this processing:
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Figure 8: Processing Full Function and HALDB Databases Online
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The functional components that let you reorganize a database are:

• The batch reorg job: JCL that starts the reorganization process.
• Call intercept code: Resides in IMS and collects intervening updates and sync points.
• The online reorg started task (ITK STC): Manages storage of data collected by the call intercept code and issues IMS

commands on behalf of the batch reorg job.

How the Online Reorganization Process Works

The batch job for the online reorganization executes the following tasks to accomplish the reorganization while
maintaining maximum database availability:

1. Connects to the ITK STC to indicate that reorganization is in progress.
2. Asks the ITK STC to issue /DBDUMP commands for all databases involved in the reorg.
3. Tells the ITK STC to activate the call intercept code.
4. Attaches the integrity subtask whose job it is to ensure that no new IMS systems start using the database being

reorganized.
5. Attaches a subtask to sort the intercepted calls into an order that enables them to be applied more efficiently after the

database has been reorganized.
6. Asks the ITK STC to issue /START commands to reactivate the database or databases.

When REORGACCESS=READ is specified, /START is not performed.
7. Invokes the UNLOAD/RELOAD functions to create a shadow copy of the existing database. After finishing, Database

Organizer invokes Secondary Index Builder to build any required indexes.
8. Invokes Database Copier to create an image copy of the shadow database.
9. Optionally invokes Database Analyzer to examine the pointers of the shadow database during image copy creation.
10. Applies to the shadow database all the sorted updates from Step 5.
11. Asks the ITK STC for all the intervening updates that have been collected so far.  Invokes DL/I to apply these updates

to the shadow database.
12. Asks the ITK STC to issue /DBRECOVER commands for all databases involved in the reorg.
13. Asks the ITK STC for any updates that were collected. Invokes DL/I to apply these updates to the shadow database.

When all updates have been applied, the call replay process is complete.
14. Invokes the SAFETYNET feature to ensure that the shadow database is identical to the existing database (assuming

SAFETYNET=YES).
15. Swaps the shadow and existing databases through a renaming process.
16. Asks the ITK STC to issue /START commands to activate the newly reorganized database or databases.
17. Takes the IMS log from the DL/I call replay processing. Updates the log record timestamps so the log can eventually

be used in a recovery.
18. Issues NOTIFY.REORG and NOTIFY.IC commands to tell DBRC of the reorganization and image copy creation.
19. Disconnects from the ITK STC, thus deactivating the call intercept.

FFOR generates the DBRC entries in the following order:

1. A DEALLOC entry in DBRC is generated by the first /DBR.
2. An ALLOC entry in DBRC is then generated by the next /STA.
3. A DEALLOC entry in DBRC is generated by the last /DBR before Replay processing.
4. A REORG entry is generated in DBRC.
5. An IC entry is generated to follow the Reorg entry.
6. A PRILOG entry is generated in DBRC for the log generated by REPLAY processing.
7. An ALLOC entry is generated by the final /STA.
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Reorganizing an Index Database Online

When you perform online reorg for an index of a Full Function database, the database is left online (with two short
outages) while the new, organized index is built in the background. Once complete, the new ('shadow') index data set
name is swapped with the old index through a renaming process. Then the entire database is passed back to IMS. To
trigger the index reorg, specify the INDEXDBD keyword. Two sample jobs are provided in (your hlq).CIMTSAMP:

• JCLFFOR9 is a sample job for reorganizing non-HALDB indexes
• JCLFFO10 is a sample job for reorganizing PSINDEXes.

The following tasks are performed, in numeric order:

1. The IMS tools started task (ITKSTC) must be running.
2. Active BMPs against the database are PAUSED (if option BMPPAUSE=Y is used).

NOTE

this is supported only for HALDB databases.
3. The index is /DBRed (short interruption).
4. The index is set as RECOVERABLE in DBRC, and a Virtual Image Copy (VIC) entry is written to the Recon to enable

Forward Recovery to be run (see Step 9).
5. The index is /STArted and the PAUSED BMPs are RESUMED.
6. Any online updates are logged on the OLDS log dataset. Later, these updates are applied to the shadow index (see

Step 9).
7. The index (VSAM KSDS) is reorganized using VSAM REPRO (with suffix '.N' for the new index).
8. The index is /DBRed again (with active BMPs getting PAUSED, if option BMPPAUSE=Y is being used).

NOTE

this is supported only for HALDB databases.
9. HPR is invoked in 'Forward Recovery' mode to apply the OLDS updates against the shadow index. In this invocation,

the ARCHIVEWAIT feature is activated to wait for outstanding Archive jobs. (The Archive job creates an RLDS logfile
from the OLDS dataset.)

10. Optionally, the SAFETYNET feature can be invoked to verify that all updates have been applied (only for test runs).
11. The old index data set name is renamed with the suffix '.O'.
12. The new index is renamed to the original data set name.
13. The DBRC is updated. (VIC entry is deleted, NOTIFY.REORG is performed, ICNEEDED set to 'OFF', index changed

back to NONRECOV)
14. The new index is /STArted. PAUSED BMPs are RESUMED.

NOTE

• "Index" can be a primary ix, secondary ix, or HALDB PSINDEX.
• The index must be registered to DBRC as NONRECOV. (NONRECOV is strongly recommended anyway.

Indexes do not need to be recovered/image copied anymore, because they easily can be rebuilt using the
SIB tool.)

• All HALDB PSINDEX partitions must be reorganized together in one step with ALLPARTS=YES

The following video demonstrates how to run the online index reorg utility:

Reorganize Logically Related HALDB Databases Online

You can use Database Organizer (DBO) to reorganize HALDB databases that are logically related. To reorganize the
databases, DBO uses the integrated HALDB Online Reorganization (OLR) function of IMS.
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After reorganization, the DBO switches the partitions to M-through-V (and Y) data sets. The next reorganization then
switches the partitions back to A-through-J (and X) data sets.

Requirements

To perform an online reorg of HALDBs that are logically related, the following criteria must be met:

NOTE

During reorganization, DBO does not support integration with any of the following products:

• Database Analyzer
• Database Copier
• High Performance Recovery
• Secondary Index Builder

Secondary indexes that belong to logically related HALDBs are not eligible for FFOR or OLR online reorg.

• The online IMS system where the database resides must be registered in an IMSplex. The system must use the IMS
Common Service Layer that includes the Operations Manager and the Structured Call Interface.

• The HALDB database must be defined in the RECON data sets as capable of online reorganization. Online reorg
capability is defined in the OLRCAP parameter of the INIT.DB command or the CHANGE.DB command.

• Online reorganization of logically related HALDBs is turned off by default. To turn on this feature, specify OLREORG=Y
in the ITKOPTN macro. Otherwise the following message appears:
HPO0403E DATABASES CONTAINING LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS ARE NOT SUPPORTED.

• All other HALDB Online Reorganization restrictions apply as specified by IBM.

Processing Steps

Reorganization of logically related HALDBs involves the following steps:

1. Assembly of a list of partitions for organization.
2. DBO issues the OLR command INITIATE OLREORG NAME(partname) for a partition from the list.
3. DBO monitors the ORL progress. Any issues stop the process. No further partitions are reorganized.
4. If the partition OLR is successful, the next one is initiated.
5. When all partitions are successfully reorganized, DBO returns code zero.

NOTE

• Cancelation of an FFOR job, or an ABEND, results in termination of the partition reorg that is currently
in progress. OLR terminates. No further partitions are reorganized. DBO issues an error about the OLR
termination.

• If the OLR of a partition terminates, the partition might remain in a cursor-active state. FFOR detects this
condition on the next run and restarts the OLR. DBO issues an informational message about the OLR restart.

Valid Control Statements

The following Database Organizer control statements are valid for online reorg of logically related HALDBs. All other
control statements, which are otherwise valid for the Online Reorg component of DBO, are ignored.
ALLPARTS

Determines whether to process all HALDB partitions. For more information, see ALLPARTS (DBO) -- Reload an
HALDB Database.

DBDNAME
Specifies the name of the database definition (DBD) that describes the database to process. For more
information, see DBDNAME (DBO) -- Define DBD Name.
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FUNCTION
Specifies the type of function to be performed. For more information, see FUNCTION (DBO) -- Define Function
Type.

IMSID
Specifies the subsystem ID or the IMSGROUP name of the IMS control region that owns the database to be
processed. For more information, see IMSID (DBO) -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem ID.

IMSPLEX
Specifies the name of the data-sharing environment where the IMS control region defined by the IMSID control
statement is registered. For more information, see IMSPLEX (DBO) -- Specify IMSPLEX Name.

NUMBEROFPARTS
Specifies the number of HALDB partitions to be processed in batch mode or during online reorg (FFOR). For
more information, see NUMBEROFPARTS (DBO) -- Define Number of Partitions.

OLRRATE
Specifies the rate at which the integrated HALDB Online Reorganization function runs. For more information, see
OLRRATE (DBO) -- Set the Rate of HALDB Online Reorg.

PARTITION
Specifies the name of the HALDB partition to be processed in batch mode or during online reorg (FFOR). For
more information, see PARTITION (DBC) -- Define Partition Name.

Example

For an online reorg example of logically related HALDBs, see member ITKFFO11 in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library.

Operational Considerations for FFOR
Review operational considerations for executing online and one-step batch reorgs of full function and HALDB databases
(FFOR).

Database Downtime

The /DBRECOVER or /DBR command is used to take the database offline during processing.

• The database is first taken offline to create an initial checkpoint from which the call intercept code can safely start
recording updates.

• The database is taken offline for the second time to activate the newly built database.

Downtime for the first /DBR is minimal. However, downtime for the second /DBR is more significant and involves the
following main processes:

1. Call replay takes the last of the interim updates and completes the construction of the new database.
2. The SAFETYNET feature is invoked. This feature does a logical comparison of the two databases to verify that they

are identical. This feature is optional and driven by the SAFETYNET control statement.
3. A data set renaming process occurs.

NOTE
To allow /DBR commands to complete, any active BMPs accessing the database must be quiesced. If
BMPPAUSE=YES is specified or defaulted, Database Organizer online reorganization automatically pauses
and resumes the active BMPs at both ends of the reorganization process. If BMPPAUSE=NO, these BMPs are
detected and you are prompted to shut them down.

Performance

When the /DBR command is used to stop a database, the NOFEOV operand is used to suspend a log switch. Suspending
the log switch prevents a performance degradation of the IMS control region.
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Log switch helps verify that all required logs are available when a database recovery immediately follows an online reorg.
If LOGSWITCH=YES is specified or left to default, the NOFEOV parameter is omitted on the last /DBR command issued.

Recovery

If any error occurs during the building of the new database, the old database is reinstated. Sufficient information to help
with debugging the failure is produced.

Validation

Optionally, the pointers of the reorganized database can be checked during online reorganization by using execution
option CHECK=Y in member DBCCOPY of the Global Options dataset (DD card IDIPARM). DBCOPY uses option
CHECK=Y to invoke Database Analyzer to check the pointers, while the image copy backup file of the reorganized
shadow database is created (which minimizes the time needed for pointer checking).

Integrity

The SAFETYNET feature is invoked immediately before the newly built database is passed to IMS to verify that the
database is logically identical to the old, disorganized database provided SAFETYNET=YES is specified.

If a difference is detected, the new database is not used. Instead, the old database is given back to IMS. A trace file is
created by the ITK STC, which contains information to help with the debugging of the build failure.

Database Recovery after an Online Reorganization

To recover a database processed by Full Function Online Reorg (FFOR), both the image copy and the log data set must
be available to the recovery utility. The log data set is required even if no transactions were replayed because FFOR has
recorded the existence of the log in the recons.

WARNING
If you specify DBRC=N, you can recover a database using only the image copy. However, the recovered
database may be incomplete.

NOTE
DBRC=N cannot be used with HALDB databases.

Image Copy Timestamps after an Online Reorganization

The timestamp that is used to register the image copy is different from the timestamp in the image copy file header
because the database is online at the time of the actual image copy. High Performance Recovery is able to recover
properly with this scenario.

Resolve Different Timestamps when Recovering with DFSURDB0

If you are using the IBM recovery utility DFSURDB0 to perform the recovery using the image copy created by Full
Function Online Reorg (FFOR), the utility fails with message DFS2804A. This failure is caused by a mismatch between
the time registered in the recons and the time in the image copy header. You can avoid this failure by resolving different
timestamps.

1. Put the IMS toolkit load library ahead of the SDFSRESL data set in STEPLIB.
NOTE
All data sets should be APF-authorized.

2. Insert a DD card as follows:
//IBMREC    DD    DUMMY

NOTE
If the IBMREC DD card is omitted, High Performance Recovery is invoked.
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Database Data Set Specification and DSN Renaming

During an online reorg, Database Organizer allocates and specifies the new database data sets under the IMS standard
ddnames from the DBD. Online reorg uses these specifications in building the new reorganized database data sets and
allocates the old database data sets using DBRC-provided data set names and automatically generates the associated
ddnames.

The following naming conventions apply to old and new database data sets during an online reorganization:

• The DBRC-defined data set name must be 42 characters or less.
• The shadow database allocations are given the existing data set name with .N appended. When the online

reorganization is complete, FFOR renames the new database data sets from .N to the DBRC-defined name.
• The old database data sets are renamed to their existing DBRC-defined name with .O appended.

Allocate shadow database data set names using the format original.dsn.N or use ITKOPTS option
HPODSCREATE=YES for automatic allocation. FFOR invokes the IDCAMS ALTER processing to rename the data sets
and expects this naming convention to be followed.

NOTE

• If you are batch-reorganizing a full function database with external logical relations, you must use
HPODSCREATE. Otherwise, the reorg process fails with message HPO0B21E.

• If FFOR abends before the shadow database is renamed, the next execution of the job fails. The reason for
failure is FFOR trying to rename the old database to original.dsn.N when the data set with the same
name is already allocated. To prevent this abend, include the delete step for the shadow database in your
JCL before the HPO step.

Processing M-V Data Sets

WARNING
The FFOR rename processing fails when you use FFOR to reorganize a database that was previously
reorganized using the IMS Online Reorganization (OLR) facility and has M-V data sets.

Unlike the OLR facility, which can operate with dual data sets A-J and M-V, FFOR never uses the M-V data sets. The
FFOR reorganization of a HALDB always results with a set of reorganized A-J data sets.

At the end of the FFOR reorganization of the M-V database data sets, the reorganized database is in the A-J data sets
named dsn.N. FFOR then attempts to rename the dsn.N data sets to the A-J data sets. The A-J data sets already exist
(because of the OLR dual data set operation) and the rename fails.

IDCAMS Processing and Dynamic Allocation of Data Sets for HALDB

NOTE
If you set the ITKOPTS option HPODSCREATE=YES for automatic allocation of shadow datasets, you can skip
this IDCAMS and AMSPDS setup. All required shadow datasets are created and allocated automatically.

The new database must be JCL-allocated under the ddnames of the database data sets being reorganized. For HALDB
databases, these ddnames are only the partition data sets and primary indexes.

Specify the IDCAMS control statement for FFOR and BATCHREORG to allocate the shadow data sets dynamically and to
avoid the need for their DD statements in the FFOR job.

The IDCAMS processing causes FFOR to read from the data set allocated under the ddname AMSPDS. The data set
referenced by AMSPDS contains members with delete and define information for the shadow database partitions. For
each data set in the HALDB database, a member with the same name as the database data set must exist.

FFOR uses IDCAMS=* processing to allocate the shadow databases or partitions for a reorganized HALDB database
based on existing database data set information within DBRC. Data sets must be cataloged or SMS-managed.
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Regardless of the method, verify that at least a double DASD commitment for all database partitions is available.

You can use IDCAMS=YES when reorganizing the entire database with ALLPARTS=Y. IDCAMS=YES is not valid
because one or several partitions will be reorganized with PARTITION=name. For FFOR examples of ALLPARTS,
REORGSI, and IDCAMS specifications, see members JCLFFOR6, JCLFFOR7, and JCLFFOR8 in the hlq.CIMTSAMP
library.

Executing Multiple Online Reorgs

You can run multiple online reorgs simultaneously; however, there cannot be an overlap in DOPT PSB usage. DOPT PSB
can only be used by one job at a time.

For more information about dynamic PSBs in IMS, see the IMS: Database Administration and IMS: System Utilities guides
in the IBM documentation.

Partner Product User Exit Routine (DFSPPUE0)

IMS dispatches the partner product user exit routine, DFSPPUE0, during system initialization to allow for the initialization
of products that must run with IMS.

The IMS regions where Database Organizer or Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager are executed require executing
the Database Management Solutions for IMS version of the IMS Partner Product exit routine, IDIPPUE0.

The IDIPPUE0 module that is distributed in hlq.CIMTLOAD also loads and calls the following PPUE modules:

HPOPPUE0
Database Organizer version of PPUE.

ETMPPUEZ
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager version of PPUE.

DFSPPUE2
(If found in the STEPLIB concatenation) The renamed third-party DFSPPUE0 module.

In the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD), DFSPPUE0 is an alias of IDIPPUE0.

To resolve possible conflicts in multiple user exits, follow these steps:

1. If you have another product with a DFSPPUE0 exit, rename the module of that product to DFSPPUE2.
Create an ETMimsid IMS PROCLIB member (see the hlq.CIMTSAMP(ETMIMSID) member as a guide) and specify
the new names of the renamed DFSPPUE0 in the member.

2. To execute IDIPPUE0, perform either of the following actions:
– To execute IDIPPUE0 at the IMS startup, specify the hlq.CIMTLOAD library first in the STEPLIB concatenation.
– To execute IDIPPUE0 using the IMS Tools Generic Partner Exit (GPR), follow these steps:
– Create a GPR PROCLIB member:

EXITDEF(TYPE(PARTNER) EXITNAME(IDIPPUE0) LOADLIB(hlq.CIMTLOAD))

– Delete or rename the DFSPPUE0 alias in the hlq.CIMTLOAD.
NOTE
Do not create a GPR member for ETMPPUEZ in the GPR PROCLIB member.

The FFOR call intercept load modules (HPODDLE0, HPODDL00, HPODLA00, and HPOFXC50) front-end the
corresponding DFS-prefixed load modules. During a full function online recovery, these load modules collect information
about DLI updates and rollbacks that are performed against an online database in the process of being reorganized. This
information is inserted into the online reorg call repository.
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Customizing FFOR JCL
Before you execute an online reorg against Full Function and HALDB databases, modify the sample execution JCL to
include:

• An EXEC statement with the appropriate parameters
• DD statements
• Control statements

EXEC Statement

To execute an online or one-step batch reorg for Full Function databases and HALDBs, specify the following EXEC
statement:

//HPOREORG  EXEC PGM=IDIHPO,REGION=0M

Specify the DBDNAME as a control statement or include PARM='DBDNAME=dbdname' in the EXEC statement.

Online Reorg Control Statements

You can specify the following control statements for an online reorg:
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• AGN (DBO) -- Define the Application Group Name
• ALLPARTS (DBO) -- Reload an HALDB Database
• BMPCHECKINTERVAL (DBO) -- Define BMP Check Interval
• BMPPAUSE (DBO) -- Invoke BMP Pause and Resume Facility
• CONFIRMSWITCH (DBO) -- Issue WTOR Confirmation Before New Database
• COPYUNLOAD (DBO) -- Create Image Copy for Unload
• DATASPACESIZE (DBO) -- Specify Primary and Secondary Data Space Sizes
• DBDNAME (DBO) -- Define DBD Name
• DBR (DBO) -- Stop the Database
• DELETEIC (DBO) -- Delete Database Image Copy
• DELETEOLD (DBO) -- Delete Old Database Data Sets Automatically
• DFSDF (DBO) -- Use IMS-managed ACBs
• DSNPREFIX (DBO) -- Add Data Set Name Prefix
• FINALIZETIME (DBO) -- Define Specific Database Finalization Time
• FLASHUNLOAD (DBO) -- Create Flash Copy for Unload
• FUNCTION (DBO) -- Define Function Type
• IDCAMS (DBO) -- Invoke IDCAMS Processing
• IMSID (DBO) -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem ID
• IRLMCFNAME (DBO) -- Specify the Coupling Facility Name
• LOGSWITCH (DBO) -- Force a Log Switch
• NUMBEROFPARTS (DBO) -- Define Number of Partitions
• OLDDBD (DBO) -- Define DDname Containing Old DBD
• PARTITION (DBO) -- Define Partition Name
• PAUSETIMEOUT (DBO) -- Define FFOR Wait Time Limit
• PSB (DBO) -- Define the PSB
• RENAME (DBO) -- Rename Database Data Sets
• REORGACCESS (DBO) -- Define the Reorg Access Mode
• REORGSI (DBO) -- Include Secondary Indexes in the Reorg
• REPLAYSSIDIMS (DBO) -- Use IMSID as Call Replay Log SSID
• SAFETYNET (DBO) -- Compare New and Old Database
• SORTUPDATES (DBO) -- Sort Transactions
• STCSSID (DBO) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment
• TARGETMASK (DBO) -- Specify Data Set Name Mask for Flash Copies
• UNLOADFILE (DBO) -- Create an Unload File
• VIC (DBO) -- Create a VirtuaI Image Copy
• VICDSNAME (DBO) -- Specify Alternate Data Set Name for Virtual Image Copies

NOTE
You can define any online reorg statement in the global parmlib member HPOREORG. For more information,
see Enabling Global Parameters Processing.

Online Reorg Started Tasks Control Statements

See STC Control Statements for the list of control statements that you can specify for an online reorg started task.

Online Reorg Skeleton Control Statements

Online reorg invokes Database Organizer and Database Copier at various stages in the reorg process, to unload
databases, reload databases, make image copies, and so on. To invoke these functions, the online reorg uses skeleton
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control statements that are found in the parmlib data set. The IDIPARM DD statement points to the data set. The control
statements that are contained within these members ensure normal operation. Consult with Broadcom Support before
modifying the parameters.

The following members of the parmlib data set are used:

HPOS1
Controls the unloading of the old database and reloading of the new database.

HPOS2
Controls the creation of the interim image copy.

HPOS4
Controls the unloading of the old and new databases by the SAFETYNET feature.

HPOS5
Controls the unloading of the old database when that database has segment edit/compression routines.

HPOS6
Controls the reloading of the new database when that database has segment edit/compression routines.

HPOS7
Controls the Database Organizer unload used to locate the first root in a HALDB partition.

HPOS8
Controls the forward recovery process that is used during INDEX-ONLY reorg.

HPOS10
Controls the Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update functions when reorganizing a non-HALDB database that
contains logical relationships.

HPOBATCH
Specifies global parameters for FUNCTION=BATCHREORG.

NOTE

• The HPOBATCH member is enabled through the ITKOPTN macro by specifying
HPOBATCHPARM=Y. Otherwise, the HPOREORG member is read when you specify
FUNCTION=BATCHREORG.

• Unlike the HPOSn members, you can customize the control statements in the HPOBATCH
parameter member without consulting with Broadcom Support to optimize the performance at your
site.

HPOREORG
Specifies global parameters for FUNCTION=REORG (and FUNCTION=BATCHREORG).

NOTE

• If you do not enable the HPOBATCH member through the ITKOPTN macro (by
specifying HPOBATCHPARM=Y), the HPOREORG member is read when you specify
FUNCTION=BATCHREORG.

• Unlike the HPOSn members, you can customize the control statements in the HPOREORG
parameter member without consulting with Broadcom Support to optimize the performance at your
site.

Sample JCL

The following members are available in the sample library high-level.CIMTSAMP for online reorg of Full Function and
HALDB databases (FFOR):
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JCLFFOR1
Provides sample JCL for one-step reorganization in a batch mode.

JCLFFOR2
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of Full Function databases with one final image copy.

JCLFFOR3
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of Full Function databases using dynamic allocation of output image copy
data sets.
For more information about dynamic allocation of image copies, see HPOICIN DD.

JCLFFOR4
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of a HALDB database for a partition with two data set groups using shadow
database technique.

JCLFFOR5
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of a HALDB database for a partition with two data set groups.
For more information about dynamic allocation of image copies, see HPOICIN DD.
See DSNPREFIX (DBO) -- Add Data Set Name Prefix for its impact on dynamic allocation of IEFRDER and
DBOUNLD1 data sets and FINALICx if allocated.

JCLFFOR6
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of a whole HALDB database using ALLPARTS=YES.

JCLFFOR7
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of a whole HALDB database using ALLPARTS=YES and IDCAMS=YES.

JCLFFOR8
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of a whole HALDB database using ALLPARTS=YES and REORGSI=YES.

JCLFFOR9
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of a Full Function primary index database.

JCLFFO10
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of a HALDB PSINDEX partition.

ITKFFO11
Provides sample JCL for online reorg of a logically related HALDB database.

Return Codes

The following return codes are generated based on the results of the function executed. The highest return code
encountered in the run is the one passed to z/OS at step end.

0
Indicates that the function executed successfully with no warnings or errors.

4
Indicates that the function has been executed but warning messages relating to the database have been
generated in the HPOMSGS data set.

8
Indicates that the function executed but errors were found in the database. See the messages file for details.

12
Indicates that user errors were detected in the JCL or control statements. The database may have been
processed depending on the error encountered.

16
Indicates that logic errors occurred. See the HPOMSGS data set for details.
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Generating Reorg JCL Using ISPF Interface
Generate offline or online database reorganization JCL through the ISPF interface.

The Reorg (batch and online) JCL Generator supports IMS-Managed ACB (mACB) environments and automatic creation
of shadow data sets.

NOTE

• The JCL Generator utility first tries to load the DFS3CDX0 user exit from the USERLIB. If the utility does not
find the user exit, and if both the DFSDF member suffix and the PROCLIB dataset name are specified in the
configuration member selection panel, the utility tries to load the specified DFSDF PROCLIB member. The
utility then checks whether the mACB environment is enabled and prepares the JCL accordingly. The result
of the check appears in the comments in the generated JCL.

• The JCL Generator utility supports the automatic creation of shadow datasets if you specify
HPODSCREATE=Y in the ITKOPTN0 member. You do not have to specify the AMSPDS ddname. To enable
this functionality, ensure that the ITKOPTN0 member is in the USERLIB or in the runtime libraries. For more
information, see Enabling Environment Specific Product Customizations.

The following procedure describes how to generate the Reorg JCL:

1. Invoke the Database Management Solutions for IMS Main Menu.
To invoke the Database Management Solutions for IMS Main Menu from the ISPF command shell, execute the $ITK
CLIST as follows:
EX 'hlq.CIMTCLSO($ITK)' 'HILVLQ(hlq)'

hlq
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the installed library name. You can customize the default name for your site
during installation.
Default: CAI.TOOLKIT

The Database Management Solutions for IMS Main Menu appears.
2. Select option 10, Reorg JCL.

The relevant panel appears.
3. Select the type of reorg (batch or online) and build the JCL following the panel instruction.

Press F1 (Help) for the description of fields and functions.
4. Edit the JCL as needed before executing the reorg.

You have successfully generated the reorg JCL.

The following video demonstrates the Reorg JCL generator:

Building HALDB Secondary Index during the Reload Process
You can perform an index build in the same step as the reload of a HALDB database. Database Organizer does not need
to rescan the database to extract the information for rebuilding the secondary indexes. Instead, that information is written
to data sets during the reload process to be used as input to the INDEXBUILD process through an AUTOINDEXBUILD
process in the same step or through an INDEXBUILD process in a subsequent step.

Keywords AUTOINDEXBUILD and SPLITOUTPUT are allowed during reload, but these keywords are not supported
unless ALLPARTS=YES is specified.

Make Limited DBD Changes during FFOR Execution
You can make certain changes to the DBD during Full Function Online Reorg (FFOR) execution. Changes are limited to
the following operands of the RMNAME keyword in the DBD and apply to HDAM databases only:
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RMNAME=(mod,anch,rbn,bytes)

mod
Specifies the randomizer name.

anch
Specifies the number of root anchor points.

rbn
Specifies the maximum relative block number.

bytes
Specifies the maximum number of bytes that can be stored into the RAA with insert calls unbroken by a call to
another database record.

To use this feature, follow these steps:

1. Point the IMS ddname at a DBDLIB containing the new DBD.
2. Specify the OLDDBD keyword with a value that points at a ddname referencing the old DBD.

The FFOR execution finishes immediately before putting the reorganized database online. The database being
processed is set to NOAUTH in DBRC and left in a stopped state at the end of the reorganization.

3. (Optional) Rename the database data sets using the RENAME keyword.

WARNING
An IMS online change is required to change the format of a database while IMS is up and running. Online
change is an extensive process and FFOR makes no attempt to perform this activity. Instead, it is your
responsibility to perform the online change and restart the databases manually.

Call Replay Report Explanations
High performance online reorg writes information about the results of the transaction call-replay function to the HPORPTS
DD. The first section of the report summarizes the results of the sort-updates processing, if it was active (see the
SORTUPDATES). Similar information is repeated for the processing of transactions from the repository.

Following is a sample report:

Transactions processed by the sort-updates processor:            321

Transactions sorted=         321  Collection Clock=   23.928 CPU= 0.037  Sort Clock=    0.093 CPU= 0.014

                                                                    

*** Beginning playback for DBD D147     using SOUPDAT1              

                                                                    

Number of records read    :            321                          

Number of records replayed:            321                          

                                                                    

ISRT call count=10                                                  

REPL call count=48                                                  

DLET call count=7                                                   

                                                                    

Segment       Reads   Inserts  Replaces   Deletes                   

                                                                    

CUSTROOT         25        24         4         7                   

LEVEL2           26        22         4         0                   

LEVEL3           26        22         4         0                   

SAVESEGM          0         0         0         0                   

CUSDEPSG         26        22         4         0                   
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L2P2             26        22         4         0                   

L3P2             26        22         4         0                   

L4P2A            26        22         4         0                   

L4P2B            26        22         4         0                   

L2P3             26        22         4         0                   

L3P3             26        22         4         0            

L4P3A            26        22         4         0            

L4P3B            26        22         4         0            

                                                             

*** Beginning playback for DBD D147     using repository     

                                                             

Number of records read    :             76                   

Number of records replayed:             76                   

                                                             

ISRT call count=3                                            

REPL call count=0                                            

DLET call count=3                                            

                                                             

Segment       Reads   Inserts  Replaces   Deletes            

                                                             

CUSTROOT          7         7         0         3            

LEVEL2            6         6         0         0            

LEVEL3            6         6         0         0            

SAVESEGM          0         0         0         0            

CUSDEPSG          6         6         0         0            

L2P2              6         6         0         0            

L3P2              6         6         0         0            

L4P2A             6         6         0         0            

L4P2B             6         6         0         0            

L2P3              6         6         0         0         

L3P3              6         6         0         0         

L4P3A             6         6         0         0         

L4P3B             6         6         0         0         

Following is a description of the report.

Transactions processed by the sort-updates processor
Shows the number of updates that the sort-updates task read from the FFOR call repository.

Transactions sorted
Shows the number of updates that were kept for sorting. Some updates might have been captured, but not kept
(sorted or played back) because they were in front of the unload cursor. If an update is in front of the unload
cursor, the unload has not reached that point in the database yet. When the unload reaches that point, the
database update is already reflected in the data. Therefore, the update does not need to be replayed.
The remainder of the line describes transaction collection and sort processing performance data. This format can
change or be eliminated from release to release.

*** Beginning playback for DBD dbdname using SOUPDAT1
Provides the DBD name of the database followed by a breakdown of the transaction counts processed from the
sorted-updates file, the types of DLI calls that they contained, and the segments processed by those updates.
This information appears only if transactions were sorted for faster replay processing.
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*** Beginning playback for DBD dbdname using repository
Describes the processing of transactions read directly from the FFOR call repository. If transactions were
sorted, this information describes the transactions processed after the sorted transactions file was exhausted. If
transactions were not sorted, all updates are read directly from the FFOR call repository.

The following playback information is provided:

Number of records read
Shows the number of transactions read from the file or repository.

Number of records replayed
Shows the number of transactions that were replayed. Some updates might have been captured, but not kept
(sorted or played back) because they were in front of the unload cursor. If an update is in front of the unload
cursor, the unload has not reached that point in the database yet. When the unload reaches that point, the
database update is already reflected in the data. Therefore, the update does not need to be replayed.
The remainder of the line describes transaction collection and sort processing performance data. This format can
change or be eliminated from release to release.

ISRT call count
Shows the number of replayed transactions that were insert calls.

REPL call count
Shows the number of replayed transactions that were replace calls.

DELT call count
Shows the number of replayed transactions that were delete calls.

Segment (Reads, Inserts, Replaces, Deletes)
Provides a count of the number of read, insert, replace, and delete calls that were made for each database
segment. The read calls were not captured and replayed, but are made to establish database position for the
other calls. When the database has non-unique keys, the read count can be significantly higher than the other
database call types.

Executing One-Step Batch Reorg
The reorganization of an IMS database requires the facilitation of multiple applications and job steps. These functions
include the building of indexes and creation of an image copy for recovery purposes.

The One-Step Reorg feature of Database Organizer executes all the reorganization functions within a single job step.

When executing One-Step Batch Reorg, the following considerations apply:

• You can use the One-Step Reorg feature in batch mode to reorg Full Function and HALDB databases.
• The One-Step Reorg feature supports the use of the AUTH keyword to enable or bypass DBRC database

authorization for reorganizations. DBRC database authorization is enabled by default for One-Step Batch Reorgs. You
can specify AUTH=NO to process the reorg without DBRC database authorization to prevent processing interruptions
because of an authorization failure.

• The One-Step Reorg feature supports the batch reorg of databases with logical relationships.
• You can enable the HPOBATCH global parmlib member to specify options for one-step batch reorgs and use the

HPOREORG global parmlib member to specify options for online reorgs. The HPOBATCH parmlib member is enabled
when you specify HPOBATCHPARM=Y through the ITKOPTN macro. Otherwise, the HPOREORG member is read
when you specify FUNCTION=BATCHREORG.
For more information, see Enabling Environment Specific Product New Features.

To execute a one-step batch reorg of a database, specify the BATCHREORG function. The BATCHREORG function
performs the following steps for a HALDB database or a non-HALDB database with no logical relationships:

1. Connects to the ITK STC to indicate that the reorganization is in progress.
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2. Invokes UNLOAD/RELOAD functions to create a shadow copy of the existing database.
After the shadow copy is created, Database Organizer invokes Secondary Index Builder to build required indexes.

3. Invokes the Database Copier to create an image copy of the shadow database.
4. Swaps the shadow and existing databases through a renaming process.
5. Issues the NOTIFY.REORG and NOTIFY.IC commands to notify DBRC of the reorganization and image copy creation.
6. Disconnects from the ITK STC.

The BATCHREORG function performs the following steps for a non-HALDB database with logical relationships:

1. Connects to the ITK STC to indicate that the reorganization is in progress.
2. Invokes the IMS Database Prereorganization utility (DFSURPR0) to produce the DFSURCDS control data set and the

SYSPUNCH data set.
3. Invokes IDCAMS REPRO to create a shadow copy of the existing logically related databases.
4. Invokes UNLOAD/RELOAD functions to create a shadow copy of the existing database.

After the shadow copy is created, Database Organizer invokes Secondary Index Builder to build required indexes.
5. Invokes the Database Scan utility (DFSURGS0) to scan databases that are not being reorganized.
6. Invokes the Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) to resolve logical relationship pointers.
7. Invokes the Database Copier to create image copies of the shadow database being reorganized and logically related

shadow databases.
8. Swaps the shadow and existing databases through a renaming process.
9. Issues the NOTIFY.REORG and NOTIFY.IC commands to notify DBRC of the reorganization and image copy creation.
10. Disconnects from the ITK STC.

NOTE
If you are batch-reorganizing a full function database with external logical relations, you must specify
HPODSCREATE in the ITKOPTN0 member. Otherwise, the reorg process fails with message HPO0B21E.

The execution of a one-step batch reorg is the same as a typical online reorg of Full Function and HALDB databases, but
bypasses some online specific options. The following control statements apply to a one-step batch reorg:

• AGN (DBO) -- Define the Application Group Name
• ALLPARTS (DBO) -- Reload an HALDB Database
• AUTH (DBO) -- Bypass Database Authorization
• DATASPACESIZE (DBO) -- Specify Primary and Secondary Data Space Sizes
• DBDNAME (DBO) -- Define DBD Name
• DELETEOLD (DBO) -- Delete Old Database Data Sets Automatically
• DSNPREFIX (DBO) -- Add Data Set Name Prefix
• FUNCTION (DBO) -- Define Function Type
• IDCAMS (DBO) -- Invoke IDCAMS Processing
• NUMBEROFPARTS (DBO) -- Define Number of Partitions
• OLDDBD (DBO) -- Define DDname Containing Old DBD
• PARTITION (DBO) -- Define Partition Name
• RENAME (DBO) -- Rename Database Data Sets
• REORGSI (DBO) -- Include Secondary Indexes in the Reorg
• SAFETYNET (DBO) -- Compare New and Old Database
• STCSSID (DBO) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment
• UNLOADFILE (DBO) -- Create an Unload File
• VIC (DBO) -- Create a VirtuaI Image Copy
• VICDSNAME (DBO) -- Specify Alternate Data Set Name for Virtual Image Copies
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Executing Online Reorgs of Fast Path DEDB Databases (FPOR)
The following features are supported with an online reorg of DEDB databases:

• Reorganization in place of DEDB databases while online through the use of a Unit of Work Locking Mechanism
• Supports all supported version of IMS
• Supports data sharing
• Does not require that an Image Copy immediately take place after the reorganization because all changes required for

recovery are properly logged

Contents:

How the FPOR Reorganization Works

The online reorganization method of a DEDB database differs from that of a Full Function and HALDB databases online
reorg (FFOR) because a DEDB database consists of one or more areas, with each area containing root segments,
dependent segments, or both. Dependent segments can be sequential dependent segments (SDEP) or direct dependent
segments (DDEP). Online dynamic extensions can also be performed.

Online reorg uses IMS services that effectively lock out updaters to a small independent piece of the database referred to
as a Unit of Work (UOW). The Unit of Work (UOW) is the unit of space allocation used to define, for an area, the size of
the root addressable and the independent overflow parts.

Database Organizer Fast Path Online Reorg (FPOR) reorganizes a DEDB a single UOW at a time:

1. FPOR selects a UOW, sets it to exclusive mode, and unloads the root and direct dependent segments (DDEPs) of the
selected UOW directly into an output buffer set in hierarchical order.

2. Each UOW being reorged is held in exclusive mode until the reorganized output buffer set is written to its permanent
location on DASD.

3. During this “lockout” time the UOW cannot be accessed by applications.
4. Sequential dependent segments (SDEPs) are not reorganized during the reorganization process.
5. After the UOW is reorganized, the log is updated such that a recovery can take place without the need for an image

copy immediately following the reorganization.
6. Reports are generated for each area on space recovered and on the effectiveness of the reorganization process.

Modes of Execution for FPOR

You can execute an online reorg for all DEDB database types in online compatibility mode and online native mode. The
selection of modes does not affect product execution.

The IMS or DBDLIB DD statement must be specified in the FPOR JCL to identify the DBDLIB to be used.

Integration with Other Products

When an online reorg is executed, Database Organizer integrates with (but does not require additional licenses for) the
following products:

• Database Analyzer
• Database Copier
• High Performance Recovery using the Change Accumulation component
• Secondary Index Builder

Customizing FPOR JCL
Before you execute an online reorg against a DEDB databases, modify the sample execution JCL to include the following.
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Contents:

FPOR Program Information

Be sure to concatenate the online reorg library ahead of IMS SDFSRESL so that:

• The online reorg module, DFSRRC00, is the module invoked by the operating system.
• The FPOR job gets control inside the IFP region to execute the online reorganization based on control statements.

NOTE
You cannot currently use the same library for API mode in Database Organizer and online reorganization.
Separate libraries must be used.

Running a DEDB Online Reorg in Native Mode

In online native mode, use native JCL and control statements:

PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DFPDEP05,DBF#FPU0..)

If you are running an IFP region, you must also specify the IMSID control statement in the PARM list.

 

Specify online reorg control statements under ITKCTRL:

//ITKCTRL DD *

You can use the following control statements when you execute an online reorg of Fast Path DEDB databases:

• AREA -- Define Areas
• FUNCTION -- Define Function Type

Running a DEDB Online Reorg in Compatibility Mode

In online compatibility mode, the online reorg runs as an OS job step using standard JCL and control statements:

PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DFPDEP05,DBF#FPU0..)

Specify Reorg/EP control statements under PFPSYSIN:

//PFPSYSIN   DD *

The control statements are read from PFPSYSIN.

• Only control statements can be specified in the PFPSYSIN file.
• Only online reorg control statements can be specified in the ITKCTRL data set.

NOTE
If you are running an IFP region, you must also specify the IMSID control statement in the PARM list.

For FP databases, the following control statement synonyms can be used:

• REORGANIZE–Maps to FUNCTION=REORG.
• IAREA–Maps to AREA.
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Sample JCL

Member JCLFPOR1 in hlq.CIMTSAMP contains a complete set of execution JCL and control statements that you can
customize for your site. This sample also provides information about how to reorganize a complete DEDB database, an
area of a DEDB database, and a list of areas of a DEDB database.

Conditional Reorg
Use the conditional reorg utility to skip scheduled REORG jobs that do not need to be run. With conditional reorg, you
define a Conditional Reorg Environment, containing a set of thresholds which, when surpassed, indicate that a reorg
is needed. When a conditional reorg utility is run, it compares the state of the database against these thresholds. If the
thresholds are not exceeded, the REORG job can be skipped. Conditional reorg can help reduce resource usage and
costs.
Conditional reorg uses only the most recent analyzed data that is stored in the IMS Information Repository (Using IMS
Information Repository).
The conditional reorg job gets its data from statistical pointer checking. All the data are in the data set resolution/
granularity level.

The following video provides an overview of the conditional reorg utility:

Prerequisites

To run the conditional reorg utility requires at least Java 1.8.

NOTE
Conditional reorg utility runs only on 31bit version of Java.

Database State Information

Based on the provided DBDNAME and the IMSID, the IMS Information Repository returns information about the state of
the database in question for each database data set. For the information to be returned, the database must previously
have been run through the Analyzing Databases functionality of the Database Analyzer utility with IIRRECORD=YES. See
IIRRECORD (DBA) -- Create Rows in IIR Tables.
We recommend having the "freshest" data in IIR. Ideally, run the Analyzing Databases functionality immediately before
Conditional Reorg.

Executing Standalone Conditional Reorg Utility

To execute the Conditional Reorg utility, you can use the sample job ITKCRG00 from hlq.CIMTSAMP .
Alternatively, use the sample provided here:

//CRGSTEP EXEC PGM=ITKCRG,REGION=0M

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CIMTLOAD

//IMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ims.DBDLIB

//ITKPATH DD PATH='/CAI/DBMSIMS20'

//CRGMSGS DD SYSOUT=*

 //CRGRPTS DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//CRGCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=CREORG,

DBDNAME=dbdname,
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IMSID=abcd

STEPLIB Database Management Solutions for IMS load library
IMS DBDLIB data set with specified DBD
ITKPATH Path to a folder on USS, where the Java part of the utility was

installed.
CRGMSGS Output message data set and listing the informational and

product-related messages.
CRGRPTS Output report data set for all generated reports.
CRGCTRL Input control statement data set

When the utility is running, the
crglog.log

file on USS is also created. This log is stored in the main directory
DBMSIMS20/ConditionalReorg

. The log contains debugging information. As new information is always appended at the end of the log file, consider
deleting the file regularly to prevent the file from growing.

Reorg Evaluation

For ease of automatic evaluation of the Conditional Reorg in the script, the ITKCRG utility provides various return codes to
distinguish different output states and decisions. In the following table, you can see the available return codes:

Return code Description/Explanation
RC=0 Utility ended successfully. The database reorganization is not

needed.
RC=1 Utility ended successfully. The database reorganization is

recommended.
RC=5 No database statistics or threshold settings can be found in the

IMS Information Repository. For that reason the reorganization is
recommended by default as the safe consideration.

RC=8 Error in the processing. Threshold settings are invalid or contain
invalid values.

RC=12 Error in the processing.

The threshold comparison is done for each database data set separately. If at least one threshold is exceeded, the whole
database is recommended for reorganization. If a Master DBD for HALDB was specified, then threshold comparison
is done for all data sets in all partitions and the final result of the reorganization recommendation is valid for the whole
HALDB.

For detailed analysis of the reorganization decision, you can refer to the detailed report that is generated in CRGRPTS.
This report is generated for each database data set in the selected database or for all partitions when referring to HALDB.
The report displays the state only for applicable threshold types based on the database organization of selected DBD. In
the Actual value column in the report, you can see the most current state value read from the IMS information Repository.
The Threshold value column contains the value that is used as the threshold for recommending reorganization. The last
column indicates whether reorganization is recommended or not.
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Recommended Implementation of the Conditional Reorg Utility in JCL

This section provides an example of the recommended integration of the ITKCRG utility into your existing JCL job. The
existing reorganization job can contain one of the Database Organizer IMS reorganization utilities (for example, Full
Function Online Reorg, One-Step Reorg) or your own set of delete, define, unload, and reload steps. The job can also
contain steps for IBM Online Reorg for HALDB or any other third-party reorg.
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To integrate, insert the step that calls the ITKCRG utility before your JCL steps for reorganization. Wrap your JCL steps for
reorganization into an IF/ENDIF statement. The IF condition must refer to the return code RC of the previous step name
for the ITKCRG utility. The recommended condition clause is to perform reorganization steps when the return code is
higher than zero. In this case, the reorganization is skipped only when the return code is zero. Otherwise, reorganization
is performed for all the scenarios. Reorganization is thus recommended when database state data are not found in IIR or
when a common error occurs. This approach is considered to be the safest one.

//CRGSTEP EXEC PGM=ITKCRG,REGION=0M 

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.CIMTLOAD 

//IMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ims.DBDLIB 

//ITKPATH DD PATH='/CAI/DBMSIMS20' 

//CRGMSGS DD SYSOUT=* 

 //CRGRPTS DD SYSOUT=* 

//* 

//CRGCTRL DD * 

FUNCTION=CREORG, 

DBDNAME=dbdname, 

IMSID=abcd 

//* 

//* If the Conditional Reorg utility ends up with return code 

//* higher than zero, perform REORG: 

//* 

// IF CRGSTEP.RC > 0 THEN 

//* 

//DELDEF EXEC PGM=IDCAMS 

... 

//UNLOAD EXEC PGM=IDIDBO 

... 

//PREREORG EXEC PRCULU 

... 

//RELOAD EXEC PGM=IDIDBO 

... 

// ENDIF

 

Supporting Specific IMS System Configurations

To have Conditional Reorg work, database state data and database thresholds have to match in general. Both the DBD
name and the IMS ID have to match.

For thresholds settings, the user inserts the IMS ID on the Administration panel, when the user creates an IMS
Environment. The IMS ID is not checked and you can put in any string 4 characters long. Along with a new IMSID
Conditional Reorg Environment a set of default thresholds will be created.

When Database Analyzer is collecting database state data, the IMS ID is obtained from the IMS SDFSRESL library. This
ID is recorded in the IIR for the particular analyzer job run. When you are running this job for one specific shared database
but from multiple systems, or when you did not customize IMSID=IVP3 for the IMSCTRL system stage 1 definition macro,
you can override the IMS ID with the DBACTRL control statement IMSID= keyword.
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NOTE

For a detailed procedure about viewing the IMS ID through the IIR Historical Reporting application, see View
DBD Job Execution Details in the Online ISPF Interface.

The ITKCRG utility allows you to specify the IMS systems for which the data and thresholds are filtered out. Use the
IMSID= keyword in CRGCTRL control statements.

Therefore, if IMS ID varies in your environment (for example, when running Database Analyzer), we recommend that you
make the IMS ID solid and invariant by using the appropriate IMSID= keyword in control statements.

Supporting a Multiple IMS System Environment

If your IMS environment contains multiple IMS systems where your databases and utilities are running, such as IMS plex
or IMS group, follow this approach to use Conditional Reorg: Using the information from the previous paragraph, you see
that for all three pillars (database thresholds, database state data, and the ITKCRG utility), you can specify the IMS ID that
you want. We recommend that you create a new artificial IMS ID, which you must force and override for all three pillars,
using the IMSID= keyword.

Configure Datacom for Conditional Reorg
The Conditional Reorganization component requires that the Datacom Server runs as a started task procedure.

NOTE
To secure the communication between Conditional Reorg and the Datacom Multi User Facility, it is also
necessary to configure PassTickets. See Configure PassTickets.

Run Datacom Server as a Started Task Procedure

The following scenario describes how to run Datacom Server as a started task procedure. Alternatively it is possible to
use the Post-Install Tailoring Tool to automate the process. See Using the Post-Install Tailoring Tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the ADYTSTRT job from the  your_datacom_hlq.INSTJCL library to the z/OS system procedure library
(USER.PROCLIB).

2. Rename the job as the Datacom Server started task (started_task_name); for example, IMSSRV.
3. Modify the job as documented in the JCL instruction block.

– Verify that all libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation are APF-authorized.
– Ensure that the initialization parameters have the following values:

• SERVERNAME=server_name
• APPLID=application_name
• PLANNAME=$MBH
• AUTHID=SYSUSR
• PROTOCOL=BOTH
• TCPIP_HOST=host-address
• TCPIP_PORT=port-address
• DBUSERS=your_number_of_users
• TIMEOUT=your_timeout_value
• TIMEOUTWAIT=your_timeout_wait
• LOGON=YES

4. Start the Datacom Server started task by issuing the following MVS START command:
START started_task_name 

Example: START IMSSRV
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5. Verify that the Datacom Server started task is running.

NOTE

More information

• For more information about running started tasks, see Setting Up ITK Started Task.
• For more information about the Datacom Server initialization parameters, see the Datacom Core version 15.1

documentation.

Hints and Tips

Host Name

This name is defined in TCPIP_HOST=host-address. The name contains the IP address or the name of the LPAR where
the Datacom Server is running. You might find it in also in the configuration of your terminal emulator. To verify the host
name from a desktop computer, run the command: ping host_name.

Port Number

This number must be defined in the Datacom Server STC job in SYSIN DD, under the TCPIP_PORT= keyword. Ask your
system programmer to give you the port number and enable this port to be accessible.

To verify that the Datacom Server is listening and available on the port, enter the following Telnet command:

telnet host_name port_number

If you get a message like the following one, the port is wrong and Server is not listening:

Connecting To usilca11...Could not open connection to the host, on port 49118: Connect failed

If you get a blank screen, the host name and the port number are correct.

Server Name

Specify the name of the server, in the Datacom Server STC job in SYSIN DD, under the SERVERNAME= keyword. You
can pick any string that you want, such as SRV_NAME_DBA.
This string is used later in the JDBC connection string as ServerName=.

Application Name

You can find it in startup options in APPLID= keyword. You can pick any string that you want, such as DBA_R150_IRR.

Configuring Conditional Reorg
To configure Conditional Reorg, define values for the required keywords in the properties file. You might also need to
populate a Datacom threshold repository with the default recommended thresholds.

The following scenario describes how to configure Conditional reorg manually. Alternatively it is possible to use the Post-
Install Tailoring Tool to automate the process. See Using the Post-Install Tailoring Tool.

Customize Properties

The properties file is named system.properties . This file is located in the IMS TOOLS root directory on USS in common/
etc. For example, if Conditional Reorg is installed to /CAI/DBMSIMS20/ConditionalReorg, the properties file is in /CAI/
DBMSIMS20/common/etc.
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Required keywords

• JDBC_DRIVER_CLASS - Java Database Connectivity driver class. If you are using Datacom Server, use the string
that is provided in the sample configuration file.

• JDBC_DRIVER_FILE - Java Database Connectivity driver filename. If you are using Datacom Server, use the string
that is provided in the sample configuration file. The driver is packaged with Conditional Reorg.

• DATACOM_MUFNAME
• DATACOM_SERVER_NAME=server_name
• DATACOM_SERVER_HOST=host-name
• DATACOM_SERVER_PORT=port-name
• JAVA_LIBPATH - Path to libjvm.so DLL module on USS.

Example properties
 JDBC_DRIVER_CLASS = ca.datacom.jdbc.DatacomJdbcDriver

 JDBC_DRIVER_FILE = cadcjdbc.jar

 DATACOM_MUFNAME = AD15MUF

 DATACOM_SERVER_NAME= TCP_37_SRVR

 DATACOM_SERVER_HOST= lpar37

 DATACOM_SERVER_PORT=49415

 JAVA_LIBPATH = /sys/java31bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0/bin/j9vm

Configure PassTickets
To use the Conditional Reorg component, it is a prerequisite to configure PassTickets.

A PassTicket is a temporary substitute for the user’s password. PassTickets are encoded and encrypted. You use a
PassTicket to access a specific application only, and you must use it within a few minutes of the time it is generated.
Using PassTickets enables the z/OS components and products to authenticate a user ID without sending z/OS passwords
through the network.

PassTickets are used to authenticate communication between the Conditional Reorg application and the Datacom Multi
User Facility (MUF). The following examples show how to set your security environment to use PassTickets. This process
should be performed by your security administrator.

NOTE

Use your Datacom Multi User Facility name as the APPLID.

Use ACF2 to Configure PassTickets (Example)

This example shows how to use ACF2 to configure PassTickets.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the application session key, if it is not already set up. Enter the following commands:
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON) 

INSERT applid SSKEY(FEDCBA9876543210) MULT-USE

NOTE
This example demonstrates a complete key SSKEY value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-
bit key). Use the same application key on all systems in the configuration and keep the values "secret."

2. To complete the PassTicket setup, enter the following commands:
F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

The PassTicket record is now active in the system.
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3. Enable the started task user ID to generate PassTickets for the application. An example of the command to enable the
started task user ID is as follows:
SET RESOURCE(PTK) 

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(applid.userid UID(uid-of-userid) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW)

NOTE

For detailed information about using ACF2 commands, see the ACF2 documentation.

Use Top Secret to Configure PassTickets (Example)

This example shows how to use Top Secret to configure PassTickets.

NOTE
Before you begin this procedure, verify that the PTKTDATA class and ownership for the PassTicket resource
(IRRPTAUT) have not already been defined.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the resource descriptor table (RDT) to define the PTKTDATA. Enter the following commands:

NOTE
PTKTDATA is not a predefined class.

TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(PTKTDATA) RESCODE(n) ACLST(ALL,READ,UPDATE) MAXLEN(37)

The PTKTDATA resource is added to the RDT.

NOTE
Include RESCODE(n) in the range of 101 to 13F to make PTKTDATA a prefixed resource class.

2. To assign ownership for the PassTicket resource (IRRPTAUT), enter the following commands:
TSS ADDTO(department) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUT)

IRRPTAUT is owned.
3. To define the application session key, enter the following commands:

TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(applid) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) SIGNMULTI

NOTE
This example demonstrates a complete key SESSKEY value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or
64-bit key). Use the same application key on all systems in the configuration and keep the values "secret."

4. Permit access to the PassTicket resource defined in the previous step for the LDAP Server. Enter the following
command:
TSS PERMIT(stc-userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.applid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The parameter stc-userid refers to the ACID that you created when you created LDAP Server started task User IDs.
The parameter is "CALDAP" by default.

NOTE

For detailed information about using Top Secret commands, see the Top Secret documentation.

Use IBM RACF to Configure PassTickets (Example)

The following example shows how to use IBM RACF to configure PassTickets.

NOTE
If the PTKTDATA class is defined, verify that it is defined as a generic class before creating the profiles. For
more information about creating PassTickets using RACF, see the IBM RACF product documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. To activate the PassTicket class, enter the following commands:
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SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA) 

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

2. Define profiles for the applications in the PTKTDATA class for the application and specify the session key. Enter the
following commands:
RDEFINE PTKTDATA applid UACC(NONE) APPLDATA('NO REPLAY PROTECTION') - 

SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(0123456789ABCDEF)

NOTE
After you create the PTKTDATA class, you can change it with the RALTER command which is similar in
syntax to RDEFINE.

3. To allow the application ID (APPLID) to use PassTickets, enter the following commands:
PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.applid.* CLASS(PTKTDATA) ACCESS(UPDATE) ID(userid)

userid
Specifies the value of the LDAP Server started task.

4. To refresh the RACF PTKTDATA definition with the new profile, enter the following command:
SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

NOTE

For detailed information about using RACF commands, see the IBM RACF documentation.

Setting Thresholds
Based on the provided DBDNAME and IMSID, the service looks for thresholds that are defined for the database.
Threshold configuration is saved in a standalone Datacom table and can be maintained through the ISPF utility.
To start the ISPF menu, select option 11 from the Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu.

For the thresholds to exist, a Conditional Reorg environment with a provided IMSID must exist. A set of default thresholds
is always created when an environment is created.
Exceeding any threshold causes the Conditional reorg utility to end with return code 1.
Thresholds are predefined globally for each database organization type. You can override the global thresholds at the
following levels:

• Specific database name
• Specific database data set name

Override global thresholds by DD name when you have unbalanced multi-DSG databases.
Thresholds can be defined on several levels, with a hierarchy rule applied.
Hierarchy:

• DBORG
• DBDNAME

– DDNAME

The highest priority is on the DDNAME level; the lowest on DBORG.

The set of default thresholds exists on the lowest, DBORG, level.
Based on the thresholds that are found and on the hierarchy evaluation, a final set of thresholds is assembled and passed
for evaluation.
If no threshold values are found for a specified database/dborg/imsid combination, the Conditional reorg utility ends. In
this case, the return code is increased to 5.

The recommended default thresholds are as follows (per DB organization type):
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HDAM

• OSAM DATABASE SIZE: 7GB
• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• OSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 60
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10
• FREE SPACE: 20%
• AVERAGE ROOTS PER RAP: 1.2 - 1.5

HIDAM

• OSAM DATABASE SIZE: 7GB
• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• OSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 60
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10
• FREE SPACE: 20%

INDEX

• CI SPLITS: 20%
• CA SPLITS: 20%
• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10

PHDAM

• OSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• OSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 60
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10
• FREE SPACE: 20%
• AVERAGE ROOTS PER RAP: 1.2 - 1.5

PHIDAM

• CI SPLITS: 20%
• CA SPLITS: 20%
• OSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• OSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 60
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10
• FREE SPACE: 20%

PSINDEX

• CI SPLITS: 20%
• CA SPLITS: 20%
• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10
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HSAM

• OSAM DATABASE SIZE: 7GB
• OSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 60

HISAM

• CI SPLITS: 20%
• CA SPLITS: 20%
• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10
• FREE SPACE: 10%

SHSAM

• OSAM DATABASE SIZE: 7GB
• OSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 60
• FREE SPACE: 10%

SHISAM

• CI SPLITS: 20%
• CA SPLITS: 20%
• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10

DEDB

• VSAM DATABASE SIZE: 3GB
• VSAM DATASET EXTENTS: 10
• FREE SPACE: 10%

Threshold Reference
The following thresholds are available:

CA SPLITS
Controls the monitoring of control area (CA) splits. Reorg is flagged when the number of CA splits exceeds a
percentage value set in the threshold.

CI SPLITS
Controls the monitoring of control interval (CI) splits. Reorg is flagged when the number of CI splits exceeds a
percentage value set in the threshold.

DATASET EXTENTS
Examines whether the database is using more than the number of extents that are defined in the threshold
configuration.

DATABASE SIZE
Compares current database size against the specified threshold limit. The threshold value can be defined in
bytes. We support two types of limit: one limit for OSAM databases and one for VSAM databases.

FREE SPACE
Examines whether the reusable free space for the current database is less than the reusable free space specified
in the threshold configuration. The threshold is defined as a percentage.
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AVERAGE ROOTS PER RAP
Determines whether the state data for average roots per RAP lies within a specified range. You can specify the
range with a MIN value, a MAX value, or both MIN and MAX values. Threshold values can be specified as real
numbers.

USED SPACE
Calculates the High Used RBA as a percentage of High Allocated RBA per database data set. If the calculated
value exceeds the specified threshold value, the reorg is flagged. The threshold is specified as a percentage.

Processing Databases Offline

Key Benefits of the Offline Mode

Database Organizer provides the following offline mode key benefits:

• Supports Full Function (HDAM, HIDAM, and HISAM) databases.
• Supports Fast Path DEDB (data entry database) and index databases.
• Supports HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases.
• Supports VSAM and OSAM access methods. This support includes support for VSAM and OSAM data sets in the

extended addressing space on Extended Address Volumes (EAV).
NOTE
VSAM data sets are supported up to 4 GB. OSAM data sets are supported up to 8 GB for full-function
databases and up to 8 GB for HALDB functions Unload, Reload, FFOR, and One Step Batch Reorg. Other
HALDB functions (such as Extract, Resetbitmap, and Format) support database data sets up to 4 GB.

• Significantly reduces the time to reorganize a database.
• Supports EQE processing.
• Uses 31-bit high memory.
• Interfaces with FAB6 and FAB7 user exits.
• Can be used to create an empty database ready for immediate use by IMS batch or online applications.
• Can execute in compatibility mode to allow the use of existing IMS HD unload/reload JCL without change.
• Bypasses IMS bitmap processing during reload processing to avoid wasting space; especially if variable length

segments are loaded (instead each RAA CI is investigated for available space).
• Provides user-controlled space management during the reload process, if desired.
• Change the DCB attributes of an area or data set group such as the block size or record size, or both.
• Extend the overall size of a DEDB IOVF or SDEP allocation.
• Change the randomizer that is used for HDAM or DEDB databases.
• Change the size of the HDAM root addressable area (RAA).
• Change the number of HDAM Root Anchor Points (RAPs).
• Change the size and number of Unit Of Work (UOWs).
• Change the size of the DOVF, IOVF, or SDEP part.
• Optionally, DBRC and IRLM are invoked in share control and recovery control environments.
• Uses optimized buffering schemes for all files.
• Executes in an IMS BMP region, IMS batch region, or native OS batch region.
• Uses DBRC or DFSMDA members for dynamic allocation of input database data sets.

HD Unload Maximize Performance

HD Unload Maximize Performance unloads a specific data set group (DSG) into one or more hiperspaces. The unload
is especially helpful when a DSG assumes a very large number of disorganized or long segments. To implement this
functionality, use the BUFFEREDDSG control statement.
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Unload from Image Copy

You can unload a database from an image copy of the database instead of the actual database. To unload from an image
copy, specify the image copy data set names with the database ddnames and specify UNLOADIC=YES. The following
processing occurs:

• The database data sets are recovered from image copies into dataspaces.
• A HIDAM primary index is created in a dataspace.
• The unload process reads the data from the dataspaces and, when complete, deletes the dataspaces.
• The unload file is created.

NOTE
The process does not update either the actual database or DBRC.

Using Work File Override Parameters (ITKDYN)

The stored ITKDYN parameter overrides are scanned for a matching ddname before a work file is allocated. If any
overrides are found, they then replace the defaults. The work file is allocated using the new parameters and any non-
overridden defaults. ITKDYN card validation is performed before any database processing.

Establishing Logical Relationships and Secondary Indexes
Logical relationships and secondary indexes require a special attention during a reload or reorganization. When
reorganizing a database that participates in a logical relationship, all related databases must also be reorganized or the
IMS database scan utility must be run against them.

Using Database Organizer to unload and reload databases that participate in logical relationships and secondary indexes
is no different from using the HD Reorganization Unload and Reload utilities. However, Database Organizer provides
options that improve the time that is needed to rebuild secondary indexes and perform the prefix resolution after a reload.

NOTE
For HALDB databases, use Broadcom utilities (Database Organizer and PRU) to perform the initial load of the
database and to resolve logical relationships. On subsequent reorganizations after the initial load, the Database
Organizer RELOAD function updates the ILDS data set and IMS can use the ILDS to find logically related
segments.

When reloading or reorganizing a database that participates in logical relationships or has secondary indexes, follow
these steps:

1. Run the IMS prereorganization utility before the reorg or reload using a DBR or DBIL statement to identify all the
logical databases being reorganized.
For non-HALDB databases, we recommend that you always use DBR instead of DBIL when running the IMS
Database Prereorganization utility because Database Organizer UNLOAD does not chase logical pointers for LPCK or
VLPCK, which means the prereorganization step must use DBR.

NOTE
If you are using the IMS scan utility against some of the databases, do not include them in the DBR
statement.

For HALDB databases, specify DBIL to the IMS Database Prereorganization utility. To use DBIL during a
reorganization with logical relationships, LPCKRETRIEVE=YES is required during the unload.

2. Pass the resulting DFSURCDS data set from the prereorganization utility to each reload and IMS scan.

NOTE
If the database has secondary indexes but no logical relationships exist and Secondary Index Builder is used
to build the indexes, the DFSURCDS data set is not required.

The output of the reload or IMS scan is a DFSURWF1 file.
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You can quicken the processing by splitting the reload output work file (SPLITOUTPUT=YES). By default, the
database reload creates one work file DFSURWF1 that contains information about both logical relationships and
secondary indexes. This file is fetched to prefix resolution and update utilities after the reload. When you split this
file into multiple smaller parts prefix resolution executes faster and indexes can be built in parallel, each processing
substantially smaller files.
For HALDB databases, the DFSURWF1 is used only on the initial load of the database and contains only
information about logical relationships. The index building for a HALDB is optimized by using ALLPARTS=YES and
AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES.

3. Submit the output files from the RELOAD function for further processing:
– Pass the resulting DFSURWF1 file to the prefix resolution utility to resolve all logical pointers.

For HALDB databases, pass the DFSURWF1 file to the Database Organizer Prefix Resolution utility with the
MIGRATETOHALDB=YES control statement specified. The output of the prefix resolution (PRUWF3) is then fed
into the Prefix Update utility.
To increase the processing speed, specify PRUWF3 ddname and IMSFORMAT=NO for the output file in the Prefix
Resolution job. The output file is much smaller and prefix update executes faster.
This option is valid only for the PRU component of Database Organizer. 

– Pass the index work files, if created, to the index build utility (Secondary Index Builder).

Reorganizing Full Function Indexes or HALDB Secondary Indexes
During an unload or reload process, Database Organizer executes an Unload function against the DBD of a full function
index or HALDB index. This process allows you to reorganize an index to:

• Reclaim space used by deleted segments
• Increase the size of a secondary index without having to execute, extract, and build against the underlying database

NOTE
Until you fully understand the implications, reorganization of full function indexes and HALDB indexes should not
be used in conjunction with other control statements supported during these processes. Indexes should only be
reorganized through the use of normal control statements.

Proceed as follows to reorganize a full function or HALDB secondary index. Through this process, you can reclaim space
or efficiently increase index size.

To reorganize a full function index or HALDB secondary index, make one of the following specifications:

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,DBDNAME=dbdname

FUNCTION=RELOAD,DBDNAME=dbdname

Where dbdname is the DBD name of an IMS secondary index.

The secondary index is reorganized.

Examples:

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,DBDNAME=DBDofSI

FUNCTION=RELOAD,DBDNAME=DBDofSI

Extracting Records from a Database
You can use the EXTRSAMP program with FUNCTION=UNLOAD to extract records from a database. The unload file can
be used as input to the RELOAD function to extract records from a database and create a smaller sample database.
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The following members are provided in the sample library to enable this processing:

EXTRSAMP
Extracts records from a database.

ASMLEXTR
Assembles and links the EXTRSAMP program.

To extract records from a database and create a new sample database, follow these steps:

1. Use ASMLEXTR to assemble and link the EXTRSAMP program.
The result is an API program exit that can be invoked by Database Organizer FUNCTION=UNLOAD.

2. Specify the Database Organizer UNLOAD function job step:
a. Include the load library with the EXTRSAMP exit program in the STEPLIB concatenation.
b. Include start and stop values (relative record numbers) as input to EXTRSAMP. Use the following format:

Columns 1 - 8
Specify the first record to extract.
Limits: 00000001 to 99999999

Column 9
Contains a comma (,).

Columns 10 - 17
Specify the last record to extract.
Limits: 00000002 to 99999999

NOTE
Do not code 00000000. Each column must have a numeric value with the values separated by a comma.

c. Add an EXTRSAMP DD statement to the unload job step to invoke the EXTRSAMP executable load module.
d. Add the USEREXIT control statement to identify the API unload user exit program.

3. Save the unload job changes and submit the job.
The Database Organizer UNLOAD function passes each segment to the EXTRSAMP exit program.
The EXTRSAMP exit program accepts or rejects the segment based on the relative record number of the unloaded
segment.
If the end of the database is reached before the extract stop value, the unload stops automatically with RC=0.
When the extract stop value is reached, Database Organizer UNLOAD ends with RC=0, an information message
DBO8209I, and the following operator message:
End of database reached before user stop value.

When no database records are found in the user-specified key range, the unload stops automatically with RC=4.
When the extract stop value is reached, Database Organizer UNLOAD ends with RC=4, a warning message
DBO1334W, and the following operator message:
No database records selected for requested key range.

Example: Extract Selected Records

The following example shows how to start an extract at record 1401 and stop at record 6000:

//EXTRSAMP  DD  *

00001401,00006000

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

USEREXIT=EXTRSAMP
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Creating Empty Databases and Indexes
Use FUNCTION=RELOAD or FUNCTION=FORMAT to create any or all of database components initialized as empty and
ready to use by IMS.

NOTE
This functionality requires that all libraries concatenated in STEPLIB are APF-authorized.

To create an empty database or indexes, specify the Database Organizer RELOAD or FORMAT function job step:

• To create empty components (either primary database data sets or indexes), include the component DBD and a
dummy reload input file. The following examples demonstrate what to specify:
– In compatibility mode:

//DFSUINPT DD DUMMY     (NOT REQUIRED WITH FUNCTION=FORMAT)

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RELOAD|FORMAT,

DBDNAME=dbdname,...

– In native mode:
//DBORELD1 DD DUMMY     (NOT REQUIRED WITH FUNCTION=FORMAT)

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RELOAD|FORMAT,

DBDNAME=dbdname,...

• To create an empty database and all associated indexes, include the DBD of the primary database, a dummy reload
input file, and specify AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES as follows:
– In compatibility mode:

//DFSUINPT DD DUMMY     (NOT REQUIRED WITH FUNCTION=FORMAT)

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RELOAD|FORMAT,

DBDNAME=dbdname,...,

AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES

– In native mode:
//DBORELD1 DD DUMMY     (NOT REQUIRED WITH FUNCTION=FORMAT)

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RELOAD|FORMAT,

DBDNAME=dbdname,...,

AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES

The primary database and any associated secondary indexes initialize as empty. The following components initialize:
– Primary database data sets
– Primary HIDAM or PHIDAM index
– Indirect list data set
– Associated secondary indexes

The following considerations apply:
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• The creation of a secondary index involves the insertion and then deletion of an index record.
• Formatting the entire root addressable area with the FORMATRAA control statement before the first IMS insert helps

improve online performance.
• A HIDAM database or PHIDAM partition contains a root segment with a key of all X'FF's.
• A HISAM OSAM database contains a root segment with a key of all X'FF's.
• For HISAM and SHISAM VSAM databases, the KSDS data set is empty. The high-used RBA is non-zero and the

ESDS data set contains a valid record 0.
• In a SHISAM database, the KSDS data set is empty, but the high-used RBA is non-zero.
• For a HALDB database, the RECONs must contain the partition definitions for all components; both primary database

and PSINDEXs. All partitions initialize as empty and ready for use.

Example: Create an Empty Database

The following specification creates an empty database (H01) in native mode:

//stepname     EXEC PGM=IDIDBO                             

//*                                                        

//RECON1  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.RECON1               

//RECON2  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.RECON2               

//RECON3  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.RECON3               

//*                                                        

//H01DD1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.H01DS1              

//H01DD2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.H01DS2              

//DBORELD1 DD DUMMY                                        

//*                                                        

//DBOCTRL DD *                                             

FUNCTION=RELOAD,                                           

DBDNAME=H01,                                               

DBALLOC=NO,                                                

DBRC=YES

Preparing Data Sets or Clusters for Use with Empty Databases

When Database Organizer creates an empty database, execution occurs in a single job step. The following processing
occurs:

1. The DBD specified in the control statements is loaded.
2. The target data sets or clusters are prepared for use as follows:

– The DCB or cluster definition is verified for consistency with the DBD and RECON definition.
– The data set or cluster is verified to ensure that it is large enough.
– Logical and physical end-of-file markers are established.
– Empty blocks or CIs are written to the root addressable area (RAA) of an HDAM primary data set or PHDAM

partition primary data set.
– Empty base, DOVF, IOVF, and SDEP CIs are written to a DEDB area data set.

The created empty database can be used immediately by IMS batch or online applications.

Processing HALDB Databases Offline
When processing a HALDB database, Database Organizer will:
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• Reuse a database cluster, by default.
• Force DBRC=YES.
• Use the DBRC RECONS to get information for dynamic allocation of data sets. If the data sets in the JCL do not match

the data sets registered to DBRC, an error is issued.

The secondary indexes of a HALDB cannot be rebuilt unless the complete database is taken offline. The primary indexes
of a HALDB are rebuilt during every reload and can also be rebuilt selectively using Secondary Index Builder.

The Indirect List Data Set (ILDS) will be recreated or created and then merged with the old one on reload of a database,
based on whether the ILDS existed previously. The ILDS can be deleted between an unload and reload so t hat ILDS
entries for records that no longer exist will no longer exist in the ILDS. IMS does not remove ILDS entries when a
database segment is deleted. If the ILDS is deleted and recreate during reload, those previously deleted record entries no
longer exist.

Processing of a HALDB database can be done in IBM IMS compatibility mode or in native mode.

Contents:

Native Mode Control Statements

The following examples show how to use control statements that apply to UNLOAD and RELOAD functions on HALDB
databases:

Example: Unload All Partitions of a HALDB into a Single Unload File

To unload all the partitions into a single unload file, specify the following:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=master-dbd-name

Example: Unload Selected Partitions of a HALDB

To unload selected partitions, specify the following:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=master-dbd-name,

PARTITION=partition-dbd-name

Example: Unload Multiple Consecutive Partitions of a HALDB

To unload multiple consecutive partitions of a HALDB database, specify the following:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=master-dbd-name,

PARTITION=partition-dbd-name,

NUMBEROFPARTS=x

Example: Reload Entire Database

To reload entire DB, selective partition, and range of partitions, specify the following:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RELOAD,
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DBDNAME=master-dbd-name

The partitions that will be reloaded are based on the segments in the unload file. If one or more records in the unload file
are to be reloaded into a particular partition, that partition will be reinitialized and reloaded with those segments.

IMS Compatibility Support

To execute in IMS compatibility mode, put the toolkit load library into the STEPLIB concatenation ahead of the IMS load
library. IMS compatibility support is provided for the following IMS programs:

• Image copy utility program (DFSUDMP0)
• Unload utility program (DFSURGU0)
• Reload utility program (DFSURGL0)
• Recovery program (DFSURDB0)

Reload Processing

If not specifically deleted and redefined, all HALDB data sets are reused. This includes all partition data sets, primary
indexes, and ILDS data sets.

Database Organizer reload will automatically rebuild the HALDB partitions ILDS after the partition has been reloaded.
The ILDS rebuild requires sort, and if SORTWKs are not specified in the job step, will allocate them using the installation
defaults. If the sort process has a sort capacity problem, you might need to allocate SORTWKs in the job step that are
large enough to sort the ILDS records.

When reloading a HALDB partition, the system SORTLIB must be available.

Reload Processing of Empty Partitions

Reload will format empty partitions when ALLPARTS=YES is specified.

If ALLPARTS=NO is specified or defaulted, reload will process as follows:

• The partitions processed will be based on the records found on the unload file and into which partitions they are
reloaded.

• During the reload process, the reloaded partitions will be tracked.
• Before termination, reload will check for any partitions within the range of partitions reloaded that were not reloaded,

and then it will format as empty all those partitions's data sets.

If ALLPARTS=YES is specified, the processing is similar, except all database partitions that were not reloaded will have
their data sets formatted as empty.

Conversion from Full Function to HALDB

If you have a Full Function database that you want to convert to a HALDB database, follow these steps:

1. Define the new database to IMS using the PDU (or define it in batch using the INIT.DB and INIT.PART commands).
The new database and data sets are registered to DBRC.

2. Unload with the original full function DBD.
3. Switch off the partition initialization required (PINIT) flags of the master HALDB and of its partitions (in the RECONs)

using the following:

CHANGE.DB  DBD(<master HALDB DBD>)                    NOPINIT

CHANGE.DB  DBD(<partition DB name>)                   NOPINIT

CHANGE.DB  DBD(<partition DB name> and so on)         NOPINIT

4. Switch off the partition initialization required (PINIT) flags of any associated HALDB secondary indexes (PSINDEXes)
and of their partitions (in the RECONs) using the following:
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CHANGE.DB  DBD(<PSINDEX DBD>)                         NOPINIT

CHANGE.DB  DBD(<PSINDEX partition DB name>)           NOPINIT

CHANGE.DB  DBD(<PSINDEX partition DB name> and so on) NOPINIT

5. Reload the database using the unload file created in step 2 and specify the following control statements:
– FUNCTION=RELOAD
– DBDNAME=master-dbd-name

master-dbd-name
Identifies the master DBD name of the HALDB that the Full Function database is being converted to.

– MIGRATETOHALDB=YES
– DBDCHANGE=YES
– HDSORT=YES

 

NOTE
If a PSE is used, you do not have to specify HDSORT=YES for HIDAM to PHIDAM conversion.

Processing DEDB Databases in Offline Mode
When processing a DEDB database for unload or reload, Database Organizer no longer requires that you specify the area
of the DEDB.

Contents:

Unloading a Complete DEDB Database

To unload a complete DEDB database in a single step into a single unload file, specify the following:

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=DBDname,

AREA=(*),

DBRC=YES

During execution, all areas of the DEDB are identified and unloaded; starting at the first area (as defined in the DBD).

Unloading a List of Areas in a DEDB Database

To unload a partial DEDB database in a single step into a single unload file, specify the following:

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

AREA=(area1,area2,..)

The AREA= control statement is mandatory. AREA=(*) or AREA=(ALL) or AREA=(list of all areas in the database) is
required to unload the complete database. If AREA= is not specified an error will be issued.

Reloading a Complete DEDB Database

To reload a complete DEDB database, specify the following:

FUNCTION=RELOAD,DBDNAME=DBDname,DBRC=YES,AREA=(*)
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The AREA= control statement is mandatory. AREA=(*) or AREA=(ALL) or AREA=(list of all areas in the database) is
required to reload the complete database. If AREA= is not specified an error will be issued.

The unload file can be from any other database type when DBDCHANGE=YES, we will sort the unload file into the correct
sequence and reload it.

Remember that if you specify a list of areas during unload and want the same areas reloaded, you must specify them
during reload as well.

Reloading a List of Areas in a DEDB Database

To reload a partial DEDB database in a single step into a single reload file, specify the following:

FUNCTION=RELOAD,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DBRC=YES,

AREA=(Area1,..,AreaN)

This set of control statements causes Database Organizer to reload target segments of the areas specified in the AREA
control statement. Any record that has a target area that is not in this list will be counted and discarded, (a message will
be placed into the DBOMSGS or SYSPRINT DD with a count and an RC=4 will be set). Any AREA in the AREA= control
statement that does not have target segments on the unload file will be formatted by Database Organizer reload and an
RC=4 will be set along with a message.

NOTE
By default, reload processes all areas of a DEDB database. Specify AREA= to reload a specific set of areas.

For historical purposes and to maintain compatibility with earlier versions, the DDNAME= control statement is still
supported; however, only one area at a time can be specified with this control statement and therefore it is of limited use.

EQE Processing

EQE processing is done during Database Extractor extract and Database Organizer unload. When MADS exist, EQE
processing ensures that anytime an I/O error is encountered during processing of a DEDB database, Database Extractor
or Database Organizer will switch to a different ADS and read the data that caused the I/O error from the alternate ADS
data set. EQE processing is done automatically when DBRC=YES and MADS exist.

Database Extractor extract and Database Organizer unload will recognize that an EQE has been set by IMS in the DMAC
and automatically switch to an alternate ADS when it reaches that block of the database. It then reads from the alternate
ADS and if an I/O error occurs from the alternate ADS, it will again automatically switch to another ADS until either the
required block of data is read or all ADS data sets have been attempted. If the block of data from any ADS cannot be
read, an error message is issued and processing terminates.

Database Extractor extract and Database Organizer unload will process as though an EQE exists when an I/O error is
encountered during the reading of any block in the database. It will automatically switch to another ADS until the required
block is read, or all ADS data sets are attempted.

Allocating Database Data Sets for Database Organizer
This section describes the VSAM, OSAM, OSAM sequential buffering, and IDIVTOC utility database data set allocation
parameters that affect the operation and performance of Database Organizer:
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VSAM Data Sets

The database clusters must be preallocated using VSAM access method services (AMS). The following AMS parameters
affect performance:

Access Method Parameters (AMP)
Any AMP parameters specified in the execution JCL will act as an override of the values determined automatically
by the utility. Because performance can be adversely affected, changes to these values should be made with
care.

BUFFERSPACE (BUFSP)
Any specification of the BUFSP parameter is ignored by the utility. We recommend that BUFSP not be specified to
keep the region requirements to a minimum.

SPEED Versus RECOVERY
Always specify SPEED when defining a database cluster or index database cluster to be processed. RECOVERY
only increases the physical I/Os performed by VSAM with no related improvement in performance.

DFSVSAMP Buffers
The DFSVSAMP data set contains the buffer pool specifications required by the DL/I buffer handler. This data set
is not used by Database Organizer. However, in compatibility mode, the data set must be provided to satisfy IMS.
The minimum number of 5 buffers that are as large as the largest blocksize in the database will suffice.

OSAM Data Sets

Database data sets can be preallocated or allocated as part of the reload function. The following sections describe the
various allocation parameters that affect the performance of Database Organizer.

Number of Buffers (DCB BUFNO and NCP)
The utility uses QSAM, BSAM, and BDAM to access OSAM database data sets. Therefore, the DCB BUFNO and
NCP parameters are applicable.
Specifying the DCB BUFNO or NCP keyword in the utility execution JCL will act as an override of the values
determined automatically by the utility. Because the performance of the utility can be adversely affected, changes
to these values should be made with care.

Multi-Volume Data Sets
Multi-volume OSAM database data sets can be allocated and cataloged in one of two different ways:

• A single DD statement can be specified in the job step that defines the multiple volume serials and a
disposition to catalog the data set at the conclusion of the step. With this approach, different extent sizes
cannot be allocated on each volume. However standard JCL can be used.
The utility supports this approach and no special steps or precautions need to be taken.

• An IEFBR14 step can be used to allocate the data set on each volume using different space parameters. Then
IEHPROGM is used to catalog the data set. The data set is then referenced in subsequent steps simply by
data set name. With this approach, different extent sizes can be allocated on each volume. However standard
JCL cannot be used because the VTOC on each volume will not correctly reflect the status of each extent of
the data set.
The utility supports this approach but the IDIVTOC utility, must be used to correct the VTOC before using the
data set.

OSAM Sequential Buffering

In compatibility mode and OS batch mode, Database Organizer uses its own buffer manager to manage database buffers.
Specifying the use of IMS OSAM sequential buffering will have no effect on the execution of Database Organizer.

In IMS batch mode, the IMS buffer manager is used. Using OSAM sequential buffering will improve Database
Organizer performance.
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IDIVTOC Utility

If multiple DD statements are used to allocate different amounts of space for each volume of a multi-volume OSAM
data set, the VTOC will not correctly reflect the extents that constitute the database data set. Even using IEHPROGM to
catalog the data set will not leave the VTOCs set correctly. The volume sequence field (DS1VOLSQ) and the first volume
serial number field (DS1DSSN) in the DSCB of the second and subsequent volumes will be incorrect.

To create a new OSAM multi-volume database, these VTOC fields must be correct. A utility program called IDIVTOC is
provided to correct the VTOC before running the Database Organizer or Secondary Index. BMCVTOC and DBUVTOC are
alias names for this utility and can be used instead.

Note the following:

• A parameter can be passed to IDIVTOC on the PARM field of the EXEC statement. The parameter is used to reset the
high-used track and block in the DSCB (DS1LSTAR) of each volume. If the data set is an existing data set, to use it as
a new data set, specify PARM=RESET. This changes the VTOC to indicate that the data set is empty. If the data in the
data set is to be retained, specify PARM=NORESET to bypass resetting the high-used track and block. The default is
to reset the high-used track and block.

• If the OSAM database is managed by SMS, multi-volume data sets cannot be preallocated and so IDIVTOC is not
needed. Follow SMS procedures to allocate multi-volume data sets on SMS-managed devices.

• The IDIVTOC load module must be placed in an authorized library, such as IMSVS.SDFSRESL, because the program
updates VTOC DSCBs. MVS requires all programs that update the VTOC be in an APF-authorized library.

• IDIVTOC can be used with the same JCL used to execute DBUVTOC and BMCVTOC utilities. No changes are
needed. Simply make sure the STEPLIB points at the authorized library where IDIVTOC resides.

• The IDIVTOC utility requires that the data set reside on 20 or less volumes.
• The IDIVTOC utility will set a return code of 16 if the VTOC DD statement is missing or the data set resides on more

than 20 volumes. Any other error will result in a return code of 8.

 Note: A sample job that uses IDVTOC is provided in the JCLVTOC member in the sample library (high-
level.CIMTSAMP). The sample allocates the extents, catalogs the extents, and then updates the VTOCs.

Restructuring a Database
You can restructure segments in a database, usually with no need for application programming. Database Organizer
UNLOAD and RELOAD functions provide control statements to perform the following tasks:

• Add, initialize, or move fields
• Move segments or expand segments in the hierarchy

To successfully restructure database segments, Database Organizer records additional information in the unload output
file. This information is then used during the reload. Because of the additional information, the unload file is incompatible
with other utilities such as the HD reorganization reload utility, DFSURGL0. You can also execute Database Organizer in a
way that makes it compatible with these other utilities.

Contents:

Compressing and Expanding Segments

When you process a compressed database and you specify a segment edit/compression routine, Database Organizer
expands source segments during an extract phase and compresses index segments during a build phase, if a segment
compression routine has been defined.

To reduce storage requirements and achieve better performance during unload and reload, we recommend not expanding
data on unload, unless you want to restructure segment data or verify that the unload file is IBM-compatible.
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Expanding Segments

Database Organizer can restructure only segments that exist in expanded form in the unload file. To verify that the unload
file contains expanded segments, use any of the following tools to unload the database:

• Database Organizer UNLOAD in native mode with EXPAND=YES specified in the DBOCTRL card
• Database Organizer UNLOAD in IMS compatibility mode with EXPAND=YES specified in the DBOCTRL DD that you

add to the standard IMS JCL
• IMS HD unload utility (DFSURGU0)

Expanding compressed segments also ensures that the unload file can be reloaded by any utility that accepts IBM
DFSURGU0 unload files as input.

NOTE
If Database Organizer RELOAD encounters a compressed segment in the input file and the segment is object
of an EXPANDSEGMENT, INITSEGMENTDATA, or MOVESEGMENTDATA control statement, an error is issued
and the reload terminates.

Compressing Segments during a Reload

To compress segments during reload, specify segment edit/compression routine. Database Organizer calls the routine to
compress the segments in every situation except the following:

• The records themselves indicate that compression is not needed.
The data records in the unload file contain a flag in the record prefix that indicates whether the data is compressed.
Database Organizer RELOAD calls the segment edit/compression routine defined in the DBD only when the data is not
compressed.

NOTE
The IBM unload utility DFSURGU0 never turns on this flag. Neither does DBORG UNLOAD when the
segment data is unloaded in expanded state (EXPAND=YES).

• COMPRESS=NO is specified.
COMPRESS=NO is useful when the unload file was created by HSSR or by DFSURGU0 with a special DBD that
indicates that the segments are not compressed when they really are.

Executing Segment Restructuring Requests during Reload using Database Organizer

Database Organizer executes segment restructuring requests during reload in the following order:

1. All EXPANDSEGMENT requests for the specified segment.
EXPANDSEGMENT LENGTH= always takes priority over any INITSEGMENTDATA and MOVESEGMENTDATA
LENGTH=, and also over any MOVESEGMENTDATA TOPOSITION= parameter values.

2. All MOVESEGMENTDATA requests for the specified segment.
Database Organizer processes the moves in the order of the MOVESEGMENTDATA control statements in the input
stream.

3. All INITSEGMENTDATA requests for the specified segment.
4. If the specified segment is the root of an HDAM database, the randomizer is called after the EXPANDSEGMENT,

MOVESEGMENTDATA, and INITSEGMENTDATA requests are performed.
5. When a user exit is defined in the USEREXIT control statement, Database Organizer calls the user exit after the

segment restructuring requests (EXPANDSEGMENT, MOVESEGMENTDATA and INITSEGMENTDATA) are
performed.

Example: Restructuring a Database

This example shows how a combination of control statements affects segment organization in a database. Segment
SG02692 is 91 bytes in unload file and 100 bytes in DBD.
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MOVESEGMENTDATA=(NAME=SG02692,FROMPOSITION=81,TOPOSITION=090,LENGTH=10),

EXPANDSEGMENT=(NAME=SG02692,POSITION=80,LENGTH=05,FILL=X'CD'),

INITSEGMENTDATA=(NAME=SG02692,POSITION=81,LENGTH=05,FILL=X'AFFA40'),

EXPANDSEGMENT=(NAME=SG02692,POSITION=79,LENGTH=05,FILL=X'BE')

Mapping Segments

During a reload, Database Organizer drops any segment type found in the input file that is not defined in the reload
DBD. To keep a segment, you can map the unloaded segment name to a different name during a reload using the
RENAMESEGMENT control statement.

 

Changing Segment Lengths
Contents

Database Organizer marks each unloaded segment with its length type during unload. You can change segment length
and segment length type during a Database Organizer reload operation.

Change the Length of a Fixed-Length Segment

To change the length of a fixed-length segment, define the new length in the DBD that you use to reload the database.

When the segment length in the reload DBD is shorter than the length in the unload DBD, Database Organizer truncates
the segment to the new length during the reload. As a result, the data at the end of the unloaded segment is not placed in
the database during the reload.

When the segment length in the reload DBD is longer than the length in the unload DBD, Database Organizer extends the
segment at the end and fills the extended area with hexadecimal zeros (X'00').

To override the default segment length and fill data for a reloaded segment, specify the EXPANDSEGMENT statement
with the POSITION=, LENGTH=, and FILL= keywords in the reload syntax.

You can also use the MOVESEGMENTDATA or INITSEGMENTDATA statements during the reload to override the default
fill.

NOTE
The INITSEGMENTDATA overrides the MOVESEGMENTDATA if specified for the same byte position in the
segment.

Change the Length of a Variable-Length Segment

Database Organizer does not automatically change the length of variable-length segments.

To change the length of a variable-length segment, specify the EXPANDSEGMENT and MOVESEGMENTDATA control
statements in the reload job.

When you specify the EXPANDSEGMENT statement to expand a variable-length segment during a reload, Database
Organizer automatically increases the LL field to account for the expansion.

Convert a Segment to Fixed-Length

To convert a variable-length segment to a fixed-length segment, specify the CHANGESEGMENT DROPLL=YES keyword
in your job.

Database Organizer drops the length field and reloads the segment as a fixed-length.
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Additionally, you can specify the EXPANDSEGMENT and MOVESEGMENTDATA control statements to define truncation
or fill of the resultant fixed-length segment, regardless of the specification of DROPLL.

Convert a Segment to Variable-Length

To convert a fixed-length segment to a variable-length segment, provide the length of the segment as it was unloaded to
Database Organizer RELOAD.

Database Organizer adds a length field in front of the segment during the reload.

Segment Compression Length Errors

When Database Organizer calls the segment compression routine, it passes it either a fixed-length (FL) or variable-length
(VL) segment, based on the way the segment is defined in the DBD. The compression routine must return a segment in
the VL format with a length field (LL) at the front of the compressed segment.

IMS ensures that the LL value returned by the compression routine is not larger than allowed:

• For a VL segment, the largest LL value that IMS accepts is equal to the maximum segment length defined in the DBD.
• For an FL segment, the largest LL value that IMS accepts is equal to the fixed length plus 10 bytes.

If the compression exit returns the length larger than accepted, Database Organizer truncates the segment before putting
it in the database. This truncation is reflected in Segment Reports.

NOTE
IMS handles length errors differently and issues a U863 abend.

Migrating Databases with Logical Relationships to a HALDB Type
As a database administrator, you may need to migrate your databases to a High Availability Large Database (HALDB)
type to increase the amount of available database storage and enhance the processing capabilities. If your original
database has logical relationships, additional processing is needed.

NOTE
Migrating a non-HALDB database to a HALDB type is not supported when you use IMS-managed ACBs.

The following video explains the process of migrating a non-HALDB database to a HALDB type.

This scenario shows you how to migrate non-HALDB databases with logical relationships to HALDBs. The following
illustration shows the steps required to migrate non-HALDB databases to HALDBs.
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Figure 9: How To Migrate NonHALDB Database to HALDB
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To migrate non-HALDB databases with logical relationships to a HALDB type, perform the following steps:

1. Estimate partition key ranges.
2. Unload the databases.
3. Convert the DBDs to a HALDB type.
4. Prepare RECONs.
5. Reload the databases.
6. Resolve logical relationships.
7. Perform postmigration tasks.

For a sample JCL to migrate logically-related databases to HALDB, see the member JCLMIGR1 in the hlq.CIMTSAMP
library.

Estimate Partition Key Ranges
Before you start migrating your databases to a HALDB type, estimate the partition key ranges. The result value is used to
define partitions before reloading the databases.

Establish partition key ranges by the amount of data or by the number of roots. If the database records are not widely
varying in size, either method is appropriate.

Establish partition key ranges by the amount of data
To establish partition key ranges by the amount of data, use the IBM IMS DFSMAID0 utility. This utility scans a
full-function database and calculates partition high key values, based on the specified partition size.
To optimize the performance, we recommend that you specify a partition size around 2 GB. This size allows
partitions to nearly double in size before a repartitioning is required. If your database is fast-growing, specifying
a smaller partition size helps you avoid the need to repartition often. The disadvantage of a small partition size is
the maintenance and tracking of many data sets and corresponding image copies.

When analyzing a multi-DSG database, the DFSMAID0 utility assumes that the database will be consolidated into
one DSG during its migration to a HALDB. If you keep your database as a multi-DSG to manage the database size,
consolidating into one DSG can improve the database access time by keeping related segments physically close to each
other. If some segments are in separate data set groups because they are accessed less frequently, consider keeping the
multi-DSG database structure when converting to a HALDB.

For more information about the DFSMAID0 utility, see the IBM IMS Database Utilities Reference.

Establish partition key ranges by the number of roots
To find partition boundaries based on the number of roots, extract the root keys and then use SORT to find the
boundary keys.
To establish partition key ranges by the number of roots, follow these steps:

1. Extract the root keys by performing any of the following tasks:
– Unload the database using Database Organizer and specify RAPKEYS=YES during the unload.

The root keys are written to the DBOKEYS ddname.
– Analyze the database using Database Analyzer.

The root keys are written to the DBAKEYS ddname.
2. Note the record count that is reported in DBORPTS or DBARPTS. Decide on a number of partitions. Divide

the record (root) count by the number of partitions. Use the resulting number (N) in the next step.
3. Order the records using the SORT program and extract every N-th record.

For a sample JCL to extract records using the SORT program, see the member PICKKEYS in the
hlq.CIMTSAMP library.
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Unload the Databases
When unloading a database, indicate that the unload file will be reloaded to create a HALDB. As a result, the information
to resolve logical relationships is available for the reload process.

An unload file typically does not contain information about virtual logical children. If your database contains virtual logical
children, include this information in the unload file for the reload processing. Any virtual logical children must be written
to the unload file so that they can be reloaded as physically paired logical children. For logical children that do not carry
their logical parent concatenated key (LPCK) physically, extract the LPCKs to be included in the segment information in
the unload file.

To unload a database to migrate to a HALDB run a Database Organizer job as follows:

• Specify the unload output file in the DBOUNLD1 and optionally the secondary unloaded copy in the DBOUNLD2 DD
statements.

• Specify the UNLOAD function to perform the unload.
• Specify the database to unload in the DBDNAME control statement.
• Specify the MIGRATETOHALDB=YES control statement.
• Specify the LPCKRETRIEVE=YES control statement.

An unload file is created with physical segments generated for virtual ones and LPCKs extracted for all logical children.

Convert the DBDs to a HALDB Type
After you have unloaded the databases, convert the database definitions to a HALDB type. During this conversion, virtual
pairing is converted to physical pairing and direct logical parent pointers to symbolic. HALDB logical children always
carry the key of their logical parent physically. The actual database also has an extended pointer set (EPS) that can point
directly to the logical parent or paired logical child.

NOTE
You can convert DBDs only in a batch region. ISPF panel for converting DBDs is not available.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute a Control Block Validity Manager job as follows:
– Specify the input DBD library in the DBDLIB DD statement.
– Specify the DISASSEMBLE function.
– Specify the MIGRATETOHALDB=YES parameter.

NOTE
The MIGRATETOHALDB parameter applies only to HDAM, HIDAM, and INDEX databases.

– Specify the output data set in the SRCLIB parameter.
– (Optional) To overwrite existing content with the converted, specify REPLACE=YES.
– Specify the DBDs to process in the DBD parameter. To process all DBDs in the input DBD library, specify DBD=*.

2. Assemble and bind the DBD blocks using the DBDGEN utility.

NOTE
For more information about the DBDGEN utility, see the IBM IMS System Utilities guide.

Example: Convert a DBD to a HALDB Type

This example shows how to convert a non-HALDB database description (DBD) to a HALDB type:

//ICBCTRL  DD *

FUNCTION=DISASSEMBLE,

MIGRATETOHALDB=YES,
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SRCLIB=hlq.MGRTHLDB.SRCLIB.MIG,                 <- output PDS

DBD=*                                           <- process all DBDs

Prepare the RECONs
Before you start reloading your databases in a HALDB type, adjust the RECONs so that the information matches your
new database organization.

NOTE
The following procedure provides a high-level overview of steps. For more information about each step, see the
IBM IMS Database Administration Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Back up old RECONs.
2. Delete old RECON database definitions using the DELETE.DB command.
3. Define the HALDB database using the INIT.DB command.
4. Define the partitions using INIT.PART commands and the partition high key values you determined.
5. Allocate the database and ILDS data sets.
6. Invoke the prereorg utility (DFSURPR0) to initialize the partitions. Specify DBIL= to the prereorg to indicate that this

load is the initial load of the database.
The utility creates the DFSURCDS file. Pass this file to Database Organizer and Prefix Resolution and Update in the
next steps.

Reload the Databases
After you have converted the DBDs to a HALDB type and prepared the RECONs, reload the databases as HALDBs.
When reloading databases, indicate that the unload file was created from a non-HALDB and that the required information
must be inserted during the reload.

Make sure to reload all logically related databases and to use the same DFSURCDS file that the prereorg utility created
for all reloads.

To load a database and migrate it to a HALDB, execute a Database Organizer job as follows:

• Specify the reload input file in the DBORELD1 DD statement.
• Specify the work file data set in the DFSURWF1 DD statement.
• Specify the CDS data set that the prereorg utility created in the DFSURCDS DD statement.
• Specify the RELOAD function to perform reload.
• Specify the databases to reload in the DBDNAME control statement.
• Specify the MIGRATETOHALDB=YES parameter.
• Specify the DBDCHANGE=YES parameter to indicate that the DBD name used for reload is different from the DBD

name used in the unload.

The reload process writes logical relationship information to the DFSURWF1 file. This file is not IMS format. Pass this
reload output work file to a Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) job to resolve logical relationships.

Resolve Logical Relationships
After you have reloaded your databases and before you can start using them, resolve the logical relationships. The
databases are valid only after logical relationships have been successfully resolved.
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NOTE
This procedure applies when you initially resolve logical relationships for a database after the migration to a
HALDB type. After next reorganization, IMS uses ILDS to resolve logical child EPS pointers.

To resolve logical relationships, execute a Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) job in native mode as follows:

• Specify the input DBD library in the IMS DD statement.
• (Optional) Specify the sort modules load library in the SORTLIB DD statement.
• Specify the input work files in the SORTIN DD statement.
• Specify the CDS data set that the prereorg utility created in the DFSURCDS DD statement.
• Specify the PFXRESUPD function to execute PRU in one step. 

NOTE
You can run PRU in one step or in two separate steps. For more information, see Optimizing Prefix
Resolution and Update Performance.

• Specify the MIGRATETOHALDB=YES parameter.
• Specify the following control statements to determine where PRU directs the output:

– SMDSPACE=YES|NO
– SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES|NO

NOTE
When you use the SPLITWF3OUTPUT option, the output ddname matches the DBD name, not the
DSG name. When processing a database, PRU directs the output to the PRUWF3 files, not DFSURWF3
ddname.Do not specify LRECL and BLKSIZE in your job for the WF3 files. PRU determines correct LRECL
and z/OS the optimal blocksize.

Perform Postmigration Tasks
Your databases have been migrated to HALDBs. We recommend that you create image copies of the databases before
you start using them.

Extracting Data
Database Organizer Database Extractor helps you with the use and maintenance of IMS databases - when you extract
data and you create sequential files for use as input.

Database Extractor helps you perform sequential scanning of IMS databases.

Database Extractor

Database Extractor aids in the use and maintenance of IMS databases and programs and is now part of Database
Organizer (a separate license is no longer required). You can use Database Extractor to extract data from IMS databases
and create sequential files for input to other application programs and utilities.

Database Extractor helps you perform sequential scanning of all IMS database or its part in the following situations:

Report Generation
A series of reports is to be created using some or all segments in the database. The pattern of access is
sequential and hierarchical. The program does not need the functions of the DL/I database manager. In fact, the
overhead of DL/I is an unfortunate by-product of the use of database technology.

Database Restructure
When converting an IMS database from one access method to another (such as HISAM to HDAM), the
associated structural changes may be too complex for the IMS reorganization utilities. Database Extractor can
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unload the database to a sequential, non-hierarchical format for use as input to an IMS database load application
program.

Database Loading
When converting an IMS database from the hierarchic schema to a different schema (such as network or
relational), the database must be unloaded in sequential format for use as input to the new DBMS's load program.
Database Extractor can be used for this purpose.

Benefits

Database Extractor provides the following key benefits:

• Supports Full Function (HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, and SHISAM), Fast Path DEDB (Data Entry Database), and index
databases.

• Supports HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases.
• Supports OSAM (up to 8 GB) and VSAM (up to 4 GB) access methods.

NOTE
For HALDB OSAM, support is provided up to 4 GB.

• Supports optional automatic creation of a keys file for direct input into the Randomizer Analysis Program.
• Supports optional DBRC and IRLM invocation in a share control environment.
• Optimized buffering of files improves performance.
• Supports online extraction of data from a Fast Path DEDB database area with integrity.

Limitations

Database Extractor does not support GSAM, MSDB, HSAM, and SHSAM databases.

Customizing JCL for Database Extractor
Database Extractor executes in one job step. The input control statements describe the database records and segments
to be selected, the database is scanned, and the output file is created.

During the scan of the database, you can optionally create a keys file for automatic input to the Randomizer Analysis
Program functionality that is included in Database Analyzer.

Execution Modes

Database Extractor can run as a batch job, in an IMS batch region, or in an IMS BMP region.

The elapsed time of the batch mode and IMS BMP mode is typically the same but slightly more CPU time is used in BMP
mode.

Batch Mode for Database Extractor

We recommend using batch mode in most cases.

In batch mode, Database Extractor is executed as a stand-alone batch job. The database is allocated to the batch job
using JCL DD statements in the batch run. The database cannot be shared with other users, IMS or otherwise. In this
mode, Database Extractor requires a DBBD that accurately describes the database. However, a PSB is not required or
used.

A sample JCL for the Database Extractor execution in batch mode is provided in the JCLDBE member of the
hlq.CIMTSAMP.

Any supported database type can be used in this mode.

IMS Batch Mode for Database Extractor
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In IMS batch mode, Database Extractor is executed as a stand-alone IMS batch job. The database is allocated to the
batch job using JCL DD statements in the batch run. The database cannot be shared with other users, IMS or otherwise.
Since DEDB databases cannot be accessed in an IMS batch region, Database Extractor cannot extract DEDBs in this
mode.

Database Extractor can run in an IMS batch region. In this mode, a DBD is required to accurately describe the database.
In addition, a PSB that contains a DB PCB for the database is also required. The DB PCB must include a PROCOPT
specification that includes G (get).

A sample JCL for the Database Extractor execution in IMS batch mode is provided in the JCLDBE1 member of the
hlq.CIMTSAMP. This JCL executes a DLIBATCH procedure, which is a member of the IMS PROCLIB.

BMP Mode

We recommend using the BMP mode only when the database is to remain available to inquiry-only users in the IMS
control region.

NOTE

• HALDB databases are currently not supported in the BMP mode.
• Databases with logical relationships are not supported in the BMP mode.

In IMS Batch Message Program (BMP) mode, Database Extractor is executed as a BMP region with an IMS control
region. The source database is allocated and owned by the control region.

Database Extractor can run in an IMS BMP region. In this mode, a DBD is required to accurately describe the database
and a PSB to contain a DB PCB for the database. For an unload, the DB PCB must include a PROCOPT specification
that includes G (get).

A sample JCL for the Database Extractor execution in BMP mode is in the JCLDBE2 member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP.
This JCL executes an IMSBATCH procedure, which is a member of IMS PROCLIB.

Database Extractor Control Statements

You can specify the following control statements in the DBOCTRL file to pass requests to Database Extractor:

NOTE
For more information, see Database Organizer Control Statements Reference.
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• ABENDDUMP -- Generate an Abend Dump
• ABENDRC -- Define Abend Return Code
• ACCEPTPTERROR -- Accept Pointer Errors
• AREA -- Define Areas
• BUF4OVRINIT -- Allocate Initial Overflow Thread Buffers
• BUF4RANDOVR -- Allocate Random Overflow Thread Buffers
• BUF4RANDSEQ -- Allocate Random Sequential Thread Buffers
• BUF4SDEP -- Allocate Sequential Dependent Thread Buffers
• BUFFEREDDSG -- Allocate Buffered Secondary Data Set Groups
• CONDITION -- Define Extract Conditions
• DBALLOC -- Allocate Database Sets Dynamically
• DBDNAME -- Define Database Name
• DBRC -- Invoke the DBRC Facility
• DDNAME -- Define the Database Data Set
• EXCLUSIVEREAD (DBO) -- Request Exclusive READ Database Access
• EXTRACTDUP -- Generate Duplicate Output Records
• FUNCTION -- Define Function Type
• LARGESTRECORDS -- Generate Largest Records Report
• LPCKRETRIEVE -- Retrieve the Virtual Logical Parent Concatenated Key
• NATIVEMODE -- Use Native Mode Processing
• PARTITION -- Define Partition Name
• PROGRESSREPORT -- Define Progress Report Record Number
• RANDOMTRACKIO -- Read Tracks For Random I/O
• RAPKEYS -- Generate Root Keys Input to RAP
• RECORDDIST -- Define Database Record Distribution Ranges
• SELECT -- Select Segments for Processing
• STOPRC -- Define Stop Processing Return Code
• USEREXIT -- Define a User Program Name
• USEREXITLE -- Define the LE Program Name

Extracting Data from an Online Fast Path DEDB
You can extract data from a Fast Path DEDB database area with integrity. Data Extractor uses the UOW locking with the
AREA control statement to extract segments from a DEDB by area and with integrity.

To extract data from the online DEDB database, specify the following:

• Specify the following EXEC statement:
PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,PARM=(IFP,DEDBdbdname,DBF#FPU0...)

 //ITKCTRL DD *

• Specify the FUNCTION statement as follows depending on whether you are extracting one area, a list of areas, or all
areas:
– One area at a time

FUNCTION=EXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname,AREA=areaname

– A list of areas
FUNCTION=EXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname,AREA=(areaname1,...,areanamen)

– All areas
FUNCTION=EXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname
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Data Extractor can also execute against a DEDB online in a BMP without data integrity. This is a much faster method of
executing against a DEDB that also lets you specify a particular area to execute against. The database is read without
integrity and therefore, pointer errors can occur.

To extract data from a DEDB online in a BMP without data integrity, specify NATIVEMODE=YES and optionally the
ddname of the area to execute against. ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is set when NATIVEMODE=YES is specified.

Discarding Duplicate Records for Segments in Database Extractor Output
By default, the Database Extractor output file includes all the selected segments and fields for each traversal through the
path of the hierarchy in the same output record.

Consequently, the output file can contain duplicate records for segments that are included in multiple paths.

To discard duplicate records for selected statements, specify EXTRACTDUP=NO in the JCL.

Example: Discard Duplicate Records

This example shows a Database Extractor job for extracting data from the HEAD segment and the output with and without
duplicate records. The output of a database extract without selection is as follows:

0001BOOK1            0001HEAD1

0001BOOK1            0002HEAD2           0001CHAPTER2A 

0001BOOK1            0002HEAD2           0002CHAPTER2B 

0001BOOK1            0002HEAD2           0003CHAPTER2C 

0001BOOK1            0003HEAD3

0002BOOK2

• To extract data with duplicate records, specify the following control statements:
//DBOCTRL   DD *

FUNCTION=EXTRACT,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

SELECT=(SEGMENT=HEAD)

//

The output contains duplicate records for the HEAD2 segment that is included in three hierarchical paths for
CHAPTER2A, CHAPTER2B, and CHAPTER2C:
0001HEAD1

0002HEAD2       ** Record for CHAPTER2A **

0002HEAD2       ** Record for CHAPTER2B **

0002HEAD2       ** Record for CHAPTER2C **

0003HEAD3

• To extract data without duplicate records, specify the following control statements:
//DBOCTRL   DD *

FUNCTION=EXTRACT,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

SELECT=(SEGMENT=HEAD)

EXTRACTDUP=NO

//

The output does not contain duplicate records:
0001HEAD1

0002HEAD2

0003HEAD3
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Using Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update
The Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU) component of Database Organizer resolves logical relationship pointers during
reorganization of multiple databases.

NOTE
HISAM logical relationships are not supported.

Contents

Invoking PRU

Unlike for other utilities, you can indicate the functions that PRU performs directly in the PGM keyword. You can also
specify additional functions in control statements. For example, you can invoke PRU as PGM=DFSURG10 (Prefix
Resolution) and then add FUNCTION=PFXUPD to the control statements to perform Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update
in one step.

The following table shows the aliases for the PRU program and shows the implied function:

Value of PGM Implied Function
ITKPRU none
DFSURG10
Note: The EXEC parameters to DFSURG10 are ignored. Use
SORTCNTL or equivalent if the defaults need to be optimized.
Although the IMS DD pointing to the DBDLIB is not required, we
recommend providing this DD.

PFXRES

DFSURGP0
Note: DFSURGP0 is run under DFSRRC00.

PFXUPD

PRPURG10 PFXRES
PRPURGP0 PFXUPD

NOTE
No alias is provided for the PRPURG20, PRPURG30, and PRPSPLIT Prefix Resolution Plus modules.

PRU performs requested functions in the following order:

1. Control cards are read until EOF.
2. The global parmlib member is processed. 

The default member name for PRU is PFXRES (for FUNCTION=PFXRES), PFXUPD (for FUNCTION=PFXUPD), and
PRUPARMS (for FUNCTION=PFXRESUPD). When the global parameters are processed, if IDIPARM is a PDS, the
parmlib member name may be changed by a PARMSUFFIX keyword that is processed on preceding statements.

3. Requested functions are performed.

Specifying PRU Control Statements

The following control statements are specified in the PRUCTRL DD statement when running the Prefix Resolution and
Update component. Regardless of how it was invoked, the Prefix Resolution and Update component will look for ddname
PRUCTRL before PLUSIN. If PRUCTRL and PLUSIN are both specified, PLUSIN is ignored.

NOTE
When run under the Uberutility, all Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update control statements must be contained in
one command, because the Uberutility control cards will not be read until EOF (like when Prefix Resolution and
Update is invoked directly).
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• ABENDDUMP -- Generate an Abend Dump
• ABENDNOOUTPUT -- Abend When No Output is Generated
• ALLOWORPHANLC -- Specify No Logical Parent
• ALLOWORPHANLP -- Specify No Logical Child
• ALLOWORPHANPAIR -- Permit HALDB Physically Paired Logical Child Orphans
• BUFND -- Specify Output Buffer Number
• DBALLOC -- Allocate Database Sets Dynamically
• DBRC -- Invoke the DBRC Facility
• DSPBLKS -- Allocate Data Space Blocks
• ERROR -- Define Number of Errors to Print
• FUNCTION -- Define Function Type
• IMSFORMAT -- Set WF3 Record Type
• IMSRCCOMPATIBLE -- Set Prefix Resolution RC to MVS
• MIGRATETOHALDB -- Migrate to an HALDB Database
• PARMSUFFIX -- Define Global PARMLIB Name
• PRINTORPHANLC -- Print Orphan Children
• PRINTORPHANLP -- Print Orphan Logical Parents
• PRINTORPHANPAIR -- Print Orphan HALDB Physically Paired Logical Children
• SMDSPACE -- Define Data Space
• SPLITOUTPUT -- Split Extract Output Files
• SPLITWF3OUTPUT -- Set Destination for Update Records
• TASKLIMIT -- Define Task Limits
• TEMPUNIT -- Specify Temporary Data Sets Unit Name
• UPDATE0COUNTER -- Update Logical Parent Counter Field

Sample JCL

The following members in high-level.CIMTSAMP contain execution JCL for your site to use for Prefix Resolution and
Update:

JCLPRU1
: IBM compatibility mode with two-step Prefix Resolution and Update

JCLPRU2
: Native mode with two-step Prefix Resolution and Update

JCLPRU3
: IBM compatibility mode with single-step Prefix Resolution and Update

JCLPRU4
: Native mode with single-step Prefix Resolution and Update

JCLPRU5
: Native mode with single-step Prefix Resolution and Update with multitasking updates

Usage of Temporary Data during Prefix Resolution and Update
The prefix resolution processing requires two sort steps. PRU must save data on a temporary basis between the two
sorts. Where the data is stored is dependent on the SMDSPACE and TEMPUNIT control statements and the JCL
specification.
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• If SMDSPACE is YES, which is the default, a data space will be used to hold the temporary data.
• If SMDSPACE=NO is specified, then the PRUWF2 DD will be used to hold the temporary data.
• If the DD is not allocated in JCL, then the DD will be dynamically allocated, and the unit specification will come from

the TEMPUNIT control statement, the default for which is SYSALLDA.

We recommend you use the default values except for PRU jobs where the amount of data exceeds the dataspace
capacity. For just those jobs, you can specify SMDSPACE=N and provide either a TEMPUNIT override or a JCL PRUWF2
DD specification. There is no need to provide JCL DCB specifications for the PRUWF2 DD, as PRU will set the correct
values.

NOTE

• If the space allocation of the dynamically allocated PRUWF2 file is not sufficient, a B37 space abend will
occur. In this case, it is necessary to hard-code the PRUWF2 DD in the JCL.

• Members JCLPRU1-5 in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library provide examples of using a DATASPACE and a
PRUWF2 DD by hard-coding in the JCL or through dynamic allocation.

The following is a sample PRUWF2 specification:

//PRUWF2 DD DSN=&&WF2,UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1000,500)) 

A tape unit will only need to be used when very, very large amounts of data must be processed. Here is a sample tape
specification:

//PRUWF2 DD DSN=&&WF2TAPE,UNIT=VTAPE,VOL=(,,,99)

Contents

Where Prefix Resolution Directs the Output

The following diagram shows how output from Prefix Resolution is processed:
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Figure 10: Prefix Resolution Output Destination

The destination of the Prefix Resolution output is determined according to the following rules:

• If you are also running Prefix Update with Prefix Resolution, the SMDSPACE keyword determines output activity as
follows:
– If SMDSPACE=YES, output is written to a data space.

NOTE
If SMDSPACE=YES and SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES, internal pointers refer to the updates for each DSG.

– If SMDSPACE=NO, the SPLITWF3OUTPUT keyword determines the output activity as follows:
• If SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES, the output is written to work files WF3xxxxx.
• If SPLITWF3OUTPUT=NO, the IMSFORMAT keyword determines output activity.

• If you are not running Prefix Update, the SPLITWF3OUTPUT keyword determines the output activity as follows:
– If SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES, the output is written to the ddname that matches the target DSG of the database to

update.
– If SPLITWF3OUTPUT=NO, the IMSFORMAT keyword determines output activity as follows:

• If IMSFORMAT=YES, the output is written to ddname DFSURWF3 (VB LRECL=900). This option is not valid for
HALDB.

• If IMSFORMAT=NO, the output is written to ddname PRUWF3xx (FB LRECL=22 or 36 for HALDB).

NOTE
RECFM/LRECL always set according to IMSFORMAT. We recommend that you do not code the LRECL in your
JCL. PRU sets the value when the file is opened.
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How Prefix Update Determines the Input

The following diagram illustrates how input to Prefix Update is processed:

Figure 11: How PRU Determines its Input

The location of the Prefix Update input is determined according to the following rules:

• If you are also running Prefix Resolution with Prefix Update, the SMDSPACE keyword determines input activity as
follows:
– If SMDSPACE=YES, the input is read from a data space.
– If SMDSPACE=NO, the SPLITWF3OUTPUT keyword determines input activity:

• If SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES, the input is read from work files WF3xxxxx.
• If SPLITWF3OUTPUT=NO, the IMSFORMAT keyword determines input activity.

• If you are not running Prefix Resolution with Prefix Update, the IMSFORMAT keyword determines input activity as
follows:
– If IMSFORMAT=YES, input is read from ddname DFSURWF3 (VB LRECL=900). This option is not valid for HALDB.
– If IMSFORMAT=NO, input is read from ddname PRUWF3 (FB LRECL=22 or 36 for HALDB).

NOTE
RECFM/LRECL always set according to IMSFORMAT. We recommend that you do not code the LRECL in your
JCL. PRU sets the value when the file is opened.
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Optimizing Prefix Resolution and Update Performance
To optimize the performance of Prefix Resolution and Update (PRU), do the following:

• Run PRU in a single step with multitasking.
• Run PRU in two steps as follows:

a. Run Prefix Resolution with SPLITWF3OUTPUT=YES. One work file is created for each data set group (for non-
HALDB) or database (for HALDB) to be updated.

b. Run separate Prefix Update job for each work file.

Edit JCL to Optimize PRU Performance

Perform the following changes to your IMS Prefix Resolution and Update JCL to maximize the Prefix Resolution and
Update performance.

Follow these steps:

1. Change the PGM specification on the Prefix Resolution step from DFSURG10 to ITKPRU.
The specification is now PGM=ITKPRU.

2. Delete the DFSURWF2 and DFSURWF3 specifications.
These specifications are omitted from your JCL.

NOTE
DFSURWF1 and SORTIN are interchangeable as input ddnames. If both are specified, DFSURWF1 takes
precedence.

3. Move the database DDs from the Prefix Update step to the Prefix Resolution step.
The database DDs are now included in the Prefix Resolution step.

4. Delete the Prefix Update step.
The step is deleted.

5. Add an IMS DD to the Prefix Resolution step, pointing to the DBD library.
This IMS DD now appears in the Prefix Resolution step.

6. Add the following specification to the Prefix Resolution step:

//PRUCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=PFXRESUPD,SPLITWF3OUTPUT=Y

/*

Your JCL modifications are complete.

Using the Batch Log Tracker
The Batch Log Tracker assists DLIBATCH processing by ensuring that logs are allocated and that databases are available
before the batch program executes.

Contents:

Batch Log Tracker Components

The batch log tracker consists of the following components:

Execution Monitor
Invokes other BLT programs where appropriate to perform DLIBATCH preprocessing before invoking the IMS-
provided DFSRRC00.
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ITLTRACK
A csect which has some installation-specific defaults, such as ddnames for messages and control cards, and the
DSN of the OLE.

OLE
Options, Log, and Execution database. A VSAM KSDS which contains the dynamic allocation model records and
execution records of failed jobs. The Uberutility is used to maintain the OLE.

Uberutility
Program ITKUBER, which for BLT is used to maintain information in the OLE (the dynamic allocation model
records). There can be multiple “system” (IMS ID) and global dynamic allocation records.

How the Batch Log Tracker Works

The following processing occurs when the Batch Log Tracker (BLT) is invoked:

1. The Execution Monitor determines all processing options for monitored jobs. Control is passed to the Execution
Monitor directly from z/OS.
If the requested activity is not related to the Batch Log Tracker, control is passed to the real DFSRRC00. 

2. ITLTRACK is loaded to provide basic defaults, such as the OLE data set name. This module contains the ddname of
the control card data set.
– If present, it is parsed.
– If the load fails, the job step will not be monitored (control is passed to the real DFSRRC00).

3. BLT determines whether to monitor or assist processing for DLIBATCH processing (check for parm='DLI,...').
If BLTBYPASS=Y was specified, control passes to the real DFSRRC00. Otherwise, processing is divided according to
whether the request is for regular DLIBATCH processing or Batch Backout.

WARNING
You cannot execute the batch log tracker and the application program interface (API) or Secondary Index out of
the same library. Database Organizer and Secondary Index check for ITLTRACK in the STEPLIB concatenation
to determine whether the batch log tracker will be invoked. If ITLTRACK is in the STEPLIB concatenation,
Secondary Index execution and Database Organizer execution in API mode will not work and the results are
unpredictable.

DLIBATCH Processing

If the PROCOPT of the PSB indicates read-only processing (excepting GSAM databases), control passes to the real
DFSRRC00, as there is no processing for BLT to do.

Otherwise (updating of databases is possible), the OLE is searched for a matching execution record for that PSB. The
batch log tracker will query DBRC as to the status of each database needed by the job according to whether DBRC is as
follows:

• Requested in the parameters
• The setting of the PRECHECKDBRC option

It also determines whether an execution record with a matching PSBname was found in the OLE.
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• If the parms (on the EXEC statement) specify a DBRC value of N, DBRC will not be queried for database status,
regardless of the PRECHECKDBRC value.

• If a matching execution record was found, the job will abend with user abend 4017. The old execution record must be
manually deleted before processing can continue.

• If the PRECHECKDBRC value is PSB (the default) and there is an execution record with a matching PSB name, or if
the PRECHECKDBRC value is Y, DBRC is queried as to the status of each database needed by the job.

• If a database is not available, such as because the recovery-needed flag is set, messages are issued detailing the
problems before the job is abended with user abend 4016 or 4014, depending on whether a matching execution record
was found.

• Backout should be performed on the named subsystems, or recovery should be performed on the named databases
before attempting to run the DLIBATCH job again.

The execution monitor then determines if log file allocation should be performed. If the log files are not already allocated
and processing options indicate that they should be allocated, log files are dynamically allocated.

Before control is passed to IMS, an execution record is written to the OLE. The execution record contains the names
of the log files. This will assist in finding the log files in case of a system failure. The real DFSRRC00 is given control
and BLT monitors its execution to gather statistics for reporting. After the DLIBATCH program finishes, BLT issues an
informational message regarding the result. The return code/abend code from DLIBATCH will be the return code/abend
code from BLT after reports are generated. Before control returns to the operating system, the execution monitor deletes
the execution record if the job did not abend or updates the execution record with processing summary information before
rewriting the record to the OLE.

Backout Processing

When a matching execution record is found in the OLE, extra processing is performed by the execution monitor. By
monitoring batch backout, the execution monitor can delete execution records which are no longer needed. Before batch
backout begins, the execution monitor searches for an execution record with a matching PSB name and log file data set
name. If none is found, control passes directly to batch backout. Otherwise, the real DFSRRC00 is given control and BLT
monitors its execution to gather statistics for reporting. If backout is successful, the execution record is deleted. Reports
are generated detailing backout processing before control is returned to the operating system.

How to Install the Batch Log Tracker
To ensure that logs are allocated and that the databases are available before the batch program executes, you can install
and use the batch log tracker in Database Organizer.

Follow these steps:

1. Create ITLTRACK (a CSECT that has some installation defaults). Edit, modify, and submit the JCLBLTRK member of
the sample library.

2. Create the OLE (the KSDS name you provided in ITLTRACK). Edit, modify, and submit the JCLMKOLE member of the
sample library.

3. (Optional) Use the Uberutility to create dynamic allocation model records in the OLE.
4. Add the batch log tracker load library in the STEPLIB in the DLIBATCH procedure, before the SDFSRESL data set.
5. Add a DD DUMMY statement to the DLIBATCH procedure using the ddname that you specified on the MONDD

statement when you created ITLTRACK.

Dynamic Allocation in Batch Log Tracker
Batch Log Tracker (BLT) can deallocate JCL-specified log data sets and also to dynamically allocate log data sets, as
specified by the LOGEXCHANGE keyword value. If the value is N, no changes are made to log data set allocations. If
the value is Y, any existing logs are deallocated and new ones are allocated. If the keyword value is DBRC, new logs
are dynamically allocated if there is no existing allocation or the log is allocated to DUMMY/NULLFILE.
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When BLT wants to dynamically allocate logs, it does so as described by dynamic allocation information found in the OLE
or in the control card data set of that DLIBATCH step. The order of precedence of these sources is as follows: control
card specification, system Dynamic Allocation Model record, global Dynamic Allocation Model record. The specifications
do not cascade; that is, you cannot specify SPACE in control cards and have the rest of the allocation model (such as
DSNMASK) come from the global record.

There can be multiple system Dynamic Allocation Model records or a global Dynamic Allocation Model records in
the OLE. BLT uses the system record which matches the IMS ID before defaulting to the global record (if defined).
If no information is available regarding new log file allocation, any existing allocation remains, regardless of the
LOGEXCHANGE keyword value.

Dynamic Allocation Parameters

The following keywords are specified in a grouping under other control statements to provide parameters for log-file
dynamic allocation. These parameters are specified on the allocation, whether it is reasonable or not, such as specifying
SPACE and LBLTYPE. Note that your SMS Automatic Class Selection exits may change or override some or all of the
parameters. Since that is a site-specific issue, the only required parameter is DSNMASK. There is no default value for any
of these parameters.

BLKSIZE
Specifies the block size for the log file. The block size of the primary log must be the same as the secondary log
block size. If it is not, IMS will pick the larger of the two and force the other to match the chosen one.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
BLKSIZE=value

value
Specifies the block size.
Limits: IBM recommends a 2 KB multiple greater than or equal to 6 KB

BUFNO
Specifies the number of buffers for the log file.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
BUFNO=value

value
Specifies the buffer count.
Limits: 255

DATACLAS
Specifies the SMS data class for the log file allocation.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
DATACLAS=stor

stor
Specifies the data class to be specified on the allocation.
Limits: 1-8 characters

DSNMASK
Specifies the pattern that will be used to build the log data set name. The mask can contain variable references
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
DSNMASK=maskspec

maskspec
Specifies the data set name pattern, usually beginning with a high level qualifier, and containing variable
references as needed. Variables begin with an ampersand (&).
Limits: up-to-44-byte data set name pattern

Following are the variables supported in the DSNMASK and their content:
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• &PROG: Program name
• &PRCS: Proc step
• &STEP: Job step
• &JOB: Job name
• &PSB: PSB name
• &IMS: IMS system ID
• &SYS: MVS SMF ID
• &DAY: Date in format Dyyddd
• &DATE: Date in format Dyyyyddd
• &TIME: Time in format Thhmmsst

This keyword is required and there is no default.
Note: If a variable such as the proc step name is blank, a period following the variable may be suppressed to
avoid generating a data set name with two contiguous periods.
Example:
DSNMASK=HLQ.MLQ.&PSB.&JOB.&DAY.&TIME

EXPDT
Specifies the expiration date (generally for tape) for the log data set.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
EXPDT=exp

Limits: yyddd (For dates where the century is assumed to be 19. This value is often used to communicate
a special expiration method to a tape management system), yyyy/ddd (For all expiration dates for years
1900 to 2155)
Note: This control statement is mutually exclusive with the RETPD control statement.

LBLTYPE
Specifies the label type (for tape) in which the log file should be recorded.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
LBLTYPE=SL|NL

SL
Specifies standard labeled tapes.

NL
Specifies non-labeled tapes.

LRECL
Specifies the record length for the log file. The value specified should be the BLKSIZE minus 4.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
LRECL=value

value
Specifies the record length.

MGMTCLAS
Specifies the SMS management class for the log file allocation.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
MGMTCLAS=stor

stor
Specifies the management class to be specified on the allocation.
Limits: 1-8 characters

RETPD
Specifies the expiration date (generally for tape) for the log data set.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
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RETPD=nnnn

Where nnnn is the number of days the log file should be retained.
Limits: 0-9999
Note: This control statement is mutually exclusive with the EXPDT control statement.

SPACE
Specifies the amount of DASD to be allocated for a new non-SMS data set or to override the space
allocation defined in the DATACLAS for an SMS data set.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
SPACE=(units,prim[,sec])

units
Specifies the allocation units. The following values are available:

• TRK (tracks)
• CYL (cylinders)
• a number greater than or equal to 32760 for allocation in blocks

prim
Specifies the primary (initial) allocation number of units.

sec
Specifies the optional secondary allocation.

STORCLAS
Specifies the SMS storage class for the log file allocation.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
STORCLAS=stor

stor
Specifies the storage class to be specified on the allocation.
Limits: 1-8 characters

TRTCH
The TRTCH control statement specifies the recording technique (for tape) in which the log file should be recorded.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
TRTCH=COMP|NOCOMP

COM
Specifies compressed format.

NOCOMP
Specifies non-compressed format.

UNIT
Specifies the device unit name for the log file allocation.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
UNIT=(unitname[,n])

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: one through eight alphanumeric characters

n
Specifies the number of physical units to be allocated.
Limits: 1-59

VOLCNT
Specifies the volume count used to allocate the log file.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
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VOLCNT=xxx

xxx
Specifies the volume count used to allocate the log file. If not specified, the volume count will default to
the JCL default.
Limits: 1 to 255

VOLSER
Specifies the volume serial number(s) on which the log file should be allocated.
The general format of the control statement is as follows:
VOLSER=(volser[,volum2]....)

volser, volum2
Specify six-byte volume serial number(s). Up to five volume serial numbers can be provided, separated
by commas.

Batch Log Tracker Control Statements

Execution Monitor Control Statements

The Execution Monitor control statements are as follows:

• BENDDUMP (DBO) -- Generate an Abend Dump
• BLTBYPASS (DBO) -- Bypass Batch Log Processing
• DISCARDLOGGING (DBO) -- Discards All Log Records
• FUNCTION (DBO) -- Define Function Type
• IEFRDER (DBO) -- Provide Dynamic Allocation for Primary Log File
• IEFRDER2 (DBO) -- Provide Secondary Log File Dynamic Allocation Model Information
• LOGEXCHANGE (DBO) -- Dynamically Allocate Logs
• PRECHECKDBRC (DBO) -- Query DBRC
• REPORTS (DBO) -- Generate Reports

Uberutility Control Statements

The Uberutility lets you maintain OLE records.

• Dynamic allocation model records can be inserted, updated, deleted, and listed.
• Execution Records can be listed and deleted.

To run the Uberutility, specify PGM=ITKUBER on the EXEC statement and specify the Broadcom control statements
(FUNCTION and so on) under the ITKCTRL DD.

The FUNCTION control statement must be specified first. It tells the Uberutility which operation is desired. You must also
specify other control statements to clarify the operation to be performed.

The Uberutility control statements are as follows:

• DDNAME (DBO) -- Define the Database Data Set
• FUNCTION (DBO) -- Define Function Type (LYDYNOPTDISPLAY, LTDYNOPTUPDATE, LTDYNOPTDELETE,

LTEXECDISPLAY, OR LTEXECDELETE)
• IMSID (DBO) -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem
• GLOBAL (DBO) -- Set Defaults
• JOBNAME (DBO) -- Indicate Execution Records of the DLIBATCH Job
• MODEL (DBO) -- Provides Dynamic Allocation For Log File
• PSBNAME (DBO) -- Define PSB Name in the DLIBATCH Step
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NOTE
For more detailed information, see Database Organizer Control Statements Reference.

Generating Batch Log Tracker Reports
The following reports are all generated for batch processing unless REPORTS=NO was specified:

• Job Step Summary Report
• Database Update
• Database Detail
• Log Data Set

Report information can be truncated if there was no update activity to the databases.

Job Step Summary Report

The Job Step Summary report summarizes the job step information:

JOB NAME    : BLTRUN01

PROC STEP   :         

STEP NAME   : S020    

PSB NAME    : BLTPSBAL

PROGRAM NAME: APITEST1

IMSID       : imsid    

SYSID       : system    

DBRC        : N       

IRLM        : N       

IMS LOG     : OK     

Following is a description of the fields on the Job Step Summary report:

JOB NAME
Identifies the job name associated with the execution.

PROC STEP
Identifies the step name that was contained in the JCL procedure.
If the job step is not using a JCL procedure, this field is blank.

STEP NAME
Identifies the step name for the executing step.
If a step name was not specified, this field is blank.

PSB NAME
Identifies the PSB name specified in the DLI job step parameters used to invoke IMS.

PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the program named specified in the DLI job step parameters used to invoke IMS.

IMSID
Identifies the IMS name (IMSID) allocated to the IMS nucleus under which the job step executed. If different from
the name allocated to the IMS nucleus, by the IMS generation procedure, it is the value specified by the IMSID=
parameter on the DLI job step parameter.

SYSID
Identifies the system name (SMFID) of the z/OS system where the job step executed.
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DBRC
Indicates whether DBRC was active for the job step execution.

IRLM
Indicates whether IRLM is active for the job step execution.

IMS LOG
Indicates the status of the IMS log files. For additional information, see the related DFS messages in the job step
log.
Possible values are:
OK

IMS log successfully closed.
ERROR

Error encountered with the integrity of one of the IMS log file(s).

Database Update Report

The Database Update report shows DLI update- and resulting IMS log activity to individual data sets:

                       +-- NUMBER OF DLI CALLS -+   +---- LOGGER  TOTALS -----+ 

DBDNAME  DD NAME       ISRT        DLET      REPL   #RECORDS   %   #BYTES(mb) % 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CUSTOMER CUSTDD1         51          52         2        105  48         16  48 

CUSTOMR1 CUSTRDD1        52          52         0        104  47         16  48 

CUSTINDX PRIMINDX         2           2         0          4   1          1   1 

CUSTSECI SECINDEX         2           2         0          4   1          1   1 

                                                                                

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TOTALS:.                107         108         2        217             34 Mb  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Following is a description of the fields on the Database Update report:

DBDNAME
Identifies the name of the physical DBD defined as one of the PCB entries in the PSB specified in the DLI job step
parameters.
This value can be derived from a logical DBD specification.

DD NAME
Identifies the ddname associated with the database data set.

NUMBER OF DLI CALLS
Identifies the total number of DLI calls (ISRT, DLET, REPL) made to the data set.
This value includes the number of calls made as a result of internal DLI space management calls.

LOGGER TOTALS
# Records

Identifies the total number of log records produced for this database data set.
%

Identifies a percentage break down of the number of records produced for this data set as a fraction off all
the log records for the entire run.
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#Bytes (MB)
Identifies the total number of IMS log data in megabytes (MB) that is recorded as a result of application
update activity.

%
Identifies a percentage break down of the volume of IMS log data for this data set as a fraction off all the
log records for the entire run.

Database Detail Report

The Database Detail Report shows the access mode of particular databases:

DBDNAME  DDNAME      DSORG         BLKSZ     ACCESS LEVEL    ACCESS DEFINITION  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CUSTOMER CUSTDD1     HDAM/VSAM     4,096     UPDATE          NOT REGISTERED     

CUSTOMR1 CUSTRDD1    HIDAM/VSAM    4,096     UPDATE          NOT REGISTERED     

CUSTINDX PRIMINDX    INDEX/VSAM    1,024     UPDATE          NOT REGISTERED     

CUSTSECI SECINDEX    INDEX/VSAM    1,024     UPDATE          NOT REGISTERED    

Following is a description of the fields on the Database Detail report:

DBDNAME
Identifies the name of the physical DBD defined as one of the PCB entries in the PSB specified in the DLI job step
parameters.
This value can be derived from a logical DBD specification.

DD NAME
Identifies the ddname associated with the database data set.

DSORG
Identifies the database and data set organization of the associated database.

BLKSIZE
Identifies the block size specified for the database data set.
If the database was not opened during the run, this value may be blank.

ACCESS LEVEL
Identifies the access level required by the job step for this database data set. This value is determined by the
processing option (PROCOPT) defined in the PCB for the data set. The following values are available:

• READ-ONLY
• READ
• UPDATE
• EXCLUSIVE

If the database data set is registered with the DBRC, the database share level is displayed instead of the PCB
PROCOPT. The following values are available:

• NO SHARE (0)
• DB LEVEL (1)
• BLK LEVEL(2)
• BLK LEVEL(3)

Access Definition
Indicates the encoded DBRC authorization status of the database data set. The following values are available:
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• NOT AUTHORIZED
• READ-ONLY
• READ-SHARE
• MULTIPLE-UPDATE
• READ-EXCLUSIVE
• BATCH-UPDATE
• SINGLE-UPDATE
• EXCLUSIVE STATE'
• NOT REGISTERED

Log Dataset Report

The Log Data Set report shows log allocation and access information and checkpoint information.

The Dataset Information section of the report contains the following fields:

IEFRDER
Identifies the data set name allocated for the primary IMS LOG data set. The method of allocation is defined to
right of the data set name.
The following values are available:

• PREALLOCATED
• CTLCARD OVERRIDES
• OLE SYSTEM RECORD
• OLE GLOBAL RECORD
• NOT ALLOCATED -- If IEFRDER is not preallocated, or allocated from ctlcards/system/global, then it is

specified as Not Allocated.

IEFRDER2
Identifies the data set name allocated for the secondary IMS LOG data set. The method of allocation is defined to
right of the data set name.
Possible values are described under IEFDRER.

START
Identifies the timestamp associated with the opening of the IMS LOG data set.
The format of the display is according to DBRC protocol.
(century is omitted)     yy.ddd hh:mm:ss.t

STOP
The timestamp associated with the closing of the IMS LOG data set. The format of the timestamp is explained in
the previous paragraph.

The Performance Characteristics section of the Log Dataset report contains the following fields:

Blocksize
The block size used by the IMS log data set for this cycle.

Number of Buffers
The number of buffers allocated to the IMS log data set.

Number of Blocks Written
The number of physical blocks written to the IMS log data set.

Number of Records Written
The number of logical records written to the IMS log data set.
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Number of Checkpoints Written
Number of application checkpoints recorded in the cycle.

Number of Waits for Write Requests
Number of waits issued to flush a buffer to its device.

Number of Waits for Bufs Non Chkpt
Number of waits for buffers to write IMS logger data.

Number of Waits for Bufs at Chkpt
Number of waits for buffers to write IMS checkpoint data.

Number of Write-Ahead Requests
Number of times LOG write ahead has been issued.

The Checkpoint Information section of the Log Dataset report contains the following fields:

This section displays information regarding the last five checkpoints issued by the application.

Chkpt-ID
Value specified by the IMS Application program to identify this checkpoint.

Timestamp
Timestamp associated with the checkpoint.

Record Interval
Number of IMS log records written since the previous checkpoint.

Using the DEDB Extension Utility
The DEDB extension utility extends the independent overflow (IOVF) and sequential dependent (SDEP) section of
one or more areas of a DEDB. This eliminates out-of-space conditions (with consequent stoppage of DEDB areas) to
avoid situations that will affect the operation of the system as a whole in terms of a lengthy reorganization and restart
procedures. Extension is performed without:

• Reorganizing the database or database areas
• DBD source and control block changes
• Manual status verification of database status
• The need for pre- and post-image copy cycles
• The need to run the ACB generation utility with PSB=ALL option
• Reference (accessing user segment or IMS pointer prefixes information)

The extension utility runs as a Fast Path utility region under IMS.

Processing Modes

You can execute a DEDB extension in either of the following modes:

• Online mode (a database is being updated by IMS online services)
• Offline mode (a database area has been closed by a /DBR command)

The state of the database area (opened or closed) at the time of the utility execution, determines the mode under which
the extension will take place.

The first time the area is opened after this procedure is completed, a message DFS3703I is issued to verify that Fast Path
recognizes and accepts the extension of the area and normal open processing completes. DFS3703I is not issued during
subsequent opens of the area as long as IMS remains online.
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General Considerations

You can perform database extension on the same volume or across multiple volumes. Exact space requirements for the
extension are allocated internally by the utility. Although user segment data is not updated by the utility, we recommend
that you execute an image copy once the extension process has finished at the earliest point of convenience.

Status verification on EQEs, data sharing, XRF, and DBRC interaction is performed internally. The utility executes in
an IMS Fast Path Region. Only one DEDB can be extended at a time. Extension can be executed in an Online or in an
Offline mode.

Notes on Extending IOVF and SDEP Sections of a DEDB: If an out-of-space or short of space error occurs in IOVF
or SDEP, you can use the extend feature to extend the IOVF and SDEP portions of a DEDB without reorganizing the
affected areas.

• The ability to extend the IOVF and SDEP sections of the area during the reorganization process can save time and
resources in comparison to using the CHANGE or UNLOAD/RELOAD commands.

• The extend feature is available in an online or offline mode.
• Depending on how many IOVF or SDEP portions you request during the extension, the number of control intervals

(CIs) required to accommodate your request will be rounded up to the next control area (CA) boundary. If additional
CIs must be added as a result of the rounding, the additional CIs are added to the SDEP portion of the database.

• The number of IOVF intervals used for extension is a rounded UOW boundary.
• The DEDB database must have a VSAM share option of SHR(3,3) because concurrent update access is required

when the Database Organizer IOVF utility runs in online execution mode.

Restrictions

The following limitations apply when running the DEDB extension utility:

• The utility must execute as a separate job step for every database to be extended. The program cannot switch from
one database to another within the same job step.

• SDEP should be stripped and deleted with scan and delete utilities before extending an IOVF section for a database
with SDEP definitions. This step is required because new IOVF blocks are formatted over currently allocated SDEP
blocks during the extension process. The extension utility verifies that the SDEP section is empty before formatting
new IOVF blocks. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that SDEPs has been stripped and deleted when the
IOVF is to be extended for databases with an SDEP definition.

• If you use the extend feature in online mode and the area or areas are registered with Virtual Storage Option (VSO),
they must be unloaded with the IMS VUNLOAD command prior to executing the reorganization.

• You cannot extend the IOVF section of an area with SDEPs in online mode. This limitation is necessary to prevent
SDEPs blocks from being overlaid with new IOVF blocks. The extension utility verifies the presence of SDEPs in a
database, and will reject IOVF extension requests in online mode for databases with SDEP definitions.

• MADS are automatically extended with the Prime ADS. To exclude a MADS set, it must be temporary deleted from
DBRC. See Extending MADS Data Sets for more information.

• Do not execute an Image Copy utility against an area while it is being extended, as a NEW valid end of data (HIGH-
USED) RBA for an area is only recorded at successful completion of the utility.

• In online mode, the utility performs the extension concurrent with online transaction updates, but will request through
WTOR the /DBR and /STA of the area being extended. The outage of the area is brief and it is equivalent to the time
it takes to /DBR and /STA the area. This requirement is necessary to keep the boundary definitions of the local and
global sections of the DMAC in step within each data sharing system. See DBR and Start Considerations for more
information.

WARNING
Do not use an area for IMS processing if the utility has not completed successfully. You should instead
resubmit the utility with the same control statements of the failing run to complete restart procedures. See the
RECOVERY and RESTART section for more information.
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Input and Output

The DEDB extension utility uses the following input:

• The active IMS ACB library containing the DMB definition for the database to be extended. The utility automatically
determines the correct ACB library in use by IMS.

• DBRC RECON data sets if the area is registered and DBRC=YES has been requested.
• A control data set that specifies which areas are to be extended.

The utility produces the following output:

• A data set that contains output messages and statistics.
• One or more areas with extended IOVF or SDEP sections
• An updated catalog entry reflecting the new space allocations in terms of HIGH USED RBAs.

Space Allocation Considerations

The extension of a DEDB can take place on a new DASD volume, or on the last volume the data set is allocated to. To
force a new volume to be used for the extension, specify the VOLSER keyword.

The utility internally calculates and allocates the exact amount of space required for the extension. If the space on the
designated volume is insufficient the utility terminates with message:

ITK4603E INSUFFICIENT SPACE ON VOLUME ……, REQUIRED: .... (cyls), AVAILABLE: .... (cyls)'    

Example:

1. To force a new volume to be used by the extension run, the VOLSER keyword must be specified.

FUNCTION=EXTEND,DBDNAME=dbd-name,AREA=area-name,IOVFUOWS=xx,VOLSER= ABCDEF

2. To extend the database on the last volume allocated to the data set, omit the VOLSER keyword:

FUNCTION=EXTEND,DBDNAME=dbd-name,AREA=area-name,IOVFUOWS=xx

Quick Reference Summary
The following list reflects the status that the area should be in before attempting to execute the extension utility:

• IOVF and SDEP extension request (offline)
• IOVF request and SDEP is defined (offline)
• IOVF w/o SDEP defined (online)
• SDEP and IOVF extension (offline)
• SDEP w/o IOVF request (online)
• SDEP wrapped (offline)

The SDEPs must be empty (stripped and deleted) before attempting to execute the Extension Utility:

• IOVF extension requested (yes)
• SDEP extension only (no)
• SDEP wrapped (yes)

Extending IOVF
The IOVF portion is extended in terms of the UOW quantity. The IOVFUOWS command specifies the number of UOWs
the IOVF is to be extended with. When the IOVF is extended, the SDEP section is moved to accommodate the increase.
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To extend the IOVF section of a DEDB area, follow these steps:

1. Determine if the extension is to be executed in online or in batch mode. The utility determines the mode (online or
offline) from the status of the area:
– If the area is online and opened under IMS, the extension takes place in online mode.
– If the area is closed (not stopped), the extension is performed in batch mode.
The IOVF section can only be extended during in online mode if there are no SDEP segments defined in the database.

2. Determine if there is enough free space on the volume to be used for allocation. If not, specify a new volume with
sufficient space using the VOLSER keyword. 

3. Specify the number of UOWs the area is to be extended with using the IOVFUOWS keyword and run the extension
request.

4. When the extension function is complete, message ITK4725A is issued to the message log, showing the new ROOT
parameter for the DBD source. Update the DBD ROOT parameter with the values indicated in the message to reflect
the new boundaries of the IOVF, REORG, and SDEP sections resulted from the extension run.

5. Run an IDCAMS listing using the following command to update the cluster definitions of the area accordingly:

LISTCAT ENT(xxxxxxx) ALL

6. It is imperative to take image copy of the extended area as soon as possible after the extension. The Image copy run
can be executed concurrently with the IMS control region after the database has been commissioned to IMS for online
processing. Special considerations apply during a forward recovery cycle if an image copy of the extended database
area has not been taken.
Note the following:
– The IOVF section can only be extended during in online mode if there are no SDEP segments defined in the area.
– The IOVFUOWS command is invalid within an online environment for a database with a SDEP definition.

Example: Extend IOVF during Reorganization

This example shows a sample JCL to extend IOVF during reorganization:

FUNCTION=EXTEND,

DBDNAME=DBABC001,

AREA=DBAREA01,

IOVFUOWS=72

An example of message ITK4725A that is generated when adding 72 UOWs to the IOVF portion

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

ITK4725A PLEASE CHANGE THE SPECIFICATION IN THE DBD FOR AREA "DBAREA01" FROM  ROOT=(30,20)

                                                                          TO  ROOT=(102,92)

ITK4729A ALSO SUBMIT AN IMAGE COPY FOR DBAREA01  AT EARLIEST CONVENIENCE        

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

 

Subsequent Maintenance

Follow these steps to ensure that the extended IOVF characteristics are applied to the DBD definition:

1. Update the ROOT parameter of the AREA statement in the DBD source with the values you recorded from message
ITK4725A

2. Run DBDGEN.
3. Run ACBGEN.
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4. Submit an Image Copy of the extended Area at the earliest convenience. The Image Copy can be run after the Area
has been opened by the IMS control region for example.

5. Run an IDCAMS listing using the LISTCAT ENT(xxxxxxx) ALL command to update the cluster definition of the area
accordingly.

Extending SDEPs
The SDEP portion is extended in terms of a number of CIs. The SDEPCIS command specifies the number of CIs the
SDEP section with which to be extended. The SDEP section is extended by adding new SDEP blocks at the end of the
current allocation.

To extend the SDEP section of a DEDB area, follow these steps:

1. Run the SDEP strip and delete utility in the following cases:
– If an IOVFUOWS statement is also specified.
– If the SDEP is in a wrapped status.

2. Be sure to save the striped SDEP data for its normal use of your SDEP application programs.
3. Determine if the extension is to be executed in online or in batch mode. The utility determines the mode (online or

offline), from the status of the area.
– If the area is online and opened under IMS the extension takes place in online mode.
– If the area is closed (not stopped), the extension is performed in batch mode.

4. Determine if there is enough free space on the volume to be used for allocation. If not, specify a new volume with
sufficient space using the VOLSER keyword. 

5. Specify the number of blocks the area is to be extended with using the SDEPCIS keyword and run the extension
request.

6. After the extension has completed run an IDCAMS listing using the LISTCAT ENT(xxxxxxx) ALL command to update
the cluster definitions for the area accordingly.

7. Take an image copy of the extended area as soon as possible after the extension. You can execute the image copy
concurrently with the IMS control region after the database has been commissioned to IMS for online processing.
Special considerations apply during a forward recovery cycle if an image copy of the extended database area has not
been taken. 
Note the following:
You can only execute SDEP extension in online mode if IOVF extension (IOVFUOWS keyword) is not specified.
– The IOVFUOWS command is invalid within an online environment for a database with a SDEP definition.
– Save the striped SDEP data for its normal use by application systems.

Example: Extend SDEPs during Reorganization

This example shows sample control statements for extending SDEP during reorganization:

FUNCTION=EXTEND,

DBDNAME=DBABC001,

AREA=DBAREA01,

SDEPCIS=72

 

Subsequent Maintenance

Follow these steps to ensure that the extended SDEP characteristics are applied to the DBD definition:

1. Submit an Image Copy of the extended Area at the earliest convenience. The Image Copy can be run after the Area
has been opened by the IMS control region for example.
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2. Run an IDCAMS listing using the LISTCAT ENT(xxxxxxx) ALL command to update the cluster definition of the area
accordingly.

Example: Offline Extension Output

This sample output produced by the extension utility, shows that the IOVF section has been extended by 200 UOWs and
the SDEP section by 500 CIs:

ITU0100I START OF THE IMS TOOLKIT

ITU0601I CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS STARTED.

FUNCTION=EXTEND,DBDNAME=DBABC001,AREA=DBAREA01,IOVFUOWS=200,SDEPCIS=500

ITU0602I CONTROL STATEMENT ANALYSIS COMPLETED.

 

ITK3920I DEDB EXTENSION IN PROGRESS ON "DBAREA01"  hlq.sysid.DBABC001.DBAREA01

ITK3921I MODE OF EXTENSION SELECTED                OFFLINE

ITK4721I ACTIVE ACB LIBRARY SELECTED FROM IMSZ     hlq.sysid.ACBLIBB            

ITK4701I IOVF SECTION FORMATTING IN PROGRESS. RBA: 00096800

ITK4720I DMAC BACKOUT INFORMATION RECORDED AT RBA: 00096800

ITK4720I SMAP BACKOUT INFORMATION RECORDED AT RBA: 00096C00

ITK4713I RESTART TOKEN INFORMATION (TOKEN-ID)      20030825-1338

ITK4716I END OF DATASET REACHED, SWITCHING TO NEW SPACE DEFINITIONS

ITK4702I IOVF SECTION SUCCESSFULLY FORMATTED. RBA: 0046A400  COUNT:      3,920

ITK4723I TOTAL NUMBER BLOCKS IN THE IOVF SECTION                  :      4,320

ITK4712I NUMBER OF NEW OVERFLOW UNITS ADDED                       :         32

ITK4703I REOR SECTION FORMATTING IN PROGRESS. RBA: 0046A800 

ITK4704I REOR SECTION SUCCESSFULLY FORMATTED. RBA: 0046F400  COUNT:         20

ITK4705I SDEP SECTION FORMATTING IN PROGRESS. RBA: 0046F800 

ITK4706I SDEP SECTION SUCCESSFULLY FORMATTED. RBA: 00548800  COUNT:        500

ITK4730I SDEP SECTION SUCCESSFULLY PADDED TO  RBA: 005CD000  COUNT:        530

ITK4724I TOTAL NUMBER BLOCKS IN THE SDEP SECTION                  :      1,398

ITK4722I SDEP CURSOR UPDATED (DMACXVAL+4) FLD RBA: 0046F804

ITK4707I DASD DMAC SYNCHRONIZED.                  

ITK4719I DMAC BACKOUT INFORMATION ERASED AT   RBA: 00096800

ITK4719I SMAP BACKOUT INFORMATION ERASED AT   RBA: 00096C00

ITK4709I CI0  RECORD SYNCHRONIZED.

ITK4710I AREA DBAREA01 SUCCESSFULLY EXTENDED  RBA: 005CD000

 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *!

ITK4725A PLEASE CHANGE THE SPECIFICATION IN THE DBD FOR AREA "DBAREA01" FROM  ROOT=(30,20)

                                                                          TO  ROOT=(230,220)

ITK4729A ALSO SUBMIT AN IMAGE COPY FOR D1ADEP9C  AT EARLIEST CONVENIENCE

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *!

 

IDI7600I FUNCTION RETURN CODE = 0000.

IDI7602I CUMULATIVE RETURN CODE = 0000.

ITU0104I UTILITY END.

DEDB Extension Utility Execution JCL
Contents:
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Sample JCL

Following is a common JCL for a DEDB extension in native online mode:

//S010      EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,REGION=0M,

//          PARM=(IFP,dbd-name,DBF#FPU0,00,00,,1,002,,0,,,,imsid,,,,)

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ca-loadlib

//          DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ims-reslib

//DFSRESLB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ims-reslib

//SYSUDUMP  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dbdlib

//ITKCTRL   DD *

FUNCTION=EXTEND,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

AREA=area-name,

IOVFUOWS=number

DEDB Control Statement

The utility executes as a separate job step for every database to be extended. The program cannot switch from one
database to another within the same job step.

• One set of control statements is required if all the areas in a database are to be extended.
• Specify multiple control statements to extend individual areas within a database. You can also specify multiple areas

belonging to the same database (DMB ACB) for extension by using multiple control statements.
• The control statement must reside in the data set defined by the ITKCTRL DD data set.
• Control statements are validated at job initiation time. Any format errors terminate execution for all subsequent

specified statements.

You can specify the following control statements for DEDB Extension:

• AREA -- Define Areas
• DBDNAME -- Define Database Name
• DBRC -- Invoke the DBRC Facility
• FUNCTION -- Define Function Type
• IOVFUOWS -- Specify the Number of UOWs
• SDEPCIS -- Extend SDEP Allocation
• TOKENID -- Clean Up Previous ABEND
• VOLSER -- Specify the DASD Volume Serial Number

Executing DEDB Extention Online
To execute the utility in parallel with single or sharing IMS systems, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the area is active (open) under IMS.
If the area in not active, you may execute in offline mode by leaving the area in a closed status, else issue a /STA area
command to allocate the desired areas to the IMS control region.

2. Submit the extension JCL as a FASTPATH utility region.
3. A STOP and START of the area after the extension has completed is required to synchronize the DMAC across a

single or multiple systems. Before the utility terminates a WTOR prompt will indicate the need to do a GLOBAL /DBR
and /STA the area by issuing the following messages:

ITK4726A Area  …….. successfully extended, /DBR the area, and reply 'GO'
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ITK4727A Area ……… successfully extended, /STA the area, and reply 'GO'

NOTE
The down time required is equivalent to the time it takes to stop and start a single area.

Example: Online Extension Output

This example shows a sample output of an online extension:

ITK7030A AREA DBAREA01 SUCCESSFULLY EXTENDED, /STO THE AREA AND REPLY 'GO' WHEN DONE 

       4,/STO AREA DBAREA01                                                           

                                                                                     

IEE600I REPLY TO 04 IS;/DBR AREA DBAREA01  GLOBAL                              

R 67,/DBR AREA DBAREA10.                                     

 DFS058I 14:09:54 DBRECOVERY COMMAND IN PROGRESS   imsid       

*087 DFS996I *IMS READY*  imdid                                

 DFS0488I DBR COMMAND COMPLETED. AREA= DBAREA10 RC= 0 imsid    

 

WTOR REPLY TO MESSAGE ITK/17GO                                                   

15,/STA AREA DBAREA01                                                                 

 

DFS3703I SIZE OF INDEPENDENT OVERFLOW HAS BEEN INCREASED FOR AREA DBAREA01            

*088 DFS996I *IMS READY*  imsid                               

 DFS2500I DATASET  DBAREA1A SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED   imsid    

 DFS2500I DATASET  DBAREA1B SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED   imsid    

 DFS0488I STA COMMAND COMPLETED. AREA= DBAREA10 RC= 0 imsid  

Referring to the previous job log, the following actions take place after the area has been extended, but before the utility
job terminates.

1. The following message is displayed:

ITK4726A AREA ….SUCCESSFULLY EXTENDED, /STO THE AREA AND REPLY 'GO' WHEN DONE

a. Stop the area with a /STO AREA GLOBAL command.
b. Reply GO after the area is successfully deallocated (message DFS2500I followed by DFS2574I on the IMS Control

region).
2. The following message is displayed after ITK42726A:

ITK4727 AREA SUCCESSFULLY SYNCHRONIZED, ENTER /STA AREA TO MAKE IT AVAILABLE

a. Start the area with a /STA GLOBAL command.
b. Reply GO when the following messages are received:

DFS2500I DATASET  dsn  SUCCESSFULLY ALLOCATED.

DFS0488I STA COMMAND COMPLETED. AREA= area-name  RC= 0.

3. The following message is displayed by IMS when the area has been allocated:

DFS3703I SIZE OF INDEPENDEDNT OVERFLOW HAS BEEN INCREASED FOR AREA.

This message is not displayed for SDEP only extensions.

Extending MADS Data Sets
Note the following considerations when extending MADS data sets:
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• MADS are automatically extended with the prime ADS.
• The existence of MADS sets are determined from DBRC.
• To exclude a MADS set, it must be removed from DBRC.

Validating DMAC
The DMAC in the IMS region, the second CI on DASD, and the ACB DMB member are verified for consistency before an
area will be extended. If any discrepancies are found, the request is terminated with the following message:

ITK313E: DMB AND DMAC INCONSISTENCIES DETECTED FOR AREA

The following table displays the various fields used for consistency checking:

Condition DMAC Field Name
Area open status DMACFLG1
Database name DMACDBNM
Area name DMACNAME
Block number of the reorg section DMACFROW
Block number of the SDEP section DMACFSEQ
Block number of the IOVF section DMACFOVF
Number of Raps in a UOW DMACUOWA
Number of blocks in a UOW DMACUOWT
Number of DOVF blocks in a UOW DMACUOWO
CI size inconsistent DMACOUSZ
EEQs present DMACBLKL
Hi-Used block number DMACFBAD
Invalid SDEP request, SDEP not defined DMACCYCT

Fast Path Data Set IDCAMS Processing
With IDCAMS processing, secondary allocation is ignored for Fast Path data sets. The prime allocation value, size of
the area (Hi-Used RBA / Hi-Alloc RBA), and the number of extents remains constant once an area has been allocated.
However, when an area has been extended, secondary extent facilities are used as long as there is sufficient space on
the current volume of the data set.

Contents:

Sample IDCAMS Listing Before Extension

The following report reflects IDCAMS information before the data set extension.

CLUSTER-- hlq.sysid.dbd-name.area-name

      ATTRIBUTES                                                                                                        

         RKP--------------------0     MAXLRECL-------------505     EXCPEXIT----------(NULL)     CI/

CA----------------735

        SHROPTNS(3,3)      SPEED     UNIQUE           NOERASE     NONINDEXED    NOWRITECHK     NOIMBED       NOREPLICAT

        UNORDERED        NOREUSE     NONSPANNED                                                                         

        STATISTICS                                                                                                      
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        REC-TOTAL--------------0     SPLITS-

CI--------------0     EXCPS------------------8                              

        REC-DELETED------------0     SPLITS-

CA--------------0     EXTENTS----------------1                              

        REC-INSERTED-----------0     FREESPACE-%CI----------0     SYSTEM-

TIMESTAMP:                                     

        REC-UPDATED------------0     FREESPACE-

%CA----------0          X'ACFF6CDEA3CC2400'                              

        REC-RETRIEVED----------0     FREESPC-

BYTES-----376320                                                           

      ALLOCATION                                                                                                        

        SPACE-TYPE------CYLINDER     HI-ALLOC-

RBA------376320                                                           

        SPACE-PRI--------------1     HI-USED-

RBA-------376320                                                           

        SPACE-

SEC--------------0                                                                                        

      VOLUME                                                                                                            

        VOLSER------------DEV040     PHYREC-SIZE----------512     HI-ALLOC-RBA------376320     EXTENT-

NUMBER----------1 

        DEVTYPE------X'3010200F'     PHYRECS/TRK-----------49     HI-USED-RBA-------376320     EXTENT-

TYPE--------X'40' 

        VOLFLAG------------PRIME     TRACKS/

CA-------------15                                                           

        EXTENTS:                                                                                                        

        LOW-CCHH-----X'000A0000'     LOW-

RBA----------------0     TRACKS----------------15                              

        HIGH-CCHH----X'000A000E'     HIGH-

RBA----------376319                                                          

Sample IDCAMS Listing After Extension

The following report reflects IDCAMS information for the same data set after extension. Affected areas are shaded for
ease of identification. The size used during each extension cycle is indicated in the 'TRACK' value of the EXTENTS
section. Also notice that the initial space allocation (SPACE-PRI) is updated with the size of the extended base.

CLUSTER-- hlq.sysid.dbd-name.area-name

ATTRIBUTES                                                                                                        

   RKP--------------------0     MAXLRECL-------------505     EXCPEXIT----------(NULL)     CI/

CA----------------735

  SHROPTNS(3,3)      SPEED     UNIQUE           NOERASE     NONINDEXED    NOWRITECHK     NOIMBED       NOREPLICAT

  UNORDERED        NOREUSE     NONSPANNED                                                                         

STATISTICS                                                                                                        

  REC-TOTAL--------------0     SPLITS-

CI--------------0     EXCPS----------------808                              

  REC-DELETED------------0     SPLITS-

CA--------------0     EXTENTS----------------3                              

  REC-INSERTED-----------0     FREESPACE-%CI----------0     SYSTEM-

TIMESTAMP:                                     

  REC-UPDATED-----------12     FREESPACE-

%CA----------0          X'ACFF7A5026297E00'                              
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  REC-RETRIEVED---------12     FREESPC-

BYTES----8279040                                                           

ALLOCATION                                                                                                        

  SPACE-TYPE------CYLINDER     HI-ALLOC-

RBA-----8279040                                                           

  SPACE-PRI-------------22     HI-USED-

RBA------8279040                                                           

  SPACE-

SEC--------------0                                                                                        

VOLUME                                                                                                            

  VOLSER------------DEV040     PHYREC-SIZE----------512     HI-ALLOC-RBA-----8279040     EXTENT-

NUMBER----------3

  DEVTYPE------X'3010200F'     PHYRECS/TRK-----------49     HI-USED-RBA------8279040     EXTENT-TYPE--------

X'00' 

  VOLFLAG------------PRIME     TRACKS/

CA-------------15                                                           

  EXTENTS:                                                                                                        

  LOW-CCHH-----X'000A0000'     LOW-

RBA----------------0     TRACKS----------------15                              

  HIGH-CCHH----X'000A000E'     HIGH-

RBA----------376319                                                           

  LOW-CCHH-----X'04F90000'     LOW-

RBA-----------376320     TRACKS----------------30                              

  HIGH-CCHH----X'04FA000E'     HIGH-

RBA---------1128959                                                           

  LOW-CCHH-----X'078D0000'     LOW-

RBA----------1128960     TRACKS---------------285                              

  HIGH-CCHH----X'079F000E'     HIGH-

RBA---------8279039                                                          

Restarting After a Failure
Note the following general considerations for restart after a failure:

• Restart requests should be the first control statement in the control data set; however, they could also be executed with
other extension requests.

• The integrity of an area is not compromised during abnormal termination. No user data is involved during extension.
• When online mode is selected, the database area remains available with integrity to IMS systems throughout the

restart and extension process. However, restart procedures must be executed as soon as possible after a failure to
avoid conflicts during database open and image copy procedures.

• The need for restart is always verified when the area is opened for processing by the utility. Several messages are
routed to the systems console to communicate restart requirements.

• Restart processing begins by reading CI0 of the area to determine the presence of restart control information.
– If not found, the utility continues as normal.
– If found, the control information is used to backout the DMAC and affected Space directories. Restart processing

then continues to extend the area as requested on the control statement.
• Restart procedures are the same for batch and online mode of extension.

Contents:
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Restart Information

Restart information is recorded during the extension process as part of the newly formatted blocks on the area itself. CI0
is updated with information to reflect the need for restart and further serves as a directory to blocks containing backout
data for an area. The backout data blocks and CI0 is reset to their original status upon successful completion of the utility.

Recovery Token

A recovery token is allocated by the utility and is displayed in the message log under the following message for each area:

ITK4713I RESTART TOKEN INFORMATION (TOKEN-ID)

The token is retained across multiple restart requests and is erased upon successful completion of the extension only. The
format of the token information is the following:

YYYYMMDD-HHMM

For example, 20030825-1338.

Abnormal Termination

Abnormal termination of the extension utility purges all remaining requests for DEDB extension (if specified). The current
area under extension at the time of failure must be recovered by the extension utility before it can be made available for
online or batch utility processing. This is done by resubmitting the utility with a TOKENID.

Restart Processing

Restart processing works as follows:

1. When an extension job terminates abnormally, the failing area must be recovered before it can be made available to
the rest of the system for processing.

2. During the initialization phase CI0 is analyzed for the presence of a restart required status. If so, the control statement
keyword TOKENID must be specified and must match the value of the token ID in CI0. If the token ID does not match,
the job is terminated.

3. If the token IDs are identical, the DMAC (second CI), and the last space map before the extension request are
restored to their original contents. From there, the extension resumes its normal function as requested by the utility
control statements.

4. After the extension request has successfully executed, the restart information is erased from CI0.
5. Restart information is not changed across multiple restart attempts.

Restarting a Previously Failed Run

To restart a previously failed run, perform these steps:

1. Submit the extensions request in use when the error occurred.
2. Add the TOKENID keyword to the control statement set. Ensure that the token ID value entered corresponds to the

value displayed by the following message on the run causing the failure:

ITK4713I RESTART TOKEN INFORMATION (TOKEN-ID)

3. If the output of the failing job is not available, dump CI0 using IDCAMS to retrieve the recovery token value.
4. Resubmit the job.
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WARNING
A restart activity should be executed in the mode it was originally requested. A batch mode extension cannot be
restarted in online mode. However, an online mode extension request can be restarted in batch.

Database Recovery Considerations
You must take an image copy of the extended area as soon as possible after the extension. You can execute the image
copy concurrently with the IMS control region after the database has been commissioned to IMS for online processing.
Special considerations apply during a forward recovery cycle if an image copy of the extended database area has not
been taken after a database has been extended.

• Restore the latest valid image copy as before the database areas has been extended.
• Extend the database areas. The size of the extension must be equal or bigger than the prior extension.
• After the areas have been successfully extended, proceed with applying the change log data.

Understanding Database Organizer Reports
This section describes Database Organizer reports.

Unload versus Reload Statistics
The Unload versus Reload Statistics report compares the number of segments reloaded to the number written to
the unload file during the unload function.

Performance Reports
These statistics are primarily used to tune the software and are of informational character. The following reports
are produced under the heading of Performance Reports:

• I/O Statistics
• Database I/O Statistics

Database Summary Report
The Database Summary report provides a summary of the database characteristics and contents.

Database Record Statistics
Several reports are produced under the heading of Database Record Statistics. These reports are not generated
under the following circumstances:

• One or more of the segment types were not processed. The Segment Frequency Statistics report indicates
any unprocessed segments. A segment is only processed if it is needed for the function being performed.

• The database is a root-only database; for example, an index.

NOTE
These reports reflect the actual contents of the database irrespective of any actions taken by a user exit
defined by the USEREXIT control statement.

The following reports are produced under the heading of Database Record Statistics:

• Largest Database Records
• Distribution of Database Record Sizes

Segment Reports
The following reports are produced under the heading of Segment Reports:
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• Segment Frequency Statistics
• Segment Pointer
• Segment Length Statistics
• Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity
• Segment/User Exit Activity
• Logical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity

ILDS Rebuild Report
The ILDS Rebuild report appears after reload rebuilds each HALDB partition's ILDS.

Common Report Header

Each page of the report file contains a common report header.

• The top-left corner contains the name of the utility, the name of the vendor, the DBD name, the database organization,
access method, ddname or randomizer name, data set name and volume serial numbers where the data set resides.
This information is carried from page to page to make it easier to remember the database that applies to the report
data.

• The report title appears in the top center of each page.
• The top-right corner contains a sequential page number and the date and time when the report was produced.

If multiple functions are supported, an additional line is provided in the top-left corner that shows the function to which the
report applies.

Unload Versus Reload Statistics (DBO)
The Unload versus Reload report compares the number of segments reloaded to the number written to the unload file
during the unload function. A sample report follows:

UNLOAD DBD: BA1P0020, DDNAME: BA1P0021

RELOAD DBD: BA1P0024, DDNAME: BA1P0024

 

-- SEGMENT NAMES --   ----------------------- COUNTS -------------------

-----------------

RELOAD      UNLOAD    -- UNLOADED ---     -- RELOADED ---     - DIFFERENCE --

  USEREXIT DELETE

 

CUSTROOT    - SAME -               10                  10                   0

LEVEL2      - SAME -               10                  10                   0

LEVEL3      - SAME -               10                  10                   0

SAVESEGM    - SAME -               10                  10                   0

CUSDEPSG    - SAME -               10                  10                   0

NOT DEFD    L2P2                    0         NOT DEFINED                   0

NOT DEFD    L3P2                    0         NOT DEFINED                   0

NOT DEFD    L4P2A                   0         NOT DEFINED                   0

NOT DEFD    L4P2B                   0         NOT DEFINED                   0

NOT DEFD    L2P3                    0         NOT DEFINED                   0

NOT DEFD    L3P3                    0         NOT DEFINED                   0

NOT DEFD    L4P3A                   0         NOT DEFINED                   0

NOT DEFD    L4P3B                   0         NOT DEFINED                   0

 

  TOTAL DATA BASE RECORDS NOT IN THIS AREA    =              0

  TOTAL DATA BASE SEGMENTS NOT IN THIS AREA =                0
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The first detail line of the report shows the DBD name and ddname of the database that was unloaded and reloaded.
Except for a DBDCHANGE=YES reload, the unload DBD and ddnames should equal the reload names.

The elements of the segment table portion of the report are:

SEGMENT NAMES
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line. Both the name used during the unload and the
name used during the reload are provided. If the two names are the same, the unload name is shown as SAME.

UNLOADED
The number of segments of this type that were unloaded by the FUNCTION=UNLOAD execution of Database
Organizer. This number is obtained from the last record of the unload file. During the unload, Database Organizer
writes a segment table as the last record of the file. The segment table is used to generate this value in this
report.
A value of NOT DEFINED indicates that the corresponding segment name was not defined in the DBD used
during the unload.
If the segment was not unloaded due to a DROPSEGMENT statement, then the string -DROPPED will appear
after segment count.

RELOADED
The number of segments of this type that were written to the database during this reload.
A value of NOT DEFINED indicates that the correspond segment name was not defined in the DBD used during
the reload.
If the segment was not reloaded due to a DROPSEGMENT statement, then the string -DROPPED will appear
after segment count.

DIFFERENCES
The number of segments that were written to the database minus the number of segments that were found in the
unload file. This value should always be zero. If not, a warning message is written to the DBOMSGS file.

USEREXIT DELETE
The number of segments of this type that were deleted by the user exit routine defined by the USEREXIT control
statement.

Following the table portion of the report, several summary lines are produced for DEDB databases:

TOTAL DATABASE RECORDS NOT IN THIS AREA
The number of roots found in the unload file that did not randomize to the area being reloaded.

TOTAL DATABASE SEGMENTS NOT IN THIS AREA
The number of segments, including roots, that were not reloaded into the area because the records they belonged
to randomized to other areas.

I/O Statistics Report (DBO)
An I/O Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file for all Database Organizer functions. The I/O statistics for the
DBEEXTR1, DBEEXTR2, DBOUNLD1, DBOUNLD2, and DBORELD1 files shows the activity to each file by type of I/O.

RECORDS READ
Identifies the number of records read from the file.

RECORDS WRITTEN
Identifies the number of records written to the file.

READ BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks read from the file.

WRITE BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks written to the file.
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REPOSITION I/O
Identifies the number of I/Os executed to position the file.

A/M BUFFERS
Identifies the number of access method buffers assigned to the file. This value is set by the software or overridden
by the user in the JCL using the BUFNO parameter. The number of buffers are set to 1 if the file is allocated as
DUMMY or NULLFILE, unless overridden by the user.

CHANNEL PROGRAMS
Identifies the number of concurrent channel programs that will be active for the file. This value is set by the
software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the NCP parameter.

BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the
BLKSIZE parameter.

RECORD SIZE
Identifies the record size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using
the LRECL parameter.

DEVICE TYPE
Identifies the type of device on which the file resides. If the file has been allocated as a dummy file or a null file
then “DUMMY” is shown in this field and the number of A/M buffers are set to 1.

Database I/O Statistics Report (DBO)
The Database I/O Statistics report shows the activity to each data set of the database.

The first column in this report shows the type of activity being reported. The second column (INITIAL) indicates the
sequential activity. If it exists, the third column (RANDOM) indicates direct activity.

The following statistics are provided:

BUFFER HITS
Specifies the number of times a database block was needed and it was already in the buffer pool.

PHYSICAL I/O
Specifies the number of I/Os that were performed as a result of activity by the utility. This count includes block
reads and writes. Because of the way z/OS accounts for I/O to data sets, this value will always equal the
actual number of blocks transferred for OSAM database data sets, irrespective of how many I/Os were actually
performed. For OSAM database data sets, this value is usually much higher than the actual I/O count.

READS
Specifies the number of reads that were issued.

WRITES
Specifies the number of writes that were issued.

CHECKS
Specifies the number of checks that were done.

POSITIONS
Specifies the number of times the database had to be repositioned.

ENDREQS
Specifies the number of times the end request macro was issued.

BH BUFFERS
Specifies the number of BH (buffer handler) buffers allocated for use by the utility.

DBO A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the number of access method buffers allocated for use by the access method.
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ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the actual number of access method buffers used by the access method columns.

LOAD MODE I/O
Specifies the number of physical I/Os done using high-speed load options.
This value applies to VSAM ESDS database clusters only. I/O to VSAM KSDS clusters and OSAM data sets is
always done in load mode columns.

FORMAT WRITES
Specifies the number of writes done to format the remaining portion of the root addressable area after the last
record was inserted or to format the root addressable area if FUNCTION=FORMAT was specified. For Database
Copier, the FORMAT WRITES value will be 0 because it does not format the database.

FORMAT I/O
Specifies the amount of physical I/O required to do the format writes.

Database Summary Report (DBO)
The Database Summary report provides a summary of the database characteristics and contents. Click the section title for
the description of fields:

DBD Specification

This section of the Database Summary report provides information found in the DBD itself. It does not necessarily reflect
the database if the DBD has not been kept current. For instance, the device type in the DBD may be different from the
actual device of database residency.

The elements of the report are:

DBD NAME
The DBD name found on the DBDNAME control statement and in NAME keyword of the DBD macro in the
DBDGEN.

ORGANIZATION
The IMS database organization. It can be HIDAM, HDAM or DEDB. It is the first value specified in the ACCESS
keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

ACC. METHOD
The access method used to access the database and can be OSAM or VSAM. It is the second value specified in
the ACCESS keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

DEVICE TYPE
The device type the database resides on according to the DBD. It is the DEVICE keyword on the DATASET or
AREA macro of the DBDGEN.

RECORD SIZE
The record size of the database data set or cluster. This entry is the value of the SIZE keyword on the DATASET
or AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

CI SIZE
The control interval size of the database. This entry is produced for VSAM databases only and is the value of the
SIZE keyword on the DATASET or AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

BLOCK SIZE
The block size of the database. This entry is produced for OSAM databases only and is the value of the SIZE
keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN.
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RANDOMIZER
The randomizer module name and is produced for HDAM and DEDB databases only. It is the first value of the
RMNAME keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

DBDGEN DATE
The date when the DBD was generated.

DBDGEN TIME
The time when the DBD was generated.

DBD IMS REL
The release of the IMS MACLIB used to generate the DBD.

FREE SPACE FACTOR
The percentage of free space to be left in each database block during a database load. This is the second
parameter of the FRSPC keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

FREE BLOCK FACTOR
The percentage of blocks in the database that are to be left free during a database load. This is the first
parameter of the FRSPC= keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

CYL SCAN FACTOR
The number of cylinders IMS is to scan looking for free space during a segment ISRT. This is the value of the
SCAN keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM databases only.

# OF RAPS/CI
The number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each CI. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root addressable
area (RAA) only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

# OF RAPS/BLK
The number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root
addressable area (RAA) only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group. It is produced for HIDAM and
HDAM databases only.

MAX RAA REL CI #
The maximum relative block number value that the randomizing module is allowed to produce for this database.

MAX RAA BYTES/REC
The maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the Root Addressable Area of an
HDAM database by IMS before additional segments are placed in the Overflow Area. It is the fourth value of the
RMNAME keyword on the DBD macro in the DBDGEN. This entry is produced for HDAM databases only.

Data Set Characteristics

This section of the Database Summary report provides information relating to the data set or cluster where the database
resides. This information is extracted from the system and actually reflects the characteristics of the database data set.

There is one of these sections of the report for each data set that comprises the database.

Data Set
The data set name of the file allocated to the database data set group.

Volume(s)
The volume serial numbers where the database data set resides. Only the first 20 volumes are provided.

DSG. DD Name
The data set group name of the data set being analyzed.
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DSG. Number
The data set group number of the data set being analyzed.

Device Type
The device type of the device where the database data set or cluster actually resides. This will be the same as the
DBD device type found earlier in this report only if the DBD reflects the actual device type.

Record Size
The record size of the database data set or cluster. It is the actual record size on disk.

CI Size
The control interval size of the database cluster. This entry is produced for VSAM clusters only and is the actual
CI size on disk.

Block Size
The block size of the database data set. This entry is produced for OSAM clusters only and is the actual block
size on disk.

Blocks Per Track
The number of blocks or CIs that can fit on one track of the device identified by the device type field.

Blocks Per Cylinder
The number of blocks or CIs that can fit on one cylinder of the device identified by the device type field.

The following entries are generated only for VSAM and VSAM ESDS clusters:

NOTE
For a KSDS where the space allocation for the index component was specified separately from the data
component in the DEFINE CLUSTER command, the value shown in the report will be for the data component
only.

Allocated Space
The amount of space allocated to the data set or cluster. It is given in tracks and cylinders.

Allocation Used
The amount of the allocation that is actually used by IMS. It is given in tracks and cylinders.

Allocation Not Used
The remaining part of the allocation that is not used by IMS. It is given in tracks. The percentage of the total
allocation that is not used is also given.

Number of Extents
The number of DASD extents that comprise the database data set.

Database Record Statistics

This section of the Database Summary report provides statistics relating to the size of the typical record in the database.
Segment and byte information is given. For DEDBs, record values including and excluding SDEPs are shown to make the
size of the record more apparent in the Root Addressable and IOVF Parts. Further, SDEPs can often skew the average
values rendering the values useless and in doing so impart no meaningful data to the user. This report reflects the actual
contents of the database irrespective of any actions taken by a user exit defined by the USEREXIT control statement.

The elements of the report are:

# OF DB RECORDS
The number of database records that exist in the database. Essentially this is the number of roots in the database
or DEDB area. For databases that use VSAM/KSDS, the value does not include the “high key” root automatically
inserted by IMS.

The following lines of the report will not be generated if one or more segment types are not processed. For example, this
can occur when an INDEXEXTRACT is done and one or more segment types are not processed because they are not
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needed to create the index information. If a segment type is neither an index source segment nor part of the concatenated
key of an index source segment, then it will not be processed.

In addition, these lines will not be generated if one or more of the segment types were not processed. The Segment
Frequency Report will show if any segments were not processed. See Segment Frequency Statistics for details. A
segment is not processed if it is not needed for the function being performed.

# OF SEGMENTS
The total number of segments, of all types, in the data set. For databases that use VSAM/KSDS, the value does
not include the “high key” root automatically inserted by IMS.

AVG # OF SEGMENTS/RECORD
The average number of segments per database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of segments
by the number of roots. For DEDB databases, this element is a caption only; a breakdown is provided in the
following elements.

AVG # OF BYTES/RECORD
The average length, in bytes, of a database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of bytes of
segment data and prefixes by the total number of root segments. For HISAM, HIDAM and HDAM variable length
segments with an LL value less than minbytes, the amount included is the space allocated (the “minbytes” value)
and not the LL value.

LARGEST RECORD (BYTES)
The size of the largest database record found in the database including the prefix and data of each segment.

Partition Characteristics

The Partition Characteristics section of the Database Summary report provides information found in the DBD itself when
the DBD is for a HALDB.

The following information is provided in this section of the report:

DBD NAME
Specifies the DBD name found on the DBDNAME control statement and in NAME keyword of the DBD macro in
the DBDGEN.

PARTITION NAME
Specifies the name of the partition.

PARTITION ID
Specifies the ID of the partition.

PARTITION HIGH KEY
Specifies the high key of the partition.

PART SELECTION EXIT
Specifies the partition selection exit.

BLOCK SIZE
Specifies the block size of the database.

RANDOMIZER
Specifies the randomizer module name.

FREE SPACE FACTOR
Specifies the percentage of free space to be left in each database block during a database load.

FREE BLOCK FACTOR
Specifies the percentage of blocks in the database that are to be left free during a database load.

# OF RAPS/BLK
Specifies the number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block.
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MAX RAA BYTES/REC
Specifies the maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the Root Addressable Area
(RAA) by IMS before additional segments are placed in the overflow area.

Largest Database Records Report (DBO)
A Largest Database Records report is produced for all databases. The number of entries reported is determined by the
LARGESTRECORDS control statement.

The following sample shows a Largest Database Records report:

LARGEST DATABASE RECORDS                               

           

RECORD SIZE   NUMBER SEGS    RBA OF                  

 (IN BYTES)     IN RECORD     ROOT      KEY OF ROOT SEGMENT

___________   ___________   ________   _____________________

     17,842           318   01332E38   C'010003875688011500'

     15,457           274   018053E4   C'010003934238000500'

     10,780           156   017682E4   C'010003916995002100'

      9,558           179   014B0B30   C'010003834594004000'

      5,858           103   016D7004   C'010003927497006300'

      5,598           106   013262A6   C'010003908794002100'

      5,436            96   01947004   C'010003908794002400'

      5,401            95   01522B80   C'010003934113000200'

      5,168            87   0179A40A   C'010003918595028600'

      5,165            91   01566984   C'010003858213012000'

The elements of the report are:

RECORD SIZE (IN BYTES)
The size of the database record in bytes. The size is the sum of the lengths of each segment in the record
including prefix and data.

NUMBER SEGS IN RECORD
The number of segments that comprise the record.

RBA OF ROOT
The RBA of the root segment that starts the record.

KEY OF ROOT SEGMENT
The key field value from the root segment. If all the characters in the key field are displayable, the key is enclosed
within the string C'.....', with one byte per character. If one or more of the characters in the key field are not
displayable, the key is enclosed within the string X'.....', with two bytes per character. When the displayable length
of the key value is longer than the column width, the value continues on the next line.

Distribution of Database Record Sizes Report (DBO)
A Distribution of Database Record Sizes report is produced for all databases. The distribution ranges used are determined
by the RECORDDIST control statement.

The following sample shows a Distribution of Database Record Sizes report:

DISTRIBUTION OF DATABASE RECORD SIZES                                         

                                                                              

    RANGE OF RECORD SIZES   FREQUENCY OF    PERCENT     CUMULATIVE            

       FROM            TO   RECORD SIZES   OF RECORDS     PERCENT             
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___________   ___________   ____________   __________   __________            

          1 -         100            884       7.6          7.6               

        101 -         200              0       0.0          7.6               

        201 -         300              0       0.0          7.6               

        301 -         400              0       0.0          7.6               

        401 -         500             29       0.2          7.8               

        501 -         600            944       8.1         16.0               

        601 -         700          2,662      23.0         39.0               

        701 -         800          2,696      23.3         62.4               

        801 -         900          1,294      11.1         73.6               

        901 -       1,000            401       3.4         77.0               

      1,001 -       2,000          2,401      20.7         97.8               

      2,001 -       3,000            164       1.4         99.2               

      3,001 -       4,000             54       0.4         99.7               

      4,001 -       5,000             18       0.1         99.8               

      5,001 -       6,000              7       0.0         99.9               

      6,001 -       7,000              0       0.0         99.9               

      7,001 -       8,000              0       0.0         99.9               

      8,001 -       9,000              0       0.0         99.9               

      9,001 -      10,000              1       0.0         99.9               

     10,001 >                          3       0.0         99.9              

The elements of the report are:

RANGE OF RECORD SIZES
Shows the smallest and largest record sizes summarized in that line of the report. The values are in bytes. The
record size is calculated by adding up the total length of all segments that form the record including prefix and
data.
The last line of the report will contain only one value and the greater than character (>) and it will include all
records in the database larger than the single value shown.

FREQUENCY OF RECORD SIZES
The number of records in the database that have a length within the range shown.

PERCENT OF RECORDS
The percent of all records in the database that are in this size range.

CUMULATIVE PERCENT
The percent of all records in the database that are in this size range or smaller.

Segment Frequency Statistics Report (DBO)
A Segment Frequency Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file when processing is completed successfully.

The following example shows the Segment Frequency Statistics report:

SEGMENT FREQUENCY STATISTICS                                                              
              
                    ------- SEGMENTS -------    ------ TWINS -------    ----- CHILDREN
 -----     AVERAGE
NAME     LEVEL          TOTAL    IN OVERFLOW     MAXIMUM     AVERAGE     MAXIMUM    
 AVERAGE  PER RECORD
________ _____      _________    ___________    ________    ________    ________   
 ________ ___________
TANK        1             100             61          18         N/A          12        
 4.0         1.0
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TURRET      2             100             54           3         1.0           5        
 1.0         1.0
CANNON      3             100             60           5         1.0           0        
 0.0         1.0
                    ---------    -----------                                              
   -----------
                          300            175                                              
           3.0

The report contains the following elements:

NAME
Specifies the segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

LEVEL
Specifies the hierarchic level of the segment in the database where the root is level one.

TOTAL SEGMENTS
Specifies the number of segments of this type in the database or area. If the segment type was not processed
because of a DROPSEGMENT statement, the string “-DROPPED” will appear after the segment count.
The values in this column of the report are totaled and reported at the end of the report.

NOTE
“NOT PROCESSED” appears if the segment type was not processed by the utility. A segment is only
processed if it is required by the function being performed.

SEGMENTS IN OVERFLOW
Specifies the number of segments that are stored in the overflow area of the database.
The value in this field can be either a number or a string. The number only appears for UNLOAD and RELOAD
functions and only for HDAM and PHDAM databases. If the value of this field is not a number, it contains one the
following string values:
N/A

Appears for any function other than UNLOAD and RELOAD or any database other than HDAM or
PHDAM.

NOTE
HDAM and PHDAM databases may also contain an N/A value. For example, if you run the
FFOR REORG function and COPYUNLOAD or FLASHUNLOAD are not set to Y, the number of
segments in the unload report appears as N/A.

MULTI-DSG
Appears for the multi data set group database for all secondary data set groups. The segments in
secondary data set groups are always in overflow. Unload and reload functions do not affect them.
Therefore, MULTI-DSG indicates that the number of segments in overflow equals the total number of
segments.

If this column contains numerical values, they are totaled and reported at the end of the report.
MAXIMUM TWINS

Specifies the length of the longest twin chain for this segment type.
AVERAGE TWINS

Specifies the total number of segments of this segment type divided by the total number of segments of its
parent's type.

MAXIMUM CHILDREN
Specifies the maximum number of children any segment of this type had.

AVERAGE CHILDREN
Specifies the total number of children for all segments of this type divided by the number of segments of this type.
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AVERAGE PER RECORD
Specifies the total number of this segment type divided by the number of root segments.
The values in this column of the report are totaled and reported at the end of the report.

Segment Pointer Report (DBO)
For all database types, a Segment Pointer report is produced. Details concerning each segment type in the DBD and its
pointers are given.

SEGMENT POINTERS                                                              

                                                                              

NAME      TARGET    TYPE    PTR ERRORS                                        

_________ _________ _____ _____________                                       

CUSTROOT  CUSTROOT   PTF             0                                        

          LEVEL2     PCF             0                                        

          L2P2       PCF             0                                        

          L2P3       PCF             0                                        

LEVEL2    LEVEL2     PTF             0                                        

          LEVEL3     PCF             0                                        

LEVEL3    LEVEL3     PTF             0                                        

          SAVESEGM   PCF             0                                        

          CUSDEPSG   PCF             0                                        

SAVESEGM  SAVESEGM   PTF             0                                        

CUSDEPSG  CUSDEPSG   PTF             0                                        

L2P2      L2P2       PTF             0                                        

          L3P2       PCF             0                                        

L3P2      L3P2       PTF             0                                        

          L4P2A      PCF             0                                        

          L4P2B      PCF             0                                        

L4P2A     L4P2A      PTF             0                                        

L4P2B     L4P2B      PTF             0                                        

The elements of the report are:

NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by this part of the report.

TARGET
The target segment name of the pointer.

TYPE
A list of the actual pointer types that exist in the segment prefix. Note that NO PTRS will appear for any segment
that does not contain pointers. Even though it is common for HISAM databases to contain no pointers at all,
each segment in a HISAM database is still listed in this report in case there are logical relationship pointers. The
pointers in the prefix of the dummy root segment in VSAM/KSDS data set are included in this report.
The possible pointer values are:
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• HIER: HIERarchic forward pointer.
• HIERBWD: HIERarchic BackWarD pointer.
• LCF: Logical Child First pointer.
• LCL: Logical Child Last pointer.
• LP: Logical Parent pointer.
• LTB: Logical Twin Backward pointer.
• LTF: Logical Twin Forward pointer.
• NEXT DBR: NEXT Database Record. This pointer exists in each record of a HISAM/OSAM data set. It points

at the next database record with a root key value higher than the root key value of this record. The target of
this pointer is always in the overflow data set.

• NEXT L/R: NEXT Logical Record. This pointer exists in each record of a HISAM/OSAM data set, a HISAM/
VSAM/KSDS, and a HISAM/VSAM/ESDS. It points at the next record in the overflow data set that belongs to
the same database record.

• PCF: Physical Child First pointer.
• PCL: Physical Child Last pointer.
• PP: Physical Parent pointer.
• PTB: Physical Twin Backward pointer.
• PTF: Physical Twin Forward pointer.
• RAP #: A Root Anchor Point in the block prefix.
• SPCF: Sequential Physical Child First pointer.
• SPTF: Sequential Physical Twin Forward pointer.
• SSP: SubSet Pointer.
• VL SEP: Variable Length segment SEParated data pointer.

NOTES
Text giving any special considerations for the segment pointer.

• (TREATED AS HIER): Will be shown if the pointer type was defined as physical in the DBD but is treated as a
hierarchical pointer by IMS.

• (TREATED AS HIERB): Will be shown if the pointer type was defined as physical in the DBD but is treated as
a hierarchical pointer by IMS.

• (NOT PROCESSED): Will be shown if the pointer type was not processed. A pointer is not processed if it is not
needed for the function being performed.

Segment Length Statistics Report (DBO)
A Segment Length Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of processing.

SEGMENT LENGTH STATISTICS                                                     

                                                                              

                 DBD LENGTHS                                                  

NAME      TYPE     MIN   MAX  LENGTH ERRORS                                   

________  ____    ____  ____ ______________                                   

CUSTROOT  ROOT      20    48              0                                   

LEVEL2    DEP       33    52              0                                   

LEVEL3    DEP       33    52              0                                   

SAVESEGM  DEP       33    52              0                                   

CUSDEPSG  DEP       32    34              0                                   

L2P2      DEP       33    52              0                                   

L3P2      DEP       33    52              0                                   
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L4P2A     DEP       33    52              0                                   

L4P2B     DEP       32    34              0                                   

L2P3      DEP       33    52              0                                   

L3P3      DEP       33    52              0                                   

L4P3A     DEP       33    52              0                                   

L4P3B     DEP       32    34              0                                  

The elements of the report are:

NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

SEGMENT TYPE
Identifies the segment as a root segment (ROOT), dependent segment (DEP), DEDB direct dependent (DDEP)
segment or a DEDB sequential dependent (SDEP) segment.

DBD LENGTHS
The minimum and maximum lengths that the segment can have as specified in the BYTES keyword of the SEGM
macro of the DBDGEN.
For a real logical child with a virtual logical parent concatenated key (LPCK), the length value shown in the report
will be the actual length of the data portion of the segment as it exists on disk. In other words, the length value
shown will be the length of the intersection data only and not include the LPCK length.

LENGTH ERRORS
The number of segments that were longer than allowed by the DBD.

Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity Report (DBO)
A Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of
processing.

The following example shows the report.

SEGMENT EDIT/COMPRESSION ROUTINE ACTIVITY                                     

                                                                              

SEGMENT  COMPRESSION CALL FOR   FORMAT ON THE  CALLS TO SEGMENT COMPRESSION                 

  NAME     ROUTINE   INIT/TERM SEQUENTIAL FILE EDIT/COMPRESSION  FACTOR %             

________ ___________ _________ _______________ ________________ ___________                 

P1A        NONE                   

P1A5       DFSCMPX0  YES       EXPANDED         1,002           (+) 2.7     

P1B        DFSCMPX0  YES       EXPANDED         8,004           (-) 2.8 

The elements of the report are:

SEGMENT NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

COMPRESSION ROUTINE
The name of the segment edit/compression routine as defined in the DBD for this segment. If the segment is not
defined to have an edit routine, NONE is shown.

CALL FOR INIT/TERM
Indicates whether the DBD says that the segment edit/compression routine should be called for initialization and
termination processing. Either YES or NO is shown.

FORMAT ON THE SEQUENTIAL FILE
The format of the segments as they exist on the sequential file. A value of COMPRESSED or EXPANDED is
shown if the segment is defined to have a compression routine unless no segments of that segment type exist on
the file in which case NO SEGMENTS is be shown. The field will be blank otherwise.
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CALLS TO SEGMENT EDIT/COMPRESSION
The number of calls the utility made to the routine. It will usually be equal to the number of segments processed.
There will be an additional call if the routine were called for initialization processing. There will be an additional
call if the routine were called for termination processing.

COMPRESSION FACTOR %
Displays the accumulated compressed length divided by the accumulated uncompressed length.

Segment/User Exit Activity Report (DBO)
A Segment/User Exit Activity report shows statistics for different return codes.

The following example shows the report:

SEGMENT REPORTS
 
USER EXIT ACTIVITY
SEGMENT  --------------------------  RETURN CODES  --------------------------
  NAME           0         4         8        12        16        20     OTHER
_______  _________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________
CUSTROOT     2,371         0       678         0         0         0         0
LOANSEGM         0         0         0         0         0         0         0
LOANDETL         0         0         0         0         0         0         0

The report provides statistics for the following return codes:

0
The user exit did not modify the segment. The segment is processed as is.

4
The user exit modified the segment. The segment is processed in its modified form.

8
The user exit deleted the segment.

12
The user exit deleted the segment and all the following segments from this database record.

16
The user exit placed the segment in the overflow area of an HDAM database and did not modify it. The segment
is processed as is.

20
The user exit placed the segment into a new block of an HIDAM database and did not modify it. The segment is
processed as is.

OTHER
The user exit terminated processing.

For more information about user exits, see User Exits for Unload and Reload.

Logical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity Report (DBO)
A Logical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of
processing.

LOGICAL RELATIONSHIP/SECONDARY INDEX ACTIVITY                                 

                                                                              

SEGMENT     PARTICIPATES IN      PARTICIPATES IN          CALLS TO WORK       
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  NAME     SECONDARY INDEXES   LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS   FILE 1 GENERATOR       

________   _________________   _____________________   ________________       

CUSTROOT          NO                    YES                           0       

LOANSEGM          NO                    YES                           0       

LOANDETL          NO                    YES                           0      

The elements of the report are:

SEGMENT NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

PARTICIPATES IN SECONDARY INDEXES
Indicates whether this segment is a source segment for one or more secondary indexes (YES) or (NO).

PARTICIPATES IN LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
Indicates whether this segment is a logical parent or logical child in one or more logical relationships (YES) or
(NO).

CALLS TO THE WORK FILE 1 GENERATOR
The number of records that were written to the work file DFSURWF1 due to this segment.

ILDS Rebuild Report (DBO)
The ILDS Rebuild report appears after reload rebuilds each HALDB partition's ILDS.

The ILDS Rebuild report appears after reload rebuilds each HALDB partition's ILDS.

The following sample shows an ILDS Rebuild report:

ILDS REBUILD

____________

 

  ILDS NAME                           :      POMR1L

  OLD ILDS RECORD COUNT               :          57

  RELOAD EXTRACT RECORD COUNT         :          57

  MERGED RECORD COUNT                 :          57

  NEW FROM RELOAD ILDS RECORD COUNT   :           0

  NEW ILDS RECORD COUNT               :          57

  UNMATCHED FROM OLD ILDS RECORD COUNT:           0

Database Organizer User-Provided Data Areas and Modules
Database Organizer relies on the availability and use of several user-provided data areas and modules during an unload
or reload. The purpose of this section is to identify these data areas and modules so that you may better understand how
the utility uses them.

Contents:

DBD

Prior to an unload or reload of a database, Database Organizer scans the DBD to set some basic parameters for the
operation.
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Randomizer

During an unload of an HDAM or DEDB database, Database Organizer does not use the randomizer routine identified in
the DBD.

During a reload of an HDAM or DEDB database, Database Organizer requires the use of the randomizer routine identified
in the DBD. After retrieving the DBD, Database Organizer identifies the name of the randomizer by looking at the
data generated by the DBD macro. Then Database Organizer attempts to load the randomizer from DBOLOAD. If the
DBOLOAD DD statement does not exist or if the randomizer is not in the DBOLOAD library then Database Organizer
attempts to load the randomizer from STEPLIB, JOBLIB and link list. The randomizer must exist either in the DBOLOAD
file, the STEPLIB file, the JOBLIB file or the OS link list. If it cannot be loaded, Database Organizer issues an error
message, sets the return code to 12 and terminates.

DEDB DMAC

IMS Fast Path keeps track of pertinent information concerning a Fast Path area in a control block called a DMAC. The
DMAC is saved in the second CI of the area. Database Organizer uses some of the data in the DMAC to control the
unload of a Fast Path DEDB.

During a reload, Database Organizer constructs a DMAC and writes it as the second CI in the database area.

FABEUR6 and FABEUR7 User Exits
Contents:

FAB6

FAB6 is used to create an unload file from data that is not in unload format.

See the section Using FAB6 for instructions how to use functions in this exit and a sample user COBOL program.

A sample JCL to invoke FABEUR6 user exit is provided in the sample library member high-level.CIMTSAMP(JCLFAB6).

FAB7

FAB7 is a method by which you can extract records from an unload file.

The read unloaded database (FABEUR7) utility provides an easily used method for retrieving database segments from an
unloaded database file. Segments within a database record are returned to the caller in hierarchical order.

Using FABEUR7, you can:

• Retrieve database records for off-line report generation.
• Read and present an application view of the segment data.

NOTE
If the unloaded database file generated by Database Organizer is not sorted, the database records are in
physical hierarchical order.

Support for DUAL read capability is not currently planned. See the section Using FAB7 for instructions how to use this exit
and a sample user COBOL program.

A sample JCL to invoke FABEUR7 user exit is provided in the sample library member high-level.CIMTSAMP(JCLFAB7).

Maintenance Requirements

After new maintenance is applied to FABEUR6 and FABEUR7, you must relink your application programs with FABEUR6
and FABEUR7 to put in force the new changes.
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Using FAB6

Initialization Function

The FABEUR6 initialization function performs the following tasks:

• Sets up the required environment for subsequent randomizer calls.
• Creates the formatted DMB file for the reload processor.
• Edits and parses the control statements.
• Opens all required output files.
• Loads the exit routine, if specified.
• Loads and performs a DATABASE OPEN call (entry code 12) to DL/I segment/edit compression routines, if specified.

NOTE
INIT functions must be performed before any other function call.

Build and Write Function

The FABEUR6 build and write function (PUT) invokes the randomizing routine if the segment being written is a root
segment and builds the segment data record prefix. If the DLICOMP=CMP control statement has been provided and
segments are defined with the COMPRTN parameter in the DBD, the routine defined is called with a COMPRESS call
(entry code 0). The record is then written to the appropriate output file.

Segments within a database record must be presented to FABEUR6 in hierarchical order.

End of File Function

The FABEUR6 end of file function is invoked after all segments for a database have been processed. EOF generates
the audit report and the sort control cards. If a DL/I segment edit/compression routine is used, a DATABASE CLOSE call
(entry code 16) is performed. If an exit routine has been specified, an END function call is issued and all output files are
closed.

JCL Requirements

This module requires the following DD statements to be included in the job step:

ACBLIB
Defines the library containing the DMB for the database. This DD statement is required unless the MODSTAT
DD statement is provided. MODSTAT defines the MODSTAT data set. When present, the ACBLIB is omitted, but
the ACB libraries referenced by MODSTAT must be present (IMSACBA and IMSACBB). The current ACB DD is
selected.

MODSTAT
Defines the MODSTAT data set. When present, the ACBLIB is omitted, but the ACB libraries referenced by
MODSTAT must be present (IMSACBA and IMSACBB). The current ACB DD is selected.

STEPLIB
Identifies the library containing the randomizing module used for the database (typically IMSVS.SDFSRESL) must
be concatenated to STEPLIB. If the DLICOMP control statement was provided, the library containing the DL/I
segment edit/compression routines must also be concatenated to STEPLIB.

DURDxxxO
Defines the output data set names, where xxx is a number specified in the FILECTL parameter.

The following DD statements are optional:
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MODSTAT
Indicates the IMSACBA or IMSACBB library where the DMB is fetched.

IMSACBA/IMSACBB
Indicates the library where the DMB is fetched.

UR6FCTL
Defines the control statement input data set. This data set can reside on a direct-access device or can be routed
through the input stream.

Control Statements

You can optionally specify the following control statements with FABEUR6:

• DLICOMP (DBO) -- Invoke DLI Segment Edit/Compression Routine
• FILECTL (DBO) -- Specify Output File Number

Sample User COBOL Program

In this example, a user's COBOL program is calling FABEUR6. The user's program reads in the dbdname from an input
file, the segment data from file DATAIN, and uses FABEUR6 to write out the Database Organizer unload files. Each input
segment data record has an 8-byte segment name followed by (unused) 8 bytes subset pointers and segment data.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID.    SAMP4UR6.                

AUTHOR.        COMPUTER ASSOCIATES      

INSTALLATION.  COMPUTER ASSOCIATES      

SOURCE-COMPUTER.    IBM-370.          

OBJECT-COMPUTER.    IBM-370.          

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                               

FILE-CONTROL.                                       

     SELECT  INPUT-FILE   ASSIGN TO UT-S-INPUT.      

     SELECT  DATA-IN-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-DATAIN.    

     SELECT  REPORT-FILE  ASSIGN TO UT-S-REPORT.     

DATA DIVISION.                                      

FILE SECTION.                   

FD  INPUT-FILE                               

     RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHARACTERS            

     BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS                 

     RECORDING MODE IS F                      

     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED                

     DATA RECORD IS INPUT-RECORD.             

     01  INPUT-RECORD.                            

          05 INP-DBD-NAME         PIC     X(8).    

          05 FILLER               PIC     X(72).    

FD  DATA-IN-FILE                           

     RECORD CONTAINS 3986 CHARACTERS        

     BLOCK CONTAINS 1 RECORDS               

     RECORDING MODE IS F                    

     LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED              

     DATA RECORD IS DATA-IN-RECORD.         

                                           

     01  DATA-IN-RECORD      PIC     X(3986).           

...
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WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                           

77  FUNC-INIT                PIC   X(04)  VALUE 'INIT'. 

77  FUNC-PUT                 PIC   X(04)  VALUE 'PUT '. 

77  FUNC-EOF                 PIC   X(04)  VALUE 'EOF '.           

77  FUNC-STATUS              PIC   X(02)  VALUE SPACES. 

77  DBDNAME                  PIC   X(08)  VALUE SPACES. 

...

 

01  WK1-IOAREA.                                            

     05 WK1-SEG-NAME                PIC X(8).                   

     05 WK1-SSPTRS                  PIC X    OCCURS 8 TIMES.    

     05 WK1-SEG-DATA1               PIC X(3976) VALUE SPACES.   

     05 WK1-SEG-DATA2               REDEFINES WK1-SEG-DATA1.    

         10 WK1-ROOT-LL             PIC S9(4) COMP.             

         10 WK1-SEG-DATA3.                                   

                 15 WK1-ROOT-KEY              PIC X(12).     

                 15 WK1-FILLER                PIC X(3962).   

...

 

01  ARE-THERE-MORE-DB-RECORDS   PIC X(3) VALUE 'YES'.

     88 MORE-DB-RECORDS                  VALUE 'YES'.

     88 NO-MORE-DB-RECORDS               VALUE 'NO'.  

PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                            

****-----------------------------------------------------***** 

****----            Main Routine                      ---***** 

****-----------------------------------------------------***** 

1000-MAINLINE.                                                 

    

     PERFORM 1100-READ-CONTROL-FILE THRU 1100-EXIT.        

     ...

     CALL  'FABEUR6' USING FUNC-INIT                            

                           DBDNAME.                             

                                                               

   

     PERFORM 1200-UPDATE-SEGMENT UNTIL NO-MORE-DB-RECORDS. 

     CALL  'FABEUR6' USING FUNC-EOF.

 

     GOBACK.

 

1100-READ-CONTROL-FILE.                                       
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     READ INPUT-FILE  AT END                                   

         MOVE 'NO' TO ARE-THERE-MORE-RECORDS.           

      

         MOVE INP-DBD-NAME TO DBDNAME.       

                      

1100-EXIT.                                                    

     EXIT.           

1200-UPDATE-SEGMENT.                                           

                                                             

     PERFORM 1250-READ-DATABASE-FILE                          

     MOVE DATA-IN-RECORD TO WK1-IOAREA           

     IF MORE-DB-RECORDS THEN

         CALL  'FABEUR6' USING FUNC-PUT   

                               WK1-IOAREA

     ELSE 

         EXIT.

 

1200-EXIT.

     EXIT.  

1250-READ-DATABASE-FILE.                                       

    

    READ DATA-IN-FILE AT END                                   

       MOVE 'NO' TO ARE-THERE-MORE-DB-RECORDS.   

1250-EXIT.                                                     

     EXIT.

NOTE
FABEUR6 has to be link-edited with user COBOL programs. See FABEUR6 sample JCL in high-
level.CIMTSAMP(JCLFAB6) for specification of output unload files.

Using FAB7

Parameter Lists

FABEUR7 is called with a parameter list consisting of a function code and one or more other data items. The function
code is used to indicate which function to perform.

NOTE
FABEUR7 has to be link-edited with user COBOL programs. See FABEUR6 and FABEUR7 User Exits for
specification of output unload files.

Initialization Function

The initialization function INIT opens the input data sets and reads the DMB record from the ACBLIB or IMSACBA/
IMSACBB library. INIT parses any control cards and loads the exit routine.
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If DLICOMP=EXP is specified, this function also loads and performs a DATABASE OPEN call (entry code 12) to any DL/I
segment edit/compression routine. The INIT must be performed before a GET call.

Get Segment Data Function

The GET DATA function reads the next sequential record in the unload file. If DLICOMP=EXP is specified, the DL/I
segment edit/compression routine is invoked with an EXPAND call (entry code 04). If an exit routine has been specified,
an EXPAND function call is issued. The segment name and data are returned to the caller.

End of File Function

The end of file function closes the files. If an exit routine has been specified, an END function call is issued. The INIT
function must be performed before an EOF call.

Retrieving Extended Root/Segment Information

By including one more I/O area on the GET parameter lists, a user can retrieve more information about the returned
segment. FABEUR7 returns an extended information block in the second I/O area with the following format:

Fieldname ASM Definition

RAP RBA F

Root Sequence PL4

Reserved F

Root Key Length H

Root Key Data XL256

Curr. Seg. Type CL4

" " Seg-Code H

" " Hierarchical Level H

" " Key Length H

" " Key Data XL256

JCL Requirements

FABEUR7 is a called module that requires the following DD statements to be included in the job step:

UR7RPT
Defines the audit report output data set. The data set may reside on a direct-access device, printer, or routed
through the output stream.

• RECFM=FBA
• LRECL=121

STEPLIB
Defines the library containing the FABEUR7X load module, and if the DLICOMP=EXP control statement was
provided, the library containing the DL/I segment edit/compression routines.

The following DD statements are required if the input stream is in an unloaded database record format:

UR7DATA
Defines the DEDB unload file (the segment data records generated by Database Organizer UNLOAD).

ACBLIB
Defines the library containing the DMB for the database. This DD statement is required unless the MODSTAT
DD statement is provided. MODSTAT defines the MODSTAT data set. When present, the ACBLIB is omitted, but
the ACB libraries referenced by MODSTAT must be present (IMSACBA and IMSACBB). The current ACB DD is
selected.

The following DD statements are optional:
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MODSTAT
Indicates the IMSACBA or IMSACBB library where the DMB is fetched.

IMSACBA/IMSACBB
Indicates the library where the DMB is fetched.

UR7CTL
Defines the control statement input data set. This data set can reside on a direct-access device or can be routed
through the input stream.

Control Statement

You can optionally specify the following control statement with FABEUR7:

• DLICOMP (DBO) -- Invoke DLI Segment Edit/Compression Routine

Sample User COBOL Program

In this example, a user's COBOL program uses FABEUR7 functions INIT, GET, and EOF to read segments from a
Database Organizer unload data set and writes out the segments onto an output data set named DATAOUT.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                     

PROGRAM-ID.    SAMP1UR7.                     

AUTHOR.        COMPUTER ASSOCIATES           

INSTALLATION.  COMPUTER ASSOCIATES         

SOURCE-COMPUTER.    IBM-370.          

OBJECT-COMPUTER.    IBM-370.          

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.                              

FILE-CONTROL.                                      

    SELECT  DATA-OUT-FILE  ASSIGN TO UT-S-DATAOUT.

 

...

 

DATA DIVISION.                           

FILE SECTION.                            

FD  DATA-OUT-FILE                        

    RECORD CONTAINS 3986 CHARACTERS      

    BLOCK CONTAINS 1 RECORDS             

    RECORDING MODE IS F                  

    LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED            

    DATA RECORD IS DATA-OUT-RECORD.      

                                         

    01  DATA-OUT-RECORD     PIC     X(3986).

  

...

 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.                            

77  FUNC-INIT               PIC   X(04)  VALUE 'INIT'.      

77  FUNC-GET                PIC   X(04)  VALUE 'GET '.      

77  FUNC-EOF            PIC   X(04)  VALUE 'EOF '.      
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77  FUNC-STATUS         PIC   X(02)  VALUE SPACES.      

...

 

01  WK1-IOAREA.                                             

    05 WK1-SEG-NAME            PIC X(8).                    

    05 WK1-SSPTRS                    PIC X    OCCURS 8 TIMES.     

    05 WK1-SEG-DATA1           PIC X(3976) VALUE SPACES.    

    05 WK1-SEG-DATA2           REDEFINES WK1-SEG-DATA1.     

       10 WK1-ROOT-LL         PIC S9(4) COMP.              

       10 WK1-SEG-DATA3.                                    

          15 WK1-ROOT-KEY      PIC X(12).                   

          15 WK1-FILLER              PIC X(3962).             

*****-----------------------------------------------------***** 

**1**--- Segment = IO-AREA  EXTENDED                   ---***** 

*****-----------------------------------------------------***** 

**                                                              

01  WK2-EXTENDED-IOAREA.                                       

     05 WK2-EXT-PART1.                                          

        10 WK2-COMP-DATA-1.                                     

               15 WK2-RAP-RBA               PIC S9(8) COMP.                 

               15 WK2-ROOT-SEQ              PIC S9(7) COMP-3.               

               15 WK2-FILLER                PIC S9(8) COMP.                 

               15 WK2-ROOT-KEY-LEN          PIC S9(4) COMP.                 

               10 WK2-ROOT-KEY-DATA             PIC X(256). 

     05 WK2-EXT-PART2.                                          

        10 WK2-COMP-DATA-2.                                     

               15 WK2-CURR-SEG-TYPE         PIC X(4).                       

               15 WK2-CURR-SEG-CODE         PIC S9(4) COMP.                 

               15 WK2-CURR-SEG-HIER-LVL     PIC S9(4) COMP.                 

               15 WK2-CURR-SEG-KEY-LEN  PIC S9(4) COMP.                 

        10 WK2-CURR-SEG-KEY-DATA        PIC  X(256).            

          

...

 

01  WK-FILE-TO-SEG-DATA.                   

    05 WS-SEG-NAME-OUT          PIC  X(08).         

    05 WS-SEG-SSPTR-OUT             PIC  X(08).         

    05 WS-SEG-LEN-OUT               PIC S9(4) COMP. 

    05 WS-SEG-DATA-OUT          PIC  X(3976).       

01  ARE-THERE-MORE-RECORDS   PIC X(3) VALUE 'YES'.   

    88 MORE-RECORDS                         VALUE 'YES'.    

    88 NO-MORE-RECORDS                  VALUE 'NO'.     
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PROCEDURE DIVISION.                                            

   ****-----------------------------------------------------***** 

   ****----            Main Routine                      ---***** 

   ****-----------------------------------------------------***** 

1000-MAINLINE.                                                 

    ...

                                                                  

    CALL  'FABEUR7' USING FUNC-INIT.         

                  

    PERFORM 1200-READ-SEGMENT UNTIL FUNC-STATUS = 'GB'.  

    

    CALL  'FABEUR7' USING FUNC-EOF.                           

    GOBACK.

 

1200-READ-SEGMENT.                               

                                                   

    

    CALL  'FABEUR7' USING FUNC-GET                 

                          FUNC-STATUS              

                          WK1-IOAREA               

                          WK2-EXTENDED-IOAREA.     

                                                   

    IF FUNC-STATUS  = SPACES                       

       ADD 1 TO WK-SEG-CTR             

       PERFORM 8110-WRITE-MESSAGE THRU 8110-EXIT           

    ELSE                                    

       IF FUNC-STATUS = 'GB'                   

               MOVE 'NO' TO ARE-THERE-MORE-RECORDS         

1200-EXIT.

     EXIT.

 

8110-WRITE-MESSAGE.                                           

                                                              

    MOVE WK1-SEG-NAME   TO WS-SEG-NAME-OUT                    

    MOVE WK1-ROOT-LL    TO WS-SEG-LEN-OUT                     

    MOVE WK1-SEG-DATA3  TO WS-SEG-DATA-OUT   

    WRITE DATA-OUT-RECORD FROM WK-FILE-TO-SEG-DATA.

 

8110-EXIT.

        EXIT.

Callable Interface for IMS Segment Edit/Compression Exit Routines
The Callable Interface enables an application program to invoke IMS compression and expansion services provided by
Compress Data Compression. The Interface is n ot dependent on the IMS region controller and can therefore be executed
in any of the following environments:
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• Standard z/OS non-IMS batch - The calling program is expected to be in problem state, with PSW key 8-15. This
environment requires APF-authorization.

• BMP/DLI batch region
• IMS FSU II user exit

NOTE

• Multiple compression routines are supported for the same DBD
• DEDB and HALDB databases are not supported

Invoking the Callable Interface

You can use the callable interface in either 24-bit or 31-bit mode.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Include the Compress Data Compression load library in the JOBLIB or STEPLIB DD statements for the JOB.
2. (Optional) Link-edit DBOXDPI into the application program. 

NOTE

• You can use the alias name DPICALL instead of DBOXDPI.
• Alternatively, the module can be loaded dynamically and called by the application program.

3. To transfer control to the interface, call the Interface in Assembler.

Call the Interface in Assembler

The following example shows how to call the interface in Assembler:

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+-

          ICM   R15,15,DRIVER           Compress routine  loaded?           

          JNZ   CALLEXPN                Yes - go do it                      

          LOAD  EP=DBOXDPI              No  - load it now                   

          ST    R0,DRIVER               Save EP of interface                

 *                                                                           

 *   CALL COMPRESSION EXIT                                                  

 *                                                                          

 CALLEXPN DS    0H                                                           

          LA    R1,UPARM                R1  -> a(user parm area) 

          L     R15,DRIVER              R15-> EPA compression module        

          BALR  R14,R15                 Call the exit                                        

          BXH   R15,R15,BAD_CALL        R15 NOT 0, ERROR OUT                

 

 UPARM    DC    A(FUNC)                 A(Call function)                     

          DC    A(SEGNAME)              A(Segment name)

          DC    A(COMPSEG)              A(Compressed segment)

          DC    A(EXPNSEG)              A(Expanded segment)

          DC    A(ANCHOR)               A(Address of Anchor)

 *                                                                          

 ANCHOR   DC     A(0)                   A(Storage anchor)    

 FUNC     DC     F'4'                   Function =  EXPAND                    

 SEGNAME  DS     CL8' '                 Segment name                     

 COMPSEG  DS     CLXX                   Compressed data               

 EXPNSEG  DS     CLXX                   Area to receive expanded data

 *                

 DRIVER   DC     A(0)                   EP OF COMPRESSION ROUTINE 
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Ensure that the parameter R1 points to the following parameter list:

Parameter offset
Decimal(hex)

Parameter Description

 +0(00)  Address of call function which can be: 
• 0 (x'00') COMPRESS
• 4 (x'04') EXPAND
• 8 (x’08’) EXPAND KEY FIELDS ONLY
• 12 (x'0C') POST-OPEN PROCESSING (INIT)
• 16 (x'10') PRE-CLOSE PROCESSING (TERM)

 +4(04)  Address of the segment name 
 +8(08)  Address of source data 

The first byte of the record data.
 +12(0C)  Address of target area

This area should be as large as the largest source segment as
specified in the DBD definition plus the overhead bytes as defined
in the IMS segment edit and IMS compress rules. The source
and target areas are not used for INIT or TERM functions, but the
offsets must be the same.

 +16(10)  Address of file anchor
This is a full-word that is supplied by the caller for use by the
Callable Interface. The address is set when the INIT call is
issued and must be returned unchanged for every subsequent
COMPRESS, EXPAND, and TERM call for the database.

JCL Requirements

Specify the database name in the “//CARDIN DD” statement. The following example indicates how to request
compression services for the database “CA1P0050: 

0........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.......

12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567

//CARDIN DD  *     

DBDCA1P0050     

The following example shows the output displayed in the JES message log from a sample run:

+DBOP500I - IMS REGION ENVIRONMENT INITIALIZING - DB5P011 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT PDTLSEG  - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT POCCDSEG - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT PSECSEG  - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT PRATFSEG - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT PTRANSEG - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT PTRNANAL - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT PTRNOCCD - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT PHISTSEG - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ DBOP514I SEGMENT PCOISEG  - IMEXPRES INIT 

+ 

+DBOP515I END OF RUN SEGMENT STATISTICTS - DB5P011 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT PDTLSEG  - IMEXPRES      27,121 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT PHISTSEG - IMEXPRES       6,674 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT POCCDSEG - IMEXPRES     164,199 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT PSECSEG  - IMEXPRES     100,261 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT PRATFSEG - IMEXPRES     186,972 
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+ DBOP516I SEGMENT POLSP1   - IMEXPRES           0 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT PTRANSEG - IMEXPRES      75,776 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT PTRNANAL - IMEXPRES     374,571 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT PTRNOCCD - IMEXPRES       5,397 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT PCOISEG  - IMEXPRES         170 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT POLSP2   - IMEXPRES           0 

+ DBOP516I SEGMENT POLSP3   - IMEXPRES           0

Database Organizer Health Checks
This section describes health checks for Database Organizer. The product owner for all Database Organizer health
checks is

The IMST_ITK_STC_ABEND jobname contains the following variables:

Description
The ITK started task attaches many tasks that work can be dispatched on. It is critical that all tasks are available
and running normally. This health check verifies that each subtask is running normally and that there are no
abending tasks. When all subtasks are operating normally, the health check generates a message that indicates
the ITK STC is operating normally and that there are no abending tasks.

Best Practice
Review the messages that are generated from this health check to verify that all the required subtasks are
executing. Early notification on the potential need to fix the ITK STC helps avoid unscheduled downtime and
assists you in pro-actively maintaining your software.

Parameters Accepted
No.

Debug Support
When one or more subtasks contain errors, the health check generates an exception error that assigns a severity
level to the exception and lists the abending tasks. Additional messages are also generated to help diagnose and
correct the condition. Notify the systems programmer of this condition.
We recommend that the systems programmer performs the following steps:

1. Issue the following command from a z/OS console:
DUMP COMM=(jjj)

The system issues the following command:
*id IEE094D SPECIFY OPERAND(S) FOR DUMP COMMAND

2. Reply as follows:
Rid,JOBNAME=jjj,SDATA=(SQA,CSA,PSA,TRT,LSQA,RGN,SUM,SWA)

The SVC dump completes.
3. Issue the following command:

P jjj

The ITK started task is terminated.
4. Enter the following command:

S jjj

The ITK started task is started.

Verbose Support
No.

Reference
For more information about the ITK started task, see Setting Up ITK Started Task.
For more information about the DUMP command, see the IBM z/OS System Commands.
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Messages
For more information about messages that are related to this health check, see the Messages for Database
Management Solutions for IMS documentation.

How To Unload a Database Using an FSU II-type Exit
The FSU-II compatibility mode is not supported. If invoked, an U4006 ABEND will be issued.

The DBOFSUXT user exit lets the UNLOAD function in Database Organizer support the FSU II-type user exits.

The following processing occurs:

• The exit gets control from the UNLOAD as a standard Database Organizer API user exit. The input information for the
exit is provided in the DBOCTRL and CARDIN DD statements.

• The exit converts a standard Database Organizer parameter list into an FSU exit parameter list and passes the
address of the parameter list in register 1.

• The exit receives the FSU parameter list and return code and converts them to a Database Organizer API parameter
list and return code.

• The following table shows how FSU exit return codes translate to Database Organizer API return codes:

FSU RC DBO API RC RC Description

RC=0 RC=4 Write the segment to the output file.

RC=4 RC=8 Do not write the segment to the output
file.

RC=8 RC=222 Stop processing.

Specify the following DD statements in a Database Organizer that uses an FSU exit:

DBOUNLD1
Specifies the unload file.
This unload file is in the standard IMS Unload format or in the format that is defined by the FILEFORMAT control
statement for standard formats or by the USERHDR control statement for user-defined record format.

DBOCTRL
Specifies the control statements for the job. Enter the following syntax under the DBOCTRL ddname:
FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

USEREXIT=DBOFSUXT

When the FSU control card statement (CARDIN) specifies special record formats (options VB or VN), add the
USERHDR control statement as follows:

• When the FSU output option VB is specified:
USERHDR=(SEGCODE,SEGLEV1)

• When the FSU output option VN is specifies:
USERHDR=(SEGNAME,SEGCODE,SEGLEV1)

CARDIN
Specifies the CARDIN data set for the IMS FABHFSU unload utility. The PSB keyword is required when you use
the FSU exit with Database Organizer. The other CARDIN keywords are ignored during Database Organizer
processing.
DBOSUFXT does not support for the DEC control statement, which activates the decompress option, as an
input. To pass a compressed segment to the FSU exit program, specify EXPAND=NO in the DBOCTRL control
statements.
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PSB
Specifies the characteristics of the output data set. PSB is a positional statement. The DBOFSUXT user
exit requires the following positions:

• 1 - Identifies the PSB control statement.
You can specify PSB* in the CARDIN DD statement and execute the job in native DBO or IMS
compatibility mode. To specify a particular PSB, execute the job as an IMS DLI job and provide the
PSB name in the EXEC statement:

//DLI     EXEC    PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='DLI,IDIDBO,psbname'

• 22-23 - Identify the output format.
• 24-31 - Identify the exit routine name.
• 32 - Identifies the segment modification option.
• 33 - Identifies the concatenated key option.
• 34 - Identifies the exit routine control option.
• 35 - Identifies the DBR skip option.

Other positions are ignored during DBOFSUXT processing. For full description of the CARDIN ddname
and PSB control statement, see the IBM IMS High Performance Unload for z/OS User’s Guide.

Example: Use FSU Exit for a Database Unload

This example shows how to specify a Database Organizer job that uses the FSU exit for a database unload.

//DBOUNLD1 DD   DUMMY

//DBOCTRL  DD   *

FUNCTION=UNLOAD,

DBDNAME=DBABC001,

USEREXIT=DBOFSUXT

//CARDIN   DD   *

PSB*                 NOFSUEXIT NYYY
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Administrating Databases
Database Management Solutions for IMS includes the following products for database administration:

Secondary Index for IMS for z/OS

• Makes it easy to define Fast Path DEDB secondary indexes and provides Fast Path DEDBs with the same functions
and facilities as IMS Full Function secondary indexes. The secondary indexes are built and automatically maintained
without application program changes. The index databases can be implemented using any IMS database access
method.

Secondary Index Builder

• Provides faster processing and increased data availability (a replacement for the standard IMS index utilities).
• Helps you create new secondary indexes and rebuild a corrupted HIDAM or PHIDAM primary index without the outage

standard utilities need to reorganize the database.
• Builds HIDAM and PHIDAM primary indexes through primary index support.
• Supports the IMS secondary index options, including sparse indexes, non-unique secondary indexes, and shared

secondary indexes.

Secondary Index

Product Overview

Secondary Index provides secondary indexing capabilities for IMS Fast Path data entry databases (DEDBs). You can
use it to improve the performance and elapsed time of application programs. And you can process DEDBs sequentially
based on any field in any segment. You can realize significant cost savings when building new applications because
programmers are freed from the burden of performing index maintenance within their programs. You can attain higher
levels of database integrity because index maintenance is centralized in one piece of software that cannot be bypassed by
any program.

Secondary Index is typically used to provide an alternate sequence for the processing of a DEDB. However, you can also
use it to provide sequential access of the primary key field of a DEDB root.

Secondary Index was designed and developed to provide secondary indexing for IMS Fast Path DEDBs. Originally, the
primary databases would all be DEDBs and the indexes would be DEDBs or HISAM databases. However the Secondary
Index software is not restricted to DEDB primary databases and DEDB or HISAM index databases. In fact, you can
use any IMS database access method as primary or index databases. There is a significant advantage to using HDAM
instead of a DEDB for the primary databases and the indexes. If an index is defined to be a DEDB, all application program
development and testing must be done in an IMS online environment using a control region because batch DL/I does not
support DEDBs. If HDAM is used, all development and testing can be done using batch DL/I and batch BTS. This may
significantly reduce the cost of the development environment. Later in the development cycle, you can convert the primary
and index HDAM databases to DEDBs with no application program changes.

Highlights

This product has the following features:
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• Provides a secondary indexing capability for Fast Path DEDB databases only.
• Provides the same functions and facilities as IMS Full Function secondary indexes including up to five search fields, up

to five subsequence fields, and up to five duplicate data fields.
• Maintains indexes automatically.
• Implements indexes using any IMS database access method although DEDB and HISAM are recommended.
• Accesses and maintains indexes in any IMS region type including message regions, BMP regions, IFP regions, and

batch DLI and DBB regions.
• Builds secondary indexes from existing databases using offline utilities. Native VSAM and the MVS Media Manager

are used for all database access thereby providing very high performance. Neither of these utilities uses IMS in any
way.

• Accesses indexes as stand-alone databases.
• Sets user data in index database segments to hexadecimal zero (low-values) when the index segment is created.
• Provides high levels of availability and parallelism because any index can be partitioned.
• Supports sparse indexing.
• Can form the key of the index by using from one to five search fields and from one to five subsequence fields. The

search fields must be fields from the index source segment. The subsequence fields can be fields from the index
source segment or from the concatenated key of index source segment (in other words, /CK).

• Supports partitioned databases.
• Supports application programs written in Assembler, COBOL, FORTRAN, PASCAL, and PL/I.

Secondary Index Components

Secondary Index consists of the following components:

• Table Generator
• Call Interceptor and Language Interface
• Index Generator
• Index Extractor (SIXEXTRACT) and Index Builder (SIXBUILD) Offline Utilities

Getting Started with Secondary Index
Review the following information before using this product:

•  Secondary Index Terminology 
•  Implement Secondary Index 
•  Verifying Secondary Index Installation 
•  Secondary Index Operational Considerations 

Secondary Index Terminology
A number of secondary index terms need to be defined to understand the Secondary Index environment. These terms are
defined in the same way as in the IMS Full Function secondary indexing environment.

The following terms are listed in alphabetical sequence.

DDF
Duplicate Data Field (DDF) is a field in the Index Pointer Segment from the Index Source Segment (ISS) or from
a part of the concatenated key field of the ISS that is to be duplicated in the Index Pointer Segment. From one to
five duplicate data fields may be placed in an Index Pointer Segment (IPS).

IDB
Index Database (IDB) is the database that contains the index records that point into the primary database.
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IKF
Index Key Field (IKF) is the key field for each root segment in the index database. The IKF has the value of the
concatenated set of up to five search fields and up to five subsequence fields.

IPS
Index Pointer Segment (IPS) is the root segment of the index database. It contains the Index Key Field (IKF)
followed by any duplicate data fields (DDF) followed by the Index Target Field followed by any user data. The IPS
may be variable length depending on the IPSLENGTH= keyword values on the SIXINDEX macro of the TBLGEN
process. When an IPS resides in a DEDB index database, the IPS is always variable length because DEDB
segments must be variable length.
The following illustration shows the format of the index pointer segment.
|    |    IKF   |          |             |          |      |

| ll |          |          |     DDF     |   ITF    | user |

| *  |    SF    |    SSF   |  (dup data) |(ITS key) | data |

|    |          |          |             |          |      |

|„„„„|„„„„„„„„„„|„„„„„„„„„„|„„„„„„„„„„„„„|„„„„„„„„„„|„„„„„„|

              (fields from ISS)          (from PCB KYFDBK)

* Only if the IPS is defined as variable length. IPS segments in a DEDB index database are always variable
length. For any other index access method type, the IPS may be fixed or variable length.

ISF
Index Source Field (ISF) is a field in the Index Source Segment that forms all or part of the search field,
subsequence field, and duplicate data field in the IPS. From one to five index source fields become the:

• Search field
• Subsequence field of the index
• Duplicate data field in the IPS

ISS
Index Source Segment (ISS) is the segment in the primary database that contains the fields that form the key of
the index and the fields that will be copied into Duplicate Data Fields (DDF).

ITF
Index Target Field (ITF) is the concatenated key of the Index Target Segment that will be used to access the
primary database from the index database.

ITS
Index Target Segment (ITS) is the segment in the primary database to which the secondary index points.

PDB
Primary Database (PDB) is the database to which the secondary index points.

SF
Search Field (SF) is a field from the Index Source Segment (ISS) that forms the key of the index. From 1 to 5
search fields may be defined for each index.

SSF
SubSequence Field (SSF) is a field in the Index Source Segment (ISS) or is a part of the concatenated key field of
the ISS that is to be appended to the search field to form the index key field. From one to five subsequence fields
may be defined for each index.

Implement Secondary Index
When you have completed the basic Database Management Solutions for IMS installation, perform the following steps to
implement Secondary Index:

1. Determine what database access method to use to implement the secondary indexes. While you can use any
database type, you will typically use DEDB or HISAM.
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2. Determine the contents of each index; what fields will constitute the search field, the subsequence field, and the
duplicate data field.

NOTE
For more information about how to find the information, see the IMS Database Administration
Guide.Generate the IDITABLE table using the input coded in the previous step.

3. Code the source macros for the index DBDs and perform a DBDGEN.
4. Code the source macros for the application PSBs and perform a PSBGEN. For any existing PSBs, add the appropriate

index PCBs and perform a PSBGEN.
5. Perform an ACBGEN for the new and changed PSBs and DBDs.
6. Allocate the primary and index databases.
7. Initialize the databases. For each DEDB primary and index database, execute the IMS DEDB. For each non-DEDB

index database, use DFSDDLT0 to insert and delete a dummy segment.
8. Execute a BMP to load each DEDB primary database.

Verifying Secondary Index Installation
Contents:

Run the Installation Verification Procedure

Use the installation verification procedure (IVP) to verify the product installation. It also provides many function examples.

The IVP is a series of jobs that set and exercise the utility. The following jobs can be found in high-level.CIMTSAMP, which
was downloaded when the product was installed.

IVPSIX01

• Defines three load libraries to run the IVP.
• Assembles the DBDs and places them in a DBD library.
• Assembles the PSBs and places them in a PSB library.
• Assembles the index sparsing program and places it in a load library.
• Assembles the product Table and places it in a load library.
• Takes the DFSDDLT0 from SDFSRESL and relinks it under the name DFSDDLT2 using the Language

Interface. It is used to invoke the call interceptor from the DFSDDLT0 utility. It is used in the IVP jobs.

IVPSIX02
: IVPSIX02 is an all IMS job and has no Secondary Index functions. It uses Secondary Index Builder and
Database Analyzer to build and validate the databases.

IVPSIX03
: Demonstrates Secondary Index functions with the same IMS primary database built in IVPSIX02. It uses
Database Organizer and Database Analyzer to build and validate the databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit IVPSIX01 as follows and submit the job:
a. Customize the job statement.
b. Change the data set high-level qualifier for new data sets.
c. Customize the IMS, z/OS, and Secondary Index data set names to those used in the environment.

2. Edit IVPSIX02 as follows and submit the job:
a. Customize the job statement.
b. Change the data set high-level qualifier for new data sets.
c. Customize the IMS, z/OS, and Secondary Index data set names to those used in the environment.
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d. Change the volume serial for the pack where the databases are to be allocated.
3. Edit IVPSIX03 as follows and submit the job:

a. Customize the job statement.
b. Change the data set high-level qualifier for new data sets.
c. Customize the IMS, z/OS, and Secondary Index data set names to those used in the environment.
d. Change the volume serial for the pack where the databases are to be allocated.

IVPSIX01 needs to be run only once. The other two jobs can be run multiple times but they cannot be run simultaneously
because they use the same primary IMS database and delete it before and after each execution.

After finishing with the IVP, run the first step of IVPSIX01 to remove the DBD, PSB and LOAD Libraries created by the IVP.
This deletes the remaining libraries.

When you use IVP, note the following:

• The IVP jobs are set up to use a Full Function IMS primary database instead of a Fast Path DEDB primary database.
This is done for ease of developing and executing an IVP. Fast Path DEDB databases require an IMS region to update
them. Consequently the IVP batch jobs can use DFSDDLT0 or DFSDDLT2 to update the primary database. The only
differences are that the IMS access method is not DEDB and that sequential dependent segments are not in the IVP
example. It also shows the versatility of Secondary Index. You can use it for any full function HD or Fast Path DEDB
primary database type.

• The application program coding and link editing are not demonstrated. The DL/I calls are illustrated in the DFSDDLT0
and DFSDDLT2 job steps. From this it should be easy to see the application coding requirements and processes that
are needed to accomplish the same function. The application program link editing requirements are defined later in this
guide.

Interpret the IVP Results

Review and compare IVP source and jobs as follows:

1. Compare the DBD that defines the IMS primary database with an IMS secondary index (DBD = BA1P0020, job =
IVPSIX01) to the one that has the IMS primary database (DBD = BA1P0021, job = IVPSIX01).
The BA1P0021 DBD (Secondary Index indexed) is different only by the absence of the LCHILD and XDFLD
statements that set up the secondary index link. The link between the Secondary Index index and the primary
database is in the Secondary Index Table.

2. Compare the DBD that defines the IMS secondary index (DBD = FFIP0030, job = IVPSIX01) to the one that defines
the comparable Secondary Index index database (DBD = SIXI0030, job = IVPSIX01).
The difference is the IMS access method is INDEX for the secondary index. The IMS access method for a Secondary
Indexindex can be any but DEDB or HISAM is recommended.

3. Review the product Table (table = SIXTBL01, job = IVPSIX01) as it pertains to the IMS primary database DBD =
BA1P0021, job = IVPSIX01) and the product index (DBD = SIXI0030, job = IVPSIX01).
SIXTBL01 documents from where the table values are obtained, either from the primary database DBD or from the
product Index DBD. The XDFLDNAME parameter only exists in the table and must be unique between all the index
source segment and primary database field names.

4. Review the DBDs that define the other product secondary indexes (DBD = SIXI0040, job = IVPSIX01), (DBD =
SIXI0050, job = IVPXIX01), (DBD = SIXI0051, job = IVPSIX01) and (DBD = SIXI0052, job = IVPSIX01). Compare
them to the coding in the product Table (table = SIXTBL01, job = IVPSIX01).
a. DBD SIXI0040 is a sparsed product index. The DBD is not defined as INDEX but uses HDAM IMS access method.
b. DBD SIXI0040's key field (IDXAROOT) length is the sum of the source fields' and subsequence fields' lengths. The

key is comprised of one source field (length = 3) and one subsequence field (length = 8). The subsequence field
is the first 8 bytes of the index source segment's concatenated key (SSFTYPE=/CK), the key to the root segment.
This guarantees that the index key is unique.
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This index is also sparsed by sparsing exit program SIXSPAR1. The program only includes index records for those
keys that have a first character less then “M.” The index sparsing exit program coding follows the IMS requirements
and conventions.
This index also includes source segment data in the index record.
DL/I calls using this index are not demonstrated in the IVP jobs. The index is built and the application programming
call interceptor insures that it is maintained.

c. DBDs SIXI0050, SIXI0051, and SIXI0052 comprise a single logical product partitioned index.
This demonstrates the ability of Secondary Index to partition index records into any number of separate physical
index databases based on a DEDB randomizer (DBFHDC40). If this were a DEDB primary database example,
there would be one physical product index for each corresponding DEDB area. Each would use the same DEDB
randomizer to maintain the one-for-one relationship.
Similar to the product index, this partitioned index uses several subsequenced fields. The total key length is the
sum of the source fields and the subsequence fields, total 13.

NOTE
The index target segment (LEVEL3) is not the same as the index source segment (SAVESEGM). The
source segment is the child of the target segment.

DL\I calls using this partitioned index are not demonstrated in the IVP jobs. The index is built and the application
programming call interceptor insures that it is maintained.

5. Compare the PSB coding for the IMS only PSBs (PSB = IDIPSB01, job = IVPSIX01) and (PSB = IDIPSB02, job =
IVPSIX01) to the IMS and Secondary Index index PSBs (PSB = IDIPSB03, job = IVPSIX01) and (PSB = IDIPSB04, job
= IVPSIX01)
The load PSBs IDIPSB01 and IDIPSB03 are virtually identical. The only difference is the DBD to which each points.
The application update PSBs IDIPSB02 and IDIPSB04 have several differences. In the IMS only PSB IDIPSB02, the
PCB to access the primary index through the secondary index has PROCOPT=FFIP0030 (the IMS secondary index).
This type of PCB does not exist in the product indexed application update PSB IDIPSB04. Instead there are PCBs for
all the product index databases.
Another significant difference in the product indexed PSB is that the path call (PROCOPT=AP) option is coded on the
primary database PCB. This is required because, during delete processing, Secondary Index performs path calls to
determine if there are any product index source segments below the one being deleted.

6. Review the coding for the sparsing exit program (pgm = SIXSPAR1, job = IVPSIX01). It follows the IMS requirements
and conventions for an index sparsing exit program.

7. Review and compare the job output for the IMS and Secondary Index demonstration job (job = IVPSIX02 and job =
IVPSIX03).
The two are similar in structure. Each:
a. Deletes and defines the VSAM clusters for the indexes and databases.
b. Loads the primary database.
c. Builds the secondary or product indexes.
d. Inserts a complete compliment of database records. The indexes are maintained as a part of the insert process. In

the IMS job, IMS maintains the IMS secondary index. In the Secondary Index job, the product maintains its indexes
through the call interceptor. The following messages appear in each job step to specify when it is invoked:

IDI5712I THE CALL INTERCEPTOR HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY INITIALIZED (VERSION Vxxx).

e. Uses Database Analyzer to validate the database integrity and report the number of segments.
f. Performs an application call to get the primary database's indexed segment through the index. In the IVP

demonstration the primary database has ten root segments indexed. The job step performs a GU for each through
the index. The DL\I calls are virtually the same. The difference is the SSA field name used. In the IMS only call, the
field is the XDFLD coded in the DBD. In the Secondary Index indexed call, the field is the XDFLDNAME coded in
the product table.

g. Performs an application call to 'get next' through the database's indexed segments. The DL\I calls are different in
the SSAs coded. In the IMS only call, there is no SSA. The call is an unqualified GN until the end of the database is
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reached. Secondary Index cannot perform unqualified GNs. In the Secondary Index indexed call, the XDFLDNAME
is coded in the SSA field name position. This is required so Secondary Index can recognize that the call is through
the product index. The key field is any key that will insure that the first indexed segment will be returned.

h. Performs an application call to replace an indexed segment. It then GNs through the index to show that the index
has been updated. In the Secondary Index indexed job, the GN is preceded by a GU to position the index at its
beginning. This is required because the product index database was left-positioned at the replaced segment's
index record.

i. Performs an application call to insert a new indexed segment. It then GNs through the index to show that the index
has been updated.

j. Performs an application call to delete an indexed segment. It then GNs through the index to show that the index
has been updated.

Secondary Index Operational Considerations
Review the following operational considerations for Secondary Index:

• Specifying Load Libraries
• HALDB Database Considerations
• Common Components and Services Requirements
• Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Eets
• Global Parameter Processing

Database Administration Considerations

Review the following database administration considerations for Secondary Index:

NOTE
Many of these considerations also apply to IMS Full Function secondary indexing.

• Database Access Methods Considerations
• Building DBDs
• Building PSBs
• User Data in the Index
• Delete Processing
• BACKOUTCALL Processing
• Partitioned Indexes
• How To Restructure the Hierarchy
• Reorganizing the Primary and Index Database
• IMS Secondary Indexing Migration/Conversion

Application Programming Considerations

Review the following application programming considerations that apply when issuing DL/I calls that involve indexes
maintained by Secondary Index.

NOTE
Many of these considerations also apply to IMS Full Function secondary indexing.

• DL/I through the Index Calls
• Source Segment Processing
• Processing the Index as a Database
• PCB Status Codes
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Database Access Methods Considerations
The use of any IMS database access method is allowed when implementing Secondary Index-maintained indexes.
Usually DEDB or HISAM is used. A DEDB index is the index of choice because it provides all the benefits inherent in
DEDBs such as much lower overhead. However, a secondary index is often required to provide sequential access to the
primary database. The only way to do this with a DEDB index is to use a sequential randomizer. A sequential randomizer
is a DEDB randomizer that will cause the set of secondary index key field values to be placed in physical sequential order
in the index. In this way, a program can gain access to the primary database secondary key sequence.

Sometimes it is difficult or impossible to create a sequential randomizer for a given set of secondary key values. In this
case, HISAM is the access method of choice for a Secondary Index-maintained secondary index because it has the
lowest overhead of all the IMS sequential database access methods. HISAM will ensure that sequential access to the
primary database is possible by using a VSAM KSDS or ISAM data set to maintain the secondary index keys in order.

An important disadvantage of using HISAM as an index access method exists in a Fast Path exclusive environment. If
a set of IMS transactions has been designed to execute as Fast Path exclusive, mixed mode will result when a HISAM
index is added.

With IMS/VS Version 2, mixed mode has lost many of its disadvantages. As long as the high-volume transactions do not
update the HISAM index, no significant cost will be paid by using a HISAM index. The significant price to be paid will occur
when the HISAM index is updated. Any time an application program updates one or more Index Source Fields, the HISAM
index would be updated. This full function database update would cause IMS serialization during the subsequent sync
point processing and the resultant reduction in transaction response time. As long as the high-volume, high-performance
transactions do not update the HISAM index Source Fields, no significant performance price will be paid for going into
mixed mode. Of course, the IMS path length of the call interceptor HISAM index DL/I calls will be greater than for a DEDB.

While HIDAM and HDAM can be used as an index access method, HISAM has considerably lower overhead than HIDAM
and similarly DEDB instead of HDAM.

There is one advantage to using HDAM instead of a DEDB for an index. If an index is defined to be a DEDB, all
application program development and testing must be done in an IMS online environment using a control region because
batch DL/I does not support DEDBs. If HDAM is used, all development and testing may be done using batch DL/I or batch
BTS. This may significantly reduce the cost of the development environment. Of course, in this environment, the primary
databases would have to be HDAM as well. Then, later in the development cycle, the primary and index HDAM databases
can be converted to DEDB with no application program changes.

Building DBDs
Contents:

Building Primary DBD

Each primary database will need a DBD. Several considerations apply to the creation of a PDB DBD:
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• Each segment defined as an ISSNAME in the table must have a corresponding SEGM statement in a PDB DBD.
• The search fields (SF) do not have to correspond to fields actually defined in the primary database DBD. An SF may

correspond directly to a single field defined in the PDB DBD, it may correspond directly to several contiguous fields
defined in the PDB DBD or the SF portion of the ISS may not be defined at all in the PDB DBD.

• The subsequence fields (SSF) do not have to correspond to fields actually defined in the primary database DBD. An
SSF may correspond directly to a single field defined in the PDB DBD, it may correspond directly to several contiguous
fields defined in the PDB DBD or the SSF portion of the ISS may not be defined at all in the PDB DBD.

• The duplicate data fields do not have to correspond to fields actually defined in the primary database DBD. A DDF may
correspond directly to a single field defined in the PDB DBD, it may correspond directly to several contiguous fields
defined in the PDB DBD or the DDF portion of the ISS may not be defined at all in the PDB DBD.

• Variable length index source segments present a unique situation when index maintenance is performed. Secondary
Index handles the situation in the same way as does IMS secondary indexing: when a variable length ISS is inserted
and one or more of the search fields do not exist in the segment, no IPS is inserted into the index. When one or more
of the subsequence or duplicate data fields do not exist, the IPS is inserted and the missing fields are set to zero. Note
that the missing fields are set to hexadecimal zero (X'00') regardless of the definition of the field type in the DBD.

• Compressed source and target segments. Source and target segments can be compressed with an IMS segment edit
user exit. The expanded version of the segments is always used when accessing or manipulating these segments or
the related index. No restrictions apply to the use of source or target segment expansion or compression.

Building Index DBD

When an index is defined in the Secondary Index table, a DBD will be needed. Several considerations apply to the
creation of an index DBD:

• There will be only one SEGM statement in each DBD. The segment name must be the same as the IPSNAME value in
the table generation.

• If the IPS is fixed length (BYTES=x on the SEGM statement), the value specified must be equal to the value of the
IPSLENGTH keyword in the table.

• If the IPS is variable length (BYTES=(x,y) on the SEGM statement), the range of IPS lengths allowed as defined in the
DBD must be such that the IPSLENGTH value falls within the range.

• The name on the FIELD statement describing the key field of the IPS must be the same as the IKFNAME value in the
table generation.

• The XDFLDNAME value must be unique within the same Index Source Segment and Primary Database. If it is not
unique, the call interceptor will not know which index to use during a DL/I call.

• Compressed index pointer segments. Index pointer segments may be compressed with an IMS segment edit user exit.
The expanded version of the segment is always used when accessing or manipulating the index. No restrictions are
placed on the use of index pointer segment expansion or compression.

User Data in the Index
User data, in the IMS sense, can be included in any Index Pointer Segment (IPS). This is accomplished by specifying a
segment length long enough to hold the data. When defining the table, defining an IPSLENGTH value greater than the
sum of the ITFLENGTH value, the SFLENGTHn values, the SSFLENGTHn values, and the DDFLENGTHn values will
result in user data. The length defined for the Index Pointer Segment must be large enough to contain the Index Key Field
(search and subsequence), any duplicate data plus the Index Target Field. The remaining area at the end of the segment
is user data.

User data is useful when the index is to be processed as a separate database. Like duplicate data, the application
program will never see the user data unless the index is processed as a separate database.

Whenever the call interceptor inserts a new IPS, the user data is set to hexadecimal zero (low-values). Similarly, the
Index Builder off-line utility also sets the user data to low-values. However, because a Secondary Index index database
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is actually a standard IMS database, the reorganization utilities will properly carry the user data across a reorganization.
Database Organizer for IMS for z/OS also maintains user data in the IPS.

Delete Processing
The manner in which the call interceptor handles the deletion of the parent of an Index Source Segment depends on
the DELETEOPTION definition in the table. If DELETEOPTION=STATUSCODE-xx is specified, deletion of index source
segments must be done directly by the application program. In this case, application programs are not allowed to delete
the parent of an index source segment without first deleting all the index source segments under it. Any attempt to
delete the parent of an ISS will result in the call interceptor setting an xx status code and a direct return to the application
program. When an xx status code is set, the PCB segment and key feedback area will identify the index source segment
that exists under the segment to be deleted.

If DELETEOPTION=DELETE-xx is specified, the call interceptor will perform complete index maintenance for all index
source segments under the segment to be deleted. If the ISS exists in a DEDB, substantial numbers of Fast Path buffers
may be needed to maintain the indexes. If the application program is not sensitive to an ISS that exists under the segment
to be deleted then the call interceptor will set an xx status code and return to the application program. The status code
is set even if no occurrences of the non-sensitive ISS segment exist under the segment to be deleted. When a xx status
code is set, the PCB segment and key feedback area will identify the index source segment that exists under the segment
to be deleted that the program is not sensitive to. If there are insufficient Fast Path buffers, the ERRORACTION will be
taken.

Regardless of the setting of DELETEOPTION, the call interceptor must determine if any index source segments exist
under the segment to be deleted. To do so, Secondary Index issues a GHU call for each index source segment that may
exist under the segment to be deleted. Because Secondary Index executes as part of the application program, these
Secondary Index-generated GHU calls will be attributed to the application program in the IMS accounting records and
reports.

If more than one ISS segment type exists under the segment to be deleted, more than one DELETEOPTION will
determine the action of the call interceptor. As a general rule, all source segments in the same primary database should
have the same delete option. If they do not, the result might not be what is expected.

As an example, assume a primary database has 3 segment types, a root and 2 children and that both children
are source segments. Assume that DELETEOPTION=DELETE-xx was specified for the first child and
DELETEOPTION=STATUSCODE-xx was specified for the second. When the application program issues a DLET for a
root segment that has one of each child under it, the call interceptor will determine from the table that the 2 children under
the root are source segments. The call interceptor will then look for any occurrences of the first child under the root to be
deleted. Because one does exist, the DELETEOPTION for the first child will be applied. In this case, the call interceptor
will automatically perform index maintenance for the first child even though the delete was on the root. Then the call
interceptor will look for any occurrences of the second child segment type under the root to be deleted. Because one of
those also exists, the DELETEOPTION will be applied. Because STATUSCODE-xx was specified, the call interceptor will
set status code xx in the PCB and return to the application program. The result is that index maintenance occurred for the
first child but not the second and the DLET was ultimately disallowed. Depending on the application requirements, this
processing may result in a loss of application integrity.

The conclusion from this example is that all  DELETEOPTION specifications for the same primary database should
be the same. Deviation from this recommendation should only be considered when it is determined that a mix of
DELETEOPTION specifications within a primary database will produce acceptable results. If the DB2 data collector
product is also in use then all ISS and CAP segment types in the same database should have the same delete option for
the same reason.

BACKOUTCALL Processing
The BACKOUTCALL option of the ERRORACTION specification results in the call interceptor issuing one or more
internally generated DL/I calls. These calls are issued to ensure the application call can be satisfactorily executed and no
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duplicate index entries would result. BACKOUTCALL only affects the processing of application ISS ISRT and REPL calls.
These are the only types of DL/I calls the application may issue that require special checking by the call interceptor.

When the call interceptor intercepts an ISRT or REPL call for an ISS and BACKOUTCALL has been specified, specific
checking is performed as part of the call processing. Before any index maintenance is performed and before the
application program call is executed, the call interceptor will issue a GU call against each index that will have a new IPS
inserted. If each IPS GU results in a GE status code, none of the IPS segments exist and the index entries can be built
without encountering a duplicate index key.

If an existing IPS with the same key is found, an NI will be posted in the PCB and the application program call will
not be allowed. No index maintenance will be performed. In addition, for an ISRT call, an II condition may also exist
simultaneously with the NI. However, as in IMS, an II condition takes precedence over an NI. If both an II and NI condition
exists for an ISRT call, II will be set. To determine if an II condition exists, the call interceptor will issue the application
ISRT call after the internally generated IPS GU calls. If an II results, the NI is ignored and the II is returned. If no II exists,
the inserted segment is deleted using a GHU and DLET call and the NI condition is set.

Because of these internally generated DL/I calls, both the primary database and index PCBs have special PROCOPT
requirements when using the BACKOUTCALL option. For information concerning the PROCOPT requirements of the
various PCBS involved, see Building PSBs.

Partitioned Indexes
Any Secondary Index-maintained index database may be partitioned. The purpose in providing index partitioning is
to allow high levels of availability similar to that provided by DEDBs. In an IMS Fast Path environment, if the primary
database is a DEDB with multiple areas, higher levels of availability are possible because the entire database does not
have to be online for transactions to be processed. Further, higher levels of parallelism would be possible in the batch job
streams.

Assume a HISAM index was added to this DEDB using Secondary Index. If the HISAM was not partitioned but the DEDB
was, no processing could be allowed by IMS if the HISAM index is not available. For this reason, Secondary Index
provides the ability to partition an index. The index partitioning may be along the same lines as the underlying primary
database or along any other lines.

While Secondary Index supports the partitioning of any index database type, we recommend that DEDB indexes not be
partitioned using it. If partitioning of DEDB index is necessary, use standard IMS Fast Path facilities to split the DEDB
index into multiple areas. There will be less overhead by using IMS DEDB area support than by using Secondary Index
partitioning. If a DEDB index were partitioned using IMS DEDB area support, the index would be defined to Secondary
Index in the table as not being partitioned.

When an index is defined in the Secondary Index table as being partitioned, one DBD will be needed for each partition.
Several considerations apply to the multiple DBDs that will be needed:

• There will only be one SEGM statement in each DBD. The segment name must be identical on each SEGM statement.
The segment name must be the same as the IPSNAME value in the table generation.

• If the IPS is fixed length (BYTES=x on the SEGM statement), the segment length must be the same in all the DBDs.
The value specified must be equal to the value of the IPSLENGTH keyword in the table.

• If the IPS is variable length (BYTES=(x,y) on the SEGM statement), the segment length in the DBDs does not have to
be same, although they normally would be. The range of IPS lengths allowed as defined in each DBD must be such
that the IPSLENGTH value falls within the range.

• The FIELD statement describing the key field of the IPS must be the same in each DBD. The key field name must be
the same as the IKFNAME value in the table generation.
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How To Restructure the Hierarchy
Secondary Index provides a subset of the hierarchy restructure that is provided by IMS Full Function secondary indexing.
The primary limitation has to do with the use of logical databases. Secondary Index provides for any restructuring of
the hierarchy that does not require the use of a logical database in a Full Function environment. That is, if the hierarchy
restructure that is to be implemented would not have required the use of a logical DBD with IMS full function, it is
supported. If the corresponding application requirement would require the use of a logical DBD with Full Function,
Secondary Index does not support it.

As a further explanation, consider IMS Full Function's need for a logical DBD to implement a particular hierarchy
restructure. There are cases where IMS allows the restructuring of the hierarchy where the same segment type exists in
more than one spot in the resultant database record hierarchy. This occurs if the application program needs to be able to
see the same segment type in both the hierarchical tree where the target segment exists and the another tree within the
same record that is accessed by going up through and back down through the hierarchy starting at the target segment.

Secondary Index does not support this particular hierarchy restructure because of the method IMS uses to implement
the inversion in a full function environment. If the segment type that will exist in the hierarchy in more than one place
were not given unique names at each point it exists, DL/I would not know which occurrence the application program was
requesting.

To solve this problem, IMS requires that a logical DBD be created wherein the segment type that occurs in multiple places
be given a unique name. In this way, every segment in the restructured hierarchy will have a unique name even if it is the
same segment type in the physical database. With that backdrop in mind, Secondary Index does not and cannot support
such a restructure because IMS does not allow a logical database to be defined that refers to segments in a DEDB.

Because most implementations of full function secondary indexing do not require the use of a logical DBD, this restriction
does not seriously reduce the compatibility of Secondary Index and Full Function secondary indexes from an application
perspective.

How does Secondary Index restructure the hierarchy? IMS Full Function uses physical parent pointers in the appropriate
segments of the database in order to back up through the hierarchy. Because IMS does not support the definition and
use of physical parent pointers in a DEDB, a different method was needed. To accomplish this backing up process,
Secondary Index uses the concatenated key of the target segment to locate the exact parent segments of the target
segment. Once the application positions on a target segment through the index, any subsequent DL/I calls on the same
PCB are analyzed to determine if the call requires hierarchy restructure. If so, Secondary Index builds its own SSAs to
access the requested segments and passes the correct segments, in the correct order, back to the application program.
The application program is unaware of the additional processing and will see the same data in the I/O area and the PCB
as if Full Function secondary indexing had been used.

Reorganizing the Primary and Index Database
From time to time there will be a need to reorganize either the primary database or an index database. One typical reason
is to allocate more space to the database.

Because Secondary Index uses symbolic pointers from the index database to the primary database, the primary and index
database do not have to be reorganized together. The primary database can be reorganized while the index database is
not and vice versa. The primary and the index would be reorganized at the same time only if there was a specific reason
to do so. For example, if both the primary and the index need more space, they may be done together. An alternative to
this scenario would be to reorganize the primary one night and the index another night.

IMS Secondary Indexing Migration/Conversion
To ease the use of Secondary Index indexes, the application development staff may build new systems on an HDAM,
Full Function secondary index base. Later, all the application load modules can be relinked with the language interface,
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DFSLI000. The primary databases are converted from HDAM to DEDB. Also, existing applications using Full Function
databases and secondary indexing could be converted to DEDBs.

To verify that existing programs can be converted and to ensure that new programs do not use any Full Function
secondary index capabilities that are not provided by Secondary Index, the following list of guidelines has been produced.
If each of these is adhered to, little or no application program changes will be necessary when converting to DEDBs with
Secondary Index. Each item in the list identifies a control point that will ensure that the guideline is not violated.

• Index target segments (ITS) may be any segment in the hierarchy. However the hierarchy restructuring (inversion)
performed by Secondary Index is a subset of that provided by IMS. For details, see How the Hierarchy Is Restructured.
The control point is the PSB.

• Subsequence fields may not be defined as /SX fields. The control point is the DBD.
• All indexes must be root-only databases. The control point is the DBD.
• The key of the Full Function secondary index must be the same as the Secondary Index secondary index. The control

point is the DBD.
• The concatenated key of the index source segment (ISS) must be unique. The control point is the DBD.
• Additional PCBs will exist in each PSB that reference primary databases. The application must ignore these PCBs.

The control point is the PSB.
• All DL/I calls must be compatible with Full Function secondary indexing including the function code, SSAs and I/O

area. The control point is the PSB and DBD.
• An NI secondary index status code may be returned on any DL/I call that updates an index source segment. Each

application program must be prepared to handle this appropriately. The control point is the PSB and DBD.
• Only PTR=INDX and PTR=SYMB are allowed on the LCHILD statements. PTR=SNGL is not allowed. The control point

is the DBD.
• Shared secondary indexes are not supported. The control point is the DBD.
• The INDICES= specification on the SENSEG statement is not supported. The control point is the PSB.

DL/I through the Index Calls
Consider the following points when issuing DL/I calls that use the index to access segments in the primary database:

• If position is established within a database record by using an index, position will be lost after a REPL call that changes
the XDFLD in the Index Source Segment. If the XDFLD of the index source segment (ISS) is modified by a REPL call,
parentage established before the REPL call is lost. The key feedback area is no longer valid after a successful REPL
call. This situation is identical to IMS full function secondary indexing.

• The application programmer should be aware that the call interceptor adjusts the key feedback fields of the PCB used
by the application program. In a Full Function IMS secondary indexing environment, IMS sets the key feedback area
and length to include the search field but not the concatenated key of the target segment. The call interceptor ensures
that the application program “sees” the same key feedback as IMS would set in a Full Function environment by setting
the key feedback to what the application program would expect with IMS secondary indexing.

• When issuing through-the-index retrieve calls, any number of SSAs is permitted. However, the first SSA must contain
the XDFLDNAME= value in its qualification or Secondary Index will pass the call directly to IMS. You can specify
command codes in any of the SSAs. In addition, the SSAs may contain an asterisk (*) followed by one or more dashes
(-), essentially indicating the non-existence of command codes. The format of this SSA is:
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itssegname*---(xdfldname=x)

• You cannot use the “independent and” connector (for example, #) in SSAs that reference XDFLDNAME values. If an
independent and is found in an SSA that also contains an XDFLDNAME, Secondary Index sets an AJ status code and
returns to the application program without passing the call to IMS.

• If the target segment of an index is not the root segment, Secondary Index provides a subset of the restructuring of the
hierarchy as compared to IMS Full Function secondary indexing.

• When an application program issues a through-the-index call, the call interceptor knows that the call requires access to
the index due to the presence of the IKFNAME in the SSA. There may be cases where no IKFNAME exists in the SSA,
but index access is still required.

• An unqualified GN of the database in index order has no SSA qualification. Therefore, the call interceptor will not know
that the call requires index access. In this case, the call is passed directly to IMS, which results in the GN receiving the
data in primary key order, not secondary key order. To ensure that the call interceptor uses the index, use the following
call format:

GN primarydb   itssegname(xdfldname>=low values)

• Partial Path Retrieve. When an application program issues a path call, IMS may return a GE status code even though
some of the segments were retrieved and placed in the I/O area. In this case, the segment name and level feedback
in the PCB can be used to determine which segments are available. Secondary Index properly handles this partial
path retrieve and performs index maintenance for all segments retrieved should the retrieve be followed by a REPL or
DLET. This is true whether the first SSA uses the secondary index key or the primary key.

Source Segment Processing
Consider the following points when issuing DL/I calls that retrieve, update or delete index source segments:

• If position is established within a database record by using an index, position is lost after a REPL call that changes
the XDFLD in the Index Source Segment. If the XDFLD of the index source segment (ISS) is modified by a REPL
call, any parentage that was established before the REPL call is lost. The key feedback area is no longer valid after a
successful REPL call. This situation is identical to IMS full function secondary indexing.

• When DL/I issues a DLET call, Secondary Index might issue its own DL/I GHU calls to determine if index source
segments exist under the delete level. Because Secondary Index executes as part of the application program, these
Secondary Index-generated GHU calls are attributed to the application program in the IMS accounting records and
reports.

• The call interceptor handles an IPS-not-found condition in the same way that IMS does. Whenever an index source
segment is updated, Secondary Index may need to retrieve an IPS from an index. If the IPS does not exist, an
NE condition occurs. Like IMS, the call interceptor generates a message (similar to the IMS DFS0840I message)
identifying the index database name and the IPS key that was not found. The application program returns to with a
blank status code with all indexes updated except the one that had the NE condition.

• Variable length index source segments present a unique situation when Secondary Index performs index maintenance.
Secondary Index handles the situation in the same way that IMS secondary indexing handles it. When a variable
length ISS is inserted and one or more of the search fields do not exist in the segment, no IPS is inserted into the
index. When one or more of the subsequence or duplicate data fields do not exist, the IPS is inserted and the missing
fields are set to zero. Note that the missing fields are set to hexadecimal zero (X'00') regardless of the definition of the
field type in the DBD.

• Partial Path Retrieve. When an application program issues a path call, IMS may return a GE status code even though
some of the segments were retrieved and placed in the I/O area. In this case, the segment name and level feedback in
the PCB can be used to determine which segments are available. Secondary Index properly handles this partial path
retrieve and performs index maintenance for all segments retrieved if the retrieve is followed by a REPL or DLET. This
is true whether the first SSA uses the secondary index key or the primary key.
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Processing the Index as a Database
Consider the following points when issuing DL/I calls directly against an index database:

• When processing an IDB as a separate database, the IPS segments may contain user data. If so, the user data is set
to hexadecimal zero (low-values) when the index segment is created by the call interceptor or Index Builder.

• When a DL/I call is issued by the application program directly against an index database, the index database is
processed as a database in its own right. If the index is partitioned by Secondary Index, the call interceptor needs to
determine which partition to use. How the call interceptor determines which partition to use depends on the SSAs in
the DL/I call:
– If there is at least one SSA in the call and the first SSA references the key field name of the key of the root segment

of the index, then the randomizer is called to determine which partition to use.
– If there is a least one SSA in the call and the first SSA does not reference the key field name of the key of the root

segment of the index, then the first partition is used.
– If there are no SSAs in the call, the first partition is used.

PCB Status Codes
Under several circumstances, the application program receives status codes that may suggest special processing on the
part of the program:

• When the call interceptor issues its internal DL/I calls against index PCBs, non-blank error status codes can be
generated by IMS.

• If this happens, and if the index has been defined with ERRORACTION=STATUSCODE in the table, the call
interceptor immediately returns to the application program without satisfactorily completing all index maintenance.

• Before returning to the application program, the call interceptor moves the status code and segment feedback field
from the index PCB to the PCB used by the application program. In this way, the application program is able to
determine the problem that occurred by interrogating the status code and the index that suffered the error is identified
by the segment name.

• The segment feedback field is not moved for an NI condition. In all cases, the application call against the primary
database is executed completely and without error.

• If ERRORACTION=STATUSCODE-xx is specified, the program receives status code xx. Some of the indexes will
have been maintained and some will not. In all cases, the application call against the primary database is executed
completely and without error.

• If ERRORACTION=ROLB is specified, the call interceptor issues a ROLB call and returns to the program with a status
code equal to the one that occurred on the index PCB. All database changes are backed out and none of the indexes
are updated.

• If ERRORACTION=ROLB-xx is specified, the call interceptor issues a ROLB call and returns to the program with a
status code of xx. All databases changes are backed out and none of the indexes are updated.

• If ERRORACTION=BACKOUTCALL is specified, the call interceptor backs-out or undoes the individual application-
issued DL/I call and any index maintenance that has already been satisfactorily performed. The application program is
returned to with a status code equal to the one that occurred on the index PCB. None of the indexes are updated and
the application program primary database call is not executed.

• The call interceptor may set an NI status code if a duplicate index record occurs during the insertion of a new IPS
segment in an index database. An NI condition may occur on an ISRT or REPL of an ISS. The call interceptor sets the
NI status code for the same reasons as IMS does.

• If the call interceptor finds an SSA with an XDFLDNAME and an independent and connector, an AJ status code is set
and the application is returned to without passing the call to IMS.

• If an FW buffer warning status code is returned by IMS to any of the Call Interceptor-generated index calls, an FW
is set in the application PCB. In this way, buffer usage for the index databases can be taken into account in the
application's decision to checkpoint.
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How Segment Compression and Expansion Relates to Extracting and Building Indexes
 Contents: 

  

Segment Compression and Expansion During Index Extracts and Builds

During the processing of a compressed database, Secondary Index always expands source segments during an extract
and always compresses index segments during a build, if a segment compression routine has been defined.

Compression Length Errors

When the segment compression routine are called, a fixed length (FL) or variable length (VL) segment is passed, based
on the way the segment is defined in the DBD. The compression routine must return a segment in VL format with a length
field (LL) at the front of the compressed segment.

IMS ensures that the LL value returned by the compression routine is not larger than allowed. For a VL segment, the
largest LL value IMS will accept is equal to the maximum segment length defined in the DBD. For an FL segment, the
largest LL value IMS will accept is equal to the fixed length plus 10 bytes. If the length returned by the compression exit is
larger than this, IMS issues a U863 ABEND.

 Secondary Index handles length errors differently. If the length is greater than that allowed by IMS, the segment is
truncated before putting it in the database. No ABEND is issued. For details, see Segment Length Statistics.

Using Secondary Index
This section describes how to use Secondary Index.

Table Generator
The Table Generator is a preprocessor followed by a DBDGEN-type process that builds the table (IDITABLE) that controls
Secondary Index processing. The table generator uses TBLGEN to generate a table that defines the secondary indexes.
TBLGEN builds a load module for use by the call interceptor and the Index Extractor.

Contents:

TBLGEN Process

The call interceptor intercepts and analyzes each DL/I call issued by the application program to determine if a call involves
a secondary index. The definition of the secondary indexes is provided to the call interceptor by a table. The Table
Generator (TBLGEN) builds the table, IDITABLE.

NOTE
The Index Extractor offline utility also uses the IDITABLE table. When executed, the table is used to determine
which segments in the primary database are source segments and which are target segments. This information
determines the format and content of the records created.

The TBLGEN process is similar to the DBDGEN and PSBGEN process in IMS except that the TBLGEN process
also contains a preprocessor step at the beginning. A series of macros are used as input to the preprocessor. The
preprocessor generates another series of macros that are used as input to the system assembler. The output of the
assembly process is link-edited into a library that will be available in each IMS region where the call interceptor will
execute. The table load module must be available to the call interceptor in a file with a ddname of IDILOAD, STEPLIB, or
JOBLIB or it must be in the system link list. The table load module must be available to the Index Extractor offline utility in
the DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, or JOBLIB file.
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Each time the table is regenerated, all the IMS regions must be notified to use the new table load module. This can be
accomplished by restarting the IMS regions or by executing an MVS command to force a reload of the load module. Such
commands are often available in third party software or are locally developed. In general, a change to the table must be
implemented coincidentally with a change to IMS resources such as DBDs, PSBs, and ACBs. Such IMS changes will
require that IMS be quiesced and so the change of the table load module will be incidental.

TBLGEN Macros

The input to TBLGEN is a set of Assembler language macros. The macros must follow the syntax required by Assembler
H; Assembler XF is not supported.

The following macros must be coded to generate a Secondary Index table:

SIXINDEX
Defines a secondary index.

IDIGEN
Generates the table. The IDIGEN macro has no parameters.

The SIXINDEX and IDIGEN macros invoke other macros as follows to complete the table generation process:

• IDIIPACK: Identifies the release of the table.
• IDIITBL: Generates various internal parameters.
• IDIORDER: Sorts the SIXINDEX statements.

All of these macros must be available to the assembler in the SYSLIB file when a TBLGEN is executed.

The following sample members are provided in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP):

SIXTABLE
Provides a sample set of TBLGEN macros that shows the definition of two secondary indexes.

TBLGEN
Provides a sample TBLGEN JCL.

TBLGEN JCL

The table generator runs as a three step job:

1. The first step executes a preprocessor supplied by Secondary Index.
2. The second step executes Assembler H to process the table definition input. Assembler XF cannot be used to process

the table input statements. If it is used, assembly errors will be generated.
3. The third step executes the linkage editor to create the table load module.

After the TBLGEN is executed, the PGMLIB specified in the SYSLMOD statement must be defined in a file with a ddname
of IDILOAD or added to the STEPLIB or JOBLIB of each IMS region where the call interceptor will be used. The PGMLIB
library must also be made available to the Index Extractor through the DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, or the JOBLIB files.

SIXINDEX Statement

Contents

The SIXINDEX macro is used to define a secondary index. One SIXINDEX macro must be coded for each secondary
index to be managed by Secondary Index.

Considerations

Note the following considerations when defining the SIXINDEX macro:
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• The DDFLENGTHn, DDFOFFSETn, and DDFTYPEn values correspond to the fields defined in the DDATA keyword of
the XDFLD statement in the IMS secondary indexing environment.

• The duplicate data fields do not have to correspond to fields actually defined in the primary database DBD. A DDF can
correspond directly to a single field defined in the PDB DBD, it can correspond directly to several contiguous fields
defined in the PDB DBD, or the DDF portion of the ISS may not be defined at all in the PDB DBD.

• The SFLENGTHn and SFOFFSETn values correspond to the fields defined in the SRCH keyword of the XDFLD
statement in the IMS secondary indexing environment.

• The index source fields do not have to correspond to fields actually defined in the primary database DBD. An SF can
correspond directly to:

• A single field defined in the PDB DBD
• Several contiguous fields defined in the PDB DBD

NOTE
The SF portion of the ISS might not be defined at all in the PDB DBD. The SSFLENGTHn, SSFOFFSETn,
and SSFTYPEn values correspond to the fields defined in the SUBSEQ keyword of the XDFLD statement in
the IMS secondary indexing environment.The subsequence fields do not have to correspond to fields actually
defined in the primary database DBD. A SSF can correspond directly to:

• A single field defined in the PDB DBD
• Several contiguous fields defined in the PDB DBD

NOTE
The SSF portion of the ISS might not be defined at all in the PDB DBD.

Keyword List

You can specify the following keywords in the SIXINDEX macro:

DDFLENGTHn
Defines the length of the nth index source field or portion of the concatenated key that is to be duplicated in the
IPS. n must be a numerical value between one and five, starting with one. No missing values are allowed. From
one to five fields in the index source segment or portions of the concatenated key can be duplicated in the IPS.
The length specified must be the same as the BYTES value in the FIELD statement of the DBDGEN for the
primary database where the index source segment is defined. The combined length of the duplicate data fields
defines the length of the duplicate data field (DDF).

DDFOFFSETn
Defines the offset of the nth index source field or portion of the concatenated key that is to be duplicated in the
IPS. n must be a numerical value between 1 and 5, starting with 1. No missing values are allowed. From 1 to 5
fields in the index source segment or portions of the concatenated key can be duplicated in the IPS. The offset
specified must be from 1 to 32767 and must be the same as the START value in the FIELD statement of the
DBDGEN for the primary database where the index source segment is defined. The offset is a 1-relative value
and must take into account the LL field if present in the index source segment.

DDFTYPEn
Defines whether the nth duplicate data field is an index source field or a portion of the concatenated key. n must
be a numerical value between 1 and 5, starting with 1. No missing values are allowed. From 1 to 5 fields in the
index source segment or portions of the concatenated key can be duplicated in the IPS.
One of the following values can be selected:
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• ISS: The nth duplicate data field is a field in the index source segment. The corresponding DDFLENGTHn and
DDFOFFSETn values define the length and offset of the field in the ISS segment.

• /CK: The nth duplicate data field is a portion of the concatenated key of the index source segment. The
corresponding DDFLENGTHn and DDFOFFSETn values define the length and offset of the field in the
concatenated key of the ISS segment.

• /CK: These duplicate data fields are not supported for an index defined to have a SPARSEEXIT and with an
ERRORACTION of BACKOUTCALL.

DELETEOPTION
Defines the action the call interceptor is to take when an application program attempts to delete the parent of an
index source segment. You can select one of the following values:

• STATUSCODE-xx:When an application program attempts to delete the parent of an index source segment,
the call is to be disallowed and status code xx is to be returned to the program. The PCB segment and key
feedback will identify the index source segment that exists under the segment to be deleted.

• DELETE-xx:When an application program attempts to delete the parent of an index source segment, the call
is to be allowed and the call interceptor is to perform full secondary index maintenance for each ISS that exists
under the segment to be deleted. The delete is disallowed and status code xx is returned to the program if
an ISS may exist but the PCB is not sensitive to the ISS segment type. The PCB segment and key feedback
will identify the index source segment that the PCB is not sensitive to that may exist under the segment to be
deleted.

NOTE
When the ISSNAME refers to a root segment, the DELETEOPTION value has no significance. Because
a root has no parent, it can never be deleted indirectly as a result of a delete at a higher level.If more
than one ISS segment type exists under the segment to be deleted, more than one DELETEOPTION
will determine the action of the call interceptor. As a general rule, all source segments in the same
primary database should have the same delete option. If they do not, the result might not be what is
expected. If the DB2 Data Collector product is also in use then all ISS and CAP segment types in the
same database should have the same delete option.

ERRORACTION
Defines the action the call interceptor is to take when an error occurs during index maintenance. The following
values are valid:
ABEND

Causes the call interceptor to issue an ABEND when an error occurs. ABEND code U4005 is used.
BACKOUTCALL

Causes the call interceptor to back-out the individual DL/I call and return to the application program if
an NI condition occurs. An NI status code will be set. An NI condition may only occur during the ISRT or
REPL of an ISS. BACKOUTCALL only applies to these 2 calls.
Before any index maintenance is performed and before the application program call is executed, the call
interceptor will issue a GU call against each index that will have a new IPS inserted.
If an existing IPS with the same key is found, an NI will be posted in the PCB and the application program
call will not be executed. No index maintenance will be performed.
Note than an II condition takes precedence over an NI. If both an II and NI condition exists for an ISRT
call, II will be set. To determine if an II condition exists, the call interceptor issues the application ISRT call
after the internally-generated IPS GU calls. If an II results, the NI is ignored and the II is returned. If no II
exists, the inserted segment is deleted using a GHU and DLET call and the NI condition is set.
For all other index error conditions, a specification of BACKOUTCALL will function the same as the
STATUSCODE specification. Note the following:
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• If BACKOUTCALL is to be used for a given index, all indexes based on the same primary database
must use BACKOUTCALL.

• BACKOUTCALL is not supported for an index that has one or more /CK subsequence fields defined.
• BACKOUTCALL is not supported for an index that has one or more /CK duplicate data fields defined

and a SPARSEEXIT defined.

ROLB
Causes the call interceptor to issue a DL/I ROLB call when an error occurs. When the ROLB completes,
the status code is set to the status code of the original index maintenance error. Then a return to the
application program will occur.

ROLB-xx
Causes the call interceptor to issue a DL/I ROLB call when an error occurs. When the ROLB completes,
the status code is set to xx. Then a return to the application program occurs.

STATUSCODE
Causes the call interceptor to set a status code in the application program PCB and return to the program.
The status code is the one that was generated by IMS during the index maintenance processing. The
segment name feedback field in the PCB is set to the root segment name of the index that had the
problem, except for an NI condition. For an NI, the segment name is not changed.
Index maintenance stops immediately when an error occurs. The indexes may be left in an inconsistent
state. Some of the indexes may be updated and some may not. In all cases, the application call against
the primary database has been executed completely and without error.

STATUSCODE-xx
Causes the call interceptor to set status code xx in the application program PCB. The segment name
feedback field in the PCB is set to the root segment name of the index that had the problem, except for an
NI condition. For an NI, the segment name is not changed.
Index maintenance continues when an error occurs. The call interceptor attempts to maintain all other
indexes based on the same index source segment (ISS). The set of indexes related to the same ISS
may be left in an inconsistent state; some of the indexes may be updated and some may not. All
ERRORACTION keywords associated with the same ISS must specify STATUSCODE-xx for processing
to continue. If one or more SIXINDEX statements for the same ISS specify a different action then
processing stops when index maintenance encounters an error for the index defined by that entry. In all
cases, the application call against the primary database has been executed completely and without error.

INDEXDBD
Defines the DBD name of the index database. A PCB with this name must exist in every PSB where Secondary
Index is to perform secondary index processing for this index.
For a partitioned index, multiple DBD names are specified, enclosed in parenthesis. The number of DBD names
specified is equal to the number of partitions and must be between 2 and 255. Multiple DBD names must be
specified in order of area number. If multiple DBD names are specified, the RANDOMIZER= keyword must be
defined.

IKFNAME
Defines the name of the Index Key Field. The Index Key Field is the key of the Index Pointer Segment. The name
specified must be the same as the NAME value in the FIELD statement of the DBDGEN for the index database.

IPSLENGTH
Defines whether the index pointer segment is fixed length or variable length and the length of the segment.
IPSLENGTH must have two values enclosed in parenthesis. The first value will be either FL or VL and the second
value is the length of the Index Pointer Segment. IPS segments in a DEDB index must always be VL. The length
value specified for VL segments is the length the call interceptor and Index Extractor are to use when creating an
IPS. For FL index pointer segments, the second value must be the same as that specified in the BYTES keyword
of the SEGM statement of the DBDGEN.
The length defined for the Index Pointer Segment must be large enough to contain the Index Key Field (IKF)
plus any duplicate data fields (DDF) plus the Index Target Field (ITF). If the defined length is larger than the sum
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of these fields, Secondary Index sets the remaining area at the end of the segment to hexadecimal zero (low-
values). This area can be considered user data in the IMS sense.

IPSNAME
Defines the name of the Index Pointer Segment. The Index Pointer Segment is the root of the index database.
The value specified must be the same as that specified in the NAME keyword of the SEGM statement of the
DBDGEN.

ISSLENGTH
Defines the index source segment to be variable length or defines the segment length if fixed length. If the ISS is
variable length, specify ISSLENGTH=VL. For fixed length ISS, specify the segment length. The value must be the
same as that specified in the BYTES keyword of the SEGM statement of the DBDGEN.

ISSNAME
Defines the name of the index source segment. The index source segment is in the primary database. The value
specified must be the same as that specified in the NAME keyword of the SEGM statement of the DBDGEN.

ITFLENGTH
Defines the length of the Index Target Field. The Index Target Field is the concatenated key of the Index Target
Segment. The length specified must be the sum of the lengths of the key fields that form the concatenated key of
the target segment and must be the sum of the BYTES value in the FIELD statement of the DBDGEN.

ITSNAME
Defines the name of the Index Target Segment. The Index Target Segment is in the primary database. The value
specified must be the same as that specified in the NAME keyword of the SEGM statement of the DBDGEN.

PRIMEDBD
Defines the DBD name of the primary database. A PCB with this name is used by the application program when
accessing the indexed database.

RANDOMIZER
Defines the randomizer user exit to be used to partition an index. The value is the name of the randomizer load
module. For each application program that is to access this index using the call interceptor, the named load
module must reside in a file with a DD name of IDILOAD, JOBLIB, or STEPLIB of the IMS region or in the system
link list. In addition, the Index Extractor must be able to load this module from DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or
link list.
The RANDOMIZER keyword is only used when Secondary Index performs the partitioning of the index. For a
DEDB index, usually normal IMS DEDB area partitioning is used and so the RANDOMIZER keyword would not be
specified in this case.

SFLENGTHn
Defines the length of the nth index source field that forms the index key field. n must be between 1 and 5, starting
with 1. No missing values are allowed. From 1 to 5 fields in the index source segment can be concatenated to
form the key of the index pointer segment. The length specified must be from 1 to 240 and is usually the same
as the BYTES value in the FIELD statement of the DBDGEN for the primary database where the index source
segment is defined. index source fields do not need to be defined in the primary database DBD. The combined
length of all 5 index source fields cannot exceed 240. The combined length of all 5 index source fields defines the
length of the index key field (IKF).

SFOFFSETn
Defines the offset of the nth index source field that forms the index key field. n must be between 1 and 5, starting
with 1. No missing values are allowed. From 1 to 5 fields in the index source segment can be concatenated to
form the key of the index pointer segment. The offset specified must be from 1 to 32767 and must be the same
as the START value in the FIELD statement of the DBDGEN for the primary database where the index source
segment is defined. The offset is a 1-relative value and must take into account the LL field (if present) in the index
source segment.
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SPARSEEXIT
Defines the load module name of the sparsing exit. This keyword is only specified for a sparse index. For each
application program that is to access this index using the call interceptor, the named load module must reside in a
file with a DD name of IDILOAD, JOBLIB, or STEPLIB of the IMS region or in the system link list. In addition, the
Index Extractor must be able to load this module from DBOLOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB or link list.

SSFLENGTHn
Defines the length of the nth index source field or portion of the concatenated key that is to be a subsequence
field in the IPS. n must be between 1 and 5, starting with 1. No missing values are allowed. From 1 to 5 fields in
the index source segment or portions of the concatenated key can be used as subsequence fields in the IPS.
The length specified must be the same as the BYTES value in the FIELD statement of the DBDGEN for the
primary database where the index source segment is defined. The combined length of all 5 search fields and all 5
subsequence fields defines the length of the index key field (IKF).

SSFOFFSETn
Defines the offset of the nth index source field or portion of the concatenated key that is to become a
subsequence field in the IPS. n must be between 1 and 5, starting with 1. No missing values are allowed. From
1 to 5 fields in the index source segment or portions of the concatenated key can become subsequence fields in
the IPS. The offset specified must be from 1 to 32767 and must be the same as the START value in the FIELD
statement of the DBDGEN for the primary database where the index source segment is defined. The offset is a 1-
relative value and must take into account the LL field if present in the index source segment.

SSFTYPEn
Defines whether the nth subsequence field is an index source field or a portion of the concatenated key. n
must be between 1 and 5, starting with 1. No missing values are allowed. From 1 to 5 fields in the index source
segment or portions of the concatenated key can become subsequence fields in the IPS.
Select from one of the following values:
ISS

Defines the nth subsequence field in the index source segment. The corresponding SSFLENGTHn and
SSFOFFSETn values define the length and offset of the field in the ISS segment.

/CK
Defines the nth subsequence field in a portion of the concatenated key of the index source segment. The
corresponding SSFLENGTHn and SSFOFFSETn values define the length and offset of the field in the
concatenated key of the ISS segment.

/CK
Indicates subsequence fields are not supported for an index defined with an ERRORACTION of
BACKOUTCALL.

NOTE
Secondary Index does not support the use of the /SX specification found in IMS secondary indexing.

XDFLDNAME
Defines the name of the secondary index field. The secondary index field is the composite of the index source
fields in the index source segment that are to form the key of the index. This name would be the same as the
NAME value in the XDFLD statement of the DBDGEN had IMS secondary indexing been used. The XDFLDNAME
must be unique within the same index source segment and the same primary database.
The name specified for this keyword is used in the SSAs of the application whenever the program wishes to
gain access to the primary database through the index. Secondary Index also places this name in the Index
Maintenance Exit Routine CSECT that is passed to the sparsing exit.

IDIGEN Statement

The IDIGEN macro follows all INDEX macros. It immediately precedes the assembler END statement.
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The IDIGEN macro has no parameters.

If the preprocessor finds no serious errors, the system assembler job step executes to assemble the table. If no serious
errors are found, the IDIGEN macro generates the table. Otherwise a dummy table is generated with an error flag set. If
the call interceptor or Index Extractor load a table with the error flag on, an error message is issued. The call interceptor
then ABENDs. The Index Extractor terminates with an error return code.

Call Interceptor and Language Interface
Contents:

Call Interceptor

The call interceptor executes as part of each IMS application program to provide the secondary indexing capabilities. The
call interceptor intercepts some or all of the DL/I calls issued by the application program in any IMS region type. Message
regions, BMP regions, and batch DLI and DBB regions are supported. If a call does not involve secondary indexes, the
call is passed to DL/I. Otherwise, the call interceptor performs secondary index processing and the original application DL/
I call.

The table generated by the TBLGEN process controls the processing performed by the call interceptor. The call
interceptor is able to intercept each application DL/I call because a special language intercept module is provided that
replaces the standard IMS module.

Processing Overview

To build and maintain the secondary indexes, the call interceptor analyzes each DL/I call and performs the necessary
index processing. Because the call interceptor might need to access a secondary index, the PSB in use by the application
program must contain a PCB for each secondary index database that the call interceptor will actually access when the
application executes using the PSB. Index PCBs are not required for indexes and partitions, which are not accessed by
the call interceptor.

The first DL/I call issued in an IMS region causes the call interceptor to load the IDITABLE module. Message regions,
BMP regions, and batch DLI and DBB regions are supported. This single copy of the table will control all call interceptor
activity within the region. Each IMS region will contain a private copy of the table. The table generated must be named
IDITABLE.

The presence of the call interceptor in an IMS region will be evident by the salutation message issued when the first DL/I
call is intercepted. If no salutation message is found in the JES log for the region, then the call interceptor is not active in
that region. If an ABEND occurs in a message region, IMS reinitializes the region automatically. In this case the salutation
message will be reissued after each reinitialization process.

Any time the table is regenerated, all of the IMS regions must be notified to use the new table load module. Do this by
restarting the IMS regions or by executing an MVS command to force a reload of the load module. Such commands are
often available in third party software or are locally developed. Usually a change to the table will occur coincidentally with
a change to IMS resources such as DBDs, PSBs and ACBs.

Such IMS changes require that IMS be quiesced and so the change of the table load module will be incidental.

Using a Database Load Application Program

If a database load application program invokes the call interceptor, build the indexes dynamically as the segments are
inserted into the primary database by the application.
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Linking Application Programs

Contents:

Linking Application Programs

In addition to generating a table defining the secondary index configuration, each application program that will access any
of the primary and index databases must have the product Language Interface linked with it instead of, or in addition to,
the IMS Language Interface. This is required because the call interceptor must intercept and analyze the DL/I calls issued
by the application program.

Invoke the Call Interceptor

Application programs can have the call interceptor invoked as follows:

• Link-edit the program using the product ASMTDLI, CBLTDLI, FORTDLI, PASTDLI, or PLITDLI routine instead of
the IMS version. In this way, no application program changes are needed but every DL/I call is screened to see if
secondary indexing is involved.

• Change the program to call SIXTDLI instead of ASMTDLI, CBLTDLI, FORTDLI, PASTDLI, or PLITDLI for all those DL/I
calls that involve secondary indexing. Then both the IMS language interface routine and the SIXTDLI routine are linked
with the program. Overhead is reduced because each call is not screened but there is a chance that SIXTDLI will not
be used for all the calls that involve secondary indexing and so database integrity may be lost.

Both of these approaches can be mixed within an application system.

If the call interceptor is to analyze each DL/I call, then the ASMTDLI, CBLTDLI, FORTDLI, PASTDLI, or PLITDLI routine
normally included in the load module from IMS SDFSRESL is replaced with the version supplied with Secondary Index.
If the call interceptor is to process only those specific calls that relate to secondary indexes then those calls in the
application program are changed from ASMTDLI, CBLTDLI, FORTDLI, PASTDLI, or PLITDLI to SIXTDLI. The link edit of
the program will then include both the IMS and the Secondary Index language interface routine.

Analyzing Each DL/I Call

There are three reasons to use the ASMTDLI, CBLTDLI, FORTDLI, PASTDLI, or PLITDLI interface to the call interceptor:

• Integrity: Every DL/I call will be analyzed for their possible affect on secondary indexes. Relying on the application
programmer to call the correct language interface may be unwise.

• Independence: Secondary indexes may be added, changed or removed without changing the application programs.
• Transparency: The application program can remain rather independent of the existence of the Secondary Indexcall

interceptor software. In general, no special or unique programming will be needed.

The primary disadvantage to using the call interceptor version of the language interface for all DL/I calls is performance.
Each DL/I call is analyzed to determine if secondary indexes are involved. The overhead is small but applies to every
call. The preferred method is to replace the IMS language interface routine with the Secondary Index version rather than
selectively invoking the call interceptor.

Linking the Secondary Index Language Interface

Contents:

Linking the Secondary Index Language Interface

Typically, each IMS application program is linked with the IMS Language Interface module ASMTDLI, CBLTDLI, FORTDLI,
PASTDLI, or PLITDLI. To use Secondary Index, the language interface that is linked with the application program is the
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one provided. To include the Secondary Index version, replace the IMS SDFSRESL specification in the link edit step of
each program with the Secondary Index load module library. The load module library is unloaded as data set name high-
level.CIMTLOAD.

For IMS application programs that dynamically load the IMS interface, the language interface load module provided with
Secondary Index must be available in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB of the IMS control region. This includes programs that
use the COBOL DYNAM option. When running a BMP, the loadlib must be added to the steplib. The DFSLI000 load
module and its aliases loaded into each IMS region must use the Secondary Index version and not the IMS version; this is
mandatory. To do this, replace the modules in SDFSRESL or add the Secondary Index load library above the STEPLIB or
JOBLIB for each region.

Addressing and Residency Modes and Re-Entrance

The Secondary Index language interface is linked RENT, AMODE(31), and RMODE(24), the same as IMS. RMODE(24)
is used so that the module supports both application programs running AMODE(24) and AMODE(31). If the Secondary
Index language interface were linked RMODE(31), application programs running AMODE(24) could not invoke the
interface.

The AMODE of the language interface is only important when invoked as a dynamically loaded module. If the interface
is linked with the application program, the AMODE of the interface is overridden by the AMODE defined during the link
edit of the application program. If the interface is invoked as a dynamically loaded module, then the addressing mode is
switched to 31 before the interface is invoked. Application programs running in either addressing mode will work properly.

The Secondary Index call interceptor module, IDICI, is linked AMODE(24) and RMODE(24). The AMODE of the module
is immaterial. The call interceptor is dynamically loaded and always executes in the addressing mode of the calling
application program. RMODE(24) is used so that the call interceptor supports both AMODE(24) and AMODE(31)
application programs. If the call interceptor were linked RMODE(31), it could not support application programs running
AMODE(24) with parameters located and built in AMODE(24).

JCL Changes

The load module library (located in data set name CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB) must be available to the IMS region where
the call interceptor will be used. Specifically, the IMS ToolKit load module with a member name IDICI must be defined in
the JCL with a ddname of IDILOAD or it must be in the STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list used by the IMS region. The table
load module, IDITABLE, generated by the Table Generator must also be in the IDILOAD, STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list of
the IMS region. For an online IMS system, only the IMS regions need the IDICI and IDITABLE load modules. The control
region, DBRC region, and DLISAS region do not need these load modules.

Building PSBs

Contents

Building PSBs

When creating PSBs for use with Secondary Index, additional PCBs might need to be added for use by the call
interceptor. An application program can issue the following types of calls that might require additional PCBs:

• Primary database access through an index
• Index source segment processing
• Index pointer segment processing

When defining the PCBs that are needed in an application PSB with which Secondary Index will be involved, consider the
following points:
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• Individual PCBs will be needed by the call interceptor for every index database. Note that the index database PCBs
are only required in a PSB where index access will actually occur. As an example, if a given index source segment
is defined in the PSB as PROCOPT=GO, no index maintenance will ever occur and so no index PCBs need to be
defined in the PSB.

• For every PCB defining a primary database, a SENSEG statement will be needed for every source segment in the
database if a DL/I DLET call is ever to be issued on the PCB. This is required so that the call interceptor can perform
delete checking according to the DELETEOPTION specification. If a PCB is not sensitive to a source segment and
a DLET call is issued, the call interceptor will not be in a position to ask DL/I if the source segment exists under the
delete

• As with any IMS PCB, the KEYLEN value level must be long enough to contain the longest concatenated key in
the hierarchy. In IMS Full Function secondary indexing, the PSBGEN and ACBGEN utilities calculate and verify the
KEYLEN value. In the calculation, the search field of the index or the concatenated key of the target segment is
used, whichever is longer. However, with Secondary Index, these utilities do not know that secondary indexes are
involved. Therefore, the KEYLEN value must be specified explicitly and it must be large enough to hold the longest
concatenated key in the hierarchy. When calculating the value, use the search field length or the concatenated key of
the target segment, whichever is larger.

• In addition, when a primary database has multiple indexes, consider the target segment concatenated key and search
field of every index when calculating the KEYLEN value.

• Failure to correctly calculate the KEYLEN value can have unpredictable results.
• A facility that is comparable to the INDICES keyword on the SENSEG statement in IMS secondary indexing is not

provided.
• If ERRORACTION=BACKOUTCALL is defined in the table for a given index, the call interceptor will execute internally-

generated DL/I calls in addition to the application DL/I call whenever the call type is REPL or ISRT and an ISS
involved.

First, before the application call is issued, the call interceptor will issue a GU call against each index that will be updated
as part of the REPL or ISRT. The GU call is used to determine if an NI condition will exist an index. This GU call requires
that the PROCOPT of the index PCB include “G”.

If an NI condition is detected, the call interceptor must then check to see if the NI should be overridden with an II. To do
this, the application ISRT call is passed to IMS for execution (REPL calls cannot cause an II). If an II is returned, the NI
is ignored and the application is given the II condition. This scenario imposes no additional PROCOPT requirements
other than those already required by the application logic. If, however, an II condition does not exist, the call interceptor
will sustain the NI and prevent the original ISRT call. Before returning to the application program, the ISRT call must be
backed-out. The call interceptor does this by issuing a GHU followed by a DLET against the primary database PCB. The
GHU/DLET removes the ISRTed segment. As a result of this processing scenario, the PROCOPT of the primary database
PCB must include both G and D for the GHU and the DLET internally-generated by the call interceptor.

If these PROCOPT requirements are not adhered to when using the BACKOUTCALL option, an AM status code will
result. The AM will be passed back to the application and cause confusion as to what could be wrong with the PROCOPT.
After all, if the application issued an ISRT why would PROCOPT=D be required? To avoid this problem, ensure that the
PROCOPTs include the call types issued internally by the call interceptor.

General PCB Requirements

Index PCBs

The PCB that will be used by an application program must be followed by the index PCBs as follows:

• For a non-partitioned index, one PCB is required for each index related to the preceding primary database PCB.
• For a partitioned index, one PCB is needed for each partition to be accessed.
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A PCB is needed for only those indexes and partitions that the call interceptor will actually access during application
program execution. The Secondary Index call interceptor scans all the PCBs following the application PCB looking for one
with the correct name.

Multiple Partitions

If an index has multiple partitions, a PCB must exist for each partition that will actually be accessed by the call interceptor.
The PCBs for the partitions can be in any order and do not need to be contiguous within the PSB. The randomizer will be
called to determine which partition to use.

NOTE
The call interceptor may set an NI status code if a duplicate index record occurs during the updating of an index
database. The call interceptor sets the NI status code for the same reasons as IMS does.

Related Index PCBs and Database Positioning

We recommend that a complete set of related index PCBs follow each primary database PCB. The reason for this is
database positioning. Assume that an application program requires multiple positions in primary database CUSTOMER
and it will use multiple PCBs to accomplish this. Further, assume that the program will gain access to the primary
database by using a single secondary index. The PSB would look like the following:

PCB1  PCB  DBD=CUSTOMER

PCB2  PCB  DBD=INDEX

PCB3  PCB  DBD=CUSTOMER

PCB4  PCB  DBD=INDEX

The application program would issue calls on PCB1 and PCB3 but not PCB2 and PCB4. Depending on the type of call
being issued, the Secondary Index call interceptor would use PCB2 and PCB4 to:

• Position the program in the CUSTOMER database using the index (for primary database access through an index).
• After the program had issued two retrieve calls (one on PCB1 and one on PCB3), specifying an XDFLD name in each

SSA, IMS would have position set on all 4 PCBs.
• Perform index maintenance whenever the program modified an index source field (for index source segment

processing).
• After the program had issued 2 ISS update calls (one on PCB1 and one on PCB3), IMS would have position set on all

4 PCBs.

PCB2 would contain the position that matches the related position on PCB1. PCB4 would contain the position that
matches the related position on PCB3.

Now assume that the database administrator decided not to have two index PCBs, for whatever reason. The PSB would
look like the following:

PCB1  PCB  DBD=CUSTOMER

PCB2  PCB  DBD=CUSTOMER

PCB3  PCB  DBD=INDEX

It is true that the call interceptor would be satisfied with just one index PCB for both CUSTOMER PCBs but a positioning
problem might arise depending on the type of call as follows:

• For primary database access through an index, when the program issues a call on PCB1 with an XDFLD name in the
SSA, the call interceptor would establish position on PCB3 and then PCB1. Then if the program issues a call on PCB2
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with an XDFLD name in the SSA, the call interceptor would establish position on PCB3 and then PCB2. The index-
based position of PCB1 would have been lost even though the program fully expects both positions to be valid.

• For index source segment processing, when the program issues an ISS update call on PCB1, the call interceptor
would establish positions on PCB3 and then PCB1. Then if the program issues a call on PCB2, the call interceptor
would establish position on PCB3 and then PCB2. The PCB1-related position of PCB3 would have been lost even
though the program fully expected both positions to be valid.

This is the reason why we recommend that a complete set of related index PCBs follow each primary database PCB. It is
acceptable to set aside this recommendation if an informed decision is made that such positioning problems will not exist
for a given set of programs.

The additional PCBs describing the index databases are only needed in a PSB as follows:

• If through-the-index DL/I calls will actually be made.
• If DL/I calls will actually be made that require index maintenance.

The call interceptor will only search the PCB list looking for an index database PCB when such a call is intercepted or
when index maintenance must be performed. Therefore, applications that do not issue retrieve calls through the index
or primary databases with PROCOPT=GO, will not need index PCBs in their PSB unless index maintenance will be
performed as described in Index Source Segment Processing. For a partitioned index, a PCB is only needed for the
partitions that will actually be updated by Secondary Index.

Primary Database Access through an Index

Contents

The following PCB is used for IMS secondary indexing, when an application program has to access a primary database
through an index:

PCB DBD=PDB,PROCSEQ=IDB

This PCB tells IMS that the application program has to access the primary database in the sequence provided by the
secondary index.

Defining PCBs

To provide the same function using Secondary Index, the following pair of PCBs must be defined:

PCB DBD=PDB

PCB DBD=IDB

The following processing occurs:

• The application program still issues its DL/I call on the first PCB.

NOTE
The KEYLEN value specified for the first PCB must be long enough to contain the longest concatenated
key of the hierarchy, taking into account the search field length. Because the ACBGEN utility is not aware of
Secondary Index, the KEYLEN must be specified in the PSB and must be large enough to handle the longest
concatenated key in the PCB. Failure to specify a largest enough KEYLEN value can have unpredictable
results.

• The call interceptor uses the second PCB to locate the index record and then the first PCB to retrieve the requested
record.
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When the call on the PDB PCB is issued by the application, the call interceptor searches from that PCB to the end of the
PCB list for a PCB with a name of IDB. That PCB is then used to gain access to the index database. If the index PCB is
not found, an error message is issued followed by an ABEND.

Example

An example will demonstrate how the call interceptor processes a DL/I call issued by the application program to access
the Index Target Segment through the index. Assume the application program issues the following DL/I call:

CALL CBLTDLI (GU,PDB,appl I/O area,ITSNAME(XDFLDNAME=JONES))

When the Call Interceptor analyzes this call, it determines that the call involves a secondary index because the SSA
contains the field name of the index database. The first thing the Call Interceptor does is to issue the following call:

CALL CBLTDLI (GU,IDB,SIX I/O area,IPSNAME(IKFNAME=JONES))

The call function used is a GN or a GU depending on whether the application call was a next call or a unique call. This call
retrieves the index record for the index database. Assuming the call executes properly, the call interceptor will then issue
the following call next:

CALL CBLTDLI (GU,PDB,appl I/O area,ITSNAME*C(5412345)

The call function used is the same one on the original application call. The concatenated key value in the SSA is from the
IPS retrieved by the first call. Whatever status code is returned by IMS for this second call will be returned directly to the
application program.

Adjustments to the Key Feedback Fields

The application programmer should be aware that the call interceptor adjusts the key feedback fields of the PCB used
by the application program. In a Full Function IMS secondary indexing environment, IMS will set the key feedback area
and length to include the search field and not the concatenated key of the target segment. The Secondary Index call
interceptor ensures that the application program “sees” the same key feedback as IMS would set in a Full Function
environment by setting the key feedback to what the application program would expect with IMS secondary indexing.

In the previous example (see Example), the call interceptor knew that the application-issued call required access to the
index because of the presence of the IKFNAME in the SSA. There is a case where no IKFNAME will exist in the SSA but
index access is still requested.

Segment Processing

Contents:

Define PCBs for Index Source Segment Processing

Using IMS secondary indexing, when an application program wishes to gain access to an index source segment in a
primary database, the following PCB would be used:

PCB DBD=PDB

This PCB tells IMS that the application program requests access the primary database. If IMS detects that an index
source segment is to be modified, IMS generates an extra PCB to perform index maintenance.

To provide the same function using Secondary Index, the following pair of PCBs must be defined:
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PCB DBD=PDB

PCB DBD=IDB

The application program still issues its DL/I call on the first PCB. The call interceptor uses the second PCB to update the
index database if the application program inserts, deletes, or replaces an index source segment.

When the call on the PDB PCB is issued by the application, the call interceptor searches from that PCB to the end of the
PCB list for a PCB with a name of IDB. That PCB is then used to gain access to the index database. If the index PCB is
not found, an error message is issued followed by an ABEND.

Define PCBs for Index Pointer Segment Processing

Using IMS secondary indexing, when an application program requests access to an index database directly as a
database, the following PCB would be used:

PCB DBD=IDB

This PCB tells IMS that the application program requests access the index database directly.

To provide the same function using Secondary Index, the same PCB would be defined. No additional PCBs need to be
added to the PSB in this case. If a given index database is used both as an index and a separate database within a PSB,
we recommend that all PCBs for access to the indexes as separate databases come before the index PCBs that the call
interceptor will use.

For example, assume that a program wants to gain access to 2 index databases as separate databases but also wants to
use one of the indexes to gain access to the primary database. The PSB should be defined as follows:

PCB1  PCB  DBD=INDEX1

PCB2  PCB  DBD=INDEX2

PCB3  PCB  DBD=CUSTOMER

PCB4  PCB  DBD=INDEX1

In this example, the program would use PCB1 and PCB2 for all DL/I calls for access directly to the 2 indexes as separate
databases. The call interceptor would use PCB4 for all index-related calls issued by the program on PCB3. Had PCB1
and PCB2 followed the CUSTOMER PCB:

PCB3  PCB  DBD=CUSTOMER

PCB1  PCB  DBD=INDEX1

PCB2  PCB  DBD=INDEX2

PCB4  PCB  DBD=INDEX1

The call interceptor would have used them instead of PCB4 thereby changing the position set by the program during
an access of the index as a separate database. This is the reason why we recommend that the index PCBs to be used
directly by the program precede the primary database PCBs. It is acceptable to set aside this recommendation if an
informed decision is made that such position problems will not exist for a given set of programs.

Inserting Segments into a Secondary Index

The IMS Secondary Indexing capability prohibits an application program from inserting a segment into a secondary index
when the index is being processed as a database. If a PROCOPT of insert is specified in the PSB, a warning message will
be generated during the ACBGEN and the insert function will not be allowed. Subsequently, if the application attempts an
insert, DL/I will return an AM status code. For a Secondary Index secondary index, the insert PROCOPT will be allowed
by the ACBGEN but an AM will be returned if an insert is attempted.
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Accessing a Partitioned Index as a Standalone Database

If an application program wants to access a partitioned index as a standalone database, Secondary Index can provide
assistance. Assume a five partition index described by the following PCBs:

PCB1  PCB  DBD=PARTITN1

PCB2  PCB  DBD=PARTITN2

PCB3  PCB  DBD=PARTITN3

PCB4  PCB  DBD=PARTITN4

PCB5  PCB  DBD=PARTITN5

If the application program issues a DL/I call using PCB1, Secondary Index will intercept the call and invoke the randomizer
to determine which partition to use for the call. Assume the randomizer determines that the key specified in the call is
in partition three, PCB3. Secondary Index will then pass the call to IMS using PCB3. When IMS executes the call and
returns to Secondary Index, it updates PCB1 with the information set by IMS in PCB3. The fields copied are status code,
segment name feedback, key feedback, and key feedback length.

If the application program issues a DL/I call on PCB2, PCB3, PCB4, or PCB5, Secondary Index will assume that the
application program already knows which partition it wants to use and the randomizer will not be invoked.

Linking File-AID with the Language Interface

Secondary Index is compatible with File-AID for IMS/ISPF and with File-AID for IMS/DC.

Contents:

Link with File-AID for IMS/ISPF

To use Secondary Index with File-AID for IMS/ISPF, the File-AID for IMS/ISPF load module must be linked with the
Language Interface. To do this, use the following job:

//STANDARD  JOB CARD

//JOBSTEP  EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='RENT,LIST,XREF,NCAL'

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1    DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//IDILIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CIMTLOAD

//FALIB     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=fileaid.ispf.LOAD

//SYSLMOD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=fileaid.ispf.LOAD

//SYSLIN    DD  *

 INCLUDE FALIB(xxxxxxx)

 INCLUDE IDILIB(ASMTDLI)

 ENTRY xxxxxxx

 NAME xxxxxxx(R)

/*

//

Use the following values for xxxxxxx:

FISUB
for versions 2.1 and prior

IXPSUB
for versions after 2.1 and prior to 4.5
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IXPSUBS
for version 4.5 and prior to 10.1

XIXSUBS
for version 10.1

NOTE
In FILEAID versions 4.6 or later, the ENTRY name must be SVT instead of IXPSUBS.

Link with File-AID for IMS/DC

To use Secondary Index with File-AID for IMS/DC, the File-AID for IMS/DC load module must be linked with the
Secondary Index Language Interface. To do this, use the following job:

//STANDARD  JOB CARD

//JOBSTEP  EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='RENT,LIST,XREF,NCAL'

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1    DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//IDILIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CIMTLOAD

//FALIB     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=fileaid.ims-dc.LOAD

//SYSLMOD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=fileaid.ims-dc.LOAD

//SYSLIN    DD  *

 INCLUDE FALIB(xxxxxxx)

 INCLUDE IDILIB(PLITDLI)

 ENTRY yyyyyyy

 NAME xxxxxxx(R)

/*

//

Where xxxxxxx = IXDMAIN and yyyyyyy = PLICALLA for version 3.3 of File-AID IMS/DC and later.

File-AID Version 10.2 and Later

File-AID version 10.2 no longer statically links the IMS language interface (DFSLI000) module into File-AID for IMS load
modules. Instead, the module is dynamically loaded at run time.

To use Secondary Index with File-AID version 10.2, do any of the following:

• If your Database Management Solutions for IMS load library is APF-authorized, add this library (hlq.CIMTLOAD) to the
IMS RESLIB concatenation in the File-AID for IMS Environment module ahead of the IMS reslib.

• If your Database Management Solutions for IMS load library is not APF-authorized, add the hlq.CIMTLOAD load library
to the STEPLIB concatenation in the File-AID for IMS Environment module ahead of the IMS reslib. 

User Exits for Call Interceptor

This section explains the benefits of using user exits.

You can use the call interceptor without any user exits. However, user exits can provide the following functionalities:

Randomizer
Allows indexes to be partitioned, perhaps along the same lines as the underlying DEDB primary databases.

Sparsing
Provides the possibility of reducing the size of an index by eliminating unneeded or unwanted records.
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Randomizer

The call interceptor loads the randomizer and the Index Extractor when the index is first accessed. Unlike IMS, the
randomizer must be available to the call interceptor only if the index is used in the region.

The randomizer is invoked by the call interceptor and the Index Extractor. The interface is the same the IMS uses when
invoking a DEDB randomizer routine. This interface is defined in the IMS Systems Programming Reference Manual. The
following considerations apply when writing these exits in a Secondary Index environment:

• The EPST and ESCD addresses are zero.
• The MRMB passed to the randomizer shows 100 RAPs per area. The number of partitions or areas is equal to the

number of INDEXDBD= values specified on the INDEX macro of the TBLGEN input.
• The DMAC addresses in the MRMB passed to the randomizer are area numbers and not addresses of real DMACs.

The DMAC address in the first MRMB entry is 0, in the second it is 1, in the third it is 2, and so on.
• A return code of 4 from the randomizer results in the call interceptor setting an “FM” status code. The PCB segment

name feedback is set to the segment name of the index pointer segment (IPS) and the level feedback is set to 1. The
application program can then determine which index had the problem.

• As with IMS, any randomizer return code other than 0 and 4 results in a U1021 ABEND. Similarly, if the randomizer
returns an invalid DMAC address, a U1021 is issued. The call interceptor and the Index Extractor cannot use or check
the RAP number returned by the randomizer. If an “FM” or U1021 condition occurs during the execution of the Index
Extractor, an error message is generated and processing is terminated.

• The randomizer may be executed in either 24-bit or 31-bit addressing mode. The AMODE of the randomizer load
module is used to determine which addressing mode to call the randomizer in. The randomizer load module is loaded
using MVS module manager services. The module is loaded into 24-bit or 31-bit virtual memory based on the RMODE
of the load module.

• If multiple indexes use the same randomizer, virtual memory requirements can be reduced by writing and linking the
randomizer as re-entrant. The same randomizer load module can be shared across multiple IMS regions if the load
module is placed in LPA.

Follow all IMS coding conventions for randomizers as documented in the IMS Customization Guide. For example, IMS
requires that a randomizer must be truly re-entrant if it is linked as re-entrant. The same requirement applies to Secondary
Index. If the randomizer is linked as, but not truly re-entrant, a S0C4 ABEND occurs.

Sparsing

The call interceptor loads the sparsing exit and the Index Extractor when the index is first accessed. Like IMS, the
sparsing exit must be available to the call interceptor even if it is not ultimately used in the region.

The call interceptor and the Index Extractor invoke the sparsing exit. The interface is the same as the IMS uses
when invoking a Secondary Index Database Maintenance Exit Routine. This interface is defined in the IMS Systems
Programming Reference Manual. The following considerations apply when writing these exits in a Secondary Index
environment:

• As with the IMS Index Maintenance Exit interface, register 3 points at an Index Maintenance Routine Parameter
CSECT. The difference is that it is not embedded in the DBD and the DBDGEN process cannot change it. The CSECT
passed to the exit is always the basic CSECT.

• The actual IMS region PST is passed to the sparsing exit in register 1. Therefore, an attempt to access the PST may
result in a S0C4 ABEND.

• The sparser may be executed in either 24-bit or 31-bit addressing mode. Secondary Index uses the AMODE of the
sparser load module to determine which addressing mode to call the sparser in. Secondary Index loads the sparser
load module using MVS module manager services. Thus, the module is loaded into 24-bit or 31-bit virtual memory
based on the RMODE of the load module.

• If multiple indexes use the same sparser, virtual memory requirements can be reduced by writing and linking the
sparser as re-entrant. The same sparser load module can be shared across multiple IMS regions if the load module is
placed in LPA.
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A sample sparsing exit can be found as member SIXSPARS in the high-level.CIMTSAMP data set.

Call Interceptor Debug Aid

Secondary Index contains a debug aid for all call interceptor processing. The debug aid can be used to determine the
actual processing performed by the call interceptor and why. It also provides a detailed trace of every DL/I call issued by
the application program. This trace is useful for analyzing an application program even if Secondary Index processing
problems do not need to be debugged.

To activate the debug aid, include an IDIDEBUG DD statement in the JCL of the IMS region where the call interceptor
will be active. The data produced by the debug aid is a file in print format with all the DCB parameters specified in the
software. Usually the statement would be defined as:

//IDIDEBUG  DD  SYSOUT=*

NOTE
It can also be placed in a disk data set.

To activate the debugger in a CICS environment, a set of DD statements IDIDE001- IDIDE009 should be added to the
CICS region JCL as follows:

//IDIDE001  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IDIDE002  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IDIDE003  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IDIDE004  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IDIDE005  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IDIDE006  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IDIDE007  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IDIDE008  DD  SYSOUT=*

//IDIDE009  DD  SYSOUT=*

NOTE
They can also be placed in disk data sets.

Index Generator
Contents:

Index Generator Processing

Whenever an application program issues an ISRT of an index source segment (ISS), the call interceptor will insert
an index pointer segment (IPS) into an index. If the application program is a load program, the random inserts of IPS
segments might not provide good performance because the index I/O can be random.

An alternative to this dynamic index creation is to have the call interceptor invoke the Index Generator for each ISS insert.
The file created by the Index Generator is then used as input to the Index Builder to build the indexes. The file will contain
a single record for each index source segment inserted into the primary database.

SIXUNLD1

If the call interceptor finds that a SIXUNLD1 file is defined in the JCL of the IMS region, all inserts of ISS segments will
result in records written to the SIXUNLD1 file instead of inserts of IPS segments. At the completion of the load program,
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the SIXUNLD1 file can be used as input to the Index Builder off-line utility to build the index. This method may provide
improved performance compared with the dynamic creation of the index databases during the primary database load.

It will be evident if the call interceptor did not find a SIXUNLD1 file in the region JCL because a message will be sent to
the JES log for the region. If an ABEND occurs in a message region, IMS re-initializes the region automatically. In this
case the SIXUNLD1 message will be re-issued after each re-initialization process.

The SIXUNLD1 file may reside on tape or disk but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used. All DCB attributes are
defined in the Index Generator program.

By defining the SIXUNLD1 file as DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE, index maintenance will be totally deactivated; the
index will not be dynamically updated due to the existence of the SIXUNLD1 file and the sequential file will not be created
because of the definition of the file.

The SIXUNLD1 file I/O will be synchronized with application-program generated checkpoint calls. This means that the
application can be certain that at each CHKP or SYNC call, all SIXUNLD1 records will be written to the file.

Blocks of records are written to SIXUNLD1 when they become full or when the application program issues a CHKP or
SYNC call. To ensure all records get written, the application program must issue a CHKP or SYNC call at the end of
processing to signal the Index Generator to write out any records remaining in the buffers. Failure to do so may cause
missing records at the end of the SIXUNLD1 file.

Index Extractor (SIXEXTRACT) and Index Builder (SIXBUILD) Offline Utilities
Contents:

Offline Utilities

The Index Extractor and Index Builder are offline utilities that create and rebuild indexes from existing primary databases
without the assistance of any application code or IMS. 

You can use the offline utilities to build new indexes or rebuild existing ones. To do so, run a SIXEXTRACT followed by a
SIXBUILD. Using this approach, the primary indexed database is first scanned and one or more output files are created by
the SIXEXTRACT function. Then the SIXBUILD function is executed, once for each index.

This approach has an advantage if more than one index is to be extracted. The sorts of the work files and the build
operations can be done in parallel, one index per job. The time needed to build all the indexes can be minimized.

NOTE

 Native VSAM and the MVS Media Manager are used for all database access thereby providing very high
performance. Neither of these utilities uses IMS in any way.

SIXETRACT - Index Extractor

Use Index Extractor to extract data from an existing primary database for the purposes of building one or more secondary
indexes. The primary database is scanned and a sequential work file is produced for all secondary indexes that exist
for the primary database. The sequential file is then used as input to the Index Builder to actually build the secondary
indexes. The Index Extractor is executed once for each primary database area.

If SPLITOUTPUT=NO is specified, a single sequential file is produced that contains the records for all secondary indexes
based on this primary database area. If SPLITOUTPUT=YES is specified, a separate sequential file is produced for each
index that contains the records for only that index. The Index Extractor determines the indexes that are defined by loading
and analyzing IDITABLE, the module created by the TBLGEN process.

Each FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT against a DEDB, extracts the index data for one area. Multiple
FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT requests are needed for a multiple area DEDB.
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The Index Extractor creates a file for the existing primary database that is used as input to the Index Builder to build the
indexes.

SIXBUILD - Index Builder

Use Index Builder to build a secondary index. This utility reads a sequential work file created by the call interceptor or the
Index Extractor and loads a secondary index. The sequential file may optionally be sorted before it can be processed by
the Index Builder. Unlike an index extract, which builds index records for all the requested indexes, a separate index build
execution is needed for each index to be built.

The sequential file produced by the Index Extractor is used for each execution. The records contain all the information
needed to build an index area. The Index Builder does not use the IDITABLE module created by the TBLGEN process. 

NOTE
If the index database is a DEDB, the Index Builder will call the DBD-defined randomizer to determine if each
index record belongs in the area being built. Only those records from the sequential file that randomize to the
area being built will be used.

For a partitioned index database, the Index Builder will not call the table-defined randomizer. This is because the Index
Extractor places the correct partition DBD name in each record of the sequential file.

Build Secondary Indexes from Primary Database Scenario

In this scenario, the primary database already exists and one or more secondary indexes are to be built.  

To build secondary indexes from existing primary databases, follow these steps using the Index Extractor and Index
Builder:

1. The Index Extractor is executed first. It scans the primary database and creates a sequential file containing all the
records needed to build all the secondary indexes for the primary database.

NOTE
The Index Extractor is executed once for each primary database area. The sequential file may have to be
sorted before being passed to the Index Builder.

2. The sequential file is used as input to the Index Builder to actually build the secondary indexes.

NOTE
The Index Builder is executed once for each secondary index database area.

SIXBUILD Sorting Considerations

The index build function uses the sequential file created by the Index Extractor as input to build an index. The sequential
file may have to be sorted before it can be used by the Index Builder. The sort can be accomplished with any of the
following methods:

• The preferred method is to have the file sorted during the index build by specifying SORT=YES in the control
statements.

• The sort can be done in a separate job step before the index build step. The downside to this approach is that the sort
parameters must be hand-coded for each build.

• The file can be sorted during the index extract by specifying SORT=YES in the control statements. This will slow down
the extract and is therefore less preferred than sorting during the index build.

If the index to be built is a DEDB, it is not mandatory to sort the file. However, the Index Builder will execute faster if the
sequential file is first sorted into the physical order that the randomizer will place each record into the DEDB index area.
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If the index to be built uses a keyed access method (HISAM or HIDAM), the file must be sorted if the key values are not in
ascending order. The keys values will not likely be in ascending order and so a sort is usually mandatory. If the file is not
sorted, the Index Builder will generate an error message and terminate when it finds a record that is out of sequence.

NOTE

Sort Considerations

SIXEXTRACT and SIXBUILD Execution JCL

Contents:

Building JCL

The JCL required to execute the index extract and index build functions is outlined in this section. To build a job, you
must first create JCL that includes an EXEC statement with the appropriate parameters, DD statements, and control
statements.

The following members in the sample library (high-level.CIMTSAMP) provide a complete set of execution JCL and control
statements that you can tailor to your local needs:

JCLSIXB
Provides a sample JCL for index build.

JCLSIXE
Provides a sample JCL for index extract.

Return Codes

See Return Codes.

EXEC Statement

The EXEC statement for the SIXEXTRACT and SIXBUILD functions is:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=4096K

NOTE

A PARM value is not required nor used.

SIXEXTRACT and SIXBUILD DD Statements

This section describes the DD statements that are used by the index extract and index build functions. The following list is
in alphabetical order.

dbdddname
Defines the database data sets in the DBD on the DATASET or AREA statement.

• The data set name is the database data set or cluster name itself.
• If the database data set DDs are not provided and DBALLOC=YES is specified, the data sets are dynamically

allocated using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation block.

Use this statement only when the utility is executed in IMS or batch mode. The database defined for this DD is
for the primary database, not the index database. For the HIDAM database, you must also provide the index DD
statements.
Icon
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Note: This DD does not apply to the index build function.
DBDLIB

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed.

• The DBD is used to determine the database specifications needed for the requested function.
• DBDLIB is not needed if IMS is available.

The DBDs in the library associated with ddname IMS are looked at first. If IMS is not available or the DBD is not
found there, DBDLIB is searched if it is available.

DBOCTRL
Defines the input control statement data set.

• This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.

In compatibility mode, you can use the utility control statements to supplement the operational parameters. To do
this, add a DBOCTRL DD statement with any appropriate control statements and they supplement and override
the default compatibility mode settings.

DBOKEYS
Defines the data set that contains the keys for each root in the database that are passed to the randomizer.
This DD does not apply to the Index Build function.

DBOLOAD
Defines a load module library where the IDITABLE load module, randomizers, sparsers, and user exits reside. If
these items are not found in DBOLOAD or if the DBOLOAD DD statement does not exist, the utility attempts the
load from STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list.

DBOMSGS
Defines the output message data set and lists the informational and product-related messages.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DBOOVER
Defines a work file for the utility.

• All DCB attributes are specified in the utility.

• This file is used during the build of an index implemented as an HDAM or DEDB database. If it is not specified,
an attempt is made to allocate it dynamically to UNIT=SYSDA.
This file can reside on tape or disk, but for performance reasons, disk should be used.
This DD statement does not apply to the index extract function.

DBORPTS
Defines the output report data set.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DFSRESLB
Defines the IMS SDFSRESL data set.

• This data set must be concatenated to the STEPLIB DD and allocated under DFSRESLB.
• Verify that this data set is APF-authorized.
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IDIPARM
(Optional) Defines a data set for global parameter processing. This can be a standard 80-byte PDS or a
sequential file (including "DD *" in-stream data) with fixed 80-byte records. If the data set is a PDS, you can
optionally fully qualify the member name. However, if the member name is not specified, standard member names
are used based on the function being performed.
This DD must be specified to enable global parameter processing. However, if you specify this DD and an
installation standard IDIPARM has not been defined, global parameter processing is not performed.
If you specify this DD and an installation standard IDIPARM exists, the installation standard is overridden for this
job step only.

NOTE
You can code IDIPARM as in-stream data in a jobstep through //IDIPARM DD *. Global parameters
supplied this way apply to all functions invoked by the job step, including any subtasks. If the supplied
global parameters do not apply to all such functions, errors can occur.

idxddnam
Defines the index database data sets. The ddname is defined in the DBD DATASET or AREA statement. The data
set name is database data set or cluster name itself. This statement is used only when the utility runs in IMS or
batch mode. If the index database data set DDs are not provided and DBALLOC=YES is specified the data sets
are allocated dynamically using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation block.

NOTE
This DD does not apply to the index create function.

This DD statement also defines the primary copy of the index extract function. One DD statement is needed
for each index to be extracted. The ddname is the same as the index DBD name. It can reside on tape or disk,
but due to the size of the file, the tape is usually used. All DCB attributes are specified in the program. If the
INDEXDBDNAME is not specified, one idxddnam DD statement is needed for each secondary index defined in
the DBD. If INDEXDBDNAME is specified, one DD statement is needed for each index named. This DD statement
must always be included for the SIXEXTRACT function when SPLITOUTPUT=YES is specified or defaulted.
When you set SPLITOUTPUT=NO, it is not used.

IMS
Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed. This DD statement does not use the DBDLIB DD file, so
IMS must be included for DBRC and segment edit compression routines. If IMS is required, do not use DBDLIB or
specify the same data set name on both.

IMSACB
Defines the IMS ACBLIB data set. If the DBD describes a DEDB database that uses Data Packer in the
COMPRTN field, this DD statement and SYSIN are required.

RECONx
Defines the first, second, or third DBRC RECON data set (where x is 1, 2, or 3, respectively). These DD
statements are required if the RECON is not dynamically allocated.

NOTE
For more information about the RECON DD statements, see the IBM IMS Utilities Reference.

STEPLIB
Defines the utility load module in the high-level.LOAD library. A JOBLIB DD can be used instead, but one or the
other is required for proper execution.

SYSABEND
Defines the data set where to write the dumps. If a dump is needed, set ABENDDUMP=YES.

SYSIN or RVPSYSIN
Defines an input file that contains DBDNAME=x. Usually SYSIN is defined as:
//SYSIN DD *

DBDNAME=x
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x
Defines the DBD name involved in the operation.

SYSUDUMP
Defines the data set where dumps are to be written.

• If a dump is needed set ABENDDUMP=YES.
• This DD statement is optional because it can be dynamically allocated as SYSOUT=* if it or SYSABEND are

not present in the JCL.

To direct the dump output to a disk file, code the needed DD parameters, and the dynamic allocation will not be
done.

NOTE
The utility will also dynamically allocate the ABNLIGNR data set (as DD DUMMY). This is done to
prevent the ABEND AID product from intercepting abends and producing its specially formatted dump,
because that dump does not provide enough information for complete problem resolution. If the ABEND
AID product is not in use, this dummy allocation will have no effect.

SIXEXTRACT and SIXBUILD Control Statements Reference

This section contains the control statements that are valid with the SIXEXTRACT and SIXBUILD functions.

Requests are passed to the utilities using control statements placed in the SIXCTRL file.

You can perform multiple operations per invocation. This means that the control statements are read in sets wherein each
set describes each operation to be performed. The first control statement and all its continuations are read and then the
requested function is performed. On completion of the execution of the first function, the next control statement and its
continuations are read and the requested function is performed. This process continues until all of the control statements
have been processed.

Because the control statements are processed in sets, statement continuation characters indicate the continuation of a
set. The lack of a statement continuation character indicates the end of the set.

ABENDRC (SIX) -- Define Abend Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The ABENDRC control statement defines the lowest return code with which the job terminates with an abend. Use this
control statement to force an abend during typical error situations.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDRC=return-code

return-code
Defines the return code number.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 17

Example: Force Abend after a Return Code of 12 Occurs

The following specification terminates a job with an abend when a return code of 12 or higher occurs:

ABENDRC=12

Example: Suppress Abends Regardless of Return Code

The following specification suppresses abends regardless of the return code:

ABENDRC=4095
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ACCEPTPTRERROR (SIX) -- Accept Pointer Errors

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The ACCEPTPTRERROR control statement specifies whether to continue processing when a pointer error is detected.

This control statement has the following format:

ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES|NO

YES
Accepts pointer errors and continues processing. This setting is the default when NATIVEMODE=YES is
specified.

NOTE

• The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement is ignored when you specify ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES.
• ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is valid only for PHDAM, PHIDAM, HDAM, HIDAM, DEDB, and

PSINDEX/INDEX databases.

NO
Terminates processing. This setting is the default.

BUF4OVRINIT (SIX) -- Allocate Initial Overflow Thread Buffers

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4OVRINIT control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the overflow initial thread. By default,
the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type, parameter
values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4OVRINIT control statement to improve
performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use the statement.

This control statement has the following format:

 BUF4OVRINIT=n
 

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

Example: Allocate Overflow Thread Buffers

This example shows how to allocate six buffers initially for the overflow thread:

BUF4OVRINIT=6
 

BUF4RANDOVR (SIX) -- Define Random Overflow Thread Buffer Number

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4RANDOVR control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the random overflow thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4RANDOVR control statement to
improve performance.
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WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use the statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4RANDOVR=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

BUF4RANDSEQ (SIX) -- Allocate Random Sequential Thread Buffers

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4RANDSEQ control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the random sequential thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4RANDSEQ control statement to
improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use this statement.

You can also modify the number of buffers allocated for random sequential thread with the RANDOMTRACKIO control
statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4RANDSEQ=n
 

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

BUF4SDEP (SIX) -- Allocate Sequential Dependent Thread Buffer Number

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The BUF4SDEP control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential dependent thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4SDEP control statement to improve
performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement and its parameters can cause program termination.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4SDEP=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

BUF4SEQINIT (SIX) -- Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

Valid for Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index, and Secondary
Index Builder.
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The BUF4SEQINIT control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential processing of the
first part of the database data set. By default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type,
access method and intent, device type, parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the
BUF4SEQINIT control statement to improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use this statement.

This control statement has the following format:

 BUF4SEQINIT=n
 

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate. The default depends on the database type.

Example: Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

To allocate six buffers to the sequential processing of the first part of the database data set, specify as follows:

 BUF4SEQINIT=6
 

DBALLOC (SIX) -- Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBALLOC control statement specifies whether to allocate database data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA
members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB. The DBALLOC control statement lets you dynamically allocate database data
sets when the DBRC facility is not available.

NOTE
With DBRC=YES, the utility always attempts dynamic allocation using the RECON data sets first, regardless
of the DBALLOC value. If this processing fails, the utility attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA
members.

This control statement has the following format:

DBALLOC=YES|NO

YES
Attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This is the default processing with DBRC=YES.
Note: Dynamic allocation using DFSMDA is not supported for HALDBs and DBALLOC=YES is ignored.

NO
Does not attempt the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This option is valid only with DBRC=NO.
The database data sets must be allocated statically using the JCL DD statements.

Example: Allocate Database Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members specified in the STEPLIB
concatenation:

NOTE
The MDA library must be APF-authorized. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in JCL.

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//          DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB
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//*

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

[DBRC=NO]

other parameters

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members specified in the IMSDALIB DD
statement:

NOTE
The MDA library does not require APF authorization. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in the
JCL.

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//*

//IMSDALIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

other parameters

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:

NOTE
ddnames are not specified in JCL.

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

Example: Allocate Data Sets Statically

The following example allocates data sets statically using the JCL DD statements:

// ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

[DBRC=YES/NO]

DBDNAME (SIX) -- Define DBD Name
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Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBDNAME control statement specifies the name of the database definition (DBD) describing the database to
process.

This control statement has the following format:

DBDNAME=dbdname

dbdname
Specifies the name of the DBD to be used for processing.
Limits: 1 -8 alphanumeric characters; dbdname must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB.

DBRC (SIX) -- Invoke the DBRC Facility

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBRC control statement specifies whether to invoke the DBRC facility of IMS. This control statement applies to the
DBRC recovery and share control levels.

This control statement has the following format:

DBRC=YES|NO

YES
Calls DBRC for database authorization in a share control environment and tracks image copy files or a build in a
recovery control environment. Additionally, the utility uses the RECON information to attempt dynamic allocation
of the required database data sets, if their ddnames are not found in the jobs JCL.
DBRC=YES is required when VIC=YES.
DBRC=YES is forced when operating on HALDB.

NO
Does not call DBRC.
Default: If the IMS modules can be accessed (using STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list), the default is the value
defined in the IMS SYSGEN. Otherwise the default is NO. A specification of NO when IMS was defined to force
the use of DBRC generates an error message and terminates the program. If the utility cannot access the IMS
modules, DBRC=NO is the only valid value.

You can override this parameter by the JCL DBRC parameter if the utility executes in the PGM=DFSRRC00 compatibility
mode.

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:
DDnames are not specified in JCL. 

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

DDNAME (SIX) -- Define the Database Data Set

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Randomizer
Analysis Program components of Database Analyzer.

The DDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the database data set to process. The ddname must exist in a
DATASET parameter macro of the DBD itself.
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DDNAME and AREA are mutually exclusive. If you specify DDNAME, do not specify AREA.

This statement is optional for DEDB databases and is not used for other database types. You can specify
FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT,AREA=*, DBRC=YES to extract information about secondary indexes from all areas.

This control statement has the following format:

DDNAME=ddname 

ddname
Defines the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

FILEFORMAT (SIX) -- Define the File Format

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The FILEFORMAT control statement specifies the format to use for extract and unload records or the format of the index
build input records.

This control statement does not apply to the RELOAD function in Database Organizer. Database Organizer reload
automatically determines the format of the input file.

For the INDEXCREATE function in Secondary Index Builder, this control statement applies only when INDD is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

FILEFORMAT=type

type
Specifies the file format to use. Secondary Index Builder can use the following file formats :
DFSURWF1

Uses a file format that is compatible with the IMS work file format. Specify this option for the following
functions:

• An extract function where the output file is used by other utilities such as prefix resolution.
• A build function where the input file was created during the initial load or reorganization reload of the

indexes database. For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the
file first.

•DFSURIDX
Uses a file format that is compatible with the IMS work file format and has been sorted into key sequence. Specify
this option for the following functions:

• An extract function where the output file is used by other utilities such as HS reorganization reload.
• A build function where the input file was created by the prefix resolution utility. A value of DFSURIDX implies a

sorted DFSURWF1 file. For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=NO, which does not sort
the file first.

•DFSUINXX
Uses a file format that is compatible with that produced by the HS reorganization unload utility. However, this type
is not currently supported. If specified, an error message is generated and the function request is terminated. For
an index extract, the output file is used by other utilities such as HS reorganization reload.
Specify this option for a build function where the input file was created by the HS unload utility.For a build
operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the file first.
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•SIB|SIX
Indicates that the file format is the short, high-speed format that is used internally. Specify this option for an
extract function that is followed by a build function where compatibility is not needed with any other utility. This
option produces the smallest output file records and therefore uses the least amount of auxiliary storage and the
records can be sorted much faster. This is the default if a value is not specified.
For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the file first.
The SIX and SIB values are synonyms.

FINDSPACE (SIX) -- Define the Space Search Method

Valid for Database Organizer and Secondary Index.

The FINDSPACE control statement specifies the space search method to be used during a reload of the HDAM database
or during an index build of an HDAM or HIDAM index executed in OS batch mode.

This control statement has the following format:

FINDSPACE=BIDIRECT|FLIPFLOP|OVERFLOW

BIDIRECT
Indicates that n blocks should be searched first before the home block, then n blocks past the home block, and
then the overflow area. n is the number specified in the SPACEBLOCKCOUNT parameter and the home block is
the block the segment's parents reside in or, for a root, the rap block.

FLIPFLOP
Indicates that 1 block should be searched before the home block, then 1 block past the home block, then 2 blocks
before the home block, then 2 blocks past the home block, and so on until the n blocks are reached, then go to
overflow area. n is the number specified in the SPACEBLOCKCOUNT parameter and the home block is the block
the segment's parents reside in or, for a root, the rap block. This is the default.

OVERFLOW
Indicates that you should go directly to the overflow area when additional space is needed. This is equivalent to
SPACEBLOCKCOUNT=0.

NOTE

When you run the FINDSPACE control statement during a reload of a HIDAM database, the following warning
message appears:

DBOE200W THE "FINDSPACE " KEYWORD DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS OPERATION - IT HAS BEEN IGNORED.

FUNCTION (SIX) -- Define Function Type

The FUNCTION control statement specifies the type of function to be performed. This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:

FUNCTION=type

type
Identifies the function to be performed.
The following functions are available for Secondary Index:
SIXBUILD

Builds an index database is from an existing extract file. The DBDNAME control statement defines the
index to be built.
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SIXEXTRACT
Indicates that an indexed database is to be scanned and index records are to be written to an
output file for each primary and secondary index defined for the database or for those defined in the
INDEXDBDNAME control statement. The SIXUNLD1 and SIXUNLD2 JCL DD statements define the
output files to be used by Secondary Index for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT. The SIXRELD1 JCL DD
statement defines the input file to be used by Secondary Index for FUNCTION=SIXBUILD.

ICNEEDED (SIX) -- Activate the DBRC Image Copy Needed Flag

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The ICNEEDED control statement specifies whether to turn on the DBRC image copy needed flag in the database data
set records in the RECON. This control statement only applies to the index build and index create functions. If DBRC is
not active, ICNEEDED is ignored.

NOTE
If a secondary index is registered with DBRC and no override card is supplied (that is, DBRC=NO, DBRC(N),
ICNEEDED=NO, or ICNEEDED(N) have not been specified), the same DBRC rules as IMS are followed.
Therefore, DBRC recording of the REORG is always done and switching on the ICNEEDED flag is bypassed
only if the secondary index is defined to DBRC as both NONRECOV and NOICREQ. The ICNEEDED default
also applies when Secondary Index Builder is invoked by Database Organizer using AUTOINDEXBUILD or by
High Performance Recovery using AUTOINDEXCREATE but may be overridden by specification in the global
parameters.

This control statement has the following format:

ICNEEDED=YES|NO

YES
Turns on the DBRC image-copy-needed flag in the database data set records in the RECON. The default is YES
for indexes that are registered as recoverable to DBRC.

NOTE
Indexes that are marked as non-recoverable are not marked with the ICNEEDED flag. To rebuild the
index and not set this flag, you must code ICNEEDED=NO.

NO
Does not turn on the DBRC image-copy-needed flag in the database data set records in the RECON. Specify
ICNEEDED=NO in the following cases:

• If a disk pack backup utility, such as DFDSS or other non-IMS recovery utility, is used to back up and recover
the index.

• When an image copy is not used to recover the index (the recovery strategy rebuilds the index instead of
recovering it).

• To rebuild the index and not set the ICNEEDED flag for non-recoverable indexes.

Example: Rebuild an Index Without an Image Copy

To rebuild an index from scratch instead of recovering the index from an image copy, specify:

 ICNEEDED=NO
 

Example: Update RECONs to Indicate that an Image Copy is Needed

To ensure the RECONs are updated to indicate that an image copy is needed for this data, specify:

ICNEEDED=YES
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INDEXDBDNAME (SIX) -- Specify Index DBD Name

Valid for Secondary Index and Secondary Index Builder.

The INDEXDBDNAME control statement specifies the name of one or more index DBDs whose records are to be
extracted during an extract or index create operation or are to be built during an index build operation.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

INDEXDBDNAME=dbdname
 INDEXDBDNAME=(dbdname1,dbdname2,...)

dbdname
Specifies the name of the index DBD to be extracted or built.
Range: 1 to 8 characters in length and must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB.

You must set either INDEXDBDNAME or DBDNAME for a build operation. DBDNAME specifies a single index and
INDEXDBDNAME specifies one or more indexes to be built.

This statement is optional for an index extract operation. If you do not specify this statement, all indexes defined in the
indexed database DBD are processed by the default.

To build more than one index in Secondary Index, use multiple FUNCTION control statements instead of
INDEXDBDNAME.

Example: Extract a Specific Index DBD

To extract only the index DBD PARTINDX, specify as follows:

 INDEXDBDNAME=PARTINDX
 

LARGESTRECORDS (SIX) -- Generate Largest Records Report

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The LARGESTRECORDS control statement defines the number of largest records to be tracked and reported on using
the Largest Database Records report during the processing of the database.

If the largest records data is not needed, turn off the largest records data collection to save CPU resources
(LARGESTRECORDS=0).

For Secondary Index, this control statement is valid only for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:

 LARGESTRECORDS=i
 

i
Defines the largest number of records to be tracked for subsequent reporting and generates the Largest Database
Records report.
Limits: A positive, 1 through 10-digit number. If you specify LARGESTRECORDS=0, no records are tracked. This
setting results in no CPU time being consumed to track large records.
Default: 10

Example: Keep the Five Largest Records and Generate the Largest Records Report

The following specification lets you track the five largest records in the database and report on their location at the
conclusion of processing:
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 LARGESTRECORDS=5
 

PROGRESSREPORT (SIX) -- Define Progress Report Record Number

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and
Secondary Index Builder.

The PROGRESSREPORT control statement indicates how often to generate Progress reports.

The default is to not generate a progress report.

This control statement has the following format:

 PROGRESSREPORT=i
 

i
Indicates a non-negative, 1 through 10-digit number specifying the database record count. This value refers to the
number of records to be processed before a progress report is sent to the console.

The WTO (Write to Operator) sends a progress report, in the console message format, to the OS console.

• Routing codes 2 and 11 are used (ROUTCDE=(2,11)) which routes the message to the master console and
programmer as informational.

• Descriptor code 7 is used (DESC=(7)) which describes the message as an application program message.

RANDOMTRACKIO (SIX) -- Read Tracks For Random I/O

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement specifies whether to read entire tracks or single CIs/blocks when random I/O is
needed. If a database does not have significant random I/O counts in DBORPTS, the control statement is irrelevant.

This processing was originally introduced to improve the unload performance on CKD devices. Consecutive READs
for the number of blocks per track were an efficient way of reading data from a CKD device. Further, if those data
blocks contained a significant number of related segments, you would see a benefit compared to reading each block
individually, perhaps in a random sequence. However, with the newer DASD architectures, this argument is often no
longer valid. Therefore the default value is NO and we recommend that you always set RANDOMTRACKIO=N. Only
through experimentation you can determine if this statement helps for a particular database. Greater benefit is obtained by
using BUFFEREDDSG, BUF4SEQINIT, or BUF4RANDSEQ.

We do not recommend specifying this keyword with YES in the global parmlib member.

NOTE
The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement is ignored when you specify ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES.

This control statement has the following format:

RANDOMTRACKIO=YES|NO 

YES
Reads entire tracks when random I/O is needed. The number of buffers that are allocated for the random
sequential thread is proportionally increased to fit more data. The value of BUF4RANDSEQ is used as a multiplier
of the number of blocks per track to arrive at the number of buffers to use.

NO
Reads CIs/blocks instead of tracks. The default number of buffers is allocated for the random sequential thread.
The value of BUF4RANDSEQ overrides the default value.
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This setting is the default.

RECORDDIST (SIX) -- Define Database Record Distribution Ranges

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The RECORDDIST control statement defines the distribution ranges for tracking the size of database records in the
database.

For Secondary Index, this control statement is valid only for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

 RECORDDIST=n
 RECORDDIST=(i,j,k,.......)
 

(n, i, j, k,....)

Indicates up to 19, non-negative, 1 through 10-digit numbers specifying the high end of the size ranges to be used to
record and report record sizes in the database.

Default: RECORDDIST=(100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000,
9000, 10000)

Note: RECORDIST=0 means that no record sizes are to be tracked. This setting results in no CPU time being consumed
to track record sizes.

Example: Define Database Record Distribution in Four Ranges

The following specification causes the utility to keep track and report on database record sizes in four ranges: 1-10000,
10001-20000, 20001-30000, 30001 and greater:

 RECORDDIST=(10000,20000,30000)
 

SCAN (SIX) -- Scan Blocks

Valid for Database Organizer and Secondary Index.

The SCAN control statement searches blocks before or after the home block for HDAM databases during Database
Organizer reload or during Secondary Index index build. When looking for space, this control statement identifies the
number of blocks to search before going to the overflow area.

You can specify different forward and backward values for a bidirectional search. Use the FINDSPACE control statement
to specify the type of search.

SPACEBLOCKCOUNT is a synonym for SCAN. Specifying SPACEBLOCKCOUNT=(xxx) is the same as specifying
SCAN=(xxx).

This control statement has the following formats:

SCAN=([+-]xxx)|(+xxx-xxx)|(-xxx+xxx)

+-
Specify the direction of the search, forward (+) and backward (-), and the order in which the direction search
occurs.

xxx
Specifies the number of blocks to search.
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SCAN=(xxx) and FINDSPACE=BIDIRECT or FINDSPACE=FLIPFLOP causes a search for xxx blocks as defined
by the FINDSPACE control statement.

NOTE
SCAN=(NO) or SCAN=(0) causes any segments that do not fit into the home block to go to
OVERFLOW. SCAN=(NO) or SCAN=(0) are the same as FINDSPACE=OVERFLOW.

Limits: 1 - 32760
Default =(-+10).

-+xxx
Causes a FLIPFLOP search in the (-) backward direction and then in the (+) forward direction for xxx blocks on
either side of the home block. SCAN=(+-xxx) cause the opposite FLIPFLOP search to occur.

+xxx-xxx|-xxx+xxx
Specify the scan values for forward (+) or backward (-) search. The direction that is specified first determines
which direction is searched first.

Example: Initiate a FLIPFLOP Search

To initiate a FLIPFLOP search in the backward (-) direction for 270 blocks and then in the forward (+) direction for 270
blocks, specify the following:

SCAN=(-+270)

Example: Initiate Bidirect Search for Different Numbers of Blocks in Forward and Backward Direction

To initiate search for space for 33 blocks in the forward direction and then for 75 blocks in the backward direction, specify
the following:

SCAN=(+33-75)

Example: Initiate Search in Compatibility Mode

To initiate search for space for five blocks in compatibility mode, specify the following:

SCAN(5)

SORT (SIX) -- Sort the Extract File

Valid for Secondary Index and Secondary Index Builder.

The SORT control statement specifies whether to sort the extract file into key sequence.

This control statement has the following format:

SORT=YES|NO

YES
Sorts the extract file into key sequence.

NO
Does not sort the extract file into key sequence.

If you do not specify this statement, the default value depends on the function you are performing:
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• For an index extract, the default is NO.
• For an index build, the default depends on the FILEFORMAT control statement. If FILEFORMAT=DFSURIDX is

specified during an index build, the default is SORT=NO. Otherwise, the default is SORT=YES for an index build.
• For an index create, a sort is always done.

SPACEBLOCKCOUNT (SIX) -- Scan Blocks

Valid for Database Organizer and Secondary Index.

SPACEBLOCKCOUNT is a synonym for SCAN -> Scan Blocks MASTER. Specifying SPACEBLOCKCOUNT=(xxx) is the
same as specifying SCAN=(xxx).

SPLITOUTPUT (SIX) -- Split Extract Output Files

Valid for Database Organizer, for the Index Extractor component of Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The SPLITOUTPUT control statement specifies whether to write the records for secondary indexes that are necessary
to build the index entries into individual data sets. Use the SPLITOUTPUT control statement to accelerate the resolution
of logical relationships and the rebuilding of secondary indexes after database reload or reorganization. We recommend
using AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES with this control statement to detect and rebuild all of your indexes in the same step.

Even if no index entries exist for a given index, the DD statement must still be defined. It is opened and closed to create
an empty data set. No records can exist for a given index if no occurrences of the source segment exist in the DBD or if
there is a sparsing routine, NULLVAL, or both defined for the index and the processing indicates no index records are to
exist.

NOTE
DD statements are dynamically allocated if not already defined when AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES.

This control statement is optional for a reload operation and is not valid for an unload operation.

This control statement has the following format:

SPLITOUTPUT=YES|NO

YES
Writes the records for secondary indexes in the separate work files instead of DFSURWF1. The reload output is
as follows:

• DFSURWF1 file -- Contains only logical relationship information.
• Index work files -- Contain secondary indexes information. One file is created per index.

If AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES, the extract files for the index build are written to temporary data sets. The temporary
data sets can be JCL-allocated (index@nn DD statement) or dynamically allocated by Database Organizer. When
dynamically allocated, the DFSURWF1 ddname in the ITKDYN parmlib member specifies the temporary data
set size. The ddnames of the temporary data sets are different depending on the database type (HALDB, non-
HALDB).
For Full Function databases, note the following:

• If you use this control statement without AUTOINDEXBUILD, pass the created files (one for each index) to a
separate FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD step, specify the DBD of the secondary index in the DBDNAME control
statement and the created file in the INDD control statement.

• The ddnames of the temporary data sets are generated using at most the first five characters of the ddname
for the first data set group (DSG) of the database and appending @nn, where nn increments for each index.
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For example, if the first DSG ddname is INDX, the ddnames that are used for indexes are INDX@01,
INDX@02, and so on. If the first DSG ddname is DINDEX, the ddnames that are used for indexes are
DINDE@01, DINDE@02, and so on.

For HALDB databases, note the following:

• ALLPARTS=YES is required during a reload operation. If ALLPARTS=YES, SPLITOUTPUT can be used
separate from the AUTOINDEXBUILD control statement to rebuild the secondary indexes.

NOTE
SPLITOUTPUT=NO is not valid with AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES.

• The ddnames of the temporary data sets are generated using at most the first five characters of the index DBD
name related to the database and appending @nn, where nn increments for each index.
For example, if the database has two indexes, INDEX and INDEX1, the ddnames that are used for indexes are
INDEX@01 and INDEX@02.
 

NO
Writes records for secondary indexes and records for logical relationships into one work file. This option is the
default.
The Database Organizer RELOAD function creates the DFSURWF1 data set. This data set is fed into a database
prefix resolution utility. The output of the prefix resolution utility is then processed as follows:

• For logical relationships, the output (the DFSURWF3 file) is fed into the Prefix Update utility. When using
Database Organizer Prefix Update, you can accelerate the processing by specifying the PRUWF3 ddname
and IMSFORMAT=N.

• For secondary indexes, the output (the DFSURIDX file) is fed into Secondary Index Builder or the IMS HISAM
database reorganization unload utility.

Examples: Write Secondary Index Data into Separate Work Files

• This example creates one work file for each index that is defined in the DBD (Full Function or HALDB):

SPLITOUTPUT=YES

The ddnames of the temporary data sets equal to DBD names of the indexes, if non-HALDB and
AUTOINDEXBUILD=NO.

• This example creates one work file for each index for a HALDB database and when AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES is
specified:

SPLITOUTPUT=YES

AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES

If a database has two indexes (FFIP0050 and FFIP0051), the ddnames of temporary index data sets are FFIP0@01
and FFIP0@02. The data sets are passed to separate INDEXBUILD steps that actually build the indexes.

STOPRC (SIX) -- Define Stop Processing Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The STOPRC control statement identifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can
generate before all subsequent processing is bypassed.

Use this statement only when you do not want processing to stop in typical error situations. For example, if the input
control statements define two separate functions that are to be performed and the first one fails with a return code of 8. In
such a case, the second request is not processed

This control statement has the following format:
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STOPRC=return-code

return-code
Specifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can generate before all
subsequent processing is bypassed.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 9

Example: Stop Processing after a Return Code of 12 Is Generated

To stop processing when the return code generated is greater than or equal to 12, specify the following:

STOPRC=12

Example: Continue Processing Regardless of the Return Code

To continue processing regardless of the return code generated, specify the following:

STOPRC=4095

Index Extractor (SIXEXTRACT) Examples

Contents:

NOTE
The output files in the following examples will not be sorted into index key order because SORT=NO is the
default for an index extract. Sorting during the extract is not usually recommended.

Example: Extract All Indexes

The simplest form of the control statements for the index extract function is:

FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname

This example does the following:

• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Builds an output record for each secondary index defined for the named DBD.
• Writes the output records to different output files based on the index DBD name. For instance, if the indexed database

has three indexes with DBD names of INDEX1, INDEX2, and INDEX3, three files are created using the ddnames of
INDEX1, INDEX2, and INDEX3.

• Builds various output files because SPLITOUTPUT=YES is the default.

The output files will not be sorted into index key order. This is because SORT=NO is the default for an index extract.
Sorting during the extract is not usually recommended. For details, see Sort Considerations.

The output file format is the short, high-speed format used internally by Secondary Index. This is because the default is
FILEFORMAT=SIX.

Example: Extract Some of the Indexes

If only some of the indexes are to be extracted, the control statements for the index extract function are:

FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname,
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INDEXDBDNAME=(sindex1,sindex2)

This example does the following:

• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Builds an output records for the secondary index, which has a DBD name of sindex. Also builds output records for the

secondary index, which has a DBD name of sindex2.
• Writes the output records to different output files based on the index DBD name. All the secondary index extraction

records are written to the file with ddname sindex1. All the secondary index extraction records for secondary index
sindex2 are written to the file with ddname sindex2. Two output files are built because SPLITOUTPUT=YES is the
default.

The output files will not be sorted into index key order. This is because SORT=NO is the default for an index extract.
Sorting during the extract is not usually recommended. For details, see Sort Considerations.

The output file format is the short, high-speed format used internally by Secondary Index. This is because the default is
FILEFORMAT=SIX.

Example: Extract to One Work File

Normally, the index extract function writes multiple output files, one for each index extracted. If all index records are to be
written to one work file, specify the following control statements:

FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname,SPLITOUTPUT=NO

This example does the following:

• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Builds an output record for each secondary index defined for the named DBD.
• Writes all the output records to a single output file with a ddname of SIXUNLD1.

The output file will not be sorted into index key order. This is because SORT=NO is the default for an index extract.
Sorting during the extract is not usually recommended. For details, see Sort Considerations.

The output file format is the short, high-speed format used internally by Secondary Index. This is because the default is
FILEFORMAT=SIX.

Index Builder (SIXBUILD) Examples

Contents:

NOTE
Sorting during the build is recommended. The input file is read using an E15 exit.

Example: Build a Single Index

The simplest form of the control statements for the index build function is:

FUNCTION=SIXBUILD,DBDNAME=dbdname

This example does the following:

• Sorts the input file. This is because SORT=YES is the default for an index build. Sorting during the build is
recommended. The input file is read using an E15 exit.

• Builds the index with the named DBD using an E35 exit.
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NOTE
The input file is expected to be in the short, high-speed format used internally by Secondary Index. This is
because the default is FILEFORMAT=SIX.

Example: Build an Index from Several DEDB Areas

There may be times where the input to the index build function consists of multiple extract files. For example, this can
occur when the underlying primary database is a DEDB with multiple areas. In this case, the Index Extractor would be run
once for each area producing one extract file per area. If all the areas were indexed by a single index, then a single build
would be needed with multiple input files.

The control statements to be used are:

FUNCTION=SIXBUILD,DBDNAME=dbdname

All the extract files would be concatenated together under the DD name of SIXRELD1. This example tells Secondary
Index to do the following:

• Sort the input file. This is because SORT=YES is the default for an index build. Sorting during the build is
recommended. The input file is read through an E15 exit.

• Build the index with the named DBD through an E35 exit.
• The input file is expected to be in the short, high-speed format used internally by Secondary Index. This is because the

default is FILEFORMAT=SIX.

Creating an Empty Index Database in the Online Environment

The empty index must be created offline since IMS will not allow it to be done online. The process involved in creating the
empty index usually involves the insertion and then deletion of a root segment.

An SIXBUILD with //SIXRELD1 DD DUMMY creates an empty index. Consider the following:

• For HDAM and DEDB databases, the data set will be empty. The high-used RBA will be non-zero. An ESDS data set
will contain a valid record 0.

• For HISAM and SHISAM index databases, the data set will be empty. The high-used RBA will be non-zero, and the
ESDS data set, if it exists, will contain a valid record 0.

• A HIDAM index database will contain a root segment with a key of all X'FFs.

Optimizing Secondary Index Performance
This section describes the ways to optimize product performance.

DBOOVER DD Statement
The best performance of an index build is achieved by using unformatted mode. This is explained in the previous section,
Unformatted Mode. In this mode, the database data sets provided to Secondary Index must be empty and it proceeds to
execute the index build in load mode with no preformatting. If the index to be built is either HDAM or DEDB, Index Builder
may have to place segments in the HDAM overflow or DEDB independent overflow. If this happens, Secondary Index will
be forced to format the rest of the root addressable area or root addressable part to insert the overflow segments. Once
this formatting is done, all further segment inserts by Secondary Index into the root addressable area or root addressable
part will require random read and write I/O resulting in longer run times for the build.

Secondary Index solves this performance problem by using a temporary work file with a ddname of DBOOVER. When
Secondary Index determines that it is about to insert the first segment into the overflow, it attempts to open and use the
DBOOVER file instead. In this way, the formatting process will not be done and the build will continue in load mode.
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In fact, both the database primary data set and the DBOOVER data set will be processed in high-speed load mode. Of
course, if Secondary Index never attempts to load segments in the overflow or IOVF, the DBOOVER file will not be used
at all.

Secondary Index attempts to open the DBOOVER file using the following sequence. First the JCL is checked to see if a
DBOOVER DD statement has been defined. If not, Secondary Index issues a dynamic allocation to allocate the work file.
If this fails, the DBOOVER file is not used and Secondary Index executes in its lower performance mode of formatting
the remainder of the RAA or RAP and using random I/O. If Secondary Index finds that the DBOOVER DD statement is
defined as DUMMY, the file will not be used and the lower performance mode will be used.

The use of the DBOOVER work file is mandatory to achieve the best performance Index Builder can deliver on an HDAM
or DEDB index.

Specifying the DD statement in the JCL allows for complete control over where the data set is placed. However, specifying
the DD statement requires that modification of all existing JCL in use.

Not specifying the DD statement in the JCL allows for using existing JCL without change. However, control is lost over
where the work file is placed because Secondary Index will allocate the file using UNIT=SYSDA.

When Secondary Index dynamically allocates the DBOOVER file, the following parameters are used:

DISP=(NEW,DELETE)

SPACE=(CYL,(10,5))

UNIT=SYSDA

Buffering Considerations
Buffering is an important factor in performance and should be considered carefully. In most cases, the default values set
in the utility will work well. However for particularly large records, or if there are storage limitations, the allocation must be
adjusted. To help with this determination, two reports are especially useful. These reports are the I/O Statistics Report and
the Database Summary.

The I/O Statistics Report contains a report for each DD from which Secondary Index read or wrote to. For
FUNCTION=SIXBUILD, the values in physical I/O and load mode I/O should be nearly equal. This indicates most of the
I/O was done in the fastest mode possible. If the values are not close, adjust the buffer allocation. This can be done with
the BUF4SEQINIT and BUF4RANDSEQ keywords.

Remember that allocating more buffers will increase virtual storage requirements. The allocation in the REGION=
parameter of a job may need to be increased if it is running close to the region maximum. It may be possible to offset the
increased space requirement by reducing the allocation of other buffers. A good understanding of buffering is necessary
before attempting this procedure.

NOTE
For more information about how buffering works and for assistance, contact Technical Support at at http://
ca.com/support.

Sort Considerations
Contents:

Sort Considerations

The local sort program is invoked if SORT=YES is specified during an index extract or index build. SORT=NO is the
default for index extract. SORT=YES is the default for index build. The local sort program is also invoked during an index
create operation.
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The following subsections explain the performance issues that determine whether the sort is executed as quickly as
possible. Secondary Index is optimized to perform the index extract, build and create functions in the minimum amount
of elapsed time possible. However, sort performance can drastically affect overall product run time. Read the following
sections to ensure the sort program is used at the right time with the most optimal parameters.

We recommend that you do not use a separate sort job step but rather use the SORT=YES control statement during the
index extract or the index build.

Sort Parameters

When sorting the work file, the sort program is invoked with certain parameters to maximize the performance of both the
DFSORT product and the SYNCSORT product. These parameters cause the sort product to use main storage, expanded
storage, hiperspaces, data spaces and sort work files as needed to achieve the maximum sort performance based on
system workload and resource utilization. In one instance, the sort may be done all in memory using a hiperspace and the
same job may be sorted using work files (SORTWKxx) if executed at a different time of the day. This is normal.

To ensure that the sort program is free to use the maximum performance sort parameters regardless of system load,
specify sort work files large enough to perform the largest sort on the assumption that no hiperspace is available. Then the
sort program will not fail due to sort work area shortages.

When To Sort the File

The work file used to build an index must be in the sequence defined by the key of the index. There are several ways the
file can be placed in the correct sequence:

• The file can be sorted during the index extract operation by specifying SORT=YES.
• The file can be sorted during the index build operation by specifying SORT=YES.
• The file can be sorted with a separate sort job step.
• The file can already be in the correct order because the source segments are in the same order as the target

segments. This is unlikely but possible. In this case, no sort is needed.

Sort During Index Extract

The work file can be sorted before the file is created by specifying SORT=YES in the index extract control statements. In
this case, the index extract output file is sorted while it is created. The extract records are passed to sort during the index
extract via an E15 sort exit and the sorted output file is written via an E35 exit.

Sorting the work file during the index extract is not recommended because it may substantially slow down the extract
function. Since the extract function executes against the indexed database, the longer the extract takes, the longer the
primary database will be offline.

The default for an index extract is SORT=NO. SORT=YES is provided in case it is the best choice in a give scenario.

To sort the extract file produced by the index extractor with a separate sort job step, use the JCLSORT sample member of
the sample library (high-level.CIMTSAMP).

Sort During Index Build

The work file can be sorted before the index is built by specifying SORT=YES in the index build control statements. In this
case, the index extract input file is sorted when it is read. The extract records are passed to sort during the index build via
an E15 sort exit and the sorted output file is used to build the index via an E35 exit.

Sorting the work file during the index build is the recommended approach because the total time to extract and build the
indexes will be minimized.

The default for an index build is SORT=YES. SORT=NO is provided in case the work file was sorted during the index
extract or sorted in a separate step.
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NOTE
The X 'FF' record is not counted on an EXTRACT of the database, but when the index is built, the X 'FF' record
is included. This causes the record count on the BUILD to be one record higher.

Sort Using a Separate Job Step

The work file can be sorted before the index is built by using a separate sort job step. In this case, the index extract file is
written as unsorted during the index extract and read during the index build as if it is already sorted.

Sorting the work file using a separate sort step is not recommended because it may substantially increase the time it takes
to extract and build the indexes. This is because more I/O will be done. Each work file record will be processed 4 times. It
will be written by index extract, it will be read and written during the sort job step and it will be read during the index build.

The default for an index extract is SORT=NO. The default for an index build is SORT=YES. SORT=NO should be
specified during the index build if the work file has been sorted by a separate job step to eliminate an unnecessary sort.

It may be impossible to sort the work file with a separate job step if multiple indexes exist in the work file for two reasons:

• The keys of the various indexes may not be the same length and so sort control statements cannot be created to
handle the situation.

• Even if sort control statements can be built to sort the multiple indexes in the file, the records for one index may be
shorter than the sort key of another index in which case the sort program will generate an error and terminate.

The solution to this is to sort the work file during the extract or during the build using the SORT=YES control statement.
Secondary Index can handle this situation because all the keys are padded out to the length of the longest secondary
index key.

No Sort Needed

It is possible that the work file containing the extract records for the indexed database is already in the correct sequence.
This would occur if the source segments were in the same order as the target segments.

While this is possible, it is unlikely because an index is created to effectively re-order the database. If the keys are already
in the correct sequence, there is likely no need for the index.

Nonetheless, if this is the case, the work file can be passed directly to the index build function without a separate sort job
step and by specifying SORT=NO on the index build. Note that SORT=YES is the default for the index build and so it is
important to override this to eliminate an unnecessary sort.

Modifying SIXUNLD1, SIXUNLD2, an SIXRELD1 Parameters to Improve Performance
Contents:

During an index extract, a ddname of SIXUNLD1 and optionally SIXUNLD2 is used for the output file. For an index build,
SIXRELD1 is used.

To achieve optimum performance, various DCB parameters are set for these files. It is important to understand the way
these values are determined and the affect on changing them.

BLKSIZE

The product calculates the optimum block size and sets BLKSIZE to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

Use caution when overriding BLKSIZE because you can negatively affect performance.
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• Specifying too small a BLKSIZE can result in more I/O and therefore longer run times.
• Specifying too large a BLKSIZE may not reduce the number of I/O but may increase paging and therefore extend run

times.

BUFNO

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets BUFNO to this value. The calculation is based on the
device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors. These buffers
are acquired above the 16MB line if the machine and operating system support virtual memory above the line.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding BUFNO:

• Specifying too few buffers may result in more I/O and therefore longer runtimes.
• Specifying too many buffers may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore elongate

runtimes.

LRECL

The product calculates the optimum record size and sets LRECL to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

If you specify an LRECL in the JCL, the utility uses this LRECL in its internal calculations, but does not honor it exactly as
you specified. To see the actual LRECL generated, see the appropriate section of the report file.

NCP

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets NCP to the same value. The product always wants NCP
to equal BUFNO. The calculation is based on the device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or
update), and other performance factors.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding NCP:

• Specifying too small an NCP value may result in the program failing.
• Specifying too large an NCP value may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore extend

runtimes.

DD DUMMY and NULLFILE

When the file is allocated as DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE, the following settings are used by the program unless
overridden:

BLKSIZE
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.

BUFNO
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

LRECL
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.

NCP
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

Allocating Database Data Sets for Secondary Index
This section describes the database data set allocation parameters that affect operations and performance.
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 Contents: 

  

VSAM Data Sets

For VSAM data sets, note the following parameters.

Access Method Parameters (AMP)
Any AMP parameters specified in the execution JCL will act as an override of the values determined
automatically. Because performance can be adversely affected, changes to these values should be made with
care.

BUFFERSPACE (BUFSP)
Any specification of the BUFSP parameter is ignored by the uatility. We recommenda that BUFSP not be specified
to keep the region requirements to a minimum.

SPEED Versus RECOVERY
Always specify SPEED when defining an index database cluster to be built. RECOVERY will only serve to
increase the physical I/Os performed by VSAM with no related improvement in performance.

OSAM Data Sets

Database data sets may be preallocated or allocated as part of build function. Following is a description of the various
allocation parameters that affect performance.

Number of Buffers (DCB BUFNO and NCP)
Secondary Index uses QSAM, BSAM and BDAM to access OSAM database data sets. The DCB BUFNO and
NCP parameters are applicable.
Specifying the DCB BUFNO or NCP keyword in the execution JCL will act as an override of the values
determined automatically. Because performance may be adversely affected, changes to these values should be
made with care.

Multi-Volume Data Sets
Multi-volume OSAM database data sets can be allocated and catalogued in one of two ways:

• A single DD statement can be specified in the job step that defines the multiple volume serials as well as a
disposition to catalogue the data set at the conclusion of the step. With this approach, different extent sizes
cannot be allocated on each volume. However standard JCL can be used.

•  Secondary Index supports this approach and no special steps or precautions are required.
• An IEFBR14 step can be used to allocate the data set on each volume using different space parameters. Then

IEHPROGM is used to catalogue the data set. The data set is then referenced in subsequent steps simply by
data set name. With this approach, different extent sizes can be allocated on each volume. However standard
JCL cannot be used because the VTOC on each volume will not correctly reflect the status of each extent of
the data set.

•  Secondary Index supports this approach but the IDIVTOC utility must be used to correct the VTOC before
using the data set. For details about using this utility, see IDIVTOC Utility.

IDIVTOC Utility

If multiple DD statements are used to allocate different amounts of space for each volume of a multi-volume OSAM
data set, the VTOC will not correctly reflect the extents that constitute the database data set. Even using IEHPROGM to
catalog the data set will not leave the VTOCs set correctly. The volume sequence field (DS1VOLSQ) and the first volume
serial number field (DS1DSSN) in the DSCB of the second and subsequent volumes will be incorrect.
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To create a new OSAM multi-volume database, these VTOC fields must be correct. A utility program called IDIVTOC is
provided to correct the VTOC before running the Database Organizer or Secondary Index. BMCVTOC and DBUVTOC are
alias names for this utility and can be used instead.

Note the following:

• A parameter can be passed to IDIVTOC on the PARM field of the EXEC statement. The parameter is used to reset the
high-used track and block in the DSCB (DS1LSTAR) of each volume. If the data set is an existing data set, to use it as
a new data set, specify PARM=RESET. This changes the VTOC to indicate that the data set is empty. If the data in the
data set is to be retained, specify PARM=NORESET to bypass resetting the high-used track and block. The default is
to reset the high-used track and block.

• If the OSAM database is managed by SMS, multi-volume data sets cannot be preallocated and so IDIVTOC is not
needed. Follow SMS procedures to allocate multi-volume data sets on SMS-managed devices.

• The IDIVTOC load module must be placed in an authorized library, such as IMSVS.SDFSRESL, because the program
updates VTOC DSCBs. MVS requires all programs that update the VTOC be in an APF-authorized library.

• IDIVTOC can be used with the same JCL used to execute DBUVTOC and BMCVTOC utilities. No changes are
needed. Simply make sure the STEPLIB points at the authorized library where IDIVTOC resides.

• The IDIVTOC utility requires that the data set reside on 20 or less volumes.
• The IDIVTOC utility will set a return code of 16 if the VTOC DD statement is missing or the data set resides on more

than 20 volumes. Any other error will result in a return code of 8.

 Note: A sample job that uses IDVTOC is provided in the JCLVTOC member in the sample library (high-
level.CIMTSAMP). The sample allocates the extents, catalogs the extents, and then updates the VTOCs.

Understanding Secondary Index Reports
 Secondary Index provides the following reports:

 Performance Reports 

These statistics are primarily used to tune the software and are of informational character. The following reports are
produced under the heading of Performance Reports:

• I/O Statistics
• Database I/O Statistics

 Database Summary Report 

The Database Summary report provides a summary of the database characteristics and contents.

 Database Record Statistics 

These reports will not be generated under the following circumstances:

• If one or more of the segment types were not processed. The Segment Frequency Statistics report shows if any
segments were not processed. A segment is not processed if it is not needed for the function being performed.

• If the database is a root-only database. An index is an example.
Note: These reports reflect the actual contents of the database irrespective of any actions taken by a user exit defined
by the USEREXIT control statement.

The following reports are produced under the heading of Database Record Statistics:

• Largest Database Records
• Distribution of Database Record Sizes

 Segment Report 

Segment report contains the following sections:
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• Segment Frequency Statistics
• Segment Pointers
• Segment Length Statistics
• Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity
• ogical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity

For the description of the report or section, click the link.

Common Report Header

Each page of the report file contains a common report header.

The top left corner contains the name of the utility, the name of the vendor, the DBD name, the database organization,
access method, ddname or randomizer name, data set name and volume serial numbers where the data set resides. This
information is carried from page to page to make it easier to remember the database that applies to the report data.

The report title appears in the top center of each page.

The top right corner contains a sequential page number and the date and time the report was produced.

If multiple functions are supported, an additional line will be provided in the top left corner that shows the function to which
the report applies.

I/O Statistics Report (SIX)
An I/O Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file for all Secondary Index functions. The I/O statistics for the
SIXUNLD1, SIXRELD1, and SIXUNLD2 files shows the activity to each file by type of I/O.

RECORDS READ
Identifies the number of records read from the file.

RECORDS WRITTEN
Identifies the number of records written to the file.

READ BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks read from the file.

WRITE BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks written to the file.

REPOSITION I/O
Identifies the number of I/Os executed to position the file.

A/M BUFFERS
Identifies the number of access method buffers assigned to the file. This value is set by the software or overridden
by the user in the JCL using the BUFNO parameter. The number of buffers are set to 1 if the file is allocated as
DUMMY or NULLFILE, unless overridden by the user.

CHANNEL PROGRAMS
Identifies the number of concurrent channel programs that will be active for the file. This value is set by the
software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the NCP parameter.

BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the
BLKSIZE parameter.

RECORD SIZE
Identifies the record size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using
the LRECL parameter.
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DEVICE TYPE
Identifies the type of device on which the file resides. If the file has been allocated as a dummy file or a null file
then “DUMMY” is shown in this field and the number of A/M buffers are set to 1.

Database I/O Statistics Report (SIX)
The Database I/O Statistics report shows the activity to each data set of the database.

The first column in this report shows the type of activity being reported. The second column (INITIAL) indicates the
sequential activity. If it exists, the third column (RANDOM) indicates direct activity.

The following statistics are provided:

BUFFER HITS
Specifies the number of times a database block was needed and it was already in the buffer pool.

PHYSICAL I/O
Specifies the number of I/Os that were performed as a result of activity by the utility. This count includes block
reads and writes. Because of the way z/OS accounts for I/O to data sets, this value will always equal the
actual number of blocks transferred for OSAM database data sets, irrespective of how many I/Os were actually
performed. For OSAM database data sets, this value is usually much higher than the actual I/O count.

READS
Specifies the number of reads that were issued.

WRITES
Specifies the number of writes that were issued.

CHECKS
Specifies the number of checks that were done.

POSITIONS
Specifies the number of times the database had to be repositioned.

ENDREQS
Specifies the number of times the end request macro was issued.

BH BUFFERS
Specifies the number of BH (buffer handler) buffers allocated for use by the utility.

DBO A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the number of access method buffers allocated for use by the access method.

ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the actual number of access method buffers used by the access method columns.

LOAD MODE I/O
Specifies the number of physical I/Os done using high-speed load options.

NOTE
This value applies to VSAM ESDS database clusters only. I/O to VSAM KSDS clusters and OSAM data
sets is always done in load mode columns.

FORMAT WRITES
Specifies the number of writes done to format the remaining portion of the root addressable area after the last
record was inserted or to format the root addressable area if FUNCTION=FORMAT was specified.

FORMAT I/O
Specifies the amount of physical I/O required to do the format writes.
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Database Summary Report (SIX)
The Database Summary report provides a summary of the database characteristics and contents. Click the section title for
the description of fields:

  

DBD Specification

The DBD Specifications section of the Database Summary Report provides information found in the DBD itself. This
information does not necessarily reflect the database if the DBD has not been kept current. For instance, the device type
in the DBD can differ from the actual device where the database resides.

This section of the Database Summary report contains the following information:

DBD NAME
Identifies the DBD name found on the DBDNAME control statement and in the NAME keyword of the DBD macro
in the DBDGEN.

ORGANIZATION
Identifies the IMS database organization , HIDAM, HDAM, or DEDB. This value is the first value specified in the
ACCESS keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

ACC. METHOD
Identifies the access method that is used to access the database, OSAM or VSAM. This value is the second value
specified in the ACCESS keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

DEVICE TYPE
Identifies the device type the database resides on according to the DBD. This value is the DEVICE keyword on
the DATASET or AREA macro of the DBDGEN.

RECORD SIZE
Identifies the record size of the database data set or cluster. This entry is the value of the SIZE keyword on the
DATASET or AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

CI SIZE
Identifies the control interval size of the database. This entry is produced for VSAM databases only and is the
value of the SIZE keyword on the DATASET or AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the database. This entry is produced for OSAM databases only and is the value of the
SIZE keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN.

RANDOMIZER
Identifies the randomizer module name and is produced for HDAM and DEDB databases only. This value is the
first value of the RMNAME keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

DBDGEN DATE
Identifies the date when the DBD was generated.

DBDGEN TIME
Identifies the time when the DBD was generated.

DBD IMS REL
Identifies the release of the IMS MACLIB used to generate the DBD.

FREE SPACE FACTOR
Identifies the percentage of free space to be left in each database block during a database load. This is the
second parameter of the FRSPC keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and
HDAM databases only.
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FREE BLOCK FACTOR
Identifies the percentage of blocks in the database that are to be left free during a database load. This is the first
parameter of the FRSPC keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

CYL SCAN FACTOR
Identifies the number of cylinders IMS is to scan looking for free space during a segment ISRT. This is the value
of the SCAN keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM databases
only.

# OF RAPS/CI
Identifies the number of root anchor points in each CI. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root
addressable area only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

# OF RAPS/BLK
Identifies the number of root anchor points in each block. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root
addressable area only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

MAX RAA REL CI #
Identifies the maximum relative block number value that the randomizing module is allowed to produce for this
database.

MAX RAA BYTES/REC
Identifies the maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the Root Addressable Area of
an HDAM database by IMS before additional segments are placed in the Overflow Area. It is the fourth value of
the RMNAME keyword on the DBD macro in the DBDGEN. This entry is produced for HDAM databases only.

Data Set Characteristics

This section of the Database Summary report provides information relating to the data set or cluster where the database
resides. This information is extracted from the system and actually reflects the characteristics of the database data set.

There is one of these sections of the report for each data set that comprises the database.

This section of the Database Summary report provides the following information:

DATA SET
The data set name of the file allocated to the database data set group.

VOLUME(S)
The volume serial numbers where the database data set resides. Only the first 20 volumes are provided.

DSG. DD NAME
The data set group name of the data set being analyzed.

DSG. NUMBER
The data set group number of the data set being analyzed.

DEVICE TYPE
The device type of the device where the database data set or cluster actually resides. This will be the same as the
DBD device type found earlier in this report only if the DBD reflects the actual device type.

RECORD SIZE
The record size of the database data set or cluster. It is the actual record size on disk.

CI SIZE
The control interval size of the database cluster. This entry is produced for VSAM clusters only and is the actual
CI size on disk.
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BLOCK SIZE
The block size of the database data set. This entry is produced for OSAM and ISAM clusters only and is the
actual block size on disk.

BLOCKS PER TRACK
The number of blocks or CIs that can fit on one track of the device identified by the device type field.

BLOCKS PER CYLINDER
The number of blocks or CIs that can fit on one cylinder of the device identified by the device type field.
The following entries are generated only for VSAM and VSAM ESDS clusters:

NOTE
For a KSDS where the space allocation for the index component was specified separately from the
data component in the DEFINE CLUSTER command, the value shown in the report will be for the data
component only.

ALLOCATED SPACE
The amount of space allocated to the data set or cluster. It is given in tracks and cylinders.

ALLOCATION USED
The amount of the allocation that is actually used by IMS. It is given in tracks and cylinders.

ALLOCATION NOT USED
The remaining part of the allocation that is not used by IMS. It is given in tracks. The percentage of the total
allocation that is not used is also given.

NUMBER OF EXTENTS
The number of DASD extents that comprise the database data set.

Database Record Statistics

This section of the Database Summary report provides statistics relating to the size of the typical record in the database.
Segment and byte information is given. For DEDBs, record values including and excluding SDEPs are shown to make the
size of the record more apparent in the Root Addressable and IOVF Parts. Further, SDEPs can often skew the average
values rendering the values useless and in doing so impart no meaningful data to the user. This report reflects the actual
contents of the database irrespective of any actions taken by a user exit defined by the USEREXIT control statement.

This section of the report provides the following information:

# OF DB RECORDS
The number of database records that exist in the database. Essentially this is the number of roots in the database
or DEDB area. For databases that use ISAM or VSAM/KSDS, the value does not include the “high key” root
automatically inserted by IMS.

The following lines of the report are not generated if one or more segment types are not processed. For example, this can
occur when an INDEXEXTRACT is done and one or more segment types are not processed because they are not needed
to create the index information. If a segment type is neither an index source segment nor part of the concatenated key of
an index source segment, then it will not be processed.

NOTE
In addition, these lines will not be generated if one or more of the segment types were not processed.
The Segment Frequency Statistics report shows if any segments were not processed. A segment is not
processed if it is not needed for the function being performed.

# OF SEGMENTS
The total number of segments, of all types, in the data set. For databases that use ISAM or VSAM/KSDS, the
value does not include the “high key” root automatically inserted by IMS.
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AVG # OF SEGMENTS/RECORD
The average number of segments per database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of segments
by the number of roots. For DEDB databases, this element is a caption only; a breakdown is provided in the
following elements.

AVG # OF BYTES/RECORD
The average length, in bytes, of a database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of bytes of
segment data and prefixes by the total number of root segments. For HISAM, HIDAM and HDAM variable length
segments with an LL value less than minbytes, the amount included is the space allocated (the “minbytes” value)
and not the LL value.

LARGEST RECORD (BYTES)
The size of the largest database record found in the database including the prefix and data of each segment.

Largest Database Records Report (SIX)
For all database types, a Largest Database Records report is produced. Details concerning the occurrences of the largest
database records are given. The number of entries reported is determined by the LARGESTRECORDS control statement.

The elements of the report are:

RECORD SIZE (IN BYTES)
The size of the database record in bytes. It is determined by adding up the total length of each segment in the
record including prefix and data.

NUMBER SEGS IN RECORD
The number of segments that comprise the record.

RBA OF ROOT
The RBA of the root segment that starts the record.

KEY OF ROOT
The key field value from the root segment. If all the characters in the key field are displayable, the key is enclosed
within the string C'.....', with one byte per character. If one or more of the characters in the key field are not
displayable, the key is enclosed within the string X'.....', with two bytes per character.

Distribution of Database Record Sizes Report (SIX)
For all database types, a Distribution of Database Record Sizes report is produced. Details concerning the distribution
of the size of the records in the database records are given. The distribution ranges used is determined by the
RECORDDIST control statement.

This report provides the following information:

RANGE OF RECORD SIZES
Shows the smallest and largest record sizes summarized in that line of the report. The values are in bytes. The
record size is calculated by adding up the total length of all segments that form the record including prefix and
data.
The last line of the report contains only one value and the greater than character (>) and it includes all records in
the database larger than the single value shown.

FREQUENCY OF RECORD SIZES
The number of records in the database that have a length within the range shown.

PERCENT OF RECORDS
The percent of all records in the database that are in this size range.

CUMULATIVE PERCENT
The percent of all records in the database that are in this size range or smaller.
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Segment Frequency Statistics Report (SIX)
A Segment Frequency Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of processing.

This report provides the following information:

NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

LEVEL
The hierarchic level of the segment in the database where the root is level one.

TOTAL SEGMENTS
The number of segments of this type in the database or area. If the segment type was not processed because of
a DROPSEGMENT statement, the string “-DROPPED” will appear after the segment count.
The values in this column of the report are totaled and reported at the end of the report.

NOTE
“NOT PROCESSED” will be shown if the segment type was not processed. A segment is not processed
if it is not needed for the function being performed.

MAXIMUM TWINS
The length of the longest twin chain for this segment type.

AVERAGE TWINS
The total number of segments of this segment type divided by the total number of segments of its parent's type.

MAXIMUM CHILDREN
The maximum number of children any segment of this type had.

AVERAGE CHILDREN
The total number of children for all segments of this type divided by the number of segments of this type.

AVERAGE PER RECORD
The total number of this segment type divided by the number of root segments.
The values in this column of the report are averaged and reported at the end of the report.

Segment Pointers Report (SIX)
For all database types, a Segment Pointer report is produced. Details concerning each segment type in the DBD and its
pointers are given.

This report provides the following information:

NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by this part of the report.

TARGET
The target segment name of the pointer.

TYPE
A list of the actual pointer types that exist in the segment prefix. Note that NO PTRS will appear for any segment
that does not contain pointers. Even though it is common for HISAM databases to contain no pointers at all,
each segment in a HISAM database is still listed in this report in case there are logical relationship pointers. The
pointers in the prefix of the dummy root segment in an ISAM or VSAM/KSDS data set are included in this report.
The possible pointer values are:
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• HIER -- Hierarchic forward pointer.
• HIERBWD -- Hierarchic backward pointer.
• LCF -- Logical child first pointer.
• LCL -- Logical child last pointer.
• LP -- Logical parent pointer.
• LTB -- Logical twin backward pointer.
• LTF -- Logical twin forward pointer.
• NEXT DBR -- Next database record. This pointer exists in each record of an INDEX/ISAM data set, an INDEX/

OSAM data set, a HISAM/ISAM data set and a HISAM/OSAM data set. It points at the next database record
with a root key value lower (for ISAM) or higher (for OSAM) than the root key value of this record. The target of
this pointer is always in the overflow data set.

• NEXT L/R -- Next logical record. This pointer exists in each record of a HISAM/ISAM data set HISAM/OSAM
data set, a HISAM/VSAM/KSDS and a HISAM/VSAM/ESDS. It points at the next record in the overflow data
set that belongs to the same database record.

• PCF -- Physical child first pointer.
• PCL -- Physical child last pointer.
• PP -- Physical parent pointer.
• PTB -- Physical twin backward pointer.
• PTF -- Physical twin forward pointer.
• RAP # A -- Root anchor point in the block prefix.
• SPCF -- Sequential physical child first pointer.
• SPTF -- Sequential physical twin forward pointer.
• SSP -- Subset pointer.
• VL SEP -- Variable-length segment separated data pointer.

NOTES
Indicates the text giving any special considerations for the segment pointer.

• (TREATED AS HIER) -- Will be shown if the pointer type was defined as physical in the DBD but is treated as
a hierarchical pointer by IMS.

• (TREATED AS HIERB) -- Will be shown if the pointer type was defined as physical in the DBD but is treated as
a hierarchical pointer by IMS.

• (NOT PROCESSED) -- Will be shown if the pointer type was not processed. A pointer is not processed if it is
not needed for the function being performed.

Segment Length Statistics Report (SIX)
A Segment Length Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of processing.

This report provides the following information:

NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

TYPE
Identifies the segment type. The following values are available:

• ROOT -- A root segment
• DEP -- A dependent segment
• DDEP -- A DEDB direct dependent segment
• SDEP -- A DEDB sequential dependent segment
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DBD LENGTHS
The minimum and maximum lengths that the segment can have as specified in the BYTES keyword of the SEGM
macro of the DBDGEN.
For a real logical child with a virtual logical parent concatenated key (LPCK), the length value shown in the report
will be the actual length of the data portion of the segment as it exists on disk. In other words, the length value
shown will be the length of the intersection data only and not include the LPCK length.

LENGTH ERRORS
The number of segments that were longer than allowed by the DBD.

Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity Report (SIX)
A Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of
processing.

This report provides the following information:

SEGMENT NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

COMPRESSION ROUTINE
The name of the segment edit/compression routine as defined in the DBD for this segment. If the segment is not
defined to have an edit routine, NONE is shown.

CALL FOR INIT/TERM
Indicates whether the DBD says that the segment edit/compression routine should be called for initialization and
termination processing. Either YES or NO is shown.

FORMAT ON THE SEQUENTIAL FILE
The format of the segments as they exist on the sequential file. A value of COMPRESSED or EXPANDED is
shown if the segment is defined to have a compression routine unless no segments of that segment type exist on
the file in which case NO SEGMENTS is be shown. The field will be blank otherwise.

CALLS TO SEGMENT EDIT/COMPRESSION
The number of calls that the utility made to the routine. It will usually be equal to the number of segments
processed. There will be an additional call if the routine were called for initialization processing. There will be an
additional call if the routine were called for termination processing.

Logical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity Report (SIX)
A Logical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of
processing.

This report provides the following information:

SEGMENT NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

PARTICIPATES IN SECONDARY INDEXES
Indicates whether this segment is a source segment for one or more secondary indexes (YES) or (NO).

PARTICIPATES IN LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
Indicates whether this segment is a logical parent and/or logical child in one or more logical relationships (YES) or
(NO).

CALLS TO THE WORK FILE 1 GENERATOR
The number of records that were written to the work file DFSURWF1 due to this segment.
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Secondary Index Builder
As a database administrator (DBA), you want to decrease the indexes build/rebuild time. Use Secondary Index Builder to
reduce database offline time when you build new IMS indexes or rebuild existing ones.

Secondary Index Builder improves system performance and reduces database space requirements. Secondary Index
Builder is designed to remove the fragmentation in an index database, to build new primary and secondary indexes
quickly, and to rebuild existing indexes with minimum downtime for the primary indexed database.

Secondary Index Builder is a replacement for several IMS utilities required to build and rebuild secondary indexes. With
Secondary Index Builder, there is no need to use the HS Reorganization Unload or Reload utilities, the prefix resolution
utility, or the HD Reorganization Unload and Reload utilities to build secondary indexes.

In addition to providing the same functions as the IMS utilities, you can also use Secondary Index Builder to rebuild
a HIDAM primary index without having to reorganize the underlying HIDAM database. This functionality is unique to
Secondary Index Builder.

Features

Secondary Index Builder is easy to install and use. Its features allow you to decrease the time it takes to build or rebuild
IMS indexes and therefore reduce database offline time. Additional benefits are reduced CPU usage and greater control
over both the creation and the reconstruction of indexes.

With the utilities provided with IMS, to rebuild a secondary index requires that the indexed database be reorganized.
Because many databases are quite complex or of a considerable size, running reorganization may be too time-consuming
to do on a regular basis. With Secondary Index Builder, indexes can be built or rebuilt without reorganizing the underlying
database.

Key Benefits

Secondary Index Builder provides the following key benefits:

• Eliminates the need to reorganize the underlying indexed database with the HD Reorganization utilities.
• Supports unique and non-unique keys. Indexes that are generated as non-unique indexes are supported and built

properly.
• Supports secondary index databases for unique and non-unique keys.
• Supports secondary indexes for HDAM, HIDAM, and HISAM databases.
• Supports shared secondary indexes.
• Supports VSAM-based and OSAM-based indexes.
• Supports OSAM (up to 8 GB for both full-function databases and for HALDBs) and VSAM (up to 4 GB) access

methods. This support includes the support for VSAM and OSAM data sets in the extended addressing space on
Extended Address Volumes (EAV).

• Supports partitioned databases. Secondary Index Builder rebuilds all indexes for a partitioned database in a single
pass of the partitioned database. One Extract extracts all data for all or selected indexes and One Build builds indexes
from the provided input. An index create rebuilds all indexes both primary and secondary in a single step.

• Significantly reduces the time to build or rebuild secondary indexes.
• Uses optimized buffering schemes for all files.
• Includes ILDS rebuild support of HALDB and allows you to create all indexes of a HALDB in a single step.

In addition, Secondary Index Builder allows you to perform the following tasks:
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• Rebuild a HIDAM primary index without the need to reorganize the underlying primary database.
• Change the DCB attributes of an index such as the block size and record size.
• Optionally invoke DBRC and IRLM in share control and recovery control environments.
• Use native VSAM, BDAM, BSAM, or the DFP Media Manager to access the database.
• Call DBD-defined segment compression routines.

Secondary Index Builder Operational Considerations

IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support

Version 20.0 of Secondary Index Builder is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries
are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in the
documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

LMP Licensing Considerations

Each product requires Broadcom License Management Program services (LMP), one of the Common Components and
Services, to initialize correctly. LMP also provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed
software.

LMP is provided as a part of CAIRIM (Resource Initialization Manager), another one of the Common Services. If CAIRIM
has not already been installed, you must do so now.

Once CAIRIM has been installed or maintained at the appropriate service level, LMP support is available for all LMP
supported products.

You must have completed the LMP licensing steps or no parmlib members are available for editing.

User-Provided Data Areas and Modules

The availability and use of several user-provided data areas and modules is relied on. Before processing the database,
the DBD is scanned to set some basic parameters.

Global Parameter Processing

Global parameter processing lets you specify installation standard keyword definitions in a PDS member (or sequential
data set). Once defined, you can use these definitions to supplement the keyword parameters coded in the JCL control
statements. For more information, see the section Enabling Global Parameters Processing.

Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets

Database Management Solutions for IMS can dynamically allocate work data sets during processing. Dynamic allocation
parameters specify volume serial numbers, general and esoteric unit names, and space type information. You can
override these values as needed. For more information, see the section Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data
Sets.

Online Reorganization (OLR) Considerations

Secondary Index Builder can rebuild HALDB secondary indexes, primary indexes, and ILDSs when the database is in a
cursor-active status. Cursor-active status occurs when an Online Reorganization (OLR) has been stopped or terminated in
the middle of processing. In this situation, both the A-J and M-V data sets are active and the necessary data sets on each
side must be read. The PHIDAM primary index is built by SIB in two parts, as the X and Y data set. This functionality is
also available when Secondary Index Builder is invoked under recovery by using the AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES control
statement.
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Using IMS Information Repository (IIR)

The IMS Information Repository (IIR) provides a set of tables that are stored in a relational database management system
(RDBMS) known as Datacom.
When IIR is selected during execution (IIRRECORD=YES), one or more rows are created at the completion of the job in
the corresponding IIR tables. The columns that are stored in each of these tables correspond to the informational fields
provided on the output report for the executed utility.
The IIR feature is optional and does not affect the overall performance of the monitored utility jobs. The information that
is collected provides significant benefit to the IMS user in performance tuning, problem determination, and resource
planning.
The Datacom relational database environment that is included with the IIR environment provides several reporting tools.
You can use these tools to report on the data stored in the IIR tables. Also, various methods are available to extract the
data in the IIR repository for use by other reporting tools.

For more information, see Using IMS Information Repository.

Optimizing Performance in Secondary Index Builder
To improve performance in Secondary Index Builder, we recommend implementation of the following best practices:

•  Use LBI for output tape data sets 
•  Optimize database unload 
•  Rebuild indexes during reorganization 
•  Increase sort work file size
•  Use IIR reporting functions 
•  Evaluate performance profiles for randomizers 

See also other suggestions how to optimize performance in this section.

Performance Tuning for Secondary Index Builder

Buffering Considerations for Secondary Index Builder

Buffering is an important factor in performance and should be considered carefully. In most cases, the default values set
in Secondary Index Builder will work well. However for particularly large records, or if there are storage limitations, the
allocation must be adjusted. To help with this determination, two reports are especially useful. These reports are the I/O
Statistics Report and the Database Summary. 

The I/O Statistics Report contains a report for each DD from which Secondary Index Builder read or to which Secondary
Index Builder wrote. For FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD, the values in physical I/O and load mode I/O should be nearly
equal. This indicates most of the I/O was done in the fastest mode possible. If the values are not close, adjust the buffer
allocation. This can be done with the BUF4SEQINIT and BUF4RANDSEQ keywords.

Remember that allocating more buffers will increase virtual storage requirements. The allocation in the REGION=
parameter of a job may need to be increased if it is running close to the region maximum. It may be possible to offset the
increased space requirement by reducing the allocation of other buffers. A good understanding of buffering is necessary
before attempting this procedure. For questions regarding how buffering works or any other problems, contact Technical
Support.
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Sort Considerations for Secondary Index Builder

Secondary Index Builder invokes the local sort program if SORT=YES is specified during an index extract or index build or
during an index create operation. SORT=NO is the default for index extract. SORT=YES is the default for index build.

The following sections describe performance issues that determine whether the sort is executed as quickly as possible.
Secondary Index Builder is highly optimized to perform the index extract, build and create functions in the minimum
amount of elapsed time possible. However, sort performance can drastically affect overall Secondary Index Builder run
time.

Contents:

Sort Parameters

When sorting the work file, the sort program is invoked with certain parameters to maximize the performance of both the
DFSORT product and the SYNCSORT product. These parameters cause the sort product to use main storage, expanded
storage, hiperspaces, data spaces and sort work files as needed to achieve the maximum sort performance based on
system workload and resource utilization. In one instance, the sort may be done all in memory using a hiperspace and the
same job may be sorted using work files (SORTWKxx) if executed at a different time of the day. This is normal.

To ensure that the sort program is free to use the maximum performance sort parameters regardless of system load,
specify sort work files large enough to perform the largest sort on the assumption that no hiperspace is available. Then the
sort program will not fail due to sort work area shortages.

How to Improve Sort Performance when Building Indexes

If you are sorting large numbers of records, you might experience poor sort performance when building indexes. For
example, you may see many messages related to DASD allocation and use of additional extents as sort uses more
SORTWKxx space in the JES job log. The messages may also show that the sort is taking a long time.

If sort performance is affected, you can use the following methods to improve sort efficiency:

• Add SORTWKxx DDs to the job step JCL if they are not specified. If the SORTWKxx DDs are not specified, the
installation default is used and this value is often less than adequate for sorting large numbers of records.

• Override the default sort record length and specify the number of records to be sorted as follows:
– For LENGTH on the RECORD card, change the default value from 1000 to between 60 and 100 bytes. Note that

the sum of the prefix and index key is the length of the record being sorted. The prefix length can be up to 49 bytes
and the rest is index key length. When multiple indexes are being created, determine the longest key length.

– For FILSZ on the OPTION card, specify a value that reflects the existing index record counts for all indexes being
created.

– If these values describe the actual records and number of records to be sorted, sort initializes and uses space
better.

• When you have determined the new values for LENGTH and FILSZ, add the DFSPARM DD to the job step with the
control cards as follows:

//DFSPARM   DD  *

 RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(90)

 OPTION FILSZ=E75000000

In this example, the sort record length is about 90 bytes and the number of records to sort is about 75,000,000.

Increase Sort Work File Size

To improve sort initialization and run-time performance, override the estimated number of sort records and default
maximum record length of 1000 bytes as follows (cards must begin in column 2 or after):
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DFSORT:

//DFSPARM DD *

  RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(090) 

  OPTION FILSZ= E75000000

 

SYNCSORT:

//$ORTPARM DD *  (Note: //DFSPARM can be used instead of //$ORTPARM)

  RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(090) 

  OPTION FILSZ= E75000000

In the previous examples, the sort record length is variable; no record to be sorted is larger than 90 bytes, and the
estimated number of records to sort is 75,000,000.

Business Value:

SORT operates more efficiently and helps optimize available resources.

Additional Considerations:

To calculate the sort record maximum length, use the following formula:

RECORD TYPE=V,LENGTH=(nn)

nn
Specifies the length as the highest value of all "LARGEST RECORD (BYTES) = " for indexes shown in DBORPTS
plus the following, rounded up to an even number:

• For full function primary and secondary indexes, add 18.
If there is only one SI (INDEXDBDNAME=) or primary index (PRIMIND=), add 12.
If the database is logically related through paired segments and more than one secondary index is created
using a single FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE, add 22.

• For HALDB PSINDEXes, PIs, and ILDSes, add 20.
• For HALDB ILDSes only (BUILDILDS=ONLY and no PRIMIND=), nn is 32. Secondary Index Builder generates

this automatically. Do not override the Secondary Index Builder-generated value.

When to Sort the File

The work file used to build an index must be in the sequence defined by the key of the index. There are several ways the
file can be placed in the correct sequence:

• The file can be sorted during the index extract operation by specifying SORT=YES.
• The file can be sorted during the index build operation by specifying SORT=YES.
• The file can be sorted with a separate sort job step.
• The file can already be in the correct order because the source segments are in the same order as the target

segments. This is unlikely but possible. In this case, no sort is needed.

Each of these is described in the following sections.

Sort During Index Extract

The work file can be sorted before the file is created by specifying SORT=YES in the index extract control statements. In
this case, the index extract output file is sorted while it is created. The extract records are passed to sort during the index
extract through an E15 sort exit and the sorted output file is written via an E35 exit.
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Sorting the work file during the index extract is not recommended because it may substantially slow down the extract
function. Since the extract function executes against the indexed database, the longer the extract takes, the longer the
primary database will be offline.

The default for an index extract is SORT=NO. SORT=YES is provided in case it is the best choice in a given scenario.

Sort During Index Build

The work file can be sorted before the index is built by specifying SORT=YES in the index build control statements. In this
case, the index extract input file is sorted when it is read. The extract records are passed to sort during the index build via
an E15 sort exit and the sorted output file is used to build the index via an E35 exit.

Sorting the work file during the index build is the recommended approach because the total time to extract and build the
indexes will be minimized.

The default for an index build is SORT=YES. SORT=NO is provided in case the work file was sorted during the index
extract or sorted in a separate step.

The X 'FF' record is not counted on an EXTRACT of the database, but when the index is built, the X 'FF' record is
included. This causes the record count on the BUILD to be one record higher.

Sort Using a Separate Job Step

The work file can be sorted before the index is built by using a separate sort job step. In this case, the index extract file is
written as unsorted during the index extract and read during the index build as if it is already sorted.

Sorting the work file using a separate sort step is not recommended because it may substantially increase the time it takes
to extract and build the indexes. This is because more I/O will be done. Each work file record will be processed 4 times. It
will be written by index extract, it will be read and written during the sort job step and it will be read during the index build.

The default for an index extract is SORT=NO. The default for an index build is SORT=YES. SORT=NO should be
specified during the index build if the work file has been sorted by a separate job step to eliminate an unnecessary sort.

It may be impossible to sort the work file with a separate job step if multiple indexes exist in the work file for two reasons:

• The keys of the various indexes may not be the same length and so sort control statements cannot be created to
handle the situation.

• Even if sort control statements can be built to sort the multiple indexes in the file, the records for one index may be
shorter than the sort key of another index in which case the sort program will generate an error and terminate.

The solution to this is to sort the work file during the extract or during the build using the SORT=YES control statement.
Secondary Index Builder can handle this situation because all the keys are padded out to the length of the longest
secondary index key.

No Sort Needed

It is possible that the work file containing the extract records for the indexed database is already in the correct sequence.
This would occur if the source segments were in the same order as the target segments.

While this is possible, it is unlikely because an index is created to effectively re-order the database. If the keys are already
in the correct sequence, there is likely no need for the index.

Nonetheless, if this is the case, the work file can be passed directly to the index build function without a separate sort job
step and by specifying SORT=NO on the index build. Note that SORT=YES is the default for the index build and so it is
important to override this to eliminate an unnecessary sort.
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Sequential File DD Statements for Secondary Index Builder

During an index extract, the SIBUNLD1 and optional SIBUNDL2 ddnames are used for the output file. For an index build,
SIBRELD1 is used.

Secondary Index Builder calculates the optimum block size, number of buffers, and record size and sets the values of
BLKSIZE, BUFNO, and LRECL, respectively. NCP uses the same value as BUFNO. The calculations are based on the
device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update) and other performance factors.

To achieve optimum performance, various DCB parameters are set for these files. It is important to understand the way
these values are determined and the affect on changing them.

BLKSIZE

The product calculates the optimum block size and sets BLKSIZE to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

Use caution when overriding BLKSIZE because you can negatively affect performance.

• Specifying too small a BLKSIZE can result in more I/O and therefore longer run times.
• Specifying too large a BLKSIZE may not reduce the number of I/O but may increase paging and therefore extend run

times.

BUFNO

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets BUFNO to this value. The calculation is based on the
device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors. These buffers
are acquired above the 16MB line if the machine and operating system support virtual memory above the line.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding BUFNO:

• Specifying too few buffers may result in more I/O and therefore longer runtimes.
• Specifying too many buffers may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore elongate

runtimes.

LRECL

The product calculates the optimum record size and sets LRECL to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

If you specify an LRECL in the JCL, the utility uses this LRECL in its internal calculations, but does not honor it exactly as
you specified. To see the actual LRECL generated, see the appropriate section of the report file.

NCP

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets NCP to the same value. The product always wants NCP
to equal BUFNO. The calculation is based on the device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or
update), and other performance factors.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding NCP:

• Specifying too small an NCP value may result in the program failing.
• Specifying too large an NCP value may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore extend

runtimes.
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DD DUMMY and NULLFILE

When the file is allocated as DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE, the following settings are used by the program unless
overridden:

BLKSIZE
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.

BUFNO
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

LRECL
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.

NCP
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

VSAM Data Sets

The database clusters must be preallocated using VSAM access method services (AMS). The following AMS parameters
affect performance:

Access Method Parameters (AMP)
Any AMP parameters specified in the execution JCL will act as an override of the values determined automatically
by the utility. Because performance can be adversely affected, changes to these values should be made with
care.

BUFFERSPACE (BUFSP)
Any specification of the BUFSP parameter is ignored by the utility. We recommend that BUFSP not be specified to
keep the region requirements to a minimum.

SPEED Versus RECOVERY
Always specify SPEED when defining a database cluster or index database cluster to be processed. RECOVERY
only increases the physical I/Os performed by VSAM with no related improvement in performance.

Using DBRC and IRLM with Secondary Index Builder
The utility can optionally participate in a DBRC and IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager) share control environment.
If DBRC is used, the IMS, DBRC, and IRLM modules must be available to the utility in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB of the
execution JCL or in the system linklist.

Contents:

DBRC Usage

The use of DBRC is conditioned on the DBRC control statement and the DBRC specification on the IMSCTRL macro in
the IMS SYSGEN.

The following table shows the action taken by the utility based on the DBRC control statement and the availability of IMS
modules in STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or linklist:

DBRC Specification IMS Modules Available IMS Modules Are Not Available
DBRC=YES See next table. Error message issued and utility terminates.
DBRC=NO See next table. DBRC will not be invoked.
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The following table shows the action taken by the utility based on the DBRC control statement and the DBRC specification
on the IMS IMSCTRL SYSGEN macro:

DBRC Specification IMSCTRL DBRC=FORCE IMSCTRL DBRC=(,YES) IMSCTRL DBRC=(,NO)
DBRC=YES DBRC is invoked. DBRC is invoked. DBRC is invoked.
DBRC=NO Error message issued and the

utility terminates.
DBRC is not invoked. DBRC is not invoked.

Other DBRC Considerations

If DBRC is invoked by the utility, the RECON data sets must be allocated in the execution JCL or dynamically allocated
with IMS dynamic allocation control blocks. The RECON data sets must be shareable.

An access authority of READ is requested when DBRC share control is used. DBRC is invoked for database authorization
only. No recovery control information is ever recorded by DBRC for an execution of the utility.

When executed in an OS batch region, read access is requested for the unload function. When executed in an IMS region
(DLI or BMP), database authorization is not requested. In this case, IMS itself will perform DBRC database authorization if
needed.

In DFSUDMP0 compatibility mode, the use of DBRC can also be specified using the DBRC keyword in the PARM field of
the JCL EXEC PGM=DFSUDMP0 statement. In this case, do not use Database Organizer control statements.

In a DBRC recovery control environment where Database Organizer has determined that DBRC will be invoked, DBRC
is notified of the execution of a reload operation using an internal NOTIFY.REORG call to DBRC. This creates a REORG
record in the RECON.

RECON Data Set Considerations

If Secondary Index Builder invokes DBRC, the RECON data sets must be allocated in the execution JCL or dynamically
allocated with IMS dynamic allocation control blocks. The RECON data sets must be sharable.

The following processing occurs:

• Read access is requested for the INDEXEXTRACT and INDEXCREATE functions when DBRC share control is used.
• Exclusive access is requested for the INDEXBUILD and INDEXCREATE functions.
• Database authorization is requested when executed in an IMS region (DLI or BMP). In this case, IMS itself will perform

DBRC database authorization if needed.

DBRC is invoked during an INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE operation for database authorization only. No recovery
control information is ever recorded by DBRC for an execution of an INDEXEXTRACT.

Record the Completion of the Index Build Process

In a DBRC recovery control environment, where Secondary Index Builder has determined that DBRC will be invoked,
DBRC may be notified of the execution of an INDEXBUILD or INDEXCREATE operation. Notification depends upon
whether the index database is defined as recoverable or non-recoverable.

• If the index is recoverable, an internal NOTIFY.REORG cal1 is made to DBRC. This creates a REORG record in the
RECON for the index. The notification also sets the image copy needed flag to ON for the index database.

• If the index is non-recoverable, DBRC is not notified of the INDEXBUILD or INDEXCREATE.

Customizing Secondary Index Builder JCL
To build a job that executes Secondary Index Builder as a batch step in a job, create a JCL that includes:
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• An EXEC statement
• DD statements
• Control statements

Contents:

EXEC Statement

Secondary Index Builder executes in a native OS batch region. The EXEC statement specifies the module to be executed
and other parameters:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=4096K

A PARM value is not required nor used.

DD Statements

For the list of DD statements that are valid for Secondary Index Builder, see the section DD Statements for Secondary
Index Builder.

Control Statements

You can perform multiple operations each time a utility is invoked. This means that the control statements are read in sets
wherein each set describes each operation to be performed. The first control statement and all its continuations are read
and the requested function is performed. Upon completion of the execution of the first function, the next control statement
and its continuations are read and the requested function is performed. This process continues until all of the control
statements have been processed.

Because the control statements are processed in sets, statement continuation characters indicate the continuation of a
set. The lack of a statement continuation character indicates the end of the set.

For the control statements that are valid in the DBOCTRL file for Secondary Index Builder, see the section Secondary
Index Builder Control Statements Reference.

Sample JCL

Member JCLSIB in hlq.CIMTSAMP contains a complete set of execution JCL and control statements that you can
customize for your site. Sample library provides the following sample jobs:

• JCLSIBIE -- For the INDEXEXTRACT function
• JCLSIBIB -- For the INDEXBUILD function
• JCLSIBIC -- For the INDEXCREATE function

Modify the values in the JCL to match your system.

DD Statements for Secondary Index Builder
This section describes the DD statements that are used by the index extract, index build, and index create functions. The
following list is in alphabetical order.

dbdddname
Defines the database data sets in the DBD on the DATASET or AREA statement.

• The data set name is the database data set or cluster name itself.
• If the database data set DDs are not provided and DBALLOC=YES is specified, the data sets are dynamically

allocated using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation block.
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Use this statement only when the utility is executed in IMS or batch mode. The database defined by this DD
is for the primary database, not the index database. For a HIDAM database, you must also provide the index
DD statements. If the HIDAM database root has a PTF and PTB pointer, the index is used during the extract
just to get the first root. After that, the index is not used. If the root does not have a PTB pointer, the index
is used to retrieve each root and the index must be completely valid for the extract to operate correctly. If
NOPRIMARY=YES is specified, the index DD statements are not required or used.
This DD does not apply to the INDEXBUILD function.

DBDLIB

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Secondary Index Builder is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and
ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB
libraries are maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with
this product. For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed.

• The DBD is used to determine the database specifications needed for the requested function.
• DBDLIB is not needed if IMS is available.

The DBDs in the library associated with ddname IMS are looked at first. If IMS is not available or the DBD is not
found there, DBDLIB is searched if it is available.

DBOCTRL
Defines the input control statement data set.

• This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.
• In compatibility mode, you can use the utility control statements to supplement the operational parameters.

To do this, add a DBOCTRL DD statement with any appropriate control statements and they supplement and
override the default compatibility mode settings.

DBOKEYS
Defines the data set that contains the keys for each root in the database that are passed to the randomizer.

DBOLOAD
Defines a load module library where the user exits reside. If the user exits are not found in DBOLOAD or if the
DBOLOAD DD statement does not exist, the utility attempts the load from STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list.

DBOMSGS
Defines the output message data set and lists the informational and product-related messages.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DBORPTS
Defines the output report data set.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DFSRESLB
Defines the IMS SDFSRESL data set.

• This data set must be concatenated to the STEPLIB DD and allocated under DFSRESLB.
• Verify that this data set is APF-authorized.
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IDIPARM
(Optional) Defines a data set for global parameter processing. This can be a standard 80-byte PDS or a
sequential file (including "DD *" in-stream data) with fixed 80-byte records. If the data set is a PDS, you can
optionally fully qualify the member name. However, if the member name is not specified, standard member names
are used based on the function being performed.
This DD must be specified to enable global parameter processing. However, if you specify this DD and an
installation standard IDIPARM has not been defined, global parameter processing is not performed.
If you specify this DD and an installation standard IDIPARM exists, the installation standard is overridden for this
job step only.
You can code IDIPARM as in-stream data in a jobstep through //IDIPARM DD *. Global parameters supplied this
way apply to all functions invoked by the job step, including any subtasks. If the supplied global parameters do not
apply to all such functions, errors can occur.

idxddnam
Defines the index database data sets. The ddname is defined in the DBD DATASET or AREA statement. The data
set name is database data set or cluster name itself. This statement is used only when the utility runs in IMS or
batch mode. If the index database data set DDs are not provided and DBALLOC=YES is specified the data sets
are allocated dynamically using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation block.
This DD does not apply to the index create function.

IMS

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Secondary Index Builder is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and
ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB
libraries are maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with
this product. For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed. This DD statement does not use the DBDLIB DD file, so
IMS must be included for DBRC and segment edit compression routines. If IMS is required, do not use DBDLIB or
specify the same data set name on both.

IMSDALIB
Defines the library containing the DFSMDA members that are used for dynamic allocation of data sets. The
dynamic allocation (MDA) libraries that are specified by the IMSDALIB DD statement do not require APF
authorization. You can also remove the MDA libraries from the STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation, and allow the
utilities to retain their APF authorization.

index@nn
Defines the secondary index work data sets.

• The ddname comes from the first 5 bytes of the primary ddname, followed by the at sign (@), and a numerical
suffix. For example, a database with a primary ddname of CUSB that has two secondary indexes requires two
ddnames of CUSDB@01 and CUSDB@02.

• This DD is not always required. They are used for example when AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES is specified during
reload.

• This DD applies to the Index Create function only.

PROCLIB
Defines the IMS PROCLIB data set.

RECONx
Defines the first, second, or third DBRC RECON data set (where x is 1, 2, or 3, respectively). These DD
statements are required if the RECON is not dynamically allocated.

SIBRELD1
Defines the input to the INDEXBUILD function, which must be the output of the INDEXEXTRACT function or the
work file, created by the IMS HD Reload utility. This DD statement is required for the INDEXBUILD function. It
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can reside on tape or disk but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used. All DCB attributes are specified in
the program. If DUMMY is specified, an empty index database is created. This DD applies to the INDEXBUILD
function only.

SIBUNLD1
Defines the primary copy of the INDEXEXTRACT function. This DD statement must always be included for the
INDEXEXTRACT function when SPLITOUTPUT=NO or when the primary index of a HIDAM database is to be
extracted. However, it is not used during an INDEXEXTRACT when SPLITOUTPUT=YES, unless the primary
index of a HIDAM database index is to be extracted. It can reside on tape or disk but due to the size of the file,
tape is usually used. All DCB attributes are specified in the program.

SIBUNLD2
Defines the secondary copy of the INDEXEXTRACT function. This DD statement is optional for the
INDEXEXTRACT function if SPLITOUTPUT=NO or when the primary index of a HIDAM database is to be
extracted. However, it is not used during an INDEXEXTRACT if SPLITOUTPUT=YES, unless the primary index
of a HIDAM database is to be extracted. It can reside on tape or disk but due to the size of the file, tape is usually
used. All DCB attributes are specified in the program.

STEPLIB
Defines the utility load module in the high-level.LOAD library. A JOBLIB DD can be used instead, but one or the
other is required for proper execution.

SYSABEND
Defines the data set where to write the dumps. If a dump is needed, set ABENDDUMP=YES.

SYSUDUMP
Defines the data set where dumps are to be written.

• If a dump is needed set ABENDDUMP=YES.
• This DD statement is optional because it can be dynamically allocated as SYSOUT=* if it or SYSABEND are

not present in the JCL.

To direct the dump output to a disk file, code the needed DD parameters, and the dynamic allocation will not be
done.
The utility will also dynamically allocate the ABNLIGNR data set (as DD DUMMY). This is done to prevent the
ABEND AID product from intercepting abends and producing its specially formatted dump, because that dump
does not provide enough information for complete problem resolution. If the ABEND AID product is not in use, this
dummy allocation will have no effect.

Secondary Index Builder Control Statements Reference
This section provides detailed information about each control statement that you can specify with Secondary Index Builder
and its components.

The control statements appear in alphabetical order and the default values are underlined.

ABENDDUMP (SIB) -- Generate an Abend Dump

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and  Secondary Index
Builder .

The ABENDDUMP control statement generates a dump from the operating system when an abend occurs. The dump
provides information about your system when the ABEND occurred. This helps save time in determining the cause of the
ABEND and resolving the issue.

Typically, if an abend occurs, the Extended Specific Task Abnormal Exit (ESTAE) recovery routine of the product formats
the information in the Program Status Word (PSW) and various registers and also writes it to the messages file. So a
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dump is not necessary. However, occasionally, you may need to generate a dump when a user exit fails or to debug a
problem if requested by Broadcom Support.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDDUMP=YES|NO

• YES
Generates a dump to SYSABEND or SYSUDUMP when an operating system abend occurs. This option is the default.

• NO
Does not generate a dump when an abend occurs.

ABENDRC (SIB) -- Define Abend Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The ABENDRC control statement defines the lowest return code with which the job terminates with an abend. Use this
control statement to force an abend during typical error situations.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDRC=return-code

return-code
Defines the return code number.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 17

Example: Force Abend after a Return Code of 12 Occurs

The following specification terminates a job with an abend when a return code of 12 or higher occurs:

ABENDRC=12

Example: Suppress Abends Regardless of Return Code

The following specification suppresses abends regardless of the return code:

ABENDRC=4095

ACCEPTDUPLICATES (SIB) -- Accept Duplicate Index Entries

Valid for Secondary Index and Secondary Index Builder.

The ACCEPTDUPLICATES control statement specifies whether processing continues or stops when duplicate index
entries are detected during an index build or create.

Duplicate index entries always generate a return code 8 and are reported in the messages file.

This control statement has the following format:

ACCEPTDUPLICATES=YES|NO

YES
Continues processing when duplicate index entries are detected during an index build or create. Specify
ACCEPTDUPLICATES=YES when you know that an index that should be unique will not be, and you want to
build it anyway. This is the default.
The duplicate entries are thrown away.
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NO
Terminates processing duplicate index entries are detected during an index build or create.

ACCEPTPTRERROR (SIB) -- Accept Pointer Errors

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The ACCEPTPTRERROR control statement specifies whether to continue processing when a pointer error is detected.

This control statement has the following format:

ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES|NO

YES
Accepts pointer errors and continues processing. This setting is the default when NATIVEMODE=YES is
specified.

NOTE

• The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement is ignored when you specify ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES.
• ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is valid only for PHDAM, PHIDAM, HDAM, HIDAM, DEDB, and

PSINDEX/INDEX databases.

NO
Terminates processing. This setting is the default.

AUTH (SIB) -- Bypass Database Authorization

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index Builder, and the
Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The AUTH control statement lets you bypass DBRC database authorization for the database recovery, reorganization,
or analysis when DBRC is active. Authorization consists of DBRC notify, signon and signoff, and database data set
validation. Bypassing database authorization prevents processing interruptions because of an authorization failure.

Note the following limitations:

• For Database Analyzer, this processing occurs when DBRC is active, by default or explicit request. Specifying
AUTH=NO does not bypass the database signon.

• For Recovery Analyzer, this processing is only valid for recovery with the GENJCL function option.
• For the UNLOAD component of Database Organizer, use the UNLAUTH keyword.

The AUTH control statement has the following format:

AUTH=YES|NO

• YES
Performs DBRC database authorization. This setting is the default.

• NO
Does not perform the DBRC database authorization.

NOTE
We recommend that you specify AUTH=NO in Database Analyzer when analyzing a database that is online
to IMS to avoid an authorization failure.
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AUTHINDEX (SIB) -- Authorize Index Databases

Valid for INDEXCREATE function of the Secondary Index Builder.

The AUTHINDEX control statement specifies what INDEXCREATE function authorizes during index extraction.

This control statement has the following format:

AUTHINDEX=YES|NO

YES
INDEXCREATE authorizes index databases.

NO
INDEXCREATE authorizes the main database. This value is the default.

NOTE
You can only use AUTHINDEX with function INDEXCREATE and nonHALDB databases, else it is ignored.

BUF4OVRINIT (SIB) -- Allocate Initial Overflow Thread Buffers

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4OVRINIT control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the overflow initial thread. By default,
the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type, parameter
values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4OVRINIT control statement to improve
performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use the statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4OVRINIT=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

Example: Allocate Overflow Thread Buffers

This example shows how to allocate six buffers initially for the overflow thread:

BUF4OVRINIT=6

BUF4RANDOVR (SIB) -- Define Random Overflow Thread Buffer Number

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4RANDOVR control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the random overflow thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4RANDOVR control statement to
improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use the statement.
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This control statement has the following format:

BUF4RANDOVR=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

BUF4RANDSEQ (SIB) -- Allocate Random Sequential Thread Buffers

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The BUF4RANDSEQ control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the random sequential thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4RANDSEQ control statement to
improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use this statement.

NOTE
You can also modify the number of buffers allocated for random sequential thread with the RANDOMTRACKIO
control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4RANDSEQ=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.

BUF4SDEP (SIB) -- Allocate Sequential Dependent Thread Buffer Number

Valid for the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The BUF4SDEP control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential dependent thread. By
default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type,
parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the BUF4SDEP control statement to improve
performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement and its parameters can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom
Support before you use this statement.

This control statement has the following format:

 BUF4SDEP=n
 

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate.
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BUF4SEQINIT (SIB) -- Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

Valid for Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The BUF4SEQINIT control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential processing of the
first part of the database data set. By default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type,
access method and intent, device type, parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the
BUF4SEQINIT control statement to improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination. Contact Broadcom Support before you
use this statement.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4SEQINIT=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate. The default depends on the database type.

Example: Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

To allocate six buffers to the sequential processing of the first part of the database data set, specify as follows:

BUF4SEQINIT=6

BUILDILDS (SIB) -- Build ILDS

Valid for Secondary Index Builder.

The BUILDILDS control statement creates an ILDS for one or more partitions of an HALDB database.

This control statement has the following format:

BUILDILDS=YES|NO|ONLY

YES
Creates the ILDS for one or more partitions of an HALDB database.

NO
Does not create the ILDS. This is the default.

ONLY
Recreates the ILDS from data in the HALDB partition. It does not require that the ILDS already exist or be valid.
This does not rebuild the primary or secondary indexes. If you need to build primary or secondary indexes, a
different Secondary Index Builder step is required.

Example: Create ILDS Indexes

To rebuild or recreate all ILDS indexes of an HALDB database, specify as follows:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,DBDNAME=masterDBD,BUILDILDS=ONLY

To rebuild or recreate xx ILDS indexes starting at the partition identified by PART, specify as follows:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,DBDNAME=masterDBD,BUILDILDS=ONLY,PART=partname,

  NUMBEROFPARTS=xx
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DBALLOC (SIB) -- Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBALLOC control statement specifies whether to allocate database data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA
members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB. The DBALLOC control statement lets you dynamically allocate database data
sets when the DBRC facility is not available.

NOTE
With DBRC=YES, the utility always attempts dynamic allocation using the RECON data sets first, regardless
of the DBALLOC value. If this processing fails, the utility attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA
members.

This control statement has the following format:

DBALLOC=YES|NO

YES
Attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This processing is the default with DBRC=YES.

NOTE
Dynamic allocation using DFSMDA is not supported for HALDBs and DBALLOC=YES is ignored.

NO
Does not attempt the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This option is valid only with DBRC=NO.
The database data sets must be allocated statically using the JCL DD statements.

Example: Allocate Database Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members that are specified in the STEPLIB
concatenation:

NOTE
The MDA library must be APF-authorized. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in JCL.

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//          DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB

//*

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

[DBRC=NO]

other parameters

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members that are specified in the
IMSDALIB DD statement:

NOTE
The MDA library does not require APF authorization. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in the
JCL.

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//*

//IMSDALIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB
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//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

other parameters

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:

NOTE
ddnames are not specified in JCL.

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

Example: Allocate Data Sets Statically

The following example allocates data sets statically using the JCL DD statements:

// ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

[DBRC=YES/NO]

DBDNAME (SIB) -- Define DBD Name

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Database
Space Analyzer components of Secondary Index Builder.

The DBDNAME control statement specifies the name of the database definition (DBD) describing the database to
process.

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Secondary Index Builder is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB
libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are
maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

This control statement has the following format:

DBDNAME=dbdname

dbdname
Specifies the name of the DBD to be used for processing.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters; dbdname must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB (or be defined in the
catalog if you are using IMS-managed ACBs)

DBRC (SIB) -- Invoke the DBRC Facility

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBRC control statement specifies whether to invoke the DBRC facility of IMS. This control statement applies to the
DBRC recovery and share control levels.
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This control statement has the following format:

DBRC=YES|NO

YES
Calls DBRC for database authorization in a share control environment and tracks image copy files or a build in a
recovery control environment. Also, the utility uses the RECON information to attempt dynamic allocation of the
required database data sets, if their ddnames are not found in the jobs JCL.
If VIC=YES, you must specify DBRC=YES.

NOTE
DBRC=YES is forced when operating on HALDB.

NO
Does not call DBRC.
Default: If the IMS modules can be accessed (using STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list), the default is the value that is
defined in the IMS SYSGEN. Otherwise the default is NO. A specification of NO, when IMS was defined to force
the use of DBRC, generates an error message and terminates the program. If the utility cannot access the IMS
modules, DBRC=NO is the only valid value.

You can override this parameter with the JCL DBRC parameter if the utility executes in the PGM=DFSRRC00
compatibility mode.

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:

NOTE
ddnames are not specified in JCL.

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

DFSDF (SIB) -- Use IMS-managed ACBs

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, Database Extractor component of Database
Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary Index Builder.

The DFSDF control statement lets you use IMS-managed (Application Control Blocks) ACBs by identifying the DFSDFxxx
member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of ACBs. Use this keyword if you want to
use IMS-managed ACBs instead of DBDLIBs for this product or component.

Before you use IMS-managed ACBs, you must enable the IMS catalog and IMS management of ACBs by specifying
ACBMGMT=CATALOG in the catalog section of the DFSDFxxx member. Your PROCLIB DD Statement must also point
to the correct IMS PROCLIB data set. For more information, see the IBM documentation on Installing IMS. You must also
specify DBRC=Y to invoke the DBRC facility.

WARNING

• If you enable IMS-managed ACBs, we recommend that you do so for all supported Database Management
Solutions for IMS products and components to avoid serious conflicts.

• You cannot use IMS-managed ACBs and DBDLIBs in the same job step for multiple functions.

This control statement has the following syntax:

DFSDF=xxx

• xxx
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Identifies the suffix of the DFSDF member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of
ACBs.
Limits: 1 to 3 alphanumeric characters

FILEFORMAT (SIB) -- Define the File Format

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The FILEFORMAT control statement specifies the format to use for extract and unload records or the format of the index
build input records.

NOTE
This statement is optional for the UNLOAD function. If not specified, the default is DFSURGU0 if in compatibility
mode. In native mode, the default is XSHORT. This is important if you want to change the DBD after unloading
the database adding new segment types. In this case, use DFSURGU0 instead of XSHORT to prevent abends
in reload execution. Use FILEFORMAT=DFSURGU0 if new segment types will be added to the DBD after
unloading the database.

This control statement does not apply to the RELOAD function in Database Organizer. Database Organizer reload
automatically determines the format of the input file.

For the INDEXCREATE function in Secondary Index Builder, this control statement applies only when INDD is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

FILEFORMAT=type

type
Specifies the file format to use for extract, build, and unload records as one of the following:
DFSURGU0

Uses a file format that is compatible with the HD reorganization unload utility. Specify this option for an
extract function where the output file is provided to the HD reload utility or some other utility that uses the
HD unload format. For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the file
first.
Default: DFSURGU0 is the default if Database Organizer unload is executed in compatibility mode, or not
specified.

NOTE
For Database Organizer, use DFSURGU0 or LONG when DBDCHANGE is used to change the
DBD between the unload and reload executions.

DFSURWF1
Uses a file format that is compatible with the IMS work file format. Specify this option for the following
functions:

• An extract function where the output file is used by other utilities such as prefix resolution.
• A build function where the input file was created during the initial load or reorganization reload of the

indexes database. For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the
file first.

DFSURIDX
Uses a file format that is compatible with the IMS work file format and has been sorted into key sequence.
Specify this option for the following functions:
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• An extract function where the output file is used by other utilities such as HS reorganization reload.
• A build function where the input file was created by the prefix resolution utility. A value of DFSURIDX

implies a sorted DFSURWF1 file. For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=NO,
which does not sort the file first.

DFSUINXX
Uses a file format that is compatible with that produced by the HS reorganization unload utility. However,
this type is not currently supported. If specified, an error message is generated and the function request is
terminated. For an index extract, the output file is used by other utilities such as HS reorganization reload.
Specify this option for a build function where the input file was created by the HS unload utility.For a build
operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the file first.

LONG
This is the same as specifying DFSURGU0.

SHORT
Indicates that the header on each data record must be 20 less bytes than the standard DFSURGU0
format because the database is not involved in logical relationships. This file can only be used with
Database Organizer reload and cannot be used as input to the HD reload utility (DFSURGL0).

NOTE
SHORT is not supported for HALDB and is normally not used.

XSHORT
Indicates that the header on each data record must be 30 less bytes than the standard DFSURGU0
format because the database is not involved in logical relationships. This file can only be used with
Database Organizer reload and cannot be used as input to the HD reload utility (DFSURGL0).

NOTE
XSHORT cannot be specified with DBDCHANGE=YES and is not supported for HALDB.

FRMT1|FRMT2|FRMT3
Indicates that the header on each data record must be the same format as HSSR format 1, format 2, or
format 3. No header or trailer records are to be created. A file in format 1, format 2, and format 3 cannot
be used as input to DFSURGL0 or Database Organizer reload.

NOTE
FRMT1, FRMT2, and FRMT3 are used when the file is to be passed to an existing application
program that expected an HSSR-defined user record and is not supported for HALDB
databases.

SIB|SIX
Indicates that the file format is the short, high-speed format that is used internally. Specify this option
for an extract function that is followed by a build function where compatibility is not needed with any
other utility. This option produces the smallest output file records and therefore uses the least amount of
auxiliary storage and the records can be sorted much faster. This is the default if a value is not specified.
For a build operation, this option results in a default of SORT=YES, which sorts the file first.

NOTE
FILEFORMAT=SIX is a synonym for FILEFORMAT=SIB.

Example: Define the Unload File Format

In this example, specify the following to indicate that the unload file is to be created in a format identical to the IMS unload
file format except that the 30 bytes of unneeded header information is not to be included:

FILEFORMAT=XSHORT

This results in a much smaller unload file.
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FUNCTION (SIB) -- Define Function Type

The FUNCTION control statement specifies the type of function to be performed. This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:

FUNCTION=type

type
Identifies the function to be performed.

The following options are valid for Secondary Index Builder:

INDEXBUILD
Builds an index database from an existing extract file. The DBDNAME control statement defines the index to be
built.
In the most optimum mode of operation, IMS is not used but rather high-performance z/OS access methods are
used. To achieve even higher performance, the DFP Media Manager is used; thereby reducing the CPU clock
time needed to perform the reorganization.
The index build function builds each index by reading the input file and optionally sorting it. Index build can build
one or more indexes from one input file. To build more than one index from the same input file, multiple index
DBD names are specified on the INDEXDBDNAME control statement. The input file is read and sorted once.
Each index is built one after the other on completion of the sort.
The input file used for the index build is from the index extract function or a DFSURWF1 file. The Database
Organizer Reload utility and the IMS HD Reload utility create a DFSURWF1 work file.
If SPLITOUTPUT=YES was specified during an INDEXEXTRACT or Database Organizer Reload, each index
build is processed in a separate job and ran in parallel.

NOTE
When rebuilding a HALDB PSINDEX, the INDEXBUILD function does not accept DFSURWF1 input.

INDEXCREATE
Scans the indexed database and builds index databases for each primary and secondary index defined for the
database or for those defined in the INDEXDBDNAME control statement. INDEXCREATE is equivalent to an
INDEXEXTRACT plus an INDEXBUILD in a single request. When you specify INDEXCREATE, the following
processing occurs:

1. The database is read.
2. Data is extracted from the database segments into records to build the indexes.
3. The records are sorted into index and index key orders so that the indexes can be built rapidly.
4. The indexes are built.

During the extract function, you can optionally create a keys file for subsequent input to the Randomizer Analysis
Program (RAP).
If an HD Reload is not to be executed for the indexed database, no DFSURWF1 work file exists. Therefore, an
index extract must be executed followed by an index build. The index create function simplifies this by performing
an index extract and index build in one request. The index create function is equivalent to an index extract
followed by a series of index builds. However, index create performs the index extract and index builds in parallel,
reducing the time it takes to build indexes.
For HIDAM databases, the primary index is not extracted and built because NOPRIMARY=NO is the default.

NOTE
When rebuilding a HALDB PSINDEX, the INDEXCREATE function does not accept DFSURWF1 input
from Database Organizer Reload. We recommend that you use Database Organizer RELOAD function
to build the PSINDEX.
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INDEXEXTRACT
Scans the indexed database and writes the index records to an output file for each primary and secondary index
defined for the database or for those defined in the INDEXDBDNAME control statement. Note the following:

• HALDB secondary indexes must be created using FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE. INDEXBUILD and
INDEXEXTRACT as separate steps are not supported for HALDB databases. Secondary indexes and logical
relationships are handled by the ILDS.

• The SIBUNLD1 and SIBUNLD2 JCL DD statements define the output files to be used for
FUNCTION=INDEXEXTRACT. The SIBRELD1 JCL DD statement defines the input file to use for
FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD.

You can rebuild one or more secondary indexes or a HIDAM primary index even though the underlying indexed
database is not to be reorganized. In these cases, a DFSURWF1 work file is not created by the HD Reload utility.
Use the index extract function to create a work file that can be used to build the indexes. The index extract
function is much faster than an HD Unload and Reload of the indexed database and so is the preferred method of
creating the work file needed to build one or more indexes.
Once the index extract function is executed, the work file can be used as input to the index build function to
actually build the indexes.

Example: Extract Index Data to Build All Indexes

To extract the index data needed to build all the indexes defined for the database identified by the DBDNAME control
statement, specify:

FUNCTION=INDEXEXTRACT 

ICNEEDED (SIB) -- Activate the DBRC Image Copy Needed Flag

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The ICNEEDED control statement specifies whether to turn on the DBRC image copy needed flag in the database data
set records in the RECON. This control statement only applies to the index build and index create functions. ICNEEDED is
ignored if DBRC is not active.

NOTE
If a secondary index is registered with DBRC and no override card is supplied (that is, DBRC=NO, DBRC(N),
ICNEEDED=NO, or ICNEEDED(N) have not been specified), the same DBRC rules as IMS are followed.
Therefore, DBRC recording of the REORG is always done and switching on the ICNEEDED flag is bypassed
only if the secondary index is defined to DBRC as both NONRECOV and NOICREQ. The ICNEEDED default
also applies when Secondary Index Builder is invoked by Database Organizer using AUTOINDEXBUILD or by
High Performance Recovery using AUTOINDEXCREATE but may be overridden by specification in the global
parameters.

This control statement has the following format:

ICNEEDED=YES|NO
 

YES
Turns on the DBRC image-copy-needed flag in the database data set records in the RECON. The default is YES
for indexes that are registered as recoverable to DBRC.

NOTE
Indexes that are marked as non-recoverable are not marked with the ICNEEDED flag. To rebuild the
index and not set this flag, you must code ICNEEDED=NO.
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NO
Does not turn on the DBRC image-copy-needed flag in the database data set records in the RECON. Specify
ICNEEDED=NO in the following cases:

• When a disk pack backup utility (like DFDSS or other non-IMS recovery utility) is used to back up and recover
the index.

• When an image copy is not used to recover the index. This occurs if the recovery strategy rebuilds the index
instead of recovering it.

• To rebuild the index and not set the ICNEEDED flag for non-recoverable indexes.

Example: Rebuild an Index Without an Image Copy

To rebuild an index from scratch instead of recovering the index from an image copy, specify:

ICNEEDED=NO

Example: Update RECONs to Indicate that an Image Copy is Needed

To ensure the RECONs are updated to indicate that an image copy is needed for this data, specify:

ICNEEDED=YES

IDCAMS (SIB) -- Invoke IDCAMS Processing

Valid for Secondary Index Builder.

The IDCAMS control statement invokes the IDCAMS program to delete and redefine IMS indexes.

Notes:

• This processing requires dynamic allocation for the index data sets.
• The IDCAMS processing uses the following DD statements:

– AMSPDS — This DD statement is required. If an AMSPDS member is not found, all IDCAMS processing is
bypassed for that ddname.

– DELPDS — This DD statement is optional.
• IDCAMS executes the DELETE and DEFINE functions only on the data sets where ddnames have been specified. The

PDS member names for the IDCAMS DELETE and DEFINE statements correspond to the ddnames for the indexes
being processed.

This control statement has the following format:

IDCAMS=YES|*|NO

YES or *
Invokes the IDCAMS program and processes AMS DELETE and DEFINE members for all ddnames. The utility
reads from the data set allocated under the required AMSPDS DD and optional DELPDS DD.

NO
Does not invoke the IDCAMS program. This is the default.

 

IIRRECORD (SIB) -- Create Rows in IIR Tables

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary
Index Builder.
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The IIRRECORD control statement creates one or more rows in the corresponding IMS Information Repository (IIR)
tables at job completion. The columns in each of these tables correspond to the informational fields on the output report
for the executed utility.

This control statement has the following format:

IIRRECORD=YES|NO

YES
Generates rows in the corresponding IIR table.

NOTE
Ensure that you have installed IIR and enabled IIR reporting. For more information, see Using IMS
Information Repository.

NO
Does not generate rows in the corresponding IIR table. This option is the default.

INDD (SIB) -- Define Index Record Input File

Valid for  Secondary Index Builder .

The INDD control statement specifies the ddname of the input file containing the records to use during an index build or
an index create operation.

This statement is optional for an index build or index create. It does not apply to an index extract.

This control statement has the following format:

INDD=ddname or INDD=(ddname1,ddname2,...)

ddname
Indicates the ddname of the file containing the input records. The value specified must be from 1 to 8 positions
long and must exist in the step JCL.

If you do not specify a value for INDD, note the following considerations:

• For an index build, the input file is assumed to be ddname SIBRELD1.
• If you specify a single value for INDD and multiple INDEXDBDNAME values,  Secondary Index Builder  builds all the

indexes from the same input file with one sort.
• If you specify more than one value, then there must be the same number as INDEXDBDNAME values since they are

matched up one for one.
• If all the values are the same, the utility builds all the indexes from the same input file with one sort.
• If the values are different, the utility builds each index separately with the corresponding file being sorted for each

index.
• For an index create, the data needed to build the indexes is extracted from the primary database before the indexes

are built. Only one value can be specified for an index create because index create creates all the indexes from the
same source.

Example: Define the Index Record Input File

To indicate that the input file containing the index records has a ddname of DFSURWF1, specify:

INDD=DFSURWF1
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INDEXDBDNAME (SIB) -- Specify Index DBD Name

Valid for Secondary Index and Secondary Index Builder.

The INDEXDBDNAME control statement specifies the name of one or more index DBDs whose records are to be
extracted during an extract or index create operation or are to be built during an index build operation.

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Secondary Index Builder is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB
libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are
maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

 INDEXDBDNAME=dbdname

 INDEXDBDNAME=(dbdname1,dbdname2,...)

dbdname
Specifies the name of the index DBD to be extracted or built.
Range: 1 to 8 characters in length and must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB.

You must set either INDEXDBDNAME or DBDNAME for a build operation. DBDNAME specifies a single index and
INDEXDBDNAME specifies one or more indexes to be built.

This statement is optional for an index extract operation. If you do not specify this statement, all indexes defined in the
indexed database DBD are processed by the default.

To build more than one index in Secondary Index, use multiple FUNCTION control statements instead of
INDEXDBDNAME.

Example: Extract a Specific Index DBD

To extract only the index DBD PARTINDX, specify as follows:

 INDEXDBDNAME=PARTINDX

LARGEBLKS (SIB) -- Use LBI For an Output Tape Data Set

Valid for Database Copier, the Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update component of Database Organizer, and  Secondary
Index Builder .

The LARGEBLKS control statement uses the IBM Large Block Interface (LBI) for an output tape data set. Maximizing the
database block size helps optimize the performance. This is useful with cartridge devices because the data set block size
can be larger than the standard z/OS default maximum block size of 32 KB. A larger block size should result in fewer I/O's
and potentially reduced elapsed times.

NOTE
For 3480s and 3490s, the maximum block size is 64 KB. For 3590s, the maximum block size is 256 KB.

Input tape data sets created using the LBI are automatically detected and no keyword is required.

This control statement has the following format:

LARGEBLKS=YES|NO

YES
Indicates that the Large Block Interface may be used if supported by the output device type. If the device type
does not support the Large Block Interface, it is ignored.
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NO
Indicates that the Large Block interface should not be used. This is the default.

LARGESTRECORDS (SIB) -- Generate Largest Records Report

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The LARGESTRECORDS control statement defines the number of the largest records that are to be tracked and reported
on using the Largest Database Records report during the processing of the database.

If the largest records data is not needed, we recommend that you turn off the largest records data collection to save CPU
resources (LARGESTRECORDS=0).

For Secondary Index, this control statement is valid only for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:

LARGESTRECORDS=i

i
Defines the largest number of records to be tracked for subsequent reporting and generates the Largest Database
Records report.
Limits: A positive, 1 to 10 digit number. If you specify LARGESTRECORDS=0, no records are tracked. This
results in no CPU time being consumed to track large records.
Default: 10

Example: Keep the Five Largest Records and Generate the Largest Records Report

To keep track of the 5 largest records in the database and report on their location at the conclusion of processing, specify
the following:

LARGESTRECORDS=5

NOPRIMARY (SIB) -- Access Root Segments Without Primary Index

Valid for  Secondary Index Builder .

The NOPRIMARY control statement specifies to not use the primary index for accessing a HIDAM database.

This statement is optional for an index extract and index create. It does not apply to index create when INDD is specified
since the input to the create function is coming from an existing extract file and not the database itself. It does not apply to
an index build.

This control statement has the following format:

NOPRIMARY=YES|NO

YES
Does not use the primary index when accessing a HIDAM database. Each database block is scanned to look
for root segments. The database blocks must be "clean". That is, they must have proper free space elements,
segment prefixes, and segment length fields. Otherwise, block scanninig can fail. If NOPRIMARY=YES, a HIDAM
primary index is not needed or used for an index extract or index create. An existing HIDAM primary index is not
opened or used. In addition, the HIDAM primary data set group must contain a high values record (X'FF'). HIDAM
databases normally have a high values record in the primary index and the primary data set group.
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NO
Uses the primary index when accessing a HIDAM database.

Example: Access Root Segments Without Using the Primary Index

To access root segments in a HIDAM database without using the primary index, specify as follows:

NOPRIMARY=YES

NUMBEROFPARTS (SIB) -- Define Number of Partitions

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The NUMBEROFPARTS control statement specifies the number of HALDB partitions to be processed in batch mode or
during an online reorganization (FFOR). One or more partitions per FUNCTION request are processed. Use this control
statement to process a subset of the database starting at the partition that you specify in the PARTITION (batch) or
STARTINGPART (online) control statement.

This statement is required if the utility has to process a large part of the database and more than one partition of an
HALDB database.

This control statement has the following format:

NUMBEROFPARTS=n

n
Specifies the number of partitions to process starting with the partition you specify in the PARTITION or
STARTINGPART control statement.
Default: The default is to process all partitions. The default is 1 when you specify a partition name with the
PARTITION or STARTINGPART control statement.

NOTE
For online reorganization, you cannot specify PARTITION if NUMBEROFPARTS is specified.

Example: Process Ten Partitions Starting at a Specific Partition

This example shows how to process ten partitions starting at the specified partition:

• For batch processing, specify the following:

NUMBEROFPARTS=10, PARTITION=partition-dbdname

• For online reorganization (FFOR), specify the following:

NUMBEROFPARTS=10, STARTINGPART=partition-dbdname

PARTITION (SIB) -- Define Partition Name

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, and  Secondary
Index Builder .

The PARTITION control statement specifies the name of the HALDB partition to be processed in batch mode or during an
online reorganization (FFOR). A DBDNAME control statement must accompany this control statement.

This statement is required only when a partition or a subset of the partitions of a HALDB are to be processed.

The NUMBEROFPARTS control statement determines the number of partitions processed.
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• PARTITION is mutually exclusive with DDNAME.
• PARTITION is a synonym for PART.

This control statement has the following format:

PARTITION=partition-dbdname

partition-dbdname
Defines the partition DBD name of the HALDB partition to be processed or the starting partition name if multiple
partitions are to be processed.

Limits: Must be a registered partition DBD name or DBD of a HALDB master DBD.

PRIMIND (SIB) -- Build or Create Only the Primary Index

Valid for Secondary Index Builder.

The PRIMIND control statement indicates that only the primary index of a HIDAM or PHIDAM database is to be built or
created. No other indexes will be processed.

This control statement has the following format:

PRIMIND=YES|NO|ONLY

YES
Builds or creates the primary index and any other indexes specified or implied based on other control statements.

NO
Does not build or create the primary index. This is the default.

ONLY
Builds the primary index only. The utility does not create other indexes.

PROGRESSREPORT (SIB) -- Define Progress Report Record Number

Valid for Database Analyzer,the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and 
Secondary Index Builder .

The PROGRESSREPORT control statement indicates how often to generate Progress reports.

The default is to not generate a progress report.

This control statement has the following format:

PROGRESSREPORT=i

i
Indicates a non-negative, 1-to 10-digit number specifying the database record count. It refers to the number of
records to be processed before a progress report is sent to the console.

The WTO (Write to Operator) macro is used to send a progress report, in console message format, to the OS console.

• Routing codes 2 and 11 are used (ROUTCDE=(2,11)) which routes the message to the master console and
programmer as informational.

• Descriptor code 7 is used (DESC=(7)) which describes the message as an application program message.
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RANDOMTRACKIO (SIB) -- Read Tracks For Random I/O

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index
Builder.

The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement specifies whether to read entire tracks or single CIs/blocks when random I/O is
needed. If a database does not have significant random I/O counts in DBORPTS, the control statement is irrelevant.

This processing was originally introduced to improve the unload performance on CKD devices. Consecutive READs
for the number of blocks per track were an efficient way of reading data from a CKD device. Further, if those data
blocks contained a significant number of related segments, you would see a benefit compared to reading each block
individually, perhaps in a random sequence. However, with the newer DASD architectures, this argument is often no
longer valid. Therefore the default value is NO and we recommend that you always set RANDOMTRACKIO=N. Only
through experimentation you can determine if this statement helps for a particular database. Greater benefit is obtained by
using BUFFEREDDSG, BUF4SEQINIT, or BUF4RANDSEQ.

We do not recommend specifying this keyword with YES in the global parmlib member.

NOTE
The RANDOMTRACKIO control statement is ignored when you specify ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES.

This control statement has the following format:

RANDOMTRACKIO=YES|NO

YES
Reads entire tracks when random I/O is needed. The number of buffers that are allocated for the random
sequential thread is proportionally increased to fit more data. The value of BUF4RANDSEQ is used as a multiplier
of the number of blocks per track to arrive at the number of buffers to use.

NO
Reads CIs/blocks instead of tracks. The default number of buffers is allocated for the random sequential thread.
The value of BUF4RANDSEQ overrides the default value.
This setting is the default.

RAPKEYS (SIB) -- Generate Root Keys Input to RAP

Valid for the Randomizer Analysis Program component of Database Analyzer, the Database Extractor component
of Database Organizer, and Secondary Index Builder.

The RAPKEYS control statement generates the file of root keys for direct input into the Randomizer Analysis Program
(RAP). RAPKEYS=YES is required if you specify KEYREPORTS=YES.

This control statement is not currently supported for HALDB.

This control statement has the following format:

RAPKEYS=YES|NO

YES
Generates a file of root keys for input to the RAP.
You must also specify the applicable DD statement (DBAKEYS or DBOKEYS). The data set should be large
enough to contain one record for each root key in the database. Do not specify any DCB parameters for the file.

NO
Does not generate a file of root keys. This is the default.
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RECORDDIST (SIB) -- Define Database Record Distribution Ranges

Valid for the Database Extractor component of Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The RECORDDIST control statement defines the distribution ranges for tracking the size of database records in the
database.

For Secondary Index, this control statement is valid only for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

RECORDDIST=n

RECORDDIST=(i,j,k,.......)

• (n, i, j, k,....)
Indicates up to 19, non-negative, 1 to 10 digit numbers specifying the high end of the size ranges to be used to record
and report record sizes in the database.
Default: RECORDDIST=(100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000,
8000, 9000, 10000)

NOTE
RECORDIST=0 means that no record sizes are to be tracked. This results in no CPU time being consumed
to track record sizes

Example: Define Database Record Distribution in Four Ranges

Specify the following to cause the utility to keep track and report on database record sizes in four ranges: 1-10000,
10001-20000, 20001-30000, 30001 and greater:

RECORDDIST=(10000,20000,30000)

REPORTPTRERROR (SIB) -- Generate Pointer Error Messages

Valid for Database Organizer and Secondary Index Builder.

The REPORTPTRERROR control statement specifies whether to issue certain error messages when pointer errors are
detected.

This control statement has the following format:

REPORTPTRERROR=YES|NO

YES
Does not suppress the pointer error messages and continue processing. This setting is the default.

NO
Suppress the pointer error messages and continues processing. This value can only be specified if
ACCEPTPTRERROR=YES is also specified. Otherwise, it is ignored.

Example: Suppress Pointer Error Messages and Continue Processing

To suppress pointer error messages and continue processing, specify as follows:

REPORTPTRERROR=NO

The affected message numbers are DBO7700E through DBO7708E.
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REUSE (SIB) -- Reuse VSAM Database Cluster

Valid for Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary Index Builder .

The REUSE control statement specifies whether to reuse the VSAM database cluster on a reload or when building
indexes, or to use the VSAM data sets for recovery. This also applies to any DEDB multiple area data set (MADS)
replication. The database cluster must be defined for reuse.

NOTE
The REUSE control statement does not apply to OSAM, and is ignored when specified. OSAM data sets are
always reusable.

This control statement has the following format:

REUSE=YES|NO

YES
Specifies to reuse the VSAM database cluster on a reload or when building indexes.

NO
Specifies that the VSAM database cluster should not be reused on a reload.
Default: NO for non-HALDB databases and YES for HALDB databases.

 Example: Reuse a VSAM Database Cluster 

To indicate that the VSAM database cluster is to be reused, specify the REUSE control statement as follows:

REUSE=YES

 Example: Reuse Existing VSAM Data Set 

To reuse the existing VSAM data set for recovery during a DEDB MADS replication, define the VSAM data set with the
REUSE attribute and specify the REUSE control statement as follows:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,CAGRP=XIV101, ADDN=*, DBRC=YES, REUSE=YES

SORT (SIB) -- Sort the Extract File

Valid for Secondary Index and Secondary Index Builder.

The SORT control statement specifies whether to sort the extract file into key sequence.

This control statement has the following format:

SORT=YES|NO

YES
Sorts the extract file into key sequence.

NO
Does not sort the extract file into key sequence.

If you do not specify this statement, the default value depends on the function you are performing:

• For an index extract, the default is NO.
• For an index build, the default depends on the FILEFORMAT control statement. If FILEFORMAT=DFSURIDX is

specified during an index build the default is SORT=NO. Otherwise, the default is SORT=YES for an index build.
• For an index create, a sort is always done.
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SORTWORK (SIB) -- Allocate SORTWORK Data Sets Dynamically

Valid for Secondary Index Builder.

The SORTWORK statement dynamically allocates SORTWORK data sets.

This control statement has the following format:

SORTWORK=(#1,#2,device)

#1
Indicates the number of SORTWORK data sets.
Limits: up to 32

#2
Indicates the number of primary cylinders to allocate for each data set.

device
Indicates the device type to allocate.

Example: Allocate Five Data Sets With 100 Primary Cylinders

To allocate 5 data sets with 100 primary cylinders for each data set, specify as follows:

SORTWORK=(5,100,SYSDA)

NOTE
SYSDA is the device type where the SORTWORK data sets are allocated.

SPLITOUTPUT (SIB) -- Split Extract Output Files

Valid for Database Organizer, Secondary Index, and Secondary Index Builder.

The SPLITOUTPUT control statement specifies whether to write the records for secondary indexes that are necessary
to build the index entries into individual data sets. Use the SPLITOUTPUT control statement to accelerate the resolution
of logical relationships and the rebuilding of secondary indexes after database reload or reorganization. We recommend
using AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES with this control statement to detect and rebuild all of your indexes in the same step.

Even if no index entries exist for a given index, the DD statement must still be defined. It is opened and closed to create
an empty data set. No records can exist for a given index if no occurrences of the source segment exist in the DBD or if
there is a sparsing routine, NULLVAL, or both defined for the index and the processing indicates no index records are to
exist.

NOTE
DD statements are dynamically allocated if not already defined when AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES.

This control statement is optional for a reload operation and is not valid for an unload operation. For Secondary Index, this
control statement is valid only for FUNCTION=SIXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:

SPLITOUTPUT=YES|NO

YES
Writes the records for secondary indexes in the separate work files instead of DFSURWF1. The reload output is
as follows:
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• DFSURWF1 file -- Contains only logical relationship information.
• Index work files -- Contain secondary indexes information. One file is created per index.

If AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES, the extract files for the index build are written to temporary data sets. The temporary
data sets can be JCL-allocated (index@nn DD statement) or dynamically allocated by Database Organizer. When
dynamically allocated, the DFSURWF1 ddname in the ITKDYN parmlib member specifies the temporary data
set size. The ddnames of the temporary data sets are different depending on the database type (HALDB, non-
HALDB).
For Full Function databases, note the following:

• If you use this control statement without AUTOINDEXBUILD, pass the created files (one for each index) to a
separate FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD step, specify the DBD of the secondary index in the DBDNAME control
statement and the created file in the INDD control statement.

• The ddnames of the temporary data sets are generated using at most the first five characters of the ddname
for the first data set group (DSG) of the database and appending @nn, where nn increments for each index.
For example, if the first DSG ddname is INDX, the ddnames that are used for indexes are INDX@01,
INDX@02, and so on. If the first DSG ddname is DINDEX, the ddnames that are used for indexes are
DINDE@01, DINDE@02, and so on.

For HALDB databases, note the following:

• ALLPARTS=YES is required during a reload operation. If ALLPARTS=YES, SPLITOUTPUT can be used
separate from the AUTOINDEXBUILD control statement to rebuild the secondary indexes.

NOTE
SPLITOUTPUT=NO is not valid with AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES.

• The ddnames of the temporary data sets are generated using at most the first five characters of the index DBD
name related to the database and appending @nn, where nn increments for each index.
For example, if the database has two indexes, INDEX and INDEX1, the ddnames that are used for indexes are
INDEX@01 and INDEX@02.

NO
Writes records for secondary indexes and records for logical relationships into one work file. This option is the
default.
The Database Organizer RELOAD function creates the DFSURWF1 data set. This data set is fed into a database
prefix resolution utility. The output of the prefix resolution utility is then processed as follows:

• For logical relationships, the output (the DFSURWF3 file) is fed into the Prefix Update utility. When using
Database Organizer Prefix Update, you can accelerate the processing by specifying the PRUWF3 ddname
and IMSFORMAT=N.

• For secondary indexes, the output (the DFSURIDX file) is fed into Secondary Index Builder or the IMS HISAM
database reorganization unload utility.

Examples: Write Secondary Index Data into Separate Work Files

• This example creates one work file for each index that is defined in the DBD (Full Function or HALDB):

SPLITOUTPUT=YES

The ddnames of the temporary data sets equal to DBD names of the indexes, if non-HALDB and
AUTOINDEXBUILD=NO.

• This example creates one work file for each index for a HALDB database and when AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES is
specified:

SPLITOUTPUT=YES

AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES
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If a database has two indexes (FFIP0050 and FFIP0051), the ddnames of temporary index data sets are FFIP0@01
and FFIP0@02. The data sets are passed to separate INDEXBUILD steps that actually build the indexes.

SSID (SIB) -- Use z/OS Jobname to Sign on to DBRC

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, and  Secondary Index Builder .

The SSID control statement lets you use the z/OS jobname as the subsystem ID with which the IMS tools sign on to
DBRC. This control statement eliminates duplicate subsystem IDs during DBRC signon and lets you use site-specific
jobnames.

This control statement can be specified with the following functions: ANALYZE, ANALYZEALL, UNLOAD, RELOAD,
COPY, INDEXBUILD, INDEXCREATE, and INDEXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:

 SSID=JOBNAME
 SSID=JOBNAMES
 

JOBNAME
Uses the jobname as the subsystem ID. This option is the default.

JOBNAMES
Uses a suffixed jobname as the subsystem ID.
This value is generated automatically using the following format:
jjjjjnnn

jjjjj
Specifies the first five characters of the jobname.

nnn
Specifies a numerical suffix.

STOPRC (SIB) -- Define Stop Processing Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The STOPRC control statement identifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can
generate before all subsequent processing is bypassed.

Use this statement only when you do not want processing to stop in typical error situations. For example, if the input
control statements define two separate functions that are to be performed and the first one fails with a return code of 8. In
such a case, the second request is not processed.

This control statement has the following format:

STOPRC=return-code

return-code
Specifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can generate before all
subsequent processing is bypassed.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 9

Example: Stop Processing after a Return Code of 12 Is Generated

To stop processing when the return code generated is greater than or equal to 12, specify the following setting:
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STOPRC=12

Example: Continue Processing Regardless of the Return Code

To continue processing regardless of the return code generated, specify the following setting:

STOPRC=4095

TEMPUNIT (SIB) -- Specify Temporary Data Sets Unit Name

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery and its
Change Accumulation component, and Secondary Index Builder.

The TEMPUNIT control statement specifies the unit name for dynamic allocation of temporary data sets. The unit name
specified (or the default value) invokes Change Accumulation, recovery, and Secondary Index Builder.

This control statement has the following format:

 TEMPUNIT=unitname
 

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters
Default: SYSALLDA

NOTE
The default is VIO or SYSALLDA depending on the verification of the esoteric name.

Example: Use SYSDA for Dynamic Allocation of Temporary Data Sets

This example uses the esoteric unit name SYSDA for dynamic allocation of temporary data sets:

 TEMPUNIT=SYSDA
 

WARNING (SIB) -- Define Warning Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The WARNING control statement issues a return code value at job step termination when the utility detects error
conditions or warnings.

This control statement has the following format:

WARNING=return-code

return-code
Indicates the return code value for warning returns.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 4

Example: Set Warning Return Code Value

The following specification sets the return code value for warnings to 0:

WARNING=0
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Index Extract Examples
The following examples are provided to explain the different ways that you can extract indexes:

The output files will not be sorted into index key order because SORT=NO is the default for an index extract. Sorting
during the extract is not usually recommended.

Extract All Indexes

The simplest form of the control statements for the INDEXEXTRACT function is:

FUNCTION=INDEXEXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname

This example does the following:

• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Builds an output record for each secondary index defined for the named DBD. If the indexed database is HIDAM, also

builds output records for the primary index.
• Writes the output records to different output files based on the index DBD name. For instance, if the indexed database

has three indexes with DBD names of INDEX1, INDEX2, and INDEX3, three files are created using the ddnames of
INDEX1, INDEX2, and INDEX3. If the database is HIDAM and the primary index is to be extracted, the records are
written to the file associated with ddname SIBUNLD1.

• Builds various output files because SPLITOUTPUT=YES is the default.

The output file format is the short, high-speed format used internally. This is because the default is FILEFORMAT=SIB.

Extract Some of the Indexes

If only some of the indexes are to be extracted, the control statements for the index extract function are:

FUNCTION=INDEXEXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname,

INDEXDBDNAME=(pindex,sindex2)

This example does the following:

• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Builds an output records for the primary index, which has a DBD name of pindex. Also builds output records for the

secondary index, which has a DBD name of sindex2.
• Writes the output records to different output files based on the index DBD name. All the primary index extraction

records are written to the file with ddname SIBUNLD1. All the secondary index extraction records for secondary index,
sindex2 are written to the file with ddname, sindex2. Two output files are built because SPLITOUTPUT=YES is the
default.

The output file format is the short, high-speed format used internally by SIB. This is because the default is
FILEFORMAT=SIB.

Extract to One Work File

Normally, the index extract function writes multiple output files, one for each index extracted. If all index records are to be
written to one work file, specify the following control statements:

FUNCTION=INDEXEXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname,SPLITOUTPUT=NO

This example does the following:
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• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Builds an output record for each secondary index defined for the named DBD. If the indexed database is HIDAM,

output records for the primary index are also built.
• Writes all the output records to a single output file with a ddname of SIBUNLD1.

The output file format is the short, high-speed format used internally by SIB. This is because the default is
FILEFORMAT=SIB.

Extract in DFSURWF1 Format

You can create the extracted file in the same format as the IMS DFSURWF1 format. This is done if the output extract file
is used by IMS utilities that require the file to be in DFSURWF1 format.

The INDEXEXTRACT function does not build a DFSURWF file when processing a HALDB database.

The control statements to use are:

FUNCTION=INDEXEXTRACT,DBDNAME=dbdname,

FILEFORMAT=DFSURWF1

This example does the following:

• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Builds an output record for each secondary index defined for the named DBD. If the indexed database is HIDAM, also

builds output records for the primary index.
• Writes the output records to different output files based on the index DBD name. For instance, if the indexed database

has three indexes with DBD names of INDEX1, INDEX2 and INDEX3, three files are created using the ddnames of
INDEX1, INDEX2 and INDEX3. Various output files are built because SPLITOUTPUT=YES is the default.

The output file format is the same as that work file created by the IMS HD Reload utility.

Index Build Examples
The following examples are provided to explain the different ways that you can build indexes:

Sorting during the build is recommended. The input file is read using an E15 exit.

Build a Single Index

The simplest form of the control statements for the index build function is:

FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD,DBDNAME=dbdname

In this example, the following processing occurs:

• The input file is sorted because SORT=YES is the default for an index build.
• Builds the index with the named DBD using an E35 exit.

The input file is expected to be in the short, high-speed format used internally by SIB. This is because the default is
FILEFORMAT=SIB.

Build an Index Using DFSURWF1 Records

You can build an index with input that is in IMS DFSURWF1 format. That is, if the work file was created by an IMS HD
reorganization reload (DFSURGL0) or a Database Organizer reload with SPLITOUTPUT=NO of the indexed database.
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Note that Database Organizer reload does not create work file records in DFSURWF1 format when SPLITOUTPUT=YES
is specified but rather creates records in SIB format.

When rebuilding a HALDB PSINDEX, the INDEXBUILD function does not accept DFSURWF1 input.

If the underlying indexed database is to be reorganized anyway, the index extract function is not needed. The index build
can be done directly. The control statements to be used are:

FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD,DBDNAME=dbdname,

FILEFORMAT=DFSURWF1

In this example, the following processing occurs:

• The input file is sorted because SORT=YES is the default for an index build.
• Builds the index with the named DBD using an E35 exit.

The input file format is expected to be in the same format as the work file created during an HD reorganization reload.

Build an Index Using SIB Records

You can build an index with input that is in SIB format. That is, if the work file was created by the index extract function
or by a Database Organizer reload with SPLITOUTPUT=YES of the indexed database. Note that Database Organizer
reload does not create work file records in SIB format when SPLITOUTPUT=NO is specified but rather creates records in
DFSURWF1 format.

If a work file in SIB format is available, an index build can be done directly. The control statements to be used are:

FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD,DBDNAME=dbdname,

FILEFORMAT=SIB

In this example, the following processing occurs:

• The input file is sorted because SORT=YES is the default for an index build.
• Builds the index with the named DBD using an E35 exit.

The input file format is expected to be in SIB format. FILEFORMAT=SIB is the default. SIB index extract creates a work
file in SIB format. Database Organizer reload with SPLITOUTPUT=YES also creates a work file in SIB format.

Build Several Indexes from One Input

You can build and index with input that is in IMS DFSURWF1 format and contains multiple indexes. If only some of those
indexes are to be rebuilt, use INDEXBUILD. If all the indexes on the file are to be rebuilt, use INDEXBUILD.

When rebuilding a HALDB PSINDEX, the INDEXBUILD function does not accept DFSURWF1 input.

The control statements to be used are:

FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD,INDEXDBDNAME=(index1,index2,index3),

INDD=DFSURWF1

In this example, the following processing occurs:

• The input file is sorted because SORT=YES is the default for an index build.
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The file is only sorted once because only one INDD was defined. Any records on the file that do not relate to index1,
index2, or index3 are ignored. 

• Builds index index1 using an E35 exit.
• Builds index index2 using an E35 exit.
• Builds index index3 using an E35 exit.

The input file format is expected to be in the same format as the work file created during an HD reorganization reload
because INDD=DFSURWF1 implies FILEFORMAT=DFSURWF1.

Build Several Indexes from Several Inputs

You can build several indexes from input that is from several sources. In this case INDEXBUILD builds one after the
other, sorting the input for each build. When rebuilding a HALDB PSINDEX, the INDEXBUILD function does not accept
DFSURWF1 input.

The control statements to be used are:

FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD,INDEXDBDNAME=(index1,index2,index3),

INDD=(DFSURWF1,SIBRELD1,INPUT3)

This example does the following:

• Sorts the DFSURWF1 input file because SORT=YES is the default for an index build. Any records on the file that do
not relate to index1 are ignored. The input file format is expected to be in the same format as the work file created
during an HD reorganization reload because INDD=DFSURWF1 implies FILEFORMAT=DFSURWF1.

• Builds index index1 using an E35 exit.
• Sorts the SIBRELD1 input file. This is because SORT=YES is the default for an index build. Sorting during the build is

recommended. The input file is read using an E15 exit. Any records on the file that do not relate to index2 are ignored.
The input is assumed to be in SIB format.

• Builds index index2 using an E35 exit.
• Sorts the INPUT3 input file. This is because SORT=YES is the default for an index build. Sorting during the build is

recommended. The input file is read using an E15 exit. Any records on the file that do not relate to index3 are ignored.
The input is assumed to be in SIB format.

• Builds index index3 using an E35 exit.

Index Create Examples
The following examples are provided to explain the different ways that you can create indexes:

Create All Indexes

The simplest form of the control statements for the index create function is:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,DBDNAME=dbdname

This example does the following:

• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Extracts information for every index. If the indexed database is HIDAM, also extract primary index information.
• Sorts the extracted information. The input to the sort is passed using an E15 exit.
• Builds each index. The indexes are built using an E35 exit.
• For every index defined for the named DBD that had no source segments, creates them as empty indexes.
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Create Some of the Indexes

If only some of the indexes are to be created, the control statements for the index create function are:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,DBDNAME=dbdname,

INDEXDBDNAME=(pindex,sindex2)

This example does the following:

• Scans the indexed database that has the DBD name specified.
• Extracts information for the primary index, which has a DBD name of pindex. Also extracts information for the

secondary index, which has a DBD name of sindex2.
• Sorts the extracted information. The input to the sort is passed using an E15 exit.
• Builds the two indexes. The indexes are built using an E35 exit.

Create All Indexes from an Input File

The simplest form of the control statements for the INDEXCREATE function where the extract file already exists is:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,DBDNAME=dbdname,INDD=DFSURWF1

When rebuilding a HALDB PSINDEX, the INDEXCREATE function does not accept DFSURWF1 input from Database
Organizer Reload.

This example does the following:

• Reads the input file defined by the DFSURWF1 DD.
• Sorts the records from the DFSURWF1 file. The input to the sort is passed using an E15 exit. Ignores any records that

relate to secondary indexes not defined to the named database.
• Builds each index represented on the DFSURWF1 file. The indexes are built using an E35 exit.
• For every index defined for the named DBD that had no records on the input file, creates them as empty indexes.

Compatibility Mode Control Statements for Secondary Index Builder
The following table shows how Secondary Index Builder control statements map to synonyms.

WARNING
Use of any keyword not in this table will be ignored, flagged in error, or not fully supported.

Secondary Index Builder Control Statement Maps to Synonym
DBALLOC DYNALLOC
DBDNAME DBD
DBRC DBRC, DLIPARM
INDEXCREATE, INDEXBUILD, INDEXEXTRACT BUILD
INDEXDBDNAME INDEXDBD
NOPRIMARY=YES PGM, PRIMIND
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OUTDD
Determines if SPLITOUTPUT is used and sets the ddname of the
output data set.
If NO, the parameter is ignored. Otherwise, Secondary Index
Builder does not support the parameter.
A warning message is issued stating that the parameter is
ignored. Processing continues and the return code is set to 4 at
the end of the job step.
With XSCN, the OUTDD must be DFSURWF1, DFSURIDX, or
xxxxxxxx, where xxxxxxxx is a unique name for each index being
extracted.
No combination of the three is allowed.

OUTDD

NOPRIMARY=YES PGM

NOTE
Control statements INDEXCREATE, INDEXBUILD, INDEXEXTRACT  are dependant on the other control
statements.

Using Secondary Index Builder
This section describes how to use Secondary Index Builder to build indexes.

Building Indexes After Reorg
If the underlying indexed database is to be reorganized with the HD Unload and Reload utilities, you can use Secondary
Index Builderto build new indexes or rebuild existing ones.

To do so, the DFSURWF1 output file from the reload is read by the INDEXBUILD function to build each index. The file is
sorted once and each index is built one after the other.

Building Indexes Without a Reorg
If the underlying indexed database is not to be reorganized with Database Organizer or the HD Unload and Reload
utilities, you can use Secondary Index Builder to build new indexes or rebuild existing ones. To do so, use any of the
following approaches:

INDEXEXTRACT
plus INDEXBUILD
Using this approach, the primary indexed database is first scanned and one or more output files are created by
the INDEXEXTRACT function. Then the INDEXBUILD function is executed to build the indexes. This approach
has an advantage if more than one index is to be extracted. The sorts of the work files and the build operations
can be done in parallel, one index per job. The time needed to build all the indexes can be minimized.

INDEXCREATE
Using this approach, a single function called INDEXCREATE is executed which scans the primary indexed
database and builds the indexes all in one step. No work files are created or used.

Create an Empty Index Database
You can create an empty index database in the online environment. The empty index must be created offline since IMS
will not allow it to be done online. The process involved in creating the empty index usually involves the insertion and then
deletion of a root segment.

An INDEXBUILD with //SIBRELD1 DD DUMMY creates an empty index. Consider the following:
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• A HIDAM index will contain a root segment with a key of all X'FFs.
• A secondary index database will contain a root segment with a key of all X'FFs.
• For non-unique secondary index databases, the KSDS data set will be empty. The high-used RBA will be non-zero and

the ESDS data set will contain a valid record 0.
• For unique secondary indexes, the KSDS data set will be empty, but the high-used RBA will be non-zero.

Rebuild a HIDAM Primary Index
Whether the underlying indexed database is to be reorganized or not, you can use Secondary Index Builderto rebuild a
HIDAM primary index. To do so, use one of the following approaches:

INDEXEXTRACT
plus INDEXBUILD
Using this approach, the indexed database is first scanned and an output file is created by the INDEXEXTRACT
function. Then the INDEXBUILD function is executed. If the primary index is not available to the INDEXEXTRACT
function because it is defective or corrupt, specify the NOPRIMARY=YES control statement in the extract
parameters. Note that the use of NOPRIMARY=YES requires that the HIDAM primary data set contain a high
values (X'FF) record. This is normal for a HIDAM database.

INDEXCREATE
Using this approach, a single function called INDEXCREATE is executed which scans the indexed database and
builds the primary index all in one step. No work files are created nor used. If the primary index is not available to
the INDEXCREATE function because it is defective or corrupt, specify the NOPRIMARY=YES control statement in
the create parameters. Note that the use of NOPRIMARY=YES requires that the HIDAM primary data set contain
a high values (X'FF) record. This is normal for a HIDAM database.

Contents:

Extract an HIDAM Primary Index (Using SPLITOUTPUT)

This example shows how to extract the data necessary to rebuild a HIDAM primary index when the primary index is not
available. This is similar to extracting secondary indexes. The index data is extracted and written to the SIBUNLD1 DD
file. This sequential file is then used in a build step to create the new HIDAM primary index.

The following is a partial JCL job stream with control statements and DD statements required to extract and build a
HIDAM primary index. The first step extracts the index information.

//INDXEXT  EXEC PGM=IDIDBO

    .

//LOANDB   DD  DSN= ... sample.maindb.DBABC001** main db **

//LOANINDX DD  DSN= ... sample.prindx.DBABC002  ** pri idx **

    .

//SIBUNLD1 DD  DSN= ... sample.prindx.DBABC002.EXTRACT,

//           DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//DBABC003 DD  DSN= ... sample.secidx.DBABC003.EXTRACT,

//           DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//DBABC004 DD  DSN= ... sample.secidx.DBABC004.EXTRACT,

//           DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

    .

    .

    .

//DBOCTRL  DD  *

 FUNCTION=INDEXEXTRACT,
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 DBDNAME=DBABC001,          ** user specifies primary dbd name  **

 SPLITOUTPUT=YES,

 NOPRIMARY=YES,

 SORT=YES

/*

//*

//*

//**  IDCAMS DELETE/DEFINE of Primary Index DBABC002

//*

//*

    .

//INDXBLD  EXEC PGM=IDIDBO

    .

//DBABC002 DD  DSN= ... sample.prindx.DBABC002  ** pri idx **

//SIBRELD1 DD  DSN= ... sample.prindx.DBABC002.EXTRACT,DISP=SHR

    .

    .

    .

//DBOCTRL  DD  *

 FUNCTION=INDEXBUILD,

 DBDNAME=DBABC002,          ** user specifies pri idx name  **

 SORT=NO

/*

Create an HIDAM Primary Index

This example demonstrates how to recreate the HIDAM primary index when it is corrupt or invalid. This process is similar
to recreating secondary indexes.

The JCL and control statements for rebuilding the HIDAM primary index in an INDEXCREATE job step are as follows. The
control statements can be further restricted to build only the HIDAM primary index.

In this example, only the primary index is created, not the secondary indexes:

//INDXCR8  EXEC PGM=IDIDBO

    .

//LOANDB   DD  DSN= ... sample.maindb.DBABC001     ** main db **

//LOANINDX DD  DSN= ... sample.prindx.DBABC002      ** pri idx **

//DBABC003 DD  DSN= ... sample.secidx.DBABC003      ** sec idx **

//DBABC004 DD  DSN= ... sample.secidx.DBABC004

    .

    .

    .

//DBOCTRL  DD  *

 FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

 DBDNAME=DBABC001,        ** primary dbd name        **

 INDEXDBDNAME=DBABC002,   ** primary index name      **

 NOPRIMARY=YES            ** no primary is available **

To build all indexes for the defined database including the primary index, remove INDEXDBDNAME from the control
statements.
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Rebuilding HALDB Indexes
Contents:

HALDB Considerations

To run High Availability Large Databases (HALDB), make the following JCL changes, if necessary:

1. Use IMS DD to point to DBDLIB.
2. Add RECON DDs or dynamically allocate them

Online Reorganization (OLR) Considerations

Secondary Index Builder can rebuild HALDB secondary indexes, primary indexes, and ILDS’s when the database is in
a cursor-active status. A database will be in a cursor-active status if an Online Reorganization (OLR) terminated in the
middle of processing. In this situation, both the A-J and M-V data sets are active and the necessary data sets on each
side need to be read. The PHIDAM primary index will be built by Secondary Index Builder in two parts, as the X and
Y data set. This functionality is also available when Secondary Index Builder is invoked under recovery by using the
AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES control statement.

NOTE

Before you start to rebuild the indexes, the database must be offline.

Rebuilding a HALDB Partition Secondary Index (PSINDEX)

When rebuilding a HALDB  partition secondary indexes (PSINDEX), the INDEXCREATE function does not accept
DFSURWF1 input from DBO Reload. To build the PSINDEX, we recommend that you specify the Database Organizer
RELOAD function job step with AUTOINDEXBUILD=YES and ALLPARTS=YES.

Recreate HALDB PSINDEX

You can recreate HALDB PSINDEX. The process requires scanning all partitions of the HALDB. See the following
examples.

• To create all indexes of a HALDB in a single step, specify:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

DBDNAME=dbd,BUILDILDS=YES,PRIMIND=YES

BUILDILDS=YES is only valid for HALDB databases. PRIMIND=YES is only valid for HIDAM and PHIDAM.
• To rebuild all PSINDEXes, specify:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

DBDNAME=MASTER DBD NAME

• Enter the following to rebuild a single PSINDEX:

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

DBDNAME=MASTER DBD NAME

INDEXDBDNAME=(PSINDEX3)

• Enter the following to rebuild a subset of PSINDEXes:
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//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

DBDNAME=MASTER DBD NAME

INDEXDBDNAME=(PSINDEX2,PSINDEX5)

Create SIB HIDAM and PHIDAM Primary Indexes

You can create primary indexes of an HALDB. You must include the IMS SDFSRESL data set.

Secondary indexes must be built at the database level because they could potentially point into any partition. So after a
reload, do the following (unless you want to use ILDS to resolve pointers):

• To build all secondary indexes:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

DBDNAME=masterDBD,

DBRC=YES

• To build all primary and secondary indexes:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

DBDNAME=masterDBD,PRIMIND=YES, (or NOPRIMARY=YES)

DBRC=YES

• To build a specific index:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

DBDNAME=masterDBD,

INDEXDBDNAME=indexDBD,

DBRC=YES

• To build only the primary index of all partitions:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,

DBDNAME=masterDBD,PRIMIND=ONLY

DBRC=YES

• To build a specific primary index of a particular partition:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,DBDNAME=masterDBDNAME,

PARTITION=PartDBDNAME,PRIMIND=ONLY

• To build primary indexes of a range of partitions:

FUNCTION=INDEXCREATE,DBDNAME=masterDBDNAME,

PARTITION=PartDBDname,PRIMIND=ONLY,

NUMBEROFPARTS=X

Understanding Secondary Index Builder Reports
 Secondary Index Builder provides the following reports:

 Performance Reports 

These statistics are primarily used to tune the software and are of informational character. The following reports are
produced under the heading of Performance Reports:
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• I/O Statistics
• Database I/O Statistics

 Database Summary Report 

The Database Summary report provides a summary of the database characteristics and contents.

 Database Record Statistics 

These reports will not be generated under the following circumstances:

• If one or more of the segment types were not processed. The Segment Frequency Statistics report shows if any
segments were not processed. A segment is not processed if it is not needed for the function being performed.

• If the database is a root-only database. An index is an example.

NOTE
These reports reflect the actual contents of the database irrespective of any actions taken by a user exit defined
by the USEREXIT control statement.

The following reports are produced under the heading of Database Record Statistics:

• Largest Database Records
• Distribution of Database Record Sizes

 Segment Reports 

The following reports are produced under the heading of Segment Reports:

• Segment Frequency Statistics
• Segment Pointers
• Segment Length Statistics
• Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity
• Logical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity

For the description of the report or section, click the link.

Common Report Header

Each page of the report file contains a common report header.

The top left corner contains the name of the utility, the name of the vendor, the DBD name, the database organization,
access method, ddname or randomizer name, data set name and volume serial numbers where the data set resides.

This information is carried from page to page to make it easier to remember the database that applies to the report data.

The report title appears in the top center of each page.

The top right corner contains a sequential page number and the date and time the report was produced.

If multiple functions are supported, an additional line will be provided in the top left corner that shows the function to which
the report applies.

I/O Statistics Report (SIB)
An I/O Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file for all Secondary Index Builder functions. The I/O statistics for the
SIBUNLD1, SIBRELD1, and SIBUNLD2 files shows the activity to each file by type of I/O.

RECORDS READ
Identifies the number of records read from the file.

RECORDS WRITTEN
Identifies the number of records written to the file.
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READ BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks read from the file.

WRITE BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks written to the file.

REPOSITION I/O
Identifies the number of I/Os executed to position the file.

A/M BUFFERS
Identifies the number of access method buffers assigned to the file. This value is set by the software or overridden
by the user in the JCL using the BUFNO parameter. The number of buffers are set to 1 if the file is allocated as
DUMMY or NULLFILE, unless overridden by the user.

CHANNEL PROGRAMS
Identifies the number of concurrent channel programs that will be active for the file. This value is set by the
software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the NCP parameter.

BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the
BLKSIZE parameter.

RECORD SIZE
Identifies the record size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using
the LRECL parameter.

DEVICE TYPE
Identifies the type of device on which the file resides. If the file has been allocated as a dummy file or a null file
then “DUMMY” is shown in this field and the number of A/M buffers are set to 1.

Database I/O Statistics Report (SIB)
The Database I/O Statistics report shows the activity to each data set of the database.

The first column in this report shows the type of activity being reported. The second column (INITIAL) indicates the
sequential activity. If it exists, the third column (RANDOM) indicates direct activity.

The following statistics are provided:

BUFFER HITS
Specifies the number of times a database block was needed and it was already in the buffer pool.

PHYSICAL I/O
Specifies the number of I/Os that were performed as a result of activity by the utility. This count includes block
reads and writes. Because of the way z/OS accounts for I/O to data sets, this value will always equal the
actual number of blocks transferred for OSAM database data sets, irrespective of how many I/Os were actually
performed. For OSAM database data sets, this value is usually much higher than the actual I/O count.

READS
Specifies the number of reads that were issued.

WRITES
Specifies the number of writes that were issued.

CHECKS
Specifies the number of checks that were done.

POSITIONS
Specifies the number of times the database had to be repositioned.

ENDREQS
Specifies the number of times the end request macro was issued.
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BH BUFFERS
Specifies the number of BH (buffer handler) buffers allocated for use by the utility.

DBO A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the number of access method buffers allocated for use by the access method.

ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the actual number of access method buffers used by the access method columns.

LOAD MODE I/O
Specifies the number of physical I/Os done using high-speed load options.
This value applies to VSAM ESDS database clusters only. I/O to VSAM KSDS clusters and OSAM data sets is
always done in load mode columns.

FORMAT WRITES
Specifies the number of writes done to format the remaining portion of the root addressable area after the last
record was inserted or to format the root addressable area if FUNCTION=FORMAT was specified.

FORMAT I/O
Specifies the amount of physical I/O required to do the format writes.

Database Summary Report (SIB)
The Database Summary report provides a summary of the database characteristics and contents. Click the section title for
the description of fields:

  

Record Statistics

This section of the Database Summary report provides statistics relating to the size of the typical record in the database.
Segment and byte information is given. For DEDBs, record values including and excluding SDEPs are shown to make the
size of the record more apparent in the Root Addressable and IOVF Parts. Further, SDEPs can often skew the average
values rendering the values useless and in doing so impart no meaningful data to the user. This report reflects the actual
contents of the database irrespective of any actions taken by a user exit defined by the USEREXIT control statement.

This section of the report provides the following information:

# OF DB RECORDS
The number of database records that exist in the database. Essentially this is the number of roots in the database
or DEDB area. For databases that use ISAM or VSAM/KSDS, the value does not include the “high key” root
automatically inserted by IMS.

The following lines of the report are not generated if one or more segment types are not processed. For example, this can
occur when an INDEXEXTRACT is done and one or more segment types are not processed because they are not needed
to create the index information. If a segment type is neither an index source segment nor part of the concatenated key of
an index source segment, then it will not be processed.

In addition, these lines will not be generated if one or more of the segment types were not processed. The Segment
Frequency Statistics Report shows if any segments were not processed. A segment is not processed if it is not needed for
the function being performed.

# OF SEGMENTS
The total number of segments, of all types, in the data set. For databases that use ISAM or VSAM/KSDS, the
value does not include the “high key” root automatically inserted by IMS.
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AVG # OF SEGMENTS/RECORD
The average number of segments per database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of segments
by the number of roots. For DEDB databases, this element is a caption only; a breakdown is provided in the
following elements.

AVG # OF BYTES/RECORD
The average length, in bytes, of a database record. It is calculated by dividing the total number of bytes of
segment data and prefixes by the total number of root segments. For HISAM, HIDAM and HDAM variable length
segments with an LL value less than minbytes, the amount included is the space allocated (the “minbytes” value)
and not the LL value.

LARGEST RECORD (BYTES)
The size of the largest database record found in the database including the prefix and data of each segment.

Data Set Characteristics

This section of the Database Summary report provides information relating to the data set or cluster where the database
resides. This information is extracted from the system and actually reflects the characteristics of the database data set.

There is one of these sections of the report for each data set that comprises the database.

This section of the Database Summary report provides the following information:

DATA SET
The data set name of the file allocated to the database data set group.

VOLUME(S)
The volume serial numbers where the database data set resides. Only the first 20 volumes are provided.

DSG. DD NAME
The data set group name of the data set being analyzed.

DSG. NUMBER
The data set group number of the data set being analyzed.

DEVICE TYPE
The device type of the device where the database data set or cluster actually resides. This will be the same as the
DBD device type found earlier in this report only if the DBD reflects the actual device type.

RECORD SIZE
The record size of the database data set or cluster. It is the actual record size on disk.

CI SIZE
The control interval size of the database cluster. This entry is produced for VSAM clusters only and is the actual
CI size on disk.

BLOCK SIZE
The block size of the database data set. This entry is produced for OSAM and ISAM clusters only and is the
actual block size on disk.

BLOCKS PER TRACK
The number of blocks or CIs that can fit on one track of the device identified by the device type field.

BLOCKS PER CYLINDER
The number of blocks or CIs that can fit on one cylinder of the device identified by the device type field.
The following entries are generated only for VSAM and VSAM ESDS clusters:

NOTE
For a KSDS where the space allocation for the index component was specified separately from the
data component in the DEFINE CLUSTER command, the value shown in the report will be for the data
component only.
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ALLOCATED SPACE
The amount of space allocated to the data set or cluster. It is given in tracks and cylinders.

ALLOCATION USED
The amount of the allocation that is actually used by IMS. It is given in tracks and cylinders.

ALLOCATION NOT USED
The remaining part of the allocation that is not used by IMS. It is given in tracks. The percentage of the total
allocation that is not used is also given.

NUMBER OF EXTENTS
The number of DASD extents that comprise the database data set.

DBD Specifications

The DBD Specifications section of the Database Summary Report provides information found in the DBD itself. This
information does not necessarily reflect the database if the DBD has not been kept current. For instance, the device type
in the DBD can differ from the actual device where the database resides.

This section of the Database Summary report contains the following information:

DBD NAME
Identifies the DBD name found on the DBDNAME control statement and in the NAME keyword of the DBD macro
in the DBDGEN.

ORGANIZATION
Identifies the IMS database organization , HIDAM, HDAM, or DEDB. This value is the first value specified in the
ACCESS keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

ACC. METHOD
Identifies the access method that is used to access the database, OSAM or VSAM. This value is the second value
specified in the ACCESS keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

DEVICE TYPE
Identifies the device type the database resides on according to the DBD. This value is the DEVICE keyword on
the DATASET or AREA macro of the DBDGEN.

RECORD SIZE
Identifies the record size of the database data set or cluster. This entry is the value of the SIZE keyword on the
DATASET or AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

CI SIZE
Identifies the control interval size of the database. This entry is produced for VSAM databases only and is the
value of the SIZE keyword on the DATASET or AREA macro in the DBDGEN.

BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the database. This entry is produced for OSAM databases only and is the value of the
SIZE keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN.

RANDOMIZER
Identifies the randomizer module name and is produced for HDAM and DEDB databases only. This value is the
first value of the RMNAME keyword of the DBD macro in the DBDGEN.

DBDGEN DATE
Identifies the date when the DBD was generated.

DBDGEN TIME
Identifies the time when the DBD was generated.

DBD IMS REL
Identifies the release of the IMS MACLIB used to generate the DBD.
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FREE SPACE FACTOR
Identifies the percentage of free space to be left in each database block during a database load. This is the
second parameter of the FRSPC keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and
HDAM databases only.

FREE BLOCK FACTOR
Identifies the percentage of blocks in the database that are to be left free during a database load. This is the first
parameter of the FRSPC keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

CYL SCAN FACTOR
Identifies the number of cylinders IMS is to scan looking for free space during a segment ISRT. This is the value
of the SCAN keyword on the DATASET macro in the DBDGEN. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM databases
only.

# OF RAPS/CI
Identifies the number of root anchor points in each CI. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root
addressable area only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

# OF RAPS/BLK
Identifies the number of root anchor points in each block. For an HDAM database, this applies to the root
addressable area only. For HIDAM, it applies to the entire data set group. It is produced for HIDAM and HDAM
databases only.

MAX RAA REL CI #
Identifies the maximum relative block number value that the randomizing module is allowed to produce for this
database.

MAX RAA BYTES/REC
Identifies the maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the Root Addressable Area of
an HDAM database by IMS before additional segments are placed in the Overflow Area. It is the fourth value of
the RMNAME keyword on the DBD macro in the DBDGEN. This entry is produced for HDAM databases only.

Partition Characteristics

The Partition Characteristics section of the Database Summary report provides information found in the DBD itself when
the DBD is for a HALDB.

The following information is provided in this section of the report:

DBD NAME
Specifies the DBD name found on the DBDNAME control statement and in NAME keyword of the DBD macro in
the DBDGEN.

PARTITION NAME
Specifies the name of the partition.

PARTITION ID
Specifies the ID of the partition.

PARTITION HIGH KEY
Specifies the high key of the partition.

PART SELECTION EXIT
Specifies the partition selection exit.

BLOCK SIZE
Specifies the block size of the database.
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RANDOMIZER
Specifies the randomizer module name.

FREE SPACE FACTOR
Specifies the percentage of free space to be left in each database block during a database load.

FREE BLOCK FACTOR
Specifies the percentage of blocks in the database that are to be left free during a database load.

# OF RAPS/BLK
Specifies the number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block.

MAX RAA BYTES/REC
Specifies the maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the Root Addressable Area
(RAA) by IMS before additional segments are placed in the overflow area.

Largest Database Records Report (SIB)
For all database types, a Largest Database Records report is produced. Details concerning the occurrences of the largest
database records are given. The number of entries reported is determined by the LARGESTRECORDS control statement.

The elements of the report are:

RECORD SIZE (IN BYTES)
The size of the database record in bytes. It is determined by adding up the total length of each segment in the
record including prefix and data.

NUMBER SEGS IN RECORD
The number of segments that comprise the record.

RBA OF ROOT
The RBA of the root segment that starts the record.

KEY OF ROOT
The key field value from the root segment. If all the characters in the key field are displayable, the key is enclosed
within the string C'.....', with one byte per character. If one or more of the characters in the key field are not
displayable, the key is enclosed within the string X'.....', with two bytes per character.

Distribution of Database Record Sizes Record (SIB)
For all database types, a Distribution of Database Record Sizes report is produced. Details concerning the distribution
of the size of the records in the database records are given. The distribution ranges used is determined by the
RECORDDIST control statement.

This report provides the following information:

RANGE OF RECORD SIZES
Shows the smallest and largest record sizes summarized in that line of the report. The values are in bytes. The
record size is calculated by adding up the total length of all segments that form the record including prefix and
data.
The last line of the report contains only one value and the greater than character (>) and it includes all records in
the database larger than the single value shown.

FREQUENCY OF RECORD SIZES
The number of records in the database that have a length within the range shown.

PERCENT OF RECORDS
The percent of all records in the database that are in this size range.
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CUMULATIVE PERCENT
The percent of all records in the database that are in this size range or smaller.

Segment Frequency Statistics Report (SIB)
A Segment Frequency Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of processing.

This report provides the following information:

NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

LEVEL
The hierarchic level of the segment in the database where the root is level one.

TOTAL SEGMENTS
The number of segments of this type in the database or area. If the segment type was not processed because of
a DROPSEGMENT statement, the string “-DROPPED” will appear after the segment count.
The values in this column of the report are totaled and reported at the end of the report.

NOTE
“NOT PROCESSED” will be shown if the segment type was not processed. A segment is not processed
if it is not needed for the function being performed.

MAXIMUM TWINS
The length of the longest twin chain for this segment type.

AVERAGE TWINS
The total number of segments of this segment type divided by the total number of segments of its parent's type.

MAXIMUM CHILDREN
The maximum number of children any segment of this type had.

AVERAGE CHILDREN
The total number of children for all segments of this type divided by the number of segments of this type.

AVERAGE PER RECORD
The total number of this segment type divided by the number of root segments.
The values in this column of the report are averaged and reported at the end of the report.

Segment Pointers Report (SIB)
For all database types, a Segment Pointer report is produced. Details concerning each segment type in the DBD and its
pointers are given.

This report provides the following information:

NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by this part of the report.

TARGET
The target segment name of the pointer.

TYPE
A list of the actual pointer types that exist in the segment prefix. Note that NO PTRS will appear for any segment
that does not contain pointers. Even though it is common for HISAM databases to contain no pointers at all,
each segment in a HISAM database is still listed in this report in case there are logical relationship pointers. The
pointers in the prefix of the dummy root segment in an ISAM or VSAM/KSDS data set are included in this report.
The possible pointer values are:
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• HIER -- Hierarchic forward pointer.
• HIERBWD -- Hierarchic backward pointer.
• LCF -- Logical child first pointer.
• LCL -- Logical child last pointer.
• LP -- Logical parent pointer.
• LTB -- Logical twin backward pointer.
• LTF -- Logical twin forward pointer.
• NEXT DBR -- Next database record. This pointer exists in each record of an INDEX/ISAM data set, an INDEX/

OSAM data set, a HISAM/ISAM data set and a HISAM/OSAM data set. It points at the next database record
with a root key value lower (for ISAM) or higher (for OSAM) than the root key value of this record. The target of
this pointer is always in the overflow data set.

• NEXT L/R -- Next logical record. This pointer exists in each record of a HISAM/ISAM data set HISAM/OSAM
data set, a HISAM/VSAM/KSDS and a HISAM/VSAM/ESDS. It points at the next record in the overflow data
set that belongs to the same database record.

• PCF -- Physical child first pointer.
• PCL -- Physical child last pointer.
• PP -- Physical parent pointer.
• PTB -- Physical twin backward pointer.
• PTF -- Physical twin forward pointer.
• RAP # A -- Root anchor point in the block prefix.
• SPCF -- Sequential physical child first pointer.
• SPTF -- Sequential physical twin forward pointer.
• SSP -- Subset pointer.
• VL SEP -- Variable-length segment separated data pointer.

NOTES
Indicates the text giving any special considerations for the segment pointer.

• (TREATED AS HIER) -- Will be shown if the pointer type was defined as physical in the DBD but is treated as
a hierarchical pointer by IMS.

• (TREATED AS HIERB) -- Will be shown if the pointer type was defined as physical in the DBD but is treated as
a hierarchical pointer by IMS.

• (NOT PROCESSED) -- Will be shown if the pointer type was not processed. A pointer is not processed if it is
not needed for the function being performed.

Segment Length Statistics Report (SIB)
A Segment Length Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of processing.

This report provides the following information:

NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

TYPE
Identifies the segment type. The following values are available:

• ROOT -- A root segment
• DEP -- A dependent segment
• DDEP -- A DEDB direct dependent segment
• SDEP -- A DEDB sequential dependent segment
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DBD LENGTHS
The minimum and maximum lengths that the segment can have as specified in the BYTES keyword of the SEGM
macro of the DBDGEN.
For a real logical child with a virtual logical parent concatenated key (LPCK), the length value shown in the report
will be the actual length of the data portion of the segment as it exists on disk. In other words, the length value
shown will be the length of the intersection data only and not include the LPCK length.

LENGTH ERRORS
The number of segments that were longer than allowed by the DBD.

SEQUENCE ERRORS
The number of sequence errors.

Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity Report (SIB)
A Segment Edit/Compression Routine Activity report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of
processing.

This report provides the following information:

SEGMENT NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

COMPRESSION ROUTINE
The name of the segment edit/compression routine as defined in the DBD for this segment. If the segment is not
defined to have an edit routine, NONE is shown.

CALL FOR INIT/TERM
Indicates whether the DBD says that the segment edit/compression routine should be called for initialization and
termination processing. Either YES or NO is shown.

FORMAT ON THE SEQUENTIAL FILE
The format of the segments as they exist on the sequential file. A value of COMPRESSED or EXPANDED is
shown if the segment is defined to have a compression routine unless no segments of that segment type exist on
the file in which case NO SEGMENTS is be shown. The field will be blank otherwise.

CALLS TO SEGMENT EDIT/COMPRESSION
The number of calls that the utility made to the routine. It will usually be equal to the number of segments
processed. There will be an additional call if the routine were called for initialization processing. There will be an
additional call if the routine were called for termination processing.

Logical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity Report (SIB)
A Logical Relationship/Secondary Index Activity report is written to the DBORPTS file on successful completion of
processing.

This report provides the following information:

SEGMENT NAME
The segment name, from the DBD, described by the detail line.

PARTICIPATES IN SECONDARY INDEXES
Indicates whether this segment is a source segment for one or more secondary indexes (YES) or (NO).

PARTICIPATES IN LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS
Indicates whether this segment is a logical parent and/or logical child in one or more logical relationships (YES) or
(NO).
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CALLS TO THE WORK FILE 1 GENERATOR
The number of records that were written to the work file DFSURWF1 due to this segment.
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Backing up and Recovering Databases
Database Management Solutions for IMS includes Database Copier and High Performance Recovery to help you backup
and recover your databases. For an overview, see the following video:

Database Copier

• Provides an efficient method of generating high-speed backups of IMS databases.
• Creates offline, online and incremental image copies, providing fast, secure and efficient backups.

High Performance Recovery

• Creates change accumulation files, provides recovery analysis, builds recovery jobs, recovers IMS databases and
rapidly restores access to critical IMS data.

• Quickly recovers data by accessing image copies, change accumulations and logs, and automatically rebuilds indexes.
• Allows DBAs to recover IMS databases to any point in time, minimizing the impact on production systems.

Setting Up Snapshot General Services

• Snapshot General Services is a high-performance access method for the utility products.
• Snapshot General Services lets you exploit the point-in-time copy hardware features available on DASD subsystems

from various vendors. This can greatly reduce the amount of time that tablespaces are unavailable to applications to
make the copy.
For more information, see the section Customize Snapshot General Services.

Database Copier
Database Copier creates copies of IMS databases.

Database Copier allows you to make the following types of copies:

• A copy of an IMS database whether the database is used concurrently by an online IMS system in update mode, or
otherwise.

• A copy by reading the database directly or by making an incremental image copy.
• An incremental image copy (a new backup copy by merging all the database changes found in the IMS Change

Accumulation file with the old backup copy). The resulting backup copy is the database image at the later point in time
and, if a database recovery is needed, is the input to the recovery process.

• Backup copies of CAGRPs, DBGRPs, DBDSGRPs, and RECOVGRPs.
• Asynchronous image copies of multiple IMS database data sets in parallel in the same job step.
• A “snapshot copy” of a database and then create the actual image copy from the snapshot image.

Benefits

Database Copier provides the following key functionality:

• Supports Full Function (HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, and SHISAM), Fast Path DEDB (data entry database), and index
databases.

• Supports HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases.
• Supports VSAM access method up to 4 GB.

Supports OSAM access method as follows:
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• Up to 8 GB for full-function databases.
• Up to 8 GB for HALDBs in the following functions: COPY, COPYIC, ACOPY, and IICOPY.
• Up to 4 GB for HALDBs in all other functions.

Support for both VSAM and OSAM data sets that are placed in the extended addressing space on Extended Address
Volumes (EAV) is provided.

• Supports flash copies of all database types (Full Function, Fast Path, and HALDB).
• Makes image copies of data sets defined to Change Accumulation Groups (CAGRP), Database Data Set Groups

(DBDSGRP), Database Groups (DBGRP), and Database Recovery Groups (RECOVGRP).
• Makes batch image copies without reading the database by use of the incremental image copy process. This process

does not affect the performance of systems and applications that access the database.
• Can create asynchronous image copies of multiple IMS database data sets in parallel in the same job step.
• Optionally, invokes DBRC and IRLM in share control and recovery control environments.
• Uses a separate buffer pool local to Database Copier. In NMD mode, the IMS Fast Path buffer pool is not used for

DEDB access.
• Uses optimized buffering schemes for all files.
• Integrates with Database Analyzer to validate the integrity of the image copy being produced.
• The High Performance I/O facility can save time when a copy of an image copy is needed. The copy image copy

function operates at channel speed with optimal buffer tuning to create an image copy identical to the input image
copy.

IMS Information Repository (IIR)

The IMS Information Repository (IIR) provides a set of tables that are stored in a relational database management system
(RDBMS) known as Datacom.

When IIR is selected during execution (IIRRECORD=YES), one or more rows are created at the completion of the job in
the corresponding IIR tables. The columns that are stored in each of these tables correspond to the informational fields
provided on the output report for the executed utility.

The IIR feature is optional and does not affect the overall performance of the monitored utility jobs. The information that
is collected provides a significant benefit to the IMS user in performance tuning, problem determination, and resource
planning.

The Datacom relational database environment, included with the IIR environment, provides reporting tools that can be
used to report on the data stored in the IIR tables. In addition, various methods are available to extract the data in the IIR
repository for use by other reporting tools.

Global Parameter Processing

Global parameter processing allows you to specify installation standard keyword definitions in a PDS member (or
sequential data set). Once defined, you can use these definitions to supplement the keyword parameters coded in the JCL
control statements.

Operational Considerations for Database Copier
When using Database Copier, the following operational considerations apply.

IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support

Version 20.0 of Database Copier is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are not
required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in the documentation
for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.
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NOTE
The incremental image copy function of Database Copier is not supported with IMS-managed ACBs.

For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

HALDB Dynamic Data Set Allocation

For ease of use and accuracy, HALDB data sets are dynamically allocated based on the DBRC RECON information when
not specified in the step JCL. This mode of operation is recommended, as it is the most accurate, easy to set up, and easy
to use.

PHINDX or ILDS Image Copy Support

By design, IBM does not permit to image copy the primary index of a PHIDAM database and the ILDS of any HALDB.
Therefore, PHINDX or ILDS image copy is not supported by Database Copier. Any attempt to image copy either of these
data sets generates a message indicating that the image copy of a PHINDX or ILDS is not supported.

PDF Partitioning

PDF partitioning of Full Function databases is not supported.

Database Support

HSAM, SHSAM, GSAM, and MSDB database types are not supported.

Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets

Database Management Solutions for IMS can dynamically allocate work data sets during processing. For more
information, see Implementing Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets.

Optimizing Performance in Database Copier
Contents:

Best Practices to Improve Performance

To improve performance in Database Copier, we recommend implementation of the following best practices:

• Use EXCP and MMGR for reading databases
• Use LBI for an output tape data set
• Use IIR reporting functions

Specify Database Copier Sequential File DD Statements

When creating an image copy, use a ddname of DBCCOPY1 and optionally DBCCOPY2, or the names specified in
control statements for the image copy file.

When creating a copy image copy and incremental image copy, use NEWCOPY.

To achieve optimum performance, various DCB parameters are set for these files. It is important to understand the way
these values are determined and the affect on changing them.

BLKSIZE

The product calculates the optimum block size and sets BLKSIZE to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.
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Use caution when overriding BLKSIZE because you can negatively affect performance.

• Specifying too small a BLKSIZE can result in more I/O and therefore longer run times.
• Specifying too large a BLKSIZE may not reduce the number of I/O but may increase paging and therefore extend run

times.

BUFNO

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets BUFNO to this value. The calculation is based on the
device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors. These buffers
are acquired above the 16MB line if the machine and operating system support virtual memory above the line.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding BUFNO:

• Specifying too few buffers may result in more I/O and therefore longer runtimes.
• Specifying too many buffers may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore elongate

runtimes.

LRECL

The product calculates the optimum record size and sets LRECL to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

If you specify an LRECL in the JCL, the utility uses this LRECL in its internal calculations, but does not honor it exactly as
you specified. To see the actual LRECL generated, see the appropriate section of the report file.

NCP

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets NCP to the same value. The product always wants NCP
to equal BUFNO. The calculation is based on the device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or
update), and other performance factors.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding NCP:

• Specifying too small an NCP value may result in the program failing.
• Specifying too large an NCP value may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore extend

runtimes.

DD DUMMY and NULLFILE

When the file is allocated as DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE, the following settings are used by the program unless
overridden:

BLKSIZE
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.

BUFNO
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

LRECL
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase CPU time.

NCP
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value will increase
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.
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NMD Mode Considerations
When Database Copier is run in NMD mode, it copies at the CI level. It does not lock any CIs or UOWs. It was designed
to make copies of an IMS database while the database is used concurrently by the online IMS system in update mode.

• In online IMS with the database in update mode, the image copy produced is a fuzzy image copy.
• If a clean copy is needed, the database must be taken offline.
• If a fuzzy image copy is used for recovery, IMS logs will be needed.

Use DBRC and IRLM with Database Copier
The utility can optionally participate in a DBRC and IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager) share control environment.

If DBRC is used, the IMS, DBRC, and IRLM modules must be available to the utility in STEPLIB or JOBLIB of execution
JCL, or in the system linklist.

DBRC Usage

The use of DBRC is conditioned on the DBRC control statement and the DBRC specification on the IMSCTRL macro in
the IMS SYSGEN.

The following table shows the action that the utility takes based on the DBRC control statement and the availability of IMS
modules in STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or linklist:

DBRC Specification IMS Modules Available IMS Modules Are Not Available
DBRC=YES See next table. Error message is issued and utility

terminates.
DBRC=NO See next table. DBRC is not invoked.

The following table shows the action that the utility takes based on the DBRC control statement and the DBRC
specification on the IMS IMSCTRL SYSGEN macro:

DBRC Specification IMSCTRL DBRC=FORCE IMSCTRL DBRC=(,YES) IMSCTRL DBRC=(,NO)
DBRC=YES DBRC is invoked. DBRC is invoked. DBRC is invoked.
DBRC=NO Error message is issued and the

utility terminates.
DBRC is not invoked. DBRC is not invoked.

Allocating Shared RECON Data Sets with DBRC

If the utility invokes DBRC, the RECON data sets must be allocated in execution JCL or dynamically allocated with IMS
dynamic allocation control blocks. The RECON data sets must be shareable.

Recording the Completion of the Image Copy Process

Database Copier can conditionally ask DBRC to record the completion of the image copy process by using the NOTIFY=
control statement.

• Specifying DBRC=YES,NOTIFY=YES indicates that both database authorization must be obtained from DBRC and
that the image copy should be recorded in the RECON.

• Specifying DBRC=YES,NOTIFY=NO indicates that database authorization must be obtained from DBRC but that the
image copy should not be recorded in the RECON.

• Specifying DBRC=NO,NOTIFY=YES is invalid because Database Copier cannot have the image copy recorded in the
RECON when DBRC is not to be used.
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Recording as a Batch Image Copy or a Concurrent Image Copy

In a DBRC recovery control environment where Database Copier has determined to invoke DBRC, the following
conditions apply:

• If CIC=NO is specified or PARM=CIC is not specified, the RECON records created the image copy as a batch image
copy.

• If CIC=YES is specified in the control statements or PARM=CIC is specified in the EXEC PGM=DFSUDMP0 JCL
statement, the image copy is recorded in the RECON as a concurrent image copy.

Specifying DBRC in the PARM Field

In IMS compatibility mode, you can specify the use of DBRC with the DBRC= keyword in the PARM field of the JCL EXEC
PGM=DFSUDMP0 statement. Do not use the Database Copier control statements with this specification to avoid having
multiple DBRC options processed in an unpredictable order of importance.

If you enable DBRCDBCOPY=Y in the ITKOPTN0 member in the sample library, you can combine DBRC= keyword in
PARM field with Database Copier control statements (in DBOCTRL DD and IDIPARM DD) with the following priority order:

NOTE
These items are listed from highest to lowest priority. Higher-priority items override lower-priority items.

• DBOCTRL DD control statements.
• PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM=(ULU,DFSUDMP0,,,,,,,,,,,,Y/N) specification or PGM=DFSUDMP0,PARM=(DBRC=Y/N).
• IDIPARM DD specification (either member in PDS or instream JCL).

When you specify DBRC= keyword at least once in the JCL step, a message DBO8722I informs you of the DBRC value
that was used at the end.

For more information on how to enable this functionality, see Enabling Environment Specific Product Customizations.

Customizing Database Copier JCL
You can execute Database Copier as a batch job using JCL. Modify the sample execution JCL to include:

• An EXEC statement
• DD statements
• Control statements

 Contents: 

  

EXEC Statement

Specify the EXEC statement to invoke required program with the appropriate parameters. Adjust the EXEC statement and
the STEPLIB concatenation to the execution mode. Fore more information about execution modes, see Execution Modes
for Database Copier.

DD Statements

For the list of DD statements that are valid with Database Copier, see DD Statements for Database Copier.

Control Statements

You can perform multiple operations each time you invoke Database Copier. This means that the control statements are
read in sets wherein each set describes each operation to be performed.
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• The first control statement and all its continuations are read and the requested function is performed.
• Upon completion of the execution of the first function, the next control statement and its continuations are read and the

requested function is performed.
• This process continues until all of the control statements have been processed.

Because the control statements are processed in sets, statement continuation characters indicate the continuation of a
set. The lack of a statement continuation character indicates the end of the set.

For the list of control statements that are valid with Database Copier, see Database Copier Control Statements Reference.

Sample JCL

Member JCLDBC in high-level.CIMTSAMP contains a complete set of execution JCL and control statements that you can
customize for your site.

Return Codes

The following return codes are generated based on the results of the function executed. The highest return code
encountered in the run, is the one passed to z/OS at step end.

0
The function executed successfully with no warnings or errors.

4
The function has been executed but warning messages relating to the database have been generated in the
DBOMSGS file.

8
The function executed but errors were found in the database. For details, see the messages file.

12
User errors were detected in the JCL or control statements. The database may have been processed depending
upon the error encountered.

16
Logic errors occurred. For details, see the DBOMSGS file.

The ABENDRC control statement determines the highest return code that can be generated before an ABEND U4005 is
issued.

Execution Modes for Database Copier
Database Copier runs in batch using Broadcom native mode, IMS Copy Utility (DFSUDMP0) mode, or using synonym
keywords and alternate DD names referenced by other vendor products.

You can also execute Database Copier as an IMS BMP under the control of an IMS control region and an IMS DLI batch
job (for all database types except DEDBs).

The selection of which mode to use is based on operational considerations and performance issues. Batch mode, with
native control statements, offers more options and multi-tasking support for the best performance.

Contents:

Native (or Batch) Mode

Using Broadcom native mode (also referred to as batch mode), you execute the utility as a stand-alone batch job using
native JCL and control statements. The database is allocated to the batch job using JCL DD statements in the batch run.

You can use any supported database in this mode.
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The following shows the syntax of the EXEC statement for batch mode:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=4096K

No PARM value is needed or used.

In batch mode, the utility requires a DBD that accurately describes the database. A PSB is not used or required in this
mode. A sample JCL is provided in the JCLDBC member of the high-level.CIMTSAMP.

Example: Batch Mode Image Copy Options

Provide the following Database Copier step JCL:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=4096K

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=ca-loadlib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=imsreslib,DISP=SHR

//DFSRESLB DD DSN=imsreslib,DISP=SHR

//dbddname DD DISP=OLD,DSN=databasedsn

//DBDLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=dbdlibdsn 

//DBCCOPY1 DD DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1, 

// UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1 

//DBCCOPY2 DD DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn2, ** optional ** 

// UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume2 

//DBORPTS DD SYSOUT=* 

//DBOMSGS DD SYSOUT=* 

//DBOCTRL DD * control statements 

/*

Compatibility Mode

For information about how to execute in compatibility modes, see the following sections:

• IMS Compatibility Mode for Database Copier
• Compatibility Mode with Other Vendors Products for Database Copier

How to Convert Existing Jobs

Database Copier supports converting existing job steps that utilize other vendor utilities. To convert and use existing jobs,
follow these steps:

1. Replace the other vendor utility load library in the STEPLIB concatenation with the Database Management Solutions
for IMS load library (high-level.CIMTLOAD).

2. (Optional) Convert the job step to the native mode.
3. (Optional) Add keywords to existing ICPSYSIN or SYSIN control cards.

If there is no ICPSYSIN or SYSIN control card, add a DBOCTRL DD with required keywords.

IMS Compatibility Mode for Database Copier

With compatibility mode, you can execute Database Copier using the same JCL as IMS Image Copy utility, DFSUDMP0.
You can convert the steps that you have been using, or you can execute the job steps in a compatibility mode.

You can also execute Database Copier as an IMS BMP under the control of an IMS control region and an IMS DLI batch
job (for all database types except DEDBs).

The selection of which mode to use is based on operational considerations and performance issues.
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The only change you have to make is to add the product load library as the first data set in the STEPLIB.

In this mode, Database Copier runs under the IMS region controller, DFSRRC00, or at the job step level for compatibility
reasons using only the following values:

• PGM=DFSUDMP0 JCL and control statements.
• PGM=DFSRRC00, PARM='ULU,DFSUDMP0' JCL, and control statements.

NOTE

This mode supports DEDB, HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, PHDAM, PHIDAM, SHISAM, and index databases.

Contents:

IMS Program Information

When invoked by DFSRRC00, the program name in the EXEC PARM field contains DFSUDMP0. Database Copier gets
control because the product load module has been linked into the load library under the alias name DFSUDMP0. Because
the Database Copier load library is concatenated ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL, the product module is invoked by IMS,
not the standard IMS utility.

In IMS compatibility mode, Database Copier:

• Does not call or use IMS in anyway.
• Executes the same as Broadcom native mode or batch mode.
• Uses DBDs as DFSUDMP0 does.
• Never uses ACBs and PSBs.

Control Statements

The control statements used in IMS compatibility mode are read from SYSIN as DFSUDMP0 does and must be in the
same format.

• You can add features and options to the standard DFSUDMP0 control statements using Database Copier control
statements in the DBOCTRL file.

• You can pair various control statements with DFSUDMP0 control statements to use some of the Database Copier
features while still using the standard DFSUDMP0 JCL.

Database Copier supports the following combination of control statements types and sources:

• Only DFSUDMP0 control statements in the SYSIN file.
• Only Database Copier control statements in the DBOCTRL file.
• Both - DFSUDMP0 control statements in the SYSIN file and Database Copier control statements in the DBOCTRL file.

If the IMS job step is running in alternate compatibility mode and has an ICPSYSIN DD, the step will execute as-is when
the vendor load library is removed and the high-level.CIMTLOAD data set is used.

Each DFSUDMP0 request is paired with one Database Copier request to create a composite of the options that will be
used for the image copy operation.

Example: IMS Compatibility Mode Image Copy Options

This example shows how to combine DFSUDMP0 and Database Copier requests to create an image copy:

//SYSIN   DD *

D1 DBDNAME1 DDNAME1  IC1

D1 DBDNAME2 DDNAME2  IC2

D1 DBDNAME3 DDNAME3  IC3
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//DBOCTRL DD *

CHECK=YES

BUF4SEQINIT=300,DBRC=YES

In this example:

• The first image copy request in SYSIN has been supplemented by requesting that the Database Analyzer be run as
the copy is made.

• The second image copy is supplemented with an override of the Database Copier default buffer allocation and to call
DBRC to record the image copy.

• The third image copy is not supplemented with any Database Copier control statements.

The CHECK specification in the first image copy override applies to all three image copies because CHECK applies to all
image copies from that point on within the job step unless changed by a subsequent specification. If Database Analyzer is
only to be executed for the first image copy and not the other two, specify CHECK=NO on the second override that starts
with BUF4SEQINIT=300.

NOTE
The I parameter in column 3 of a DFSUDMP0 control statement is not supported. The entire KSDS is always
copied.

WARNING
To avoid job failures when you invoke Database Analyzer from Database Copier, omit the member name from
the DSN in the IDIPARM DD statement. The default member names (DBAANALZ for Database Analyzer and
DBCCOPY for Database Copier) from the global options data set are selected.

HALDB IMS Compatibility Support

To execute the DFSUDMP0, DFSURDB0, DFSURGL0, and DFSURGU0 programs in IMS compatibility mode on HALDB,
put the high-level.CIMTLOAD library into the STEPLIB concatenation ahead of the IMS load library and the job step will
execute in IMS compatibility mode.

IMS Image Copy Compatibility Mode

To run Database Copier in IMS (DFSUICP0) compatibility mode, you must update the jobs that
perform DFSUICP0 compatibility mode processing to place the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library
ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL library in the STEPLIB concatenation.

This update is shown in the following sample JCL:

//STEPCOPY EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='BMP,DFSUICP0,BVAS660C,,'

//STEPLIB DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CTR.CAI.TOOLKIT.CIMTLOAD

//DFSUCKPT DD  DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//IMS  DD  DSN=BLIB.DBD,DISP=SHR

//VAS06600 DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBA.VAS.VAS06600

//DATAOUT0 DD  DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DSN=CTR.VAS06600(+1),

//             SPACE=(CYL,(50,10),RLSE),UNIT=(DISK,1),DCB=DSCB

//SYSIN  DD  * DD1 DVAS6600 VAS06600 DATAOUT0 /*

Compatibility Mode with Other Vendors Products for Database Copier

You can execute Database Copier using other vendors product JCL and control statements.

Contents:
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Execute in Compatibility Mode

To use ICP JCL and control statements, replace the other vendor's product load library with the high-level.CIMTLOAD
library. Other than this change, ICP JCL is accepted without change.

With this compatibility mode, you execute the utility using the same JCL as the other vendor; however, the only change is
you have to add the product load library as the first data set in STEPLIB. To execute multiple image copies in a single job
step, use multiple sets of valid control statements in the appropriate file. Please reference the table below:

This mode supports DEDB, HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, PHDAM, PHIDAM, SHISAM, and index databases.

Program Information

In third party compatibility mode, Database Copier is given control by z/OS because the Database Copier load module
has been linked into the load library under the alias name ICPUMAIN. Because the Database Copier load library is
concatenated ahead of others, the product module is invoked by z/OS, instead of the ICP utility.

In third party compatibility mode, Database Copier uses DBDs, never uses ACBs or PSBs.

Control Statements

The control statements used in compatibility mode will be read from the corresponding compatibility’s control DD.

We can process our control statements from any valid DD’s, including PLUSIN and ICPSYSIN.

Example: Compatibility Mode Image Copy Options

This example shows how to make an image copy in compatibility mode:

//ICPSYSIN   DD *

IIC                -

DBD(DBD1)          -

DDN(DDNAM1)        -

DUMP(OLDIC)        -

ACCUM(CA1)         -

IC(NEWIC)          -

DBRC(N)

In this example, the incremental image copy NEWIC is created from the inputs of OLDIC and CA1 for database DBD1
data set DDNAM1. DBRC will not be notified for this function.

NOTE
You cannot combine ICPUMAIN control statements in the ICPSYSIN file with Database Copier control
statements in the DBOCTRL file. If both are specified, only the Database Copier control statements in the
DBOCTRL file are analyzed and processed. The ICPUMAIN control statements in the ICPSYSIN file are
ignored.

DBC Control Statement Maps to Synonym
FUNCTION=ACOPY AIC
FUNCTION=COPY IC
FUNCTION=COPY, OIC=YES OIC
FUNCTION=COPYIC ACIC, CIC
FUNCTION=IICOPY AIIC, IIC
CADDNAME ACCUM
DDNAME AREA
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AUTOINDEXBUILD BLDINDEX
DBDNAME DBD
DDNAME DDN
DBALLOC DSALLOC
SNAPSHOT DSSNAP
ICDDNAME DUMP
CHECK FPA
FUNCTION FUNC
TASKLIMIT GRPLIM
COMPRESSOUTPUT ICCOMP
ICRETPD RETPD
VICDSNAME SIUDSN
STA START
ABENDDUMP SVCDUMP
ICUNIT UNIT

WARNING
Use of any keyword not in this table will be ignored, flagged in error, or not fully supported.

DD Statements for Database Copier
When you execute in batch mode, the following DD statements can be used. For more information about the DD
statements that are required for IMS compatibility mode, see the IBM IMS Utilities Reference.

DBCCA

Specifies the input IMS change accumulation file when executing the incremental image copy function.

• This is the default DD for the input change accumulation file.
• This file can reside on tape or disk, is usually tape due to the size of the file.
• This file is produced by change accumulation (CHA) or the IMS Change Accumulation utility (DFSUCUM0).
• Do not concatenate files under this DD.

To use a different DD, you can override this value using the CADDNAME control statement. If CADDNAME is specified,
DBCCA is ignored.

DBCCOPY1

Defines the primary copy of the database produced by Database Copier.

• The database can reside on tape or disk, but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used.
• All DCB attributes are specified in the program. You can override these values but performance may be impacted.

To use a different DD, you can override this value using the COPY1DDNAME or IC control statements. If
COPY1DDNAME or IC is specified, DBCCOPY1 is ignored.

DBCCOPY2

(Optional) Defines the secondary copy of the database produced by Database Copier.

• The database can reside on tape or disk, but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used.
• All DCB attributes are specified in the program.
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To use a different DD, you can override this value using the COPY2DDNAME or IC control statements. If
COPY2DDNAME or IC is specified, DBCCOPY2 is ignored.

DBCICIN

Specifies the input image copy file when executing the incremental image copy and copy image copy functions.

• This is the default DD for the input image copy file.
• The copy can reside on tape or disk, but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used.

To use a different DD, you can override this value using the ICDDNAME control statement. If ICDDNAME is specified,
DBCICIN is ignored.

dbdddname

Defines the database data sets in the DBD on the DATASET or AREA statement.

• The data set name is the database data set or cluster name itself.
• If the database data set DDs are not provided and DBALLOC=YES is specified, the data sets are dynamically

allocated using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation block.

Use this statement only when you execute in IMS or batch mode. If the database is a DEDB, it cannot be accessed in IMS
batch mode. In batch mode, multiple area data set DEDBs may have some or all the duplicate area copies allocated to the
Database Copier batch JCL.

DBDLIB

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Copier is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are
not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in the
documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product. For more information,
see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed.

• The DBD is used to determine the database specifications needed for the requested function.
• DBDLIB is not needed if IMS is available.

The DBDs in the library associated with ddname IMS are looked at first. If IMS is not available or the DBD is not found
there, DBDLIB is searched if it is available.

DBOCTRL

Defines the input control statement data set.

• This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.

In compatibility mode, you can use the utility control statements to supplement the operational parameters. To do this,
add a DBOCTRL DD statement with any appropriate control statements and they supplement and override the default
compatibility mode settings.

DBOMSGS

Defines the output message data set and lists the informational and product-related messages.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DBORPTS

Defines the output report data set.
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• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DFSRESLB

Defines the IMS SDFSRESL data set.

• This data set must be concatenated to the STEPLIB DD and allocated under DFSRESLB.
• Verify that this data set is APF-authorized.

IDIPARM

(Optional) Defines a data set for global parameter processing. This can be a standard 80-byte PDS or a sequential file
(including "DD *" in-stream data) with fixed 80-byte records. If the data set is a PDS, you can optionally fully qualify the
member name. However, if the member name is not specified, standard member names are used based on the function
being performed.

This DD must be specified to enable global parameter processing. However, if you specify this DD and an installation
standard IDIPARM has not been defined, global parameter processing is not performed.

If you specify this DD and an installation standard IDIPARM exists, the installation standard is overridden for this job step
only.

NOTE
You can code IDIPARM as in-stream data in a jobstep through //IDIPARM DD *. Global parameters supplied this
way apply to all functions invoked by the job step, including any subtasks. If the supplied global parameters do
not apply to all such functions, errors can occur.

WARNING
To avoid job failures when you invoke Database Analyzer from Database Copier, omit the member name from
the DSN in the IDIPARM DD statement. The default member names (DBAANALZ for Database Analyzer and
DBCCOPY for Database Copier) from the global options data set are selected.

IMS

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Copier is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are
not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in the
documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product. For more information,
see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed. This DD statement does not use the DBDLIB DD file, so IMS
must be included for DBRC and segment edit compression routines. If IMS is required, do not use DBDLIB or specify the
same data set name on both.

IMSDALIB

Defines the library containing the DFSMDA members that are used for dynamic allocation of data sets. The dynamic
allocation (MDA) libraries that are specified by the IMSDALIB DD statement do not require APF authorization. You
can also remove the MDA libraries from the STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation, and allow the utilities to retain their APF
authorization.

NEWICOPY

Specifies the output image copy file when executing the incremental image copy and copy image copy functions.

• This is the default DD for the output image copy file.
• This data set can reside on tape or disk, but is usually tape due to the size of the file.
• All DCB attributes are specified in the program.
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To use a different DD, you can override this value using the NEWICOPY control statement. If the NEWICOPY control
statement is specified, this DD is ignored.

PROCLIB

Defines the IMS PROCLIB data set.

RECONx

Defines the first, second, or third DBRC RECON data set (where x is 1, 2, or 3, respectively). These DD statements are
required if the RECON is not dynamically allocated.

STEPLIB

Defines the utility load module in the high-level.LOAD library. A JOBLIB DD can be used instead, but one or the other is
required for proper execution.

SYSABEND

Defines the data set where to write the dumps. If a dump is needed, set ABENDDUMP=YES.

SYSUDUMP

Defines the data set where dumps are to be written.

• If a dump is needed set ABENDDUMP=YES.
• This DD statement is optional because it can be dynamically allocated as SYSOUT=* if it or SYSABEND are not

present in the JCL.

To direct the dump output to a disk file, code the needed DD parameters, and the dynamic allocation will not be done.

The utility will also dynamically allocate the ABNLIGNR data set (as DD DUMMY). This is done to prevent the ABEND
AID product from intercepting abends and producing its specially formatted dump, because that dump does not provide
enough information for complete problem resolution. If the ABEND AID product is not in use, this dummy allocation will
have no effect.

TGRMSGS

Specifies that snapshot general services or flash copy messages should be printed in DBOMSGS or SYSPRINT. If this
DD is not allocated, these messages are not produced.

TGRSUBSY

Defines the subsystem ID of the Snapshot General Services or flash copy support target subsystem. This DD statement is
optional unless multiple Snapshot General Services subsystems are active.

To make a job use a subsystem other than the master, add the TGRSUBSY DD statement to the JCL as follows:

 //TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=name

name
Defines the name of the subsystem, as defined in the SUBSYS(name) initialization parameter of Snapshot
General Services.

Database Copier Control Statements Reference
This section provides detailed information about each control statement that you can specify in the DBOCTRL files for
Database Copier.

The control statements appear in alphabetical order and the default values are underlined.
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ABENDDUMP (DBC) -- Generate an Abend Dump

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and  Secondary Index
Builder .

The ABENDDUMP control statement generates a dump from the operating system when an abend occurs. The dump
provides information about your system when the ABEND occurred. This helps save time in determining the cause of the
ABEND and resolving the issue.

Typically, if an abend occurs, the Extended Specific Task Abnormal Exit (ESTAE) recovery routine of the product formats
the information in the Program Status Word (PSW) and various registers and also writes it to the messages file. So a
dump is not necessary. However, occasionally, you may need to generate a dump when a user exit fails or to debug a
problem if requested by Broadcom Support.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDDUMP=YES|NO

• YES
Generates a dump to SYSABEND or SYSUDUMP when an operating system abend occurs. This option is the default.

• NO
Does not generate a dump when an abend occurs.

ABENDRC (DBC) -- Define Abend Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The ABENDRC control statement defines the lowest return code with which the job terminates with an abend. Use this
control statement to force an abend during typical error situations.

NOTE
To modify the return code value for pointer checking errors during image copy, specify the DBAERRORRC
control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDRC=return-code

return-code
Defines the return code number.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 17

Example: Force Abend after a Return Code of 12 Occurs

The following specification terminates a job with an abend when a return code of 12 or higher occurs:

ABENDRC=12

Example: Suppress Abends Regardless of Return Code

The following specification suppresses abends regardless of the return code:

ABENDRC=4095

ACCESS (DBC) -- Define the Access Mode

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.
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The ACCESS control statement defines the access mode to use when flash copied databases are restarted in a non-data
sharing environment.

This control statement cannot be specified in the following situations:

Data sharing environment
IMS considers the GLOBAL and ACCESS keywords to be mutually exclusive. The /START command is rejected
if both keywords are specified. The /STA DB GLOBAL command is executed by the LOCAL IMS system where
the DBCOPY function execute. From there the IRLM NOTIFY route will propagate the /STA DB command to the
sharing IMS systems. The ACCESS INTENT of the sharing databases is not altered and remains the same as
before the /DBD or /DBR command.

BMPPAUSE job
This control statement is mutually exclusive with BMPPAUSE=YES. The ACCESS INTENT for a PAUSED
database may not be changed between a PAUSE / RESUME operation. For example, assume an application
updating a database with ACCESS=UP was PAUSED and then RESUMED with ACCESS=RD. Such a condition
would trigger a logical error in the IMS buffer handler code and cause the processing region to be pseudo
ABENDED due to a logical error.

NOTE
STA=Y or AOI=Y is required if this control statement is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

ACCESS=RO|RD|UP|EX

RO
Restarts the flash copied databases in read-only mode.

RD
Restarts the flash copied databases in read mode.

UP
Restarts the flash copied databases in update mode.

EX
Restarts the flash copied databases in exclusive mode.

Default: If DBRC=N, the default is ACCESS=UP. Otherwise, the default is the access specified in DBRC. In local IMS
environments, the default is the access mode the database was in at the time of the DBR.

NOTE

• BMPPAUSE (DBC) -- Invoke BMP Pause and Resume Facility

AOI (DBC) -- Stop and Start the Database

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The AOI control statement specifies whether to stop and start the database automatically during flash image copy
processing.

BMPPAUSE=YES requires AOI=YES.

FEOV Processing Considerations
If FEOV=YES, the /DBR commands are issued without the NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch occurs. For
a group of databases, only the last /DBR command is issued without the NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch
occurs only after the last command.
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If FEOV=NO, the /DBR commands are issued with the NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch does not occur.
FEOV=NO is the default for Database Copier.

Data Sharing Considerations
In a data sharing environment, the AOI command is issued with the GLOBAL operand, which precludes the use of
the ACCESS operand. DBRC determines the access mode of the started database.
In a non-data sharing environment, any specified ACCESS mode is permitted and will be honored. If ACCESS is
omitted, the database is started in the access mode it was in, when it was stopped with the /DBR command.

This control statement has the following format:

AOI=YES|NO

YES
Stops and starts the database automatically as follows:

1. Issues /DBD for the target database before taking the flash image copy. For Fast Path DEDBs, issues /DBR
instead.

2. Issues /STA after the flash image copy process is complete.

This processing is the same as specifying DBR=Y and STA=Y, and can be used as an alternative method to
specifying both control statements.
For CAGRP, DBDGRP, RECOVGRP, PSBRECOV, or DBD processing, the entire database or group is taken
offline, flashed in a single operation, started in the same access mode as before the /DBD, and then individually
copied to the image copy data sets.
If AOI=YES, note the following requirements:

• Verify that an ITK STC started task is running on any z/OS system running the IMS systems to which the
database is online. The image copy job must run on the same LPAR as an ITK STC and the IMS subsystem
that is specified in the IMSID control statement.

• Specify the name of the associated IMS in the IMSID control statement.

NO
Does not stop and start the target database automatically. This option is the default.

NOTE

Do not specify AOI=YES with the combination of DBR=Y and STA=Y. However, you can specify the DBR and
STA control statements individually to override AOI=YES as follows:

• DBR=Y -- Always issues the /DBR command instead of /DBD, regardless of the database type.
• DBR=N -- Uses the AOI default to /DBD or /DBR if FastPath DEDB.
• STA=N -- Suspends the automatic restart of the database or group after the flash copy completes. STA=N is

not valid with BMPPAUSE=YES.

AREA (DBC) -- Define Areas

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The AREA control statement specifies whether to process a specific area, a list of areas, or all areas during Fast Path
DEDB database processing.

This statement or DDNAME is required for Fast Path DEDB database processing. If you specify AREA, do not specify
DDNAME. AREA and DDNAME are mutually exclusive.

If AREA is specified, you must include an AREA statement for each area in a DEDB. If DBDNAME is specified without an
AREA, the identified DBD is loaded and the database characteristics are taken from it.
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NOTE
If you do not provide a DD statement for the area, DBRC is used (if available) to determine the data set name
of the DD and to dynamically allocate it. Use a DBRC control statement to indicate DBRC use. When DBRC is
active, area selection is used to dynamically allocate the DEDB areas if they are not included in the JCL. If the
DEDB areas are provided in the JCL, the utility verifies them against the DBRC registered data sets.

The AREA control statement is not valid with the ANALYZEALL function.

This control statement has the following formats:

AREA=(area-name1,area-name2,area-name3,…)

AREA=* or AREA=ALL

area-name
Specifies the unique DEDB area name to process.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters. You can specify up to 73 areas, but only one area with the COPY function.

* | ALL
Includes all areas and processes the complete database.

Example: Define One DEDB Area

The following example specifies the area by name:

AREA=A or DDNAME=A

Example: Define All DEDB Areas

The following example includes all areas in the processing:

AREA=(*) or AREA=(ALL)

For compatibility with previous releases, you can also select all areas by specifying only the DBD name with the
DBDNAME control statement. If DBDNAME is specified, do not specify AREA.

Example: Define Multiple DEDB Areas

The following example assumes that a DBD defines four areas, A, B, C, and DH.

• To process the first area, specify as follows:

AREA=A

• To process the last area, specify as follows:

AREA=DH 

• To process areas B and DH, specify as follows:

AREA=(B,DH) 

• To process areas B, C, and DH, specify as follows:

AREA=(DH,C,B) 

NOTE
Although the areas are listed in a specific order, they may be processed in any order. To process the areas in a
specific order, use multiple commands, each specifying a single area.

Example: Invalid AREA Statements
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• The following example is invalid because the asterisk must be the only area that is listed when specified:

AREA=(A,*)

• The following example is invalid because D* is not a valid area name:

AREA=D*

• The following example is invalid because the same area is listed twice:

AREA=(B,B)

AUTHINTV (DBC) -- Specify Wait Time for Database Access Verification

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 

The AUTHINTV control statement specifies the time period (in hundredths of a second) during which the utility tries to
start or stop the database.

When the utility attempts to stop the database and BMPPAUSE=NO is specified, this is also the time period during which
IMS systems are rechecked for outstanding BMP access to the database.

Use the CMDWAIT control statement to specify the number of times to perform the database access check. 

The AUTHINTV control statement has the following format: 

AUTHINTV=n|2000

n
Specifies a number from 500 to 99999 that defines the time interval to wait. The default is 2000 (20 seconds).

BMCICDSN (DBC) -- Use Alternate Image Copy Data Set Name Format

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The BMCICDSN control statement changes the image copy data set name output format to omit the tenths of seconds
and move hours to the second qualifier. This forces the same format for stacking and non-stacking image copies.

This control statement has the following format:

BMCICDSN=YES|NO

YES
Allocates and writes the output data set names with the following naming convention for all output image copies:
Prefix.ICn.dbd.dsg.Dyyddd.Thhmmss

Stacked and non-stacked image copy output data set names are consistent and include timestamps.
NO

Allows mixed formatting of stacked and non-stacked image copies. This is the default.

BMPPAUSE (DBC) -- Invoke BMP Pause and Resume Facility

Valid for Database Copier, the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, and the Recovery Analyzer
SETRP function of High Performance Recovery.

The BMPPAUSE control statement invokes BMP Pause and Resume to pause automatically all BMPs executing against
the target databases after all applications accessing the database have reached their current syncpoint processing.
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Use this control statement to minimize the database outage and to lower the expenses of creating frequent image copies.
Creating frequent recovery points shortens the time required for recoveries and improves the performance of the database
change accumulation.

This control statement has the following format:

BMPPAUSE=YES|NO

YES
Pauses all BMPs executing against the target databases to allow /DBR commands to complete. Paused BMPs
are automatically resumed after the PAUSE routines start the target databases.The resulting image copy is
registered to DBRC as a concurrent image copy.
BMPPAUSE=YES requires FLASH=Y, IMSID, and AOI=Y.
BMPPAUSE=YES is mutually exclusive with the ACCESS control statement.

NOTE
When AOI=Y is specified, /DBD commands are issued instead of /DBR to stop the databases.

NO
Waits for all executing BMPs to finish or until the specified timeout value is reached before executing the DBR of
the database. If BMPs are still active at the conclusion of the specified timeout value (CMDWAIT and AUTHINTV),
the function attempt terminates. This option is the default for all function types, except for Online Reorg.

NOTE

• ACCESS (DBC) -- Define the Access Mode

BUF4SEQINIT (DBC) -- Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

Valid for Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The BUF4SEQINIT control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential processing of the
first part of the database data set. By default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type,
access method and intent, device type, parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the
BUF4SEQINIT control statement to improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination.

This control statement has the following format:

BUF4SEQINIT=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate. The default depends on the database type.

Example: Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

To allocate six buffers to the sequential processing of the first part of the database data set, specify as follows:

BUF4SEQINIT=6

CADDNAME (DBC) -- Define Change Accumulation Data Set

Valid for Database Copier and the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

This control statement is used as follows:
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• to specify the input Change Accumulation ddname when  Database Copier  creates incremental image copies. If this
control statement is not specified,  Database Copier  uses the default ddname, DBCCA.

• to specify the input Change Accumulation ddname for  High Performance Recovery . If this control statement is not
specified,  High Performance Recovery uses the default ddname, HPRCA.

NOTE
Do not concatenate multiple data sets under this DD. A single IMS change accumulation data set is used as
input, like with the database recovery function. This data set is produced by the IMS change accumulation utility
DFSUCUM0.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

CADDNAME=ddname

CADDNAME=*

ddname
Specifies the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 through 8 alphanumeric characters.
Default: DBCCA (valid for  Database Copier ) or HPRCA (valid for  High Performance Recovery ).

*
Indicates that ddname data set is dynamically allocated.

NOTE
DBRC=YES is implied and the DBRC interface is invoked.

Example: Define Change Accumulation Data Set

To read the Change Accumulation data set CA1, specify as follows:

CADDNAME=CA1

CAGRP (DBC) -- Define Change Accumulation Groups

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 

The CAGRP control statement specifies the name of the DBRC-defined change accumulation group to be image copied
or recovered.

Change accumulation group is a group of database data sets registered together to DBRC (Database Recovery Control)
under a single name. All databases defined to this change accumulation group are processed as a single unit.

One of the following control statements is required:

•  CAGRP 

•  DBDNAME
If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

•  DBDSGRP 

•  DBGRP 

• PSBRECOV

•  RECOVGRP 

This control statement is valid only with DBRC=YES.
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 If REUSE is specified in DBRC, Database Copier dynamically allocates all input and output data sets, provided that
the data sets for the output image copies exist. If NOREUSE is specified in DBRC, you must specify ICALLOC=YES,
ICSPACE=(), ICUNIT=(), and ICPREF=(hlvq..).

This control statement has the following formats:

CAGRP=cagrp

cagrp
Specifies the name of the change accumulation group to be copied.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters and defined to DBRC.

 Example: Create an Image Copy of All Databases Defined to a Specific Change Accumulation Group 

This example shows how to indicate to Database Copier that all databases defined to Change Accumulation group
CAGRP1 are to be image copied:

CAGRP=cagrp1

 Example: Define Change Accumulation Group with REUSE=YES 

This example shows how to image copy many databases as a Change Accumulation group (CAGRP) in a single
execution when REUSE=YES is set in DBRC:

FUNCTION=COPY,

CAGRP=cagrp,

DBRC=YES

 Example: Define Change Accumulation Group with REUSE=NO 

This example shows how to image copy many databases as a Change Accumulation group (CAGRP) in a single
execution when REUSE=NO is set in DBRC. You must supply Database Copier with enough information to dynamically
allocate the new output image copy data sets by specifying:

FUNCTION=COPY,

CAGRP=cagrp,

ICSPACE=(T,3,1),

ICUNIT=(SYSDA,1),

ICPREF=TEST.DB1,

DBRC=YES

CHECK (DBC) -- Perform Integrity Checking Using Database Analyzer

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery and its Recovery Analyzer component.

The CHECK control statement calls Database Analyzer to perform integrity checking after processing is complete. This
statement also specifies if Database Analyzer runs simultaneously as the database is being copied.

CHECK is synonymous with DETAILREPORT and these keywords can be used interchangeably.

You must have a license for Database Analyzer to use this control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

CHECK=YES|NO

YES
Executes Database Analyzer simultaneously for all image copies from that point on within the job step unless
changed by a subsequent CHECK control statement and performs integrity checking. For a specific database
data set recovery, Database Analyzer performs integrity checking on the specified database data set or DEDB
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area. For a CAGRP recovery, Database Analyzer performs integrity checking on each DBDS or DEDB area that
is defined to the CAGRP. Setting CHECK=YES causes overhead but ensures the integrity of the database being
recovered.

NO
Does not run the Database Analyzer. This option is the default.

Example: Perform Integrity Checking

This example recovers all database data sets in DBDSGRP1, replicates all ADDN data sets (if DEDB), and runs Database
Analyzer to verify the data sets as they are recovered.

FUNCTION=RECOVER,DBDSGRP=dbdsgrp1,ADDN=*,CHECK=YES,DBRC=YES

Return Code Handling

Any return code that Database Analyzer generates when executing as a job step by itself, is passed back to Database
Copier instead when run as an image copy exit. For example:

• If the Database Analyzer return code is 4, the Database Copier return code will be set to 4.
• If the Database Analyzer return code is greater than 4, the Database Copier return code will be set to 8.

Database Copier continues with the current image copy and all subsequent image copy requests in that job step.

If the return code from Database Analyzer is such that Database Copier cannot continue processing for the current
database data set, Database Copier stops calling Database Analyzer for that database data set and resumes Database
Analyzer invocation for the next image copy request in that job step. Use the ABENDRC and STOPRC control statements
of Database Copier to override how these return codes are handled when Database Analyzer is invoked.

Pointer Checking During Image Copy

You can perform pointer checking as part of the image copy process using either Database Copier or IMS Image Copy
utility (DFSUDMP0). Pointers are checked and an image copy is made in one pass of the database.

The POINTERCHECK control statement specifies the level of pointer checking. POINTERCHECK=STATISTICAL is the
default and preferred level because of low overhead and the least performance impact on the image copy process.

CROSSDBD and CROSSDSG options are not valid when executing Database Analyzer as an image copy exit and if
specified, LOCAL is forced. To perform a full cross-data set pointer checking, perform the image copy first, then run
Database Analyzer in native mode, pointing the database DDs to the image copy data sets. Cross-data set statistical
pointer checking is performed for all DDs that are copied in a single job step with Database Analyzer called as an image
copy exit mode.

When invoked from Database Copier, Database Analyzer cannot check for a pointer that points past the physical end of
the data set.

When Database Analyzer is executed directly against a database, the high-allocated and high-used relative byte address
(RBA) is available at the start of the analysis. If a pointer value is found that points past the end of the data set, the
following message is issued:

DBA0039I THE POINTER POINTS PAST THE PHYSICAL END OF THE DATA SET.

However, when Database Analyzer is invoked from Database Copier, the high-allocated and high-used RBA are not
available, and therefore pointers cannot be tested for being too large. The DBA0039I message will not be issued.
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CIC (DBC) -- Create a Concurrent Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier.

The CIC control statement creates a concurrent image copy of the database while it is being used.

This control statement has the following format:

CIC=YES|NO

YES
Creates a concurrent image copy of the database. The database can be in use when the copy is made. This is
also referred to as a "fuzzy" image copy.
When specified after the OIC control statement, note the following additional considerations:

• Use DBRC SHARELVL(1) or higher for the database.
• Use VSAM SHR(2 3) for the database data set.
• Use DB ACCESS=UP for this database in the online region.
• Use DISP=SHR on database DD statements.
• Do not use DBCOPY to copy KSDS.
• You can override this parameter using the JCL CIC parameter if Database Copier is executed in

PGM=DFSUDMP0 compatibility mode.

NOTE
If you execute this statement against a VSAM KSDS, verify that no updates are made to the KSDS
during the process. Message DBOE208A is issued.

NO
Creates an offline image copy. The database cannot be in use when the copy is made. This is the default.

CMDWAIT (DBC) -- Specify Database Authorization Call Count

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 

The CMDWAIT control statement specifies the number of times to check for outstanding access to the database by an
IMS online system (during the time period specified in the AUTHINTV control statement) before the database copy/
recover request fails. The check is repeated until the time period specified in the AUTHINTV control statement expires. 

Use this control statement with the AUTHINTV control statement. Also specify AOI=Y and DBRC=Y, otherwise the
CMDWAIT control statement is ignored.

The CMDWAIT control statement has the following format:

CMDWAIT=n

n
Specifies the number of times to check for an access authorization.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 20

 Example: Specify Database Authorization Recheck Count 

This example shows how to specify a time interval of 20 seconds during which the database should be checked 15 times
for outstanding access:

AUTHINTV=2000

CMDWAIT=15
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COMPRESSOUTPUT (DBC) -- Compress Output Data

Valid for Database Copier and Database Organizer.

The COMPRESSOUTPUT control statement invokes sequential file compression during an image copy of a database in
Database Copier or unload of a database in Database Organizer.

NOTE
The use of the sequential file compression function is a trade-off. The compression/expansion process requires
more CPU time but the elapsed time is significantly reduced because the amount of data written to the output
file is much less. We recommend that you run tests to determine if it is advantageous to use sequential file
compression.

This control statement has the following format:

COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES|NO

YES
Compresses the resulting image copy or unload output file.

NO
Does not compress the resulting image copy or unload output file. This is the default.

Example: Compress the Output File

To compress the resulting output file, specify as follows:

COMPRESSOUTPUT=YES

CONSIST (DBC) -- Create Image Copies at a Consistent Point-in-Time

Valid for Database Copier.

The CONSIST control statement initiates the request for image copies to be taken at a consistent point-in-time for the
following image copy types: DBGRP, DBDSGRP, CAGRP, PSBRECOV, and RECOVGRP, and databases.

This control statement has the following format:

CONSIST=YES|NO|GLOBAL|GROUP|DBD

YES|GLOBAL|GROUP
Image copies groups of databases or database groups (DBD, CA, DBDS, or RECOV) at a consistent point-in-
time. This is the default for groups and databases when specified in a single FUNCTION=COPY statement.
GLOBAL and GROUP are synonyms with YES.

NO|DBD
Image copies and notifies the database data sets in the group as they are found in the job step. Each is
independent of the other. This is the default for non-group image copies. It is not recommended for groups
because the image copies will not be a consistent recovery point. DBD is a synonym to NO.

NOTE
Use of the CONSIST keyword requires that FLASH=YES or FLASHIC=YES is also specified.

COPY1DDNAME (DBC) -- Specify DDname of the First Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier.
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The COPY1DDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the first copy to be created.

NOTE
This control statement is not used with the copy image copy (COPYIC) or incremental image copy (IICOPY)
functions. This control statement is mutually exclusive with FLASHIC=YES, IC, and STKIC control statements.

This control statement has the following format:

COPY1DDNAME=ddname

COPY1DDNAME=(ddname1,....,ddname10)

ddname
Specifies the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
Default: DBCCOPY1

ddname1,....,ddname10
Specifies one to ten ddnames of HALDB data sets to be used for a multi-DSG HALDB.

NOTE
You must specify with the PARTITION control statement.

Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

Example: Define the DDname of the First Image Copy Data Set

To indicate that the ddname of the first image copy data set to be created is named IC1, specify as follows:

COPY1DDNAME=IC1

COPY2DDNAME (DBC) -- Specify DDname of the Second Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier.

The COPY2DDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the second copy to be created.

NOTE
This control statement is not used with the copy image copy (COPYIC) or incremental image copy (IICOPY)
functions. This control statement is mutually exclusive with FLASHIC=YES, IC, and STKIC control statements.

This control statement has the following format:

COPY2DDNAME=ddname

COPY2DDNAME=(ddname1,....,ddname10)

ddname
Specifies the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
Default: DBCCOPY2

ddname1....ddname10
Specifies one to ten ddnames of HALDB data sets to be used for a multi-DSG HALDB.
Note: You must specify with the PARTITION control statement.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

Example: Define the DDname of the Second Image Copy Data Set

To indicate that the ddname of the second image copy data set to be created is named IC2, specify as follows:
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COPY2DDNAME=IC2

DBAERRORRC (DBC)—Define the Return Code Value for DBA Errors

The DBAERRORRC control statement defines the return code value that Database Copier uses when Database
Analyzer gives a return code of 8 or higher. Such a code usually indicates a pointer error.

The DBAERRORRC value should be lower than the ABENDRC value; otherwise, the step fails.

You can bypass any subsequent command stream according to the STOPRC value in relation to the
DBAERRORRC value.

NOTE
 The DETAILREPORT control statement specifies whether Database Copier calls Database Analyzer while
creating the image copy.

This control statement has the following format:

DBAERRORRC=return-code

•   return-code 
Defines the return code number.
Limits: 1–999
Default: 8

NOTE

•  Analyzing Database During Backup and Recovery 
•  Perform Pointer Checking During Backup 

DBALLOC (DBC) -- Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBALLOC control statement specifies whether to allocate database data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA
members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB. The DBALLOC control statement lets you dynamically allocate database data
sets when the DBRC facility is not available.

NOTE
With DBRC=YES, the utility always attempts dynamic allocation using the RECON data sets first, regardless
of the DBALLOC value. If this processing fails, the utility attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA
members.

This control statement has the following format:

DBALLOC=YES|NO

YES
Attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This is the default processing with DBRC=YES.

NOTE
Dynamic allocation using DFSMDA is not supported for HALDBs and DBALLOC=YES is ignored.

NO
Does not attempt the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This option is valid only with DBRC=NO.
The database data sets must be allocated statically using the JCL DD statements.

Example: Allocate Database Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA
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• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members that are specified in the STEPLIB
concatenation:

NOTE
The MDA library must be APF-authorized. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in JCL.

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//          DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB

//*

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

[DBRC=NO]

other parameters

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members that are specified in the
IMSDALIB DD statement:

NOTE
The MDA library does not require APF authorization. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in the
JCL.

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//*

//IMSDALIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

other parameters

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:

NOTE
ddnames are not specified in JCL.

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

Example: Allocate Data Sets Statically

The following example allocates data sets statically using the JCL DD statements:

// ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],
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[DBRC=YES/NO]

DBDNAME (DBC) -- Define DBD Name

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Database
Space Analyzer components of Database Analyzer.

The DBDNAME control statement specifies the name of the database definition (DBD) describing the database to
process.

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Database Copier is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are
not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in the
documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

This control statement has the following format:

DBDNAME=dbdname

dbdname
Specifies the name of the DBD to be used for processing.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters; dbdname must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB (or be defined in the
catalog if you are using IMS-managed ACBs)

NOTE
This control statement is required unless CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, PSBRECOV, or RECOVGRP is specified
or when Database Analyzer is executed under Database Copier or the IMS copy utility (DFSUDMP0).

DBDSGRP (DBC) -- Specify DBRC Database Data Set Group

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The DBDSGRP control statement specifies the name of the DBRC-defined database data set group to be processed.

Database data set group is a group of database data sets registered together to DBRC under a single name.
All databases defined to this database data set group are processed as a single unit.

One of the following control statements is required:

CAGRP
DBDNAME
DBDSGRP
DBGRP
PSBRECOV
RECOVGRP

If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

NOTE
This control statement is valid only with DBRC=YES.

If REUSE is specified in DBRC, Database Copier dynamically allocates all input and output data sets, provided that
the data sets for the output image copies exist. If NOREUSE is specified in DBRC, you must specify ICALLOC=YES,
ICSPACE=(), ICUNIT=(), and ICPREF=(hlvq..). 

This control statement has the following format:
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DBDSGRP=dbdsgrp

dbdsgrp
Specifies the name of the DBRC database data set group to be processed or retrieved. The specified database
data set group must be defined to DBRC.
Limits: 1 through 8 alphanumeric characters

Example: Image Copy All Databases Defined to a DBRC Database Data Set Group

This example shows how to indicate that all databases defined to DBRC database data set group DBDSGRP1 are to be
image copied:

DBDSGRP=DBDSGRP1

Example: Image Copy Multiple Databases As a DBRC Database Data Set Group With REUSE=YES

This example shows how to image copy many databases as a DBRC database data set group (DBDSGRP) in a single
execution when REUSE=YES is set in DBRC:

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBDSGRP=dbdsgrp,

DBRC=YES

Example: Image Copy Multiple Databases As a DBRC Database Data Set Group With REUSE=NO

This example shows how to image copy many databases as a DBRC database data set group (DBDSGRP) in a single
execution when REUSE=NO is set in DBRC. You must supply enough information to dynamically allocate the new output
image copy data sets by specifying the following statements:

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBDSGRP=dbdsgrp,

ICSPACE=(T,3,1),

ICUNIT=(SYSDA,1),

ICPREF=TEST.DB1,

DBRC=YES

Example: Recover All Databases Registered to a DBRC Database Group

This example shows how to recover all databases registered to a DBRC database group DBDSGRP1:

DBDSGRP=DBDSGRP1

Example: Recover All Data Sets Registered to DBRC As a Database Data Set Group

This example shows how to recover all data sets registered to DBRC as a DBDSGRP with the name DBDSGRP2:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDSGRP=DBDSGRP2,

DBRC=YES

DBGRP (DBC) -- Specify DBRC Group to Image-Copy

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 
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The DBGRP control statement specifies the name of the DBRC-defined database group to be image copied or
retrieved. Database group is a group of database data sets registered together to DBRC (Database Recovery Control)
under a single name. All databases defined to this group are processed as a single unit.

RECOVGRP is a synonym of DBGRP.

One of the following control statements is required:

• CAGRP 

• DBDNAME
If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

• DBDSGRP 

• DBGRP | RECOVGRP  

• PSBRECOV 

This control statement is valid only with DBRC=YES.

If REUSE is specified in DBRC, all input and output data sets are dynamically allocated, provided that the data sets for the
output image copies exist. If NOREUSE is specified in DBRC, you must specify ICALLOC=YES, ICSPACE=(), ICUNIT=(),
and ICPREF=(hlvq..).

This control statement has the following format:

DBGRP=dbgrp

dbgrp
Specifies the name of the database group to be copied or retrieved. The specified database group must be
defined to DBRC.
Limits: 1 through 8 alphanumeric characters

 Example: Image Copy All Databases Defined to a DBRC Group 

This example shows how to image copy all databases defined to the group DBGRP1:

DBGRP=dbgrp1

 Example: Image Copy Multiple Databases as a Group With REUSE=YES  

This example shows how to image copy multiple databases as a group (DBGRP) in a single execution when
REUSE=YES is set in DBRC:

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBGRP=dbgrp,

DBRC=YES

 Example: Image Copy Multiple Databases as a Group With REUSE=NO  

This example shows how to image copy multiple databases as a group (DBGRP) in a single execution when REUSE=NO
is set in DBRC. You must supply Database Copier with enough information to dynamically allocate the new output image
copy data sets.

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBGRP=dbgrp,

ICSPACE=(T,3,1),

ICUNIT=(SYSDA,1),

ICPREF=TEST.DB1,

DBRC=YES
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 Example: Recover All Databases Defined to a DBRC Database Group 

This example shows how to recover all databases defined as a DBRC database group DBGRP1:

DBGRP=DBGRP1

 Example: Recover All Data Sets Registered to DBRC as a Database Group 

This example shows how to recover all data sets registered to DBRC as a DBGRP with the name DBGRP2:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBGRP=DBGRP2,

DBRC=YES

DBR (DBC) -- Stop the Target Database or Group

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The DBR control statement automatically stops the target database or group (CAGRP, PSBRECOV, DBDSGRP,
RECOVGRP, or DBGRP) at the beginning of the flash or snapshot image copy process.

This control statement has the following format:

DBR=YES|NO

YES
Stops the target database or group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, RECOVGRP, or DBGRP) automatically at the beginning
of the flash image copy process.
If DBR=YES, note the following requirements:

• Verify that an ITK STC started task is running on any z/OS system running the IMS systems to which the
database is online. The image copy job must run on the same LPAR as an ITK STC and the IMS subsystem
that is specified in the IMSID control statement.

• Specify the name of the associated IMS in the IMSID control statement.

NO
Does not stop the target database or group. This option is the default.

NOTE
DBR=NO is mutually exclusive with BMPPAUSE=YES.

NOTE
Do not specify AOI=YES with the combination of DBR=Y and STA=Y. However, you can specify DBR=YES with
AOI=YES to always perform /DBR instead of /DBD, regardless of the database type.

FEOV Processing Considerations

If FEOV=YES, the /DBR commands are issued without the NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch occurs. For a group of
databases, only the last /DBR command is issued without the NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch occurs only after the
last command.

If FEOV=NO, the /DBR commands are issued with the NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch does not occur. FEOV=NO
is the default for Database Copier.

Data Sharing Considerations

In a data sharing environment, the DBR command is issued with the GLOBAL operand, which precludes the use of the
ACCESS operand. DBRC determines the access mode of the started database.
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In a non-data sharing environment, any specified ACCESS mode is permitted and will be honored. If ACCESS is omitted,
the database is started in the access mode it was in, when it was stopped with the /DBR command.

DBRC (DBC) -- Invoke the DBRC Facility

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBRC control statement specifies whether to invoke the DBRC facility of IMS. This control statement applies to the
DBRC recovery and share control levels.

This control statement has the following format:

DBRC=YES|NO

YES
Calls DBRC for database authorization in a share control environment and tracks image copy files or a build in a
recovery control environment. Additionally, the utility uses the RECON information to attempt dynamic allocation
of the required database data sets, if their ddnames are not found in the jobs JCL.
If VIC=YES, you must specify DBRC=YES.

NOTE
DBRC=YES is forced when operating on HALDB.

NO
Does not call DBRC.
Default: If the IMS modules can be accessed (using STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list), the default is the value that is
defined in the IMS SYSGEN. Otherwise the default is NO. A specification of NO when IMS was defined to force
the use of DBRC generates an error message and terminates the program. If the utility cannot access the IMS
modules, DBRC=NO is the only valid value.

You can override this parameter by the JCL DBRC parameter if the utility executes in the PGM=DFSRRC00 compatibility
mode.

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:

(Ddnames are not specified in JCL.)

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

DDNAME (DBC) -- Define the Database Data Set

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Randomizer
Analysis Program components of Database Analyzer.

The DDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the database data set to process. The ddname must exist in a
DATASET parameter macro of the DBD itself.

DDNAME and AREA are mutually exclusive. If you specify DDNAME, do not specify AREA.

If you omit the DDNAME keyword and parameter, Database Copier creates image copy of all database data sets. This
option is not valid for functions COPYIC and IIC; the DDNAME or AREA must be provided.

This control statement has the following format:
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DDNAME=ddname 

ddname
Defines the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

DELETEFLASH (DBC) -- Delete the Temporary Flash Data Set Automatically

Valid for Database Copier.

The DELETEFLASH control statement automatically deletes the temporary data set at the end of successful batch image
copy creation.

This control statement applies to only flash and snapshot image copy processing.

This control statement has the following format:

DELETEFLASH=YES|NO

YES
Deletes the flash data set at the end of a successful batch image copy creation. If an error occurs during the batch
image copy creation, the flash copy will not be deleted regardless of the DELETEFLASH setting.

NO
Does not delete the flash data set at the end of a successful batch image copy. You must delete the data set
manually before the next flash image copy of the same database is attempted. This is the default.

DETAILREPORT (DBC) -- Run Database Analyzer During Database Copy

Valid for Database Copier.

The DETAILREPORT control statement executes Database Analyzer simultaneously as a database is being copied.
DETAILREPORT is a synonym for CHECK and these statements can be used interchangeably.

The DETAILREPORT control statement has the following format:

DETAILREPORT=YES|NO

YES
Executes Database Analyzer simultaneously for all image copies from that point on within the job step unless
changed by a subsequent DETAILREPORT control statement.

NO
Does not run Database Analyzer. This option is the default.

Notes:

• This control statement is not used with the copy image copy (COPYIC) or incremental image copy (IICOPY) functions.
• If  you need to create an asynchronous image copy with DETAILREPORT= YES and if the TASKLIMIT is greater than

1, do not use a JES  SYSIN in-stream data set (DBACTRL DD *) in the JCL. Instead use an allocated dataset to pass
the relevant control statements.
Example:

//DBACTRL DD    highlevelqualifier

.nextqualifier.JCL(DBACTLR),DISP=SHR
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DFSDF (DBC) -- Use IMS-managed ACBs

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, Database Extractor component of Database
Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary Index Builder.

The DFSDF control statement lets you use IMS-managed (Application Control Blocks) ACBs by identifying the DFSDFxxx
member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of ACBs. Use this keyword if you want to
use IMS-managed ACBs instead of DBDLIBs for this product or component.

Before you use IMS-managed ACBs, you must enable the IMS catalog and IMS management of ACBs by specifying
ACBMGMT=CATALOG in the catalog section of the DFSDFxxx member. Your PROCLIB DD Statement must also point
to the correct IMS PROCLIB data set. For more information, see the IBM documentation on Installing IMS. You must also
specify DBRC=Y to invoke the DBRC facility.

WARNING

• If you enable IMS-managed ACBs, we recommend that you do so for all supported Database Management
Solutions for IMS products and components to avoid serious conflicts.

• You cannot use IMS-managed ACBs and DBDLIBs in the same job step for multiple functions.

This control statement has the following syntax:

DFSDF=xxx

• xxx
Identifies the suffix of the DFSDF member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of
ACBs.
Limits: 1 to 3 alphanumeric characters

DUMPTYPE (DBC) -- Identify Input File as a Flash or IC2 Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The DUMPTYPE control statement identifies whether the input data set is an instant flash copy data set or an image copy
that was created using DFSMS DUMP or DFSMS COPY commands (IC2 image copy).

This control statement has the following format:

DUMPTYPE=I|T

I
Specifies that the input data set is an instant flash copy data set.

T
Specifies that the input data set is an IC2 copy data set.

NOTE
Copies of IC2 image copy data sets are not registered to DBRC.

EXCPIO (DBC) -- Use EXCP Code to Read OSAM Data Sets

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The EXCPIO control statement uses EXCP code for reading OSAM databases.
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NOTE
If the database was allocated in cylinders, the I/O counts reported to SMF will reflect the number of cylinders
read. If the database was allocated in tracks or blocks the I/O counts reported to SMF will reflect the number of
tracks read.

This control statement has the following format:

EXCPIO=YES|NO

YES
Uses EXCP code for reading OSAM databases. This is the default.

NO
Uses a combination of QSAM, BSAM, and BDAM.

FEOV (DBC) -- Include NOFEOV

Applies to Database Copier and the Recovery Analyzer SETRP function of High Performance Recovery.

The FEOV control statement determines whether the NOFEOV option (no force end of volume) is specified on /DBR
commands and whether an IMS log switch occurs.

This control statement applies only when /DBR=YES or AOI=YES is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

FEOV=YES|NO

YES
Indicates that the NOFEOV option is not specified on the /AOI or /DBR command, which causes an IMS log
switch. For a group of databases, only the last command does not contain the NOFEOV option and a single log
switch occurs only after the last command. This is the default for High Performance Recovery.

NO
Indicates that the NOFEOV option is specified on the /DBR command, which suppresses an IMS log switch. This
is the default for Database Copier.

FLASH (DBC) -- Create a Flash Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier.

The FLASH control statement invokes the Snapshot General Services subsystem to create a snapshot-type copy of the
target database or databases to a temporary image copy data set. This data set is copied into the normal image copy form
and cataloged so that it can be used by dynamic allocation.

The database must be stopped for the flash image copy to take place. Use the AOI or DBR control statements to take
databases offline. If AOI=Y, the database is taken offline, flashed with Snapshot General Services, started, and copied
to the image copy data set. For CAGRP, DBDGRP, RECOVGRP, PSBRECOV, or DBD processing, the entire database
or group is taken offline, flashed in a single operation, started in the same access mode as before the /DBD, and then
individually copied to the image copy data sets.

The TARGETMASK control statement specifies the name of the output flash image copy data set that will be used
to create the batch image copy. The flash image copy data set can be deleted at the end of the process using
DELETEFLASH=YES.

NOTE

DASD is required for the flash image copy and the batch image copy.
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Remember that the flash image copy is not the batch image copy. The batch image copy and allocation are
based on control statements, JCL allocation, or DBRC like any image copy.

To further minimize the database downtime, invoke the BMP Pause and Resume facility by specifying BMPPAUSE=YES.

Both the SNAPSHOT and FLASH control statements invoke Snapshot General Services. When FLASH=YES is specified,
utility terminates on all errors or acts like SNAPSHOT=R. The SNAPSHOT=P and SNAPSHOT=R options let you specify
the subsequent Database Copier action in a failure.
FLASH is mutually exclusive with the FLASHIC control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

FLASH=YES|NO

YES
Invokes Snapshot General Services to create a flash image copy.
DBRC=Y is required for all flash image copies.
Make sure that Snapshot General Services were initialized with OPTIONS SRCRECSZ(Y).

NO
Does not take flash copies. All existing modes of operation remain unchanged. This option is the default.

For more information, see Making a Flash Image Copy.

FLASHIC (DBC) -- Create a Hardware Assisted Flash Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery

The FLASHIC control statement lets you create and save a flash image copy of the target database using the flash DASD
and the Snapshot General Services subsystem. The exact physical instant flash copy data set is registered to DBRC and
can be used as an input to High Performance Recovery and the Copy Image Copy (CIC) function of Database Copier. In
contrast, the FLASH control statement takes the flash copy data set and manipulates it into a standard image copy.

The data set is registered through the Notify.UIC command. The data set is allocated with DISP=OLD so exclusive use is
required. If necessary, consider using the AOICMD (and DBR and STA) control statements.

NOTE
This control statement is valid only with the DASD hardware that supports cache flashing.

FLASHIC is mutually exclusive with FLASH, SNAPSHOT, COPY1DDNAME, and COPY2DDNAME control
statements.

FLASHIC is not valid for DBDS with the REUSE parameter.

FLASHIC is synonymous with DSSNAP.

This control statement has the following format:

FLASHIC=YES|NO

YES
Creates and saves a flash image copy of the target database. The exact physical instant flash copy data set is
registered to DBRC.
The database must not be in use for the flash image copy to occur.
Make sure that Snapshot General Services were initialized with OPTIONS SRCRECSZ(Y).

NO
Does not invoke flash image copy processing. Existing modes of operation remain unchanged. This value is the
default.

Example: Create a Hardware-Assisted Image Copy
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To create a hardware-assisted image copy, specify the following value:

FLASHIC=YES

FUNCTION (DBC) -- Define Function Type

The FUNCTION control statement specifies the type of function to be performed. This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:

FUNCTION=type

type
Identifies the function to be performed.

The following functions are available for Database Copier:

ACOPY
Invokes the database asynchronous image copy function. Database Copier will issue messages and reports to
DBOMSG01-XX and DBORPT01-XX, where 01 represents the first image copy and XX the last. Up to 99 ICs can
be specified in a single step.

COPY
Invokes the database image copy function, potentially the virtual image copy function, if you code the VIC=YES
control statement.

COPYIC
Creates an image copy from an existing image copy for the database defined by the DBDNAME control statement
to an output file.

NOTE
The NEWICOPY DD statement defines the output files to be used.

IICOPY
Creates an incremental image copy for the database defined by the DBDNAME and DDNAME control statements.
The input is an old image copy and a change accumulation file. The output is a new image copy.

SETPARM
Bypasses Database Analyzer control statements through Database Copier in IBM compatibility mode.

IC (DBC) -- Specify Non-Stacked Output Image Copy Data Sets DDnames

Valid for Database Copier

The IC control statement specifies the ddnames of the non-stacked output image copy data sets. The ddname for the
output must be used as it is coded in the JCL. Database Copier writes a copy of the output image copy data set to each
ddname listed.

If the DD statement is not present in the JCL, the output image copy data sets are dynamically allocated if ICALLOC=YES
is specified.

NOTE
This control statement is not used with the copy image copy (COPYIC) or incremental image copy (IICOPY)
functions. This control statement is mutually exclusive with COPY1DDNAME, COPY2DDNAME, NEWICOPY,
and STKIC control statements for all copy functions.

This control statement has the following format:

IC=(ddname,ddname|*|*,*)
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ddname
Specifies the output image copy data set. You can specify a maximum of two ddnames, separated by commas.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
Default: DBCCOPY1 and DBCCOPY2

(*)
Dynamically allocates the output image copy. This option is equivalent to specifying ICALLOC=Y.

(*,*)
Dynamically allocates both the primary and secondary image copies. This option is equivalent to specifying
ICALLOC=Y,SECONDIC=Y.

NOTE
If you specify IC=*, IC(*), or IC(*,*), you can omit ICALLOC=YES.

Example: IC Control Statement

To indicate that the image copies are written to the device assigned to OUT1 and a copy of the image copy is written to
OUT2, specify as follows:

IC=(OUT1,OUT2)

ICALLOC (DBC) -- Allocate Image Copy Output Data Sets Dynamically

Valid for Database Copier.

The ICALLOC control statement dynamically allocates the output image copy data sets if you do not specify a DD
statement in the JCL. This statement also indicates whether to deallocate the output data sets.

This control statement has the following format:

ICALLOC=YES|NO

YES
Dynamically allocates the output image copy data sets if a DD statement is not specified in the JCL and
dynamically deallocates the output data set when processing is complete.

NOTE
If you specify IC=*, IC(*), or IC(*,*), you can omit ICALLOC=YES.

NO
Indicates to use JCL to allocate the output image copy data sets. The data sets are deallocated when the job step
terminates. This option is the default.

ICAVGREC (DBC) -- Allocate Output Image Copy Data Sets in Blocks or Logical Records

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICAVGREC control statement allocates DASD space in blocks or logical records when new Storage Management
Subsystem (SMS) output image copy data sets are dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• The output image copy data set is stacked.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.
• The first sub parameter of ICSPACE is specified as CYL or TRK.
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This control statement has the following format:

ICAVGREC=blank|U|K|M

blank
Allocates space in blocks. This is the default.

U
Allocates space in logical records.

K
Allocates space in logical records in multiples of 1,000. The primary and secondary values specify space in
multiples of 1,000 logical records.

M
Allocates space in logical records in multiple records of 1,000,000.

Example: Allocate Space in Logical Records

To dynamically allocate space in logical records, specify as follows:

ICAVGREC=U

ICCATF (DBC) -- Create Catalog Entries for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICCATF control statement creates catalog entries for output image copy data sets when Database Copier dynamically
allocates these data sets using ICALLOC=YES.

This control statement has the following format:

ICCATF=YES|NO

YES
Creates catalog entries for output image copies. This is the default.

NO
Does not create catalog entries for output image copies.

Example: ICCATF Control Statement

To create catalog entries for output image copies, specify as follows:

ICCATF=YES

ICDATACL (DBC) -- Specify the SMS Data Class for the Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICDATACL control statement specifies the name of the data class (DATACLAS) used when new Storage
Management Subsystem (SMS) image copy output data sets are dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICDATACL=name|(blank)
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name
Allocates DASD space with a DATACLAS name.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

(blank)
Allocates the data set without a DATACLAS specification. This option is the default.

Example: Allocate Image Copy Output Data Sets Without a DATACLAS

To allocate the data set without a DATACLAS specification, specify as follows:

ICDATACL=

ICDATACL2 (DBC) -- Specify the SMS Data Class for the Second Image Copy Output Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier.

The ICDATACL2 control statement specifies the name of the data class (DATACLAS) used when the second image copy
is created and new Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) image copy output data sets are dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICDATACL2=name

name
Allocates DASD space with a DATACLAS name.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

(blank)
Allocates the data set without a DATACLAS specification. This option is the default.

Example: Allocate Image Copy Output Data Sets Without a DATACLAS

To allocate the second image copy output data set without a DATACLAS specification, specify as follows:

SECONDIC=YES,

ICDATACL2= 

ICDDNAME (DBC) -- Specify Input Image Copy Data Set DDname

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICDDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the input image copy. Use this statement to perform multiple
functions in the same job step. Each control statement set can use the ICDDNAME statement to point to its specific image
copy file.

This control statement is valid with the COPYIC and IICOPY functions.

This control statement has the following format:

ICDDNAME=ddname|*
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ddname
Specifies the ddname of the input image copy data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

*
Indicates that the utility dynamically allocates the ddname data set. Specify ICDDNAME=* to use the latest
registered image copy as the input image copy.
DBRC=YES is implied and the DBRC interface is invoked.

NOTE
This statement overrides the default input image copy DD DBCICIN. If you specify ICDDNAME, the DBCICIN
DD is not referenced and not used. If you do not specify ICDDNAME, the default DD DBCICIN is used as input.

ICDSCB (DBC) -- Specify DSCB Control Block Name for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICDSCB control statement specifies the name of the data set control block (DSCB) to use as a model for the
generation data group (GDG) when output image copy data sets are dynamically allocated.

This control statement has the following format:

ICDSCB=dscbname

dscbname
Specifies the name of the data set control block.
Limits: 1 through 44 alphanumeric characters

Example: Specify DSCB Control Block Name

To indicate that NAME will be used for the data set control block, specify as follows:

ICDSCB=NAME

ICEXPDT (DBC) -- Specify an Expiration Date for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICEXPDT control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of the
image copy data sets post recovery. The ICEXPDT control statement provides an expiration date for output image copy
data sets when they are dynamically allocated through ICALLOC=YES.

ICEXPDT is mutually exclusive with the ICRETPD control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

ICEXPDT=yyyy/ddd

ICEXPDT=yyddd

yyyy/ddd
Indicates the Julian date starting with January 1, 2000 as follows:
yyyy

Specifies the year (four digits).
ddd

Specifies the day of the year (1 through 366).
yyddd

Indicates the Julian date before January 1, 2000 as follows:
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yy
Specifies the last two digits of the year.

ddd
Specifies the day of the year (1 through 366).

Example: Specify an Expiration Date for Output Image Copy Data Sets

To indicate that June 15, 2015 is the expiration date for output image copy data sets that are dynamically allocated,
specify as follows:

ICEXPDT=2015/170

ICGDG (DBC) -- Create Output Image Copy Generation Data Groups

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICGDG control statement creates image copy data sets as generation data groups (GDGs) for dynamically allocated
output image copy data sets.

This control statement has the following format:

ICGDG=YES|NO

YES
Creates image copy data sets as GDGs.

NO
Does not create the image copy data sets as GDGs. This is the default.

ICLIKE (DBC) -- Use Model to Create Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICLIKE control statement specifies the name of an existing SMS data set to use as a model when a new SMS image
copy output data set is dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• The output image copy data set is stacked.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICLIKE=dsname

dsname
Specifies the SMS data set to use as a model. There is no default. If this value is not specified or left blank, the
data set is allocated without a VSAM LIKE specification.
Limits: 1 through 44 alphanumeric characters

Example: Model Output Data Sets After Existing Data Set

To indicate that NAME will be used as the name of an existing data set to use as a model, specify as follows:

ICLIKE=NAME
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ICMGMTCL (DBC) -- Specify the SMS Management Class for the Image Copy Output Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICMGMTCL control statement specifies the name of the management class (MGMTCLAS) used when new Storage
Management Subsystem (SMS) image copy output data sets are dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICMGMTCL=name

name
Specifies the SMS management class name. If this value is not specified, Database Copier looks for an
ICDATACL or ICSTORCL specification.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
There is no default for this control statement.

Example: Specify Output Image Copy SMS Management Class

To specify NAME as the MGMTCLAS model to use when new SMS image copy output data sets are dynamically
allocated, specify as follows:

ICMGMTCL=NAME

ICMGMTCL2 (DBC) -- Specify the SMS Management Class for the Second Image Copy Output Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier.

The ICMGMTCL2 control statement specifies the name of the management class (MGMTCLAS) used when the second
image copy is created and new Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) image copy output data sets are dynamically
allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICMGMTCL2=name

name
Specifies the SMS management class name. If this value is not specified, Database Copier looks for an
ICDATACL2 or ICSTORCL2 specification.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
There is no default for this control statement.

Example: Specify Output Image Copy SMS Management Class

To specify NAME2 as the MGMTCLAS model for the second image copy to use when new SMS image copy output data
sets are dynamically allocated, specify as follows:
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SECONDIC=YES,

ICMGMTCL=NAME1,

ICMGMTCL2=NAME2

ICPREFONLY (DBC) -- Append Image Copy Data Set Name Prefix

Valid for Database Copier.

The ICPREFONLY control statement appends the constant ICn, the DBD name, and the ddname to the dynamically
allocated output image copy data set name created by Database Copier.

This control statement has the following format:

ICPREFONLY=YES|NO

YES
Indicates that for non-stacked data sets, the output image copy data set will only be the data set name specified
in the ICPREF control statement. If stacking is used to write more than one data set to a tape device, a date/
timestamp qualifier is added to the generated data set name as follows:
icpref.Dyydddhh.Tmmssth

NO
Indicates that the output image copy data set will include the constant ICn, the DBD name, and the ddname. This
is the default.

Example: ICPREFONLY Control Statement

To indicate that CA.OUTPUT.IC1 is the output IC name that is dynamically allocated, specify as follows:

ICPREF(CA.OUTPUT.IC1),ICPREFONLY=YES

ICPREF (DBC) -- Construct Image Copy Data Set Name Prefix

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICPREF control statement specifies a string of characters for the prefix of the image copy data set name if the data
set is dynamically allocated.

This control statement has the following format:

ICPREF=dsnprefix

dsnprefix
Specifies the prefix of the image copy data set name. There is no default.
Limits: 1 through 33 characters. The maximum length is 44 if the keyword is used with ICPREFONLY=YES.

Example: ICPREF Control Statement

To construct the prefix of the image copy data set name if you use dynamic allocation, specify as follows:

ICPREF=NAME

ICRDSN (DBC) -- Specify the Name of the IC2 Data Set To Be Copied

Valid for Database Copier.
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The ICRDSN control statement specifies the name of the data set to be included from the IC2 image copy. This name is
the name of the database that was originally copied. The IBM ADRDSSU utility uses this name as the INCLUDE dsname
when invoked.

NOTE
Copies of IC2 image copy data sets are not registered to DBRC.

This control statement is valid only with the COPYIC function.

This control statement has the following format:

ICRDSN=dsname

dsname
Specifies a valid data set name.
Limits: Maximum 44 characters

Example: Specify the IC2 Data Set Name

This example shows the ICRDSN control statement that includes the IC2 data set to be copied:

ICRDSN=TSTIC2.INCLUDE.DATABASE.CLUSTER

ICRETPD (DBC) -- Specify Output Image Copy Data Set Retention Period

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICRETPD control statement provides a retention period (in days) for output image copy data sets when the data sets
are dynamically allocated by using ICALLOC=YES.

Note: If you code IC=*, IC(*), or IC(*,*), then you can omit ICALLOC=YES.

ICRETPD is mutually exclusive with the ICEXPDT control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

ICRETPD=nnnn

nnnn
Specifies a retention period for the output image copy data sets. There is no default.
Limit: 0 - 9999

Example: ICRETPD Control Statement

To retain the output image copy data sets for 60 days, specify as follows:

ICRETPD=0060

ICSPACE (DBC) -- Allocate DASD for a Non-SMS Data Set

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICSPACE control statement specifies the amount of DASD to be allocated for a new non-SMS data set or overrides
the space allocation defined in the DATACLAS for an SMS data set.

This control statement has the following format:

ICSPACE=(value,p,s)
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value
Specifies the amount of DASD to be allocated as follows:
blank

Indicates to use DATACLAS defaults for SMS data sets and z/OS defaults for non-SMS data sets. This is
the default.

U
Specifies the unit to use for allocating the output space. It can be from 1 through 8 alphanumeric
characters as follows:

• C or CYL for cylinders
• T or TRK for tracks
• A number from 1 through 65535. If you specify a number, its meaning is defined by the ICAVGREC

control statement.

NOTE
If you specify U, K, or M and if SMS is active, the utility interprets U as the average record
length. Otherwise the utility interprets U as the average block size.

K
Allocates space in logical records. The primary and secondary values specify space in multiples of 1,000
logical records.

M
Allocates space in logical records. The primary and secondary values specify space in multiples of
1,000,000 logical records.

p
Specifies the number of primary units to allocate from 1 through 6777215.

s
Specifies the number of secondary units to allocate from 1 through 6777215.

Example: Allocate 255 Secondary Units

To allocate 255 secondary units, specify as follows:

ICSPACE=(,,255)

ICSTORCL (DBC) -- Specify the SMS Storage Class for the Image Copy Output Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICSTORCL control statement specifies the name of the storage class (STORCLAS) when new SMS image copy
output data sets are dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICSTORCL=name|(blank)

name
Specifies the storage class name. The system administrator defines the permissible STORCLAS.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
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(blank)
Allocates the data set without a STORCLAS specification. This option is the default.

Example: ICSTORCL Control Statement

To allocate the data set to SMS storage class SC, specify as follows:

ICSTORCL=SC

ICSTORCL2 (DBC) -- Specify the SMS Storage Class for the Second Image Copy Output Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier.

The ICSTORCL2 control statement specifies the name of the storage class (STORCLAS) when the second image copy is
created and new SMS image copy output data sets are dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICSTORCL2=name|(blank)

name
Specifies the storage class name. The system administrator defines the permissible STORCLAS.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

(blank)
Allocates the data set without a STORCLAS specification. This option is the default.

Example: ICSTORCL2 Control Statement

To allocate the second image copy output data set to SMS storage class CLASS2, specify as follows:

SECONDIC=YES,

ICSTORCL=CLASS1,

ICSTORCL2=CLASS2

ICUNIT (DBC) -- Specify the Device Unit Name for the Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICUNIT control statement specifies the device unit name when output image copy data sets are dynamically
allocated. When you use this keyword to allocate stacked image copies, the unit name must be a class that refers to tape
devices.

This control statement has the following format:

ICUNIT=(unitname[,n])

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters
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n
Specifies the number of physical units to be allocated.
Limits: 1 to 59

The default for this control statement is ICUNIT=(TAPE,1).

Example: ICUNIT Control Statement

This example allocates 59 physical units from the CART device class:

ICUNIT=(CART,59)

ICUNIT2 (DBC) -- Specify the Device Unit Name for Second Image Copy Output Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier.

The ICUNIT2 control statement specifies the device unit name when the second image copy is created and output image
copy data sets are dynamically allocated to a different unit. When you use this keyword to allocate stacked image copies,
the unit name must be a class that refers to tape devices.

This control statement has the following format:

ICUNIT2=(unitname[,n])

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters

n
Specifies the number of physical units to be allocated.
Limits: 1 to 59

The default for this control statement is ICUNIT2=(TAPE,1).

Example: ICUNIT2 Control Statement

This example allocates VTAPE device for the second image copy output data sets:

SECONDIC=YES

ICUNIT=(3390,1),

ICUNIT2=VTAPE

ICVOLCNT (DBC) -- Assign Volume Count for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICVOLCNT control statement overrides the z/OS specification of the maximum number of volumes permissible for an
output image copy data set when dynamically allocated.

This option works similarly as the volume-count sub parameter that can be specified in JCL. You can specify any value
from 0 to 255, but the actual value adopted is 0, 5, 20, or 255, whichever is greater than or equal to the value specified.

This control statement has the following format:

ICVOLCNT=nnn

nnn
Identifies a numeric value from 0 to 255.
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Default: 0

Example: ICVOLCNT Control Statement

To assign 255 volumes for an output image copy data set when they are dynamically allocated, specify the following:

ICVOLCNT=255

ICVOLSER (DBC) -- Specify Volume Serial Identifiers for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICVOLSER control statement specifies a list of one or more volume serial identifiers when new image copy output
data sets are dynamically allocated. If you use ICVOLSER, Database Copier ignores ICVOLCNT. The control statement
ICVOLSER has no meaning if the data set exists.

This control statement has the following format:

ICVOLSER=value

value
Specifies the 1 to 6 alphanumeric character string. Following considerations apply:

• You can specify a string of up to 64 characters for the volume serial identifier.
• Separate each volume serial identifier with a comma.
• Do not specify more than five volume serial identifiers when using this keyword to allocate stacked image copy

data sets.

Default: blank

Example: ICVOLSER Control Statement

To specify 100100 as the volume serial identifier, specify as follows:

ICVOLSER=100100

IIRRECORD (DBC) -- Create Rows in IIR Tables

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The IIRRECORD control statement creates one or more rows in the corresponding IMS Information Repository (IIR)
tables at job completion. The columns in each of these tables correspond to the informational fields on the output report
for the executed utility.

This control statement has the following format:

IIRRECORD=YES|NO

YES
Generates rows in the corresponding IIR table.

NOTE
Ensure that you have installed IIR and enabled IIR reporting. For more information, see Using IMS
Information Repository.

NO
Does not generate rows in the corresponding IIR table. This option is the default.
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IMSID (DBC) -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem ID

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer, Database Copier, the Online Reorg
component of Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The IMSID control statement specifies the subsystem ID or the IMSGROUP name of the IMS control region owning the
database to be processed. In a data sharing environment, specify the name of one IMS subsystem only that is sharing the
database.

An IMSGROUP name is only allowed for Database Copier and the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer. If an
IMSGROUP name is specified on the IMSID control statement, the job will find an active IMS subsystem belonging to that
IMSGROUP.

The image copy job must run on the same subsystem as the IMS specified in the IMSID control statement.

This control statement is required if you specify AOI=Y, BMPPAUSE=Y, DBR=Y or STA=Y; otherwise, it is optional. If you
do not specify this control statement, the value is extracted from the DFSVC000 load module.

NOTE

We recommend that you specify this control statement using one of the values that follows.

This control statement has the following format:

IMSID=subsystem-ID|imsgroup-name

subsystem-ID
Specifies the subsystem ID of the IMS control region for the database to be processed.

imsgroup-name
Specifies an IMSGROUP of which one or more IMS control regions are a part. If an IMS control region with a
matching IMS version is active on the same system and contains the specified IMSGROUP in its DFSPBxxx
proclib member, its IMSID will be chosen for the job execution.

LARGEBLKS (DBC) -- Use LBI For an Output Tape Data Set

Valid for Database Copier, the Prefix Resolution and Prefix Update component of Database Organizer, and  Secondary
Index Builder .

The LARGEBLKS control statement uses the IBM Large Block Interface (LBI) for an output tape data set. Maximizing the
database block size helps optimize the performance. This is useful with cartridge devices because the data set block size
can be larger than the standard z/OS default maximum block size of 32 KB. A larger block size should result in fewer I/O's
and potentially reduced elapsed times.

NOTE
For 3480s and 3490s, the maximum block size is 64 KB. For 3590s, the maximum block size is 256 KB.

Input tape data sets created using the LBI are automatically detected and no keyword is required.

This control statement has the following format:

LARGEBLKS=YES|NO

YES
Indicates that the Large Block Interface may be used if supported by the output device type. If the device type
does not support the Large Block Interface, it is ignored.

NO
Indicates that the Large Block interface should not be used. This is the default.
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MMGRIO (DBC) -- Use the Media Manager Interface

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The MMGRIO control statement uses the IBM Media Manager interface to read VSAM databases.

NOTE
APF authorization is required to use the Media Manager interface. However, if APF authorization is not provided,
you can still use the Media Manager interface if the ITK STC is running.

This control statement has the following format:

MMGRIO=YES|NO

YES
Uses the Media Manager interface for reading VSAM databases. This is the default if APF-authorization is
provided or if the ITK STC is running.

NO
Uses the standard VSAM API. Media Manager is not used.

MMSMFREPORT (DBC) -- Report I/O Counts

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, and Database Organizer.

The MMSMFREPORT control statement reports I/O counts for Media Manager access. The utility ignores the control
statement, unless you specify MMGRIO=YES. The I/O counts are for job accounting purposes. These counts will not
directly relate to the number of I/Os performed because they reflect the number of CIs read.

This control statement has the following format:

MMSMFREPORT=YES|NO

YES
Reports Media Manager I/O counts to SMF for job accounting purposes.

NO
Indicates that Media Manager I/O counts are not reported and job accounting statistics show zero I/Os for Media
Manager accessed databases.

NEWICOPY (DBC) -- Specify DDname of the Output Image Copy Data Set

Valid for Database Copier.

(Optional) The NEWICOPY control statement specifies the ddname of the output image copy. Use this statement to
perform multiple functions in the same job step.

This control statement overrides the default output image copy specified in the NEWICOPY DD statement.

• If you do not specify this control statement, the default DD NEWICOPY is used as output.
• If you override the default value, the NEWICOPY DD is not referenced and not needed.

The program that determines optimum block size based on device geometry provides the DCB specifications. It also
optimizes buffering. Overriding these values impacts I/O performance.

This control statement is valid with the COPYIC and IICOPY functions.

This control statement has the following format:
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NEWICOPY=ddname

ddname
Defines the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limit: 1 -8 alphanumeric characters

Example: NEWICOPY Control Statement

To indicate that the ddname of the output image copy data set to be produced is NEWIC1, specify as follows:

NEWICOPY=NEWIC1

NOTIFY (DBC) -- Notify DBRC

Valid for Database Copier, and the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The NOTIFY control statement notifies DBRC of the successful completion of image copy and records the image copy
data set information.

This control statement has the following format:

NOTIFY=YES|NO

YES
Notifies DBRC upon successful completion and records the data set information. This is the default.

NO
Does not notify DBRC upon successful completion.

OIC (DBC) -- Create an Online Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier.

The OIC control statement invokes the online image copy (OIC) process for the specified data set group or area. When
specified, the database data set will be image copied while online for update. The result is a fuzzy image copy, which
requires the IMS logs that contain the updates while the OIC was taken to recover a usable database without errors.

High Performance Recovery automatically finds and allocates these logs and the OIC when used with DBRC. This results
in a usable and complete database.

This control statement has the following format:

OIC=YES|NO

YES
Indicates to copy the database while online for update.

NO
Indicates that the database is offline during the image copy. The default is NO.

PARTITION (DBC) -- Define Partition Name

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer, and  Secondary
Index Builder .
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The PARTITION control statement specifies the name of the HALDB partition to be processed in batch mode or during an
online reorganization (FFOR). A DBDNAME control statement must accompany this control statement.

This statement is required only when a partition or a subset of the partitions of a HALDB are to be processed.

COPY1DDNAME and COPY2DDNAME can be used with PARTITION for multi-DSG HALDBs.

The control statement has the following format:

PARTITION=dbdname

dbdname
Identifies the DBD name of the HALDB partition to be used.

The current ddnames of the partition are used to create the image copy. These can point to the A-J or M-V data sets.

Limits: Must be a registered partition DBD name or DBD of a HALDB master DBD.

RECOVGRP (DBC) -- Specify the DBRC Recovery Group Name

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 

The RECOVGRP control statement specifies the name of the DBRC-defined recovery group to be processed. Recovery
group is a group of database data sets registered together to DBRC under a single name thus allowing multiple data sets
to be processed as a single unit. All databases defined to this recovery group are processed.

DBGRP is a synonym of RECOVGRP.

One of the following control statements is required:

•  CAGRP 
•  DBDNAME

If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

•  DBDSGRP  
•  DBGRP | RECOVGRP 
•  PSBRECOV 

This control statement is valid only with DBRC=YES. You can also specify REUSE=YES for reuseable data sets in a
recovery.

If REUSE is specified in DBRC, all input and output data sets are dynamically allocated, provided that the data sets for the
output image copies exist. If NOREUSE is specified in DBRC, you must specify ICALLOC=YES, ICSPACE=(), ICUNIT=(),
and ICPREF=(hlvq..).

This control statement has the following format:

RECOVGRP=recovgrp

recovgrp
Indicates the name of the DBRC recovery database data set group to be processed. This data set must be
defined to DBRC.
Limits: 1 through 8 alphanumeric characters

 Example: Copy All Databases Defined to the DBRC Data Set Recovery Group 

This example shows how to copy all databases defined to the DBRC data set recovery group RCVGRP01:

RECOVGRP=RCVGRP01
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 Example: Copy Multiple Databases as a DBRC Recovery Group when REUSE=YES 

This example shows how to copy many databases as a DBRC recovery group (RECOVGRP) in a single execution when
REUSE=YES is set in DBRC:

FUNCTION=COPY,

RECOVGRP=recovgrp,

DBRC=YES

 Example: Copy Multiple Databases as a DBRC Recovery Group when REUSE=NO 

This example shows how to copy many databases as a DBRC database recovery group in a single execution when
REUSE=NO is set in DBRC. You must supply enough information to dynamically allocate the new output image copy data
sets.

FUNCTION=COPY,

RECOVGRP=recovgrp,

ICSPACE=(T,3,1),

ICUNIT=(SYSDA,1),

ICPREF=TEST.DB1,

DBRC=YES

 Example: Recover All Databases Data Sets in a DBRC Recovery Group 

This example shows how to recover all databases defined to DBRC database data set group RECSGRP1:

RECOVGRP=RECSGRP1

 Example: Recover All Database Data Sets in a Recovery Group 

This example shows how to recover, in a single execution, all database data sets registered to a RECOVGRP:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

RECOVGRP=recovgrp,

DBRC=YES

SECONDIC (DBC) -- Create a Second Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier.

The SECONDIC control statement specifies that a second copy is to be created. The second image copy uses the same
control statement values as the primary image copy.

When the image copy output data sets are dynamically allocated, you can specify different data class, SMS management
class, storage class, and unit for the second image copy output data sets using the ICDATACL2, ICMGMTCL2,
ICSTORCL2, and ICUNIT2 control statements respectively. The following rules apply:

• If you do not specify different values for the second image copy, the same values as for the primary image copy are
used.

• If you specify at least one different value, all four values specified for the primary image copy are ignored and the
default or specified values are used for the second image copy data sets.

This control statement has the following format:

SECONDIC=YES|NO

YES
Indicates that a second copy is to be created.
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NO
Indicates that a second copy is not to be created. This is the default.

Example: Create a Second Image Copy Data Set

This example shows how to create a second image copy that is written to a different unit:

SECONDIC=YES,                                             

ICUNIT=(3390,1),                                          

ICUNIT2=VTAPE                                            

SNAPSHOT (DBC) -- Create a Snapshot (Flash) Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The SNAPSHOT control statement invokes the Snapshot General Services subsystem to create a snapshot-type copy of
the target database or databases to a temporary image copy data set. This data set is copied into the normal image copy
form and cataloged so that it can be used by dynamic allocation.

Note: Both the SNAPSHOT and FLASH control statements invoke Snapshot General Services. When FLASH=YES is
specified, utility terminates on all errors or acts like SNAPSHOT=R. The SNAPSHOT=P and SNAPSHOT=R options let
you specify the subsequent Database Copier action in a failure.
SNAPSHOT is mutually exclusive with the FLASHIC control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

SNAPSHOT=P|R|N

P
Creates an online image copy if the image copy process has begun and snapshot processing fails. For DBRC
authorization problems, the job abends and any active snapshot copy processing terminates.

R
Indicates that a batch image copy is required. If the snapshot image copy process encounters an error with a
return code greater than 4, the image copy process terminates.

N
Does not invoke Snapshot General Services and a snapshot image copy is not created. This is the default.

SSID (DBC) -- Use z/OS Jobname to Sign on to DBRC

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, and Secondary Index Builder.

The SSID control statement lets you use the z/OS jobname as the subsystem ID with which the IMS tools sign on to
DBRC. This control statement eliminates duplicate subsystem IDs during DBRC signon and lets you use site-specific
jobnames.

This control statement can be specified with the following functions: ANALYZE, ANALYZEALL, UNLOAD, RELOAD,
COPY, INDEXBUILD, INDEXCREATE, and INDEXEXTRACT.

This control statement has the following format:

 SSID=JOBNAME
 SSID=JOBNAMES
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JOBNAME
Uses the jobname as the subsystem ID. This option is the default.

JOBNAMES
Uses a suffixed jobname as the subsystem ID.
This value is generated automatically using the following format:
jjjjjnnn

jjjjj
Specifies the first five characters of the jobname.

nnn
Specifies a numerical suffix.

STA (DBC) -- Start the Target Database or Group

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The STA control statement specifies whether to automatically start the target database or group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP,
RECOVGRP, PSBRECOV, or DBGRP) at the conclusion of the flash or snapshot image copy process to significantly
reduce downtime.

This control statement has the following format:

STA=YES|NO

YES
Starts the target database or group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, RECOVGRP, or DBGRP) automatically at the
successful conclusion of the flash image copy process.
If STA=YES, note the following requirements:

• Verify that an ITK STC started task is running on any z/OS system running the IMS systems to which the
database is online. The image copy job must run on the same LPAR as an ITK STC and the IMS subsystem
that is specified in the IMSID control statement.

• Specify the name of the associated IMS in the IMSID control statement.
• In a data sharing environment, the STA command is issued with the GLOBAL operand, which precludes the

use of the ACCESS operand. DBRC determines the access mode of the started database.
• In a non-data sharing environment, any specified ACCESS mode is permitted and is honored. If ACCESS is

omitted, the database is started in the access mode it was in when it was stopped with the /DBR command.

NO
Does not automatically start or restart the database at the conclusion of the flash copy. This option is the default.
Start or restart the database manually after the physical copy is complete. A message in the JESMSGLG and
DBCOPY messages file indicates when each of the flash copies completes.

NOTE
Do not specify AOI=YES with the combination of DBR=Y and STA=Y. However, you can specify STA=NO with
AOI=YES to suspend automatic restart after the flash copy. The database or group is not restarted automatically.
STA=NO is not valid with BMPPAUSE=YES.

STKIC (DBC) -- Specify DDnames for Stacked Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier.

The STKIC control statement specifies the ddnames of the stacked output image copy data sets. One copy of the output
image copy data set is written to each ddname listed. Database Copier places the output of each copy function that
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references the same DD statement on the tape volume allocated to that DD statement. If the DD statement is not present
in the JCL, it is dynamically allocated if ICALLOC=YES is specified.Database Copier generates data set names for
the stacked data sets and overrides any JCL data set names regardless of whether the ddname is JCL allocated or
dynamically allocated.

NOTE
This control statement is not used with the incremental image copy (IICOPY) functions. This control statement is
mutually exclusive with COPY1DDNAME, COPY2DDNAME, IC, and NEWICOPY control statements for all copy
functions.

This control statement has the following format:

STKIC=(ddname1,ddname2)

ddname
Specifies the ddnames of the stacked output image copy data sets. You can specify up to two ddnames,
separated by a comma.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

STOPRC (DBC) -- Define Stop Processing Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The STOPRC control statement identifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can
generate before all subsequent processing is bypassed.

Use this statement only when you do not want processing to stop in typical error situations. For example, if the input
control statements define two separate functions that are to be performed and the first one fails with a return code of 8. In
such a case, the second request is not processed.

This control statement has the following format:

STOPRC=return-code

return-code
Specifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can generate before all
subsequent processing is bypassed.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 9

Example: Stop Processing after a Return Code of 12 Is Generated

To stop processing when the return code generated is greater than or equal to 12, specify:

STOPRC=12

Example: Continue Processing Regardless of the Return Code

To continue processing regardless of the return code generated, specify:

STOPRC=4095

TARGETMASK (DBC) -- Use Target Mask for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier.

The TARGETMASK control statement determines the data set name of the flash image copy data sets using the mask
specification and the DBRC registered data set being copied.
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This control statement has the following format:

TARGETMASK=dsn-mask

dsn-mask

Specifies the data set name mask. Wildcards **, * and % are supported to establish position in the data set name. The
mask can affect any qualifier.

• ** -- Represents all qualifiers up to or after the changed portion.
• * -- Represents a qualifier or the rest of a qualifier before or after a changed position.
• % -- Represents a single character in a qualifier before or after a changed position.

Default: **.%F*

NOTE
When you use the default, the second character of the last qualifier is overwritten instead of the first, because in
HALDB databases, the first character in the last qualifier has the potential to be the only unique character in a
multi-DSG HALDB database.

Example: TARGETMASK Control Statement

This example shows how to replace a second character in the last qualifier:

TARGETMASK=**.%F*

If the data set name being copied is USER.TEST.DATABASE, the output flash data set that is used to create the output
image copy is named USER.TEST.DFTABASE.

TASKLIMIT (DBC) -- Define Task Limits

Valid for Database Copier and the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer.

The TASKLIMIT control statement defines the maximum number of tasks that can be performed in the same job step.

NOTE
You can code REGION=0 M to make optimum use of the available memory.

This control statement has the following format:

TASKLIMIT=n

n
Specifies a maximum number of the tasks that can be performed in the same job step.

This value specifies the number of asynchronous image copies that can be created in parallel in the same job step.
Database Copier will contrive a value based on the amount of 24-bit storage available. It will then compare that contrived
value to the TASKLIMIT specification and adopt the smaller number.

Limits: 1-16

NOTE
The statements TASKLIMIT and GRPLIM are synonyms. They are valid for Database Copier only if
FUNCTION=ACOPY is set. However, performing an asynchronous image copy does not require TASKLIMIT or
GRPLIM.
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TIMESTMP (DBC) -- Define Image Copy Timestamp for IC2 Copy

Valid for Database Copier.

The TIMESTMP control statement specifies the timestamp for the copy of an IC2 image copy.

NOTE
Copies of IC2 image copy data sets are not registered to DBRC.

This control statement has the following format:

TIMESTMP=timestamp

timestamp
Indicates the date and time in any of the supported timestamp formats.

NOTE
Time defaults to local time unless a time zone offset (+ or -) is specified. Time zone offset can be +
or - hhmm. Symbolic time zones defined in DBRC (for example, CST, PST) are not supported. If the
time zone offset is specified, it indicates the offset from UTC time. If omitted, the default is the current
operating system offset.

VICDSNAME (DBC) -- Specify Alternate Data Set Name for Virtual Image Copies

Valid for Database Copier and the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The VICDSNAME control statement specifies an alternate virtual image copy name for a catalog data set when executing
virtual image copies or during FFOR.

This control statement has the following formats:

VICDSNAME=vic-dsn

vic-dsn
Defines the data set name of the virtual image copy.
Default: IDI.VICDUMMY.DSN

NOTE
The data set specified in VICDSNAME control statement is allocated automatically and does not require
a separate DD statement. This allocation occurs only if the data set is present in the z/OS catalog. If you
specify VIC=YES but do not specify VICDSNAME, the default dsname is used. The job abends if this
data set does not exist.

VIC (DBC) -- Create a Virtual Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier and the Online Reorg component of Database Organizer.

The VIC control statement creates virtual image copies for primary and secondary indexes. Virtual image copy (VIC) is
not an actual physical image copy, but a z/OS cataloged data set that does not have to contain any usable data. This
placeholder data set is registered in the RECONs to satisfy DBRC database registration requirements.

The VIC control statement is compatible only with the image copy (COPY) or asynchronous image copy (ACOPY)
functions.

NOTE
The utility creates virtual copies for z/OS cataloged data sets only.
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This control statement has the following format:

VIC=YES|NO

YES
Creates virtual image copies of index databases related to the specified objects:

• If you specify only index DBD, creates virtual image copy of the specified index.
• If you specify a database or a group, creates normal copies for the database data sets and virtual image

copies of all related index type databases.

VIC=YES requires that you also specify DBRC=YES.

NOTE
You cannot register an index or database data set to DBRC as reusable (ICREUSE=Y) and then try to
create its image copy with VIC=YES.

NO
Does not create a virtual image copy. This is the default.

The following control statements create virtual image copy for the specified objects:

FUNCTION=COPY|ACOPY,

DBDNAME=dbdname,DDNAME=ddname,|CAGRP=cagrp,|DBGRP=dbgrp

VIC=YES,

DBRC=YES,

[VICDSNAME=dsname]

NOTE

More information:

• Making a Virtual Image Copy

WARNING (DBC) -- Define Warning Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The WARNING control statement issues a return code value at job step termination when the utility detects error
conditions or warnings.

This control statement has the following format:

WARNING=return-code

return-code
Indicates the return code value for warning returns.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 4

Example: Set Warning Return Code Value

To set the return code value for warnings to 0, specify:

WARNING=0
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ZIIP (DBC) -- Enable zIIP Processing

Valid for the UNLOAD function of Database Organizer, Database Analyzer, and Database Copier.

The ZIIP control statement enables the IBM System z Integrated Information Processor (zIIP) processing for the specified
function. Use this control statement to decrease your CPU costs by offloading as much CPU-intensive processing onto a
zIIP processor as possible.

NOTE
zIIP processing is disabled when there are no zIIP processors in the configuration or when zIIP processing is not
beneficial for the DBD configuration. For example, when exits are called.

When Database Analyzer is executed from Database Copier, it inherits the ZIIP value from the Database Copier if omitted
from its control statements. If Database Analyzer finds that the environment is not suitable for zIIP processing, zIIP
processor offloading is disabled for both utilities for the current function.

This control statement has the following syntax:

ZIIP=YES|NO 

YES
Uses zIIP processing as much as possible. Performance statistics messages notify you about the zIIP usage.
APF-authorization is required.

NO
Does not use zIIP processing. This option is the default.

Using Database Copier
This section contains information to help you understand and effectively use Database Copier.

You can create the following types of image copies:

• Asynchronous image copies
• Batch image copies
• Concurrent image copies
• Incremental image copies
• Online image copies
• Virtual image copies
• Flash image copies

NOTE
High Performance Recovery and the IMS Recovery utility (DFSURDB0) can recover a database using any of
these types of image copies.

Creating Database Copier JCL Using ISPF Interface
You can create a Database Copier JCL through the ISPF interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Invoke the Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu.
To invoke the Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu from the ISPF command shell, execute the $ITK
CLIST as follows:

EX 'hlq.CIMTCLSO($ITK)' 'HILVLQ(hlq)'
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hlq
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the installed library name. The default name can be customized for your site
during installation.
Default: CAI.TOOLKIT

The Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu appears.
2. Select option 1, Database Copier for IMS.

The Database Copier panel appears.
3. Select the type of copy (batch or Flash) and build the JCL following the panel instruction.

Press F1 (Help) for the description of fields and functions. 
4. Edit the JCL as needed before executing the image copy.

Creating Asynchronous Image Copies
Asynchronous image copies are the database backups of multiple IMS database data sets that are created in parallel in
the same job step for faster processing. The asynchronous process uses the z/OS multitasking function. You can create
asynchronous image copies by using Database Copier IDIDBO (the IDIDBO program) or its valid alias. The resulting
asynchronous image copy represents a database image as of the Change Accumulation end time. The image copy
is compatible with the IMS Image copy (DFSUDMP0) and is a valid input to the High Performance Recovery and IMS
Recovery utility (DFSURDB0).

To make asynchronous image copies, use the following control statement in your JCL:

FUNCTION=ACOPY,TASKLIMIT=value

or

AIC DBD(dbdname) DDNAME(ddname) TASKLIMIT(number)

Example

The following example demonstrates a request to make five image copies, with four of them made asynchronously in
parallel.

• The DBDs may or may not be unique.
• The ddnames must be unique within a DBD, but do not need to be unique within the job step.
• TASKLIMIT keyword, if required, must be specified in the first ACOPY control statement.

Specify in control statements – native syntax:

FUNCTION=ACOPY,DBDNAME=dbd1,DDNAME=ddname1,TASKLIMIT=4

FUNCTION=ACOPY,DBDNAME=dbd2,DDNAME=ddname2

FUNCTION=ACOPY,DBDNAME=dbd3,DDNAME=ddname3

FUNCTION=ACOPY,DBDNAME=dbd4,DDNAME=ddname4

FUNCTION=ACOPY,DBDNAME=dbd5,DDNAME=ddname5

Specify in control statements - compatibility syntax:

AIC DBD(dbdname1) DDN(ddname1) TASKLIMIT(4)

AIC DBD(dbdname2) DDN(ddname2)

AIC DBD(dbdname3) DDN(ddname3)

AIC DBD(dbdname4) DDN(ddname4)

AIC DBD(dbdname5) DDN(ddname5)

For a sample JCL for asynchronous image copies, see the member high-level.CIMTSAMP(JCLDBC5).

The following conditions apply:
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• Up to 16 image copies can be executed asynchronously.
• AOIC, AIIC, and ACIC are not supported.
• Image copies cannot be stacked on one volume, as one volume can be available only to one task at a time.

Creating a Batch Image Copy
A batch image copy is a true and exact database backup without any partial updates. It is taken from the database in non-
update mode or from the copy created by using the Snapshot General Services. Because it is a true and exact database
copy, no other inputs or updates are required when batch image copy is used for database recovery.

To make a batch image copy, do one of the following:

• Use the existing DFSUDMP0 (IMS Image Copy utility) job and change the STEPLIB or JOBLIB to include the
Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD) at the front of the concatenation. This approach
requires one minor JCL change and creates an image copy the same as DFSUDMP0.

NOTE
The database must be in non-update mode by all other users when you run DFSUDMP0. DFSUDMP0 can
run concurrently with read-only users but not concurrently with update users or exclusive users because
concurrent updates might result in a fuzzy image copy. If update users or exclusive users are accessing the
database when DFSUDMP0 starts execution, DBRC does not grant database access to DFSUDMP0 and the
job fails with a DFS047A.

• Code the JCL control statement to let the CIC keyword default or specify CIC=NO.

Creating a Concurrent Image Copy
A concurrent image copy is a fuzzy database backup that can contain partial updates. Concurrent image copy allows full
access to the database during the image copy. When this type of backup is used for recovery, the IMS logs are required to
resolve any partial updates. Concurrent image copy is preferred over the online image copy because the latter consumes
online resources and adds to the overhead.

To make a concurrent image copy, do one of the following:

• Use the existing DFSUDMP0 (IMS Image Copy utility) job that already specifies PARM=CIC on the EXEC statement
and change the STEPLIB or JOBLIB to include Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD)
at the front of the concatenation. This approach requires one minor JCL change and creates an image copy the same
as DFSUDMP0.
The database can be in update mode by other users when you run DFSUDMP0.

• Code the JCL control statement to specify CIC=YES.

How Concurrent Image Copy Overrides Online Image Copy

An online image copy is a fuzzy database backup that can contain partial updates. Online image copy allows full access to
the database during the image copy. When this type of backup is used for recovery, the IMS logs are required to resolve
any partial updates. Online image copy involves overhead because it uses online system resources (buffer handler and
buffer pool) to read the data sets, and is therefore less preferred over the concurrent image copy.

Database Copier currently does not implement the online image copy functionality. The concurrent image copy
functionality overrides the online image copy functionality in all execution modes, as follows:

• If you run DFSUICP0 in IMS compatibility mode by including the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library
at the front of the STEPLIB or JOBLIB concatenation, Database Copier takes a concurrent image copy instead of an
online image copy. To create the concurrent image copy, change the 14th parameter IMS_ID of DFSRRC00 to Y, N, or
omit it in the following code:
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PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='BMP,DFSUICP0,PSB_name,,,,,,,,,,,IMS_ID'

NOTE
Database Copier interprets the 14th parameter of DFSRRC00 to indicate whether DBRC should be used,
and not as the IMS ID under which an OIC should be taken. If you do not change the 14th parameter in the
IMS compatibility mode, an error message is generated.

• If you specify OIC instead of CIC on the EXEC statement in an existing IMS DFSUDMP0 job
(PGM=DFSUDMP0,PARM='DBRC=Y,OIC'), Database Copier considers it invalid and rejects it.

• If you run Database Copier in compatibility mode, specify OIC in the control statements, Database Copier takes a
concurrent image copy instead of an online image copy.

• If you run Database Copier in native mode, by executing PGM=IDIDBO with control statement FUNCTION=COPY and
OIC=YES, then Database Copier interprets OIC=YES as CIC=YES and takes a concurrent image copy instead of an
online image copy.

Creating a Copy of an Image Copy
The copy image copy (COPYIC) function creates an image copy from an existing image copy for the database defined by
the DBDNAME and DDNAME control statements to an output file. The copy image copy function quickly and easily makes
a single exact copy of the input image copy.

Use the following DD statements to specify the input and output of the COPYIC function:

• The DBCICIN DD statement specifies the input image copy file.
Alternately, you can use the ICDDNAME control statement to specify the ddname of the input image copy for the copy
image copy. Specify ICDDNAME=* to use the latest registered image copy as the input image copy.

• The NEWICOPY DD statement specifies the output image copy file.
Alternately, you can use the NEWICOPY control statement to specify the ddname of the output image copy for the
copy image copy.

The following conditions apply:

• The database data set is not accessed or needed in the JCL.
• The DBRC interface is supported. The new copy of an image copy is registered with DBRC as the second image copy.

If a valid second image copy is already registered, the new image copy is not registered. If the second image copy
exists but is marked invalid, the new image copy is registered as a valid second image copy.
If two copies of the image copy are made, only the first image copy can be registered in the RECONs.

• When copying an image copy of a multiple-DSG database, the DDNAME control statement is required.
• When copying flash image copies, the NEWICOPY data set must be defined the same as the input data set, and

DUMPTYPE=I must be specified in JCL. An exact copy of the flash copy is created.
• When copying an image copy that was created using DFSMS DUMP or DFSMS COPY commands (IC2 image copy),

the following conditions apply:
– DUMPTYPE=T, ICRDSN, and TIMESTMP control statements are required in JCL.
– The output is a non-IC2 image copy.

NOTE
Copies of IC2 image copy data sets are not registered to DBRC.

Example: Copy Image Copy

This example shows how to copy the most recent image copy and register the copy as the second image copy:

FUNCTION=COPYIC,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

ICDDNAME=*,

NEWICOPY=output-ic-ddname,
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DBRC=YES

Example: Copy an IC2 Image Copy

This example shows how to copy an IC2 image copy:

FUNCTION=COPYIC,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DBRC=N,

DDNAME=ddname,

DUMPTYPE=T,

ICRDSN=dsname,

TIMESTMP=timestamp

Example: Copy Image Copy of Multiple-DSG Database

This example shows how to copy an image copy of a multiple-DSG database:

FUNCTION=COPYIC,       

DBDNAME=dbdname,          

DDNAME=dsg1-ddname,       

ICDDNAME=dsg1-input-ic-ddname,       

NEWICOPY=dsg1-output-ic-ddname,      

DBRC=Y                 

FUNCTION=COPYIC,       

DBDNAME=dbdname,          

DDNAME=dsg2-ddname,       

ICDDNAME=dsg2-input-ic-ddname,       

NEWICOPY=dsg2-output-ic-ddname,      

DBRC=Y                 

Creating an Incremental Image Copy
The incremental image copy function lets you create an incremental image copy. An incremental image copy is the
database backup created by merging the existing database backup and the changes in the IMS Change Accumulation file.

NOTE
Incremental image copy function of Database Copier is not supported with IMS-managed ACBs.

The created image copy is compatible with the IMS DFSUDMP0 image copy and is a valid input to the High Performance
Recovery and IMS recovery utility (DFSURDB0). You can use the image copy to create another incremental image copy
or to recover the database to that point in time. If all IMS logs are included in the IMS Change Accumulation file, the
resulting image copy is equivalent to the batch image copy. It does not affect the data availability or the performance of
systems and applications accessing the database because it is created without accessing the actual IMS database.

The incremental image copy function reads an image copy input file and merges with it an IMS Change Accumulation file.
This produces a new image copy that represents the database as of the most recent Change Accumulation file update
time. This image copy can then be used for another incremental image copy function or to recover the database to that
point in time.

The database is not accessed for the incremental image copy process so the performance of other systems or
applications is unaffected by it.
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To make an incremental image copy, follow these steps:

1. Verify that the incremental image copy function receives a valid input image copy file. This can be the output from the
incremental image copy function or the IMS Image Copy utility, DFSUDMP0.

2. Verify that the incremental image copy function receives a valid IMS change accumulation file that includes all
database updates from the IMS logs up to the desired point of recovery. If logs are missed, the resulting database
image copy is incomplete. A single file is required; do not concatenate multiple files. If there is more than one Change
Accumulation file, use High Performance Recovery or the IMS Change Accumulation utility (DFSUCUM0) to merge
them.
In a DBRC environment, the inclusion of all logs into the Change Accumulation process, the recovery process, or both
is guaranteed by DBRC. However, in a non-DBRC environment, the database administrator verifies that all logs are
merged into the input Change Accumulation file. Note the following additional considerations:
– IMS log file input is not accepted. All IMS logs must be merged into the change accumulation file using High

Performance Recovery or the IMS Change Accumulation utility, DFSUCUM0.
– HSSP (high-speed sequential processing) image copy data sets are not supported.
– If the database is not accessed, it does not need to be allocated by the JCL.
In a non-DBRC environment, the Change Accumulation file will be processed against the image copy even though its
database update records occur before the image copy time. The process will reject database update records whose
time is before the image copy time.

3. Verify that the creation timestamp of the input Change Accumulation file is later than the timestamp of the input image
copy or the process stops. The date and timestamp of the input image copy is used as the date and timestamp of the
output incremental image copy header record. This allows the incremental image copy to be updated a number of
times with successive Change Accumulation files.

NOTE
In a non-DBRC environment, the Change Accumulation file is processed against the image copy even
though its database update records occur before the image copy time. The process rejects the database
update records whose time is before the image copy time.

4. Perform one of the following steps:
– Code the JCL by using the FUNCTION=IICOPY to invoke the incremental image copy function.
– Use the existing ICPUMAIN incremental image copy job and change the STEPLIB or JOBLIB to include

hlq.CIMTLOAD at the front of the concatenation. This approach requires one minor JCL change and creates an
incremental image copy. Use multiple sets of ICP control statements in the ICPSYSIN file to execute multiple image
copies in a single job step.

The output is a single image copy file for the database data set requested. The file format is compatible with the IMS
Image Copy utility file format. The image copy represents the database as of the point in time of the most recent
update time on the Change Accumulation file.

DBRC Considerations

The incremental image copy begins its interface with DBRC as if it were a database recovery function. It validates the
input image copy and Change Accumulation file against the RECON information. They must be consistent with a valid
recovery point as defined in the RECON. If not, an error message is issued and the process ends.

After it has created the image copy, DBRC is notified that a new database image copy has been taken.

The database data set does not need to be allocated in the JCL and Database Copier does not access it dynamically.

Incremental image copy will not dynamically allocate the input Change Accumulation file, the input image copy, or the
output image copy.

The following processes occur when incremental image copy interfaces with DBRC:
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• An IMS log file is required by the DBRC interface. Because this is not a valid input, and because incremental image
copy does not require the DD, a DUMMY file is dynamically allocated.

• Two work files, HPRRCIN and HPRRCOUT, are dynamically allocated for use by the DBRC interface. They are each
one track in size and allocated on SYSALLDA.

When successfully completed, incremental image copy will notify DBRC that a new image copy has been taken. This
results in an image copy record recorded in the RECON.

The following rules apply to the DBRC image copy notification record:

• The RUN (start) and STOP (end) timestamps for the output image copy data set are based on the timestamps
recorded in DBRC for the input image copy and Change Accumulation data sets.

• They also depend on whether this is a valid or invalid recovery point and the level of IMS.

The values are set as follows:

• If it is a valid recovery point:
– The IC type is set to BATCH.
– The IC RUN time is set to the STOP time.
– The IC STOP time is set to zero.

• If it is an invalid recovery point and there were changes for the database data set in the Change Accumulation file:
– The IC type is set to CIC.
– The IC RUN time is set to the most recent update time.
– The IC STOP time is set to STOP time.

• If it is an invalid recovery point and there were no changes for the database data set in the Change Accumulation file:
– The IC type is set to CIC.
– The IC RUN time is set to the STOP time.
– The IC STOP time is set to the STOP time.

Making a Virtual Image Copy
Database Copier can make virtual image copies (VIC) for all indexes. A VIC can be created for primary and secondary
indexes related to the specified database or group. Use the VIC for indexes that you intend to recreate using Secondary
Index Builder or alternate vendor products instead of recovering. The VIC is registered with Database Recovery Control
(DBRC) so that the recreated index can be brought online.

NOTE
A virtual image copy is a z/OS cataloged data set that does not have to contain any usable data.

Before you specify VIC, consider the following settings or possibilities:

• The index database data set must be registered to DBRC. The database data set for the related main database is not
required if the Database Copier step contains execution options only for the index database (to write the VIC entry).

• The ICNEEDED flag in the DBRC RECON is always turned off after a REORG entry is created, regardless of VIC
setting.

To create a virtual image copy, use any of the following methods:

• In IMS compatibility mode, use the DFSUDMP0 job and specify the following:
– Change the STEPLIB or JOBLIB to include Database Management Solutions for IMS load library at the front of the

concatenation.
– Add the following DD statement to the JCL:
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//DBOCTRL DD *

– Add the DD statement for the index database that the VIC entry in RECON should be generated for to the Database
Copier job control. The DD statement for the related main database is not required if the Database Copier step
contains execution options only for the index database (to write the VIC entry).

– Include the following control statements in the input data set, DBOCTRL:

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=ddname,

VIC=YES,

DBRC=YES,

{VICDSNAME=dsname}

• In alternate vendor product mode, use the existing ICPUMAIN image copy job that contains the requisite VIC
control statements including the alternate VIC data set name. Change the STEPLIB or JOBLIB to include Database
Management Solutions for IMS load library at the front of the concatenation.

• In native mode, code Database Copier JCL and specify the same //DBOCTRL DD * statements as with DFSUDMP0.

Making a Flash Image Copy
Snapshot General Services (FLASH) support lets you exploit the snapshot and flash copy hardware features that are
available on many DASD subsystems.

This support provides an "instant-in-time" view of the input database and minimizes the database downtime to only a few
seconds. The "flashed" or "logical copy" can then be copied to an image copy data set residing on tape or DASD after the
database has been restarted for update. This processing can significantly reduce the amount of time that is needed to
stop databases to copy them.

The image copy that is created during a flash image copy is a batch image copy registered to DBRC. If you execute as a
group image copy, all image copies are at a consistent point for recovery.

Use the FLASH, FLASHIC, or SNAPSHOT control statement to make flash image copies. For more information, see
Customize Snapshot General Services.

NOTE
FlashCopy V1 devices are not supported.

How Flash Copy Processing Works

The following description of a flash image copy process assumes that the following control statements are specified:

• BMPPAUSE=YES
• AOI=YES, or DBR=YES with STA=YES
• DELETEFLASH=YES

The processing for a snapshot or flash image copy is as follows:

1. The BMP Pause and Resume utility quiesces all BMPs that are active against the target databases when they have
reached their next sync point and all prior updates are committed to DASD.
The BMP applications are held in an OS wait state until a database is released from its paused or quiesced state.

2. The databases are stopped. For FastPath DEDBs, /DBR is issued instead of /DBD.
3. A flash image copy of the data sets specified in the control statements is taken using Snapshot General Services.
4. The databases are started after the flash image copy process is complete.

Paused BMPs are automatically resumed after the quiesced database has been restarted internally.
5. The image copy process copies the flash image copies and creates concurrent image copies.
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6. The flash image copies are deleted.

For CAGRP, DBDGRP, RECOVGRP, PSBRECOV, or DBD processing, the entire database or group is taken offline,
flashed in a single operation, started in the same access mode as before the /DBD, and then individually copied to the
image copy data sets.

Message processing program (MPP) transactions that are scheduled during a PAUSE/RESUME cycle are abended with
a U3303, routed to the IMS suspense queue, and rescheduled from the IMS suspense queue after the paused BMPs are
resumed.

Flash Image Copy Prerequisites

To make flash image copies, verify that the following prerequisites are met:

• Required security definitions are met.
• Your DASD supports cache flashing.
• The Snapshot General Services subsystem is running on the target system where the IMS specified in the IMSID runs.

The batch image copy job must run on this same system.
For information about how to initialize Snapshot General Services, see Customize Snapshot General Services.

• An ITK started task is running. The ITK started task has the following requirements:
– Verify that an ITK STC started task is running on any z/OS system running the IMS systems to which the database

is online. The image copy job must run on the same LPAR as an ITK STC and the IMS subsystem that is specified
in the IMSID control statement.

– Specify the name of the associated IMS in the IMSID control statement.
For information about ITK started tasks, see Setting Up ITK Started Task.

Usage Notes

After you successfully configure and initialize Snapshot General Services, the Snapshot General Services z/OS
subsystem is active and waiting to process advanced copy services requests from the Broadcom utility programs.

In general, the DASD devices that are used with FlashCopy operations require that the following objects both reside on
volumes in the same storage subsystem:

• The original source object to be copied
• The target copy object to be created

This architecture allows the storage subsystem hardware to copy tracks of data from source to target without z/OS
involvement once a FlashCopy source-target relationship has been established in the storage subsystem by a z/OS
program. Snapshot General Services is responsible for allocating target copy objects and establishing FlashCopy
relationships in response to requests from the Broadcom utility programs.

Allocation of Flash Image Copy Data Sets

By default, Snapshot General Services copies the SMS data class, SMS management class, and SMS storage class from
the source data set. To specify different allocation characteristics for the target image copy data sets, see Prepare the
Initialization Statements in Customize Snapshot General Services.

Using BMP Pause and Resume Facility for Flash Image Copies

The snapshot copy feature requires a brief database outage (stop and start). The BMP Pause and Resume facility
automates pausing and resuming BMPs that execute against target databases. This automation minimizes the database
outage and allows all other applications to continue uninterrupted. Minimal impact on the database availability makes
creating frequent image copies less expensive. Creating frequent points of recovery shortens the recovery time and
improves the performance of the database change accumulation.
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The BMP Pause and Resume utility helps you create transaction-consistent image copy without taking the database data
sets offline. The resulting image copy is in the same state of data content and structural integrity as if the copy were taken
offline in a stand-alone mode. The resulting image copy is registered to DBRC as a concurrent image copy.

Use the BMPPAUSE control statement to invoke the BMP Pause and Resume utility.

If the BMP Pause and Resume facility is not used to pause and resume BMP jobs that run concurrently with the snapshot
copy, the following errors can occur:

• The utility or process does not complete because it is waiting for the BMPs to complete.
• BMPs must be rescheduled to avoid the interference with the processes.

Using IMS Command Interface for Flash Image Copies

To help minimize the downtime of online databases, an IMS command interface is provided to stop the database before
the flash copy and then start the database after the flash copy, but before the physical copy has been done.

To stop and start databases, use the AOI, DBR, and STA control statements. For more information, see Database Copier
Control Statements Reference.

Reinitializing Subsystems for Changes

If you change the initialization statements, or if you apply Broadcom product maintenance that updates the preloaded
program modules, you must reinitialize the Snapshot General Services subsystem. See Reinitialize Snapshot General
Services in Customize Snapshot General Services.

Selecting a Specific Subsystem

Multiple Snapshot General Services subsystems might have been initialized to create different copy environments. For
example, you might have set up a copy environment to:

• Isolate storage subsystems from different manufacturers
• Test Snapshot General Services from a new Broadcom product release

By default, the Broadcom utility programs connect to the CATG master subsystem when requesting advanced copy
services. When you must select a specific secondary subsystem, add a TGRSUBSY DD statement to the Broadcom utility
job step JCL. Specify the name of the secondary subsystem using the SUBSYS= parameter of the DD statement. For
example:

//TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=CAT2

During the initial processing of a Broadcom utility program request, Snapshot General Services checks for the presence
of a TGRSUBSY DD statement. If one is found, the specified subsystem is used to complete the program request. Each
subsystem provides an execution environment of preloaded Snapshot General Services modules and a copy environment
built from the initialization statements for that subsystem.

Snapshot General Services and EMC Devices

Jobs that use Snapshot General Services or flash copy to copy data sets on EMC devices (for example, Database Copier
jobs that specify FLASH=YES) require access to the EMC Resource Pack Base library that contains the EMCSNAPI
module. This is the same library that is used in the EMCSCF started task. The library might be in the linklist, or in a
STEPLIB DD as follows:

TGR.EMCRPAK.V530.LINKLIB (example EMC steplib DSN)

This DD must be in the APFLIST and the compatibility modules must be linked as AC(1).

The library is only required if EMC devices are in use.
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EMC devices also require certain parameter statements to be set. See Prepare the Initialization Statements in Customize
Snapshot General Services.

Diagnostic Logging During Utility Execution

If you do not get the expected results when using a Broadcom utility program with advanced copy services, you can
request detailed logging of the Snapshot General Services activity. This detailed logging records the actions that are
taken, and the results, for data set allocation, copy or FlashCopy establishment, data set clean up, and so on. Logging is
typically interspersed with the standard output messages of the Broadcom utility program in a SYSOUT data set. Include
the following TGRDEBUG DD statement in the Broadcom utility program job-step JCL when you want the additional
diagnostic logging:

//TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY

Flash Image Copy Control Statements

You can create a batch job or use the Database Copier ISPF panels to create the JCL.

Flash image copies use the following control statements:

• ACCESS
• AOI
• AUTHINTV
• BMPPAUSE
• CMDWAIT
• CONSIST
• DBR
• DELETEFLASH
• FLASH
• IMSID
• SNAPSHOT
• STA
• TARGETMASK

Examples

For an end-to-end example of how to create a flash image copy of an IMS database group, see the Usage Examples in
Use Snapshot General Services

JCL examples for flash image copies are provided in the following members in the sample library (high-level.CIMTSAMP):

TGRSAMP1
Creates a group image copy using the AOI interface and the BMP Pause and Resume utility.

TGRSAMP2
Creates a group image copy using the AOI interface, the BMP Pause and Resume utility, and the default
TIGERMASK for image copy data set allocation.

TGRSAMP3
Creates primary and secondary group image copy.

TGRSAMP4
Creates a DBD image copy using the AOI interface and the BMP Pause and Resume utility.
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TGRSAMP5
Creates individual image copies of database data sets using the AOI interface and the BMP Pause and Resume
utility.
The image copies in this example are not consistent because the databases are individually stopped and started.

TGRSAMP6
Creates an image copy of a database that is already offline.

TGRSAMP7
Creates individual image copies of multiple database data sets.
The image copies in this example are not consistent because the databases are individually stopped and started.

TGRSAMP8
Creates an image copy of a complete database (Full Function, Fast Path, or HALDB) in a single step with all data
sets being at a consistent timestamp.

TGRSAMP9
Creates an image copy of a complete DBRC database group (Full Function, Fast Path, or HALDB) in a single
step with all data sets being at a consistent timestamp. To create a second image copy of each data set and then
register them to DBRC, add SECONDIC=YES to this example.

Optimizing Performance in Sequential Files
You can optimize performance of the product while using DD statements for the sequential files.

To optimize performance, do the following:

• Use ddnames DBCCOPY1 and optionally DBCCOPY2, or the ddnames specified in control statements for the image
copy file, while creating an image copy.

• Use NEWICOPY control statement while creating copy image copy and incremental image copy.
• Use caution when overriding DCB parameters because you can negatively affect performance. Understand how

Database Copier determines the values for these parameters and the possible effects that can result from changing
them.

Allocating Output Data Sets
When generating an individual, non-stacked data set using the IC keyword, you can allocate the output data set explicitly
in the JCL, or have Database Copier allocate the data set dynamically. With dynamic allocation, other keywords can be
used that allow control of the allocation parameters.

Contents:

Creating Individual Data Sets

To create an individual, non-stacked image copy data set for the database copy function, code the IC keyword in a valid
control statement. Each ddname specified must be unique.

NOTE
For HALDB databases, selected partitions or the entire HALDB database can be image copied. To back up a
data set group of a specific partition, specify DBDNAME=master_DBD,DDNAME=partition_ddname. To back up
the entire HALDB, specify DBDNAME=master_DBD and omit option DDNAME. You can also process groups of
HALDBs by using option CAGRP, DBDGRP, DBGRP, or RECOVGRP.

Example: Copy a Database to Individual Data Sets

The following example allocates individual output image copy data sets with ddnames ICOUT1 and ICOUT2:
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FUNCTION=COPY,

DBDNAME=DBABC001,

DDNAME=LOAN,

IC=(ICOUT1,ICOUT2)

Explicitly Allocating Output Data Sets

To allocate image copy output data sets explicitly in the JCL, code an output image copy data set DD statement for
each ddname that is specified using the IC control statement. The name of the DD statement must match the IC control
statement value.

When a DD statement is present in the JCL, dynamic allocation keywords coded on control statements are ignored.
Supply all pertinent information using appropriate JCL parameters on the DD statement, such as EXPDT, RETPD, UNIT,
and VOL.

Example: Explicitly Allocate Output Data Sets

This examples allocates two output image copy data sets using DD statements named ICOUT1 and ICOUT2:

//ICOUT1   DD DSN=DB1.DSG1.ICOUT1,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//ICOUT2   DD DSN=DB1.DSG1.ICOUT2,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//DBOCTRL  DD *

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBDNAME=DB1,

DDNAME=DB1DSG1,

IC=(ICOUT1,ICOUT2)

Dynamically Allocating Output Data Sets

To dynamically allocate the output image copy data set, follow these steps:

1. Omit the output image copy data set DD statement from the JCL.
2. Specify ICALLOC=YES in a control statement or options module.

NOTE
If you specify IC=*, IC(*), or IC(*,*), you can omit ICALLOC=YES.

3. (Optional) Specify the following keywords in a control statement to control the dynamic allocation of the output data
set:
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– ICALLOC
– ICAVGREC
– ICCATF
– ICDATACL
– ICDSCB
– ICEXPDT
– ICGDG
– ICLIKE
– ICMGMTCL
– ICPREF
– ICRETPD
– ICSPACE
– ICSTORCL
– ICUNIT
– ICVOLCNT
– ICVOLSER

For information about which keywords to use when allocating on a tape device, DASD, or using SMS, see the
section Dynamically Allocating Output Data Sets.

Example: Dynamically Allocate Output Data Sets

The following example dynamically allocates all output image copy data sets for three databases:

//DBOCTRL  DD *

FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DB1,DDNAME=DB1DSG1,IC=*

FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DB2,DDNAME=DB2DSG1,IC=*

FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DB3,DDNAME=DB3DSG3,IC=*

Constructing Data Set Names

When dynamically allocating output image copies, the data set name is constructed as follows:

• The basic data set name is as follows:

prefix.ICn.dbd.dsg

prefix
Specifies the value found in ICPREF keyword.

ICn
Specifies the number of copies, from 1 to 10.

dbd
Specifies the DBD name.

dsq
Specifies the ddname of the data set group or area.

• When the data set is a generation data group, ICGDG=YES, the GDG generation number is concatenated. The data
set name is as follows:

prefix.ICn.dbd.dsg(+1)

• When the data set is not a GDG, but the output image copy data sets are stacked on a tape, the program
concatenates a date and timestamp in the form of two additional levels, and the data set name is as follows:
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prefix.ICn.dbd.dsg.Dyydddhh.Tmmssth

Database Copier verifies that the date and timestamps in this name agree with the dual image copy and the timestamp
notified to DBRC.

NOTE
To create alternate image copy data set name, specify BMCICDSN=YES in your job. The image copy data
set names is as follows:

prefix.ICn.dbd.dsg.Dyyddd.Thhmmss

Dynamically Allocating Output Data Sets

Contents:

Allocating on a Tape Device

When writing the output image copy data set to a tape device using dynamic allocation, specify a tape device name using
the ICUNIT keyword.

NOTE
If the output image copy data set can exceed one tape volume (ICVOLSER or ICVOLCNT keywords), consider
allocating multiple tape devices using the ICUNIT keyword. This can reduce the time delay required to mount the
additional volumes.

Use the following keywords to control the additional allocation and disposition options:

• ICCATF
• ICDATACL
• ICDSCB
• ICEXPDT
• ICGDG
• ICMGMTCL
• ICRETPD
• ICSTORCL
• ICVOLCNT
• ICVOLSER

Do not code the following keywords when allocating the output image copy data set to a tape device:

ICAVGREC

ICLIKE

ICSPACE

Allocating on DASD

When writing the output image copy data set to non-Storage Management Subsystem (non-SMS) DASD using dynamic
allocation, follow these steps::

• Specify a DASD device name using the ICUNIT keyword.
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NOTE
Do not specify multiple DASD devices using the ICUNIT keyword. If the data set might require space on
multiple DASD volumes, code multiple volume serial IDs using the ICVOLSER keyword.

• Specify the amount of space to allocate using the ICSPACE keyword.
• (Recommended) Specify ICCATF=YES to create catalog entries for the output data sets.

Use the following keywords to control the additional allocation options:

• ICCATF
• ICDSCB
• ICEXPDT
• ICGDG
• ICRETPD
• ICVOLSER

Do not code the following keywords when allocating the output image copy to a non-SMS DASD device:

ICAVGREC

ICDATACL

ICLIKE

ICMGMTCL

ICSPACE

ICSTORCL

ICVOLCNT

Allocating using SMS

When writing the output image copy to an SMS data set using dynamic allocation, specify one or more of the SMS-
specific keywords or the data set must meet the criteria established by the user-written automatic class selection (ACS)
routine.

The SMS-specific keywords are as follows:

• ICAVGREC
• ICDATACL
• ICLIKE
• ICMGMTCL
• ICSPACE
• ICSTORCL

Use the following keywords to control the additional allocation options:

• ICCATF
• ICEXPDT
• ICRETPD
• ICSPACE
• ICVOLSER

Do not specify the following keywords when allocating the output image copy as an SMS data set:

ICDSCB

ICGDG

ICUNIT
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ICVOLCNT

Dynamically Allocating Tape Units

You can let your job wait for a tape unit instead of canceling the job because a unit is not currently available. To take
advantage of this z/OS feature, when dynamically allocating tape units, do the following:

1. Run from an APF-authorized list.
2. Code PGM=ICPUMAIN on the EXEC statement.

Database Copier turns on the three SVC99 bits (volume, dsname, and unit) that allow device or unit waits.

NOTE
When running from an APF-authorized list, the following message is generated with the WAIT option:

IEF238D jobname REPLY DEVICE NAME, 'WAIT' OR 'CANCEL'

The WAIT option is omitted when running from a list that is not APF-authorized.

IEF238D jobname REPLY DEVICE NAME OR 'CANCEL'

Stacking Image Copy Output Data Sets
 Database Copier permits several output data sets to be written onto a single tape volume (or group of tape volumes).
Stacking files onto a tape volume can significantly reduce the number of tape volumes required for the image copy
processes.

Stacked output data sets are written as separate files onto one or more target output tape volumes.

• Because of the serial nature of tape processing, only one output data set can be written at a time to any given stack.
• The image copy functions write files to the same stack in serial order.

Consider the order in which the image copy data sets are placed on the tape volume. When the tape is used as input to a
database recovery or incremental image copy function, the order can have significant performance implications. For best
results, stack the image copies in order by DBD name and data set group or area.

NOTE

• Although it is possible, we do not recommend stacking a single image copy. The results are the same as
writing the image copy to a tape.

• Image copy data set stacking does not apply to the incremental image copy function.

 Contents: 

  

Creating Stacked Data Sets

To create an image copy data set as part of a stack, specify the STKIC control statements on multiple copy statements.

• More than one data set group or area must be copied in one job step.
• All image copy statements that use the same STKIC ddnames are written to the same output stacks.
• The STKIC ddnames must point to a tape device, regardless of whether JCL or dynamically allocated.

 Example: Create Stacked Data Sets 

The following example generates an output stack (ICOUT1) containing image copy data sets for several databases:
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//DBOCTRL  DD *

  FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DBABC001,DDNAME=DB1DSG1,STKIC=ICOUT1

  FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DBABC002,DDNAME=DB2DSG1,STKIC=ICOUT1

  FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DBABC003,DDNAME=DB3DSG1,STKIC=ICOUT1

 Example: Dual Stacking Using the SETPARM Function 

You can use the SETPARM function to specify stacking ddnames for subsequent copy commands. The following example
uses dual stacking:

//DBOCTRL  DD *

  FUNCTION=SETPARM,STKIC=(STACK1,STACK2)

  FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DBABC001,DDNAME=DB1DSG1

  FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DBABC002,DDNAME=DB2DSG1

  FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DBABC003,DDNAME=DB3DSG1

Allocating Stacked Data Sets

 Database Copier generates data set names for the stacked data sets and overrides any JCL data set names regardless
of whether the ddname is JCL allocated or dynamically allocated.

You can identify the device allocation parameters for the stack explicitly in the JCL or using dynamic allocation. If you
select dynamic allocation, you can also use other keywords to control the allocation.

NOTE
This section does not apply to using JCL to stack image copies. The STKIC keyword is used when you
have Database Copier to control file stacking.

Explicitly Allocate Stacked Output Data Sets

To explicitly allocate stacked output data sets, include the following statements in your copy job:

• Specify a ddname DD statement for each stack. Specify device allocation parameters for the stack in the DD
statement. The name of the ddname must match the value specified in the STKIC control statement.

• Specify the STKIC=ddname control statement in each COPY control statement to stack.

When a DD statement for the stacked image copies is present in the JCL, Database Copier ignores dynamic allocation
keywords coded on control statements. Supply all pertinent information using appropriate JCL parameters on the DD
statement, such as EXPDT, RETPD, UNIT, and VOL.

If the VOL=SER parameter is supplied on the DD statement, no more than five volumes can be listed.

 Example: Explicitly Allocate Stacked Output Data Sets 

This example shows explicit allocation of stacked output data sets for image copy:

//ICOUT1   DD UNIT=TAPE,DSN=any.name,

              DISP=(NEW,KEEP),VOL=(,RETAIN,,25),

              LABEL=RETPD=60

//DBOCTRL  DD *

FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DB1,DDNAME=DB1DSG1,STKIC=ICOUT1

FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DB2,DDNAME=DB2DSG1,STKIC=ICOUT1

FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DB3,DDNAME=DB3DSG1,STKIC=ICOUT1

Dynamically Allocate Stacked Data Sets

To dynamically allocate the stack ddname, follow these steps::

1. Omit the output stacked image copy data set DD statement from the execution JCL.
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2. Code ICALLOC=YES in a valid control statement.
3. Include the dynamic allocation keywords to control the allocation of the output stack.

The DD statement is dynamically allocated as if the following JCL had been coded:

//stkic      DD DSN=dsname,

//              DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//              UNIT=icunit,

//              VOL=(,RETAIN,,icvolcnt,SER=icvolser),

//              DATACLAS=icdatacl,STORCLAS=icstorcl,MGMTCLAS=icmgmtcl

//* either *

//              LABEL=EXPDT=icepdt

//* or     *

                LABEL=RETPD=icretpd

The values in effect for these keywords on the first output data set written to the stack are used to perform the allocation.
All subsequent data sets written to that stack inherit those values.

 Example: Use Dynamic Allocation for Stacked Output Data Sets of Image Copy 

The image copy data sets produced by the following image copy function will be stacked. The output stacks ICOUT1 and
ICOUT2 are dynamically allocated.

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DB1,DDNAME=DB1DSG1,

     STKIC=(ICOUT1,ICOUT2),ICALLOC=Y,ICUNIT=TAPE

FUNCTION=COPY,DBDNAME=DB2,DDNAME=DB2DSG1,

     STKIC=(ICOUT1,ICOUT2),ICALLOC=Y,ICUNIT=TAPE

Constructing the Data Set Name for Stacked Data Sets

 Database Copier generates data set names for the stacked data sets and overrides any JCL data set names regardless
of whether the ddname is JCL allocated or dynamically allocated.

Understanding Database Copier Reports
This section describes Database Copier reports. Click the report title for a report sample and description. 
 Performance Reports 
Performance reports statistics are primarily used to tune the software and are of informational interest to the user. The
following reports are produced under the heading of Database Copier Performance Reports:

•  I/O Statistics 
•  Database I/O Statistics 
•  Change Accumulation Record Types Processed 

 Partition Characteristics Report 

The Partition Characteristics report provides information found in the DBD itself when the DBD is for a HALDB.

Common Report Header

Each page of the report file contains a common report header.

The top left corner contains the name of the utility, the name of the vendor, the DBD name, the database organization,
access method, ddname or randomizer name, data set name and volume serial numbers where the data set resides.

This information is carried from page to page to make it easier to remember the database that applies to the report data.
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The report title appears in the top center of each page.

The top right corner contains a sequential page number and the date and time the report was produced.

If multiple functions are supported, an additional line will be provided in the top left corner that shows the function to which
the report applies.

I/O Statistics Report (DBCOPY)
An I/O Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file for all Database Copier functions. The I/O statistics for the
DBCCOPY1 and DBCCOPY2 files shows the activity to each file by type of I/O.

The top of the report describes the file being processed and the report elements describe the file activity:

RECORDS READ
Identifies the number of records that are read from the file.

RECORDS WRITTEN
Identifies the number of records that are written to the file. This number also includes the header record.

READ BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks that are read from the file.

WRITE BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks that are written to the file.

REPOSITION I/O
Identifies the number of I/Os executed to position the file.

A/M BUFFERS
Identifies the number of access method buffers assigned to the file. This value is set by the software. You can
override this value in the JCL using the BUFNO parameter.
When the file is allocated as DUMMY or NULLFILE, the number of buffers is set to 1, unless you specify
otherwise in the JCL.

CHANNEL PROGRAMS
Identifies the number of concurrent channel programs that will be active for the file. This value is set by the
software. You can override this value in the JCL using the NCP parameter.

BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the file. This value is set by the software. You can override this value in the JCL using
the BLKSIZE parameter.

RECORD SIZE
Identifies the record size of the file. This value is set by the software. You can override this value in the JCL using
the LRECL parameter.

DEVICE TYPE
Identifies the type of device on which the file resides.
When the file has been allocated as a dummy null file, the value is “DUMMY” and the number of A/M buffers is set
to 1.

Database I/O Statistics Report (DBCOPY)
The Database I/O Statistics report shows the activity to each data set of the database.

The first column in this report shows the type of activity being reported. The second column (INITIAL) indicates the
sequential activity. If it exists, the third column (RANDOM) indicates direct activity.

The following statistics are provided:
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BUFFER HITS
Specifies the number of times a database block was needed and it was already in the buffer pool.

PHYSICAL I/O
Specifies the number of I/Os that were performed as a result of activity by the utility. This count includes block
reads and writes. Because of the way z/OS accounts for I/O to data sets, this value will always equal the
actual number of blocks transferred for OSAM database data sets, irrespective of how many I/Os were actually
performed. For OSAM database data sets, this value is usually much higher than the actual I/O count.

READS
Specifies the number of reads that were issued.

WRITES
Specifies the number of writes that were issued.

CHECKS
Specifies the number of checks that were done.

POSITIONS
Specifies the number of times the database had to be repositioned.

ENDREQS
Specifies the number of times the end request macro was issued.

BH BUFFERS
Specifies the number of BH (buffer handler) buffers allocated for use by the utility.

DBO A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the number of access method buffers allocated for use by the access method.

ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the actual number of access method buffers used by the access method columns.

LOAD MODE I/O
Specifies the number of physical I/Os done using high-speed load options.
This value applies to VSAM ESDS database clusters only. I/O to VSAM KSDS clusters and OSAM data sets is
always done in load mode columns.

FORMAT WRITES
Specifies the number of writes done to format the remaining portion of the root addressable area after the last
record was inserted or to format the root addressable area if FUNCTION=FORMAT was specified. For Database
Copier, the FORMAT WRITES value will be 0 because it does not format the database.

FORMAT I/O
Specifies the amount of physical I/O required to do the format writes.

Change Accumulation Record Types Processed Report (DBCOPY)
The Change Accumulation Record Types Processed report shows the types of records found in the Change Accumulation
file and processed. We may use this information as a diagnostic aid. It is intended to be of informational interest only.
Following is a sample report:

CHANGE ACCUM FILE 'ACCUM1  ' RECORD TYPES PROCESSED BY RECOVER.

            00 RECORDS           0

            24 RECORDS           0

            25 RECORDS           1

            50 RECORDS           0

   REJECTED 50 RECORDS           0

            51 RECORDS          80
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   REJECTED 51 RECORDS           0

         TOTAL RECORDS          81

The first column in this report shows the IMS Change Accumulation file record types. The second column is the count of
records processed.

The following describes the report elements:

00 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 00 records read and processed. This record type is an old style IMS Change
Accumulation file header record. It marks the beginning of a set of change records for a database data set.

24 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 24 records read and processed. This record type is an error log record and is ignored.

25 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 25 records read and processed. This record type is a new style IMS Change
Accumulation file header record. It marks the beginning of a set of change records for a database data set.

50 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 50 records read and processed. This record type is an uncompressed database change
record

REJECTED 50 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 50 records read and rejected. A 50 record is rejected when the update date and time is
before the image copy date and time. This can occur in a non-DBRC environment.

51 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 51 records read and processed. This record type is a compressed database change
record.

REJECTED 51 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 51 records read and rejected. A 51 record is rejected when the update date and time is
before the image copy date and time. This can occur in a non-DBRC environment.

Partition Characteristics Report (DBCOPY)
The Partition Characteristics section of the Database Summary report provides information found in the DBD itself when
the DBD is for a HALDB.

The following information is provided in this section of the report:

DBD NAME
Specifies the DBD name found on the DBDNAME control statement and in NAME keyword of the DBD macro in
the DBDGEN.

PARTITION NAME
Specifies the name of the partition.

PARTITION ID
Specifies the ID of the partition.

PARTITION HIGH KEY
Specifies the high key of the partition.

PART SELECTION EXIT
Specifies the partition selection exit.

BLOCK SIZE
Specifies the block size of the database.
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RANDOMIZER
Specifies the randomizer module name.

FREE SPACE FACTOR
Specifies the percentage of free space to be left in each database block during a database load.

FREE BLOCK FACTOR
Specifies the percentage of blocks in the database that are to be left free during a database load.

# OF RAPS/BLK
Specifies the number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block.

MAX RAA BYTES/REC
Specifies the maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the Root Addressable Area
(RAA) by IMS before additional segments are placed in the overflow area.

High Performance Recovery
High Performance Recovery recovers IMS databases and restores access to IMS data. High Performance Recovery
accesses existing databases, image copies, change accumulations, and logs to recover data and automatically rebuild
indexes. You can also recover IMS databases to any point in time to minimize the impact on production systems.

High Performance Recovery

High Performance Recovery uses an image copy (backup) or existing database to restore the data. You can then use a
Change Accumulation file or log data to recover to a more recent user-specified point in time than the latest image copy.

Use High Performance Recovery to perform the following tasks:

• IMS database recovery using Change Accumulation -- You can optionally include change accumulation files, IMS
logs, or both as input to the recovery process. If no logs or updates exist on the logs selected, Change Accumulation
continues to create a usable accumulation data set.

• Logical group recovery -- You can recover the following items as a group: databases defined to Change Accumulation
groups (CAGRP), database data set groups (DBDSGRP), database groups (DBGRP), recovery groups (RECOVGRP),
databases in a specified PSB.

• Point in time recovery and accumulation -- You can recover or accumulate changes to the database to any specified
point in time. This lets you select the optimum time to use as the recovery time. “In-flight” updates are automatically
removed to provide a consistent database recovery and Change Accumulation.

• Forward recovery to a point in time.

You can execute High Performance Recovery in IMS compatibility mode, third party vendor compatibility mode, and native
mode.

Change Accumulation Component

The Change Accumulation component processes IMS logs to create Change Accumulation data sets, accelerating
the recovery of IMS databases. The resulting Change Accumulation file is usable by standard IMS utilities and High
Performance Recovery.

Using Change Accumulation, you can:
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• Create Change Accumulation data sets for all supported IMS releases and database types (Full Function, Fast Path
DEDB, and HALDB).

• Optimize performance by creating multiple Change Accumulation data sets quickly, in parallel, while reading each log
only once.

• Significantly decrease recovery time by accumulating multiple changes into a single record.
• Maximize the availability of constrained tape and processor resources for other processing by executing multiple sorts

simultaneously, each with its own sort work area.
• Put a database or multiple databases back online faster.

Recovery Analyzer Component

Recovery Analyzer provides an ISPF and batch interface to assist in managing the IMS database recovery environment.
This component lets you:

• Maintain IMS configuration members
• Perform database DBRC registration
• Maintain DBRC groups
• Find and set recovery points
• Display recovery assets and generate recovery JCL
• Back up and repair RECONs

Integration with Other Products

High Performance Recovery integrates with the following products:

Database Analyzer
– High Performance Recovery can invoke Database Analyzer after recovering database data sets to verify
the recovered data sets and validate the integrity of the recovered database. A separate license for Database
Analyzer is required to use this capability.

Database Copier
– Database Copier creates copies of IMS databases. High Performance Recovery can invoke Database
Copier after recovering database data sets.

Secondary Index Builder
– Secondary Index Builder builds new IMS primary or secondary indexes or rebuilds existing ones. High
Performance Recovery can invoke Secondary Index Builder to automate primary and secondary index rebuilding
after a recovery.

BMP Pause and Resume Facility
– The BMP Pause and Resume facility pauses and then resumes IMS processing regions (BMP/MPP) to allow
a database and it's physical related databases to be stopped (/DBR) or started (/STA) without interrupting the
execution of the application processing unit in an IMS processing region. This facility is only used as a function of
Recovery Analyzer when setting recovery points.

IMS Information Repository
– The IMS Information Repository (IIR) provides a set of tables that are stored in a relational database
management system (RDBMS) known as Datacom.
When IIR is selected during execution (IIRRECORD=YES), one or more rows are created at the completion of the
job in the corresponding IIR tables. The columns stored in each of these tables correspond to the informational
fields provided on the output report for the executed utility.
The IIR feature is optional and does not affect the overall performance of the monitored utility jobs. The
information collected provides significant benefit to the IMS user in performance tuning, problem determination,
and resource planning.
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The Datacom relational database environment included with the IIR environment provides several reporting tools
that can be used to report on the data stored in the IIR tables. In addition, various methods are available to extract
the data in the IIR repository for use by other reporting tools.

Operational Considerations for High Performance Recovery
Review these considerations before you start using High Performance Recovery.

This section describes operational considerations for High Performance Recovery.

IMS-managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support

Version 20.0 of High Performance Recovery is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries
are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are maintained in the
documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

NOTE

• If you use IMS-Managed ACBs with the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery,
only one level of multi-tasking (MAXSORT) is allowed because the IMS Catalog is in use. MAXSORT is
automatically set to 1 if you specify a different value.

• The Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery is not supported with IMS-managed
ACBs.

For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

IMS Database Support

High Performance Recovery supports all commonly used IMS databases in your environment. This support includes:

• Support of the following database types:
– Databases created by all IBM-supported releases of IMS.
– DEDB databases (by area, for all areas, and a list of areas). You can recover a single area, specified set of areas,

or all areas in a DEDB. In addition, you can also replicate DEDB multiple area data sets (MADS) during the
recovery. Change accumulation of Fast Path DEDB databases by data set, database, or Change Accumulation
group is supported as provided for Full Function and HALDB databases. This support includes dynamic allocation,
point in time, and special timestamp specification.

– Full Function (HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM, and SHISAM) and index databases.
NOTE
HSAM, SHSAM, GSAM, and MSDB database types are not supported. PDF partitioning of Full Function
databases is not supported.

– HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM) databases.
– Databases that participate in logical relationships (logical databases).
– Databases with multiple data set groups (DSG).
– Shared secondary indexes. Secondary index databases are supported for unique and nonunique keys.

• Support for the VSAM (up to 4 GB) and OSAM (up to 8 GB) access methods for both HALDB and non-HALDB
databases. This support includes support for VSAM and OSAM data sets in the extended addressing space on
Extended Address Volumes (EAV).

• Support of all IMS index formats.

Non-VSAM Data Sets

You can manage non-VSAM databases using the TSO ALLOCATE commands. Specify DYNAMNBR=nnn on the JCL
EXEC statement if allocation for multiple non-VSAM data sets fails owing to the presence of numerous data sets.

The following example shows how to allocate non-VSAM databases with TSO ALLOCATE keywords:
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ALLOCATE DSN('TST.OSAM.DB') -

 NEW CATALOG UNIT(SYSDA)     -

 SPACE(2,1) CYLINDERS        -

        DSORG(PS) RECFM(F,B)

IDCAMS Processing

IDCAMS executes the DELETE and DEFINE functions only on the data sets that have ddnames specified. The partitioned
data set (PDS) member names correspond to ddnames. The following DD statements apply to IDCAMS processing:

AMSPDS
Defines the AMSPDS data set that is required for IDCAMS processing and use of the IDCAMS control statement.
The AMSPDS data set contains the following members:

• (optional) DELETE
• DEFINE

For more information about the IDCAMS DD statements, see the IBM IDCAMS Reference Manual.

DELPDS
(Optional) Defines the DELPDS data set containing DELETE members. This data set is used during IDCAMS
processing if specified.

The utility searches the required AMSPDS DD statement for a PDS member name that corresponds to the ddnames of
the database data set group or areas being processed. If the optional DELPDS DD statement is present, the utility also
searches it.

If found, the utility passes the member to IDCAMS for Delete and Define processing.

• If Delete processing fails, the utility automatically adds an AMS MAXCC=0 to the input stream to allow continuation as
follows:
IF MAXCC<=8 THEN SET MAXCC=0

• If Define processing fails, IDCAMS fails and, therefore, the utility fails. If an AMSPDS member is not found, all IDCAMS
processing is bypassed for that ddname.

When the IDCAMS control statement is set to YES or *, the following processing occurs:

You can have the following situations:

• Delete and Define members in the same PDS in AMSPDS.
• Delete members in DELPDS and Define members in AMSPDS.
• Only Define members in AMSPDS. AMSPDS must exist and a corresponding member must be found; otherwise

IDCAMS processing is bypassed for that member.

When the IDCAMS control statement is set to YES or *, the following processing occurs:

• For DEDB databases for the ADDN name in the DBRC definitions and all MADS that ADDN replicates.
• On all index databases, when AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES.
• On all databases in the group, when you specify CAGRP or RECOVGRP.
• On HALDB databases, when ALLPARTS=YES.

NOTE
In the HALDB database (excluding ILDSs), IDCAMS references the data set only if you specify a member name
that corresponds to its ddname, with the DELETE and DEFINE commands for shadow database partitions. The
naming convention must follow the DBRC-definitions for the data set name (no more than 42 characters) with
the string “.N”.
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Global Parameter Processing

Global parameter processing lets you specify installation standard keyword definitions in a PDS member (or sequential
data set). Once defined, you can use these definitions to supplement the keyword parameters coded in the JCL control
statements.

For more information, see Enabling Global Parameters Processing.

OLR Considerations for HALDB Recovery
High Performance Recovery can recover HALDB databases that have been reorganized using the IMS Online
Reorganization (OLR) Facility.

If the OLR has completed but the database data sets have not yet had image copies taken, then the HALDB databases
can be recovered using a special type of forward recovery.  When using DBRC=YES, High Performance Recovery
performs this automatically using Change Accumulation files or log data since the start of the OLR. When in a DBRC=NO
environment, specify the FWDRECOV=OLR control statement and manually provide all recovery assets in the JCL.

High Performance Recovery also can recover HALDB databases that have been stopped or terminated in the middle of
online reorganization processing. In this situation, the OLR is considered to be in cursor-active status and recovery has to
recover both the A-J and M-V data sets.

NOTE
If attempting a recovery of a HALDB database with a cursor active status, DBRC=YES is required. Note that
Database Analyzer cannot analyze the physical structure of a recovered HALDB database that is in cursor-
active status and both the A-J and M-V data sets are left as active. We recommend letting the OLR complete
processing or restart OLR processing so that Database Analyzer can be used.

Secondary Index Builder, if invoked under recovery processing with AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES, can rebuild the
secondary indexes, primary indexes, and ILDS’s in a cursor-active status situation.

High Performance Recovery can also recover a reorganized database to a point-in-time. This point-in-time can be either
before or after the database was reorganized. This is done using the RECOVERTIME control statement. DBRC=YES is
required for a point-in-time recovery. See also the STR control statement if the point-in-time does not correspond a normal
valid IMS recovery point.

NOTE
Specifying a point-in-time in which an OLR is in progress is not yet supported. A point-in-time recovery to a
timestamp prior to the online reorg may require the ILDS to be rebuilt.

Dynamically Allocating HPR Work Data Sets
Contents:

Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets

High Performance Recovery can dynamically allocate work data sets. For more information, see the section Implementing
Dynamic Allocation of Work Data Sets.

Change Accumulation Sort Work Data Sets Allocation

High Performance Recovery calculates the amount of space that is required for sort processing before allocating work
data sets. The CHA SORTWRK record in the ITKDYN member specifies parameters for dynamic allocation of Change
Accumulation sort work data sets. If the space that is specified in the ITKDYN member is insufficient, the utility can
allocate up to 99 sort work data sets (SRT#WKnn ddnames) using the ITKDYN settings as a template.

To specify dynamic allocation parameters for Change Accumulation sort work data sets, add a CHA record with the
SORTWRK ddname to the ITKDYN parmlib member as follows:
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CHA(SORTWRK,unit,allocunit,prim,sec,#volser)

You can override dynamic work file allocation and allocate sort work data set ddnames in your JCL. To allocate Change
Accumulation sort work data sets in JCL, add the following ddnames:

SRT#WKnn

#

Specifies the relative number of the change accumulation groups (CAGRP) being recovered.

Limits: 0 - 9 followed by A - Z

nn

Specifies the ddname suffix.

Limits: 01 - 99

Example: Default CHA SORTWRK Allocation

This example shows the default values for the dynamic allocation of Change Accumulation sort work data sets:

CHA(SORTWRK,SYSALLDA,CYL,100,0,1)

Example: Allocate Change Accumulation Sort Work Data Sets in JCL

• This example shows work data set ddnames for one CAGRP (with one or more DBDs) or one DBD specified in a job
step:

SRT0WK01, SRT0WK02, SRT0WK03, ..., SRT0WK99

• This example shows work data set ddnames for two CAGRPs or two DBDs in different CAGRPs specified in the same
step:

SRT0WK01, SRT0WK02, SRT0WK03, ..., SRT0WK99

SRT1WK01, SRT1WK02, SRT1WK03, ..., SRT1WK99

Supporting DBRC and IRLM with High Performance Recovery
The utility can optionally participate in a DBRC and IRLM (Internal Resource Lock Manager) share control environment.
If DBRC is used, the IMS, DBRC, and IRLM modules must be available to the utility in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB of the
execution JCL or in the system linklist.

DBRC Usage

The use of DBRC is conditioned on the DBRC control statement and the DBRC specification on the IMSCTRL macro in
the IMS SYSGEN.

The following table shows the action that the utility takes based on the DBRC control statement and the availability of IMS
modules in STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or linklist:

DBRC Specification IMS Modules Available IMS Modules Are Not Available
DBRC=YES See the next table. Issues an error message. The utility

terminates.
DBRC=NO See the next table. Does not invoke DBRC.
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The following table shows the action that the utility takes based on the DBRC control statement and the DBRC
specification on the IMS IMSCTRL SYSGEN macro:

DBRC Specification IMSCTRL DBRC=FORCE IMSCTRL DBRC=(,YES) IMSCTRL DBRC=(,NO)
DBRC=YES Invokes DBRC. Invokes DBRC. Invokes DBRC.
DBRC=NO Issues an error message. The

utility terminates.
Does not invoke DBRC. Does not invoke DBRC.

Allocating Shared RECON Data Sets with DBRC

If the utility invokes DBRC, the RECON data sets must be allocated in the execution JCL or dynamically allocated with
IMS dynamic allocation control blocks. The RECON data sets must be shareable.

Optimizing High Performance Recovery Performance
 High Performance Recovery uses the following techniques to optimize performance and minimize impact on IMS
resources

• Buffer usage -- Separate buffer pools are used for all database I/O and optimized buffering schemes used for all files.
• Log accumulation -- When IMS logs are specified as input, change accumulation of the logs is automatically

performed, putting the database updates in sequential order to decrease recovery time.
• Concurrently read multiple logs -- Read multiple logs at the same time, reducing the elapsed time for the accumulation

process.
• Index building -- When indexes need to be rebuilt instead of recovered, Secondary Index Builder is invoked.
• Database Recovery Control (DBRC) support -- DBRC builds the recovery process, specifies recovery groups, provides

dynamic allocation information, ensures integrity, and registers results.
• Multiple sort tasks -- Run multiple sorts, each with its own sort work area, reducing the time for this part of the

accumulation process. You can control the number of sorts that execute simultaneously.
• Group and parallel processing -- Process a complete Change Accumulation group or multiple Change Accumulation

groups in parallel by reading all logs in a single pass.
• Advanced functionality:

– IDCAMS interface -- Provides IDCAMS processing to optionally delete and define databases before recovery.
– Data sharing support -- Enables recovery of databases and accumulation of updates from databases shared by

multiple IMS regions. This includes detecting incomplete log sets in Database Recovery Control (DBRC) and
processing them as spill records. These spill records are accumulated the next time Change Accumulation is run
and the necessary logs are available.

– Recovery to alternate data sets -- Restores a database to an alternative set of data sets than those that were
backed up. This creates a copy of the database usable for reporting, testing, or other activities.

– Dynamic allocation -- Minimizes changes to JCL through dynamic allocation of database and input image copy data
sets, Change Accumulation files, and IMS logs. Dynamic allocation is supported through the use of DBRC records.

– Compressed image copies -- Recovers using image copies with the Database Copier image copy compression.

NOTE
 Other types of compressed image copies are not supported.

Review the sections Performance Tuning and Performance Considerations for more information about how to optimize
performance.

Additionally, to improve performance in High Performance Recovery, we recommend implementation of the following best
practices:

•  Use IIR reporting functions 
•  Rebuild indexes automatically 
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Performance Tuning for High Performance Recovery

In any discussion about tuning it is best to start out with a firm understanding of what can be expected. Fundamental to
the success of optimizing the utilities are the size, dimension, device capabilities, and database allocation.

 Contents: 

  

Performance Characteristics

As previously stated, the utilities internally set optimal values on the buffering values to provide the best performance for a
given database type.

There are exceptions where you can override the values of the buffers to further enhance the elapsed time of a particular
utility step.

Setting a Point of Reference

Before you make any changes, set a point of reference to develop a measure of how the changes will affect the end
result.

 Notes: 

• Broadcom utilities are designed and written to provide optimal elapsed time execution.
• The utilities are not designed to be tuned for CPU performance. In general, changing the buffer parameters results in

minimal CPU improvement.

Minimize External Environment Differences

When establishing the point of reference or when comparing database utility performance, you want to minimize the
differences in the external environment.

• Run the utility when it can be isolated or not impeded by system constraints. This isolation will allow the most accurate
measure of a tuning change.

• When comparing the performance of two or more utilities on a particular database, run them one-right-after-the-other
at similar times of the day, on a similarly-loaded system.

Review Reports

Before getting into a detailed discussion of changing buffers schemes, review the reports that are generated from a
“vanilla” run or one without any changes to it at all.
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• The first two reports to review for changes on a job step are the I/O Statistics Reports and the Database Summary
reports.

• These reports provide information about the database as well as I/O statistics on the sequential access of each of the
DDNAMES within the database. The database I/O statistics will be displayed as either in an INITIAL or a RANDOM
thread.

• The objective is to minimize the occurrence of Physical I/O in the RANDOM thread and increase the number of I/O's in
the INITIAL thread. It is not always possible to get all I/O as such but the majority is the objective.

• You can see the current buffering scheme in the report as the line items: BH BUFFERS, DBO A/M BUFFERS and
ACTUAL BUFFERS.

• In the Database Summary report (generated by the Database Analyzer), the data set characteristics have important
detail that is necessary to understand before consideration of buffer changes can be made.

• Note the three line items of: CI SIZE, BLOCKS PER TRACK, and BLOCKS PER CYLINDER to understand how our
utilities arrive at the current buffer values.

• Note the LARGEST DATABASE RECORD from the database record statistics portion of the Database Summary
report.

Minimize Changes

Several factors can have an impact database utility performance. When tuning the utilities, we recommend that you
minimize the number of changes made at one time. The effects of changes to the utility can be significant and you should
use caution when making these changes.

External JCL Changes

The external JCL changes that will affect utility performance are the LRECL, BLKSIZE, and BUFNO parameters.

• These JCL parameters have the same effect on Broadcom utilities as on other utilities.
• If you are using these parameters with current vendor products, you can continue to do so in compatibility mode.

Broadcom utilities calculate optimum values to be used during execution, so it is not necessary for you to add them to a
job if they currently do not exist. The utilities determine values for LRECL, BLKSIZE, and BUFNO based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update) of the database and other factors.

We recommend that you use extreme caution when making changes because to these parameters.

• Decreasing certain values could increase I/O and adversely affect the performance.
• Increasing certain values can result in increased paging and extended runtimes.

Buffering

In addition to the external JCL changes that can significantly impact the performance of our database utilities, there are
buffering parameters that you can override to increase the number of buffers available to the utility.

Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type, access method and intent, device type, parameter
values, and JCL overrides.

• The utility always opens the database with a default set of buffers to capture SHOWCB attributes and determine the
access intent.

• Based on the database type and access method, the utility modifies the default values to enhance the ELAPSED TIME
for the execution of utility during the function to be performed.

Both the random and sequential buffers will be modified according to an algorithm that is determined by the presence of
the Broadcom buffering parameters: BUF4SEQINIT, BUF4RANDSEQ, BUF4RANDOVR, and BUF4OVRINIT. The number
of BLOCKS/TRK and the number of BLOCKS/CYLINDER are also factors.
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Tuning Hierarchical Direct (HD) Databases

For hierarchic direct (HD) databases the buffering scheme defaults, as follows, when no control statement overrides are
present in the execution JCL of the utility.

BH BUFFERS                   #BLKS/CYL        #BLKS/TRK

DBO A/M BUFFERS              #BLKS/CYL + 1    #BLKS/TRK + 1

ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS           #BLKS/CYL + 1    #BLKS/TRK + 1

In general, a cylinder's worth of buffers are allocated to the SEQUENTIAL thread I/O and a track's worth of buffers for the
RANDOM thread. The presence of BUF4SEQINIT will override the number buffers allocated to the SEQUENTIAL INITIAL
thread of BH BUFFERS.

The DBO A/M BUFFERS and ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS are not affected by the use of BUF4SEQINIT parameter but are
limited and restricted by the number of buffers that VSAM can address.

As previously stated, the objective is to have the Physical I/O performed under the Initial thread and not the Random
thread. This can be accomplished by increasing the number of sequential and random buffers but it depends on the size
of the records and how the segments are spread across the database.

Sequential File DD Statements for High Performance Recovery

When reading the image copy and Change Accumulation files, the utility uses ddnames of HPRIC and HPRCA or the
names specified in control statements for recover.

To achieve optimum performance, various DCB parameters are set for these files. You should understand how these
values are determined and the effect of changing them.

BLKSIZE

The product calculates the optimum block size and sets BLKSIZE to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

Use caution when overriding BLKSIZE because you can negatively affect performance.

• Specifying too small a BLKSIZE can result in more I/O and therefore longer run times.
• Specifying too large a BLKSIZE may not reduce the number of I/O but may increase paging and therefore extend run

times.

BUFNO

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets BUFNO to this value. The calculation is based on the
device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors. These buffers
are acquired above the 16-MB line if the machine and operating system support virtual memory above the line.

The following considerations help you to avoid negative impact on performance when overriding BUFNO:

• Specifying too few buffers may result in more I/O and therefore longer runtimes.
• Specifying too many buffers may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore elongate

runtimes.

LRECL

The product calculates the optimum record size and sets LRECL to this value. The calculation is based on the device
type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or update), and other performance factors.

If you specify LRECL in the JCL, the utility uses this LRECL in internal calculations, but does not honor it exactly as
specified. To see the actual LRECL generated, see the appropriate section of the report file.
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NCP

The product calculates the optimum number of buffers and sets NCP to the same value. The product always wants NCP
to equal BUFNO. The calculation is based on the device type, the device geometry, the access intent (read, write, or
update), and other performance factors.

The following considerations help avoid negative impact on performance when overriding NCP:

• Specifying too small an NCP value may result in the program failing.
• Specifying too large an NCP value may not reduce the number of I/O, but may increase paging and therefore extend

runtimes.

DD DUMMY and NULLFILE

When the file is allocated as DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE, the following settings are used by the program unless
overridden:

BLKSIZE
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value increases CPU time.

BUFNO
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value increases
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

LRECL
Set to 32 KB to maximize performance. Overriding this value increases the CPU time.

NCP
Set to 1 to minimize virtual storage requirements and maximize performance. Overriding this value increases
virtual storage requirements and might decrease performance depending on system load.

Customizing High Performance Recovery JCL
Before you execute High Performance Recovery and Change Accumulation, create JCL to include:

• An EXEC statement with the appropriate parameters
• DD statements
• Control statements

EXEC Statement

The EXEC statement and available options vary based on the mode you are executing in. Detailed information is provided
in the following sections.

DD Statements

For the DD statements that are valid with High Performance Recovery, see the section DD Statements for High
Performance Recovery.

Control Statements

You can perform multiple operations each time you invoke High Performance Recovery. The control statements are read
in sets wherein each set describes each operation to be performed.

• The first control statement and all its continuations are read and the requested function is performed.
• On completion of the execution of the first function, the next control statement and its continuations are read and the

requested function is performed.
• This process continues until all control statements have been processed.
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Because the control statements are processed in sets, statement continuation characters indicate the continuation of a
set. The lack of a statement continuation character indicates the end of the set.

NOTE
High Performance Recovery reads the first control statement and all its continuations to determine if the
recovery requires invoking Change Accumulation.

All recoveries invoke Change Accumulation except for:

• Non-DBRC recoveries with no log input and timestamp, or
• if BYPASSCA=YES was specified.

When Change Accumulation is invoked, recoveries are performed serially for each control set.

For the control statements that are valid with High Performance Recovery and Change Accumulation, see the section
High Performance Recovery Control Statements Reference.

Sample JCL

A sample JCL is provided in the JCLHPR member of the hlq.CIMTSAMP.

Return Codes

The following return codes are generated based on the results of the function executed. The greatest return code
encountered in the run, is the one passed to the operating system at step end.

0 The function executed successfully. No warnings or errors occurred.
4 The function has been executed but warning messages relating to the database have been generated in

the messages file.
8 The function did execute but errors were found in the database. For details, see the messages file.

12 User errors were detected in the JCL or control statements. The database may have been processed
depending upon the error encountered.

16 Logic errors occurred. For details, see the message file.

The ABENDRC control statement defines the lowest return code value that triggers the ABEND U4005.

Execution Modes for High Performance Recovery
High Performance Recovery runs in batch using Broadcom native mode, IMS compatibility mode, or using synonym
keywords and alternate DD names referenced by other vendor products. 

Compatibility mode provides the easiest installation with no JCL changes and support DEDB, HDAM, HIDAM, HISAM,
PHDAM, PHIDAM, SHISAM, and index databases.

Contents:

Native (or Batch) Mode

Using Broadcom native mode (also referred to as batch mode), you can execute the tuility as a stand-alone batch job
using JCL DD statement in the batch run. The database cannot be shared with other users, IMS or otherwise.

• For High Performance Recovery, specify the following:

PGM=IDIDBO JCL and control statements.

• For Change Accumulation, specify the following:

PGM=ITKCHA JCL and control statements.
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Program Information

In native mode, the program requires a DBD that accurately describes the database. A PSB is not used or required.

Control Statements

In native mode, the control statements are read from DBOCTRL for High Performance Recovery and CHACTRL for
Change Accumulation.

Example

A native mode sample job step for High Performance Recovery follows:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=6M

//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=xxxxxx.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//dbddname1 DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=databasedsn

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dbdlibdsn

//HPRIC     DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1,

//              UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1

//HPRCA     DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1,

//              UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1

//HPRLOG    DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1,

//              UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1

//          DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1,

//              UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

 FUNCTION=RECOVER,

 DBDNAME=dbdname1,

 DDNAME=dbdddname1,

 DBRC=NO

/*

//

This example uses the default inputs HPRIC (image copy), HPRCA (Change Accumulation), and HPRLOG (logs). DBRC
is not used.

EXEC Statements

The EXEC statement for High Performance Recovery in native mode is:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=6M

The EXEC statement for Change Accumulation in native mode is:

//stepname EXEC PGM=IDKCHA,REGION=6M

NOTE
No PARM value is needed or used.

Compatibility Modes

For more information about executing in compatibility modes, see the following sections:
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• IMS Compatibility Mode for High Performance Recovery 
• HPR Compatibility Mode with Other Vendors Products

 

IMS Compatibility Mode for High Performance Recovery

In IMS compatibility mode, you can use the same JCL as the IMS recovery utility (DFSURDB0) and IMS Change
Accumulation utility. In this way, existing JCL can be used to achieve the better performance provided by High
Performance Recovery. Execute the program using the same JCL as the following IMS utilities:

• DFSURDB0 for High Performance Recovery

PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='UDR,DFSURDB0,dbdname,,,..' JCL and control statements.

• DFSUCUM0 for Change Accumulation

PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='UDR,DFSUCUM0,dbdname,,,..' JCL and control statements.

To run in IMS compatibility mode, update the jobs that perform IMS compatibility mode processing to place the Database
Management Solutions for IMS load library ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL library in the STEPLIB concatenation.

Contents:

Program Information

In this mode, the utility gets control because its load modules have been linked into the load library under alias names
DFSRRC00 and DFSURDB0. Since the product load library is concatenated ahead of the IMS SDFSRESL, the High
Performance Recovery or Change Accumulation (CHA) modules are invoked instead of the standard IMS utility.

In IMS compatibility mode, DBDs are used just like the IMS utility. ACBs and PSBs are never used.

Control Statements

In IMS compatibility mode, the control statements are read from SYSIN just as the IMS utility does. The statements must
be in the same format.

• For High Performance Recovery, you can specify either of the following combinations:
– Only DFSURDB0 control statements in the SYSIN file.
– You can supplement standard DFSURDB0 control statements with HPR control statements in the DBOCTRL data

set. A DFSURDB0 request is augmented with additional HPR keyword parameters to use for the recover operation.
• For Change Accumulation, you can specify either of the following combinations:

– Only DFSUDMP0 control statements in the SYSIN file.
– You can supplement standard DFSUDMP0 control statements with Change Accumulation control statements

in the CHACTRL data set. A DFSUDMP0 request is augmented with additional Change Accumulation keyword
parameters to use for the Change Accumulation.

Example

In the following example, the recover request in SYSIN has been supplemented by requesting that control block snaps be
taken for diagnostics when invoking Change Accumulation.

//SYSIN   DD *

S  DBDNAME1 DDNAME1  ICOPYDD

//DBOCTRL DD *
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FUNCTION=RECOVER,

SNAP=YES

The following example JCL uses the default inputs DFSUDUMP (image copy), DFSUCUM (Change Accumulation), and
DFSULOG (logs). DBRC is not used.

//stepname EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='DFSURDB0,dbdname,,,,,,,,,,,,N',

//             REGION=6M

//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=xxxxxx.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=ims.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//DFSRESLB  DD  DSN=ims.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dbdlibdsn

//ddname    DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=databasedsn

//DFSUDUMP  DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1,

//              UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1

//DFSUCUM   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1,

//              UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1

//DFSULOG   DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1,

//              UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1

//          DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=tapedsn1,

//              UNIT=tape,VOL=SER=volume1

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD  *

ABEND

NOSEQCK

S  dbdname  ddname

/*

//

EXEC Statements

The EXEC statement for High Performance Recovery in IMS compatibility mode is:

//stepname EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='DFSURDB0,dbdname,,,,,,,,,,,N',

//              REGION=6M

The EXEC statement for Change Accumulation in IMS compatibility mode is:

//stepname EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM='DFSUCUM0,dbdname,,,,,,,,,,,N',

//              REGION=6M

Compatibility Mode with Other Vendors Products for High Performance Recovery

A compatibility mode for third party vendor JCL and control statements exists for conversion from these tools using an
alias and corresponding control DD. You can execute High Performance Recovery using other vendors products JCL
and control statements. Replace the other vendor's product load library with the high-level.CIMTLOAD library or add the
product load library as the first data set in the STEPLIB. Other than this change, the JCL is accepted without change.

In third party compatibility mode, High Performance Recovery uses the control blocks as follows:

• Uses DBDs.
• Never uses ACBs or PSBs.
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 Contents: 

  

Program Information

In third party compatibility mode, High Performance Recovery is given control by z/OS because the product load module
has been linked into the load library under the alias name ICPUMAIN or RVPUMAIN. Because the High Performance
Recovery load library is concatenated ahead of others, the product module is invoked by z/OS, instead of the ICP utility.

In third party compatibility mode, High Performance Recovery uses the control blocks as follows:

• Uses DBDs.
• Never uses ACBs or PSBs.

Control Statements

The control statements used in compatibility mode will be read from the corresponding compatibility’s control DD. High
Performance Recovery uses control statements read from the corresponding control DD. You can supplement other
vendor's control statements by adding High Performance Recovery control statements to the corresponding control DD.

In the following sample JCL, DBRC is not used.

//stepname EXEC PGM=pgmname,REGION=6M

//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=xxxxxx.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//dbdddname DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=databasedsn

//icddname  DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=icdsname

//caddname  DD  DISP=OLD,DSN=cadsname

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dbdlibdsn

//REPORTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//PLUSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//pfile     DD  DSN=pfiledsn,DISP=SHR

//ctrlname  DD  *

 REC              -

 DBD(dbdname)     -

 DDN(dbdddname)   -

 DUMP(icddname)   -

 ACCUM(caddname)  -

 DBRC(N)

/*

//

The following sections describe each of the synonym control statements and keywords and the compatibility support that
Broadcom provides.

 High Performance Recovery supports other vendor's DD statements. The following information presents specific details
about the use of some DDs.

ACBLIB, IMSACBA, IMSACBB, MODSTAT, MODSTAT2
These DDs are ignored.

MDALIB
This DD is ignored. Instead concatenate any libraries needed for dynamic allocation to STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or
IMSDALIB DD.
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Proprietary File
High Performance Recovery does not access proprietary files for execution, database, and file defaults coded in
the file. If the settings affect the recover execution, you can change the job step to Broadcom native mode or IMS
compatibility mode execution.

WARNING
Use of any keyword not in this table will be ignored, flagged in error, or not fully supported.

 

The following table shows HPR control statements mapped to synonyms:

  High Performance Recovery Control Statements  Maps to Synonym 
 AREA AREA, IAREA
 CAGRP CAGRP
 CADDNAME ACCUM, CADDNAME
 DBALLOC DBALLOC
 DBDNAME DBD1
 DBDSGRP DBDSGRP
 DBGRP DBGRP
 DBRC DBRC
 DDNAME DDN1
 FUNCTION=RECOVER REC
 ICDDNAME DUMP, ICDDNAME
 LOGDDNAME LOG
 NOTIFY NOTIFY
 STR PIT
 RECOVGRP RECOVGRP
 REUSE REUSE
Maps to Database Copier control statement STKIC STKIC
 STR STR
 RECOVERTIME TIMESTMP

EXEC Statements

The EXEC statement for High Performance Recovery in compatibility mode is:

//stepname EXEC PGM=RVPUMAIN,REGION=6M

DD Statements for High Performance Recovery
When you execute High Performance Recovery, use the JCL DD statements described in this section. The DD statements
are listed alphabetically.

For ease of use and accuracy, HALDB data sets are dynamically allocated when not specified in the step JCL. The data
sets are allocated based on DBRC RECON information. This is the recommended mode of operation because it is the
most accurate, easy to set up, and easy to use.
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CHACTRL
Defines the input control statement data set for the change accumulation component of High Performance
Recovery. This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape but is usually the JES input stream.
DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.

dbdddname
Defines the database data sets in the DBD on the DATASET or AREA statement.

• The data set name is the database data set or cluster name itself.
• If the database data set DDs are not provided and DBALLOC=YES is specified, the data sets are dynamically

allocated using the DFSMDA dynamic allocation block.

Use this statement in execution mode. For HALDB partition data sets, this value is defined in DBRC. If you invoke
change accumulation during a recovery, dynamic allocation for DBRC=YES will be done using DBRC definitions.

DBDLIB

NOTE
Version 20.0 of High Performance Recovery is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB,
and ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB
libraries are maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with
this product. For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed.

• The DBD is used to determine the database specifications needed for the requested function.
• DBDLIB is not needed if IMS is available.

The DBDs in the library associated with ddname IMS are looked at first. If IMS is not available or the DBD is not
found there, DBDLIB is searched if it is available.

DBOCTRL
Defines the input control statement data set.

• This data set can reside on any input device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES input stream.
• DCB attributes of RECFM=FB and LRECL=80 are forced.
• In compatibility mode, you can use the utility control statements to supplement the operational parameters.

To do this, add a DBOCTRL DD statement with any appropriate control statements and they supplement and
override the default compatibility mode settings.

DBOMSGS
Defines the output message data set and lists the informational and product-related messages.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape but it is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DBORPTS
Defines the output report data set.

• This data set can reside on any output device, including disk or tape, but is usually the JES output stream
(SYSOUT=A).

• DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133 are forced.

DELPDS
(Optional) Defines the DELPDS data set containing DELETE members. This data set is used during IDCAMS
processing if specified.

DFSRESLB
Defines the IMS SDFSRESL data set.
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• This data set must be concatenated to the STEPLIB DD and allocated under DFSRESLB.
• Verify that this data set is APF-authorized.

DFSUCUM
Defines the IMS compatibility mode default input change accumulation file for High Performance Recovery.
This DD statement is optional and is not required when there is no change accumulation input to the database
recovery. This file can reside on tape or disk, but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used. The High
Performance Recovery change accumulation (CHA) or the IMS Change Accumulation utility (DFSUCUM0)
produces this file. Do not concatenate files under this DD. To use a different ddname, you can override this
statement using the CADDNAME control statement. When you specify CADDNAME, this DD is not used or
needed.

DFSUCUMN
Defines the new accumulated change data set.

• This data set can reside on tape or disk.
• The specified block size must be at least 64 and less than or equal to the device maximum (or 32760).
• If no block size is specified, the default block size is the device maximum.
• If the device is a DASD, a block size of 23476 bytes is used.
• The logical record length cannot be overridden by the DCB operand.

DFSUCUMO
Defines the old accumulated change data set that is to be merged with the log input data to create the new
accumulated change data set.

• This data set can reside on tape or disk.
• If no old accumulated changes are to be merged, the following DD statement must be used:

 //DFSUCUMO DD DUMMY

DFSUDUMP
Defines the IMS compatibility mode default input database image copy file for the utility. This file can reside on
tape or disk, but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used. The Database Copier or the IMS Image Copy
utility (DFSUDMP0) produces this file. Do not concatenate files under this DD. To use a different ddname, you can
override this statement using the ICDDNAME control statement. When you specify ICDDNAME, this DD is not
used or needed.

DFSULOG
Defines the IMS compatibility mode default input log file for the utility. This DD statement is optional and is not
required when there is no log input to the database recovery. It can reside on tape or disk, but due to the size of
the file, tape is usually used. To use a different ddname, you can override this statement using the LOGDDNAME
control statement. If you specify LOGDDNAME, this DD is not used. This DD statement defines the input log
data set containing IMS logs that High Performance Recovery uses as input to the recovery along with an image
copy. You can also use an old change accumulation file as input. If DFSULOG DD is not dummy and DBRC=YES,
these logs are verified against the logs registered to DBRC. With DBRC=NO, the logs are not verified.

HPRCA
Defines the native mode default input change accumulation file for High Performance Recovery. This DD
statement is optional and is not required when there is no change accumulation input to the database recovery.
This file can reside on tape or disk, but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used. The High Performance
Recovery change accumulation (CHA) or the IMS Change Accumulation utility (DFSUCUM0) produces this file.
Do not concatenate files under this DD. To use a different ddname, you can override this statement using the
CADDNAME control statement. When you specify CADDNAME, this DD is not used or needed.

HPRIC
Defines the native mode default input database image copy file used for High Performance Recovery. This file
can reside on tape or disk, but due to the size of the file, tape is usually used. The Database Copier or the IMS
Image Copy utility (DFSUDMP0) produces this file. Do not concatenate files under this DD. To use a different
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ddname, you can override this statement using the ICDDNAME control statement. When you specify ICDDNAME,
this DD is not used.

HPRLOG
Defines the native mode default input log file for High Performance Recovery. This DD statement is optional and
is not required when there is no log input to the database recovery. The file can reside on tape or disk, but due
to the size of the file, tape is usually used. To use a different ddname, you can override this statement using the
LOGDDNAME control statement. When you specify LOGDDNAME, this DD is not used or needed.

IDIPARM
(Optional) Defines a data set for global parameter processing. This can be a standard 80-byte PDS or a
sequential file (including "DD *" in-stream data) with fixed 80-byte records. If the data set is a PDS, you can
optionally fully qualify the member name. However, if the member name is not specified, standard member names
are used based on the function being performed.
This DD must be specified to enable global parameter processing. However, if you specify this DD and an
installation standard IDIPARM has not been defined, global parameter processing is not performed.
If you specify this DD and an installation standard IDIPARM exists, the installation standard is overridden for this
job step only.
You can code IDIPARM as in-stream data in a jobstep through //IDIPARM DD *. Global parameters supplied this
way apply to all functions invoked by the job step, including any subtasks. If the supplied global parameters do not
apply to all such functions, errors can occur.

IMS

NOTE
Version 20.0 of High Performance Recovery is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB,
and ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB
libraries are maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with
this product. For more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Defines the library containing the DBD to be processed. This DD statement does not use the DBDLIB DD file, so
IMS must be included for DBRC and segment edit compression routines. If IMS is required, do not use DBDLIB or
specify the same data set name on both.

IMSDALIB
Defines the library containing the DFSMDA members that are used for dynamic allocation of data sets. The
dynamic allocation (MDA) libraries that are specified by the IMSDALIB DD statement do not require APF
authorization. You can also remove the MDA libraries from the STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation, and allow the
utilities to retain their APF authorization.

PROCLIB
Defines the IMS PROCLIB data set.

RECONx
Defines the first, second, or third DBRC RECON data set (where x is 1, 2, or 3, respectively). These DD
statements are required if the RECON is not dynamically allocated.

SORTWKnn
Defines the sort work data sets. The sort work data sets are needed only if the number of keys used during an
analysis causes the SORT program to require auxiliary storage to perform the sort. For Change Accumulation, the
ddname prefix is SRT# and the ddname is SRT#WKnn.
nn

Specifies the number supported by the SORT product installed.
STEPLIB

Defines the utility load module in the high-level.LOAD library. A JOBLIB DD can be used instead, but one or the
other is required for proper execution.
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SYSABEND
Defines the data set where to write the dumps. If a dump is needed, set ABENDDUMP=YES.

SYSIN or corresponding DD
Defines an input file that contains DBDNAME=x. Usually SYSIN is defined as:
//SYSIN DD *

 DBDNAME=x

x
Defines the DBD name involved in the operation.

SYSUDUMP
Defines the data set where dumps are to be written.

• If a dump is needed set ABENDDUMP=YES.
• This DD statement is optional because it can be dynamically allocated as SYSOUT=* if it or SYSABEND are

not present in the JCL.

To direct the dump output to a disk file, code the needed DD parameters, and the dynamic allocation will not be
done.
The utility will also dynamically allocate the ABNLIGNR data set (as DD DUMMY). This is done to prevent the
ABEND AID product from intercepting abends and producing its specially formatted dump, because that dump
does not provide enough information for complete problem resolution. If the ABEND AID product is not in use, this
dummy allocation will have no effect.

High Performance Recovery Control Statements Reference
This section provides detailed information about each control statement that you can specify with High Performance
Recovery and its components.

The control statements appear in alphabetical order and the default values are underlined.

ABENDDUMP (HPR) -- Generate an Abend Dump

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and  Secondary Index
Builder .

The ABENDDUMP control statement generates a dump from the operating system when an abend occurs. The dump
provides information about your system when the ABEND occurred. This helps save time in determining the cause of the
ABEND and resolving the issue.

Typically, if an abend occurs, the Extended Specific Task Abnormal Exit (ESTAE) recovery routine of the product formats
the information in the Program Status Word (PSW) and various registers and also writes it to the messages file. So a
dump is not necessary. However, occasionally, you may need to generate a dump when a user exit fails or to debug a
problem if requested by Broadcom Support.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDDUMP=YES|NO

• YES
Generates a dump to SYSABEND or SYSUDUMP when an operating system abend occurs. This option is the default.

• NO
Does not generate a dump when an abend occurs.
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ABENDRC (HPR) -- Define Abend Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The ABENDRC control statement defines the lowest return code with which the job terminates with an abend. Use this
control statement to force an abend during typical error situations.

This control statement has the following format:

ABENDRC=return-code

return-code
Defines the return code number.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 17

Example: Force Abend after a Return Code of 12 Occurs

The following specification terminates a job with an abend when a return code of 12 or higher occurs:

ABENDRC=12

Example: Suppress Abends Regardless of Return Code

The following specification suppresses abends regardless of the return code:

ABENDRC=4095

ACCESS (HPR) -- Define the Access Mode

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ACCESS control statement defines the access mode to use when flash copied databases are restarted in a non-
data sharing environment. This control statement cannot be specified in a data sharing environment because you cannot
specify the access mode in a GLOBAL START command.

NOTE
STA=Y or AOI=Y is required if this control statement is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

ACCESS=RO|RD|UP|EX

RO
Restarts the flash copied databases in read-only mode.

RD
Restarts the flash copied databases in read mode.

UP
Restarts the flash copied databases in update mode.

EX
Restarts the flash copied databases in exclusive mode.

Default: If DBRC=N, the default is ACCESS=UP. Otherwise, the default is the access specified in DBRC. In local IMS
environments, the default is the access mode the database was in at the time of the DBR.
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ADDN (HPR) -- Define Area DDnames

Valid for Database Organizer and High Performance Recovery.

The ADDN control statement specifies the ddnames for the DEDB multiple area data sets (MADS) to be recovered or
replicated after the reload for the area is complete. Specifying area ddnames ensures that all ADDNs are consistent after
a recovery.

Using the ADDN control statement depends on the type of recovery and whether you are using DBRC.

Consider the following when you specify areas:

• Do not use specific ddnames when reloading multiple DEDB areas (AREA=(*) or AREA=(areaname1,areaname2,...)).
• ADDN=(*) replicates all MADS defined to DBRC. If DBRC=NO, you must specify ADDN and a DD statement in the

JCL.
• The first ddname you specify must indicate the DEDB AREA that you want to recover. Subsequent ddnames indicate

MADS to be replicated.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

ADDN=(ddname1[,ddname2,...,ddname7])|(*)

ddname
Defines the ddnames of one or more area data sets (ADS) to be processed.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters. You can specify up to seven ddnames.

*
Indicates that all MADS defined to DBRC will be processed.

Example: Define Specific MADS DDnames

To replicate MADS ddnames DBXY19A and DBXY19B after the reload for the area is complete, specify as follows:

ADDN=(DBXY10A,DBXY19B)

Example: Define All MADS DDnames

To replicate all MADS ddnames, specify as follows:

ADDN=(*)

AOI (HPR) -- Stop and Start the Database

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The AOI control statement specifies whether to stop and start the database automatically during flash image copy
processing.

BMPPAUSE=YES requires AOI=YES.

FEOV Processing Considerations
If FEOV=YES for a single database recovery, the /DBR command does not contain the NOFEOV option and an
IMS log switch occurs. For a group of databases, only the last /DBR command does not contain the NOFEOV
option and an IMS log switch occurs only after the last command. FEOV is the default for recovery. If FEOV=NO,
the /DBR commands are issued with the NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch does not occur. The FEOV
options must be consistent for all databases being recovered.
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Data Sharing Considerations
In a data sharing environment, the AOI command is issued with the GLOBAL operand, which precludes the use
of the ACCESS operand. DBRC determines the access mode of the started database. Each database is stopped
before starting the recovery. In a non-data sharing environment, any specified ACCESS mode is permitted and
will be honored. If ACCESS is omitted, the database is started in the access mode it was in, when it was stopped
with the /DBR command.

This control statement has the following format:

AOI=YES|NO

• YES
Stops and starts the database automatically as follows:
a. Issues /DBD for the target database before taking the flash image copy. For Fast Path DEDBs, issues /DBR

instead.
b. Issues /STA after the flash image copy process is complete.
This processing is the same as specifying DBR=Y and STA=Y, and can be used as an alternative method to specifying
both control statements.
For CAGRP, DBDGRP, RECOVGRP, PSBRECOV, or DBD processing, the entire database or group is taken offline,
flashed in a single operation, started in the same access mode as before the /DBD, and then individually copied to the
image copy data sets.
If AOI=YES, note the following requirements:
– Verify that an ITK STC started task is running on any z/OS system running the IMS systems to which the database

is online. The image copy job must run on the same LPAR as an ITK STC and the IMS subsystem that is specified
in the IMSID control statement.

– Specify the name of the associated IMS in the IMSID control statement.
• NO

Does not stop and start the target database automatically. This option is the default.

NOTE

Do not specify AOI=YES with the combination of DBR=Y and STA=Y. However, you can specify the DBR and
STA control statements individually to override AOI=YES as follows:

• DBR=Y -- Always issues the /DBR command instead of /DBD, regardless of the database type.
• DBR=N -- Uses the AOI default to /DBD or /DBR if FastPath DEDB.
• STA=N -- Suspends the automatic restart of the database or group after the flash copy completes. STA=N is

not valid with BMPPAUSE=YES.

ARCHIVEWAIT (HPR) -- Wait for Availability of Required Logs

Valid for High Performance Recovery and the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The ARCHIVEWAIT control statement determines whether High Performance Recovery (High Performance Recovery) or
Change Accumulation should wait for all required logs to become archived and available before processing continues.

ARCHIVEWAIT processing will periodically check for log availability using an interval timer controlled by the
ARCHIVEWAITTIME control statement. A maximum time limit can be controlled by the ARCHIVEWAITFAIL control
statement to abort operations if logs do not become available within a certain amount of time.

A WTOR message will also be issued, allowing the user to respond with “GO” to check log availability immediately or
“CANCEL” to abort the wait completely and continue processing.

This control statement has the following format:
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ARCHIVEWAIT=YES|NO

YES
Wait if any required logs are unavailable.

NO
Do not wait for any required logs to become available. This is the default.

Example: Check for Availability of Logs Every 30 Seconds

ARCHIVEWAIT=YES,ARCHIVEWAITTIME=30,ARCHIVEWAITFAIL=300

Assuming some logs are not yet archived, log availability is checked every 30 seconds. After 300 seconds (ten intervals),
the High Performance Recovery or Change Accumulation operation that is waiting for log availability is aborted.

NOTE

If the ARCHIVEWAITTIME does not evenly divide into the ARCHIVEWAITFAIL, the number of timer intervals
used is rounded up by 1.

ARCHIVEWAITFAIL (HPR) -- Specify Archive Wait Time Limit

Valid for High Performance Recovery and the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The ARCHIVEWAITFAIL control statement specifies the time limit to wait for log availability before aborting the High
Performance Recovery (High Performance Recovery) or Change Accumulation operation when used in conjunction with
ARCHIVEWAIT=YES. If ARCHIVEWAIT=YES is not used, this control statement is ignored.

If this number is not evenly divided by the ARCHIVEWAITTIME value, one additional time interval will be used to check for
log availability before aborting the operation.

If ARCHIVEWAITFAIL=0 is specified, there is no time limit.

This control statement has the following format:

ARCHIVEWAITFAIL=n

• n
Indicates the total number of seconds to wait for available logs before aborting the High Performance Recovery or
Change Accumulation operation.
Default: 3600
Range: 0 to 9999

ARCHIVEWAITTIME (HPR) -- Specify Archive Wait Time Interval

Valid for High Performance Recovery and the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The ARCHIVEWAITTIME control statement specifies the time interval to wait between checks for log availability when
used in conjunction with ARCHIVEWAIT=YES. If ARCHIVEWAIT=YES is not used, this control statement is ignored.

If this number does not evenly divide into the ARCHIVEWAITFAIL value, the number of log availability checks with this
time interval will be increased by one.

This control statement has the following format:
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ARCHIVEWAITTIME=n

• n
Indicates the number of seconds to wait between checks for log availability.
Default: 30
Range: 1 to 9999

AREA (HPR) -- Define Areas

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The AREA control statement specifies whether to process a specific area, a list of areas, or all areas during Fast Path
DEDB database processing.

This statement or DDNAME is required for Fast Path DEDB database processing. If you specify AREA, do not specify
DDNAME. AREA and DDNAME are mutually exclusive.

If AREA is specified, you must include an AREA statement for each area in a DEDB. If DBDNAME is specified without an
AREA, the identified DBD is loaded and the database characteristics are taken from it.

If you do not provide a DD statement for the area, DBRC is used (if available) to determine the data set name of the DD
and to dynamically allocate it. Use a DBRC control statement to indicate DBRC use. When DBRC is active, area selection
is used to dynamically allocate the DEDB areas if they are not included in the JCL. If the DEDB areas are provided in the
JCL, the utility verifies them against the DBRC registered data sets.

The AREA control statement is not valid with the ANALYZEALL function.

This control statement has the following formats:

AREA=(area-name1,area-name2,area-name3,…)

AREA=* or AREA=ALL

area-name
Specifies the unique DEDB area name to process.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters. You can specify up to 73 areas, but only one area with the COPY function.

* | ALL
Includes all areas and processes the complete database.

Example: Define One DEDB Area

The following example specifies the area by name:

AREA=A or DDNAME=A

Example: Define All DEDB Areas

The following example includes all areas in the processing:

AREA=(*) or AREA=(ALL)

For compatibility with previous releases, you can also select all areas by specifying only the DBD name with the
DBDNAME control statement. If DBDNAME is specified, do not specify AREA.

Example: Define Multiple DEDB Areas

The following example assumes that a DBD defines four areas, A, B, C, and DH.

• To process the first area, specify as follows:
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AREA=A

• To process the last area, specify as follows:

AREA=DH 

• To process areas B and DH, specify as follows:

AREA=(B,DH) 

• To process areas B, C, and DH, specify as follows:

AREA=(DH,C,B) 

Although the areas are listed in a specific order, they may be processed in any order. To process the areas in a specific
order, use multiple commands, each specifying a single area.
 

Example: Invalid AREA Statements

• The following example is invalid because the asterisk must be the only area that is listed when specified:

AREA=(A,*)

• The following example is invalid because D* is not a valid area name:

AREA=D*

• The following example is invalid because the same area is listed twice:

AREA=(B,B)

AUTHINTV (HPR) -- Specify Wait Time for Database Access Verification

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 

The AUTHINTV control statement specifies the time period (in hundredths of a second) during which the utility tries to
start or stop the database.

When the utility attempts to stop the database and BMPPAUSE=NO is specified, this is also the time period during which
IMS systems are rechecked for outstanding BMP access to the database. 

Use the CMDWAIT control statement to specify the number of times to perform the database access check.

The AUTHINTV control statement has the following format: 

AUTHINTV=n|2000

n
Specifies a number from 500 to 99999 that defines the time interval to wait. The default is 2000 (20 seconds).

AUTH (HPR) -- Bypass Database Authorization

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index Builder, and the
Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The AUTH control statement lets you bypass DBRC database authorization for database recovery, reorganization,
or analysis when DBRC is active. Authorization consists of DBRC notify, signon and signoff, and database data set
validation. Bypassing database authorization prevents processing interruptions because of an authorization failure.
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Note the following limitations:

• For Database Analyzer, this processing occurs when DBRC is active, by default or explicit request. Specifying
AUTH=NO does not bypass database signon.

• For Recovery Analyzer, this processing is only valid for recovery with the GENJCL function option.
• For the UNLOAD component of  Database Organizer , use the UNLAUTH keyword.

The AUTH control statement has the following format:

AUTH=YES|NO

• YES
Performs DBRC database authorization. This is the default.

• NO
Does not perform DBRC database authorization.

NOTE
We recommend that you specify AUTH=NO in Database Analyzer when analyzing a database that is online
to IMS to avoid an authorization failure.

AUTOINDEXCREATE (HPR) -- Rebuild Indexes Automatically

Valid for High Performance Recovery.

The AUTOINDEXCREATE control statement indicates whether to automatically rebuild all primary and secondary indexes
in the same step as the recovery. Specify this control statement to create all primary and secondary indexes for all
databases recovered.

For HALDBs, only a subset of the HALDB is recovered if ALLPARTS=YES is not specified. In this case, High Performance
Recovery only populates the ILDS data sets for the recovered partitions instead of rebuilding the indexes.

AUTOINDEXCREATE is a synonym for AUTOINDEXBUILD.

This control statement has the following format:

AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES|NO

YES
Creates all indexes automatically during the recovery step. Be sure to identify the applicable database using the
DBDNAME control statement.
If you use a recovery or Change Accumulation group, be sure that all data sets for each database are included in
the group.

NOTE
When building indexes, if you are sorting many records you might experience poor sort performance.
Increasing the sort work space or overriding the record length and number of records may significantly
improve performance. For more information, see Sort Considerations for Secondary Index Builder.

NO
Does not create indexes automatically during the recovery step. This is the default.

Example: Rebuild Indexes Automatically

To recover all of the database data sets in the CAGRP and rebuild all the indexes associated (including primary indexes)
with the recovered databases, specify as follows:

//DBOCTRL   DD  *
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FUNCTION=RECOVER, 

CAGRP=RSTPRD,

AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES,

DBRC=YES

 

Do not include indexes in the recovery group when you specify AUTOINDEXCREATE. This will cause recovery to recover
the index and then try and rebuild it, which will cause an error.

 

BLDINDEX (HPR) -- Rebuild Secondary Indexes

Valid for High Performance Recovery and the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The BLDINDEX control statement rebuilds all secondary indexes after the primary database has been recovered.

For the Recovery Analyzer component, this control statement is only valid for the GENJCL function.

This control statement has the following format:

BLDINDEX=YES|NO

YES
Rebuilds all secondary indexes.

NO
Does not rebuild all secondary indexes. This is the default.

BMCCAPFX (HPR) -- Add Change Accumulation Data Set Name Prefix for Compatibility

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The BMCCAPFX control statement modifies the data set name defined by the CAPREFIX control statement for the
Change Accumulation output data set.

The BMCCAPFX control statement can be used only when CAPREFIX is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

BMCCAPFX=NO|YES

NO
Specifies that the value defined by the CAPREFIX control statement is used for the Change Accumulation output
data set. This is the default.

YES
Specifies that the following full data set name is used:
caprefix.CA1.cagrp

BMCICDSN (HPR) -- Use Alternate Image Copy Data Set Name Format

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the BMCICDSN control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of
the image copy data sets post recovery. The BMCICDSN control statement changes the image copy data set name output
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format to omit the tenths of seconds and move hours to the second qualifier. This forces the same format for stacking and
non-stacking image copies.

This control statement has the following format:

BMCICDSN=YES|NO

YES
Allocates and writes the output data set names with the following naming convention for all output image copies:
Prefix.ICn.dbd.dsg.Dyyddd.Thhmmss

Stacked and non-stacked image copy output data set names are consistent and include timestamps.
NO

Allows mixed formatting of stacked and non-stacked image copies. This is the default.

BMPPAUSE (HPR) -- Invoke BMP Pause and Resume Facility

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer SETRP function of High Performance Recovery. 

The BMPPAUSE control statement invokes BMP Pause and Resume to pause automatically all BMPs executing against
the target databases after all applications accessing the database have reached their current syncpoint processing.

Use this control statement to minimize the database outage and to lower the expenses of creating frequent image copies.
Creating frequent recovery points shortens the time required for recoveries and improves the performance of the database
change accumulation.

This control statement has the following format:

BMPPAUSE=YES|NO

YES
Pauses all BMPs executing against the target databases to allow /DBR commands to complete. Paused BMPs
are automatically resumed after the PAUSE routines start the target databases. This creates a consistent
recovery point that is registered in DBRC. The resulting image copy is registered to DBRC as a concurrent image
copy.

NO
Waits for all executing BMPs to finish or until the specified timeout value is reached before executing the DBR of
the database. If BMPs are still active at the conclusion of the specified timeout value (CMDWAIT and AUTHINTV),
the function attempt terminates. This option is the default for all function types, except for Online Reorg. For more
information see BMP Pause and Resume Functionality.

BUF4SEQINIT (HPR) -- Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

Valid for Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, Secondary Index, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The BUF4SEQINIT control statement specifies the number of buffers to allocate to the sequential processing of the
first part of the database data set. By default, the Broadcom utilities determine the buffer scheme by database type,
access method and intent, device type, parameter values, and JCL overrides. You can adjust the default value using the
BUF4SEQINIT control statement to improve performance.

WARNING
Improper use of this control statement can cause program termination.

This control statement has the following format:
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BUF4SEQINIT=n

n
Specifies the number of buffers to allocate. The default depends on the database type.

Example: Allocate Sequential Database Data Set Buffers

To allocate six buffers to the sequential processing of the first part of the database data set, specify as follows:

BUF4SEQINIT=6

BYPASSCA (HPR) -- Bypass Change Accumulation

Valid for High Performance Recovery.

The BYPASSCA control statement specifies whether to bypass invoking Change Accumulation. Most recoveries invoke
Change Accumulation, but under certain circumstances, recovery can be accomplished without invoking Change
Accumulation. Use the BYPASSCA control statement when specifying image copy for recovery in JCL without any
previous Change Accumulation or IMS logs applied to it.

This control statement has the following format:

BYPASSCA=YES|NO

YES
Bypasses Change Accumulation.
The following conditions apply:

• When you specify BYPASSCA=YES, do not specify any explicit or implied Change Accumulation-related
keywords as follows:
– High Performance Recovery Change Accumulation related keywords:

    CADDNAME

    CAGRP

    CAUNIT

    LASTIC

    LOGDDNAME

    LOGRDRS

    LOGUNIT

    MAXSORT

    STR

    ACCUM

    DUMP

    LOG

– Compatibility mode Change Accumulation related keywords:
• If you specify BYPASSCA=YES and DBRC=YES, High Performance Recovery validates that the allocated files

are the correct ones for the recovery and indicates the incorrect files in the message DSP0011I.
• Do not use BYPASSCA=YES if log input is required for this recovery.
• Allocate all data sets required for the recovery in the JCL.

NO
Invokes Change Accumulation. This is the default.

Example: Bypass Change Accumulation

To bypass the Change Accumulation process, specify as follows:
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BYPASSCA=YES

CADATACL (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation SMS Data Class

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CADATACL control statement defines the SMS DATACLASS for the output Change Accumulation data set when
dynamically allocated. This statement is optional, and defaults to the installation default SMS data class.

This control statement is valid for the change accumulation component of High Performance Recovery and has the
following format:

CADATACL=dataclass    

dataclass
Defines 1-8 alphanumeric characters.

CADB (HPR) -- Define Non-DBRC Change Accumulation Databases

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CADB control statement defines the databases for Change Accumulation when not using DBRC. This statement is
required for non-DBRC and not used for DBRC.

This control statement is valid for the change accumulation component of High Performance Recovery and has the
following format:

CADB=(GRP=grpname,[PRG=purgetime],DBD=dbdname,DDN=ddname or *)

GRP=grpname
Specifies the Change Accumulation group name.

PRG=purgetime
Specifies the purge date and time by DBD or DDN, where purgetime can be specified using any valid date and
time format (as follows). This parameter is optional.
yyyydddhhmmsst

yydddhhmmsst-hhmm

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.t

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju-hh:mm

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju+UTC

yyddd.hh:mm

Time defaults to local time unless the time zone offset (+ or -) is specified.
DBD=dbdname

Specifies the database name.
DDN=ddname or *

Specifies the ddname or an asterisk. If you specify an asterisk, this applies to all ddnames in the database.

CADDNAME (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Data Set

Valid for Database Copier and the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.
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This control statement is used as follows:

• to specify the input Change Accumulation ddname when  Database Copier  creates incremental image copies. If this
control statement is not specified,  Database Copier  uses the default ddname, DBCCA.

• to specify the input Change Accumulation ddname for  High Performance Recovery . If this control statement is not
specified,  High Performance Recovery uses the default ddname, HPRCA.

NOTE
Do not concatenate multiple data sets under this DD. A single IMS change accumulation data set is used as
input, like with the database recovery function. This data set is produced by the IMS change accumulation utility
DFSUCUM0.

This control statement has one of the following formats:

CADDNAME=ddname

CADDNAME=*

ddname
Specifies the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 through 8 alphanumeric characters.
Default: DBCCA (valid for  Database Copier ), or HPRCA (valid for  High Performance Recovery ).

*
Indicates that ddname data set is dynamically allocated.
DBRC=YES is implied and the DBRC interface is invoked.

Example: Define Change Accumulation Data Set

To read the Change Accumulation data set CA1, specify as follows:

CADDNAME=CA1

CADSCB (HPR) -- Define Model DSCB

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CADSCB control statement specifies the model DSCB, to obtain data set attributes when creating an output Change
Accumulation generation data group (GDG) data set using dynamic allocation. This statement is only valid for non-SMS
managed data sets.

The output GDG data set name is generated using CAPREFIX:

(caprefix.CAn.cagrp(+1)

Set CAGDG=Y for this statement to be in effect.

This control statement is valid for the change accumulation component of High Performance Recovery and has the
following format:

CADSCB=dsname

dsname
Specifies the data set name.
Limit: 44 characters
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CAEXPDT (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Expiration Date

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAEXPDT control statement defines the expiration date for the output Change Accumulation data set when
dynamically allocated. This statement is optional, and has no default.

This control statement has the following format:

CAEXPDT=yyddd or yyyy/ddd

yydd or yyyy/ddd
Defines the expiry date for the output Change Accumulation data set.

CAGDG (HPR) -- Generate GDG Data Set Name

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAGDG control statement creates the output Change Accumulation as a GDG when using dynamic allocation. The
output GDG data set name is generated using CAPREFIX (caprefix.CAn.cagrp(+1).

This control statement has the following format:

CAGDG=YES|NO

YES
Creates the output Change Accumulation as a GDG.

NO
Does not create the output Change Accumulation as a GDG. This is the default.

CAGPRI (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Group Primary Space Allocation

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAGPRI control statement specifies the primary space allocation (in cylinders) for the interim log data sets when
Change Accumulation processing is performed using work data sets.

Interim log data sets are only required when multiple CAGRPs are being accumulated, or Point-In-Time processing is
being performed.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=CHACCUM or CA.

This control statement has the following format:

CAGPRI=cylinders

cylinders
Specifies the unit for primary space allocation.
Default: Variable based on the estimated number of input log records
Range: 10 to 1000

Example: Allocate Primary Space for CAGRP files

To perform Change Accumulation processing using 100 cylinders for each CAGRP interim log file, specify the following:
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CAGPRI=100

CAGRP (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Groups

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 

The CAGRP control statement specifies the name of the DBRC-defined change accumulation group to be image copied
or recovered.

Change accumulation group is a group of database data sets registered together to DBRC (Database Recovery Control)
under a single name. All databases defined to this change accumulation group are processed as a single unit.

One of the following control statements is required:

•  CAGRP 
•  DBDNAME

If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

•  DBDSGRP 
•  DBGRP 
•  PSBRECOV 
•  RECOVGRP 

This control statement is valid only with DBRC=YES.

If REUSE is specified in DBRC, Database Copier dynamically allocates all input and output data sets, provided that
the data sets for the output image copies exist. If NOREUSE is specified in DBRC, you must specify ICALLOC=YES,
ICSPACE=(), ICUNIT=(), and ICPREF=(hlvq..). 

This control statement has the following format:

CAGRP=(grp1[,grp2,...])

grp1, grp2,...
Specifies the names of change accumulation groups to be processed.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters and defined to DBRC.
A maximum of 32 groups can be specified for the CHACCUM function, 16 when invoked from the RECOVER
function.

 Example: Recovering a Change Accumulation Group 

To recover a CAGRP Change Accumulation group, you must specify DBRC.

//DBOCTRL DD*

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagroup,

DBRC=YES

//*

 Example: Recovering Multiple Change Accumulation Groups 

To recover multiple CAGRP Change Accumulation groups, you must specify DBRC.

//DBOCTRL DD*

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=CAGRP1,

DBRC=YES

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=CAGRP2,
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DBRC=YES

//*

CAGSEC (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Group Secondary Space Allocation

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAGSEC control statement specifies the secondary space allocation (in cylinders) for the interim log data sets when
Change Accumulation processing is performed using work data sets.

Interim log data sets are only required when multiple CAGRPs are being accumulated, or Point-In-Time processing is
being performed.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=CHACCUM.

This control statement has the following format:

CAGSEC=cylinders

cylinders
Specifies the unit for secondary space allocation.
Default: Variable based on the estimated number of input log records
Range: 10 to 1000

Example: Allocate Secondary Space for CAGRP files

To perform Change Accumulation processing using a secondary allocation of 100 cylinders for each CAGRP interim log
file, specify the following:

CAGSEC=100

CAGUNIT (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Group Unit Name

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAGUNIT control statement specifies the unit name for the interim CAGRP data sets used when Change
Accumulation processing is performed using work data sets.

Interim log data sets are only required when multiple CAGRPs are being accumulated, or Point-In-Time processing is
being performed.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=CHACCUM.

This control statement has the following format:

CAGUNIT=unitname

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters
Default: SYSALLDA

Example: Dynamic Allocation of the CAGRP interim log files

This example uses a unit name of SYSDA for dynamic allocation of the CAGRP interim log files:
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CAGUNIT=SYSDA

CAINDD (HPR) -- Define Input Change Accumulation Data Set

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAINDD control statement defines the ddname for the Change Accumulation inputs for each Change Accumulation
group to be processed.

This statement is not required when using dynamic allocation and DBRC=YES.

This control statement has the following format:

CAINDD=(indd1,indd2,...)

indd1,...,indd2
Defines the ddname for the Change Accumulation inputs.
Default: DFSUCUMO

CAMGMTCL (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation SMS Management Class

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAMGMTCL control statement defines the SMS MGMTCLASS for the output Change Accumulation data set when
dynamically allocated.

This statement defaults to the installation default SMS management class.

This control statement has the following format:

CAMGMTCL=mgmtclass

mgmtclass
Indicates the SMS management class.
Limits: 1 - 8 characters

CAOUTDD (HPR) -- Define Output Change Accumulation Data Set

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAOUTDD control statement defines the ddname for the Change Accumulation outputs for each Change
Accumulation group to be processed.

This statement is not required when using dynamic allocation.

This control statement has the following format:

CAOUTDD=(outdd1,outdd2,...)

outdd1, outdd2,...
Defines the ddnames of the Change Accumulation outputs.
Default: DFSUCUMN
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CAPREFIX (HPR) -- Add Change Accumulation Data Set Name Prefix

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAPREFIX control statement defines a data set name prefix for the Change Accumulation output data set. The full
data set name is as follows:

caprefix.CA01.cagrp

This control statement is mandatory when using dynamic allocation for the Change Accumulation output; otherwise, this
control statement is optional.

You can modify the full data set name with the BMCCAPFX control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

CAPREFIX=dsnprefix

dsnprefix
Defines the data set name prefix.
Limits: 30 characters; 21 if GDG

CARETPD (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Retention Period

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CARETPD control statement defines the retention period (in days) for the output Change Accumulation data set when
dynamically allocated.

This control statement has the following format:

CARETPD=nnnn

nnnn
Indicates the retention period in days.
Limits: 1-9999

CARUN (HPR) -- Invalidate Change Accumulation Records

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The CARUN control statement indicates whether to mark the Change Accumulation records in the RECON as invalid.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON UPDATE and CHECK options.

This control statement has the following format:

CARUN (OK|INERROR)

OK
Specifies that the utility does not change the Change Accumulation records.

INERROR
Specifies that the utility marks the Change Accumulation records INERROR. This is the default.
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CASPACE (HPR) -- Allocate Change Accumulation Data Sets

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

Use the CASPACE control statement to specify the size of the allocated output change accumulation data set as a
number of cylinders or tracks.

The CASPACE control statement has the following format:
CASPACE=(unit,p,s)

unit
Specify the allocation of cylinders or tracks:

• C or CYL for cylinders
• T or TRK for tracks

p
Specifies the number of primary units to allocate. Valid values are 1 through 6777215.

s
Specifies the number of secondary units to allocate. Valid values are 1 through 6777215.

Default:
If CASPACE is not specified, the default allocation is (C,10,10).

Example 1: allocate 5 primary cylinders and 5 secondary cylinders
CASPACE=(C,5,5)

Example 2: allocate 1 primary cylinder and 5 secondary cylinders
CASPACE=(C,,5)

NOTE
The data set allocation uses RLSE, so after the data set is closed unused PRIMARY space is released.

CASTORCL (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation SMS Storage Class

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CASTORCL control statement defines the SMS STORCLASS for the output Change Accumulation data set when
dynamically allocated.

This statement defaults to the installation default SMS storage class.

This control statement has the following format:

CASTORCL=mgmtclass

mgmtclass
Indicates the SMS storage class.
Limits: 1-8 characters

CAUNIT (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Unit Name

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The CAUNIT control statement specifies the unit name of the input Change Accumulation data set to be used for dynamic
allocation. This control statement overrides the dynamic allocation specifications in DBRC.

This statement is only applicable in a DBRC NOCATDS environment when the unit name in DBRC is not correct.
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This control statement has the following format:

CAUNIT=unitname

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters

Example: Define Change Accumulation Unit Name

This example shows how to use the esoteric unit name specified for dynamic allocation of the input Change Accumulation
data set in a DBRC NOCATDS environment:

CAUNIT=CART

CHECK (HPR) -- Perform Integrity Checking Using Database Analyzer

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery and its Recovery Analyzer component.

The CHECK control statement calls Database Analyzer to perform integrity checking after processing is complete. This
statement also specifies if Database Analyzer runs simultaneously as the database is being copied.

CHECK is synonymous with DETAILREPORT and these keywords can be used interchangeably.

You must have a license for Database Analyzer to use this control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

CHECK=YES|NO

YES
Executes Database Analyzer simultaneously for all image copies from that point on within the job step unless
changed by a subsequent CHECK control statement and performs integrity checking. For a specific database
data set recovery, Database Analyzer performs integrity checking on the specified database data set or DEDB
area. For a CAGRP recovery, Database Analyzer performs integrity checking on each DBDS or DEDB area that
is defined to the CAGRP. Setting CHECK=YES causes overhead but ensures the integrity of the database being
recovered.

NO
Does not run the Database Analyzer. This option is the default.

Example: Perform Integrity Checking

This example recovers all database data sets in DBDSGRP1, replicates all ADDN data sets (if DEDB), and runs Database
Analyzer to verify the data sets as they are recovered.

FUNCTION=RECOVER,DBDSGRP=dbdsgrp1,ADDN=*,CHECK=YES,DBRC=YES

CMDWAIT (HPR) -- Specify Database Authorization Call Count

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 

The CMDWAIT control statement specifies the number of times to check for outstanding access to the database by an
IMS online system (during the time period specified in the AUTHINTV control statement) before the database copy/
recover request fails. The check is repeated until the time period specified in the AUTHINTV control statement expires. 
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Use this control statement with the AUTHINTV control statement. Also specify AOI=Y and DBRC=Y, otherwise the
CMDWAIT control statement is ignored.

The CMDWAIT control statement has the following format:

CMDWAIT=n

n
Specifies the number of times to check for an access authorization.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 20

 Example: Specify Database Authorization Recheck Count 

This example shows how to specify a time interval of 20 seconds during which the database should be checked 15 times
for outstanding access:

AUTHINTV=2000

CMDWAIT=15

COPY (HPR) -- Invoke Database Copier for Each DBDS Post Recovery

Valid for High Performance Recovery.

The COPY control statement causes High Performance Recovery to invoke Database Copier for each DBDS after the
recovery. For an accurate composition of the output IC DSN, you must specify the requisite IC keywords such as ICPREF,
ICUNIT, and ICSPACE in the DBCCOPY global PARMLIB member.

This control statement has the following format:

COPY=YES|NO

YES
Invokes Database Copier through High Performance Recovery for each DBDS after the recovery.

NO
Does not invoke Database Copier through High Performance Recovery. This is the default.

DATAGRP (HPR) -- Stop and Start Databases in a DBRC Database Group

The DATAGRP control statement invokes the BMPPAUSE facility to stop (/DBR) and start (/STA) all databases defined in
a DBRC data group. The RMGSIN statement specifies the DATAGRP to be processed.

This control statement is valid only when an IMSCMD control statement with a command value of ( R ) or ( S ) is specified
under a SETRP function. When specified with an IMSCMD value of R, the process first stops the BMPs referencing the
databases that had been suspended from processing, and then stops databases belonging to the database group.

The databases remain in a DBR state until a subsequent batch job step requests the starting of the databases and BMPs
paused in the DBR request. Subsequent DBR or START requests in any form will be rejected until the DBR and STA
sequence has completed.

This control statement has the following format:

DATAGRP ( Y|N )

Y
Specifies that the BMPPAUSE facility stops or starts all databases in a database group.
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N
Indicates that the stop (/DBR) and start (/STA) of databases are not subjected to the processing described above.
For more information about the BMPPAUSE facility, see the  Database Management Solutions for IMS - SOURCE
.

 

DBALLOC (HPR) -- Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBALLOC control statement specifies whether to allocate database data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA
members in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB. The DBALLOC control statement lets you dynamically allocate database data
sets when the DBRC facility is not available.

With DBRC=YES, the utility always attempts dynamic allocation using the RECON data sets first, regardless of the
DBALLOC value. If this processing fails, the utility attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA members.

This control statement has the following format:

DBALLOC=YES|NO

YES
Attempts the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This is the default processing with DBRC=YES.
Dynamic allocation using DFSMDA is not supported for HALDBs and DBALLOC=YES is ignored.

NO
Does not attempt the dynamic allocation using DFSMDA. This option is valid only with DBRC=NO.
The database data sets must be allocated statically using the JCL DD statements.

Example: Allocate Database Data Sets Dynamically Using DFSMDA

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members specified in the STEPLIB
concatenation.
The MDA library must be APF-authorized. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in JCL.
//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//          DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB

//*

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN

//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

[DBRC=NO]

other parameters

• The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DFSMDA members specified in the IMSDALIB DD
statement:
The MDA library does not require APF authorization. Database data sets (ddnames) are not specified in the JCL.
//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.TOOLKIT.LOADLIB

//*

//IMSDALIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.DYNLIB

//DBDLIB    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN
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//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DBDLIBDSN  *REQUIRED FOR IMS/DBRC*

//*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=function,

DBALLOC=YES,

other parameters

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:
DDnames are not specified in JCL.

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

Example: Allocate Data Sets Statically

The following example allocates data sets statically using the JCL DD statements:

// ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

[DBRC=YES/NO]

DBAPPEND (HPR) -- Add Suffix to Database Data Set Names

Valid for High Performance Recovery.

The DBAPPEND control statement lets you modify the database data set name for all database data sets being
recovered. The specified suffix is appended to the data set name for all database data sets specified in DBRC for the
current recovery.

This control statement is mutually exclusive with DBPREFIX.

NOTE
This control statement is not valid for HALDB databases.

This control statement has the following format:

DBAPPEND (suffix)

suffix
Specifies the suffix value to append to the names of the DBRC-registered data set names for the database data
set. This suffix value is also used for all index data sets if BLDINDEX(Y) is specified.
Limits: 1 - 18 characters. The new data set name cannot exceed 44 characters after substitution.
This control statement has no default value.

Example: Add Suffix to Recovered Data Set Name

If you specify DBAPPEND (NEW), the database data set names are as follows:

• DBRC-registered data set name (before substitution):

HLQ.DBABC001

• Recovered data set name (after substitution):
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HLQ.DBABC001.NEW

DBDNAME (HPR) -- Define DBD Name

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBDNAME control statement specifies the name of the database definition (DBD) describing the database to
process.

NOTE
Version 20.0 of High Performance Recovery is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB, and
ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries are
maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product.

One of the following control statements is required:

• CAGRP
• DBDNAME

If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

• DBDSGRP
• DBGRP
• PSBRECOV
• RECOVGRP

This control statement has the following format:

DBDNAME=dbdname

dbdname
Specifies the name of the DBD to be used for processing.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters

NOTE
dbdname must exist as a member of IMS or DBDLIB (or be defined in the catalog if you are using IMS-
managed ACBs).

DBDSGRP (HPR) -- Specify DBRC Database Data Set Group

 Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery. 

The DBDSGRP control statement specifies the name of the DBRC-defined database data set group to be processed.

Database data set group is a group of database data sets registered together to DBRC under a single name.
All databases defined to this database data set group are processed as a single unit.

One of the following control statements is required:

•  CAGRP 
•  DBDNAME 
•  DBDSGRP 
•  DBGRP 
•  PSBRECOV 
•  RECOVGRP 
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If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

This control statement is valid only with DBRC=YES.

 If REUSE is specified in DBRC, Database Copier dynamically allocates all input and output data sets, provided that
the data sets for the output image copies exist. If NOREUSE is specified in DBRC, you must specify ICALLOC=YES,
ICSPACE=(), ICUNIT=(), and ICPREF=(hlvq..). 

This control statement has the following format:

DBDSGRP=dbdsgrp

dbdsgrp
Specifies the name of the DBRC database data set group to be processed or retrieved. The specified database
data set group must be defined to DBRC.
Limits: 1 through 8 alphanumeric characters

 Example: Image Copy All Databases Defined to a DBRC Database Data Set Group 

This example shows how to indicate that all databases defined to DBRC database data set group DBDSGRP1 are to be
image copied:

DBDSGRP=DBDSGRP1

 Example: Image Copy Multiple Databases As a DBRC Database Data Set Group With REUSE=YES 

This example shows how to image copy many databases as a DBRC database data set group (DBDSGRP) in a single
execution when REUSE=YES is set in DBRC:

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBDSGRP=dbdsgrp,

DBRC=YES

 Example: Image Copy Multiple Databases As a DBRC Database Data Set Group With REUSE=NO 

This example shows how to image copy many databases as a DBRC database data set group (DBDSGRP) in a single
execution when REUSE=NO is set in DBRC. You must supply enough information to dynamically allocate the new output
image copy data sets by specifying the following statements:

FUNCTION=COPY,

DBDSGRP=dbdsgrp,

ICSPACE=(T,3,1),

ICUNIT=(SYSDA,1),

ICPREF=TEST.DB1,

DBRC=YES

 Example: Recover All Databases Registered to a DBRC Database Group 

This example shows how to recover all databases registered to a DBRC database group DBDSGRP1:

DBDSGRP=DBDSGRP1

 Example: Recover All Data Sets Registered to DBRC As a Database Data Set Group 

This example shows how to recover all data sets registered to DBRC as a DBDSGRP with the name DBDSGRP2:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDSGRP=DBDSGRP2,

DBRC=YES
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DBGRP (HPR) -- Specify DBRC Group to Image-Copy

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The DBGRP control statement specifies the name of the DBRC-defined database group to be image copied or
retrieved. Database group is a group of database data sets registered together to DBRC (Database Recovery Control)
under a single name. All databases defined to this group are processed as a single unit.

RECOVGRP is a synonym of DBGRP.

One of the following control statements is required:

• CAGRP

• DBDNAME
If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

• DBDSGRP

• DBGRP | RECOVGRP

• PSBRECOV

This control statement is valid only with DBRC=YES.

If REUSE is specified in DBRC, all input and output data sets are dynamically allocated, provided that the data sets for the
output image copies exist. If NOREUSE is specified in DBRC, you must specify ICALLOC=YES, ICSPACE=(), ICUNIT=(),
and ICPREF=(hlvq..).

This control statement has the following format:

DBGRP=dbgrp

dbgrp
Specifies the name of the database group to be copied or retrieved. The specified database group must be
defined to DBRC.
Limits: 1 through 8 alphanumeric characters

Example: Image Copy All Databases Defined to a DBRC Group

This example shows how to image copy all databases defined to the group DBGRP1:

DBGRP=dbgrp1

Example: Image Copy Multiple Databases as a Group With REUSE=YES

This example shows how to image copy multiple databases as a group (DBGRP) in a single execution when
REUSE=YES is set in DBRC:

FUNCTION=COPY,
DBGRP=dbgrp,
DBRC=YES

Example: Image Copy Multiple Databases as a Group With REUSE=NO

This example shows how to image copy multiple databases as a group (DBGRP) in a single execution when REUSE=NO
is set in DBRC. You must supply Database Copier with enough information to dynamically allocate the new output image
copy data sets.

FUNCTION=COPY,
DBGRP=dbgrp,
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ICSPACE=(T,3,1),
ICUNIT=(SYSDA,1),
ICPREF=TEST.DB1,
DBRC=YES

Example: Recover All Databases Defined to a DBRC Database Group

This example shows how to recover all databases defined as a DBRC database group DBGRP1:

DBGRP=DBGRP1

Example: Recover All Data Sets Registered to DBRC as a Database Group

This example shows how to recover all data sets registered to DBRC as a DBGRP with the name DBGRP2:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,
DBGRP=DBGRP2,
DBRC=YES

DBPREFIX (HPR) -- Specify Prefix for Database Data Set Names

Valid for High Performance Recovery.

The DBPREFIX control statement lets you modify database data set names for all database data sets being recovered.
The specified prefix is used as a high-level data set name node replacement for all database data sets specified in DBRC
for the current recovery.

This control statement is mutually exclusive with DBAPPEND. This control statement is not valid for HALDB databases.

This control statement has the following format:

DBPREFIX=prefix

prefix
Specifies the prefix value that replaces the first two qualifiers of the DBRC-registered data set names for the
database data set. This prefix value is also used for all index data sets if BLDINDEX(Y) is specified.
Limits: 1 - 18 characters. The new data set name cannot exceed 44 characters after substitution.
This control statement has no default value.

Example: Add Prefix to Recovered Database Data Set Name

If you specify DBPREFIX=HLQ1.NEWDB, the database data set names are as follows:

• DBRC-registered data set name (before substitution):

HLQ.DBTEST.DBABC001

• Recovered data set name (after substitution):

HLQ1.NEWDB.DBABC001

DBR (HPR) -- Stop the Target Database or Group

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The DBR control statement automatically stops the target database or group (CAGRP, PSBRECOV, DBDSGRP,
RECOVGRP, or DBGRP) at the beginning of the flash or snapshot image copy process.
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The following considerations explain how the DBR command works in different environments;

Data Sharing Considerations

• In a data sharing environment, the DBR command is issued with the GLOBAL operand, which precludes the
use of the ACCESS operand. DBRC determines the access mode of the started database. Each database is
stopped before the starting the recovery.

• In a non-data sharing environment, any specified ACCESS mode is permitted and will be honored. If ACCESS
is omitted, the database is started in the access mode it was in when it was stopped with the /DBR command.

FEOV Processing Considerations
The FEOV options must be consistent for all databases being recovered.

• If FEOV=YES for a single database recovery, the /DBR command does not contain the NOFEOV option
and an IMS log switch occurs. For a group of databases, only the last /DBR command does not contain the
NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch occurs only after the last command. FEOV is the default for recovery.

• If FEOV=NO, the /DBR commands are issued with the NOFEOV option and an IMS log switch does not occur.

This control statement has the following format:

DBR=YES|NO

• YES
Stops the target database or group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, RECOVGRP, or DBGRP) automatically at the beginning of
the flash image copy process.
If DBR=YES, note the following requirements:
– Verify that an ITK STC started task is running on any z/OS system running the IMS systems to which the database

is online. The image copy job must run on the same LPAR as an ITK STC and the IMS subsystem that is specified
in the IMSID control statement.

– Specify the name of the associated IMS in the IMSID control statement.
• NO

Does not stop the target database or group. This option is the default.
DBR=NO is mutually exclusive with BMPPAUSE=YES.

Do not specify AOI=YES with the combination of DBR=Y and STA=Y. However, you can specify DBR=YES with AOI=YES
to always perform /DBR instead of /DBD, regardless of the database type.

 

DBRC (HPR) -- Invoke the DBRC Facility

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The DBRC control statement specifies whether to invoke the DBRC facility of IMS. This control statement applies to the
DBRC recovery and share control levels.

This control statement has the following format:

DBRC=YES|NO

YES
Calls DBRC for database authorization in a share control environment and tracks image copy files or a build in a
recovery control environment. Additionally, the utility uses the RECON information to attempt dynamic allocation
of the required database data sets, if their ddnames are not found in the jobs JCL.
DBRC=YES is forced when operating on HALDB.
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NO
Does not call DBRC.
Default: If the IMS modules can be accessed (using STEPLIB, JOBLIB, or link list), the default is the value
defined in the IMS SYSGEN. Otherwise the default is NO. A specification of NO when IMS was defined to force
the use of DBRC generates an error message and terminates the program. If the utility cannot access the IMS
modules, DBRC=NO is the only valid value.

You can override this parameter by the JCL DBRC parameter if the utility executes in the PGM=DFSRRC00 compatibility
mode.

Example: Allocate Data Sets Dynamically Using the DBRC Facility

The following example allocates data sets dynamically using the DBRC facility:
DDnames are not specified in JCL. 

// *ddname DD DSN=data-set-name, options

[DBALLOC=YES/NO],

DBRC=YES

DDNAME (HPR) -- Define the Database Data Set

Valid for all Database Management Solutions for IMS except the Control Block Validity Manager and Randomizer
Analysis Program components of Database Analyzer.

The DDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the database data set to process. The ddname must exist in a
DATASET parameter macro of the DBD itself.

DDNAME and AREA are mutually exclusive. If you specify DDNAME, do not specify AREA.

This control statement has the following format:

DDNAME=ddname 

ddname
Defines the ddname of the data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

 

NOTE

• Using DBRC for Recovery

DELETEOLDS (HPR) -- Delete OLDS Records

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The DELETEOLDS control statement indicates whether to delete the OLDS records from the RECON during the RECON
update or check process.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON UPDATE and CHECK options.

This control statement has the following format:

DELETEOLDS=YES|NO
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YES
Specifies that the utility deletes the primary and secondary OLDS records.

NO
Specifies that the utility does not modify primary and secondary OLDS records in the new RECON. This is the
default.

DETAIL (HPR) -- Write RECON Detail Records

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The DETAIL control statement specifies whether to print detail records about the updates that were made to the RECON.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON UPDATE and CHECK options.

The RECON UPDATE and CHECK utilities always create a Summary Report of the execution in RMGRPTS.

This control statement has the following format:

DETAIL=YES|NO

• YES
Specifies that the utility writes detail information during the RECON UPDATE or CHECK. The utility creates entries in
the RMGMSGS data set. This is the default.
The volume of output can increase significantly depending on the size and contents of the RECON. 

• NO
Specifies that the utility does not write detail information during the RECON UPDATE or CHECK.

DFSDF (HPR) -- Use IMS-managed ACBs

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, Database Extractor component of Database
Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary Index Builder.

The DFSDF control statement lets you use IMS-managed (Application Control Blocks) ACBs by identifying the DFSDFxxx
member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of ACBs. Use this keyword if you want to
use IMS-managed ACBs instead of DBDLIBs for this product or component.

Before you use IMS-managed ACBs, you must enable the IMS catalog and IMS management of ACBs by specifying
ACBMGMT=CATALOG in the catalog section of the DFSDFxxx member. Your PROCLIB DD Statement must also point
to the correct IMS PROCLIB data set. For more information, see the IBM documentation on Installing IMS. You must also
specify DBRC=Y to invoke the DBRC facility.

WARNING

• If you enable IMS-managed ACBs, we recommend that you do so for all supported Database Management
Solutions for IMS products and components to avoid serious conflicts.

• You cannot use IMS-managed ACBs and DBDLIBs in the same job step for multiple functions.

This control statement has the following syntax:

DFSDF=xxx

• xxx
Identifies the suffix of the DFSDF member of the IMS PROCLIB library where you have enabled IMS management of
ACBs.
Limits: 1 to 3 alphanumeric characters
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DIVDCLASS (HPR) -- Define DIV SMS Data Class

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The DIVDCLASS control statement defines the SMS data class for dynamically allocating VSAM linear data sets used in
Data-In-Virtual (DIV) processing.

This statement is optional. At least one of the SMS class statements and DIVDSNPREFIX must be specified to invoke DIV
processing for the input log data sets.

This control statement has the following format:

DIVDCLASS=dataclass (1 to 8 characters)

dataclass
Indicates the 1 to 8 alphanumeric data class.

DIVDSNPREFIX (HPR) -- Add DIV Data Set Name Prefix

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The DIVDSNPREFIX control statement specifies the data set name prefix for dynamically allocating VSAM linear data
sets. This control statement is required when Data-In-Virtual (DIV) processing is desired for input log data sets. DIV
processing admits large volumes of input logs without causing z/OS auxiliary storage problems. In addition to this
control statement, you must specify at least one of the SMS allocation control statements (DIVDCLASS, DIVMCLASS,
DIVSCLASS).

This statement is optional and has no default.

This control statement has the following format:

DIVDSNPREFIX=prefix

prefix
Specifies the 1- to 26-character data set name prefix to be used when allocating the VSAM data sets for DIV
processing.

DIVMCLASS (HPR) -- Define DIV SMS Management Class

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The DIVMCLASS control statement defines the SMS management class for dynamically allocating VSAM linear data sets
used in Data-In-Virtual (DIV) processing.

You must specify at least one of the SMS class statements and the DIVDSNPREFIX to invoke DIV processing for the
input log data sets.

This control statement has the following format:

DIVMCLASS=managementclass

managementclass
Specifies the SMS management class.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters
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DSPBLKS (HPR) -- Allocate Data Space Blocks

Valid for Database Analyzer, the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer, and High
Performance Recovery.

The DSPBLKS control statement specifies the number of 4 KB blocks to be allocated for data spaces used to hold
intermediate data.

This control statement has the following format:

DSPBLKS=n

n
Specifies the number of 4 KB blocks to be allocated for the data spaces if needed.
Default: 0 (allocates the operating system default number of blocks or 2 GB - 524288 blocks, whichever is
smaller)
Limits: 0 to 524288 (2 GB). If you specify a value that exceeds the maximum value, the larger number is ignored
and 524288 is used.

Example: Allocate Additional Data Space Blocks

To allocate the data spaces using 1024 4 KB blocks, specify as follows:

DSPBLKS=1024

Additional data spaces are allocated as required using the specified number of blocks.

DUMPTYPE (HPR) -- Identify Input File as a Flash or IC2 Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The DUMPTYPE control statement identifies whether the input data set is an instant flash copy data set or an image copy
that was created using DFSMS DUMP or DFSMS COPY commands (IC2 image copy).

This control statement has the following format:

DUMPTYPE=I|T

I
Specifies that the input data set is an instant flash copy data set.

T
Specifies that the input data set is an IC2 copy data set.
Copies of IC2 image copy data sets are not registered to DBRC.

FEOV (HPR) -- Include NOFEOV

Applies to Database Copier and the Recovery Analyzer SETRP function of High Performance Recovery.

The FEOV control statement determines whether the NOFEOV option (no force end of volume) is specified on /DBR
commands and whether an IMS log switch occurs.

This control statement applies only when /DBR=YES or AOI=YES is specified.

This control statement has the following format:

FEOV=YES|NO
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YES
Indicates that the NOFEOV option is not specified on the /AOI or /DBR command, which causes an IMS log
switch. For a group of databases, only the last command does not contain the NOFEOV option and a single log
switch occurs only after the last command. This is the default for High Performance Recovery.

NO
Indicates that the NOFEOV option is specified on the /DBR command, which suppresses an IMS log switch. This
is the default for Database Copier.

FUNCTION (HPR) -- Define Function Type

The FUNCTION control statement specifies the type of function to be performed. This control statement is required.

This control statement has the following format:

FUNCTION=type

type
Identifies the function to be performed.

The following functions are available for High Performance Recovery:

RECOVER
Recovers to a point-in-time the database data set named by the DBDNAME and DDNAME control statements.
The file input is the database image copy and, optionally, a merged change accumulation file.

The following functions are available for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery:

CHACCUM or CA
Processes IMS logs to create change accumulation data sets, accelerating the recovery of IMS databases. The
resulting change accumulation file is usable by standard IMS utilities and High Performance Recovery.
When using AMS syntax, CHACCUM is the AMS syntax control statement command verb. This is equivalent to
FUNCTION=CHACCUM.

The following functions are available for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery:

ASSETS
Checks recovery assets in the Recovery Analyzer component.

FIND
Finds recovery points using the Recovery Analyzer component.

GENJCL
Generates recovery control statements for the Recovery Analyzer component.

RECON
Backs up, restores, and recovers RECON for the Recovery Analyzer component.

SELECT
Selects databases for the Recovery Analyzer component.

SETRP
Sets recovery points for the Recovery Analyzer component.

FWDRECOV (HPR) -- Execute Forward Recovery

Valid for High Performance Recovery.

The FWDRECOV control statement specifies whether a forward recovery will be executed.
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This control statement has the following format:

FWDRECOV=YES|OLR|NO

YES
Specifies to execute a normal forward recovery. The existing databases will be updated using the information in
the change accumulation files and/or logs.

OLR
Specifies to execute an OLR-type forward recovery. With this type of forward recovery, the input databases will
be recreated using just the information in the change accumulation files and/or logs. Use this forward recovery
option if there has been no image copy taken of the database since an IMS Online Reorganization (OLR) was
performed.

NO
Specifies to not execute a forward recovery. This is the default.

GLOBCMD (HPR) -- Issue IMS Command with GLOBAL Option

 Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery. 

The GLOBCMD control statement indicates whether to issue the IMS command with the GLOBAL option.

This control statement is only valid for the SETRP function.

This control statement has the following format:

GLOBCMD=YES|NO

• YES
Indicates to issue the IMS command with the Global option. GLOBCMD(Y) should always be used in an IMS data
sharing environment. This is the default.

• NO
Indicates not to issue the IMS command with the Global option.

GROUPTYPE (HPR) -- Specify the Group Type

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The GROUPTYPE control statement specifies the group type to process.

This control statement has the following format:

GROUPTYPE=type

Where type indicates one of the following:

*
All DBRC group types

CA
Processes Change Accumulation groups (CAGRP).

DB
Processes database groups (DBGRP).

DS
Processes database data set groups (DBDSGRP).
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RV
Processes recovery groups (RECOVGRP).

MG
Processes multiple groups input.

D
Processes DBD.

P
Processes PSB.

ICAVGREC (HPR) -- Allocate Output Image Copy Data Sets in Blocks or Logical Records

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICAVGREC control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation
of the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICAVGREC control statement allocates DASD space in blocks or logical
records when new Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) output image copy data sets are dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• The output image copy data set is stacked.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.
• The first sub parameter of ICSPACE is specified as CYL or TRK.

This control statement has the following format:

ICAVGREC=blank|U|K|M

blank
Allocates space in blocks. This is the default.

U
Allocates space in logical records.

K
Allocates space in logical records in multiples of 1,000. The primary and secondary values specify space in
multiples of 1,000 logical records.

M
Allocates space in logical records in multiple records of 1,000,000.

Example: Allocate Space in Logical Records

To dynamically allocate space in logical records, specify as follows:

ICAVGREC=U

ICCATF (HPR) -- Create Catalog Entries for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICCATF control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of the
image copy data sets post recovery. The ICCATF control statement creates catalog entries for output image copy data
sets when Database Copier dynamically allocates these data sets using ICALLOC=YES.

This control statement has the following format:
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ICCATF=YES|NO

YES
Creates catalog entries for output image copies. This is the default.

NO
Does not create catalog entries for output image copies.

Example: ICCATF Control Statement

To create catalog entries for output image copies, specify as follows:

ICCATF=YES

ICDATACL (HPR) -- Specify the SMS Data Class for the Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICDATACL control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation
of the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICDATACL control statement specifies the name of the data class
(DATACLAS) used when new Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) image copy output data sets are dynamically
allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICDATACL=name|(blank)

name
Allocates DASD space with a DATACLAS name.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

(blank)
Allocates the data set without a DATACLAS specification. This option is the default.

Example: Allocate Image Copy Output Data Sets Without a DATACLAS

To allocate the data set without a DATACLAS specification, specify as follows:

ICDATACL=

ICDDNAME (HPR) -- Specify Input Image Copy Data Set DDname

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The ICDDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the input image copy. Use this statement to perform multiple
functions in the same job step. Each control statement set can use the ICDDNAME statement to point to its specific image
copy file.

This control statement is valid with the COPYIC and IICOPY functions.

This control statement has the following format:

ICDDNAME=ddname|*
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ddname
Specifies the ddname of the input image copy data set to be used.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

*
Indicates that the utility dynamically allocates the ddname data set. Specify ICDDNAME=* to use the latest
registered image copy as the input image copy.
DBRC=YES is implied and the DBRC interface is invoked.
This statement overrides the default input image copy DD HPRIC. If you specify ICDDNAME, the HPRIC DD is
not used and not needed in the JCL. If you do not specify ICDDNAME, the default image copy DD is HPRIC.

 

ICDSCB (HPR) -- Specify DSCB Control Block Name for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICDSCB control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of
the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICDSCB control statement specifies the name of the data set control block
(DSCB) to use as a model for the generation data group (GDG) when output image copy data sets are dynamically
allocated.

This control statement has the following format:

ICDSCB=dscbname

dscbname
Specifies the name of the data set control block.
Limits: 1 through 44 alphanumeric characters

Example: Specify DSCB Control Block Name

To indicate that NAME will be used for the data set control block, specify as follows:

ICDSCB=NAME

ICEXPDT (HPR) -- Specify an Expiration Date for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICEXPDT control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of the
image copy data sets post recovery. If you specify COPY=YES, the ICEXPDT control statement is passed to Database
Copier for the dynamic allocation of the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICEXPDT control statement provides an
expiration date for output image copy data sets when they are dynamically allocated through ICALLOC=YES.

ICEXPDT is mutually exclusive with the ICRETPD control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

ICEXPDT=yyyy/ddd

ICEXPDT=yyddd

yyyy/ddd
Indicates the Julian date starting with January 1, 2000 as follows:
yyyy

Specifies the year (four digits).
ddd

Specifies the day of the year (1 through 366).
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yyddd
Indicates the Julian date before January 1, 2000 as follows:
yy

Specifies the last two digits of the year.
ddd

Specifies the day of the year (1 through 366).

Example: Specify an Expiration Date for Output Image Copy Data Sets

To indicate that June 15, 2015 is the expiration date for output image copy data sets that are dynamically allocated,
specify as follows:

ICEXPDT=2015/170

ICGDG (HPR) -- Create Output Image Copy Generation Data Groups

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICGDG control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of the
image copy data sets post recovery. The ICGDG control statement creates image copy data sets as generation data
groups (GDGs) for dynamically allocated output image copy data sets.

This control statement has the following format:

ICGDG=YES|NO

YES
Creates image copy data sets as GDGs.

NO
Does not create the image copy data sets as GDGs. This is the default.

ICLIKE (HPR) -- Use Model to Create Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICLIKE control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of the
image copy data sets post recovery. The ICLIKE control statement specifies the name of an existing SMS data set to use
as a model when a new SMS image copy output data set is dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• The output image copy data set is stacked.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICLIKE=dsname

dsname
Specifies the SMS data set to use as a model. There is no default. If this value is not specified or left blank, the
data set is allocated without a VSAM LIKE specification.
Limits: 1 through 44 alphanumeric characters

Example: Model Output Data Sets After Existing Data Set
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To indicate that NAME will be used as the name of an existing data set to use as a model, specify as follows:

ICLIKE=NAME

ICMGMTCL (HPR) -- Specify the SMS Management Class for the Image Copy Output Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICMGMTCL control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of
the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICMGMTCL control statement specifies the name of the management class
(MGMTCLAS) used when new Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) image copy output data sets are dynamically
allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICMGMTCL=name

name
Specifies the SMS management class name. If this value is not specified, Database Copier looks for an
ICDATACL or ICSTORCL specification.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
There is no default for this control statement.

Example: Specify Output Image Copy SMS Management Class

To specify NAME as the MGMTCLAS model to use when new SMS image copy output data sets are dynamically
allocated, specify as follows:

ICMGMTCL=NAME

ICPREF (HPR) -- Construct Image Copy Data Set Name Prefix

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICPREF control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of the
image copy data sets post recovery. The ICPREF control statement specifies a string of characters for the prefix of the
image copy data set name if the data set is dynamically allocated.

This control statement has the following format:

ICPREF=dsnprefix

dsnprefix
Specifies the prefix of the image copy data set name. There is no default.
Limits: 1 through 33 characters. The maximum length is 44 if the keyword is used with ICPREFONLY=YES.

Example: ICPREF Control Statement

To construct the prefix of the image copy data set name if you use dynamic allocation, specify as follows:

ICPREF=NAME
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ICRETPD (HPR) -- Specify Output Image Copy Data Set Retention Period

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICRETPD control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of
the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICRETPD control statement provides a retention period (in days) for output
image copy data sets when the data sets are dynamically allocated by using ICALLOC=YES.

Note: If you code IC=*, IC(*), or IC(*,*), then you can omit ICALLOC=YES.

ICRETPD is mutually exclusive with the ICEXPDT control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

ICRETPD=nnnn

nnnn
Specifies a retention period for the output image copy data sets. There is no default.
Limit: 0 - 9999

Example: ICRETPD Control Statement

To retain the output image copy data sets for 60 days, specify as follows:

ICRETPD=0060

ICRUNIT (HPR) -- Define Input Image Copy Data Set Unit Name

Valid for High Performance Recovery.

The ICRUNIT control statement specifies the unit name of the input image copy data set to be used for dynamic
allocation. This is only applicable in a DBRC NOCATDS environment when the unit name in DBRC is incorrect.

If specified, this control statement overrides the specification in DBRC for dynamic allocation.

This control statement has the following format:

ICRUNIT=unitname

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters

Example: Use an Esoteric Input Image Copy Data Set Unit Name

This example uses an esoteric unit name, other than the one specified, for dynamic allocation in a DBRC NOCATDS
environment:

ICRUNIT=CART

ICSPACE (HPR) -- Allocate DASD for a Non-SMS Data Set

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICSPACE control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of the
image copy data sets post recovery. The ICSPACE control statement specifies the amount of DASD to be allocated for a
new non-SMS data set or overrides the space allocation defined in the DATACLAS for an SMS data set.

This control statement has the following format:
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ICSPACE=(value,p,s)

value
Specifies the amount of DASD to be allocated as follows:
blank

Indicates to use DATACLAS defaults for SMS data sets and z/OS defaults for non-SMS data sets. This is
the default.

U
Specifies the unit to use for allocating the output space. It can be from 1 through 8 alphanumeric
characters as follows:

• C or CYL for cylinders
• T or TRK for tracks
• A number from 1 through 65535. If you specify a number, its meaning is defined by the ICAVGREC

control statement.

NOTE
If you specify U, K, or M and if SMS is active, the utility interprets U as the average record
length. Otherwise the utility interprets U as the average block size.

K
Allocates space in logical records. The primary and secondary values specify space in multiples of 1,000
logical records.

M
Allocates space in logical records. The primary and secondary values specify space in multiples of
1,000,000 logical records.

p
Specifies the number of primary units to allocate from 1 through 6777215.

s
Specifies the number of secondary units to allocate from 1 through 6777215.

Example: Allocate 255 Secondary Units

To allocate 255 secondary units, specify as follows:

ICSPACE=(,,255)

ICSTORCL (HPR) -- Specify the SMS Storage Class for the Image Copy Output Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICSTORCL control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation
of the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICSTORCL control statement specifies the name of the storage class
(STORCLAS) when new SMS image copy output data sets are dynamically allocated.

Database Copier ignores this control statement under any of the following conditions:

• The data set to be allocated exists.
• SMS is inactive.
• Dynamic allocation is not requested.

This control statement has the following format:

ICSTORCL=name|(blank)
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name
Specifies the storage class name. The system administrator defines the permissible STORCLAS.
Limits: 1 - 8 alphanumeric characters

(blank)
Allocates the data set without a STORCLAS specification. This option is the default.

Example: ICSTORCL Control Statement

To allocate the data set to SMS storage class SC, specify as follows:

ICSTORCL=SC

ICUNIT (HPR) -- Specify the Device Unit Name for the Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICUNIT control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of the
image copy data sets post recovery. The ICUNIT control statement specifies the device unit name when output image
copy data sets are dynamically allocated. When you use this keyword to allocate stacked image copies, the unit name
must be a class that refers to tape devices.

This control statement has the following format:

ICUNIT=(unitname[,n])

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters

n
Specifies the number of physical units to be allocated.
Limits: 1 to 59

The default for this control statement is ICUNIT=(TAPE,1).

Example: ICUNIT Control Statement

This example allocates 59 physical units from the CART device class:

ICUNIT=(CART,59)

ICVOLCNT (HPR) -- Assign Volume Count for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICVOLCNT control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation
of the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICVOLCNT control statement overrides the z/OS specification of the
maximum number of volumes permissible for an output image copy data set when dynamically allocated.

This option works similarly as the volume-count sub parameter that can be specified in JCL. You can specify any value
from 0 to 255, but the actual value adopted is 0, 5, 20, or 255, whichever is greater than or equal to the value specified.

This control statement has the following format:

ICVOLCNT=nnn

nnn
Identifies a numeric value from 0 to 255.
Default: 0
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Example: ICVOLCNT Control Statement

To assign 255 volumes for an output image copy data set when they are dynamically allocated, specify the following:

ICVOLCNT=255

ICVOLSER (HPR) -- Specify Volume Serial Identifiers for Output Image Copy Data Sets

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

If you specify COPY=YES, the ICVOLSER control statement is passed to Database Copier for the dynamic allocation of
the image copy data sets post recovery. The ICVOLSER control statement specifies a list of one or more volume serial
identifiers when new image copy output data sets are dynamically allocated. If you use ICVOLSER, Database Copier
ignores ICVOLCNT. The control statement ICVOLSER has no meaning if the data set exists.

This control statement has the following format:

ICVOLSER=value

value
Specifies the 1 to 6 alphanumeric character string. Following considerations apply:

• You can specify a string of up to 64 characters for the volume serial identifier.
• Separate each volume serial identifier with a comma.
• Do not specify more than five volume serial identifiers when using this keyword to allocate stacked image copy

data sets.

Default: blank

Example: ICVOLSER Control Statement

To specify 100100 as the volume serial identifier, specify as follows:

ICVOLSER=100100

IDCAMS (HPR) -- Invoke IDCAMS Processing

Valid for Database Organizer and its Online Reorg component, and High Performance Recovery and its Recovery
Analyzer component.

Notes:

• IDCAMS processing is available only for High Performance Recovery, HALDB Full Function Online Reorg in Database
Organizer, and Secondary Index Builder. This processing requires dynamic allocation for the database data sets.

• IDCAMS executes the DELETE and DEFINE functions only on the data sets where ddnames have been specified. The
PDS member names for the IDCAMS DELETE and DEFINE statements correspond to the ddnames for the databases
being processed.

• For OSAM, the ALLOCATE function is used instead of DELETE.

The DD statements for IDCAMS processing are as follows:

AMSPDS
Defines the AMSPDS data set that is required for IDCAMS processing and use of the IDCAMS control statement.
The AMSPDS data set contains the following members:

• (optional) DELETE
• DEFINE

For more information about the IDCAMS DD statements, see the IBM IDCAMS Reference Manual.
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DELPDS
(Optional) Defines the DELPDS data set containing DELETE members. This data set is used during IDCAMS
processing if specified.
If an AMSPDS member is not found, all IDCAMS processing is bypassed for that ddname.

This control statement has the following format:

IDCAMS=YES|*|NO 

YES or *
Invokes the IDCAMS program and processes AMS DELETE and DEFINE members for all ddnames. The utility
reads from the data set allocated under the required AMSPDS DD and optional DELPDS DD.

WARNING
For FFOR, IDCAMS=YES is used only when ALLPARTS=YES is specified.

NO
Does not invoke the IDCAMS program. This is the default.

IIRRECORD (HPR) -- Create Rows in IIR Tables

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Copier, Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary
Index Builder.

The IIRRECORD control statement creates one or more rows in the corresponding IMS Information Repository (IIR)
tables at job completion. The columns in each of these tables correspond to the informational fields on the output report
for the executed utility.

This control statement has the following format:

 IIRRECORD=YES|NO 
 

YES
Generates rows in the corresponding IIR table.
Note: Ensure that you have installed IIR and enabled IIR reporting. See Using IMS Information Repository.

NO
Does not generate rows in the corresponding IIR table. This option is the default.

IMSCMD (HPR) -- Define the IMS Command

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The IMSCMD control statement specifies the IMS command to be issued. The configuration member that you specify in
the JCL determines the IMSID target. The IMS commands are issued for all selected input databases.

This control statement is only valid for the SETRP function.

This control statement has the following format:

IMSCMD=cmd

cmd
Identifies the IMS command to be issued. The following options are valid::
D

Indicates the /DBD database.
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R
Indicates the /DBR database.

S
Indicates the /STA database.

DS
Indicates the /DBD and /STA database.

RS
Indicates the /DBR and /STA database.

C
Indicates the /SWI OLDS CHE.

IMSID (HPR) -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem ID

Valid for the Database Space Analyzer component of Database Analyzer, Database Copier, the Online Reorg
component of Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The IMSID control statement specifies the subsystem ID of the IMS control region owning the database to be processed.
In a data sharing environment, specify the name of one IMS subsystem only that is sharing the database.

This control statement is required if you specify AOI=Y, BMPPAUSE=Y, DBR=Y or STA=Y; otherwise, it is optional. If you
do not specify this control statement, the value is extracted from the DFSVC000 load module.

The image copy job must run on the same subsystem as the IMS specified in the IMSID control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

IMSID=subsystem-ID

subsystem-ID
Specifies the subsystem ID of the IMS control region for the database to be processed.
We recommend that you specify the subsystem ID.

LASTIC (HPR) -- Use Last Image Copy Data Set from DBRC

Valid for Database Analyzer, Database Organizer, and High Performance Recovery.

The LASTIC control statement specifies whether the utility dynamically allocates input image copies using information
from DBRC.

This control statement has the following format:

LASTIC=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that the utility dynamically allocates the last batch image copy data set for the input DBD and ddname
based on DBRC definitions.
For High Performance Recovery, the batch image copy is restored. Updates made to the database after the batch
image copy was taken are not applied. If RECOVERTIME= is specified with LASTIC=Y, then the last batch image
copy taken before the RECOVERTIME= value is selected.

NOTE
The utility fails if one of the following conditions is true:
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• A batch image copy cannot be located for the DBD or ddname.
• The last image copy registered is not a batch image copy.
• The image copies do not have a consistent timestamp.

NO
Does not allocate the data set. This value is the default.

LOGDDNAME (HPR) -- Define the Input Log Data Set ddname

Valid for High Performance Recovery.

The LOGDDNAME control statement specifies the ddname of the input log data set. This control statement overrides the
default input log ddname, DFSULOG. When you specify a ddname on a LOGDDNAME control statement, the DFSULOG
DD statement is not used and is not needed in the JCL.

Use the LOGDDNAME control statement to specify the log file ddname when you perform multiple recoveries in the same
job step. Each control statement set can use this statement to point to its specific log file.

This control statement has the following format:

LOGDDNAME=ddname|*

ddname
Specifies the 1 to 8 alphanumeric character ddname of the data set to be used.

*
Specifies that the utility dynamically allocates the ddname data set. DBRC=YES is implied and the DBRC
interface is invoked.

Example: LOGDDNAME Control Statement:

To read the log file LOG1, specify as follows:

LOGDDNAME=LOG1

LOGINDD (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Group Input Log Data Set

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The LOGINDD control statement defines the ddname of the log inputs for each Change Accumulation group to be
processed.

This statement is optional and defaults to DFSULOG.

This control statement has the following format:

LOGINDD=(logdd1,logdd2,...)

(logdd1, logdd2,.....)
Defines the ddnames of the log inputs.
Default: DFSULOG

LOGMAX (HPR) -- Define Input Log Maximum

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.
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The LOGMAX control statement determines whether data spaces or work data sets are used for Change Accumulation
processing. When the total number of input log data sets exceeds the LOGMAX value, work data sets will be used instead
of data spaces.

Set this value in the parmlib global member based on your system hardware constraints. Environments with large
amounts of real memory and auxiliary storage might set a relatively high value so that most Change Accumulation and
recovery processing is performed using data spaces -- this is likely to reduce the run time of the Change Accumulation.
Otherwise, set a relatively low value to enforce the usage of work data sets.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=CHACCUM.

This control statement has the following format:

LOGMAX=nnnn

nnnn
Defines the number of input log data sets involved in the Change Accumulation.
Limits: 0 to 9999. If set to 0, work data sets will always be used.
Default: 6

Example: Set the LOGMAX Value

To force Change Accumulation to use work data sets if the number of input logs exceeds 6, specify:

LOGMAX=6

LOGRDRS (HPR) -- Define Log Volume Maximum

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The LOGRDRS control statement defines the maximum number of log readers used to process log inputs concurrently.
This statement can be used to limit the number of device allocations. Increasing the number of log readers can
significantly improve performance, but will require additional devices to be available for allocation.

The control statement has the following format:

LOGRDRS=numrdrs

numrdrs
Defines the maximum number of log volumes to be processed.
Value: 1 - 10
Default: 1

NOTE

Extended Format (DSNTYPE=EXT) for processing System Log Data Sets (SLDS) and Recovery Log Data Sets
(RLDS) requires that the LOGRDR control statement is set to LOGRDRS=1.

LOGUNIT (HPR) -- Define Input Log Data Set Unit Name

Valid for High Performance Recovery and the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The LOGUNIT control statement specifies the unit name of the input log data sets used for dynamic allocation. This is only
applicable in a DBRC NOCATDS environment when the unit name in DBRC is incorrect.

If specified, this control statement overrides the dynamic allocation specification in DBRC.
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This control statement has the following format:

LOGUNIT=unitname

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters

Example: Define Input Log Data Set Unit Name

This example uses an esoteric unit name other than the one specified for dynamic allocation in a DBRC NOCATDS
environment:

LOGUNIT=CART

MAXSORT (HPR) -- Define Maximum Concurrent Number of Sort Tasks

Valid for High Performance Recovery and Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The MAXSORT control statement specifies the maximum level of multi-tasking for recovery and Change Accumulation
processing. Concurrent processing only occurs at the CAGRP level. Recoveries are single threaded within a CAGRP.
When recovering multiple CAGRPs you can use the MAXSORT control statement to optimize the recovery process.

You must specify sufficient memory and sort work resources to use this feature.

This control statement has the following format:

MAXSORT=num

num
Defines the maximum level of multi-tasking. If the number defined exceeds the number of sorts necessary, the
utility will subtask as many as necessary.
Range: 1 to 9.
Default: 1

Example: Define Maximum Concurrent Number of Sort Tasks

To process a maximum of three Change Accumulation groups concurrently, specify as follows:

MAXSORT=3

NOTIFY (HPR) -- Notify DBRC

Valid for Database Copier,  High Performance Recovery, and the Change Accumulation component of High
Performance Recovery.

Use the NOTIFY control statement to notify the DBRC upon successful completion of a High Performance Recovery or a
Change Accumulation and to record the recovery event or the change accumulation data set information.

This control statement has the following format:

NOTIFY=YES|NO

• YES
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Notifies DBRC upon successful completion and records the data set information. This is the default.
• NO

Does not notify DBRC upon successful completion.

OPTION (HPR) -- Define Recovery Analyzer Process Option

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The OPTION control statement indicates the Recovery Analyzer process being initiated by the RECON function.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON function.

This control statement has the following format:

OPTION(BACKUP|RESTORE|UPDATE|CHECK|SCAN)

PRIMARYIC (HPR) -- Mark Primary Image Copies INERROR

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The PRIMARYIC control statement specifies whether to mark primary image copies used in RECON UPDATE with the
INERROR state. We recommend that you use this statement when preparing a RECON for a disaster recovery site.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON UPDATE and CHECK options.

This control statement has the following format:

PRIMARYIC=OK|INERROR

• OK
Specifies that the utility does not modify the primary and secondary image copy records. This is the default.

• INERROR
Specifies that the utility marks primary image copy records INERROR. The secondary image copies do not change.

PRIMARYLOGS (HPR) -- Mark Primary Log Entries INERROR

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The PRIMARYLOGS control statement specifies whether to mark primary LOG records (PRILOG and PRISLDS) in the
RECON used in RECON UPDATE with the INERROR state. We recommend that you use this statement when preparing
a RECON for a disaster recovery site where only the secondary LOG records (SECLOG and SECSLDS) are available.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON UPDATE and CHECK options.

This control statement has the following format:

PRIMARYLOGS=OK|INERROR

• OK
Specifies that the utility does not modify the primary and secondary LOG records. This is the default.

• INERROR
Specifies that the utility marks primary LOG records INERROR. The secondary LOG records do not change.
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PSBRECOV (HPR) -- Define PSB Name

 Valid for High Performance Recovery. 

The PSBRECOV control statement specifies the PSB name to use for recovery. All databases referenced in the PSB will
be recovered, including any logically related databases. Indexes will be rebuilt.

If specified, DBRC=YES is required and all databases must be registered to DBRC. Change accumulation is automatically
invoked.

One of the following control statements is required:

•  CAGRP 
•  DBDNAME 
•  DBDSGRP 
•  DBGRP 
•  PSBRECOV 
•  RECOVGRP 

If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

This control statement has the following format:

PSBRECOV=psbname

psbname
Indicates the name of the PSB to use for recovery.

PURGETIME (HPR) -- Define Purge Date and Time

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The PURGETIME control statement specifies the purge time at the Change Accumulation group level. If specified, it is
only used in a non-DBRC execution.

This control statement has the following format:

PURGETIME=(yyyydddhhmm[ssthmiju[+/-hhmm]] ,yyyydddhhmmsst[ssthmiju[+/-hhmm]] ,...)

Specify PURGETIME using various formats:

yyyydddhhmmsst

yydddhhmmsst-hhmm

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.t

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju-hh:mm

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju+UTC

yyddd.hh:mm

Time defaults to local time unless a time zone offset (+ or -) is specified. Time zone offset can be + or - hhmm or symbolic
name if defined in DBRC (for example, CST, PST, and so on). If used, it specifies the offset from UTC. If omitted, the
default is the current z/OS system offset.
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RECONCPY (HPR) -- Define Dynamic Allocation for RCNCPY

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The RECONCPY control statement dynamically allocates the RCNCPY ddname specified for FUNCTION=RECON.

The RECONCPY control statement is mutually exclusive with RECONDSN.

This control statement has the following format:

RECONCPY=hlq.RECON1

RECONDSN (HPR) -- Define Dynamic Allocation for RECONs

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The RECONDSN control statement dynamically allocates the RECON1, RECON2, and RECON3 ddnames specified
for FUNCTION=RECON. This control statement is valid to allocate only input RECONs. Dynamic allocation of output
RECONs is not supported.

The RECONDSN control statement is mutually exclusive with RECONCPY.

This control statement has the following format:

RECONDSN=hlq.RECON1

RECOVERTIME (HPR) -- Define Recovery Date and Time

Valid for High Performance Recovery and its Change Accumulation component.

The RECOVERTIME control statement specifies a timestamp to which High Performance Recovery recovers the
database or the point-in-time recovery time at the Change Accumulation group level. The High Performance Recovery
recovery timestamp can be any point-in-time.

This control statement requires the following:

• STR=Y if the specified timestamp is not consistent with a stop time in DBRC.
• DBRC=YES

The input for recovery is the image copy file, and optionally a Change Accumulation file and log files. If you do not
allocate the input files in the JCL, dynamic allocation is used based on the file names supplied by DBRC. If you
allocate the input files in the JCL, they are validated with the names in DBRC.
If RECOVERTIME is specified for Change Accumulation, a non-standard change accumulation data set is created.
This data set can be used as input only to a Database Recover with a matching RECOVERYTIME value and STR(Y)
specified. Do not register this non-standard change accumulation file in the RECON using NOTIFY(Y) unless the entire
RECON has been pre-conditioned for disaster recovery to the specified RECOVERTIME value.

This control statement has the following format:

RECOVERTIME=timestamp[+|-offset]

timestamp[+|- offset]
Specifies the date and time. Using delimiters or four-digits year format is strongly recommended. You can specify
RECOVERTIME with any of the following formats:
yyyydddhhmmsst

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.t
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yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju+hh:mm

yyyy/ddd.hh:mm:ss.th.mi.ju+UTC

yy/ddd.hh:mm

Default: local time, unless a time zone offset (+ or -) is specified. Offset specifies a time zone offset from UTC.
Offset can be specified as +|-hhmm or using a symbolic name that is defined to DBRC. If omitted, the default is
the current operating system offset.

RECOVGRP (HPR) -- Specify the DBRC Recovery Group Name

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The RECOVGRP control statement specifies the name of the DBRC-defined recovery group to be processed. Recovery
group is a group of database data sets registered together to DBRC under a single name thus allowing multiple data sets
to be processed as a single unit. All databases defined to this recovery group are processed.

DBGRP is a synonym of RECOVGRP.

One of the following control statements is required:

• CAGRP
• DBDNAME

If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, DBGRP, or
RECOVGRP).

• DBDSGRP
• DBGRP | RECOVGRP
• PSBRECOV

This control statement is valid only with DBRC=YES. You can also specify REUSE=YES for reuseable data sets in a
recovery.

If DBRC specifies REUSE and the data sets for the output image copies exist, all input and output data sets
are dynamically allocated. If NOREUSE is specified in DBRC, you must specify ICALLOC=YES, ICSPACE=(), ICUNIT=(),
and ICPREF=(hlvq..).

This control statement has the following format:

RECOVGRP=recovgrp

recovgrp
Indicates the name of the DBRC recovery database data set group to be processed. This data set must be
defined to DBRC.
Limits: 1 to 8 alphanumeric characters

Example: Copy All Databases Defined to the DBRC Data Set Recovery Group

This example shows how to copy all databases that are defined to the DBRC data set recovery group RCVGRP01:

RECOVGRP=RCVGRP01

Example: Copy Multiple Databases as a DBRC Recovery Group when REUSE=YES

This example shows how to copy many databases as a DBRC recovery group (RECOVGRP) in a single execution when
REUSE=YES is set in DBRC:

FUNCTION=COPY,
RECOVGRP=recovgrp,
DBRC=YES
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Example: Copy Multiple Databases as a DBRC Recovery Group when REUSE=NO

This example shows how to copy many databases as a DBRC database recovery group in a single execution when
REUSE=NO is set in DBRC. You must supply enough information to dynamically allocate the new output image copy data
sets.

FUNCTION=COPY,
RECOVGRP=recovgrp,
ICSPACE=(T,3,1),
ICUNIT=(SYSDA,1),
ICPREF=TEST.DB1,
DBRC=YES

Example: Recover All Databases Data Sets in a DBRC Recovery Group

This example shows how to recover all databases that are defined to DBRC database data set group RECSGRP1:

RECOVGRP=RECSGRP1

Example: Recover All Database Data Sets in a Recovery Group

This example shows how to recover, in a single execution, all database data sets registered to a RECOVGRP:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,
RECOVGRP=recovgrp,
DBRC=YES

RECOVNEEDED (HPR) -- Mark Data Set Groups and Areas as Recovery Needed

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The RECOVNEEDED control statement specifies whether to mark an IMS database (all data set groups and area data
sets) with the Recovery Needed status. We recommend that you use this statement when preparing a RECON for a
disaster recovery site.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON UPDATE and CHECK options.

This control statement has the following format:

RECOVNEEDED=YES|NO

YES
Marks all data set groups and area data sets used in the RECON UPDATE utility as Recovery Needed.

NO
Does not change the status of the data set groups and area data sets used in the RECON UPDATE utility. This is
the default.
Fast Path ADSs are marked unavailable by this process.

RECOVPT (HPR) -- Define Recovery Point Timestamp

Valid for High Performance Recovery and the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The RECOVPT control statement specifies the point-in-time for recovery.

For the Recovery Analyzer component, this control statement is valid only for the GENJCL function and is required when
requesting a timestamp recovery.
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This control statement has the following format:

RECOVPT=timestamp

timestamp
Indicates the UTC format timestamp used for a point-in-time recovery.
The format is as follows:
yydddhhmm( ssthmiju(+|-offset))

Example: Define the Recovery Point Timestamp

RECOVPT (05/040.11:11:53.4.66032-05:00)

RELATED (HPR) -- Obtain Group and Database Related Information

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The RELATED control statement obtains all secondary indexes and logically related databases for all groups or databases
specified in the input selection.

This control statement is only valid for the SELECT function.

This control statement has the following format:

RELATED=YES|NO

YES
Obtains all secondary indexes and logically related databases for all groups or databases specified in the input.

NO
Does not obtain all secondary indexes and logically related databases for all groups or databases.

REUSE (HPR) -- Reuse VSAM Database Cluster

Valid for Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery, and Secondary Index Builder .

The REUSE control statement specifies whether to reuse the VSAM database cluster on a reload or when building
indexes, or to use the VSAM data sets for recovery. This also applies to any DEDB multiple area data set (MADS)
replication. The database cluster must be defined for reuse.

NOTE
The REUSE control statement does not apply to OSAM, and is ignored when specified. OSAM data sets are
always reusable.

This control statement has the following format:

REUSE=YES|NO

YES
Specifies to reuse the VSAM database cluster on a reload or when building indexes.

NO
Specifies that the VSAM database cluster should not be reused on a reload.
Default: NO for non-HALDB databases and YES for HALDB databases.

 Example: Reuse a VSAM Database Cluster 
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To indicate that the VSAM database cluster is to be reused, specify the REUSE control statement as follows:

REUSE=YES

 Example: Reuse Existing VSAM Data Set 

To reuse the existing VSAM data set for recovery during a DEDB MADS replication, define the VSAM data set with the
REUSE attribute and specify the REUSE control statement as follows:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,CAGRP=XIV101, ADDN=*, DBRC=YES, REUSE=YES

RPRANGEF (HPR) -- Define Recovery Point Timestamp Starting Range

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The RPRANGEF control statement specifies the starting range timestamp. This control statement is required for functions
FIND and ASSETS.

The RPRANGEF control statement is not valid for the QA processing (RPTYPE=Q).

This control statement has the following format:

RPRANGEF=timestamp

timestamp
Indicates the UTC format timestamp used for a point-in-time recovery in the following format:
yydddhhmm( ssthmiju(+|-offset))

Example: Define Recovery Point Timestamp Starting Range

RPRANGEF (05/040.11:11:53)

RPRANGET (HPR) -- Define Recovery Point Timestamp Ending Range

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The RPRANGET control statement specifies the ending range timestamp. This control statement is required for functions
FIND and ASSETS.

The RPRANGET control statement is not valid for the QA processing (RPTYPE=Q).

This control statement has the following format:

RPRANGET=timestamp

timestamp
Indicates the UTC format timestamp used for a point-in-time recovery in the following format:
yydddhhmm (ssthmiju(+|-offset))

Example: Define Recovery Point Timestamp Ending Range

RPRANGET (05/041.11:11:53)
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RPTYPE (HPR) -- Define Recovery Point Type

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The RPTYPE control statement specifies the recovery point type to process.

This control statement is required for functions FIND, ASSETS, and GENJCL. For function FIND, multiple types or all can
be specified. Otherwise, only a single type can be specified.

The RPTYPE keyword must specify the same recovery type for all job steps.

This control statement has the following format:

RPTYPE=[Q,]|rptype|[,rp#]

Q
Indicates special QA timestamp processing that selects the relative recovery point type and its corresponding
timestamps. Use this value only in FIND steps.
The RPRANGEF and RPRANGET control statements are not valid for the QA timestamp processing
(RPTYPE=Q).

rptype
Indicates the recovery points to process. The following values are available:

• A -- All recovery point types
• C -- Current recovery point
• L -- Last image copy
• D -- DBD/DBR
• B -- Batch log
• I -- Image copy
• E -- Ends prilog
• P -- Point-in-time recovery

rp#
Indicates relative recovery point number. Use this value only in FIND steps.
Example: To use the most current recovery point, specify 0. To use the second most current recovery point,
specify 1 (most current - 1).

Example: Define Recovery Point Type

This example shows how you can specify current DBD/DBR recovery point type in the find, list assets, and generate JCL
steps of your recovery analysis JCL:

1. Specify the following in the find recovery points step:

FUNCTION(FIND)

RPTYPE(Q,D,0)

2. Specify the following in the recovery assets step:

FUNCTION (ASSETS)

RPTYPE (D)

3. Specify the following in the JCL generation step:

FUNCTION (GENJCL)

RTYPE (D)
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SIC (HPR) -- Use Secondary Image Copy for Recovery

Valid for High Performance Recovery and its Recovery Analyzer.

The SIC control statement indicates whether to use the secondary image copy for recovery.

SIC is used only if Change Accumulation is invoked.

This control statement has the following format:

SIC=YES|NO

YES
Indicates to use the second image copy recorded in the RECON for recovery..

NO
Indicates not to use the secondary image copy for recovery. This is the default.

SNAP (HPR) -- Snap Dump Control Blocks

Valid for High Performance Recovery and its Change Accumulation component.

The SNAP control statement specifies whether debug snap dumps are to be used.

This control statement has the following format:

SNAP=YES|NO

YES
Specifies that debug snap dumps have to be used.

NO
Specifies that debug snap dumps are not to be used. This is the default.

SNAPLOG (HPR) -- Generate Snap Dumps for Input Records

Valid for High Performance Recovery and its Change Accumulation component.

The SNAPLOG control statement specifies whether to snap dump of all input log records.

This control statement has the following format:

SNAPLOG=YES|NO

YES
Snaps dump of all input log records. SNAPLOG=YES also requires that SNAP=YES is specified.

NO
Does not snap dumps. This is the default.

SNAPSHOT (HPR) -- Create a Snapshot (Flash) Image Copy

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The SNAPSHOT control statement invokes the Snapshot General Services subsystem to create a snapshot-type copy of
the target database or databases to a temporary image copy data set. This data set is copied into the normal image copy
form and cataloged so that it can be used by dynamic allocation.
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Both the SNAPSHOT and FLASH control statements invoke Snapshot General Services. When FLASH=YES is specified,
utility terminates on all errors or acts like SNAPSHOT=R. The SNAPSHOT=P and SNAPSHOT=R options let you specify
the subsequent Database Copier action in a failure.
SNAPSHOT is mutually exclusive with the FLASHIC control statement.

This control statement has the following format:

SNAPSHOT=P|R|N

P
Creates an online image copy if the image copy process has begun and snapshot processing fails. For DBRC
authorization problems, the job abends and any active snapshot copy processing terminates.

R
Indicates that a batch image copy is required. If the snapshot image copy process encounters an error with a
return code greater than 4, the image copy process terminates.

N
Does not invoke Snapshot General Services and a snapshot image copy is not created. This value is the default.

NOTE
If you specify P or R, make sure that Snapshot General Services were initialized with OPTIONS SRCRECSZ(Y).

SPILL (HPR) -- Perform Spill Processing

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The SPILL control statement determines whether Change Accumulation performs spill processing when IMS system logs
are missing or abort the processing. You cannot use Change Accumulation files containing spill records for database
recovery.

This control statement has the following format:

SPILL=YES|NO

YES
Determines if spill processing is performed.

NO
Does not perform spill processing. This is the default.
The SPILL control statements defaults to NO when IMS system logs are missing.

STA (HPR) -- Start the Target Database or Group

Valid for Database Copier and High Performance Recovery.

The STA control statement specifies whether to automatically start the target database or group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP,
RECOVGRP, PSBRECOV, or DBGRP) at the conclusion of the flash or snapshot image copy process to significantly
reduce downtime.

This control statement has the following format:

STA=YES|NO

YES
Starts the target database or group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP, RECOVGRP, or DBGRP) automatically at the
successful conclusion of the flash image copy process.
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If STA=YES, note the following requirements:

• Verify that an ITK STC started task is running on any z/OS system running the IMS systems to which the
database is online. The image copy job must run on the same LPAR as an ITK STC and the IMS subsystem
that is specified in the IMSID control statement.

• Specify the name of the associated IMS in the IMSID control statement.
• In a data sharing environment, the STA command is issued with the GLOBAL operand, which precludes the

use of the ACCESS operand. DBRC determines the access mode of the started database.
• In a non-data sharing environment, any specified ACCESS mode is permitted and is honored. If ACCESS is

omitted, the database is started in the access mode it was in when it was stopped with the /DBR command.

NO
Does not automatically start or restart the database at the conclusion of the flash copy. This option is the default.
Start or restart the database manually after the physical copy is complete. A message in the JESMSGLG and
DBCOPY messages file indicates when each of the flash copies completes.

NOTE
Do not specify AOI=YES with the combination of DBR=Y and STA=Y. However, you can specify STA=NO with
AOI=YES to suspend automatic restart after the flash copy. The database or group is not restarted automatically.
STA=NO is not valid with BMPPAUSE=YES.

STCSSID (HPR) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment

Valid for the Database Organizer, Database Analyzer, and High Performance Recovery.

The STCSSID control statement identifies the environment for an ITK started task. This control statement lets you
override the default value when you run multiple ITK started tasks on one LPAR. Specify the STCSSID in the following
places:

• The ITKIimsid IMS proclib member
• The ITK started task parmlib member
• The jobs that communicate with the ITK started task and the IMS subsystem

This control statement has the following format:

STCSSID=ssid

• ssid
Defines the ITK started task environment.
Limits: four characters
Default: ITK0

Example: Define Two ITK Started Tasks

The following example shows how to define two ITK started tasks (ITKT and ITKP) that communicate with two IMS
subsystems that run on the same LPAR (TEST and PROD).

• Create the following members in the IMS proclib:
– ITKITEST member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:

STCSSID=ITKT

– ITKIPROD member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:
STCSSID=ITKP

• Create the following members in the hlq.CIMTPARM member:
– SYSITKT member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:
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STCSSID=ITKT

– SYSITKP member -- Specify the ITK started task as follows:
STCSSID=ITKP

• Add the STCSSID=ITKT control statement to the online reorg job that runs on the TEST IMS subsystem.
• Add the STCSSID=ITKP control statement to the online reorg job that runs on the PROC IMS subsystem.

For more information, see Setting Up ITK Started Task.

STOPRC (HPR) -- Define Stop Processing Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The STOPRC control statement identifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can
generate before all subsequent processing is bypassed.

Use this statement only when you do not want processing to stop in typical error situations. For example, if the input
control statements define two separate functions that are to be performed and the first one fails with a return code of 8. In
such a case, the second request is not processed.

This control statement has the following format:

STOPRC=return-code

return-code
Specifies the highest return code that a single FUNCTION control statement request can generate before all
subsequent processing is bypassed.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 9

Example: Stop Processing after a Return Code of 12 Is Generated

To stop processing when the return code generated is greater than or equal to 12, specify as follows:

STOPRC=12

Example: Continue Processing Regardless of the Return Code

To continue processing regardless of the return code generated, specify as follows:

STOPRC=4095

STR (HPR) -- Use Special Timestamp Recovery Process

Valid for High Performance Recovery and its Change Accumulation component.

The STR control statement specifies a special timestamp recovery (STR) process. Use the STR control statement
when the recovery time being specified does not correspond to a checkpoint or to the end of a log. For the Change
Accumulation component this statement performs change accumulation processing for a special timestamp recovery.

Note: All STR recoveries invoke Change Accumulation.

This control statement has the following format:

STR=YES|NO

YES
Indicates to filter out the updates that were not committed at the time of the specified timestamp. If you use
this setting, you must specify DBRC=YES and RECOVERTIME and always immediately take an image copy
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of the data sets after recovery. You must set STR=YES when performing a timestamp recovery that is not at
an IMS quiescent point. For the Change Accumulation component, STR=YES performs Change Accumulation
processing.

NO
Does not filter updates that were not committed. This is the default.
If you do not specify STR or set STR=NO, the timestamp supplied must be a valid recovery timestamp. A valid
recovery timestamp is one where the database was offline and therefore all updates have been committed to
the database. For the Change Accumulation component, STR=NO does not perform Change Accumulation
processing.

Example: Specify a Special Timestamp Recovery

To indicate that a special timestamp recovery is to be processed, specify as follows:

STR=YES

TEMPUNIT (HPR) -- Specify Temporary Data Sets Unit Name

Valid for the Prefix Resolution and Update component of Database Organizer, High Performance Recovery and its
Change Accumulation component, and Secondary Index Builder.

The TEMPUNIT control statement specifies the unit name for dynamic allocation of temporary data sets. The unit name
specified (or the default value) invokes Change Accumulation, recovery, and Secondary Index Builder.

This control statement has the following format:

TEMPUNIT=unitname

unitname
Specifies the device unit name. Enter a valid esoteric unit name defined to the operating system.
Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric characters
Default: SYSALLDA

NOTE
The default is VIO or SYSALLDA depending on the verification of the esoteric name.

Example: Use SYSDA for Dynamic Allocation of Temporary Data Sets

This example uses the esoteric unit name SYSDA for dynamic allocation of temporary data sets:

TEMPUNIT=SYSDA

TIMEDISPLAY (HPR) -- Specify Time Display for Summary Report

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The TIMEDISPLAY control statement specifies how the checkpoint and restart times are displayed in the Summary
Report.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON UPDATE and CHECK options.

This control statement has the following format:

TIMEDISPLAY=LOCAL|UTC

• LOCAL
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Specifies that the local time is displayed. This is the default.
• UTC

Specifies that the UTC time is displayed.

TIMEOUT (HPR) -- Specify IMS Command Runtime

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The TIMEOUT control statement specifies how long an IMS command can run. The utility terminates the IMS command if
it runs beyond this duration.

This control statement is only valid for the SETRP function.

This control statement has the following format:

TIMEOUT=seconds

• secondsIndicates the runtime for an IMS command.Default: 10 seconds

UCBALLOC (HPR) -- Allocate UCB Device Address

Valid for the Change Accumulation component of High Performance Recovery.

The UCBALLOC control statement allocates the UCB device address dynamically for tape input logs. Use this control
statement to optimize tape handling in an environment where manual tape mounting is required.

Specify this control statement with FUNCTION=CHACCUM.

This statement has the following format:

UCBALLOC=YES|NO

YES
Allocates the UCB device address dynamically for input tape logs.

NO
Does not allocate the UCB device address dynamically for input tape logs. This is the default.

VERIFY (HPR) -- Verify JCL and DBRC Information

Valid for High Performance Recovery and its Recovery Analyzer component.

The VERIFY control statement confirms/checks all input logs, image copies, and Change Accumulation data sets provided
in the JCL against what is recorded in DBRC when you set DBRC=YES. Discrepancies between the data sets and DBRC
are considered mismatches and can be reported. Discrepancies include new resources that are not defined in DBRC, and
resources that are defined in DBRC but not specified in the JCL.

This control statement has the following format:

VERIFY=YES|NO

• YES
Verifies all input logs, image copies, and Change Accumulation data sets. In case of mismatch, processing terminates.
This is the default.

• NO
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Verifies all input logs, image copies, and Change Accumulation data sets. In case of mismatch, the JCL contents
override the corresponding ones in DBRC.

WARNING (HPR) -- Define Warning Return Code

Valid for Database Management Solutions for IMS.

The WARNING control statement issues a return code value at job step termination when the utility detects error
conditions or warnings.

This control statement has the following format:

WARNING=return-code

return-code
Indicates the return code value for warning returns.
Limits: 0 to 4095
Default: 4

Example: Set Warning Return Code Value

The following specification sets the return code value for warnings to 0:

WARNING=0

Using High Performance Recovery
High Performance Recovery has a number of features that can simplify your use of the product as described in this
section:

• Recovering a Database
• Recovering Multiple Databases
• Using DBRC for Recovery
• Recovering Without DBRC
• Recovering DEDB Areas
• Recovering DEDB MADS
• Performing a Forward Recovery

Identifying the Input and Log Data Sets for Recovery
Contents:

Identifying the Image Copy Data Set

When requesting a recover function, you must identify the ddname of the input image copy data set:

• In HPR native mode, HPRIC is the default. The ICDDNAME control statement overrides the default.
• In IMS DFSURDB0 compatibility mode, DFSUDUMP is the default. If coded on the control statement, it overrides the

default.
• In compatibility mode, the DUMP control statement is required and names the ddname.

Identifying the Change Accumulation Copy Data Set

When requesting a recover function, an input Change Accumulation file is optional. The file ddname is determined as
follows:
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• In HPR native mode, HPRCA is the default. Control statements CADDNAME or BMC ACCUM override the default.
• In IMS DFSURDB0 compatibility mode, DFSUCUM is the default and you must code it as DUMMY if there is no input

file.
• In compatibility mode, the ACCUM control statement names the ddname.
• In a DBRC environment, the input Change Accumulation file is allocated based on the RECON data set.

Identifying the Log Data Set

The recover function fully supports log input. Logs can be explicitly specified during recovery under the ddname
DFSULOG or they can be implicitly discovered through the use of DBRC. The Change Accumulation facility is
automatically used to merge the log data sets together to speed up recovery processing.

 In a DBRC environment, if you do not allocate a file ddname, HPRLOG or DFSULOG will be dynamically allocated.

Recovering a Database
The following DBOCTRL DD statement shows some of the control statements that you can use for recoveries in native
mode. The control statements are in alphabetical order.

•  AUTOINDEXCREATE 
•  BYPASSCA 
•  CAUNIT 
•  DBALLOC 
•  ICRUNIT 
•  LOGRDRS 
•  LOGUNIT 
•  MAXSORT 
•  RECOVERTIME 
•  SIC 
•  SNAP 
•  SNAPLOG 
•  STR 
•  VERIFY 

Recovering in IMS Compatibility Mode

When executing recover in IMS compatibility mode, the control statements for DFSURDB0 are processed as follows:

• Any control statements are accepted and processed. Valid statement types are ABEND, NOSEQCK, and S.
• Only one of each control statement type is accepted and only one set of control statements.
• The ABEND statement is ignored. If you need an abend dump, request it by adding the DBOCTRL DD with

ABENDDUMP=YES.
• The NOSEQCK statement is ignored. Sequence checking is always performed.
• The S control statement must be the last one. Either or both other control statements can precede it in any order.

The following applies to the processing of the S statement.
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– Column 4 begins the DBD name of the database to be recovered. You must specify a DBD name. The job step
EXEC PARM DBD name value is not used.

– Column 13 begins the DD name of the database to be recovered. You must specify the ddname.
– Column 22 begins the image copy DD name of the image copy file to be used for the recovery. It is optional and the

default is DFSUDUMP.
– Column 31 begins the timestamp for a timestamp recovery.
– Column 44 when coded as C specifies a recovery using the existing database as the recovery starting point with no

image copy input. This type of recovery is not supported so a C coded here is ignored.

The DD statements are processed as follows:

• SYSIN is the only file from which DFSURDB0 control statements are read. You can add the DBOCTRL DD containing
Broadcom native control statements that are merged with the IMS control statements to enhance the process.

• An input image copy file is required.
• An input Change Accumulation DD DFSUCUM is required. If there is no Change Accumulation input, it must be

DUMMY.
• An input log DD DFSULOG is required. It can be the actual logs or DD DUMMY.
• Input from DFSICLGn is not supported. If these DDs are found, the process ends with an error message and non-zero

return code.
• HSSP image copy input from DFSVDUMP is not supported. This DD is ignored.
• The DFSUSNAP DD is ignored.
• The DFSVSAMP DD is ignored. The HPR recovery uses its own buffer pool.
• The following DDs are used just as DFSURDB0 would.

STEPLIB

DFSRESLB

IMS

SYSPRINT

RECON1, RECON2, and RECON3 

Recovering a HALDB Database

To recover a HALDB database, use the sample JCL in CAI.CIMTSAMP(JCLHPR).

This JCL can be used to recover all partitions, or to recover just a single partition.

The following JCL is an example JCL to recover all partitions in one step:
//CAMS     EXEC PGM=IDCAMS                Delete and Define primary PHIDAM index and ILDS for ALL partitions

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*   

//SYSIN    DD *     

DELETE *.X00001

DEFINE *.X00001

DELETE *.L00001

DEFINE *.L00001

DELETE *.X00002

DEFINE *.X00002

...

//JCLHPR   EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=6M               

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&CLOADLIB    High Performance Recovery for IMS for z/OS Load Library

//          DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&IMSRESLB    IBM IMS Load Library   

//*              

//DFSRESLB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&IMSRESLB

//*                  
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//IMS       DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&DBDLIB      Database Definition (DBD) Library      

//*                  

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*                  Reports are printed here.      

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*                  Messages are printed here.    

//DBOCTRL   DD  *                         Control statements coded here  

FUNCTION=RECOVER,                      

DBD=master_dbd,                              

DBRC=YES,                              

REUSE=YES,                            

NOTIFY=YES,STR=YES,AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES,

RECOVERTIME=yy.ddd hh.mm.ss.t;

• Recover all Partitions
– To recover all partitions, specify the master_dbd in the DBOCTRL DD. Specification of DDNAME= is prohibited.

HPR queries DBRC to obtain all partition information for the specified master_dbd. You can follow the recovery
progress in the output messages.

– Specify AUTOINDEXCREATE-YES to rebuild ILDS, the PHIDAM primary index, and the related secondary indexes
(PSINDEXes).

• Recover a Single Partition
– To recover only a single partition, specify DBD=master_dbd and DDNAME=partition_dataset_DD.
– Specify AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES, to rebuild ILDS and the PHIDAM primary index. Related secondary indexes are

not rebuilt and must be rebuilt manually when recovery of all required partitions is complete.
NOTE

• Recovery of a single partition is not recommended, see The Complete IMS HALDB Guide
• When using multiDSG, you must execute the RECOVER function for every specific database data set

DD.

Use RECOVERTIME=yy.ddd hh.mm.ss.t in the DBOCTRL DD to specify the point in time for the recovery and
specify STR=YES. Use of these keywords means that the timestamp can be in the middle of an ALLOC record and
uncommitted logs are not applied. If you specify STR=NO, you must specify a timestamp when the database is not
allocated.

Recovering Multiple Databases
During execution, multiple recover functions can be performed in one job step. The method used depends on whether you
run in High Performance Recovery in native mode or compatibility mode.

NOTE
In IMS compatibility mode, only one recovery is permitted per job step. This conforms to the IMS DFSURDB0
utility.

When you run High Performance Recovery in native mode, it uses its own JCL and control statements. To execute
multiple recoveries in a single job step, use multiple FUNCTION=RECOVER control statements.

Example: Perform Three Recoveries in a Single Job Step

In this example, the database data sets have been defined in a previous step.

• Database DBABC001 data set LOAN1 is recovered using IC1 and ACCUM.
• Database DBABC002 data set INDX1 is recovered using IC2 and ACCUM.
• Database DBABC003 data set INDX2 is recovered using IC3 and ACCUM.

//STPHPR   EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=6M

//*
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//STEPLIB   DD  DSN=ca-loadlib,DISP=SHR

//          DD  DSN=ims-reslib,DISP=SHR

//DFSRESLB  DD  DSN=ims-reslib,DISP=SHR

//DBDLIB    DD  DSN=dbdlib,DISP=SHR

//DBOMSGS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//DBORPTS   DD  SYSOUT=*

//*

//LOAN1     DD  DSN=DSG1.SAVINGS.DB,DISP=SHR

//INDX1     DD  DSN=DSG1.SAVINGS.INDX1,DISP=SHR

//INDX2     DD  DSN=DSG1.SAVINGS.INDX2,DISP=SHR

//*

//IC1       DD  DSN=DBABC001.IC,DISP=OLD

//IC2       DD  DSN=DBABC002.IC,DISP=OLD

//IC3       DD  DSN=DBABC003.IC,DISP=OLD

//ACCUM     DD  DSN=DB.CACCUM,DISP=OLD

//*

//DBOCTRL   DD  *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=DBABC001,

DDNAME=LOAN1,

ICDDNAME=IC1,

CADDNAME=ACCUM

 

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=DBABC002,

DDNAME=INDX1,

ICDDNAME=IC2,

CADDNAME=ACCUM

 

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=DBABC003,

DDNAME=INDX2,

ICDDNAME=IC3,

CADDNAME=ACCUM

 

//

Using DBRC for Recovery
DBRC is not required for recovery, but, if specified, all inputs will be allocated and verified through DBRC (if JCL
allocated).

Using DBRC, you can recover:

• Complete databases (DBDNAME, DDNAME)
• Change accumulation groups (CAGRP)
• Database groups (DBGRP)
• Database data set groups (DBDSGRP)
• Recovery groups (RECOVGRP)

NOTE
APF-authorization is required.

Note the following:
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• If you set DBRC=NO, the database is recovered using the input specified by the user.
• If you set DBRC=YES and VERIFY=NO, the supplied inputs are used, the database is recovered, and the recovery

is registered to DBRC. High Performance Recovery does not verify the data set names against what is registered in
DBRC.

• If you set DBRC=YES and NOTIFY=NO, the database is recovered using the information in DBRC, but DBRC is not
notified of the recovery. These settings are good for creating backups or alternate copies of a database.

Example: Recovering a Single Database

To recover a single database using DBRC, specify the following:

//DBOCTRL DD*

 FUNCTION=RECOVER,

 DBDNAME=dbdname,

 DDNAME=*,

 DBRC=YES

//*

Example: Recovering a Change Accumulation Group

To recover a CAGRP Change Accumulation group, you must specify DBRC.

//DBOCTRL DD*

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagroup,

DBRC=YES

//*

Example: Recovering Multiple Change Accumulation Groups

To recover multiple CAGRP Change Accumulation groups, you must specify DBRC.

//DBOCTRL DD*

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=CAGRP1,

DBRC=YES

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=CAGRP2,

DBRC=YES

//*

Recovering Without DBRC
In native mode, use the following control statements and JCL to recover a database data set, a complete database, or a
data set group (DSG) to recover without DBRC.

Example: Recovering a Data Set Group (No Logs, No CA, No DBRC)

//HPRIC DD DSN=ImageCopy,DISP=SHR

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=dsgname,
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DBALLOC=Y/N,

DBRC=NO

//*

Example: Recovering a Data Set Group (Logs, No CA, No DBRC)

//HPRLOG DD DSN=logs,DISP=SHR

//HPRIC DD DSN=ImageCopy,DISP=SHR

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=dsgname,

DBALLOC=Y/N,

DBRC=NO

//*

Example: Recovering a Data Set Group (No Logs, CA, No DBRC)

//HPRCA DD DSN=ChangeAccum,DISP=SHR

//HPRIC DD DSN=ImageCopy,DISP=SHR

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=dsgname,

DBRC=NO

//*

Example: Recovering a Data Set Group (Register to DBRC)

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=dsgname,

LOG=*,

DBRC=YES

//*

Example: Recovering a Data Set Group (To Most Current State)

//HPRCA  DD DSN=ChangeAccum,DISP=SHR

//HPRIC  DD DSN=ImageCopy,DISP=SHR

//HPRLOG DD DSN=logs,DISP=SHR

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=dsgname,

DBRC=NO

//*

Example: Recovering a Database (No Logs, No CA, No DBRC)

//ICDDN001 DD DSN=IC DSG1,DISP=SHR
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//ICDDN002 DD DSN=IC DSG2,DISP=SHR

//...

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=*,

DBRC=YES

//*

Example: Recovering a Database (No Logs, CA, No DBRC)

//ICDDN001 DD DSN=IC DSG1,DISP=SHR

//ICDDN002 DD DSN=IC DSG2,DISP=SHR

//HPRCA  DD DSN=ChangeAccum(S),DISP=SHR

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=*,

DBRC=NO

//*

Example: Recovering a Database (Logs, No CA, No DBRC)

//HPRLOG  DD DSN= Any Log(S),DISP=SHR

//ICDDN001 DD DSN=IC DSG1,DISP=SHR

//ICDDN002 DD DSN=IC DSG2,DISP=SHR

//...

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=*,

DBRC=NO

//*

Example: Recovering a Database (Logs, CA, No DBRC)

//HPRLOG  DD DSN= Any Log(S),DISP=SHR

//HPRCA  DD DSN=ChangeAccum(S),DISP=SHR

//ICDDN001 DD DSN=IC DSG1,DISP=SHR

//ICDDN002 DD DSN=IC DSG2,DISP=SHR

//...

//DBOCTRL DD *

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

DDNAME=*,

DBRC=NO

//*

Recovering DEDB Areas
This section shows the differences in recovering an area of a DEDB, recovering all areas of a DEDB, and recovering a set
of areas of a DEDB.
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DBRC is not required for recovery, but if specified all inputs must be allocated or at least verified through DBRC. 

NOTE
DFSMDA members are not supported by recovery of DEDB databases.

Contents:

Recovering an Area of a DEDB

To recover from the last image copy along with any logs, Change Accumulation files, or both kinds of files registered to
DBRC to a specified DEDB area, specify:

• In High Performance Recovery native mode:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,DBDNAME=dbdname,AREA=(areaname)

• In compatibility mode:

REC DBD(dbdname) AREA(areaname)

Recovering All Areas of a DEDB

To recover from the last image copy along with any logs or Change Accumulations registered to DBRC for each of the
DEDB areas, specify:

• In High Performance Recovery native mode:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,DBDNAME=dbdname

• In compatibility mode:

REC DBD(dbdname) AREA(* or ALL) or REC DBD(dbdname)

There is no IBM compatible recovery of a complete DEDB database.

Recovering a Set of Areas in a DEDB

To recover from the last image copy along with any logs, Change Accumulations, or both type of files registered to DBRC
to that DEDB area, specify:

• In HPR native mode:

FUNCTION=RECOVERY,DBDNAME=dbdname,(AREA=areaname1) 

FUNCTION=RECOVERY,DBDNAME=dbdname,(AREA=areaname2)

...

• In compatibility mode:

REC DBD(dbdname) AREA(areaname1)

REC DBD(dbdname) AREA(areaname2)

...

Recovering DEDB MADS
The ADDN control statement specifies the ddnames of the area data sets (ADS) to be recovered when processing DEDB
multiple area data sets (MADS). However, the use of the ADDN control statement and the defaults depend on the type of
recovery being performed and whether DBRC is used.
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NOTE
You cannot recover multiple area data sets (MADS) when DBRC=NO since MADS requires DBRC.

The following list shows the DEDB MADS recovery processing by recovery type when DBRC=YES:

• For CAGRP, High Performance Recovery recovers all databases defined in DBRC for the specified CAGRP.
– If you do not specify ADDN, it defaults to the AREA name ddname or the first ddname defined in DBRC for each

DEDB.
– If you specify ADDN=*, all allocated multiple area data sets (MADS) are recovered for all DEDB areas defined in the

CAGRP. Use of specific ADDN names is ignored.
For example, to recover default ADS for all DEDBs in CAGRP, specify the following:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagrp,

DBRC=YES

To recover all valid ADS for all DEDBs in CAGRP, specify the following:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagrp,

ADDN=*,

DBRC=YES

• For AREA=*, High Performance Recovery recovers DEDB areas for a specific DBD.
– If you do not specify ADDN, it defaults to the AREA name ddname or the first ddname defined in DBRC for each

DEDB.
– If you specify ADDN=*, all area data sets (ADS) are recovered or replicated. Use of specific ADDN names is

ignored.
For example, to recover all areas using default ADS for each AREA, specify the following:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagrp,

DBDNAME=dbdname,

AREA=*,-

DBRC=YES

To recover all areas and all MADS for the specified DBD name, specify the following:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagrp,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

AREA=*,

ADDN=*,

DBRC=YES

• For AREA=area-name, High Performance Recovery recovers only the AREA and any specified ADDNs.
– The default ADDN is the AREA name or the first ADS in DBRC.
– If you provide an ADDN list, the first ADDN specified must be the ADS to be recovered. Subsequent ADDNs will be

replicated.
For example, to recover the specified AREA and the default ADS, specify the following:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagrp,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

AREA=area-name,

DBRC=YES
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To recover the specified AREA and all ADS data sets defined to DBRC, specify the following:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagrp,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

AREA=area-name,

ADDN=*,

DBRC=YES

To recover the specified AREA and replicate only a particular ADS (ads-name), specify the following:

FUNCTION=RECOVER,

CAGRP=cagrp,

DBDNAME=dbd-name,

AREA=area-name,

ADDN=(area-name,ads-name),

DBRC=YES

Performing a Forward Recovery
You can use forward recovery to:

• Maintain a backup for disaster recovery. The duplicate database can be located off-site and can be used in a disaster
scenario at the production site.

• Apply the changes from the Change Accumulation and log files when a non-standard image copy (such as FDR or DF/
DSS) has been used to restore the database data set.

• Maintain a duplicate production database. This duplicate database might be used by high-volume, inquiry-only batch
applications when running these applications against the production database would degrade performance.

• Recover an HALDB database after an IMS Online Reorganization (OLR) when no Image Copy has been taken since.
For this type of recovery, use a keyword specification of FWDRECOV=OLR.

NOTE
Forward recovery is supported for all database types (Full Function (HIDAM, HDAM, and HISAM), Fast Path
(DEDB), and HALDB (PHDAM and PHIDAM)).

Processing

Forward recovery applies Change Accumulation records (derived from logs and Change Accumulation records) directly to
the database.

The database must be opened for update, and direct reads and writes are performed by RBN, RBA, or Key depending on
the database type.

Operational Considerations

Indexes (including the primary index of a HIDAM or PHIDAM database) are never automatically forward recovered.
Instead, we recommend that you delete or define all indexes before the forward recovery step and specify
AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES as part of the recovery. This specification builds all indexes associated with the database
being forward recovered. To execute a forward recovery of these indexes, execute against the INDEX DBDs.

Executing a Forward Recovery - In Native Mode

A sample job for forward recovery in native mode is provided in the JCLHPR1 member in the sample library.
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To create a forward recovery in High Performance Recovery native mode, execute PGM=IDIDBO with the following
control statements:

• FUNCTION=RECOVER
• FWDRECOV=YES
• DBDNAME=dbdname

You can also optionally specify the following control statements:

• DDNAME
– For Full Function, specifies the name of the data set group (DSG).
– For Fast Path, specifies the DD1 statement in the DEDB for a specific area.
– For HALDB, specifies the actual ddname for the specific HALDB partition.

We recommend against specifying DDNAME so that the data set groups do not get out of sync with other data sets
in a database.

• AREA (applies to Fast Path DEDB databases only)
Specifies the AREA name from the DEDB. Applies to Fast Path DEDB databases only. When specified, a forward
recovery of the area specified is performed.

• PARTITION (applies to HALDB databases only)
Identifies a specific partition in the HALDB database. Applies to HALDB databases only. When specified, a forward
recovery of the specific partition is performed.

• DBRC (YES is the recommended value).
• CADDNAME
• TIMESTAMP
• AUTOINDEXCREATE

If you specify AUTOINDEXCREATE=YES, ensure that all indexes are deleted and defined immediately before the
forward recovery and that the indexes are not specified for forward recovery.
When specified, the forward recovery is executed and then all indexes that are associated with the specified
DBDNAME are built.

When you execute a forward recovery, use the following JCL DD statements:

• DFSULOG
• HPRLOG
• DFSUDUMP
• HPRCA
• SORTWKnn
• DBOCTRL

Executing a Forward Recovery - In Compatibility Mode

A sample job for forward recovery in compatibility mode is provided in the JCLHPR2 member in the sample library.

To create a forward recovery in compatibility mode, execute PGM=pgmname with control statements REC and
DBD=dbdname.

NOTE
To determine if we are executing a forward recovery, omit the DUMP control statement.

The following control parameters are also optionally accepted:

DDN=
Depending on the following database types:
For Full Function, specifies the name of the data set group.
For Fast Path, specifies the DD1 statement in the DEDB for a specific area.
For HALDB, specifies the actual ddname for the specific HALDB partition.
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LOG=
Specifies the name of the DD for the input DFSULOGs.

STR=
Specifies a special timestamp recovery.

CA=
Specifies the name of the DD for the input Change Accumulation.

SEQUPD=
Indicates to process the database sequentially. This control statement is ignored.

BLDINDEX
Specifies whether to rebuild the secondary indexes after the forward recovery. Valid values are:
YES-Rebuild the secondary indexes.
NO-Do not rebuild the secondary indexes.

When you execute a forward recovery in compatibility mode, use the following JCL DD statements:

• STEPLIB
• IMS
• DFSRESLB
• DFSULOG
• DFSUCUM
• SORTWKnn
• SYSIN or corresponding DD

Using Change Accumulation Component
Change Accumulation shortens database recovery times. It reads the IMS logs, gathers all the change records for a
particular database block or record, and sorts the changes into an apply sequence.

By using the Change Accumulation file, the recovery process does not need to read multiple log files. In turn, random
database access is reduced. This accelerates the recovery process and gets the database back online and usable faster.

You can create an IMS compatible Change Accumulation data set from the system log by sorting the selected change
records, merging them with any previous Change Accumulation data sets, and writing out the new accumulation data set.

The input to the Change Accumulation process includes:

• The previous Change Accumulation data set, if one exists.
• Recovery log data sets (RLDS) and system log data sets (SLDS) created since the last run.
• The IMS DBD library.
• Control statements that specify how the database log records are to be processed.

The output from the Change Accumulation process is a sorted Change Accumulation data set that contains one record for
every record changed in the database since the last image copy.

Executing Change Accumulation
You can execute High Performance Recovery Change Accumulation in IBM JCL using PGM=DFSUCUM0 or in native
mode using PGM=ITKCHA.

To use with DEDBs, create a change accumulation group with the DEDB area data sets defined within it.

To invoke Change Accumulation for a FastPath DEDB, you can use native control statements or IBM compatibility control
statements as follows:

• Native control statements:
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 FUNCTION=CHACCUM,DBDNAME=dedbDBD

• IBM compatibility control statements:
 PGM=DFSUCUM0,

 //SYSIN

 Dx DBDNAME DATASET or just DBDNAME

NOTE

• If you specify DBDNAME for change accumulation, you must also specify a group (CAGRP, DBDSGRP,
DBGRP, or RECOVGRP).

• If you use IMS-Managed ACBs with change accumulation, only one level of multi-tasking (MAXSORT) is
allowed when the IMS Catalog is in use. MAXSORT is automatically set to 1 if you specify a different value.

Control Statements for Change Accumulation
You can include the following control statements in your Change Accumulation jobs:
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• BMCCAPFX (HPR) -- Add Change Accumulation Data Set Name Prefix for Compatibility
• CADATACL (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation SMS Data Class
• CADB (HPR) -- Define Non-DBRC Change Accumulation Databases
• CADDNAME (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Data Set
• CADSCB (HPR) -- Define Model DSCB
• CAEXPDT (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Expiration Date
• CAGDG (HPR) -- Generate GDG Data Set Name
• CAGPRI (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Group Primary Space Allocation
• CAGRP (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Groups
• CAGSEC (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Group Secondary Space Allocation
• CAGUNIT (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Group Unit Name
• CAINDD (HPR) -- Define Input Change Accumulation Data Set
• CAMGMTCL (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation SMS Management Class
• CAOUTDD (HPR) -- Define Output Change Accumulation Data Set
• CAPREFIX (HPR) -- Add Change Accumulation Data Set Name Prefix
• CARETPD (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Retention Period
• CARUN (HPR) -- Invalidate Change Accumulation Records
• CASPACE (HPR) -- Allocate Change Accumulation Data Sets
• CASTORCL (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation SMS Storage Class
• CAUNIT (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Unit Name
• DBRC (HPR) -- Invoke the DBRC Facility
• DSPBLKS (HPR) -- Allocate Data Space Blocks
• FUNCTION=CHACCUM
• LOGINDD (HPR) -- Define Change Accumulation Group Input Log Data Set
• LOGMAX (HPR) -- Define Input Log Maximum
• LOGRDRS (HPR) -- Define Log Volume Maximum
• LOGUNIT (HPR) -- Define Input Log Data Set Unit Name
• MAXSORT (HPR) -- Define Maximum Concurrent Number of Sort Tasks
• NOTIFY (HPR) -- Notify DBRC
• PURGETIME (HPR) -- Define Purge Date and Time
• RECOVERTIME (HPR) -- Define Recovery Date and Time
• SNAP (HPR) -- Snap Dump Control Blocks
• SNAPLOG (HPR) -- Generate Snap Dumps for Input Records
• SPILL (HPR) -- Perform Spill Processing
• STR (HPR) -- Use Special Timestamp Recovery Process
• TEMPUNIT (HPR) -- Specify Temporary Data Sets Unit Name
• VERIFY (HPR) -- Verify JCL and DBRC Information
• WARNING (HPR) -- Define Warning Return Code

Sample Executions with DBRC
This section provides sample executions with DBRC for Change Accumulation:

Example: Database with DBRC and Output CA

To invoke Change Accumulation for a database with DBRC and output CA, specify the following:

//DFSUCUMN DD DSN=newCA
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//CHACTRL DD *

CHACCUM+         

  DBRC(YES)+  

  CADB(GRP(CAGRP),DBD(dbdname),DDN(*))

Example: Database with DBRC, Dynalloc Output CA

To invoke Change Accumulation for a database with DBRC and dynamic output CA, specify the following:

//CHACTRL DD *

CHACCUM+         

  DBRC(YES)+  

  CADB(GRP(cagroup),DBD(dbdname),DDN(*))+

  CAPREFIX(caprefix)+

  CASPACE(alloc_unit,primary_alloc,secondary_alloc) +      

  CAUNIT(unit type)

Example: CA Group with DBRC and Output CA Specified

To invoke Change Accumulation for a CA group with DBRC and output CA, specify the following:

//DFSUCUMN DD DSN=newCA

//CHACTRL DD *

CHACCUM+         

  DBRC(YES)+  

  CAGRP(CAGRP1)

Example: CA Group with DBRC, Dynalloc Output CA

To invoke Change Accumulation for a CA group with DBRC and dynamic output CA, specify the following:

//CHACTRL DD *

CHACCUM+         

  DBRC(YES)+  

  CAGRP(CAGRP1)+

  CAPREFIX(caprefix)+

  CASPACE(alloc_unit,primary_alloc,secondary_alloc) +      

  CAUNIT(unit type)

Example: CA Group with Fast Path DEDB

To invoke Change Accumulation for a CA group that contains a Fast Path DEDB database, specify the following:

FUNCTION=CHACCUM,DBRC=YES

  CAGRP=grpname

Example: Multiple CA Groups with DBRC, Dynalloc Output CA

To invoke Change Accumulation for multiple CA groups with DBRC and dynamic output CA, specify the following:

//CHACTRL DD *

CHACCUM+         

  DBRC(YES)+  

  CAGROUP(cagrp1,cagrp2,cagrp3,..)+
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  CAPREFIX(caprefix)+

  CASPACE(alloc_unit,primary_alloc,secondary_alloc) +      

  CAUNIT(unit type) 

Sample Executions without DBRC
This section provides sample executions without DBRC for Change Accumulation:

Example: Database without DBRC

To invoke Change Accumulation for a database without DBRC, specify the following:

//DFSUCUMO DD DSN=oldCA,DISP=SHR

//DFSUCUMN DD DSN=newCA,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=(value),SPACE=(value)

//DFSULOG DD DSN=Logs,DISP=SHR

//CHACTRL DD *

CHACCUM+         

 DBRC(NO)+

 CAGRP(GROUP1)+    

 LOGINDD(DFSULOG1)+         

 CADB(GRP(anyname),DBD(dbdname),DDN(*))

Example: Database Without DBRC (with Timestamps)

To invoke Change Accumulation for a database without DBRC and with timestamps, specify the following:

//DFSUCUMO DD DSN=oldCA,DISP=SHR

//DFSUCUMN DD DSN=newCA,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=(value),SPACE=(value)

//DFSULOG DD DSN=Logs,DISP=SHR

//CHACTRL DD *

CHACCUM+         

 DBRC(NO)+

 CAGRP(GROUP1)+    

 LOGINDD(DFSULOG1)+         

 CADB(GRP(anyname),DBD(dbdname),DDN(*))+

 RECOVERTIME(totime)+

Using Recovery Analyzer Component
Recovery Analyzer assists in managing the IMS database recovery environment. Recovery Analyzer helps you maintain
database and recovery information in DBRC, create recovery jobs, and prepare JCL for RECON backup and recovery.

Recovery Analyzer provides an ISPF and batch interface to assist in managing the IMS database recovery environment.
This component lets you:

• Maintain IMS configuration members
• Perform database DBRC registration
• Maintain DBRC groups
• Find and set recovery points
• Display recovery assets and generate recovery JCL
• Back up and repair RECONs
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Starting Recovery Analyzer
The database selection process lets you specify DBRC groups, PSBs, or dynamically build a group of database objects.
Based on the selected database or group, you can determine consistent recovery points, and set new recovery points
using IMS commands.

Contents:

Configuration Library (Config PDS)

The configuration library (Config PDS) contains configuration members that hold information about each IMS system and
the $VERSION member that holds the specification of the version or release of the product. For more information about
the $VERSION member, see Initialize the IMS Configuration Library.

The default data set name of the Config PDS for Recovery Analyzer is:

 hlq.RMGCNFG

hlq
Indicates the high-level qualifier as specified on the $ITK or $RMG clist. The default name can be customized for
your site during installation.
Default: CAI.TOOLKIT
You can also use your own site-defined data set using the CONFIGDS(hlq.zzz) parameter.

If you are a new Recovery Analyzer user, a new config PDS data set is built for you dynamically during the first invocation
of Recovery Analyzer.

If you are an existing user, we recommend that you copy (IEBCOPY) your current Configuration PDS to a new
Configuration PDS. The new Config PDS is not compatible with older releases of Recovery Analyzer.

Example: IEBCOPY JCL

Use the following sample JCL to copy the current Config PDS to a new Config PDS:

 //         JOB

 //COPY     EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY                                

 //IN1    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.CURRENT.HILVLQ.RMGCNFG           

 //OT1    DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(5,1,300),RLSE),  

 //            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=27920,RECFM=FB),       

 //            DSN=XXX.YYY.RMGCNFG              

 //SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*                                   

 //SYSUT3    DD  UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,(25,25))              

 //SYSUT4    DD  UNIT=3390,SPACE=(CYL,(25,25))              

 //SYSIN     DD  *                                          

  C I=IN1,O=OT1,LIST=NO                                     

 //

Prerequisites

Before you start working with Recovery Analyzer, review the following prerequisites:

• DBRC is required and is the primary source of database and recovery information.
• The STCITK started task must be running on each system where IMS systems reside. The STCITK is shared across

all Broadcom products for IMS for z/OS, so only one STCITK is required per system.

Start Recovery Analyzer

You can start the Recovery Analyzer ISPF interface using the default Config PDS or using a site-defined Config PDS.
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Follow these steps:

1. Invoke the Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu.
To invoke the Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu from the ISPF command shell, execute the $ITK
CLIST as follows:
 EX 'hlq.CIMTCLSO($ITK)' 'HILVLQ(hlq)'

hlq
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the installed library name. The default name can be customized for your site
during installation.
Default: CAI.TOOLKIT

The defautl Config PDS is used. To use your site Config PDS, enter the command as follows:
 EX 'hlq.CIMTCLS0($ITK)' 'HILVLQ(hlq) CONFIGDS(hlq.zzz)'

The Config PDS is initialized and the Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu appears.
If the Config PDS member does not exist, define the member in the following panels.
The first time you use a new Config PDS, the $VERSION member can be missing. Verify that the DSN is the new
Config PDS and press Enter to continue with Recovery Analyzer initialization. Once the $VERSION member is built,
the Config PDS may not be used by older versions of Recovery Analyzer.

2. Select option 4 and press Enter.
3. The Recovery Analyzer main menu appears.
4. (Optional) If you are invoking Recovery Analyzer for the first time and no configuration members exist yet, create a

configuration member.
5. Select a configuration member to use for your session.

Create Configuration Member

Recovery Analyzer uses IMS configuration members to define the IMS system and dynamically allocate the required
libraries and RECONs. IMS configuration members are stored in the configuration library (Config PDS). A configuration
member is required for any IMS system that requires analysis.

IMS configuration members hold the following information:

• IMS system specification (IMSID)
• Libraries to use in jobs (GENLIB, RESLIB (SDFSRESL), MDALIB, USERLIB)
• RECON data set names
• Job card library, job card member name
• AMSPDS and DELPDS data set names when IDCAMS is invoked for defining and deleting databases
• Snapshot General Services subsystem ID used by snapshot or flash copy (TIGER SSID)
• ITK started task ID (STCSSID) that specifies the ITK started task that Recovery Analyzer uses when multiple ITK

started tasks are running on an LPAR. The default value is ITK0.
• DBDLIB, PSBLIB
• MACLIB library allocated to SYSLIB DD in FFOR reorg job.

Before you start working with your recovery sources and JCL, create configuration members for your IMS systems and
define the settings to use in Recovery Analyzer processing.

Follow these steps:

1. Start Recovery Analyzer.
2. Select option O (Options) and press Enter.
3. Select option A (Add) and press Enter.

The Add Configuration Member panel appears.
4. Specify the new configuration member name, enter values in the listed fields, and press Enter.
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5. (Optional) Specify up to four DBDLIB data set names and/or PSBLIB data set names and press Enter. Quotes are not
needed around the data set names.
The new configuration member is saved.
To delete configuration members, select option D (Delete) from the Option Functions.

Select Configuration Member

Recovery Analyzer starts with the IMS configuration member that you specified for the last session. After you have
completed managing recovery settings for one IMS system, you can continue managing recovery settings on another IMS
system by selecting another configuration member

Follow these steps:

1. Start Recovery Analyzer.
2. Select option O (Options) and press Enter.
3. Select option S (Select/View) and press Enter.

The Configuration Selection panel appears.
You cannot edit values in this panel. To edit values in configuration members, select option E (Edit) from the Option
Functions.

4. Type the name of the member to delete in the Config Mbr field and press Enter.
To list all members in the Config PDS data set, enter an asterisk (*) and press Enter. Select the member to use from
the listing.
The Configuration Member Selected panel appears, displaying the values in the member.

5. Press Enter to use the selected member as the current IMS configuration.

Preparing a Database Recovery Environment
To prepare a database recovery environment, perform the following steps:

1. Register databases to DBRC
2. (Optional) Create DBRC groups
3. Set recovery points
4. Generate recovery JCL

Register Databases to DBRC

Recovery Analyzer helps you maintain DBD registrations in DBRC. For more information about panel options, press F1.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the database that you register exists in the DBDLIB.
2. Start Recovery Analyzer.
3. Select the option D (DBD Registration) and press Enter.
4. Select the option A (Add database) and press Enter.

The DBD Selection - Init.DBDS panel appears.
5. Specify the name of the DBD in the DBD Name field. Use wildcards (*, ?) to list existing databases. Select the required

database and press Enter.The View Disassembled DBD panel appears.
6. Review the database source and press Enter.

The Init.DB panel appears.
7. Specify the DBD name and type, recovery type, whether an image copy is required or optional, the share level, and

optional global service group name and tracking options, and press Enter.
The global service group name is not available for Fast Path databases.
The Init.DBDS panel appears.

8. Specify the DBDS options and press Enter.
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The database is registered DBRC.

To list databases that are registered to DBRC, select the option L (List database) from the DBD Registration menu and
follow the prompts. The List.DB panel displays the database settings. To delete a database registration, select the option
D (Delete database) from the DBD Registration menu and follow the prompts.

(Optional) Create DBRC Groups

Many of the Recovery Analyzer functions process specified DBRC group. You can maintain and create DBRC groups
(CAGRP, DBGRP, DBDSGRP, and RECOVGRP). Recovery Analyzer lets you request a list of groups currently defined to
DBRC using wildcard patterns (? and *) and also selectively by group type.

Follow these steps:

1. Start Recovery Analyzer.
2. Select the option M (Group maintenance) and press Enter.

The Maintenance Functions panel appears.
From this panel, you can add, delete, edit, and list DBRC groups.

3. Select the option A (Add DBRC groups) and press Enter.
4. Specify the group name and type, and whether to select the databases defined to DBRC from a list or by entering the

database name, and press Enter.
For CAGRPs, you can also specify the maximum change accumulation data set entries DBRC will maintain and if
change accumulation data sets are to be reused.
The group is defined to DBRC on the IMS system indicated by the configuration member.
The DBD Selection panel appears.

5. Specify the DBD name and press Enter.
Use a wildcard to select the DBD from a list and press Enter. Select the DBDs from a list and press Enter.
The selected entries are captured.

6. Repeat the process for additional selections, and press F3 to generate a list of all DBDs captured.
The Add New DBRC Group panel appears.

7. Delete, insert, or repeat (and modify) as many entries as needed, and then press Enter.
The new DBRC group is added.

Set Recovery Points

Fully quiesced recovery points must be achieved to guarantee database integrity during recovery cycles, regardless
of online and batch activity in the IMS system. Recovery Analyzer lets you establish a point of consistency for a single
database or database groups. This activity requires that databases in the group be stopped to record a recovery point in
the DBRC. The BMP Pause and Resume facility fulfills the stop and start requirement without the need for an application
outage. If this facility is not used to suspend and resume BMP jobs, the following can occur:

• The utility or process will be unable to complete because it is waiting for the BMPs to complete.
• BMPs will need to be rescheduled so that they do not interfere with the processes.
• Recovery Analyzer will terminate without establishing any recovery points.

The Set Recovery Points option on the Recovery Analyzer main menu lets you issue IMS commands to create consistent
recovery points for the specified DBRC group, PSB, or database. Commands to stop a database, take a database offline,
or take an IMS simple checkpoint are used to create or set recovery points.

Note the following additional considerations when setting recovery points:
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• When a database group or PSB is selected, the commands are issued for all databases within the group. When
databases are used in a data sharing environment, Global must be specified for the IMS commands to be routed to all
participating IMS systems.

• Only IMS systems that are sharing the IRLM of the IMS system that is specified in the IMSID in the current
configuration will receive the command that is issued. Recovery Analyzer cannot know about IMS systems sharing the
RECON that are not sharing the same IRLM.

Two methods are available for setting recovery points with Recovery Analyzer.

To create a simple checkpoint across the IMS system (Method 1)

1. Start Recovery Analyzer.
2. Enter S in the Option line, then press Enter.

The Set Recovery Points screen appears.
3. Enter S in the Option Line, then press Enter.

The Issue Simple IMS Checkpoint screen appears.
4. Modify the Timeout value as appropriate for your environment.

To stop and start the database (Method 2)

1. Stop the database.
The database is stopped.

2. Start the database.
The database is started.

Generate Recovery JCL

Recovery Analyzer ISPF interface lets you specify all inputs for the recovery JCL in one sequence. Start the process of
generating a recovery job by specifying the objects to recover.

Based on these objects, Recovery Analyzer offers available recovery points. Within a selected time range, you can query
DBRC to obtain recovery points for the specified recovery group or database. The following recovery points are available:

• Current point-in-time
• Last image copy
• Batch log end
• IMS termination (prilog end)
• Database deallocation points
• Specific point-in-time

After you select a recovery point, you can review assets that are needed for the recovery, such as database data sets,
image copies, change accumulation and log files. Recovery Analyzer checks that assets are available.

When CATDS is specified for the DBRC environment, all recovery inputs are verified using the z/OS catalog. A warning is
displayed for any assets that are not available (such as database not offline to IMS).

Recovery Analyzer ISPF interface lets you specify all inputs for the recovery JCL in one sequence. For the description of
panels and fields, press F1.

Follow these steps:

1. Start Recovery Analyzer.
2. Select the option Find Recovery Points (F).

The DBRC Group Selection panel appears.
3. Specify the name of the DBRC group, DBD, or PSB requested and the group type, and press Enter.

Use wildcards to display database objects using selection criteria. The DBRC Group Selection panel displays a list of
groups. Specify S to select one or more groups or DBDs (only one PSB can be selected) or specify R to select one or
more groups or DBDs, including all related indexes and logically related databases (not valid for PSBs).
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The DBD Selection panel appears, displaying the list of all databases defined to the selected group and the last image
copy date.

4. Specify S to select the entire group or individual DBDs can be selected, and press Enter.
The Specify Recovery Points Range and Type panel appears, displaying the recovery point selection criteria. The sort
sequence and recovery point types selection are populated based on the values that are stored in the Config DSN.

5. Specify the date and time range to search for recovery points, the sort sequence for the data returned, and the
recovery point types.
The UTC displayed is the current z/OS timezone offset. Modify this only if the range spans daylight savings time
changes.

6. (Optional) Enter the SAVEPROF command to save your settings of sort sequence and the recovery point types
selection in the Config DSN.

7. Press Enter to apply the recovery points range specification.
The Display Recovery Points panel displays all recovery points that are available based on the selection criteria.
Recovery point time stamps will be displayed for the common group recovery points, and individual databases within
the group, for the recovery point and type selected.

8. Select the desired recovery point and press Enter.
The View Recovery Point Assets panel displays available recovery assets for the selected recovery point.
A warning message appears if some of the recovery assets are not available. You can continue creating a recovery
JCL or you can return to the previous panels (F3) to select another recovery point.

9. Press Enter to generate the recovery control statements and JCL.
The recovery point assets are validated and the Specify Recovery Options panel appears.

10. Specify the JCLLIB DSN, job card, AMSPDS DSN, DELPDS DSN, and other recovery options, and press Enter.
If you specify COPY=YES, you can specify the requisite IC keywords (such as ICPREF, ICUNIT, and ICSPACE) for an
accurate composition of the output IC DSN. You can also specify the IC keywords in the DBCCOPY global PARMLIB
member.
The generated JCL is displayed.

You have generated a complete JCL to recover the specified objects. You can submit the JCL for execution or store it in a
user data set for later submission.

For more information about how to find recovery points, check recovery assets, and generate recovery control statements
in a batch mode, see the FIND Function, ASSETS Function, and GENJCL Function respectively.

RECON Backup and Recovery
As a database administrator you are responsible for managing IMS database recovery environment. Recovery Analyzer
lets you prepare a DBRC RECON data set for IMS startup and database recovery in the event of a disaster, or for use
at another site. Use the RECON Backup and Recovery option to create JCL jobs to backup, repair, and restore your
RECONs.

A copy of the RECON is created before the RECON is modified to close open logs, mark databases as recovery needed,
delete all active subsystem records, and synchronize the RECON headers. You can also perform a check process before
performing any updates to verify the validity of the RECON.

Follow these steps:

1. Start Recovery Analyzer.
2. Select the option R and press Enter.
3. Select the required option and press Enter:

– To create a backup for the active RECON as a sequential or VSAM file, select the option B (Backup).
You can run the RECON backup JCL against a live RECON.

– To check your active RECON and verify the repairs that are required, select the option C (Check).
– To repair a VSAM backup copy of the RECON, select the option P (Repair).
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Before you submit a repair RECON copy JCL, ensure that you have a recoverable backup of the RECON backup
data set and that the data set is not in use by any IMS system.

– To create a repaired backup for the active RECON as a sequential or VSAM file, select the option BP (Backup and
Repair).

– To recover the RECONs from the backup, select the option R (Restore).
Before you create and execute a restore JCL, ensure that the specified RECONs are not in use by any IMS system.

– To display the RECON header status information, select the option LS (List status).
4. Specify whether to use currently defined RECONs or enter the RECON data set name in the Other Recon DSN field

and press Enter.
5. Specify the output RECON data set name and other settings requested in the panel and press Enter.

When creating a RECON restore JCL, confirm your action by specifying Y to write to the RECON data sets and press
Enter.The JCL and control statements are generated and available for job submission.

For more information about how to backup and repair RECONs in a batch mode, see the RECON Function.

Watch the following short video to learn more about the RECON Extract utility.

Recovery Analyzer Syntax Reference
Contents:

EXEC Statement

Specify the EXEC statement for Recovery Analyzer as follows:

//stepname EXEC PGM=ITKRMG,REGION=6M

DD Statements

Recovery Analyzer uses a configuration member to define the IMS system and dynamically allocate the required libraries
and RECONs.

The following DD statements are valid in JCL to execute Recovery Analyzer in batch:

IDIPARM
Defines configuration member.
For FUNCTION(RECON), the IDIPARM DD statement is optional and if specified, points to the function control
statements.

RMGCTRL
(Required) Specifies control statements as keywords for the requested function.
When you specify all control statements using the IDIPARM DD, provide an empty RMGCTRL DD statement as
follows:
RMGCTRL  DD  *

/*

RMGSIN
Specifies database or PSB selections for the requested function.

Recovery Analyzer Sample Job

Use the following sample JCL to execute the Recovery Analyzer in batch mode. Modify this information to include
configuration member keywords, select input, and control statements.
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//********************************************************************

//* BATCH INTERFACE FOR RECOVERY ANALYZER                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//IDIPARM  DD DSN=user.config.pds(member),DISP=SHR  **CONFIG MEMBER**

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(SELECT) -                                    

  GROUPTYPE(D)                                         

//RMGSIN   DD *                                     **SELECT INPUT**

  *  DBABC001  *                                      

  *  DBXYZ001  *                                      

SELECT Function - List Groups and Databases Defined to DBRC

Contents:

The SELECT function lists groups and databases defined to DBRC. PSBs can be selected from the PSB library defined in
the configuration member.

Select Input

The DBRC group, database and PSB selection format is free-form, and wild-carding is available for some selections. The
GROUPTYPE control statement determines whether group, database, or PSB selection is performed. 

The following fields determine the specific selection:

grpnamedbdnameddname

grpname
DBRC defined group/PSB name, or asterisk (*).

dbdname
DBRC defined DBD name, or asterisk (*).

ddname
DBRC defined DD name, or asterisk (*).

Group Supported Functions

GRP    DBD    DDN     RETURNS      

 

*                     All GRPs                   

ABC*                  All GRPs matching wildcard 

ABC                   Only GRP verify            

*      *              All DBDs                   

*      DEF*           All DBDs matching wildcard 

*      DEF            Only DBD verify            

*      DEF    *       All DDNs for specific DBD  

ABC    *              All DBDs for specific GRP         
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ABC    DEF            Only DBD verify (in GRP)          

ABC    DEF    *       All DDNs for specific DBD  (in GRP)

ABC    *      *       All DDNs for all DBDs (in GRP)    

Group Unsupported Functions

GRP    DBD    DDN     RETURNS      

 

ABC*   *              All DBDs for All GRPs matching Wildcard

*      *      *       All DBDs & All DDNs          

 

*      DEF*   *       All DDNs for All DBDs matching Wildcard

ABC    DEF    GHI     Specific DDN for specific DBD (in GRP) 

*      DEF    GHI     Specific DDN for specific DBD (verify ?)

PSB Supported Functions

PSB    DBD    DDN     RETURNS      

 

*                     All PSBs                   

ABC*                  All PSBs matching wildcard 

ABC                   Only PSB verify            

ABC    *              All DBDs for specific PSB         

ABC    DEF            Only DBD verify (in PSB)          

ABC    DEF    *       All DDNs for specific DBD (in PSB)

ABC    *      *       All DDNs for all DBDs (in PSB)    

PSB Unsupported Functions

PSB    DBD    DDN     RETURNS      

ABC*   *              All DBDs for All PSBs matching Wildcard

*      *      *       All DBDs & All DDNs & All PSBs         

*      DEF*   *       All DDNs for All DBDs matching Wildcard

ABC    DEF    GHI     Specific DDN for specific DBD (in PSB) 

*      DEF    GHI     Specific DDN for specific DBD (verify ?)

*      *              All DBDs for all PSBs                  

*      DEF*           All DBDs matching wildcard (all PSBs)  

*      DEF    *       All DDNs for specific DBD  (all PSBs)  

*      DEF            All DDNs for specific DBD  (all PSBs)  

Control Statements

The following control statements are valid with the SELECT function:

• GROUPTYPE -> Specify the Group Type MASTER

Example: List all DDNs for the Specified DBDs

This example lists all DDNs for the specified DBDs.

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              
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//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//IDIPARM  DD DSN=user.config.pds(member),DISP=SHR  **CONFIG MEMBER**

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(SELECT) -                                    

  GROUPTYPE(D)                                         

//RMGSIN   DD *                                     **SELECT INPUT**

  *  DBABC001 * 

  *  DBXZY001 *                                

FIND Function - Find Recovery Points

The FIND function determines recovery points within a specified time range for the selected groups, DBDs, or PSB. DBRC
is analyzed to obtain consistent recovery points for the recovery objects.

The following recovery points available for selection:

• Current point-in-time
• Last image copy
• Batch log start or end
• IMS termination (prilog end)
• Database deallocation points (DBD or DBR).

Recovery point timestamps will be displayed for the selected recovery objects.

The following control statements are valid with the FIND function:

• RPRANGEF (HPR) -- Define Recovery Point Timestamp Starting Range
• RPRANGET (HPR) -- Define Recovery Point Timestamp Ending Range
• GROUPTYPE (HPR) -- Specify the Group Type
• RPTYPE (HPR) -- Define Recovery Point Type

The RPRANGEF and RPRANGET control statements are not valid for the QA processing (RPTYPE=Q).

Example: Find All Recovery Points for CAGRP

This sample job finds recovery points for specified CAGRP.

//********************************************************************

//* FIND ALL RECOVERY POINTS FOR CAGRP                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//IDIPARM  DD DSN=user.config.pds(member),DISP=SHR  **CONFIG MEMBER**

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(FIND) -   

  RPRANGEF(05/257.10:48) -

  RPRANGET(05/258.10:48) -                                 

  GROUPTYPE(CA)   -

  RPTYPE(A)                                      

//RMGSIN   DD *                                     **SELECT INPUT**

  DVAS7300  *  *     

Sample output:
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CURRENT                                      05/258 10:48:00.0.99999-04:00

LAST IC       05/257 19:47:17.6.00000-04:00  05/257 19:47:17.6.00000-04:00

DBD/DBR       05/257 10:48:00.0.00000-04:00  05/257 19:46:46.1.04851-04:00

DBD/DBR       05/257 19:47:08.8.62664-04:00  05/257 19:51:52.0.12645-04:00

DBD/DBR       05/257 19:52:16.5.14505-04:00  05/258 10:48:00.0.99999-04:00

BATCH LOG                                    *N/A*                        

END PRILOG    *IMS*                          05/257 22:20:35.7.11753-04:00

BATCH IC      05/257 19:47:17.6.00000-04:00  05/257 19:47:17.6.00000-04:00                                 

ASSETS Function - Check Recovery Assets

The ASSETS function displays all required recovery inputs for the selected recovery. The database data sets, image
copies, change accumulation, and log files will be displayed for all databases, and their availability status is verified. A
bracketed status indicates the asset is not available for recovery.

The following control statements are valid with the ASSETS function:

• RPRANGEF - Define Recovery Point Timestamp Starting Range
• RPRANGET - Define Recovery Point Timestamp Ending Range
• GROUPTYPE - Specify the Group Type
• RPTYPE - Define Recovery Point Type

Example: Check Recovery Assets

This example shows a sample job for checking recovery assets:

//********************************************************************

//* CHECK RECOVERY ASSETS                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//IDIPARM  DD DSN=user.config.pds(member),DISP=SHR  **CONFIG MEMBER**

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(ASSETS) -   

  RPRANGEF(05/257.10:48) -

  RPRANGET(05/258.10:48) -                                 

  GROUPTYPE(CA)  -

  RPTYPE(C)                                       

//RMGSIN   DD *                                     **SELECT INPUT**

  DVAS7300  *  *

Sample output:

     RECOVERY ASSETS FOR: GROUP DVAS7300          VOLSER  STATUS  

 

DBD: DVAS7300  DSG:VAS07300    CAGRP: DVAS7300                    

 DB: TST.HPO.XCF1.DVAS7300                        RJC003          

 IC: ic-prefix.IC1.DVAS7300.VAS07300              ??????  {NOTCAT}

 CA:                                                      -NONE-  

DBD: DVAS7310  DSG:VAS07310    CAGRP: DVAS7300                    
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 DB: TST.HPO.XCF1.DVAS7310.IX                     IDI005          

 IC: ic-prefix.IC1.DVAS7310.VAS07310              ??????  {NOTCAT}

 CA:                                                      -NONE-  

 

LOGS:                                             VOLSER  STATUS  

 LG: log-prefix.RLDSP.G8170V00                    282548          

 LG: log-prefix.RLDSP.G8171V00                    282924           

GENJCL Function - Generate Recovery Control Statements

The GENJCL function generates the recovery control statements (not JCL) for the specified recovery and selected DBRC
groups, databases, or PSB. These control statements can then be input to the actual recovery job. The output is created
for the data set specified by the SRCLIB DD statement.

The following control statements are valid with the GENJCL function:

NOTE

• The DBPREFIX and DBAPPEND keywords are mutually exclusive.
• The ICEXPDT and ICRETPD keywords are also mutually exclusive.
• Do not specify REUSE=Y when IDCAMS=Y is specified.
• When COPY=Y is specified, the keywords ICPREF and ICUNIT are both mandatory.

• ADDN -- Define Area DDnames
• AUTH -- Bypass Database Authorization
• AUTHINTV -- Specify Wait Time for Database Access Verification
• BLDINDEX -- Rebuild Secondary Indexes
• CHECK -- Perform Integrity Checking Using Database Analyzer
• CMDWAIT -- Specify Database Authorization Call Count
• COPY -- Invoke Database Copier for Each DBDS Post Recovery
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– ICPREF -- Construct Image Copy Data Set Name Prefix
– ICUNIT -- Specify the Device Unit Name for the Output Image Copy Data Sets
– ICSPACE -- Allocate DASD for a Non-SMS Data Set
– ICCATF -- Create Catalog Entries for Output Image Copy Data Sets
– ICDATACL -- Specify the SMS Data Class for the Output Image Copy Data Sets
– ICDSCB -- Specify DSCB Control Block Name for Output Image Copy Data Sets
– ICEXPDT -- Specify an Expiration Date for Output Image Copy Data Sets
– ICGDG -- Create Output Image Copy Generation Data Groups
– ICLIKE -- Use Model to Create Output Image Copy Data Sets
– ICMGMTCL -- Specify the SMS Management Class for the Image Copy Output Data Sets
– ICRETPD -- Specify Output Image Copy Data Set Retention Period
– ICSTORCL -- Specify the SMS Storage Class for the Image Copy Output Data Sets
– ICVOLSER -- Specify Volume Serial Identifiers for Output Image Copy Data Sets
– BMCICDSN -- Use Alternate Image Copy Data Set Name Format

• DBAPPEND -- Add Suffix to Database Data Set Names
• DBPREFIX -- Specify Prefix for Database Data Set Names
• DBR -- Stop the Target Database or Group
• FEOV -- Include NOFEOV
• GROUPTYPE -- Specify the Group Type
• IDCAMS -- Invoke IDCAMS Processing
• IMSID -- Specify IMS Control Region Subsystem ID
• NOTIFY -- Notify DBRC
• RECOVPT -- Define Recovery Point Timestamp
• REUSE -- Reuse VSAM Database Cluster
• RPTYPE -- Define Recovery Point Type
• SIC -- Use Secondary Image Copy for Recovery
• STA -- Start the Target Database or Group
• STCSSID -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment
• VERIFY -- Verify JCL and DBRC Information

Example: Generate Recovery Control Statements

The following example shows a sample job for generating recovery control statements:

//********************************************************************

//* GENERATE RECOVERY CONTROL STATEMENTS                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//IDIPARM  DD DSN=user.config.pds(member),DISP=SHR  **CONFIG MEMBER**

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  GENJCL        +                          

  RPTYPE (C)      +                        

  GROUPTYPE (CA)  +                        

  IDCAMS (N)      +                        

  BLDINDEX (Y)    +                      

  CHECK  (N)      +                        

  NOTIFY (Y)      +                        

  AUTH   (Y)      +                        
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  VERIFY (Y)      +                        

  ADDN   (N)                              

//RMGSIN   DD *                                     **SELECT INPUT**

  DVAS7300 * *

Sample output:

FUNCTION (RECOVER)  CAGRP    (DVAS7300)                       - 

  BLDINDEX (YES            )  DBRC     (YES            )                    

SETRP Function - Create Recovery Points

The SETRP function issues selected IMS commands to create consistent recovery points for the specified group, PSB,
or databases. Commands to stop a database, take a database offline, or checkpoint and switch OLDS are used to create
recovery points. When a database group or PSB is selected, the commands are issued for all databases within the group.
When databases are used in a data sharing environment, global must be specified for the IMS commands to be routed to
all participating IMS systems.

The following control statements are valid with the SETRP function:

• BMPPAUSE (HPR) -- Invoke BMP Pause and Resume Facility
• FEOV (HPR) -- Include NOFEOV
• GLOBCMD (HPR) -- Issue IMS Command with GLOBAL Option
• GROUPTYPE (HPR) -- Specify the Group Type
• IMSCMD (HPR) -- Define the IMS Command
• STCSSID (HPR) -- Define the ITK Started Task Environment
• TIMEOUT (HPR) -- Specify IMS Command Runtime

Example: Create Recovery Points

The following example shows a sample job for creating recovery points:

//********************************************************************

//* SET RECOVERY POINT FOR CAGRP                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//IDIPARM  DD DSN=user.config.pds(member),DISP=SHR  **CONFIG MEMBER**

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(SETRP) -   

  STCSSID(ssid)  -   

  GROUPTYPE(*)  -

  IMSCMD(DS)  -

  FEOV(N)     -

  BMPPAUSE(N)  -

  GLOBCMD(Y)   -  

  TIMEOUT(30)                                   

//RMGSIN   DD *                                     **SELECT INPUT**

  DVAS7375 * *

Sample output:
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RMG1611I IMS COMMAND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.     

RECON Function - Backup and Repair RECON

The RECON function lets you back up and restore any specified RECON. You can also use this function to prepare a
DBRC RECON data set as a result of a disaster, or for use at a secondary site.

The OPTION control statement determines the specific RECON processing (BACKUP, RESTORE, CHECK, or UPDATE).

For FUNCTION(RECON), the IDIPARM DD statement is optional and if specified, points to the function control
statements. When you specify all control statements using the IDIPARM DD, provide an empty RMGCTRL DD statement
as follows:

RMGCTRL  DD  *

/*

OPTION - Define Recovery Analyzer Process Option

Valid for the Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery.

The OPTION control statement indicates the Recovery Analyzer process being initiated by the RECON function.

This control statement is valid only for the RECON function.

This control statement has the following format:

 OPTION(BACKUP|RESTORE|UPDATE|CHECK|SCAN)
 

BACKUP Option - Copy the RECON

The BACKUP option creates a copy or two copies of the RECON. This option can be run against a live RECON.

The following DD statements are specified for the BACKUP option:

BACKUP1
Specifies the output data set. This DD statement can point to an empty VSAM cluster or a sequential data set.

BACKUP2
(Optional) Specifies the output data set for the second copy, if requested. This DD statement must point to an
empty sequential data set.

You can use the RECONDSN control statement to dynamically allocate RECON 1, 2, and 3 ddnames.

No other RMG control statements apply to this operation. If specified, the control statement is ignored or can cause an
error.

Example: Back Up RECON to a Sequential Data Set

This example shows how to back up the RECON to a sequential data set.

//********************************************************************

//* BACKUP RECON TO SEQUENTIAL DATASET               

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              
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//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//BACKUP1  DD DSN=user.backup.dataset.name1,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//         UNIT=TAPE

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(RECON) -   

  OPTION(BACKUP) 

Example: Back Up RECON to a VSAM Data Set

This example shows how to delete and define a VSAM backup:

//********************************************************************

//* DELETE DEFINE BACKUP RECON                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

* CONTROL CARDS TO DELETE AND DEFINE VSAM BACKUP

//********************************************************************

//* BACKUP RECON TO VSAM DATASET

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//BACKUP1  DD DSN=user.backup.dataset.name1,DISP=SHR

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(RECON) -   

  OPTION(BACKUP) 

RESTORE Option - Restore RECON from a Backup Data Set

The RESTORE option creates a RECON data set from a RECON backup data set. The RECON backup data set
(BACKUP1 DD) is copied into the allocated RECON1 and RECON2 data sets.

The following DD statements are specified for the RESTORE option:

BACKUP1
Specifies the input data set. This DD statement can point to a VSAM cluster or a sequential data set.

RECON1
Specifies the output data set. This DD statement must point to an empty VSAM cluster. RECON1 DD is restored
as RECON COPY1.

RECON2
(Optional) This DD statement must point to an empty VSAM cluster. RECON2 DD is restored as RECON COPY2.

You cannot use the RECONDSN control statement to dynamically allocate the output RECON data sets.

No other RMG control statements apply to this operation. If specified, the control statement is ignored or can cause an
error.

Example: Restore the RECON Data Sets

//********************************************************************
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//* DELETE DEFINE NEW RECON DATASETS                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

* CONTROL CARDS TO DELETE AND DEFINE A NEW SET OF RECON DATASETS

//********************************************************************

//* RESTORE RECON FROM BACKUP                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=ims.cimtload,DISP=SHR

//DFSRESLB DD DSN=ims.reslib,DISP=SHR

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*  

//RECON1   DD DSN=user.restored.RECON1,DSP=SHR

//RECON2   DD DSN=user.restored.RECON2,DISP=SHR

//BACKUP1  DD DSN=user.backup.dataset.name1,DISP=SHR

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(RECON) -   

  OPTION(RESTORE)

UPDATE Option - Update RECON

The UPDATE option modifies a COPY of a RECON. Use this option to prepare the data set as a result of a disaster or for
use at a secondary site.

WARNING
Do not run this utility against a live RECON. Updating a RECON using the RCNCPY DD statement results in a
destructive update of the specified RECON. Using this option significantly affects performance, depending on
the number of records to modify or delete from the specified RECON.

The utility performs the following steps:

1. Deletes active subsystem records. 
If DELETEOLDS=YES is specified, the subsystem PRIOLDS and SECOLDS records are deleted.

2. Closes any open PRILOG/SECLOG PRISLD/SECSLD records using the timestamp from the last recorded entry in the
LOG record.

3. Updates and deletes ALLOC and LOGALL records to match the corresponding PRILOG record information.
4. Generates the following reports:

– Summary report (RMGRPTS DD).
– Detail reports (default) (RMGMSGS DD).

You can override this report using the DETAIL keyword.
5. (Optional) Updates all database data sets as Recovery Needed.

You can override this step using the RECOVNEEDED keyword.
6. Marks all change accumulation records as INERROR.

You can override this step using the CARUN keyword.
7. (Optional) Marks all PRILOG and PRISLDS entries in the recon INERROR.

You can override this step using the PRIMARYLOGS=INERROR keyword.
8. (Optional) Marks all IC1 image copies as in error.

You can override this step using the PRIMARYIC=INERROR keyword.

The following DD statements are specified for the RECON UPDATE option:
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RCNCPY
Specifies the input RECON for the UPDATE option. Verify that this data set points to a valid RECON (VSAM
cluster). This RECON will be used for both input and output processing.
You can use the RECONCPY control statement to dynamically allocate the input and output RECON data sets for
OPTION(UPDATE) and the input data sets for OPTION(CHECK).

BACKDR
Specifies the output data set. This DD statement can point to an empty VSAM cluster or sequential data

The following control statements can be specified with the UPDATE option:

• DETAIL - Write RECON Detail Records
• DELETEOLDS - Delete OLDS Records
• RECOVNEEDED - Mark Data Set Groups and Areas as Recovery Needed
• CARUN - Invalidate Change Accumulation Records
• PRIMARYLOGS - Mark Primary Log Entries INERROR
• PRIMARYIC - Mark Primary Image Copies INERROR
• RECONCPY - Define Dynamic Allocation for RCNCPY or RECONDSN - Define Dynamic Allocation for RECONs

Example: Copy RECON and Update for Disaster Recovery

//********************************************************************

//* UPDATE RECON COPY (VSAM FILE UPDATED IN PLACE)                 

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RCNCPY   DD DSN=user.backup.dataset.name1,DISP=OLD  * VSAM *

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(RECON) -   

  OPTION(UPDATE) 

CHECK Option - Simulate RECON Update

The CHECK option simulates the update process and provides all the reports and messages without making changes to
the RECON data set.

The following control statements can be specified with CHECK option:

• DETAIL -> Write RECON Detail Records MASTER
• DELETEOLDS -> Delete OLDS Records MASTER
• RECOVNEEDED -> Mark Data Set Groups and Areas as Recovery Needed MASTER
• CARUN -> Invalidate Change Accumulation Records MASTER
• PRIMARYLOGS -> Mark Primary Log Entries INERROR MASTER
• PRIMARYIC -> Mark Primary Image Copies INERROR MASTER
• RECONCPY -> Define Dynamic Allocation for RCNCPY MASTER or RECONDSN -> Define Dynamic Allocation for

RECONs MASTER

Example: Check RECON Processing

//********************************************************************

//* UPDATE RECON (CHECK PROCESS AGAINST RECON1/2/3)                 

//* THE RECON DATASETS ARE SPECIFIED IN THE CONFIG MEMBER                 
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//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                              

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                     **KEYWORDS**   

  FUNCTION(RECON) -   

  OPTION(CHECK) 

SCAN Option - Retrieve Database Information

The SCAN option retrieves up-to-date information about database state from RECONs.

The following control statements can be specified with the SCAN option:

• IIRRECORD -> Create Rows in IIR Tables MASTER

Example: Retrieve State of Databases in RECON

The following sample job retrieves the current state of databases that are registered in the RECON:

//********************************************************************

//* SCAN RECON    

//* THE RECON DATASETS ARE SPECIFIED IN THE CONFIG MEMBER             

//********************************************************************

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ITKRMG

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                             

//RMGMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                             

//RMGRPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                             

//IDIPARM  DD DSN=user.config.pds(member),DISP=SHR 

//RMGCTRL  DD *                                    

  FUNCTION(RECON) -   

  OPTION(SCAN)        

Timestamp Generation

Several of the Recovery Analyzer functions require a timestamp range or point-in-time value.

The initial timestamp range used to find recovery points is always the current 24-hour time period. You can use the
RPTYPE keyword to adjust the initial range, select recovery points, and generate the associated timestamps for QA
testing or regularly scheduled batch jobs.

For example, executing the Find Recovery Points step with the keyword RPTYPE specified for QA testing selects the
relative recovery point type and its corresponding timestamps.

The selected recovery point timestamps are generated in the output data set specified for the SRCLIB DD statement. This
data set can then be used as input to subsequent job steps.

Do not specify any RPRANGEF, RPRANGET, or RECOVPT timestamp keywords (they are generated as required). The
RECOVPT timestamp is only generated if the recovery point type requires a point-in-time recovery.

A sample job for generating timestamp for Recovery Analyzer functions is provided in the JCLHPR3 member in the
sample library.
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Understanding High Performance Recovery Reports
This section describes High Performance Recovery reports. Click the report title for a report sample and description.

 Performance Reports 

These statistics are primarily used to tune the software and are of informational interest to the user. The following reports
are produced under the heading of performance reports:

•  I/O Statistics 
•  Database I/O Statistics 
•  Change Accumulation Record Types Processed 

 Partition Characteristics Report 

The Partition Characteristics report provides information found in the DBD itself when the DBD is for a HALDB.

Common Report Header

Each page of the report file contains a common report header.

The top left corner contains the name of the utility, the name of the vendor, the DBD name, the database organization,
access method, ddname or randomizer name, data set name and volume serial numbers where the data set resides. This
information is carried from page to page to make it easier to remember the database that applies to the report data.

The report title appears in the top center of each page.

The top right corner contains a sequential page number and the date and time the report was produced.

If multiple functions are supported, an additional line will be provided in the top left corner that shows the function to which
the report applies.

I/O Statistics Report (HPR)
An I/O Statistics report is written to the DBORPTS file for all High Performance Recovery functions. The I/O statistics for
the HPRCA and HPRIC files shows the activity to each file by type of I/O.

FILE: HPRIC     DATA SET NAME: SYS01344.T112627.RA000.U00795A.IC1.H01

           RECORDS READ         395

        RECORDS WRITTEN           0

         READ BLOCK I/O          65

        WRITE BLOCK I/O           0

         REPOSITION I/O           0

            A/M BUFFERS          50

       CHANNEL PROGRAMS          50

             BLOCK SIZE      27,864

            RECORD SIZE       1,032

            DEVICE TYPE        3390

RECORDS READ
Identifies the number of records read from the file.

RECORDS WRITTEN
Identifies the number of records written to the file.

READ BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks read from the file.
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WRITE BLOCK I/O
Identifies the number of blocks written to the file.

REPOSITION I/O
Identifies the number of I/Os executed to position the file.

A/M BUFFERS
Identifies the number of access method buffers assigned to the file. This value is set by the software or overridden
by the user in the JCL using the BUFNO parameter. The number of buffers are set to 1 if the file is allocated as
DUMMY or NULLFILE, unless overridden by the user.

CHANNEL PROGRAMS
Identifies the number of concurrent channel programs that will be active for the file. This value is set by the
software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the NCP parameter.

BLOCK SIZE
Identifies the block size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using the
BLKSIZE parameter.

RECORD SIZE
Identifies the record size of the file. This value is set by the software or overridden by the user in the JCL using
the LRECL parameter.

DEVICE TYPE
Identifies the type of device on which the file resides. If the file has been allocated as a dummy file or a null file
then “DUMMY” is shown in this field and the number of A/M buffers are set to 1.

Database I/O Statistics Report (HPR)
The Database I/O Statistics report shows the activity to each data set of the database.

The first column in this report shows the type of activity being reported. The second column (INITIAL) indicates the
sequential activity. If it exists, the third column (RANDOM) indicates direct activity.

The following statistics are provided:

BUFFER HITS
Specifies the number of times a database block was needed and it was already in the buffer pool.

PHYSICAL I/O
Specifies the number of I/Os that were performed as a result of activity by the utility. This count includes block
reads and writes. Because of the way z/OS accounts for I/O to data sets, this value will always equal the
actual number of blocks transferred for OSAM database data sets, irrespective of how many I/Os were actually
performed. For OSAM database data sets, this value is usually much higher than the actual I/O count.

READS
Specifies the number of reads that were issued.

WRITES
Specifies the number of writes that were issued.

CHECKS
Specifies the number of checks that were done.

POSITIONS
Specifies the number of times the database had to be repositioned.

ENDREQS
Specifies the number of times the end request macro was issued.

BH BUFFERS
Specifies the number of BH (buffer handler) buffers allocated for use by the utility.
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DBO A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the number of access method buffers allocated for use by the access method.

ACTUAL A/M BUFFERS
Specifies the actual number of access method buffers used by the access method columns.

LOAD MODE I/O
Specifies the number of physical I/Os done using high-speed load options.
This value applies to VSAM ESDS database clusters only. I/O to VSAM KSDS clusters and OSAM data sets is
always done in load mode columns.

FORMAT WRITES
Specifies the number of writes done to format the remaining portion of the root addressable area after the last
record was inserted or to format the root addressable area if FUNCTION=FORMAT was specified.

FORMAT I/O
Specifies the amount of physical I/O required to do the format writes.

Change Accumulation Record Types Processed Report (HPR)
The Change Accumulation Record Types Processed report shows the types of records found in the Change Accumulation
file and processed. We may use this information as a diagnostic aid. It is intended to be of informational interest only.
Following is a sample report:

CHANGE ACCUM FILE 'ACCUM1  ' RECORD TYPES PROCESSED BY RECOVER.

            00 RECORDS           0

            24 RECORDS           0

            25 RECORDS           1

            50 RECORDS           0

   REJECTED 50 RECORDS           0

            51 RECORDS          80

   REJECTED 51 RECORDS           0

         TOTAL RECORDS          81

The first column in this report shows the IMS Change Accumulation file record types. The second column is the count of
records processed.

The following describes the report elements:

00 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 00 records read and processed. This record type is an old style IMS Change
Accumulation file header record. It marks the beginning of a set of change records for a database data set.

24 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 24 records read and processed. This record type is an error log record and is ignored.

25 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 25 records read and processed. This record type is a new style IMS Change
Accumulation file header record. It marks the beginning of a set of change records for a database data set.

50 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 50 records read and processed. This record type is an uncompressed database change
record

REJECTED 50 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 50 records read and rejected. A 50 record is rejected when the update date and time is
before the image copy date and time. This can occur in a non-DBRC environment.
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51 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 51 records read and processed. This record type is a compressed database change
record.

REJECTED 51 RECORDS
Specifies the number of 51 records read and rejected. A 51 record is rejected when the update date and time is
before the image copy date and time. This can occur in a non-DBRC environment.

Partition Characteristics Report (HPR)
The Partition Characteristics section of the Database Summary report provides information found in the DBD itself when
the DBD is for a HALDB.

The following information is provided in this section of the report:

DBD NAME
Specifies the DBD name found on the DBDNAME control statement and in NAME keyword of the DBD macro in
the DBDGEN.

PARTITION NAME
Specifies the name of the partition.

PARTITION ID
Specifies the ID of the partition.

PARTITION HIGH KEY
Specifies the high key of the partition.

PART SELECTION EXIT
Specifies the partition selection exit.

BLOCK SIZE
Specifies the block size of the database.

RANDOMIZER
Specifies the randomizer module name.

FREE SPACE FACTOR
Specifies the percentage of free space to be left in each database block during a database load.

FREE BLOCK FACTOR
Specifies the percentage of blocks in the database that are to be left free during a database load.

# OF RAPS/BLK
Specifies the number of root anchor points (RAPs) in each block.

MAX RAA BYTES/REC
Specifies the maximum number of bytes of a database record that can be placed in the Root Addressable Area
(RAA) by IMS before additional segments are placed in the overflow area.

Customize Snapshot General Services
The Snapshot General Services component provides functionality that lets the Broadcom utility programs use capabilities
of DASD devices that support the IBM z/OS DFSMS Advanced Copy Services.

Snapshot General Services (also known as Tiger or TGR) makes it possible for the Broadcom utility programs to create
instantaneous point-in-time copies of DASD data sets residing on appropriate DASD hardware volumes. Snapshot
General Services supports IBM (and compatible), and EMC storage devices.
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The Snapshot General Services component provides advanced copy services for Broadcom utility programs included in
the following product suites:

• Database Management Solutions for IMS
• Database Management Solutions for IMS

The Snapshot General Services component was originally developed to enhance the capabilities of the Database
Management Solutions for IMS utility programs. However, both product suites now include a complete complement of
Snapshot General Services modules in their respective product program libraries. Once Snapshot General Services has
been customized and initialized, it operates as an independent z/OS subsystem capable of servicing Broadcom utility
program requests from either product suite. This behavior is true regardless of which product suite was used as the basis
for the customization and initialization process.

Customizing Snapshot General Services involves the following activities:

• Identify your IBM, IBM-compatible, and EMC DASD hardware devices that support DFSMS Advanced Copy Services,
and verify that your hardware supports FlashCopy II operation.

• Identify the SMS data, management, and storage classes that are associated with your FlashCopy II DASD hardware.
• Copy and update the sample Snapshot General Services initialization statements to create a definition for your copy

environment. See Prepare the Initialization Statements.
• Run the TG10INIT initialization program to process your initialization statements and establish a Snapshot General

Services z/OS subsystem and copy environment. This environment processes copy requests that are made by the
Broadcom utility programs. See Initialize Snapshot General Services.
In the future, if you change your initialization statements or you apply maintenance to your Broadcom product, you
must reinitialize your Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystems to activate the changes. See Reinitialize Snapshot
General Services.

• (Recommended) Prepare and execute a Broadcom utility job that performs a FlashCopy operation to verify correct
operation of your Snapshot General Services installation. A usage example is provided Use Snapshot General
Services.

• (Recommended) Set up the Common Components and Services Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) to include
the TG10INIT program as a Broadcom product initialization module. CAIRIM calls this initialization module as part of
the IPL processing for your z/OS system. See Automate Snapshot General Services Initialization.

When the Snapshot General Services customization activities are complete, you can use the following products to
manage point-in-time image copies of your Db2 and IMS data:

• Database Copier
• Database Organizer (online reorg component)
• Fast Recover
• Fast Unload
• High Performance Recovery
• Quick Copy
• RC/Migrator (RC/Merger component)

You can direct the Broadcom utility programs to use Snapshot General Services using control statement keywords and
JCL. See Use Snapshot General Services. For more information about the keywords you can specify with these products,
see the product-specific documentation.

IMS Utilities that use Snapshot General Services
The following IMS utilities can invoke Snapshot General Services:
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• Database Copier and High Performance Recovery jobs can call Snapshot General Services, using the FLASH,
FLASHIC, or SNAPSHOT keywords.

• The Database Organizer Online Reorg component can invoke Snapshot General Services through Database Copier
and High Performance Recovery.

• Database Analyzer invokes Snapshot General Services when ONLINE=YES is specified. The additional requirements
are described in Online Considerations. Snapshot General Services creates a temporary image copy data set that
contains a copy of the target database or databases, and the copy is then analyzed.

NOTE
The Snapshot General Services subsystem must be running on the same system as the IMS that is specified in
the IMSID. The batch image copy job must run on this same system.

Prepare the Initialization Statements
Initialization statements are processed when you run the TG10INIT Snapshot General Services initialization program.
They define the copy environment for the Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem that is being initialized.

Sample initialization statements are provided in the TGRPARM member of hlq.CDBAPARM. Make a copy of this member
and use it as a basis for creating your first configuration. Comments can be added to this file by specifying an asterisk (*)
in column one. Initialization statements can be continued onto more than one line using a hyphen (-) at the end of each
line to be continued. Sample member TGRPARM demonstrates both comments and statement continuations.

Use the following Snapshot General Services initialization statements to define your configuration:

NOTE
After Version 18.0, the VOLGROUP initialization statement and its supported operands (NAME, VOLUMES,
FCVER, TGTMAP, IXVTOC, TGTPPRCP) are not used in Snapshot General Services processing. Only
FlashCopy II devices are supported.

OPTIONS Statement–Specify Global Options

The OPTIONS statement specifies the following global options that apply to all Snapshot General Services executions:

CATDATA(Y or YES | N or NO)
Specifies whether to use z/OS catalog information that is passed to Snapshot General Services by the product
that is making point-in-time copies.

• When set to Y or YES, you might see performance improvements for IBM Shark or HDS devices. However,
performance for EMC devices might be reduced.

• When set to N or NO (the default), you might see performance improvements for EMC devices.

To achieve the best performance when you have a mixture of these devices, define a Snapshot General Services
subsystem for each device type. To specify which subsystem a job step uses, include the SUBSYS initialization
parameter in your JCL. For more information about the SUBSYS parameter, see Initialize Snapshot General
Services.
Default: N or NO (do not use catalog information that is passed from the products that are being used to make
point-in-time copies).

CATMET(CSI|SVC)
Specifies the z/OS catalog access method to be used by Snapshot General Services. The following options are
available to improve catalog retrieval performance:

• CSI (the Catalog Search Interface, IGGCSI00)
• SVC (SVC 26, an internal function)

Default: SVC
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MESSAGES(ALL|STD)
Specifies whether to return all messages to the caller (ALL) or to suppress unimportant messages (STD).
Snapshot General Services returns messages to the program, usually a Broadcom utility program, at the
completion of a requested service. How returned messages are processed is at the discretion of the program that
requested the service. The Broadcom utility programs generally write these messages to the same SYSOUT data
set where the utility program logs its messages.
The ALL option causes informational messages to be included. These informational messages can be useful to
review when Snapshot General Services is not providing the results that you expect. To select all messages on a
job-by-job basis when OPTIONS MESSAGES(STD) is specified or defaulted, include the following DD statement
in the Broadcom utility program JCL:
//TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY

Default: STD
EMCAPI(FLASH|EMCSNAP)

Specifies the FlashCopy emulation (FLASH) or the EMC Snap API (EMCSNAP) Snapshot General Services
uses. By default, Snapshot General Services uses the FlashCopy API (FLASH), which makes it compatible
with concurrent DFSMSdss FlashCopy full-volume backups. Specify EMCSNAP to help prevent VTOC index
corruption on EMC devices when:

• You are using EMC SNAP VOLUME INSTANT backups.
• Your microcode level is 5773 or below.
• FlashCopy emulation is enabled.

Default: FLASH
EMCPARAL(YES|NO)

Specifies whether to use parallel processing when copying data sets on EMC devices (version 5.4.0 or later).
Specify EMCPARAL(NO) only at the direction of Broadcom Support.
Default: YES

MAXATASK(num-tasks), MAXCTASK(num-tasks), and MAXDTASK(num-tasks)
Specifies the maximum number of allocation (MAXATASK), copy (MASCTASK), and delete (MAXDTASK)
tasks to use for point-in-time copies. The best value for these options varies from site to site, therefore some
experimentation is necessary. When you increase num-tasks, performance improves up to a point, and then it
decreases.
Limits: 1 through 99
Default: 1
To see how long the allocation, copy, or delete tasks take, specify MESSAGES(ALL), or include a //TGRDEBUG
DD DUMMY statement in the JCL. Then, review the generated TGRIBY007I and TGRIBY008I messages. Sample
messages follow:
TGRIBY007I All FlashCopy II allocation tasks have completed 

TGRIBY008I (1) ARC: 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:09.505232 Count: 4 

TGRIBY008I (2) ARC: 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:05.409171 Count: 2

STATINTV(n)
Specifies how often in second the interval checks for completion of the copy operation are performed on each
flash DASD device. For example, Snapshot General Services waits for the physical copy to complete before
registering the copy and continuing processing when the following keywords are specified:

• SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT in Quick Copy
• FLASHIC in Database Copier

If SNAPSHOTIWAIT NO is specified in Quick Copy syntax, Snapshot General Services processing continues
before the physical copy completes.
Limits: 1 through 3600
Default: 15
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NOTE
This value should not exceed the JWT value that is specified in the SMFPRMxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB. The default JWT value is 600 seconds. If the STATINTV value is larger, the job
abends.

STATINTV also controls how often the TGRF2K003I status messages are issued when you specify
MESSAGES(ALL), or when you include a //TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY statement in the JCL. For example:
TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 18:11:35.04: 0% done

TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 18:11:55.09: 26% done

TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 18:12:15.18: 52% done

TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 18:12:55.29:100% done

USEDFDSS(N or NO | Y or YES | F or FO or FAILOVER)
Specifies whether to use DFSMSdss to copy the data sets. By default, Snapshot General Services uses a high-
performance native method for copy operations. For example, IBM ANTRQST for FlashCopy or EMC SNAP API
for EMC Corporation devices. Snapshot General Services also uses the IDCAMS utility for improved performance
when copying small data sets.

NOTE
In the future, we will be enhancing Snapshot General Services to use the z/OS DFSMSdss services
copy method by default, USEDFDSS(Y or YES). The current default is USEDFDSS(N or NO).

The following options are valid:
N or NO

Specifies that data sets are copied using the native Snapshot General Services method. DFSMSdss is
not used. N or NO is the default behavior.

NOTE
If an encrypted source data set is detected, DFSMSdss is used instead of the native copy
method. This action is indicated by informational message TGRFLA023I in the job output.

Y or YES
Specifies that data sets are copied using DFSMSdss (program ADRDSSU). Because DFSMSdss
performs its own multitasking, a single DFSMSdss task is attached and the MAXCTASK operand
is ignored. The control statements are generated and fed to the subtask in a way that maximizes
DFSMSdss subtasking. DFSMSdss is invoked with the following parameters:
COPY

DATASET(INCLUDE ( -source.data.set.name -

   )) -

RENAMEUNCONDITIONAL (( -source.data.set.name , -target.data.set.name -

   )) -

STORCLAS(storage-class) -

ALLDATA(*) -

CANCELERROR -

SHARE -

TOLERATE(ENQFAILURE) -

VOLCOUNT(ANY) -

FASTREPLICATION(PREFERRED) -

DEBUG(FRMSG(MINIMAL)) -

FCTOPPRCP(PRESMIRNONE)

The following descriptions of parameters that are used with the DFSMSdss ADRDSSU program are
included for understanding the failover copy operations. The ADRDSSU parameters that are shown here
cannot be specified in the Snapshot General Services initialization statements:
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VOLCOUNT(ANY)
Copies a large, single volume data set to a multivolume data set when it is too large for a single
volume.

FASTREPLICATION(PREFERRED)
Uses FlashCopy system services when they are available; otherwise, DFSMSdss copies the data
set to the target volume.

DEBUG(FRMSG(MINIMAL))
Reports whether DFSMSdss used the FlashCopy services. If the FlashCopy services were not
used, messages are produced to explain why.

FCTOPPRCP(PRESMIRNONE)
Omits the "preserve mirror" operation when the target volume is a peer-to-peer mirror primary
volume. When the target is a Metro Mirror primary device, the mirror pair is placed in a duplex
pending state. The secondary device is updated with the copied tracks.

F or FO or FAILOVER
Uses the native Snapshot General Services method when possible. If the native method cannot be used
for any of the following reasons, DFSMSdss performs the copy instead.

• For EMC devices, failover support is provided when the following conditions are present:
– The EMCSCF subsystem is not active
– The source volume is not eligible
– The target volume is a Symmetrix Remote Data Facility (SRDF) that is operating in asynchronous

mode
• For IBM 2105 (Shark) devices, failover support is provided when the following conditions are present

and the target volume is an IBM 2105 that is:
– Operating as a primary Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC)
– Operating as a primary Extended Remote Copy (XRC)
– Already in a FlashCopy relationship

Default: N or NO
SRCRECSZ(N or NO | Y or YES)

Specifies whether to use the value that is set as the maximum RECORDSIZE of the source data set when you
use the IDCAMS DEFINE CLUSTER command to create the target data set for a non-linear VSAM data set. For
all other data set types and copy methods, this parameter is ignored. By default, Snapshot General Services use
the IDCAMS DEFINE CLUSTER command with the RECORDSIZE default value to create the target data set. The
following options are valid:
N or NO

This value is the default. The target data set is created using the RECORDSIZE default value.
Y or YES

The target data set is created using the value that is set as the maximum RECORDSIZE of the source
data set.

NOTE

• This parameter is used only by Database Management Solutions for IMS. When you use Snapshot
General Services with the Database Management Solutions for Db2, this parameter is ignored.

• When using Snapshot General Services to create IMS image copies for recovery purposes, we
strongly recommend you to use value YES.
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DSNGROUP Statement–Define Allocation Characteristics for Data Set Groups

The DSNGROUP statement specifies alternative allocation characteristics for copy data sets. By default, Snapshot
General Services allocates copy data sets using the SMS characteristics of the source data set. Use the DSNMASK
parameter to select the source data set names that are included in a DSNGROUP. Use the remaining parameters
to override the default allocation characteristics for copy data sets. The DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and STORCLAS
parameters specify the SMS characteristics for copy data set allocations. Alternatively, for source data sets on EMC
devices, you can use the BCVGROUP parameter to specify candidate target volumes for copy data sets indirectly by
naming a BCVGROUP statement. The BCVGROUP statement provides the actual list of candidate target volumes. In
many environments, the default allocation using SMS characteristics of source data sets is sufficient and DSNGROUP
statements are not needed in the Snapshot General Services copy environment definition.

The following operands can be used with this statement:

NAME(group-name)
Specifies the name that is associated with a DSNGROUP. The name is used in messages to identify the
DSNGROUP in use. This operand is required.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

DSNMASK(dsn-mask)
Specifies the names of source data sets. The DSNGROUP statement defines the allocation characteristics for
the copies of the data sets whose data set name matches the dsn-mask. You can specify a single mask for each
DSNGROUP. This operand is required.
Limits: 1 to 44 characters
The mask must specify at least as many qualifiers as the data set name to be matched.
When specifying dsn-mask, the following rules apply:

• An underscore (_) represents a single character.
• A percent sign (%) represents a string of zero or more characters.
• Any other character represents itself.

DSNGROUP statements are checked in the order they are defined in the initialization statement data set. When
a Broadcom utility program passes a source data set name in a Snapshot General Services request, the first
DSNGROUP statement that matches the given name is selected. Copy data set allocations are made using
allocation characteristics for that DSNGROUP. When the passed name is a masked data set name (for example,
DBN1.DSNDBC.LG6DB.PAYROLL.I0001.A%):

• The first DSNGROUP that matches the mask is selected
• All copy data set allocations that are made when processing the request use allocation characteristics for that

DSNGROUP

NOTE
This processing is true even if an actual source data set name being processed (a masked source
data set name in a copy request is resolved to an actual source data set name for the individual copy
operations) would better match another DSNGROUP definition in the initialization statement data set.

Db2 Examples:
A typical Db2 tablespace source data set name might look like as follows:
ssid.DSNDBC.LG6DB.PAYROLL.I0001.A001

• To match all tablespaces in the subsystem, specify:
ssid.%.%.%.%.%

• To match tablespaces for the LG6DB, LG7DB, LG8DB, and any other database on the subsystem with a name
that begins with LG followed by a single character, followed by DB, specify:
ssid.%.LG_DB.%.%.%

• To match the same tablespaces as the previous mask and also match the LGDB database, the LG95DB
database, the LG1024DB database, and so on, specify:
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ssid.%.LG%DB.%.%.%

BCVGROUP(b-group)
(Optional) Specifies the name of a BCV group that has been defined with a BCVGROUP statement. If you specify
a BCVGROUP, the copy is allocated on one or more of the volumes in the BCV group when the data set to be
copied is on an EMC storage device. For data sets on EMC Symmetrix devices, we recommend that you include
this option.
If you specify this option, DATACLAS, MGMTCLAS, and STORCLAS are ignored.

DATACLAS(data-class), MGMTCLAS(management-class), STORCLAS(storage-class)
(Optional) Specifies the SMS data, management, and storage classes to use for copies of this data set. If you
specify BCVGROUP, these options are ignored.

Examples:

DSNGROUP NAME(ALLCOPY)                    -

         DSNMASK(%.%.%.%.%.%)             -

         BCVGROUP(EMCVOLS)

DSNGROUP NAME(DX)                         -

         DSNMASK(SSID.DSNDBC.DB%.TS%.%.%)

BCVGROUP Statement–Define BCV Volume Groups for EMC Devices

The BCVGROUP statement is used to assign a name to a group of Business Continuance Volumes (BCVs) so they
can be conveniently referred to in DSNGROUP statements. The BCVs have been split from the volumes they mirror, re-
clipped with a different volume serial number, and brought online. Use the BCVGROUPs to determine where copies are
put when copying data sets on EMC devices. The BCVGROUP statement is only needed when you want to specify a BCV
group name in the DSNGROUP statement.

The following operands are required with this statement:

NAME(group-name)
Specifies the name that is associated with a group of BCVs. Specify this name as the BCVGROUP parameter
value in DSNGROUP statements.
Limits: 1 to 8 characters

VOLUMES(vol-list)
Specifies the volume or volumes that apply to this BCVGROUP. Separate the volume serial numbers using a
comma or blank. To specify a list of volume serial numbers, use masking. The following rules apply:

• An underscore (_) represents a single character.
• A percent sign (%) represents a string of zero or more characters.
• Any other character represents itself.

We recommend that you pad a mask that ends in a percent sign to the proper length with percent signs.
Otherwise, the system pads the mask with blanks. For example, a mask of ABC% is padded with blanks to six
characters. This mask matches volume serial numbers that begin with ABC and end with two blanks such as
ABC, ABCD, ABC1. This mask does not match ABCDE or ABC001. To match all volume serial numbers that
begin with ABC, specify this mask as ABC%%%.
Limits: 1 to 6 characters (per serial number or mask)

Example:

BCVGROUP NAME(EMCVOLS)

         VOLUMES(EMC001,EMC002,EMC003)
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Initialize Snapshot General Services
Snapshot General Services includes a z/OS subsystem component that you must initialize before the Broadcom utilities
for Db2 for z/OS can request the advanced copy services. You execute the Snapshot General Services initialization
program (TG10INIT) to complete the following tasks:

• Read and process your initialization statements.
• Create a copy environment from those statements.
• Establish a Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem that the Broadcom utility programs can call to perform copy

operations.

TG10INIT stores the initialization statement information in structures that Snapshot General Services uses as it processes
copy requests from the Broadcom utility programs. When TG10INIT initialization is complete, the initialization statement
data set is no longer referenced by Snapshot General Services processing. The TG10INIT program also loads the
Snapshot General Services program modules that are used during the copy request processing.

NOTE

Before you attempt to initialize Snapshot General Services, ensure no IEFSSNxx members in SYS1.PARMLIB
contain a subsystem definition named CATG. The Snapshot General Services initialization program (TG10INIT)
creates the CATG subsystem. Any existing subsystem definitions with the same name in the IEFSSNxx parmlib
member will cause the TG10INIT initialization program to fail.

Prepare JCL to Run the TG10INIT Initialization Program

To initialize Snapshot General Services, prepare JCL to run the TG10INIT initialization program. Sample JCL for executing
the Snapshot General Services initialization program is provided:

• For the Database Management Solutions for Db2, see member TGRINIT in the hlq.CDBAPROC data set.
• For the Database Management Solutions for IMS, see member STARTTIG in the hlq.CIMTSAMP data set.

The following sample TGRINIT JCL is from a product-specific installation of the Database Management Solutions for Db2,
with explanatory comments removed. A similar sample can be used for the Database Management Solutions for IMS. You
can execute the JCL independently as a standard JOB or an STC (started task).

//TGRINIT PROC TGRPARM=TGRPARM

//TGRINIT EXEC PGM=TG10INIT,PARM=''

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD,DISP=SHR

//TGRPARM  DD  DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM(&TGRPARM),DISP=SHR

In the sample JCL:

• The EXEC statement includes a null PARM field specification. The PARM field also supports optional parameters as
described in Optional EXEC PARM Field Parameters for TG10INIT.

• The STEPLIB DD points to the Broadcom product program library where the Snapshot General Services modules can
be found. In this example, hlq.CDBALOAD for the Database Management Solutions for Db2. If the Broadcom product
library has been included in your z/OS system LNKLST, the STEPLIB DD statement is not needed.

• The TGRPARM DD points to the set of initialization statements that define your copy environment. As provided,
the sample JCL points to the sample initialization member TGRPARM in the hlq.CDBAPARM data set for the
Database Management Solutions for Db2. Be sure to specify the initialization statements that you have prepared. Your
initialization statements can optionally be included in-stream following a TGRPARM DD * statement.

NOTE
Prepare the Initialization Statements
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Optional EXEC PARM Field Parameters for TG10INIT

The TG10INIT program supports the following PARM field parameters, all of which are optional:

INITMSGS
If specified, TG10INIT logs diagnostic information that might be useful for troubleshooting. The diagnostic
information is logged using WTO and appears in both the JESMSGLG for the initialization job and in the z/OS
SYSLOG.

PARMDSN(dsname)
and PARMVOL(volume)
Use PARMDSN to specify the data set containing Snapshot General Services initialization statements.
Use PARMVOL to specify the volume serial number if the data set is not cataloged.

NOTE

The Snapshot General Services initialization statement data set is typically preallocated
using a TGRPARM DD statement. The presence of a TGRPARM DD statement overrides any
PARMDSN(dsname) and PARMVOL(volume) specifications.

SUBSYS(name)
Specifies the name of a secondary Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem to be initialized.

• If you omit this parameter, TG10INIT initializes or reinitializes the Snapshot General Services CATG
subsystem.

• If you specify this parameter for the first execution of TG10INIT, the CATG subsystem is initialized first,
followed by the secondary subsystem named in the SUBSYS parameter.

These two Snapshot General Services subsystems have the same copy environment established. For more
information, see Secondary z/OS Subsystems for Snapshot General Services.
Limits: 1 to 4 characters

NOTE
If TG10INIT is rerun after the CATG subsystem has been initialized and a SUBSYS(name) parameter
is specified, only the specified secondary Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem is initialized or
reinitialized. To reinitialize the CATG subsystem, run TG10INIT without the SUBSYS(name) parameter.

Secondary z/OS Subsystems for Snapshot General Services

When you do not specify the SUBSYS(name) EXEC PARM field parameter, TG10INIT initializes or reinitializes the CATG
subsystem. Having only the one CATG subsystem meets the needs of many installations.

Reasons for establishing secondary Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystems include:

• Testing a new release of the Database Management Solutions for Db2 or Database Management Solutions for IMS
products

• Specialized environments for production and testing

Perform the following activities to establish and use a secondary Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem:

• Prepare an initialization statement data set if the copy environment is different
• Update and run the TG10INIT initialization program job:

– Specify the SUBSYS(name) parameter.
– Update the STEPLIB (for a different release, for example).
– Update the TGRPARM (if initialization statement data set is different).

• Add a TGRSUBSY DD statement to the Broadcom utility program job steps that use the secondary subsystem

The secondary subsystem may not require its own initialization statement data set. For example, if the secondary
subsystem is for testing a new Broadcom product release, you might want to establish the same copy environment with
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a new execution environment using Snapshot General Services modules that are provided in the new release. In this
case, you use the same initialization statements, but alter the STEPLIB of the initialization job to select the program library
from the new Broadcom product release. The TG10INIT program preloads all the Snapshot General Services processing
modules from the STEPLIB so the new secondary subsystem has an execution environment that uses the new program
modules. The original copy and execution environments of the CATG subsystem and other secondary subsystems (if they
were previously initialized) are not changed when the new subsystem is initialized. If they have been initialized from your
current Broadcom production release program library, they continue to use that execution environment.

By default, the Broadcom utility programs obtain services from the CATG subsystem. They can be directed to a secondary
Snapshot General Services subsystem by including a special DD statement in each Broadcom utility job step that use the
services. The required statement is:

//TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=name 

The SUBSYS parameter specifies the subsystem to be called for the Snapshot General Services processing in the job
step.

Automate Snapshot General Services Initialization
Snapshot General Services component provides advanced copy services for z/OS. Set up the TG10INIT program to
execute these services as part of your z/OS initialization.

During setup and testing of Snapshot General Services, manually execute the TG10INIT program to initialize and
reinitialize the copy and execution environments of your Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystem. When your
initialization statement definitions are complete, set up the TG10INIT initialization program to execute automatically
as part of the initialization process (IPL) for your z/OS systems. This automation ensures that your Snapshot General
Services z/OS subsystem is ready to perform advanced copy services when your z/OS system begins processing work.

WARNING
The following tasks are prerequisites for this automation:

• Prepare Snapshot General Services initialization statements that define a copy environment. For more
information, see Prepare the Initialization Statements.

• Use the prepared initialization statements to initialize a Snapshot General Services subsystem implementing
that copy environment. For more information, see Initialize Snapshot General Services.

To accomplish automatic initialization, Broadcom provides the Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) service as part of
the Common Components and Services. The Common Components and Services are typically installed on your system
when your first Broadcom product is installed. Common Components and Services and CAIRIM are typically invoked
during the z/OS IPL processing to prepare z/OS for execution of the Broadcom products and then start the Broadcom
products that provide core functionality for your z/OS work. For example, ACF2 security and Database Management
Solutions for IMS Snapshot General Services advanced copy services.

NOTE

The JCL procedure for executing CAIRIM is member CAS9 in the hlq.CAW0PROC data set. The CAIRIM
program is parameter-driven. The PARMLIB DD statement in CAS9 JCL specifies a sequential data set
containing the CAIRIM parameters. Sample CAIRIM parameters are provided in member CARIMPRM in the
hlq.CAW0OPTN data set. Each solution (Broadcom product) that CAIRIM initializes, provides an entry in the
hlq.CAW0OPTN(CARIMPRM) PARMLIB data set. For more information about CAIRM, see the Common
Components and Services product documentation.

1. Add the following statement for the Snapshot General Services initialization to the PARMLIB data set that is used by
your CAS9 procedure:
PRODUCT(SNAPSHOT GEN SERVICE) VERSION(TG10) LOADLIB(hlq.CDBALOAD) PARM(TG1OINIT parameters)
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– The PRODUCT keyword begins in column 2. This product description is limited to a maximum of 20 characters.
– The VERSION parameter value is TG10. The VERSION parameter is a four-character identifier, consisting of a

two-character solution or service code plus a two-character version code. The VERSION is combined with the
characters INIT to create the default product initialization module name, TG10INIT. To override the default name,
add an INIT(module) parameter specifying the complete initialization program module name.

– The LOADLIB parameter specifies the hlq.CDBALOAD library containing the TG10INIT module. This data set
must be APF-authorized. The LOADLIB parameter is not needed when your hlq.CDBALOAD library is in the z/OS
LNKLST or when it is included in the STEPLIB of the CAS9 JCL.

– The PARM keyword specifies parameters to be passed to the product initialization module, TG10INIT. Ensure that
multiple parameters are separated with a comma.

NOTE
For the TG10INIT parameter descriptions, see Initialize Snapshot General Services. The PARM
parameter is limited to 32 characters. Add a TGRPARM DD statement to the CAS9 JCL (see Step 2)
instead of including the PARMDSN and PARMVOL parameters in the PARM specification. The remaining
INITMSGS and SUBSYS(name) parameters fit within the PARM limit of 32 characters.

2. Add a TGRPARM DD statement to the CAS9 JCL used to execute CAIRIM. For example:
//TGRPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM(TGRPARM)

The TGRPARM DD statement should point to the sequential data set or partitioned data set member that contains
your Snapshot General Services initialization statements. When called by CAIRIM, TG10INIT opens this data set and
processes the statements.

3. If you copied the CAS9 JCL for updating, replace the old version in the z/OS system PROCLIB with your updated
version.

4. Start CAS9 to execute CAIRIM and process the Broadcom product statements, including the new definition for
Snapshot General Services.
If Snapshot General Services is currently initialized, this step is not necessary.

Reinitialize Snapshot General Services
Initializing Snapshot General Services establishes both an execution environment and a copy environment for your
advanced copy services. The Snapshot General Services program modules are preloaded into z/OS virtual storage
when the z/OS subsystem is initialized to create a consistent execution environment. Your initialization statements
are processed to create runtime structures that are used to define your copy environment and manage ongoing copy
operations.

You must reinitialize the affected subsystems when you:

• Apply maintenance to your Broadcom utility products and the product modules are updated with corrective service,
preventive service, and enhancements. Because Snapshot General Services preloads its processing modules during
z/OS subsystem initialization, you must reinitialize the affected subsystems after applying product maintenance that
updates the preloaded modules.

• Update your Snapshot General Services initialization statements to change your copy environment. You must
reinitialize the affected subsystems to rebuild the runtime structures.

To reinitialize the Snapshot General Services z/OS subsystems, rerun the initialization job.

The sample jobs execute the TG10INIT program to initialize or reinitialize the Snapshot General Services z/OS
subsystems. Initialize Snapshot General Services discusses the sample jobs and the initialization process in detail.

When TG10INIT is executed and it finds that the subsystem to be initialized is already active, a reinitialization is
performed. During reinitialization, the TG10INIT program first unloads all the preloaded program modules and releases
the runtime structures that were previously built. This takedown of the current environment is coordinated with any active
copy operations and it is delayed until all copies are complete.

TG10INIT then proceeds with a normal initialization.
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• Program modules are again preloaded from the Broadcom product program library that is identified by the STEPLIB.
The modules might be updated from maintenance that has been applied or they might be unchanged if you are
reinitializing to update your copy environment.

• Your initialization statements are processed from the data set that is identified in the TGRPARM DD statement and
new runtime structures are built for your copy environment. Your initialization statements might be updated for a copy
environment change or unchanged if you are reinitializing only to pick up product maintenance.

When TG10INIT completes a reinitialization, the execution and the copy environments have been refreshed.

NOTE
When the TG10INIT program is re-executed, only one subsystem is reinitialized per execution. If your
initialization job is set to initialize CATG and a secondary subsystem in a single execution, you must run
TG10INIT twice. One time to reinitialize your secondary subsystem (specified using the SUBSYS parameter in
the TG10INIT program) and a second time to reinitialize the CATG subsystem. When you run the initialization
job the second time to reinitialize the CATG subsystem, you must remove the SUBSYS parameter in the
TG10INIT program.

Use Snapshot General Services
After you successfully complete the Snapshot General Services customization activities, the Snapshot General Services
z/OS subsystem is active and waiting to process advanced copy services requests from the Broadcom utility programs.
Using Snapshot General Services for your FlashCopy activity is easy once the subsystem has been established. Using
advanced copy services can be as simple as:

• Ensuring the original source objects are allocated on eligible DASD volumes
• Adding the FlashCopy parameters to the Broadcom utility program control statements

In general, the DASD devices that are used with FlashCopy operations require that the following objects both reside on
volumes in the same storage subsystem:

• The original source object to be copied
• The target copy object to be created

This architecture allows the storage subsystem hardware to copy tracks of data from source to target without z/OS
involvement once a FlashCopy source-target relationship has been established in the storage subsystem by a z/OS
program. Snapshot General Services is responsible for allocating target copy objects and establishing FlashCopy
relationships in response to requests from the Broadcom utility programs.

Examine the following usage-related items:

• Reinitializing subsystems for changes
• Selecting a specific subsystem
• STEPLIB for EMC Corporation devices
• Diagnostic logging during the utility execution
• A complete usage example, including subsystem initialization

Reinitializing Subsystems for Changes

If you change the initialization statements or if you apply Broadcom product maintenance that updates the preloaded
program modules, you must reinitialize the Snapshot General Services subsystem. For more information, see Reinitialize
Snapshot General Services.

Selecting a Specific Subsystem

Multiple Snapshot General Services subsystems might have been initialized to create different copy environments. For
example, you might have set up a copy environment to:
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• Isolate storage subsystems from different manufacturers
• Test Snapshot General Services from a new Broadcom product release

By default, the Broadcom utility programs connect to the CATG subsystem when requesting advanced copy services.
When you must select a specific secondary subsystem, add a TGRSUBSY DD statement to the Broadcom utility job-step
JCL. Specify the name of the secondary subsystem using the SUBSYS= parameter of the DD statement. For example:

//TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=CAT2

During the initial processing of a Broadcom utility program request, Snapshot General Services checks for the presence
of a TGRSUBSY DD statement. If one is found, the specified subsystem is used to complete the program request. Each
subsystem provides an execution environment of preloaded Snapshot General Services modules and a copy environment
that is built from the initialization statements for that subsystem. For more information, see Reinitialize Snapshot General
Services.

STEPLIB for EMC Corporation Devices

Snapshot General Services can use programming interfaces that are provided by EMC Corporation for use with their
storage subsystems. If you are using these interfaces, add an EMC Corporation program library data set to the STEPLIB
of your Broadcom utility program JCL if needed. This change makes the EMC programming interface modules available
to Snapshot General Services. Your EMC storage administrator can provide the appropriate data set names to include in
your STEPLIB, if necessary.

Diagnostic Logging During Utility Execution

If you do not get the expected results when using a Broadcom utility program with advanced copy services, request
detailed logging of the Snapshot General Services activity. This detailed logging records the actions that are taken,
and the results, for data set allocation, copy or FlashCopy establishment, data set clean up, and so on. Logging is
typically interspersed with the standard output messages of the Broadcom utility program in a SYSOUT data set. Include
the following TGRDEBUG DD statement in the Broadcom utility program job-step JCL when you want the additional
diagnostic logging:

//TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY

Usage Examples

In this complete usage example, we use Quick Copy to make a FlashCopy image copy of a small Db2 tablespace. The
example consist of the following two steps:

1. Initializing the Snapshot General Services subsystem
This step includes the following examples:
Example Snapshot General Services initialization job
The subsystem initialization job shown here is included only for completeness of the example. The job uses the
TG10INIT program to initialize both the CATG subsystem and a secondary subsystem named RLW1. Subsystem
initialization is typically done as part of the z/OS system initialization (IPL) so that Snapshot General Services are
available when the z/OS system is ready to process work. Because these subsystems were previously initialized, re-
executing the TG10INIT program for this example causes only the RLW1 subsystem to be reinitialized.
//USERA01I JOB (000000000),'SNAPSHOT INIT',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//TGRINIT PROC TGRPARM=TGRPARM

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//* Snapshot General Services initialization JCL (example)

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//TGRINIT EXEC PGM=TG10INIT,PARM='INITMSGS SUBSYS(RLW1)' 

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD

//TGRPARM  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=myparm.dataset(&TGRPARM) 
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//        PEND 

//TGRINIT EXEC TGRINIT,TGRPARM=MYPARM

Example Snapshot General Services initialization statements (from myparm.dataset(MYPARM))
The initialization statement data set is basic. No DSNGROUP or BCVGROUP statements are used and the OPTIONS
statement explicitly specifies the default values for all OPTIONS parameters.
*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* Snapshot General Services initialization statements (example)

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* OPTIONS definitions - global settings

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

OPTIONS CATDATA(NO)                       -

        CATMET(SVC)                       -

        MESSAGES(STD)                     -

        EMCAPI(FLASH)                     -

        EMCPARAL(YES)                     -

        MAXATASK(1)                       -

        MAXCTASK(1)                       -

        MAXDTASK(1)                       -

        STATINV(15)                       -

        USEDFDSS(N)

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

* DSNGROUP definitions - not used

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------

* BCVGROUP definitions - not used

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

Snapshot General Services Initialization Job Output
The example output from the Snapshot General Services subsystem initialization job actually shows a reinitialization
job as described previously. The PARM field for TG10INIT included the INITMSGS parameter to request detailed
logging of the initialization program activity. Logging from TG10INIT is done using WTO (Write to Operator) and the
messages appear in both the JESMSGLG and JESYSMSG job output data sets.
JESMSGLG

17.02.30 JOB57057 IEF403I USERA01I - STARTED - TIME=17.02.30

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI003I Snapshot General Services Initialization, Version TGAINIT 06/21/16 13.08

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI023I Macro version: 4, Macro release: 4

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI022I CA-ENF/BASE release 1400E100AW100 is present

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI004I Snapshot General Services Master TGVT is at location 0714C5D0

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI004I Snapshot General Services Master TGIB is at location 0714C708

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI004I Snapshot General Services Master SSCT is at location 00BEA270

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI008I Snapshot General Services RLW1 subsystem TGVT is at location 07AB96D0

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI008I Snapshot General Services RLW1 subsystem TGIB is at location 07AB9808

17.02.30 JOB57057 TGRINI008I Snapshot General Services RLW1 subsystem SSCT is at location 00BEA2D0

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM001I Processing parameter file: TGRPARM

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *----------------------------------------------------------------- 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I * Snapshot General Services initialization statements (example)

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I * OPTIONS definitions - global settings

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I OPTIONS CATDATA(NO) -
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17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I CATMET(SVC) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I MESSAGES(STD) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I EMCAPI(FLASH) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I EMCPARAL(YES) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I MAXATASK(1) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I MAXCTASK(1) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I MAXDTASK(1) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I STATINV(15) -

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I USEDFDSS(N)

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I * DSNGROUP definitions – not used

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I * BCVGROUP definition – not used

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRPRM002I *------------------------------------------------------------------ 

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE001I Storage released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: M.A.List Address: 3A8ABBB0 

                                                                     Length: 1100 Subpool: 241

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSSWT

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA713000 Length: 2192 Token: 00000A6900000496

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSSUN

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7C6000 Length: 528 Token: 00000A680000041C

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSSCI

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7CE000 Length: 2992 Token: 00000A6700000499

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSSAG

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA825000 Length: 784 Token: 00000A66000001B7

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: PTLGREMX

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: AFD24000 Length: 49496 Token: 00000A65000001D5

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLMFSRV

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA714000 Length: 6968 Token: 00000A640000013F

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLF2DEL

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7C7000 Length: 7152 Token: 00000A6300000240

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLF2CPY

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7CF000 Length: 7248 Token: 00000A620000004F

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLALDFD

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA7D6000 Length: 8440 Token: 00000A6100000360

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLALSEQ

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA819000 Length: 9472 Token: 00000A60000004A3

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLALVSM

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA821000 Length: 9616 Token: 00000A5F000002F1

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSVC99

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA826000 Length: 6864 Token: 00000A5E0000038B

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSVC26

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: AFD31000 Length: 19184 Token: 00000A5D0000041E

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLAPI

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: BA829000 Length: 8384 Token: 00000A5C00000052

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I LPA module released: SubSys: RLW1 Module: TGLSERV

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRFRE002I Address: AFD36000 Length: 193696 Token: 00000A5B000001B5

17.02.31 JOB57057 TGRINI009I Snapshot General Services reinitialization is complete

17.02.31 JOB57057 IEF404I USERA01I - ENDED - TIME=17.02.31

17.02.31 JOB57057 $HASP395 USERA01I ENDED - RC=0000

2. Executing the Broadcom utility program
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After Snapshot General Services is initialized, it is easy to use its advanced copy services with the following Broadcom
products to manage point-in-time image copies of Db2 and IMS data:
– Database Copier
– Database Organizer (online reorg component)
– Fast Recover
– High Performance Recovery
– Quick Copy
– RC/Migrator (RC/Merger component)
This step includes the following examples:
Quick Copy Example Job
This example uses Quick Copy.
//USERA01Z JOB (000000000),'FLASH QC COPY',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//* Make a Quick Copy using Snapshot General Services

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEPNAME EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,PARM=('SUFFIX=00,EP=UTLGLCTL/DT32')

//STEPLIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBALOAD

// DD            DISP=SHR,DSN=db2.SDSNEXIT 

// DD            DISP=SHR,DSN=db2.SDSNLOAD 

//PTIPARM   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CDBAPARM

//PTIMSG    DD SYSOUT=* //TGRDEBUG  DD DUMMY  //TGRSUBSY  DD SUBSYS=RLW1 

//SYSIN     DD * 

 COPY TABLESPACE DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST 

 FULL YES SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT 

 STARTUP-ACCESS RESET 

 MODIFYBITS NO 

 SHRLEVEL REFERENCE 

 ALLMSGS 

//

The example job uses Quick Copy to copy a single tablespace in the DT32 Db2 subsystem. Adding the
SNAPSHOTACCESS INSTANT parameter to the utility COPY statement causes Quick Copy to request advanced
copy services from Snapshot General Services. When called, Snapshot General Services verifies that the source
tablespace data set resides on a volume that supports the FlashCopy operation. If so, a target data set is allocated
using the SMS characteristics of the source data set and a FlashCopy relationship is established between the two data
sets. At that point, the point-in-time FlashCopy is “complete” and the tablespace for the source data set can be put
back into service. Ongoing background activity completes the physical replication of data from source to target with
the storage subsystem ensuring that original point-in-time data from the source is replicated to the target before any
change is written to a source data set track.

NOTE
For detailed information about the advanced copy services parameters that are used with specific Broadcom
utility programs, see the product-specific documentation.

By default, the services of the CATG subsystem would be used. However, in this example, the utility program
JCL includes a TGRSUBSY DD statement that specifies subsystem RLW1. This DD statement directs the utility
program requests to that secondary subsystem for processing in the execution and copy environments of RLW1.
A TGRDEBUG DD statement is also included to request diagnostic logging during the subsystem processing.
The detailed diagnostic logging messages start with the TGR acronym and appear in the PTIMSG SYSOUT data
set, interspersed with the standard utility program messages that are logged.
JESMSGLG

...

JESJCL

...
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PTIMSG

...TGRFLD008I TTWA address: 0x7F5E3098

...TGRGMM001I Snapshot General Services subsystem RLW1   TGRGMM001I was initialized at 17:02:30

 on 10/31/2016   TGRGMM001I by job WITRA01I(JOB57057) with XMANID ----   TGRFLD008I TTWA Address:

 0x7F5CB098   TGRFLD009I DBMS: DB2 MODE: COPY BUFFER: Y EASCHECK: N ESTAE: N REUSE: Y WAIT: Y 

 TGRFLA013I DSN signature: CB225286-C4FE0472-631A06AA-83DC5711-2FEBA2D7   TGRFLD008I TTWA Address:

 0x7F5CB098 TGRIBY005I FlashCopy II VSAM data sets: 1, Allocation tasks: 1   TGRALV019I (1) DELETE -  

 TGRALV019I (1) SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001 -   TGRALV019I (1) CLUSTER   TGRALV019I (1)

 IDC3012I ENTRY SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001 NOT   TGRALV019I (1) FOUND   TGRALV019I (1)

 IDC3009I ** VSAM CATALOG RETURN CODE IS 8 - REASON CODE IS I   TGRALV019I (1) GG0CLA3-42   TGRALV019I

 (1) IDC0551I ** ENTRY SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001 N   TGRALV019I (1) OT DELETED   TGRALV019I

 (1) IDC0001I FUNCTION COMPLETED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 8   TGRALV019I (1) SET MAXCC = 0   TGRALV019I

 (1) DEFINE -   TGRALV019I (1) CLUSTER( -   TGRALV019I (1) NAME(SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001)

 -   TGRALV019I (1) DATACLASS(DEFAULT) -   TGRALV019I (1) MANAGEMENTCLASS(MCDB2EAS) -   TGRALV019I (1)

 STORAGECLASS(SCDB2EAS) -   TGRALV019I (1) SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) -   TGRALV019I (1) LINEAR -   TGRALV019I

 (1) ) -   TGRALV019I (1) DATA( -   TGRALV019I (1) NAME(SHK7.DSNDBD.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001) -  

 TGRALV019I (1) CYLINDERS (1 1) -   TGRALV019I (1) CONTROLINTERVALSIZE(4096) -   TGRALV019I (1) )  

 TGRALV019I (1) IGD01008I ALLOCATION SET TO SCDB2EAS M1418   TGRALV019I (1) IGD01010I ALLOCATION SET

 TO SGDB2EAS STORAGE GROUP   TGRALV019I (1) IDC0508I DATA ALLOCATION STATUS FOR VOLUME MMF017 IS 0  

 TGRALV019I (1) IDC0181I STORAGECLASS USED IS SCDB2EAS   TGRALV019I (1) IDC0181I MANAGEMENTCLASS USED

 IS MCDB2EAS   TGRALV019I (1) IDC0181I DATACLASS USED IS DEFAULT   TGRALV019I (1) IDC0001I FUNCTION

 COMPLETED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 0   TGRALV019I (1) IDC0002I IDCAMS PROCESSING COMPLETE. MAXIMUM

 CONDITION CODE WAS 0  TGRIBY007I All FlashCopy II allocation tasks have completed   TGRIBY008I (1) ARC:

 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:00.300443 Count: 1   TGRIBY012I FlashCopy II copy tasks: 1   TGRF2C001I (1) Copy

 task 1 has started   TGRIBY007I All FlashCopy II copy tasks have completed   TGRIBY008I (1) ARC: 0 TRC: 0

 Duration: 00:00:00.082399 Count: 1 

 PQC0302I SNAPSHOT: IBM ANTRQST - SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.V0001.A001 

 TGRCKP002I Checkpoint timestamp: X'D193C82B852A8387',   TGRCKP002I Date: 10/31/2016, Time: 17:06:19.09  

 TGRCKP001I Checkpoint buffer compressed, Original length: 2484,   TGRCKP001I Compressed length: 1696,

 Percent: 68   TGRF2K003I FC2 Copy Status at 17:06:19.17: 100% done 

 PQC0385I A SNAPSHOT CHECKPOINT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY TAKEN 

 PQC0690I THE SNAPSHOT CHECKPOINT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY SAVED IN THE RESTART DATASET

 + 

 +-STA DB(DTXXFPDT) SPACENAM(DTXXFPST) ACCESS(RW) 

 +DSN9022I !DT32 DSNTDDIS 'START DATABASE' NORMAL COMPLETION 

 PQC0337I SNAPSHOT READ ONLY ACCESS END: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.275963 

 PQC0680I SNAPSHOT INSTANT LOGICAL COPIES HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY TAKEN 

 PQC0674I SNAPSHOT INSTANT COPY PROCESS START: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.285815 

 PQC0675I SNAPSHOT INSTANT COPY PROCESS END : 2016-10-31-17.06.19.285906 

 PQC0815I SYSCOPY INFORMATION WILL BE RECORDED IN CA-SYSCOPY 

 PQC0790I SNAPSHOT INSTANT SYSCOPY PROCESS START: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.299089 

 PQC0688I SYSCOPY UPDATE COMPLETED FOR OBJECT: DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST 

 PQC0791I SNAPSHOT INSTANT SYSCOPY PROCESS END : 2016-10-31-17.06.19.382263 

 PUT0019I - Elapsed Time: 00:00:10 - 31 OCT 2016 17:06:19 
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 PQC0792I SNAPSHOT CLEANUP PROCESS START: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.390517 TGRFDE008I Deleting copy data sets:

 0, old backups: 1   TGRFDE008I Delete tasks: 1   TGRF2D001I (1) Delete task 1 has started   TGRF2D004I

 (1) Backup file SHK7.DSNDBC.DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST.X0001.A001 deleted   TGRFDE009I All delete tasks have

 completed   TGRFDE011I (1) ARC: 0 TRC: 0 Duration: 00:00:00.148172 Count: 1 

 PQC0793I SNAPSHOT CLEANUP PROCESS END : 2016-10-31-17.06.19.565787 

 PQC0794I SNAPSHOT INSTANT RESTART CLEANUP START: 2016-10-31-17.06.19.565850 

 PQC0029I RESTART ROW DELETED FOR DTXXFPDT.DTXXFPST 

 PQC0795I SNAPSHOT INSTANT RESTART CLEANUP END : 2016-10-31-17.06.19.597541 

 PUT0136I - Primary restart rows deleted

Database Copier Example Job
The following example uses Database Copier to make a FlashCopy image copy of an IMS Database Group. The
example is based on hlq.CIMTSAMP(TGRSAMP4). The user must replace all the lowercase strings with real values.
//USERA01Z JOB (000000000),'FLASH DBCOPY',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//*                                                                          

//TIGERIC   EXEC PGM=IDIDBO,REGION=6M                                 

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.CIMTLOAD

//DFSRESLB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ims.SDFSRESL

//IMS      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ims.DBDLIB                                    

//RECON1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ims.RECON1                                    

//RECON2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ims.RECON2                                    

//RECON3   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ims.RECON3

//TGRSUBSY DD SUBSYS=TGR1

//TGRDEBUG DD DUMMY

//DBORPTS  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//DBOMSGS  DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//DBOCTRL  DD *     

 FUNCTION(COPY) FLASH(Y) DBALLOC(Y) ICALLOC(Y) DBRC(Y) -              

 DBGRP(database_group) -                                                      

 TARGETMASK(**.%F*) -                                                 

 AOI(Y) -                                                             

 BMPPAUSE(Y) -                                                        

 DELETEFLASH(Y) -                                                     

 IMSID(ims_id) -                                                     

 ICPREF(image_copy_prefix) -                                                   

 ICSPACE(C,30,20) -                                                    

 ICUNIT(SYSDA)

Adding the FLASH parameter to the COPY function statement causes Database Copier to request advanced copy
services from Snapshot General Services. When called, Snapshot General Services verifies that the source database
data set resides on a volume that supports the FlashCopy operation. If so, a target (temporary) data set is allocated
using the SMS characteristics of the source data set. A FlashCopy relationship is then established between the two
data sets. At that point, the batch FlashCopy is “complete” and the source database data set can be put back into
service. Ongoing background activity completes the physical replication of data from source to target (temporary). The
storage subsystem ensures that original batch data from the source is replicated to the target before any change is
written to a source data set track. Database Copier then allocates and registers in the catalog for normal batch image
copy. Database Copier copies data from Flash (temporary target) copy into the normal batch image copy data set. This
data set is registered in DBRC afterwards.
By default, the services of the CATG master subsystem would be used. However, in this example, the utility program
JCL includes a TGRSUBSY DD statement that specifies the subsystem TGR1. This DD statement directs the utility
program requests to that secondary subsystem for processing. A TGRDEBUG DD statement is also included to
request diagnostic logging during the subsystem processing. The detailed diagnostic logging messages start with the
TGR acronym. These messages appear in the DBOMSGS SYSOUT data set, where they are interspersed with the
standard utility program messages that are logged.
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Managing Transactions
Database Management Solutions for IMS includes the following products to help you manage transactions:

Mainframe Configuration Manager

• Dynamically updates IMS database, application, transaction, and route codes without restarting your IMS system.
• Provides the functionality to manage your IMS system and provides a familiar infrastructure for input specification,

process verification, and implementation with appropriate auditing capabilities.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager

• Provides dynamic creation of IMS terminals, printers and LTERMS without time-consuming and error-prone manual
configuration with IMS Extended Terminal Option (ETO), without the writing of IMS user exits and without requiring an
IMS outage.

Mainframe Program Restart Manager

• Helps save time and lower risk, and prevents the delays and possible errors that can occur when restarting certain IMS
jobs.

• Enhances database performance and application management.

Command Control Manager

• Command Control Manager (CCM) makes it easy to enter and issue IMS commands and interpret their results and
helps reduce the downtime of databases.

Mainframe Configuration Manager
Mainframe Configuration Manager provides a means to update IMS application resources dynamically without requiring
an IMS sysgen (also called an IMSGEN) and a system outage. You can update resource definitions for IMS databases,
applications, transactions, and route codes.

The interactive ISPF interface lets you create a resource update list that defines the specific resources and resource
attributes to change, and then verify that the specified changes will not cause conflicts in the target IMS systems. At
a later time, you or another user can install the resource update list on the target IMS systems, either online or by a
batch job. When installing updates to multiple systems, Mainframe Configuration Manager keeps the selected systems
synchronized by installing the updates on all systems or on none.

Mainframe Configuration Manager provides tools to control which users have the authority to perform each function, even
in shared IMS environments.

Mainframe Configuration Manager also maintains a history log that tracks all resource changes that it initiates. The history
log can be used to back out individual updates, generate sysgen macros, and audit the system to view who changed
what.

You can also use Mainframe Configuration Manager to perform the following tasks:
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• View IMS resource names and their attributes.
• Issue IMS commands before or after the resource updates have completed (for example, to restart or display

resources that have been changed).
• Reload a specific ACBLIB member without using ACBLIB online change.
• Reload DEDB randomizer routines.
• Generate IMS sysgen macros for various purposes, including merging or cloning IMS systems.
• Convert sysgen macros to a resource update list.
• Perform a MODBLKS type fast sysgen.
• View and alter virtual storage.
• Compare two sets of IMS control regions.

Mainframe Configuration Manager Operational Considerations
Review the following operational considerations for Mainframe Configuration Manager:

Options Data Set

Mainframe Configuration Manager configuration options are stored in the CFMOPT options data set. Your administrator
created a data set for this purpose during product installation.

This data set contains the following members:

• One member for each IMSID
• One member for each IMS group
• One member for all authorization profiles
• One member for all user lists

MODBLKS Data Sets for APPC/MVS Systems

Each IMS system that uses APPC/MVS routing technique rather than dynamic resource definition (DRD) must have its
own MODBLKS, MODBLKSA, and MODBLKSB data sets. If IMS systems attempt to share these data sets, enqueue
conflicts occur.
You cannot specify the same data set in the MODBLKS, MODBLKSA, and MODBLKSB DD statements.

IMS Sysgen Source Synchronization for APPC/MVS Systems

We recommend that you maintain your sysgen source to match the running IMS control regions. 

If you are using APPC/MVS systems, Mainframe Configuration Manager applies resource changes to the MODBLKS
data sets, and hence to the IMS control regions, but it does not update the sysgen source. If your sysgen source does not
match your active system, performing a sysgen deletes the current resource definitions in the MODBLKS data sets and
replaces it with the definitions from the sysgen source. Keeping your sysgen source synchronized with your IMS control
regions lets you meet site requirements for regular sysgens while retaining current resource definitions.

In particular, we recommend that you create a current sysgen source after installing resource update lists and before
performing a sysgen. You can create a current sysgen source for APPC/MVS systems by using any of the following
methods:

• Use the Reverse Sysgen ISPF option to generate full replacement sysgen source from the active MODBLKS data set
or the active in-core control blocks.

• Use the Reverse Sysgen batch utility to generate full replacement sysgen source from the active MODBLKS data set
or the active in-core control blocks.

• Use the Reverse History Log option to create IMS sysgen macros from the history log entries.
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NOTE
You can use this option to create sysgen macros from the history log entries also in DRD-enabled systems.

The Reverse Sysgen options are the easiest to use because they generate full replacement sysgen source. However,
if you use these options you lose the comments in your sysgen source. To maintain sysgen comments, you can use the
Reverse History Log option to generate sysgen macros, then manually paste the macros into your sysgen source.

NOTE
After you synchronize your sysgen source, we recommend that you use the history log to document which
resource updates have been applied to your sysgen source.

NOTE

• Generating Sysgen Source
• Reverse Utility
• Using the History Log

Customizing Mainframe Configuration Manager
After you have installed Mainframe Configuration Manager, perform the following steps to customize the product:

1. (Only APPC/MVS) Add and activate the PSB.
a. Add the Mainframe Configuration Manager PSB to the IMS stage 1 deck for each IMS that Mainframe

Configuration Manager will manage. For a sample, see high-level.CIMTSAMP(CFMSYSGN).
b. Perform a MODBLKS gen and restart IMS, or use online change to activate the new PSB.

2. (Only APPC/MVS) Enable IMS online change for MODBLKS on all IMS systems. You can enable local online change
or global online change.

NOTE
Each IMS system must have a unique MODBLKSA and MODBLKSB data set. If they share these data sets,
enqueue issues occur when online changes are performed.

3. Allocate the following data sets:
CFMPDS

Stores all resource update lists. Allocate one CFMPDS per sysplex.
CFMOPT

Contains load modules that describe the environment of each IMS system. Allocate one CFMOPT per sysplex.
The CFMOPT data set must be present on the z/OS system where the IMS system runs and on any z/OS system
where a TSO user accesses that IMS system with Mainframe Configuration Manager. We recommend that you
have the z/OS systems on a shared DASD.

CFMLOG
Contains history logs. Allocate one CFMLOG data set for each IMS system.

NOTE
For a sample job to allocate the CFMPDS and CFMOPT data sets, see the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CFMALLOC)
member. For a sample job to allocate the CFMLOG data set, see the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CFMLOG) member.

4. (Only APPC/MVS) Configure APPC/MVS:
a. Verify that APPC/MVS is installed and active. Mainframe Configuration Manager uses this application to

communicate across systems.
b. Define one APPC symbolic definition for each LPAR where an IMS system executes. The CFMSIADD job in the

CIMTSAMP library is provided for this purpose.
c. Define the APPC TP profile on each LPAR where an IMS system executes. The CFMTPADD job in the CIMTSAMP

library is provided for this purpose.
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NOTE
The default TP profile name is CFM_CA_CONFIG_MGR. If you change the profile name after installation,
specify the new name in every IMS system's IMSID options in the APPC/MVS Config TPName field.

5. Customize the ISPF interface:
a. Update the CFMXISPF EXEC in the CIMTCLS0 library to reflect the names of the ISPF libraries and CFMPDS and

CFMOPT data sets.
b. Copy the CFMXISPF EXEC from the CIMTCLS0 library to a CLIST or EXEC library that is accessible to all users.
Optionally, set up the ISPF interface to invoke Mainframe Configuration Manager through the Database Management
Solutions for IMS main menu.

6. Define the required security profiles.
Security profiles let you control which users can perform specified Mainframe Configuration Manager functions. The
high-level.CIMTSAMP library contains the following sample jobs for defining security profiles:
– CFMACF2 (for ACF2)
– CFMTSS (for Top Secret)
– CFMRACF (for IBM RACF)
For profiles that end with imsid, you can enter specific IMSIDs or you can create generic profiles by specifying an
asterisk for the IMSID (to match all IMSIDs) or for part of the IMSID (such as DEV* or PRD*).
Information about the available profiles and their usage is provided in the sample jobs.

7. (Optional) Define an authorized user ID.
8. Review the following settings in the DFSPBxxx member of PROCLIB:

– IMS online system parameters AOIS must be A, C, or R if you use the IMS Common Service Layer (CSL) in a
sysplex environment with global online change enabled (you used IMS command INITIATE OLC instead of /
MODIFY PREPARE).

– CMDMCS must be any value other than N.
9. (Only APPC/MVS) Configure the APPC/MVS security settings:

– Specify SECACPT=ALREADYV or AVPV in the VTAMLST definition for the APPC base LU.
– Specify other settings, such as APPCLU class profiles, to conform to your security environment.

10. Define IMSIDs.

APPC/MVS Considerations
This section applies only to systems that use the APPC/MVS routing technique.

APPC/MVS is primarily used to implement client-server communications across mainframe systems. Mainframe
Configuration Manager requires APPC/MVS, even in a single-system environment, for the following reasons:

• To provide APF authorization within TSO sessions. Mainframe Configuration Manager requires this authorization
to perform various functions. APF authorization is difficult to set up through TSO; however, APPC/MVS is an APF-
authorized program, and therefore provides the necessary authorizations when using Mainframe Configuration
Manager TSO sessions.

• To communicate across z/OS images. This capability lets users update resource definitions in IMS systems on different
z/OS images.

• To let the Mainframe Configuration Manager ISPF interface issue authorized IMS commands and display the
responses.

NOTE
If APPC/IMS is installed, Mainframe Configuration Manager uses it.

APPC/MVS is part of the base MVS product, and is typically already installed before you install Mainframe Configuration
Manager. For Mainframe Configuration Manager to use APPC/MVS, you must set up side information entries and a TP
profile. You can perform these tasks by running the JCL jobs provided with Mainframe Configuration Manager.
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NOTE
For more information about installing APPC/MVS, see the IBM MVS Planning: APPC Management.

Contents:

Enable ALREADYV Security for APPC/MVS LUs

The APPC/MVS LUs used by Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager and Mainframe Configuration Manager must use
ALREADYV security. These LUs include the following:

• APPC/MVS base LU on the z/OS system where the IMS is located
• APPC/MVS base LU on the z/OS system where IMS is running
• APPC/IMS LU

To enable ALREADYV security for APPC/MVS LUs, do one of the following to override the SECACPT= value in the VTAM
APPL definition in VTAMLST:

• Specify SECACPT=ALREADYV or SECACPT=AVPV for the LUs.
• Define security profiles to override the SECACPT= value.

Rules for Defining Security Profile

Profiles must be defined in the APPCLU class to override session conversation security—
SESSION(CONVSEC(ALREADYV)). APPCLU profiles let you override the SECACPT= value for a conversation between
two specific LU names. The profile name, which includes both LU names involved in the session, has a format that is
determined as follows:

If the LU names specify NQN=NO, the following profile name format is used:

network-id.local-lu-name.remote-lu-name

If the LU names specify NQN=YES, the following profile name format is used:

network-id.local-lu-name.network-id.remote-lu-name

NOTE
You can optionally define both forms of the APPCLU profiles. If this is done when the profiles are initially
defined, a change in the NQN specification will not require changes in the defined security profiles.

To find the LU names and determine which profile name format to use, you can issue a D APPC,LU,ALL command and
review the output. To determine which LU names are needed in the profile names, find the base LU for APPC/MVS
and the IMS APPC LU. The base LU will show SCHED=ASCH and BASE=YES. The IMS APPC LU name will show
SCHED=imsid and BASE=YES.

NOTE
You can also obtain the network ID by issuing the D NET,ID=lu_name display command.

Obtaining the Network ID for a Security Profile Name

You can obtain the network ID to be used in a security profile name by issuing the following display command:

D NET,ID=lu_name

In the resulting output, the IST075I message shows the network name before the LU name.
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Conversational Security Settings for Profiles

When defining your security profiles, specify a value for SESSION CONVSEC of ALREADYV (or AVPV). If you use RACF,
use the following command format to define these profiles (for an NQN=NO environment):

RDEFINE ADCD.MVSLU01.MVSLU01 UACC(NONE) -SESSION(CONVSEC(ALREADYV))

RDEFINE ADCD.MVSLU01.IMS9PPC UACC(NONE) -SESSION(CONVSEC(ALREADYV))

RDEFINE ADCD.IMS9PPC.MVSLU01 UACC(NONE) -SESSION(CONVSEC(ALREADYV))

If you have VERIFY=REQUIRED on the VTAM APPL definitions in VTAMLST, you may also require session key
definitions in the RACF commands.

NOTE

For more information about session keys, see the IBM z/OS MVS Planning: APPC/MVS Management and z/OS
Security Server RACF Command Language Reference.

Defining Multiple Profiles for Multiple LPARs

If you have multiple LPARs, each LPAR must have a different APPC/MVS base LU name. For example, if you have two
LPARs and you want to use Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager (or Mainframe Configuration Manager) from LPAR 1
to access an IMS subsystem that runs on LPAR 2, you need to create multiple profiles.

Example: Define Multiple Profiles to Access IMS Systems from LPARs

LPAR SYS1 has APPC/MVS base LU name MVSLU01, and LPAR SYS2 has APPC/MVS base LU name MVSLU02. In
response, you create the following profiles (for a NQN=NO environment):

ADCD.MVSLU01.MVSLU02

ADCD.MVSLU02.MVSLU01

ADCD.MVSLU01.MVSLU01

ADCD.MVSLU02.MVSLU02

The preceding profiles let you access IMS systems on SYS1 from SYS1 or SYS2 and access IMS systems on SYS2 from
SYS2 or SYS1.

Authorized User ID

Installing a Mainframe Configuration Manager resource update list involves updating APF-authorized libraries such as
MODBLKS and issuing IMS commands. Instead of configuring each user ID with the required authorizations, you can
create a single authorized user ID that lets all users create and install resource update lists regardless of their individual
user ID settings.

NOTE
If all Mainframe Configuration Manager users already have the required authorities to install a resource update
list, you can skip the creation of the authorized user ID and specify an asterisk (*) for the authorized user ID in
the IMSID setup options. When an asterisk is specified, Mainframe Configuration Manager uses the requesting
user ID instead of the authorized user ID to perform a resource update list install.

The new user ID must have the following authorities:

• Authority to issue all IMS commands
• Authority to update the MODBLKS and MATRIX data sets
• Authority to read MODSTAT, OLCSTAT, and all libraries in the IMS STEPLIB

The following considerations apply to the authorized user ID:
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• It is used only in the APPC/MVS initiator address space.
• We suggest using CFMAPPC for the ID name because this name matches the job name used in the APPC/MVS

initiator.
• The user ID must be present on the z/OS system where the IMSID is currently running.
• After you create the user ID, you must enter it in the Authorized Userid field when you use Mainframe Configuration

Manager to create an IMSID list and set the options for each IMS system.

Sample Output from D APPC,LU,ALL Command

You can use the D APPC,LU,ALL display command to find the LU names and determine which format to use for a security
profile name. The following content is sample output from the command:

 D APPC,LU,ALL

ATB121I  12.05.30  APPC DISPLAY 796

  ACTIVE LU'S    OUTBOUND LU'S    PENDING LU'S    TERMINATING LU'S

     00006           00000           00006             00000

  SIDEINFO=SYS1.APPCSI

LLUN=IMS9PPC           SCHED=IMS9          BASE=YES         NQN=NO

   STATUS=ACTIVE       PARTNERS=00001      TPLEVEL=SYSTEM   SYNCPT=NO

   GRNAME=*NONE*       RMNAME=*NONE*

   TPDATA=SYS1.APPCTP

 PLUN=ADCD.MVSLU01

LLUN=MVSLU01           SCHED=ASCH          BASE=YES         NQN=NO

   STATUS=ACTIVE       PARTNERS=00004      TPLEVEL=SYSTEM   SYNCPT=NO

   GRNAME=*NONE*       RMNAME=*NONE*

   TPDATA=SYS1.APPCTP

 PLUN=ADCD.IMSHPPC

 PLUN=ADCD.IMS0PPC

 PLUN=ADCD.IMS9PPC

 PLUN=ADCD.MVSLU01

The display output shows all LU names defined to APPC on the LPAR.

Sample Output from the D NET,ID=lu_name Command

You can use the D NET,ID=lu_name display command to obtain the network ID to be used in the profile name. The
following content is sample output from the command:

D NET,ID=MVSLU01

IST097I DISPLAY ACCEPTED

IST075I NAME = ADCD.MVSLU01, TYPE = APPL 803

The preceding sample shows LU name MVSLU01 and network ID ADCD. For the preceding examples, you could define
the NQN=NO profiles as follows:

ADCD.MVSLU01.MVSLU01

ADCD.MVSLU01.IMS9PPC

ADCD.IMS9PPC.MVSLU01

You could also define the NQN=YES profiles as follows:
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ADCD.MVSLU01.ADCD.MVSLU01

ADCD.MVSLU01.ADCD.IMS9PPC

ADCD.IMS9PPC.ADCD.MVSLU01

The preceding profiles show the profiles required for a single z/OS LPAR and single IMS environment. If you have multiple
IMS subsystems, you will need multiple profiles. For each IMS subsystem, you need only one set of profiles for the APPC/
IMS LU name and the APPC/MVS base LU name on the LPAR where IMS runs.

Authorized User ID
Installing a Mainframe Configuration Manager resource update list involves updating APF-authorized libraries such as
MODBLKS and issuing IMS commands. Instead of configuring each user ID with the required authorizations, you can
create a single authorized user ID that lets all users create and install resource update lists regardless of their individual
user ID settings.

NOTE
 If all Mainframe Configuration Manager users already have the required authorities to install a resource update
list, you can skip the creation of the authorized user ID and specify an asterisk (*) for the authorized user ID in
the IMSID setup options. When an asterisk is specified, Mainframe Configuration Manager uses the requesting
user ID instead of the authorized user ID to perform a resource update list install.

The new user ID must have the following authorities:

• Authority to issue all IMS commands
• Authority to update the MODBLKS and MATRIX data sets
• Authority to read MODSTAT, OLCSTAT, and all libraries in the IMS STEPLIB

The following considerations apply to the authorized user ID:

• It is used only in the APPC/MVS initiator address space.
• We suggest using CFMAPPC for the ID name because this name matches the job name used in the APPC/MVS

initiator.
• The user ID must be present on the z/OS system where the IMSID is currently running.
• After you create the user ID, you must enter it in the Authorized Userid field when you use Mainframe Configuration

Manager to create an IMSID list and set the options for each IMS system.

Using Mainframe Configuration Manager
Most Mainframe Configuration Manager functions are accessed through the ISPF interface.

To access the ISPF interface, start the Mainframe Configuration Manager ISPF application based on instructions provided
by the installer. Then select the required option from the main menu.

Online Help Panels

You can access online help text for any ISPF panel by pressing PF1 while on the panel.

In some panels, if you press PF1 while the cursor is in the command line, general help appears. If you press PF1 while
the cursor is in a field, help for that field appears.

Defining IMSIDs
Before you can start updating IMS resources, create a list of the IMS systems to maintain using Mainframe Configuration
Manager. The IMSID list identifies the IMS systems that are present, defines the configuration options for each IMS
system, and specifies how Mainframe Configuration Manager communicates with those systems. After you create the
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list, you can update each system individually or can assign the systems to groups and update all systems in a group
concurrently.

Each IMSID that you add to the IMS list is stored in a separate member of the CFMOPT options data set.

Contents:

Define IMSID using ISPF Panels

Define and administer IMSIDs using the ISPF interface or using the IMSID Setup Utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the following requirements:
– Verify that the IMS system to define is started and available.
– For the IMS systems that use the APPC/MVS environment, verify that APPC/MVS is enabled.

2. From the Mainframe Configuration Manager main menu, select option 0 (Setup), press Enter, then
select option 1 (IMSID) and press Enter again.

3. Type S  new_imsid and press Enter.
To edit an existing IMSID, type S next to the IMSID and press Enter. 

4. Complete the fields in the panel and press Enter.
5. For the IMS systems that use the APPC/MVS environment, specify the data set names in the second panel and press

Enter.
Enter the data set names as fully qualified names with no quotation marks.
The ISPF interface automatically captures the data sets allocated to an IMS system, such as the RESLIB, MODSTAT,
OLCSTAT, and MODBLKS data sets.

6. (Optional) Enter the IMS sysgen source information and press Enter. These fields are needed only when you use ISPF
options 5 (Validate) and 6 (Fastgen).
The organization of the sysgen source determines how to enter this information in the panel:
– If the sysgen source does not contain assembler COPY statements, enter one sysgen data set and member name

(if it is a member of a PDS) on each line.
– If the sysgen source contains COPY statements, enter the primary member name (which uses the COPY

statements to call all other required members) in the Member field, and enter one PDS data set name (with no
member names) on each line.

Enter fully qualified data set names with no quotation marks.

The IMSID is stored in the CFMOPT options data set.

Assign IMSID to Groups

An IMS system can belong to more than one group. After you create a group, you can verify and install resource update
lists to every IMS system in the group concurrently. Each group that you define is stored in a separate member of the
CFMOPT options data set.

Mainframe Configuration Manager IMS groups are independent of IMSplex configurations and global online change
configurations. Mainframe Configuration Manager does, however, support any configuration of an IMSplex with local
online change, global online change, or a combination of both. If a Mainframe Configuration Manager group contains
some, but not all, of the members of a global online change environment, Mainframe Configuration Manager updates only
those IMS systems that are assigned to its group. Similarly, you can install an update list to one member of an IMSplex,
all members of an IMSplex, or some members of multiple IMSplexes. IMS systems can be on the same or different z/OS
systems.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the Mainframe Configuration Manager main menu, select option 0 (Setup), press Enter, then
select option 2 (Groups) and press Enter again.

2. Type S new_group_name and press Enter. The group name can be up to eight characters but cannot start with CFM.
To update an existing group, type S next to the group name and press Enter. 
To delete groups, type D next to all groups to delete, press Enter, and follow the instructions in the panels.

3. Select the IMSIDs to include in the group or deselect the IMSIDs to remove from the group and press PF3 (End).
4. The selected IMSIDs are saved as a group. The Setup Groups panel reappears, displaying the name of the group.

Delete IMSID

You can delete an IMSID for an IMS system that will not be updated using Mainframe Configuration Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Remove it from all IMS groups. Deleting an IMSID that is still assigned to a group renders that group unusable.
2. From the Mainframe Configuration Manager main menu, select option 0 (Setup), press Enter, then

select option 1 (IMSID) and press Enter again.
3. Type D (Delete an IMSID) next to each IMSID to delete. Press Enter.

The IMSID Delete panel appears, displaying the first IMSID you selected.
4. Press Enter.

If you selected multiple IMSIDs, the IMSID Delete panel reappears and displays the next IMSID. Press Enter for each
IMSID.
If you selected one IMSID, the Setup IMS Systems panel reappears. The deleted IMSIDs no longer appear in the list.

IMSID Setup Utility

The IMSID Setup batch utility lets you view and update the IMSID list. The IMSID Setup batch utility accesses the
CFMOPT options data set to display and update the values assigned to an IMS system in the list. The IMSID Setup utility
can be used when IMS is not started or when APPC/MVS is not configured; however, you must specify all required data
set names for the IMS system.

To define an IMSID, specify the IMSID name and option values in the IMSID Setup utility JCL and submit the job. Specify
all options values in the IMSID options, not only the values you want to update. The utility replaces all IMSID option values
in the options data set with the values specified in the job control statements.

 Contents 

  

EXEC Statement

The IMSID Setup batch utility requires the following EXEC statement:

//BIMS    EXEC PGM=CFMBIMS,PARM='&FUNCTION,IMSID=&IMSID'

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

FUNCTION
Specifies the function to perform. The following values are valid:
LIST

Displays the current option values for the specified IMS system.
UPDATE

Creates or updates the option values for the specified IMS system.
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IMSID
Specifies the IMS system to display or update.
Limits: Must be 4 characters

DD Statements

The IMSID Setup batch utility uses the following JCL DD statements:

STEPLIB
Specifies the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD).

CFMOPT
Specifies the Mainframe Configuration Manager options data set (CFMOPT).
This data set must be a PDS with RECFM=U and a minimum block size of 4,096. When you use the LIST function
to show currently defined options, this data set must contain a member named CFM@ followed by the IMSID.
(That is, the IMS system must already be defined in the IMSID list.) When you use the UPDATE function, the
utility creates or replaces the CFM@imsid member.

CFMPRINT
Specifies an output data set for the report generated by the Mainframe Configuration Manager utility.
Note: The data set must be defined with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133.

SYSABEND
(Optional)
Specifies an output data set to contain a diagnostic dump if an abend occurs.

SYSIN
Specifies the input control statements.
This DD statement is used only for the UPDATE function. You can point SYSIN to a data set that contains the
control statements, or you can use SYSIN DD* and insert the statements here. When you use the UPDATE
function, the utility uses the SYSIN specifications to perform the update. When you use the LIST function, SYSIN
is not used and can be omitted.

Control Statements

The control statements for the IMSID Setup batch utility specify the new or updated values to apply to an IMS system.

All statements are coded in the following syntax:

keyword = value

Blanks are permitted between the keyword, the equal sign, and the value but are not required. We suggest that you start
the keywords in the first position of the statement to aid readability. An asterisk (*) in the first position of a statement
designates it as a comment.

Control statements are valid only for the UPDATE function. The LIST function ignores control statement values in the JCL
and displays the actual values from the IMSID member.

WARNING
 Use care when specifying control statements. Mainframe Configuration Manager does not perform any
validation for the specified values other than syntax checking. An incorrect MODSTAT data set name, for
example, can cause Mainframe Configuration Manager to update the wrong MODBLKS data set, which can
cause the IMS to abend during the next restart.

The IMSID Setup batch utility supports the following control statements:

AUTH_USERID
Specifies the authorized user ID that is used to install Mainframe Configuration Manager resource update lists.
Limits: 8 characters or less
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NOTE
This ID was created during Mainframe Configuration Manager configuration.

CFMLOG
Specifies the Mainframe Configuration Manager log data set used by this IMS system.

DRD
Specifies whether Mainframe Configuration Manager uses dynamic resource definition (DRD) process when
installing and updating resources on this IMS system. Valid values are:
Enabled

DRD routing technique is used to maintain resources.
Only the following control statements are required for DRD process: PLEX_NAME, CFMLOG, and
RESLIB.

Disabled
APPC/MVS routing technique is used to maintain resources.

GEN_MEMBER
(Optional) Specifies the member name of the base IMS sysgen source (which may contain assembler COPY
statements). If you specify a GEN_MEMBER value, the data set names in the GEN_SOURCE variable must be
PDS data sets without member names. If you do not specify a GEN_MEMBER value, then the GEN_SOURCE
data sets must be sequential data sets or PDS data sets with member names specified.

GEN_SOURCE
Specifies the data sets where the IMS sysgen source is located. All data sets specified must have the same data
set organization: sequential (or PDS with a member name) or PDS without a member name. When you specify
PDS data sets without member names, you must specify a value for GEN_MEMBER because it contains the base
sysgen source member (which may contain assembler COPY statements).
When you specify multiple GEN_SOURCE data sets, specify each data set completely on one line and insert a
comma between data set names.
Limits: 30 data set names

MODBLKS
Specifies the staging MODBLKS data set used by this IMS system.

MODBLKSA
Specifies the MODBLKSA data set used by this IMS system.

MODBLKSB
Specifies the MODBLKSB data set used by this IMS system.

MODSTAT
(Optional) Specifies the IMS MODSTAT data set.
If the target IMS system uses global online change (and therefore uses OLCSTAT instead of MODSTAT), omit
the MODSTAT DD statement and optionally include the OLCSTAT DD statement. When you include MODSTAT
or OLCSTAT in your JCL, the utility uses the active MODBLKS data set (A or B). When you omit these DD
statements, the utility uses the staging MODBLKS data set.

OLC
Specifies the IMS online change setting. This value must be specified as either LOCAL or GLOBAL.
Default: LOCAL

OLCSTAT
(Optional) Specifies the IMS OLCSTAT data set.
If the target IMS system uses local online change (and therefore uses MODSTAT instead of OLCSTAT), omit the
OLCSTAT DD and optionally include the MODSTAT DD statement. When you include MODSTAT or OLCSTAT in
your JCL, the utility uses the active MODBLKS data set (A or B). When you omit these DD statements, the utility
uses the staging MODBLKS data set.
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PLEX_NAME
Specifies the IMSplex where the IMSID is included. The PLEX_NAME is required for using dynamic resource
definition (DRD).
Limits: 5 characters

PSB_NAME
Specifies the PSB that has been included in the IMS sysgen for use by Mainframe Configuration Manager.
Limits: 8 characters or less

NOTE
This name was specified by the administrator during installation.

RESLIB
Specifies the RESLIB data set used by this IMS system. The RESLIB must contain modules DFSISDCx and
DFSVNUCx (where x is the IMS nucleus suffix).

SUFFIX
Specifies the IMS nucleus suffix. This suffix is the same as the value specified in the IMS control region PROC or
in the DFSPBxxx member of the IMS PROCLIB data set.
Limits: 1 character

SYMDEST
Specifies the APPC symbolic destination that is associated with the MVS system where this IMS system runs.
Limits: 8 characters or less

NOTE
This name was specified in the CFMSIADD job during Mainframe Configuration Manager configuration.

TP_NAME
Specifies the APPC TP name for the Mainframe Configuration Manager APPC transaction program.
Limits: 64 characters or less

NOTE
This name was specified in the CFMTPADD job during Mainframe Configuration Manager configuration.

USER_MODBLKS
(Optional) Specifies a backup data set for the current MODBLKS data set members.

Sample JCL

The IMSID Setup utility JCL is available in the high-level.CIMTSAMP(CFMBIMS) member. You can use the sample
JCL for both the LIST and UPDATE functions. The JCL contains control statements to update option values but the utility
does not read those statements when executing the LIST function.

This utility is not available through the U (Utilities) option on the main menu.

Return Codes

The IMSID Setup batch utility indicates success or failure by the condition code presented at the end of the job step.

The following condition codes are possible:

0
Indicates that the utility completed successfully.

8
Indicates that an error occurred while the utility was running. Review the job output (in the CFMPRINT or JES job
log) to determine the cause of the error.
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12
Indicates that the utility encountered a critical error that forced immediate program termination. Analyze the output
reports and correct any error conditions.

Setting Up and Maintaining User Authorities

Mainframe Configuration Manager lets you control the resource definitions that users can update when working with
resource update lists. For example, if your site does not allow conversational transactions, you can prohibit users from
entering a value in the SPA size field and make the default SPA size blank. Also, if your site requires that all transactions
be defined as MODE=SNGL, you can change the default from MODE=MULT to MODE=SNGL and prohibit specific users
from changing the default value. You can also provide default values but permit users to override them.

You define these permissions by creating authorization profiles. A profile specifies the default values for each attribute
and whether users can change those defaults. You can create several different profiles, with each one having different
settings. After you create the profiles, you assign each user to a profile.

Authorization profiles are optional. If no profiles exist, all users have access to all attributes.

Contents

Using Generic User IDs

You can specify generic user ID (for example, ########) to assign all users to a profile. However, the order of user
entries in the user list is significant. Mainframe Configuration Manager searches the list in order and uses the first entry
that matches the TSO user ID.

• If ######## is the first entry in the list, every TSO user will match this entry, and will use its assigned authorization
profile.

• If ######## is the last entry in the list, its assigned profile will be used only for user IDs that do not match any of the
preceding list entries.

Create or Edit an Authorization Profile

WARNING

Be careful when editing existing authorization profiles. Your edits can result in inadvertent changes to resource
definitions. When you edit an existing authorization profile, the new settings are applied to any future resource
update lists created by the profile's assigned users. For example, if you edit a profile to change SPA SIZE 16
to SPA SIZE blank, and then a user assigned to that profile creates and installs a new resource update list,
Mainframe Configuration Manager forces the new SPA SIZE setting even if the user only intended to change
another setting (for example, change MODE from MULT to SNGL).

Mainframe Configuration Manager does not apply the settings in an authorization profile until you assign users to it and
those users create resource update lists.

The authorization profiles are stored in a member of the CFMOPT options data set.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 0 (Setup), press Enter, then select option 3 (Profiles) and press Enter again.
2. The List of Authorization Profiles panel appears.
3. Do one of the following:

– Type S  new_profile_name (for example, S NEWNAME) on the CMD line. The name can be up to eight characters.
– Type S (Edit a Profile) next to an existing profile name.
Press Enter.
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The Profile Authorizations panel appears, showing the default settings for the selected profile. This panel shows all
resource attributes for database, program, transaction, and route code definitions.

4. Define the profile settings:
– (Optional) Enter a meaningful description in the Profile Description field. This description appears in the profile list

to identify the purpose of the profile.
– Scroll through the panel, changing default values where needed and entering Y or N in the Allow Updates field to

specify whether users assigned to this profile can change the default value when working with resource update
lists.

Press Enter.
Mainframe Configuration Manager verifies that all values in the Default Value field are valid. If all values are valid, you
will see no change. If you entered any invalid values, "Invalid Value" appears at the top of the panel and the cursor
moves to the first invalid value so that you can correct it.

NOTE
If you exit the panel without correcting an invalid value, Mainframe Configuration Manager replaces the
invalid value with question marks. If a user tries to install an update list with an invalid value the installation
will fail.

Press PF3 (End).
Mainframe Configuration Manager saves your settings and displays the List of Authorization Profiles panel again. The
profile name appears in the list. You can now assign users to the profile.

Assign Users to an Authorization Profile

After you create authorization profiles, you can create a list of users and assign each one to an appropriate profile. A
user can be assigned to only one authorization profile. The assigned profile controls the default values that are applied
to resource attributes when the user creates or edits a resource update list, and also controls which defaults the user can
change.

The user IDs are stored in a member of the options data set specified on the Mainframe Configuration Manager Setup
panel.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 0 (Setup), press Enter, then select option 4 (Users) and press Enter again.
2. The Setup User Profiles panel appears, showing any user IDs that have been created and their assigned authorization

profiles.
3. Do one of the following:

– Type S  new_user_name (for example, S USER01) on the CMD line. The name can be up to eight characters.
You can enter generic user IDs in your list by using the pound sign (#) as a wildcard character. The pound sign
matches one character of a TSO user ID. When you enter user IDs with wildcards, their placement in the list affects
how Mainframe Configuration Manager assigns users to authorization profiles.
Example: Enter ADM##### to match all user names starting with ADM.

– Type S (Edit a user) next to an existing user name.
– Type I (Insert new user) next to an existing user name.
Press Enter.
The User Profile panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
– Enter a new user name in the Userid field (if you specified I in the preceding panel).
– Enter the name of an existing profile in the Profile field.
Press Enter.
Mainframe Configuration Manager verifies that the specified profile name exists. If the name does not exist, "Invalid
Profile" appears at the top of the panel. You must enter a valid profile name to exit the panel. If the name exists, the
Setup User Profiles panel reappears with the user name displayed in the list.
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If you specified I to insert a new user, the new user appears below the selected user name. Press F7 and F8 to scroll
through the list

5. Review the position of the user in the list and rearrange if needed:
Type M (Move a user) next to a user ID, and then type B (Before) or A (After) next to another user ID. Press Enter.
The first user ID is moved immediately before or after the second user ID.
Repeat this step as needed to rearrange other users in the list.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The rearranged list is saved and the Setup panel reappears.

Delete an Authorization Profile

You can delete authorization profiles that are not in use.

If you try to delete a profile that still has assigned users, Mainframe Configuration Manager displays a "Profile in Use"
message. Before you delete a profile, you can verify whether it has any assigned users by viewing the user list.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that no users are assigned to the profile:
a. From the main menu, select option 0 (Setup), press Enter, then select option 3  (Users) and press Enter again.

The Setup User Profiles panel appears, showing any user IDs that have been created and their assigned
authorization profiles.

b. Type D (Delete user) next to each user ID to delete. Press Enter.
c. The User Delete panel appears, displaying the first user ID you selected and press Enter.

If you selected multiple user IDs, the User Delete panel reappears and displays the next user ID. You must press
Enter for each user ID.

d. If you selected one user ID, the Setup User Profiles panel reappears. The deleted user IDs no longer appear in the
list.

2. From the Setup menu, select option 3 (Profiles) and press Enter.
The List of Authorization Profiles panel appears.

3. Type D (Delete a Profile) next to each profile to delete. Press Enter.
The Authorization Profile Delete panel appears, displaying the first profile name you selected.

4. Press Enter.
If you selected multiple profiles, the Authorization Profile Delete panel reappears and displays the next profile name.
You must press Enter for each profile name.
If you selected one profile, the List of Authorization Profiles panel reappears. The deleted profiles no longer appear in
the list.

Maintaining IMS Resource Definitions
The current information about IMS resources is useful for example before creating a resource update list or after installing
a resource update list to an IMS system. You can use Mainframe Configuration Manager to view the current IMS resource
definitions at any time. Resource definitions for database, program, transaction, or route code are displayed in a table.
You can view resource information from in-core control blocks of the IMS system or from its active MODBLKS data set.
You can also view all attributes associated with each definition. 

NOTE
When you view in-core control blocks, you also see any changes introduced by /ASSIGN (or /MSASSIGN or /
START DB ACCESS commands); therefore, these definitions may differ from the ones in the active MODBLKS
data set.

Mainframe Configuration Manager also lets you display a DEDB randomizer list that shows the names of all active DEDB
randomizers and the names of all DEDB databases using the randomizer. This option can be helpful for determining which
databases use a randomizer routine before you upload a new version of the routine.
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Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 1 (View) and press Enter.
The View Menu appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
IMSID

Specifies which IMS system definitions to view.
Option

Specifies the source of information to view.
INCORE

Displays the values currently in use by the IMS control region.
MODBLKS

Displays the values in the active MODBLKS data set. This option is not valid for DRD environments.
Resource

Specifies the resource type to view.
The Randomizer resource type is not valid for DRD environments.

Press Enter.
Mainframe Configuration Manager loads the IMS definitions from the specified IMSID and displays the Loading IMS
Definitions panel.

3. Press Enter.
A table appears, showing all resources of the selected type and the IMS sysgen attributes for that resource definition.
You can scroll left and right to view all attributes by using the PF10 and PF11 keys.

4. (Optional) Type SORT  column_name and press Enter.
The list sorts by the specified column name.

5. Type S (View a Resource Definition) next to a resource and press Enter.
A definition panel appears for the selected resource. The IMS sysgen macro appears near the top of the panel. The
attribute specifications appear at the bottom of the panel.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The table of resources reappears.

7. Type one of the following next to a resource. The resource type dictates your choice.
– Type T next to a program to view its associated transactions.
– Type P next to a transaction to view its associated program.
– Type P next to a routing code to view the associated PSB definition.
Press Enter.
The associated resources appear.

8. Press PF3 (End).
The table of resources reappears.

Updating Resources Using an Update List

A resource update list defines a set of resource updates that you want to install dynamically on an IMS system (for
example, adding, deleting, or updating databases, programs, transactions, or route codes). You can also add IMS
commands to an update list so that they execute when you install the update list to an IMS system. Each entry in the list
defines an action to take when the resource update list is installed.

A resource update list lets you specify the following types of updates:
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• Add, delete, or update an IMS resource (database, program, transaction, or route code) definition.
• Reload an ACBLIB member.
• Reload a DEDB randomizer routine.
• Rename an existing application resource, while maintaining its attributes and relationships (such as its associated

transactions).

You can also specify IMS commands in a resource update list so that they execute when you install the update list.

Mainframe Configuration Manager lets you create an update list, verify that the updates are compatible with the
configuration of the target IMS system, and install the updates to the system. lets you also edit, rename, and delete
resource update lists.

To update resources by using an update list, do the following:

You can create multiple lists and can install them individually to perform incremental changes. You can also install them
together in one large update, and install them to more than one IMS system concurrently. After you install the updates,
you can undo specific resource updates if needed.

The same process takes place whether you use the ISPF panels or the Install batch utility.

You can perform the entire resource update process without interfering with work in progress or requiring a system
outage.

Understand How the Resource Update List Installation Works

Resource Updates with APPC/MVS

For IMS systems that use APPC/MVS, resource updates are performed concurrently, regardless of the order they are
specified in the resource update list. Therefore you can specify only one entry for a resource in a resource update list.
For example, you cannot insert one entry to add transaction XYZ and another entry to update the XYZ transaction in one
resource update list.

This process is not the same as a Mainframe Configuration Manager fastgen. When installing a resource update
list, Mainframe Configuration Manager applies the update list to the MODBLKS data sets and the active IMS system.
When performing a fast sysgen, Mainframe Configuration Manager applies the sysgen source to the MODBLKS data sets.

Mainframe Configuration Manager installs a resource update list by doing the following:

1. Verifies that all entries in the resource update list are compatible with the target IMS system. As part of the verification
process, Mainframe Configuration Manager verifies attributes and SYSIDs, checks for duplicate LTERM names, and
so on.
This verification process is the same one that Mainframe Configuration Manager uses when you select option 3
(Verify) from the main menu.

2. Issues any IMS commands with sequence BEFORE.
3. Retrieves the existing definitions from the active MODBLKS data set, updates them using the entries in the resource

update list, and writes them to the inactive MODBLKS data set.
The active MODBLKS data set is not updated; the updates are applied only to the inactive data set.

4. Dynamically updates the IMS resource definitions in memory (that is, the definitions in the control blocks that are
currently in use).

5. Coordinates an IMS online change to synchronize the updated MODBLKS data set with the already updated IMS
control regions and add or delete any IMS resource definitions.

6. Processes any ACBLIB reload requests in the update list.
7. Processes any DEDB randomizer reload requests in the resource update list.
8. Issues any IMS commands with sequence AFTER.
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Resource Updates with DRD

For IMS systems with dynamic resource definition (DRD) enabled, resource updates are performed in the order they are
specified in the resource update list. This processing lets you specify more than one entry for the same resource in a
resource update list.

In a DRD-enabled environment, Mainframe Configuration Manager installs a resource update list by doing the following:

1. Exports all current definitions to active RDDS data set.
2. Issues all IMS commands with sequence BEFORE. Both type-1 and type-2 commands are supported.
3. Processes all entries from the update lists.
4. Issues all IMS commands with sequence AFTER.
5. Exports all updated resources to next RDDS data set. This data set is used for next IMS restart.

If the install fails, Mainframe Configuration Manager imports the definitions exported in the first step and notifies you of
which resources have failed. The import rollbacks all changes for update or delete actions.

All BEFORE and AFTER commands are executed always, regardless of failures. Mainframe Configuration
Manager provides the IMS response for the executed command.

Define a Data Set for Resource Update List

All resource update lists are stored as separate members of the CFMPDS data set. You cannot create update lists until a
data set has been defined for them. Your administrator created a data set for this purpose during system installation, but
you can also allocate your own. If you use your own data set, allocate it with RECFM=VB,LRECL=256,DSORG=PO.

To define a data set for resource update list, open the main menu and specify a fully qualified data set name without
quotation marks in the CFMPDS Data Set Name field. Then press Enter.

The data set is defined. This data set stores all resource update lists that you create or revise.

Create a Resource Update List

Before Mainframe Configuration Manager can update the resources in an IMS system, create an update list that specifies
the updates to perform. Each resource update list can contain up to 32,000 entries. Each entry defines an action to take
when you install the resource update list on an IMS system.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 2 (Edit) and press Enter.
The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing lists.

2. Enter S  new_member_name on the command line. The name can be up to eight characters. Press Enter.
The Add Resource Update List panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Target

Specifies the IMSID of the IMS system (or IMS group) to update.
Comment

Describes the purpose of the update list. The description can be as long as the field and can contain special
characters such as parentheses and ampersands (&).

Press Enter.
The Update List panel appears.

4. Populate your resource update list using the following commands:
– Do one of the following to insert a new entry:
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• Type Ins (Insert an Entry) on the command line if the update list has no entries.
• Type I (Insert an Entry) next to an existing entry.

– Type COPY  list_name on the command line to copy the entries from another resource update list into the current
list.

– Type S (Edit an Entry) next to an entry to edit.
– Type R (Replicate an Entry) next to an entry to replicate. Remember that you can specify only one entry for a

resource if the IMS system uses APPC/MVS.
– Type D (Delete an Entry) next to an entry to delete.
Press Enter.
Your selections in this panel determine which panel appears next.

5. Complete the fields on the panel and press PF3 (End).
Depending on the command you selected in step 5, you may have a series of panels to complete. Repeat step 6,
following the on-screen instructions and referencing the online help as needed, until the Update List panel reappears.
The Update List panel reappears, showing the entries in your resource update list. You can press PF7 (Up) and PF8
(Down) to scroll through the list.

Verify a Resource Update List

After you create or edit a list of resource updates, you can verify that there are no resource conflicts with the target IMS
systems, and that the updates will install properly.

When you create or edit an update list, Mainframe Configuration Manager lets you enter values that are valid in a general
IMS system. However, valid values differ between IMS systems. For example, a transaction class of 90 may be valid, but
if an IMS system has a MAXCLAS value lower than 90 specified on the IMSCTRL macro, that class is not valid for that
IMS system. The verify function checks your update list against a specific IMS system to verify that there are no conflicts.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 3 (Verify) and press Enter.
The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing lists.

2. Enter S next to each update list to verify. Press Enter.
The Update List Entries panel appears.

3. Enter the target IMS (or IMS group name) in the IMSID field, verify that the correct update lists are displayed,
type GO on the command line, and press Enter.
Mainframe Configuration Manager verifies the selected lists against the specified IMS systems. When verification is
complete, the Verify Update List Results panel appears and indicates that the verification was successful.
If verification fails, error messages appear at the terminal.

You can also use the Verify batch utility to verify a resource update list.

Install a Resource Update List

 

WARNING

The installation process does not update the sysgen source. If you run a sysgen (or a Mainframe Configuration
Manager fastgen) on an IMS system after installing a resource update list, your changes will be lost. After you
install an update list, we recommend that you synchronize your sysgen source to match the newly updated IMS
system. Use the history log to indicate resource updates that have been applied to the sysgen.

In a DRD environment, install the resource update list from the same LPAR where the target IMS system is.
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After you verify a resource update list, you can install it. You can install a single update list or a group of lists. You
can install the updates to a single IMS system or to a group of IMS systems concurrently. When installing to a group,
Mainframe Configuration Manager coordinates the updates by completing the internal check on all IMS systems before
initiating any changes. If Mainframe Configuration Manager cannot install the update list on all IMS systems in a group,
it does not install the list on any of them. This feature is useful in IMSPlex environments because it keeps resource
definitions in sync across IMS systems.

Mainframe Configuration Manager IMS groups are independent of IMSPlex configurations. You can implement a change
on one member of an IMSPlex, all members of an IMSPlex, or some members of multiple IMSPlexes. IMS systems can
be on the same or different z/OS systems. As part of the installation process, Mainframe Configuration Manager updates
control blocks and MODBLKS data sets (for APPC/MVS) of the running IMS system to reflect the updates that were
installed. Because these data sets are updated, the updates will still be in place after IMS restarts and cold starts.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 4 (Install) and press Enter.
The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing lists.

2. Enter S next to each list to install. Press Enter.
The Update List Entries panel appears.
The order in which the lists are shown or selected does not matter because Mainframe Configuration Manager reads
and verifies all lists, and then installs them in the necessary order.

3. Enter the target IMS (or IMS group name) in the IMSID field, verify that the correct update lists are displayed,
type GO on the command line, and press Enter.
Mainframe Configuration Manager performs an internal check to verify that the installation can proceed, and then
installs the updates.
When installation is complete, the Implement Update List Results panel appears and indicates that the installation was
successful.
If the installation fails, error messages appear at the terminal.

You can also use the Install batch utility to install a resource update list.

Review Resource Attributes that Require Additional Action

The following resource attributes are not implemented when you install the list, but require additional action:

• Database RESIDENT attribute -- Does not take effect until the next IMS restart.
• Database ACCESS attribute -- Does not take effect until the next IMS cold start.

To dynamically change the ACCESS value in APPC/MVS environment, stop the database and then use the IMS /
START DATABASE command with the ACCESS keyword. DRD-enabled IMS systems change the ACCESS value
automatically. 

• Program RESIDENT attribute -- Does not take effect until the next IMS restart.
• Program GPSB attribute -- Requires an online change for ACBLIB.

Administering a Resource Update List

Contents

Edit a Resource Update List

You can edit an existing resource update list to add, change, or delete entries.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 2 (Edit) and press Enter.
The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing lists.
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2. Type E next to the resource list to edit entries in the list. Press Enter.
The Update List panel appears, with the existing update list displayed on the bottom portion.

3. Edit the update list as needed, using the same commands that you use to create an update list.

Rename a Resource Update List

You can rename an existing resource update list. Renaming an update list changes only the name; all associated
statistics, such as the target IMS system, status, and entries, remain the same.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 2 (Edit) and press Enter.
The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing lists.

2. Type R (Rename a Member) next to the list to rename. Press Enter.
The Rename Update List panel appears, showing the statistics for that list.

3. Type a new name in the New Member Name field and press Enter.
The Update List Selection panel reappears, showing the renamed update list with *RENAME in the Status column.

Add IMS Commands to a Resource Update List

You can include IMS commands in a resource update list so that they execute when you install the list on an IMS system.
For DRD-enabled systems, you can enter any type-1 or type-2 command. For APPC/MVS, you can enter any type-1
command (if you have the authority to do so). Type 1 commands start with a slash (for example, /DISPLAY).

When you enter a command, you specify whether the command is issued before or after the resource changes are
implemented. IMS commands to be executed before the resource updates execute immediately after Mainframe
Configuration Manager verifies the resource update list. IMS commands to be executed after the resource updates
execute after all other updates (resource updates and reload requests for ACBLIB members and DEDB randomizers)
have been installed.

If a failure occurs when you install the update list, Mainframe Configuration Manager executes either none of the IMS
commands, or all of the IMS commands. If a failure occurs before the “before” IMS commands are issued, none of the
"before" or “after” IMS commands are executed. If a failure occurs after the "before" commands have been issued, both
the "before" and the "after" commands are executed.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 2 (Edit) and press Enter.
The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing lists.

2. Create an update list, or select an existing update list to edit by typing E next to it and pressing Enter.
The Update List panel appears.

3. Type Ins (Insert an Entry) on the command line and press Enter.
The Insert new List Entry in List panel appears.

4. Select 8 (Command) in the Resource field and press Enter.
Do not enter a value in the Action field.
The Resource Update List, IMS Command Entry panel appears.

5. Complete the following fields:
Sequence

Specifies whether to execute the command before or after other resource updates.
Command

Specifies the IMS command to execute.
You can enter only one command in this field. If more commands are needed, create additional entries in the
update list.

Press PF3 (End).
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The Update List panel reappears, showing the new IMS command entry.
6. (Optional) Repeat steps 4 - 6 to add more commands to the resource update list.

Delete a Resource Update List

You can delete a resource update list that is no longer needed.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option 2 (Edit) and press Enter.
2. The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing lists.
3. Type D (Delete a Member) next to each update list to delete and press Enter.

The Delete Update List panel appears, displaying the first list you selected.
4. Press Enter.

If you selected multiple lists, the Delete Update List panel reappears and displays the next list name. Press Enter for
each list name.
If you selected one list, the Update List Selection panel reappears, showing the deleted lists with *DELETE in the
Status column. The next time you display this panel, the deleted lists will not appear.

Reload an ACBLIB Member

Mainframe Configuration Manager lets you use a resource update list to reload a specific ACBLIB (Application Control
Block library) member into the PSB or DMB pool of the IMS control region. An ACBLIB contains the PSBs and DBDs
used by an IMS application, and is required for the application to execute. Therefore, you may want to reload an ACBLIB
member when you change a program definition, database definition, and so on.

Using a resource update list lets you reload individual ACBLIB members without using the ACBLIB online change
process. This method is faster than the IMS method, which reloads the entire ACBLIB and can therefore be time-
consuming and CPU-intensive for large systems.

WARNING
Mainframe Configuration Manager does not perform error checking when it reloads ACBLIB members. Also,
it loads updated members from the live ACBLIB data set instead of using the online change process. You are
responsible for verifying that all relevant members are reloaded. For example, if you update a DBD, you must
reload the DBD and all PSBs that access the DBD.

Follow these steps:

1. Run ACBGEN or copy the updated member to the active ACBLIB.
2. From the main menu, select option 2 (Edit) and press Enter.

The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing lists.
3. Create an update list, or select an existing update list to edit by typing E next to it and pressing Enter.

The Update List panel appears.
4. Type Ins (Insert an Entry) on the command line and press Enter.

The Insert new List Entry in List panel appears.
5. Type A (ACB) in the Resource field. Do not enter a value in the Action field. Press Enter.

The Reload ACBLIB Member panel appears.
6. Complete the following fields:
Type

Specifies whether the ACBLIB member to reload is a DBD or a PSB.
Name

Specifies the name of the DBD or PSB whose ACBLIB member is to be reloaded.
Press PF3 (End).
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Mainframe Configuration Manager verifies that the specified name exists and displays the Update List panel.
7. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the main menu reappears.
8. Verify the update list against the target IMS system.
9. Install the update list to the target system.

The ACBLIB member is reloaded. IMS begins using the new ACBLIB member instead of the member that was in place
when IMS was started (or at the last IMS online change for ACBLIB).

You can use the Synchronize and Convert Utilities to add an ACB reload entry to the resource update list.

Reload a DEDB Randomizer Routine

If you have Fast Path DEDBs defined in your IMS system, you can use a resource update list to force IMS to load and
use a new copy of a Fast Path DEDB randomizer routine. This option is useful for sites that write their own randomizer
routines.

WARNING
When Mainframe Configuration Manager reloads a DEDB randomizer routine, it issues a /DBRECOVERY
command for all DEDB databases that use the randomizer. This command takes the databases offline, which
makes them unavailable to any IMS application programs. We recommend using the Mainframe Configuration
Manager View option to display a list of randomizers and their associated databases before reloading a DEDB
randomizer routine.

WARNING
If the randomizer change depends upon other events such as database reloads or reorgs, these events must
be coordinated with each other. Do not reload the randomizer "mid-stream." If you do, Mainframe Configuration
Manager physically reloads the randomizer code but does not change the randomizer options specified in the
DBD gen. This mismatch causes the randomizer to point to the wrong database areas and renders it incapable
of finding data.

Follow these steps:

1. Determine which databases use the randomizer routine:
2. From the main menu, select option 1 (View) and press Enter.

The View Menu appears.
3. Type 1 (INCORE) in the Option field, type 5 (Randomizer) in the Resource field, and press Enter.

The IMS system must be active.
The IMS DEDB Randomizer List panel appears, showing a list of all DEDB randomizer module names and the
databases that use each randomizer.

4. Copy the updated DEDB randomizer load module into the IMS control region STEPLIB.
5. Add the randomizer routine to a resource update list:
6. Display the main menu, select option 2 (Edit) and press Enter.

The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the existing update lists.
7. Create an update list, or select an existing update list to edit by typing E next to it and pressing Enter.

The Update List panel appears.
8. Type Ins (Insert an Entry) on the command line and press Enter.

The Insert new List Entry in List panel appears.
9. Type 9 (Randomizer) in the Resource field. Do not type a value in the Action field. Press Enter.

The Reload DEDB Randomizer panel appears.
10. Specify the randomizer module to reload in the Name field and press PF3 (End).

Mainframe Configuration Manager verifies that the specified name exists and displays the Update List panel.
11. Verify the update list against the target IMS system.
12. Install the update list to the target system.
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The randomizer routine is reloaded. Mainframe Configuration Manager issues a /DBR command for all databases that
use the specified randomizer name. When the databases restart, IMS loads the new randomizer module from the IMS
control region STEPLIB.

Using the History Log
Mainframe Configuration Manager maintains a history log for each IMS system.

These logs track all resource changes, virtual storage changes, and IMS commands (except the type-1 /DISPLAY and
type-2 QUERY commands) that Mainframe Configuration Manager implements in an IMS system.

The logs show the following information:

• The function, resource type, and resource name of each entry
• The name of the resource update list that specified the entry
• Which user IDs updated which resources
• When the update was installed

You can also select an entry to see all the details of an update or the full text of the IMS command that was issued. Use
these logs for auditing purposes and for backing out unwanted changes.

NOTE
IMS does not use these history logs.

View the History Log

1. From the main menu, select option 8 History and press Enter.
2. The Config Log panel appears.
3. Select option 1 View and press Enter.

The Config Log Information panel appears.
4. Enter the IMS system ID in the IMSID field and press Enter.

The log entries for the selected system appear.
5. (Optional) Sort the log entries:

When you first display the history log, the log entries are sorted by timestamp. You can sort the entries by any column
in the Log Information panel. For example, sorting by Userid sorts the list by the user IDs that installed the resource
update lists. Sorting by Resource sorts the list by the type of resource that the entry affects.
To sort the history log entries, type SORT column_name on the command line and press Enter.

6. (Optional) Find a specific log entry:
Use the locate command to find specific entries quickly. The locate command works on the current sort column. For
example, if you sort the log by Userid, then enter L MAR, Mainframe Configuration Manager finds the first user ID
starting with MAR.
To locate a history log entry, type L search_term on the command line and press Enter.

7. (Optional) View the details for a log entry:
Enter S next to an entry and press Enter.
The details for that entry appear.
Press PF3 (End) to return to the Config Log Information panel.

8. Press PF3 (End).
The Config Log panel reappears.

Indicate Resource Updates that Have Been Applied to the Sysgen

When you install resource updates, Mainframe Configuration Manager updates the IMS system but does not update
the sysgen source. We recommend that you keep your sysgen source synchronized with your IMS system so that no
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resource updates are lost at the next sysgen installation. You can perform this synchronization using the history log, the
reverse sysgen ISPF function, or the Reverse batch utility.

We also recommend that, after you synchronize your sysgen source, you use the history log to track which resource
updates have been applied to the sysgen source. You can track these updates by setting GEN SRC to YES in the history
log. Setting the GEN SRC flag helps you monitor which resource updates have not yet been applied to the sysgen source,
and which resource update entries can be removed safely while maintaining the log.

NOTE
Mainframe Configuration Manager does not update the GEN SRC flag. Change the flag manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the history log.
2. Enter Y or N in the CMD field next to an entry. Press Enter.

The GEN SRC column shows the value that you specified.
3. Press PF3 (End).

Your GEN SRC settings are saved. The Config Log panel reappears.

Delete History Log Entries

If the history log runs out of space, you cannot install resource update lists; therefore, we recommend that you periodically
remove old and unneeded entries. You can delete entries at any time without affecting the running IMS system.

Deleting entries does not affect Mainframe Configuration Manager functionality. However, you do not want to delete log
entries for resource updates that have not been applied to the sysgen source because you will no longer be able to use
the history log to generate macros to update your sysgen source. As a result, those resource updates will not be included
in the next IMS sysgen installation.

WARNING
Consult with your IMS system programmer to avoid deleting log records that can affect the next IMS sysgen
installation.

You can delete log entries based on date or based on whether the GEN SRC flag has been set to YES. The setting of
YES indicates that the IMS sysgen source has been updated to reflect the change indicated by the log entry. You can also
delete command records, IMS resource update records, or both.

1. From the main menu, select option 8 History and press Enter.
The Config Log panel appears.

2. Select option 3 (Maintain) and press Enter.
The Config Log Maintenance panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
Option

Specifies whether to delete log entries based on date or based on GEN SRC status. If you select GEN SRC, only
entries flagged as GEN SRC=YES are deleted. This option is useful for sites that use GEN SRC=YES to indicate
which entry updates have already been applied to the IMS sysgen source.

NOTE
Selecting GEN SRC deletes all database, program, transaction, and route code entries flagged as GEN
SRC=YES. Command, reload, or zap records are not deleted.

IMSID
Specifies which IMS system history log to update.

Select resource type(s) to Delete
Specifies which resource types to delete. This option is only valid if you select DATE in the Option field. You can
select any or all types of log entries by placing any character next to the record type description.
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NOTE
For more information about these resource types, see the online help.

Specify Date range
Specifies the start and end dates for the range of log entries to delete. This option is valid only if you select DATE
in the Option field.
The date must be specified as an eight-character YYYY.DDD Julian date, in which YYYY is the year, and
DDD is the day of the year. If you specify 0000.000 as the start date or 9999.999 as the stop date, Mainframe
Configuration Manager bypasses that date. The current Julian date is always shown on the panel for reference.

Press Enter.
The log entries that meet your selection criteria are deleted. A summary of the deletions appears.

Undo Specific Resource Updates from the History Log

Mainframe Configuration Manager lets you select history log entries from one or multiple resource update lists to reverse
the effects of those entries.

1. From the main menu, select option 8 (History) and press Enter.
The Config Log panel appears.

2. Select option 4 (Undo) and press Enter.
The Select Resource Updates to Undo panel appears.

3. Enter the IMSID of an IMS system.
Do not enter an IMS group name. If you want to undo a resource update entry that was applied to multiple IMS
systems, follow these steps to create a separate update list for each system.
Press Enter.
The IMS Log Entries panel appears, showing the log entries for the specified IMS system.

4. Type U in the CMD field next to each entry to undo. Press Enter.
The Select Resource Updates to Undo panel appears, showing the number of entries you selected.

5. Enter a new resource update list name in the Member field. Press Enter.
Mainframe Configuration Manager creates a resource update list that contains the entries to undo, writes it to the data
set that contains all resource update lists, and displays the new list with its entries.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The Update List Selection panel appears, showing the new list.

7. Verify the new update list against the IMS system.
8. Install the new update list on the IMS system.

Mainframe Configuration Manager installs the new update list, which undoes the specific resource updates that you
selected in the history log.

Generating Sysgen Source

Generate Sysgen Source

A reverse function lets you create an IMS sysgen source (that is, stage 1 source) from the active MODBLKS and RESLIB
data sets, or from the in-core control blocks of a running IMS system. This option helps you generate a full-replacement
sysgen source, determine what was in your last sysgen, and view the contents of old MODBLKS data sets, which include
all resource update list changes that have been installed since the last IMS sysgen. You can then keep the sysgen source
macros as a backup or use them to run an IMS sysgen.

Mainframe Configuration Manager generates stage 1 IMS sysgen macros only for databases, programs, transactions, and
route codes. Mainframe Configuration Manager does not create macros for terminals, MSC links, or system macros (such
as IMSCTRL or IMSGEN). Comments in the original source are not preserved when the new sysgen source is created.
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Also, the definition order can differ from the original source code. However, the new sysgen source still reflects the same
configuration as the original source.

1. From the main menu, select option 7 (Reverse) and press Enter.
2. Select 1 (MODBLKS) and press Enter.
3. Complete the fields in the Reverse System panel and press Enter.

The Loading IMS Definitions panel appears, showing the number of definitions that have been loaded from the
specified source.

4. Press Enter.
Mainframe Configuration Manager creates the sysgen macros, saves them to the output data set, and displays the
results. We recommend that you validate the sysgen source macros now.

You can also generate sysgen source macros using the Reverse batch utility.

Validate the Sysgen Source Macros

Validating the sysgen source before you run an IMS sysgen helps you verify that the macros do not contain syntax errors.
You can also validate a sysgen source that you created using the reverse function.

WARNING
Validating the sysgen source does not update the IMS system.

1. From the main menu, select option 5 (Validate) and press Enter.
2. Select option 1 (Sysgen), complete other fields in the panel, and press Enter.

Mainframe Configuration Manager validates the sysgen source, saves the source to the specified data set, and
displays the results. The output shows the source listing and any error messages that are associated with the source.
Error messages start with the CFM string in column 1. Resolve the errors before using the sysgen source.

Generate Sysgen Source Macros from the History Log

The reverse log function lets you use the history log entries to generate IMS stage 1 sysgen source macros. For more
details, see Using the History Log. These macros reflect the changes recorded in the selected entries. This feature
is useful for keeping your sysgen source synchronized with a running IMS system that has had resource update lists
installed. You can create macros for all updates installed within a specific date range, or for all log entries that are flagged
as GEN SRC=NO. Mainframe Configuration Manager creates the macros and writes them to a data set that you specify.

1. Create the output data set for your sysgen source macros.
The data set must have DCB attributes RECFM=FB and LRECL=80.

2. From the main menu, select option 8 (History) and press Enter.
The Config Log panel appears.

3. Select option 2 (Reverse) and press Enter.
The Create IMS Sysgen Source from Log panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields:
Option

Specifies whether to generate sysgen source by date or by GEN SRC status.

NOTE
If you select GEN SRC, only those log entries that are flagged as GEN SRC=NO are used to create
sysgen macros. This option is useful for sites that use GEN SRC=YES to indicate which entry updates
have already been applied to the IMS sysgen source.

IMSID
Specifies the IMS system that requires updated sysgen source.
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Output DSN
Specifies a data set to hold the generated sysgen macros.
If the data set is a PDS, include the member name to use, and include quotation marks. Doing so ensures
that your TSO user ID is not added to the beginning of the data set name.

Start/Stop Date
Specifies the start and end dates for the time range of the history logs to process. This option is valid only if you
selected DATE in the Option field.
The date must be specified as an eight-character YYYY.DDD Julian date, in which YYYY is the year, and
DDD is the day of the year. If you specify 0000.000 as the start date or 9999.999 as the stop date, Mainframe
Configuration Manager bypasses checking for that date.

Press Enter.
Mainframe Configuration Manager generates the sysgen macros, saves them to the specified output data set, and
displays them onscreen. You can now copy the updated definition information from the macros and paste them into
your sysgen source.

You can also generate sysgen source macros using the Reverse batch utility.

Perform a Fast Sysgen

 Contents: 

  

Perform a Fast Sysgen

A fast sysgen, also called a fastgen, is an IMS MODBLKS type sysgen that uses the IMS sysgen source to rebuild the
MODBLKS library members. If your site requires regular sysgens (for example, a weekly sysgen to pick up changes in
the sysgen macros), we recommend that you use the Mainframe Configuration Manager fastgen process because it is
typically faster than the IMS MODBLKS type sysgen.

You can specify which MODBLKS library to update (staging or inactive). The fastgen process writes its output to the data
sets that you specify.

A fastgen does not perform the same function as a resource update list. When Mainframe Configuration
Manager performs a fastgen, it applies the sysgen source to the MODBLKS data sets. When Mainframe Configuration
Manager installs a resource update list, it applies the update list to the MODBLKS data sets and the active IMS system.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the sysgen source does not contain assembler symbolics or conditional assembly statements. Use
the Remove Symbolics utility to resolve these items before performing the fastgen.

2. From the main menu, select option 6 (Fastgen) and press Enter.
3. Select option 1 (Sysgen), complete the other fields in the panel, and press Enter.

 Mainframe Configuration Manager writes the fastgen output to the specified data set and displays the results. The
output shows the source listing and any error messages associated with the source.

4. The first time you use Mainframe Configuration Manager to execute a fastgen, we recommend that you  verify that
the fastgen output exactly matches the output from a traditional IMS sysgen using the Compare utility. If you find
differences, verify whether they were caused by changes in the IMS sysgen source. If they were not, report the
software defect to Broadcom Support.

You can also perform a fast sysgen by using the Fastgen batch utility.

How to Optimize Fastgen Performance
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In the traditional IMS sysgen process, sorting resource names can improve IMS sysgen performance by reducing
resource consumption. However, presorting IMS resources does not improve fastgen performance because the fastgen
sort techniques are faster than the traditional IMS sysgen process. Instead, you can improve fastgen performance by
improving I/O processing.

We recommend that you do the following to optimize fastgen performance:

 

• Consider blocking the MODBLKS data sets at half track blocking or at the maximum block size (32760).
• Verify that all MODBLKS data sets use the same block size (including the staging library and the A and B libraries).
• Increase the block size of the sysgen source libraries to half track blocking or to the largest reasonable block size.
• Reduce the number of lines of source code in the IMS sysgen source by merging short lines of macros (for example,

not using a line for each keyword).
• Eliminate unused resource definitions from the IMS sysgen source. This tactic provides the largest performance

enhancement for both fastgen and the traditional IMS sysgen.

Viewing and Altering the Virtual Storage
Contents:

View the Virtual Storage Map

You can view the z/OS virtual storage map. This information can help you determine the private area sizes that are
available to applications and view the utilization of the CSA and ECSA storage areas. IMS uses significant amounts of
CSA and ECSA, so this information can be useful when reviewing IMS tuning parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select S (Storage) and press Enter.
The Virtual Storage Utilities panel appears.

2. Select 1 (Map) and press Enter.
The Storage Map panel appears, showing the virtual storage areas, the length of each area, and the starting and
ending virtual storage addresses. For common storage pools (CSA, ECSA, SQA, and ESQA), this panel also shows
the percentage of the area that is in use.
The percentages in the PCT Alloc column include storage that has been allocated to a specific subpool and protect
key but not yet obtained using GETMAIN. This fragmented free storage is available but can only be used to fulfill a
GETMAIN request for less than 4 KB of storage; therefore, it is included in the allocated storage.

View the Common Storage Allocations

Common storage allocation (CSA) is common storage that is allocated below the 16 MB line (24-bit storage address).
Extended CSA (ECSA)  is common storage that is allocated above the 16 MB line (31-bit storage address).

You can view the common storage allocations (CSA) and extended CSA (ECSA), with the quantity of allocated storage
broken down by subpool and protect key. A subpool entry named SQA also captures any system queue area (SQA)
storage that has overflowed into common storage areas.

This information can help you diagnose problems with common storage usage. The subpools and protect keys can help
you determine which task has used GETMAIN to request common storage.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select S (Storage) and press Enter.
The Virtual Storage Utilities panel appears.

2. Select 2 (CSA) and press Enter.
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The CSA Utilization by Subpool and Key panel appears. The top of the panel shows the total amount of ECSA
and CSA defined, the amount currently allocated, and the percent allocated. The rest of the panel shows the z/OS
storage protect keys (0 through key 8) with their subpools. ECSA subpools appear above the line labeled "16M." CSA
subpools appear below the line.

View and Alter the Virtual Storage

You can view and alter ("zap") the virtual storage that is in use by an IMS system, including the IMS, DLISAS, and DBRC
address spaces. Mainframe Configuration Manager displays the storage in both hexadecimal and text format.

NOTE
For information about symbolic addresses and a list of valid symbolics, press PF1 (Help).

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select S (Storage) and press Enter.
The Virtual Storage Utilities panel appears.

2. Select 3 (Storage) and press Enter.
The Storage Display and Zap panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:
IMSID

Specifies the IMSID for which you want to view storage information.
Address space

Specifies the address space that contains the storage to display. Valid values are IMS, DLISAS, and DBRC.
Address

Specifies the address of the storage to display. You can specify a hexadecimal address or a symbolic address,
such as SMB(name), CLB(name), and SCD.

Length
Specifies the length of storage to display, in hexadecimal bytes. When you are displaying a module or control
block, leave the Length field blank. Mainframe Configuration Manager populates the length for you.
Example: A value of 100 displays 256 bytes of data.

Comment
(Optional) Documents the storage being displayed. This comment is saved in the past storage display information
at the bottom of the panel.

Press Enter.
Another Storage Display and Zap panel appears, showing the address of the storage in the first column, and the offset
from the beginning of the second column. The next four columns display 16 bytes of storage at that address. The last
column displays the EBCDIC text representation of the 16 storage bytes.

4. (Optional) Enter an indirection operator (% for 24-bit address or ? for 31-bit address) next to any fullword on the panel.
Press Enter.
The storage at the address in that fullword appears.

5. (Optional) Alter the virtual storage values:

WARNING
If you change a storage value, the results can be unpredictable. Be sure that you understand all implications
of a storage change before you update the storage values.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The Storage Display and Zap panel reappears.

7. (Optional) View previous storage requests.
When you enter viewing criteria in the Storage Display and Zap panel, your view requests appear at the bottom of the
panel in the Past Storage Display Information section. This section shows all storage requests that you have made in
your current storage display session. When you exit this panel, this storage request information is deleted.
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Issue IMS Commands
You can use the Command option on the main menu to issue type-1 and type-2 IMS commands. Type-2 commands are
supported only for DRD-enabled systems. Type-1 commands begin with a slash, such as /DISPLAY or /PURGE.

All commands except type-1 /DISPLAY and type-2 QUERY commands are logged in the history log for auditing purposes,
and can therefore be viewed.

NOTE
You can also include IMS commands in a resource update list. When you include the commands, you specify
whether the commands are issued before or after the resource definitions are updated. Mainframe Configuration
Manager then issues the commands as part of its process for installing a resource update list.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option C (Command) from the main menu and press Enter.
A command panel appears.

2. Enter the target IMS system in the IMSID field, enter a command in the IMS CMD field, and press Enter.
The command output appears on the panel.

NOTE

More information:

• Using the History Log

Mainframe Configuration Manager Batch Utilities Reference
Mainframe Configuration Manager functions are typically accessed through the ISPF panels. However, many of these
functions are also available as utilities that you can execute as batch jobs using JCL.

How to Execute a Batch Utility

Each Mainframe Configuration Manager batch utility executes as a stand-alone batch job. This section contains
information about building and executing Mainframe Configuration Manager batch jobs.

To use the batch utilities, complete the following tasks:

1. Specify a JOB statement.
You specify the JOB statement once. This statement is then used for all Mainframe Configuration Manager jobs.

2. Access the utility JCL.
3. Modify the utility JCL as needed. 
4. Submit the utility JCL.

Specify a JOB Statement

Before using any Mainframe Configuration Manager batch utilities, specify a JOB statement and the data set name of the
CIMTLOAD library that you want the generated jobs to use. This JOB statement is used only by Mainframe Configuration
Manager utilities.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option U (Utilities) and press Enter.
2. The JCL Generator panel appears.
3. Select option 0 (Setup) and press Enter.

The Utilities panel appears.
4. Enter a valid JOB statement on the four lines provided, and enter the fully qualified data set name of the CIMTLOAD

data set. Press PF3 (End).
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The specified JOB statement is saved to your ISPF profile.

Access the Utility JCL

Mainframe Configuration Manager provides sample JCL for each batch utility. Two sets of sample JCL are provided:

• Access one set using the ISPF panels.
• Access the other set by browsing the members of high-level.CIMTSAMP.

Access Utility JCL using the ISPF Panels

We recommend using the ISPF panels, because they invoke the JCL generator to retrieve data set names for the selected
IMS system from the options data set. When you use the JCL in high-level.CIMTSAMP, enter all data set names manually.

NOTE
The Merge/Clone and Remove Symbolics utility JCL cannot be accessed through the ISPF panels. You can only
access this JCL by browsing CIMTSAMP.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, select option U (Utilities) and press Enter.
The JCL Generator panel appears, displaying the utilities you can select.

2. Specify the IMSID for which to create JCL in the IMSID field and select a batch utility from the menu. The IMSID you
specify must be defined for use by Mainframe Configuration Manager
Press Enter.
The JCL for the selected batch utility appears in an ISPF EDIT session. You can now customize and submit the JCL.

Access Utility JCL from the Data Set

To access utility JCL from the data set, browse the following members of high-level.CIMTSAMP:

CFMBLST
Contains JCL for the Verify and Install batch utilities, which verify and install resource update lists.

CFMBRVRS
Contains JCL for the Reverse batch utility, which generates IMS sysgen source macros from the control blocks of
a running IMS system or from a MODBLKS data set.

CFMCGEN
Contains JCL for the Remove Symbolics batch utility, which converts IMS sysgen source with assembler
symbolics to IMS sysgen source without symbolics.

CFMCLIST
Contains JCL for the Synchronize and Convert batch utilities, which convert IMS sysgen macros to Mainframe
Configuration Manager resource update list entries.

CFMCOMP
Contains JCL for the Compare batch utility, which compares two MODBLKS data sets and displays the
differences.

CFMFGEN
Contains JCL for the Fastgen utility, which performs a MODBLKS type fast sysgen.

CFMJCLIN
Contains JCL for the JCLIN batch utility, which creates SMP/E JCLIN source statements (input) from a MODBLKS
data set.

CFMMERGE
Contains JCL for the Merge/Clone batch utility, which creates sysgen macros to merge multiple IMS systems or
clone an existing IMS as a new IMS system.
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Modify the Utility JCL

The JCL must include the following:

• An EXEC statement with the appropriate parameters
• DD statements
• Control statements

Each batch utility has its own requirements for the EXEC, DD, and control statements. For more information about
these statements, see the individual utility instructions.

When you access the batch utility JCL through the ISPF panels, the JCL generator retrieves data set names for the
selected IMS system from the options data set. When the JCL generator cannot retrieve the names, it creates JCL
symbolics at the top of the JCL. Options that can be documented as JCL symbolics are also placed at the top of the job.
In utilities that require control statement input, the JCL generator places question marks in control statements that require
user input.

When you access the batch utility JCL by browsing the CIMTSAMP data set, the JCL generator is not invoked; therefore,
enter the data set names manually.

Regardless of how you access the JCL, always review the control statements and verify that the correct options are
specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the JCL using standard ISPF EDIT commands.
2. Save the JCL using the CREATE or REPLACE ISPF command.

Control Statement Syntax

The following considerations apply when specifying control statements:

• Specify only one statement in each record in the SYSIN file. Statements are written in the following format:

COMMAND (or FUNCTION) and KEYWORD=VALUE

Each control statement must include a command or function and a keyword with a specified value. At least one blank
must follow the specified keyword value.

• You can place one or more keywords and their associated values on each control statement.
• The keyword can be in any position on the record.
• Specify all keywords and values in uppercase. Mainframe Configuration Manager does not convert lowercase to

uppercase.
• For comment statements, enter an asterisk (*) in column 1.

Submit the Utility JCL

After you modify the batch utility JCL, you can submit it as a batch job for execution.

To submit the JCL, use the ISPF SUBMIT command.

When you submit a JCL job, Mainframe Configuration Manager reads all control statements in the job before processing
them. Mainframe Configuration Manager does not read and process them incrementally.

Fastgen Utility
You can access the Fastgen utility JCL by using the U (Utilities) option on the main menu, or by accessing high-
level.CIMTSAMP (CFMFGEN).

You can also perform a fast sysgen by using option 6 (Fastgen) on the main menu.
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 Contents: 

  

EXEC Statement

The Fastgen batch utility requires the following EXEC statement:

//FGEN    EXEC PGM=CFMFGEN,REGION=1024K,               

//        PARM='IMSID=xxxx,TARGET=(A,B,S,I)'

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

IMSID
Specifies an IMSID. Fastgen loads the Mainframe Configuration Manager options and data set names associated
with the specified IMS system.

TARGET
Specifies which MODBLKS data sets to update. You can update multiple libraries in a single execution batch utility
by enclosing the target characters in parentheses and separating them with commas. When specifying a single
target, the parentheses are optional.
The following values are valid:
blank

Does not update any data sets. You can use this option to check the syntax of your IMS sysgen source
statements.

A
Updates the A libraries identified by the MODBLKSA DD statements.

B
Updates the B libraries identified by the MODBLKSB DD statements.

S
Updates the staging libraries identified by the MODBLKS DD statements.

I
Updates the inactive MODBLKS data sets.

NOTE
These data sets may be identified by the MODBLKSA DD statements or the MODBLKSB DD
statements, depending on the currently used suffix. The MODSTAT or OLCSTAT data set
determines which DD is inactive.

Examples:
TARGET=()

TARGET=(S,I)

TARGET=S

DD Statements

The Fastgen batch utility uses the following JCL DD statements:

STEPLIB
Specifies the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD) and the IMS RESLIB data set
associated with the MODBLKS data sets.
The utility reads two RESLIB members: DFSVC000, from which the IMS release is determined, and
DFSISDCx (where x is the nucleus suffix specified in the IMS stage 1 sysgen macro IMSGEN SUFFIX=),
from which the IMS DC component names are determined.Important! The RESLIB data set that you specify
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must be the one used by the IMS control region (or a copy of this data set). If you specify a different RESLIB,
unpredictable results occur.

CFMOPT
Specifies the Mainframe Configuration Manager options data set (CFMOPT).

 
CFMPRINT

Specifies an output data set for Fastgen.
The output file can contain process summary information only, or can include input listings, reports, and error
messages, depending on whether you include the IMSGEN and IMSRPT control statements in your job.

NOTE
If this data set is placed on a DASD, it must be defined as LRECL=133 and RECFM=FBA.

IMSGEN
(Optional) Specifies an output data set for IMS sysgen input macros and error messages.

NOTE
If this data set is placed on a DASD, it must be defined as LRECL=133 and RECFM=FBA.

IMSRPT
(Optional) Specifies an output data set for IMS sysgen reports.

NOTE
If this data set is placed on a DASD, it must be defined as LRECL=133 and RECFM=FBA.

CFMGEN
(Optional) Specifies a data set for the IMS sysgen source. If you do not include this DD statement in your
JCL, Mainframe Configuration Manager obtains the data set name from the options data set. This DD statement
can consist of multiple concatenated libraries or sequential data sets, as required based on the structure of the
IMS sysgen input.

MODBLKS
(Optional) Specifies the data set for the MODBLKS staging library. If you do not include this DD statement in your
JCL but the data set is needed, Mainframe Configuration Manager obtains the data set name from the options
data set.

MODBLKSA
(Optional) Specifies the data set specified in the IMS control region JCL for ddname MODBLKSA. If you do not
include this DD statement in your JCL but the data set is needed, Mainframe Configuration Manager obtains the
data set name from the options data set.

MODBLKSB
(Optional) Specifies the data set specified in the IMS control region JCL for ddname MODBLKSB. If you do not
include this DD statement in your JCL but the data set is needed, Mainframe Configuration Manager obtains the
data set name from the options data set.

MODSTAT
(Optional) Specifies the IMS MODSTAT data set.
If the target IMS system uses global online change (and therefore uses OLCSTAT instead of MODSTAT), omit
the MODSTAT DD statement and optionally include the OLCSTAT DD statement. When you include MODSTAT
or OLCSTAT in your JCL, the utility uses the active MODBLKS data set (A or B). When you omit these DD
statements, the utility uses the staging MODBLKS data set.

OLCSTAT
(Optional) Specifies the IMS OLCSTAT data set.
If the target IMS system uses local online change (and therefore uses MODSTAT instead of OLCSTAT), omit the
OLCSTAT DD and optionally include the MODSTAT DD statement. When you include MODSTAT or OLCSTAT in
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your JCL, the utility uses the active MODBLKS data set (A or B). When you omit these DD statements, the utility
uses the staging MODBLKS data set.

SYSUDUMP
Optional) Specifies an output data set for a diagnostic dump if an abend occurs.

Return Codes

The Fastgen batch utility indicates success or failure by the condition code presented at the end of the job step.

The following condition codes are possible:

0
Indicates that the utility completed successfully.

2
Indicates that the utility completed successfully, but warning messages were issued. Review the job output to view
the warnings.

4
Indicates that a sysgen source error was encountered during utility execution. Review the job output to determine
the cause of the error.

8
Indicates that a Fastgen error was encountered during utility execution. Review the job output to determine the
cause of the error.

Sample Output of the Fastgen Utility

The Fastgen batch utility provides three output areas (process summary information, output reports, and error messages).

We recommend that you write each output type to a different SYSOUT ddname for the following reasons:

Ease of error identification
All error messages appear in the CFMPRINT output.

Identification of IMS sysgen specifications
Writing the output reports to a data set lets DBAs and system programmers review the IMS sysgen specifications
that were used. You can also write the reports to a data set, download them to a PC, and load them into a
spreadsheet for ease of viewing. You can improve readability in the spreadsheet by using the LINES=0 parameter
for IMSRPT to remove the page headers from the output.

You can specify ddnames for each area using the CFMPRINT, IMSGEN, and IMSRPT control statements. CFMPRINT is
required and must be specified in batch JCL. The other ddnames are specified by using the PRINT= parameter on each
control statement. See the following example:

* IMS STAGE 1 SYSGEN SPECIFICATIONS:                                    

*                                                                      

         IMSGEN DDNAME=...,MEMBER=...,PRINT=IMSGEN,LINES=60           

         IMSRPT PRINT=IMSRPT,LINES=0

You can also combine all output into a single output stream by specifying PRINT=CFMPRINT on all Fastgen control
statements. However, a single output stream makes it difficult to identify errors in a large IMS sysgen.

When you submit a Fastgen job, CFMPRINT lists the control statements specified for this execution, as shown in the
following example:

PAGE      1        MAINFRAME CONFIGURATION MANAGER VERSION X.X.X  FASTGEN UTILITY      DATE: XX/XX/XXXX 

FASTGEN PARAMETER SPECIFICATIONS                                                       TIME:  hh:mm:ss  
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********************************************************************************                         

*                                                                              *                         

*       FASTGEN CONTROL CARD SPECIFICATIONS IN MEMBER CFMPDEV5                 *                         

*                                                                              *                         

********************************************************************************                         

                                                                                                         

      1       IMSGEN DDNAME=CFMGEN,MEMBER=DEV5COPY,PRINT=IMSGEN              00010006   CFMPDEV5         

      2       IMSRPT PRINT=IMSRPT,LINES=0                                    00011006   CFMPDEV5         

        

The page header information appears in the first two lines. The information in the box shows the Fastgen process being
executed. The box is followed by the numbered input lines and the member name from which the input was taken (shown
on the right).

Next, Fastgen performs the IMS sysgen process. See the following example:

PAGE      2          MAINFRAME CONFIGURATION MANAGER VERSION X.X.X FASTGEN UTILITY        DATE: XX/XX/XXXX 

IMS/ESA SYSGEN IMS RELEASE X.X                                                            TIME:  hh:mm:ss  

                                                                                   

********************************************************************************         

*                                                                              *        

*       FASTGEN INVOKED FOR IMS SYSGEN INPUT MEMBER DEV5COPY                   *      

*                                                                              *         

********************************************************************************

               TRANSACT WFI,                                                   ;

                       CODE=(TRAN001A,TRAN001B),                               ;

                       DCLWA=YES,                                              ;  

                       EDIT=(UC,EDITRTN1),                                     ;

                       FPATH=YES,                                              ;

                       INQUIRY=(NO,RECOVER)                 

CFMG305W CONVERSATIONAL OR WFI TRANSACTION MUST BE MODE=SNGL; MODE RESET TO INDICATE MODE=SNGL

If any errors occur during the IMS sysgen process, they appear in the screen with the statement that caused the error (if
applicable).

After the IMS sysgen process, Fastgen updates MODBLKS with specifications from the IMS sysgen process. The linkage
editor reports show the following values:

• Requested suffixes to update
• The data set names associated with those suffixes
• The block size of each library
• Each module name created and the characteristics of each module.

See the following example:

PAGE      4               MAINFRAME CONFIGURATION MANAGER VERSION X.X.X FASTGEN UTILITY        DATE: XX/XX/

XXXX

FASTGEN LINKAGE EDITOR                                                                         TIME:  hh:mm:ss

 

********************************************************************************

*                                                                              *

*       FASTGEN LINKAGE EDITOR SUMMARY                                         *

*                                                                              *

********************************************************************************
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MODBLKS DATA SET(S) BEING UPDATED

 

    SUFFIX    DDNAME   BLKSIZE  DSNAME

   --------  --------  -------  --------------------------------------------

   INACT, A  MODBLKSA     6233  XXXXX.TEST.MODBLKSA

   SUFFIX B  MODBLKSB     6233  XXXXX.TEST.MODBLKSB

 

    MODULE    CSECT     ENTRY      SIZE    AMODE  RMODE  ATTRIBUTES

   --------  --------  --------  --------  -----  -----  --------------

   DFSDDIR5  DFSIDMD0               254C8    31    ANY   REUS

   DFSPDIR5  DFSIDIR0               38568    31    ANY   REUS

   DFSSMB05  DFSISMB0  DFSISMB      79DB0    31    ANY   REUS

   DFSISDB5  DFSISDB0  DFSISDB      11340    24     24   REUS

JCLIN Utility
Occasionally, IMS maintenance affects an IMS MODBLKS stage 2 macro. When these macros are affected, SMP/
E attempts to reassemble your MODBLKS data set based on your last JCLIN that contained MODBLKS assemblies.
Because Mainframe Configuration Manager does not go through SMP/E when it updates the MODLKS data set, SMP/E
may not have the current information required to reassemble the MODBLKS data set.

You can provide SMP/E with current data to reassemble the MODBLKS data set by using the JCLIN batch utility to create
an IMS stage 2 job stream of the current MODBLKS content. The SMP/E JCLIN function can then use the stage 2 job
stream as input to update the SMP/E environment.

We suggest that you use the JCLIN batch utility if both of the following conditions are true:

• IMS maintenance updates one of the following macros: DFSPSBD, DFSSMB, DFSDMD, or DBFRT.
• SMP/E controls your IMS MODBLKS data set.

 Contents 

  

Update SMP/E With Current MODBLKS Assembly Information

Use the JCLIN batch utility to update your MODBLKS assembly information before running any IMS maintenance that can
affect the IMS MODBLKS stage 2 macros (DFSPSBD, DFSSMB, DFSDMD, or DBFRCT).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Update the JCLIN utility JCL to reflect your IMS system data set names (MODSTAT or OLCSTAT, RESLIB,
MODBLKSA, and MODBLKSB), the Mainframe Configuration Manager load library (CIMTLOAD), and an output data
set (the CFMPUNCH DD).

2. Provide the IMS nucleus suffixes for which CFMJCLIN must generate a stage 2 job stream. This information is
specified in the EXEC statement of the job.

3. Run the CFMJCLIN job.
4. Run an IMS SMP/E JCLIN function for the IMS target zone, using the resulting output data set as input to the JCLIN by

specifying it in the SMPJCLIN DD.
After you complete this process, your SMP/E environment is updated with current MODBLKS assembly information.
You can now apply any IMS maintenance.

You can access the JCLIN utility JCL by using the U (Utilities) option on the main menu or by accessing high-
level.CIMTSAMP (CFMJCLIN).
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NOTE
 This utility has no functional equivalent on the main menu. It can be run only as a batch utility.

EXEC Statement

The JCLIN batch utility requires the following EXEC statement:

//JCLIN   EXEC PGM=CFMJCLIN,PARM='SUFFIX=&SUFFIX'

The EXEC statement has the following parameter:

SUFFIX
Specifies the IMS nucleus suffixes to use in creating IMS stage 2 job streams. You can specify SUFFIX=n for a
single suffix or specify SUFFIX=(a,b,c) for multiple suffixes.
Limits: 1 character

DD Statements

The JCLIN batch utility uses the following JCL DD statements:

STEPLIB
Specifies the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD) and the IMS RESLIB data set
associated with the MODBLKS data sets. The utility reads two RESLIB members: DFSVC000, from which the
IMS release is determined, and DFSISDCx (where x is the nucleus suffix specified in the IMS stage 1 sysgen
macro IMSGEN SUFFIX=), from which the IMS DC component names are determined. Important! The RESLIB
data set that you specify must be the one used by the IMS control region (or a copy of this data set). If you specify
a different RESLIB, unpredictable results occur.

CFMPRINT
Specifies an output data set for diagnostic and error messages.

NOTE
This data set must be allocated as a SYSOUT file.

CFMPUNCH
Specifies an output data set for the IMS stage 2 job stream created by this utility.

NOTE
The data set must be defined as LRECL=80 and RECFM=FB.

MODBLKSA
(Optional) Specifies the IMS MODBLKSA data set. If MODSTAT or OLCSTAT is specified, the JCLIN utility
identifies the active data set (MODBLKSA or MODBLKSB) and uses it as input. If neither MODSTAT or OLCSTAT
is specified, this DD is not required.

MODBLKSB
(Optional) Specifies the IMS MODBLKSB data set. If MODSTAT or OLCSTAT is specified, the JCLIN utility
identifies the active data set (MODBLKSA or MODBLKSB) and uses it as input. If neither MODSTAT or OLCSTAT
is specified, this DD is not required.

MODBLKS
(Optional) Specifies the IMS MODBLKS data set. If both MODSTAT and OLCSTAT are specified as DD DUMMY
or DSN=NULLFILE, the utility uses the MODBLKS data set as input. If MODSTAT or OLCSTAT specifies a data
set, this DD is not required.

MODSTAT
(Optional) Specifies the IMS MODSTAT data set.
If the target IMS system uses global online change (and therefore uses OLCSTAT instead of MODSTAT), omit
the MODSTAT DD statement and optionally include the OLCSTAT DD statement. When you include MODSTAT
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or OLCSTAT in your JCL, the utility uses the active MODBLKS data set (A or B). When you omit these DD
statements, the utility uses the staging MODBLKS data set.

OLCSTAT
(Optional) Specifies the IMS OLCSTAT data set.
If the target IMS system uses local online change (and therefore uses MODSTAT instead of OLCSTAT), omit the
OLCSTAT DD and optionally include the MODSTAT DD statement. When you include MODSTAT or OLCSTAT in
your JCL, the utility uses the active MODBLKS data set (A or B). When you omit these DD statements, the utility
uses the staging MODBLKS data set.

SYSUDUMP
(Optional) Specifies an output data set for a diagnostic dump if an abend occurs.

Return Codes

The JCLIN batch utility indicates success or failure by the condition code presented at the end of the job step.

The following condition codes are possible:

0
Indicates that the utility completed successfully.

12
Indicates that the utility encountered a critical error that forced immediate program termination. Analyze the output
reports and correct any error conditions.

 

Sample Output of the JCLIN Utility

When you execute the JCLIN batch utility, it generates the output to reassemble the MODBLKS data sets. The SMP/E
JCLIN function can then use this output as input to update the SMP/E environment

The following sample output recreates five MODBLKS data sets:

//IMSGEN2 JOB  (ACCT#),IMSGEN,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,

//        REGION=4M,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='OBJECT,NODECK,NOUSING'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=IMS.OPTIONS,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=IMS.ADFSMAC,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=macro-library,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=SYS1.MODGEN,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=IMS.OBJDSET(DFSDDIR1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DFSDMD ASZ1D750,0000,3

        DFSDMD ASZ1I750,0000,3

        DFSDMD ASZ1S750,0000,3

        DFSDMD ASZ1T750,0000,3

        DFSDMD BA1P0020,0000,3

.

.

.
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        DFSDMD GEN

        END

//STEP2   EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='OBJECT,NODECK,NOUSING'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=IMS.OPTIONS,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=IMS.ADFSMAC,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=macro-library,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=SYS1.MODGEN,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=IMS.OBJDSET(DFSPDIR1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DFSPSBD ACFDCACT,800000,0,,0

        DFSPSBD AQF65,800000,0,,0

        DFSPSBD BUBBA10,800000,0,,0

        DFSPSBD BUBBA11,800400,0,,0

.

.

.

        DFSPSBD GEN

        END

//STEP3   EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='OBJECT,NODECK,NOUSING'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=IMS.OPTIONS,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=IMS.ADFSMAC,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=macro-library,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=SYS1.MODGEN,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=IMS.OBJDSET(DFSSMB01),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DFSSMB ACF,590005,C1C84000,                                    ,

               1,100,0,1,1200,120,0,65535,ACFDCACT,                    ,

               0,0,,0,0,0,01,00,0

        DFSSMB ADDINV,7A0002,41484000,                                 ,

               65535,6553500,0,10,0,0,0,65535,DFSSAM04,                ,

               0,0,,0,0,0,01,00,0

.

.

.

        DFSSMB GEN

        END

//STEP4   EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='OBJECT,NODECK,NOUSING'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=IMS.OPTIONS,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=IMS.ADFSMAC,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=macro-library,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=SYS1.MODGEN,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=IMS.OBJDSET(DFSRCTE1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DBFRCT FPSAMP1,DBFSAMP3,10

        DBFRCT IVTFD,DFSIVP4,10

        DBFRCT IVTFM,DFSIVP5,10

        DBFRCT PAUSMPP4,PAUSEMP4,10
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        DBFRCT PAUSMPP5,PAUSEMP5,10

        DBFRCT PAUSMPP6,PAUSEMP6,10

        DBFRCT PAUSMP71,PAUSEMP7,50

        DBFRCT PAUSMP72,PAUSEMP7,50

        DBFRCT PAUSMP73,PAUSEMP7,50

        DBFRCT GEN

        END

//STEP5   EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,LET,XREF,REUS'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=IMS.OBJDSET,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=IMS.MODBLKS,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  *

  INCLUDE SYSPUNCH(DFSPDIR1)

  NAME DFSPDIR1(R)    DL/I CONTROL BLOCKS (PDIR)

  INCLUDE SYSPUNCH(DFSDDIR1)

  NAME DFSDDIR1(R)    DL/I CONTROL BLOCKS (DDIR)

  INCLUDE SYSPUNCH(DFSSMB01)

  NAME DFSSMB01(R)    DL/I CONTROL BLOCKS (SMB)

  INCLUDE SYSPUNCH(DFSRCTE1)

  NAME DFSRCTE1(R)    DL/I CONTROL BLOCKS (RCTE)

//

Verify and Install Utilities
The Verify and Install batch utilities verify and install one or more resource update lists from a batch job. Using a batch job
lets you schedule changes through your job scheduling environment, which can be useful for upgrading an application in a
production environment.

WARNING

 The installation process does not update the sysgen source. If you run a sysgen (or a Mainframe Configuration
Manager fastgen) on an IMS system after installing a resource update list, your changes will be lost. After you
install an update list, we recommend that you synchronize your sysgen source to match the newly updated IMS
system.

You can access the Verify and Install utility JCL by using the U (Utilities) option on the main menu or by accessing high-
level.CIMTSAMP(CFMBLST).

The utilities are identical, except Verify includes a VERIFY statement, and Install includes an INSTALL statement. You can
combine both utility functions by including VERIFY and INSTALL statements in the same job. You can specify multiple
VERIFY or INSTALL statements per job execution and specify multiple resource update lists per statement. When you
specify more than one list in a single statement, Mainframe Configuration Manager merges the lists and verifies or installs
them as a single unit of work. When you specify one list per statement, Mainframe Configuration Manager verifies or
installs them individually.

NOTE
 Only the Verify and Install utilities read and process control statements individually. All other Mainframe
Configuration Manager batch utilities read all control statements before processing them.

 Contents 

  

EXEC Statement

The Verify and Install batch utilities require the following EXEC statement:
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//BLIST   EXEC PGM=CFMBLIST,REGION=4M

DD Statements

The Verify and Install batch utilities use the following JCL DD statements:

STEPLIB
Specifies the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD).

CFMOPT
Specifies the Mainframe Configuration Manager options data set (CFMOPT).

CFMPDS
Specifies the data set that contains the resource update lists.

CFMPRINT
Specifies an output data set for error and warning messages.

SYSUDUMP
(Optional) Specifies an output data set for a diagnostic dump if an abend occurs.

SYSIN
Specifies the input control statements.

Control Statements

The control statements for the Verify and Install batch utilities are free-form statements that start with the statement type
(VERIFY or INSTALL). You can continue statements by inserting a comma as the last nonblank character of a line. You
can insert comment lines by placing an asterisk in column 1 of the statement.

After you enter the statement type, specify the following keywords to complete the statement:

IMSID= or TARGET=
Specifies the target IMSID or group name. Mainframe Configuration Manager verifies or installs the resource
update lists to the specified IMS systems.
You can use either IMSID= or TARGET= to specify the target IMSID or group name.
Mainframe Configuration Manager processes each INSTALL and VERIFY statement individually. If you specify
one resource update list in a statement, Mainframe Configuration Manager processes that list before proceeding
to the next one. If you specify multiple lists in one statement, Mainframe Configuration Manager processes all
lists in that statement at once. Specifying multiple lists in a statement is useful when you have two or more related
application releases scheduled at the same time.

NAME=
Specifies the resource update lists to verify or install. You can specify a single list as NAME=name or multiple lists
enclosed in parentheses, for example, NAME=(name1,name2). When you specify more than one list, Mainframe
Configuration Manager merges and processes them as a single unit of work.

 Example: Verify Multiple Lists Against a Single IMS System 

The following example shows a VERIFY statement that specifies one IMS system and two update lists. Mainframe
Configuration Manager verifies both update lists against the IMSA system.

VERIFY IMSID=IMSA NAME=( MEMBER1 , MEMBER2 )

 Example: Verify Multiple Lists Against a Group of IMS Systems 

The following example shows a VERIFY statement that specifies a group of IMS systems and two update lists. Mainframe
Configuration Manager verifies both update lists against every IMS system that belongs to GROUP1.

VERIFY TARGET=GROUP1,

NAME=(MEMBER1,
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      MEMBER2)

 Example: Install an Update List to a Single IMS System 

The following example shows an INSTALL statement that specifies one IMS system and one update list. Mainframe
Configuration Manager installs the MEMBER1 list to the IMSA system.

INSTALL NAME=MEMBER1,IMSID=IMSA

Return Codes

The Verify and Install batch utilities indicate success or failure by the condition code presented at the end of the job step.

The following condition codes are possible:

0
Indicates that the utility completed successfully.

8
Indicates that an error occurred during utility execution. Review the job output to determine the cause of the error.

12
Indicates that the utility encountered a critical error that forced immediate program termination. Analyze the output
reports and correct any error conditions.

Sample Output of the Verify and Install Utilities

When you execute the Verify and Install batch utilities, the job output shows the outcome of the utility execution.

The following sample output shows a failed Verify execution:

PAGE      1          MAINFRAME CONFIGURATION MANAGER VERSION X.X.X F
                                  BATCH RESOURCE UPDATE LIST UTILITY
                                                                                
        VERIFY  TARGET=IMSx,NAME=(#A2)                                          
                                                                                
CFM7153I RESOURCE UPDATE LIST ENTRIES:                                          
    MEMBER   FUNCTION  RESOURCE    NAME                                         
   --------  --------  --------  --------                                       
   #A2       COMMENT             TEST                                           
   #A2       DELETE    APPLCTN   USER01                                        
   #A2       DELETE    TRANSACT  USER01                                        
   #A2       TCOMMAND  TRANSACT  PART                                           
   #A2       TERMSEC   LTERM     TEST2                                       
   #A2       TERMSEC   LTERM     TEST2                                       
   #A2       COMMAND   /DIS      TRAN                                           
   #A2       UPDATE    TRANSACT  DISBURSE                                       
   #A2       RELOAD    DBD       DI21PART                                       
   #A2       RELOAD    PSB       DFSSAM05                                       
   #A2       COMMAND   /DIS      TRAN                                           
   #A2       UPDATE    TRANSACT  CLOSE                                          
   #A2       TCOMMAND  TRANSACT  CLOSE                                          
   #A2       UPDATE    DATABASE  DI21PART                                       
                                                                                
SUMMARY OF VERIFY PROCESSING:                                                   
   IMSx: VERIFY FAILED                                                          
---------------------------- MESSAGES FOR IMS IMSx -----------------------------
CFM4105E DELETE FOR PROGRAM  USER01  FAILED BECAUSE IT IS NOT DEFINED          
CFM4105E DELETE FOR TRANSACT USER01  FAILED BECAUSE IT IS NOT DEFINED          
CFM4129E IMS TRAN COMMAND SECURITY IS NOT ACTIVE-TCOMMAND CHANGES INVALID       
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CFM4134E TERMSEC ENTRY CONTAINS AN INVALID STATIC LTERM NAME-TEST2           
CFM4139E TERMSEC UPDATE FAILED-LTERM TEST2 ACCESS TO /NRE     ALREADY DISALLO
CFM4134E TERMSEC ENTRY CONTAINS AN INVALID STATIC LTERM NAME-TEST2           
CFM4139E TERMSEC UPDATE FAILED-LTERM TEST2 ACCESS TO /ERE     ALREADY DISALLO
CFM4129E IMS TRAN COMMAND SECURITY IS NOT ACTIVE-TCOMMAND CHANGES INVALID       
CFM7150E VERIFY  COMMAND FAILED

Synchronize and Convert Utilities
The Synchronize and Convert batch utilities convert IMS sysgen macros to Mainframe Configuration Manager resource
update list entries. You can compare the new sysgen source against the resource definitions in the live IMS system or
its active MODBLKS data set, and create an update list to update the live system to match the new sysgen source. Use
these utilities if you receive a sysgen update request that is in IMS sysgen macro format.

You can access the Synchronize and Convert utility JCL by using the U (Utilities) option on the main menu or by
accessing high-level.CIMTSAMP(CFMCLIST). The only difference between the two utilities is that Synchronize specifies
SOURCE=FULL and Convert specifies SOURCE=PARTIAL.

NOTE
 These utilities have no functional equivalent on the main menu. They can be run only as batch utilities.

The Synchronize batch utility runs in FULL mode, which generates a resource update list to synchronize the running IMS
system with the provided IMS sysgen source and delete any resources that are not present in the sysgen source. Use this
utility when you are supplying the full sysgen source.

The Convert batch utility runs in PARTIAL mode, which generates a resource update list to synchronize the running IMS
system with the provided IMS sysgen source, but does not delete any definitions that are missing from the sysgen source.
Use this utility when you are supplying a partial set of IMS sysgen macros.

 Contents 

  

How the Utilities Process Sysgen Data

When you run the Synchronize and Convert batch utilities, Mainframe Configuration Manager processes the sysgen data
in the following manner:

1. Reads the IMS sysgen source you specify in the CFMGEN ddname, validates the sysgen source, and stores it in
internal control block format.

2. Compares the sysgen definitions with the MODBLKS definitions (if you specified CTLBLKS=DASD) or the IMS in-core
resource definitions (if you specified CTLBLKS=CORE).

3. Creates resource update list entries to add or update definitions to match the sysgen source. If you specified
SOURCE=FULL, Mainframe Configuration Manager also creates entries to delete any IMS resources that are not
present in the sysgen source.

After the Synchronize or Convert utility has created the resource update list, you can verify and install the list.

EXEC Statement

The Synchronize and Convert batch utilities require the following EXEC statement:

//CLIST   EXEC PGM=CFMCLIST

DD Statements

The Synchronize and Convert batch utilities use the following JCL DD statements:
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STEPLIB
Specifies the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD).

CFMPRINT
Specifies an output data set for the report generated by the Mainframe Configuration Manager utility.

NOTE

The data set must be defined with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133.

SYSABEND
(Optional) Specifies an output data set to contain a diagnostic dump if an abend occurs.

CFMGEN
Specifies the data set that contains the IMS sysgen source macros. This DD statement can reference a sequential
data set, a member of a PDS, or a PDS without a member name. If you specify a PDS without a member name,
the SELMBR control statement must specify one or more member names. If you specify a PDS data set without a
member name, you can specify only one data set name for this DD statement. You can specify multiple sequential
data sets (or PDS data sets with member names) by concatenating.
This DD statement must include the options member for the IMSID specified on the IMSID control statement.

CFMOPT
Specifies the Mainframe Configuration Manager options data set (CFMOPT).

CFMPDS
Specifies the data set that contains the resource update lists.
The utility writes the new resource update list to this data set.

SYSIN
Specifies the input control statements.

Control Statements

The control statements specify the execution parameters for the Synchronize and Convert batch utilities.

Each of the following keywords can occur only once in the SYSIN records, with the exception of SELMBR. SELMBR can
be specified multiple times to define all CFMGEN data set members to process.

The Synchronize and Convert utilities support the following control statements:

IMSID=
Specifies the target IMS system for the new resource update list. The IMS system does not need to be on the
same system as the Synchronize and Convert utilities.
Limits: Must be 4 characters

LIST=
Specifies a name for the resource update list to be created. The list is saved as a member of the data set defined
by the CFMPDS DD.
If the resource update list exists in the CFMPDS data set, specify also the REPLACE keyword. To include this
specification, add a blank or comma and the word REPLACE following the list name.
Example: LIST=TEST REPLACE

DCLWA=
(Optional) Specifies whether to perform log write-ahead for recoverable nonresponse-mode input messages
and transaction output messages. If the sysgen source being processed includes the IMSCTRL macro with the
DCLWA keyword, the IMSCTRL specification overrides the value specified on this statement. Valid values for this
statement are YES and NO.
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SELMBR=
(Optional) Specifies the members of the CFMGEN data set to be processed. Omit this statement unless the
CFMGEN DD references a PDS data set without a member name. You can specify SELMBR multiple times in a
single utility execution.
You can enter generic member names by using an asterisk to replace any single character in the name. For
example, SELMBR=****STG1 includes all members with “STG1” in positions 5–8 of the member name, but does
not include member IMSSTG1 because "STG1" occurs in positions 4–7.

SOURCE=
Specifies the execution mode of the utility. The following values are valid:
FULL

Synchronizes the entire sysgen source with a running IMS system. Full mode creates delete entries in the
resource update list to delete all resources not included in the sysgen source.

WARNING

Important! If you do not supply an entire sysgen source when using full mode, the resource
update list contains entries to delete resources that you may not want to delete.

The sysgen source does not need to include terminal macros, but it must include any MSC link
definitions.

PARTIAL
Synchronizes a subset of the sysgen source with a running IMS system. Partial mode lets you supply
a subset of sysgen macros (for example, only new or updated DATABASE, APPLCTN, TRANSACT, or
RTCODE macros) and create a resource update list that adds or updates those resource definitions to the
running IMS system. Partial mode is useful when a subset of sysgen source has been updated and you
want to install only those changes.
To use partial mode with TRANSACT or RTCODE macros, include also the APPLCTN macro associated
with each TRANSACT or RTCODE macro. This macro assigns the transactions and route codes to
the proper program names. Failure to provide the proper APPLCTN macro before each TRANSACT or
RTCODE macro results in a syntax error or an unexpected change to the APPLCTN program definition
for a transaction or route code.

CTLBLKS=
Specifies which resource definitions to compare with the sysgen source. The following values are valid:
DASD

Compares the sysgen source with the active MODBLKS definitions. When you specify DASD, the utility
does not use any resource changes made through IMS /ASSIGN commands (or /MSASSIGN or /STA DB
ACCESS commands). This option may be better than using CORE if, for example, a database is in RD
status at the time the utility is run because the database is being image copied.

CORE
Compares the sysgen source with the in-core IMS definitions.

NOTE

The utility assumes that any IMS resource attributes updated by an /ASSIGN command (or /
MSASSIGN or /STA DB ACCESS command) are permanent. If they are not permanent, errors
can occur in how resource attributes are set.

Return Codes

The Synchronize and Convert batch utilities indicate success or failure by the condition code presented at the end of the
job step.

The following condition codes are possible:
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0
Indicates that the utility completed successfully and created a resource update list.

4
Indicates that the utility completed successfully but did not create a resource update list. The IMS control regions
required no changes.

8
Indicates that an error occurred during utility execution. Review the job output to determine the cause of the error.

Add an ACBLIB Reload Entry to the Resource Update List

When using the Synchronize and Convert utilities to generate a resource update list, you can include an ACBLIB reload
entry in the list.

To add an ACBLIB reload entry to the update list, add a $CFMGEN statement to the utility JCL using one of the following
formats:

$CFMGEN RELOAD,PSB=psbname

$CFMGEN RELOAD,DBD=dbdname

The statements adhere to the following assembler syntax requirements:

• There must be at least one blank before the $CFMGEN keyword.
• There must be at least one blank between $CFMGEN and RELOAD.

Specify the name of the PSB or DBD for the utility to generate a reload resource update list entry for following the PSB=
or DBD=.

NOTE
Including one of these statements in your sysgen source does not reload an ACBLIB member. The reload only
occurs when the resource update list is installed.

Sample Output of the Synchronize and Convert Utilities

The Synchronize and Convert batch utility output is organized into the following sections:

1. The input control statements appear with any associated error messages, followed by CFM3241I messages that
summarize the options used during this utility execution.

2. Next, CFM3243I messages describe the resource definition and release information retrieved from the IMS system or
the MODBLKS data set.

3. The sysgen source presented to the utility is then listed with any associated warning or error messages.
4. The final output listing section shows the resource update list entries that were generated to synchronize the sysgen

source.

See the following sample output:

PAGE 1    MAINFRAME CONFIGURATION MANAGER VERSION X.X.X FASTGEN UTILITY    DATE: XX/XX/XXXX 

             CFMCLIST - CONVERT SYSGEN SOURCE TO RESOURCE UPDATE LIST      TIME:  hh:mm:ss  

*                                                                                        

*                                                                       00160000  

*   MAINFRAME CONFIGURATION MANAGER CFMCLIST CONTROL CARDS              00170000  

*                                                                       00180000  
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IMSID=IMS7              * IMSID OF ACTIVE IMS SYSTEM                    00190000    

LIST=NEW1,REPLACE       * NAME OF UPDATE LIST AND OPTIONAL REPLACE      00200000        

*                       * KEYWORD (UPDATES AN EXISTING UPDATE LIST)     00210000   

DCLWA=NO                * DEFAULT FOR DCLWA KEYWORD OF TRANSACT MACRO   00220000  

SELMBR=()               * OPTIONAL MEMBER NAME(S) FOR CFMGEN DD         00230000  

SOURCE=PARTIAL          * SOURCE=PARTIAL (DO NOT DELETE ANY RESOURCES)  00240000   

*                       * SOURCE=FULL    (DELETE RESOURCES)             00250000    

CTLBLKS=DASD            * CTLBLKS=DASD (COMPARE WITH MODBLKS DATASET)   00260000     

*                       * CTLBLKS=CORE (COMPARE WITH IMS INCORE)        00270000        

                                                                                         

CFM3241I OPTIONS IN USE: IMSID=IMS7 SOURCE=PARTIAL CTLBLKS=DASD           

CFM3241I OPTIONS IN USE: LIST=NEW1     REPLACE                 

CFM3241I OPTIONS IN USE: DCLWA=NO                           

                                                          

CFM3243I IMS IMS7 INFORMATION RETRIEVED - IMS VERSION X.X                              

CFM3243I    NUMBER OF DEFINED DATABASES        10                                       

CFM3243I    NUMBER OF DEFINED PROGRAMS         40                                       

CFM3243I    NUMBER OF DEFINED TRANS            19                                       

CFM3243I    NUMBER OF DEFINED RTCODES           0                                       

                                                                                        

      1 **********************************************************************          

      2 *   DATABASES DEFINITION                                                        

      3 **********************************************************************          

      4          DATABASE DBD=ZG1REF0U                                                  

      5          DATABASE INDEX,DBD=ZG1REF0I,ACCESS=UP                                  

      6 **********************************************************************          

      7 *   BATCH/BMP APPLICATION DEFINITION                                            

      8 **********************************************************************          

      9          APPLCTN PSB=ZGBREF0U,PGMTYPE=BATCH                                     

     10          APPLCTN PSB=ZGBREF0I,PGMTYPE=BATCH,SCHDTYP=PARALLEL                    

     11 **********************************************************************          

     12 *   APPLICATIONS DEFINITION FOR DB/DC                                           

     13 **********************************************************************          

     14          APPLCTN PSB=ZG1REV0I,PGMTYPE=TP,SCHDTYP=PARALLEL                       

     15            TRANSACT CODE=ZG1REV0I,MODE=SNGL,INQUIRY=YES,               X        

                       MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG,NONRESPONSE,1)                                  

     16 *                                                                               

     17          APPLCTN PSB=ZG1REV0U,PGMTYPE=TP                                   

     18            TRANSACT CODE=ZG1REV0U,MODE=SNGL,                           X   

                       MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG,NONRESPONSE,1)                             

                                                                                   

CFM3342I UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD DATABASE ZG1REF0I                        

CFM3342I UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD DATABASE ZG1REF0U                        

CFM3342I UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD APPLCTN  ZGBREF0I                        

CFM3342I UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD APPLCTN  ZGBREF0U                        

CFM3342I UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD APPLCTN  ZG1REV0I                        

CFM3342I UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD APPLCTN  ZG1REV0U                        

CFM3342I UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD TRANSACT ZG1REV0I                        

CFM3342I UPDATE LIST ENTRY CREATED TO ADD TRANSACT ZG1REV0U
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Compare Utility
The Compare batch utility compares the resource definitions in two MODLBKS data sets. You can use this utility to verify
that two MODBLKS modules are identical. The utility reports members present in each library, size differences, and the
number of resources defined in the MODBLKS data sets. The utility also lists any MODBLKS differences in dump format
for further examination.

You can access the Compare utility JCL by using the U (Utilities) option on the main menu or by accessing high-
level.CIMTSAMP(CFMCOMP).

NOTE
 This utility has no functional equivalent on the main menu. It can be run only as a batch utility.

 Contents 

  

EXEC Statement

The Compare batch utility requires the following EXEC statement:

//COMP    EXEC PGM=CFMCOMP,PARM='SUFFIX=(M)'

The EXEC statement has the following parameter:

SUFFIX
Specifies the suffixes (also referred to as the nucleus suffixes) of the modules to compare. You can specify
multiple suffixes by enclosing them in parentheses and separating them with commas. When specifying a single
suffix, the parentheses are optional.
Limits: 1 character
Example: PARM=’SUFFIX=(0,1)’
Example: PARM=’SUFFIX=0’

DD Statements

The Compare batch utility uses the following JCL DD statements:

STEPLIB
Specifies the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD) and the IMS RESLIB data set
associated with the MODBLKS data sets.
The utility reads two RESLIB members: DFSVC000, from which the IMS release is determined, and DFSISDCx
(where x is the nucleus suffix specified in the IMS stage 1 sysgen macro IMSGEN SUFFIX=), from which the IMS
DC component names are determined.

NOTE
The RESLIB data set that you specify must be the one used by the IMS control region (or a copy of this
data set). If you specify a different RESLIB, unpredictable results occur. The utility uses the RESLIB
data set to determine the IMS/ESA release by examining module DFSVC000.

CFMPRINT
Specifies an output data set for the compare process.

MODBLKS1
Specifies the first MODBLKS data set to compare.

MODBLKS2
Specifies the second MODBLKS data sets to compare.

SYSUDUMP
(Optional) Specifies an output data set for a diagnostic dump if an abend occurs.
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Return Codes

The Compare batch utility indicates success or failure by the condition code presented at the end of the job step.

The following condition codes are possible:

0
Indicates that the utility completed successfully and no errors were detected.

4
Indicates that discrepancies were encountered but none were severe enough to stop utility execution. After the
execution completes, you can examine the job output and analyze the discrepancies between the two MODBLKS
data sets.

Sample Output of the Compare Utility

The Compare batch utility generates a report showing the outcome of the comparison. The following is a sample report:

IMS/ESA SYSGEN CONTROL BLOCK COMPARISON  

                                         

IMS CONTROL BLOCK COMPARISON - IMS/ESA X.X.X                                  

COMPARISON REQUESTED FOR SUFFIXES: M                                          

                                                                              

COMPARE DDNAME MODBLKS1 IS DSNAME=TEST.MODBLKS                          

COMPARE DDNAME MODBLKS2 IS DSNAME=IMS.MODBLKS                           

                                                                            

       MODULE    MODBLKS1  MODBLKS2                                           

        NAME      LENGTH    LENGTH   COMPARE STATUS   DESCRIPTION             

                                                                              

      DFSDDIRM    001450    001450   IDENTICAL        DATABASE BLOCKS         

      DFSPDIRM    001248    001248   IDENTICAL        PROGRAM BLOCKS          

      DFSSMB0M    001430    001430   IDENTICAL        TRANCODE BLOCKS         

      DFSRCTEM    000058    000058   IDENTICAL        ROUTCDE BLOCKS          

                     

DATABASE COMPARISON FOR SUFFIX M (MODULE DFSDDIRM):                      

   MODBLKS1 HAS          50 DATABASES                                    

   MODBLKS2 HAS          50 DATABASES                                    

                                                                         

PROGRAM COMPARISON FOR SUFFIX M (MODULE DFSPDIRM):                       

   MODBLKS1 HAS          65 PROGRAMS                                     

   MODBLKS2 HAS          65 PROGRAMS                                     

                                                                         

TRANSACTION COMPARISON FOR SUFFIX M (MODULE DFSSMB0M):          

   MODBLKS1 HAS          38 TRANSACTIONS                        

   MODBLKS2 HAS          38 TRANSACTIONS                        

                                                                

RTCODE COMPARISON FOR SUFFIX M (MODULE DFSRCTEM):               

   MODBLKS1 HAS           3 RTCODES                             

   MODBLKS2 HAS           3 RTCODES                             

The control block comparison consists of the following sections:
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• The first section lists the IMS/ESA release, suffix, and data set names that were compared.
• The second section lists each MODBLKS module for that suffix. This section shows the length of the module in both

data sets, the status of the comparison, and a brief description of the module.
The COMPARE STATUS column can contain the following values:

IDENTICAL
Indicates that the compared modules match exactly.

NOT PRESENT
Indicates that the module is not present in either data set because Fast Paths have not been defined.

DIFFERENT SIZE
Indicates that the compared modules are not the same size and therefore are different.

DIFFERENT
Indicates that the compared modules are the same size but do not contain the same data.

• The third section lists the number of defined MODBLKS resources.

If the utility finds discrepancies between MODBLKS modules, the report includes a hex dump of the differences. If a
resource is defined in one MODBLKS module but not the other module, the utility produces the following output for each
unmatched resource:

UNMATCHED DATABASE DEFINITION PRESENT IN MODBLKS2                  

      +000  00000000 00000000 C4C2C4E4 D4D4E840  *........DBDUMMY *

      +010  00000000 00000000 00000000 FFFF0001  *................*

      +020  00000000 00000000 03000000 00000000  *................*

      +030  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................*

      +040  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................*

      +050  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  *................*

      +060  00000000 00000000                    *........        *

If the utility finds differences in a control block defined to both MODBLKS data sets, the report includes the following
information for each nonmatching resource. When comparing the dump format data for each resource, you can determine
the control block differences by using the control block DSECT information:

DIFFERENCES FOUND IN PROGRAM  IRTIVPS1                             

   DUMP OF MODBLKS1 PDIR                                           

      +000  00000000 00000000 C9D9E3C9 E5D7E2F1  *........IRTIVPS1*

      +010  00000000 00000000 00000000 FFFF0000  *................*

      +020  40000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ...............*

      +030  00000000 FFFFFFFF 00000000 00000000  *................*

      +040  00000000 00000000                    *........        *

                                                                   

   DUMP OF MODBLKS2 PDIR                                           

      +000  00000000 00000000 C9D9E3C9 E5D7E2F1  *........IRTIVPS1*

      +010  00000000 00000000 00000000 FFFF0000  *................*

      +020  40040000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ...............*

      +030  00000000 FFFFFFFF 00000000 00000000  *................*

      +040  00000000 00000000                    *........        *

Reverse Utility
A reverse function lets you create an IMS sysgen source (that is, stage 1 source) from the active MODBLKS and RESLIB
data sets, or from the in-core control blocks of a running IMS system. This option helps you generate a full-replacement
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sysgen source, determine what was in your last sysgen, and view the contents of old MODBLKS data sets. Mainframe
Configuration Manager generates stage 1 IMS sysgen macros only for databases, programs, transactions, and route
codes; it does not create macros for terminals, MSC links, or system macros (such as IMSCTRL or IMSGEN).

You can access the Reverse batch utility JCL by using the U (Utilities) option on the main menu or by accessing high-
level.CIMTSAMP(CFMBRVRS).

Comments in the original source are not preserved when the new sysgen source is created. Also, the definition order can
differ from the original source code. However, the new sysgen source still reflects the same configuration as the original
source.

After you create sysgen source macros, we recommend that you use the Validate function to verify that the sysgen source
contains no syntax errors. You can then keep the sysgen source macros as a backup or use them to run an IMS sysgen.

 Contents 

  

EXEC Statement

The Reverse batch utility requires the following EXEC statement:

//BRVRS   EXEC PGM=CFMBRVRS,PARM='IMSID=&IMSID,CTLBLKS=&CTLBLKS'

The EXEC statement has the following parameters:

IMSID
Defines the IMSID of an IMS system. The IMS system can be on a different system than the Reverse batch utility.
The IMS system must be defined in the IMSID list.
Limits: 4 characters

CTLBLKS
Specifies where to obtain the resource definitions to generate the IMS sysgen source macros.
The following values are valid:
CORE

Obtains the resource definitions from the in-core control blocks currently in use by the specified IMSID.
This option requires that the IMS system be running when the utility executes.

DASD
Obtains the resource definitions from the active MODBLKS data set for the specified IMSID. The IMS
system does not need to be running when the utility executes.

DD Statements

The Reverse batch utility uses the following JCL DD statements:

STEPLIB
Specifies the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD).

CFMOPT
Specifies the Mainframe Configuration Manager options data set (CFMOPT).

CFMPRINT
Specifies an output data set for the report generated by the Mainframe Configuration Manager utility.

NOTE
The data set must be defined with DCB attributes of RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133.

SYSABEND
(Optional) Specifies an output data set to contain a diagnostic dump if an abend occurs.
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CFMPUNCH
Specifies an output DD statement for the IMS sysgen source macros that are generated. The DCB information
must be RECFM=FB and LRECL=80. The data set specified for this DD can be a sequential data set
(DSORG=PS) or a PDS with a member name specified in the JCL.

Return Codes

The Reverse batch utility indicates success or failure by issuing a condition code at the end of the job step. The following
condition codes are possible:

0
Indicates that the utility completed successfully. All IMS sysgen macros required to reproduce the IMS
configuration have been written to the CFMPUNCH DD.

8
Indicates that an error occurred while the utility was running. Review the job output (in the CFMPRINT or JES job
log) to determine the cause of the error.

Sample Output of the Reverse Utility

The Reverse batch utility provides a short report describing the input parameters and the number of resources for which
IMS sysgen macros were created.

The utility also writes IMS sysgen macros to the data set specified in the CFMPUNCH DD statement.

See the following sample report:

PAGE 1    MAINFRAME CONFIGURATION MANAGER VERSION X.X.X  DATE: XX/XX/XXXX

                     CFMBRVRS - REVERSE IMS SYSGEN       TIME:  hh:mm:ss

                                                                                

                                                                                

CFM3241I OPTIONS IN USE: IMSID=IMSx CTLBLKS=CORE                                

                                                                                

CFM3243I IMS IMSx INFORMATION RETRIEVED - IMS VERSION 15.1                      

CFM3243I    NUMBER OF DEFINED DATABASES        13                               

CFM3243I    NUMBER OF DEFINED PROGRAMS         59                               

CFM3243I    NUMBER OF DEFINED TRANS            26                               

CFM3243I    NUMBER OF DEFINED RTCODES           3

Merge/Clone Utility
The Merge/Clone batch utility creates an IMS sysgen source. Use this source to merge multiple IMS systems or clone an
existing IMS to a new IMS system.

This utility can help you implement an IMSPlex and keep APPLCTN, TRANSACT, and DATABASE macro definitions
consistent across IMS systems in a data sharing environment.

You can access the Merge/Clone utility JCL by accessing high-level.CIMTSAMP(CFMMERGE). This utility is not
available through the U (Utilities) option on the main menu.

NOTE
This utility has no functional equivalent on the main menu. You can only run it as a batch utility.

The Merge/Clone batch utility creates stage 1 sysgen macros by reading the MODBLKS data sets for up to 64 IMS
systems and combining their resource definitions. After the utility creates the sysgen macros, you can perform a sysgen
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for each IMS system. After the sysgens, each database has the same attributes across all systems, with the possible
exception of ACCESS values, which may differ in a data sharing environment. For example, one IMS system may have an
access value that permits it to update a database and other IMS systems may only be permitted to read the database.

Each APPLCTN and TRANSACT have the same attributes across all systems, with the possible exception of the SYSID
values. The utility automatically generates SYSID values by analyzing the PSB (from PSBLIB) and determining which
IMS system has the proper database access to meet the PSB Procopt requirements. For each IMS system that meets the
requirements, the transaction is defined as local. For each system that does not meet the requirements, a SYSID value is
added to the definition to route the message to an IMS system that meets the Procopt requirements.

NOTE
The utility generates SYSIDs only for local transactions inside the IMSPlex. The utility does not generate SYSID
values for external transactions. For example, if you are merging IMS1 and IMS2, and they have transactions
that are remote to IMS3, the transactions that run on IMS3 do not have their SYSIDs changed on IMS1 or IMS2.

EXEC Statement

The Merge/Clone batch utility requires the following EXEC statement:

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=CFMMAIN0

DD Statements

The Merge/Clone batch utility uses the following JCL DD statements:

STEPLIB
Specifies the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (CIMTLOAD).

CFMLIST
Specifies an output data set for the results of the control statement analysis and environment setup processing.
This output includes source listings and error messages. We recommend using a SYSOUT data set.

NOTE
If you specify a file on DASD, it must be allocated as LRECL=121 and RECFM=FBA.

CFMEXCPT
Specifies an output data set for the results of the conflict resolution processing, PSBLIB/DBDLIB analysis, and
stage-1 generation reports. This data set also contains error messages (messages whose ID ends with a “W”)
with a character string of two asterisks (“**”). You can use this string to locate messages. We recommend using a
SYSOUT data set.

NOTE
If you specify a file on DASD, it must be allocated as LRECL=121 and RECFM=FBA.

IMS
Specifies the location of the PSB and DBD modules to load. The utility uses these modules to perform the
transaction routing analysis and build. The members in this data set concatenation must accurately reflect the
members in your IMS systems.

SYSUDUMP
(Optional) Specifies an output data set for a diagnostic dump if an abend occurs.

CFMAFFIN
Specifies the location of any control statements for forced transaction routing. The control statements contain the
transaction name and the IMSID on which to run the transaction. The input data must have an LRECL of 80. The
control statements must conform to the following syntax:
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• Column 1 -- IMSID or an asterisk (*) for a comment statement
• Column 5 -- (blank)
• Column 6 -- Transaction name

Example: IMS1 PART
Provide a separate control statement for each transaction. You can force the same transaction to run on multiple
IMS systems.

CFMSHLVL
Specifies the location of any control statements for forced ACCESS=UP on databases. The control statements
contain the name of the database to change to ACCESS=UP in all IMS systems. The input data set must have an
LRECL of 80. The control statements must conform to the following syntax:
Column 1 -- Database name or an asterisk (*) for a comment statement
Example: DI21PART

CFMIMSID
Specifies the location of the control statements that specify the systems to merge or clone. For each IMS being
processed, include at least one statement of each of the following types: SUFFIX, VERSION, and SYSID. If you
are processing more than two IMS regions, provide more than one SYSID statement for each IMS.

NOTE
The input data set must have an LRECL of 80. The control statements must not go beyond column 72
and must conform to the specified syntax.

For each IMSID entered as part of the CFMIMSID control statements, enter a DD statement for the MODBLKS
data set. The ddname is specified by appending the four-byte IMSID to the “MBLK” constant. An example is
shown in the SYSID statement syntax.

Control Statements

The following control statements are valid for the Merge/Clone batch utility:

imsid SUFFIX
The SUFFIX control statement must conform to the following syntax:

• Column 1 -- IMSID or an asterisk (*) for a comment statement
• Column 5 -- (blank)
• Column 6 (or after) -- SUFFIX=x

Example: IMS1 SUFFIX=1
The suffix value must be the gen suffix for the IMSID starting in column 1. The utility uses this value to determine
which modules to load from the associated MODBLKS data set.

imsid VERSION
The VERSION control statement must conform to the following syntax:

• Column 1 -- IMSID or an asterisk (*) for a comment statement
• Column 5 -- (blank)
• Column 6 (or after) -- VERSION=(v.r)

Example: IMS1 VERSION=(15.1)
The version value must match the IMS version of the MODBLKS data set associated with the IMSID. The utility
uses this value to determine which CFM module to use to read the MODBLKS.

imsid SYSID
The SYSID control statement must conform to the following syntax:
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• Column 1 -- IMSID or asterisk (*) for a comment statement
• Column 5 -- (blank)
• Column 6 (or after) -- SYSID=(rmt,lcl)

Example: IMS1 SYSID=(21,11)
The SYSID statement tells the utility about the environment that the utility processes. Supply an IMSID control
statement for all systems to be processed. For each IMSID that you specify, include every SYSID that is local to
that system. Also, for local SYSID of each IMSID, verify that a remote SYSID in the other IMS system is being
processed. Each IMS system must have a remote SYSID that points to the local SYSIDs of all other IMS systems.
Other SYSIDs can exist outside the IMSPlex, as shown in the following example.

Example: IMS Systems Not Included in IMSPlex

Your configuration consists of IMS1, IMS2, IMS3, and IMS4. IMS1, IMS2, and IMS3 reside in the same shared DASD
complex and are being merged. IMS4 resides in a separate JES complex and is not being merged. The IMS systems
contain the following local SYSIDs:

• IMS1 -- 11
• IMS2 -- 21
• IMS3 -- 31
• IMS4 -- 41

IMS1, IMS2, and IMS3 must all define their local SYSIDs to the Merge/Clone batch utility. These IMS systems must
also define remote SYSIDs to the local SYSIDs of each of the other systems. The following CFMIMSID SYSID control
statements are required to process this example:

IMS1 SYSID=(21,11)IMS1 SYSID=(31,11)   IMS2 SYSID=(11,21)IMS2 SYSID=(31,21)   IMS3 SYSID=(11,31)IMS3

 SYSID=(21,31)

In this example, the transactions routed to IMS4 are unaffected by the Merge/Clone batch utility because IMS4 is outside
the IMSPlex.

This example also requires the following MODBLKS DD statements:

//MBLKIMS1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Modblks dsn for IMS1//MBLKIMS2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Modblks dsn for IMS2//MBLKIMS3 DD

 DISP=SHR,DSN=Modblks dsn for IMS3

Return Codes

The Merge/Clone batch utility indicates success or failure by the condition code at the end of the job step.

The following condition codes are possible:

0
Indicates that the utility completed successfully and no errors were detected.

4
Indicates that discrepancies were encountered but none were severe enough to stop utility execution. Analyze the
CFMEXCPT output listings for warning messages that describe a potential problem that you can manually change
in the IMS stage 1 macros.

8
Indicates that the utility completed normally. All stage 1 members were generated, but you may have to manually
edit the stage 1 macros before running an IMS sysgen. To determine whether edits are needed, analyze the
CFMEXCPT output listings for error messages that describe a potential problem that you may want to manually
change in the IMS stage 1 macros.
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12
Indicates that the utility encountered a critical error that forced immediate program termination. No stage 1 macros
were created. Analyze the output reports and correct any error conditions.

How to Resolve Conflicts when Merging Systems

Contents

When you merge systems, the Merge/Clone batch utility can encounter conflicts between the resource attributes in
different systems.

Duplicate Resource Names on Systems

The Merge/Clone batch utility assumes that if two resources have the same name, they are the same resource. Verify that
you do not have different resources with duplicate names. For example, if you are merging IMS1 and IMS2 and they both
have database DB01 defined, verify that both definitions refer to the same database, with the same DSN, using the same
DBD.

The same is true for applications. If you are merging IMS1 and IMS2 and they both have application PGM1, it must be the
same PSB in both systems.

Conflicting Resource Attributes

The Merge/Clone batch utility can encounter conflicts between the resource attributes in different systems. The utility
determines the method to use based on which resource attribute has a conflict.

Least Restrictive Parameter

If the Merge/Clone batch utility encounters a conflict in the MSGTYPE=(SNGLSEG|MULTSEG) parameter, the utility uses
MULTSEG because it is less restrictive than SNGLSEG.

A program that processes single segment messages can work when TRANSACT is defined as MULTSEG, but the inverse
is not true.

Largest Value

If the Merge/Clone batch utility encounters a conflict with any of the following TRANSACT options, it applies the largest
value to all systems being merged. For example, if one system has an SPA of 100 and the other system has 500, the
utility defines SPA=500 on both systems.

Conflicts with the following TRANSACT options are resolved by using the largest value:

• EMHB size
• MAXRGN
• PARLIM
• PROCLIM count
• PROCLIM seconds
• PRTY limit count
• PRTY normal
• PRTY limit
• SEGNO (0 being the largest)
• SEGSZ (0 being the largest)
• SPA size
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Default Option Setting

If the Merge/Clone batch utility encounters a conflict with any of the following TRANSACT options, it applies the default
setting for that option:

• DCLWA=YES | NO
• EDIT=(UC | ULC)
• FPATH=NO | YES | size
• MODE=MULT | SNGL
• MSGTYPE=(class)
• MSGTYPE=(RESPONSE | NONRESPONSE)
• ROUTING=NO | YES
• SCHD=1 | 2 | 3 | 4
• SERIAL=NO | YES
• WFI
• Program name used by transaction
• SYSID (if remote outside of IMSPlex)

If the utility encounters a conflict with the following APPLCTN options, it applies the default:

• FPATH=NO | YES | size (obtained from the TRANSACT assigned to this APPLCTN)
• LANG= (only if GSPB is selected)

NOTE
For more information about these options and their default settings, see the IBM IMS Installation Volume 2:
System Definition and Tailoring.

Apply to All

If the Merge/Clone batch utility encounters a conflict with any of the following options, it applies the setting from one
system to all of them (referred to as "set in any, set in all").

For example, if one system has a database defined with the RESIDENT option, the utility sets the RESIDENT option for
the other systems.

If the utility encounters a conflict with the following TRANSACT options, it applies the indicated setting to all systems:

• EDIT=(name)
• INQ=NO (else set to INQ=YES)
• INQ=RECOVER (else set to INQ=NORECOV)
• RTRUNC/STRUNC (uses the first defined value)

If the utility encounters a conflict with the following APPLCTN options, it applies the indicated setting to all systems:

• DOPT (unless set to RESIDENT in any system)
• GPSB

NOTE
If GPSB is set in some but not in all systems, the Merge/Clone utility determines whether a PSB really exists
in PSBLIB. If so, GPSB is removed. If there is no PSBLIB member, GPSB is added to all systems.

• PGMTYPE=(TP) (otherwise set to BATCH)
• RESIDENT
• SCHDTYP=PARALLEL (otherwise set to SERIAL)

If the utility encounters a conflict with the following DATABASE options, it applies the same setting to all systems:
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• ACCESS=
• RESIDENT

Database Access Conflicts

When the Merge/Clone batch utility encounters a conflict with the database access settings between systems, it resolves
the conflict by using the first rule that applies:

1. If the database is set to update as part of the CFMSHLVL input, the utility specifies ACCESS=UP for the database on
all IMS systems.

2. If ACCESS=EX is found in any system, the utility adds ACCESS=RO to any system where the database is being
added for the first time. (ACCESS for other systems does not change.)

3. If ACCESS=UP is found on more than one system, the utility assumes that the database is SHARELVL(3) in the
RECON and specifies ACCESS=UP for the database on all IMS systems.

4. If ACCESS=UP is found on only one IMS system, the utility applies ACCESS=RO to any system where the database
is being added for the first time. (ACCESS for other systems does not change.)

5. If ACCESS=R* is found, the utility uses the first ACCESS parameter as the default for all systems where the database
is being added for the first time.

Reports from the Merge/Clone Utility

When you execute the Merge/Clone batch utility, it produces several reports listing control statement input, processing
exceptions, and program execution status. The reports are written to the CFMLIST and CFMEXCPT data sets.

The CFMLIST data set contains several reports that list the control statement input and the current IMS system contents,
including the following reports:

Control Statement
Lists the input records read from file CFMIMSID and any error messages associated with this input.

MODBLKS Extraction Services
Contains the number of database, application, and transaction macros currently defined in each IMS region.

Transaction Affinity Input
Lists all user-forced routed transactions.

Data Base Sharelvl(3)
Lists the databases for setting ACCESS=UP in all IMS regions.

The CFMEXCPT data set contains several reports that show the conflict resolution, routing analysis, and stage 1 build
phases, including the following reports:

Gen Definition Edit/Resolution
Shows conflict resolutions, listing the discrepancies among the different members of the IMSPlex and identifying
which options were chosen to resolve most of the conflicts.

PSBLIB/DBDLIB ANALYSIS
Identifies the conflicts and error conditions encountered while analyzing the PSBLIB and DBDLIB members.

IMS Stage1 Generation
Shows the progress of the IMS stage 1 macro generation and any error conditions.

Remove Symbolics Utility
If your IMS sysgen source includes assembler symbolics or conditional assembly statements, you can use the Remove
Symbolics batch utility to remove those items and build IMS sysgen source that is compatible with the Mainframe
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Configuration Manager fast sysgen function (both the FASTGEN batch utility and the Fastgen menu option). The fast
sysgen function cannot resolve these items when it encounters them.

You can access the Remove Symbolics utility JCL by accessing high-level.CIMTSAMP(CFMCGEN). This utility is not
available through the U (Utilities) option on the main menu.

This utility has no functional equivalent on the main menu. It can be run only as a batch utility. Also, unlike the
other Mainframe Configuration Manager utilities, the Remove Symbolics batch utility uses IBM High Level Assembler.

 Contents 

  

EXEC Statement

The Remove Symbolics batch utility requires the following EXEC statement:

//ASMA90  EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM=(DECK,NOOBJECT)

The EXEC statement has the following High Level Assembler execution parameters:

DECK
Generates object code and writes it to the data set specified in the SYSPUNCH DD statement.

NOOBJECT
Specifies that the assembler does not write the generated object code to SYSLIN or SYSLNK.

NOTE
 You can specify additional parameters. For more information about the available parameters, see the IBM High
Level Assembler for z/OS & z/VM & z/VSE Programmer's Guide.

DD Statements

The Remove Symbolics batch utility uses the following JCL DD statements:

SYSPRINT
Specifies an output data set for diagnostic and error messages.

NOTE
The data set must be allocated as a SYSOUT file.

SYSPUNCH
Specifies an output data set for this utility. This data set contains the rebuilt sysgen source that has all symbolics
and conditional assembly statements removed, and is used as input by the Fastgen batch utility.

NOTE
The output data set must be defined as LRECL=80 and RECFM=FB.

SYSLIB
Specifies the CIMTTBL0 data set and a PDS that contains any user macros required to remove assembler
symbolic or conditional assembly statements. If you have no user macros, this DD statement can refer to only the
CIMTTBL0 data set, which contains the macro library.

SYSUT1
Specifies a temporary work file for the assembler to use.

SYSIN
Specifies the input control statements.
Specify the CIMTTBL0 member CFMGEN first, followed by the IMS sysgen source containing the assembler
symbolic or conditional assembly statements to remove.
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Return Codes

The Remove Symbolics batch utility indicates success or failure by the return code presented at the end of the job step.

NOTE
 For more information about the return codes, see the IBM High Level Assembler for z/OS & z/VM & z/VSE
Programmer's Guide.

Sample Output of the Remove Symbolics Utility

The Remove Symbolics batch utility provides standard assembler output.

For example, the utility can process the following IMS stage 1 input:

APPLCTN GPSB=CCFCMD00,PGMTYPE=BATCH,SCHDTYP=PARALLEL  /* With comments*/

The preceding input would result in the following stage 1 output, in which the comments have been removed:

APPLCTN GPSB=CCFCMD00,PGMTYPE=BATCH,SCHDTYP=PARALLEL

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
Contents:

About Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager

Although the IMS Extended Terminal Option (ETO) feature allows dynamic creation of terminals, printers, and LTERMS,
system support staff members must perform additional configuration on ETO default dynamic terminals to meet specific
needs.

Manually configuring dynamic terminals and other elements can be time-consuming and lead to errors. This process
involves managing descriptors and writing user exits. Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager helps automate the process
and eliminate the need to code IMS user exit routines to define how ETO processes should work. Additionally, you can
use Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to add or modify terminals.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides features that are not available with ETO alone, such as the ability to do
the following:

• Automatically initiate a transaction instead of sending the signon complete message.
• Automatically clean up a terminal session after logoff, deleting queued messages and exiting conversations.
• Automatically sign on a terminal that logs on to IMS.
• Accept signon information passed in VTAM userdata.

You can use Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to do the following:

• Set global options.
• Override options for specific user IDs and terminals.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager also provides for consistency across an IMSPlex by guaranteeing unique names
across different IMS systems.
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Specifying Options for Extended Terminal Management

You can specify options at a global level, which applies to all terminals, or you can override global options for device types
or for specific LU names or user IDs. Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options are available, for example, to do the
following:

• Customize the format of signon required and signon complete screens. You can supply your own MFS format name,
use IMS default formats, or maintain consistency with the old version of IMS messages.

• Specify whether to use auto-signon, and optionally, specify the user ID used for auto-signon.
• Specify a security profile for IMS command authorization.
• Set a screen size override rather than use the screen size defined by the network.
• Configure naming conventions for the user and LTERM names to be created. You can use one of several options to

select a naming convention, or define specific names for each user ID or node that logs on to IMS.
• Allow multiple terminals to log on with the same user ID (and define user and LTERM naming conventions for multiple

user ID signons).
• Set idle terminal timeout values, which automatically sign off or log off a terminal after a period of inactivity.
• Configure IMS terminal options for message delete and response mode.

How Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Enhances IMS ETO Implementation

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can ease the implementation of IMS ETO by:

• Performing auto-signon for devices where a /SIGN ON command is not issued
• Customizing signon screens to match how the screens appeared before implementing IMS ETO
• Specifying the LTERM names that will be used for specific terminals or user IDs
• Providing tables to perform command authorization that was previously provided in the IMS Security Maintenance

Utility (SMU)
• Allowing IMS to determine SLU2/3270 screen size, rather than using the terminal network definition
• Verifying that a terminal is using the desired MFS features by specifying the IMS ETO logon descriptor
• Performing auto-logon for printers

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can enhance the implementation of IMS ETO by:

• Resetting terminal status at signoff/logoff/signon, including dequeuing messages
• Specifying unique auto-signoff or auto-logoff times for idle devices globally or by device type, terminal name, or user ID
• Setting IMS ETO processing options without coding an IMS Initialization exit (DFSINTX0)
• Specifying Sysplex Terminal Management (SRM) options globally or by device type
• Restricting logon/signon for specific terminals or user IDs to specific times of the day
• Accepting VTAM userdata at logon time from session managers
• Customizing error message text for signon failures
• Creating dynamic transactions during "Unknown Destination" processing

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can enhance non-ETO-related IMS processing by:

• Providing OTMA routing data for messages inserted to the alternate PCB
• Automatically putting devices in MFS test mode
• Enhancing IMS command security by performing command plus keyword authorization
• Dynamically reloading many IMS exit routines
• Displaying IMS terminal/user information not returned from standard IMS commands
• Specifying the disposition of messages that cause IMS transaction program ABENDs
• Providing the following that was previously provided by IMS SMU:
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– Transaction/LTERM security
– Transaction/password security
– Transaction/command security

Operational Considerations for Managing Extended Terminals
To help you get started and understand how to use Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to harvest your information,
you need the following background information:

• Products that you are using
• Exits that you have in place
• Knowledge of whether you have the source for every exit
• Knowledge of whether you have the source for your MFS signon screens

Contents:

Supported Terminal Session Types

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides support for the following terminal session types:

• SLU2/3270
• SLU1/3286 printer
• SLUP/3600/FINANCE
• SLU1 console
• SLU3 (as a SLU1 printer or 3270P)

NOTE
Native SLU3 (VTAM definition) is not supported in IMS.

• LU 6.1 (ISC)
• Remote LTERM names
• OTMA LTERM names

Message Format Service (MFS) Issues

IMS uses Message Format Service (MFS) to format messages to and from terminals. MFS allows IMS application
programs to not have to deal with device-specific characteristics in input or output messages. To enable MFS to work, you
specify control blocks that dictate how to arrange input and output messages.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager verifies that a terminal is using the desired MFS features by specifying the IMS
ETO logon descriptor. To verify that you are using the proper features for your device, set the logon descriptor name for
each LU name.

Note: The terminal types or secondary logical units (SLUs) that your network uses determine the facilities that are
provided by MFS. For complete information about MFS (including supported devices), see the IBM IMS Administration
Guide: Transaction Manager.

If the network definition causes IMS to create the NODE as a different device type or model than was previously defined in
the IMS sysgen, the following errors can occur:

• Customer MFS is not available for the new device type.
• An unused (or old) version of the MFS will start to be used.

Note: To verify that you are getting the proper screen size, specify the device model when setting signon options or
setting options for SLU2/3270 devices.
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Setting Up Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
After you have installed Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager, follow these steps to set up the product:

  

Allocate and Initialize the Options Data Set

To allocate and initialize the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager VSAM options data set, use the following members
in high-level.CIMTSAMP:

• ETMD1MDA member (to build the dynamic allocation member for the options data set)
• ETMD1INI member (to allocate and initialize the options data set)

NOTE
 The options data set may be unique to a single IMS system or shared between IMS systems that have similar
customization requirements.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access member ETMD1MDA in high-level.CIMTSAMP and customize the member as needed.
2. Customize SET statements as needed to reflect your values.

The options data set is a VSAM data set, so choose a naming convention that fits with your installation standards for a
VSAM data set.

3. Execute the job defined in ETMD1MDA.
This job builds the dynamic allocation member and places it in the library specified by MDALIB in the JCL.
The dynamic allocation member must reside in a data set that is accessible to all IMS message regions (MPRs) in
which the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager online transaction (EMTRAN) runs. The dynamic allocation member
must reside in a STEPLIB library for the IMS control region.

4. Access member ETMD1INI in high-level.CIMTSAMP and customize the member as follows:
– Customize SET statements as needed to reflect your values.

Make sure to use the same options data set name used in the previous job.
– Set a value for DB1TITL to display a title for this options data set.

5. Execute the job defined in ETMD1INI.
The options data set is allocated and initialized.

Enable Online Refresh Capability (Optional)

 Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can refresh the options data set by using one of the following:

• EMTRAN transaction (which uses APPC/MVS and APPC/IMS to dynamically refresh the ECSA tables from the options
data set)
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses APPC/MVS to communicate across systems.
To use the EMTRAN refresh, you must add a TP profile entry and a side information entry.

• Batch job (which does not require APPC/MVS or APPC/IMS)
If you do not want to use APPC/MVS, you can use the batch refresh job (on each LPAR) instead of the online refresh
function.

NOTE
You also need a VTAM mode name that can be used for APPC (LU 6.2). The VTAM support personnel in your
organization might know a mode table entry name that can be used for this purpose.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that APPC/MVS is installed and active by issuing the following z/OS commands:
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D APPC,LU,ALL
Informs you whether APPC is active, reveals the name of the APPC TP profile data set, and reveals the name of
the APPC/MVS base LU on the LPAR.

D ASCH,ALL
Reveals the APPC scheduler class name that is in place on the LPAR.

2. Customize member ETMSIDEI in high-level.CIMTSAMP to define one APPC symbolic definition for each LPAR where
an IMS system executes.

3. Customize member ETMTPADD in high-level.CIMTSAMP to define the APPC TP profile on each LPAR where an IMS
system executes.

4. Specify SECACPT=ALREADYV or SECACPT=AVPV in the VTAMLST definition for the APPC base LU.
5. Specify any site-specific settings (such as APPCLU class profiles) as needed to conform to your security environment.
6. Activate APPC/IMS by doing the following.

If APPC/IMS is already active in IMS, no additional definitions are required.
– Customize the ETMAPPC member in the sample library to add an APPC/IMS LU definition to the z/OS PARMLIB

member APPCCMxx. 
The SCHED value must be the IMSID of the IMS system.

– Customize the ETMVTAM member in the sample library to add an LU definition to SYS1.VTAMLST for the
ACBNAME specified in the LU definition.
The label on the ACBNAME statement and the ACBNAME= parameter must match the ACBNAME on the LU
definition.

Set APPC/MVS for Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager

APPC/MVS is primarily used to implement client-server communications across mainframe systems. Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager requires APPC/MVS, even in a single-system environment, for the following reasons:

• APPC/MVS provides APF authorization, which Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager requires to perform various
functions.

• APPC/MVS enables communication across z/OS images, which lets users refresh the Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager options data set in IMS systems on different z/OS images.

APPC/MVS is part of the base z/OS product and is typically already installed before you install Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager. For Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to use APPC/MVS, you must set up side information
entries and a TP profile. You can perform these tasks by running the JCL jobs provided with Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager.

For more information about enabling ALREADYV security for APPC/MVS LUs, see the section APPC/MVS
Considerations.

NOTE
 For more information about installing APPC/MVS, see the IBM MVS Planning: APPC Management.

Customize IMS Systems where  Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Will Be Used

By default, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager is not active when you start up an IMS system. To activate it
for an IMS system, add a member ETMIimsid to the PROCLIB data set used by the IMS system where you want to
activate Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager. Specify ETM=YES in the ETMIimsid member and restart the IMS
system.

Perform the following tasks on each IMS system where Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will be used:

Set ETO and APPC parameters:
In your DFSPBxxx PROCLIB member, verify that the following parameter specifications are active for IMS
systems where Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager is used:
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ETO=Y
Specifies that IMS ETO is active.

APPC=Y
Specifies that APPC/IMS is active.

Update the IMS control region JCL
to specify the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager load library in the STEPLIB concatenation.
This load library does not have to be specified before the IMS SDFSRESL data set; however, if you are using any
of the following IMS exits, they must be renamed to names supported by Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager:

• DFSINTX0
• DFSCCMD0
• DFSGMSG0
• DFSSGNX0
• DFSSGFX0
• DFSINSX0
• DFSPPUE0
• DFSLGNX0
• DFSLGFX0

Update the IMS message region JCL
to contain the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library for any message region where the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager transaction can execute.

Add the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager transaction EMTRAN
to your IMS system. For the IMS sysgen definition, see the samplib member ETMGEN02.

Set Up IMS Exit Routines

The following IMS exits are distributed in Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager:

• DFSINSX0 (output creation exit)
• DFSCCMD0 (command authorization exit)
• DFSGMSG0 (greetings message exit)
• DFSINTX0 (IMS initialization exit)
• DFSLGNX0 (logon exit)
• DFSSGFX0 (signoff exit)
• DFSSGNX0 (signon exit)

 Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager installation can introduce conflicts with other products that use the following exits:

• IMS exits DFSINTX0, DFSCCMD0, and DFSPPUE0
• IMS ETO exits DFSGMSG0, DFSSGNX0, DFSSGFX0, DFSLGNX0, and DFSLGFX0

To avoid conflicts with IMS exits, rename them so that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can call the exits as
required. The name required for your version of the exit depends on what you need the exit to do.

NOTE
 If you need your own version of the DFSINTX0, rename it to DFSINTX1 (with 1 as the suffix). The Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager version of this exit will automatically call DFSINTX1 at IMS startup.

Partner Product User Exit Routine (DFSPPUE0)

IMS dispatches the partner product user exit routine, DFSPPUE0, during system initialization to allow for the initialization
of products that must run with IMS. The IMS regions where Database Organizer or Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager will be executed require executing the Database Management Solutions for IMS version of the IMS Partner
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Product exit routine, IDIPPUE0.The IDIPPUE0 module that is distributed in hlq.CIMTLOAD also loads and calls the
following PPUE modules:

• HPOPPUE0 -- Database Organizer version of PPUE.
• ETMPPUEZ -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager version of PPUE.
• DFSPPUE2 (if found in the STEPLIB concatenation) -- the renamed third-party DFSPPUE0 module.

In the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD), DFSPPUE0 is an alias of IDIPPUE0.

The FFOR call intercept load modules (HPODDLE0, HPODDL00, HPODLA00, and HPOFXC50) front-end the
corresponding DFS-prefixed load modules. During a full function online recovery, these load modules collect information
about DLI updates and rollbacks that are performed against an online database in the process of being reorganized. This
information is inserted into the online reorg call repository.

Implement Support for the IMS Build Security (DFSBSEX0) User Exit

The IMS Build Security user exit (DFSBSEX0) determines how to build the security environment in an IMS dependent
region for certain call types. You can implement Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager support for the DFSBSEX0 user
exit.

To enable Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to help manage the DFSBSEX0 user exit, execute the job defined in
the hlq.CIMTSAMP(ETMBSEXZ) member.

Code User Exits for Managing Extended Terminals
 Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides the IMS ETO exits that are called directly by IMS. If you have unique
requirements, you can code your own IMS ETO exit or non-ETO IMS exit. The following exits are available:

DFSBSEX0
(Optional) The Build Security user exit (DFSBSEX0) determines how to build the security environment in an IMS
dependent region for certain call types. The information about the return codes value for the DFSBSEX0 user
exit is stored in the transaction/return code and PSB/return code tables. These tables specify the return code
value that the DFSBSEX0 user exit returns to IMS. First the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager searches the
transaction table for a matching entry. If a matching entry is not found in the transaction table, the PSB table is
searched. If no matching entry is found in either table, a return code of zero is returned to IMS.

NOTE
The transaction and PSB tables accept wildcards in transaction names and PSB names. For more
information about the DFSBSEX0 return codes, see the IBM IMS Exit Routines.

DFSCCMD1
The DFSCCMD1 command authorization user exit is called when specified in the options data set.

DFSGMSG1
The DFSGMSG1 greeting message exit is called when specified in the options data set.

DFSGMSG2
The DFSGMSG2 IMS greeting message exit is called to handle message DFS2467 after Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager has attempted to append the IMS return code text to the message. This exit is called from all
types of terminals.

DFSINSX1
The DFSINSX1 output creation exit is called when specified in the options data set.

DFSINSX2
The DFSINSX2 output creation user exit is called, if present in your IMS system, after DFSINSX0 ends with a
return code of zero.

DFSLGFX0
The DFSLGFX0 logoff exit is called by IMS during logoff.
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DFSLGNX1
The DFSLGNX1 logon user exit is called when specified in the options data set. You can call both versions of the
logon exits (DFSLGNX1 and DFSLGNX2). You can also choose not to use the exits.
The DFSLGNX1 processing is performed as follows:

• It is called only when specified in user tables.
• It is called instead of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager logon exit (DFSLGNX0), unless the node fails

time-of-day logon verification or VTAM user data is required but is not present.
• It is passed the unchanged IMS parameter list.

DFSLGNX2
The DFSLGNX2 logon user exit is always called, if present in your IMS system, after the other logon exits (unless
exits DFSLGNX0 or DFSLGNX1 reject logon). Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager logon exit DFSLGNX0
rejects a logon attempt only when one of the following occurs:

• Time-of-day processing is active, and a terminal is not allowed to log on at a specific time.
• VTAM user data is required but is not present.
• Logon descriptor ETMFAIL is specified for the device that is attempting logon.

DFSLGNX2 is passed the updated parameter list (if updated by DFSLGNX0 or DFSLGNX1).

WARNING
Because DFSLGNX2 is called after the other logon exits, be careful not to change any parameter list
values supplied by the other exits.

DFSNDMX0
The DFSNDMX0 IMS nondiscardable message exit handles the routing of messages for transaction ABENDs.
This exit is called only when Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not find a matching ABEND TABLE
entry in the options data set.

DFSSGFX1
The DFSSGFX1 signoff exit is always called during signoff.

DFSSGNX1
The DFSSGNX1 signon exit is called when specified in the options data set.

DFSSGNX2
The DFSSGNX2 signon exit is called, if present in your IMS system, after the Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager signon exit (unless signon exit DFSSGNX0 rejects the signon). The Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager signon exit rejects a signon attempt only in the following situations:

• Time-of-day processing is active, and a user ID is not allowed to sign on at a specific time.
•  Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager MFS MOD ETMSIGNO or ETM@MOD1 is used, and new password

reverification fails.

NOTE
 ETMSIGNO and ETM@MOD1 are defined in hlq.CIMTSAMP.

• USER RECORD REQUIRED FOR SIGNON is active, but the user ID attempting signon is not defined in the
SLU2/3270 user ID table.

WARNING
Because DFSSGNX2 is called after the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager signon exit, be careful
not to change any parameter list values supplied by the other exits.

DFSYDRU0
The DFSYDRU0 OTMA user data formatting user exit is called only when Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager does not find a matching OTMA destination table entry.
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NOTE
You can rename this exit to meet your requirements, but the exit must be specified in IMS PROCLIB
member DFSYDTx for all OTMA connections.

DFSYPRX0
The DFSYPRX0 OTMA destination resolution user exit is called only when Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager does not find a matching OTMA destination table entry.

NOTE
For information about using exit routines, see the IBM IMS Exit Routine Reference.

DFS3650I Transaction Replacement
Use DFS3650I Transaction Replacement to input an IMS transaction and discard the signon complete
message(DFS3650I). When DFS3650 Transaction Replacement builds an IMS transaction message, it consists of the
IMS transaction code followed by a single blank. However, you can use transaction text descriptors to include useful IMS
information in the transaction message.

This option is valid only for SLU2/3270 devices.

DFS3650I Transaction Replacement can be specified:

• At the SLU2/3270 device global level
• At the LU name-specific level
• For a specific user ID

Contents:

Activate DFS3650I Transaction Replacement

To activate DFS3650I Transaction Replacement, do either of the following:

• Specify a value in the TRX NAME field when setting options or setting signon options for SLU2/3270 in EMTRAN
• Specify the TRX3650= parameter in the ZU control statement when using the batch update utility (ETMUD1U0)

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can also be configured to extract the DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name
from the VTAM user data.

Transaction Text Descriptors

Transaction text descriptors (TTDs) allow you to create more meaningful input messages by inserting system-related
information and user-defined literals into the message.

The default input transaction built by DFS3650 Transaction Replacement consists of the transaction code followed by
a single blank character. To increase the usefulness of this transaction, you can use TTDs to add information to the
message (such as VTAM userdata, node name, IMSID, user name, LTERM names, user ID, IMS jobname, and text
literals).

TTD information is read from anIMS PROCLIB Members , where imsid specifies the ID of the IMS region. If a TTDimsid
PROCLIB member is not present at IMS startup, TTD processing is not available until IMS is restarted.

TTD PROCLIB members contain two types of input records:

• Control statement records
• Parameter records

An asterisk (*) in column one denotes a comment statement. A control statement signifies the start of a set of TTDs for a
specific transaction code.
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Customizing Signon and Signoff
If you have programmable devices that logon to IMS and expect the signon and signon complete screens to appear in a
specific format, you can customize IMS ETO. Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides the following options that
help implement IMS ETO without any changes to your signon and signon complete screens:

• Standard IMS signon screens
• DFS2002/DFS058 messages (IMS pre-ETO signon screens)
• A user exit (DFSGMSG1)

In addition, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager allows you to specify a user MFS MOD name.

NOTE
In some cases, signon screen MFS needs to be changed (if it depended on a different message being sent to
the terminal) or exit routines have been involved. If you understand the format of the DFS3649 and DFS3650
messages, you can eliminate exit routines and change your MFS to appropriately populate fields on the signon
and signon complete screens.

Contents:

LU 6.1 (ISC) Auto-Signon

Auto-signon allows a signon to complete without calling SAF to verify that the user ID is defined.

During session establishment for a dynamic LU 6.1 (ISC) session on an IMS that requires signon, IMS uses the USER
name specified on the /OPNDST command to perform a SAF signon (without requiring a password). If the signon fails, the
session establishment fails. For static LU 6.1 (ISC) session establishment, IMS does not attempt to perform a SAF signon.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can allow dynamic LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions to bypass performing the SAF
signon, thus allowing dynamic LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions to work the same as static LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions during session
establishment.

When an LU 6.1 (ISC) session is started by the remote partner, the session names are specified by the remote system.
Because the SAF signon that is performed is done without a password, any valid SAF user ID could be used. To verify
that remote systems use only desired user IDs for signon, set the USER REC REQUIRED FOR SIGNON option when
you set device options for LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions. When this option is active, an LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID record must be
defined in the options data set for all user IDs that are used for LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.

When a message is inserted to a destination that is unknown to IMS, and Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager determines the destination is an LTERM for an LU 6.1 (ISC) session, Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager supplies auto-logon data for automatic session establishment.

NOTE
The LTERM must be defined to an LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID record and have all pertinent information specified.

Enabling Multiple Signons with the Same User ID (SLU2/3270 Devices)

To allow the same user ID to sign on multiple times from SLU2/3270 devices, do any of the following:

• When you set LU name-specific options or userID-specific options for SLU2/3270 devices, specify one of the following
values for LTERM/USER NAMING OPTION:

2 (NODE=USER=LTERM)
Specifies to set USER / LTERM names the same as the node name. After successful signon, the node, user, and
LTERM will all have the same name as the VTAM node.

4 (SUFFIXED USERID)
Specifies to add a suffix to the user ID to allow multiple signons. After successful signon, the user and LTERM
name will be the user ID with a suffix value appended.
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Note: To use this option, the user ID must be seven characters or less.
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides several techniques for setting the user ID suffix. You can limit
the number of concurrent signons per user ID that the suffixing technique allows by specifying the maximum
number of sessions per user ID.

• When you set device-specific options for SLU2/3270 devices, use a masking character in the USER/LTERMS field
to define a SLU2/3270 table entry. After successful signon, this option constructs the User and LTERM name as a
derivative of the node name.

Example: Set Up a SLU2/3270 Table Entry with a Mask Character

This example includes the following entries for setting up a SLU2/3270 table entry:

LUNAME ===> TCP*

LTERM/USER NAMING OPTION:

3  -  USERID FROM TABLE

USER/LTERMS

ZZZ!!!!!

When node TCP00029 issues a successful signon, the user and LTERM names will be ZZZ00029. The first three
characters of the user and LTERM name (ZZZ) are obtained from the USER/LTERMS field, and the exclamation points in
the USER/LTERMS field will get populated from the characters in the node name.

User ID Suffixing Techniques

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides the following techniques for setting the user ID suffix (to allow for
multiple signons).

NOTE
You can limit the number of concurrent signons per user ID that the suffixing technique allows by specifying the
maximum number of sessions per user ID.

Technique 1
Appends a one-character suffix to the user ID to create a unique name within IMS. The suffix values are 0-9 and
A-Z, allowing for a maximum of 36 signons with the same user ID.

Technique 2
Appends up to three characters to the user ID to create a unique name within IMS. This technique works
differently, based on the length of the user ID:

• For user IDs that are five characters or less, a three-character suffix with a value of 000-FFF will be appended
(where 000-FFF is a hexadecimal numeric range).

• For six-character user IDs, a two-character suffix with a value of 00-FF will be appended (where 00-FF is a
hexadecimal numeric range).

• For seven-character user IDs, suffixing technique 1 will be used.

Technique 3
Works the same as technique 1, except the first /SIGN ON for a user ID will not append a suffix.

Technique 4
Works the same as technique 2, except the first /SIGN ON for a user ID will not append a suffix.

SLU2/3270 Signoff Cleanup

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can perform the following cleanup for static and dynamic SLU2/3270 devices
during signon, signoff, and logoff processing:
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• Reset device significant status
• Exit conversations
• Dequeue messages

Signoff cleanup is a global option.

NOTE
For cleanup of static SLU2/3270 terminals to occur at logoff time, global option PROCESS STATIC TERMINALS
must also be active.

You can also bypass message dequeue (to remove the dequeuing of messages from cleanup processing). If this
bypassing is enabled anywhere (global option, SLU2/3270 specific node, or SLU2/3270 user ID record), messages will not
be dequeued during signoff cleanup.

Wildcards
Wildcards can be used for the following:

• LU names
• LTERM names
• transaction names
• PSB names

If you have many node records with the same characteristics, you can use wildcarding in the node name instead of
specifying all eight characters. Wildcarding of node names makes table searches faster.

You can specify wildcards as part of a LTERM/TPIPE/LUNAME name when updating the Message Origin table or as part
of the transaction name when specifying actions to take when a transaction abends. Available wildcards are as follows:

? (question mark) (x'6F')
Represents a one-to-one relationship with numeric positions in your name. To match, the character at that position
must be a numeric value.

% (percent sign) (x'6C')
Represents a one-to-one relationship with character positions in your name.

* (asterisk) (x'5C')
Represents any characters in the name. This character has to be the last character in the name.

NOTE
The exclamation point (!) mask character is also available for use (for dynamically constructing the LTERM
name from the node name). See the section Exclamation Point (!) Mask Character for more information.

Example: Capture Names with Numeric Entries

This example captures name entries beginning with L1 followed by three numeric digits:

L1???

Example: Capture Names with Ending Characters

This example captures name entries beginning with L1 followed by any three characters:

L1%%%

Example: Capture All Members That Start with L1

This example captures all members starting with L1:
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L1*

Character Masking
In an IMS ETO environment, there are two ways in which USER/LTERM control blocks get built:

• Normal device logon/signon processing, in which a device connects to IMS and optionally performs an IMS signon
• "Unknown Destination" processing, which occurs when one of the following happens:

– An application program issues a CHNG/ISRT call to the alternate PCB or issues an ISRT to the IOPCB.
– A message arrives in IMS, and the destination is a name that is unknown to IMS.

However, you can use character masking to generate IMS control block names by doing one of the following:

• Merging the character mask field with the VTAM LU name (during logon/signon)
• Merging the character mask field with the IMS LTERM name (during "Unknown Destination" processing)

The merge is performed byte by byte. When the mask field contains a constant, that relative byte position in the resulting
name will be populated with that value. If the mask contains a mask character (exclamation point, !), that relative byte
position in the result will be populated with the value contained in the node or LTERM.

 Contents: 

  

Exclamation Point (!) Mask Character

When terminals were defined in the IMS sysgen, it was not uncommon to use the node name and change a character (or
two) to create the LTERM name. For example, the node name is be TCP00029, and the LTERM name is LCP00029.

 Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can be configured to dynamically construct the LTERM name from the node
name by using the exclamation point (!) mask character. Using the ! character also lets you keep track of name usages.
This is useful, for example, if a site moves to dynamic terminals and needs to preserve established naming conventions.

WARNING
 Avoid name conflicts when using mask characters in LTERM names.

 Example: Use a Mask Character to Create an IMS User and LTERM Name 

This example generates the definitions required to create the desired IMS User and LTERM name:

1. Specify TCP* in the LUNAME field on any record when setting options for SLU2/3270.

NOTE
 You can also use this wildcarding in the LUNAME field when setting options for SLU1 console or setting
options for SLUP/3600/FINANCE. However, mask characters are not valid for SLU1 console or SLUP/3600/
FINANCE devices.

2. Specify 3 in the LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS field.
3. Specify LCP!!!!! in the USER/LTERMS field.

When you press Enter, the record will be created.

 Example: Use a Mask Character in the LTERM NAMES Table 

When specified in the LTERM NAMES table, mask characters can be used in the LTERM and NODE NAME fields.

This example uses mask characters in the LTERM and NODE NAME fields:

Complete fields as follows when specifying LTERM names for terminals or user IDs:

• Specify PRT!!!!! in the LTERM field on the LTERM Name Update screen.
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The mask character is treated as a wildcard here.
• Specify NOD!!!!! in the NODE NAME field (located under PRINTER DATA).

The mask character is treated as a merge character here.

If an application program inserts a message to LTERM PRT12345, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will use
table entry PRT!!!!! (unless a better match is found) to allow the LTERM to be created. It will then create the printer auto-
logon node name by merging the LTERM name with the table NODE NAME value. After the merge, Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager will set the node and user name to NOD12345.

Restrictions Regarding Character Masking

Restrictions for character masking are as follows:

• An exclamation point (!) is the only valid mask character for the following items:
– SLU2/3270 USER/LTERM entries
– Printer LTERM names and node names in printer LTERM entries

• For SLU2/3270 device entries, wildcards are required in the LU name if the USER/LTERM contains mask characters
(!).

• Multiple LTERMS are not allowed for SLU2/3270 entries that contain mask characters (!) in the USER/LTERM field.

Mask Character Usage for Normal Logon/Signon

During normal SLU2/3270 device logon/signon, USER/LTERM names are determined based on the rules selected in
the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager device tables or user ID tables or both.

However, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager allows the USER/LTERM name for SLU2/3270 devices to contain
mask characters. At device logon/signon time, if the USER/LTERM name contains mask characters, Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager performs a merge between the VTAM node name and the USER/LTERM mask to generate the
requested USER/LTERM name for the device.

NOTE
 Mask character processing during logon/signon is available for SLU2/3270 devices only.

Mask Character Usage for "Unknown Destination" Processing

If an attempt is made to send IMS a message, and the requested destination is unknown to IMS, Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager will get control. This can be the result of an application program issuing a CHNG/ISRT call to the
alternate PCB, issuing an ISRT to the IOPCB, or a message coming directly from an I/O device.

When Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager gains control, the following processing occurs:

1.  Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager checks its tables to see whether this destination is an LTERM name. It will
search all of its user ID, device, and printer LTERM tables.

2. If the destination is determined to be a valid LTERM, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager passes the desired
control block names back to IMS.

3. IMS builds the control blocks and enqueues the message.
4.  Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses the first matching LTERM name to determine the desired structure

names to pass to IMS.

 Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager searches its tables in the following sequence:

1. User ID table
2. SLU1 console table
3. SLUP/3600/FINANCE table
4. LU 6.1 (ISC) table
5. SLU2/3270 table
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6. Printer LTERM table

The user ID, SLU1 console, and SLUP/3600/FINANCE tables do not support mask characters in their LTERM names.
Therefore, the LTERM name must be an exact match. This way, the entries that can contain mask characters are
searched after the entries that cannot contain mask characters.

NOTE
 Because the printer LTERM and SLU2/3270 tables support mask characters in the USER/LTERM names, verify
that there is no unwanted overlap between the different table types or within a given table. To see what control
blocks will be built during the "Unknown Destination" processing, perform LTERM lookup.

Examples of Character Masking

Example 1 and Example 2 demonstrate a scenario in which node name SC0TCP01 logs on to IMS, the name matches
table entry SC*, and the entry has character masking specified within the USER/LTERM field. Each example shows the
resulting USER/LTERM name that would be created.

In the examples, referenced items are as follows:

VTAM NODE NAME
Represents the LU name as known to VTAM.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager SLU2/3270 TABLE ENTRY
Represents the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager table entry that was chosen by Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager during logon/signon.

USER/LTERM MASK
Represents the value specified in the USER/LTERM field of the 'SC*' SLU2/3270 TABLE ENTRY.

RESULT USER/LTERM
Represents the value that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will pass to IMS for the user and LTERM
names.

NOTE
 These examples assume that the control blocks are being built as part of normal logon/signon processing.

 Example 1: Resulting USER/LTERM Name when TST!!!!! Is in the USER/LTERM Field 

VTAM NODE NAME ===> SC0TCP01

<ETMIMS> SLU2/3270 TABLE ENTRY ===> SC*

USER/LTERM MASK ===> TST!!!!!

RESULT USER/LTERM ===> TSTTCP01

 Example 2: Resulting USER/LTERM Name when !!!XXX!! Is in the USER/LTERM Field 

VTAM NODE NAME ===> SC0TCP01

<ETMIMS> SLU2/3270 TABLE ENTRY ===> SC*

USER/LTERM MASK ===> !!!XXX!!

RESULT USER/LTERM ===> SC0XXX01

As you can see in the preceding examples, when the character mask contains an exclamation point (!), Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager will use the value from the corresponding byte of the LU name to generate the USER/LTERM
name.

Example 3 and Example 4 further demonstrate character masking. In the examples, referenced items are as follows:

LTERM NAME
Specifies the message destination that was not known to IMS.
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PRINTER LTERM TABLE ENTRY
Specifies the entry defined to the printer LTERM table that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager chose to build
the IMS control blocks.

PRINTER LTERM NODE MASK
Represents the value specified in the NODE NAME field for the specified Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager printer LTERM entry.

RESULT USER NAME and RESULT NODE NAME
Are the names passed to IMS for the USER(SPQB) AND NODE(VTCB) control blocks.

NOTE
 These examples assume that the control blocks are being built as part of "Unknown Destination" processing.

 Example 3: Resulting NETPRT01 User/Node Name from Character Masking in TABLE ENTRY and NODE MASK 

LTERM NAME ===> NYCPRT01

PRINTER LTERM TABLE ENTRY ===> NYCPRT!!

PRINTER LTERM NODE MASK ===> NET!!!!!

RESULT USER NAME ===> NETPRT01

RESULT NODE NAME ===> NETPRT01

 Example 4: Resulting SC0TCP01 User/Node Name from Character Masking in TABLE ENTRY and NODE MASK 

LTERM NAME ===> LAXPRT01

PRINTER LTERM TABLE ENTRY ===> LAXPRT!!

PRINTER LTERM NODE MASK ===> SC0TCP!!

RESULT USER NAME ===> SC0TCP01

RESULT NODE NAME ===> SC0TCP01

WARNING
 "Unknown Destination" processing searches all Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager tables for a matching
LTERM name. Care must be taken in building these tables; otherwise, the same LTERM name could match
entries in multiple Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager tables.

Auto /TEST MFS
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides an optional feature called Auto /TEST MFS, which automatically puts
every SLU2/3270, SLUP/FINANCE, SLU1, or LU 6.1 (ISC) session into MFS test mode after a valid signon.

To enable Auto /TEST MFS, you add the appropriate ddname to the IMS control region JCL (according to the device type
that you want to put in MFS test mode). Available ddnames are as follows:

ETMTESTP
Is the ddname for SLU1.

ETMTESTM
Is the ddname for SLU2/3270.

ETMTESTF
Is the ddname for SLUP/3600/FINANCE.

ETMTEST6
Is the ddname for LU 6.1 (ISC).

Example: Put SLU1 Printers in MFS Test Mode

This example shows the ddname to add to the IMS control region JCL to automatically put SLU1 printers in MFS test
mode:
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//ETMTESTP  DD  DUMMY

Maintaining Extended Terminal Management Options
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses an options data set to store configuration data, allowing you to customize
according to your needs. The time needed for customization and amount of customization depend on the following:

• Which exits you are using
• Number of exits
• Purpose of your exits

Contents:

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Options Data Set

The options data set is loaded into E/CSA during IMS initialization or on demand (online refresh or batch refresh job).
Multiple IMS subsystems in a sysplex can share the data set. The data set can be updated in batch or by using the
EMTRAN online transaction program.

Often, a single options data set can serve all IMS subsystems (if the same terminals and options are defined for all
production and development IMS subsystems). However, before beginning the customization process, decide how many
options data sets will be created.

Security controls which user IDs are permitted to log on to each individual IMS subsystem.

The options data set contains a global record and additional records for each of the device type, LU name, user, and
LTERM that you define. Click the following links to see listings of the options you can set for a specific level.

The following options apply to all terminals, on the global level:

• Global Signon Options
• Global Processing Options
• VTAM Userdata Options

The following options apply on the device level:

• SLU1 Console Signon Options and Sysplex Terminal Management
• SLU2/3270 Signon Options and Sysplex Terminal Management
• SLUP/3600/FINANCE Signon Options and Sysplex Terminal Management
• Device Options for LU 6.1 (ISC) Sessions

The following options apply on the LU name level:

• Options for SLU1 Console
• Options for SLU2/3270
• Options for SLUP/3600/FINANCE

The following options apply on user level:

• Options for a SLU2/3270 User ID
• Options for a LU 6.1 (ISC) User ID

There are additional records based on security requirements and other options.

Maintain Options Using EMTRAN

You can view and specify Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options using the EMTRAN IMS transaction. To use
EMTRAN, you must be able to log on to IMS. Often, the default options allow a typical SLU2/3270 to log on to IMS so
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EMTRAN can be used. However, in unusual environments with user exits, we recommend leaving a SLU2/3270 terminal
in the sysgen. The device type 3270 terminals must be defined with OUTBUF=3840 to use EMTRAN.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter EMTRAN on a blank IMS screen. If sysgen option BLNKREQD was specified, type EMTRAN followed by a
space.
The Primary Menu appears.

2. To view current option setting, enter appropriate number from the VIEW OPTIONS list in the command line and press
Enter. Then specify the type of options to display and press Enter.
If the list of items appears (for example, for LU-name based options or for user-specific options), select the particular
object by typing S next to the object and press enter.
To scroll through a list of items, press PF8 or enter F in the command line (to scroll forward), or press PF7 or
enter B (to scroll backward). You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through
the list.

NOTE

If you have changed settings but have not done a refresh, information on the VIEW OPTIONS panels
will not be up-to-date.

3. To edit options, select the level of options in the Primary Menu:
– Select Global Options (A) under the Customize Options category and press Enter.

The Global Options Menu appears. Select the type of global options to set and press Enter.
– Select Device Specific Options (B) under the Customize Options category and press Enter.

The Device Specific Options panel appears. Select the device type and options to set and press Enter.
– Select LU Name Specific Options (C) under the Customize Options category and press Enter.

The LU Name Specific Options panel appears. Select the device type to set and press Enter, then select the
console member name to edit and press Enter.
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of
member names. You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through the list. To
create a console member, type A in the command line and press Enter. To delete a console member, type D next to
the member and press Enter.

– Select User Specific Options (D) under the Customize Options category and press Enter.
The USERID TYPE MENU panel appears. Select the userid type to set and press Enter, then select the userid
member name to edit and press Enter.
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of
member names. You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through the list.
To create a member, type A in the command line and press Enter. To delete a console member, type D next to the
member and press Enter.

4. Set values for the options and press Enter.
The specified values are saved.
Press F3 to return to the previous panel.

5. (Optional) To refresh the options so that updated values are displayed in the View panels. Follow these steps:
a. Entering Z in the command line on the Primary Menu.

The E/CSA Table Refresh panel appears.
b. Specify the options to refresh in the command line and press Enter.

The refresh status panel appears.

List of options in the primary menu is as follows:
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• Enter A to refresh global options and press Enter.
• Enter B to refresh device type options, press Enter, specify the device type, and press Enter again.
• Enter C to refresh LU name specific options, press Enter, specify the console type, and press Enter again.
• Enter D to refresh user-specific options, press Enter, specify the console type, and press Enter again.
• Enter E to refresh security options and press Enter.
• Enter F to refresh command+keyword activation and press Enter.
• Enter G to refresh security profile entries and press Enter.
• Enter H to refresh LTERM names and press Enter.
• Enter I to refresh DFS3649A error messages and press Enter.
• Enter J to refresh miscellaneous tables and press Enter. 

Enter the number that indicates the table to refresh in the command line:
– 1 -- Time-of-Day table
– 2 -- Logon descriptors by Logmode
– 3 -- OTMA destination options
– 4 -- Transaction abend table
– 5 -- LTERM abend table
– 6 -- Transaction/return code table
– 7 -- PSB/return code table

• Enter Z to free the inactive tables and press Enter.

Specify Options Using the Batch Update Utility

Use the ETMUD1U0 utility to update the option data set in batch.

Global Signon Options
You can define the following global signon options:

LOGON PROCESS
Specifies how to handle the logon process:

• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs an auto-signon.

DFS3649
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3649 signon screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default signon screen.
• 2 -- Displays message DFS2002.
• 3 -- Uses the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager MFS MOD name ETMSIGNO.
• 4 -- Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
• 5 -- Uses the specified user MFS MOD. Specify the MOD name in the field next to MOD.

DFS3650
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default session status screen.
• 2 -- Displays the message DFS058.
• 3 -- Displays a blank screen.
• 4 -- Calls the user exit DFSGMSG1.
• 5 -- Uses the specified user MFS MOD. Specify the user MOD name in the field next to MOD.
• 6 -- Displays the message DFS2002.
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LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER/LTERM structures:

• 1 -- Uses IMS default names.
• 2 -- Sets USER/LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
• 3 -- Obtains the USER/LTERM names from a node name or userID entry.
• 4 -- Adds a suffix to the userID to allow multiple signons. You can limit the number of concurrent signons per

user ID that the suffixing technique allows by specifying the maximum number of sessions per user ID.
• 5 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.
• 6 -- Appends @ to the userID. The userID must be less than eight characters.

ASOT
Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

ALOT
Specifies the auto-logoff time. A terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes). The
ALOT timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no logoff is scheduled to occur.

TABLE SEARCH SEQUENCE
Specifies the table search sequence for SLU2/3270 devices:

• 1 -- Searches the SLU2/3270 user ID table before searching the SLU2/3270 device-specific table.
• 2 -- Searches the SLU2/3270 device-specific table before searching the SLU2/3270 user ID table.

Global Processing Options
You can set the following global processing options:

PROCESS STATIC TERMINALS
Specifies whether to process static SLU2/3270 nodes the same as dynamic nodes. When Y, the processing
includes displaying signon-related screens and performing signoff cleanup.

SIGNOFF CLEANUP
Specifies whether to perform signoff cleanup for SLU2/3270 devices.

BYPASS DEQ (STATIC)
Specifies whether to bypass dequeuing of messages for static SLU2/3270 devices when Y is specified for
PROCESS STATIC TERMINALS and N is specified for SIGNOFF CLEANUP:
Y

Does not dequeue messages for static SLU2/3270 devices when performing signoff cleanup processing.
This option cannot be overridden in a SLU2/3270 specific node or SLU2/3270 user ID entry.

N
Dequeues messages for static SLU2/3270 devices when performing signoff cleanup processing. This
option can be overridden in a device-specific SLU2/3270 LU name or SLU2/3270 user ID record.

BYPASS DEQ (DYNAMIC)
Specifies whether to bypass dequeuing of messages for dynamic SLU2/3270 devices when Y is specified for
SIGNOFF CLEANUP:
Y

Does not dequeue messages for dynamic SLU2/3270 devices when performing signoff cleanup
processing.
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This option cannot be overridden in a SLU2/3270 specific node or SLU2/3270 user ID entry.
N

Dequeues messages for dynamic SLU2/3270 devices when performing signoff cleanup processing.
This option can be overridden in a device-specific SLU2/3270 LU name or SLU2/3270 user ID record.

ALLOW DYNAMIC TRANSACTIONS
Specifies whether to allow dynamic transaction creation.

DFS3650 WHEN USER MOD USED
Specifies whether to send an IMS DFS3650 message (Y) or a blank message (N) to the user MFS when the
DFS3650 field specifies to use a user MOD.

SIGNON FAILURE LOG REC ID
Specifies the log record ID that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager creates when a signon fails from a
SLU2/3270 device (because the user ID attempting signon is not defined in the Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager User table). Valid values are D0 - FF.
If this field is specified, and you specify Y in the USER RECORD REQUIRED FOR SIGNON field when setting
SLU2/3270 signon options and sysplex terminal management, an IMS Log record will be created for signon
failures.

SEARCH PRT LTERM FOR OTMA
Specifies whether to search the Printer LTERM table for CHNG calls to the alternate PCB for messages
originating in OTMA.

USERID SUFFIXING TECHNIQUE
Specifies the user ID suffixing technique:

• 1 -- Appends a one-character value (0-9, A-Z) to the user ID to form a unique name.
The user ID must be less than eight characters.

• 2 -- Appends a one- to three-character suffix to the user ID to form a unique name. For a seven-character user
ID, the same values will be used as if 1 was specified. For a six-character user ID, suffix values are 00-FF. For
a user ID with five characters or fewer, suffix values are 000-FFF.

• 3 -- Specifies the same as 1, except the first signon will not have a suffix.
• 4 -- Specifies the same as 2, except the first signon will not have a suffix.

MAXIMUM SESSIONS PER USER ID
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent signons per user ID, using the specified suffixing technique.
Limits: 2 - 4096 or blank

ALTERNATE ALOT=0
Specifies whether IMS is to use the alternate ALOT=0 auto-logoff option. Alternate ALOT=0 means that an
immediate logoff occurs (provided ALOT=0 is specified) when auto-signoff time (ASOT) is reached.
Changing this value requires an IMS restart to take effect. Use the alternate ALOT=0 only when Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager auto-signon is used; otherwise, the device will be logged off before a /SIGN ON
command can be entered.

DISABLE VGR FOR ISC
Specifies whether to disable VTAM Generic Resources for ISC links.
Changing this value requires an IMS restart to take effect. For more information about VTAM Generic Resources,
see the IBM Using VTAM Generic Resources with IMS document.

DISABLE STATIC ISC SHR
Specifies whether to disable static LU 6.1 (ISC) device resource sharing.
Changing this value requires an IMS restart to take effect.

LU03 LOGON OPTIONS:
Specifies how IMS treats devices that are defined to the network as LU03 at logon time.
Changing this value requires an IMS restart to take effect.
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SRMDEF
Specifies whether to save the node/user status at logoff/signoff.
0

Does not save the node/user status.
1

Saves the node/user status in the IMS Resource Manager (RM).
2

Saves the node/user status in the local IMS control blocks.
When no option is specified, the setting is based on IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx settingIMS
default.

FAST PATH RECOVERY
Specifies whether IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Fast Path status and messages are recoverable (provided
SRMDEF is set to 1 or 2).
When no option is specified, the setting is based on:IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx settingIMS default

CONVERSATION RECOVERY
Specifies whether IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) conversational status is recoverable (provided SRMDEF is
set to 1 or 2).
When no option is specified, the setting is based on:IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx settingIMS default

STSN RECOVERY
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Set-and-Test-Sequence-Number (STSN) device status
is recoverable (provided SRMDEF is set to 1 or 2).
When no option is specified, the setting is based on:IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx settingIMS default

ALLOW SIGNON W/RM AFFIN
Specifies whether to allow signon when Status Recovery Mode (SRM) detects an affinity in IMS Resource
Manager (RM).
When no option is specified, the setting is based on:IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx settingIMS default

VTAM Userdata Options
Contents:

Processing VTAM Userdata

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager processes VTAM userdata of the following categories:

• Data used to process logon/signon and build IMS control blocks
• Data passed to an application program (if DFS3650 Transaction Replacement is used)
• Data to define the node name used to create the IMS control blocks

When processing VTAM userdata, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can extract information such as node name,
user ID, password, default DFS3649 or DFS3650 MFS format names, and DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name.
Any VTAM userdata that is not extracted for these purposes can be passed to an application program if DFS3650
Transaction Replacement is used.

VTAM userdata can be used to change the name of the node used in the IMS session. This option is typically used for
devices logging on to IMS from session managers. Node names can be overridden only for dynamic SLU2/3270 devices.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can be configured to search the VTAM userdata for user-defined name prefixes or
offsets within the userdata. If Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager is configured to process VTAM userdata, any values
obtained from the userdata will override values specified in the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options data set.
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Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides a node name inclusion list (to limit the nodes that will participate in a
VTAM userdata Node prefix/offset search). If the list is defined, only node names that match the prefix of one of the entries
in the list will participate in the search.

NOTE
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager requires one or more blank characters between VTAM userdata fields.

Example: Sample Node Name Inclusion List

In this example, the options data set node name inclusion list contains the following:

• SC0
• SC1
• SC2

If a node name logging on to IMS matches one of the names in the list, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager searches
the VTAM userdata for the node prefix/offset to obtain the node name that IMS will use.

VTAM Userdata Options

You can set the following VTAM userdata options in the VTAM Userdata Node Options panel:

NODE PREFIX(ES)
Specifies up to eight node prefixes (one to eight characters each) that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
uses to determine whether to search the VTAM userdata for node name overrides (keyword or offset).
If the name of the node that is logging on to IMS matches one of the prefix names in this list, Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager scans the VTAM userdata input (looking for the Node keyword) or uses the node offset to
obtain the node name to use for the device that is logging on to IMS.

NODE OFFSET
Specifies two numeric digits (relative to zero) where the start of the node name can be found (if the offset of the
node name is in a fixed location in the VTAM userdata area).
If a value is specified for NODE OFFSET, do not specify any value for NODE KEYWORD.

NODE KEYWORD
Specifies the character constant if the VTAM node name is prefixed by a constant stream of characters (for
example, LUNAME).
If a value is specified for NODE KEYWORD, do not specify any value for NODE OFFSET.

You can set the following VTAM userdata options in the VTAM Userdata Various Options panel:

USERID OFFSET
Specifies two numeric digits (relative to zero) where the start of the user ID can be found (if the offset of the
user ID is in a fixed location in the VTAM userdata area). If a value is specified for OFFSET, do not specify any
value for KEYWORD.

USERID KEYWORD
Specifies the character constant (if the user ID is prefixed by a constant stream of characters (for example,
USERID)). If a value is specified for KEYWORD, do not specify any value for OFFSET.

PASSWORD OFFSET
Specifies two numeric digits (relative to zero) where the start of the password can be found (if the offset of the
password is in a fixed location in the VTAM userdata area). If a value is specified for OFFSET, do not specify any
value for KEYWORD.

PASSWORD KEYWORD
Specifies the character constant (if the password is prefixed by a constant stream of characters (for example,
PSWD)). If a value is specified for KEYWORD, do not specify any value for OFFSET.
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DFS3649 FORMAT OFFSET
Specifies two numeric digits (relative to zero) where the start of the DFS3649 MFS MOD name can be found
(if the offset of the DFS3649 MFS MOD name is in a fixed location in the VTAM userdata area). If a value is
specified for OFFSET, do not specify any value for KEYWORD.

DFS3649 FORMAT KEYWORD
Specifies the character constant (if the DFS3649 MFS MOD name is prefixed by a constant stream of characters
(for example, FMT3649)). If a value is specified for KEYWORD, do not specify any value for OFFSET.

DFS3650I FORMAT OFFSET
Specifies two numeric digits (relative to zero) where the start of the DFS3650I MFS MOD name can be found
(if the offset of the DFS3650I MFS MOD name is in a fixed location in the VTAM userdata area). If a value is
specified for OFFSET, do not specify any value for KEYWORD.

DFS3650I FORMAT KEYWORD
Specifies the character constant (if the DFS3650I MFS MOD name is prefixed by a constant stream of characters
(for example, FMT3650)). If a value is specified for KEYWORD, do not specify any value for OFFSET.

TRANSACTION OFFSET
Specifies two numeric digits (relative to zero) where the start of the transaction name can be found (if the offset
to the DFS3650I Transaction Replacement name is in a fixed location in the VTAM userdata area). If a value is
specified for OFFSET, do not specify any value for KEYWORD.

TRANSACTION KEYWORD
Specifies the character constant (if the transaction name is prefixed by a constant stream of characters (for
example, TRAN)). If a value is specified for KEYWORD, do not specify any value for OFFSET.

SLU2/3270 USERDATA PROCESSING OPTIONS
Specifies how to process VTAM userdata (if present at logon time):

• 1 -- IMS processes the VTAM userdata.
• 2 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager processes the VTAM userdata.
• 3 -- VTAM userdata are deleted.

SLU2/3270 OPTIONS IF USERDATA NOT PRESENT
Specifies how to proceed if VTAM userdata is not present at logon time:

• 1 -- Allows the logon using standard IMS DFS3650I logon processing.
• 2 -- Rejects the logon.
• 3 -- Allows the logon using standard IMS DFS3650I logon processing (substituting the DFS2002I message).

 

Device Options for LU 6.1 (ISC) Sessions
You can set the following device options for LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions:

LOGON PROCESS
Specifies how to handle the logon process:

• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs the auto-signon (non-SAF).

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:
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• 1 -- NORESP
• 2 -- FORCRESP
• 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:

• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB

NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
ASOT

Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

ALOT
Specifies the auto-logoff time. A terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes). The
ALOT timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no logoff is scheduled to occur.

SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters.

USER REC REQUIRED FOR SIGNON
Specifies whether to reject signon if the user ID is not defined in the LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID table. Use this option to
verify that only desired user IDs are used to start LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
Y

Rejects signon if the user ID is not defined in the LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID table. Any USER specified on the /
OPNDST command must have an LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID table entry.

N
Does not check the LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID table during signon.

SLU1 Console Signon Options and Sysplex Terminal Management
You can set the following SLU1 console signon options:

LOGON PROCESS
Specifies how to handle the logon process:

• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon and performs auto-signon (non-
SAF).

• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs auto-signon (SAF).
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LTERM NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures:

• 1 -- Sets USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
• 2 -- Obtains the USER name from the node name and obtains LTERM names from the entry in the device-

specific SLU1 console table.
• 3 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.

DFS3650
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default session status screen.
• 2 -- Displays the message DFS058.
• 3 -- Displays a blank screen.
• 4 -- Calls the user exit DFSGMSG1.

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:

• 1 -- NORESP
• 2 -- FORCRESP
• 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:

• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB

NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
ASOT

Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

ALOT
Specifies the auto-logoff time. A terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes). The
ALOT timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no logoff is scheduled to occur.

SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters.

You can set the following sysplex terminal management options for SLU1 console:

SRMDEF
Specifies whether to save node/user at logoff/signoff.
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• 0 -- Does not save the node/user status.
• 1 -- Save the node/user status in the IMS Resource Manager (RM).
• 2 -- Saves the node/user status in the local IMS control blocks.

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

FASTPATH RECOVERY
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Fast Path status and messages are recoverable
(provided SRMDEF is set to 1 or 2).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

CONVERSATION RECOVERY
This value specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) conversational status is recoverable
(provided SRMDEF is set to 1 or 2).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on the Global IMS default setting in IMS PROCLIB,
member DFSDCxxx.

ALLOW SIGNON W/RM AFFINITY
Specifies whether to allow signon when Status Recovery Mode (SRM) detects an affinity in IMS Resource
Manager (RM).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

SLU2/3270 Signon Options and Sysplex Terminal Management
You can set the following SLU2/3270 console signon options and sysplex terminal management:

LOGON PROCESS
Specifies how to handle the logon process:

• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs auto-signon (non-SAF).

DFS3649
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3649 signon screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default signon screen.
• 2 -- Displays message DFS2002.
• 3 -- Uses the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager MFS MOD name ETMSIGNO.
• 4 -- Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
• 5 -- Uses the specified user MFS MOD.

NOTE
 Specify the MOD name in the field next to MOD.

DFS3650
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen:
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• 1 -- Displays the IMS default session status screen.
• 2 -- Displays the message DFS058.
• 3 -- Displays a blank screen.
• 4 -- Calls the user exit DFSGMSG1.
• 5 -- Displays the specified user MFS MOD.

NOTE
 Specify also the user MOD name in the field next to USERMOD.

• 6 -- Displays the message DFS2002.
• 7 -- Schedules a transaction and discards the DFS3650I message.

NOTE
 Specify the transaction name in the field next to TRX NAME.

LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER/LTERM structures:

• 1 -- Uses IMS default names.
• 2 -- Sets USER/LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
• 3 -- Obtains the USER/LTERM names from the entry in the device-specific SLU2/3270 table.
• 4 -- Adds a suffix to the user ID to allow multiple signons.
• 5 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.
• 6 -- Appends @ to the user ID.

NOTE
 The user ID must be less than eight characters.

ASOT
Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

ALOT
Specifies the auto-logoff time. A terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes). The
ALOT timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no logoff is scheduled to occur.

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:

• 1 -- NORESP
• 2 -- FORCRESP
• 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:

• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB

NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
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DEVICE MODEL
Specifies the name of a static node that will be used to obtain screen size and model type for dynamic devices.

SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters.

You can set the following sysplex terminal management options for SLU2/3270:

SRMDEF
Specifies whether to save node/user at logoff/signoff.

• 0 -- Does not save the node/user status.
• 1 -- Save the node/user status in the IMS Resource Manager (RM).
• 2 -- Saves the node/user status in the local IMS control blocks.

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

FASTPATH RECOVERY
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Fast Path status and messages are recoverable
(provided SRMDEF is set to 1 or 2).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

CONVERSATION RECOVERY
This value specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) conversational status is recoverable
(provided SRMDEF is set to 1 or 2).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on the Global IMS default setting in IMS PROCLIB,
member DFSDCxxx.

ALLOW SIGNON W/RM AFFINITY
Specifies whether to allow signon when Status Recovery Mode (SRM) detects an affinity in IMS Resource
Manager (RM).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

USER RECORD REQUIRED FOR SIGNON
Specifies whether to check thethe SLU2/3270 user ID table table and whether to reject the signon if the user ID is
not defined in the SLU2/3270 user ID table.

ETM RC FOR DFS3649A W/USER MOD
Specifies whether to append message text to DFS3649A messages when the DFS3649 option specifies a USER
MOD:
Y

Specifies that, for SLU2/3270 signon failures that use a USER MOD (5 specified in the DFS3649
field), Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will search the DFS3649A ERROR MESSAGES table.
If a matching return code is found, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will append the text to the
DFS3649A message.
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N
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will not append message text to DFS3649A
messages when DFS3649 specifies a USER MOD.

BYPASS SEC WHEN USERID = NODE
Specifies whether to set the bypass security flag when the user ID attempting signon is named the same as the
node name. If Y, when a bypass security signon occurs, IMS will use the control region user ID to verify access
to any transaction or command entered from this node (applicable only if using SAF for transaction authorization,
command authorization, or both).

TIME OF DAY LOGON/SIGNON VERIFICATION
Specifies whether Time-of-Day verification will be active for SLU2/3270 logon/signon:

• 0 -- The Time-of-Day verification is not active.
• 1 -- The Time-of-Day verification tables are checked during SLU2/3270 logon.
• 2 -- The Time-of-Day verification tables are checked during SLU2/3270 signon.

SLUP/3600/FINANCE Signon Options and Sysplex Terminal Management
You can set the following signon options for SLUP/3600/FINANCE:

LOGON PROCESS
Specifies how to handle the logon process:

• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon and performs auto-signon (non-
SAF).

• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs auto-signon (SAF).

DFS3650
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default session status screen.
• 2 -- Displays the message DFS058.
• 3 -- Displays a blank screen.
• 4 -- Calls the user exit DFSGMSG1.

LTERM NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures:

• 1 -- Sets USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
• 2 -- Obtains the USER name based on the USER (SPQB) NAMING OPTIONS setting and obtain LTERM

names from the entry in the device-specific SLUP/FINANCE/3600 table.
• 3 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:

• 1 -- NORESP
• 2 -- FORCRESP
• 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:
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• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB

NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
ASOT

Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

ALOT
Specifies the auto-logoff time. A terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes). The
ALOT timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no logoff is scheduled to occur.

SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters.

USER (SPQB) NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies how to obtain the user name:

• 1 -- The user name is the same as the node name.
• 2 -- The user name is the same as the first LTERM name obtained from the device-specific SLUP/

FINANCE/3600 table entry.

Set the following sysplex terminal management options for SLUP/3600/FINANCE:

SRMDEF
Specifies whether to save node/user at logoff/signoff.

• 0 -- Does not save the node/user status.
• 1 -- Save the node/user status in the IMS Resource Manager (RM).
• 2 -- Saves the node/user status in the local IMS control blocks.

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

FASTPATH RECOVERY
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Fast Path status and messages are recoverable
(provided SRMDEF is set to 1 or 2).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

CONVERSATION RECOVERY
This value specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) conversational status is recoverable
(provided SRMDEF is set to 1 or 2).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on the Global IMS default setting in IMS PROCLIB,
member DFSDCxxx.
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ALLOW SIGNON W/RM AFFINITY
Specifies whether to allow signon when Status Recovery Mode (SRM) detects an affinity in IMS Resource
Manager (RM).

NOTE
When no value is specified, the setting is based on:Global record setting IMS PROCLIB member
DFSDCxxx settingIMS default.

Options for SLU1 Console
You can set the following options for SLU1 console:

LOGON PROCESS
Specifies how to handle the logon process:

• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon and performs auto-signon (non-
SAF).

• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs auto-signon (SAF).

• 4 -- Performs an auto-signon (non-SAF) using the specified user ID name.

NOTE
 Specify the user ID in the field next to USERID.

DFS3650
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default session status screen.
• 2 -- Displays the message DFS058.
• 3 -- Displays a blank screen.
• 4 -- Calls the user exit DFSGMSG1.

LTERM NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures:

• 1 -- Sets USER / LTERM names to the same name as the node name.
• 2 -- Obtains the USER name from the node name and obtains LTERM names from the values specified in the

LTERM field.
• 3 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:

• 1 -- NORESP
• 2 -- FORCRESP
• 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:

• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB
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NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
ASOT

Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

ALOT
Specifies the auto-logoff time. A terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes). The
ALOT timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no logoff is scheduled to occur.

LOGON DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.

SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters.

WTO AUTO SIGNON
Specifies whether to display the WTO message ETM9102I when the device performs an auto signon or auto
signon with USERID.

LTERM | I / O | C
Describes the LTERM names and their ICOMPT/OCOMPT (I/O) and case values:
LTERM

Specifies the LTERM name.
I / O

Specifies the component in the logon descriptor to be used by this LTERM.
Limits: 1 through 4

C
Specifies the character case to be used:

• 0 -- Uppercase
• 1 -- Uppercase and lowercase

Options for SLU2/3270
You can set the following options for SLU2/3270:

LOGON PROCESS
Specifies how to handle the logon process:

• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs an auto-signon (non-SAF).
• 4 -- Performs an auto-signon (non-SAF) using the specified user ID.

NOTE
 Specifythe user ID in the field next to USERID.
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DFS3649
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3649 signon screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default signon screen.
• 2 -- Displays message DFS2002.
• 3 -- Uses the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager MFS MOD name ETMSIGNO.
• 4 -- Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
• 5 -- Uses the specified user MFS MOD.

NOTE
 Specify the MOD name in the field next to MOD.

DFS3650
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default session status screen.
• 2 -- Displays the message DFS058.
• 3 -- Displays a blank screen.
• 4 -- Calls the user exit DFSGMSG1.
• 5 -- Displays the specified user MFS MOD.

NOTE
 Specify also the user MOD name in the field next to USERMOD.

• 6 -- Displays the message DFS2002.
• 7 -- Schedules a transaction and discards the DFS3650I message.

NOTE
 Specify the transaction name in the field next to TRX NAME.

LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER/LTERM structures:

• 1 -- Uses IMS default names.
• 2 -- Sets USER/LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
• 3 -- Obtains the USER/LTERM names from the USER/LTERMS field.

NOTE
 Specify the LTERM names for the device in the USER/LTERMS field.

• 4 -- Adds a suffix to the user ID to allow multiple signons.
• 5 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.
• 6 -- Appends @ to the user ID.

NOTE
 The user ID must be less than eight characters.

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:

• 1 -- NORESP
• 2 -- FORCRESP
• 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:
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• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB

NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
ASOT

Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

ALOT
Specifies the auto-logoff time. A terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes). The
ALOT timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no logoff is scheduled to occur.

BYPASS DEQUEUE
Specifies whether to dequeue messages for this device:

• Y
Specifies that messages will not be dequeued for this device.

• NO
Specifies that, if this is a dynamic device, messages will be dequeued during SIGNOFF CLEANUP processing,
provided that SIGNOFF CLEANUP specifies Y, as configured when setting global processing options. If this is
a static device, messages will be dequeued during signoff cleanup processing (provided that both SIGNOFF
CLEANUP and PROCESS STATIC TERMINALS specify Y).

LOGON DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.

DEVICE MODEL
Specifies the name of a static node that will be used to obtain screen size and model type for dynamic devices.

SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters.

WTO AUTO SIGNON
Specifies whether to display the WTO message ETM9102I when the device performs an auto signon or auto
signon with USERID.

USER/LTERMS
(If LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS is set to 3.)
Specifies the names of the LTERMs for this device. The USER name is obtained from the first LTERM in the list.

Options for SLUP/3600/FINANCE
You can set the following options for SLUP/3600/FINANCE.

LOGON PROCESS
Specifies how to handle the logon process:
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• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon and performs auto-signon (non-
SAF).

• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs auto-signon (SAF).

• 4 -- Specifies to perform auto-signon (non-SAF) using the specified user ID.

NOTE
 Specify the user ID in the field next to USERID.

DFS3650
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default session status screen.
• 2 -- Displays the message DFS058.
• 3 -- Displays a blank screen.
• 4 -- Calls the user exit DFSGMSG1.

LTERM NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures:

• 1 -- Sets USER / LTERM names to the same name as the node name.
• 2 -- Obtains the USER name based on the USER (SPQB) NAMING OPTIONS setting (made when you set

SLUP/3600/FINANCE device-specific options) and obtains LTERM names from the LTERM field.
• 3 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:

• 1 -- NORESP
• 2 -- FORCRESP
• 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:

• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB

NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
ASOT

Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

ALOT
Specifies the auto-logoff time. A terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes). The
ALOT timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no logoff is scheduled to occur.
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LOGON DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.

SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters.

WTO AUTO SIGNON
Specifies whether to display the WTO message ETM9102I when the device performs an auto signon or auto
signon with USERID.

LTERM | I / O | C
Describes the LTERM names and their ICOMPT/OCOMPT (I/O) and case values:
LTERM

Specifies the LTERM name.
I / O

Specifies the component in the logon descriptor to be used by this LTERM.
Limits: 1 through 4

C
Specifies the character case to be used:

• 0 -- Uppercase
• 1 -- Uppercase and lowercase

Options for a LU 6.1 (ISC) User ID
You can set the following options for a LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID:

LOGON OPTION
Specifies how to handle the logon process:

• 1 -- Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
• 2 -- Calls the user exit DFSLGNX1.
• 3 -- Performs the auto-signon (non-SAF).

LTERM NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS LTERM:

• 1 -- Sets the LTERM name to the same value as the USER.
• 2 -- Obtains the LTERM name from the LTERM field.
• 3 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.

RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:

• 1 -- NORESP
• 2 -- FORCRESP
• 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:
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• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB

NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
ASOT

Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

LOGON DESCRIPTOR
Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.

SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters.

NODE NAME
Specifies the node name of the LU 6.1 (ISC) session partner.

LOGMODE
Specifies the name of the VTAM logon mode used for this device.

REMOTE ID
Specifies the LU 6.1 (ISC) session partner ID. Use the same name as in the IMS /OPNDST command ID
parameter.

LTERM | I / O | C
Describes the LTERM names and their ICOMPT/OCOMPT (I/O) and case values:
LTERM

Specifies the LTERM name.
I / O

Specifies the component in the logon descriptor to be used by this LTERM.
Limits: 1 through 4

C
Specifies the character case to be used:

• 0 -- Uppercase
• 1 -- Uppercase and lowercase

Options for a SLU2/3270 User ID
You can set the following options for a SLU2/3270 user ID:

DFS3650
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen:

• 1 -- Displays the IMS default session status screen.
• 2 -- Displays the message DFS058.
• 3 -- Displays a blank screen.
• 4 -- Calls the user exit DFSGMSG1.
• 5 -- Displays the specified user MFS MOD.
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NOTE
 Specify also the user MOD name in the field next to USERMOD.

• 6 -- Displays the message DFS2002.
• 7 -- Schedules a transaction and discards the DFS3650I message.

NOTE
 Specify the transaction name in the field next to TRX NAME.

LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER/LTERM structures:

• 1 -- Uses IMS default names.
• 2 -- Sets USER/LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
• 3 -- Obtains the USER/LTERM names from the USER/LTERMS field.

NOTE
 Specify the LTERM names for the device in the USER/LTERMS field.

• 4 -- Adds a suffix to the user ID to allow multiple signons.
• 5 -- Calls the user exit DFSSGNX1.
• 6 -- Appends @ to the user ID.

NOTE
 The user ID must be less than eight characters.

• ASOT
Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in
minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

• BYPASS DEQUEUE
Specifies whether to dequeue messages for this device:
– Y

Specifies that messages will not be dequeued for this device.
– NO

Specifies that, if this is a dynamic device, messages will be dequeued during SIGNOFF CLEANUP
processing, provided that SIGNOFF CLEANUP specifies Y, as configured when setting global processing
options. If this is a static device, messages will be dequeued during signoff cleanup processing (provided
that both SIGNOFF CLEANUP and PROCESS STATIC TERMINALS specify Y).

• SECURITY PROFILE
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters. 

• RESPONSE OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS Response option used for this device:
– 1 -- NORESP
– 2 -- FORCRESP
– 3 -- TRANRESP

NOTE
For more information about IMS Response options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

• MSGDEL OPTIONS 
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:
– 1 -- SYSINFO
– 2 -- NOTERM
– 3 -- NONIOPCB
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NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions. 

USER/LTERMS
(If LTERM/USER NAMING OPTIONS is set to 3.)
Specifies the names of the LTERMs for this device. The USER name is obtained from the first LTERM in
the list.

Set Security Options
 Contents 

  

Set Security Options

You can define general command security options and set the processing options for Enhanced Transaction Verification
(ETV). You can also perform enhanced keyword verification to secure a command and keyword.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Security Options (E) on the Primary Menu.
2. Select command security or ETV security options and press Enter.
3. Complete the fields as needed and press Enter.

The security options are saved.
4. Press F3 to return to the previous panel.
5. (Optional) Refresh the options so that updated values are displayed in the View panels.

Command Security Options

You can set the following command security options:

CHOOSE PROCESSING OPTIONS
Specifies the type of authorization checking that is done for the IMS commands entered from the listed terminals
and devices. The following values are available:
1

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not do any IMS command authorization. IMS
determines whether the authorization exists for the IMS command.
If you specified Y for ENHANCED COMMAND+KEYWORD SECURITY, Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager performs the authorization on the command plus keyword.

2
Specifies that authorization to the IMS command is determined by calling user exit DFSCCMD1.

3
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager determines the authorization to the IMS command
based on security profile definitions.

• For LU 6.2 devices, the member APPCGRP in the security profile definitions is used.
• For OTMA devices, the member OTMAGRP in the security profile definitions is used.
• For ICMD calls, the member ICMDGRP in the security profile definitions is used.

CALL DFSCCMD1
Specifies whether the IMS commands entered from the listed terminal are passed to user exit DFSCCMD1, if
present.
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Y
Passes the IMS commands to the user exit DFSCCMD1, which determines the authorization to the
command.

N
Does not pass the IMS commands to the user exit DFSCCMD1. The exit DFSCCMD0 always allows the
commands. Commands from Extended Multiple Console Support (EMCS) consoles are not allowed if not
passed to the DFSCCMD1 user exit.

ENHANCED COMMAND+KEYWORD SECURITY
Specifies whether to perform the command plus keyword authorization.

ETV Security Options

To protect resources that were previously secured with IMS SMU, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides
Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV) as a replacement for the following:

• Transaction/LTERM authorization
• Transaction/password authorization

You can set the following ETV security options:

PERFORM TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION
Specifies whether Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager performs ETV authorization for transaction/LTERM
access (using SAF).

PERFORM TRAN/PASSWORD VERIFICATION
Specifies whether Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager performs ETV authorization for transaction/password
access (using SAF).

PREFIX NAME FOR SAF RULES
Specifies the prefix for ETV SAF rules. This field is required if Y is specified for PERFORM TRAN/LTERM
VERIFICATION or PERFORM TRAN/PASSWORD VERIFICATION.
Limits: 1 - 4 characters

PERFORM ETM MATRIX VERIFICATION
Specifies whether to use ETM MATRIX for transaction/LTERM authorization.

SUPPRESS ICH408I/ETM0008I
Specifies whether to display SAF error message ICH408I for ETV authorization failures. These error messages
are displayed only when Y is specified for PERFORM TRAN/LTERM VERIFICATION or PERFORM TRAN/
PASSWORD VERIFICATION.

Create Security Profile Definitions
You can create profile definitions to determine the authorization related to a specific profile.

WARNING
Only activated Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles are used for IMS command
authorization. For a definition to be active, enable proper settings when setting command security options.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter G on the Primary Menu.
The Security Profile Entries screen appears. Any existing profiles are listed with their type.
You cannot change the security profile type of an existing member. To change the security profile type, first delete the
existing member, and then add a new member.

2. Do one of the following:
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– Enter A in the command line to add a member.
– Enter E next to a member to edit it.
– Enter D next to a member to delete it.
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of member
names. You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through the list.The Profile
Definition screen appears.

3. Choose values for the following:
– Profile Name
– Profile Type
– IMS Command Type
Press Enter.
The Standard Command Authorization screen appears. This screen helps you determine which commands can be
executed by someone connected to this profile.

Specify LTERM Names for Printers and MSNAMEs (RCNTs)
You can specify LTERM names for printers and MSNAMEs (RCNTs) or specify LTERMs that cause the user-written output
creation exit (DFSINSX1) to be called.

When an LTERM entry is added to the LTERM NAMES table and assigned to a printer, Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager adds two records to the options data set:

• A record for the LTERM entry
• A record for the printer NODE entry

Because many LTERMs can be assigned to a single printer node, adding another LTERM that points to the same printer
node adds only an LTERM record (not another printer node record) to the options data set.

If you delete an LTERM that is assigned to a printer node, the associated printer node record will not be deleted from the
options data set, which could leave orphan printer node records. However, these records present no overhead, and the
ETMUD1U0 utility will automatically clean up orphan printer node records (if any exist).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter H in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The LTERM Names (Printer or RCNT) screen appears.

2. Do one of the following:
– Enter A in the command line to add a member.
– Enter E next to a member to edit it.
– Enter D next to a member to delete it.
The LTERM Name Update screen appears (if you choose to add or edit).

3. Complete the fields as needed:
You can enter DFSINSX1 exit information, enter printer data, or enter RCNT data. An RCNT is an LTERM that is
assigned to a Multiple Systems Coupling (MSC) link, which is a connection between two IMS systems.

ASOT
Specifies the auto-signoff time. A terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value (in minutes).
Limits: 0, 10 - 1440
A value of 0 means that no signoff is scheduled to occur.

SKIP AUTO-LOGON
Specifies whether to auto-logon the specified printer.
Do not specify SKIP AUTO-LOGON for 3270-Printer devices (because Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager cannot distinguish a 3270-Printer from a 3270 terminal at logon time).
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N
Attempts auto-logon whenever a message is inserted to this LTERM. This is the default.

Y
Does not attempt auto-logon for this printer.

MSGDEL OPTIONS
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device:

• 1 -- SYSINFO
• 2 -- NOTERM
• 3 -- NONIOPCB

NOTE
For more information about IMS MSGDEL options, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

This option determines the messages that you want IMS to discard for the specified LU 6.1 (ISC) sessions.
MSNAME

Specifies the MSNAME to which this LTERM (RCNT) will be assigned. This name must be defined in the IMS
sysgen.
If you use mask characters in the LTERM NAME table, unwanted LTERMs can be created when the name
matches the mask character pattern. To prevent the creation of unwanted LTERM, define this unwanted LTERM in
the LTERM NAMES table with ETMFAIL in the MSNAME field.

4. Press Enter.
A confirmation message appears, indicating the updates were stored in the options data set.

Customize DFS3649A Error Message Information
The DFS3649A messages have to do with invalid signon information. You can customize the content of the message text
(including language).

Follow these steps:

1. Enter I in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The DFS3649A RC Update screen appears.

2. Do one of the following:
– Enter A in the command line to add a member.
– Enter E next to a member to edit it.
– Enter D next to a member to delete it.
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of member
names. Additionally, on the START command line, you can also specify the return code number from which you want
to start listing.
The specific return code and error text information appears.

3. Enter the preferred text in the Error Text field.
A message appears, indicating the customized record was saved.

Set Time-of-Day (for Restricting Logon/Signon Times)
You can set time-of-day values globally and for specific user IDs and nodes.

Note: To enable this capability, specify 1 or 2 in the TIME OF DAY LOGON/SIGNON VERIFICATION field when you set
SLU2/3270 signon options and sysplex terminal management.

Setting up time-of-day lets you restrict logon/signon for specific terminals or user IDs to specific times of the day.
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NOTE
You can view product settings, from the Primary Menu command line, by entering 1 through 9 (or 0), which
corresponds to A through I (or J). However, if you have changed settings and not performed a table refresh,
information on the screens that are accessed from number options will not be up-to-date.

To set time-of-day

1. Enter J in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Miscellaneous Menu appears.

2. Enter 1 in the command line.
The Time of Day Table List screen appears. This screen displays time-of-day tables entries (if any).

3. Do one of the following:
– Enter A in the command line to add a member.
– Enter E next to a member to edit it.
– Enter D next to a member to delete it.

NOTE
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of
member names. You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through the
list.

The Time of Day Member Update screen appears.
4. Type values for the following fields to determine logon capabilities and times:
NAME (userID or node name)

Specifies the Time-of-Day entry name. This field contains a node name (when TYPE is N) or a user ID (when
TYPE is U). If the name is set to eight dollar signs ($$$$$$$$), it is a global value and is used unless an entry is
found that matches the record ID. TYPE is ignored when the record ID contains $$$$$$$$.

TYPE
Specifies the record type:

U
Specifies that the value in the NAME field is a user ID. This entry is used only when you specify 2 for TIME
OF DAY LOGON/SIGNON VERIFICATION when setting SLU2/3270 signon options and sysplex terminal
management (check tables during SLU2/3270 signon).

N
Specifies that the value in the NAME field is a node name. This entry is used only when you specify 1 for TIME
OF DAY LOGON/SIGNON VERIFICATION when setting SLU2/3270 signon options and sysplex terminal
management, or you specify 2 for TIME OF DAY LOGON/SIGNON VERIFICATION and a matching user ID entry
is not found.

FROM
Specifies the FROM time that a signon/logon is permitted. The format is hhmm in the range of 0000 - 2359.

TO
Specifies the TO time that a signon/logon is permitted. The format is hhmm in the range of 0000 - 2359.

NOTE
If the FROM value is larger than the TO value, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager assumes that the
valid logon/signon time passes through midnight. For example, FROM=2200 and TO=0800 are assumed to
mean that logon and signon are allowed from 10:00 p.m. to 8:00a.m.

Press Enter.
Your settings are saved.

NOTE

• SLU2/3270 Signon Options and Sysplex Terminal Management
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Choose a Logon Descriptor Based On VTAM Logmode Name
Logon descriptors describe the characteristics of a terminal. Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can ease the
implementation of IMS ETO by helping ensure that a terminal is using the desired MFS features by specifying the IMS
ETO logon descriptor.

NOTE
For more information about logon descriptors, see the IBM IMS Communications and Connections Guide.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides an optional table that you can use to set the IMS logon descriptor name
based on the VTAM Logmode that is used when a SLU2/3270, SLU1 console, SLUTYPEP/FINANCE, or LU 6.1 (ISC)
device connects to IMS. If you use this table, and a matching VTAM Logmode name is found, the logon descriptor that is
specified overrides all other logon descriptor overrides.

NOTE
You can view product settings, from the Primary Menu command line, by entering 1 through 9 (or 0), which
corresponds to A through I (or J). However, if you have changed settings and not performed a table refresh,
information on the screens that are accessed from number options will not be up-to-date.

To choose a logon descriptor based on VTAM Logmode name

1. Enter J in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Miscellaneous Menu appears.

2. Enter 2 in the command line.
The Logon Descriptor by Logmode screen appears.

3. Do one of the following:
– Enter A in the command line to add a member.
– Enter E next to a member to edit it.
– Enter D next to a member to delete it.

NOTE
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of
member names. You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through the
list.

The Logmode Table Update screen appears.
4. Complete the following fields to enter your logon descriptor and Logmode options:
LOGMODE

Contains the VTAM logon mode name.
LOGOND

Contains the IMS logon descriptor name.
Press Enter.
A confirmation appears, indicating the Logon Descriptor by Logmode entry has been stored.

Define OTMA Destination Names
 Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides a table of destination names that can be used to route messages to
OTMA clients. You can define OTMA destination names. See Working with Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter J in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Miscellaneous Menu appears.

2. Enter 3 in the command line.
The OTMA Destination Override list screen appears. This screen displays the OTMA destination table entries (if any
exist).
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3. Do one of the following:
– Enter A in the command line to add a member.
– Enter E next to a member to edit it.
– Enter D next to a member to delete it.
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of member
names. You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through the list.
The OTMA Destination Override update screen appears.

4. Update the fields as necessary:
DEST LTERM

Specify the one- to eight-character destination LTERM name. The following wildcards can be specified as part of
the name:
? (x'6F')

Represents a one-to-one relationship with numeric positions in your LTERM name. For example, L1???
captures LTERM names beginning with L1 followed by three numeric digits.

% (x'6C')
Represents a one-to-one relationship with character positions in your LTERM name. For example, L1%%
% captures those LTERM names beginning with L1 followed by any three characters.

* (x'5C')
Represents any characters in the LTERM name. For example, L1* captures all members starting with L1.

MEMBER NAME
Specifies the OTMA member name or OTMA pattern descriptor (OPD).
Limits: 1 to 16 characters

TPIPE
(Optional) Specifies the 1- to 8-character TPIPE name.

SUPER MEMBER
(Optional) Specifies the 1- to 4-character Super Member name.

PDS MEMBER
(Optional) Specifies the 1- to 8-character name of a member in the PDS defined by ddname ETMUDATA. This
member, which is created using macro $ETMIC1 or $ETMMQ1, contains the userdata that will be passed with the
message to the OTMA member.

PREFIX MEMBER NAME W/IMSID
Specifies whether to prefix the name specified for the PDS member with the IMSID.
Y

Specifies that the name will be appended to the IMSID that is used as the ETMUDATA member name.
N

Specifies that the name will be used as the ETMUDATA member name.
SYNC'D

Specifies whether a SYNC'D TPIPE needs to be created:
Y

Specifies that a SYNC'D TPIPE will be created, if needed.
Set this flag only for OTMA RESYNC capable clients (such as WebSphere MQ).

N
Specifies that, if TPIPE creation is needed, it will not be SYNC'D.

PERSISTENT
Specifies whether messages for this TPIPE are persistent (meaning the OTMA session will remain active after the
current message traffic has completed):
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Y
Specifies that messages for this TPIPE are persistent.
This option requires that SYNC'D also be set to Y.

N
Specifies that messages for this TPIPE are not persistent.

HOLD QUEUE
Specifies whether alternate PCB output is eligible for hold queue processing:
Y

Specifies that alternate PCB messages are eligible for hold queue processing.
N

Specifies that alternate PCB messages are not eligible for hold queue processing.
REJECT FOR UNKNOWN MEMBER

Specifies whether to disallow creation of OTMA sessions with unknown name.
Y

Specifies not to create OTMA sessions with unknown name.
N

Specifies that OTMA sessions with unknown name can be created.
Press Enter.
A confirmation message appears, indicating that the OTMA destination override entry has been stored.

Specify Actions to Take when a Transaction Abends
You can specify actions to take when a transaction ABEND occurs.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter J in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Miscellaneous Menu appears.

2. Enter 4 in the command line.
The Transaction Abend Table screen appears.

3. Do one of the following:
– Enter A in the command line to add a member.
– Enter E next to a member to edit it.
– Enter D next to a member to delete it.
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of member
names. You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through the list.
The Update Transaction ABEND Entry screen appears.

4. Make updates to fields as needed:
TRANSACTION NAME

Specifies the name of an IMS transaction code. Additionally, the ABEND type and code can be used to provide
further identification.
Limits: 1 through 8 characters
The following wildcards can be specified as part of the transaction name:
? (x'6F')

Represents a one-to-one relationship with numeric positions in your transaction name. For example,
L1??? captures those transaction names beginning with L1 followed by three numeric digits.
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% (x'6C')
Represents a one-to-one relationship with character positions in your transaction name. For example,
L1%%% captures those transaction names beginning with L1 followed by any three characters.

* (x'5C')
Represents any characters in the transaction name. For example, L1* captures all members starting with
L1.
When TRANSACTION NAME contains *NOGU, the entry will be used for ABENDs that occur before a
GU being issued to the IOPCB.

ABEND CODE
(Optional) Specifies the transaction ABEND code. If ABEND TYPE is U, this field must be specified as a 1-4 byte
numeric field in the range of 1-4095. If ABEND TYPE is S, this field must contain a valid three-byte SYSTEM
ABEND code in the range of 001-FFF.

ABEND TYPE
(Optional unless ABEND CODE is specified) Specifies the type of ABEND code:
U

Specifies a user ABEND.
S

Specifies a system ABEND.
The following fields must be specified for messages arriving from LTERMs, APPC, and OTMA points of origin:

OPTION
Specifies the disposition of the message for the abending transaction:
1

Specifies that IMS will determine the disposition of the message.
2

Specifies that the message will be discarded from the system.
3

Specifies that the message will be queued to the transaction's suspend queue.
4

Specifies to requeue the message to the same transaction.
5

Specifies to queue the message to the transaction specified in the NEWDEST field.
NEWDEST

(If OPTION is 5) Specifies the name of the transaction where the message will be queued.
SUPPRESS DFS555I

Specifies whether message DFS555I will be sent to the inputting device of the message that caused the ABEND:
Y

Specifies that DFS555I will not be sent to the inputting device.
N

Specifies that DFS555I will not be suppressed.
WTO ETM9201I

Specifies whether to issue a WTO message (ETM9201I) when message DFS555I is suppressed:
Y

Specifies that ETM9201I will be sent to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is suppressed for an
abending transaction.
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N
Specifies that no ETM9201I message will be sent to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is
suppressed for an abending transaction.

NO USTOP TRAN/PSB
Specifies whether an ABEND will cause the transaction to be put into a USTOP state and the program to be put
into a STOPPED state:
Y

Specifies that the transaction and program will not be put into a USTOP and STOPPED state,
respectively.

N
Specifies that the transaction and program will be put into a USTOP and STOPPED state, respectively. To
prevent recursive ABENDs, this option is ignored if OPTION is 4.

Press Enter.
A confirmation message appears, indicating that the TRAN ABEND entry has been stored.

Update the Message Origin Table
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides a Message Origin table and a transaction name table. When a
transaction ABEND occurs, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager searches the Message Origin table before searching
the transaction name table. You can update the Message Origin table.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter J in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Miscellaneous Menu appears.

2. Enter 5 in the command line.
The Message Origin Abend Table screen appears.

3. Do one of the following:
– Enter A in the command line to add a member.
– Enter E next to a member to edit it.
– Enter D next to a member to delete it.
If the name does not appear in the list, press PF8 or enter F in the command line to view the next screen of member
names. You can also type part or all of the name on the START command line to scroll through the list.

4. The Update Msg Origin Abend Entry screen appears.
5. Make updates to fields as needed:
LTERM/TPIPE/LUNAME

Specifies the one- to eight-character LTERM, TPIPE, or LU name. The following wildcards can be specified as
part of the name:
? (x'6F')

Represents a one-to-one relationship with numeric positions in your LTERM, TPIPE, or LU name. For
example, L1??? captures LTERM, TPIPE, or LU name entries beginning with L1 followed by three
numeric digits.

% (x'6C')
Represents a one-to-one relationship with character positions in your LTERM, TPIPE, or LU name. For
example, L1%%% captures LTERM, TPIPE, or LU name entries beginning with L1 followed by any three
characters.

* (x'5C')
Represents any characters in the LTERM, TPIPE or LU name. For example, L1* captures all members
starting with L1.
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ABEND CODE
(Optional) Specifies the transaction ABEND code. If ABEND TYPE is U, this field must be specified as a 1- to 4-
byte numeric field in the range of 1-4095. If ABEND TYPE is S, this field must contain a valid three-byte SYSTEM
ABEND code in the range of 001-FFF.

ABEND TYPE
(Optional unless ABEND CODE is specified) Specifies the type of ABEND code:
U

Specifies a user ABEND.
S

Specifies a system ABEND.
The following fields must be specified for messages arriving from LTERMs, APPC, and OTMA points of origin:

OPTION
Specifies the disposition of the message for the abending transaction.
1

Specifies that IMS will determine the disposition of the message.
2

Specifies that the message will be discarded from the system.
3

Specifies that the message will be queued to the transaction's suspend queue.
4

Specifies to requeue the message to the same transaction.
5

Specifies to queue the message to the transaction specified in the NEWDEST field.
NEWDEST

(If OPTION is 5) Specifies the name of the transaction where the message will be queued.
SUPPRESS DFS555I

Specifies whether message DFS555I will be sent to the inputting device of the message that caused the ABEND:
Y

Specifies that DFS555I will not be sent to the inputting device.
N

Specifies that DFS555I will not be suppressed.
WTO ETM9201I

Specifies whether to issue a WTO message (ETM9201I) when message DFS555I is suppressed:
Y

Specifies that ETM9201I will be sent to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is suppressed for an
abending transaction.

N
Specifies that no ETM9201I message will be sent to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is
suppressed for an abending transaction.

NO USTOP TRAN/PSB
Specifies whether an ABEND will cause the transaction to be put into a USTOP state and the program to be put
into a STOPPED state:
Y

Specifies that the transaction and program will not be put into a USTOP and STOPPED state,
respectively.
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N
Specifies that the transaction and program will be put into a USTOP and STOPPED state, respectively. To
prevent recursive ABENDs, this option is ignored if OPTION is 4.

Press Enter.
A confirmation message appears, indicating that the MSG ORIGIN ABEND entry has been stored.

Update the Transaction/Return Code Table
You can define and update return codes that are passed to the build security user exit (DFSBSEX0) for particular
transaction.

Follow these steps:

1. Type J in the command line on the Primary Menu.
2. Type 6 in the command line.

The TRANSACTION/RC (DFSBSEX0) panel appears, displaying transaction/RC table entries.
3. Type A in the command line to add a member or type E next to an existing member to edit it.

To scroll to next screen, press F8 or type F in the command line. To navigate to a particular member, type a part of
member name or full name on the START command line and press Enter. To delete a member, type D.
The UPDATE TRAN/RC (DFSBSEX0) panel appears.

4. Type the member parameters in the TRANSACTION and RETURN CODE fields and press Enter.
You can use wildcards to set return codes for multiple transactions.
Enter the return code as a decimal number. This value is converted to a hexadecimal value that is required for the exit.
Example: Decimal code 0012 is converted to x'000C'.
Your settings of the transaction/return code table are saved.

Update the PSB/Return Code Table
You can define and update return codes that are passed to the build security user exit (DFSBSEX0) for particular PSBs.

Follow these steps:

1. Type J in the command line on the Primary Menu.
2. Type 7 in the command line.

The PSB/RC (DFSBSEX0) panel appears, displaying PSB/RC table members.
3. Type A in the command line to add an member or type E next to an existing entry to edit the member.

To scroll to next screen, press F8 or type F in the command line. To navigate to a particular entry, enter part of the
member name or full name on the START command line and press Enter. To delete a member, type D.
The UPDATE PSB/RC (DFSBSEX0) panel appears.

4. Type the member parameters in the PSB and RETURN CODE fields and press Enter.
You can use wildcards to set return codes for multiple PSBs.
Enter the return code as a decimal number. This value is converted to a hexadecimal value that is required for the exit.
Example: Decimal code 0012 is converted to x'000C'.
Your settings of the PSB/return code table are saved.

Looking Up Current Settings in a Translation Table
 Contents 
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The translation table lets you see the options that are in effect when a node or a node/user ID combination logs on to IMS,
including the records where the option are obtained. Additionally, for devices that are currently logged on to IMS, you can
display information that is not available when using IMS /DISPLAY commands.

View Current Settings for SLU1, SLU2/3270, SLUP/3600/FINANCE, or LU 6.1 (ISC) Console

You can view current settings for SLU1, SLU2/3270, SLUP/3600/FINANCE, or LU 6.1 (ISC) console. Reviewing the
settings will help you determine how ETO terminal-related blocks control blocks are built for specific LU 6.1 (ISC) devices
or LU 6.1 (ISC) user IDs during logon or signon processing.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter T in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Translation Table Menu appears.

2. Specify the console in the command line:
– Enter 1 for the SLU1 translation lookup
– Enter 2 for the SLU2/3270 translation lookup
– Enter 3 for the SLUP/3600/FINANCE translation lookup.

3. Complete the following fields to specify search criteria:
LUNAME

Specifies the LU name to use as the search argument.
SEARCH

Specifies how to perform the search:
1

Performs the search by using the tables contained in the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options
data set.

2
Performs the search by using the tables loaded into E/CSA.

USERID
Specifies the USERID for SLU2/3270 and LU 6.1 console

Press Enter.
Information is populated in the fields, showing settings that are in place.

Perform LTERM Lookup

LTERM lookup provides a way to determine the IMS control block names that will be generated as part of "Unknown
Destination" processing. This information helps prevent overlapping of LTERM names.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter T in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Translation Table Menu appears.
Enter 4 in the command line.
The LTERM Lookup screen appears.

2. Complete fields as needed:
LTERM

Specifies the LTERM name to use as the search argument.
SEARCH

Specifies how to perform the search:
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1
Performs the search by using the tables contained in the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options
data set.

2
Performs the search by using the tables loaded into E/CSA.

Information is populated in the following fields, showing settings that are in place:
TABLE ENTRY

Is the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager member name where the LTERM matched the value supplied in the
LTERM field.

TABLE TYPE
Describes the type of table where the matching member was found. This value will contain USER, SLU1
CONSOLE, SLU2/3270, SLUP/FINANCE, or PRINTER LTERM. The member name returned in TABLE ENTRY
will be found in this table.

RESULT USER
Is the user (SPQB) name that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will return to IMS for the control block
name.

LTERM MASK
Is the LTERM mask that was used to determine whether the LTERM was a match. This field is not used if TABLE
TYPE contains PRINTER LTERM.

RCNT NAME
Is the MSNAME to which this LTERM will be assigned.

The following fields are populated only for printer LTERM entries.
USER DFSINSX1

Indicates whether "Unknown Destination" processing will pass control to the user version of DFSINSX1.
NODE MASK

Indicates the character mask defined in the listed member of the printer LTERM table. This name will be used to
perform name merge. The member is listed in the TABLE ENTRY field.

RESULT NODE
Is the user (SPQB) and node (VTCB) name that was built by name merge processing. This is the name of the
control blocks that will be returned to IMS for auto-logon processing.

LOGMODE
Is the VTAM logon mode that will be returned in the auto-logon data.

LOGON DESC
Is the IMS logon descriptor name that will be passed in the auto-logon data.

ASOT
Is the IMS ASOT (auto-signoff time) override value used for this device.

MSGDEL
Is the IMS MSGDEL option that is set for this device.

Locate Control Blocks

You can locate control block information (for example, lengths or offsets). You can also display storage information as
needed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter T in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Translation Table Menu appears.
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2. Enter 5 in the command line.
The Control Block List screen appears.

3. Complete the following fields to specify search criteria:
NAME

Specifies the name to use as the search argument.
TYPE

Specifies the type:
NODE

Requests that formatted information about the node be displayed.
USER

Requests that formatted information about the user be displayed.
LTERM

Requests that formatted information about the LTERM be displayed.
CLB

Requests that the IMS CLB control block be displayed in hexadecimal format.
CTB

Requests that the IMS CTB control block be displayed in hexadecimal format.
SPQB

Requests that the IMS SPQB control block be displayed in hexadecimal format.
CNT

Requests that the IMS CNT control block be displayed in hexadecimal format.
CIB

Requests that the IMS CIB control block be displayed in hexadecimal format.
CTT

Requests that the IMS CTT control block be displayed in hexadecimal format.
Press Enter.
Information is populated in the fields, showing settings that are in place.

Reload Exits and Modules
If you have coded your own exit routines, you can reload them dynamically (without any IMS outage). You can do any of
the following:

• Load a new copy of an existing IMS exit.
• Refresh the ETM MATRIX modules.
• Perform an initial load of the exit and ETM MATRIX modules.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter R in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Exit/Matrix Reload panel appears.

2. Enter a value in the command line, corresponding to the item you want to refresh:
1

Refreshes exit DFSCCMD1.
2

Refreshes exit DFSGMSG1.
3

Refreshes exit DFSINSX1.
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4
Refreshes exit DFSLGFX0.

5
Refreshes exit DFSLGNX1.

6
Refreshes exit DFSSGFX1.

7
Refreshes exit DFSSGNX1.

8
Refreshes exit DFSSGNX2.

9
Refreshes exit DFSLGNX2.

A
Refreshes exit DFSINSX2.

B
Refreshes exit DFSYPRX0.

C
Refreshes exit DFSYDRU0.

D
Refreshes exit DFSNDMX0.

E
Refreshes the ETM MATRIX modules.

F
Refreshes exit DFSGMSG2.

Press Enter.
A message appears, indicating the status of the refresh.

Customize Refresh Routing Data
You can customize refresh routing data, specifying up to 64 z/OS systems on which you want to refresh tables when a
refresh occurs.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter Y in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Refresh Routing Information screen appears.

2. Specify the names of z/OS systems on which you want to refresh tables when a refresh occurs, then press Enter.
The systems are defined.

The specified names must be defined in the APPC/MVS Side-Information data set (using the ETMSIDEI member in
hlq.CIMTSAMP).

Using Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Security Features
In addition to providing dynamic terminal support, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager includes capabilities for IMS
security and provides features that help improve the granularity of security checking.
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IMS Command Authorization

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses the following methods to secure IMS commands:

• SAF
• Your own Command Authorization exit (DFSCCMD1)
• Security profiles

For more information, see Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Security Profiles.

Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV)

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides the following types of ETV:

• A form that uses SAF to store the authorization rules.
• A form that uses a Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Matrix data set.

Each of the forms of ETV works for both static and dynamic terminals. ETV can be controlled by using the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager online transaction program (EMTRAN) or the batch utility program (ETMUD1U0). No
architectural limitations apply to the number of resources defined (transactions, passwords, or LTERMs).

For more information, see Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV).

Enhanced Keyword Verification

While IMS can secure commands, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides an additional level of command
verification called enhanced keyword verification. This verification allows you to set the access rules down to the
command+keyword level.

To perform enhanced keyword verification and secure a command and keyword:

1. Enter E in the command line on the Primary Menu.
The Security Options Menu appears.

2. Enter 1 in the command line.
The Command Security Options screen appears.

3. Configure settings throughout the screen by typing values next to each field (to reflect your needs).
You are now ready to activate the command plus keyword authorization.

4. Specify Y for Enhanced Command+Keyword Security and press Enter.
A message indicates that the update is complete and the Primary Menu appears.

5. Enter F in the command line.
The Command+Keyword Activation panel appears.

6. Access the listing of command-keyword combinations.
The listing appears.

7. Enter A next to each command for which you want to activate the command+keyword security.
An asterisk appears next to each activated command.

Example: Prevent a User from Issuing /STOP DC command

This example disallows access to the /STOP DC command.

To prevent a user from being able to issue the /STOP DC command, enter A next to STODC on the Command+Keyword
Activation panel with the listing of command-keyword combinations.
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Restrict Logon or Signon for Terminals or User IDs to Specific Times of the Day

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides an optional time-of-day (TOD) verification feature for dynamic
SLU2/3270 devices. TOD verification can be done at logon or signon. Using this feature, you can restrict logon/signon for
specific terminals or user IDs to specific times of the day.

TOD verification uses the TOD table, in which you can specify a user ID, node name, and global entry. The global entry is
defined as eight dollar signs ('$$$$$$$$') in the entry name field.

TOD table search sequence is as follows:

1. User ID entry
2. Node name entry
3. Global entry

NOTE
The user ID is not known at logon time. Therefore, a user ID is used only when the TOD verification is performed
at signon time. However, the entry type is irrelevant when the entry name is for the global entry ($$$$$$$$).

If matching user ID or node name entry, and a global TOD entry are not present, logon/signon is allowed.

The TOD table entries contain a starting (FROM) and ending (TO) time. The time values consist of four numeric
characters in the following form:

hhmm

hh
Represents the hour (00-23).

mm
Represents the minute (00-59).

A time value of 0000 represents midnight.

NOTE
To pass logon/signon verification, the current time cannot be before the FROM time or after the TO time.

Example 1: Enable Successful Logon/Signon Between 8:00a.m. and 5:00p.m.

FROM ===> 0800

TO ===> 1700

In this example, TOD logon/signon verification fails if the current time is less than 0800 or greater than 1700.

Example 2: Enable Successful Logon/Signon Between 11:00p.m. and 8:00a.m.

FROM ===> 2300

TO ===> 0800

In this example, TOD logon/signon verification is successful between 2300-2359 and 0000-0800. Otherwise, verification
fails.

Example 3: Allow Constant Successful Logon/Signon

FROM ===> 0000

TO ===> 0000

In this example, TOD logon/signon verification is always successful because the FROM and TO times match.

When TOD verification fails for logon, the NODE attempting to connect to IMS receives a VTAM sense code 08010000.
DFS3645I and DFS3672I messages are displayed by the IMS control region.

When TOD verification fails for signon, message DFS3649A RC 112 is sent to the failing NODE. No messages are
displayed in the IMS control region.
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Preventing Dynamic Devices from Logging On to IMS

To prevent unwanted devices from logging on to IMS, you can specify ETMFAIL in the LOGON DESCRIPTOR field with
one of the following actions:

• Setting options for the SLU1 console
• Setting options for SLU2/3270
• Setting options for SLUP/3600/FINANCE
• Setting options for a LU 6.1 (ISC) userID

If ETMFAIL is specified as the logon descriptor, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager rejects the logon. A message
DFS3645I appears in the z/OS syslog. VTAM sense code 08010000 is returned to the device that is failing logon.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Security Profiles
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles are entries in the options data set where you specify the
commands and command keywords that a certain profile is allowed to issue. After the profile is defined, specify which
user, node, transaction, program, or all is to use the profile. You  can define the security profiles in multiple places (device
global record, LU name record, and user ID record). If the security profile is defined in more than one record, each
security profile is checked to determine authorization regarding the command. If any of the security profiles allows access
to the command, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager allows the command to be processed.

Contents:

Security Profiles

When Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles are selected for IMS command authorization, Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager uses the Command Authorization exit (DFSCCMD0) to perform the authorization. Certain
IMS command origins have parameters in PROCLIB member DFSPBxxx that inform IMS how to handle command
authorization. If you select Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles for IMS command authorization for
a certain command origin, any associated parameter in PROCLIB member DFSPBxxx must be specified so that the
Command Authorization exit (DFSCCMD0) gets called.

NOTE
If you specify that IMS CMD calls are to be authorized using Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security
profiles, the AOI1= parameter in PROCLIB member DFSPBxxx must be specified as AOI1=C or AOI1=A. These
are the only two values for AOI1= where the Command Authorization exit gets called.

The following types of Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles are available:

• Security Group (SGRP) profile
• Transaction (TRAN) profile
• Program (PROG) profile
• Transaction/Program (T/P) profile

The TRAN, PROG, and T/P profiles are used only for IMS CMD call authorization. The SGRP profile can be used for
dynamic node, static node, APPC, OTMA, ICMD, and IMS CMD call authorization.

If Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles are specified to secure IMS commands originating from APPC,
OTMA, and ICMD calls, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses a reserved security profile name for each command
point of origin. The following table shows the security profile names that are used (based on origin):

Origin Security Profile Name
APPC APPCGRP
OTMA OTMAGRP
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ICMD ICMDGRP

NOTE
A security profile name cannot be defined to more than one security profile type.

IMS CMD Call Authorization

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can be configured to perform IMS CMD call authorization. Using Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager, you define the following:

• A profile with the same name as an IMS transaction code or program name
• Commands that the transaction/program security profile is allowed to execute

For an IMS application that issues the CMD call to use Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles, one of
the following must be true:

• The TRANSACT definition of the IMS system generation must specify AOI=TRAN; the Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager security profile type must be specified as TRAN or T/P; and the profile name must match the name specified
on the TRANSACT macro.

• The TRANSACT definition of the IMS system generation must specify AOI=YES, and the Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager security profile type used for authorization must be set up properly (depending on how the AOI
program is coded):
– If the AOI program issues the IMS CMD call before a GU to the IOPCB, the security profile type must be coded as

either PROG or T/P, and the profile name must match the name specified on the APPLCTN statement of the IMS
system generation.

– If the AOI program issues the IMS CMD call after the GU to the IOPCB, Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager searches its SLU2/3270 user ID table, looking for an entry name that matches the user ID name that IMS
passes to the Command Authorization exit. The user ID entry must contain a security profile name, which must be
defined as a security profile type of SGRP.

Authorizing Commands from WTOR, MTO, TCO, MCS, or EMCS Consoles

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uniquely handles commands that are entered from the following consoles:

• Write To Operator with Reply (WTOR)
• IMS Master Terminal Operator (MTO)
• Time Controlled Operations (TCO)
• Multiple Console Support (MCS)
• Extended Multiple Console Support (EMCS)

When you are using Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for command authorization, all commands from the WTOR,
MTO, and TCO script are allowed. Authorization for commands from MCS or EMCS consoles is determined by IMS.

You can configure Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to allow user exit DFSCCMD1 to determine authorization to
commands from the WTOR, MTO, TCO, and MCS or EMCS consoles. This occurs when you do either of the following:

• Set command security options.
• Set up the ZS control statement within the batch update utility.

Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV)
To protect resources that were previously secured with IMS Security Maintenance Utility (SMU), Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager provides Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV).

ETV is a replacement for the following authorizations:
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• Transaction/LTERM authorization
• Transaction/password authorization

Each of the forms of ETV works for both static and dynamic terminals. ETV can be controlled by using the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager online transaction program (EMTRAN) or the batch utility program (ETMUD1U0). There are
no architectural limitations on the number of resources defined (transactions, passwords, or LTERMs).

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides the following ETV options for delivering transaction authorization:

SAF ETV
Provides transaction/LTERM authorization and transaction/password authorization. After initial conversion, all
access rules for transaction/LTERM and transaction/password authorization are maintained in SAF. SAF calls
are performed (using the IMS control region user ID) to determine access. SAF ETV defines the SAF rules in the
FACILITY class.
SAF ETV is not dependent on the RCF= value in the DFSPBxxx PROCLIB member.

ETM MATRIX ETV
Provides transaction/LTERM authorization by storing all access information in an ETM MATRIX data set (not the
IMS Matrix data set). The ETM MATRIX data set is populated by the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
ETMSMU utility. The utility reads the standard SMU input deck and creates the members in the ETM MATRIX
data set.
The security modules (ETM MATRIX data set) are loaded at IMS restart and can be dynamically refreshed. The
ETM MATRIX modules must be rebuilt (using ETMSMU) whenever access rules change.
To determine authorization, ETM MATRIX ETV performs a binary search of the modules loaded from the ETM
MATRIX data set.
ETM MATRIX ETV does not provide transaction/password authorization.

NOTE
Only one form of ETV may be used. Also, ETV does not process transactions from APPC or OTMA devices.

SAF ETV uses the IMS control region user ID for its SAF calls. SAF ETV can be used even if the IMS control region
does not do any SAF checking (RCF=N). Therefore, it does not use the typical IMS RCLASS names (for example, TIMS/
GIMS). Rather, it uses the SAF FACILITY class for its SAF calls.

Building Resource Name for SAF ETV Transaction Authorization

For initial transaction arrival and IMS CHNG calls, SAF ETV builds a four-level resource name that it uses to call SAF to
check for authorization. The resource name has the following format:

HLQ.TYPE.TRAN.ID

HLQ
Specifies a name defined in the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options data set. This name is intended
to allow multiple IMS regions running in the same complex to have unique SAF definitions. Sample names could
be PROD or TEST.

TYPE
Specifies the type of SAF resource name that is being tested. Following are the values that are supplied by
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager:
LTRM

Is a resource name used for checking transaction/LTERM authorization.
PSWD

Is a resource name used for checking transaction/password authorization.
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TRAN
Specifies the IMS transaction code name that is being attempted.

ID
Contains one of the following:

• Name of the LTERM that is attempting this transaction (if TYPE contains LTRM)
• Password, if any, supplied by the terminal user (if TYPE contains PSWD)

Example: SAF Definitions

This sample list shows the SAF rules that secure transaction PART from all LTERMS other than USER1 and USER2:

RDEF FACILITY PROD.LTRM.* UACC(READ)  

RDEF FACILITY PROD.LTRM.PART.* UACC(NONE) 

RDEF FACILITY PROD.LTRM.PART.USER1 UACC(READ)  

RDEF FACILITY PROD.LTRM.PART.USER2 UACC(READ)

Using the preceding sample SAF rules, when transaction PART is attempted from LTERM USER1, Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager will build resource name PROD.LTRM.PART.USER1. Because this resource name is defined with
UACC(READ), SAF will allow access to the IMS control region user ID; therefore, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
will allow this LTERM to process the transaction.

If LTERM USER9 attempts PART, the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager DFSCTRN0 will build resource name
PROD.LTRM.PART.USER9. SAF will reject access because this resource name will match SAF rule PROD.LTRM.PART.*,
which has UACC(NONE).

The same type of rules would apply to Transaction/PASSWORD definitions:

RDEF FACILITY PROD.PSWD.* UACC(READ) 

RDEF FACILITY PROD.PSWD.PART.* UACC(NONE) 

RDEF FACILITY PROD.PSWD.PART.ETM UACC(READ)

How to Enable ETV

To activate ETV processing, follow these steps:

Activate IMS Transaction Authorization Exit (DFSCTRN0)

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses the IMS Transaction Authorization Exit (DFSCTRN0) to perform its ETV
processing. Even though Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will dynamically activate its version of this exit, the
IMS system will need to have a version of DFSCTRN0 included during IMS system generation. DFSCTRN0 is statically
included in the IMS nucleus during system generation when the SECURITY Macro contains the TYPE=(TRANEXIT)
parameter. This parameter will cause IMS to add an INCLUDE USERLIB(DFSCTRN0) statement to the system generation
stage2 JCL deck. This means a version of DFSCTRN0 must reside in the data set referenced by the USERLIB DD
statement before running the IMS system generation stage2 job.

At IMS startup, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will set an intercept for its version of the DFSCTRN0 exit and save
the address of any user DFSCTRN0 exit (although a user version is not required).

If the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager version of DFSCTRN0 denies access to the transaction, the user version
of DFSCTRN0 is not invoked. If Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager determines access is allowed, the user version
of DFSCTRN0 will be called, and all parameter input will be the same as if Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager was
never called.
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Because IMS exit DFSCTRN0 is used for ETV processing, a user that fails ETV authorization will receive IMS message
DFS2469W. For dynamic terminals, the user will receive the “TRAN NOT AUTH 0008” version of this message. Static
terminals that do not issue an IMS /SIG command will receive the “SIGNON REQUIRED” version of this message.

NOTE
To avoid confusion from receiving different messages for the same error, we recommend that all terminals
be dynamic. For more information about DFS messages, see the IBM Messages and Codes, Volume 1: DFS
Messages document.

Follow these steps:

1. Determine whether a copy of DFSCTRN0 exists in the USERLIB data set, and then do one of the following:
– Skip to the next step if DFSCTRN0 is already enabled in your IMS system.
– Use the following JCL to create your own version of DFSCTRN0:

//LINK001 EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='RENT,REUS,REFR' 

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                       

//SYSLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.LINKLIB      

//SYSLMOD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=Userlib

//SYSLIN   DD  *                              

 INCLUDE SYSLIB(IEFBR14)                      

 NAME  DFSCTRN0(R)

Your version of DFSCTRN0 is available for use.
2. Add the TYPE=(TRANEXIT) parameter to the SECURITY macro.
3. Change the IMSCTRL macro to perform a minimum of a CTLBLKS system generation.
4. Run the stage1 and stage2 of the IMS system generation.

Define Security Profiles

Part of the conversion to Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager ETV is to move the security definitions from IMS
SMU into SAF or ETM MATRIX. Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides conversion utilities that create the
initial Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles, create initial SAF ETV security rules, and populate
the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager ETM MATRIX data set. You can use utilities as follows:

• For SAF ETV, you can use utility ETMSMU00 to read the IMS SMU control statements and create initial Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager security profiles and SAF rules for transaction/LTERM and transaction/password
authorization.

• For ETM MATRIX ETV, use utility ETMSMU to populate the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager MATRIX data set
with the transaction/LTERM rules. This utility must be run every time a change is required in the transaction/LTERM
authorization rules. Before you run the ETMSMU utility, allocate the ETMMTRX data set (LRECL=0, BLKSIZE=32760,
RECFM=U).

If using ETM MATRIX ETV, you can run utility ETMSMU00 to extract the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security
profiles for IMS commands, and then you can continue using utility ETMSMU for maintaining the ETM MATRIX data set. If
you use the ETMSMU00 utility, the utility does the following:

1. Reads the existing SMU input
2. (Optional) Pulls out the control statements for creating the SAF definitions
3. (Optional) Pulls out the control statements for creating the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profiles (for

IMS command authorization)
4. Creates a new SMU deck (minus the control cards that were used to define the SAF environment)

The type of processing performed by this utility depends on which DD statements are present in the JCL. The SMUIN,
SMUOUT, and SYSPRINT DD statements are required. Specify the other DD statements only if you want that particular
output data set created. However, least one of the optional DD statements must be provided.
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NOTE
Do not code any DD statements as DD DUMMY.

Follow these steps:

1. Run ETMSMU00 utility, using the JCL that is provided in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(ETMSMU00) member.
Specify the following values in the JCL:

PREFIX=name
Informs the SMU conversion utility of the four-character resource name that will uniquely identify the SAF rules for
ETV checking. This name will be the prefix for the transaction/LTERM and transaction/password rules in the SAF
FACILITY class. Valid values are A-Z, 0-9, #, @, and $.

NOTE
This must be the same value that is specified for the SAFPREFIX= parameter in the ZS control
statement of the batch update utility. This control statement sets security options and IMS command
authorization table entries.

SYSPRINT DD
Specifies an LRECL 80 data set where Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager writes error and warning
messages. This DD statement typically is defined as SYSOUT=*.

SMUIN DD
Specifies an LRECL 80 input data set where the input from SMU is read.

SMUOUT DD
Specifies an LRECL 80 output data set where the new control statements for the Security Maintenance Utility
(SMU) are written. After this job completes, this data set becomes the new input to the SMU job.

RACFLTRM DD
Specifies an optional LRECL 80 output data set where the SAF FACILITY class rules for Transaction/LTERM
checking are written. After this job completes, this data set is used as input to the TSOBATCH job.

RACFPSWD DD
Specifies an optional LRECL 80 output data set where the SAF FACILITY class rules for Transaction/
PASSWORD checking are written. After this job completes, this data set is used as input to the TSOBATCH job.

ETOCMD DD
Specifies an optional LRECL 80 output data set where the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security
profiles for IMS commands are written. After this job completes, this data set is used as input to the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager batch update utility (ETMUD1U0).

2. (If SAFLTRM or SAFPSWD DD statements were present) Run TSOBATCH to add definitions to SAF.
Sample JCL is as follows:

//STEP01  EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSTSPRT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SAF.LTERM and/or SAF.PSWD

The data sets used for DD statement SYSTSIN are the output data sets from the ETMSMU00 DD statements
SAFLTRM or SAFPSW (or both).

3. (If ETOCMD DD statement was present) Run the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager batch update utility
(ETMUD1U0) to add IMS security profiles for IMS commands to the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options
data set.
In the batch update JCL, the DD statement used for ETMIN is the data set created by ETMSMU00 DD statement
ETOCMD.

4. Run IMS Security Maintenance Utility (SMU) using the new SMU deck.
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Customize IMS Execution Parameters

To customize IMS execution parameters, update the following parameters in IMS.PROCLIB(DFSPBxxx):

HIOP=
Specifies a value for HIOP. Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses the IMS HIOP pool as the work area
for its calls to SAF. You can either use the following formula or set the HIOP value to the maximum and let IMS
determine the size requirements:
((Current HIOP) + (736 * max number of concurrent transactions))

NOTE
For more information about HIOP, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

TRN=Y
Informs IMS to call the Transaction Authorization exit (DFSCTRN0).

Activate SAF ETV or ETM MATRIX ETV

In the options data set, four definitions pertain to SAF ETV and one definition pertains to ETM MATRIX ETV. The options
can be specified by using the batch update utility (ETMUD1U0) or the online transaction program (EMTRAN).

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– To activate the SAF ETV, set ETV security options on the ETV Security Options screen in EMTRAN or specify the

following ZS control statement values for batch update utility (ETMUD1U0): TRANLTRM, TRANPSWD, SUPPICH,
and SAFPREFIX.

– To activate the ETM MATRIX ETV, set ETV security options on the ETV Security Options screen in EMTRAN or
specify the ETMMATRIX ZS control statement value for batch update utility (ETMUD1U0). Add the DD statement
ETMMTRX to the IMS control region.

NOTE
The data set that is assigned to DD statement ETMMTRX must be APF-authorized.

2. Perform an IMS restart or E/CSA refresh.
ETV becomes active.

Using Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Batch Utilities
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager offers the following batch utilities:

ETMUD1U0
Updates the options data set.

ETMUD1I0
Initializes the options data set.

ETMLIST
Lists the definitions in the options data set.

ETMLOAD
Reloads the E/CSA.

ETMSMU00
Moves IMS SMU definitions into Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager tables and creates SAF control
statements for Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Enhanced Transaction Verification.

ETMSMU
Updates the ETMMTRX and creates the members for the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security matrix
data set (to replace IMS SMU for transaction/LTERM authorization).
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ETMUDAT0
Reloads the OTMA userdata.

ETMUD1I0 Batch Utility - Initialize Options Data Set
Because the options data set is a VSAM file, it must be initialized before it can be used. The ETMUD1I0 utility performs
this function.

The ETMUD1I0 utility has a 50-byte user-defined area that it puts in the options data set control record. If you choose
to use Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager MOD name ETM@MOD1 or ETM@MOD2, the 50-byte area can be
displayed on either of the signon screens. The text is user-defined and can be broken into any number of fields as
required. It provides a way for a user to populate some fields on the screen with user-defined data.

NOTE
To access sample JCL that you can customize to execute this utility, see the ETMD1INI member in
hlq.CIMTSAMP.

ETMLIST Batch Utility - List Options Data Set
ETMLIST creates a report listing the definitions in the options data set. Optionally, ETMLIST can be used to create control
statements for the batch update utility (ETMUD1U0).

Reports and control statements can be created for SLU1 console, SLU2/3270, SLUP/3600/FINANCE, user, printer
LTERM, APPC routing, time-of-day, LOGMODE table, LU 6.1 (ISC), VTAM userdata, ABEND message routing tables,
OTMA LTERMS, DSF3649 RC message, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security, and global records in the
options data set. Control statements are written to the ETMPUNCH DD statement.

NOTE
To access sample JCL that you can customize to execute this utility, see the ETMLIST member in
hlq.CIMTSAMP.

To execute the ETMLIST utility, access the sample JCL in the ETMLIST member in hlq.CIMTSAMP, then customize the
JCL:

PARM='PUNCH(record_types)'
(Optional) Requests control statement output to rebuild specific types of records in the Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager options data set. The following entries can be specified (with multiple entries separated by
commas):
ALL

Creates the batch update utility control statements for all options data set entries.
GLOBAL

Creates the batch update utility control statements for the global options.
SLU2

Creates the batch update utility control statements for SLU2/3270 devices.
USER

Creates the batch update utility control statements for SLU2/3270 user IDs.
PRINTER

Creates the batch update utility control statements for the LTERM table entries.
SLUP

Creates the batch update utility control statements for SLUP/3600/FINANCE devices.
CONSOLE

Creates the batch update utility control statements for SLU1 console devices.
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TOD
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the time-of-day logon/signon tables.

MSG
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the DFS3649I error message table.

APPC
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the refresh routing data.

SECURITY
Creates the batch update utility control statements for security profiles (and enhanced keyword
verification entry activation/deactivation).

LOGMODE
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the Logon Descriptor by Logmode table.

LU61
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the LU 6.1 (ISC) node and user ID options.

VTAMU
Creates the batch update utility control statements for VTAM userdata options.

OTMA
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the OTMA Destination table.

TRXABD
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the transaction abend table.

LTMABD
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the Message Origin table.

TRXRC
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the transaction/return code table (DFSBSEX0)
entries.

PSBRC
Creates the batch update utility control statements for the PSB/return code table (DFSBSEX0) entries.

STEPLIB DD
Specifies library information. It must include the Database Management Solutions for IMS load library but can
also include the library that contains the IMS dynamic allocation member for the Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager options data set.
The DBIZT1 DD statement must be coded in the JCL, or the dynamic allocation member must be available in the
STEPLIB concatenation.

DBIZT1 DD
(0ptional) If this DD is omitted, the dynamic allocation member for DBIZT1 must be available in the STEPLIB
concatenation.

ETMPRINT DD
(Required) Specifies the ddname where report output is written. If output is written to a disk data set, allocate the
data set with RECFM=FBA and LRECL=133.

ETMPUNCH DD
Required only if control statement output is requested via the PUNCH keyword in the PARM field. If control
statements are written to a disk data set, specify the ddname with RECFM=FB and LRECL=80.

SYSUDUMP DD
Is optional although recommended in the event that a problem is encountered and documentation is required.

Example: Use PARM to Determine the Global Options and the Printer LTERM Specifications

This example punches only the global options and the printer LTERM specifications:
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PARM='PUNCH(GLOBAL,PRINTER)'

ETMLIST Report Structure

The ETMLIST utility can produce a report of the contents of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options data set
and re-create options that are present in the options data set (for example, global, SLU2, user, and printer definitions).
The report is structured as follows:

1. Global options present in the options data set, followed by tabular format output that describes the default options for
other records.

2. APPC Routing information present in the options data set.
The report shows all values for APPC host names present.

3. SLU2 default device options and any SLU2 device options specified for any specific node names.
The options shown in the report also include REPSONSE, LOGON, LGN DESC, MODEL, DFS3649, and DFS3650.
If a line shows a LU name of "* DEVICE", it is the default device options for all SLU2 devices. Any lines that follow the
"* DEVICE" line show specific node names (LU names) and the options specified for that terminal. Devices defined
with multiple LTERM names appear with only a LTERM names following the LU name.

4. All USER specifications present in the options data set.
USER options that specify multiple LTERM names appear in a particular format.

5. All printer LTERMs defined in the options data set.

ETMLOAD Batch Utility - Reload E/CSA Tables
ETMLOAD reloads the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager E/CSA tables on the system on which the batch job
runs. This program is typically used only during initial testing (and only if APPC/MVS is not set up).

 Contents: 

  

How to Refresh E/CSA Tables in Batch

When a table refresh is performed online (EMTRAN) or in batch (ETMLOAD), Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager allocates a new table, loads the new table, and switches to the new table (but does not delete the table that was
previously active).

If another refresh is requested, the oldest table will be freed, but typically, after a refresh, there will be an active and
inactive copy of the E/CSA tables. This utility job can have a PARM statement that can be set to free the inactive table as
part of refresh or free the inactive table (and nothing else).

When you use the ETMLOAD utility, you refresh the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager E/CSA tables without using
the online IMS transaction EMTRAN.

To perform the process, do the following:

1.  Load the new versions of the E/CSA tables. 
2.  Free the inactive tables. 

Load the New Versions of the E/CSA Tables

To start the batch refresh process, you need to load the new versions of the E/CSA tables.

You will need to know the options data set that was updated and know which z/OS image has an IMS that is using that
data set.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Use the ETMREFRE member in hlq.CIMTSAMP as an example of the JCL required:
– Verify that the STEPLIB points to an APF-authorized distribution load library.
– Specify the options data set by adding the following DD statement to your JCL:

//DBIZT1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=options_data_set_name

The options data set can also be dynamically allocated. To enable this type of allocation, the dynamic allocation
member (DBIZT1) must reside in the IMSDALIB or STEPLIB concatenation.

2. Execute the job on each z/OS image where the tables are to be loaded.
The job completes, and the new tables are loaded.

Free the Inactive Tables

After the new versions of the E/CSA tables are loaded, you can free the inactive tables (and reload the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager E/CSA if desired).

To free the inactive tables, add one of the following PARM statements to the JCL available in ETMREFRE:

PARM='FREE'

FREE
Specifies to load a new version of the E/CSA tables and to free the old tables after a default wait time (3
seconds).
PARM='FREE,n'

FREE,n
Specifies to load a new version of the E/CSA tables and to free the old tables after n seconds (where valid wait
values are 3-9).
PARM='FREEONLY'

FREEONLY
Specifies to free the inactive tables without updating the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager E/CSA.

 Example: Perform a Refresh, Wait Five Seconds, and Free Inactive Tables 

This example causes a refresh to take place, and then wait 5 seconds to free the inactive tables:

PARM=’FREE,5’

 Example: Bypass the Refresh and Free the Inactive Tables after Five Seconds 

PARM=’FREEONLY,5’

This example specifies that the refresh will be bypassed, but the inactive tables will be freed after waiting 5 seconds.

To access sample JCL that you can customize to execute this utility, see the ETMREFRE member in hlq.CIMTSAMP.

ETMSMU00 Batch Utility - Perform One-Time SMU Deck Conversion
This utility is intended to run only once. It is a conversion aide to do the following:

• Move the IMS SMU definitions into Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager tables (command authorization).
• Create the SAF control statements for Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Enhanced Transaction Verification for

TRAN/LTERM and TRAN/PASSWORD authorization.

To access sample JCL that you can customize to execute this utility, see the ETMSMU00 member in hlq.CIMTSAMP.
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ETMSMU Batch Utility - Update ETMMTRX
This utility is intended to replace IMS SMU for transaction/LTERM authorization. This utility will create the members for the
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security matrix data set (ddname ETMMTRX must be in the IMS control region).
The members are loaded at IMS restart and can be dynamically refreshed.

This utility must be run whenever a change is needed for transaction/LTERM authorization. Unlike IMS SMU, the
transaction/LTERM names do not need to be defined in the IMS sysgen.

NOTE
To access sample JCL that you can customize to execute this utility, see the ETMSMU member in
hlq.CIMTSAMP.

ETMMTRX DD Statement (for Replacing SMU Transaction/LTERM Security)

ETMMTRX is an optional IMS control region DD statement (PDS) that contains the members used for Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager Matrix security. These members are created using the ETMSMU utility program. The
members are loaded into E/CSA at IMS restart and can be dynamically refreshed.

ETMUDAT0 Batch Utility - Reload OTMA Userdata
Contents:

About the Utility

This utility reloads the OTMA userdata members into E/CSA. The OTMA userdata members are loaded into E/CSA by
IMS at restart but can be dynamically refreshed by using this utility.

To access sample JCL that you can customize to execute this utility, see the ETMUDAT0 member in hlq.CIMTSAMP.

ETMUDATA DD Statement (for Building OTMA Userdata)

ETMUDATA is an optional IMS control region DD statement (PDS) that contains the members that are used to build the
OTMA userdata. These members are created by running an Assembly/Link for Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
macros $ETMIC1 and $ETMMQ1.

To access the macros and sample jobs, see hlq.CIMTSAMP:

• Member ETMIC1 is used to create a userdata module for an IMS Connect OTMA session.
• Member ETMMQ1 is used to create a userdata module for an IMS MQSeries OTMA session.

The members of this PDS are loaded into E/CSA at IMS restart and can be refreshed by using the batch utility in member
ETMUDAT0 of hlq.CIMTSAMP.

ETMUD1U0 Batch Utility - Update Options Data Set
The ETMUD1U0 batch utility lets you update the settings in the options data set.

To run the ETMUD1U0 utility, do the following in hlq.CIMTSAMP:

1. Review the JCL that includes sample control statements in the ETMOUPDT member and customize the member.
2. Open the ETMBUVSM member, set variables, add the necessary control statements after ETMCLTR DD * in the job

and execute the job.

Specify control statements for the batch update utility (ETMUD1U0) in the following format:

record-type [record-id] [keyword_parameters]
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record-type
Indicates the type of device and the operation to perform. The record type does not need to begin in column 1, but
it must be specified first in a control record.

record-id
Identifies the record device. record-id is required with some record types; see the detail syntax of each record
type.

keyword_parameters
Specify options and values for the record type.

NOTE
 An asterisk (*) in column 1 denotes a comment statement.

The following record types do not use record-id:

•  ZG -- Specifies a global record. 
•  Z1 -- Specifies device defaults for SLU1 consoles.
•  ZD -- Specifies device defaults for SLU2/3270. 
•  Z3 -- Specifies device defaults for SLUP/FINANCE/3600. 
•  Z6 -- Specifies device defaults for LU 6.1 (ISC). 
•  VN -- Specifies VTAM userdata node options. 
•  VU -- Specifies various VTAM userdata options. 
•  ZR -- Specifies Database Management Solutions for IMS - SOURCE table refresh symdest names. 
•  ZS -- Specifies security options. 

You can specify the following record types with record-id:

•  ZC -- Specifies specific SLU1 console options. 
•  ZN -- Specifies specific SLU2/3270 options. 
•  ZF -- Specifies specific SLUP/FINANCE/3600 options. 
•  ZU -- Specifies userID options for SLU2/3270. 
•  ZV -- Specifies userID options for LU 6.1 (ISC). 
•  ZL -- Specifies an LTERM record. 
•  ZP -- Specifies a non-node LTERM record. 
•  ZM -- Specifies DFS3649A messages. 
•  J1 -- Specifies a time-of-day record. 
•  LM -- Specifies a logmode record. 
•  OT -- Specifies an OTMA LTERM record. 
•  AT -- Specifies a transaction abend record. 
•  AL -- Specifies an LTERM abend record. 
•  TX -- Specifies return codes for transactions. 
•  PS -- Specifies return codes for PSBs. 
•  ZS -- Specifies which command get verified for command plus keyword authorization and security profiles. 

ZG -- Update the Global Options

The ZG control statement updates the global options.

NOTE
Options specified in this record can be overridden in the device default record, device-specific record, or user ID
record.

This control statement has the following format:
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ZG [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ALOT=n
Specifies the auto-logoff time, where a terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value. The ALOT
timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
n

Defines the allowed idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0—No logoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

ALOT0=ALT|STD
Specifies whether IMS is to use the alternate ALOT=0 option.

NOTE
Changing this value requires an IMS restart.

ALT
Specifies that IMS is to use the alternate ALOT=0 auto-logoff option. When ALOT0=ALT, ALOT=0 means
that an immediate logoff occurs but only when auto-signoff time (ASOT) is reached.

STD
Specifies that IMS uses the standard ALOT=0 option, where auto-logoff occurs immediately.

WARNING
If ALOT0=STD is specified, but auto-signon is not used, a terminal is logged off immediately
upon logging on to IMS. Do not use ALOT0=STD unless auto-signon is also specified.

To clear the setting, specify an empty value ALOT0=.
ASOT=n

Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0—No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

BYPDYNDEQ=Y|N
Specifies whether to bypass dequeuing of messages for dynamic SLU2/3270 devices when performing signoff
cleanup processing (SOCLEAN=Y).

NOTE
Static terminal cleanup is done only when SOCLEAN=Y and STATIC=Y are specified.

BYPSTATDEQ=Y|N
Specifies whether to bypass dequeuing of messages for static SLU2/3270 devices when performing signoff
cleanup processing (SOCLEAN=Y).
Y

Does not dequeue messages for static SLU2/3270 devices.
N

Dequeues messages for static SLU2/3270 devices. This option can be overridden in a device-specific
SLU2/3270 LU name or SLU2/3270 user ID record.
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CONVREC=Y|N
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) conversational status is recoverable (provided
SRMDEF global/local is set). If no value is specified, conversational recoverability is determined by the following
setting:

• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx setting
• IMS default

DFS3649=IMS|DFS2002|ETM|DFSGMSG1|MOD
Specifies the option to be used in place of the DFS3649 signon screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default signon screen.
DFS2002

Displays message DFS2002.
ETM

Displays MFS MOD name ETMSIGNO.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
MOD

Displays user MFS MOD.

NOTE
When DFS3649=MOD is used, MOD3649= must also be specified.

DFS3650=IMS|DFS058|BLANK|DFSGMSG1|MOD|DFS2002
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default session status screen.
DFS058

Displays message DFS058.
BLANK

Displays a blank screen.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
MOD

Displays user MFS MOD.

NOTE
When DFS3650=MOD is used, MOD3650= must also be specified.

DFS2002
Displays message DFS2002.

DSTATISC=Y|N
Specifies whether to disable static LU 6.1 (ISC) device resource sharing.

NOTE
Changing this value requires an IMS restart.

DVGRISC=Y|N
Specifies whether to disable VTAM Generic Resources for ISC links.
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NOTE
Changing this value requires an IMS restart. For more information about VTAM Generic Resources, see
the IBM Using VTAM Generic Resources with IMS.

DYTXCRE=Y|N
Specifies whether to allow creation of dynamic transaction.

FPREC=Y|N
Specifies whenter the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Fast Path status and messages are recoverable
(provided SRMDEF global/local is set). If no value is specified, Fast Path recoverability is determined by the
following setting:

• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default

LOGON=ETM|DFSLGNX1|AUTO
Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
DFSLGNX1

Specifies to call user exit DFSLGNX1.
AUTO

Specifies that an auto-signon is performed.
LU3LOGON=NONE|SLU1P|3270P

Specifies how IMS treats devices that are defined to the network as LU03 at logon time.

NOTE
Changing this value requires an IMS restart.

MOD3649=mod-name
Specifies the MFS MOD name to use when option DFS3649=MOD is specified.

MOD3650=mod-name
Specifies the MFS MOD name to use when option DFS3650=MOD is specified.

QNAMING=IMS|NUL|USER|SUFFIXED|DFSSGNX1|APPEND@
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures.
IMS

Uses IMS default names.
NUL

Sets USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
USER

Obtains the USER / LTERM name from the user ID of the LU record.
SUFFIXED

Adds a suffix to the user ID to allow multiple signons.
DFSSGNX1

Calls user exit DFSSGNX1.
APPEND@

Appends @ to the user ID.

NOTE
For @ to be appended, the user ID must be less than eight characters.
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SOCLEAN=Y|N
Specifies whether Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager signoff cleanup is performed for SLU2/3270 devices.

SOFLOGID=x'nn'
Specifies the log record ID that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager creates when a signon fails from a
SLU2/3270 device (because the user ID attempting signon is not defined in the Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager User table).

NOTE
If this parameter is specified, and the device default record for SLU2/3270 devices has SGNUSREC=Y
specified, an IMS Log record is created for signon failures.

Limits: x’D0’ - x’FF’
SRCHPRTOTMA=Y|N

Specifies whether CHNG calls to the alternate PCB for messages originating in OTMA result in searching the
printer LTERM table.

SRCHSEQ=USERID|LUNAME
Specifies which table, user ID or device-specific, to search first for SLU2/3270 devices.

SRMAFF=Y|N
Specifies whether to allow signon when Status Recovery Mode (SRM) detects an affinity in IMS Resource
Manager (RM). When no value is specified, the decision to allow signon is based on the following setting:

• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default

SRMDEF=NONE|GLOBAL|LOCAL
Specifies whether the node/user status is saved at logoff/signoff. When no option is specified, the decision to save
node/user status is based on the following setting:

• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default
• NONE

Specifies that node/user status is not saved.
• GLOBAL

Specifies that node/user status is saved in the IMS Resource Manager (RM).
• LOCAL

Specifies that node/user status is saved in the local IMS control blocks.

STATIC=Y|N
Specifies how Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager processes static SLU2/3270 nodes.
Y

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager processs static SLU2/3270 nodes the same
as dynamic nodes. The processing includes displaying signon and signon completed screens and
performing signoff cleanup.

N
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not display the signon and signon completed
screens, nor Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager performs signoff cleanup for static SLU2/3270
devices.

STSNREC=Y|N
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Set-and-Test-Sequence-Number (STSN) device status
is recoverable. If no value is specified, status recoverability is determined by the following setting:

• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default
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UIDSUF=STD1|HEX3
Specifies the user ID suffixing technique.
STD1

Appends a one-character value to the user ID to form a unique name.
Limits: 0-9, A-Z

NOTE
User ID must be seven characters or fewer.

HEX3
Appends a one- to three-character suffix to the user ID to form a unique name as follows:

• For a seven-character user ID, suffix values are the same as UIDSUF=STD1.
• For a six-character user ID, suffix values are 00-FF.
• For a user ID that is five characters or fewer, suffix values are 000-FFF.

X40STD1
Works the same as UIDSUF=STD1 except the first signon does not have a suffix.
Limits: 1-9, A-Z

X40HEX3
Works the same as UIDSUF=HEX3 except the first signon will not have a suffix.

UMFS3650=Y|N
Specifies whether the IMS DFS3650 message or a blank message are sent when DFS3650=MOD is specified.
Y

Specifies that IMS DFS3650 message will be sent to user MFS when DFS3650=MOD is specified.
N

Specifies that a blank message will be sent to user MFS when DFS3650=MOD is specified.

Example: Specify Auto-Logoff in 10 Minutes and Auto-Signoff in 30 Minutes

This example specifies that auto-logoff will occur after 10 minutes and auto-signoff will occur after 30 minutes:

ZG  ALOT=10  ASOT=30

Z1 -- Set Default Options for SLU1 Console Devices

The Z1 control statement sets default options for SLU1 console devices.

This control statement has the following format:

Z1 [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ALOT=n
Specifies the auto-logoff time, where a terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value. The ALOT
timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
n

Defines the allowed idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No logoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440
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ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

CONVREC=Y|N
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) conversational status is recoverable (provided
SRMDEF global/local is set). If no value is specified, conversational recoverability is determined by the following
setting:

• Global record settings
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx setting
• IMS default

DFS3650=IMS|DFS058|BLANK|DFSGMSG1
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default session status screen.
DFS058

Displays message DFS058.
BLANK

Displays a blank screen.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
FPREC=Y|N

Specifies whenter the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Fast Path status and messages are recoverable
(provided SRMDEF global/local is set). If no value is specified, Fast Path recoverability is determined by the
following setting:

• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default

LOGON=ETM|DFSLGNX1|AUTOSAF
Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon and performs
auto-signon (non-SAF).

DFSLGNX1
Specifies that user exit DFSLGNX1 is called.

AUTOSAF
Specifies to perform auto-signon (SAF).

MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.

QNAMING=NUL|USER|DFSSGNX1
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures.
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NUL
Specifies to set USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.

USER
Specifies to obtain the USER name from the node name and obtain LTERM names from the entry in the
device-specific SLU1 console table.

DFSSGNX1
Specifies to call user exit DFSSGNX1.

RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP
Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.

SECURITY=profile-name
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

SRMAFF=Y|N
Specifies whether to allow signon when Status Recovery Mode (SRM) detects an affinity in IMS Resource
Manager (RM). When no value is specified, the decision to allow signon is based on the following setting:

• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default

SRMDEF=NONE|GLOBAL|LOCAL
Specifies whether the node/user status is saved at logoff/signoff. When no option is specified, the decision to save
node/user status is based on the following setting:

• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default
• NONE

Specifies that node/user status is not saved.
• GLOBAL

Specifies that node/user status is saved in the IMS Resource Manager (RM).
• LOCAL

Specifies that node/user status is saved in the local IMS control blocks.

Example: Specify Auto-Signoff in 24 Hours

This example specifies that auto-signoff will occur after 24 hours:

Z1  ASOT=1440

ZC -- Set Options for a Specific or Generic SLU1 Console Entry

The ZC control statement sets options for a specific or generic SLU1 console entry.

This control statement has the following format:

ZC [record-id] [keyword_parameters] [DELETE]

Keyword parameters are as follows:
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ALOT=n
Specifies the auto-logoff time, where a terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value. The ALOT
timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
n

Defines the allowed idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No logoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

DFS3650=IMS|DFS058|BLANK|DFSGMSG1
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default session status screen.
DFS058

Displays message DFS058.
BLANK

Displays a blank screen.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
LDESC=descname

Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.
LOGON=ETM|DFSLGNX1|AUTOSAF|USERID

Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon and performs
auto-signon (non-SAF).

DFSLGNX1
Specifies that user exit DFSLGNX1 is called.

AUTOSAF
Specifies to perform auto-signon (SAF).

USERID
Performs auto-signon (non-SAF) using the specified user name (USERID).

NOTE
When LOGON=USERID is used, USERID= must also be specified.

MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.

QNAMING=NUL|USER|DFSSGNX1
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures.
NUL

Specifies to set USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
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USER
Obtains the USER name from the node name and obtains LTERM names from the entry in the device-
specific SLU1 console table.

DFSSGNX1
Specifies to call user exit DFSSGNX1.

RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP
Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.

SECURITY=profile-name
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

WTOAUTO=Y|N
Specifies whether to display the WTO message ETM9102I when the device performs an auto-signon.

USERID=userid
Defines the USERID name for the non-SAF auto-signon.

Example: Specify Auto-Signoff

This example performs auto-signoff in 24 housr (1440 minutes) for the SLU1AA SLU1 console entry:

ZC  SLU1AA  ASOT=1440

Example: Delete SLU1 Console Entry SLU1AA

This example deletes SLU1 console entry SLU1AA:

ZC  SLU1AA  DELETE

ZD -- Set Default Options for SLU2/3270 Devices

The ZD control statement sets default options for SLU2/3270 devices.

This control statement has the following format:

ZD [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ALOT=n
Specifies the auto-logoff time, where a terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value. The ALOT
timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
n

Defines the allowed idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No logoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:
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• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

BYPSEC=Y|N
Specifies whether to set the bypass security flag when the user ID attempting signon is named the same as the
node name.
Y

Specifies that the bypass security bit is set if the user ID and node name match. When a bypass security
signon occurs, IMS uses the control region userID to verify access to any transaction or command
entered from this Node.

N
Specifies that the bypass security bit is not set.

CONVREC=Y|N
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) conversational status is recoverable (provided
SRMDEF global/local is set). If no value is specified, conversational recoverability is determined by the following
setting:

• Global record settings
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx setting
• IMS default

DEVICE=devname
Specifies the name of a static node that will be used to obtain screen size and model type for dynamic devices.

DFS3649=IMS|DFS2002|ETM|DFSGMSG1|MOD
Specifies the option to be used in place of the DFS3649 signon screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default signon screen.
DFS2002

Displays message DFS2002.
ETM

Displays MFS MOD name ETMSIGNO.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
MOD

Displays user MFS MOD.

NOTE
When DFS3649=MOD is used, MOD3649= must also be specified.

DFS3650=IMS|DFS058|BLANK|DFSGMSG1|MOD|DFS2002|TRX
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default session status screen.
DFS058

Displays message DFS058.
BLANK

Displays a blank screen.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
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MOD
Displays user MFS MOD.

NOTE
When DFS3650=MOD is used, MOD3650= must also be specified.

DFS2002
Displays message DFS2002.

TRX
Schedules a transaction that is defined in TRX3650 after a successful signon.

NOTE
When DFS3650=TRX is used, TRX3650= must also be specified.

FPREC=Y|N
Specifies whenter the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Fast Path status and messages are recoverable
(provided SRMDEF global/local is set). If no value is specified, Fast Path recoverability is determined by the
following setting:

• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default

LOGON=ETM|DFSLGNX1|AUTO
Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
DFSLGNX1

Specifies that user exit DFSLGNX1 is called.
AUTO

Specifies to perform auto-signon (non-SAF).
MOD3649=mod-name

Specifies the MFS MOD name to use when option DFS3649=MOD is specified.
MOD3650=mod-name

Specifies the MFS MOD name to use when option DFS3650=MOD is specified.
MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB

Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.
QNAMING=IMS|NUL|USER|SUFFIXED|DFSSGNX1|APPEND@

Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures.
IMS

Specifies to use IMS default names.
NUL

Specifies to set USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
USER

Specifies to obtain the USER / LTERM name from the user ID of the LU record.
SUFFIXED

Specifies to add a suffix to the user ID to allow multiple signons.
DFSSGNX1

Specifies to call user exit DFSSGNX1.
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APPEND@
Specifies to append @ to the user ID.

NOTE
For @ to be appended, the user ID must be less than eight characters.

RC3649A=Y|N
Specifies whether to append DFS3649A error message text for signon failures when DFS3649=MOD is specified.

RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP
Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.

SECURITY=profile-name
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

SGNUSREC=Y|N
Specifies whether to reject signon if the userID is not defined in the SLU2/3270 userID table.

SRMAFF=Y|N
Specifies whether to allow signon when Status Recovery Mode (SRM) detects an affinity in IMS Resource
Manager (RM). When no value is specified, the decision to allow signon is based on the following setting:

• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default

SRMDEF=NONE|GLOBAL|LOCAL
Specifies whether the node/user status is saved at logoff/signoff. When no option is specified, the decision to save
node/user status is based on the following setting:

• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default
• NONE

Specifies that node/user status is not saved.
• GLOBAL

Specifies that node/user status is saved in the IMS Resource Manager (RM).
• LOCAL

Specifies that node/user status is saved in the local IMS control blocks.

TODCHECK=NONE|SIGNON|LOGON
Specifies whether Time-of-Day (TOD) Verification is active for SLU2/3270 logon/signon.
NONE

Specifies that TOD Verification is not active.
SIGNON

Specifies that TOD Verification tables are checked during SLU2/3270 signon.
LOGON

Specifies that TOD Verification tables are checked during SLU2/3270 logon.
TRX3650=tran-name

Specifies the name of the IMS transaction to schedule after a successful signon, instead of presenting the
DFS3650I successful signon message.

NOTE
This keyword parameter is valid only with DFS3650=TRX or empty. If you specify the TRX3650=
keyword parameter do not specify MOD3650=.
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Example: Specify Auto-Logoff in 10 Minutes and Auto-Signoff in 30 Minutes

This example specifies that auto-logoff will occur after 10 minutes and auto-signoff will occur after 30 minutes is a
SLU2/3270 device is idle:

ZD  ALOT=10  ASOT=30

VN -- Specify VTAM Userdata Node Options for SLU2/3270 Devices at Logon

The VN control statement specifies how to process VTAM userdata for SLU2/3270 devices at logon, based on node
name.

This control statement has the following format:

VN NODEPFXn= [keyword_parameters]

NODEPFXn=node-prefix
Specifies the nodes to process. If you specify any NODEPFXn= names, the VTAM userdata are edited only for
the nodes that have the specified prefix. You can specify up to eight prefixes (NODEPFX1 through NODEPFX8).

Keyword parameters are as follows:

KWDNODE=keyword
Specifies the string (keyword) to search for in VTAM user data. The subsequent field is used as the node name to
build the IMS control blocks.

OFFNODE=offset
Specifies the offset (offset, in bytes) in the VTAM user data to obtain the node name.

Example: Edit the VTAM Userdata for Nodes with SESS Prefix

This example edits the VTAM userdata only for the nodes that have the SESS  prefix.

VN  NODEPFX1=SESS

Example: Scan for LUNAME and Use the Subsequent Field as the Node Name

This example scans the VTAM userdata for character string LUNAME and uses the following field as the node name:

KWDNODE=LUNAME 

Example: Obtain the Node Name 20 Bytes into the VTAM Userdata

This example obtains the node name 20 bytes into the VTAM userdata:

OFFNODE=20 

VU -- Specify How to Process VTAM Userdata for SLU2/3270 Devices at Logon

The VU control statement specifies how Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager processes VTAM userdata for
SLU2/3270 devices at logon.

This control statement has the following format:
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VU [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

KWDPSWD=
Specifies that the password is obtained from the VTAM userdata following the value specified in this parameter.

OFFPSWD=
Specifies that the password is obtained from the VTAM userdata at the offset specified in this parameter.

KWDTRAN=
Specifies that the DFS3650 Transaction Replacement transaction name is obtained from the VTAM userdata
following the value specified in this parameter.

OFFTRAN=
Specifies that the DFS3650 Transaction Replacement transaction name is obtained from the VTAM userdata at
the offset specified in this parameter.

KWDUSER=
Specifies that the user ID is obtained from the VTAM userdata following the value specified in this parameter.

OFFUSER=
Specifies that the user ID is obtained from the VTAM userdata at the offset specified in this parameter.

KWD3649=
Specifies that the MFS MOD name used for DFS3649 processing is obtained from the VTAM userdata following
the value specified in this parameter.

OFF3649=
Specifies that the MFS MOD name used for DFS3649 processing is obtained from the VTAM userdata at the
offset specified in this parameter.

KWD3650=
Specifies that the MFS MOD name used for DFS3650 processing is obtained from the VTAM userdata following
the value specified in this parameter.

OFF3650=
Specifies that the MFS MOD name used for DFS3650 processing is obtained from the VTAM userdata at the
offset specified in this parameter.

S2IFVUD=
Specifies how to process VTAM userdata:
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager processes the VTAM userdata.
IMS

Specifies that IMS processes the VTAM userdata.
DELETE

Specifies that VTAM userdata is deleted.
S2NOVUD=

Specifies how processing proceeds if VTAM userdata is not present:
IMS

Performs standard logon/signon processing.
REJECT

Rejects the logon attempt.
DFS2002

Performs standard logon/signon processing but uses DFS2002I for the signon completed screen.
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Example: Obtain User ID after 'USERID' and Obtain Password after 'PASSWORD'

This example specifies to obtain the user ID from the VTAM userdata following USERID and to obtain the password from
the VTAM userdata following PASSWORD:

VU  KWDUSER=USERID  KWDPSWD=PASSWORD

ZN -- Set Options for a Specific or Generic SLU2/3270 Node

The ZN control statement sets options for a specific or generic SLU2/3270 node.

This control statement has the following format:

ZN [record_ID] [keyword_parameters] [DELETE]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ALOT=n
Specifies the auto-logoff time, where a terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value. The ALOT
timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
n

Defines the allowed idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No logoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

BYPDEQ=Y|N
Specifies whether to bypass dequeueing messages as part of signoff cleanup processing (SOCLEAN=Y).
Y

Specifies that messages will not be dequeued.
N

Specifies that messages will be dequeued if signoff cleanup is active (SOCLEAN=Y).
DEVICE=devname

Specifies the name of a static node that will be used to obtain screen size and model type for dynamic devices.
DFS3649=IMS|DFS2002|ETM|DFSGMSG1|MOD

Specifies the option to be used in place of the DFS3649 signon screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default signon screen.
DFS2002

Displays message DFS2002.
ETM

Displays MFS MOD name ETMSIGNO.
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DFSGMSG1
Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.

MOD
Displays user MFS MOD.

NOTE
When DFS3649=MOD is used, MOD3649= must also be specified.

DFS3650=IMS|DFS058|BLANK|DFSGMSG1|MOD|DFS2002|TRX
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default session status screen.
DFS058

Displays message DFS058.
BLANK

Displays a blank screen.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
MOD

Displays user MFS MOD.

NOTE
When DFS3650=MOD is used, MOD3650= must also be specified.

DFS2002
Displays message DFS2002.

TRX
Schedules a transaction that is defined in TRX3650 after a successful signon.

NOTE
When DFS3650=TRX is used, TRX3650= must also be specified.

LDESC=descname
Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.

LOGON=ETM|DFSLGNX1|AUTO|USERID
Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
DFSLGNX1

Specifies that user exit DFSLGNX1 is called.
AUTO

Specifies to perform auto-signon (non-SAF).
USERID

Performs auto-signon (non-SAF) using the specified user name (USERID).

NOTE
When LOGON=USERID is used, USERID= must also be specified.

MOD3649=mod-name
Specifies the MFS MOD name to use when option DFS3649=MOD is specified.
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MOD3650=mod-name
Specifies the MFS MOD name to use when option DFS3650=MOD is specified.

MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.

QNAMING=IMS|NUL|DFSSGNX1|SUFFIXED|APPEND@
Specifies how to name the IMS USER/LTERM structures.
IMS

Specifies to use IMS default names.
NUL

Specifies to set USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
DFSSGNX1

Specifies to call user exit DFSSGNX1.
SUFFIXED

Specifies to add a suffix to the user ID to create a uniqe USER/LTERM name.
APPEND@

Specifies to append @ to the user ID.

NOTE
For @ to be appended, the user ID must be less than eight characters.

NOTE
To specify the USER/LTERM name, use the USER= keyword parame

RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP
Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.

SECURITY=profile-name
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

TRX3650=tran-name
Specifies the name of the IMS transaction to schedule after a successful signon, instead of presenting the
DFS3650I successful signon message.

NOTE
This keyword parameter is valid only with DFS3650=TRX or empty. If you specify the TRX3650=
keyword parameter do not specify MOD3650=.

USER= CASE= IC= OC=
Specifies the name of the USER/LTERM.

NOTE
Specifying this option means that no values can be specified for the option QNAMING=.

USERID=userid
Defines the USERID name for the non-SAF auto-signon.

WTOAUTO=Y|N
Specifies whether to display the WTO message ETM9102I when the device performs an auto-signon.

Example: Specify the Auto-signoff Time

This example performs auto-signoff of the NODE123 node after 24 hours (1440 minutes) of idle time:

ZN  NODE123  ASOT=1440
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Example: Delete NODE123

This example deletes node NODE123:

ZN  NODE123  DELETE

ZU -- Set Options for a Specific SLU2/3270 User ID

The ZU control statement sets options for a specific SLU2/3270 user ID.

This control statement has the following format:

ZU [record_ID] [keyword_parameters] [DELETE]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

BYPDEQ=Y|N
Specifies whether to bypass dequeueing messages as part of signoff cleanup processing (SOCLEAN=Y).
Y

Specifies that messages will not be dequeued.
N

Specifies that messages will be dequeued if signoff cleanup is active (SOCLEAN=Y).
DFS3650=IMS|DFS058|BLANK|DFSGMSG1|MOD|DFS2002|TRX

Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default session status screen.
DFS058

Displays message DFS058.
BLANK

Displays a blank screen.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
MOD

Displays user MFS MOD.

NOTE
When DFS3650=MOD is used, MOD3650= must also be specified.

DFS2002
Displays message DFS2002.

TRX
Schedules a transaction that is defined in TRX3650 after a successful signon.
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NOTE
When DFS3650=TRX is used, TRX3650= must also be specified.

MOD3650=mod-name
Specifies the MFS MOD name to use when option DFS3650=MOD is specified.

MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.

QNAMING=IMS|NUL|DFSSGNX1|SUFFIXED|APPEND@
Specifies how to name the IMS USER/LTERM structures.
IMS

Specifies to use IMS default names.
NUL

Specifies to set USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
DFSSGNX1

Specifies to call user exit DFSSGNX1.
SUFFIXED

Specifies to add a suffix to the user ID to create a unique USER/LTERM name.
APPEND@

Specifies to append @ to the user ID.

NOTE
For @ to be appended, the user ID must be less than eight characters.

NOTE
To specify the USER/LTERM name, use the USER= keyword parameter.

RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP
Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.

SECURITY=profile-name
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

TRX3650=tran-name
Specifies the name of the IMS transaction to schedule after a successful signon, instead of presenting the
DFS3650I successful signon message.

NOTE
This keyword parameter is valid only with DFS3650=TRX or empty. If you specify the TRX3650=
keyword parameter do not specify MOD3650=.

USER=user-name
Specifies the name of the USER/LTERM.

Example: Define Auto-Signoff for User ID

This example performs auto-signoff of the user ID USER001 after 24 hours (1440 minutes) of idle time:

ZU  USER001  ASOT=1440

Example: Delete User ID

This example deletes user ID USER001:

ZU  USER001  DELETE
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Z3 -- Set Default Options for SLUP/3600/FINANCE Devices

The Z3 control statement sets default options for SLUP/FINANCE/3600 devices.

This control statement has the following format:

Z3 [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ALOT=n
Specifies the auto-logoff time, where a terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value. The ALOT
timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
n

Defines the allowed idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No logoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

CONVREC=Y|N
Specifies whether the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) conversational status is recoverable (provided
SRMDEF global/local is set). If no value is specified, conversational recoverability is determined by the following
setting:

• Global record settings
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx setting
• IMS default

DFS3650=IMS|DFS058|BLANK|DFSGMSG1
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default session status screen.
DFS058

Displays message DFS058.
BLANK

Displays a blank screen.
DFSGMSG1

Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.
FPREC=Y|N

Specifies whenter the IMS System Recovery Mode (SRM) Fast Path status and messages are recoverable
(provided SRMDEF global/local is set). If no value is specified, Fast Path recoverability is determined by the
following setting:
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• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default

Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon and performs
auto-signon (non-SAF).

DFSLGNX1
Specifies that user exit DFSLGNX1 is called.

AUTOSAF
Specifies to perform auto-signon (SAF).

MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.

QNAMING=
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures.
NUL

Specifies to set USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
USER

Specifies to obtain the USER name based on the SPQBNAME= setting and obtain LTERM names from
the entry in the device-specific SLUP/FINANCE/3600 table.

DFSSGNX1
Specifies to call user exit DFSSGNX1.

RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP
Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.

SECURITY=profile-name
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

SPQBNAME=NODE|LTERM
Specifies how the User name will be obtained:
NODE

Specifies that the User name will be the same as the node name.
LTERM1

Specifies that the User name will be the same as the first LTERM name obtained from the device-specific
SLUP/FINANCE/3600 table entry.

SRMAFF=Y|N
Specifies whether to allow signon when Status Recovery Mode (SRM) detects an affinity in IMS Resource
Manager (RM). When no value is specified, the decision to allow signon is based on the following setting:

• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default

SRMDEF=NONE|GLOBAL|LOCAL
Specifies whether the node/user status is saved at logoff/signoff. When no option is specified, the decision to save
node/user status is based on the following setting:
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• Global record setting
• IMS PROCLIB member DFSDCxxx
• IMS default
• NONE

Specifies that node/user status is not saved.
• GLOBAL

Specifies that node/user status is saved in the IMS Resource Manager (RM).
• LOCAL

Specifies that node/user status is saved in the local IMS control blocks.

Example: Specify No Auto-Logoff and Auto-Signoff in 24 Hours

This example specifies that auto-logoff is not triggered and auto-signoff occurs after 24 hours:

Z3  ALOT=0  ASOT=1440

ZF -- Set Options for a Specific or Generic SLUP/3600/FINANCE Device

The ZF control statement sets options for a specific or generic SLUP/FINANCE/3600 device.

This control statement has the following format:

ZF  [record_ID] [keyword_parameters] [DELETE]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ALOT=n
Specifies the auto-logoff time, where a terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value. The ALOT
timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
n

Defines the allowed idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No logoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

DFS3650=IMS|DFS058|BLANK|DFSGMSG1
Specifies the option to use in place of the DFS3650 signon complete screen.
IMS

Displays the IMS default session status screen.
DFS058

Displays message DFS058.
BLANK

Displays a blank screen.
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DFSGMSG1
Calls user exit DFSGMSG1.

LDESC=descname
Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.

LOGON=ETM|DFSLGNX1|AUTOSAF|USERID
Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
DFSLGNX1

Specifies that user exit DFSLGNX1 is called.
AUTOSAF

Specifies to perform auto-signon.
USERID

Performs auto-signon (non-SAF) using the specified user name (USERID).

NOTE
When LOGON=USERID is used, USERID= must also be specified.

MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.

QNAMING=NUL|USER|DFSSGNX1
Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures.
NUL

Specifies to set USER / LTERM names to be the same as the node name.
USER

Obtains the USER name based on the SPQBNAME= setting and obtains LTERM names from the entry in
the device-specific SLUP/FINANCE/3600 table.

DFSSGNX1
Specifies to call user exit DFSSGNX1.

RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP
Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.

SECURITY=profile-name
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

WTOAUTO=Y|N
Specifies whether to display the WTO message ETM9102I when the device performs an auto-signon.

USERID=userid
Defines the USERID name for the non-SAF auto-signon.

Example: Define Auto-Signoff Time

This example performs auto-signoff of the SLUP001 device after 24 hours (1440 minutes) of idle time:

ZF  SLUP001  ASOT=1440

Example: Delete Device SLUP001

This example deletes device SLUP001:
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ZF  SLUP001  DELETE

Z6 -- Set Default Options for LU 6.1/ISC Devices

The Z6 control statement sets default options for LU 6.1 (ISC) devices.

This control statement has the following format:

Z6 [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ALOT=n
Specifies the auto-logoff time, where a terminal is logged off if idle longer than the specified value. The ALOT
timer starts after a terminal reaches ASOT.
n

Defines the allowed idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No logoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

LOGON=ETM|DFSLGNX1|AUTO
Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
DFSLGNX1

Specifies that user exit DFSLGNX1 is called.
AUTO

Specifies to perform auto-signon (non-SAF).
MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB

Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.
RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP

Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.
SECURITY=profile-name

Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

SGNUSREC=Y|N
Specifies whether to reject signon if the user ID is not defined in the LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID table.

Example: Specify Auto-Signoff in 24 Hours

This example specifies that auto-signoff will occur after 24 hours:
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Z6  ASOT=1440

ZV -- Set Options for a Specific LU 6.1/ISC User ID

The ZV control statement sets options for a specific LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID.

This control statement has the following format:

ZV [record ID] [keyword_parameters] [DELETE]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

LDESC=descname
Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.

LOGON=ETM|DFSLGNX1|AUTO
Specifies how to handle the logon process.
ETM

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager sets various options during logon.
DFSLGNX1

Specifies that user exit DFSLGNX1 is called.
AUTO

Specifies to perform auto-signon (non-SAF).
MODETBL=mode-name

Specifies the name of the VTAM Logon Mode.
MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB

Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.
NODE=node-name

Specifies the node name of the LU 6.1 (ISC) session partner.
QNAMING=LTRMUSER|USER|DFSSGNX1

Specifies the option for naming the IMS USER / LTERM structures.
LTRMUSER

Sets USER / LTERM names the same as the node name.
USER

Obtains the USER name from the node name and obtains LTERM names from ZL control statement
entries for this record.

DFSSGNX1
Specifies to call user exit DFSSGNX1.

REMOTEID=lu-id
Specifies the LU 6.1 (ISC) session partner ID. Specify the same name as in the IMS /OPNDST command ID
parameter.
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RESP=NORESP|FORCRESP|TRANRESP
Specifies the IMS Response option that is used for this device.

SECURITY=profile-name
Specifies the name of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager security profile to be used for IMS command
authorization.

Example: Define Auto-Signoff Time

This example performs auto-signoff of the LU6AAA user ID after 24 hours:

ZV  LU6AAA  ASOT=1440

Example: Delete User ID LU6AAA

This example deletes user ID LU6AAA:

ZV  LU6AAA  DELETE

ZR -- Maintain APPC/MVS Symdest Names for z/OS Systems Where a Table Refresh Should Occur

The ZR control statement maintains the list of APPC/MVS symbolic destination names for each z/OS where a Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager table refresh should occur.

This control statement has the following format:

ZR [symdest] [DELETE]

symdest
Specifies an entry in the APPC/MVS Side-Information data set that identifies a z/OS image where a Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager table refresh should occur.

NOTE
A symbolic destination must be defined for all z/OS images where a Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager refresh should occur.

Example: Perform a Table Refresh on ZOS1, ZOS2, and ZOS3

This example adds the options data set record to have a Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager table refresh take place
on ZOS1, ZOS2, and ZOS3:

ZR ZOS1

ZR ZOS2

ZR ZOS3

Example: Remove Symbolic Destination Entry ZOS3

This example removes APPC/MVS symbolic destination entry ZOS3 from the options data set:

ZR ZOS3 DELETE

Example: Remove All Symbolic Destination Entries

This example removes all APPC/MVS symbolic destination entries from the options data set:
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ZR DELETE

ZS -- Define Eligible Command-Keyword Combinations the Security Profiles Used for IMS Command
Authorization

The ZS control statement defines which command-keyword combinations are eligible for enhanced command plus
keyword authorization and maintains the security profiles that are used for IMS command authorization.

NOTE
Even when enhanced command plus keyword authorization is active (ECMDKWDS=Y), you must still specify
the command-and-keyword combinations that will be verified. ECMDKWDS is specified when you set security
processing options and define IMS command authorization table entries.

This control statement has the following format:

ZS  [record-ID  entry-type]  +|-ims-command

record-id
Defines the name of the entry-type.

entry-type
Specifies the entry type.
SGRP

Specifies that the entry type is a security group and is used to authorize IMS commands entered from
a terminal. The record ID is the same name as defined in the SECURITY PROFILE field for a terminal
(using EMTRAN), or in the SECURITY= parameter (using the batch update utility).

PROG
Specifies that the entry type is for a Program entry and is used to authorize commands entered using the
IMS CMD call. The record ID must match the name of the program (APPLCTN statement).

TRAN
Specifies that the entry type is for a Transaction entry and is used to authorize commands entered using
the IMS CMD call. The record ID must match the name of the transaction (TRANSACT statement).

T/P
Specifies that the entry type is for a Transaction/Program entry and is used to authorize commands
entered by using the IMS CMD call. The record ID must match the name of the transaction/program
(TRANSACT/APPLCTN statement).

+|-ims-command
When specified without the record-id entry-type syntax, specifies the command-keyword combination to add to (+)
or to remove (-) from the enhanced command plus keyword authorization.
When specified with the record-id entry-type syntax, specifies IMS commands that are allowed (+) or disabled
(-) for the entry type. Enter the plus sign and an IMS command to add the command to the list of commands
authorized to the group, and enter a minus sign to remove the command from the list of commands authorized to
the group.

Example: Perform Command Plus Keyword Verification for /STA DB Command

This example performs command plus keyword verification when a /STA DB command is entered:

ZS  +/STADB

Examples: Add TECHSUPT Security Profile and Allow Commands
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This example adds or updates security profile TECHSUPT and adds /DIS, /STA and /STO to the list of commands that this
security profile is allowed to execute:

ZS  TECHSUPT  SGRP  +/DIS +/STA +/STO

If enhanced command plus keyword is active, use the same process to add or remove command and keyword
combinations, as shown in the following example:

ZS  TECHSUPT  SGRP  +/STADB +/STATRAN

ZS -- Set Security Options and IMS Command Authorization Table Entries

The ZS control statement sets security processing options and defines IMS command authorization table entries.

This control statement has the following format:

ZS [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

CMDOPTS=SAF|DFSCCMD1|SECGROUP
Specifies the type of authorization checking done for IMS commands entered from application programs by using
the CMD call.
SAF

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not do any IMS command authorization. IMS
will determine, based on whatever means it uses, whether the application program is authorized to the
IMS command.

DFSCCMD1
Specifies that authorization to the IMS command is determined by calling user exit DFSCCMD1.

SECGROUP
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will determine authorization to the IMS command
based on the entries specified in its security profile definitions.

CMD1EMCS=Y|N
Specifies whether IMS commands entered from an EMCS console are passed to user exit DFSCCMD1 (if
present).

CMD1MTO=Y|N
Specifies whether IMS commands entered from IMS Master Terminal Operator (MTO) are passed to user exit
DFSCCMD1 (if present).

CMD1TCO=Y|N
Specifies whether IMS commands entered from the IMS Time Controlled Operations (TCO) are passed to user
exit DFSCCMD1 (if present).

CMD1WTOR=Y|N
Specifies whether IMS commands entered from IMS Write-to-Operator-Reply (WTOR) are passed to user exit
DFSCCMD1 (if present).

DYNAOPTS=SAF|DFSCCMD1|SECGROUP
Specifies the type of authorization checking done for IMS commands entered from dynamic devices.
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SAF
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not do any IMS command authorization.
IMS will determine, based on whatever means it uses, whether the dynamic device is authorized to the
IMS command. However, if enhanced command plus keyword is active (ECMDKWDS=Y), Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager will perform authorization on the command plus keyword.

DFSCCMD1
Specifies that authorization to the IMS command is determined by calling user exit DFSCCMD1.

SECGROUP
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will determine authorization to the IMS command
based on the entries specified in its security profile definitions.

ECMDKWDS=Y|N
Specifies whether Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will perform command plus keyword authorization.

ETMMATRIX=Y|N
Specifies whether to use ETM MATRIX for transaction/LTERM authorization.
ETMMATRIX=Y is mutually exclusive with TRANLTRM=Y, TRANPSWD=Y, and SAFPREFIX=. The last parameter
specified is valid.

ICMDOPTS=SAF|DFSCCMD1|SECGROUP
Specifies the type of authorization checking done for IMS commands entered from application programs using the
ICMD call.
SAF

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not do any IMS command authorization. IMS
will determine, based on whatever means it uses, whether the application program is authorized to the
IMS command. However, if enhanced command plus keyword is active (ECMDKWDS=Y), Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager will perform authorization on the command plus keyword.

DFSCCMD1
Specifies that authorization to the IMS command is determined by calling user exit DFSCCMD1.

SECGROUP
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will determine authorization to the IMS command
based on the entry ICMDGRP specified in its security profile definitions.

LU61OPTS=SAF|DFSCCMD1|SECGROUP
Specifies the type of authorization checking done for IMS commands entered from application programs using the
CMD call.
SAF

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not do any IMS command authorization. IMS
will determine, based on whatever means it uses, whether the application program is authorized to the
IMS command. However, if enhanced command plus keyword is active (ECMDKWDS=Y), Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager will perform authorization on the command plus keyword.

DFSCCMD1
Specifies that authorization to the IMS command is determined by calling user exit DFSCCMD1.

SECGROUP
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will determine authorization to the IMS command
based on the entries specified in its security profile definitions.

LU62OPTS=SAF|DFSCCMD1|SECGROUP
Specifies the type of authorization checking done for IMS commands entered from an APPC/IMS connection.
SAF

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not do any IMS command authorization. IMS
will determine, based on whatever means it uses, whether the application program is authorized to the
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IMS command. However, if enhanced command plus keyword is active (ECMDKWDS=Y), Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager will perform authorization on the command plus keyword.

DFSCCMD1
Specifies that authorization to the IMS command is determined by calling user exit DFSCCMD1.

SECGROUP
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will determine authorization to the IMS command
based on the entry APPCGRP specified in its security profile definitions.

OTMAOPTS=SAF|DFSCCMD1|SECGROUP
Specifies the type of authorization checking done for IMS commands entered from an OTMA connection.
SAF

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not do any IMS command authorization. IMS
will determine, based on whatever means it uses, whether the application program is authorized to the
IMS command. However, if enhanced command plus keyword is active (ECMDKWDS=Y), Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager will perform authorization on the command plus keyword.

DFSCCMD1
Specifies that authorization to the IMS command is determined by calling user exit DFSCCMD1.

SECGROUP
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will determine authorization to the IMS command
based on the entry OTMAGRP specified in its security profile definitions.

STATOPTS=SAF|DFSCCMD1|SECGROUP
Specifies the type of authorization checking done for IMS commands entered from static terminals.
SAF

Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not do any IMS command authorization. IMS
will determine, based on whatever means it uses, whether the application program is authorized to the
IMS command. However, if enhanced command plus keyword is active (ECMDKWDS=Y), Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager will perform authorization on the command plus keyword.

DFSCCMD1
Specifies that authorization to the IMS command is determined by calling user exit DFSCCMD1.

SECGROUP
Specifies that Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will determine authorization to the IMS command
based on the entries specified in its COMMAND PROFILE ENTRIES.

SUPPICH=Y|N
Specifies whether SAF error message ICH408I is displayed for Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV)
authorization failures.
N

Specifies that SAF ICH408I error messages are displayed in the IMS control region when an ETV
authorization failure occurs. These error messages are displayed only when TRANLTRM=Y or
TRANPSWD=Y is specified.

Y
Specifies that SAF ICH408I error messages are not displayed for ETV authorization failures. If
SUPPICH=Y is followed by ETMMATRIX=N, SUPPICH is saved as SUPPICH=N.

TRANLTRM=Y|N
Specifies whether to perform Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV) authorization for transaction/LTERM
access using SAF.
ETMMATRIX=Y is mutually exclusive with TRANLTRM=Y, TRANPSWD=Y, and SAFPREFIX=. The last parameter
specified is valid.
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TRANPSWD=Y|N
Specifies whether to perform Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV) authorization for transaction/password
access using SAF.
ETMMATRIX=Y is mutually exclusive with TRANLTRM=Y, TRANPSWD=Y, and SAFPREFIX=. The last parameter
specified is valid.

SAFPREFIX=prefix
Specifies the prefix name for Enhanced Transaction Verification (ETV) SAF rules.
Limits: four characters

NOTE
This parameter is required if TRANLTRM=Y or TRANPSWD=Y is specified.

ZL -- Specify LTERM Entries

The ZL control statement specifies LTERM entries.

This control statement has the following format:

ZL [record_ID] [keyword_parameters] [DELETE]

record_ID
Specifies the name of the IMS LTERM. If the ZL record follows a ZC, ZF, ZN, ZU, or ZV record, and LU61=,
CONS=, NODE=, SLUP=, and USER= keyword parameters are omitted, the LTERM is assigned to the previous
record.

Keyword parameters are as follows:

LU61=lu-user-id
Specifies the name of the LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID entry for which this LTERM is assigned.

CONS=lu-name
Specifies the name of the SLU1/CONSOLE LU name for which this LTERM is assigned.

NODE=lu-name
Specifies the name of the SLU2/3270 LU name for which this LTERM is assigned.

SLUP=lu-name
Specifies the name of the SLUP/FINANCE LU name for which this LTERM is assigned.

USER=user-id
Specifies the name of the user ID for which this LTERM is assigned.

IC=input-comp
Specifies the input component identifier.
Limits: 1-4. The value must match the desired ICOMPT= value from the IMS logon descriptor.

NOTE
This field is valid only for SLU1 console and SLUP/FINANCE/3600 devices.

OC=output-comp
Specifies the output component identifier.
Limits: 1-4. The value must match the desired ICOMPT= value from the IMS logon descriptor.

NOTE
This field is valid only for SLU1 console and SLUP/FINANCE/3600 devices.

CASE=UC|ULC
Specifies the character case used for this LTERM:
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• UC -- Uppercase
• ULC -- Uppercase and lowercase.

NOTE
This field is valid only for SLU1 console and SLUP/FINANCE/3600 devices.

Example: Assign an LTERM to a Node

This example assigns the LTERM ABC001 to node NODEA:

ZL  ABC001   NODE=NODEA

Example: Assign Multiple LTERMs to a Node

This example assigns LTERMs ZZZ001 and ZZZ002 to node NODEZ:

ZN  NODEZ  ASOT=1440

ZL  ZZZ001

ZL  ZZZ002

Example: Remove a LTERM from a Node

This example removes the LTERM ZZZ002 from node NODEZ:

ZL  ZZZ002  DELETE

Example: Delete LTERMs

This example deletes an LTERM:

ZL lterm DELETE

Define LTERMs for a User, SLU2/3270, SLUP/FINANCE, or SLU1/CONSOLE LU Name

Contents

You can define one or more LTERMs for a user or a LU name.

To define LTERMs for a user or LU name when adding a new record, specify the following:

• Control statement for the device. Specify one of the following control statement:
– ZU -- Specifies SLU/3270 user ID
– ZN -- Specifies a SLU/3270 node
– ZV -- Specifies a LU 6.1/ISC user ID
– ZF -- Specifies a SLUP/3600/FINANCE device
– ZC -- Specifes a SLU1 console entry

• ZL control statement to define the LTERM. You can add up to eight LTERMs for a device.

To define LTERMs for a user or LU name record that already exists, specify a ZL control statement with a USER= or
NODE= keyword parameter.

Example: Add LTERMs to a User Record

• This example adds a new user record with three LTERMs:

ZU user

ZL lterm1
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ZL lterm2

ZL lterm3

• This example adds additional LTERM to a user record already added with the function ZU:

ZL lterm USER=user

Example: Add LTERMs to a SLU2/3270 Record

• This example adds a new SLU2/3270 record with three LTERMs:

ZN node

ZL lterm1

ZL lterm2

ZL lterm3

• This example provides additional LTERMs for a SLU2/3270 record already added with the function ZN:

ZL lterm NODE=node

Example: Add LTERMs for a SLUP/FINANCE or SLU1/CONSOLE Record

• This example adds a new SLUP/FINANCE record with three LTERMs:

ZF node

ZL lterm1 IC=inum OC=onum CASE=case

ZL lterm2 IC=inum OC=onum CASE=case

ZL lterm3 IC=inum OC=onum CASE=case

• This example provides additional LTERMs for a SLUP/FINANCE record already added with the function ZF:

ZL lterm SLUP=node IC=inum OC=onum CASE=case

• This example adds a new SLU1/Console record with three LTERMs:

ZC node

ZL lterm1 IC=inum OC=onum CASE=case

ZL lterm2 IC=inum OC=onum CASE=case

ZL lterm3 IC=inum OC=onum CASE=case

• This example provides additional LTERMs for a SLU1/Console record already added with the function ZC:

ZL lterm CONS=node IC=inum OC=onum CASE=case

Respecify LTERMs

You can respecify a list of LTERMs for a particular user, SLU2/3270, SLUP/FINANCE or SLU1/Console record, for
example to change their sequence.

To respecify a list of LTERMs, execute the following steps:

1. Delete the LTERMs associated with the record
2. Add the LTERMs in the desired sequence

Examples: Respecify a List of LTERMs

• This example changes the sequence of LTERMs for a user record:

ZU user DELETE LTERMS

ZL lterm1
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ZL lterm2

ZL lterm3

ZL lterm4

• This example changes the sequence of LTERMs for a SLU2/3270 record:

ZN node DELETE LTERMS

ZL lterm1

ZL lterm2

ZL lterm3

ZL lterm4

• This example changes the sequence of LTERMs for a SLUP/FINANCE record:

ZF node DELETE LTERMS

ZL lterm1 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm2 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm3 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm4 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

• This example changes the sequence of LTERMs for a SLU1/CONSOLE record:

ZC node DELETE LTERMS

ZL lterm1 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm2 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm3 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm4 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

• This example changes the sequence of LTERMs for a LU 6.1 (ISC) user ID record:

ZV user DELETE LTERMS

ZL lterm1 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm2 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm3 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZL lterm4 IC=ic OC=oc CASE=case

ZP -- Add Non-Node LTERM Records

The ZP control statement adds non-node LTERM records.

This control statement has the following format:

ZP [record_ID] [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

ASOT=n
Specifies the auto-signoff time, where a terminal goes through signoff if idle longer than the specified value.
n

Defines the idle period (in minutes). The following values are available:

• 0 -- No signoff is scheduled.
• 10 through 1440

BYPLOGON=Y|N
Specifies whether to bypass auto-logon for the specified printer.
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LDESC=descname
Specifies the name of the IMS logon descriptor.

MODETBL=mode-name
Specifies the name of the VTAM Logon Mode.

MSGDEL=SYSINFO|NOTERM|NONIOPCB
Specifies the IMS MSGDEL option used for this device.

MSNAME=msname
Specifies the MSNAME to which this LTERM (RCNT) will be assigned.

NODE=node
Specifies the name of the node to which this LTERM will be assigned.

ZM -- Specify Text for DFS3649A Signon Failure Messages

The ZM control statement specifies message text to be returned in the DFS3649A signon failure messages.

This control statement has the following format:

ZM [return-code] [message-text]

J1 -- Maintain Time-of-Day Logon/Signon Records

The J1 control statement maintains time-of-day (TOD) logon/signon records.

This control statement has the following format:

J1 record_ID  TYPE=USER|NODE  FROM=hhmm  TO=hhmm

record_ID
Specifies the TOD name. The following values are available:

• node-name -- When TYPE=NODE.
• user-id -- When TYPE=USER.
• $$$$$$$$ -- Global value that is used unless an entry is found that matches the record ID. TYPE= is ignored

when the record ID contains $$$$$$$$

TYPE=USER|NODE
Specifies the record type.
USER

Specifies that the name specified in record ID is a user ID, and this entry is used only when
TODCHECK=SIGNON is active.

NODE
Specifies that the name specified in record ID is a node name, and this entry is used only when
TODCHECK=LOGON is specified.

FROM=hhmm
Specifies the FROM time that a signon/logon is permitted.
Limits: 0000 - 2359

TO=hhmm
Specifies the TO time that a signon/logon is permitted.
Limits: 0000 - 2359.
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Examples: Specify Time when a User Can Sign On

• This example specifies that BOB can sign on from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm (1800):

J1  BOB  TYPE=USER  FROM=0800  TO=1800

• This example specifies that FRED can sign on from 06:00 pm (1800) to 08:00 am:

J1  FRED  TYPE=USER FROM=1800  TO=0800

LM -- Maintain the VTAM Logon Mode to IMS Logon Descriptor Name Table

The LM control statement maintains the table for handling assignments from VTAM logon mode to IMS logon descriptor
name.

This control statement has the following format:

LM  VTAM-logon-mode  LOGOND=logon-desc

LOGOND=logon-desc
Specifies the IMS logon descriptor.

Example: Assign IMS Logon Descriptor DFS3270 when a Device Uses VTAM Logon Mode MODE001

This example specifies that when a device logs on to IMS using VTAM logon mode MODE001, the device will be assigned
IMS logon descriptor DFS3270:

LM  MODE001  LOGOND=DFS3270

OT -- Maintain OTMA LTERM Name Table Entries

The OT control statement maintains OTMA LTERM name table entries.

This control statement has the following format:

OT [record_ID] [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

HOLDQ=Y|N
Specifies whether alternate PCB messages are eligible for hold queue processing.

MEMBER=OTMA-mbr
Specifies the OTMA member name or OTMA pattern descriptor name.
Limits: 1 to 16 characters

PERSISTENT=Y|N
Specifies whether to build an OTMA persistent session. Persistent session remains active after the current
message traffic has completed.

PRFXIMSID=Y|N
Specifies whether to add the IMSID as a prefix to the userdata PDS member name specified in the USERDATA=
parameter.

REJUNKNOWN=Y|N
Specifies whether to disallow creation of OTMA sessions with unknown name.
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Y
Specifies not to create OTMA sessions with unknown name.

N
Specifies that OTMA sessions with unknown name can be created.

SYNC=Y|N
Specifies whether to build an OTMA SYNC’D session.

TPIPE=OTMA-tpipe
Specifies the OTMA TPIPE name.
Limits: one to eight characters

USERDATA=PDS-mbr
Specifies the PDS member name to be loaded from ddname ETMUDATA and passed to OTMA as userdata.
Limits: one to eight characters

NOTE
If PRFXIMSID=Y is specified, this field can be only one to four characters, because it is added to the
IMSID to form the PDS member name.

AT -- Specify How Messages That Cause a Transaction Program Abend Are Disposed, Based on
Transaction Name

The AT control statement specifies how messages that cause a transaction program abend are disposed, based on
transaction name.

This control statement has the following format:

AT [record_ID] [keyword_parameters]

record_ID
Specifies the name of an IMS transaction code. Additionally, the ABEND type and code can be used to further
identify the record. If the transaction name portion of record_ID is specified as *NOGU, it will be used for
programs ABENDs that occur before issuing a GU to the IOPCB.
Example: This example specifies a record to use to determine message disposition, if transaction PART abends
with any ABEND code:
AT  PART [keyword_parameters]

This example specifies a record to use to determine message disposition, if transaction PART abends with a
S0C1 ABEND code:
AT  PART/S/0C1 [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows: 

APPC=DEFAULT|DISCARD|SUSPEND|REQUEUE
Specifies the message disposition when it arrived from an APPC session.
DEFAULT

Specifies that IMS determines message disposition.
DISCARD

Specifies to discard the input message.
SUSPEND

Specifies to move the message to the IMS suspend queue.
REQUEUE

Specifies to queue the message to the original transaction code.
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APPCDEST=dest-name
Specifies the name of a new destination for messages originating in APPC.

APPCNOUSTP=Y|N
Specifies whether not to put the transaction and program for messages originating in APPC into a stopped state.
Y

Specifies not to put the transaction and program into a stopped state.
N

Specifies to allow the transaction and program to be put into a stopped state.
APPCSUPP=Y|N

Specifies whether to suppress message DFS555I for messages originating in APPC.
APPCWTO=Y|N

Specifies whether to write message ETM9201I to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is suppressed.
LTRM=DEFAULT|DISCARD|SUSPEND|REQUEUE

Specifies the message disposition when it arrived from a normal LTERM:
DEFAULT

Specifies that IMS determines message disposition.
DISCARD

Specifies to discard the input message.
SUSPEND

Specifies to move the message to the IMS suspend queue.
REQUEUE

Specifies to queue the message to the original transaction code.
LTRMDEST=dest-name

Specifies the name of a new destination for messages from a normal LTERM.
LTRMNOUSTP=Y|N

Specifies whether to put the transaction and program into a stopped state for messages from a normal LTERM.
Y

Specifies to not put the transaction and program into a stopped state.
N

Specifies to allow the transaction and program to be put into a stopped state.
LTRMSUPP=Y|N

Specifies whether to suppress message DFS555I for messages from a normal LTERM.
LTRMWTO=Y|N

Specifies whether to write message ETM9201I to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is suppressed.
OTMA=DEFAULT|DISCARD|SUSPEND|REQUEUE

Specifies the message disposition when it arrived from an OTMA session.
DEFAULT

Specifies that IMS determines message disposition.
DISCARD

Specifies to discard the input message.
SUSPEND

Specifies to move the message to the IMS suspend queue.
REQUEUE

Specifies to queue the message to the original transaction code.
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OTMADEST=dest-name
Specifies the name of a new destination for messages originating from an OTMA session.

OTMANOUSTP=Y|N
Specifies whether to put the transaction and program into a stopped state for messages originating from an
OTMA session.
Y

Specifies to not put the transaction and program into a stopped state.
N

Specifies to allow the transaction and program to be put into a stopped state.
OTMASUPP=Y|N

Specifies whether to suppress message DFS555I for messages originating from an OTMA session.
OTMAWTO=Y|N

Specifies whether to write message ETM9201I to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is suppressed.
 

AL -- Specify How Messages That Cause Transaction Programs to Abend Are Disposed, Based on
LTERM/TPIPE/LUNAME of the Message Point of Origin

The AL control statement specifies how messages that cause transaction programs to abend are disposed, based on the
name (LTERM/TPIPE/LUNAME) of the message point of origin.

This control statement has the following format:

AL [record_ID] [keyword_parameters]

•   record_ID 
Specifies the name of an IMS LTERM. Additionally, the ABEND type and code can be used to further identify the
record.
Examples: This example specifies a record to use to determine message disposition, if a transaction from LTERM1
abends with any ABEND code:
AL  LTERM1 [keyword_parameters]

This example specifies a record to use to determine message disposition, if a transaction from LTERM1 abends with a
S0C1 ABEND code
AL  LTERM1/S/0C1 [keyword_parameters]

Keyword parameters are as follows:

• APPC=DEFAULT|DISCARD|SUSPEND|REQUEUE 
Specifies the message disposition when it arrived from an APPC session.
– DEFAULT 

Specifies that IMS determines message disposition.
– DISCARD 

Specifies to discard the input message.
– SUSPEND 

Specifies to move the message to the IMS suspend queue.
– REQUEUE 

Specifies to queue the message to the original transaction code.
• APPCDEST=dest-name 

Specifies the name of a new destination for messages originating in APPC.
• APPCNOUSTP=Y|N 

Specifies whether not to put the transaction and program for messages originating in APPC into a stopped state.
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– Y 
Specifies not to put the transaction and program into a stopped state.

– N 
Specifies to allow the transaction and program to be put into a stopped state.

• APPCSUPP=Y|N 
Specifies whether to suppress message DFS555I for messages originating in APPC.

• APPCWTO=Y|N 
Specifies whether to write message ETM9201I to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is suppressed.

• LTRM=DEFAULT|DISCARD|SUSPEND|REQUEUE 
Specifies the message disposition when it arrived from a normal LTERM:
– DEFAULT 

Specifies that IMS determines message disposition.
– DISCARD 

Specifies to discard the input message.
– SUSPEND 

Specifies to move the message to the IMS suspend queue.
– REQUEUE 

Specifies to queue the message to the original transaction code.
• LTRMDEST=dest-name 

Specifies the name of a new destination for messages from a normal LTERM.
• LTRMNOUSTP=Y|N 

Specifies whether to put the transaction and program into a stopped state for messages from a normal LTERM.
– Y 

Specifies to not put the transaction and program into a stopped state.
– N 

Specifies to allow the transaction and program to be put into a stopped state.
• LTRMSUPP=Y|N 

Specifies whether to suppress message DFS555I for messages from a normal LTERM.
• LTRMWTO=Y|N 

Specifies whether to write message ETM9201I to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is suppressed.
• OTMA=DEFAULT|DISCARD|SUSPEND|REQUEUE 

Specifies the message disposition when it arrived from an OTMA session.
– DEFAULT 

Specifies that IMS determines message disposition.
– DISCARD 

Specifies to discard the input message.
– SUSPEND 

Specifies to move the message to the IMS suspend queue.
– REQUEUE 

Specifies to queue the message to the original transaction code.
• OTMADEST=dest-name 

Specifies the name of a new destination for messages originating from an OTMA session.
• OTMANOUSTP=Y|N 

Specifies whether to put the transaction and program into a stopped state for messages originating from an OTMA
session.
– Y 

Specifies to not put the transaction and program into a stopped state.
– N 

Specifies to allow the transaction and program to be put into a stopped state.
• OTMASUPP=Y|N 
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Specifies whether to suppress message DFS555I for messages originating from an OTMA session.
• OTMAWTO=Y|N 

Specifies whether to write message ETM9201I to the z/OS syslog when message DFS555I is suppressed.

 

TX -- Maintain the Transaction/Return Code Table

The TX statement lets you add, modify, or delete a transaction/return code (DFSBSEX0) record.

This record type has the following format:

TX transaction {DELETE|RETCODE=rc}

transaction
Specifies the transaction name.

DELETE
Deletes the record for the specified transaction.

RETCODE=rc
Defines the return code for the transaction.

Example: Add a Transaction/Return Code Record

The following example adds a record that specifies return code 4 for transaction PART.

TX PART RETCODE=4

Example: Delete a Transaction/Return Code Record

The following example deletes a transaction/return code record.

TX PART DELETE

PS -- Maintain the PSB/Return Code Table

The PS statement lets you add, modify, or delete a PSB/return code (DFSBSEX0) record.

This record type has the following format:

PS psb {DELETE|RETCODE=rc}

psb
Specifies the PSB name.

DELETE
Deletes the record for the specified PSB.

RETCODE=rc
Defines the return code for the PSB.

Example: Add a PSB/Return Code Record

The following example adds a record that specifies return code 4 for the PSB DFSSAM02.
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PS DFSSAM02 RETCODE=4

Example: Delete a PSB/Return Code Record

The following example deletes a PSB/return code record for the PSB DFSSAM02.

PS DFSSAM02 DELETE

IMS PROCLIB Members
The following IMS PROCLIB members can be used to configure Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager:

  

Sample PROCLIB members are available in the high-level.CIMTSAMP data set with the following names: ETMIMSID,
ETMOPD, and TTDIMSID, respectively.

ETMIimsid PROCLIB Member–Activate or Deactivate Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for IMS System

The ETMIimsid PROCLIB member lets you activate or deactivate Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for the specified
IMS system. This member is required for Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to become active within a given IMS
system. If this member is not present in the IMS PROCLIB and Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager is present in the
IMS Control Region STEPLIB, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager does not activate at IMS startup.

This member contains the following statement:

ETM=YES|NO
Specifies whether to activate Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager for a particular IMS system. The following
values are available:
YES

Activates Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager when the IMS system is started next time.
NO

Starts the IMS system without activating Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager. This is the default.

ETMimsid PROCLIB Member–Call Other IMS Partner Product User Exits

The ETMimsid PROCLIB member contains settings for calling other IMS partner product user exits (DFSPPUE0).

A sample member that you can use to call other IMS partner product user exits is provided in the
hlq.CIMTSAMP(ETMIMSID) member.

OPDimsid PROCLIB Member–Build a Unique OTMA Member Name

There are cases where the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options data set is shared by more than one IMS.
When you define an OTMA LTERM entry, you define the OTMA member where the message is routed. You can use a
different OTMA member name depending on which IMS the transaction sending the message is running.

Use the ETMOPD member in hlq.CIMTSAMP to create the OPDimsid IMS PROCLIB member to define OTMA pattern
descriptors (OPDs). To instruct Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to build a unique OTMA member name (by using
an OPD), you can specify the OPD name in one of the following ways:

• In the MEMBER NAME field when you define OTMA destination names in EMTRAN
• In the MEMBER= field on the OT control statement of the batch update utility

 Example: Define an OTMA Pattern Descriptor in IMS PROCLIB Members OPDIMS1 and OPDIMS2 
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This example defines an OTMA pattern descriptor named PATTERN1 in IMS PROCLIB members OPDIMS1 and
OPDIMS2:

*

PATTERN=PATTERN1

 'MQS',POS=1

 IMSID,POS=4,LTH=4

When you define the OTMA destination name in EMTRAN, you make the following entries in the Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager OTMA LTERM definition:

• Specify MQS001 in the DEST LTERM field.
• Specify PATTERN1 in the MEMBER NAME field.

When a message is inserted to LTERM MQS001, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will see that PATTERN1 is an
OTMA pattern descriptor and will do the following:

• Build the OTMA member name by using the descriptor
• Place literal “MQS” in position 1 - 3
• Use the IMSID from whichever system it is running to put into position 4-7

NOTE
 For a complete description of OPD control statements, see the ETMOPD member in hlq.CIMTSAMP.

NOTE

•  Working with Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA) 

 

TTDimsid PROCLIB Member–Construct Meaningful Transaction Messages

Use DFS3650 Transaction Replacement transaction text descriptors (TTDs) to construct a more meaningful transaction
message.

DFS3650 Transaction Replacement is an option to schedule an IMS transaction code rather than display the IMS
DFS3650 signon completed screen. When this option is used, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager will, by default,
create a message containing the input transaction code followed by a single blank character.

TTDs construct a more meaningful input message by creating an input message, up to 100 bytes long, and adding
constants and variables.

A TTD control statement has the following format:

TRAN=tranname,MSGLEN=len

tranname
Specifies the name of the IMS transaction code for which the following parameter statements apply.

len
Specifies the length of the input message to be built for transaction tranname.
Limits: The minimum value is the length of tranname plus 1, and the maximum is 252.

The message presented to the transaction program will have 4 bytes added for the IMS LLZZ field.

 Note: A control statement must start in column 1.

A parameter statement must start in column 2, with column 1 containing a blank.

A TTD parameter statement has the following format:

 NODE        ,LTH=len   ,POS=pos
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IMSID

UDATA

USER

LTERM1

LTERM2

LTERM3

LTERM4

LTERM5

LTERM6

LTERM7

LTERM8

USERID

JOBNAME

'literal'

POS=
Is required for all parameter control statements.

LTH=
Is required for all parameter control statements except the 'literal' statement, for which the length of the literal will
be used.

NODE
Moves the IMS node name to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length specified by
LTH=.

IMSID
Moves the IMSID to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length specified by LTH=.

UDATA
Moves the VTAM userdata to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length specified by
LTH=. This is the userdata as it appears after fields may have been extracted by Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager.

USER
Moves the IMS User (SPQB) name to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

LTERM1
Moves the name of the first LTERM to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

LTERM2
Moves the name of the second LTERM to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

LTERM3
Moves the name of the third LTERM to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

LTERM4
Moves the name of the fourth LTERM to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

LTERM5
Moves the name of the fifth LTERM to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.
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LTERM6
Moves the name of the sixth LTERM to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

LTERM7
Moves the name of the seventh LTERM to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

LTERM8
Moves the name of the eighth LTERM to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

USERID
Moves the name of the SAF user ID to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the length
specified by LTH=.

JOBNAME
Moves the job name of the IMS control region to the input message at the location specified by POS=, for the
length specified by LTH=.

'literal'
Moves the value specified between the quotation marks to the input message at the location specified by POS=.

NOTE
You cannot have embedded quotation marks.

 Example: Sample IMS PROCLIB Member 

The TTDIMSID member in hlq.CIMTSAMP provides samples to create the TTDimsid IMS PROCLIB member to define
TTDs. This example shows a sample TTDimsid PROCLIB member:

*

TRAN=PART,MSGLEN=20

 'AN960C10',POS=10

When DFS3650 Transaction Replacement specifies that transaction PART be executed, a valid signon will
cause Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to do the following:

• Create an input transaction message that is 20 bytes long.

NOTE
 The length will be extended to 24 when LLZZ is added as a prefix. IMS adds the LLZZ prefix for all
messages.

• Add literal data “AN960C10” in position 10 of the input message.

How to Convert IMS Sysgen Macros
The ETMGEN process provides a method to convert from IMS sysgen source macro statements to Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager options data set definitions. The process takes your IMS sysgen terminal definitions and logon
descriptors and creates control statements that the batch update utility uses to populate the  options data set. You can use
this process to simplify the initial ETO implementation process. The ETMGEN process reads existing IMS sysgen source
and can do the following:

• Produce control statements for input to the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager batch update utility. The control
statements define the node and LTERM definitions for Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager that duplicate the
characteristics of the IMS sysgen terminal definitions.

• Re-create IMS sysgen source but exclude the terminal and LTERM definitions that were defined to the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager options data set.
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When you convert from system generated terminals to Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager, the following rules apply:

• If no LTERM name dependencies exist, you can define global options and device options.
• If you need specific LTERMs for given node names, you can use the ETMGEN process to convert sysgen macros to

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager batch update utility control statements (to add all LU name entries for each
terminal in the sysgen). ETMGEN creates LU name records with the appropriate LTERM names for each node name in
the sysgen.

Converting IMS sysgen macros to Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager definitions consists of the following:

Review the IMS Sysgen Source Requirements

The IMS sysgen source is required to provide the ETMGEN process with the details of the terminal configuration in use for
a particular IMS environment.

The macros that are used by the ETMGEN process are as follows:

• TYPE
• TERMINAL
• NAME

In addition, if there are any 3270 BTAM line definitions that include the TYPE and SIZE keywords on the TERMINAL
macro, provide also these LINEGRP, LINE, TERMINAL, and NAME macros.

The other IMS sysgen macros (for example, DATABASE and TRANSACT macros) can be included in the ETMGEN
process, but they are not required.

Include all IMS data communications definitions for a single IMS system in each execution of the ETMGEN process.
This is important because IMS device characteristics table information is created in the IMS gen source output. These
definitions must be included in the IMS sysgen source for the real IMS sysgen, because these terminals define the 3270
screen sizes that are available for that IMS system. The node names of these terminals are included in each 3270/
SLUTYPE2 terminal Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager definition that is used to define the screen size of each of
these terminals.

When multiple IMS systems share the same Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager options data set, the 3270/
SLUTYPE2 SIZE and TYPE names must be defined identically in each IMS system definition.

NOTE
For the IMS recommended values for the TYPE names, see the IBM IMS System Definition Reference.

Organize the ETMGEN Macros

Assemble your macros that will control the ETMGEN process. The macro definitions for the ETMGEN process are similar
to IMS sysgen macros

The ETMGEN process is executed by a batch assembly, similar to the IMS stage 1 sysgen process. Include the macros in
the assembly input in a specific order, and they must precede all IMS sysgen source macros.

Include the input to the ETMGEN process in the following order:

1. ETMGEN macro
2. Logon descriptor definitions

You can use automatic definition by coding appropriate COPY statements, or you can include $ETMDESC statements
that describe each logon descriptor.

3. All $ETMTYPE macros (one $ETMTYPE macro for each device type)
We recommend that all device types be included in this definition, even if there are no such terminals defined in the
IMS system.

4. (Optional) Any $ETMNODE macros
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These macros are optional, but you can include them as required (for example, to exclude IMS master and secondary
master terminals from conversion to ETO).

5. (Optional) $ETMRPT macro (if you want a report of the preceding specifications)
6. IMS sysgen source
7. END statement

Note: To see an example of the organization of the ETMGEN macro, logon descriptor definitions, $ETMTYPE macros,
and $ETMNODE macros, see the SETMSAMP data set in member ETMGEN$S. You can customize SETMSAMP for your
environment.

The ETMGEN process is enacted by running the high-level assembler. The ETMGEN$J member in hlq.CIMTSAMP
contains sample JCL for the assembly, and you can customize this JCL as needed.

The PARM keywords specified in the JCL are required.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the JCL in the ETMGEN$J member of hlq.CIMTSAMP, by changing any of the statements as needed.
2. Execute the JCL.

The ETMGEN process runs.

The JCL in ETMGEN$J includes the GEN step for generating updated IMS sysgen source and the ETO step for
generating Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager control statements. If you only want to generate Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager control statements, you do not need to execute the GEN step in the JCL. Additionally, the REGION=
size may need to be increased significantly, depending on the number of logon descriptors and terminal definitions
present in the source.

SYSPARM
Specifies whether to create updated IMS sysgen source or create Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager batch
utility control statements. This keyword can be specified as SYSPARM(GEN) or SYSPARM(ETO).
GEN

Requests the ETMGEN process to create updated IMS sysgen source that removes the terminal
definitions that are to be converted to ETO.

ETO
Requests the ETMGEN process to create Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager control statements that
can be used by the batch update utility to define terminals that are to be converted to ETO.

DECK,NOOBJECT
Directs the output from the assembler to the SYSPUNCH DD instead of the SYSLIN DD. These keywords are
required.

EXIT(LIBEXIT(ETMGENX))
Requests that the assembler include the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager library exit routine that converts
logon descriptors to $ETMDESC macros automatically. If you use the automatic definition method to define
logon descriptors, this keyword is required. If you use the manual method of converting logon descriptors, this
parameter is optional.

STEPLIB
Is required only if you specify the LIBEXIT keyword in the PARM field within the JCL of member ETMGEN$J. The
STEPLIB DD must reference the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager SETMLOAD data set.

SYSLIB
Is required to include the ETMGEN process macro definitions. This DD must reference the Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager sample library, hlq.CIMTSAMP, where the ETMGEN macro is distributed. You can add
additional libraries to the SYSLIB DD if your IMS sysgen requires it (for example, if your IMS sysgen source uses
COPY statements to include other IMS sysgen source members).
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PROCLIB
Is required when automatic logon descriptors are used. This DD must reference the IMS PROCLIB data set
(DFSDSCxx) where the logon descriptor members are stored.

SYSPRINT
Specifies the assembler print output file, which includes source statements and error messages.

SYSABEND
Captures dump output in the event that the ETMGEN process exit experiences an ABEND.

SYSPUNCH
Specifies the output from the ETMGEN process. If SYSPARM(ETO) was specified, this DD contains Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager batch update utility control statements. If SYSPARM(GEN) was specified, this DD
contains updated IMS sysgen source (with converted IMS terminal definitions removed). In either case, this DD
must have an LRECL of 80 and be a sequential output file.

SYSUT1
Specifies a work file used by the assembler. A significant amount of work file space may be required, depending
on the number of terminal definitions and logon descriptor definitions present in the gen source. SPACE= and
BLKSIZE= are specified in member ETMGEN$J to prevent out-of-space conditions.

SYSIN
References the ETMGEN macros coded for the ETMGEN process, and your IMS sysgen source.
SYSIN must reference these items.

The IMS sysgen source can include only the terminal definitions if desired, as only the TYPE, TERMINAL, and NAME
macros are required to generate the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager batch update utility statements. Any other
IMS sysgen macros can be included in the SYSIN source statements and will be ignored during SYSPARM(ETO)
processing (or will be written to the output file if SYSPARM(GEN) was specified).

Review the ETMGEN Process Output

Each ETMGEN process job step produces two sets of output:

SYSPRINT DD
Contains error messages and source statements presented to the ETMGEN process (including the ETMGEN
process macros and your IMS sysgen source macros). When automatic definition of logon descriptors is used,
SYSPRINT DD shows logon descriptor source and the automatically generated $ETMDESC macros.

SYSPUNCH DD
Contains the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager batch update utility control statements (when SYSPARM
(ETO) is used) or IMS sysgen source with converted terminal definitions removed (when SYSPARM(GEN) is
used).

Each descriptor definition record read from a DFSDSCxx PROCLIB member will be shown in the SYSPRINT with an
ASMA700I message and an ASMA435I message describing the record number and data set and member name where
the logon descriptor source was encountered. After the logon descriptor statements, a $ETMDESC macro generated by
the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager library exit will be shown.

When the $ETMRPT macro is present in the ETMGEN process source, a report appears, showing the following ETMGEN
process configuration information:

• Definitions from the $ETMTYPE and $ETMNODE macros that were processed
The $ETMTYPE definitions are shown as each unit type and the options selected for that unit type. The $ETMNODE
definitions are shown as each node name specified in a $ETMNODE statement (and the options specified for that
node).

• Logon descriptors defined to the ETMGEN process through the automatic or manual logon descriptor definitions
The report shows each logon descriptor name, its unit type, and the options specified for that logon descriptor.
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ETMGEN Macro -- Initialize the Environment for the ETMGEN Process
Include the ETMGEN macro first in the ETMGEN process. This macro initializes the environment to prepare for the
ETMGEN process. This macro has one optional parameter:

DCTNAME
(Optional) Specifies the prefix for creating the SLU2/3270 device model names.
Limits: from 1 through 4 characters

NOTE
For a description of the IMS device characteristics tables that these added terminals represent, see the
IBM IMS Installation Volume 2: System Definition and Tailoring.

ETO Logon Descriptors Information
The IMS logon descriptors must follow the ETMGEN macro. The IMS sysgen process can be used to build the logon
descriptor members by specifying the proper options for the ETOFEAT parameter on the IMSCTRL macro. The IMSCTRL
macro is part of the input to an IMS sysgen. Depending on the options specified for ETOFEAT, the IMS sysgen can build
the logon descriptors based on the terminals in the sysgen of a customer.

To provide logon descriptor information, update the ETOFEAT options on IMSCTRL to create the default IMS logon
descriptors, and then run an IMS sysgen.

NOTE
For more information about generating an initial set of ETO logon descriptors, see the IBM IMS System
Definition Reference.

When ETO logon descriptors are in place, use the automatic or manual method to define them to the ETMGEN process.

Contents:

Using Automatic Logon Descriptor Definitions

To automatically include your logon descriptors, you add assembler COPY statement(s). You can include the
DFSDSCMx member created by the IMS sysgen process and the DFSDSCTx member that you create manually.

NOTE
When you use the COPY statements, do not code any $ETMDESC macros, because the COPY statement (and
assembler library exit ETMGENX) creates the macros and includes them in your source.

To use automatic inclusion of logon descriptors, follow these steps:

1. Include COPY DFSDSCxx assembler statements following the ETMGEN macro in your source statements. COPY
the DFSDSCMx member used by IMS (where x is the nucleus suffix) and the DFSDSCTx member if you use one
(where x is specified by the DSCT= parameter in your DFSPBxxx member of PROCLIB).

NOTE
The member names must be DFSDSCMx or DFSDSCTx to perform automatic conversion of the logon
descriptors.

2. Remove all $ETMDESC macros from your source statements.
3. Add a PROCLIB DD to your ETMGEN assembly JCL job step. Verify that the data set that the PROCLIB DD

references is the library containing the DFSDSCxx members specified in the COPY statements.
4. Verify that the ETMGEN assembly JCL includes EXIT(LIBEXIT(ETMGENX)) in the PARM field for the ASMA90

program.
5. Add a STEPLIB DD to the ETMGEN assembly step JCL that refers to the SETMLOAD library.
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Using Manual Logon Descriptor Definitions

To use manual inclusion of logon descriptors, you code an $ETMDESC macro to represent each logon descriptor used by
IMS.

NOTE
Be sure that you do not include COPY statements for the DFSDSCxx members in your source.

The format of the $ETMDESC macro is as follows:

        $ETMDESC LGNDESC=,

               COMPT1=,

               COMPT2=,

               COMPT3=,

               COMPT4=,

               EDIT=,

               FEAT=,

               MODETBL=,

               OPTIONS=,

               OUTBUF=,

               PTRSIZE=,

               SEGSIZE=,

               UNIT=,

               UNITYPE=

To use manual inclusion of logon descriptors, code one $ETMDESC macro for each ETO logon descriptor.

Keyword parameters for the $ETMDESC macro are as follows:

LGNDESC
Specifies the name of the ETO logon descriptor. This is the name specified in column 3 of the logon descriptor
definition.

COMPT1-4
Specify component keywords (COMPT1=, COMPT2=, COMPT3=, and COMPT4=) that are present in ETO
logon descriptors for UNITYPE=3270 (if UNIT=3275 is specified), with unit types SLUTYPE1, FINANCE, and
SLUTYPEP. Code the $ETMDESC keyword values exactly as the keyword values are coded in the logon
descriptor. If these keywords are not present in the logon descriptor, do not code any of them in the $ETMDESC
macro.

EDIT
Is a keyword that can be present for any unit type. Code the $ETMDESC EDIT= value exactly as the EDIT=
value is coded in the logon descriptor. If the EDIT= keyword is not present in the logon descriptor, do not code the
EDIT= keyword in the $ETMDESC macro.

FEAT
Is a keyword that can be present for unit types 3270, SLUTYPE2, SLUTYPEP, and FINANCE. If the FEAT
keyword is present in the logon descriptor, the FEAT= keyword must be included in the $ETMDESC macro with
the same value.

MODETBL
Is a keyword that can be present for UNITYPEs SLUTYPE1, SLUTYPE2, and SLUTYPEP. If it is present in the
logon descriptor, the MODETBL= keyword must also be included in the $ETMDESC macro with the same value.

OPTIONS
Is a keyword that can be present for any UNITYPE. If it is present in the logon descriptor, the OPTIONS= keyword
must also be included in the $ETMDESC macro with the same values.
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OUTBUF
Is a keyword that can be present for any UNITYPE. If it is present in the logon descriptor, the OUTBUF= keyword
must also be included in the $ETMDESC macro with the same value.

PTRSIZE
Is a keyword that can be present for UNITYPE=3270. If it is present in the logon descriptor, the PTRSIZE=
keyword must also be included in the $ETMDESC macro with the same value.

SEGSIZE
Is a keyword that can be present for unit types SLUTYPE1 and SLUTYPEP. If it is present in the logon descriptor,
the SEGSIZE= keyword must also be included in the $ETMDESC macro with the same value.

UNIT
Is a keyword that can be specified for UNITYPE=3270 ETO logon descriptors. Valid values are 3275, 3277,
3284, and 3286. The default is 3277 (if this keyword is omitted from the $ETMDESC macro or the ETO logon
descriptor).

UNITYPE
Is a keyword that is specified in each ETO logon descriptor. Valid values include 3270, SLUTYPE1, SLUTYPE2,
SLUTYPEP, FINANCE, NTO, and LUTYPE6.

NOTE
$ETMDESC macro definitions for UNITYPE NTO and LUTYPE6 are not required, because these unit
types are not supported by Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager. If this keyword is not specified, the
default value of SLUTYPE2 is used (in the $ETMDESC macro and in the ETO logon descriptor).

Example: Logon Descriptor to Be Emulated

This example shows a logon descriptor to be emulated:

L DFSSLU12 UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1 COMPT1=PRINTER OUTBUF=768 

L DFSSLU12 EDIT=(,DFSPIXT0) OPTIONS=(SHARE,RELRQ) ALOT=30 

L DFSSLU12 ASOT=30 

The $ETMDESC macro for the logon descriptor in this example is as follows:

$ETMDESC LGNDESC=DFSSLU12,UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1,COMPT1=PRINTER, X

OUTBUF=768,EDIT=(,DFSPIXT0),OPTIONS=(SHARE,RELRQ)

NOTE
The ASOT and ALOT keywords can be present in the logon descriptor but cannot be included in the
$ETMDESC macro. All keywords except ASOT= and ALOT= must be reproduced in the $ETMDESC macro
exactly as they are coded in the logon descriptor.

$ETMTYPE Macro -- Identify Terminal Types to Be Converted to ETO Terminals
The ETMGEN process must receive information about the terminal types to convert from system generated terminals
to ETO terminals. You can use the $ETMTYPE and $ETMNODE macros to describe the terminals to convert. The
$ETMTYPE macro describes which device types to leave in the IMS sysgen and which device types to convert to ETO.

Note: The $ETMTYPE macro can also be used to request that ASOT values for printer devices be generated for printer
definitions. Use the ASOT= keyword to generate printer terminal signoff values.

This is the $ETMTYPE macro skeleton:

$ETMTYPE parm,
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UNITYPE=,

UNIT=,

COMPT1=,

ASOT=,

DFSINSX=

parm
Specifies whether this device type remains in the IMS sysgen or is converted to Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager definitions:
GEN

Specifies that this device type remains in the IMS sysgen.
ETO

Specifies that this device type is converted to Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager definitions.
UNITYPE

Specifies the unit type for which this macro applies. Valid values are as follows:

• 3270
• SLUTYPE1
• SLUTYPE2
• SLUTYPEP
• 3601
• FINANCE
• LUTYPE6
• NTO

UNIT
Allows you to specify GEN or ETO by 3270 unit. Valid values are as follows:

• 3277
• 3284
• 3286
• 3275

NOTE
This parameter is valid only when UNITYPE=3270. Additionally, because Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager does not support 3275 devices, if UNIT=3275, the parm value must be GEN.

COMPT1
Specifies whether the device identified as UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1 is a CONSOLE or PRINTER1.

NOTE
COMPT1 is the only COMPTx value supported by this process, and it is valid only for
UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1.

ASOT
Defines the automatic signoff time for printers. This parameter is only valid for the following settings:

• UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1 with COMPT1=PRINTER
• UNITYPE=3270 with UNIT=3284
• UNITYPE=3270 with UNIT=3286

When ASOT is specified, the ETMGEN conversion process adds the ASOT= keyword to the ZP batch update
utility control statement.
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DFSINSX
Specifies whether to allow user-written output creation exit routine DFSINSX1 to control options for each printer
LTERM as it is created. Valid specifications are YES and NO. The default is NO.
This parameter is valid only for the following settings:

• UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1 with COMPT1=PRINTER
• UNITYPE=3270 with UNIT=3284
• UNITYPE=3270 with UNIT=3286

Examples: $ETMTYPE Macros for All Unit Types

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=3270,UNIT=3277

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=3270,UNIT=3284,DFSINSX=YES

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=3270,UNIT=3286,ASOT=1440

$ETMTYPE GEN,UNITYPE=3270,UNIT=3275

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1,COMPT1=CONSOLE

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1,COMPT1=PRINTER1,DFSINSX=NO,ASOT=1440

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=SLUTYPE2

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=SLUTYPEP

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=3601

$ETMTYPE ETO,UNITYPE=FINANCE

$ETMTYPE GEN,UNITYPE=NTO

$ETMTYPE GEN,UNITYPE=LUTYPE6

$ETMNODE Macro -- Override $ETMTYPE Macro Specifications
The $ETMNODE macro allows you to override the device type specification for a specific node name in the $ETMTYPE
macro. For example, you can exclude the master terminal and secondary master terminal from being converted to ETO.

This is the $ETMNODE macro skeleton:

$ETMNODE parm,

NAME=,

LGNDESC=,

DFSINSX=

Keyword parameters for the $ETMNODE macro are as follows:

parm
Determines whether this device type remains in the IMS sysgen or is converted to Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager definitions:
GEN

Specifies that the device type will remain in the IMS sysgen.
ETO

Specifies that the device type will be converted to Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager definitions.
NAME

Specifies the node name of the terminal.
LGNDESC

(Optional) Specifies the name of a logon descriptor for this node name. If you do not specify a name, a logon
descriptor will be assigned based on the attributes of the device as specified in the IMS sysgen. No validation is
done of the descriptor for this node.
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DFSINSX
Specifies whether to allow user-written output creation exit routine DFSINSX1 to control options for each printer
LTERM as it is created. Valid specifications are YES and NO. The default is NO.
This parameter is valid only for the following settings:

• UNITYPE=SLUTYPE1 with COMPT1=PRINTER
• UNITYPE=3270 with UNIT=3284
• UNITYPE=3270 with UNIT=3286

Example: $ETMNODE Macro Specifications

$ETMNODE GEN,NAME=MTO

$ETMNODE GEN,NAME=MTO2

$ETMNODE ETO,NAME=NODE101,LGNDESC=D101,DFSINSX=NO

$ETMRPT Macro -- List the Specifications for $ETMDESC, $ETMTYPE, and $ETMNODE
The $ETMRPT macro is an optional macro that produces a listing of the specifications that you provided for the
$ETMDESC, $ETMTYPE, and $ETMNODE macros.

The report that is included in the SYSPRINT output of the ETMGEN assembly step lists the following items that are
defined to the ETMGEN process (and the options associated with each item):

• All logon descriptors
• All device types
• All node names

There are no keywords associated with the $ETMRPT macro. This macro has the following format:

$ETMRPT

Working with Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA)
IMS Open Transaction Manager Access (OTMA) allows a client to support a large network or many sessions without
losing high performance. OTMA allows z/OS or TCP/IP application programs to send transactions or commands to IMS
without using SNA or VTAM.

Note: For complete information about OTMA, see the IBM IMS Open Transaction Manager Access Guide and Reference.

Contents:

How To Activate the OTMA Routing Feature

To activate the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager OTMA routing feature:

1. Allocate ETMUDATA (LRECL=0, BLKSIZE=32760, RECFM=U).
2. (Optional) Create userdata members in ETMUDATA.
3. Add DD statement ETMUDATA to the IMS control region JCL.
4. Create IMS PROCLIB member DFSYDTx, defining every OTMA session that IMS is going to have.

Code the name of the DFSYDRU0 for each session and remove the DFSYDRU0 name from the remote side. If
an OTMA session is not using a DFSYDRU0 exit, code DRU=IEFBR14 to prevent IMS from issuing load failure
messages.

5. Restart IMS.
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6. Define OTMA LTERM entries by doing one of the following:
– Define OTMA destination names in EMTRAN.
– Use the OT control statements within the batch update utility.

7. Refresh the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager OTMA LTERM tables in E/CSA.

OTMA Destination Table

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides a table of destination names that can be used to route messages to
OTMA clients.

At IMS restart, the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager Partner Product User Exit sets an intercept for the OTMA
Destination Resolution (DFSYPRX0) and OTMA User Data Formatting (DFSYDRU0) user exits.

When an application program issues a CHNG call to the alternate program communication block (PCB), the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager version of the OTMA Destination Resolution exit gets control, and one of the following
occurs:

• If the destination of the CHNG call is found in the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager OTMA Destination table,
the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager OTMA exits will route the message to the specified OTMA client.

• If the destination of the CHNG call is not defined in the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager OTMA Destination
table, control will be passed to the user version of OTMA exits, if they exist.

OTMA LTERM Name Support

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager supports OTMA LTERM names. When an application issues a CHNG call to an
LTERM defined in the OTMA LTERM table, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager associates the LTERM with the OTMA
client specified in the LTERM table.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses the IMS Partner Product User Exit (DFSPPUE0) to enable its
OTMA interface. The OTMA support is provided through dynamic hooks set by the Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager DFSPPUE0 exit for the IMS Destination Resolution exit (DFSYPRX0) and Userdata Formatting exit
(DFSYDRU0).

WARNING
The DFSYDRU0 exit cannot be defined on the remote side of the OTMA connection. Code PROCLIB member
DFSYDTx (where x specifies the gen suffix), and specify the name of the DFSYDRU0 exit for each connection
(even if you are using the default name of DFSYDRU0).

OTMA Member Name Definition
OTMA member names may be explicitly defined, or the name may refer to an OTMA pattern descriptor (OPD) name.
OPDs are used to build the member name dynamically by combining literals and variables.

Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides macros that are used to build the OTMA client routing information for
MQSeries and IMS Connect clients. After assembling and binding the macro, it must reside in a loadlib that is included in
the IMS control region JCL as ddname ETMUDATA.

NOTE
For information about IMS Connect, see the IBM IMS Connect Guide and Reference.

The following macro information can be found in hlq.CIMTSAMP:

$ETMMQ1
Is the MQSeries userdata macro.

ETMMQ1
Contains JCL to assemble/bind the MQSeries userdata macro.
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$ETMIC1
Is the IMS Connect userdata macro.

ETMIC1
Contains JCL to assemble/bind the IMS Connect userdata macro.

Create a userdata member for each OTMA LTERM. Sample jobs for creating members can be found in hlq.CIMTSAMP.

OTMA Pattern Descriptor (OPD) Control Statements
OTMA Pattern Descriptors (OPDs) are used to dynamically construct the OTMA member name by combining literal and
variable control statements. These descriptors are read from IMS PROCLIB member OPDimsid at IMS restart and loaded
into E/CSA. They can be refreshed dynamically by using the batch job in the ETMUDAT0 member in hlq.CIMTSAMP.

Contents:

Comment Control Statement

A comment statement contains an asterisk (*) in column 1.

PATTERN Control Statement - Define Pattern Name

A pattern definition statement contains keyword PATTERN= in column 1, followed by the pattern name.

This control statement has the following format:

PATTERN=pattern_name                                        

pattern_name
Specifies the OTMA pattern descriptor name. This must match the name specified as the MEMBER NAME on
the OTMA DESTINATION OVERRIDE panel when you define OTMA destination names, or in the MEMBER=
parameter when you use the OT control statement of the batch update utility.
Limits:1 through16 characters

Pattern Descriptor Control Statement

A pattern descriptor statement contains literals or variables and must start in column 2, with column 1 containing a blank
character.

This control statement has the following format:

'literal'   ,POS=   ,LTH=

'variable'

literal
Specifies a literal string within quotation marks. The starting quotation mark is required in column 2.
Limits: 1 through 16 characters

variable
Specifies the name of a variable that is used by Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager to construct the OTMA
member name:

• IMSID (the IMSID)
• LTERM (the destination LTERM name)
• JOBNAME (the jobname of the IMS control region)
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POS=
Specifies the starting position of the pattern descriptor.
This parameter is required on all pattern descriptor statements.

LTH=
Specifies the length of the variable data to be moved to the member name.
This parameter is required on all pattern descriptor statements except literal statements.

Example: Sample Pattern Descriptor Statement

1...5....0....5....1....5....2....5

PATTERN=PATTERN1

'MQS',POS=1

IMSID,POS=4,LTH=4

'X',POS=8

JOBNAME,POS=9,LTH=8

In this example, if IMSID and JOBNAME were IMS0 and IMS0CTL, respectively, the OTMA member constructed by
Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager would be MQSIMS0XIMS0CTL.

 

Routing ABEND Messages
 Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can process messages for transactions that abend based on the message origin
name (LTERM/TPIPE/LUNAME) or transaction name. Additionally, the ABEND code can be specified to refine the table
search.

If you create member *NOGU in the transaction abend table, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager can process
messages that cause an ABEND before the application program issuing a Get Unique (GU) call to the IOPCB.

 Contents: 

  

ABEND Processing Before GU Is Issued

When a transaction ABEND occurs, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager searches the transaction table for entry
*NOGU before searching the other tables. Processing occurs as follows:

• If entry *NOGU is found, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager checks to see whether the application program
issued a GU to the IOPCB. If the application did not issue a GU, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager uses the
*NOGU entry to determine message disposition.

• If entry *NOGU is not found, or a GU was issued to the IOPCB, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager searches the
Message Origin (LTERM/TPIPE/LUNAME) and transaction abend tables.

NOTE
 The ABEND code can be specified on the *NOGU entry to refine the table search.

Search Sequence for ABEND Message Routing

 Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides a Message Origin (LTERM/TPIPE/LUNAME) table and a transaction
name table. When a transaction ABEND occurs, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager searches the Message Origin
table before searching the transaction name table.
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The following indicates the table search sequence when a transaction ABEND occurs:

1. Entry *NOGU / ABEND code, followed by entry *NOGU / no ABEND code (if the application program did not issue a
GU to the IOPCB)

2. Exact match on LTERM / ABEND code
3. Wildcard match on LTERM / ABEND code
4. Exact match on LTERM name / no ABEND code
5. Wildcard match on LTERM name / no ABEND code
6. Exact match on TRAN name / ABEND code
7. Wildcard match on TRAN name / ABEND code
8. Exact match on TRAN name / no ABEND code
9. Wildcard match on TRAN name / no ABEND code

Available Options for ABEND Message Routing

You can use the following options for routing messages that cause an ABEND:

IMS default
Lets IMS determine how to process the message.

Discard the input message
Removes the message that caused the transaction ABEND from the message queue.

Queue the message to the suspend queue
Moves the message to the suspend queue.

Requeue the input message
Requeues the message to the message queue.

Queue to new destination
Queues the message to another transaction.

For more information, see the following sections:

• AT -- Specify How Messages That Cause a Transaction Program Abend Are Disposed, Based on Transaction Name 
•  AL -- Specify How Messages That Cause Transaction Programs to Abend Are Disposed, Based on LTERM/TPIPE/

LUNAME of the Message Point of Origin 
•  Specify Actions to Take when a Transaction Abends 
•  Update the Message Origin Table 

Obtaining Information from Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
The ETMUTBL0 and ETMSRCH0 search subroutines are available to provide information from Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager.

ETMUTBL0 Subroutine - Locate the Table from Exit DFSINTX1
Contents:

How to Obtain DFSINTX1 Table Address

An IMS initialization exit (DFSINTX0) is allowed to return an address of a user table that IMS saves in field SCDINTXP.
This address is automatically passed to other IMS ETO exit routines, and you can obtain the table address directly from
SCDINTXP.

Because Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager provides the IMS ETO exit routines, the address saved in SCDINTXP
(from exit DFSINTX0) is the address of the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager tables. If you supply your own version
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of an IMS Initialization exit (DFSINTX1) and it returns an address of a user table, Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
saves this table address (and provides two ways to pass this address to other exit routines).

For all ETO exit routines suffixed with “1” or “2” (plus DFSLGFX0), Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager automatically
provides the address of the table from exit DFSINTX1. If any other exit routines require access to the table loaded by exit
DFSINTX1, you can do one of the following tasks.

Call Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager subroutine ETMUTBL0

Provided you meet the register requirements, you can call the ETMUTBL0 subroutine to obtain the DFSINTX1 table
address. The following example shows a call to the ETMUTBL0 subroutine.

Example: Call Subroutine ETMUTBL0

L R1,scdaddr

CALL ETMUTBL0

LTR R15,R15 successful? 

BZ PROCESS  yes, branch 

…error routine

Register Requirements for Calling Subroutine ETMUTBL0

Programming requirements for calling subroutine ETMUTBL0 are as follows:

The registers at entry must be as follows:

Register 1
Is a pointer to the IMS SCD.

Register 13
Is a pointer to the IMS prechained save area.

Register 14
Is a return address.

Register 15
Is an entry point to ETMUTBL0.

The registers at return from ETMUTBL0 are as follows:

Register 1
Is the address of table returned from DFSINTX1 (or zeros).

Register 15
Is a return code:
0

Indicates success, meaning the address in register 1 is table address from DFSINTX1.
4

Indicates an error occurred while locating table (ignore the contents of register 1).
8

Indicates an error occurred locating table address (ignore the contents of register 1).
12

Indicates an error occurred (register 1 at entry did not point to the IMS SCD, so ignore the contents of
register 1).

All other registers are returned to the value they contained upon calling ETMUTBL0.
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Use Direct Table Load Routine

You can use a direct table locate routine to obtain the address of the table loaded by DFSINTX1. The only requirement is
that the exit must have addressability to the IMS SCD.

Example: Use a Direct Table Locate Routine

 

USING SCD,reg       (reg is a register pointing to SCD) 

L R15,SCDINTXP  (table address from DFSINTX0)   

CLC SSCDIMID,04(R15)    (valid table?)  

BNE PROCESS     (no, branch)    

L R15,16(,R15)  (table address from DFSINTX1)   

PROCESS DS 0H

ETMSRCH0 Subroutine - Obtain LTERM and NODE Information
Use the ETMSRCH0 subroutine to obtain LTERM and NODE information. There are instances when an application
program requires LTERM or NODE information (or both) for processing. When all terminals were defined in the IMS
sysgen, this information was available through IMS CMD or ICMD calls (or both).

With IMS ETO, the LTERM and NODE information for dynamic terminals can be obtained from IMS CMD/ICMD calls only
when the terminal is logged on to IMS. The ETMSRCH0 subroutine can be used to obtain LTERM and NODE information
for static terminals (and dynamic terminals that are logged on to IMS) by issuing IMS ICMD/RMCD calls. If the ICMD/
RCMD calls fail because the LTERM or NODE are not known to IMS, this subroutine will search the Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager tables.

This subroutine can also be used to bypass the ICMD/RCMD calls and search the Mainframe Extended Terminal Manager
tables directly.

Programming considerations are as follows:

• This subroutine can execute in any AMODE/RMODE combination.
• If the search type is LTERM or NODE, this program will issue IMS /DIS and /DIS ASMT commands using the ICMD

call. The caller of this subroutine will need proper IMS command authority to issue these calls.
• This program uses the IMS Application Interface Block (AIB) for the ICMD call.

Example: Execute a Dynamic Call from an Assembler Program

LOAD EP=ETMSRCH0

LR R15,R0

LA R1,PARMLIST

BASR R14,R15

DELETE EP=ETMSRCH0

PARMLIST DC AL4(PARMLL+X’80000000’)

PARMLL DC AL4(PARMLEN)

PARMTYPE DC CL8' '

PARMNAME DC CL8' '

PARMIRET DC F'0'

PARMIRSN DC F'0'

PARMARET DC F'0'

PARMARSN DC F'0'

PARMBLK DC CL4' '

PARMSTAT DC CL8' '

PARMRES DC CL20' '
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PARMDATA DC (x)CL8' ' x = number of LTERMs

PARMLEN EQU *-PARMLL

Example: Execute a Dynamic Call from a COBOL Program

01 ETMSRCH0 PIC X(8) VALUE ‘ETMSRCH0’ .

CALL ETMSRCH0 USING PARMLL.

The parameter list passes information between the subroutine and the program requesting the information. Fields in
the parameter list are populated by both the program requesting the information (call program) and the subroutine. The
following table describes these fields:

Parameter Field Name Data Description Entity That Populates the
Field

Description

PARMLL 4-byte binary data Calling program Is a binary field that contains
the length of the parameter list.
The minimum length is 76 bytes,
assuming one name is returned
in PARMDATA. If PARMDATA
is to contain more than one
name, the length calculation
is len = (68 + (x * 8)) where x
is the number of names to be
returned.

PARMTYPE 8-byte character data Calling program Specifies the resource
type being specified in the
PARMNAME field. Valid options
are:
NODE - Field PARMNAME
contains a node name. The
subroutine first issues IMS
ICMD calls to see if the resource
is known to IMS. If not, the
subroutine searches the
Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager table.
LTERM - Field PARMNAME
contains an LTERM name.
The subroutine first issues
IMS ICMD calls to see if the
resource is known to IMS. If not,
the subroutine searches the
Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager table.
TBLUSER - Field PARMNAME
contains a user ID name.
The subroutine performs a
Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager table search.
TBLNODE - Field PARMNAME
contains a node name.
The subroutine performs a
Mainframe Extended Terminal
Manager table search.
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PARMNAME 8-byte character data Calling program Specifies the resource name
of the type specified in field
PARMTYPE.

PARMIRET 4-byte binary data Subroutine Specifies the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager
return code. If this field contains
zeros, the subroutine was
successful.
For all non-zero values, the
subroutine encountered an
error, and further return/reason
code analysis is required.

PARMIRSN 4-byte binary data Subroutine Specifies the Mainframe
Extended Terminal Manager
reason code.

PARMARET 4-byte binary data Subroutine Specifies the return code
from IMS ICMD/RCMD calls
(AIBRETRN).

PARMARSN 4-byte binary data Subroutine Specifies the reason code
from IMS ICMD/RCMD calls
(AIBREASN).

PARMBLK 8-byte character data Subroutine Contains the resource type,
either as it is known to IMS, or
from the Mainframe Extended
Terminal Manager tables, if the
resource is unknown to IMS.

PARMSTAT 8-byte character data Subroutine Indicates whether the resource
is for a static terminal or
dynamic terminal.

PARMRES 20 byte character data Subroutine Is reserved for future use.
PARMDATA Variable-length character data Subroutine If PARMTYPE is set to LTERM

is requested, this field is eight
bytes long, and contains the
name of the NODE or USER to
which the LTERM is assigned.
If PARMTYPE is not set to
LTERM, this field can contain a
variable number of 8-byte fields
that contain LTERM names. The
number of names returned by
the subroutine is dependent
upon how many LTERM names
are defined, and the length set
in PARMLL.

Mainframe Program Restart Manager
Mainframe Program Restart Manager restarts application programs running in BMP or DL/I batch mode without the
delays and errors that can be caused when jobs are restarted manually. This is done automatically by Mainframe Program
Restart Manager as long as a program has checkpoints and restart logic (an XRST call). The batch backout features of
Mainframe Program Restart Manager help eliminate the need for manual intervention to clean up after a DL/I batch job
abend.
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Mainframe Program Restart Manager can also do the following:

• Dynamically allocate DL/I batch job logs, enforcing your data set naming standards.
• Verify that jobs that need to be restarted have the correct logs available and are restarted from the correct checkpoint.
• Allow a failed IMS BMP to be restarted on a different IMS.
• Automatically perform log close and batch backout.
• Reduce the number of checkpoint calls if the frequency is too high.
• Bypass checkpoint calls that occur too quickly.
• Consider non-zero return codes as abends.
• Allow logging to be bypassed in a DBRC FORCE/FORCER environment.
• Retain Checkpoint Tracking Data Sets (CTDSs) for later restart.
• Change the batch message processing region (BMP) or DL/I batch job PARM values. For example, Mainframe

Program Restart Manager can automatically change IRLM to Y and specify an IRLMNM if you want to implement data
sharing.

• Issue a z/OS command to hold an IMS BMP so databases can be taken offline. You can then restart the BMP when
databases are available. The job never leaves the system.

• Avoid deadlocks or running out of PI pool space by coding a special ABRCC option that automatically retries BMP jobs
with specified abend codes before they end.

• Provide an ISPF interface to display jobs that have abended and need to be restarted.

Customizing Mainframe Program Restart Manager
After you have installed Mainframe Program Restart Manager, perform the following steps to configure the product:

After you set up the configuration, verify the installation and make the product libraries available.

NOTE
Version 20.0 of Mainframe Program Restart Manager is compatible with IMS-managed ACBs. The DBD, PSB,
and ACB libraries are not required when IMS manages ACBs. References to the DBD, PSB, and ACB libraries
are maintained in the documentation for environments that do not use IMS-managed ACBs with this product. For
more information, see IMS-Managed Application Control Block (ACB) Support.

Remove Pause Features

Remove the pause features in the following products before running Mainframe Program Restart Manager to avoid
conflicts:

• IBM IMS Program Restart Facility
This product provides the same functionality as Mainframe Program Restart Manager.

• IBM IMS Online Reorg Facility
For instructions to remove the BMP pausing feature of this product, see the IBM documentation.

• IBM IMS Recovery Expert for z/OS
For instructions to remove the BMP interface in this product, see the IBM documentation.

• IBM IMS Batch Backout Manager
This product provides the same functionality as Mainframe Program Restart Manager.

Allocate Libraries

Modify and execute the following sample jobs to allocate load module libraries:

PRMAUSRL
Allocates the PRMUSRL library that contains user-supplied load modules, including PRM#CNTL.

PRMARESL
Allocates the PRMRESL library that contains IMS release-specific modules.
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PRMCRESL
(Optional) Copies the modules that the PRM SMP/E usermods updated from the SDFSRESL library to the
PRMRESL library.

Allocate and Initialize the Options Data Set

To allocate and populate the options data set, use the sample JCL in sample library member PRMAOPTS. (The
options that are used initially are near the bottom of the JCL.)

You can modify the options before submitting the JCL.
Alternatively,  wait until the ISPF interface has been set up and then modify the options there.

Define Checkpoint IDs (Optional)

You can optionally define a checkpoint ID table to apply Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing options to batch
jobs based on a particular checkpoint ID. This table lets you dynamically apply restart options by specifying one of the
checkpoint IDs in a batch job JCL.

For example, you set up an entry in the checkpoint ID table named NOXRST681. This entry disables automatic
restart and sets the Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing option CKPTID=NOMSG681. Then you code
CKPTID=NOXRST681 in the job JCL. When the job runs, two things happen automatically:

• Mainframe Program Restart Manager does not restart the job.
• DFS681 messages are not issued.

Note: For more information about processing options like CKPTID, see Restart and Batch Backout Options Reference.

A sample job to create a checkpoint ID table is provided in the hlq.CIMTSAMP member PRM#CPID. This job defines four
special checkpoint IDs that can be specified in a batch job JCL. The Mainframe Program Restart Manager options that are
defined in the checkpoint ID table are used when any of those four checkpoint IDs is encountered in a batch job JCL.

If a checkpoint ID table is not defined, Mainframe Program Restart Manager does not provide any automatic checkpoint ID
overrides.

Before you submit the sample library member, update the assembler source statements that follow the //SYSIN DD
statement. Change these statements to reflect the special checkpoint ID values and the Mainframe Program Restart
Manager options to be associated with them at your site. The checkpoint IDs are specified by using the CKPTID=
parameter when executing the DLIBATCH, DBBATCH, IMSBATCH, or DFSJBP procedure.

Create Bypass Table (Optional)

A bypass table stores ddnames. The table also specifies which Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing to
bypass if the ddname is found in the job.

Mainframe Program Restart Manager checks the bypass table as each job is initialized. If the job JCL includes a ddname
that is listed in the table, Mainframe Program Restart Manager bypasses the functions that are defined in the bypass
table. Each ddname that is listed in the bypass table can be defined to force the bypassing of one of the following
processing:

• Batch backout processing
• Program restart processing
• All Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing.

A sample JCL to create the bypass table is provided in the member PRM#IGNR in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library.

For more information, See How to Exclude Jobs from Processing.
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Secure the Data Sets

Create the specified level of security for the following data sets:

Options Data Set
READ Access

All jobs that  Mainframe Program Restart Manager processes.
Anyone using the ISPF interface to administrate Mainframe Program Restart Manager.

ALTER Access
Anyone authorized to update the options.

Checkpoint Tracking Data Sets (CTDS)
Mainframe Program Restart Manager records checkpoint information for each batch job in two small checkpoint
tracking data sets (CTDSs). Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically allocates the CTDSs when a
batch job starts, and deletes CTDSs after the job restarts and runs to completion. Mainframe Program Restart
Manager retains CTDSs only when the job abends. The high-level qualifier for the CTDS is set initially by the
CTDSHLQ parameter in the PRMAOPTS sample library job. Users must have the following permissions to access
the CTDSs:
READ Access

Anyone using the ISPF interface for Mainframe Program Restart Manager administration.
ALTER Access

All jobs that  Mainframe Program Restart Manager processes.
Anyone using the ISPF interface to change restart parameters.

Batch Backout Data Sets (BBDS)
Mainframe Program Restart Manager tracks the need for backouts using a small batch backout data set (BBDS).
Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically allocates the BBDS before a batch job starts. The product also
deletes the BBDS when the job runs successfully, or after an application program failure when batch backout
is successful or not needed . Mainframe Program Restart Manager retains BBDS only when a job abends. The
high-level qualifier for the BBDS is set initially by the BBDSHLQ parameter in the PRMAOPTS sample library job.
Users must have the following permissions to access the BBDS:
READ Access

Anyone using the ISPF interface for Mainframe Program Restart Manager administration.
ALTER Access

All jobs processed using the batch backout features of Mainframe Program Restart Manager.

Create Test Libraries (Optional)

If you are installing the product on a temporary (trial) basis, you can modify the IMS modules to create libraries with which
you can test the product.

To create the test libraries, modify and submit the sample job that is provided in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(PRMTSTnn) member,
where nn indicates the version number of IMS you use for testing.

Install the IMS Usermod

If you are not using test libraries, install the IMS usermod that updates IMS programs DFSZSC00 and DFSZSR00 to call
Mainframe Program Restart Manager. Modify and submit these sample jobs in the CIMTSAMP library:

PRMSRCV
Receives the usermod.

PRMSAPP
Applies the usermod.
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Install the PRM Controller

To copy the PRM controller to the PRMRESLIB, submit the PRMSCOPY job in the CIMTSAMP library. The PRM controller
is copied under the DFSRRC00 name.

Set the Mainframe Program Restart Manager Options

Use the Mainframe Program Restart Manager ISPF interface or the ISPF Edit function to edit the processing options.

Verify the Mainframe Program Restart Manager Installation
An installation verification program (IVP) allows you to perform basic testing of the Mainframe Program Restart Manager
features and functions after installation to confirm that Mainframe Program Restart Manager is installed properly. It uses
the IMS PART database (DI21PART) created during the IMS installation process and a GSAM database created during
Mainframe Program Restart Manager IVP setup.

The IVP supports both DL/I batch and BMP job execution.

You can also allow other applications to test with Mainframe Program Restart Manager installed by changing the IMS
batch job JCL for these applications to add the PRMUSRL, PRMRESL, and CIMTLOAD data sets to their STEPLIB
concatenations.

Note: These libraries must come before the IMS RESLIB data set.

To verify the installation, follow these steps:

Add the IVP PSB to the IMS SYSGEN (BMP Mode)

This step is optional. It is required only if you want to execute the IVP in BMP mode.

NOTE
You can continue the IVP if updating your IMS sysgen will take some time, but you cannot execute the BMP IV
job PRMIVBMP until this definition is in place.

Add the following application program definition (also found in CIMTSAMP library member PRMIVS1M) to your IMS
sysgen:

APPLCTN PSB=PRMIVPS1,PGMTYPE=BATCH

Generate IVP DBD and PSBs

Modify and submit the PRMIVDEF sample library job to define IVP DBD PRMIVGS1 for the GSAM database, PSB
PRMIVPLD to load the PART database, and PSB PRMIVPS1 to access the database and create the GSAM database.

Allocate and Initialize IVP Data Sets

Sample job PRMIVINI in the CIMTSAMP data set contains sample JCL to allocate the IVP GSAM database data set and
define a GDG to be used for IMS logs created during the IVP. The job also removes any existing GDG entries, GDG base,
or IVP database that currently exists.

The job sets the high-level qualifier of the database and GDG base to the submitting TSO user’s ID. You can change this
high-level qualifier to any data set name prefix you choose.

Allocate and Load the PART Database

This step is required only if you do not have the IMS IVP PART database. This might be the case if you deleted the IVP
components after the IMS installation.
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NOTE
Skip this step if the PART database is created and a DFSMDA member points to the database data sets.

Sample job PRMIVBLD in the CIMTSAMP data set contains sample JCL to allocate and load the database.

Perform an ACBGEN for the IVP PSB (BMP Mode)

This step is required only if you want to execute the IVP in BMP mode.

Use the PRMIVACB sample job in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library to perform the ACBGEN process.

NOTE
The DBDLIB specified must contain not only the DBD generated above, but also the DI21PART DBD from the
IMS installation IVP.

Activate the IVP ACBLIB Members (BMP Mode)

This step is required only if you want to execute the IVP in BMP mode.

Use the ACBLIB update process defined for your site to make the IVP ACB members available to the IMS online system.
You can use IMS online change for ACBLIB to implement the updated ACBLIB members.

Run the IVP

Running the installation verification program (IVP) in DL/I or BMP mode helps you verify that Mainframe Program Restart
Manager is installed and working properly. This procedure describes how to run the IVP.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the IVP using the following sample jobs:
PRMIVDL1

—Runs the IVP in DL/I mode. The application program is run in the update mode, batch backout is required and
performed.
The job abends with a U3619 abend code the first time it runs, after performing a batch backout. This job also
performs dynamic allocation of data sets.

PRMIVDL2
—Runs the IVP in DL/I mode. The application program is run in the read mode, batch backout is not required and
not performed by default.
The job abends with a U3619 abend code the first time it runs.

PRMIVBMP
—Runs the IVP in BMP mode. The job abends with a U3619 abend code when run first time.

NOTE
All jobs run the same application program but in different modes.

2. See the JES log and verify that Mainframe Program Restart Manager was processing the job.
– If you run the IVP in DL/I mode, performing the batch backout, the following messages appear:

PRM2001I AUTOBKO SUPPORT ENABLED FOR JOB PRMIVDL1

If the program restart features are being used, the following message appears:

PRM0001I CKPTID TRACKING IS ACTIVE

After the application program abends, IMS issues the following message:

DFS036A BATCH BACKOUT IS REQUIRED FOR PRMIVDL1
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Then Mainframe Program Restart Manager invokes batch backout and when it completes, the following messages
appear:

PRM2006I DFSBBO00 RC=00000000

PRM2044I AUTOBKO FOR SUBSYSTEM PRMIVDL1 COMPLETE

If you are not using the program restart features, the verification is complete. Otherwise, proceed to step 4.
– If you run the IVP in DL/I mode, not performing the batch backout, the following messages appear:

PRM2001I AUTOBKO SUPPORT ENABLED FOR JOB PRMIVDL1

PRM0001I CKPTID TRACKING IS ACTIVE

DFS036I BATCH BACKOUT IS NOT REQUIRED FOR PRMIVDL1

– If you run the BMP mode, the following message appears:

PRM0001I CKPTID TRACKING IS ACTIVE

3. If you run the IVP in BMP mode, restart the program by issuing the following IMS command:

/STA PGM PRMIVPS1

4. Resubmit the job.
The application restarts and the job completes without abending.

5. See the JES log and verify that Mainframe Program Restart Manager passed the last valid checkpoint to the IVP
program.
The following messages appear:

PRM0017I LAST VERIFIED XRST CKPTID=00000003

DFS0540I *XRST IN PROGRESS    

* PROGRAM=PRMIVPGM,CKPTID=00000003 

Change IVP Options (Optional)

You can set some of the IVP options by changing the values in the //IVPSYSIN DD statement coded in either the
PRMIVDLI or PRMIVBMP job. Change the following IVP options to suit your testing requirements:

SETRC=rc
Specifies the return code (rc) that the IVP job uses. You can specify this keyword to test Mainframe Program
Restart Manager processing options such as RCABEND= and RCERROR=.

GBCNT=n
Specifies how many times (n) the IVP reads through the DI21PART database.
Example: Specify 0 or 1 to run the program until it gets the first GB status code indicating that the end of the
DI21PART database has been reached. Specify a higher number to force the IVP to read the database multiple
times.

ABENDCNT=n
Specifies the number of checkpoints (n) that the IVP takes before it abends with a U3619 abend code. This option
only affects IVP executions that are not restarted. If the job is restarted, the abend does not occur.
Example. Specify 0 for no abend to occur.

REPL=Y|N
Specifies whether the IVP performs DLI REPL operations on segments read from the DI21PART database.
Y

Specifies that the IVP replaces segments. This is the default.
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N
Specifies that the IVP does not replace segments. Specify REPL=N to avoid the need to backout
uncommitted updates to the DI21PART database.

Test Processing Options (Optional)

You can test the Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing options while running the IVP jobs. To do this, add a //
PRMCTRL DD * to the IVP jobs and specify Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing options and values that are
to be active for that job execution only. This lets you test the impact of various processing options before you implement
them in your environment.

For more information about which processing options to specify, see Restart and Batch Backout Options Reference.

Using Mainframe Program Restart Manager
Use Mainframe Program Restart Manager through the following procedures:

• Automatic Restart and Checkpoint Tracking
• Automatic Batch Backout and Log Allocation
• Bypassing Checkpoint Processing
• Restarting Jobs Using the ISPF Interface
• Stopping Jobs Using the MODIFY z/OS Commands
• Pausing and Restarting Jobs Using the MODIFY z/OS Commands
• Bypass Logging

Automatic Restart and Checkpoint Tracking
Mainframe Program Restart Manager records checkpoint information for each batch job in two checkpoint tracking data
sets (CTDSs), switching between the two data sets at each checkpoint. Unless the program checkpoints large amounts of
data, a few tracks is enough space for the CTDSs.

If a failure occurs, Mainframe Program Restart Manager finds the current checkpoint ID in one of the data sets, allocates
the data set to IMSLOGR, and passes the checkpoint ID to IMS so that IMS can restart the job.

Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically allocates the CTDSs when a batch job starts. When the batch job
completes successfully, the CTDSs are deleted. Mainframe Program Restart Manager retains CTDS only when a job
abends, including a nonzero return code that Mainframe Program Restart Manager interprets as an abend, and deletes
the retained CTDSs after the job restarts and runs to completion.

The names of the CTDSs are as follows:

hlq.imsid.psbname.pgmname.CTA

hlq.imsid.psbname.pgmname.CTB

hlq
Identifies the high-level qualifier. This value depends on the CTDSHLQ option that defines the high-level qualifier
in the data set names.

imsid
Identifies the IMS system where the job runs.

NOTE
If you use IMS groups, imsid is the first IMS ID in the IMSGROUP definition.
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psbname
Identifies the PSB name. This value reflects the PSB= value specified in the IMS job step JCL parameters.

pgmname
Identifies the program name. This value reflects the MBR= value specified in the IMS job step JCL parameters.

Restart Considerations

When a batch IMS job abends, it can be automatically restarted with no changes. To use Mainframe Program Restart
Manager to restart a job, verify the following:

• Mainframe Program Restart Manager is active and is saving checkpoint information. This is confirmed by message
PRM0001I, which is issued during initialization of the IMS job step.

NOTE
If message PRM0001I is not produced in the IMS job step that abends, Mainframe Program Restart Manager
will not perform any restart processing. Follow normal IMS extended restart procedures to restart the job
step, including adding IMSLOGR DD statements and specifying a CKPTID= in the IMS batch job step’s JCL.

• Checkpoint tracking is active in the job by setting TRACK=YES in the options data set.
• AUTOXRST=YES is the active option for the job.
• Any required batch backout has been performed for the job step, if required. IMS BMP job steps that abend are

typically backed out automatically by the IMS control region, either at the time the job abends, or, if the IMS control
region abends, at the time the IMS control region is restarted. For a DL/I batch job, manual batch backout may be
required.

WARNING
Any batch backout must be to the last checkpoint that was taken. Mainframe Program Restart Manager
always restarts from the last valid checkpoint. A batch backout to anything other than the last checkpoint
followed by a Mainframe Program Restart Manager automatic restart will cause database integrity problems.
If batch backout is to any checkpoint other than the last, the job must be restarted manually by turning off
Mainframe Program Restart Manager and specifying the restart checkpoint and logs in the job’s JCL.

The process of restarting a job is the same as starting a job for the first time. You do not have to change the JCL, look up
log data set names and add them to the JCL, or code checkpoint IDs to restart from.

Restart a Job on a Different System

If you are in a data-sharing environment (IMSplex), you can restart a failed IMS BMP on a different IMS.

To restart a job on a different system, define a list of IMS systems to Mainframe Program Restart Manager on the
IMSGROUP option in the options data set.

At restart time, Mainframe Program Restart Manager searches for an active IMS defined in the IMSGROUP on the LPAR
where the job is running and restarts the job on that IMS system.

For more information, see the IMSGROUP keyword section in Additional Restart Options.

If Automatic Restart is not Defined

The AUTOXRST=YES option causes Mainframe Program Restart Manager to automatically restart a job from the last
successful checkpoint. Mainframe Program Restart Manager supplies the IMSLOGR data set and checkpoint ID to IMS so
that IMS can restart the job correctly.

Automatic restart is the default, but if AUTOXRST=NO is the option in use for the job, you can do one of the following:
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• Manually restart the job outside of Mainframe Program Restart Manager’s control.
• Override the AUTOXRST=NO option using the ISPF interface to list abended jobs and select the XRST action for the

job.
• Provide an override for this job execution by supplying a //PRMCTRL DD * statement in the job’s JCL, and specifying

AUTOXRST=YES on the next line in the JCL.

If Restart Fails

Restart can fail if a checkpoint is in doubt. A checkpoint can be in doubt when the application program issues a CHKP
call to take a checkpoint, but IMS does not return control to the application program to indicate that the checkpoint call
completed successfully. This can occur if an IMS /STO REGION ABDUMP or CANCEL command is issued to cancel the
job or if the system crashes.

Under these circumstances, Mainframe Program Restart Manager does not know whether the checkpoint call completed
successfully. It cannot automatically provide the last checkpoint ID because the last ID may be the in-doubt checkpoint call
or the checkpoint prior to the in-doubt checkpoint.

If a checkpoint is in doubt, the restart will abend with a U3625 or a U0102 abend code. If this occurs, you can review the
SYSLOG for the DFS682I message for that job. It will indicate the checkpoint ID that should be used for restart.

Mainframe Program Restart Manager will issue two messages if a restart is attempted with an in-doubt checkpoint:

• PRM0010W shows the in-doubt checkpoint ID.
• PRM0017I shows the last validated checkpoint ID.

The checkpoint ID in message DFS682I will match the checkpoint ID in one of these messages.

If the checkpoint ID in the DFS682I message matches the checkpoint ID in the PRM0010I message, Mainframe Program
Restart Manager should be forced to use the in-doubt checkpoint to restart the job. There are two ways to do this:

• Select the Jobs option on the ISPF interface main menu to list all jobs that have abended and are waiting to be
restarted. Specify F (for FORCE) under Action next to the jobname.

• Add //PRMCTRL DD * to the job's JCL and specify AUTOXRST=FORCE on the next line.

If the checkpoint ID in the DFS682I message matches the checkpoint ID in the PRM0017I message, Mainframe Program
Restart Manager should use the last validated checkpoint ID to restart the job. There are two ways to do this:

• Select the Jobs option on the ISPF interface main menu to list all jobs that have abended and are waiting to be
restarted. Specify L (for LAST) under Action next to the jobname.

• Add //PRMCTRL DD * to the job's JCL and specify AUTOXRST=LAST on the next line.

Reduce the Number of In-Doubt Checkpoints

You can prevent some in-doubt checkpoints from occurring by not using the IMS command /STOP REGION nn ABDUMP
to stop a batch job. The /STOP REGION command waits until the BMP makes a DL/I call to abend the job step. If the
program is issuing a CHKP call at that time, it will cause an in-doubt checkpoint.

To reduce the number of in-doubt checkpoints

1. Verify that FSTOP=YES is specified.
2. Use the MODIFY jobname,STOP command instead of the /STOP REGION or CANCEL command.
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Prevent Automatic Restart

In some cases, restarting a job from the last checkpoint is not what you want to do. You may have had to back out the
entire job to the initial checkpoint, or you may have had to programmatically reverse all the actions a job took. In these
cases, you want the job to restart from the beginning of its processing.

To prevent automatic restart, do one of the following:

• If option AUTOXRST=NO is in effect for the job, simply restart the job. Mainframe Program Restart Manager does not
supply any restart-related overrides, so the job will restart from the beginning.

• If option AUTOXRST=YES is in effect, bypass Mainframe Program Restart Manager’s restart processing for this
execution of the job. You can do this in either of two ways:
– Select the Jobs option on the ISPF interface main menu to list all jobs that have abended and are waiting to be

restarted. Specify N (for NOXRST) or D (for Delete) under Action next to the jobname.
– Provide an override for this job execution by supplying a //PRMCTRL DD * statement in the job's JCL, and code

AUTOXRST=NO on the next line.

Specify Additional Restart Actions

An optional Extended Restart Verification Exit lets you determine whether to accept Mainframe Program Restart Manager
restart options or take some other action. For example, you can choose whether to complete restart processing or abend
the job. You can also send warning messages to the job’s log to document the reason for the abend and the action that
should be taken to resolve the abend.

To specify additional restart actions

1. Update the exit routine in the PRMUX001 member of CIMTSAMP with the actions you want to specify.
2. Link the exit to module PRMUX001.
3. Specify the exit in each IMS batch job’s STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation.

NOTE
If Mainframe Program Restart Manager does not find module PRMUX001 in STEPLIB/JOBLIB, it continues
processing.

Automatic Batch Backout and Log Allocation
When an abend occurs, all database changes made since the last checkpoint must be backed out.

• To back out the data changes without Mainframe Program Restart Manager, you would typically have to close the IMS
log using the IMS log recovery utility DFSULTR0. Then you would perform batch backout using the IMS batch backout
utility, DFSBBO00.

• With Mainframe Program Restart Manager, that product takes control and performs the required tasks to recover from
the abend condition and prepare for the job to restart. Once backout is complete, you can restart the job from the last
checkpoint and can allow it to run to completion.

In a block-level data sharing environment with IRLM enabled, all database records that were updated by the job since the
last checkpoint is locked. No other IMS application can access these records until batch backout has completed. But in a
database-level data sharing environment, all databases that the batch job updated are locked. No other batch job or IMS
subsystem can update these databases until batch backout has completed. Automating the processes that are required to
complete batch backout not only reduces MTTR for the job that experienced the abend, but also helps improve database
availability.

In addition to automating the batch backout process, Mainframe Program Restart Manager includes some features that
can be used for standardization and performance:

• Mainframe Program Restart Manager can dynamically allocate IMS logs for use by IMS application execution:
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– If you do not currently have log data sets allocated, Mainframe Program Restart Manager can assist by
automatically allocating logs for the job.

– If log data sets are already present in the job but they do not conform to standards, Mainframe Program Restart
Manager can free the logs that are specified in the batch job JCL. Mainframe Program Restart Manager uses
information that is specified in the options data set to allocate new logs dynamically. For example, consider a batch
job that currently logs to tape, and you want to convert it to DASD. You also want to have SMS manage a pool of
DASD. Mainframe Program Restart Manager changes the primary and secondary logs from tape to DASD. The
product also places the logs in a specific SMS storage pool. Lastly, the product has IMS use the new logs.

• Mainframe Program Restart Manager can bypass logging in a DL/I batch job. If logging is eliminated from the job
steps, the performance of some batch jobs could improve. The bypass logging feature has many restrictions to its use,
but enabling it might prove cost and time effective for selected jobs.

How Batch Backout Works

The batch backout feature of Mainframe Program Restart Manager runs in the address space of an IMS DL/I batch job.
Mainframe Program Restart Manager performs initialization activities when an IMS batch job starts, including checks to
see if a batch backout is required from the last execution of the job. When a backout is required, Mainframe Program
Restart Manager performs the tasks required to complete backout.

If an abend occurs during the execution of the IMS application program, Mainframe Program Restart Manager receives
control and performs the tasks required to complete backout before the job actually ends.

If a z/OS system fails, Mainframe Program Restart Manager performs batch backout processing when the job is
resubmitted, on the same z/OS system where it failed or on a different system in the sysplex.

To track its backout functions, Mainframe Program Restart Manager records information about the IMS logs used by the
job in a Batch Backout Control Data Set (BBDS). BBDS is a small DASD data set that is allocated at job initialization,
and is deleted when the batch job ends normally or when backout is completed. The BBDS allows Mainframe Program
Restart Manager to detect the case where a hardware or catastrophic z/OS problem prohibits Mainframe Program Restart
Manager from performing batch backout within the execution of the job.

When PRM detects that a backout is required, it does the following:

1. Dynamically allocates a new interim log data set for the log recovery utility, and other data sets required to close the
log of the batch job.

2. Invokes the IMS log recovery utility to close the log of the batch job by duplicating the log in the new interim log data
set.

3. Dynamically allocates the data sets required to perform a batch backout.
4. Invokes the IMS Batch Backout utility to perform IMS batch backout processing.
5. Deletes the BBDS data set to indicate that a backout is no longer required.

Log Data Sets

Mainframe Program Restart Manager uses IMS log data sets extensively. During the backout process, Mainframe
Program Restart Manager may have to close the original IMS log data set and create a log (or pair of logs). The IMS
batch backout process creates another output log (or pair of logs).

Mainframe Program Restart Manager lets you dynamically allocate IMS logs for use in regular IMS processing (IEFRDER/
IEFRDER2 ddnames) for jobs that do not already have log data sets coded in the JCL. Optionally, Mainframe Program
Restart Manager can discard the log data sets specified in the JCL and dynamically allocate new logs based on your
option specifications.
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Batch Log Control Statements

The following control statements are available for Mainframe Program Restart Manager batch backout:

PRECHECKDBRC–Query DBRC

Valid for Mainframe Program Restart Manager.

(Optional) The PRECHECKDBRC control statement specifies whether Mainframe Program Restart Manager queries
DBRC for the status of each database before starting the application program. If a database is not available, for example
when marked as ―image copy needed, Mainframe Program Restart Manager does not run the application program.
Checking database status before starting the application program helps avoid tape mounts for a job that cannot run.

This control statement is ignored when the DBRC value is N.

This control statement is optional.

This control statement has the following format:

PRECHECKDBRC=YES|NO

Default: YES

REPORTS–Generate Reports

Valid for the Batch Log Tracker component of Database Organizer and Mainframe Program Restart Manager.

The REPORTS control statement specifies whether to monitor batch execution and generate reports describing the
processing performed.

This control statement has the following format:

 REPORTS=YES|NO

Default: YES

NOTE

• Generating Batch Log Tracker Reports

Batch Log Reports

See the Generating Batch Log Tracker Reports section for information about reports for Mainframe Program Restart
Manager.

 

Bypassing Checkpoint Processing
Contents:

Bypassing Checkpoint Processing

Frequent checkpointing by application programs can cause a significant performance degradation for DL/I batch jobs, as
well as BMP jobs. BMP jobs write checkpoint data to the IMS system log, so taking checkpoints too frequently in BMP
mode can degrade performance of the entire IMS system.
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The bypass checkpoint feature of Mainframe Program Restart Manager allows you to reduce checkpoint occurrences
in executing IMS applications. You can specify a length of time that should occur between checkpoints, and Mainframe
Program Restart Manager will bypass checkpoints that occur more frequently than that interval.

When Checkpoint Processing is Required?

Not all IMS application programs should bypass checkpoint processing. Be aware of application design to be sure that
CHKP calls that do not result in a checkpoint will not cause any application processing or application restart problems.

Do not bypass checkpoint processing for the following:

• Transaction-oriented BMPs that retrieve messages from the IMS message queues.
• IMS applications that use the ROLB call to back out a unit of work, unless the program issues ROLB immediately

before abending.
• IMS applications that update DEDB databases. When an application program updates a DEDB database, it is required

to take a checkpoint after certain status codes are received. You can resolve this issue using the BCSTCLST option,
but these applications must also issue a checkpoint before ending. To ensure that the application issues a valid
checkpoint before ending, you would have to enable the BCSTATUS= option for this program, which would require
application program changes to interpret a new status code that could be returned for a CHKP call.

Checkpoint Bypass Options

The following are options for bypassing checkpoint processing:

BYPCHKP=YES
(Required) Activates bypass checkpoint processing. Do not specify this option globally. Use it for specific jobs that
require this feature.

BCDINTVL=hhmmsst
(Required) Specifies how much time will pass between checkpoints.

BCSTCLST
(Optional) Forces checkpoints after certain DL/I status codes occur for IMS database PCBs. We recommend
status codes GB, FG, and FW. Code BCSTCLST=GBFGFW to prevent bypass checkpointing when these status
codes occur.

BCSTATUS
(Optional) Returns a status code to the IMS application program to indicate that a checkpoint call was bypassed.
Using this option may require application program changes.

BCERRXT, BCREASN, and BCRETRN
(Optional) Sets nonzero values for AIB-enabled application programs. Using these options may require
application program changes.

WARNING
Use these options with care.

Restarting Jobs Using the ISPF Interface
Contents:

Mainframe Program Restart Manager provides an ISPF interface to maintain inclusion options data set and to administer
abended jobs.

Start the ISPF Interface

To start the ISPF interface, do one of the following:
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• If Mainframe Program Restart Manager has been added to your ISPF menu, select that menu option.
• Use the PRMXISPF REXX EXEC by selecting menu option 5 on the ISPF menu and entering PRMXISPF.

The Mainframe Program Restart Manager main menu appears.

Enter the name of your options data set the first time you see the main menu. Then select the appropriate option from the
menu.

Specify Job Restart Type

When administrating jobs, select one of the following actions to change the status of jobs listed on the Active/Abended
Jobs List screen:

WARNING
Be careful using these commands. Using them incorrectly can cause errors in your database content.

DELETE
Deletes all CTDS data sets for this job so that Mainframe Program Restart Manager cannot restart the job. If you
resubmit the job, Mainframe Program Restart Manager will not supply a restart checkpoint, so the job will start
over from the beginning of the job step.

NOXRST
Uses AUTOXRST=NO processing the next time the job is submitted. Because Mainframe Program Restart
Manager does not supply any restart checkpoint, the job will not be restarted, and will start over from the
beginning of the job step if resubmitted.

XRST
Restarts the job automatically the next time it is submitted.

FORCE
Uses AUTOXRST=FORCE processing the next time the job is submitted. Mainframe Program Restart Manager
will use an in-doubt checkpoint to restart from, so use caution.

LAST
Uses AUTOXRST=LAST processing the next time the job is submitted. This means that Mainframe Program
Restart Manager will ignore an in-doubt checkpoint and restart from the last verified checkpoint. Use caution when
dealing with an in-doubt checkpoint.

EDIT
Lets you edit the values set in the options data set so that they will be in effect the next time this job is submitted.

SHOWID
Displays information about the checkpoint ID that will be used for restart. One of the following status indicators
may be displayed next to the checkpoint ID:
(I)

Indicates that this checkpoint ID is in-doubt. If the job is resubmitted before addressing the in-doubt
status, the job will abend with a U3625 abend code.

(F)
Indicates that FORCE processing has already been selected for this restart.

(L)
Indicates that LAST processing has already been selected for this restart.

Stopping Jobs Using the MODIFY z/OS Commands
The STOP command helps you prevent some in-doubt checkpoint occurrences. We highly recommend using it.
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When you issue the STOP command, Mainframe Program Restart Manager is notified of the command and waits until
the application program issues a CHKP call. Mainframe Program Restart Manager allows the CHKP call to complete, and
then abends the job with a U0474 abend code. Unlike the IMS /STOP REGION command, the z/OS MODIFY command
allows Mainframe Program Restart Manager to validate the last checkpoint. Thus you restart from the last checkpoint
knowing that the job completed successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that FSTOP=YES is specified for the executing job.

NOTE
We recommend that you set FSTOP=YES globally (via a GBL record in the options data set). Doing so
allows all jobs to benefit from this feature.

2. Issue the stop command:

MODIFY jobname,STOP

Mainframe Program Restart Manager abends with a U0474 abend code.

WARNING
Avoid using the IMS /STOP REGION command unless the application program is in a loop where it does not
issue checkpoint calls. If the Mainframe Program Restart Manager STOP command does not cause the BMP to
abend, use the IMS command
/STOP REGION nn

ABDUMP

followed by the IMS command
 /STOP REGION nn CANCEL

. These commands will abend the BMP successfully.

Pausing and Restarting Jobs Using the MODIFY z/OS Commands
The pause feature causes batch jobs to abend internally. This internal abend frees up databases so they can be taken
offline. You can use the pause feature in the following situation:

• To create a point in time where database activity stops. A valid recovery point is present for use in recovering a
database.

• To take a clean image copy of the database.

When you issue the pause command, Mainframe Program Restart Manager waits until the application program issues
a CHKP call. Mainframe Program Restart Manager allows the CHKP call to complete, and then abends the job with a
U3303 abend code. The job disconnects from IMS but does not actually end. Instead, it waits for a restart command.

When you issue the restart command, Mainframe Program Restart Manager reattaches the job to IMS and performs an
automatic restart of the job from the last checkpoint issued by the BMP before it was paused.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that FSTOP=YES and REATTACH=YES are specified for the executing job.
2. Verify that AUTOXRST=YES is specified so the job can restart automatically after it is paused.

NOTE
We recommend that you set all of these options globally for all jobs to benefit from this feature.

3. Issue this command to pause the job:

MODIFY jobname,HOLD

Mainframe Program Restart Manager abends the job with a U3303 abend code.
4. Issue this command to restart the paused BMP:
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MODIFY jobname,XRST

Mainframe Program Restart Manager restarts the job from the last checkpoint issued by BMP before it was paused.

Bypass Logging
Contents

Bypass logging significantly improves the performance of IMS batch jobs.

Logging can be a big part of the processing required to update IMS jobs. Eliminating the need to perform logging can
reduce the elapsed time of some jobs by a significant percentage.

WARNING
This performance improvement comes with significant restrictions. Review the restrictions before attempting to
use this feature.

Restrictions

Bypass logging eliminates all tracking of database changes. Review carefully the following restrictions:

• Any database being updated by the job cannot be shared. If more than one person updates a database, there is no
way to recover the database to its current state. To verify that you have exclusive access to any databases being
updated, consider coding DISP=OLD for database data sets.

• The application should not access DB2 or any other database managers. Unpredictable results can occur during sync-
point processing.

• If an abend occurs during the processing of a bypass logging job, batch backout is not possible, and IMS extended
restart is also not possible. The only recovery from an abend is to restore the database from an image copy, and
restart the bypass logging job from the beginning.

If you do decide to bypass logging, perform an IMS image copy of any updated databases both before and after the job
runs:

• The before-image copy lets you recover from an abend during the execution of the job.
• The after-image copy is required to provide a new recovery point, because any prior image copies of the database

cannot be used to recover the databases updated by the job (as there is no log to use for a forward recovery of the
database).

Start Bypass Logging

To bypass logging, specify the BYPLOGR keyword that activates the bypass logging feature. You can specify the
BYPLOGR keyword as follows:

• Specify this keyword in the options data set on a JOB, PGM, or PSB record.
• Code a //PRMCTRL DD * statement in the batch job, and specify BYPLOGR on the next line.

WARNING
To prevent accidental use of bypass logging, we recommend that you use the DD statement to enable the
BYPLOGR option. If you specify the keyword on a JOB statement in the options data set, someone could
accidentally run a job with the same name, even though they do not intend to use bypass logging. Program
names and PSB names could be mistakenly executed too, resulting in unexpected bypass logging.

Restart and Batch Backout Options Reference
Contents:
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Use the Mainframe Program Restart Manager ISPF interface or ISPF Edit function to set and change the processing
options.

Option Types

The following types of option statements are available:

GBL
Applies to all jobs unless overridden by a JOB, PGM, PSB, or IJS record that matches the job name, program
name, or PSB name associated with a job. This is the only way to specify checkpoint tracking control data set
(CTDS) and batch backout control data set (BBDS) dynamic allocation parameters.

JOB, PGM or PSB
Applies to specific jobs, programs, or PSB names, and override the settings made at the global level. A name
mask containing wildcards can be specified.

IJS
The IJS statement lets you specify IMSID, jobname, step names, program name, and PSB name masks on a
single statement. These filters must all match the values for a specific job step in order for the inclusion options
specified on the statement to be used.

NOTE
You can set most options globally and use overrides to change the settings for specific jobs. If you want to
change the setting for only one job, you can code a //PRMCTRL DD statement in that job's JCL and specify the
option values that should be applied to that one job execution.

Option Data Set Syntax

The following considerations apply when you code the options in the options data set:

• Global records must be first in the data set.
• Global records must have GBL in columns 1 to 3. Keywords and options begin in column 5.
• JOB, PGM, PSB, or IJS records are coded after global records.
• JOB, PGM, PSB, or IJS must be coded in columns 1 to 3. The name of the job, program (the MBR value specified in

the job step JCL), or PSB (the PSB value specified in the batch job step's JCL) must be coded in columns 5 through
12. Keywords and options begin in column 14.

• You can enter generic job names, program names, and PSB names by using an asterisk to replace any single
character in the name.

NOTE
When you code the options data set, enter PRMXSORT on the command line. This command sorts the records
in order from least generic to most generic.

WARNING
Mainframe Program Restart Manager holds the options data set in exclusive enqueue during edits and does not
process batch jobs until the edits are finished.

How Options Are Processed

Mainframe Program Restart Manager reads the options data set when each job is initialized.

1. First, it processes GBL records.
2. Then, it reads JOB, PGM, PSB, and IJS records until it finds one with a name that matches the current job. It uses that

statement to override the GBL options.
3. After it finds a match, it ignores the remaining records in the options data set.
4. If the job contains a PRMCTRL DD statement, that statement is read for additional options that apply only to that job.
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NOTE
The records must be in the correct order.

WARNING
Some features of Mainframe Program Restart Manager are invoked only if a JOB, PGM, PSB, or IJS record
matching the current job is found in the options data set. A generic last entry in the options data set helps verify
that this requirement is met. Specify a generic job as follows:

JOB ********

IJS Record Format
This table describes the format of an IJS record.

Column Description
1-3 Record type. Must be coded as IJS.
4 Blank
5-8 IMSID. Specifies the name coded for IMSID= for an IMS step. If

the IMSID= parameter is not specified in the JCL, then PRM uses
the default IMSID for that environment (as specified in module
DFSVC000 in the IMS RESLIB data set).

9 Blank
10-17 Job name. Specifies the name of job(s) to which the options will

apply.
18 Blank
19-26 PROC Step. Specifies the name of the step coded within a PROC

that is executed within a job. If a PROC is not used in a job,
specified a value of ******** to have the IJS statement apply to
such a step.

27 Blank
28-35 Job Step. Specifies the name of the step that executes a PROC.
36 Blank
37-44 Program. Specifies the name of the IMS application program

being used in an IMS step. This value is specified using symbolic
MBR= when executing IMS PROCs DLIBATCH, DBBBATCH, or
IMSBATCH.

45 Blank
46-53 PSB name. Specifies the name of the IMS PSB being used in

an IMS step. This value is specified using symbolic PSB= when
executing IMS PROCs DLIBATCH, DBBBATCH, or IMSBATCH.

54 Blank
55-end Parameters. Used to specify inclusion option parameters for IMS

steps that match all the above values.

How to Exclude Jobs from Processing
 Contents: 
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Bypass Job or Job Step Processing

 Mainframe Program Restart Manager lets you specify whether to perform or bypass program restart processing, batch
backout processing, or both for the specified jobs or job steps.

To bypass processing for a job or job step, do any of the following:

• Add a unique ddname to the bypass table and specify which features to bypass, then specify the ddname in the job
step that should have processing bypassed.
Bypass table stores ddnames with the specification which Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing to bypass
if the ddname is found in the job. Use the bypass table to specify global settings for your store.

NOTE
 For instruction how to set up the bypass table during Mainframe Program Restart Manager configuration,
see Customizing Mainframe Program Restart Manager.

• Specify the appropriate bypass keyword for the job in the options data set or in the job.
Bypass keywords let you perform or bypass processing for the specified job or jobs. Use the bypass keyword to
specify job processing option in the options data set or to override the options data set settings for a particular job or
job step.

Bypass Keywords

Bypass keywords let you perform or bypass processing for the specified job or jobs.

• Exclusion keywords let you bypass processing for particular jobs when the options data set contains a statement that
indicates that the job is to be processed; for example, JOB **********.

• Inclusion keywords let you perform processing for the jobs when the options data set setting does not include the job
or job step for processing.

You can specify the following keywords in the Mainframe Program Restart Manager options data set or in your jobs to
perform or bypass particular levels of processing:

INCLUDE
Performs all Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing.
This is the default when no bypass keyword is specified.

EXCLUDE
Bypasses all Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing.

INCLPRM
Performs the program restart functions.

NOTE
Specifying INCLPRM to enable program restart functions does not imply that the batch backout
functions are disabled.

EXCLPRM
Bypasses program restart functions.

INCLBBF
Performs batch backout functions.

NOTE
Specifying INCLBBF to enable batch backout functions does not imply that the program restart functions
are disabled.

EXCLBBF
Bypasses batch backout functions.

 Example: Bypass Program Restart Processing for All Jobs 
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To bypass the program restart processing for all jobs, add the EXCLPRM keyword after the last generic job line JOB
******** in the options data set:

JOB ******** EXCLPRM

This option disables the program restart processing, but still performs batch backout functions.

 Example: Override Options Data Set Setting to Perform Program Restart Processing for a Job 

By default, you do not run any of the Mainframe Program Restart Manager functions on your jobs. You specified in the
options data set to disable processing for all jobs:

JOB ******** EXCLUDE

To perform the program restart processing for one particular job, add the following to your job:

//PRMCTRL DD*

INCLPRM

/*

 Example: Override Options Data Set Setting to Bypass Program Restart Processing for a Job 

By default, you run all Mainframe Program Restart Manager functions on all your jobs. You specified in the options data
set to include all jobs for processing:

JOB ******** 

To run a particular job without the batch backout processing add the following to your job:

//PRMCTRL DD*

EXCLBBF

/*

Checkpoint Tracking Data Set Options
You can use the following keywords on a global statement (GBL) to define the checkpoint tracking data set (CTDS)
options:

CTDSDATACL=
Specifies the SMS data class name to use when allocating data sets.

CTDSHLQ=
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the CTDS data sets. Creating a unique HLQ for these data sets makes them
easy to identify and review.
This keyword is required if Mainframe Program Restart Manager is to track program checkpoints.
Limits: 8 characters (17 characters if CTDSNAM is specified as NOPGM or NOPSB)

CTDSMGMTCL=
Specifies the SMS management class to use when allocating the data sets.

CTDSSTORCL=
Specifies the SMS storage class to use when allocating the data sets.

CTDSNAM=
Removes the PGM or PSB name from the CTDS data set name and permits the CTDSHLQ to be up to 17
characters in length. Valid values are NOPGM or NOPSB.

WARNING
Without both the PGM and PSB name in the data set name, there could be multiple job steps that create
the same CTDS data set names. This could cause Mainframe Program Restart Manager to restart a
step unexpectedly, with a different PSB or PGM checkpoint data.
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CTDSTRKS=
Specifies the number of tracks to use when allocating the CTDS data sets. The specified value is used for both
the primary and secondary space allocation.

CTDSUNIT=
Specifies the value to use for the unit name when dynamically allocating the CTDS data sets.

CTDSVOLSER=
Specifies the volume serial number where the data sets are allocated.

Batch Backout Control Data Set Options
You can use the following keywords on a global statement (GBL) to define the batch backout control data set (BBDS)
options:

BBDSHLQ=
Specifies the high-level qualifier for the BBDS data sets. This keyword is required if Mainframe Program Restart
Manager is to track the need for batch backout.
The entire BBDS data set name is specified in the following format:
DSN=bbdshlq.jobname.psbname.BKO

bbdshlq
Specifies the value for BBDSHLQ.

jobname
Specifies the name of the executing job.

psbname
Specifies the value in the DL/I batch job JCL for the PSB= symbolic.

Limits: 1 through 22 characters.
BBDSDATACL=

Specifies the SMS data class name to use when allocating data sets.
BBDSMGMTCL=

Specifies the SMS management class to use when allocating the data sets.
BBDSSTORCL=

Specifies the SMS storage class to use when allocating the data sets.
BBDSUNIT=

Specifies the DASD unit name for BBDS (for example, SYSDA).
BBDSVOLSER=

Specifies the volume serial number where the data sets are allocated.

The ABRCC Option
ABRCC is a special option available only in a GBL statement. It specifies for BMP jobs that certain abend codes
automatically be retried without the job actually ending. This option can be used to intercept deadlock conditions (U0777
abends) and automatically retry the job after the deadlock is resolved. Mainframe Program Restart Manager intercepts
the BMP job before the abend occurs and automatically restarts the job. Processing continues without requiring you to
resubmit the job.

ABRCC has several options that must be present on the same line. The format of the ABRCC options is as follows:

ABRCC abend REASON=rsncode DELAY=dd MAXRETRY=mm
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abend
Specifies the abend code (Sxxx or Uxxxx).

REASON=
(Optional) Specifies the reason code associated with the abend code.

DELAY=
(Optional) Specifies the number of minutes to wait before restarting the job.
Default: 1 minute

MAXRETRY=
(Optional) Specifies the number of times Mainframe Program Restart Manager attempts to restart following this
abend.
Default: 0 (that is, no limit to the number of retries)

WARNING
You must specify ABRETRY=YES and REATTACH=YES with ABRCC.

You can specify the ABRCC option several times with different settings.

Additional Restart Options
You can code other options on any statement type: GBL, JOB, PGM, PSB, or IJS. Multiple options can be specified on a
record.

NOTE
JOB, PGM, PSB, or IJS statements must all be coded on a single record because Mainframe Program Restart
Manager will only find the first record matching the JOB, PGM, or PSB name specified.

ABRETRY=
Specifies whether Mainframe Program Restart Manager automatically attempts to restart a job. The following
values are valid:
NO

Does not restart any job, even if an ABRCC statement matches a job’s abend code. This is the default.
YES

Restarts a job if an ABRCC statement matches the BMP job’s abend code.
Note: ABRETRY=YES requires that REATTACH=YES be specified.

AUTOWTOR=
Specifies whether Mainframe Program Restart Manager issues message PRM0014A if a restart can be performed
but no checkpoint ID was specified in the job's JCL. The following values are valid:
NO

Does not issue message PRM0014A. This is the default.
YES

Issues message PRM0014A. The operator must reply to message PRM0014A with YES (restart the job),
NO (start the job from the top), or ABEND (cause the job to abend with a U3627 abend).

AUTOXRST=
Specifies the type of restart to perform. The following values are valid:
YES

Specifies that Mainframe Program Restart Manager automatically restarts the job.
NO

Specifies that Mainframe Program Restart Manager does not provide any restart processing.
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FORCE
Tells Mainframe Program Restart Manager that the current in-doubt checkpoint is valid for the restart.

LAST
Tells Mainframe Program Restart Manager that the current in-doubt checkpoint is not valid, and the last
verified checkpoint should be used for restart.

WARNING
Never specify the FORCE and LAST options in the options data set. Instead, specify them on the ISPF
Jobs panel or in a //PRMCTRL DD JCL statement.

BCDINTVL=
Specifies the time that Mainframe Program Restart Manager requires between application CHKP calls in the
following format:
hhmmsst

Any CHKP calls issued in less time than this will cause Mainframe Program Restart Manager to bypass the
checkpoint.
Note: BYPCHKP=YES is required for this option to be active.

BCERRXT=
Specifies the value to return to the application program in the AIBERRXT field of the AIB when Mainframe
Program Restart Manager bypasses a CHKP call.
Limits: 0 to 9,999
Default: 0

NOTE
Application coding changes may be required if this option is specified. Also BYPCHKP=YES is required,
and an amount of time must be specified for the BCDINTVL option.

BCREASN=
Specifies the value to return to the application program in the AIBREASN field of the AIB when Mainframe
Program Restart Manager bypasses a CHKP call.
Limits: 0 to 9,999
Default: 0

NOTE
Application coding changes may be required if this option is specified. Also BYPCHKP=YES is required,
and an amount of time must be specified for the BCDINTVL option.

BCRETRN=
Specifies the value to return to the application program in the AIBRETRN field of the AIB when Mainframe
Program Restart Manager bypasses a CHKP call.
Limits: 0 to 9,999
Default: 0

NOTE
Application coding changes may be required if this option is specified. Also BYPCHKP=YES is required,
and an amount of time must be specified for the BCDINTVL option.

BCSTATUS=
Specifies the value to return to the application program as the status code when Mainframe Program Restart
Manager bypasses a CHKP call.
Limits: two characters
Default: blanks

NOTE
Application coding changes may be required if this option is specified. Also BYPCHKP=YES is required,
and an amount of time must be specified for the BCDINTVL option.
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BCSTCLST=
Specifies the status codes that force Mainframe Program Restart Manager to honor the next CHKP call even if
the bypass checkpoint interval has not expired. If any of these status codes are present in any DB PCB when the
CHKP call is issued, the CHKP call will not be bypassed.
Limit: up to ten status codes.
Example: The following example shows the recommended values of GB, FG, and FW:
BCSTCLST=GBFGFW

NOTE
BYPCHKP=YES is required for this option to be active. Also an amount of time must be specified for the
BCDINTVL option.

BYPCHKP=
Specifies whether Mainframe Program Restart Manager performs bypass checkpoint processing for this job. The
following values are valid:
NO

Does not perform bypass checkpoint processing. This is the default.
YES

Performs bypass checkpoint processing. You must also specify a value for BCDINTVL=.
CHKPCMP=

Specifies the abend code that is issued after CHKPCNT calls have been issued. You can use this option and
CHKPCNT to test program restart logic.
Limits: a four-digit number

CHKPCNT=
Specifies the number of checkpoint calls that can be issued before Mainframe Program Restart Manager abends
the program with the abend code specified by the CHKPCMP= option. You can use this option and CHKPCMP to
test program restart logic.
Limits: a three-digit number

CKPTID=
Specifies the value to pass to IMS in the CKPTID= parameter of the batch job when not restarting. The following
values are valid:
NOMSGS

Causes IMS to bypass sending messages DFS681I and DFS0540I.
NOMSG540

Causes IMS to bypass sending message DFS540I.
NOMSG681

Causes IMS to bypass sending message DFS681I.
DBRC=

Overrides the DBRC= value specified in the batch job JCL.
Default: The default is to not change the value in the JCL.

FSTOP=
Indicates whether Mainframe Program Restart Manager permits a z/OS "MODIFY jobname,STOP" command.
NO

Causes Mainframe Program Restart Manager to ignore any MODIFY commands. This is the default.
YES

Causes Mainframe Program Restart Manager to abend the job with a U0474 abend if this command is
issued after the application has made an XRST call.
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IGNXIOA=
Specifies whether to ignore any non-blank checkpoint ID data specified in the IO area of an XRST call. Valid
values are YES and NO.

IMSGROUP=imsid1,imsid2,imsid3,…
Permits a BMP to be restarted on any of the IMS systems defined as belonging to the same IMSGROUP.
Mainframe Program Restart Manager automatically chooses the first IMS system in the list available on the LPAR
where the BMP is running when the job restarts.
For example, if IMS1, IMS2, and IMS3 are in the same data sharing group, and IMS1 has abended, Mainframe
Program Restart Manager permits a job to be restarted using IMS2 if it is available. The statement would be
coded like this:
IMSGROUP=IMS1,IMS2,IMS3

WARNING
Be very careful when adding or changing this parameter because Mainframe Program Restart Manager
uses the first IMS ID in the list as part of the CTDS data set name. If this value changes, Mainframe
Program Restart Manager would be unable to find any existing CTDS data sets, and would therefore not
restart a job that should be restarted.

IMSLOGR=IGNORE
Forces Mainframe Program Restart Manager to ignore any IMSLOGR DD statement that might be present in a
job’s JCL.
Default: blank

IRLM=
Overrides the IRLM= value specified in the batch job’s JCL.
Default: The default is to not change the value in the JCL.

IRLMNM=
Overrides the IRLMNM= value specified in the batch job’s JCL.
Default: The default is to not change the value in the JCL.

LOCKMAX=
Overrides the LOCKMAX= value specified in the batch job’s JCL.
Default: The default is to not change the value in the JCL.

RCABEND=
Specifies the maximum return code that Mainframe Program Restart Manager accepts as a valid return code. Any
return code equal to or higher than the specified value causes Mainframe Program Restart Manager to abend the
job step with a U3624 abend (or the code specified by option UABEND=).
Note: The CTDS data sets are deleted unless a corresponding RCERROR= option is specified.

RCERROR=
Specifies the maximum return code that Mainframe Program Restart Manager accepts as a valid return code. Any
return code equal to or higher than the value specified causes Mainframe Program Restart Manager to restart the
next execution of this job step.

NOTE
Use the RCABEND= option to cause the job to abend if the return code exceeds a specified value.

RDORETRY=YES
Retries a read-only BMP that does not perform logging if an ABRCC statement with a matching abend code is
present. This parameter should be coded for a specific JOB, PGM, PSB, or IJS. Mainframe Program Restart
Manager will also change the DBRC= JCL parameter for the job to DBRC=N, so that the job can run without a log.
The //IMS DD must be present in the job’s JCL, and the PSB must be included in that DD.
Note: REATTACH=YES and ABRETRY=YES must also be specified for this feature to be available. If the IMS
system has DBRC=FORCE, this feature is not available.
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REATTACH=YES
Lets Mainframe Program Restart Manager hold and automatically restart a BMP job. This option can be used for
an ABRCC match, a z/OS MODIFY command, or any other requirement to hold a BMP job using a database.
Note: AUTOXRST=YES option must be specified for automatic restart to occur in these circumstances.

REGJBP=YES
Enables support for Java applications running in a JBP region.

TEMPUNIT=
Specifies the name of a DASD unit (for example, SYSDA) to be used for small, temporary data sets required for
Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing.
Default: VIO

TRACK=
Specifies whether to allocate the CTDS data sets and populate them with checkpoint data. Valid values are:
YES

Allocates CTDS data sets and populates them with data. This is the default.
NO

Does not allocate CTDS data sets. Specify NO if you do not want Mainframe Program Restart Manager to
perform any restart processing.

NOTE
Mainframe Program Restart Manager will still perform bypass checkpoint processing.

UABEND=
Specifies the abend code to issue when an IMS application program issues a return code that is greater than or
equal to the value specified for RCABEND.
Limits: Must be four digits

Additional Backout and Log Allocation Options
Following are options that specify backup and log allocation:

AUTOBKO|NOAUTOBKO
AUTOBKO performs automatic batch backout after a failure. This is the default. Specify NOAUTOBKO to prevent
automatic batch backout.

BYPLOGR
Specifies that Mainframe Program Restart Manager prevents logging in a DBRC=FORCE environment.

NOTE
Using this option prevents batch backout, either automatically or manually. Any databases updated
when this option is in effect must be exclusively used by this job. An image copy should be taken
immediately before and after a job using bypass logging runs.

CATDS|NOCATDS
Defines whether log data sets are cataloged.
CATDS

Specifies that Mainframe Program Restart Manager uses the catalog to obtain all UNIT and VOLSER
information for existing log data sets.

NOCATDS
Specifies that Mainframe Program Restart Manager supplies UNIT and VOLSER information manually.
This is the default.
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CMPCBKOK=nnnn
Specifies an abend code to use when the batch job abends, and the log close and backout are complete or are
not required. CMPCBKOK=0 results in the abend code that occurred in the application being used when backout
is successfully completed.

CMPCBKER=nnnn
Specifies an abend code to use when Mainframe Program Restart Manager cannot successfully close the log and
perform batch backout.

COPY1=
Specifies the value that will be substituted in a log data set name for a primary log.
Default: 1

COPY2=
Specifies the value that will be substituted in a log data set name for a secondary log.
Default: 2

FORCELTR
Specifies that Mainframe Program Restart Manager performs log recovery (DFSULTR0) after any application
abend.

IEFRDER= and IEFRDER2=
Specifies the action for Mainframe Program Restart Manager to take concerning the IMS primary and secondary
logs typically coded in the application job (the LOG1xxxxx and LOG2xxxxx prefix options):
DUMMY

Allocates the log as a DD DUMMY.
DYNALLOC

Allocates the log whenever the JCL does not contain a DD DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE for the IEFRDER
or IEFRDER2 DD.

DBRC
Uses dynamic allocation as necessary to ensure log availability according to the DBRC setting:

• If the DBRC setting is Y, either by choice or a DBRC FORCE environment, a log data set is required. If
a log data set is not provided in JCL, or a DUMMY or DSN=NULLFILE data set is provided, a log data
set will be dynamically allocated.

• If the DBRC setting is N, any JCL-provided log data set is accepted. If a log data set is not provided in
JCL, a DUMMY log data set will be dynamically allocated.

FORCE
Allocates the log regardless of what is specified in the JCL.

JCL
Allocates the log according to the allocation present in the job JCL without change. This is the default.

NOTE
Use caution changing the values for these options because new output logs will be allocated that may
override any logs present in the job JCL.

NOLOGRO=NO|YES
NOLOGRO=YES automatically removes logging for read-only IMS batch jobs. It reviews the PSB being used by
the batch job to see if updates will be made to any non-GSAM databases. If there is no update intent for the PSB,
Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically deallocates any log data sets present in the JCL so that no
logging is done.

NOTE
DBRC=NO must be specified in the batch job JCL, and the //IMS DD must be present in the JCL and
contain the PSB being used by the job.
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If all these circumstances are met, Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically deallocates any IEFRDER
and IEFRDER2 DD statements from the job before IMS begins processing.
Because DBRC=NO must be used, you could cause conflicts with other jobs that could be accessing the
database. This could cause enqueue problems for jobs attempting to perform image copies or database
reorganizations.

SHOWDSNS
Displays all possible log data set names in the JES log of the batch job. Use this option when testing a change to
the xxxxDSNAM= keyword to see that the log data set name is being generated as expected.

SHOWOPTS
Displays all specified inclusion options processed by the batch job. Displaying options helps verify that the desired
options are in effect when updating options. Options are only shown from statements that were selected, such as
from the GBL statements or a matching JOB, PSB, IMS, or IJS statement.

Log Data Set Options
You can use the following keywords to control the dynamic allocation of DL/I batch logs if the Batch Backout feature is
selected.

Note: Use the xxxx prefix to specify LOG if the option applies to all logs, or use one of the seven prefixes, like LOG1 or
BBO1, if the option applies to only one type of log.

xxxxBLKSZ=
Specifies the block size for log.
Limits: 0 through 32,760

xxxxBUFNO=
Specifies number of log buffers.
Limits: 0 through 255

xxxxDATACL=
Specifies the SMS data class name to use when allocating data sets.

xxxxDSCB=
Specifies data set name of a model DSCB.

xxxxDSNAM=
Specifies data set name of the log. You can use symbolic parameters that are resolved at execution time.
Example: This example shows how you can use symbolic parameters:
LOGDSNAM=IMS.LOG.&JOBNAME.D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS..LOG&COPY.

The resulting data set name can be as follows:
DSN=IMS.LOG.JOB12X.D2011348.T074237.LOG1

xxxxEXPDT=
Specifies the expiration date. This keyword is mutually exclusive with xxxxRETPD. The last keyword specified will
be used and the other ignored.
Format: yyddd or yyyy/ddd

xxxxLRECL=
Specifies the logical record length for the log.
Limits: 0 through 32,760

xxxxMGMTCL=
Specifies the SMS management class to use when allocating the data sets.

xxxxPRIME=
Specifies the primary space allocation (in TRKS or CYLS depending on xxxxSPACE).
Limits: Must be a numeric value.
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xxxxRETPD=
Specifies the retention period. This keyword is mutually exclusive with xxxxEXPDT. The last keyword specified will
be used and the other ignored.
Limits: 0 through 9999

xxxxSECND=
Specifies the secondary space allocation (in TRKS or CYLS depending on xxxxSPACE).
Limits: Must be a numeric value.

xxxxSPACE=
Specifies whether to allocate the space in track or cylinders. The following values are available:

• TRK
• CYL

xxxxSTORCL=
Specifies the SMS storage class to use when allocating the data sets.

xxxxUNCNT=
Specifies the unit count for log.
Limits: 0 through 59

xxxxUNIT=
Specifies the unit name to be used for the log data set.

xxxxVOLCNT=
Specifies the volume count for log.
Limits: 1 through 255

xxxxVOLSER=
Specifies the volume serial number where the data sets are allocated.

Log Names Symbols
Using the date, time, and jobname as part of the data set name helps ensure that jobs have unique data set names (as
long as they are run as jobs, not started tasks). Unique data set names help avoid conflicts within a job for different log
data set names and between jobs.

The names of log data sets can include symbols that are resolved at run time to create unique data set names. The
symbols are coded on the xxxxDSNAM= options. Mainframe Program Restart Manager uses the z/OS symbol substitution
service to resolve the data set name symbols into text. The symbol substitution service lets you to use both the static
variables that are defined by IBM but set on your system during IPL and symbols defined by your system programmers for
your systems.

To see the static symbols available on your system, and the values they contain, enter the DISPLAY SYMBOLS console
command.

The values of dynamic symbols change between IPLs, such as job name or date and time variables. Dynamic symbols
are most useful for generating unique data set names.

Mainframe Program Restart Manager also provides the symbol substitution service with additional symbols and related
texts that are relevant to a Mainframe Program Restart Manager execution, such as the step name or PSB name.

NOTE
When changing the xxxxDSNAM= options, you can use the SHOWDSNS option to see the generated data set
names in the JES log of the batch job.

Each symbol name starts with an ampersand (&) and terminates with a period (.). The terminating period is usually not
retained when substituting the value of the symbol. When using a symbol in a middle of data set name, specify two
periods as follows:
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MY.DATASET.D&YYMMDD..LOG

Note: For symbols defined at your shop, your system programmer may or may not use a terminating period in the symbol
text.

The following job symbols can be used:

&JOBNAME
Inserts the job name of the executing job.

&SYSNAME
Inserts the name of the system where the job is running. The value is set by your systems programmers and is
static across an IPL.

&PSBNAME
Inserts the PSB name that is used for this job step.

&DDNAME
Inserts the ddname for the DSN being generated; for example, IEFRDER.

&PGMNAME
Inserts the application program name that is used for this job step. The application program name depends on the
MBR= parameter of the DLIBATCH/DBBATCH procedure.

&COPY
Inserts the current value of either the &COPY1 or &COPY2 symbol. The value depends on whether the log is
primary (&COPY1) or secondary (&COPY2).
&COPY1

The default value is 1, but can be overridden by specifying option COPY1=.
&COPY2

The default value is 2, but can be overridden by specifying option COPY2=.
&SYSUID

Inserts the user ID being used for this batch job execution.

The following date and time variables can be used:

&YYMMDD
Inserts the current date based on UTC. To insert the local date, specify &LYYMMDD.

&YR2
Inserts the YY portion of &YYMMDD (two digits in the form yy). To insert the local date, specify &LYR2.

&YR4
Inserts the current year based on UTC (four digits in the form yyyy). To insert the local date, specify &LYR4.

&MON
Inserts the MM portion of &YYMMDD (two characters in the form mm). To insert the local date, specify &LMON.

&DAY
Inserts the DD portion of &YYMMDD (two characters in the form dd). To insert the local date, specify &LDAY.

&JDAY
Inserts the current Julian date (three digits in the form ddd). To insert the local date, specify &LJDAY.

&WDAY
Inserts the current day of week (three characters). To insert the local date, specify &LWDAY.

&HHMMSS
Inserts the time based on UTC. To insert local time, specify &LHHMMSS.
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&HR
Inserts the HH portion of &HHMMSS. To insert local time, specify &LHR.

&MIN
Inserts the MM portion of &HHMMSS. To insert local time, specify &LMIN.

&SEC
Inserts the SS portion of &HHMMSS. To insert local time, specify &LSEC.

NOTE
For detail description and full list of the IBM-defined static symbols and dynamic symbols, see the IBM MVS
Initialization and Tuning Reference.

Options for Multiple Logs
Mainframe Program Restart Manager can have dual logs, dual closed logs, dual batch-backout logs, and a bypass-
logging log, so you can have a total of seven logs. Mainframe Program Restart Manager also provides more than a
dozen options that can be specified for each of the seven logs. To reduce the number of records in the options data set,
Mainframe Program Restart Manager lets you specify options for all seven logs and then override some of the values for
each specific log.

To do this, add the prefix LOG to the options you want to specify for all seven logs and a different prefix to override a value
for a specific log.

For example, a closed log is a copy of the entire log produced during the execution of a failing job. This data set would
typically require more space than the log produced by a batch backout to the most recent checkpoint. You can have
one cylinder of space for a backout log, but 500 cylinders for the log and closed log duplicates. You could specify 500
cylinders of space for all logs, and override the space requirement to one cylinder for backout logs. To do this, specify
LOGSPACE=500 (which would apply to all logs) and BBO1SPACE=1 (which would apply only to the primary batch
backout log).

The seven prefixes are described below, where xxxxx is the option you are defining for this log:

LOG1xxxxx
The LOG1 prefixed options are used to define regular IMS primary logs used during the execution of the IMS
application program (the IEFRDER DD). Depending on your specification of the option keyword IEFRDER=,
the log values specified here may never be used (if you specify IEFRDER=JCL) or could always be used (if you
specify IEFRDER=FORCE).

LOG2xxxxx
The LOG2 prefixed options are used to define regular IMS secondary logs used during the execution of the IMS
application program (the IEFRDER2 DD). Depending on your specification of the option keyword IEFRDER2=,
the log values specified here may never be used (if you specify IEFRDER2=JCL) or could always be used (if you
specify IEFRDER2=FORCE).

LTR1xxxxx
The LTR1 prefixed options define allocation options used during the log close process. To close the IMS log,
Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically invokes IMS utility DFSULTR0 in DUP mode to create an
output log data set. The LTR1 options apply to the NEWRDER DD created by DFSULTR0.

LTR2xxxxx
The LTR2 prefixed options define allocation options used during the log close process. To close the IMS log,
Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically invokes IMS utility DFSULTR0 in DUP mode to create an
output log data set. The LTR2 options apply to the NEWRDER2 DD created by DFSULTR0.
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BBO1xxxxx
The BBO1 prefixed options define allocation options used during the batch backout process. To perform batch
backout, Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically invokes IMS utility DFSBBO00. When batch backout
runs, it creates its own output log data sets. The BBO1 options apply to the IEFRDER DD created by DFSBBO00.

BBO2xxxxx
The BBO2 prefixed options define allocation options used during the batch backout process. To perform
batch backout, Mainframe Program Restart Manager dynamically invokes IMS utility DFSBBO00. When batch
backout runs, it creates its own output log data sets. The BBO2 options apply to the IEFRDER2 DD created by
DFSBBO00.

BYPxxxxx
The BYP-prefixed options define allocation options used when the PRM bypass logging option is in effect for a
job. When bypass logging is active, PRM allocates IEFRDER to a temporary data set.
Note: If you do not use bypass logging, do not define BYPxxxxx options or specify BYPLOGR in the options data
set.

Sample Options Data Set
The following list of options specifications is a good starting configuration. Update the options to conform to your data
center standards.

*

*   PRM OPTIONS     

*

*  GENERAL OPTIONS

GBL  SHOWOPTS SHOWDSNS

GBL  AUTOBKO

GBL  CATDS

GBL  CMPCBKER=4093

GBL  IEFRDER=JCL IEFRDER2=JCL

GBL  INCLUDE

*

*  BBDS OPTIONS

GBL  BBDSHLQ=PRM.BBDS

GBL  BBDSUNIT=SYSDA  BBDSVOLSER=

*

* CTDS OPTIONS

GBL  CTDSHLQ=PRM.CTDS CTDSTRKS=15                                       

GBL  CTDSUNIT=SYSDA CTDSVOLSER=              /* NON-SMS                    

GBL  CTDSDATACL= CTDSMGMTCL= CTDSSTORCL=        /* SMS                        

GBL  CKPTID=NOMSG681                                                    

GBL  IMSGROUP=GRPA,IM1A,IM1B,IM1C,XRFA    

*  

*  OPTIONS FOR ALL LOGS

GBL  LOGBLKSZ=27998 LOGLRECL=27994

GBL  LOGUNIT=SYSDA  LOGSPACE=CYLS  LOGPRIME=100  LOGSECND=100

GBL  LOGRETPD=90

*

*  LOG DATA SET NAMES

GBL  LOG1DSNAM=IMS.LOG.D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS..&JOBNAME.LOG&COPY.

GBL  LOG2DSNAM=IMS.LOG.D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS..&JOBNAME.LOG&COPY.

GBL  LTR1DSNAM=IMS.LOG.D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS.&JOBNAME.LTR.LOG&COPY.
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GBL  LTR2DSNAM=IMS.LOG.D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS.&JOBNAME.LTR.LOG&COPY.

GBL  BBO1DSNAM=IMS.LOG.D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS.&JOBNAME.BBO.LOG&COPY.

GBL  BBO2DSNAM=IMS.LOG.D&YR4.&JDAY..T&HHMMSS.&JOBNAME.BBO.LOG&COPY.

GBL  BYPDSNAM=&&BYPLOG

*

*  OTHER LOG OVERRIDES

GBL  BBO1UNIT=SYSDA BBO1SPACE=CYLS BBO1PRIME=2 BBO1SECND=2

GBL  BBO2UNIT=SYSDA BBO2SPACE=CYLS BBO2PRIME=2 BBO2SECND=2

*

*  JOB SPECIFIC OVERRIDES

JOB MYBIGJOB  LOGUNIT=TAPE

JOB MYROJOB   NOLOGRO=YES

JOB NOLOG     BYPLOGR

WARNING
Specifying NOLOGRO and BYPLOGR can affect your ability to restart jobs or recover databases.

Specifying Load Libraries for Mainframe Program Restart Manager
Ensure that the following libraries are in the STEPLIB concatenation of the IMS batch jobs where Mainframe Program
Restart Manager is to be used, in the shown order:

1. PRMUSRL
2. PRMRESL
3. DFSRESL
4. PRMLOAD (hlq.CIMTLOAD)

After you include these libraries, Mainframe Program Restart Manager processes every IMS batch job except for those
jobs with a //PRM$EXCL DD statement or jobs excluded from Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing. For more
information about how to exclude jobs from processing, see the section How to Exclude Jobs from Processing.

WARNING
If the PRM#INCL module (created by submitting the PRMAOPTS sample library member) is not available to
an IMS batch job, Mainframe Program Restart Manager bypasses all processing for that job without issuing
any error messages. If you fail to copy the PRMUSRL library to a library available to all IMS batch jobs,
no Mainframe Program Restart Manager processing occurs.

Command Control Manager
Command Control Manager (CCM) makes it easy to enter and issue IMS commands and interpret their results and helps
reduce the downtime of databases.

The verification and DBRC validation of database status helps ensure that the IMS environment is prepared for running
database utilities. For example, when you run a batch job to prepare for IMS database utilities such as image copy or
unload and reload, you need to know that your databases are not in use. Command Control Manager lets you issue the
IMS commands to take your databases offline and then verifies that the commands completed successfully and that
databases really are offline. Using this feature to retry commands, verify commands, and perform DBRC validation of
database status reduces database unavailability.

Unlike a user-written IMS command processor, Command Control Manager can validate commands that change the
status of IMS databases. If a /DBR of a database fails, the command response may not indicate that the command failed.
Failure to identify a command failure can cause an image copy to fail -- or worse -- allow an image copy to complete but
be invalid.
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You can enter IMS commands using ISPF, batch jobs, or an application program interface. Commands can be routed to
a single IMS or a group of up to 64 IMS regions. In an IMSplex data-sharing environment, Command Control Manager
maintains resource status across the system by verifying that database status changes that improve availability in a single
IMS system environment are provided across multiple IMS systems. This reduces the complications introduced by an
IMSplex environment.

You can also configure Command Control Manager to retry failed commands that are issued from a batch job. You can
specify the number of retries with a user-defined time interval between each retry. You can use this capability to retry
commands that fail due to temporary IMS system restrictions, such as /DBR failing because an IMS system checkpoint is
in progress.

Command Control Manager works in the following environments: DB/DC, DBCTL, DCCTL, CSL-enabled environments,
non-CSL-enabled environments, and IMSplex.

Command Control Manager offers these features:

• Verifies that database start and stop commands complete successfully.
• Lets you create groups of IMS systems that share similar resources, such as shared databases. You can include up to

64 IMS systems of different releases and system types in a group.
• Issues IMS commands to a single IMS or across a group of IMS systems, providing the same verification of command

and DBRC status.
• If one of a group of IMS systems is down when commands are requested, Command Control Manager saves the

commands for when IMS is brought back up so that database and resource status consistency is maintained across an
IMSplex.

• Makes conversion from a vendor or user-written IMS command processor easier.
• Provides automation to coordinate IMS online change and clean up IMS dead letter queues.
• Provides generic operands for IMS commands that do not support generics.
• Provides a table of message IDs where you can specify which messages get suppressed and which messages are

routed to terminals and the message log.
• Lets you execute commands from a data set and supply variables that get propagated into the commands.

Enable the CCM Processing
Command Control Manager (CCM) uses the DFSAOE00 user exit for message suppression and for the CCM Logger log
stream.

This module can collide with a user-defined DFSAOE00 or another vendor product user exit for AOE exits. The CCM
installation process does not create this module to prevent these collisions. Create the DFSAOE00 after the installation to
enable the CCM processing.

Perform any of the following actions as appropriate for your environment:

• Create the DFSAOE00 member as an alias of CCMAOE00:
a. Rename the other product or user-defined DFSAOE00 member, if present, to DFSAOE01.

The processing overwrites any current DFSAOE00 member in your load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD).
b. Edit the sample job in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CCMAOECR) member as described in the member and execute the

job.
The job creates the member DFSAOE00 as an alias of CCMAOE00 in the load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD). This
member calls the DFSAOE01 if present.

• The IMS environment supports using the EXITDEF facility to define exit names to receive control for a given exit point.
If your site can use this facility, add the following definition of the CCMAOE00 exit to the DFSDFxxx member in the
IMS.PROCLIB:
EXITDEF(TYPE=AOIE,EXITS=(CCMAOE00,another-exit))

For more information about the DFSDFxxx member, see the IBM IMS System Definition Guide.
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To disable the CCM processing:

1. Edit the sample job in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CCMAOERM) member as described in the member and execute the job.
The job deletes the member DFSAOE00, an alias of CCMAOE00, from the load library (hlq.CIMTLOAD).

2. Rename the DFSAOE01 member, if present, back to DFSAOE00.

Configuring Command Control Manager
To configure Command Control Manager (CCM), follow these steps:

1. Consider your environment, and decide how to configure CCM. The command routing techniques you choose
determine the steps you must perform to configure CCM.

2. Perform the configuration steps:
– Make required IMS changes
– Update IMS Sysgen
– Define APPC/MVS TP Profiles if using APPC/MVS command routing technique
– Allocate the CCM Options data set
– Create dynamic allocation for the CCM Options data set
– (Optional) Activate the CCM Store/Forward feature
– (Optional) Activate the CCM IMS Message Log feature
– Security considerations
– (Optional) Define a DDname Table

3. Define CCM Options in the CCMOPT data set.
 

Command Routing Techniques Considerations
Command Control Manager provides the following routing techniques to pass commands to different IMS systems for
execution:

IMS Operations Manager (OM)

If you currently use the IMS Operations Manager, CCM can take advantage of your environment to connect to IMS and
issue the required IMS commands. This is the only command routing technique that supports IMS type-2 commands.

Using OM to issue IMS commands requires that the following conditions are met:

• All the appropriate definitions are in place in all your IMS systems for the IMS SCI and OM.
• The IMS SCI- and OM-started tasks are active on all the appropriate MVS systems in your environment.

You should have the SCI started task on every MVS system in your sysplex where a TSO user or CCM batch job might
execute, not just the MVS systems where IMS executes.

• If one IMS in a CCM group uses the OM command routing technique, then all IMS systems in that CCM group must
use the OM command routing technique.

• All IMS systems in a CCM group that use the OM command routing technique must be members of the same IMS plex
(and therefore must all use the same IMSPlex name).

Cross system support using OM is limited to a single sysplex. To access IMS systems across different sysplexes use a
VTAM-based command routing technique (APPC/MVS or APPC/IMS).

APPC/IMS

APPC/IMS connects directly from the requesting user or job to IMS, possibly from a different MVS system, to issue the
required IMS commands.
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Using APPC/IMS command routing technique requires that the following conditions are fulfilled:

• APPC/IMS is defined (APPC=Y in DFSPBxxx) and active (successful /START APPC) in the target IMS system.
• Based on your environment, there may be APPC/MVS definitions that need to be defined to use this interface.

APPC/IMS does not support the /LOCK, /UNLOCK, and /EXIT commands. To use these IMS commands, use a different
command routing technique.

This command routing technique cannot be used by CCM for a DBCTL system, because APPC/IMS is not available in a
DBCTL environment.

APPC/MVS

APPC/MVS starts CCM executing on the same MVS system where the target IMS system runs. CCM running in the
APPC initiator then connects to IMS as a BMP, and is able to issue IMS ICMD/RCMD DLI calls.

The ICMD/RCMD DLI Call interface does not support the IMS /MODIFY command. CCM routes these commands to IMS
via the MVS system console using the MGCRE service. This requires that IMS be enabled for CMDMCS commands by
specifying CMDMCS=Y in the DFSPBxxx member of the IMS PROCLIB.

When using the ICMD/RCMD DLI Call interface, IMS does not return the DFS0488I database status messages that are
returned using the APPC/IMS or IMS OM command routing techniques. CCM instead simulates the database status
message (which follow commands that change database status such as /START DB or /DBR DB) by issuing a CCM0488I
message.

When command routing technique APPC/MVS is requested, but a command request is originated from an IMS BMP
connected to the target IMS system, CCM bypasses using APPC/MVS and issues the commands directly using the
existing IMS BMP connection.

An IMS system with APPC/IMS enabled (APPC=Y in DFSPBxxx) cannot use the APPC/MVS command routing technique.

How to Choose Command Routing Technique

NOTE
You can use different routing methods for different IMS systems. For example, you can choose APPC/IMS for
DB/DC systems, and OM for DBCTL systems. However, remember that OM command routing technique must
not be in the same CCM group as any other command routing technique.

We recommend that you choose command routing techniques as follows:

• If you already have OM in place for your IMS systems, and you need to issue commands only within a sysplex, use the
OM command routing technique.

• If you currently use APPC/IMS, use the APPC/IMS routing technique. If you have both DB/DC and DBCTL systems,
use APPC/IMS for the DB/DC systems, and APPC/MVS for the DBCTL systems.

• If you currently use neither, it may be easier to implement OM, unless you already have experience with APPC. If you
have some APPC experience, implementing APPC/MVS requires no IMS changes, and may be easier to implement.

Make Required IMS Changes
Modify the following:

• Add a program definition to the IMS sysgen to support CCM. This step is required only if you use the APPC/MVS
routing technique OR if you use the Command Store and Forward feature of CCM. You can use member CCMSTG1 of
the CIMTSAMP data set as an example of the definition that must be added to the IMS sysgen.

• Edit the IMS PROCLIB member DFSPBxxx as follows:
– Specify the following to enable the IMS ICMD/RCMD DLI call interface:
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AOIS= A | C | R | S 

NOTE
You can specify any value but N.

– Specify the following in the DFSBPxxx member for PROCLIB data set of each IMS system to enable IMS for MCS
console commands:

CMDMCS=Y

NOTE
CCM uses the MVS EMCS console to issue commands that ICMD calls do not support.

– (APPC/MVS) Verify that APPC=N is specified. Verify that APPC/IMS is not automatically started by using the /
DISPLAT ACT DC command, and check that APPC STATUS shows DISABLED. If it shows as ENABLED, consider
using APPC/IMS instead, or remove any automated /START APPC commands that caused APPC/IMS to become
enabled.

– (APPC/IMS) Verify that APPC=Y is specified. Verify that APPC/IMS is automatically started by using the /DISPLAT
ACT DC command, and check that APPC STATUS shows ENABLED. If APPC STATUS shows as DISABLED,
consider using APPC/MVS instead of APPC/IMS, or automate the startup of APPC/IMS by making a /START APPC
command be issued each time IMS is restarted.

Update IMS Sysgen
If you plan to use either APPC/MVS as the command routing technique or if you want to activate the CCM command
store/forward feature, you will need to define BMP programs in the IMS sysgen. The samplib data set (CIMTSAMP)
has an example of the required definitions in ember name CCMSTG1. Add these definitions to the IMS sysgen source,
perform an IMS sysgen, and implement the new sysgen.

How to Specify APPC/MVS Definitions
When using the APPC/MVS command routing technique and the Remote STC process for issuing IMS commands, you
must define the following information to APPC/MVS and specify in the CCM Global options and IMS System Information.

NOTE
No definitions are required if you use only the APPC/IMS or IMS OM Routing Techniques.

The APPC/MVS definitions required for APPC/MVS Routing Technique and the Remote STC process include the
following.

SYMDEST
Specifies the Partner LU (PLU) name and logmode table entry name (MODE) for a TP Name:
PLU

Specifies the APPC/MVS base LU on the MVS LPAR where an IMS system executes. This LU should
already be defined.

MODE
Specifies a logmode entry that supports APPC, and should already be defined to VTAM. Your VTAM
system programmer should be able to provide you with a mode table entry name that supports APPC
communication.

Learn Your Current APPC/MVS Environment

To define the required entries to APPC/MVS and CCM, determine the following:
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• APPC TP Profile data set name
• APPC Side Info data set name
• APPC/MVS base LU name
• APPC initiator name for each MVS LPAR where an IMS system executes

Follow these steps:

1. Issue MVS command D APPC,LU,ALL.
2. Find the LLUN (LU name) that has both SCHD=ASCH and BASE=YES on each MVS system where an IMS system

runs.
3. Note the following:

– LLUN and the TPDATA= data set name for each MVS system. The APPC/MVS base LU name and the TP Profile
data set name are required to define the APPC/STC TPname in the CCM Global options.

– The name of the APPC/MVS side info data set, which can be found in the line showing SIDEINFO= at the
beginning of the display command output. This data set name is required to define APPC/MVS symbolic
destinations.

4. Issue MVS command D ASCH,ALL.
The list of the APPC initiator classes defined on each MVS system appears. The initiator class must be able to
concurrently schedule at least 1 more than the number of IMS subsystems on that MVS system. If an MVS system has
three IMS subsystems executing, the APPC initiator class must be able to schedule at least four tasks concurrently
(the MAX= value for the class must be at least 4).

NOTE
The name of the initiator class is required to define the APPC/MVS transaction program profile for CCM.

Define APPC/MVS Symbolic Destinations

The APPC/MVS Symbolic Destinations define the LU name and mode name that direct APPC sessions to the proper MVS
LPAR for each IMS system. Defining the APPC/MVS symbolic destinations for each MVS LPAR where an IMS system
may execute helps facilitate CCM customization. The APPC symbolic definitions do not require any product-specific
information and may already be in place. If such definitions do not already exist, they can be defined using the APPC
configuration utility.

NOTE
After you have defined the SYMDEST entries, use these names in the CCM IMS System Information in the
SYMDEST field. Because you have defined these SYMDEST entries, you do not need to specify the PLU or
MODE fields in the CCM IMS System Information.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CCMSIADD) member and specify the variables and parameters as described in the
member.

2. Execute the job once for each MVS LPAR.

Example: Define Side Info

If you have three MVS LPARs (SYS1, SYS2, and SYS3), run the CCMSIADD job three times, once for each LPAR
(changing the #SYMDEST# and #LUNAME# for each LPAR). You can create APPC/MVS symbolic destination names
(#SYMDEST#) that match the MVS LPAR names (SYS1, SYS2, and SYS3).

If there are three different SIDEINFO data sets, run the job nine times, three times for each SIDEINFO data set name.
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Define APPC/MVS TP Profiles

The TP profile tells APPC/MVS how to start up the remote STC used to connect to IMS as a BMP to issue IMS
commands. An APPC/MVS TP profile entry must be defined for each IMS system that CCM uses. Use the APPC
configuration utility to define the TP profiles.

Define the TP profile for an IMS system only on the MVS LPAR where that IMS system executes. If there are different
APPC/MVS TP Profile data sets on each LPAR, you need to define the IMS TP Profile name only once.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CCMTPADD) member and customize the parameters as described in the member.
2. Execute the job once for each IMS system that you define the TP profile for.

Allocate the Options Data Set
To allocate the CCM options data set, edit the sample job in the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CCMODINI) samplib member to specify
required data set names, volsers, and space values, and execute the job.

Create Dynamic Allocation for the Options Data Set
To create dynamic allocation for the CCM Options data set, edit the sample job in the CCMASMOP samplib member as
described in the member and execute.

The member CCM#OPTS is created in the load library (CIMTLOAD).

Activate the Store/Forward Feature
Follow these steps:

1. Edit the sample job in the CCMSTF samplib member and execute the job.
The CCM Store/Forward data set (CCMSTFWD) is allocated and initialized.

2. Edit the sample job in the CCMASMSF samplib member to create a dynamic allocation member for CCMSFTWD and
execute the job.
The dynamic allocation member for CCMSFTWD is created in the Database Management Solutions for IMS load
library (CIMTLOAD).

3. Edit the sample job in the CCMBMPR samplib member to set up the CCM REDO BMPs JCL and execute the job.

NOTE
DD statements CCMPRE and CCMPOST define IMS commands that are to be issued before (CCMPRE)
and after (CCMPOST) any commands that are pending execution based on the contents of the Store/
Forward data set contents.

4. Schedule the REDO BMP to execute immediately after every IMS restart completes, and before the system is opened
up for processing. You can use automation or a facility like IMS Time Controlled Operations (TCO) to start up the BMP
job.

Activate the CCM IMS Message Log
The CCM IMS Message Log lets you browse IMS master terminal (MTO) messages, IMS commands, and command
responses from any IMS user. You can define the message log using z/OS System Logger log stream either with a single-
system DASD log stream or using the Coupling Facility in a sysplex environment.

To define the CCM IMS Message Log, do one of the following:
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• To create a DASD-only log stream that is not shared across IMS systems, customize and run the CCMLOGR1 sample
job in the Database Management Solutions for IMS sample library.

• To define the log stream for a sysplex environment, customize and run the CCMLOGR2 sample job in the
<productgropu> sample library.
The job executes the IBM Utility, IXCMIAPU, to define the necessary structures and the log stream to the Coupling
Facility.

Security Considerations
The following are recommended security settings for CCM:

Security verification for APPC/IMS and APPC/MVS
When CCM issues IMS commands, it passes the requesting user ID to IMS to verify that the user is authorized
to issue that specific command. To enable this compatibility when using APPC/IMS or APPC/MVS, specify
SECACPT=ALREADYV or AVPV on the VTAM LU definition (in VTAMLST). This tells APPC that it should trust
that the partner in the conversation has a userid that is already verified.

Access levels for the CCM Options data set
Specify UACC of READ for the CCMOPTS data set, because all users of CCM will require read access to this
data set. Administrators of CCM options should have CONTROL access to this VSAM data set, allowing them to
use the ISPF application to change options stored in the CCMOPTS data set.
The following table lists profiles that are available for specifying user access to particular types of resources. To let
user or group acces a particular type of resources, specify READ access to the profile for the user or group.

Class Profile Option Type Protected ISPF Option
FACILITY CCM.OPTGBL Global 1
FACILITY CCM.OPTJOB Job 2
FACILITY CCM.OPTIMS IMS 3
FACILITY CCM.OPTGRP Group 4
FACILITY CCM.OPTSFV View the Store/Forward DS 5
FACILITY CCM.OPTSFE Update the Store/Forward DS 5
FACILITY CCM.OPTMSG Message Disposition 6
FACILITY CCM.OPTCMD Command C

Acces to Store/Forward feature
If you activate the Store/Forward feature of CCM, grant CONTROL access to any users that could enter
commands while a target IMS system is not available. The user ID that enters a command that must be stored for
later use (TSO user or batch job) will require CONTROL access to the VSAM CCMSTFWD data set. The REDO
BMP will also require CONTROL access to the CCMSTFWD data set to issue commands at IMS restart, and to
remove the commands from the Store/Forward data set.

Access to Message Log
If you activate the CCM IMS Message Log, the security class LOGSTRM is used to protect log streams. Verify
with your security administrator that appropriate security is in place for the log stream.
The MVS system logger and SMS will require ALTER access to any data sets you define for a DASD log stream.

Define a DDname Table
DDname table defines multiple sets of input and output ddnames that CCM uses. Using the DDname table lets you
replace multiple user-written command processors without any changes to the batch job JCL.
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In CCM Global options, you specify the ddnames for reading IMS commands for CCM to issue and to write output
messages. To replace multiple user-written IMS command processors, specify multiple sets of input and output ddnames
in the DDname table. CCM searches a batch job JCL until it finds a ddname in the table for input, and another ddname for
output, and applies the first ddname it finds in the job JCL.

To define a DDname table, customize the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CCMDDTBL) member as described in the member and
execute:

• Specify the input (TYPE=INPUT) and output (TYPE=OUTPUT) ddnames you want CCM to search for when executing
a batch CCM job in CCMDD macros. You can add or remove these statements as needed.

• Verify that the last two statements in the SYSIN DD are CCMDD BUILD=YES and END.

The job creates the CCMDDTBL load module in your CCM load library. The module activates the CCM DDname table
feature.

Customize the IMS Operations Manager
You can configure the IMS Operation Manager to send the messages to the CCM Combined Mesage Log.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the CCMLOAD data set to the IMS Operations Manager STEPLIB concatenation.
2. Add member CCMPARMS to the //PROCLIB data set for IMS Operations Manager and specify the name of the z/OS

Combined Message logstream:

CCMPARMS

********************************* Top of Data ***

*                                                

 CCMLOGR=@CCM.LOGGER                             

******************************** Bottom of Data *

3. Add the following statement to the BPECONFG Proclib member used by the IMS Operations Manager:
EXITMBR=(member, OM)

4. Add the following statement to the exit routine Proclib member:
EXITDEF (TYPE=INITTERM,EXITS=(CCMOINI0),ABLIM=0,COMP=OM)
EXITDEF (TYPE=OUTPUT,EXITS=(CCMOPSST0),ABLIM=0,COMP=OM)

Customize the Batch Processor
CCM Batch Processor replaces user-developed IMS AOI programs with no or minimal changes to JCL. The processor
can run as an IMS BMP, DLI batch, or standard MVS batch job. The CCM sample library data set (CIMTSAMP) contains
sample JCL for each type of job (CCMBMP,CCMDLI,CCMBATCH).

• When run as an IMS BMP, any PSB name can be used. CIMTSAMP(CCMSTG1) contains sample APPLCTN
statements if you want to add new ones for CCM.

• When run as an IMS DLI batch job, the PSB you use must contain the CMPAT=YES parameter.
CIMTSAMP(CCMPSB) contains a sample PSB for IMS DLI batch.

• When run as an MVS batch job, there are no IMS considerations. (You may need SDFSRESL in the steplib
concatenation if you are doing certain IMS database commands).

• In the CCM Global record, you can specify the ddnames of the input and output files used by CCM batch. These
ddnames should be the names you use in your IMS AOI program. If you are using CCM to replace multiple
IMS AOI programs, and you use different ddnames, there is a process where you can specify more than 1 set.
CIMTSAMP(CCMDD/CCMDDTBL) contain more information about multiple ddname specification.

CCM provides a stub program that does a dynamic call to the CCM batch processor. This stub can be assembled/linked
with any name. The stub is intended to replace your IMS AOI.
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Once the ddname specification has taken place, and dynamic allocation and stub modules have been installed, you
should be able to copy CIMTLOAD to a steplib data set in the old IMS AOI JCL.

Setting Up Command Control Manager Options
This section describes how to set up the Command Control Manager options.

Define Global Options

You can use the ISPF interface to define global options.

1. Start the Command Control Manager ISPF application. Enter the Command Control Manager Options data set name
on the main menu, fully qualified without quotes.

NOTE
To find the data set name, go to the last record in the Command Control Manager load library, module
CCM#OPTS.

From now on, the data set name appears when you start the Command Control Manager ISPF application.
2. Select option 1 on the main menu.

The Global Options panel displays all global options. Use the UP and DOWN PF keys to scroll through the options.
3. Change the options settings as needed.
4. Press Enter.

Your changes are saved.

Define Job Options

You can use the ISPF interface to define job options.

1. Start the Command Control Manager ISPF application. Enter the Command Control Manager Options data set name
on the main menu, fully qualified without quotes.

NOTE
To find the data set name, go to the last record in the Command Control Manager load library, module
CCM#OPTS.

From now on, the data set name appears when you start the Command Control Manager ISPF application.
2. Select option 2 on the main menu.

The Command Control Manager Job List displays jobs with job options defined.
NOTE
If no job options have been defined, the Job Options panel appears.

3. se the following keys to define the job option:
– Type E to select a job.

The Job Options panel displays options that have been defined for that job.
– Type A to add a job.
– Type C to copy the options from an existing job to a new job.
– Use other keys to browse or delete a job.

4. Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

Override Options

You can override most of the options that have been specified at the global or job level as follows:
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• Most of the global options that are used by batch jobs can be changed at the job level. Job options override global
options with values that apply only to specific job names.

• You can override all global options but APPC/STC TPname by including a //CCMOPTS DD * statement in the batch
job. To override global or job options, include a //CCMOPTS DD * in a batch job and specify keywords and associated
values following the DD statement as follows:
//CCMOPTS DD *

keyword1=value keyword2=value ... keywordn=value

keyword=value
Specifies the option to override and the required value. You can specify as many keywords as you need. Separate
multiple keywords that appear on the same line with at least one blank space. No blank spaces are allowed within
a “keyword=value” specification.

The CCMOPTS DD statement can refer to an in-stream SYSIN type of specification (DD *) or to a data set or member
of a PDS. The data set should be RECFM F or FB with LRECL=80.

Example: Override Options

The following CCMOPTS DD statement changes the DDNINP and DDNOUT options, which specify the ddnames
Command Control Manager uses for input and output:
//CCMOPTS  DD *

DDNINP=INPUT DDNOUT=OUTPUT

//*

CCMOPTS DD Options

The following keywords override global and job options:

DDNINP=ddname
Overrides the CCM Input DDNAME option.
Limits: 1-8 characters

DDNOUT=ddname
Overrides the CCM Output DDNAME option.
Limits: 1-8 characters

RETRYATT=nn
Overrides the Attempts option.
Limits: Two-digit number

RETRYSEC=nnn
Overrides the Interval option.
Limits: Three-digit number

ABEND=nnnn
Overrides the Abend Code option.

SETRC=nnnn
Overrides the Return Code option.

GENERAL=ABEND|SETRC|WTOR|IGNORE
Overrides the General Failure Options option. The following values are available:
ABEND

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
SETRC

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
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WTOR
Specifies that Command Control Manager issues a WTOR and waits for an operator reply to determine
the action for the job to take.

IGNORE
Specifies that Command Control Manager ignores the error and continues processing.

ROUTING= ABEND|SETRC|WTOR|IGNORE
Overrides the Routing Failure Options option. The following values are available:
ABEND

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
SETRC

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
WTOR

Specifies that Command Control Manager issues a WTOR and waits for an operator reply to determine
the action for the job to take.

IGNORE
Specifies that Command Control Manager ignores the error and continues processing.

ERR488=ABEND|SETRC|WTOR|IGNORE
Overrides the SFS0488I Failure Options option. The following values are available:
ABEND

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
SETRC

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
WTOR

Specifies that Command Control Manager issues a WTOR and waits for an operator reply to determine
the action for the job to take.

IGNORE
Specifies that Command Control Manager ignores the error and continues processing.

DBRC=ABEND|SETRC|WTOR|DBRC
Overrides the DBRC Failure Options option. The following values are available:
ABEND

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
SETRC

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
WTOR

Specifies that Command Control Manager issues a WTOR and waits for an operator reply to determine
the action for the job to take.

NODBRC
Specifies that Command Control Manager does not check the DBRC status.

MODFAIL=ABEND|SETRC
Overrides the /CCMMOD Failure options. The following values are available:
ABEND

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
SETRC

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
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MODREVERSE=Y|N
Overrides the /CCMMOD COMMIT Reversal option.

DFS0488I=nn
Overrides the Valid DFS0488I Return Codes Option.
Limits: Two-digit return code

OPMGRRC=nnnn
Overrides the Valid IMS OM Return Code.
Limits: Four-digit number

DBACCESS=SYSGEN|DBRC|ASIS
Overrides the /START DB ACCESS option. The following values are available:
SYSGEN

Specifies that Command Control Manager reads the MODBLKS data set defined in the IMS system
options and uses the value that was specified in the IMS system generation for that IMS system.

DBRC
Specifies that Command Control Manager reviews the database definition in DBRC.

• If the database is defined with SHARELVL(3), Command Control Manager uses ACCESS=UP on all
target IMS systems.

• If the SHARELVL is defined as 1 or 2, Command Control Manager issues the command with
ACCESS=UP on the primary system (where the BMP is attached or the default IMSID for DL/I or non-
IMS batch), and ACCESS=R* on any other IMS systems in the IMS group.

ASIS
Specifies that Command Control Manager issues the command with the value that is coded for the
ACCESS= keyword.

WTODBCMD=Y|N
Overrides the WTO Database Command? option.

DATAGRPEXP=Y|N
Overrides the Expand DATAGRP commands? option.

ERR3466=Y|N
Overrides the Treat DFS3466I as an error? option.

NOFEOV=Y|N
Overrides the Add NOFEOV to /DBD and /DBR? option.

PRESCAN=Y|N
Overrides the Use DB pre-scan for remote STC? option.

SYNTAXERR=Y|N
Overrides the Use GENERAL option for syntax error option.

CHKDBALL=Y|N
Overrides the Set rc/ABEND when DB/AREA ALL fails option.

Define System Options

You can use the ISPF interface to define system options.

1. Start the Command Control Manager ISPF application. Enter the Command Control Manager Options data set name
on the main menu, fully qualified without quotes.

NOTE
To find the data set name, go to the last record in the Command Control Manager load library, module
CCM#OPTS.
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From now on, the data set name appears when you start the Command Control Manager ISPF application.
2. Select IMS on the CCM Primary Option Menu.

The CCM IMS System List displays the systems for which system options have been defined.
NOTE
If no system options have been defined, the System Options panel appears.

3. Use the following keys to define system options:
– Type E to select a system.

The IMS Options screen displays options that have been defined for that system.
– Type A to add a system.
– Type C to copy options from an existing system to a new system.
– Use other keys to browse or delete a system.

4. Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

Global and Job Options

Command Control Manager provides options for global or job level. All execution options are stored in one Command
Control Manager options data set. You can update this VSAM data set using the Command Control Manager ISPF
interface.

Some global options apply to the entire Command Control Manager product. Other global options set default values for
batch job options and you can change the values at the job level.

NOTE
You can override all but Jobname/JobMask job options by including a //CCMOPTS DD * statement in the batch
job.

Jobname/JobMask
(job)
Specifies the name of the job that the options apply to.

NOTE
You can use the asterisk (*) wildcard character for one job entry to apply to multiple job names. The
asterisk replaces only one character in the actual job name.

Example: To create a job entry that applies to all jobs that start with ABC, specify a job name of ABC*****.
CCM Input DDNAME

(global)
Specifies the ddname of the executing batch job from which Command Control Manager reads IMS commands to
be executed. The names SYSIN and SYSPRINT are not permitted.
To specify several ddnames, you can define a Command Control Manager ddname table.
For more information, see Define a DDname Table.

CCM Output DDNAME
(global)
Specifies the ddname of the executing batch job where Command Control Manager writes IMS commands,
responses, and error messages. The names SYSIN and SYSPRINT are not permitted.
To specify several ddnames, you can define a Command Control Manager ddname table.
For more information, see Define a DDname Table.

Attempts
(global, job)
Specifies the number of times that Command Control Manager retries an unsuccessful database command (such
as /START DB, /DBR DB). For no retry, specify 00.
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Interval
(global, job)
Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that Command Control Manager waits between retries of an
unsuccessful database command (such as /START DB, /DBR DB). For no wait between retry attempts, specify
000.

Abend Code
(global, job)
Specifies the abend code to occur when Command Control Manager encounters a terminating error. This abend
code is used if “Abend” is specified for any of the failure options.
Limits: 1 through 4095

Return Code
(global, job)
Specifies the return code to occur when Command Control Manager encounters a terminating error. This return
code is used if “Return Code” or SETRC is specified for any of the failure options.
Limits: 0 through 4095

General Failure Options
(global, job)
Specifies any terminating conditions that are not directly related to routing failures, DFS0488I failures, or DBRC
failures. This option defines the action that Command Control Manager takes when such an error occurs. The
following values are available:
1 (Abend)

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
2 (Return Code)

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
3 (Issue WTOR)

Specifies that Command Control Manager issues a WTOR and waits for an operator reply to determine
what action the job should take.

4 (Ignore)
Specifies that Command Control Manager ignores the error and continues processing.

Routing Failure Options
(global, job)
Specifies errors that occur when attempting to route a command using APPC/IMS, APPC/MVS, or IMS OM. This
option defines the action that Command Control Manager takes when such an error occurs. The following values
are available:
1 (Abend)

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
2 (Return Code)

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
3 (Issue WTOR)

Specifies that Command Control Manager issues a WTOR and waits for an operator reply to determine
what action the job should take.

4 (Ignore)
Specifies that Command Control Manager ignores the error and continues processing.

DFS0488I Failure Options
(global, job)
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Specifies the action that Command Control Manager takes when a DFS0488I failure occurs. DFS0488I failures
occur when an IMS database command (such as a /START DB or /DBR DB) receives an unacceptable return
code. Acceptable DFS0488I return codes are defined by the Valid DFS0488I Return Codes option.
The following values are available:
1 (Abend)

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
2 (Return Code)

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
3 (Issue WTOR)

Specifies that Command Control Manager issues a WTOR and waits for an operator reply to determine
what action the job should take.

4 (Ignore)
Specifies that Command Control Manager ignores the error and continues processing.

DBRC Failure Options
(global, job)
Specifies the action that Command Control Manager takes when a database remains open after a /DBR or /
DBD command. If DBRC shows that databases are still open with update intent by any subsystem, a DBRC
error occurs. Command Control Manager verifies the status of the databases in DBRC if options 1, 2, or 3 are
specified. If option 4 is specified, Command Control Manager does not check database status in DBRC. The
following values are available:
1 (Abend)

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
2 (Return Code)

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
3 (Issue WTOR)

Specifies that Command Control Manager issues a WTOR and waits for an operator reply to determine
the action for the job to take.

4 (NODBRC)
Specifies that Command Control Manager does not check DBRC status.

NOTE
If you use option 1, 2, or 3, verify that the CCM batch JCL specifies RECON1, RECON2, and RECON3
ddnames. Or that the RECON ddnames reside as DFSMDA members in a STEPLIB library.

/CCMMOD Failure
(global)
Specifies the action that Command Control Manager takes when Command Control Manager encounters an error
processing an automated IMS online change. The following values are available:
1 (Abend)

Specifies that the job abends with the abend code specified by the Abend Code option.
2 (Return Code)

Specifies that the job ends with the return code specified by the Return Code option.
/CCMMOD COMMIT Reversal

(global)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager attempts to back out any online change procedures that completed
successfully if a /CCMMOD command fails due to an error processing the online change executed for an IMS
group.
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YES
Specifies that Command Control Manager attempts to back out any online change procedures that
completed successfully.

NO
Specifies that Command Control Manager does not attempt to back out any online change procedures
that completed successfully.

Valid DFS0488I Return Codes
(global, job)
Specifies the return code that indicates the actual success or failure of the IMS command that alters the status of
an IMS database or whose area is executed. Message DFS0488I displays the return code.
Limits: Up to 20 two-digit return codes that would be considered successful.

Valid IMS OM Return Codes
(global, job)
Specifies the return code that indicates the success of the command issued through the IMS Operations Manager
interface.
Limits: Up to five four-digit return codes that would be considered successful.

/START DB ACCESS
(global, job)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager updates the ACCESS= value based on criteria that are specified
when a /START DB command with the ACCESS=UP keyword is specified as an IMS command. The following
values are available:
1 (Use SYSGEN)

Specifies that Command Control Manager reads the MODBLKS data set defined in the IMS system
options and uses the value that was specified in the IMS system generation for that IMS system.

2 (Use DBRC)
Specifies that Command Control Manager reviews the database definition in DBRC.

• If the database is defined with SHARELVL(3), Command Control Manager uses ACCESS=UP on all
target IMS systems.

• If the SHARELVL is defined as 1 or 2, Command Control Manager issues the command with
ACCESS=UP on the primary system (where the BMP is attached or the default IMSID for DL/I or non-
IMS batch), and ACCESS=R* on any other IMS systems in the IMS group.

3 (As Coded)
Specifies that Command Control Manager issues the command with the value that is coded for the
ACCESS= keyword.

WTO Database Command?
(global, job)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager displays any database commands in the syslog for the job.
YES

Specifies that Command Control Manager displays database commands in the syslog.
NO

Specifies that Command Control Manager does not display database commands in the syslog.
Expand DATAGRP commands?

(global)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager expands any IMS database commands that use the DATAGRP
keyword to list the individual databases.
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YES
Specifies that Command Control Manager expands IMS database commands that use the DATAGRP
keyword instead of using the DATAGRP keyword.

NO
Specifies that Command Control Manager issues the command using only the DATAGRP keyword and
value.

Treat DFS3466I as an error?
(global)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager treats any DFS3466I message as an error condition following an
IMS command that alters database status.
YES

Specifies that Command Control Manager treats any DFS3466I message as an error condition.
NO

Specifies that Command Control Manager does not treat any DFS3466I message as an error condition.
Add NOFEOV to /DBD and /DBR?

(global)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager adds the NOFEOV keyword to any /DBR or /DBD commands in a
batch job.
YES

Specifies that Command Control Manager adds the NOFEOV keyword to any /DBR or /DBD commands.
NO

Specifies that Command Control Manager does not add the NOFEOV keyword to any /DBR or /DBD
commands.

Add NOFEOV to ISPF commands?
(global)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager adds the NOFEOV keyword to any /DBR or /DBD commands
issued from the ISPF application.
YES

Specifies that Command Control Manager adds the NOFEOV keyword to any /DBR or /DBD commands.
NO

Specifies that Command Control Manager does not add the NOFEOV keyword to any /DBR or /DBD
commands.

Use DB pre-scan for remote STC?
(global)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager scans current database status and bypasses issuing the IMS
command that alters database status if the database is already in the desired status.

NOTE
Database prescan is only active when command routing technique APPC/MVS is used.

YES
Specifies that Command Control Manager scans the current database status and does not issue the
command if the database is already in the desired status.

NO
Specifies that Command Control Manager issues the command even if the database is already in the
desired status.

Use GENERAL option for syntax error
(global)
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Specifies whether Command Control Manager treats a DFS107I message that responds to a command as a
general error and proceeds with the option for that error type.
YES

Specifies that Command Control Manager treats the error as a general error and proceeds with the option
for that error type.

NO
Specifies that Command Control Manager ignores the error and continues processing.

Set rc/ABEND when DB/AREA ALL fails
(global)
Specifies whether Command Control Manager analyzes all the DFS0488I messages that result from issuing an
IMS database or area command that specifies the ALL keyword.
YES

Specifies that Command Control Manager analyzes all the messages.
NO

Specifies that Command Control Manager does not analyze all the messages.

IMS System Options

Command Control Manager IMS system options are stored in the Command Control Manager options data set. This
VSAM data set can be updated using the Command Control Manager ISPF application.

The following are IMS system options:

IMSID
Specifies the ID of the IMS system that the options apply to.

Command Routing Technique
Specifies the command routing techniques to issue IMS commands. The following values are available:
1 (APPC/IMS)

For APPC/IMS, option 1, specify either an APPC symbolic destination (SYMDEST), or specify the LU
name used by APPC/IMS in the PLU field and a VTAM logmode table entry name that supports LU6.2 in
the MODE field. From a /DIS ACT DC command, the LU name is shown following IMSLU= and can be up
to 17 characters long. These parameters would be specified on the line that shows the APPC/IMS routing
technique.

NOTE
Either the SYMDEST or both the PLU and MODE fields must be populated. If the SYMDEST
field is populated as well as one or both other fields, the PLU, MODE, or both entries specified
on the screen override the names specified in the definition of the SYMDEST entry.

2 (APPC/MVS)
For APPC/MVS, option 2, specify either an APPC Symbolic Destination (SYMDEST), or specify the
APPC/MVS base LU name on the system where IMS runs in the PLU field and a VTAM logmode table
entry name that supports LU6.2 in the MODE field. These parameters would be specified on the line that
shows the APPC/MVS routing technique. Either the SYMDEST or both the PLU and MODE fields must be
populated. If the SYMDEST field is populated as well as one or both other fields, the PLU, MODE, or both
entries specified on the screen override the names specified in the definition of the SYMDEST entry.

3 (IMS Operations Manager)
For IMS OM, option 3, specify the IMSplex name. An IMS type-2 command, QUERY IMSPLEX, routed to
the specified IMS system, shows an 8-character IMSplex name that begins with CSL. The PLEX field is
populated with the IMSplex name, omitting the CSL in the beginning of the IMSplex name.

For more information, see Command Routing Techniques Considerations.
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Default Command Control Manager Group
(Optional) Specifies that Command Control Manager batch jobs automatically route commands requested for
this IMSID to all the IMS systems included in the specified Command Control Manager IMS group. This routing
can be helpful when cloning IMS systems to create an IMSPlex environment if an old user-written IMS command
processor only issued commands to the single IMS system that is now multiple IMS systems.

DFSVNUC Suffix
Specifies the IMS nucleus suffix that is used on the IMSGEN macro in the SUFFIX= keyword in your IMS
system generation source. This field is only used if the /START DB ACCESS global/job option is set to read the
MODBLKS data set to determine the access parameter.

MODBLKS DSNAME
Specifies the fully qualified data set name of the IMS staging MODBLKS data set (without any quotes). This field
is only used if the /START DB ACCESS global/job option is set to read the MODBLKS data set to determine the
access parameter.

Release
Specifies the release of IMS that this IMS system is executing. The following values are available:

• 1310 for IMS 13.1
• 1410 for IMS 14.1
• 1510 for IMS 15.1

CCM Logger Name
Specifies the name of the log stream defined in the sample installation job CCMLOGR1 or CCMLOGR2. This field
is required if you choose to use the Command Control Manager message log.

User DFSAOE00 Name
(Optional) Specifies new name of an existing DFSAOE00 exit routing that has been renamed. This field is
required if you want to use a renamed exit routine.

MSG Disp Table Name
(Optional) This field defines the name of the message disposition table that you want to use for this IMS system. If
you are not using these tables, leave this field blank.

Group Options

The following are group options:

CCM Group
Specifies the name of the Command Control Manager group being edited or created.

Shared RECONs
Specifies whether all IMS systems in the group share the same set of RECONs. Because the intention of the
group is to provide a single image view to a job issuing IMS commands, especially for IMS commands that alter
the status of an IMS database, we recommend that a group share the same set of RECON data sets and the
same databases. The following values are available:
Y

Specifies that all IMS systems in the group share the same set of RECONs.
N

Specifies that the IMS systems in the group use different RECONs.

WARNING
Specify N to prohibit Command Control Manager from using DBRC to verify that database
commands completed successfully.

IMS
Specifies the IMS systems that belong to the group.
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Limits: up to 64 IMS IDs

How Command Control Manager Processes IMS Groups

Command Control Manager IMS groups allow you to route IMS commands to multiple IMS systems in a single invocation.
This routing is especially useful in an IMSplex environment, where IMS database commands are issued to all the IMS
systems in the IMSplex, for example, to start or /DBR a database.

Command Control Manager processes commands for IMS groups based on the command routine technique used:

• For APPC-based groups (command routing techniques APPC/IMS or APPC/MVS), Command Control Manager
performs all command routing to each of the IMS systems defined in the group. Command Control Manager processes
the individual responses, and verifies that database commands complete successfully.

• For IMS OM-based groups, Command Control Manager passes the command to IMS OM, and IMS OM routes the
command to all the IMS systems in the CSL group (IMSplex). If an IMS command fails on an IMS system that is not
included in the CCM group, Command Control Manager ignores the error condition.
To avoid ignoring errors, include all IMS systems that are in the IMSplex in the CCM group.

Restrictions

The following restrictions apply to IMS systems that are defined in the same Command Control Manager IMS group:

• When the command routing technique for any IMS system in the group uses IMS OM, all IMS systems in the group
must use IMS OM.

• When a group uses command routing technique IMS OM, we strongly recommend including every IMS system in the
IMSplex in the CCM group.

• When a group uses command routing technique IMS OM, all IMS systems in the group must use the same IMSplex
name.

• The IMS systems in a group can be mixed among APPC/IMS and APPC/MVS command routing techniques.
• A group can have members that are a mixture of DB/DC, DBCTL, and DCCTL IMS environments.

The following IMS commands are routed to only one IMS system in a group:

• Commands for DATABASE or AREA resources that include the GLOBAL keyword.
• Commands that are passed to DBRC (/RMx commands) except command /RML DBRC=’RECON STATUS’. The /RML

DBRC='RECON STATUS' is passed to every IMS system in the group.

Specify IMS Systems in an IMS Group

Specifying groups of IMS systems in IMSplex helps minimize the time needed for maintaining the systems.

To specify IMS systems in a group for Command Control Manager, perform the following actions:

• When using the Command Control Manager ISPF application to issue IMS commands, specify either an IMSID or an
IMS group name. Command Control Manager routes the command to the specified system or group of systems.

• To use an IMS group in an IMS BMP or IMS DL/I batch job, specify the group name in the IMS APARM= field. If no
APARM= data is present, Command Control Manager checks the IMS system options to see if a default IMS group is
specified. If a default IMS group exists, Command Control Manager uses the name from the IMS system options.

• To use an IMS group in a non-IMS batch job, specify the group name in the PARM= field of the JCL.

Define Group Options

You can use the ISPF interface to define group options.

1. Start the Command Control Manager ISPF application. Enter the Command Control Manager Options data set name
on the main menu, fully qualified without quotes.
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NOTE
To find the data set name, go to the last record in the Command Control Manager load library, module
CCM#OPTS.

From now on, the data set name appears when you start the Command Control Manager ISPF application.
2. Select option 4 on the main menu.

The Command Control Manager Group List displays the list of groups that group options have been defined for.
NOTE
If no group options have been defined, the Group Options panel appears.

3. Enter one of the following values:
– To select a group, enter E.

The Group Options panel displays options that have been defined for the group.
– To add a group, enter A.
– To copy options from an existing group to a new group, enter C.
– Use other keys to browse or delete a group.

4. Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

Command Processing
 Contents 

  

User Interfaces

Command Control Manager provides three different user interfaces for IMS command processing:

• A Command Control Manager ISPF application provides easy and convenient access to IMS commands and message
logs from TSO/ISPF. See Issue Commands from ISPF

• A batch job interface for regularly scheduled processes that includes many of the enhancements for database
command verification that reduce outages due to failures in other IMS command processors. See How to Issue
Commands in a Batch Job

• An application program interface can dynamically call Command Control Manager to issue an IMS command and
retrieve the response to that command. See Using the Callable API

Using Wildcards

Command Control Manager supports wildcard characters in the following commands although the base IMS product does
not:
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• /DIS AREA
• /DIS DATABASE
• /DIS PROGRAM
• /ASSIGN xxx n TRAN commands.
• /DBR DATABASE
• /DBR AREA
• /DBD DATABASE
• /DBD AREA
• /STA AREA
• /STA DATABASE
• /STA PROGRAN
• /STO AREA
• /STO DATABASE
• /STO PROGRAM

Wildcard characters can be used for area-name, database-name, program-name, and tran-name values. The wildcards
used by Command Control Manager to create a valid resource name are the same ones used by IMS:

asterisk (*)
Specifies that zero or one or more characters can appear at the position.

percent (%)
Specifies that exactly one character can appear at the position.

The first time Command Control Manager encounters a resource name with a wildcard in a command that it supports, it
does the following:

• Builds a resource name table based on the results of displaying all the resource names.
• Rebuilds the commands with the specific resource names that match the wildcard names.
• Issues the command with the matching resource names.

NOTE
 If a wildcard command is used for a group of IMS systems, Command Control Manager displays all the
resources only on the first IMS system in the group. It builds the IMS command based on the resource names
that match the wildcard name in only the first IMS system in the group.

When Command Control Manager replaces a wildcard resource name, it builds a command with as many resource names
as it can fit in a single command, then builds multiple commands if necessary.

How to Issue Commands in a Batch Job
Contents:

Command Control Manager batch jobs let you schedule IMS commands to be issued as part of a series of IMS-related
jobs, for example, to /DBR databases before a reorg, and to /START databases after a reorg has completed. You can use
this feature to replace other vendor or user-written IMS command processors.

Conversion to Command Control Manager

There are a number of features in Command Control Manager that make conversion from a vendor or user-written IMS
command processor to Command Control Manager easier:

• You can adjust the CCMSYSIN and CCMLIST (input and output) ddnames in the appropriate global or job options
or using the override keywords. Additionally, the Command Control Manager DD table allows you to specify multiple
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possible ddnames for the input and output ddnames. Command Control Manager uses the first ddname in the table
that is found in the job JCL.

• Several of the global or job-level options allow you to define the response to occur in the event of an error. You can
specify a specific return code or abend code depending on the type of error encountered: general, routing, DFS0488I,
or DBRC failure. You can customize Command Control Manager response to each type of error, such as abending with
a user-specified abend code, setting a user-specified return code, asking the operator what to do, or ignoring the error.

• Command Control Manager provides a sample stub program that dynamically loads and calls Command Control
Manager. You can assemble and link edit this module with whatever name you choose. This eliminates the need
to change JCL to alter the program name being invoked. For example, if you want to replace a user-written IMS
command processor named IM400, you could assemble and link the sample stub program to create a stub module
named IM400.
To create such a stub program, edit the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CCMSTUB) member as described in the member and
execute.

Batch Command Processing

Command Control Manager batch jobs can execute as an IMS BMP, an IMS DL/I batch job, or a non-IMS batch job.
These modes are available to maintain compatibility with your existing command processor. If you are not converting from
an existing command processor, we recommend that you use the non-IMS batch job for your IMS command processing
needs.

Command Control Manager batch command processing can be directed to a single IMS system or to a group of IMS
systems. Commands are processed one command at a time, and, depending on options selected, command processing
stops when an error occurs.

The ability to issue commands to a group of IMS systems at once lets you maintain consistent database status across all
IMS systems in a data-sharing group. For example, Command Control Manager stops or starts databases on multiple IMS
systems that share those databases, keeping database status consistent across all the IMS systems.

Command Control Manager retries commands that fail if waiting and retrying a command allows the command to
complete successfully. For example, a /DBR command fails if an IMS system checkpoint is in progress. Trying the
command again allows it to complete successfully once the system checkpoint completes. Using the retry option further
helps keep database status consistent across IMS systems.

Sample Jobs

The following sample jobs are provided in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP):

• Non-IMS batch job in member CCMBATCH
• IMS DL/I batch job in member CCMDLI
• IMS BMP job is member CCMBMP

The EXEC PARM fields for each job differ. BMP and DL/I batch jobs have PARM fields that conform to the requirements
for those job types.

The IMSID or GROUP parameter can be passed through the PARM field in any of the job types. This parameter is used to
determine the IMS systems to rout the commands to:

• For a non-IMS batch job, the PARM=’IMSID=xxxx’ or PARM=’GROUP=xxxxxxxx’ specify either the IMS ID or IMS
group to rout the commands to.

• For DL/I batch or IMS BMP jobs, the target IMS system or group is determined as follows:
– If the APARM field within the IMS PARM string is present and specifies either IMSID=xxxx or GROUP=xxxxxxxx,

Command Control Manager uses the specified IMSID or group name. For example, the following PARM field is valid
for a BMP-type job:
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PARM='BMP,CCMCMD00,psbname,,,,,,,,,,,imsid,,,,,GROUP=GROUP1’

– If the APARM field is not specified, Command Control Manager uses the IMSID field in the BMP or DL/I batch
PARM string.

– If both the APARM and the IMSID field are missing in the PARM string, Command Control Manager looks at module
DFSVC000 in the RESLIB data set to determine the default IMSID, and Command Control Manager uses that value
for the IMSID.

– Unless there is a GROUP= value found in the APARM field of the PARM string, Command Control Manager looks
at the IMS system options for the target IMSID, and if the Default Command Control Manager Group option has
a nonblank value, Command Control Manager uses the Default Command Control Manager Group value as the
target group instead of the IMSID found in the previous steps.

All three sample jobs have the same basic JCL DD requirements. Command Control Manager application uses the
following ddnames. Other DD statements present in the sample jobs are required for IMS DL/I batch or IMS BMP JCL.

STEPLIB
Specifies the Command Control Manager load library, CIMTLOAD. If you use the IMS DL/I Batch or IMS BMP
jobs, the STEPLIB must also include the IMS RESLIB/SDFSRESL library. Your data center may require other
libraries for IMS jobs.

CCMLIST
Specifies the default output listing file. The output file shows the IMS commands issued by Command Control
Manager, command responses, and Command Control Manager informational and error messages.
The Command Control Manager Output DDNAME option defines the ddname that Command Control Manager
uses for the execution of each job.
If a Command Control Manager DD table has been built, this ddname can be any ddname that was specified as
TYPE=OUTPUT when creating CIMTLOAD library member CCMDDTBL.

NOTE
For more information, see Define a DDname Table.

CCMOPTS
(Optional) Specifies the values that override default options specified in the Command Control Manager Options
data set.

CCMJOPRT
Specifies the print output file that shows the job options that are in effect for this execution of the Command
Control Manager job. If not present, the CCMJOPRT is dynamically allocated as a SYSOUT=* file.

SYSABEND
(Optional) Specifies where to gather diagnostic information in the event of an abend.

CCMSYSIN
Specifies the default input ddname. It must contain records with one IMS command per record, starting in column
1. The input must be DSORG=PS with an LRECL from 80 through 121. Using DD * is supported, or the DD
statement can refer to a sequential data set or a specific member of a PDS.
The Command Control Manager Input DDNAME option defines the ddname that Command Control Manager
uses for the execution of each job.
If a Command Control Manager DD table has been built, this ddname can be any ddname that was specified as
TYPE=OUTPUT when creating CIMTLOAD library member CCMDDTBL.

Maintaining Database Availability

Command Control Manager provides several features that enhance IMS normal processing of commands that change the
status or availability of databases or Fast Path areas. These enhancements make database availability easier to maintain.

NOTE
These enhancements are only active when Command Control Manager runs as a batch job.
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Verify Command Completion

Command Control Manager enhances IMS commands that change the status of databases or areas (/START, /STOP, /
DBR, or /DBD) and verifies that they completed successfully.

Depending on the command routing technique chosen for an IMS system, Command Control Manager verifies successful
completion as follows:

• For APPC/IMS, Command Control Manager receives the DFS0488I message for each database or area. The message
includes a return code that indicates whether the command was successful for each database or area.

• For APPC/MVS, Command Control Manager checks the status of the IMS control region control blocks after the
command executes to verify that the requested status change completed successfully.

• For IMS OM, Command Control Manager checks the return codes included in the XML response data.

NOTE
When the ALL parameter is used in a /START, /STOP, /DBR, or /DBD database or area command, Command
Control Manager is able to verify the results only if the command routing technique is APPC/IMS or IMS OM.

Typically, issuing one of these commands results in a DFS058I COMMAND IN PROGRESS message. The program
that enters the command does not receive feedback on the success or failure of the commands and assumes that they
completed successfully. If Command Control Manager determines that a command did not complete successfully for
one or more databases or areas, it automatically retries the command a user-specified number of times, waiting a user-
specified period between attempts.

Verify Update Intent

When an IMS /DBR or /DBD command is issued, Command Control Manager verifies that the command executed
successfully and there are no subsystems that have a database or area allocated with update intent. This DBRC
verification helps ensure that a recovery point has been established for the database or area after the /DBR or /DBD
command has completed.

DBRC verification is optional.

To use the DBRC verification option, specify the DBRC Failure Option parameter on the global or job level on the ISPF
panels or include the DBRC= keyword in a //CCMOPTS DD statement.

Define Handling of DFS3466I

A DFS3466I message occurs when a database or area name specified in a /START, /STOP, /DBR, or /DBD command
does not exist. Command Control Manager allows you to either treat this condition as an error or ignore it.

To define how Command Control Manager treats the DFS3466I message, specify Y in the global option "Treat DFS3466I
as an error?" or include the keyword ERR3466=Y in a CCMOPTS DD statement.

Expand DATAGRP Commands

Commands with the DATAGRP operand cannot be verified through DBRC verification or through command verification
if the command routing technique is APPC/MVS. However, Command Control Manager can internally expand the
DATAGRP operand before issuing the command. When the command is expanded to include the individual database
names, all the verification features of Command Control Manager are in effect.

To expand DATAGRP operand, specify Y in the global option Expand DATAGRP commands? or include DATAGRPEXP=Y
keyword in a CCMOPTS DD statement.
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Check Database Status

You can configure Command Control Manager to check the status of the database or area before issuing the command
that changes the status of the database or area. If the database or area is already in the desired state, Command Control
Manager does not issue the command.

To check the database status, specify Y in the global option Use DB pre-scan for remote STC? or include keyword
PRESCAN=Y in a CCMOPTS DD statement.

Database Access

If you have an environment that uses database-level sharing (not block-level sharing), you have databases that are
ACCESS=UP on one IMS system and ACCESS=RO or RD on the other IMS systems.

If you define this environment as a Command Control Manager IMS group and issue a /START DB command to start
a database with the ACCESS=UP parameter, Command Control Manager can check to determine the appropriate
ACCESS= value to specify for each individual IMS system.

• In a database-level sharing environment, Command Control Manager can determine the appropriate access intent
for each IMS system by reading the IMS MODBLKS data set for each IMS system. The sysgen for each IMS system
contains the default value for the ACCESS parameter for that system. To take advantage of this type of checking, set
the /START DB ACCESS global option to Use SYSGEN. This setting can be overridden through a CCMOPTS DD
using keyword DBACCESS=SYSGEN.

• Command Control Manager can determine the share level defined to DBRC for the database:
– If the database has SHARELVL=3, the database is actually block-level shared, so all IMS systems can use

ACCESS=UP.
– Any other SHARELVL setting means that the database is database-level shared, so Command Control Manager

sets the first IMSID in the group definition to ACCESS=UP and the remaining IMS systems to ACCESS=RO.

To check database access, set the /START DB ACCESS global option to Use DBRC. The setting can be overridden
through a CCMOPTS DD using keyword DBACCESS=DBRC.

Issue Commands from ISPF
Command Control Manager supports issuing commands from the ISPF interface. Both IMS type-1 and type-2 commands
are supported.

NOTE
 Type-2 commands are supported only if the command routing technique for the IMS system is IMS OM.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start Database Management Solutions for IMS main menu and select option 9 Command Control Manager.
2. Select the option C.

The CCM IMS Command Panel appears.
3. Specify the following fields:
IMSID/GROUP

Specifies the IMSID or IMS group name where to execute the command.
IMS CMD

Specifies the IMS command to execute. You can continue long commands on the second line.
To display a list of recently issued commands, leave this field blank and press Enter. Place the cursor on the line
with the command to issue and press Enter.

4. Press Enter.
The command that you issued and the output you requested appear at the bottom of the panel. The output also
appears in the message log.
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NOTE
 To issue commands without affecting the log, issue them from the Log Viewer panel while viewing the log.

Command Processing Enhancements
Contents:

Command Control Manager provides two predefined procedures that automate certain IMS command processing:

• Online change is coordinated across multiple IMS systems in a local online change environment.
• Dead letter queue cleanup removes queued messages from the IMS dead letter queue.

Additionally, you can change the way how IMS commands are processed as follows:

• Pause processing between commands
• Issue commands from a data set
• Substitute values for variables

CCMOMD -- Coordinate Online Change

The CCMOMD command coordinates online change. When using this command, follow the same syntax rules as the
IMS /MODIFY PREPARE command.

This command has the following format:

/CCMMOD {type} [KILLCONV] [DEQTRAN]

type
Specifies the type of resource for this online change operation to update. The following values are available:

• ACBLIB
• FMTLIB
• MODBLKS
• RACF

KILLCONV
(Optional) Specifies that Command Control Manager terminates any conversation that prevents a MODBLKS or
ACBLIB type of online change from completing.

DEQTRAN
(Optional) Specifies that Command Control Manager dequeues any queued transaction that prevents a
MODBLKS or ACBLIB type of online change from completing.

How Coordinated Online Change is Implemented

Command Control Manager can automate coordinating IMS online change among IMS systems in a data-sharing IMS
environment that does not use IMS Global Online Change.

The Command Control Manager-coordinated online change feature works across different releases of IMS and different
types of IMS control regions. You can use it to perform online change for any of the resources IMS supports (for example,
MODBLKS, ACBLIB, FMTLIB, or RACF).

The automated processing for a coordinated online change performs the following activities:

1. Command Control Manager issues IMS command /DIS MODIFY ALL to determine which libraries are active.
2. Command Control Manager issues IMS command /MOD PREPARE type to initiate the online change process within

IMS.
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3. Command Control Manager issues IMS command /DIS MODIFY ALL to determine whether NO WORK PENDING is
shown.
When NO WORK PENDING is received on an IMS system, Command Control Manager proceeds to step 7.

4. Command Control Manager performs KILLCONV processing, if requested.
5. Command Control Manager performs DEQTRAN processing, if requested.
6. Command Control Manager reissues IMS command /DIS MODIFY ALL to determine whether NO WORK PENDING is

shown.
When NO WORK PENDING is received, Command Control Manager proceeds. Otherwise, the coordinated online
change fails.

7. Command Control Manager either waits for every IMS system in the Command Control Manager IMS group to reach
this step or waits for one of the IMS systems in the group to fail.
If one of the IMS systems fails the online change process, Command Control Manager issues a /MOD ABORT to all
the IMS systems defined in the Command Control Manager IMS group.

8. Once all IMS systems have received the NO WORK PENDING message, Command Control Manager performs /MOD
COMMIT processing on each IMS system.

9. Command Control Manager issues IMS command /DIS MODIFY ALL to verify that the requested resource type
successfully completed coordinated online change.

10. If any IMS system failed to successfully COMMIT the online change, Command Control Manager checks the /
CCMMOD COMMIT Reversal global option (or the MODREVERSE option on the //CCMOPTS DD statement).
If /CCMMOD COMMIT Reversal is enabled, Command Control Manager performs another online change for those
IMS systems that completed online change commit processing. This returns those systems to their status before the /
CCMMOD command started processing.

11. If the coordinated online change failed, Command Control Manager checks the /CCMMOD Failure action requested
(or the MODFAIL keyword on the //CCMOPTS DD statement) and either abends or sets a return code to indicate that
the coordinated online change process failed.

NOTE
These activities are performed independently until step 8, when all IMS systems are in sync and implement the
online change.

CCMDEAD -- Clean Up Dead Letter Queue

The CCMDEAD command cleans up the dead letter queue (DEADQ). The IMS dead letter queue consists of messages
queued to LTERM names created dynamically by IMS. For example, if you enter FOR instead of /FOR on a 3270 terminal,
IMS creates an LTERM named FOR. A significant number of messages can accrue over time for undefined destinations.
Command Control Manager provides an automated procedure that dequeues the messages queued to the DEADQ.

This command has the following format:

/CCMDEADQ

You can have the Command Control Manager batch job route this command either to a single IMS system or to a
Command Control Manager IMS group to have it process on multiple IMS systems.

NOTE
There is no coordination within a group of IMS systems when /CCMDEADQ is requested for a group.

CCMWAIT -- Pause Processing Between Commands

The CCMWAIT command makes Command Control Manager wait for a specified period before issuing the next IMS
command in the input stream. CCMWAIT is a batch job command.

This command has the following format:
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/CCMWAIT nn

nn
Specifies the number of seconds Command Control Manager waits before proceeding to the next IMS command.
Limits: 1 through 10

DSN -- Issue Commands from a Data Set

The /DSN command lets Command Control Manager read a set of IMS commands stored in a data set and execute
the commands, either for a single IMS ID or for a Command Control Manager IMS group. /DSN is an ISPF interface
command.

NOTE
The /DSN command is not supported from a Command Control Manager batch job.

This command has the following format:

/DSN=dsn

dsn
Specifies the fully qualified data set name of a cataloged data set. The dsn specified can be a sequential data set
or a member of a PDS. The data set must have LRECL=80.

Example: /DSN Command

This example reads a series of IMS commands from the COMMANDS member of USER.PDS.CNTL, and issues them
one command at a time. The output is displayed on the ISPF panel.

/DSN=USER.PDS.CNTL(COMMANDS)

CCMPROC -- Substitute Values for Variables

The /CCMPROC command reads IMS commands from a member of a PDS and executes the commands either for a
single IMS ID or for a Command Control Manager IMS group, substituting symbolic variables coded in the commands.
You specify the values for these variables on the /CCMPROC command, and Command Control Manager resolves the
variables with these values before issuing the commands.

NOTE
The /CCMPROC command is not supported from a Command Control Manager batch job.

WARNING
To use the /CCMPROC command, allocate a CFPROC DD to your ISPF session. This data set must be a PDS
with an LRECL of 80.

This command has the following format:

/CCMPROC member value1…value9

member
Specifies the member name of the CCMPROC DD that contains the IMS commands to be executed.

value1...value9
(Optional) Specify the values to be substituted for the variables coded in the IMS commands. If no values are
specified, Command Control Manager uses a null value.
The variables coded in the IMS commands are &CCMUSYM1 through &CCMUSYM9. Command Control
Manager replaces &CCMUSYM1 with the value1 field on the /CCRPROC command, and so forth, up to nine
&CCMUSYM variables.
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Example: /CCMPROC Command

This example shows how to specify substitute values for commands. DEQUSER is a member of the data set allocated to
the CCMPROC DD, and contains the following commands:

/STO USER &CCMUSYM1

/DEQ USER &CCMUSYM1 PURGE

/STA USER &CCMUSYM1

You enter the /CCMPROC command in the ISPF interface as follows:

/CCMPROC DEQUSER TERRY

Command Control Manager substitutes the value TERRY for &CCMUSYM1, and issues the following commands:

/STO USER TERRY

/DEQ USER TERRY PURGE

/STA USER TERRY

Using the Callable API
A callable subroutine lets your application programs invoke Command Control Manager to issue IMS commands. You can
call this API from either assembler or COBOL programs.

You can issue commands to an IMS system, a group of IMS systems, or an IMSplex. Only IMS type-2 commands are
supported when routing to an entire IMSplex.

We recommend that you dynamically load the callable subroutine, CCMCAPI0, instead of statically linking the subroutine
with your application program. This way, your application automatically picks up any changes to the subroutine without the
need to relink your application program.

NOTE
None of the special processing that occurs for Command Control Manager batch execution occurs when
using the Command Control Manager API. Command Control Manager passes the requested command to the
requested IMS systems through the command routing technique that is defined for each target IMS system.

Command Control Manager uses a callable API control block to pass information from your application program. Your
application program must create this control block and pass it to Command Control Manager when the subroutine is
called. The Command Control Manager API control block contains the following fields:

AOITYPE
Specifies the call type. Supplied by the application.
Field Length: 4 bytes (padded with blanks).
The following values are available:
CMD

Issues an IMS command to an IMS system or a group of IMS systems.
GCMD

Gets one line of response to an IMS command.
TERM

Terminates Command Control Manager activity (Command Control Manager cleanup is performed).
AOIRETCD

Specifies the return code in binary format. Supplied by Command Control Manager.
Field Length: 4 bytes
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AOIRSNCD
Specifies the reason code in binary format. Supplied by Command Control Manager.
Field Length: 4 bytes

AOIDEST
Specifies the type of destination. Supplied by application.
Field Length: 8 bytes (padded with blanks)
The following values are available:
IMSID

Specifies that AOINAME is an IMSID.
GROUP

Specifies that AOINAME is a Command Control Manager IMS Group name.
PLEX

Specifies that commands are routed to an IMSplex or to an IMSID within the IMSplex as defined in the
AOIIMID field.
This option requires that the IMS use the IMS Operations Manager (OM).

NOTE
This option supports IMS type-1 and type-2 commands for a specific IMSID. Only IMS type-2
commands are supported when routing to an entire IMSplex.

AOINAME
Specifies the name of the IMSID, group, or IMSplex where the command is routed. Supplied by the application.
Field Length: 8 bytes (padded to the right with blanks if less)

AOIIMID
Specifies the IMSID within the IMSplex where the command is routed. If empty, the command is routed to the
entire IMSplex.
This field is ignored when you specified the IMSID or GROUP destination type.
Field Length: 4 bytes (padded to the right with blanks if less)

AOIRESV
Reserved for use by Command Control Manager.
Field Length: 20 bytes

AOIDATA

• For the CMD call type, populate this field with an IMS command, padded to the right with blanks.
The last 4 bytes of the field must be blanks. Therefore, the maximum length of the IMS command you can
supply is 1020 bytes for an IMSplex destination and 252 bytes for an IMSID or GROUP destination. On return
to the application from a CMD call, this field can contain either blanks or a message of up to 1024 bytes for
IMSplex or 256 bytes for an IMS system or group.

• For the GCMD call type, this field can contain up to 1024 bytes of response message text if the AOIRETCD
field is 0. If AOIRETCD is not 0, the content of this field is invalid.

Supplied by the application or Command Control Manager.
Field Length: 1024 bytes (padded to the right with blanks if less).

 

NOTE

 For the sample application programs that show how to use calls and how to interpret the results of the API calls,
see the members in the CIMTSAMP sample data set:

• CCMAPIAS -- Contains an assembler language sample program.
• CCMAPICB -- Contains a sample COBOL program.
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Store Forward Feature
Contents

How to Set Up the Store Forward Feature

The store forward feature is designed for an IMS data sharing group. If you set up a Command Control Manager IMS
group to match an IMS data sharing group, Command Control Manager verifies that database status is consistently
maintained across every IMS in the group.

When processing an IMS command for a group of IMS systems, if one system is down, the store forward feature allows
Command Control Manager to show that the command completed successfully. When the unavailable IMS system is
restarted, store forward issues the pending IMS command.

Pending IMS commands are stored in the store forward data set (CCMSTFWD) with their target IMSIDs, timestamps,
and requesting jobnames. Immediately after IMS restart, the REDO BMP is automatically scheduled. This BMP reads
the store forward data set to see if there are any pending IMS commands for this IMSID. If there are, it issues those IMS
commands, in order by original timestamp, thus preserving database status with members of the group that were active
when the IMS commands were issued.

To set up the store forward feature, follow these steps:

1. Update the IMS sysgen to add a BMP GPSB application.
2. Allocate and initialize the store forward data set.

NOTE
For a sample JCL to allocate and initialize the store forward data set, see the hlq.CIMTSAMP(CCMSTF)
member.

3. Create a Command Control Manager dynamic allocation module containing the store forward data set name.
4. Update sample JCL to create a customized REDO BMP for each IMS system.
5. Create a means to automatically schedule the REDO BMP.

Store Forward Feature Requirements

For batch jobs to use the store forward feature, set the ROUTING option to IGNORE. You can specify the option on any of
the following levels:

• Global level
Specify IGNORE in global option Routing Failure Options.

• Job level
Create job entries for the jobs that use store forward and specify ROUTING=IGNORE.

• Override global level option
Specify ROUTING=IGNORE in a //CCMOPTS DD statement.

Store Forward Feature Restrictions

The following restrictions apply to store forward processing:

• A command is requested by a BMP, DLI, or regular Command Control Manager batch job.
• The command must be routed to an IMS group that has more than one IMS system.
• The command must be successful on at least one IMS in the group.
• If the command fails on all systems, it is not written to the store forward data set.

The following commands are not eligible for store forward processing:
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• Commands routed to a specific IMS system.
• Commands issued through the ISPF interface.
• Commands using the GLOBAL keyword.
• DBRC commands (/RMx).
• /MODIFY commands.

Edit the Store Forward Data Set

You can use the ISPF interface to edit the contents of the store/forward data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the ISPF interface.
2. Select option 5 on the Command Control Manager main menu.

The Store/Forward Data Set Selection Menu panel appears displaying a list of store/forward data sets.
To limit the entries displayed to a single IMS system, enter its IMSID on the IMSID line.

3. Select the requested store/forward data set and press Enter.
The list of commands that are present in the store/forward data set appears.
The commands shown on the Store/Forward Commands screen are all the pending IMS commands for the selected
IMSID (or all IMSIDs in the data set).

4. Edit the commands in the data set by specifying the following:
– To delete an IMS command entry from the store/forward data set, select action D in the AC column of the display.

The entry is not deleted, but marked as deleted.
– To restore an IMS command, select action U in the AC column.

5. Press Enter.
Your changes to the data set are saved.

REDO BMP

The REDO BMP reads any pending IMS commands from the store/forward data set and issues the IMS commands. To
enable the REDO BMP, verify the following:

• REDO BMP must be scheduled to run immediately when an IMS system starts. Use your system automation product
or even IMS Time Controlled Operations (TCO) to schedule the BMP.

• REDO BMP must have authority to issue any required IMS commands.

NOTE
Setting the REDO BMP authority requires security permission for IMS command profiles or permissions in
user-written exit routines (such as DFSCCMD0).

The REDO BMP can issue IMS commands both before and after any pending IMS commands are issued:

• You can use the before commands to do things like prevent any online transactions from running (for example, by /
STOP CLASS ALL).

• You can use the after commands to do things like allow online transactions, start message regions and DC, and other
IMS initialization commands.

Customize the REDO BMP JCL

The Command Control Manager sample library (CIMTSAMP) contains a sample REDO BMP job in member CCMBMPR.
You can customize the REDO BMP to fit your installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the appropriate data set names and parameters as shown in the JCL comments.
2. Use the CCMPRINT output file to route the output to a sysout data set or a DASD file.
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This file contains a listing of all IMS commands and command responses. The DCB attributes are LRECL=131 and
RECFM=FBA.

3. Customize the IMS commands that follow the CCMPRE DD. These commands are issued before any pending IMS
commands are read from the store/forward data set.
Allocate this input file as a DD * file or directed to a data set. The DCB attributes of the data set must be RECFM=FB
and LRECL=80.

4. Customize the IMS commands that follow the CCMPOST DD. These commands are issued after any pending IMS
commands are read from the store/forward data set.
Allocate this input file as a DD * file or directed to a data set. The DCB attributes of the data set must be RECFM=FB
and LRECL=80.

Message Log
Contents

The Message Log

The Command Control Manager message log lets you browse IMS master terminal messages, IMS commands, and
command responses from any IMS user. The message log can be archived daily to provide a historical log of IMS system
activity and availability. You can use the message log to track database status and investigate problems.

In an IMSplex environment, IMS system messages from all IMS systems in the IMSplex can be routed to a single
log, providing a single system view of the entire IMSplex. While in the message log, you can issue IMS commands to
investigate the cause of problems. You can easily route a command to one specific IMS system in the IMSplex, or have a
command executed on every IMS system in the IMSplex.

You can record messages from multiple IMS systems in a single message log. Options used when displaying the log
allow the user to restrict the displayed messages to a single IMS system or all the IMS systems in the log. If you use an
IMSPlex, sharing a single message log among all members of the IMSPlex helps facilitate problem investigation, because
you can view messages from all IMS systems in the IMSPlex.

Command Control Manager captures all IMS master terminal messages with all other IMS commands and responses
through the IMS AOI exit routine, and through an IMS Operations Manager (OM) exit routine if you use IMS Operations
Manager. These messages are written to an MVS log stream, which you can view from the ISPF interface.

When the Coupling Facility backs the log stream, you can put messages and commands from all the members of an
IMSplex in a single message log. A single system view of the IMSplex makes IMS problem analysis even easier. You can
also limit messages to a single IMS system.

NOTE
For more information about backing the log stream with the Coupling Facility, see coupling facility log stream.

View the Message Log

The message log lets you browse IMS master terminal messages, IMS commands, and command responses from any
IMS user. You can select messages to appear in the Log View based on IMSID, date, userid, or the OM name.

The Log View panel displays the message text with the information that is stored in the message log. The number in the
brackets indicates the column position:

(1) Julian Date
Identifies the date that the message was produced.

(2) Time
Identifies the time that the message was passed to the exit routine that wrote the message to the log stream.
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(3) IMSID
Identifies the IMS system where the message originated.

NOTE
Message originates from the IMS OM address space are associated with the OM address space rather
than with an IMS subsystem. The IMSID field is blank for such a message.

(4) IMS OM
Identifies the IMS OM address space name where the message originated. Messages that do not originate from
an IMS OM address space have a blank value for the OM name.

(5) UserID
Identifies the userid that is associated with the message, in the format U=userid.

(6) Source type
Identifies the type of the source where the message originated. The following values are available:

• EMCS -- Command that originated from the MVS console.
• OMGR -- Command that was received by IMS OM.
• VTAM -- Terminal that logged on to IMS as a VTAM device.
• LU62 -- Message was received from an LU 6.2 session with IMS.

(7) Session
Displays details that are associated with the type of session; for example, the node name for a VTAM or LU62
originated message.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the ISPF interface and select option 7 on the main menu.
A list of IMS systems and their associated Command Control Manager log stream names appears. If multiple IMS
systems have the same log stream name, they share the message log.

2. To view the logged information, do any of the following and press Enter:
– To see all messages from a particular log, select an IMS system from the list.
– To see particular messages, specify filter parameters in the CCM Log View Filters panel. The default for all filter

criteria is a blank value, which displays all messages.

NOTE
For information about the fields, place the cursor in the field and press F1.

The Command Control Manager Log View panel appears displaying the information that is stored in the log stream.
3. To view the full text of a message, scroll to the right.

Archive Messages from the Message Log

A message log archive utility lets you offload messages from the log stream to make room for writing new data. You can
archive the message log to a GDG or a sysout archiver for later reference. We recommend that you run the archive utility
on a daily basis. This archives log data from the previous day and deletes it from the log stream.

To archive message log data, specify AUTODELETE(NO) in the log stream definition, and schedule the archive utility
regularly. Specify the options of the archiving in the archive utility JCL.

Archive Utility Options

Use the following control statements to specify archiving parameters for the message log archive utility.

NOTE
For a sample JCL to run the utility, see the CCMARCH0 member in the hlq.CIMTLOAD library. If no options are
specified, the archive utility runs daily and removes data for all prior days.
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• LSN=name
(Required) Specifies the name of the log stream that the archive utility reads. The value must match the log stream
name as specified in the IMS system information in the Command Control Manager options data set.
Limits: 1 - 26 characters

• [DATE][HOURS=nn] | ALL | MAX | RECS = n
DATE

Archives message log data beginning from the oldest record in the log until the current date.
When both HOURS and DATE are specified, the archive utility processes records until it reaches the specified
number of hours of data, or until a date change occurs.

HOURS=nn
Archives message log data beginning from the oldest record in the log stream until the specified number of hours
of message data have been processed.
Limits: 1 - 24
When both HOURS and DATE are specified, the archive utility processes records until it reaches the specified
number of hours of data, or until a date change occurs.

ALL
Archives the entire contents of the log stream.

MAX
Archives log stream data until a message with a timestamp that matches the current date and hour. Specify this
option to remove all messages in the message log except those produced in the current hour.

RECS=n
Archives the specified number of records starting from the oldest records in the log stream.
Limits: 1 - 999999

NOTE
The keywords ALL, MAX, RECS=n, and the combination of DATE and HOURS=nn are mutually exclusive.

Example: Archive Messages from the Message Log

The following examples show how to specify message log data to archive:

• To archive records from the previous day regularly, specify the following control statement:

LSN=log-stream-name DATE HOURS=24

• To archive all records in the log stream, specify the following control statement:

LSN=log-stream-name ALL

Suppressing Selected Messages
 Contents 

  

How to Suppress Messages

The message disposition feature lets you suppress selected messages from the IMS master terminal or the secondary
master terminal, or from the Command Control Manager message log.

Additionally, you can route a copy of a message to an AOI token to be processed by a user-written IMS application
program. You can use this function to replace user-written AOI exit routines such as DFSAOE00 or DFSAOUE0. If these
exits are used only to suppress messages from master terminals, the message disposition feature can perform this
function without any need for exit routine coding.
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To use message disposition, follow these steps:

1. Implement and start the message log.
2. Specify message disposition table name for the IMS system in the system information.
3. Populate the message disposition tables.
4. (Optional) Refresh message disposition tables if you made any changes. 

Populate Message Disposition Tables

Message disposition tables define IMS message IDs (for example, DFS681I) and contain rules for Command Control
Manager to suppress or display particular messages. Message disposition tables are stored in the Command Control
Manager Options data set.

Create an entry in the message disposition table for each rule.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select MSG Disp on the CCM Primary Option Menu.
The Message Disposition List appears displaying all message IDs and all the message disposition tables.

2. Enter A in the command line and press Enter.
3. Specify the message disposition parameters in the fields in the CCM Message Disposition Update panel.

NOTE
 For the description of the fields, place the cursor in the field and press F1 (Help).

4. Press F3 to save your changes.

Refresh Message Disposition Tables

Message disposition tables are loaded in the IMS address space during IMS initialization.

To refresh message disposition tables, reload them by issuing the following IMS command from a 3270 terminal that is
logged on to IMS:

/LOG CCMREFRESH

Command Control Manager issues message CCM8301I to the z/OS syslog when the refresh request is completed
successfully.
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IMS Information Repository
Monitor the state of database objects and resources and recognize trends based on historical data.

The IMS Information Repository (IIR) is an optional feature that helps database administrators (DBA) to monitor the state
of database objects and resources and recognize trends based on historical data collected by Database Management
Solutions for IMS. The collected information helps with performance tuning, problem determination, and resource
planning.

IIR does not affect the overall performance of the monitored utility jobs.

IIR works with the reporting and utility functions of the following products:

• Database Analyzer
• Database Copier
• Database Organizer
• High Performance Recovery
• Secondary Index Builder

After you have installed the Datacom/AD environment and IIR database, you can begin collection of the execution data in
the IIR tables by specifying IIRRECORD=YES in the utility JCL. This information can be collected over a period to provide
detailed information for trend analysis, performance monitoring, and debugging.

IIR Support

Support for the IMS Information Repository (IIR) and its Datacom environment is provided through the Technical Support
organization that handles the Database Management Solutions for IMS. If you have a specific Datacom question or
problem, you can optionally contact the Datacom customer group directly and indicate that you are running a Datacom
environment in support of IIR.

Installing the IMS Information Repository
IIR uses a database (set of tables) that is installed into the Datacom/AD environment.

Installing the IIR consists of installing the prepackaged version of the Datacom environment and the IIR database, which
is known as ITKREPDB. Install IIR as part of the overall Database Management Solutions for IMS installation process or
you can activate IIR later by completing the following process:

NOTE
The IIR table schema was redesigned with Version 18.0 of Database Management Solutions for IMS. The
previous table schema is not available in this installation. If you have previously used IIR and you want to keep
the old table schema, see Migrate IIR for PTFs or From a Previous Version.

1. Review the Prerequisites
2. Install IIR
3. (Optional) Establish a Data Sharing Environment
4. Configure Datacom

Prerequisites

Before you install or migrate the IMS Information Repository (IIR) on your system, verify that the following prerequisites
are met:
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• The Database Management Solutions for IMS products that use IIR are installed.
• The Datacom/AD environment is installed at the 15.1 level.

NOTE
If you already have Datacom/DB or Datacom/AD installed, you can skip these installation steps and can use the
previously defined environment to run IIR.

For more information about installing the Datacom/AD environment, see Installing in the Datacom/AD documentation.

(Optional) How To Establish a Data Sharing Environment

You can use IIR in a data sharing environment that allows more than one LPAR to have read and write access to
the Datacom/AD Repository database. You can also convert a single LPAR Datacom/AD system into a data sharing
environment.

1. Specify the Multi-User Facility (MUF) and Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) parameters in the existing DBSIDPR
module.

2. Assemble and link the new DBSIDPR module.
NOTE
For more information about how to establish communication with z/OS using Cross-System Coupling
Facility (XCF) and how to use the Multi-User Facility (MUF), see the Datacom/AD Database and System
Administration Guide.

3. Specify the following MUF start options in CUSMAC member DBDATIN1:
MUF mufname1

Specifies the execution MUF name (accessing the Datacom/AD database).
TASKS 20,mK,,,8

Specifies the number of tasks (20) allowed in MUF LPAR and number of tasks (8) allowed in remote LPAR. These
numbers can be increased if necessary.

XCFFROM *,group_name
Specifies the sharing group name (used with XCF).

4. APF-authorize all MUF start job STEPLIB libraries in the execution MUF LPAR.
5. Ensure that XCF structure for inter-region communication exists.
6. Start the execution MUF job on LPAR1.

All LPARs that share this XCF group now have read and write access to the Datacom/AD database.

Configure Datacom for IIR
Executing the IIR installation or migrating jobs requires that the Datacom/AD environment be up and operational. This
environment must be available for any access to the Datacom/AD databases.

The following scenario describes how to manually configure Datacom for IIR. Alternatively it is possible to use the Post-
Install Tailoring Tool to automate the process. See Using the Post-Install Tailoring Tool.

This job is a long running task. We recommend submitting this job to a job class without a time or CPU limit.

NOTE
 Common use and maintenance of IIR does not require that you ever stop the Datacom/AD environment. For
information about how to stop the Datacom/AD environment, see the Datacom documentation.

Set Up the IIR Database and Tables

After you start the Datacom/AD environment, define, catalog, and initialize the IIR database and the tables that support
the IIR data collection facilities.

Batch utility programs to set up the IIR database and tables are provided in the sample library (high-level.CIMTSAMP).
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Edit the following members in the high-level.CIMTSAMP library and save your changes:
IIRINS1

Executes the Datacom/AD DDUPDATE batch utility that defines the database.
IIRINS2

Executes the Datacom/AD DDRTVCAT batch utility that validates the database definition to ensure it matches the
current IIR database model and then catalogs it to the environment.

IIRINS3
Executes the Datacom/AD DBUTLTY batch utility that formats (INIT) each of the data sets and marks them “null”
loaded (loaded with no rows).

2. Submit the edited members for execution in the following order: IIRINS1, IIRINS2, and IIRINS3.
The expected return code is 0.

The IIR database and tables are ready for use. We recommend backing up the Datacom/AD environment before you start
collecting data to IIR tables.

WARNING
 After the IIR database is successfully defined or cataloged to the environment, it should never need to be
defined or cataloged again. You can redefine or recatalog the database, if needed; however, this is typically
done only under instructions from Broadcom Support. Rerunning the catalog of an active database definition
could cause existing data in that database tables to be marked unusable and result in a loss of existing data.

(Optional) Set Up the IIR Historical Reporting Application or Conditional Reorganization

This step is optional. Perform this step if you want to view IIR historical data or set up Conditional Reorganization
thresholds.

The IIR Historical Reporting application reads data from the IIR database and provides DBD job reports through the ISPF
interface. Conditional Reorganization allows you to base reorganization on user-defined thresholds. These thresholds
are compared with the latest statistics collected from Database Analyzer. If the thresholds are exceeded, the relevant
database is reorganized.

Both applications use the plan file, which provides a description of the SQL query that particular load modules execute on
the Datacom/AD database. To enable the SQL access for applications, import the plan definition to Datacom/AD.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that the Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) is up and running on the same LPAR where you submit the job.
2. Edit the IIRPLNIN member of the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP) to mirror the IIR configuration from the $ITK member

of the CLIST.
3. Specify the plan to import in the TRANSF ddname.

The plans for supported Datacom/AD releases are provided in the sample library members IIRPLNnn,
where nn indicates the release number. The plan for the most recent release is imported by default.

4. Run IIRPLNIN.
The plan file is imported to Datacom/AD.

NOTE
 To export a plan, execute the IIRPLNEX job that is provided in the sample library.

Back Up the Datacom/AD Environment

During the Datacom/AD installation, you are instructed to run the ADnnBKUP job. This job creates a backup of the
Datacom/AD environment, which includes everything except the data that is stored in the IIR database.
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To back up the Datacom/AD environment, reexecute ADnnBKUP. The IIR table definitions are saved with the Datacom/AD
environment information.

NOTE
We recommend standardizing this job for your environment and adding it to the regularly scheduled system
backups. These backups are only needed in the case of a system failure or accidental deletion of a Datacom/AD
system data sets. If this occurs, contact Broadcom Support for assistance in restoring the required data sets.

Migrate IIR for PTFs or From a Previous Version
You can migrate IIR from an existing version 19 installation, or you can migrate IIR while upgrading from an earlier version
of Database Management Solutions for IMS.

If you are migrating from a version of Database Management Solutions for IMS that precedes 19.0 GA, you must verify
the existing IIR installation. Otherwise, the migration process is the same for all versions of Database Management
Solutions for IMS.

If you use and want to continue using IIR with an earlier increment, you can install the new IIR table schema while
preserving the existing IIR tables in your system. After you follow this procedure, you can still use the reporting IIR jobs
from previous versions.

The following scenario guides you through the process:

1. Review Prerequisites
2. Back up the Datacom/AD Environment
3. Start the Datacom/AD Environment
4. (If you are migrating from Version 19.0 or lower) Verify Existing IIR Installation
5. Update the IIR Database and Tables
6. Back up the Datacom/AD Environment again.
7. (Optional) Set up IIR Historical Reporting or Conditional Reorganization

The following diagram illustrates this scenario:
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Figure 12: IIR_Migration_Decision_Tree
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Back Up the Datacom/AD Environment

During the Datacom/AD installation, you are instructed to run the ADnnBKUP job. This job creates a backup of the
Datacom/AD environment, which includes everything except the data that is stored in the IIR database.

To back up the Datacom/AD environment, re-execute ADnnBKUP. The IIR table definitions are saved with the Datacom/
AD environment information.

NOTE
We recommend standardizing this job for your environment and adding it to the regularly scheduled system
backups. These backups are only needed if there is a system failure or accidental deletion of a Datacom/AD
system data sets. If such an event occurs, contact Broadcom Support for assistance in restoring the required
data sets.

Start the Datacom/AD Environment

Executing the IIR installation or migrating jobs requires that the Datacom/AD environment is up and operational. This
environment must be available for any access to the Datacom/AD databases.

To start the Datacom/AD environment, execute the ADnnSTRT job in the Datacom sample library, where nn indicates the
release number. For example, submit AD15STRT to start Datacom/AD 15.1.

This job is a long running task. We recommend submitting this job to a job class without a time or CPU limit.

NOTE
Common use and maintenance of IIR does not require that you ever stop the Datacom/AD environment. For
information about how to stop the Datacom/AD environment, see the Datacom documentation.

Verify Existing IIR Installation

Migration from Version 18.0 or lower

New tables have been added to enhance the capabilities of IIR. If you have an older version or IIR, these new tables
might be missing in your installation. Before you migrate to new IIR tables, verify that your current IIR installation contains
all tables.

1. Run the IIRCXX job that is provided in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library.
2. Review the job output. Search for the following table names (strings): DBA00A, DBA00B, DBA00C, DBA00D, DSA001.
3. If a table name is not found, locate and edit the table member in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library. Save your changes and

submit the edited member for execution. The expected return code is 0.
For DBA00A, use the table name IIRADD0A.
For DBA00B and DBA00C, use the table name IIRADDBC.
For DBA00D, use the table name IIRADD0D.
For DSA001, use the table name IIRADDSA.

Upgrade IIR Installation

Migration from Version 19.0 or lower

Run the following jobs to upgrade the existing installation:

IIRMIG1
Backs up all the needed IIR data.
Return Code: 0

IIRDEPR
Removes IIR tables definitions from Datacom.
Return Code: 0
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IIRINS1
Creates the IIR database in the MUF.
Return Code: 1

IIRINS2
Catalogs the IIR database.
Return Code: 0

IIRINS3
Initializes and loads the IIR database.
Return Code: 0

IIRPLNIN
Inserts the SQL plan in the IIR to enable any external apps to run SQL queries against IIR.
Return Code: 0

IIRMIG2
Loads back all the IIR data.
Return Code: 0

NOTE

• While the jobs are running the Datacom MUF is unable to process any transactions, so no updates are
applied.

• To avoid corruption of your customization settings, do not run any jobs again manually if all jobs finish
successfully.

Update the IIR Database and Tables

During the incremental release of IIR Version 20.0, new tables were added to the IIR database. To migrate from Version
20.0 GA or a later release to a higher release, a batch utility program to add these tables is provided in the sample library
(hlq.CIMTSAMP).

1. Edit the IIRUPD1 member in the hlq.CIMTSAMP library and save your changes.
2. Submit the edited member for execution. Expected return code is 0.

(Optional) Set Up IIR Historical Reporting or Conditional Reorganization

This step is optional. Perform this step to view IIR historical data or to set up Conditional Reorganization thresholds.

The IIR Historical Reporting application reads data from the IIR database and provides DBD job reports through the ISPF
interface. Conditional Reorganization allows you to base reorganization on user-defined thresholds. These thresholds
are compared with the latest statistics collected from Database Analyzer. If the thresholds are exceeded, the relevant
database is reorganized.

Both applications use the plan file, which provides a description of the SQL query that particular load modules execute on
the Datacom/AD database. To enable the SQL access for applications, import the plan definition to Datacom/AD.

1. Ensure that the Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) is up and running on the same LPAR where you submit the job.
2. Edit the IIRPLNIN member of the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP) to mirror the IIR configuration from the $ITK

member of the CLIST.
3. Specify the plan to import in the TRANSF ddname.

The plans for supported Datacom/AD releases are provided in the sample library members IIRPLNnn, where nn
indicates the release number. The plan for the most recent release is imported by default.

4. Run IIRPLNIN.
The plan file is imported to Datacom/AD.
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NOTE
To export a plan, execute the IIRPLNEX job that is provided in the sample library.

Collecting the Execution Data
Before you can begin collection of the execution data in the IIR tables, verify that the following prerequisites are met:

• The Datacom/AD environment is up and operational to begin collecting execution statistics in the IIR database tables.
Verify that the ADnnSTRT job is up and executing.

• The IIR database is installed.
• The global ITK option IIRHIST is set to Y; see the ITKOPTN0 member in the sample library (high-level.CIMTSAMP).

To collect the execution information, select one of the Database Management Solutions for IMS products that generate
IIR data and execute that utility with the IIRRECORD=YES control statement. Once you enable IIR, you can collect
detailed information from critical utility and report executions. This information can be collected over a period of time to
provide detailed information for trend analysis, performance monitoring, and debugging. When IIR is selected during
execution (IIRRECORD=YES), one or more rows are created at the completion of the job in the corresponding IIR tables.
The columns stored in each of these tables correspond to the informational fields provided on the output report for the
executed utility.

WARNING
Before executing the utility with IIRRECORD=YES, add the Datacom execution libraries (CUSLIB and CAILIB)
to your STEPLIB or JOBLIB concatenation. The libraries can be listed anywhere within the STEPLIB or JOBLIB,
but the datacom.CUSLIB must precede the datacom.CAILIB.

The following products can store information in the IIR repository:

Product Function
Database Analyzer All
Database Copier COPY and IICOPY
Database Organizer RELOAD and UNLOAD
High Performance Recovery RECOVERY
Recovery Analyzer component of High Performance Recovery RECON (OPTION=SCAN)
Secondary Index Builder INDEXBUILD, INDEXEXTRACT, and INDEXCREATE

The selected IMS function must execute in the same z/OS image as the Datacom/AD environment.

NOTE
You can allow the utilities to communicate with any Datacom/AD running on any z/OS within the same sysplex
using the "Datacom access anywhere" functionality. Contact Broadcom Support for assistance setting this
functionality up.

Initial Data Collection Test

Select a set of reports that you are familiar with and run the reports with the IIRRECORD parameter set to YES. This
generates IIR records that can be used to demonstrate the various reporting and data extraction techniques.

 

Population of IIR Database Tables
After the requested utility functions complete, the appropriate IIR tables are opened and populated. A new set of IIR rows
is created for each execution of the selected function. Once the rows have been inserted, the utility completes its normal
end-of-job processing. The rows that are inserted depend on the utility function that was executed.
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Once a row is created, it remains in the IIR tables until you decide to remove the data. IIR data can be stored for an
unlimited amount of time.

Each row contains specific “key” data (such as job name and timestamp) that lets you sort, summarize, and report the
data in various different ways. In each case, all rows from a specific utility function will include as part of the (unique) key,
the mainframe job name (JOBNAME) and the date/time stamp (RUNSTAMP) of the completion of the utility functions.
These fields are combined with other critical fields (such as DBDNAME) to form the unique key that identifies each of the
rows.

Using the relational repository, you can query and report the data in these rows in a wide variety of combinations, subsets,
and can even dynamically do field calculations, such as sum, average, and so on. For example, you can determine the
average percent full of all DBDs, and then query to find any DBDs with a full percentage 10 points above the average.

Database Analyzer Table Information
When Database Analyzer is executed with IIRRECORD=YES specified, the following tables are updated:

Table Name Rows Inserted for Each ...
DBA001 Database.
DBA002 Cluster or data set of the database.
DBA003 Cluster or data set of the database.
DBA004 Area type and percentage range combination of the database.
DBA005 Area of the database.
DBA006 Database.
DBA009 Segment, pointer, and target segment type combination in each

cluster or data set of the database.
DBA00A Randomized root placement.
DBA00B Segment and pointer type and chain length combination in each

cluster or data set of the database.
DBA00C Segment type in each cluster or data set of the database.
DBA00D Historical trend data of a database.
DSA001 Cluster or data set of the database.
UTILITY Function execution.

Database Copier Table Information
When Database Copier is executed for COPY or IICOPY with IIRRECORD=YES specified, the following tables are
updated:

Table Name Rows Inserted for Each ...
DBC055 Cluster or data set of the database processed by the COPY

function.
DBC056 File processed by the COPY function of each data set in the

database.
DBC066 File processed by the IICOPY function of each data set in the

database.
DBC067 Change accumulation file processed by the IICOPY function of

each data set in the database.
UTILITY Function execution.
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Database Organizer Table Information
When Database Organizer is executed for UNLOAD with IIRRECORD=YES specified, the following tables are updated:

Table Name Rows Inserted for Each ...
DBO011 Database being processed.
DBO012 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO013 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO014 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO015 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO016 File of each data set in the database processed
DBO017 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO021 Database being processed.
DBO022 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO023 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO024 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO025 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
DBO026 File of each data set in the database processed.
DBO027 Cluster or data set of the database processed.

High Performance Recovery Table Information
When High Performance Recovery is executed with IIRRECORD=YES specified, the following tables are updated:

Table Name Row Inserted for Each ...
HPR075 Cluster or data set of the database processed.
HPR076 File of each data set in the database processed.
HPR077 Change accumulation file processed.

Secondary Index Builder Table Information
When Secondary Index Builder is executed with IIRRECORD=YES specified, the following tables are updated:

Table Name Row Inserted for Each ...
SIB031 Database being processed by the INDEXBUILD or

INDEXCREATE - BUILD function.
SIB032 Cluster or data set of the database being processed by the

INDEXBUILD or INDEXCREATE - BUILD function.
SIB033 Cluster or data set of the database processed by the

INDEXBUILD or INDEXCREATE - BUILD function.
SIB035 Cluster or data set of the database processed by the

INDEXBUILD or INDEXCREATE - BUILD function.
SIB041 Database being processed by the INDEXEXTRACT or

INDEXCREATE - EXTRACT function.
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SIB042 Cluster or data set of the database being processed by the
INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE - EXTRACT function.

SIB043 Cluster or data set of the database processed by the
INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE - EXTRACT function.

SIB045 Cluster or data set of the database processed by the
INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE - EXTRACT function.

SIB046 File processed by the INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE -
EXTRACT function of each data set in the database.

Reporting on the IIR Data
This section describes the utility and reporting functions that you can use to report on the content of the tables, and report
the actual data in the tables.

You can use the following means to access data about utility execution:

• View DBD Job Execution Details in the Online ISPF Interface
• IIR Database Report Utility (IIRPRT1)
• DBUTLTY CXX Report
• SQL Queries (DBSQLPR Utility)
• Miscellaneous Reporting Options

View DBD Job Execution Details in the Online ISPF Interface
The IIR Historical Reporting application provides an ISPF interface to IIR data. Use this application to view reports on all
jobs that ran with a particular DBD with IIRRECORD=YES.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the online interface by executing the $ITK CLIST. Specify the following command from ISPF option 6:

EX 'xxx.yyy.CIMTCLS0($ITK)' 'HILVLQ(xxx.yyy)'

xxx.yyy
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the ITK libraries.

2. Select option 8 from the Database Management Solutions for IMS main panel.
The Primary Option Menu panel appears.

3. Select the component for which you want to display the reports.
The Report Summary panel for the specified component displays all DBD names. Use the DBD-Name and Age of
Reports fields to limit the number of displayed DBDs.

4. Select the DBD and press Enter.
The Report Details panel for the selected DBD name displays all jobs that were executed with the DBD. Use the Job-
Name, Age of Reports, and Select Reports fields to limit the number of displayed jobs.

5. Select a job and press Enter.
The job details report appears.

IIR Database Report Utility (IIRPRT1)
IIRPRT1 is a batch utility that generates a database report from the IIR tables. Use this utility to view important database
values, such as the number of root and anchor points (RAPs) in each block, total number of blocks in the root addressable
area (RAA), total number of blocks (including HDAM or PHDAM overflow), number of root segments that are not in the
home block, or number of segments in overflow. The utility job is provided in the samplib (hlq.CIMTSAMP).

You can specify the following parameters that are allocated by the SYSIN DD statement:
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JOBNAME=name
Specifies the job or jobs (name) for which the report displays results. You can use wildcard characters to specify a
job name. The default is to display all jobs.
Example: JOBNAME=ABC*

THRESHOLD=nn
Specifies that the report displays results for the databases with the specified number (nn) of roots that are not in
the home block or segments in overflow.
Limits: 1 - 99
Default: 100 (no threshold)
Example: THRESHOLD=10 displays results for databases with 10 percent and more of root segments that are
not in the home block or segments in overflow.

DBUTLTY CXX Report
To report and manage the database and tables with the environment, use the DBUTLTY utility program that is provided in
the Datacom/AD environment. The DBUTLTY functions are used in managing the IIR database and tables. Use the CXX
DBUTLTY program to execute a CXX report.

NOTE
For more information about the DBUTLTY utility program, see the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the IIRCXX member in the ITK sample library. This job executes the Datacom/AD DBUTLTY batch utility.
2. Edit IIRCXX as described in the member.
3. Save your changes and submit the job. The expected return code is 0.

The CXX report generates a detail page for each of the IIR tables. The report provides all the pertinent Datacom/AD
information for each table. Among these statistics, you can find the row size, number of records, and the fields (columns)
that make up each of the keys (indexes).

In the report, you can locate the tables that were updated by your initial data collection test. Verify that those tables have
rows counts that match your expectations.

NOTE
You can include comment statements in the DBUTLTY input by placing an asterisk in the first column of the
statement. The IIRCXX sample member includes a comment statement that precedes the actual DBUTLTY
REPORT command.

SQL Queries (DBSQLPR Utility)
Dataquery provides a wide variety of generic reporting functions using the SQL language syntax.

DBSQLPR is a utility that enables users to execute SQL statements through Datacom/DB. It provides a superset of the
functionality previously provided by the SQIDEMO and COB430 utilities without any dependence upon the SQI interface
or any requirement to preprocess and compile an SQL program. DBSQLPR is for users who want quick access to SQL
functionality but do not have access to CICS or the Datacom Server.

Consider the following:
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• If you have existing SQIDEMO and COB430 JCL, it runs with little or no changes.
• SQL statements must be terminated with a semicolon (;) unless the TERM= parameter is used (see DBSQLPR

Options).
• SQL statements may not contain host variable references.
• All nullable columns are printed with one extra character to the left. This character is blank when a value is present and

an asterisk (*) when the data is NULL.
• The Common Components and Services CAILIB is required in STEPLIB (for z/OS) or LIIBDEF (for z/VSE).
• When using DBSQLPR, specify PLNCLOSE=T or allow PLNCLOSE to default to that value.

NOTE
For more information about the Datacom/DB DBSQLPR utility, see the Datacom/DB SQL documentation.

Execute an SQL Query Using the DBSQLPR Utility
A sample DBSQLPR utility job is provided to facilitate the creation and use of your queries. Before you query IIR tables,
verify that the job is set correctly.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the IIRSQLPR member in the ITK sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP).
2. Edit IIRSQLPR as specified in the member, save your changes, and submit the job.

The expected return code is 0.
3. (Optional) Save the member under a different name.
4. Replace the following statement with any of the SQL report samples:

SELECT * FROM DBA001

5. Submit the job to produce a batch report.

NOTE
The IIRSQLPR sample job sets the authorization ID (authid) to SYSUSR. This setting lets you specify tables in
the SQL without the authid prefix. If you use a tool other than the DBSQLPR utility, verify that the authid matches
your system settings. For more information about changing the SQL authorization ID, see the Datacom/DB
documentation.

The IIRDQRY job that uses the DQBATCH utility to execute SQL queries has been made obsolete with Version
18.0.

Basic SQL Examples
The following basic SQL examples show how to use the SQL query language. To execute any of these queries, replace
the existing SQL syntax in the IIRSQLPR sample job with the SQL example.

Example: Count Rows in a Table

To determine the number of rows in the DBA001 table, execute the following SQL query:

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM DBA001;

Example: List All Rows and Columns

To list all of the data rows and their columns from the DBA001 table, execute the following SQL query:

SELECT * FROM DBA001; 
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This statement lists all rows and columns; therefore, it could be lengthy. We recommend that you specify column names
and possible selection criteria in the query.

Example: List Selected Columns

To list only specific columns from all rows on the DBA001 table, execute the following SQL query:

SELECT DBDNAME, RUNSTAMP, JOBNAME, DBORG, ACCMETH

FROM DBA001; 

Example: List Only Rows that Meet a Certain Criteria

To list rows from the DBA001 table where a certain column value meets a certain selection criteria, execute the following
SQL query:

SELECT DBDNAME, RUNSTAMP, JOBNAME, DBORG, ACCMETH

FROM DBA001

WHERE DBDNAME = 'MYDBD' AND JOBNAME = 'MYJOB123';

Example: List Rows in a Given Order

To list rows from the DBA001 table in a specific order, execute the following SQL query:

SELECT DBDNAME, RUNSTAMP, JOBNAME, DBORG, ACCMETH

FROM DBA001

ORDER BY ACCMETH, DBDNAME;

Example: List Selected Rows in a Given Order

To list selected rows from the DBA001 table in a specific order, execute the following SQL query:

SELECT DBDNAME, RUNSTAMP, JOBNAME, DBORG, ACCMETH

FROM DBA001

WHERE DBDNAME = 'MYDBD' AND JOBNAME = 'MYJOB123'

ORDER BY ACCMETH, DBDNAME;

NOTE
For more information about SQL syntax, see the Datacom/DB SQL documentation.

Enhanced Query Examples
The IIRSLQ01 member in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP) provides the following examples of enhanced queries that
use the data collected in IIR tables to perform various types of analysis on your IMS environment.

The following enhanced queries are available:

• SQL01 -- Determine How Much Space Remains in the Database
This query uses the DBA002 and DBA003 tables and provides the following information:
– Allocated space to the data set. (DBA002.ALLOCSPC)
– How much of the allocated space is used by the database. (DBA002.USEDSPAC)
– How much of the allocation is not used by the database (DBA002.UNUSEDSPC)
– Allocated bytes in the database (different from data set). (DBA003.ALLBYTES)
– Total bytes of data in the database. (DBA003.TOTBYTES)
– The number of bytes of free space inside the database. (DBA003.FRSBYTES)
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You can also use Database Organizer to determine how much space remains in the database. The DBO012 table
provides data set information:
– Allocated space to the data set (DBA012.ALLOCSPC)
– How much of the allocated space is used by the database. (DBA012.USEDSPAC)
– How much of the allocated space is not used by the database. (DBO012.UNUSEDSPC)

• SQL02 -- Determine if the Database is not Well Organized
This query uses the DBA009 table and provides the following segment pointer statistics:
– Number of pointers that point to the same block. (DBA009.PTRPTBLK)
– Number of pointers that point to the same track. (DBA009.PTRPTTRK)
– Number of pointers that point to the same cylinder. (DBA009.PTRPTCYL)
– Number of pointers that point more than one cylinder away. (DBA009.PTRPTOTH)

• SLQ03 -- Track Image Copies
This query uses the DBC056 table and provides the following information:
– Number of database blocks written. (DBC056.WRITTEN)
– Number of blocks written to the image copy. (DBC056.WRBLKIO)
– Block size of the image copy. (DBC056.BLKSIZE)
– Block size of the database, also the record size on the image copy. (DBC056.RECSIZE)

• SQL04 -- Track Recoveries
This query uses the HPR075 and HPR076 tables and provides the following information:
– The database recovered. (HPR075.DATASET)
– The number of blocks written to the database. (HPR075.DBIWRTI)
– The image copy used as input for recovery. (HPR076.DATASET)
– The number of database blocks read from the image copy. (HPR076.READ)
The SQL statement should define the database recovered, the image copy data set name used in the recovery, and
the number of database blocks.

• SQL05 -- Find Ten Largest Record Sizes and the Number of Segments for Each
This query uses the DBO014 table and provides a list of ten largest segment sizes with the number of segments and
the root RBA for each segment size.

• SQL06 -- iew Suggested Sequential Buffers and Related Database Size Information
This query uses the DBO013 table and provides the following information:
– Number of database records. (DBO013.RECORDS)
– Total number of segments in the database. (DBO013.SEGMENTS)
– Total number of bytes of data in the database. (DBO013.BYTES)
– Number of bytes in the largest database record. (DBO013.LARGEST)
– Number that should optimally be used for BUF4SEQINIT during a reload of this database. This value is large

enough to hold the largest record in storage. (DBO013.SEQBUFFS)

Real Life Query Examples
The IIRSLQ02 member in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP) provides the following examples of "real-life" SQL queries.
Use these queries as templates to create custom reports or execute them without any change.

The following "real-life" queries are available:
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• SQL01 -- How much space is allocated or used
• SQL02 -- How much freespace is available within the allocated space (FSE's)
• SQL03 -- Pointer pointing to the same BLK /TRK/CYL/other
• SQL04 -- DBCOPY run details
• SQL05 -- HPR run details
• SQL06 -- Three largest database record sizes and number of segments in each
• SQL07 -- Suggested sequential buffers and related database size information
• SQL08 -- Database data sets with less than (<) 10% freespace
• SQL09 -- Database data sets with greater than (>) 90% FULL RAA CIs
• SQL10 -- Database data sets with greater than (>) 20 extents
• SQL11 -- HDAM databases with < 90% root segments in homeblks

Miscellaneous Reporting Options
This section describes Data Reporter, Dataquery, and Datacom Server.

Use these tools to access and report against the data found in the Datacom/AD IIR database. Basically, any tool that
currently provides access to Datacom can be used to access the IIR data.

Some of these tools are provided as part of the base installation, while others can be installed as needed.

Batch Reporting Options (Data Reporter)

Datacom/AD installation includes a native batch reporting tool, Reporting Facility.

Reporting Facility uses a parameter-driven language to access Datacom tables and produce up to 99 different reports in
one execution. The facility uses a simple non-SQL language to access the database and produce reports. The facility also
allows you to extract the Datacom data and write it to a sequential file.

The facility provides full data selection, ordering, subtotaling, and other data manipulation functions. The report facility
cannot be used to update the database tables.

For more information about this reporting option, see the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Tutorial.

CICS Reporting Options (Dataquery)

If you installed Dataquery, you can perform the same queries against the IIR tables in an online (interactive) environment
using Dataquery. In addition, the Dataquery CICS facility provides query storage and management functions, menu-driven
and assisted query creation, skeleton statement support, and many other facilities.

To use the online portion of Dataquery, first complete the Datacom/DB post-installation tasks for CICS.

For more information about the Datacom/DB post-installation tasks, see the Datacom documentation. For detailed
information about all of these functions, see the Dataquery documentation.

NOTE
CICS and Dataquery are not available for Datacom/AD.

ODBC and JDBC Options (Datacom Server)

You can access the IIR tables from any of the Windows-based platforms using Microsoft Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC) standard or the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) standard if you install the Datacom Server. This optional
product is not included in the base Datacom/AD installation, but IIR users can install it.
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Included with the Datacom Server installation is a copy of the Windows-based query tool Visual Express. This tool
provides a windows environment that can access the IIR data (through ODBC) and provide GUI reports and graphs, and
download the data from the mainframe to the PC.

Newer versions of Datacom Server will also support JDBC access from mainframe UNIX environments such as OS/390
USS.

The ODBC or JDBC protocols support third-party PC-based tools such as MS Access, MS Word, and many others.

Managing the IIR Data
This section describes tasks to maintain your IIR database. Perform the following tasks regularly as needed to keep the
IIR database healthy and the data available.

• Back Up the IIR Database
• Loading the IIR Data Areas
• Recovering the IIR Database
• Building and Rebuilding the IIR Index Area
• Extract Data from an IIR Table
• Cleaning Up the IIR Database
• Insert and Update Rows in IIR Tables

Back Up the IIR Database
Because the data is stored in a standard Datacom database (made up of data areas), we recommend using the DBUTLTY
program to back up and load the data found in the IIR database.

The DBUTLTY BACKUP function can be executed at the following levels:

• Database (all areas)
• Area (all tables in that area)
• Table

While these multiple options exist, IIR users will most likely only need to use the database level backup process. The
database level BACKUP will back up the entire contents of all tables in the IIR database to a single output data set. The
LOAD process lets you reload the entire database (all areas), or a selected area (all tables in the area) from the full
database backup. This flexibility makes the full database backup the easiest to use with the most options for reloading.

NOTE
We do not recommend that you back up databases that are open for update even though this option is
supported by DBUTLTY. The default backup (BACKUP SEQ=NATIVE) does not allow any of the IIR tables to be
open for update while the backup is taken. The default backup creates a synchronized backup of all the data in
the database.

A sample IIR database backup job stream is located in the ITK sample library under member IIRBKPDB.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the IIRBKPDB member in the ITK sample library. This job executes the DBUTLTY batch utility to back up the
entire IIR database.

2. Edit IIRBKPDB as specified in the member.
3. Save your changes and submit the job. The expected return code is 0.

NOTE
Schedule the backup job for regular execution to back up the data collected by the IIR processing.
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NOTE
Fast DASD tools can also be used to back up or load Datacom areas. If you are using such a tool, shut down
the Datacom/AD environment normally before attempting the backup or load processes. This will prevent the
user from creating a backup or attempting to load an IIR database while changes are in progress. Also verify all
data sets (including the index area) are backed up at the same time or loaded with a backup that was created at
the same time. For more information about backing up or loading the data, see the Datacom DBUTLTY Guide.

Loading the IIR Data Areas
The IIRINS3 member (ran at the installation) performed an initialization and null load of the IIR database index and data
areas. Each Datacom index or data area must be initialized before it can be loaded. However, it does not need to be
initialized again unless the data set device or extent information is being changed (made larger, smaller, moved).

Once initialized, the DBUTLTY LOAD function is used to load data into the entire database (all areas), a selected area, or
a selected table. The load function automatically updates the index area during the data load, so no index load is required.

NOTE
For more information about the DBUTLTY utility program, see the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Guide.

Contents:

Load the IIR Data Area

To load an area, execute the DBUTLTY job with the following specification in the SYSIN parameter statements:

• Database ID (DBID)
• Datacom ID of the area
• (Optional) Datacom ID of the table, when loading a single table in a selected area

Sample jobs are provided in the sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP) to help you quickly load IIR database.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate one of the following members in the ITK sample library:
IIRLODDB

Loads the entire IIR database from a backup data set created by the sample job IIRBKPDB.
IIRLODAR

Loads only one area from a backup data set created by the sample job IIRBKPDB.

NOTE
Each product of Database Management Solutions for IMS that interfaces with IIR has its own data area.
Loading only a selected data area restores the IIR records only for that product.

2. Edit IIRLODDB or IIRLODAR as specified in the members.
3. Save your changes and submit the job. The expected return code is 0.

When the full database backup is used, the load report lists the tables that were loaded as part of the selected area and
then notes others tables in the backup that were not loaded because they were not part of this selected area. These
messages can be treated as comments.

Supported Format Options

The DBUTLTY LOAD function supports the following formats of input:

FORMAT=BACKUP
Indicates that the backup data set was created by the DBUTLTY BACKUP function. This format is typically used.
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FORMAT=EXTRACT
Indicates that the backup was created by the DBUTLTY table extract function or by a user program. This type of
a load can only be used to load a single table in the area. Because the first thing that the LOAD function does is
empty the data areas, use caution in loading this style of backup as only one table will be loaded and all other
tables in the area will be left empty.

FORMAT=NONE
Marks a data area loaded with no rows. The IIRINS3 install job does this type of load. This load can be executed
anytime that you want to empty the data areas and start IIR collection over.

Recovering the IIR Database
The standard Datacom/AD environment that is selected by the IIR startup parameters does not support the full logging
and recovery facilities of Datacom. These facilities are available to the IIR user, but to keep the environment small, we
have elected to allow the Datacom log file to wrap around and automatically reuse space (without saving over written log
records). As such, support for application backout is available, but the ability to run forward recovery is not available. If
you want to activate the full Datacom logging facility to perform full forward and backward recovery on IIR tables, contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

NOTE
For more information about database recovery, see the Datacom/DB Database Administration Guide.

Building and Rebuilding the IIR Index Area
Anytime DBUTLTY is used to load a data area, the index area is automatically updated.

However, the following situations require rebuilding index area from the existing data areas:

• You use a fast DASD utility to load the data.
• The database index is lost or deleted.

Use the DBUTLTY RETIX function to rebuild the index. The index rebuild can be done at the database or data area level.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate one of the following members in the ITK sample library:
IIRRETDB

Provides the JCL to execute the DBUTLTY batch utility to rebuild the entire IIR database index from the data
currently on the data areas.

IIRRETAR
Provides the JCL to execute the DBUTLTY batch utility to rebuild the index for one area of the IIR database index
from the data currently on the data areas.

2. Edit IIRRETDB or IIRRETAR as specified in the member.
3. Save your changes and submit the job. The expected return code is 0.

NOTE
For more information about the DBUTLTY utility program, see the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Guide.

Extract Data from an IIR Table
Occasionally, you need to extract the rows from an IIR table for processing outside of the Datacom/AD environment. The
DBUTLTY EXTRACT function extracts the table rows into a (blocked) sequential file. The extract output file includes only
the data rows themselves; none of the Datacom control information is included. A sample IIR database extract job stream
is provided in the ITK samplib member IIREXTTB.
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Follow these steps:

1. Locate the IIREXTTB member in the ITK sample library (hlq.CIMTSAMP). This job provides the JCL to execute the
DBUTLTY batch utility to extract a selected table from the IIR database.

2. Identify the area and table by their Datacom IDs.
3. Edit IIRREXTTB as specified in the member.
4. Save your changes and submit the job. The expected return code is 0.

The DBUTLTY accepts extract files for input to . When multiple tables are in the same area, special considerations apply.

Extracted data rows remain in the internal format that is used by Datacom. This format follows the field characteristics
(type, length, offset, and so on) defined. To process an extract file outside of Datacom, review this information to process
correctly the extracted data.

Cleaning Up the IIR Database
The easiest way to empty a table in the IIR database is to use one of the SQL batch tools (DBUTLTY CXX, DBSQLPR,
and so on) to execute an SQL DELETE rows command. The SQL syntax lets you remove all or some of the rows in a
specific table.

Contents:

SQL Examples

The following examples show SQL commands to delete data from IIR tables:

• To delete all rows in the DBA001 table, execute the following SQL command:

DELETE FROM DBA001

To remove all rows from a table, you can also execute a DBUTLTY BACKUP of the data area using the EXCLUDE
parameter to exclude the selected table from the backup. Then do a DBUTLTY LOAD of the data area, which would
load only those tables on the backup tape.

NOTE
For more information about DBUTLTY BACKUP using the EXCLUDE parameter, see the Datacom/DB
DBUTLTY documentation.

• To delete the rows in the DBA001 table only for a certain DBD, issue the following SQL query:

DELETE FROM DBA001 WHERE DBDNAME = 'KPSGEN'

• To delete the rows in the DBA001 table only for a certain JOB and timestamp, issue the following SQL query:

DELETE FROM DBA001 WHERE JOBNAME = 'MYJOB'

AND RUNSTAMP = '2001-12-17-15.23.03.004501'

Remove Overaged Data from an IIR Table

Regular removal of old data from the IIR tables helps keeping the tables at a reasonable size. A sample job that removes
all reports older than 90 days is provided in the IIRCLNUP samplib member (hlq.CIMTSAMP).

We recommend that you create a backup of the data before doing any destructive update.

Insert and Update Rows in IIR Tables
The data rows conform to specific data formats and should not be inserted or changed outside of Database Management
Solutions for IMS functions that populate the IIR tables. We strongly recommend that you do not use an SQL query
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or DBUTLTY job to insert or update data in the IIR tables.Contact Broadcom Support for assistance with inserting or
updating rows.

IIR Database and Tables
Typically, entities within the Datacom/AD environment are referenced by two different names. Each entity has the
Datacom name or ID and if needed an SQL name. Unless you are using the Datacom utilities or the Datacom native
programming interfaces, you only need the table and column SQL names to access the IIR data.

Contents:

Datacom/AD Database Structure

The basic Datacom/AD database has the following structure:
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Figure 13: DatacomAD Database Structure
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In the previous illustration, note the following:

• Each database has one index area. This index area contains all the indexes or keys for all the tables in the database.
While a relational database does not require keys to access the data, using the keys will enhance data row access.

• Each database has from 1 through 240 data areas. These data areas are much like a DB2 tablespace. They provide a
storage area for the tables. Data areas are only referenced when executing certain Datacom utilities.

• Each data area has from 1 through 240 tables. Tables included in the same area are still accessed individually by
database programs, but for certain Datacom utilities, the tables can be processed together.

• Each table has a set of data rows. There is no real limit to the number of rows per table, and no real limit to the length
of an individual row. However, since the data rows must be stored on one or more DASD devices and those devices
have specific physical characteristics, the actual size or number of rows that can be stored will be limited by the
maximum block-size of the devices and the total number of blocks available. Each data row has a fixed set of columns.
As we said before, the number of columns is limited by the physical characteristics of the DASD devices used.

• For each table from 1 through 99 keys or indexes can be created. Each index is made up of 1 to 180 columns from the
table. The columns can be organized in any order within the index and they do not have to appear consecutively on the
data row. The indexes provide a way to quickly access rows using specific values. For SQL access, you do not have to
specify any specific index or keys to use. The SQL parser will review the query (“where” clause and “order by” clause)
and select the best index to use.

• For each table, one index is selected as the native key. This index is used by the Datacom utilities to organize the data
rows during a backup or reorganization of the data area.

• For each table, one index is selected as the master key. This index is used by the Datacom system to enforce any
uniqueness requirements in the data. For example, the customer table can only have one row with a customer ID of
0001.

• An index can be both the native key and the master key, or they can be different indexes.
• For each table one or more elements can be defined. Elements are only used for non-SQL processing. They are made

up of one or more consecutive columns on a table. They provide the basic unit of retrieval (like an IMS segment) for
native Datacom requests.

Datacom Messages and Return Codes

All messages and return codes for the Datacom/AD environment are listed in the Datacom/DB Messages and Codes
Guide. Note the following message formatting:

• Most Datacom/DB messages begin with DB.
• Messages from the Datacom/DB Datadictionary facility begin with DD.
• Messages from the Dataquery facility messages begin with DQ.

In most cases, the Datacom messages will be issued from the Datacom/AD environment startup or the execution of
DBUTLTY utility jobs.

Most user applications communicate to the Datacom/AD environment using a standard API. For this type of
communication, the Datacom/AD environment provides request feedback using standard return codes:

• For SQL queries, the return code information is provided in the SQLCODE field (documented in the messages guide).
Some common SQL codes to remember are:
– 00: Request complete
– 100: No more rows
– -20: SQL syntax error
– -117: Datacom environment error (see the DBCODE field, database return code, for more information)
– -118: Datacom/Datadictionary error (see the DSFCODE field, dictionary service facility, for more information)
Icon
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Note: For more information about error and return handling, see the Datacom/DB Database Administrator Guide.
• For native processing and DBUTLTY jobs, the database return code field (documented in the messages guide) is

used. Some common return codes are:
– 00: Request complete
– 14: No more rows
– 46: Database area/table is already in open for update
– 68: Database area/table is already in open for update

IIR Database Definition
For IIR, we use one Datacom database with multiple data areas. One data area has been assigned to contain the tables
for each of the Database Management Solutions for IMS functions that will be using the IIR database (for Database
Analyzer, for Database Copier, for Database Organizer, for High Performance Recovery, and for Secondary Index
Builder).

In each area, there are multiple tables according to the needs of that specific function. Each table has been created with
one initial index and element. Additional indexes can be defined as needed to help speed query processing. There is no
need to define additional data elements.

Each IIR table is associated with a report provided by the corresponding IMS function. For each execution of the IMS
function, one or more rows are populated in the table. For each data row, a set of columns is provided. The columns
represent selected informational fields from the execution report.

Column Data Types
Contents

A detailed definition of each of the IIR tables is provided on the following pages. The IIR column definitions use a subset
of the SQL data types available under Datacom. The following table provides a brief reference for each of the IIR column
data types.

NOTE
For more information about handling the data types, see the Datacom/DB SQL documentation.

Column Type Column Length COBOL Picture Comments
CHARACTER Variable X(nnn) nnn is the column length.
DECIMAL 8 bytes S9(15) Comp-3 Signed decimal packed.
INTEGER 4 bytes S9(9) Comp Signed full word binary number.
SMALLINT 2 bytes S9(4) Comp (or smaller) Signed half word binary number.
SQL-TIME 3 bytes X(3) See Special Date and Time

Data Types.
SQL-DATE 4 bytes X(4) See Special Date and Time

Data Types.
SQL-STMP 10 bytes X(10) See Special Date and Time

Data Types.

Special Date and Time Data Types

The SQL-TIME, SQL-DATE, and SQL-STMP (timestamp) data types store their data values in compressed form on
DASD. When using SQL to access these data types, the data values on DASD are expanded to match the selected
SQL display format. The display formats are chosen at Datacom/AD environment startup or can be selected by the SQL
statement accessing the field. In most cases, the default ISO representation is suitable for most users. ISO formats are:
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• hh.mm.ss for time
• ccyy-mm-dd for date
• ccyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn for timestamp, where nnnnnn represents microseconds

The SQL parser provides a wide array of functions such as day (number 2-digit day), day of the week (Saturday, Sunday,
and so on) that can be applied to the time, date, and stamp columns to extract or restrict only a part of the information.

The SQL parser also supports date and time arithmetic with these data types.

If you use one of the Datacom utilities to extract the data rows, the date and time columns are extracted in their
compressed format. The following is a brief explanation of how to interpret the data values for these extracted fields:

• Extracted date and time fields use each byte of the field to represent two of the digits in the date or time. No special
characters (slashes (/) or periods (.) are stored in the data fields.

• Each byte is a hexadecimal equivalent of the two digits. For example, for a date data type with the value of 2001/12/17,
the internal representation would be: byte 1 = x'14', byte 2 = x'01', byte3 = x'0c', byte4 = x'11'.

• The same internal representation applies to time and timestamp fields also.

NOTE
For more information about Datacom/AD start-up parameters, see the Datacom/DB Database Administration
Guide.

Column Lengths, Offsets, Starting and Ending Positions

The individual table definitions provide the specific offset, length, starting position, and ending position for each column in
the table. The information is only needed for users who want to access the data rows using a native (non-SQL) Datacom
request or want to process a sequential extract file created by one of the Datacom utilities.

Null Fields
The SQL language supports a specific data value knows as null. A data field that has been set to null means that it does
not have any value, meaning it is not blank, it is not zero, it is null. When SQL does certain types of data operations such
as averages, sums, max, and so on, of a group of columns, the null columns are not included in the calculations.

Also, SQL enforces that all SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, and SQL-STMP fields include valid dates and times. SQL will not
allow a row to be processed if the date or time field is not valid. This includes zeros and blanks. For those cases where a
date or time column is on a data row, but no data is available, the only way to add the data row would be to set the date
field to null.

The SQL parser also supports row selection on null and not null values. For example, SELECT * FROM DBA001 WHERE
FREESPACE = NULL.

To specify that a column has a null value, the table definition includes a single indicator byte in front of each field that is
allowed to be specified as null. Not all fields are null-able fields and to use this byte for every field would waste space on
the data row.

The IIR table definitions use a mixture of nullable and non-nullable columns. Only those users that want to access
extracted data rows or who are using native access to the Datacom tables need to concern themselves with the null
indicator byte. For those users, note that each table definition includes a null column. If an entry occurs here, then there is
one byte preceding the field that is set to N when the data value in the column is null and should not be used. The column
offset, starting, and ending positions have been adjusted to reflect these one byte null indicators.

IIR Database Information
The IIR database information follows:
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Database:               ITKREPDB

Database-ID (DBID):     615

 

SQL NAME:               none

 

Index Area Data Set Information

 

       DDNAME                     DSNAME

       IXX615                     highlevel.IXX615

 

Data Areas

                                             ===== Dataset Information ====

Datacom name                      Datacom ID DDNAME        DSNAME

ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA                 DBA        DBA615        highlevel.DBA615

ITKREPDB-DBC-AREA                 DBC        DBC615        highlevel.DBC615

ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA                 DBO        DBO615        highlevel.DBO615

ITKREPDB-HPR-AREA                 HPR        HPR615        highlevel.HPR615

ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA                 SIB        SIB615        highlevel.SIB615

IIR Database Tables Reference
Detailed information for each IIR database table is provided in this section.

For more information about the report data, see the product section.

DBA001
Contains data reported in the DBD Specifications and DBD Area Configuration sections of the Database Summary report.
This provides information about the DBD itself, which might not reflect the database if the DBD has not been kept current.
When appropriate, this table also provides DEDB area information found in the DBD and truly reflects the database
format. A row is inserted for each database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA001

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA001

Datacom table ID:             DA1

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA001 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Record

creation
timestamp

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Record
creation
jobname

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DBORG DBD
organization

CHARACTER 7 n/a 26 27 33
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ACCMETH DBD access
method

CHARACTER 4 n/a 33 34 37

RECSIZE DBD record
size

INTEGER 4 n/a 37 38 41

CISIZE DBD CI or
block size

INTEGER 4 n/a 41 42 45

RNDMIZER DBD
randomizer
name

CHARACTER 8 1 46 47 54

DBDGEND DBDGEN date SQL-DATE 4 n/a 54 55 58
DBDGENT DBDGEN time SQL-TIME 3 n/a 58 59 61
DBDIMSR DBD IMS

release
CHARACTER 3 n/a 61 62 64

FREESPC DBD free
space factor

SMALLINT 2 1 65 66 67

FREEBLK DBD free blk
factor

SMALLINT 2 1 68 69 70

CYLSCAN DBD cyl scan
factor

SMALLINT 2 1 71 72 73

RAPSCI DBD # of raps/
ci or raps/blks

INTEGER 4 1 74 75 78

MAXRAACI DBD max RAA
RBN

INTEGER 4 1 79 80 83

MAXRAAB DBD RAA
bytes/rec

INTEGER 4 1 84 85 88

CISPUOW CIs/UOW SMALLINT 2 1 89 90 91
CISPDOVF CIs/IOVF SMALLINT 2 1 92 93 94
UOWPRAAI UOWs/RAA+I

OVF
SMALLINT 2 1 95 96 97

UOWPIOVF UOWs/IOVR SMALLINT 2 1 98 99 100

The index definitions for DBA001 are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA001                      Columns: DBDNAME

Datacom ID:      DA1K1                                         RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master:  Yes                                           JOBNAME

Datacom Native:  Yes

DBA002
Contains data reported in the Data Set Characteristics and Data Set Space Information sections of the Database
Summary report. This provides information relating to the actual data set or cluster where the database resides. For
VSAM databases, this table also provides the actual allocation of space for the data set or cluster. A row is inserted for
each cluster or data set of the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA002

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA002
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Datacom table ID:             DA2

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA002 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Record

creation
timestamp

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG or DEDB
area number

SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28

DATASET Data set name CHARACTER 44 n/a 28 29 72
DSGDDNAME DSG or DEDB

area ddname
CHARACTER 8 n/a 72 73 80

DEVTYPE Device type CHARACTER 4 n/a 80 81 84
RECSIZE Record size INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88
CISIZE CI or block size INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
BLKTRK Blocks per

track
SMALLINT 2 n/a 92 93 94

BLKCYL Blocks per
cylinder

SMALLINT 2 n/a 94 95 96

ALLOCSPC Allocated
space

INTEGER 4 n/a 96 97 100

USEDSPAC Allocation used INTEGER 4 n/a 100 101 104
UNUSEDSPC Allocation not

used
INTEGER 4 n/a 104 105 108

NUMEXTS Number of
extents

SMALLINT 2 n/a 108 109 110

TOTSPACU Total space
unused

DECIMAL 8 n/a 110 111 118

TOTALCI Number
of control
intervals

INTEGER 4 1 119 120 123

TOTALCA Number of
control areas

INTEGER 4 1 124 125 128

CISPLITS Number of CI
splits

INTEGER 4 1 129 130 133

CASPLITS Number of CA
splits

INTEGER 4 1 134 135 138

The index definitions for DBA002 are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA002                      Columns: DBDNAME

Datacom ID:      DA2K1                                         RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master:  Yes                                           JOBNAME
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Datacom Native:  Yes                                           DSGNUM

DBA003
Contains data reported in the Database Space Information, Database Overhead Information, Database Record Statistics,
Database Block Information, and Area Free Space Summary sections of the Database Summary report. This provides
information that gives a breakdown of the usage of the used portion of the data set allocation and a breakdown of the
portion of the allocated bytes that is used for control information by IMS.

When the root resides in the data set being reported, this table also provides statistics relating to the size of the typical
record in the database including record values for SDEPs when the database is a DEDB.

The columns providing a count of the blocks, records, or CIs of different types in the database are reported depending on
the database type.

When appropriate, this table also provides information concerning the amount of free space in each section and part
of a DEDB area. A row is inserted for each cluster or data set of the database. The average, sum, and difference data
provided in the report can be calculated from the column data as described in the report.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA003

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA003

Datacom table ID:             DA3

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA003 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
ALLBYTES Allocated bytes DECIMAL 8 n/a 28 29 36
TOTBYTES Bytes of data DECIMAL 8 n/a 36 37 44
FRSBYTES Free space

bytes
DECIMAL 8 1 45 46 53

RORBYTES Reorg area
bytes

INTEGER 4 1 54 55 58

SDFBYTES SDEP free
space

INTEGER 4 1 59 60 63

TOHBYTES Total overhead INTEGER 4 n/a 63 64 67
BOHBYTES CI, rec, or

block overhead
INTEGER 4 n/a 67 68 71

SOHBYTES Segment
overhead

INTEGER 4 n/a 71 72 75

SLABYTES Slack bytes INTEGER 4 1 76 77 80
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BMOBYTES Bit map
overhead

INTEGER 4 1 81 82 85

UISBYTES Used IOVF SM
bytes

INTEGER 4 1 86 87 90

NISBYTES Unused IOVF
SM

INTEGER 4 1 91 92 95

SCRBYTES SDEP scrap
bytes

INTEGER 4 1 96 97 100

ROOTS Number of DB
records

INTEGER 4 n/a 100 101 104

SEGMENTS Number of
segments

INTEGER 4 n/a 104 105 108

SDEPS Number of
SDEPs

INTEGER 4 1 109 110 113

SDEPTBYT Bytes of SDEP
data

INTEGER 4 1 114 115 118

SDEPTPRE Bytes of SDEP
prefix

INTEGER 4 1 119 120 123

DBICTLCI Number of
control CIs

INTEGER 4 1 124 125 128

DBIBMPBL Number of bit
map CIs

INTEGER 4 1 129 130 133

DBIFULCI Number of full
CIs

INTEGER 4 1 134 135 138

DBICIWSP Number of CIs
with space

INTEGER 4 1 139 140 143

DBIBMPOF Number of
OVF bit map
blocks

INTEGER 4 1 144 145 148

DBIOVFN Number of full
DOVF CIs/OVF
blks

INTEGER 4 1 149 150 153

DVIOVFL Number of
look-here
DOVF CIs

INTEGER 4 1 154 155 158

DBIOVFS # of OVF blks/
DOVF CIs w/
space

INTEGER 4 1 159 160 163

DVIFBASE BASE free
space

INTEGER 4 1 164 165 168

DBIFDOVF DOVF free
space

INTEGER 4 1 169 170 173

DBIFIOVF IOVF free
space

INTEGER 4 1 174 175 178

The index definitions for DBA003 are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA003                      Columns: DBDNAME

Datacom ID:      DA3K1                                         RUNSTAMP
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Datacom Master:  Yes                                           JOBNAME

Datacom Native:  Yes                                           DSGNUM

DBA004
Contains data reported in the Base Section Free Space Statistics, DOVF Section Free Space Statistics, and IOVF Section
Free Space Statistics reports for DEDB databases. This provides information that is the distribution of the number of CIs
in each of the base, DOVF, and IOVF sections of the area with given amounts of free space percentages. This data shows
the free space fragmentation in each range and pointer locality of reference statistics. A row is inserted for each area type
and percentage range combination of the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA004

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA004

Datacom table ID:             DA4

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA004 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

record creation
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
record creation

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DFSTYPE BASE, DOVF,
IOVF

CHARACTER 4 n/a 26 27 30

DFSRANGE 1=0-9,
2=10-19, and
so on

SMALLINT 2 n/a 30 31 32

DFSBLKS # blocks this
range

INTEGER 4 n/a 32 33 36

DFSTOTAL Total # of
chunks found

INTEGER 4 n/a 36 37 40

DFSTMAX Max # chunks
found

SMALLINT 2 n/a 40 41 42

DFSTMIN Min # chunks
found

SMALLINT 2 n/a 42 43 44

DFSSIZE Total size found INTEGER 4 n/a 44 45 48
DFSSMAX Max size found SMALLINT 2 n/a 48 49 50
DFSSMIN Min size found SMALLINT 2 n/a 50 51 52
DFSBPNTS Total pointers

to base
INTEGER 4 n/a 52 53 56

DFSBPMAX Max pointers to
base

SMALLINT 2 n/a 56 57 58

DFSBPMIN Min pointers to
base

SMALLINT 2 n/a 58 59 60
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DFSDPNTS Total pointers
to DOVF

INTEGER 4 n/a 60 61 64

DFSDPMAX Max pointers to
DOVF

SMALLINT 2 n/a 64 65 66

DFSDPMIN Min pointers to
DOVF

SMALLINT 2 n/a 66 67 68

DFSIPNTS Total pointers
to IOVF

INTEGER 4 n/a 68 69 72

DFSIPMAX Max pointers to
IOVF

SMALLINT 2 n/a 72 73 74

DFSIPMIN Min pointers to
IOVF

SMALLINT 2 n/a 74 75 76

DFSDIPTRS # with DOVF/
IOVF ptrs

INTEGER 4 1 77 78 81

The index definitions for DBA004 are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA004                      Columns: DBDNAME

Datacom ID:      DA4K1                                         RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master:  Yes                                           JOBNAME

Datacom Native:  Yes                                           DFSTYPE

DBA005
Contains data reported in the DEDB Area Physical Structure Map for DEDB databases. This provides information
representing the physical boundaries and size of each part and section of the area. A row is inserted for each area of the
database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA005

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA005

Datacom table ID:             DA5

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA005 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DMNID DMAN ID of
data set

SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28

CTLCIS Number of
control CI's

SMALLINT 2 n/a 28 29 30

CISIZE CI size SMALLINT 2 n/a 30 31 32
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IOVFSRBA RBA of IOVF
start

INTEGER 4 n/a 32 33 36

IOVRERBA RBA of IOVF
end

INTEGER 4 n/a 36 37 40

SDEPFRBA RBA or SDEP
start

INTEGER 4 n/a 40 41 44

FBADRBA First bad RBA INTEGER 4 n/a 44 45 48
IOVFSMCI # IOVF SM CIs

w/space
INTEGER 4 n/a 48 49 52

NFIOVFSM # full IOVF SM
CI's

INTEGER 4 n/a 52 53 56

IOVFALL # allocated
IOVF CI's

INTEGER 4 n/a 56 57 60

IOVFFREE # free IOVF
CI's

INTEGER 4 n/a 60 61 64

REORGCIS Number of
reorg CIs

INTEGER 4 n/a 64 65 68

USDEPCIS # used SDEP
CIs

INTEGER 4 n/a 68 69 72

FSDEPCIS # unused
SDEP CIs

INTEGER 4 n/a 72 73 76

SDEPORBA SDEP old RBA INTEGER 4 n/a 76 77 80
SDEPOCYC SDEP old cycle INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84
BASECIS Number CIs in

BASE
INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88

DOVFCIS Number CIs in
DOVF

INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92

SDEPNRBA SDEP next
RBA

INTEGER 4 n/a 92 93 96

SDEPNCYC SDEP next
cycle

INTEGER 4 n/a 96 97 100

SDEPOLD Oldest RBA for
SDEP ISRT

INTEGER 4 n/a 100 101 104

SDEPNEXT Next RBA for
SDEP ISRT

INTEGER 4 n/a 104 105 108

TOTALBLKS Total number of
blocks

INTEGER 4 n/a 108 109 112

The index definitions for DBA005 are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA005                      Columns: DBDNAME

Datacom ID:      DA5K1                                         RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master:  Yes                                           JOBNAME

Datacom Native:  Yes                                           DMNID
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DBA006
Contains data reported in the Anchor Point Usage Statistics report for HDAM or DEDB databases or HIDAM databases
with RAPs. This provides information that gives a breakdown of the number of blocks or CIs that have various numbers of
their RAPs used. A row is inserted for each database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA006

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA006

Datacom table ID:             DA6

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA006 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

ANCPTSU000 Anchor points
used = 0.

INTEGER 4 1 27 28 31

ANCPTSU001 Anchor points
used = 1.

INTEGER 4 1 32 33 36

ANCPTSU002 Anchor points
used = 2.

INTEGER 4 1 37 38 41

ANCPTSU003 Anchor points
used = 3.

INTEGER 4 1 42 43 46

ANCPTSU004 Anchor points
used = 4.

INTEGER 4 1 47 48 51

ANCPTSU005 Anchor points
used = 5.

INTEGER 4 1 52 53 61

ANCPTSU006 Anchor points
used = 6.

INTEGER 4 1 57 58 66

ANCPTSU007 Anchor points
used = 7.

INTEGER 4 1 62 63 71

ANCPTSU008 Anchor points
used = 8.

INTEGER 4 1 67 68 76

ANCPTSU009 Anchor points
used = 9.

INTEGER 4 1 72 73 81

ANCPTSU010 Anchor points
used = 10.

INTEGER 4 1 77 78 81

ANCPTSU011 Anchor points
used = 11.

INTEGER 4 1 82 83 86

ANCPTSU012 Anchor points
used = 12.

INTEGER 4 1 87 88 91

ANCPTSU013 Anchor points
used = 13.

INTEGER 4 1 92 93 96
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ANCPTSU014 Anchor points
used = 14.

INTEGER 4 1 97 98 101

ANCPTSU015 Anchor points
used = 15.

INTEGER 4 1 102 103 106

ANCPTSU016 Anchor points
used = 16.

INTEGER 4 1 107 108 111

ANCPTSU017 Anchor points
used = 17.

INTEGER 4 1 112 113 116

ANCPTSU018 Anchor points
used = 18.

INTEGER 4 1 117 118 121

ANCPTSU019 Anchor points
used = 19.

INTEGER 4 1 122 123 126

ANCPTSU020 Anchor points
used = 20.

INTEGER 4 1 127 128 131

ANCPTSU021 Anchor points
used = 21.

INTEGER 4 1 132 133 136

ANCPTSU022 Anchor points
used = 22.

INTEGER 4 1 137 138 141

ANCPTSU023 Anchor points
used = 23.

INTEGER 4 1 142 143 146

ANCPTSU024 Anchor points
used = 24.

INTEGER 4 1 147 148 151

ANCPTSU025 Anchor points
used = 25.

INTEGER 4 1 152 153 156

ANCPTSU026 Anchor points
used = 26.

INTEGER 4 1 157 158 161

ANCPTSU027 Anchor points
used = 27.

INTEGER 4 1 162 163 166

ANCPTSU028 Anchor points
used = 28.

INTEGER 4 1 167 168 171

ANCPTSU029 Anchor points
used = 29.

INTEGER 4 1 172 173 176

ANCPTSU030 Anchor points
used = 30

INTEGER 4 1 177 178 181

ANCPTSU031 Anchor points
used = 31.

INTEGER 4 1 182 183 186

ANCPTSU032 Anchor points
used = 32.

INTEGER 4 1 187 188 191

ANCPTSU033 Anchor points
used = 33.

INTEGER 4 1 192 193 196

ANCPTSU034 Anchor points
used = 34.

INTEGER 4 1 197 198 201

ANCPTSU035 Anchor points
used = 35.

INTEGER 4 1 202 203 206

ANCPTSU036 Anchor points
used = 36.

INTEGER 4 1 207 208 211

ANCPTSU037 Anchor points
used = 37.

INTEGER 4 1 212 213 216
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ANCPTSU038 Anchor points
used = 38.

INTEGER 4 1 217 218 221

ANCPTSU039 Anchor points
used = 39.

INTEGER 4 1 222 223 226

ANCPTSU040 Anchor points
used = 40.

INTEGER 4 1 227 228 231

ANCPTSU041 Anchor points
used = 41.

INTEGER 4 1 232 233 236

ANCPTSU042 Anchor points
used = 42.

INTEGER 4 1 237 238 241

ANCPTSU043 Anchor points
used = 43.

INTEGER 4 1 242 243 246

ANCPTSU044 Anchor points
used = 44.

INTEGER 4 1 247 248 251

ANCPTSU045 Anchor points
used = 45.

INTEGER 4 1 252 253 256

ANCPTSU046 Anchor points
used = 46.

INTEGER 4 1 257 258 261

ANCPTSU047 Anchor points
used = 47.

INTEGER 4 1 262 263 266

ANCPTSU048 Anchor points
used = 48.

INTEGER 4 1 267 268 271

ANCPTSU049 Anchor points
used = 49.

INTEGER 4 1 272 273 276

ANCPTSU050 Anchor points
used = 50.

INTEGER 4 1 277 278 281

ANCPTSU051 Anchor points
used = 51.

INTEGER 4 1 282 283 286

ANCPTSU052 Anchor points
used = 52.

INTEGER 4 1 287 288 291

ANCPTSU053 Anchor points
used = 53.

INTEGER 4 1 292 293 296

ANCPTSU054 Anchor points
used = 54.

INTEGER 4 1 297 298 301

ANCPTSU055 Anchor points
used = 55.

INTEGER 4 1 302 303 306

ANCPTSU056 Anchor points
used = 56.

INTEGER 4 1 307 308 311

ANCPTSU057 Anchor points
used = 57.

INTEGER 4 1 312 313 316

ANCPTSU058 Anchor points
used = 58.

INTEGER 4 1 317 318 321

ANCPTSU059 Anchor points
used = 59.

INTEGER 4 1 322 323 326

ANCPTSU060 Anchor points
used = 60.

INTEGER 4 1 327 328 331

ANCPTSU061 Anchor points
used = 61.

INTEGER 4 1 332 333 336
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ANCPTSU062 Anchor points
used = 62.

INTEGER 4 1 337 338 341

ANCPTSU063 Anchor points
used = 63.

INTEGER 4 1 342 343 346

ANCPTSU064 Anchor points
used = 64.

INTEGER 4 1 347 348 351

ANCPTSU065 Anchor points
used = 65.

INTEGER 4 1 352 353 356

ANCPTSU066 Anchor points
used = 66.

INTEGER 4 1 357 358 361

ANCPTSU067 Anchor points
used = 67.

INTEGER 4 1 362 363 366

ANCPTSU068 Anchor points
used = 68.

INTEGER 4 1 367 368 371

ANCPTSU069 Anchor points
used = 69.

INTEGER 4 1 372 373 376

ANCPTSU070 Anchor points
used = 70.

INTEGER 4 1 377 378 381

ANCPTSU071 Anchor points
used = 71.

INTEGER 4 1 382 383 386

ANCPTSU072 Anchor points
used = 72.

INTEGER 4 1 387 388 391

ANCPTSU073 Anchor points
used = 73.

INTEGER 4 1 392 393 396

ANCPTSU074 Anchor points
used = 74.

INTEGER 4 1 397 398 401

ANCPTSU075 Anchor points
used = 75.

INTEGER 4 1 402 403 406

ANCPTSU076 Anchor points
used = 76.

INTEGER 4 1 407 408 411

ANCPTSU077 Anchor points
used = 77.

INTEGER 4 1 412 413 416

ANCPTSU078 Anchor points
used = 78.

INTEGER 4 1 417 418 421

ANCPTSU079 Anchor points
used = 79.

INTEGER 4 1 422 423 426

ANCPTSU080 Anchor points
used = 80.

INTEGER 4 1 427 428 431

ANCPTSU081 Anchor points
used = 81.

INTEGER 4 1 432 433 436

ANCPTSU082 Anchor points
used = 82.

INTEGER 4 1 437 438 441

ANCPTSU083 Anchor points
used = 83.

INTEGER 4 1 442 443 446

ANCPTSU084 Anchor points
used = 84.

INTEGER 4 1 447 448 451

ANCPTSU085 Anchor points
used = 85.

INTEGER 4 1 452 453 456
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ANCPTSU086 Anchor points
used = 86.

INTEGER 4 1 457 458 461

ANCPTSU087 Anchor points
used = 87.

INTEGER 4 1 462 463 466

ANCPTSU088 Anchor points
used = 88.

INTEGER 4 1 467 468 471

ANCPTSU089 Anchor points
used = 89.

INTEGER 4 1 472 473 476

ANCPTSU090 Anchor points
used = 90.

INTEGER 4 1 477 478 481

ANCPTSU091 Anchor points
used = 91.

INTEGER 4 1 482 483 486

ANCPTSU092 Anchor points
used = 92.

INTEGER 4 1 487 488 491

ANCPTSU093 Anchor points
used = 93.

INTEGER 4 1 492 493 496

ANCPTSU094 Anchor points
used = 94.

INTEGER 4 1 497 498 501

ANCPTSU095 Anchor points
used = 95.

INTEGER 4 1 502 503 506

ANCPTSU096 Anchor points
used = 96.

INTEGER 4 1 507 508 511

ANCPTSU097 Anchor points
used = 97.

INTEGER 4 1 512 513 516

ANCPTSU098 Anchor points
used = 98.

INTEGER 4 1 517 518 521

ANCPTSU099 Anchor points
used = 99.

INTEGER 4 1 522 523 526

ANCPTSU100 Anchor points
used = 100.

INTEGER 4 1 527 528 531

ANCPTSU101 Anchor points
used = 101.

INTEGER 4 1 532 533 536

ANCPTSU102 Anchor points
used = 102.

INTEGER 4 1 537 538 541

ANCPTSU103 Anchor points
used = 103.

INTEGER 4 1 542 543 546

ANCPTSU104 Anchor points
used = 104.

INTEGER 4 1 547 548 551

ANCPTSU105 Anchor points
used = 105.

INTEGER 4 1 552 553 556

ANCPTSU106 Anchor points
used = 106.

INTEGER 4 1 557 558 561

ANCPTSU107 Anchor points
used = 107.

INTEGER 4 1 562 563 566

ANCPTSU108 Anchor points
used = 108.

INTEGER 4 1 567 568 571

ANCPTSU109 Anchor points
used = 109.

INTEGER 4 1 572 573 576
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ANCPTSU110 Anchor points
used = 110.

INTEGER 4 1 577 578 581

ANCPTSU111 Anchor points
used = 111.

INTEGER 4 1 582 583 586

ANCPTSU112 Anchor points
used = 112.

INTEGER 4 1 587 588 591

ANCPTSU113 Anchor points
used = 113.

INTEGER 4 1 592 593 596

ANCPTSU114 Anchor points
used = 114.

INTEGER 4 1 597 598 601

ANCPTSU115 Anchor points
used = 115.

INTEGER 4 1 602 603 606

ANCPTSU116 Anchor points
used = 116.

INTEGER 4 1 607 608 611

ANCPTSU117 Anchor points
used = 117.

INTEGER 4 1 612 613 616

ANCPTSU118 Anchor points
used = 118.

INTEGER 4 1 617 618 621

ANCPTSU119 Anchor points
used = 119.

INTEGER 4 1 622 623 626

ANCPTSU120 Anchor points
used = 120.

INTEGER 4 1 627 628 631

ANCPTSU121 Anchor points
used = 121.

INTEGER 4 1 632 633 636

ANCPTSU122 Anchor points
used = 122.

INTEGER 4 1 637 638 641

ANCPTSU123 Anchor points
used = 123.

INTEGER 4 1 642 653 646

ANCPTSU124 Anchor points
used = 124.

INTEGER 4 1 647 648 651

ANCPTSU125 Anchor points
used = 125.

INTEGER 4 1 652 653 656

ANCPTSU126 Anchor points
used = 126.

INTEGER 4 1 657 658 661

ANCPTSU127 Anchor points
used = 127.

INTEGER 4 1 662 663 666

ANCPTSU128 Anchor points
used = 128.

INTEGER 4 1 667 668 671

ANCPTSU129 Anchor points
used = 129.

INTEGER 4 1 672 673 676

ANCPTSU130 Anchor points
used = 130.

INTEGER 4 1 677 678 681

ANCPTSU131 Anchor points
used = 131.

INTEGER 4 1 682 683 686

ANCPTSU132 Anchor points
used = 132.

INTEGER 4 1 687 688 691

ANCPTSU133 Anchor points
used = 133.

INTEGER 4 1 692 693 696
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ANCPTSU134 Anchor points
used = 134.

INTEGER 4 1 697 698 701

ANCPTSU135 Anchor points
used = 135.

INTEGER 4 1 702 703 706

ANCPTSU136 Anchor points
used = 136.

INTEGER 4 1 707 708 711

ANCPTSU137 Anchor points
used = 137.

INTEGER 4 1 712 713 716

ANCPTSU138 Anchor points
used = 138.

INTEGER 4 1 717 718 721

ANCPTSU139 Anchor points
used = 139.

INTEGER 4 1 722 723 726

ANCPTSU140 Anchor points
used = 140.

INTEGER 4 1 727 728 731

ANCPTSU141 Anchor points
used = 141.

INTEGER 4 1 732 733 736

ANCPTSU142 Anchor points
used = 142.

INTEGER 4 1 737 738 741

ANCPTSU143 Anchor points
used = 143.

INTEGER 4 1 742 743 746

ANCPTSU144 Anchor points
used = 144.

INTEGER 4 1 747 748 751

ANCPTSU145 Anchor points
used = 145.

INTEGER 4 1 752 753 756

ANCPTSU146 Anchor points
used = 146.

INTEGER 4 1 757 758 761

ANCPTSU147 Anchor points
used = 147.

INTEGER 4 1 762 763 766

ANCPTSU148 Anchor points
used = 148.

INTEGER 4 1 767 768 771

ANCPTSU149 Anchor points
used = 149.

INTEGER 4 1 772 773 776

ANCPTSU150 Anchor points
used = 150.

INTEGER 4 1 777 778 781

ANCPTSU151 Anchor points
used = 151.

INTEGER 4 1 782 783 786

ANCPTSU152 Anchor points
used = 152.

INTEGER 4 1 787 788 791

ANCPTSU153 Anchor points
used = 153.

INTEGER 4 1 792 793 796

ANCPTSU154 Anchor points
used = 154.

INTEGER 4 1 797 798 801

ANCPTSU155 Anchor points
used = 155.

INTEGER 4 1 802 803 806

ANCPTSU156 Anchor points
used = 156.

INTEGER 4 1 807 808 811

ANCPTSU157 Anchor points
used = 157.

INTEGER 4 1 812 813 816
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ANCPTSU158 Anchor points
used = 158.

INTEGER 4 1 817 818 821

ANCPTSU159 Anchor points
used = 159.

INTEGER 4 1 822 823 826

ANCPTSU160 Anchor points
used = 160.

INTEGER 4 1 827 828 831

ANCPTSU161 Anchor points
used = 161.

INTEGER 4 1 832 833 836

ANCPTSU162 Anchor points
used = 162.

INTEGER 4 1 837 838 841

ANCPTSU163 Anchor points
used = 163.

INTEGER 4 1 842 843 846

ANCPTSU164 Anchor points
used = 164.

INTEGER 4 1 847 848 851

ANCPTSU165 Anchor points
used = 165.

INTEGER 4 1 852 853 856

ANCPTSU166 Anchor points
used = 166.

INTEGER 4 1 857 858 861

ANCPTSU167 Anchor points
used = 167.

INTEGER 4 1 862 863 866

ANCPTSU168 Anchor points
used = 168.

INTEGER 4 1 867 868 871

ANCPTSU169 Anchor points
used = 169.

INTEGER 4 1 872 873 876

ANCPTSU170 Anchor points
used = 170.

INTEGER 4 1 877 878 881

ANCPTSU171 Anchor points
used = 171.

INTEGER 4 1 882 883 886

ANCPTSU172 Anchor points
used = 172.

INTEGER 4 1 887 888 891

ANCPTSU173 Anchor points
used = 173.

INTEGER 4 1 892 893 896

ANCPTSU174 Anchor points
used = 174.

INTEGER 4 1 897 898 901

ANCPTSU175 Anchor points
used = 175.

INTEGER 4 1 902 903 906

ANCPTSU176 Anchor points
used = 176.

INTEGER 4 1 907 908 911

ANCPTSU177 Anchor points
used = 177.

INTEGER 4 1 912 913 916

ANCPTSU178 Anchor points
used = 178.

INTEGER 4 1 917 918 921

ANCPTSU179 Anchor points
used = 179.

INTEGER 4 1 922 923 926

ANCPTSU180 Anchor points
used = 180.

INTEGER 4 1 927 928 931

ANCPTSU181 Anchor points
used = 181.

INTEGER 4 1 932 933 936
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ANCPTSU182 Anchor points
used = 182.

INTEGER 4 1 937 938 941

ANCPTSU183 Anchor points
used = 183.

INTEGER 4 1 942 943 946

ANCPTSU184 Anchor points
used = 184.

INTEGER 4 1 947 948 951

ANCPTSU185 Anchor points
used = 185.

INTEGER 4 1 952 953 956

ANCPTSU186 Anchor points
used = 186.

INTEGER 4 1 957 958 961

ANCPTSU187 Anchor points
used = 187.

INTEGER 4 1 962 963 966

ANCPTSU188 Anchor points
used = 188.

INTEGER 4 1 967 968 971

ANCPTSU189 Anchor points
used = 189.

INTEGER 4 1 972 973 976

ANCPTSU190 Anchor points
used = 190.

INTEGER 4 1 977 978 981

ANCPTSU191 Anchor points
used = 191.

INTEGER 4 1 982 983 986

ANCPTSU192 Anchor points
used = 192.

INTEGER 4 1 987 988 991

ANCPTSU193 Anchor points
used = 193.

INTEGER 4 1 992 993 996

ANCPTSU194 Anchor points
used = 194.

INTEGER 4 1 997 998 1001

ANCPTSU195 Anchor points
used = 195.

INTEGER 4 1 1002 1003 1006

ANCPTSU196 Anchor points
used = 196.

INTEGER 4 1 1007 1008 1011

ANCPTSU197 Anchor points
used = 197.

INTEGER 4 1 1012 1013 1016

ANCPTSU198 Anchor points
used = 198.

INTEGER 4 1 1017 1018 1021

ANCPTSU199 Anchor points
used = 199.

INTEGER 4 1 1022 1023 1026

ANCPTSU200 Anchor points
used = 200.

INTEGER 4 1 1027 1028 1031

ANCPTSU201 Anchor points
used = 201.

INTEGER 4 1 1032 1033 1036

ANCPTSU202 Anchor points
used = 202.

INTEGER 4 1 1037 1038 1041

ANCPTSU203 Anchor points
used = 203.

INTEGER 4 1 1042 1043 1046

ANCPTSU204 Anchor points
used = 204.

INTEGER 4 1 1047 1048 1051

ANCPTSU205 Anchor points
used = 205.

INTEGER 4 1 1052 1053 1056
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ANCPTSU206 Anchor points
used = 206.

INTEGER 4 1 1057 1058 1061

ANCPTSU207 Anchor points
used = 207.

INTEGER 4 1 1062 1063 1066

ANCPTSU208 Anchor points
used = 208.

INTEGER 4 1 1067 1068 1071

ANCPTSU209 Anchor points
used = 209.

INTEGER 4 1 1072 1073 1076

ANCPTSU210 Anchor points
used = 210.

INTEGER 4 1 1077 1078 1081

ANCPTSU211 Anchor points
used = 211.

INTEGER 4 1 1082 1083 1086

ANCPTSU212 Anchor points
used = 212.

INTEGER 4 1 1087 1088 1091

ANCPTSU213 Anchor points
used = 213.

INTEGER 4 1 1092 1093 1096

ANCPTSU214 Anchor points
used = 214.

INTEGER 4 1 1097 1098 1101

ANCPTSU215 Anchor points
used = 215.

INTEGER 4 1 1102 1103 1106

ANCPTSU216 Anchor points
used = 216.

INTEGER 4 1 1107 1108 1111

ANCPTSU217 Anchor points
used = 217.

INTEGER 4 1 1112 1113 1116

ANCPTSU218 Anchor points
used = 218.

INTEGER 4 1 1117 1118 1121

ANCPTSU219 Anchor points
used = 219.

INTEGER 4 1 1122 1123 1126

ANCPTSU220 Anchor points
used = 220.

INTEGER 4 1 1127 1128 1131

ANCPTSU221 Anchor points
used = 221.

INTEGER 4 1 1132 1133 1136

ANCPTSU222 Anchor points
used = 222.

INTEGER 4 1 1137 1138 1141

ANCPTSU223 Anchor points
used = 223.

INTEGER 4 1 1142 1143 1146

ANCPTSU224 Anchor points
used = 224.

INTEGER 4 1 1147 1148 1151

ANCPTSU225 Anchor points
used = 225.

INTEGER 4 1 1152 1153 1156

ANCPTSU226 Anchor points
used = 226.

INTEGER 4 1 1157 1158 1161

ANCPTSU227 Anchor points
used = 227.

INTEGER 4 1 1162 1163 1166

ANCPTSU228 Anchor points
used = 228.

INTEGER 4 1 1167 1168 1171

ANCPTSU229 Anchor points
used = 229.

INTEGER 4 1 1172 1173 1176
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ANCPTSU230 Anchor points
used = 230.

INTEGER 4 1 1177 1178 1181

ANCPTSU231 Anchor points
used = 231.

INTEGER 4 1 1182 1183 1186

ANCPTSU232 Anchor points
used = 232.

INTEGER 4 1 1187 1188 1191

ANCPTSU233 Anchor points
used = 233.

INTEGER 4 1 1192 1193 1196

ANCPTSU234 Anchor points
used = 234.

INTEGER 4 1 1197 1198 1201

ANCPTSU235 Anchor points
used = 235.

INTEGER 4 1 1202 1203 1206

ANCPTSU236 Anchor points
used = 236.

INTEGER 4 1 1207 1208 1211

ANCPTSU237 Anchor points
used = 237.

INTEGER 4 1 1212 1213 1216

ANCPTSU238 Anchor points
used = 238.

INTEGER 4 1 1217 1218 1221

ANCPTSU239 Anchor points
used = 239.

INTEGER 4 1 1222 1223 1226

ANCPTSU240 Anchor points
used = 240.

INTEGER 4 1 1227 1228 1231

ANCPTSU241 Anchor points
used = 241.

INTEGER 4 1 1232 1233 1236

ANCPTSU242 Anchor points
used = 242.

INTEGER 4 1 1237 1238 1241

ANCPTSU243 Anchor points
used = 243.

INTEGER 4 1 1242 1243 1246

ANCPTSU244 Anchor points
used = 244.

INTEGER 4 1 1247 1248 1251

ANCPTSU245 Anchor points
used = 245.

INTEGER 4 1 1252 1253 1256

ANCPTSU246 Anchor points
used = 246.

INTEGER 4 1 1257 1258 1261

ANCPTSU247 Anchor points
used = 247.

INTEGER 4 1 1262 1263 1266

ANCPTSU248 Anchor points
used = 248.

INTEGER 4 1 1267 1268 1271

ANCPTSU249 Anchor points
used = 249.

INTEGER 4 1 1272 1273 1276

ANCPTSU250 Anchor points
used = 250.

INTEGER 4 1 1277 1278 1281

ANCPTSU251 Anchor points
used = 251.

INTEGER 4 1 1282 1283 1286

ANCPTSU252 Anchor points
used = 252.

INTEGER 4 1 1287 1288 1291

ANCPTSU253 Anchor points
used = 253.

INTEGER 4 1 1292 1293 1296
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ANCPTSU254 Anchor points
used = 254.

INTEGER 4 1 1297 1298 1301

ANCPTSU255 Anchor points
used = 255.

INTEGER 4 1 1302 1303 1306

The index definitions for DBA006 are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA006                      Columns: DBDNAME

Datacom ID:      DA6K1                                         RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master:  Yes                                           JOBNAME

Datacom Native:  Yes                                          

DBA009
Contains data reported in the Segment Pointer Statistics report. This provides information that details each segment type
in the database and its pointers. A row is inserted for each segment, pointer, and target segment type combination in each
cluster or data set of the database. The average and sum data provided in the report can be calculated from the column
data as described in the report.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA009

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA009

Datacom table ID:             DA9

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA009 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
SEGNAME Segment name CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
PTRNAME Pointer name CHARACTER 8 n/a 36 37 44
TGTNAME Target name CHARACTER 8 n/a 44 45 52
PTRINDBD PTR in DBD or

seq rule
CHARACTER 8 1 53 54 61

PTRINDS PTR in DS
group

CHARACTER 8 1 62 63 70

PTRPTR0 PTR value
equal to 0

INTEGER 4 n/a 70 71 74

PTRPTBLK Points to same
CI/BLK

INTEGER 4 1 75 76 79

PTRPTTRK Points to same
track

INTEGER 4 1 80 81 84
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PTRPTCYL Points to same
cylinder

INTEGER 4 1 85 86 89

PTRPTOTH Points to other INTEGER 4 1 90 91 94

The index definitions for DBA009 are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA009                      Columns: DBDNAME

Datacom ID:      DA9K1                                         RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master:  Yes                                           JOBNAME

Datacom Native:  Yes                                           DSGNUM

                                                               SEGNAME

                                                               PTRNAME

                                                               TGTNAME

DBA00A
Contains data reported in the Root Placement report. The report shows how close the database roots were placed to the
block chosen by the randomizer (the "home" block). A special displacement of 99999999 is used to hold the count of roots
that fall outside of the report displacement range defined by the ROOTDISPLACEMENT keyword.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBA00A

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBA00A

Datacom table ID:               DAA

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBA

The column definitions for DBA00A are:

 Name  Description  Type  Length  Nulls  Offset  Start  End 
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

RPRPLACE Distance from
"home" block

INTEGER 4 n/a 26 27 30

RPRCOUNT Number of
roots at this
displacement

INTEGER 4 n/a 30 29 34

RPRTOTAL Total number of
roots

INTEGER 4 n/a 34 35 38

The index definitions for DBA00A are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBA00A               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DAAK1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM
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DBA00B
Contains data reported in the Twin Chain reports. These reports provide information about Root Anchor Point (RAP)
twin chains, Physical Twin chains, and Logical Twin chains. The table gives minimum, maximum, and total I/O counts
for accessing chains of a range of lengths. A row is inserted for each segment and pointer type and tracked chain length
range combination in each cluster or data set of the database. The percent data provided in the reports can be calculated
from the column data as described in the reports.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA00B

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA00B

Datacom table ID:             DAB

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA00B are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
SEGNAME Segment name CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
PTRNAME Pointer name CHARACTER 8 n/a 36 37 44
CHAINLO Low bound of

chain length
INTEGER 4 n/a 44 45 48

CHAINHI High bound of
chain length

INTEGER 4 n/a 48 49 52

CHAINS Number of
chains

INTEGER 4 n/a 52 53 56

TOTIO Total I/O INTEGER 4 1 56 57 60
MINIO Minimum I/O SMALLINT 2 1 60 61 62
MAXIO Maximum I/O SMALLINT 2 1 62 63 64

The index definitions for DBA00B are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA00B                      Columns: DBDNAME

Datacom ID:      DABK1                                         RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master:  Yes                                           JOBNAME

Datacom Native:  Yes                                           DSGNUM

                                                               SEGNAME

                                                               PTRNAME

                                                               CHAINLO

                                                               CHAINHI
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DBA00C
Contains data reported in the Segment Frequency Statistics, Segment Distribution Statistics, and Segment Access
Statistics reports. This provides information that is the breakdown by segment type of segment frequency per database
record and length information from the DBD and database.

For HDAM and DEDB databases, this table also provides the distribution, by segment type, of the physical placement
of the segments in the data set or cluster. A row is inserted for each segment type in each cluster or data set of the
database. The average data provided in the reports can be calculated from the column data as described in the reports.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA00C

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA00C

Datacom table ID:             DAC

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA00C are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation of
record

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
SEGNAME Segment name CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
SEGCODE Segment code SMALLINT 2 n/a 36 37 38
SEGLEVEL Segment level SMALLINT 2 n/a 38 39 40
SEGPFXLN Prefix length SMALLINT 2 n/a 40 41 42
SEGTOT Segment total INTEGER 4 n/a 42 43 46
SEGDEL Number with

delete byte=0
INTEGER 4 1 47 48 51

SEGCTR Counter
present with 0

INTEGER 4 1 52 53 56

SEGCOMPR Compression
routine name

CHARACTER 8 1 57 58 65

SEGMINLN Minimum
segment length

SMALLINT 2 1 66 67 68

SEGMAXLN Maximum
segment length

SMALLINT 2 n/a 68 69 70

SEGSHORT # of segments
too short

INTEGER 4 n/a 70 71 74

SEGLONG # of segments
too long

INTEGER 4 n/a 74 75 78

SEGXANY Maximum # per
record

SMALLINT 2 1 79 80 81
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TOTDBLN Total length in
DS

DECIMAL 8 1 82 83 90

MINDBLN Minimum
length in DS

SMALLINT 2 1 91 92 93

MAXDBLN Maximum
length in DS

SMALLINT 2 1 94 95 96

TOTBASE Total DEDB
base/SDEP
part/HDAM
RAA

INTEGER 4 1 97 98 101

TOTDOVF Total in DOVF INTEGER 4 1 102 103 106
TOTIOVF Total in IOVF INTEGER 4 1 107 108 111
TOTIO Total I/O INTEGER 4 1 112 113 116
MAXIO Maximum I/O

for any chain
INTEGER 2 1 117 118 119

The index definitions for DBA00C are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA00C              Columns:  DBDNAME 

Datacom ID:      DACK1                              RUNSTAMP    

Datacom Master:  Yes                                    JOBNAME 

Datacom Native:  Yes                                    DSGNUM  

                                                SEGNAME 

DBA00D
Contains historical database data for trend analysis. The table provides minimum and maximum values about the growth
of a database over time. This includes space allocation, database records, and segment numbers.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:               DBA00D

Datacom table name:           ITKREPDB-DBA00D

Datacom table ID:             DAD

Datacom area name             ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID               DBA

The column definitions for DBA00D are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
RECTYPE Record type:

=1 space stats
=2 segment
stats
=3 database
record stats
=4 data set
allocation in
bytes

CHARACTER 1 N/A 0 1 1

DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 N/A 1 2 9
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RUNSTAMP Timestamp for
accumulated
monthly stats
(YYYY-MM)

CHARACTER 7 N/A 9 10 16

DDSEGNM DDname or
segment name:
RECTYPE 1,4
= ddname
RECTYPE
2,3 = segment
name

CHARACTER 8 N/A 16 17 24

MIN1FLD Minimum value
1:
RECTYPE 1
= minimum
allocated bytes
for a data set
RECTYPE 2
= minimum
segments in
database for
this segment
type
RECTYPE 3
= minimum
database
records in
database
RECTYPE 4
= minimum
space used of
a data set

INTEGER 4 N/A 24 25 28

MAX1FLD Maximum
value 1:
RECTYPE 1
= maximum
allocated bytes
for a data set
RECTYPE 2
= maximum
segments in
database for
this segment
type
RECTYPE 3
= maximum
database
records in
database
RECTYPE 4
= maximum
space used of
a data set

INTEGER 4 N/A 28 29 32
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MIN2FLD Minimum value
2:
RECTYPE 1 =
minimum used
bytes for data
set
RECTYPE 2 =
n/a
RECTYPE 3
= minimum
segments in
database (all
segment types)
RECTYPE 4 =
minimum bytes
used of data
set

INTEGER 4 N/A 32 33 36

MAX2FLD Maximum
value 2:
RECTYPE 1 =
maximum used
bytes for a data
set
RECTYPE 2 =
n/a
RECTYPE 3
= maximum
segments in
database (all
segment types)
RECTYPE 4
= maximum
bytes used of
a data set

INTEGER 4 N/A 36 37 40

The index definitions for DBA00D are:

Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DBA00D              Columns:  RECTYPE 

Datacom ID:      DAD                            DBDNAME 

Datacom Master:  Yes                                    RUNSTAMP    

Datacom Native:  Yes                                    DDSEGNM 

DBC055
Contains data reported in the Data Base I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information
about the activity of each data set of the database and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each cluster or
data set of the database processed by the COPY function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBC055

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBC055

Datacom table ID:               DC5
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Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBC-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBC

The column definitions for DBC055 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
THREADT Sequential,

overflow, or
SDEP (type of
access title)

CHARACTER 10 n/a 80 81 90

DBIBHTI Buffer hits INTEGER 4 n/a 90 91 94
DBIPIOI Physical I/O INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98
DBIREADI Reads INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102
DBIWRTI Writes INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106
DBICHKI Checks INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110
DBIPOSI Positions INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114
DBIENDRI ENDREQs INTEGER 4 n/a 114 115 118
DBIBHBI BH buffers INTEGER 4 n/a 118 119 122
DBIAMBDI DBO A/M

buffers
INTEGER 4 n/a 122 123 126

DBIAMBAI Actual A/M
buffers

INTEGER 4 n/a 126 127 130

DBILMIOI Load mode I/O INTEGER 4 1 131 132 135
DBIFMWTI Format writes INTEGER 4 1 136 137 140
DBIFMIOI Format I/O INTEGER 4 1 141 142 145
DBIBHTR Random buffer

hits
INTEGER 4 1 146 147 150

DBIPIOR Random
physical I/O

INTEGER 4 1 151 152 155

DBIREADR Random reads INTEGER 4 1 156 157 160
DBIWRTR Random writes INTEGER 4 1 161 162 165
DBICHKR Random

checks
INTEGER 4 1 166 167 170

DBIPOSR Random
positions

INTEGER 4 1 171 172 175

DBIENDRR Random
ENDREQs

INTEGER 4 1 176 177 180
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DBIBHBR Random BH
buffers

INTEGER 4 1 181 182 185

DBIAMBDR Random DBO
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 186 187 190

DBIAMBAR Random actual
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 191 192 195

The index definitions for DBC055 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBC055                Columns:        DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DC5K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBC056
Contains data reported in the I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information about the
activity of each file by type of I/O and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each file processed by the COPY
function of each data set in the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBC056

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBC056

Datacom table ID:               DC6

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBC-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBC

The column definitions for DBC056 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

record creation
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
READ Records read INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84
WRITTEN Records written INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88
RDBLKIO Read block I/O INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
WRBLKIO Write block I/O INTEGER 4 n/a 92 93 96
RPBLKIO Reposition I/O INTEGER 4 n/a 96 97 100
AMBUFFS Access method

buffers
SMALLINT 2 n/a 100 101 102

CHANPGMS Channel
programs

SMALLINT 2 n/a 102 103 104
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BLKSIZE Block size SMALLINT 2 n/a 104 105 106
RECSIZE Record size SMALLINT 2 n/a 106 107 108
DEVTYPE Device type SCBS 4 1 109 110 113
CETYPE Compression

or expansion
SCBS 8 1 114 115 122

CERECNUM Number of
records

INTEGER 4 1 123 124 127

CEBEFBYT Bytes before INTEGER 4 1 128 129 132
CEAFTBYT Bytes after INTEGER 4 1 133 134 137

The index definitions for DBC056 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBC056               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DC6K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBC066
Contains data reported in the I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information about the
activity of each file by type of I/O and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each file processed by the IICOPY
function of each data set in the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBC066

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBC066

Datacom table ID:               DI6

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBC-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBC

The column definitions for DBC066 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
READ Records read INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84
WRITTEN Records written INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88
RDBLKIO Read block I/O INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
WRBLKIO Write block I/O INTEGER 4 n/a 92 93 96
RPBLKIO Reposition I/O INTEGER 4 n/a 96 97 100
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AMBUFFS Access method
buffers

SMALLINT 2 n/a 100 101 102

CHANPGMS Channel
programs

SMALLINT 2 n/a 102 103 104

BLKSIZE Block size SMALLINT 2 n/a 104 105 106
RECSIZE Record size SMALLINT 2 n/a 106 107 108
DEVTYPE Device type SCBS 4 1 109 110 113
CETYPE Compression

or expansion
SCBS 8 1 114 115 122

CERECNUM Number of
records

INTEGER 4 1 123 124 127

CEBEFBYT Bytes before INTEGER 4 1 128 129 132
CEAFTBYT Bytes after INTEGER 4 1 133 134 137

The index definitions for DBC066 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBC066               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DC6K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBC067
Contains data reported in the Change Accumulation File Record Types Processed section of the Performance Reports.
This provides information about the types of records found in the change accumulation file that were processed. This data
is used by Broadcom as a diagnostic aid. A row is inserted for each change accumulation file processed by the IICOPY
function of each data set in the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBC067

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBC067

Datacom table ID:               DI5

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBC-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBC

The column definitions for DBC067 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
COUNT00 00 records INTEGER 4 n/a 36 37 40
COUNT24 24 records INTEGER 4 n/a 40 41 44
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COUNT25 25 records INTEGER 4 n/a 44 45 48
COUNT50 50 records INTEGER 4 n/a 48 49 52
REJECT50 Rejected 50

records
INTEGER 4 n/a 52 53 56

COUNT51 51 records INTEGER 4 n/a 56 57 60
REJECT51 Rejected 51

records
INTEGER 4 n/a 60 61 64

COUNT52 52 records INTEGER 4 n/a 64 65 68
REJECT52 Rejected 52

records
INTEGER 4 n/a 68 69 72

COUNT53 53 records INTEGER 4 n/a 72 73 76
REJECT53 Rejected 53

records
INTEGER 4 n/a 76 77 80

TOTAL Total records INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84

The index definitions for DBC067 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBC067               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DC7K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO011
Contains data reported in the DBD Specifications section of the Database Summary report. This provides information
about the DBD itself which may not reflect the database if the DBD has not been kept current. When appropriate, this
table also provides DEDB area information found in the DBD and truly reflects the database format. A row is inserted for
each database being processed by the UNLOAD function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO011

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO011

Datacom table ID:               DU1

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO011 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DBORG DBD
organization

CHARACTER 7 n/a 26 27 33

ACCMETH DBD access
method

CHARACTER 4 n/a 33 34 37
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RECSIZE DBD record
size

INTEGER 4 n/a 37 38 41

CISIZE DBD Ci or
block size

INTEGER 4 n/a 41 42 45

RNDMIZER DBD
randomizer
name

CHARACTER 8 1 46 47 54

DBDGEND DBDGEN date SQL-DATE 4 n/a 54 55 58
DBDGENT DBDGEN time SQL-TIME 3 n/a 58 59 61
DBDIMSR DBD IMS

release
CHARACTER 3 n/a 61 62 64

FREESPC DBD free spc
factor

SMALLINT 2 1 65 66 67

FREEBLK DBD free blk
factor

SMALLINT 2 1 68 69 70

CYLSCAN DBD cyl scan
factor

SMALLINT 2 1 71 72 73

RAPSCI DBD # of raps/
ci or blk

INTEGER 4 1 74 75 78

MAXRBN DBD max RAA
RBN

INTEGER 4 1 79 80 83

MAXRAAB DBD RAA
bytes/rec

INTEGER 4 1 84 85 88

DBSCIUOW CIs/UOW SMALLINT 2 1 89 90 91
DBSCIDOV CIs/DOVF SMALLINT 2 1 92 93 94
DBSUOWRI UOWs/RAA+I

OVF
SMALLINT 2 1 95 96 97

DBSUOWIO UOWs/IOVF SMALLINT 2 1 98 99 100

The index definitions for DBO011 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO011               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO1K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                           

DBO012
Contains data reported in the Data Set Characteristics section of the Database Summary report. This provides information
relating to the actual data set or cluster where the database resides. For VSAM databases, this table also provides the
actual allocation of space for the data set or cluster. A row is inserted for each cluster or data set of the database being
processed by the UNLOAD function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO012

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO012

Datacom table ID:               DU2

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA
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Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO012 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DATASET Data set name CHARACTER 44 n/a 28 29 72
DSGDDNAME DSG ddname CHARACTER 8 n/a 72 73 80
DEVTYPE Device type CHARACTER 4 n/a 80 81 84
RECSIZE Record size INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88
CISIZE CI or block size INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
BLKTRK Blocks per

track
SMALLNT 2 n/a 92 93 94

BLKCYL Blocks per
cylinder

INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98

ALLOCSPC Allocated
space

INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102

USEDSPAC Allocation used INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106
UNUSEDSPC Allocation not

used
INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110

NUMEXTS Number of
extents

INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114

The index definitions for DBO012 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO012               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO2K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO013
Contains data reported in the Database Record Statistics section of the Database Summary report. This provides
information relating to the actual size of the typical record in the database including record values for SDEPs when
the database is a DEDB. This table provides the suggested number of buffers to use to optimize Database Organizer
performance. When the user uses the default value and recording is on, this record will be read by subsequent UNLOAD
and RELOAD functions to retrieve this value for optimum performance. A row is inserted for each database processed by
the UNLOAD function. The average data provided in the report can be calculated from the column data as described in
the report.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO013

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO013
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Datacom table ID:               DU3

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO013 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
RECORDS Number of

database
records

INTEGER 4 n/a 28 29 32

SEGMENTS Number of
segments

INTEGER 4 1 33 34 37

SDEPS Number
of SDEP
segments

INTEGER 4 1 38 39 42

BYTES Total number of
bytes

DECIMAL 8 1 43 44 51

SDEPBYTES Number of
bytes of SDEP
data

INTEGER 4 1 52 53 56

SDEPPREFIX Number of
bytes of SDEP
prefix

INTEGER 4 1 57 58 61

LARGEST Largest record
in bytes

INTEGER 4 1 62 63 66

SEQBUFFS Suggested
sequential
buffers

INTEGER 4 1 67 68 71

The index definitions for DBO013 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO013               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO3K1                                          DSGNUM

Datacom Master: Yes                                            RUNSTAMP

Datacom Native: Yes                                            JOBNAME

DBO014
Contains data reported in the Largest Database Records and Distribution of Database Record sizes sections of the
Database Record Statistics report. This provides information detailing the actual occurrences of the largest database
records and distribution of the size of the records in the database. A row is inserted for each database processed by the
UNLOAD function. The percent data provided in the report can be calculated from the column data as described in the
report.

Note the following for this table:
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SQL table name:                 DBO014

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO014

Datacom table ID:               DU4

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO014 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DBL1BYTE Largest record

size #1
INTEGER 4 1 29 30 33

DBL1#SEG Number of
segments #1

INTEGER 4 1 34 35 38

DBL1RRBA Root RBA of
record #1

INTEGER 4 1 39 40 43

DBL2BYTE Largest record
size #2

INTEGER 4 1 44 45 48

DBL2#SEG Number of
segments #2

INTEGER 4 1 49 50 53

DBL2RRBA Root RBA of
record #2

INTEGER 4 1 54 55 58

DBL3BYTE Largest record
size #3

INTEGER 4 1 59 60 63

DBL3#SEG Number of
segments #3

INTEGER 4 1 64 65 68

DBL3RRBA Root RBA of
record #3

INTEGER 4 1 69 70 73

DBL4BYTE Largest record
size #4

INTEGER 4 1 74 75 78

DBL4#SEG Number of
segments #4

INTEGER 4 1 79 80 83

DBL4RRBA Root RBA of
record #4

INTEGER 4 1 84 85 88

DBL5BYTE Largest record
size #5

INTEGER 4 1 89 90 93

DBL5#SEG Number of
segments #5

INTEGER 4 1 94 95 98

DBL5RRBA Root RBA of
record #5

INTEGER 4 1 99 100 103

DBL6BYTE Largest record
size #6

INTEGER 4 1 104 105 108
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DBL6#SEG Number of
segments #6

INTEGER 4 1 109 110 113

DBL6RRBA Root RBA of
record #6

INTEGER 4 1 114 115 118

DBL7BYTE Largest record
size #7

INTEGER 4 1 119 120 123

DBL7#SEG Number of
segments #7

INTEGER 4 1 124 125 128

DBL7RRBA Root RBA of
record #7

INTEGER 4 1 129 130 133

DBL8BYTE Largest record
size #8

INTEGER 4 1 134 135 138

DBL8#SEG Number of
segments #8

INTEGER 4 1 139 140 143

DBL8RRBA Root RBA of
record #8

INTEGER 4 1 144 145 148

DBL9BYTE Largest record
size #9

INTEGER 4 1 149 150 153

DBL9#SEG Number of
segments #9

INTEGER 4 1 154 155 158

DBL9RRBA Root RBA of
record #9

INTEGER 4 1 159 160 163

DBLABYTE Largest record
size #10

INTEGER 4 1 164 165 168

DBLA#SEG Number of
segments #10

INTEGER 4 1 169 170 173

DBLARRBA Root RBA of
record #10

INTEGER 4 1 174 175 178

DBL1RSIZ High range of
record size #1

INTEGER 4 1 179 180 183

DBL1NR # of segments
in range #1

INTEGER 4 1 184 185 188

DBL2RSIZ High range of
record size #2.

INTEGER 4 1 189 190 193

DBL2NR Number of
segments in
range #2.

INTEGER 4 1 194 195 198

DBL3RSIZ High range of
record size #3.

INTEGER 4 1 199 200 203

DBL3NR Number of
segments in
range #3.

INTEGER 4 1 204 205 208

DBL4RSIZ High range of
record size #4.

INTEGER 4 1 209 210 213

DBL4NR Number of
segments in
range #4.

INTEGER 4 1 214 215 218

DBL5RSIZ High range of
record size #5.

INTEGER 4 1 219 220 223
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DBL5NR Number of
segments in
range #5.

INTEGER 4 1 224 225 228

DBL6RSIZ High range of
record size #6.

INTEGER 4 1 229 230 233

DBL6NR Number of
segments in
range #6.

INTEGER 4 1 234 235 238

DBL7RSIZ High range of
record size #7.

INTEGER 4 1 239 240 243

DBL7NR Number of
segments in
range #7.

INTEGER 4 1 244 245 248

DBL8RSIZ High range of
record size #8.

INTEGER 4 1 249 250 253

DBL8NR Number of
segments in
range #8.

INTEGER 4 1 254 255 258

DBL9RSIZ High range of
record size #9.

INTEGER 4 1 259 260 263

DBL9NR Number of
segments in
range #9.

INTEGER 4 1 264 265 268

DBLARSIZ High range
of record size
#10.

INTEGER 4 1 269 270 273

DBLANR Number of
segments in
range #10.

INTEGER 4 1 274 275 278

DBLBRSIZ High range
of record size
#11.

INTEGER 4 1 279 280 283

DBLBNR Number of
segments in
range #11.

INTEGER 4 1 284 285 288

DBLCRSIZ High range
of record size
#12.

INTEGER 4 1 289 290 293

DBLCNR Number of
segments in
range #12.

INTEGER 4 1 294 295 298

DBLDRSIZ High range
of record size
#13.

INTEGER 4 1 299 300 303

DBLDNR Number of
segments in
range #13.

INTEGER 4 1 304 305 308

DBLERSIZ High range
of record size
#14.

INTEGER 4 1 309 310 313
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DBLENR Number of
segments in
range #14.

INTEGER 4 1 314 315 318

DBLFRSIZ High range
of record size
#15.

INTEGER 4 1 319 320 323

DBLFNR Number of
segments in
range #15.

INTEGER 4 1 324 325 328

DBLGRSIZ High range
of record size
#16.

INTEGER 4 1 329 330 333

DBLGNR Number of
segments in
range #16.

INTEGER 4 1 334 335 338

DBLHRSIZ High range
of record size
#17.

INTEGER 4 1 339 340 343

DBLHNR Number of
segments in
range #17.

INTEGER 4 1 344 345 348

DBLIRSIZ High range
of record size
#18.

INTEGER 4 1 349 350 353

DBLINR Number of
segments in
range #18.

INTEGER 4 1 354 355 358

DBLJRSIZ High range
of record size
#19.

INTEGER 4 1 359 360 363

DBLJNR Number of
segments in
range #19

INTEGER 4 1 364 365 368

DBLKRSIZ High range of
record size #20

INTEGER 4 1 369 370 373

DBLKNR Number of
segments in
range #20

INTEGER 4 1 374 375 378

The index definitions for DBO014 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO014               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO4K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO015
Contains data reported in the Data Base I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information
about the activity of each data set of the database and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each cluster or
data set of the database processed by the UNLOAD function.
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Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO015

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO015

Datacom table ID:               DU5

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO015 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
THREADT Sequential,

overflow, or
SDEP

CHARACTER 10 n/a 80 81 90

DBIBHTI Buffer hits INTEGER 4 n/a 90 91 94
DBIPIOI Physical I/O INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98
DBIREADI Reads. INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102
DBIWRTI Writes. INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106
DBICHKI Checks. INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110
DBIPOSI Positions. INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114
DBIENDRI ENDREQs. INTEGER 4 n/a 114 115 118
DBIBHBI BH Buffers. INTEGER 4 n/a 118 119 122
DBIAMBDI DBO A/M

Buffers.
INTEGER 4 n/a 122 123 126

DBIAMBAI Actual A/M
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 n/a 126 127 130

DBILMIOI Load mode I/O. INTEGER 4 1 131 132 135
DBIFMWTI Format writes. INTEGER 4 1 136 137 140
DBIFMIOI Format I/O. INTEGER 4 1 141 142 145
DBIBHTR Random Buffer

hits.
INTEGER 4 1 146 147 150

DBIPIOR Random
Physical I/O.

INTEGER 4 1 151 152 155

DBIREADR Random
Reads.

INTEGER 4 1 156 157 160

DBIWRTR Random
Writes.

INTEGER 4 1 161 162 165

DBICHKR Random
Checks.

INTEGER 4 1 166 167 170
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DBIPOSR Random
Positions.

INTEGER 4 1 171 172 175

DBIENDRR Random
ENDREQs.

INTEGER 4 1 176 177 180

DBIBHBR Random BH
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 1 181 182 185

DBIAMBDR Random DBO
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 186 187 190

DBIAMBAR Random actual
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 191 192 195

The index definitions for DBO015 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO015               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO5K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO016
Contains data reported in the I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information about the
activity of each file by type of I/O and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each file processed by the
UNLOAD function of each data set in the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO016

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO016

Datacom table ID:               DU6

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO016 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
READ Records read. INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84
WRITTEN Records

written.
INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88

RDBLKIO Read block I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
WRBLKIO Write block I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 92 93 96
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RPBLKIO Reposition I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 96 97 100
AMBUFFS Access method

buffers.
SMALLINT 2 n/a 100 101 102

CHANPGMS Channel
programs.

SMALLINT 2 n/a 102 103 104

BLKSIZE Block size. SMALLINT 2 n/a 104 105 106
RECSIZE Record size. SMALLINT 2 n/a 106 107 108
DEVTYPE Device type. SCBS 4 1 109 110 113
CETYPE Compression

or expansion.
SCBS 8 1 114 115 122

CERECNUM Number of
records.

INTEGER 4 1 123 124 127

CEBEFBYT Bytes before INTEGER 4 1 128 129 132
CEAFTBYT Bytes after INTEGER 4 1 133 134 137

The index definitions for DBO016 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO016               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO6K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO017
Contains data about the "key of Root" reported in the Largest Database Records section of the Database Record
Statistics report. A row is inserted for each database that is processed by the UNLOAD function.

Note the following definitions for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO017

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO017

Datacom table ID:               DU7

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO017 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DBL1RKEY Key of root

record #1
CHARACTER 25 1 29 30 54

DBL2RKEY Key of root
record #2

CHARACTER 25 1 55 56 80
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DBL3RKEY Key of root
record #3

CHARACTER 25 1 81 82 106

DBL4RKEY Key of root
record #4

CHARACTER 25 1 107 108 132

DBL5RKEY Key of root
record #5

CHARACTER 25 1 133 134 158

DBL6RKEY Key of root
record #6

CHARACTER 25 1 159 160 184

DBL7RKEY Key of root
record #7

CHARACTER 25 1 185 186 210

DBL8RKEY Key of root
record #8

CHARACTER 25 1 211 212 236

DBL9RKEY Key of root
record #9

CHARACTER 25 1 237 238 262

DBLARKEY Key of root
record #10

CHARACTER 25 1 263 264 288

The index definitions for DBO017 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO017               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO7K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO021
Contains data reported in the DBD Specifications section of the Database Summary report. This provides information
about the DBD itself which may not reflect the database if the DBD has not been kept current. When appropriate, this
table also provides DEDB area information found in the DBD and truly reflects the database format. A row is inserted for
each database being processed by the RELOAD function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO021

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO021

Datacom table ID:               DR1

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO021 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DBORG DBD
organization.

CHARACTER 7 n/a 26 27 33
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ACCMETH DBD access
method.

CHARACTER 4 n/a 33 34 37

RECSIZE DBD record
size.

INTEGER 4 n/a 37 38 41

CISIZE DBD CI or
block size.

INTEGER 4 n/a 41 42 45

RNDMIZER DBD
randomizer
name.

CHARACTER 8 1 46 47 54

DBDGEND DBDGEN date. SQL-DATE 4 54 55 58
DBDGENT DBDGEN time. SQL-TIME 3 58 59 61
DBDIMSR DBD IMS

release.
CHARACTER 3 61 62 64

FREESPC DBD free spc
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 65 66 67

FREEBLK DBD free blk
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 68 69 70

CYLSCAN DBD cyl scan
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 71 72 73

RAPSCI DBD # of raps/
ci or block.

INTEGER 4 1 74 75 78

MAXRBN DBD max RAA
RBN.

INTEGER 4 1 79 80 83

MAXRAAB DBD RAA
bytes/rec

INTEGER 4 1 84 85 88

DBSCIUOW CIs/UOW SMALLINT 2 1 89 90 91
DBSCIDOV CIs/DOVF SMALLINT 2 1 92 93 94
DBSUOWRI UOWs/RAA+I

OVF
SMALLIINT 2 1 95 96 97

DBSUOWIO UOWs/IOVF SMALLINT 2 1 98 99 100

The index definitions for DBO021 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO021               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO1K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes

DBO022
Contains data reported in the Data Set Characteristics section of the Database Summary report. This provides information
relating to the actual data set or cluster where the database resides. For VSAM databases, this table also provides the
actual allocation of space for the data set or cluster. A row is inserted for each cluster or data set of the database being
processed by the RELOAD function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO022

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO022
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Datacom table ID:               DR2

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO022 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 28 29 72
DSGDDNAME DSG ddname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 72 73 80
DEVTYPE Device type. CHARACTER 4 n/a 80 81 84
RECSIZE Record size. INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88
CISIZE CI or block

size.
INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92

BLKTRK Blocks per
track.

SMALLINT 2 n/a 92 93 94

BLKCYL Blocks per
cylinder.

INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98

ALLOCSPC Allocated
space.

INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102

USEDSPAC Allocation
used.

INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106

UNUSEDSPC Allocation not
used

INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110

NUMEXTS Number of
extents

INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114

The index definitions for DBO022 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO022               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO2K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO023
Contains data reported in the Database Record Statistics section of the Database Summary report. This provides
information relating to the actual size of the typical record in the database including record values for SDEPs when the
database is a DEDB. A row is inserted for each cluster or data set of the database processed by the RELOAD function.
The average data provided in the report can be calculated from the column data as described in the report.

Note the following for this table:
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SQL table name:                 DBO023

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO023

Datacom table ID:               DR3

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO023 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
RECORDS Number of

database
records.

INTEGER 4 n/a 28 29 32

SEGMENTS Number of
segments.

INTEGER 4 1 33 34 37

SDEPS Number
of SDEP
segments.

INTEGER 4 1 38 39 42

BYTES Total number of
bytes.

DECIMAL 8 1 43 44 51

SDEPBYTES Number of
bytes of SDEP
data.

INTEGER 4 1 52 53 56

SDEPPREFIX Number of
bytes of SDEP
prefix

INTEGER 4 1 57 58 61

LARGEST Largest record
in bytes

INTEGER 4 1 62 63 66

SEQBUFFS Suggested
sequential
buffers

INTEGER 4 1 67 68 71

The index definitions for DBO023 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO023               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO3K1                                          DSGNUM

Datacom Master: Yes                                            RUNSTAMP

Datacom Native: Yes                                            JOBNAME

DBO024
Contains data reported in the Largest Database Records and Distribution of Database Record sizes sections of the
Database Record Statistics report. This provides information detailing the actual occurrences of the largest database
records and distribution of the size of the records in the database records. A row is inserted for each cluster or data set
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of the database processed by the RELOAD function. The percent data provided in the report can be calculated from the
column data as described in the report.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO024

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO024

Datacom table ID:               DR4

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO024 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DBL1BYTE Largest record

size #1.
INTEGER 4 1 29 30 33

DBL1#SEG Number of
segments #1.

INTEGER 4 1 34 35 38

DBL1RRBA Root RBA of
record #1.

INTEGER 4 1 39 40 43

DBL2BYTE Largest record
size #2.

INTEGER 4 1 44 45 48

DBL2#SEG Number of
segments #2.

INTEGER 4 1 49 50 53

DBL2RRBA Root RBA of
record #2.

INTEGER 4 1 54 55 58

DBL3BYTE Largest record
size #3.

INTEGER 4 1 59 60 63

DBL3#SEG Number of
segments #3.

INTEGER 4 1 64 65 68

DBL3RRBA Root RBA of
record #3.

INTEGER 4 1 69 70 73

DBL4BYTE Largest record
size #4.

INTEGER 4 1 74 75 78

DBL4#SEG Number of
segments #4.

INTEGER 4 1 79 80 83

DBL4RRBA Root RBA of
record #4.

INTEGER 4 1 84 85 88

DBL5BYTE Largest record
size #5.

INTEGER 4 1 89 90 93

DBL5#SEG Number of
segments #5.

INTEGER 4 1 94 95 98
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DBL5RRBA Root RBA of
record #5.

INTEGER 4 1 99 100 103

DBL6BYTE Largest record
size #6.

INTEGER 4 1 104 105 108

DBL6#SEG Number of
segments #6.

INTEGER 4 1 109 110 113

DBL6RRBA Root RBA of
record #6.

INTEGER 4 1 114 115 118

DBL7BYTE Largest record
size #7.

INTEGER 4 1 119 120 123

DBL7#SEG Number of
segments #7.

INTEGER 4 1 124 125 128

DBL7RRBA Root RBA of
record #7.

INTEGER 4 1 129 130 133

DBL8BYTE Largest record
size #8.

INTEGER 4 1 134 135 138

DBL8#SEG Number of
segments #8.

INTEGER 4 1 139 140 143

DBL8RRBA Root RBA of
record #8.

INTEGER 4 1 144 145 148

DBL9BYTE Largest record
size #9.

INTEGER 4 1 149 150 153

DBL9#SEG Number of
segments #9.

INTEGER 4 1 154 155 158

DBL9RRBA Root RBA of
record #9.

INTEGER 4 1 159 160 163

DBLABYTE Largest record
size #10.

INTEGER 4 1 164 165 168

DBLA#SEG Number of
segments #10.

INTEGER 4 1 169 170 173

DBLARRBA Root RBA of
record #10.

INTEGER 4 1 174 175 178

DBL1RSIZ High range of
record size #1.

INTEGER 4 1 179 180 183

DBL1NR Number of
segments in
range #1.

INTEGER 4 1 184 185 188

DBL2RSIZ High range of
record size #2.

INTEGER 4 1 189 190 193

DBL2NR Number of
segments in
range #2.

INTEGER 4 1 194 195 198

DBL3RSIZ High range of
record size #3.

INTEGER 4 1 199 200 203

DBL3NR Number of
segments in
range #3.

INTEGER 4 1 204 205 208

DBL4RSIZ High range of
record size #4.

INTEGER 4 1 209 210 213
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DBL4NR Number of
segments in
range #4.

INTEGER 4 1 214 215 218

DBL5RSIZ High range of
record size #5.

INTEGER 4 1 219 220 223

DBL5NR Number of
segments in
range #5.

INTEGER 4 1 224 225 228

DBL6RSIZ High range of
record size #6.

INTEGER 4 1 229 230 233

DBL6NR Number of
segments in
range #6.

INTEGER 4 1 234 235 238

DBL7RSIZ High range of
record size #7.

INTEGER 4 1 239 240 243

DBL7NR Number of
segments in
range #7.

INTEGER 4 1 244 245 248

DBL8RSIZ High range of
record size #8.

INTEGER 4 1 249 250 253

DBL8NR Number of
segments in
range #8.

INTEGER 4 1 254 255 258

DBL9RSIZ High range of
record size #9.

INTEGER 4 1 259 260 263

DBL9NR Number of
segments in
range #9.

INTEGER 4 1 264 265 268

DBLARSIZ High range
of record size
#10.

INTEGER 4 1 269 270 273

DBLANR Number of
segments in
range #10.

INTEGER 4 1 274 275 278

DBLBRSIZ High range
of record size
#11.

INTEGER 4 1 279 280 283

DBLBNR Number of
segments in
range #11.

INTEGER 4 1 284 285 288

DBLCRSIZ High range
of record size
#12.

INTEGER 4 1 289 290 293

DBLCNR Number of
segments in
range #12.

INTEGER 4 1 294 295 298

DBLDRSIZ High range
of record size
#13.

INTEGER 4 1 299 300 303
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DBLDNR Number of
segments in
range #13.

INTEGER 4 1 304 305 308

DBLERSIZ High range
of record size
#14.

INTEGER 4 1 309 310 313

DBLENR Number of
segments in
range #14.

INTEGER 4 1 314 315 318

DBLFRSIZ High range
of record size
#15.

INTEGER 4 1 319 320 323

DBLFNR Number of
segments in
range #15.

INTEGER 4 1 324 325 328

DBLGRSIZ High range
of record size
#16.

INTEGER 4 1 329 330 333

DBLGNR Number of
segments in
range #16.

INTEGER 4 1 334 335 338

DBLHRSIZ High range
of record size
#17.

INTEGER 4 1 339 340 343

DBLHNR Number of
segments in
range #17.

INTEGER 4 1 344 345 348

DBLIRSIZ High range
of record size
#18.

INTEGER 4 1 349 350 353

DBLINR Number of
segments in
range #18.

INTEGER 4 1 354 355 358

DBLJRSIZ High range
of record size
#19.

INTEGER 4 1 359 360 363

DBLJNR Number of
segments in
range #19.

INTEGER 4 1 364 365 368

DBLKRSIZ High range of
record size #20

INTEGER 4 1 369 370 373

DBLKNR Number of
segments in
range #20

INTEGER 4 1 374 375 378

The index definitions for DBO024 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO024               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO4K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM
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DBO025
Contains data reported in the Data Base I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information
about the activity of each data set of the database and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each cluster or
data set of the database processed by the RELOAD function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO025

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO025

Datacom table ID:               DR5

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO025 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
THREADT Sequential,

overflow, or
SDEP.

CHARACTER 10 n/a 80 81 90

DBIBHTI Buffer hits. INTEGER 4 n/a 90 91 94
DBIPIOI Physical I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98
DBIREADI Reads. INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102
DBIWRTI Writes. INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106
DBICHKI Checks. INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110
DBIPOSI Positions. INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114
DBIENDRI ENDREQs. INTEGER 4 n/a 114 115 118
DBIBHBI BH Buffers. INTEGER 4 n/a 118 119 122
DBIAMBDI DBO A/M

Buffers.
INTEGER 4 n/a 122 123 126

DBIAMBAI Actual A/M
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 n/a 126 127 130

DBILMIOI Load mode I/O. INTEGER 4 1 131 132 135
DBIFMWTI Format writes. INTEGER 4 1 136 137 140
DBIFMIOI Format I/O. INTEGER 4 1 141 142 145
DBIBHTR Random Buffer

hits.
INTEGER 4 1 146 147 150

DBIPIOR Random
Physical I/O.

INTEGER 4 1 151 152 155
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DBIREADR Random
Reads.

INTEGER 4 1 156 157 160

DBIWRTR Random
Writes.

INTEGER 4 1 161 162 165

DBICHKR Random
Checks.

INTEGER 4 1 166 167 170

DBIPOSR Random
Positions.

INTEGER 4 1 171 172 175

DBIENDRR Random
ENDREQs.

INTEGER 4 1 176 177 180

DBIBHBR Random BH
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 1 181 182 185

DBIAMBDR Random DBO
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 186 187 190

DBIAMBAR Random actual
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 191 192 195

The index definitions for DBO025 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO025               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO5K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO026
Contains data reported in the I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information about the
activity of each file by type of I/O and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each file processed by the
RELOAD function of each data set in the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO026

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO026

Datacom table ID:               DR6

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO026 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
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DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
READ Records read. INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84
WRITTEN Records

written.
INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88

RDBLKIO Read block I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
WRBLKIO Write block I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 92 93 96
RPBLKIO Reposition I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 96 97 100
AMBUFFS Access method

buffers.
SMALLINT 2 n/a 100 101 102

CHANPGMS Channel
programs.

SMALLINT 2 n/a 102 103 104

BLKSIZE Block size. SMALLINT 2 n/a 104 105 106
RECSIZE Record size. SMALLINT 2 n/a 106 107 108
DEVTYPE Device type. SCBS 4 1 109 110 113
CETYPE Compression

or expansion.
SCBS 8 1 114 115 122

CERECNUM Number of
records.

INTEGER 4 1 123 124 127

CEBEFBYT Bytes before INTEGER 4 1 128 129 132
CEAFTBYT Bytes after INTEGER 4 1 133 134 137

The index definitions for DBO026 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO026               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO6K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DBO027
Contains data about the "key of Root" reported in the Largest Database Records section of the Database Record
Statistics report. A row is inserted for each database that is processed by the RELOAD function.

Note the following definitions for this table:

SQL table name:                 DBO027

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DBO027

Datacom table ID:               DR7

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBO-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBO

The column definitions for DBO027 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18
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JOBNAME Jobname
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DBL1RKEY Key of root

record #1
CHARACTER 25 1 29 30 54

DBL2RKEY Key of root
record #2

CHARACTER 25 1 55 56 80

DBL3RKEY Key of root
record #3

CHARACTER 25 1 81 82 106

DBL4RKEY Key of root
record #4

CHARACTER 25 1 107 108 132

DBL5RKEY Key of root
record #5

CHARACTER 25 1 133 134 158

DBL6RKEY Key of root
record #6

CHARACTER 25 1 159 160 184

DBL7RKEY Key of root
record #7

CHARACTER 25 1 185 186 210

DBL8RKEY Key of root
record #8

CHARACTER 25 1 211 212 236

DBL9RKEY Key of root
record #9

CHARACTER 25 1 237 238 262

DBLARKEY Key of root
record #10

CHARACTER 25 1 263 264 288

The index definitions for DBO027 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-DBO027               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     DO7K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

HPR075
Contains data reported in the Data Base I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information
about the activity of each data set of the database and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each cluster or
data set of the database processed by the RECOVER function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 HPR075

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-HPR075

Datacom table ID:               HR5

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-HPR-AREA

Datacom area ID                 HPR

The column definitions for HPR075 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
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RUNSTAMP Timestamp
when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
THREADT Sequential,

overflow, or
SDEP.

CHARACTER 10 n/a 80 81 90

DBIBHTI Buffer hits. INTEGER 4 n/a 90 91 94
DBIPIOI Physical I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98
DBIREADI Reads. INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102
DBIWRTI Writes. INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106
DBICHKI Checks. INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110
DBIPOSI Positions. INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114
DBIENDRI ENDREQs. INTEGER 4 n/a 114 115 118
DBIBHBI BH Buffers. INTEGER 4 n/a 118 119 122
DBIAMBDI DBO A/M

Buffers.
INTEGER 4 n/a 122 123 126

DBIAMBAI Actual A/M
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 n/a 126 127 130

DBILMIOI Load mode I/O. INTEGER 4 1 131 132 135
DBIFMWTI Format writes. INTEGER 4 1 136 137 140
DBIFMIOI Format I/O. INTEGER 4 1 141 142 145
DBIBHTR Random Buffer

hits.
INTEGER 4 1 146 147 150

DBIPIOR Random
Physical I/O.

INTEGER 4 1 151 152 155

DBIREADR Random
Reads.

INTEGER 4 1 156 157 160

DBIWRTR Random
Writes.

INTEGER 4 1 161 162 165

DBICHKR Random
Checks.

INTEGER 4 1 166 167 170

DBIPOSR Random
Positions

INTEGER 4 1 171 172 175

DBIENDRR Random
ENDREQs

INTEGER 4 1 176 177 180

DBIBHBR Random BH
buffers

INTEGER 4 1 181 182 185

DBIAMBDR Random DBO
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 186 187 190

DBIAMBAR Random Actual
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 191 192 195
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The index definitions for HPR075 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-HPR075               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     HR5K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

HPR076
Contains data reported in the I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information about the
activity of each file by type of I/O and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each file processed by the
RECOVER function of each data set in the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 HPR076

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-HPR076

Datacom table ID:               HR6

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-HPR-AREA

Datacom area ID                 HPR

The column definitions for HPR076 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

creation record
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name
creation record

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
READ Records read. INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84
WRITTEN Records

written.
INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88

RDBLKIO Read block I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
WRBLKIO Write block I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 92 93 96
RPBLKIO Reposition I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 96 97 100
AMBUFFS Access method

buffers.
SMALLINT 2 n/a 100 101 102

CHANPGMS Channel
programs.

SMALLINT 2 n/a 102 103 104

BLKSIZE Block size. SMALLINT 2 n/a 104 105 106
RECSIZE Record size. SMALLINT 2 n/a 106 107 108
DEVTYPE Device type. SCBS 4 1 109 110 113
CETYPE Compression

or expansion.
SCBS 8 1 114 115 122
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CERECNUM Number of
records

INTEGER 4 1 123 124 127

CEBEFBYT Bytes before INTEGER 4 1 128 129 132
CEAFTBYT Bytes after INTEGER 4 1 133 134 137

The index definitions for HPR076 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-HPR076               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     HR6K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

HPR077
Contains data reported in the Change Accumulation File Record Types Processed section of the Performance Reports.
This provides information about the types of records found in the change accumulation file that were processed. This
data is used by Broadcom as a diagnostic aid. A row is inserted for each change accumulation file processed by the
RECOVER function of each data set in the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 HPR077

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-HPR077

Datacom table ID:               HR7

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-HPR-AREA

Datacom area ID                 HPR

The column definitions for HPR077 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
COUNT00 00 Records. INTEGER 4 n/a 36 37 40
COUNT24 24 Records. INTEGER 4 n/a 40 41 44
COUNT25 25 Records. INTEGER 4 n/a 44 45 48
COUNT50 50 Records. INTEGER 4 n/a 48 49 52
REJECT50 Rejected 50

records.
INTEGER 4 n/a 52 53 56

COUNT51 51 Records. INTEGER 4 n/a 56 57 60
REJECT51 Rejected 51

records.
INTEGER 4 n/a 60 61 64

COUNT52 52 Records. INTEGER 4 n/a 64 65 68
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REJECT52 Rejected 52
records.

INTEGER 4 n/a 68 69 72

COUNT53 53 Records. INTEGER 4 n/a 72 73 76
REJECT53 Rejected 53

records
INTEGER 4 n/a 76 77 80

TOTAL Total records INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84

The index definitions for HPR077 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-HPR077               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     HR7K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

SIB031
Contains data reported in the DBD Specifications section of the Database Summary report. This provides information
about the DBD itself which may not reflect the database if the DBD has not been kept current. When appropriate, this
table also provides DEDB area information found in the DBD and truly reflects the database format. A row is inserted for
each database being processed by the INDEXBUILD or INDEXCREATE - BUILD function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB031

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB031

Datacom table ID:               SB1

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA

Datacom area ID                 SIB

The column definitions for SIB031 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DBORG DBD
organization.

CHARACTER 7 n/a 26 27 33

ACCMETH DBD access
method.

CHARACTER 4 n/a 33 34 37

RECSIZE DBD record
size.

INTEGER 4 n/a 37 38 41

CISIZE DBD block
size.

INTEGER 4 n/a 41 42 45

RNDMIZER DBD
randomizer
name.

CHARACTER 8 1 46 47 54

DBDGEND DBDGEN date. SQL-DATE 4 n/a 54 55 58
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DBDGENT DBDGEN time. SQL-TIME 3 n/a 58 59 61
DBDIMSR DBD IMS

release.
CHARACTER 3 n/a 61 62 64

FREESPC DBD free spc
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 65 66 67

FREEBLK DBD free blk
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 68 69 70

CYLSCAN DBD cyl scan
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 71 72 73

RAPSCI DBD # of raps/
ci.

INTEGER 4 1 74 75 78

MAXRBN DBD max RAA
RBN.

INTEGER 4 1 79 80 83

MAXRAAB DBD RAA
bytes/rec.

INTEGER 4 1 84 85 88

DBSCIUOW CIs/UOW. SMALLINT 2 1 89 90 91
DBSCIDOV CIs/DOVF. SMALLINT 2 1 92 93 94
DBSUOWRI UOWs/RAA+I

OVF
SMALLINT 2 1 95 96 97

DBSUOWIO UOWs/IOVF SMALLINT 2 1 98 99 100

The index definitions for SIB031 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB031               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB1K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            

SIB032
Contains data reported in the Data Set Characteristics section of the Database Summary report. This provides information
relating to the actual data set or cluster where the database resides. For VSAM databases, this table also provides the
actual allocation of space for the data set or cluster. A row is inserted for each cluster or data set of the database being
processed by the INDEXBUILD or INDEXCREATE - BUILD function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB032

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB032

Datacom table ID:               SB2

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA

Datacom area ID                 SIB

The column definitions for SIB032 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
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RUNSTAMP Timestamp
when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 28 29 72
DSGDDNAME DSG ddname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 72 73 80
DEVTYPE Device type. CHARACTER 4 n/a 80 81 84
RECSIZE Record size. INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88
CISIZE CI size. INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
BLKTRK Blocks per

track.
SMALLINT 2 n/a 92 93 94

BLKCYL Blocks per
cylinder.

INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98

ALLOCSPC Allocated
space

INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102

USEDSPAC Allocation used INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106
UNUSEDSPC Allocation not

used
INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110

NUMEXTS Number of
extents

INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114

The index definitions for SIB032 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB032               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB2K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

SIB033
Contains data reported in the Database Record Statistics section of the Database Summary report. This provides
information relating to the actual size of the typical record in the database including record values for SDEPs when the
database is a DEDB. A row is inserted for each cluster or data set of the database processed by the INDEXBUILD or
INDEXCREATE - BUILD function. The average data provided in the report can be calculated from the column data as
described in the report.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB033

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB033

Datacom table ID:               SB3

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA

Datacom area ID                 SIB
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The column definitions for SIB033 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
RECORDS Number of

database
records.

INTEGER 4 n/a 28 29 32

SEGMENTS Number of
segments.

INTEGER 4 1 33 34 37

SDEPS Number
of SDEP
segments.

INTEGER 4 1 38 39 42

BYTES Total number of
bytes.

DECIMAL 8 1 43 44 51

SDEPBYTES Number of
bytes of SDEP
data.

INTEGER 4 1 52 53 56

SDEPPREFIX Number of
bytes of SDEP
prefix.

INTEGER 4 1 57 58 61

LARGEST Largest record
in bytes

INTEGER 4 1 62 63 66

SEQBUFFS Suggested
sequential
buffers

INTEGER 4 1 67 68 71

The index definitions for SIB033 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB033               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB3K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

SIB035
Contains data reported in the Data Base I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information
about the activity of each data set of the database and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each cluster or
data set of the database processed by the INDEXBUILD or INDEXCREATE - BUILD function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB035

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB035

Datacom table ID:               SB5
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Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA

Datacom area ID                 SIB

The column definitions for SIB035 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
THREADT Sequential,

overflow, or
SDEP.

CHARACTER 10 n/a 80 81 90

DBIBHTI Buffer hits. INTEGER 4 n/a 90 91 94
DBIPIOI Physical I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98
DBIREADI Reads. INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102
DBIWRTI Writes. INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106
DBICHKI Checks. INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110
DBIPOSI Positions. INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114
DBIENDRI ENDREQs. INTEGER 4 n/a 114 115 118
DBIBHBI BH Buffers. INTEGER 4 n/a 118 119 122
DBIAMBDI DBO A/M

Buffers.
INTEGER 4 n/a 122 123 126

DBIAMBAI Actual A/M
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 n/a 126 127 130

DBILMIOI Load mode I/O. INTEGER 4 1 131 132 135
DBIFMWTI Format writes. INTEGER 4 1 136 137 140
DBIFMIOI Format I/O. INTEGER 4 1 141 142 145
DBIBHTR Random Buffer

hits.
INTEGER 4 1 146 147 150

DBIPIOR Random
Physical I/O.

INTEGER 4 1 151 152 155

DBIREADR Random
Reads.

INTEGER 4 1 156 157 160

DBIWRTR Random
Writes.

INTEGER 4 1 161 162 165

DBICHKR Random
Checks.

INTEGER 4 1 166 167 170

DBIPOSR Random
Positions.

INTEGER 4 1 171 172 175

DBIENDRR Random
ENDREQs.

INTEGER 4 1 176 177 180
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DBIBHBR Random BH
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 1 181 182 185

DBIAMBDR Random DBO
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 186 187 190

DBIAMBAR Random actual
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 191 192 195

The index definitions for SIB035 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB035               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB5K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

SIB041
Contains data reported in the DBD Specifications section of the Database Summary report. This provides information
about the DBD itself which may not reflect the database if the DBD has not been kept current. When appropriate, this
table also provides DEDB area information found in the DBD and truly reflects the database format. A row is inserted for
each database being processed by the INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE - EXTRACT function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB041

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB041

Datacom table ID:               SE1

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA

Datacom area ID                 SIB

The column definitions for SIB041 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DBORG DBD
organization.

CHARACTER 7 n/a 26 27 33

ACCMETH DBD access
method.

CHARACTER 4 n/a 33 34 37

RECSIZE DBD record
size.

INTEGER 4 n/a 37 38 41

CISIZE DBD block
size.

INTEGER 4 n/a 41 42 45

RNDMIZER DBD
randomizer
name.

CHARACTER 8 1 46 47 54

DBDGEND DBDGEN date. SQL-DATE 4 n/a 54 55 58
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DBDGENT DBDGEN time. SQL-TIME 3 n/a 58 59 61
DBDIMSR DBD IMS

release.
CHARACTER 3 n/a 61 62 64

FREESPC DBD free spc
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 65 66 67

FREEBLK DBD free blk
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 68 69 70

CYLSCAN DBD cyl scan
factor.

SMALLINT 2 1 71 72 73

RAPSCI DBD # of raps/
ci.

INTEGER 4 1 74 75 78

MAXRBN DBD max RAA
RBN.

INTEGER 4 1 79 80 83

MAXRAAB DBD RAA
bytes/rec.

INTEGER 4 1 84 85 88

DBSCIUOW CIs/UOW. SMALLINT 2 1 89 90 91
DBSCIDOV CIs/DOVF. SMALLINT 2 1 92 93 94
DBSUOWRI UOWs/RAA+I

OVF
SMALLINT 2 1 95 96 97

DBSUOWIO UOWs/IOVF SMALLINT 2 1 98 99 100

The index definitions for SIB041 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB041               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB1K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                           

SIB042
Contains data reported in the Data Set Characteristics section of the Database Summary report. This provides information
relating to the actual data set or cluster where the database resides.

For VSAM databases, this table also provides the actual allocation of space for the data set or cluster.

A row is inserted for each cluster or data set of the database being processed by the INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE
- EXTRACT function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB042

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB042

Datacom table ID:               SE2

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA

Datacom area ID                 SIB

The column definitions for SIB042 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
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RUNSTAMP Timestamp
when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 28 29 72
DSGDDNAME DSG ddname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 72 73 80
DEVTYPE Device type. CHARACTER 4 n/a 80 81 84
RECSIZE Record size. INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88
CISIZE CI size. INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
BLKTRK Blocks per

track.
SMALLINT 2 n/a 92 93 94

BLKCYL Blocks per
cylinder.

INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98

ALLOCSPC Allocated
space.

INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102

USEDSPAC Allocation
used.

INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106

UNUSEDSPC Allocation not
used

INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110

NUMEXTS Number of
extents

INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114

The index definitions for SIB042 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB042               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB2K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

SIB043
Contains data reported in the Database Record Statistics section of the Database Summary report. This provides
information relating to the actual size of the typical record in the database including record values for SDEPs when the
database is a DEDB. A row is inserted for each cluster or data set of the database processed by the INDEXEXTRACT or
INDEXCREATE - EXTRACT function. The average data provided in the report can be calculated from the column data as
described in the report.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB043

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB043

Datacom table ID:               SE3

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA

Datacom area ID                 SIB
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The column definitions for SIB043 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

record creation
SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
RECORDS Number of

database
records.

INTEGER 4 n/a 28 29 32

SEGMENTS Number of
segments.

INTEGER 4 1 33 34 37

SDEPS Number
of SDEP
segments.

INTEGER 4 1 38 39 42

BYTES Total number of
bytes.

DECIMAL 8 1 43 44 51

SDEPBYTES Number of
bytes of SDEP
data.

INTEGER 4 1 52 53 56

SDEPPREFIX Number of
bytes of SDEP
prefix

INTEGER 4 1 57 58 61

LARGEST Largest record
in bytes

INTEGER 4 1 62 63 66

SEQBUFFS Suggested
sequential
buffers

INTEGER 4 1 67 68 71

The index definitions for SIB043 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB043               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB3K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

SIB045
Contains data reported in the Data Base I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information
about the activity of each data set of the database and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each cluster or
data set of the database processed by the INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE - EXTRACT function.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB045

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB045

Datacom table ID:               SE5

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA
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Datacom area ID                 SIB

The column definitions for SIB045 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
THREADT Sequential,

overflow, or
SDEP.

CHARACTER 10 n/a 80 81 90

DBIBHTI Buffer hits. INTEGER 4 n/a 90 91 94
DBIPIOI Physical I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 94 95 98
DBIREADI Reads. INTEGER 4 n/a 98 99 102
DBIWRTI Writes. INTEGER 4 n/a 102 103 106
DBICHKI Checks. INTEGER 4 n/a 106 107 110
DBIPOSI Positions. INTEGER 4 n/a 110 111 114
DBIENDRI ENDREQs. INTEGER 4 n/a 114 115 118
DBIBHBI BH Buffers. INTEGER 4 n/a 118 119 122
DBIAMBDI DBO A/M

Buffers.
INTEGER 4 n/a 122 123 126

DBIAMBAI Actual A/M
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 n/a 126 127 130

DBILMIOI Load mode I/O. INTEGER 4 1 131 132 135
DBIFMWTI Format writes. INTEGER 4 1 136 137 140
DBIFMIOI Format I/O. INTEGER 4 1 141 142 145
DBIBHTR Random Buffer

hits.
INTEGER 4 1 146 147 150

DBIPIOR Random
Physical I/O.

INTEGER 4 1 151 152 155

DBIREADR Random
Reads.

INTEGER 4 1 156 157 160

DBIWRTR Random
Writes.

INTEGER 4 1 161 162 165

DBICHKR Random
Checks.

INTEGER 4 1 166 167 170

DBIPOSR Random
Positions.

INTEGER 4 1 171 172 175

DBIENDRR Random
ENDREQs.

INTEGER 4 1 176 177 180
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DBIBHBR Random BH
Buffers.

INTEGER 4 1 181 182 185

DBIAMBDR Random DBO
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 186 187 190

DBIAMBAR Random actual
A/M buffers

INTEGER 4 1 191 192 195

The index definitions for SIB045 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB045               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB5K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

SIB046
Contains data reported in the I/O Statistics section of the Performance Reports. This provides information about the
activity of each file by type of I/O and is used to tune the software. A row is inserted for each file processed by the
INDEXEXTRACT or INDEXCREATE - EXTRACT function of each data set in the database.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 SIB046

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-SIB046

Datacom table ID:               SE6

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-SIB-AREA

Datacom area ID                 SIB

The column definitions for SIB046 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Timestamp

when record
created.

SQL-STMP 10 n/a 8 9 18

JOBNAME Jobname that
created record.

CHARACTER 8 n/a 18 19 26

DSGNUM DSG number. SMALLINT 2 n/a 26 27 28
DDNAME DDname. CHARACTER 8 n/a 28 29 36
DATASET Data set name. CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
READ Records read. INTEGER 4 n/a 80 81 84
WRITTEN Records

written.
INTEGER 4 n/a 84 85 88

RDBLKIO Read block I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 88 89 92
WRBLKIO Write block I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 92 93 96
RPBLKIO Reposition I/O. INTEGER 4 n/a 96 97 100
AMBUFFS Access method

buffers.
SMALLINT 2 n/a 100 101 102
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CHANPGMS Channel
programs.

SMALLINT 2 n/a 102 103 104

BLKSIZE Block size. SMALLINT 2 n/a 104 105 106
RECSIZE Record size. SMALLINT 2 n/a 106 107 108
DEVTYPE Device type. SCBS 4 1 109 110 113
CETYPE Compression

or expansion.
SCBS 8 1 114 115 122

CERECNUM Number of
records.

INTEGER 4 1 123 124 127

CEBEFBYT Bytes before INTEGER 4 1 128 129 132
CEAFTBYT Bytes after INTEGER 4 1 133 134 137

The index definitions for SIB046 are:

Datacom Name:   ITKREPDB-SIB046               Columns:         DBDNAME

Datacom ID:     SB6K1                                          RUNSTAMP

Datacom Master: Yes                                            JOBNAME

Datacom Native: Yes                                            DSGNUM

DSA001
Contains data reported in the Data Set Threshold Exception and Database Space Utilization reports. The reports provide
the following information related to the actual data set or cluster where the database resides:

• The total number of allocated cylinders and tracks
• The percentage of space used within the current total allocation as derived from the HI-USED and HI-ALLOCATED

RBAs
• The percentage of split CIs and CAs for a VSAM KSDS and for the high-level index of a VSAM KSDS component.

The table also stores user-specified threshold values related to space allocations for each data set.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 DSA001

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-DSA001

Datacom table ID:               DS1

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-DBA-AREA

Datacom area ID                 DBA

The column definitions for DSA001 are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
DBDNAME DBD name CHAR(8) 8 0 0 1 8
RUNSTAMP Record

creation
timestamp

TIMESTAMP 10 0 8 9 18

JOBNAME Job name CHAR(8) 8 0 18 19 26
DDNAME ddname CHAR(8) 8 0 26 27 34
IMSID IMS system ID CHAR(8) 8 0 34 35 42
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DBORG DBD
organization

CHAR(7) 7 0 42 43 49

ACCMETH DBD access
method

CHAR(4) 4 0 49 50 53

DSN Data set name CHAR(44) 44 0 53 54 97
FIRSTVOLSER The first used

volume
CHAR(6) 6 0 97 98 103

ENDVOLSER The last used
volume

CHAR(6) 6 0 103 104 109

VOLCNT Total number of
volumes

SMALLINT 2 0 109 110 111

VOLUSED Number of
used volumes

SMALLINT 2 0 111 112 113

ALLOCCYL The highest
allocated
cylinder

INT 4 0 113 114 117

ALLOCBYT The highest
allocated RBA

DECIMAL(8) 8 0 117 118 125

USEDCYL The highest
used cylinder

INT 4 0 125 126 129

USEDBYT The highest
used RBA

DECIMAL(8) 8 0 129 130 137

RECSIZE Record size
(same as block
size, OSAM)

INT 4 0 137 138 141

CISIZE BLKSIZE
(OSAM)/
CISIZE
(VSAM)

INT 4 0 141 142 145

RECBLK Records
per block/CI
(1 OSAM)

SMALLINT 2 0 145 146 147

BLKTRK Blocks per
track

SMALLINT 2 0 147 148 149

TRKCYL Tracks per
cylinder

SMALLINT 2 0 149 150 151

TOTPRICYL Primary
allocation
quantity in
cylinders

INT 4 0 151 152 155

TOTSECCYL Secondary
allocation
quantity in
cylinders

INT 4 0 155 156 159

CISPLITT % CI splits
(user
threshold)

SMALLINT 2 1 159 161 162

CISPLITV % CI splits SMALLINT 2 0 162 163 164
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CASPLITT % CA
splits (user
threshold)

SMALLINT 2 1 164 166 167

CASPLITV % CA splits SMALLINT 2 0 167 168 169
PCTMAXT % theoretical

max. size (user
threshold)

SMALLINT 2 1 169 171 172

PCTMAXV % theoretical
max. size

SMALLINT 2 0 172 173 174

EXTENTST Number of
extents (user
threshold)

SMALLINT 2 1 174 176 177

EXTENTSV Number of
extents

SMALLINT 2 0 177 178 179

XTAVAILT # available
extents (user
threshold)

SMALLINT 2 1 179 181 182

XTAVAILV # available
extents

SMALLINT 2 1 182 184 185

ALCUSEDT % allocation
used (user
threshold)

SMALLINT 2 1 185 187 188

ALCUSEDV % allocation
used

SMALLINT 2 0 188 189 190

SMUSEDT % space maps
used (user
threshold)

SMALLINT 2 1 190 192 193

SMUSEDV % space maps
used

SMALLINT 2 1 193 195 196

NUMEXCPS Number of
exceptions

SMALLINT 2 1 196 198 199

SOURCENAM
E

Source of
DD and data
set names:
O (Online),
R (Recon)

CHAR(1) 1 0 199 200 200

SOURCEINF Source of
information:
O (Online),
B (Batch)

CHAR(1) 1 0 200 201 201

DSTYPE Data set type:
O (OSAM),
K (KSDS),
E (ESDS)

CHAR(1) 1 1 201 203 203

DSCOMP Data set
component:
D (Data),
I (Index)

CHAR(1) 1 1 203 205 205

The index definitions for DSA001 are:
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Datacom Name:    ITKREPDB-DSA001        Columns:    IMSID   

Datacom ID:      DS1K1                  DBDNAME 

Datacom Master:  Yes                    RUNSTAMP    

Datacom Native:  Yes                    JOBNAME 

                            DDNAME  

                            DSN 

UTILITY
Contains consolidated high level information about runs of the Database Analyzer and Database Copier utilities.

After each run, the table contains a record for the particular object. For more detailed information, refer to the DBC* and
DBA* tables.

Note the following for this table:

SQL table name:                 UTILITY

Datacom table name:             ITKREPDB-UTILITY

Datacom table ID:               UTI

Datacom area name               ITKREPDB-IIR-AREA

Datacom area ID                 IIR

The column definitions for UTILITY are:

Name Description Type Length Nulls Offset Start End
JOBNAME Jobname

creation record
CHARACTER 8 n/a 0 1 8

STEPNAME Name of a step
in the job

CHARACTER 8 n/a 8 9 16

RUNSTAMP Record
creation
timestamp

TIMESTAMP 10 n/a 16 17 26

FUNCTION Function CHARACTER 10 n/a 26 27 36
RECONDSN1 RECON1 DSN CHARACTER 44 n/a 36 37 80
DBDNAME DBD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 80 81 88
DDNAME DD name CHARACTER 8 n/a 88 89 96
DSGNUM DSG or DEDB

area number
SMALLINT 2 n/a 96 97 98

PARTITION Name of
the HALDB
partition

CHARACTER 8 1 99 100 107

CPUTIME Time CPU
spent on task

DECIMAL 8 1 108 109 116

ELAPSEDTIM
E

Time elapsed
on task

DECIMAL 8 1 117 118 125

APF APF
authorized?

CHARACTER 1 n/a 125 126 126

IMSID IMS system ID CHARACTER 4 1 127 128 131
IMSVER Version of IMS CHARACTER 4 n/a 131 132 135
ITKVER Version of ITK CHARACTER 4 n/a 135 136 139
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ZOSVER Version of z/OS CHARACTER 5 n/a 139 140 144
LPARNAME Name of the

LPAR being
used

CHARACTER 8 n/a 144 145 152

RESERVED For future
additions

CHARACTER 50 1 153 154 201
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Messages and Return Codes
To search for messages that are generated by the Database Management Solutions for IMS, go to Database
Management Solutions for IMS Messages.

From here, you can browse all Database Management Solutions for IMS messages, or download all messages in PDF
format. These messages describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might occur.

For Snapshot General Services messages (TGR and TGHC), go to Messages for Database Management Solutions for
Db2.

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press
the Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

Message Formatting
The generated messages are written chronologically to the messages file. The messages file has a ddname of the
form pppMSGS where ppp is a code that identifies the component or product being executed.

All messages have the following format:

Pppxxyyz

ppp
Identifies the component that generated the text of the message. This code is used when debugging the product.
Messages with the ppp value equal to IDI are generated by common software used throughout the product.

xx
Identifies the module that generated the text of the message. This code is used when debugging the product.

yy
Identifies a number assigned sequentially within each module (within each xx).

z
Identifies the type of error described by the message text. Valid values are:

• E—Error. An error condition exists (return code of 8, 12, or 16).
• I—Informational. No action is required.
• W—Warning. A possible error condition exists (return code of 4).

For each message, the following information is provided:

• Explanation or Reason—What the message means, why it appeared, what caused it and what its variable entry fields
mean.

• Program action—The action that will be taken as a result of the condition that caused the message.
• User reaction—If a response is required, who performs it, what the valid responses are and their effect on the utility.

NOTE
Action appears in some places instead of Program action and User reaction to describe the action required.

• Problem Determination—If unable to determine the cause of the message, this section will give debugging suggestions
and guidance in preparing problem analysis documentation.

• Module—If known, the module where the message was generated from is identified.
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Variables

Some of the messages use variables, which appear in all lowercase or are indicated by the ampersand (&) sign. Variables
are replaced by actual values when the error message displays online. See the following examples:

IDI0101E

Invalid Return Code from IDICHA00 - Return Code: '&RETURN.'

In this example, '&RETURN' indicates that the value is a variable and in the message that you see, an actual value (a
return code in the case of this example) for the variable would display.

IDI0102E

UNPROTECT COMPLETE FOR column-name.

In this example, column-name represents a variable.

The UNPROTECT command was successfully completed against the specified column-name.

Recovering from a Timeout Condition
A timeout condition can occur while waiting for a reply from the IMS control region or the ITK started task. To recover from
timeout conditions, perform the following tasks until the problem is solved:

1. Use the Diagnostic analysis source in the Request Types table to identify the appropriate action. The req-type value in
messages indicates the resource where the timeout occurs.

2. If no obvious indication is found, investigate the state of health on the database using the following commands:

LIST.DB DBD DBDS

/DIS DB

Correct the problem and restart the database using the IMS /STA DB command.
3. In certain instances, paused BMPs are not automatically resumed. To resume the BMPs manually, follow these steps:

a. Display the status of active pause requests to determine if there are BMPs in a paused state.
b. Manually resume paused regions.

4. If the timeout error pertains, increase the AUTHINTV and CMDWAIT values and rerun the job.
5. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

Request Types

The following table provides description of request types (req-type) for timeout messages and indicates the appropriate
action in the Diagnostic analysis source column:

• 01—Check the IMS control region job log.
• 02—Check the ITK started task job log.
• 03—Run the DBRC LIST.DB (DB) DBDS command.

Request Type Description Diagnostic analysis source
ACT Activate the FFOR call intercepts 02
BMPC Locate BMPs for a specific database 02
CHE /CHE command 01
CHEC Verify /CHE command successful 01
CONN Connect to the ITK started task 02
DBD /DBD a database 01, 02
DBDC Verify the outcome of a /DBD command 01, 02
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DBR /DBR a database 01, 02
DBRC Verify the outcome of a /DBR command 01, 02
DBRG /DBR DATAGRP 01, 02
DEAC Deactivate the FFOR call intercept 02
DISC Disconnect from the ITK started task 02
DUMP Dump the repository 02
LOC Verify that the call intercept code is installed 01, 02
PAUA Abort the BMP Pause processing 02
PAUC Verify the BMP Pause processing 01, 02
PAUR Resume the BMP Pause processing 02
PAUS Connect to PAUSE with a PAUSE 01
RTRG Retreat from /DBR of a DATAGRP 01, 02, 03
STA /STA a database 01, 02, 03
STAC Verify the outcome of a /STA command 01, 02, 03
STAG /STA DATAGRP 01, 02
SWI Switch OLDS 01, 02
SWIC Verify the OLDS switch 01, 02

Reporting a Problem
Contents:

Prerequisites

To report a problem or ask a usage question, contact Technical Support.

The following information will be needed:

• Product Name—Shown on the first line of the messages report.
• Product Version—Shown on the same line as the product name in the messages report.
• Product Support Level—Some products generate message IDI5600I in the JESMSG file. The contents of this message

will be needed.
• IMS Version—The version, release, and maintenance level of the IMS system where the problem occurred.
• MVS, z/OS, OS/390 Version—The version, release, and maintenance level of the MVS, z/OS, or OS/390 system

where the problem occurred.
• ABEND Information—If the problem is an ABEND, the summary information written to the JESMSGs file will be

needed. This information includes the PSW and registers at the time of the ABEND. Also, the IDI300E through IDI307I
messages generated to the messages file will be needed.

If a dump is requested, it must be an MVS dump, not an ABENDAID dump. If a dump was not produced and it is needed,
add an ABENDDUMP=YES control statement and SYSUDUMP DD statement to the job and rerun it. If ABENDAID
intercepts the ABEND and cancels the dump, turn it off by adding the following DD statement to the job and rerun it:

//ABNLIGNR  DD DUMMY

The RTM2WA SUMMARY and SAVE AREA TRACE will be needed from the dump.
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Batch Utility

Some products consist of or contain one or more batch utility programs. The following additional information will be
needed if the problem occurred during the execution of a batch utility program:

• Operational Mode-Some utility programs in the product can run in native mode with there own JCL and control
statements or compatibility mode with IMS JCL control statements. We need to know which was in use when the
problem occurred.

• IMS Database Access Method-This will be GSAM, HIDAM Primary Index, Secondary Index, HSAM, SHSAM, HISAM
SHISAM, HIDAM, HDAM MSDB, or DEDB.

• MVS Database Access Method-This will be OSAM, VSAM, BSAM, QSAM, BDAM, or ISAM.
• JESMSGS, JESJCL, SYSMSGS-The actual system output of the execution of the utility.
• Messages Report-The actual product messages output of the execution of the utility. This shows control statements

and messages.
• Reports Report-The actual product reports output of the execution of the utility. This shows the reports generated by

the product.
• DBD Source-The source of the DBD describing the database involved in the problem.

Performance

The following additional information will be needed if the performance of the execution of a batch utility program is not
what was expected:

• Comparative Results—In addition to the complete execution results of the product, the complete execution results of
the corresponding IBM or other vendor utility will be needed.

• I/O Statistics Report—The report generated by the utility showing the database and file I/O performed.

Database Analyzer

The following additional information will be needed if the problem occurred during the execution of Database Analyzer:

• Analysis Input-Is the analysis of a database or an image copy?
• Execution Mode-Was the product executed by itself or during an image copy?

Secondary Index

The source of the table describing the indexes involved in the problem will be needed if the problem occurred during the
execution of Secondary Index.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Product Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:

• Database Management Solutions for IMS (includes links to solution brief and other technical documents)
• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Support and Services (getting started, services, and support)
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, DB2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain information about maintaining the Database Management Solutions for IMS:

• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Support Network Details

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about the Database Management Solutions for IMS:

• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe eLearning Library
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Mainframe Blog
• Mainframe Product Communities
• IMS Tools Community
• Tech Tips for IMS Tools
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Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• Twitter
• LinkedIn
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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